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American Ship-Building. 

We know what Master laid thy keel, 
What Workmen wrought thy ribs of steel, 
Who made each mast, and sail, and rope, 
What anvils rang, what hammers beat, 
In what a forge and what a heat 
Were shaped the anchors of thy hope! 

—Longfellow. 

SPEECH 
° 

HON. W. E. ROBINSON, 
OF NEW YORE, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Friday, January 12, 1883. 

The House, asa in Committee of the Whole, having under consideration, under 
the five-minute rule, the bill (H. R. 7061) to remove certain burdens on the Ameri- 
can merchant marine, to encourage the American foreign carrying trade, and to 
amend the laws relating to the shipment and discharge of seamen— 

Mr. ROBINSON, of New York, said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: We can easily imagine with what anxiety the patri- 

otic prisoner on board the British man-of-war strained his eyes in the 
morning light to see if the Stars and Stripes still floated over Fort our stage, and the foremost of our merchants, artists, and literary men, 

McHenry, then and through the ‘‘ perilous night’’ under English fire, 
and with what joy his doubts were dissipated when through the lifting | 
smoke and vanishing mists he saw still waving the ‘‘Star Spangled | General (soon to be the General) of our Army, and the majority of the 

| distinguished officers of both Departments; Banner’’ that gladdened his heart and inspired his muse. 
[t is with similar anxiety that the patriot now turns to the widowed 

sea and seeks for the sheen of that star-lit banner. 

held its illuminated folds dancing in every breeze on every sea. It 
swept the Mediterranean under Preble; its vollied thunder rolled over 
the Pacific under Porter; the Lakes laughed in its sunlight under 

art, the Atlantic was lighted by its folds beneath which the English 
flag was struck to our Yankee sailors. 

ls that flag forever folded, or shall it be again unfurled to greet the 
first beams of the morning sun? Are we now, after a century of suc- 
cess, to confess ourselves unable to contend with other nations and go 
begging to their doors for the privilege of buying their second-hand 
and second-class ships ? 

That flag has glad- | 
dened the eye of every American, wherever he wandered, when he be- | by descent; and that gave us the present President of the United States 

me ORD, 

of his friendship if I heard his name mentioned with disrespect and 
did not say a word in his defense. This present week an iron steam 
ship was launched from his ship-yard at Chester, on the Delaware, for 
a new American line to Brazil, and within the last twelve monthe 
twelve or fifteen steamships have been built and launched by this same 
energetic American. 

If he has made money I rejoice at it and wish it was doubled, as the 
reward of a grand American career. Bornin poverty and growing up 
without the advantages of education; born in Ireland, in the empire 
county of Cork; in Ireland, the land of Curran and Grattan, of Emmet 
and Fitzgerald, of Burke and Sheridan, of Goldsmith and Swift, ot 
Moore and O’Connell, of Wellington and Wolseley; in Ireland, the great 
producing country, the nursery of American brains and bravery; in 
Ireland, where the Creator seems to have established the principal 
factory of genuine American patriotism, which furnished the inexhaust 
ible supply to the limitless demand for that materiai in the American 
market; which gave us forour Army Butler, Hand, Irvine, Knox, Lewis, 
Montgomery, Morgan, Maylan, Stark, Sullivan and Wayne, Brown, 
Andrew Jackson and Macomb, Corcoran, Meagher, Mulligan, Sheridan 
and Shields, Pat Cleburne, Stonewall Jackson, and Albert Sidney 
Johnston; which gave us for our Navy Barry and Porter, Blakeley and 
Decatur, Perry and McDonough, and Charles Stewart, the grandfather 
of Charles Stewart Parnell; which gave to our press James Gordon Ben 
nettand Horace Greeley, Duane, Dunlap, and McMichael 
the list of our inventors and discoverers Fulton, Mors 
Kane; that gave us the ornaments of our judiciary, the 

which gave to 

, McCormick, and 
eloquence ot oul 

bar, the founders of our colleges, the lights of our pulpit, the genius of 

whose names even I have not time here to enumerate; that gave us the 
present Admiral and Vice-Admiral of our Navy, the present Lieutenant 

that gave us by birth three 

of our present Senators and five of our present House of Representa rf 
tives (and a dozen for the next House), with a majority of each House 

John Roach, coming to this country half a century ago from his deso 
late homein Ireland, from which all his family had been earried to thei: 

| graves, a lad of fourteen, with a full heart of hope and an empty 
McDonough and Perry; and under Hull and Blakely, Decatur and Stew- | purse, without a friend or a dollar in the world, and traveling on foot, 

after landing in New York, twenty-seven miles into New Jersey for the 

first meal which he enjoyed beneath that flag to which he has given a 

| home on so many of hisstately steamers, with a clear head, asound body, 
| 

I contend that this surrender in the contest for maritime supremacy | 
is unworthy of the American people. We can successfully compete 
with England in building iron steamships for ocean navigation. We 
taught England the way to eross the ocean bysteam. The engine that 

built in America, and so little did the English know of the science in 
which we were then giving her the first lesson that when they saw this 
American pioneer entering their harbor with dense smoke curling above 
her deck, they sent down an engine to extinguish the fire which they 
supposed had broken out in her cargo. 
man them to compete with any nation on earth. 

| 

| factories; 

We can still build ships and | 

When England’s coal beds and iron mines are played out, like her | 
system of government, we shall still have our inexhaustible supply of | 

We have all the materials for iron as well as wooden ship build- both. 

ing in boundless abundance withia our own territory, and we must not 
allow the humiliating confession to be made that we are unable to use 
them. I deny that it is necessary to go abroad to build or buy iron 
steamships. To-day an American ship-yard is in full and successful | 
operation in a city on the Delaware which has been built up by the 
indomitable energy of John Roach. I would count myself unworthy 

> | at Norfolk had to seek for sustenance by driving a cart 
carried the first ocean steamer across the Atlantic, the Savannah, was | 

and an indomitable love of American freedom, worked his way up 

from boyish poverty to manly affluence and to a knowledge of states 
manship in which he has few equals; and when the world seemed to 
yield to the opinion that American labor could not compete with En 
glish workmen; when the ship-yards of New York were turned into 
omnibus stables, beer gardens, and somewhat appropriate tombstone 

when the man that built the Monitor that saved the Union 
John Roach 

kept the tires of American forges glowing through the night of dé pau 

and placed the proofs of his victory over prejudice on the Amazon and 
the Pacific, and if he had had fair play would have successfully con 
tended for the mastery of the Atlantic. I am proud of him as an Irish 
man, prouder of him as an American, and when the future historian 
of America shall write the history of the jewels in the republican crown 
that shall be one of the brightest pages on which shall be written the 
name of John Roach, the American ship-builder 

{ Here the hammer fell. ] 
Mr. ROBINSON, of New York. 

Many MEMBERS. Goon! Goon! 
The SPEAKER. The Chair hears no objection to the time of the gen 

tleman being extended for five minutes more. 
Mr. ROBINSON, of New York. I shall try to complete my remarks 

in five minutes, but if I should want seven | shall ask the Speaker to 
keep that hammer still 

f A pplause | 

May I have a few minutes more ’ 



A 

I aia opposed to any proposition to extinguish the few fires still glow- | 
ing in American furnaces to rekindle them on the Clyde. There was 
much philosophy in old Dean Swilt’s advice to burn everything En- 
glish but her coal. The time may be when Great Britain shall become 
an American coaling station for our leviathan steamers to Europe. Then 
and not till then shall I consent to build our shipping there. 
never consent to acknowledge American inferiority and English suprem- 
acy. I protest, however, against being misunderstood. I am no mono- 
maniac against Englishmen, and harbor nohatred towardthem. Iam, 
if you choose, a monomaniac for America and American workmen and 
American citizenship against the world. Against the English Govern- 
ment—not against the English people. 

I cherish a pardonable dislike because it has crushed the hopes and 
hearts out of herown people as well as outof mine. Did any one ever 
hear in history the name of any nation save that of England where the 
elected representatives here, without any charge made againt them, 
c n.ined in prison while the tyrannical majority were pretending to legis- 
| te for the people that elected them? Born beneath her flag, [sought 
the «ree cilizenship which this grand Republic offers to every oppressed 
son of despotic government. Before I could obtain that citizenship, 

twice upon the Holy Evangelists you compelled me, as you compel En- 
glishmen and others, to take the oath that I foreswore all allegiance to 
all princes and potentates, and particularly to the brood of Great Brit- 
an. Do youblame me for keeping my oath? But this hatred of En- 
lish government involves no personal enmity to her people, fellow suffer- 
crs With ourselves. Not even against the Queen or her representatives or 
any of her family do we harbor personal hostile designs, and I protest both 
as an American and an Irishman against the insult offered to the Ameri- 
can people and to the children of Ireland in detailing a guard of Ameri- 
can soldiers to protect these scions of royalty as they travel through this 
country. 

oflicers, relieving them of their English livery, and without protec- 
tion travel over this broad land, and no American and above all no | 

She | Irishman, would raise a hand except to protect her from harm. 
may settle down as I see it stated that she intends to do for the winter 

State of the Lrish Rutledges and Ramseys, Burkes and Irvines, Butlers 
and Prestons, Jacksons and Calhours, she will find herself, without 
any attendance or guards, far safer than she would be at Balmoral, 
Buckingham, or Windsor. 

The Queen herself might leave her English palaces, and dismiss her 
guards, and travel through Ireland from Cape Clear to the Giant’s Cause- 
way, and with no protection but her own womanhood, could pass un- 
harmed through scenes where her Government has brought the people 
to starvation and despair, and she would find that she conld trust to 
** Prin’s honor and Erin’s pride’’ for her personal safety. On this ac- 
count I feel keenly the insult thus given to all our people, without stop- 
ping to inquire whether England ever did er ever will or ever would | 
detail any officers of her army to protect American citizens traveling 
through her territory, except as a police force to drag from their peace- 
ful beds at unseasonable hours American citizens, superior to most of 
her nobility, in character and genius and, accused of no crime, to lodge 
them in her filthy prisons beyond the reach of habeas corpus, and be- 
yond the hope of trial and deliverance. 

This idea that Irishmen harbor bloody designs against persons, how- 
ever worthy of hatred, and that they encourage assassination, is but a 
purt of the systematized conspiracy of the English press and its echoes 
here to impress the American mind with the idea that Ireland is full 
of crime, and that life is not secure among her people; this conspiracy 
is too successful, and we must expose it. I have a laborious corre- 
spondent who conceals his name, who for two years past has scraped up 
all the filthy Anglo-Saxon falsehoods which his brain could compass in 
congenial mud, and has sent them to me, when the names have an Irish 
signification, with expressive underscoring and other marks to attract 
attention. If he finds one homicide with an Irish name to the accused, 
he sends me that, but takes care to leave unnoticed the quadrupled 
cases of other nationalities. Now, to-day, with all her incentives and 
provocation to crime, there is no place on earth where life and property 
are so secure as in Ireland. The restraints of religion, the influence of 
her pious clergy, and the generous, noble, and benevolent impulses of 
the Irish heart secure for her this almost unrivaled character. I donot 
suppose that this English snob who keeps me posted on Irish infirmi- 
ties would dare to assail the American character because crime is prev- 
alent in our borders. Well, I find a statement in the Union Argus, 
the Republican paper published in my district in Brooklyn, on the 4th 
of the present month, and it gives the numbers of two murders and one 
suicide occurring in this country for every day in the previous year. 
Of seven hundred and twenty murders in the United States last year, 
one hundred and twenty-five were styled mysterious; three hundred 
and twenty-five mysterious murders were not telegraphed to Europe, 
but the one case of mysterious murder in L[reland committed in Phoenix 
Park, I do not think by Irishmen, has been telegraphed the world over 
and made the prolonged topic of a world’stalk. In my own New York, 
beloved by all her sons, native or adopted, with a population about the 
same as in Ireland, there were one hundred and thirty-one murders. 
Ireland presents no such record as that. 
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| bank president of Uniontown, who ought to have been his tathe: 

The Princess Louise may discharge her guard of American | 
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The suicides in New York were three hundred and eighty-three 
There have not been that many in Ireland ina century. And thes 
murders and suicides are by no means all that occurred in this country 

| during the past twelve months, for there were no scavengers of crinye 
} to hunt up and telegraph, as in the case of Ireland, all the failings o; 

I shall | i 
ol 

humanity. Indeed many of the men reported murdered in Ireland are 
still alive. I turn to the Washington Daily Republican of the 27) of 
last month, the second day after Christmas, 1882, and I find seventeey 
homicides committed in this country mentioned among the current 
news in that paper for that day. I know the answer which is ready 
the mouth of English falsehood that thecriminals must have been I; 
Not a man among them so far as appears from the record has « 
Irish name. Here they are: Thomas Kerr, Samuel Rives, Jennie } 
fen, George Felmar, Charles Branch, John Booth, Joe Styles, ( 
Gilman, George Portwood, Ellis, Frank Shaw, Merriam A. Mont 

gomery, Joseph Jarvis, Samuel Blackwood, and Hon. N. L. Duk: 
the member of the Pennsylvania Legislature, who killed A. C. Nutt 

In one case the assassin’s name was notknown. Poor lreland! how the 
English press on both sides of the Atlantic would have denounced { 
“carnival of crime’’ if it had occurred among her people in a yea 
stead of a day. 

I have made this digression to show that my course here is not cu 
by hatred of England, and I have no great desire to twist either ; 
tremity of her beast, but I pity the American ‘‘ with soul so dead” 

} to try to cover up his own cowardly neglect of his fellow-citizens t 
eling abroad, by turning into ridicule the honest efforts of thos 
would sustain and defend the dignity of American citizenship outraged 
in their persons. 

It is not hatred of England, but love of America which makes mn: 
test against the shutting up of American workshops and the quen 
of American furnaces; to protest against the injury which this \ 
inflict upon American workingmen, and to protest against giving « 
potic governments advantages over usin timeof war. What would | 

| been our fate had we been compelled to build the Monitor at Gi: 
at Charleston, in South Carolina, and in that grand old Irish city and | instead of at the city of Brooklyn? We might as well have emp! 

English statesmen to build our *‘ ship of state,’’ the Constitution 
what do we gain, anyhow, for American commerce or the Ameri 
marine, by buying worn-out steamships of slow speed from I) 
which we must man by mariners that are not American? Engli 
manned by Italians or Chinese, ridiculously called American ! 

Sir, if you cover the seas with English-built ships it matters 
what rag you hang from their mizzen-peaks, you scratch the Ame: 
paint from them, and they are still English vessels. I shall nev 
sent to take any English ships and call them American, except wi 
them as Hull took the Guerriere, or Decatur the Macedonian, 01 
rence the Peacock, or Blakely the Reindeer! 

When a beautiful child pines and dies in Ireland it is someti1 
by the poetical people of that country that the healthy infant has 
stolen by the fairies and a sickly elf left in its place. This ide: 
been beautifully expressed in the exquisite poetry of Lover: 

A mother came when stars [and stripes] were paling, 
Wailing round a lonely spring. 

Thus she cried, while tears were falling, 
Calling on the Fairy King: 

“Why with spells my child caressing, 
Courting him with fairy joy, 

Why destroy a mother’s blessing, 
Wherefore steal my baby boy?” 

* * 
+ 

“Give me back my baby boy!” 

England is the fairy that stole our Navy. She would not giv: 
now, but she would sell us back, the starvling elf which she has | 

| pared for us, more despicable than the sickly fraud with which | 
fairies deluded the distracted Irish mother! If we take her ships a 

| call them an American marine we shall manifest as little intell 
as the silly bird that hatches the cuckoo’s egg and calls the young 
own. The times demand a revival of American shipping, but rm 
to England for aid will not help us out of our difficulty. English ships 
we want not, either as auxiliaries to our merchant marine or for d 
fense as a navy. 

Non tali auxilio, nec defensoribus istis 
Tempus eget. 

We want healthy American ships, ‘‘a Yankee ship and a Yank 
crew.’’ If we can not have them without begging or borrowing 0! 
buying from foreign nations let us do without them. 

I hold in my hand the works of the American poet Longfellow. | 
turn to his magnificent description of ‘‘ The Building of the Ship;”’ but 
it was the building of an American ship that he described, and not a 

hired or purchased hulk of foreign build: ‘ 

“ Build me straight, O worthy Master! 
Stanch and strong, a goodly vessel, 

That shall laugh at all disaster, 
And with wave and whirlwind wrestle!” 

And soon throughout the ship-yard’s bounds 
Were heard the intermingled sounds 
Of axes and of mallets, plied 
With vigorous arms on every side. 
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Day by day the vessel grew, 
With timbers fashioned strong and true, 
Stemson and keelson and sternson-knee, 
Till, framed with perfect symmetry, 
A skeleton ship rose up to view! 
And around the bows and along the side 
The heavy hammers and mallets plied, 
Till after many a week, at length, 
Wonderful for form and strength, 
Sublime in its enormous bulk, 
Loomed aloft the shado hulk! 
And around it columns of smoke, upwreathing, 
Rose from the boiling, bubbling, seething 
Caldron, that glowed, 
And overflowed 
With the black tar, heated for the sheathing. 
And amid the clamors 
Of clattering hammers, 
He who listened heard now and then 
The song of the Master and his men. 

Behold, at last, 
Each tall and tapering mast 
Is swung into its place; 
Shroud and stays 
Holding it firm and fast! 

And everywhere 
The slender, graceful spars 
Poise aloft in the air, 
And at the mast-head, 
White, blue, and red, 
A flag unrolls the stripes and stars. 
Ah! when the wanderer, lonely, friendless, 
In foreign harbors shall behold. 
That flag unrolled 
’T will be as a friendly hand 
Stretched out from his native land, 
Filling his heart with memories sweet and endless! 

The ocean old, 
Centuries old, 
Strong es youth, and as uncontrolled 
Paces restless to and fro, 
Up and down the sands of gold, 
His beating heart is not at rest; 
And far and wide, 
With ceaseless flow, 
His beard of snow 
Heaves with the heaving of his breast. 
He waits impatient for his bride. 
There she stands, 
With her foot upon the sands, 
Decked with flags and streamers gay, 
In honor of her marriage day, 
Her snow-white signals fluttering, blending, 
Round her like a veil descending, 
Ready to be 
The bride of the gray old sea. 

Then the Master, 
With a gesture of command, 
Waved his hand; 
And at the word, 
Loud and sudden there was heard, 
All around them and below, 
The sound of hammers, blow on blow, 
Knocking away the shores and spurs. 
And see! she stirs! 
She starts,—she moves,—she seems to feel 
The thrill of life along her keel, 
And, spurning with her foot the ground, 
With one exulting, joyous bound, 
She leaps into the ocean’s arms! 

“Take her, O bridegroom, old and gray, 
Take her to thy protecting arms, 
With all her youth and all her charms! 

“ How beautiful she is! How fair 
She lies within those arms, that press 
Her form with many a soft caress 
Of tenderness and watchful care! 
Sail forth into the sea, O! shi 
Through wind and wave, right onward steer!’’ 

We know what Master laid thy keel, 
What Workmen wrought thy ribs of steel, 
Who made each mast, and sail, and rope, 
What anvils rang, what hammers beat, 
In what a forge and what a heat 
Were shaped the anchors of thy hope! 
Fear not each sudden sound and shock. 
*T is of the wave and not the rock; 
°T is but the flapping of the sail, 
And not a rent made by the gale! 
In spite of rock and tempest’s war, 
In spite of false lights on the shore, 
Sail on, nor fear to breast the sea! 
Our hearts, our hopes, are all with thee, 
Our hearts, our hopes, our prayers, our tears, 
Our faith, triumphant o’er our fears, 
Are all with thee,—are all with thee! 

Ah, sir, if you buy your Clyde-built ships you destroy all this picture 
of Yankee industry; you quench the song as well as the fires of the 
Yankee ‘‘master and his men,’’ and you destroy the poetry. No 
white, blue, and red shall unfurl the flag of the Stripes and Stars; ‘‘ no 
memories sweet and endless’’ shall fill the heart of the lonely American 
wanderer over distant seas, and gray old Ocean shall no more embrace 
his Yankee bride; the thrill of life along the keel shall not be the throb 
of Yankee pride. If built upon the Clyde no Yankee cares to know 
what master laid the keel or what workmen wrought the ribs of stee! or 
made the mast or sail or rope. 

I know not what relief this bill as it now stands may give to the 
revival of American commerce. 

I wish I could contribute something to secure that desirable end 
On the first day of the last session on which the presentation of bills 
were in order I introduced a bil! relating to merchant-seamen, of which 
some of the provisions are embodied in this bill. It was intended to 
protect the rights of the seamen; to relieve them from many hardships 
to which they are exposed under the present law; to secure to them 
better treatment, better wages, and better fare on shipboard, and to 

subserve the interests of American commerce. It also provided for th 
payment of advance wages only to the seaman himself or to his wife or 
mother. 

I do not pretend to understand this subject as well as many of my 
| friends, and in differing or seeming to differ from them I fear I may 
be wrong, and if so I shall be glad to give up my own mistaken notions 
for their wisdom; but at present I can not see how we can revive Amer 
ican commerce by buying ships abroad or by transferring American 
ship-yards from the Delaware to the Clyde 

I think much might be done by a judicious arrangement for carrying 
the mail. A few days since a Cunard steamer took out from New York 
250,000 American ordinary letters, 10,000 registered letters, and over a 
hundred sacks of newspapers. These letters, ata halfounce each, weighed 

about four tons. The amount of postage, without including the extra 
charge for registered letters, was $13,000. The Cunard steamers carry 
American grain for about three or four dollarsaton. If the postage had 
been but 1 cent on each letter, as I hope to see it both for foreign and 
domestic letters, this day’s mail would have given a clear protit of over 
$2,000 for one trip one way over ordinary freight. I see no reason why’ 
a hundred million of letters may not pass yearly from the approaching 
hundred million Americans to their corresponding millions in Europe 
This at 5 cents each would be $5,000,000 per annum for postage alone, 
while the reasonable freight on the same weight (about 1,500 tons) of 
grain would be only about 56,000. All this American postage trafli 
we are giving now to English ships. How long we shall continue to do 
so is beyond my ken. 

I want to revive American commerce. I want to reanimate American 
not English, shipping. I want to see American ship-yards thronged 
with American workmen. Ican not consent to degrade American labor 
to the level of English operatives, as described in Parliamentary re 

ports concerning the condition of humanity in her subterranean gloom 
I want to see the American workingman better fed, better clothed, 
better housed, and better educated than English slaves are or can be 
I want to see him with his happy home, his plenteous table, his smiling 
wife, his children returned, not from the factories but from school, 
awaiting his coming from honorable and paying toil. I want to see the 
American mechanic building American ships, on American soil, whose 
keels shall plow the waters of all seas and oceans, gladdening the hearts 

of all who wander over them. And wherever waves roll and winds 
blow I want the American wanderer to see the beloved and honored 
flag of his country so high above all rivals that he can proudly exclaim 

Hail, brightest banner, that floats on the gale! 
Flag of the country of Washington, hail! 

Red are thy stripes as the blood of the brave 
Bright are thy stars as the sun on the wave 

Wrapt in thy folds are the hopes of the free 
Banner of Washington, blessings on thee! 

[Great applause. ] 

Power of a State to Regulate Railroad Charges. 

SPEECH 

| HON. JOHN A. ANDERSON, 
OF KANSAS, 

| IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Thursday, December 7, 1882. 

| The House being in Committee of the Whole, and having under consideration 
| the bill (H. R. 6900) making appropriations for the expenses of the Indian De- 
| partment for the year ending June 30, 1884, and for other purposes 

Mr. ANDERSON said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: The paragraph to which I have offered a format 

amendment appropriates to these tribes a certain sum “‘ for their instruc 
tion in agricultural and mechanical pursuits.’’ The aim of that general 
policy is to make the Indians self-supporting. This result can only Ix 
accomplished when the practice of agriculture or of a mechanical art is 
profitable 

But the profitableness of farming depends very largely upon the cost 

of transporting products to their final market. Taking the crops of the 
| United States as a whole it will be found that more than one-half of the 
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sum paid fer them by the consumer is absorbed by freight charges. So 
that in the absence of competition between railroads, which is now the 
general rule, the cost of transportation is the chief factor in the problem 
of profitable agriculture; and the question of controlling freight charges 
by law is the paramount one, not merely for the Indian, but for thirty- 
odd millions of our own people. 

I desire to discuss one branch of it, namely, the legal power of a State 
to regulate the freight and passenger rates of the railroads within its 
jurisdiction, leaving for a later occasion the other brarfch, namely, that 
of Congressional regulation of interstate commerce. 

All over the continent there is a resolute and growing determination 
to restrain the unbridled greed of the huge corporations which monopo- 
lize transportation. At the same time there is no general disposition 
to violate their legitimate rights. 

A characteristic virtue of the average American is his willingness to act 
justly toward others while demanding full justice for himself. Whatever 
the legal or even equitable rights of the railroads may be he is ready to 
concede and observe them, and just whatever his own may be he will 
demand and enforce. While on the one hand heis opposed to commun- 
ism, on the other he is opposed to being duped or fleeced. And prob- 
ably his greatest perplexity in considering the transportation question | 
arises from a genuine doubt as to what are the precise rights of the com- 
panies and what are the precise rights of the public. He is metatevery 
turn by the countless attorneys of these corporations vociferating with 
characteristic assurance the State’s inability to legislate because of ‘‘ cor- 
porate powers,’’ ‘‘ unconstitutionality,’’ ‘* vested rights,’’ ‘‘ obligation 
of contracts,’’ and kindred dicta. And his desire to remedy palpable 
and glaring outrages by these corporations is sometimes checked by a 
fear of violating established principles of justice in enforcing a remedy. 
I speak from experience, and trust that the following investigations of 
one who is not a lawyer may be of service to other laymen. 

Let us start with the powers and duties of an individual as a mem- 
ber of organized society. 

their respective rights would be quickly decided by the public. But 
the masses are not equally familiar with the powers and duties of a 
“‘corporation.’’ That very idea is vague, if not mysterious, to the aver- 
age citizen. He never sees a corporation—only its agents; and bemg 
absorbed in his own affairs rarely examines into its nature or functions. 

WHAT IS A CORPORATION ? 

How is it created, and what are its powers? Chief-Justice Marshall 
defines it, in a general sense, as ‘‘ an artificial being, invisible, intangi- 
ble, and existing only in contemplation of law.’’ 
authority says: ‘‘A corporation is a body consisting of one or more per- 
sons, established by law, and continued by a succession of members.’’ 
A partnership must necessarily terminate with the lives of all the part- 
ners. 
living after generations of the associates may have passed away. Hence, 
as the first essential, a ¢orporation can only be created by the authority 
of the sovereignty, either State or national. 

fers upon certain designated persons six powers, known to the legal 
profession as the ‘‘ corporate faculties.’’ They are: First, the right to 
act by a corporate name; second, to have succession; third, to use a com- 
mon seal; fourth, to sue and be sued; fifth, to acquire and convey pro- | 
perty; and sixth, to make rules for the conduct of the affairs of the 
company not in conflict with law or the established rights of others. 

PROPERTY RIGHTS OF A CORPORATION. 

These six faculties and no others constitute its powers; and there is 
nothing so mysterious after all about a mere corporation as such, since 
its rights are no greater or more perplexing than the rights of the same 
persons in a simple partnership, except as to succession and the use of 
a seal. 

Suppose some man should build a hotel, both heand it would be sub- 
ject to the laws. If, instead, a dozen men enter into partnership and 
build a similar hotel, both they and it are equally subject to the au- 
thority of State and city. And if in lieu of the partnership they are 
incorporated as a company through a general or special statute, that 
fact in no way changes the status of the hotel as subject to the law or | 

And the incor- | 
poration of certain individuals asa railroad company, whether by State | 
or national law, invests them with no powers or rights whatever save | 

the rights of the company, except in the use of a seal. 

a“ these six ‘‘ corporate faculties.”’ 
It does not exempt them from the laws of the land; it does not ele- 

vate their right or property above that of other citizens, and most cer- 
tainly it does not clothe them with a power greater than that of the 
Government. The charter of such a company consists of two, and only 
two, parts, namely: 1, a grant of the six corporate faculties; and 2, a 
grant of power to do certain specified acts which can not be lawfully 
performed without legislative authority. Chief-Justice Marshall says: 

The great object of an incorporation is to bestow the character and properties 
of individuality on a collected and changing body of men. Any privileges which 
may exempt it from the burdens common to individuals do not flow necessarily 
from the c r, but must be eypressed in it or they do not exist. 

@ 

With these we are familiar both by experi- | 
ence and observation, whether the individual stands related to other | 
persons or to the State; and a controversy between two parties as to | 

Another celebrated | 

Corporate association is only # more durable partnership, one | 

This authority, whether | 
termed a charter or an act of incorporation, is simply a law which con- | 

A DDONATMrIYV jMsy MITM MMarTse YMMOIATHaryair 

WHAT IS THE LEGAL STATUS OF A RAILROAD? 

Coming, then, to the second element of a charter, let us inquire what 
are the specific powers usually granted toarailroadcompany. The are 

all embraced in the general reply, the power to build and operate a il. 
way. And that raises the question, Whatisa railway? In the modern 
sense it is a road formed ef iron or steel rails, affording one or mo) dis. 
tinct tracks. The common road presents a broad surface, over \, hich 
any description of vehicle may pass. A railway presents a trac’: alony 
which only flanged wheels can run. And this fact, together with the 
superiority of a locomotive over other motors, practically excludes || 

| vehicles except cars and engines. But what is its legal status? Whey 
completed is it the private property of the men who built it, and there- 
fore to be used for their pecuniary profit, just as a coal mine is worked 
for the profit of its owners? or, on the other hand, is it exclusively owned 
by the state, and therefore to be used for the benefit of the public and 
under the regulation of law ? 

A RAILROAD IS A PUBLIC HIGHWAY. 

That it is a public highway in precisely the same sense as is a county 
road is historically and judicially certain. Before men occupy terri 
tory the whole of it is an open highway for travel. With settlement 
and fences comes the necessity for public roads. But as these are {or 

| the accommodation of the community it is solely the prerogative of 
| the community, through its government, to declare where public roads 
shall be, when they shall be built, to appropriate so much of the p: 
vate land of individuals as may be required, to build the road eithe: 
directly or by an agent, to pay for it, and to preserve it free from ob 
struction for the public use and good. 

The better a road may be the greater is its benefit to the community; 
so that in time a turnpike or macadamized street supplants the original 
earth road. But this fact so far from rendering the street something 

| other than a public highway makes it all the more a public highway 
| Then comes a railway as the greatest improvement over a turn) 
which the genius of man has yet devised. It is the very perfection of 
roads; and this fact so far from stripping it of the character of a pub} 
highway rather intensifies that character. 

The only instance to the contrary would be that of a railway built 
by a person on his own land and for his own use. It would be a pri\ 
railway just asthe drives through his fields would be private roads 
But a railway which passes over the land of many different owners: 
only be built by the State and as a public highway, because no oth: 
authority may seize the private land needed for the road; nor may 1 

| State take the private property of one man and devote it to the pr 
use of another man or a company; it can only be taken and used for | 
public good. It is for these reasons that, as far back as history g¢ 
and under every code, highways have alone been built by the Stat« 

| when built have always been and always must be public property a: 
public highways. 

nke 

JUDICIAL AUTHORITIES. 
i 

| These questions have been settled by our laws and courts beyond 
possibility of doubt. The Constitution provides: 

ARTICLE IX. 

The enumeration in the Constitution of certain rights shall not be const: 
to deny or disparage others retained by the people. 

ARTICLE X. 

The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor) 
hibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively or to the pe 

Article 4 of the ordinance of 1787 provides: 
The navigable waters leading into the Mississippi and Saint Lawrence, « 

the carrying places between the same, shall be common highways and for 
free, as well to the inhabitants of the said Territory as to the citizens of the | 
States and those of any other States that may be admitted into the confed« 
without any tax, impost, or duty therefor. 

The right of ‘‘eminent donfain,’’ 
public domain, is: 
The superior right possessed by the sovereign in all property of the citize: 

| subject, whether real or personal, and whether or not the title were origin 
derived from the sovereign. One of the chief occasions for the exercise of tls 
right lies in creating the necessary facilities for intercommunication. This « 
tends to the construction of highways, embracing railroads, turnpikes, «a 
ferries, wharves, &c. (Redfield’s Laws of Railways, I, 228. See also 3 hi 
Com., 339; 3 Paige, 45, 73; 12 Pickering, 467 ; 23 id., 327; 3Selden, 314 
And it would seem that notwithstanding this right of sovereignty may re= 

in the United States as the paramount sovereign, so far asthe Territories are « 
cerned, in reference to internal communication by highways and railways; anc 
notwithstanding the ownership of the soil of a portion of the lands by the United 
States in many of the States as well as Territories, still, when any of the Ter 
tories are admitted into the Union as independent States, the general rig 
eminent domain are vested exclusively in the State sovereignty. (Redficld | 
230; 3 Howard (U. 8.), 212; 9 How., 471; 13 How., 25; 6 McLean, 517.) 

All railways and other similar corporations in this country exist, or are pr‘ 
sumed to have existed, by means of an express grant from the legislative power 
of the State or sovereignty. (Redfield I, 3.) 

That railways are but improved highways and are of such public use as to )u~ 
tify the exercise of the right of emixent domain, by the sovereign, in their « 
struction, is now almost universally conceded. (18 Barb., 222, 246; State v. Rive 
5 Lred., 297, and many other neat 

It seems to be well settled that the Legislatures have no power to take the 
property of the citizens for any but a public use; but thata railway is such: 4 us 
(21 Conn., 294; 14 Ohio,.147; 3 Comst., 511.) 
The Legislature must decide, in the first instance, when the right of eminen'! 

domain may be exercised, but this is subject to the revision of the courts, so !° 
as the uses to which the property is applied are concerned, (2 Kent Com., $4); 
Redfield I, 228.) 

contradistinguished from that 

—————————— 
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\J] railroads, or parts of railroads, which are now or hereafter may be in oper- 
ation are established post-roads. (Sec. 3964 Revised Statutes.) 

That a railway isa public highway, built, owned, and exclusively con- 
trolled by the State, isa fact universally recognized in American legisla- 
tion and affirmed by all courts. But if this be true, how does it happen 

that private persons are willing to devote their private means and labor 
to the creation of property which can only be owned by the community? 
Do they not acquire certain rights in the road? If so, what are these 
rights, and in what way do they affect those of the people as to the use 
of the road? 

THE STATE BUILDS THE RAILROAD. 

‘There are two modes in which the State may build a public road : First, 
directly and by its ordinary officers ; or, second, indirectly and by pri- 
yate citizens or corporations acting as its authorized agents. And there 
are two ways in which it may raise the money to pay for the construc- 
tion of the road: First, by a direct tax upon all its subjects, collected as 
are its annual revenues ; or, second, by a direct tax upon those only of 
its subjects who use the-road, to be collected by other than its ordinary 
tax-gatherers. 

In the construction of a railway the State generally adopts each of the 
latter methods: First, by constitutinga designated company as its agent 
for building a specified line; and, second, by authorizing this agent to 
collect a tax from such persons as shall use that line. Each of these 
powers is an attribute of supreme sovereignty and resides therefore in | 
the State alone; because the seizure of one man’s land by other private 
citizens for their personal benefit is a recognized crime, and the levy of 
a tax by them for the use of a public highway is robbery on land and | 

But the power of the State to collect rents from persons | at sea piracy. 
who use public property is self-evident. When this power is delegated 
by the State to individuals it is termed ‘‘ the franchise of charging tolls, 
namely, the right to exact a price for the use of property which belongs 

» 9? to the community. 
THE RIGHT TO CHARGE TOLL A VALUABLE CONSIDERATION 

This franchise is among the most ancient and valuable items of pub- 
lie property, and has always been a source of vast revenue. It may be 
granted by the sovereign as a free gift, or aS a substantial consideration 
tor services rendered, and English history abounds with instances of 
both kinds. 

Now, it is this franchise, and nothing else, which the State offers as a 
valuable consideration for the building of a railway. It is this #an- 
chise, and nothing else, which the company accepts as a full equivalent 
for its private means and work in constructing the road; and this fran- 
chise alone which it acquires by.completing the road. 

But the fact that the road is a public highway, and the consequent 

|} its subjects against extortionate tolls, it 
| fixing the precise rate of charge either to its own oflice 

Vr ge 

~ 

tol from the power to declare what particular person shall c 
or use the toll when collected 

1) 
ELE 

The first is an attribute of sovereignty 
t the 

of which even the State can not divest itself, because being itself the 

agent of the people it can not free itself from the obligations of publie 
policy and the duty of protecting the people from extortion or oppres 
sion. 

CORPORATIONS AT THE MERCY OF THE STATI 

If it be said that the existence of this inalienable power in the S I Line ute 

leaves the company wholly at its mercy, and to such an extent that it 
may fix the tolls at merely nominal rates, and so destroy the value of th: 
franchise, I admit the fact. There can be no doubt of that. But the 
was no possible doubt of it centuries before the companies accepted the 
franchise. They were bound to be aware of this inseparable limitation 
of the franchise, as imposed by the usages of governments and the dk 
crees of courts since civilization began; and they were, in fact, fullyaware 
of the qualification 

The abuse of the power by the sovereign is certainly 

istence of the power, whatever else it may be; and the company’s sol 
security against such abuse rests only in the sover 

proof of the ex 

4 ce 1S sense ot just 

and observance of equity. There alone, at least in a republic, it must 
forever rest; otherwise a legislature, chosen by the yple and acting fo 
the people, might irrevocably confer upon a soulless corporation the 
authority to rob the people by extorting ruinous t 
ways. But be the reasons what they 
that in England and America the 
been exercised by the 

may, the fact beyond question 

right of tixing rates of toll has 

government and aflirmed by the | t court 

DUTY OF STATE TO FIX RATE OF TOL! 

t { },] ‘ ‘ t of the ob ition yp ‘ 

the tunct 

While the legislature can not divest itse] 

may del 

sor to 

pany. But since this right inheres in the sovereign alone he may at a 
time resume its exercise. The determining of rates by the compa 

solely a ministerial and not at all an original act The rates the 
selves have not the nature of a bargain between the company and 

customers, but a wholly different nature, namely, that of a compe: 
sation paid by a traveler to the State for the use of a public road—a 

i toll. This being the case, what should be the verdict as to the man 
| ner in whicl 

| of his proper function, and high time that just prin 

right of the people to use it, under such regulations as the State may | 
prescribe, remain exactly the same whether the State builds it directly 
and pays for it out of its treasury, or builds it by an agent and pays 
that agent by granting him the franchise of collecting toll thereupon. 
In either case, when finished the road is the sole and exclusive prop- 
erty of the State. The company acquires no possible title of ownership 
in a rod, rail, or spike of it, a whit more than a contractor who builds 
a court-house for the county acquires the title thereto. And there is 
not a legislature in America, wild and reckless as some of them have 
been, which has ever pretended to grant the ownership of a railway to 
the company, because such a grant is beyond the power of any legisla- 
ture, either State or national, ultra vires, and would be declared null 
and void by every supreme court. 

The only powers which can legally be delegated to a company for the | 
construction of a road are: First, the authority to build the line; second, 
the right of eminent domain; third, the franchise of collecting toll, or, 
fourth, if an additional consideration be necessary, public lands, credit, 
ormoney. But when built, and forever thereatter, that road is the 
sole property of the State, and is a public highway exactly as is astreet 
or county road. 

POWER OF THE STATE TO FIX THE RATE OF TOLI 

It is perfectly clear also that the franchise of charging toll when ex- 
ercised by the company is qualified by all the limitations which govern 
it when exercised directly by the State itself. A fountain can not be 
higher than its source. The power of the State to determine the rate 
of charge is the most important of these limitations. This power re- 
mains in the State. It cen not legally delegate the right to another 
nor divest itself of the obligation to exercise the right, because to part 
with this power would be to place its subjects at the sole mercy of the 
grantee, who by fixing extortionate charges might practically debar all | 
other persons from the use of the road, and so convert a public highway 
into his own private property. 
The sovereign itself, though supreme, is bound in its use of public 

property by principles of justice and supreme considerations of public 
policy, the chief of which is that it shall act for the public good. Hence 

1 the companies discharge the trust of making and chang 

ing schedules? Is it not time that the sovereign resumed the exercise 

ples shall poveru 

the construction of railway tariffs ? 
If the State itself were determining t} 

ever dream of the ‘ 

1e tolls on a turnpike, would it 

competition ”’ theory or of omy points 

Its chief object in building a highway being to accommodate the pub 

rather than to fill its coffers, would it charge the traflic all it 

bear?’’ Whatever may be the answer given, there can be no differe 

of opinion as to the 
matter. If, 

repre hensible conduct of the corporal ons 1n t! 

from this standpoint, anything can be more surprising than 
the very idea that railroad rates as at present framed and shifted 

really tolls, it is the fact that the State ever permitted the function ot 

fixing the rates to be assumed by a company which pockets the 

Thus far I have been speaking of a railroad as distinct fro 

pany which builds it; of its character as a public highw of ther 
of the people to its use as such, ot the nature and qualilication 

franchise of toll, and of the right he company and of th 
the exercise of this franchis« 

COMBINATION OF FUNCTIONS RAILROAD COMPANTI 

But at this point let us examine another clement of t prob 

one which springs trom the characteristic difference between a 1 ul 

and all other roads, namely, that only car nd locome un tra 

upon it. These are so cost and usel lor any other purpo 
but few persons can afford to own them 

As in the case of stave-coaches or steamboats, the ul publ nd 

it cheaper to hire from those who do own them Che first idea resy« 

ing the railway, both in England and America, was that the hi 

passing over it were to be owned by many different parties, and all o 

them distinct from the company having the franchise of collecting toll 

| just as in the case of a turnpike; and for years this ‘the practi 
But in time it was found to be more economica and therelore be 

that the company holding the franchise should also furnish the ens 
and afterward the cars, though many of us remember fi ht-cars tha 

were owned by private merchants 
The general practice to-day is that a railway company pe 

different functions: First, that of a collector of tolls trom vehicles or ] 
| sons passing overa public highway - second, that of an owner of eng 

and cars, who is entitled to compensation for their use; and third 
of a common carrier who engages in the business of transporting fi 
and passengers. [Each of these is a separate and distinet function; each 
has separate privileges and distinct obligations; but neither of them, no1 it can not part with the right of declaring that tolls ‘‘shall be fair and | 

reasonable,’’ because this right resides in the people rather than in the 
sovereign, and is a limitation upon the very power of the sovereign. 
It is equally binding on the Government whether it collects toll directly 
or by an agent, and whether the franchise be granted to an agent as a 

gift or for a valuable consideration. The power to declare what the 
rate of charge for the use of public property shall be, is wholly distinct 

all of them when combined, are freed from the restraints of established 
law or placed beyond the power of the State in prescribing and entor« 
ing the respective rights of its subjects. 

Perhaps no little of the confusion in the public mind as to the pres 
ent rights of railroad companies arises from the failure to separate these 
three functions and to analyze the precise nature and obligations of each 

TTR hi nm nde 
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Yet we are familiar with the rights and duties of a person who has the 
franchise of collecting tolls on a bridge or turnpike; also with those of 
a liveryman; also with those of a stage or steamboat company which 
acts as a common carrier; and there need be no great perplexity because 
of the fact that the modern railway company combines all of these in 
its Work, and often the additional service of a telegraph, express, or 
hotel company. The combination does not increase a single one of its 
privileges over those possessed by an individual engaged in the same 
line of business, nor affect by a hair’s breadth a single one of its obli- 
gations and responsibilities to the public. 

Because, the original and gleaming fact that a railway is a public high- 
way, with all its consequences, remains wholly unaltered by the other 
fact that the toll-gatherer may also own and run a line of coaches over 
it. Any other person may legally do the same; but no person may own 
that highway, or use it except under such regulations as the State shall 
prescribe concerning the meeting and passing of vehicles, weight of load, 
rapidity of motion, or rate of toll. Whatever these regulations may be 
they rest equally upon all parties who move vehicles over the road, be 
they individuals or corporations, private travelers or common carriers. 
These laws grow out of the proprietary right of the State to declare the 
mode and conditions under which public property may be used, and are 
wholly different from another set of laws growing out of the wholly dif- 
ferent power of the sovereign to so regulate the business of common car- 
riers as to protect the public from injury or extortion. And this latter 
power and latter code are more ancient than the former. 

LAWS GOVERNING COMMON CARRIERS. 

A common or public carrier is one who carries for all who apply. (1 
Salk., 249; 2C. and P., 598; 1 Nev. and Per., 22. 

In an American case (Dwight v. Brewster, 1 Pick., 50) a common carrier is de- 
fined to be one who undertakes for hire or reward to transport from place to 
place the goods of such as employ him. The rule embraces the proprietors of 
stage-wagons and coaches, omnibuses, and railways. (Story, Bailm, ? 496, and 
cases cited.) And in general the same rule is established here as in England, 
that those who are engaged in the business of carrying for all who apply indis- 
criminately upon a particular route, by whatever mode of transportation they 
conduct tn nd ag must be regarded as commoncarriers. (Redfield, II, 1,3.) 

It was decided at an early day that persons assuming to carry goods upon rail- 
ways for all who applied were to be held as common carriers, and indeed it is now 
regarded as an elementary principle in the law that all who carry goods in any 
mode for all who apply are common carriers. (7 Man. and W., 253; 8M. and W., 
421; 4M. and W.., 421, 749; 12 M. and W., 756; 6 Whart., 505; 19 Wend., 534; 13 id., 
611; Story on Bailm, 2500, &c.) In the case of Fuller (21 Conn., 570) it is said that 
in order to charge railways as common carriers it is not necessary to allege that 
they had power under their charter to become common carriers, but that having 
assumed the office and duties of common carriers of freight and passengers, they 
are thereby estopped to deny their obligations therefrom resulting by falling 
back upon any limited construction of their power under their charter. (Red- 
field, LI, 12.) 

That the State has the power to fix the charges and otherwise regu- 
late the business of common carriers is a matter of history: 
Whenever any person pursues a public calling and sustains such relations to 

the public that the people must of necessity deal with him, and are under moral 
duress to submit to his terms if unrestrained by law, then, in order to prevent 
extortion and an abuse of his position, the price he may charge for his services 
may be regulated by law (98 Mass., 1; 5 Jones (N. C.) and 252; id., 258; 18 
How., 272; 10 M. and W., 415; 12 Wheat., 259; 4 111., 53; 13 IIL., 37.) 

In the case of Munn v. Illinois, U. S. Reports 94, 123, Chief-Justice 
Waite, in delivering the opinion of the United States Supreme Court, 
which is an exhaustive discussion of this point, said: 
When one becomes a member of society he necessarily parts with some rights 

or privileges which, as an individual not affected by his relations to others, he 
might retain, “A body politic,” as aptly defined in the preamble of the con- 
stitution of Massachusetts, * is a social compact by which the whole people cov- 
enants with each citizen, and each citizen with the whole people, that all shall be 
governed by certain laws for the common good.” This does not confer power 
upon the whole people to control rights which are purely and exclusively private ; 
but it does authorize the establishment of laws requiring each citizen to so con- 
duct himself, and so use his own property, as not unnecessarily to injure another, 
This is the very essence of government, and has found expression in the maxim 
sic utere tuo ut alienum non ledas, From this source come the police powers, 
which * * * are nothing more nor less than the powers of government, that 
is to say, the power to govern men and things. Under these powers the Govern- 
ment regulates the conduct of its citizens one toward another, and the manner 
in which each shall use his own property, when such regulation becomes neces- 
sary for the public good. In their exercise in has been customary in England 
from time immemorial, and in this country from its first colonization, to regulate 
ferries, common carriers, hackmen, bakers, millers, &c.,and in so doing to fix 
& maximum of charge to be made for services rendered. 

. * - * - * . 
Looking, then, to common law, from whence came the right which the Con- 

stitution protects, we find that when private property is “ affected with a public 
interest it ceases to be juris privati only.” This was said by Lord Chief-Jus- 
tice Hale more than two hundred years ago, and has been accepted without ob- 
jection as an essential element in the law of property ever since. Propert 
does become clothed with a public interest when used in a manner to make it 
of public consegence, and affect the community at large. V"hen, therefore, one 
devotes his property to a use in which the public has an interest, he in effect 
grants to the public an interest in that use, and must submitto be controlled by 
the public for the common good, to the extent of the interest which he has thus 
created. He may withdraw his grant by discontinuing the use; but so longas 
he maintains the use he must submit to the control. 

> . . > a. > + 

From the same source comes the power to regulate the charges of common 
carriers, which was done in England as long ago as the third year of the reign 
of William and Mary, and continued until within a comparatively recent pe- 
riod. And in the first statute we find the following # ve preamble, to wit: 
“And whereas divers wagoners and other carriers, by combination among 

themselves, have raised the prices of carriage of goods in many places to exces- 
sive rates, to the great injury of the trade, be it therefore enacted,” &c. 
Common carriers exercise a sort of public office and have duties to perform 

in which the public is interested (6 How., 382). Their business is re “ af- 

fected with a public interest,” within the meaning which I ot < ch Lord Hale has so for 

It is insisted, however, that the owner of the property is entitled to 
able compensation for its use, even though it be clothed witha pabile iene 
and that what is reasonable is a judicial and not a legislative question. 

As has already been shown, the practice has been otherwise. In countric 
where the common law prevails, it has been customary from time immemor al 
for the legislature to declare what shall be a reasonable compensation \: ro 
such circumstances, or perhaps more properly speaking, to fix a maximum ~*~ 
yond which any charge made would be unreasonable. Undoubtedly in mer 
rivate contracts relating to matters in which the public have no interest wl . 

§ reasonable must be ascertained judicially. But this is because the legis! sions 
has no control over such a contract. So,too,in matters which do affect the pr » 
lic interest, and as to which legislative control may be exercised, if there are ne 
statutory regulations upon the subject, the courts must determine what is re. ' 
sonable. The controlling act is the power to regulate at all. If that exists th a 
right to establish the maximum of charge as one of the means of regulation ie 
implied. In fact, the common-law rule, which requires the charge to be reaso; 
able, is itself a regulation as to price. Without it the owner could make | is 
rates at will and compel the public to yield to his terms or forego the use : 
But a mere common-law regulation of trade or business may be changed }) 

statute. A person has no property, no vested interest, in any rule of the com. 
mon law. hat is only one of the forms of municipal law, and is no more sa: red 
than any other. Rights of property which have Coan created by the common 
law can not be taken away without due process, but the law itself, as a rule of 
conduct, may be changed at the will, or even at the whim, of the legislatur 
unless prevented by constitutional limitations. Indeed, the great office of sta; 
utes is to remedy defects in the common law as they are developed, and to adapt 
it to the changes of time and circumstances. To limit the rate of charge for 
services rendered in a public employment, or for the use of property in which 
the public has an interest, is only changing a regulation which existed befor 
It establishes no new principle in the law, but only gives a new effect to an old 
one. We know that this is a power which may be abused, but that is no argu 
ment against its existence. For protection against abuses by legislatures the 
people must resort to the polls, not to the courts. 

POWER OF LEGISLATURE TO CHANGE A CHARTER 

With respect to the point so often made that the charter of a company 
isa contract, that the State can not ‘‘ impair the obligation of contracts,’ 
and therefore that the legislature is barred from imposing new obliga 
tions or changing privileges already granted, it will be sufficient to re- 
cite a Supreme Court decision in the case of Peik, rendered by Chiet 
Justice Waite. Itis rather a question as to the power of a legislature to 
modify its action than one involving the relation of the roads and th 
people: 
The Chicago and Northwestern Railway Company was by its charter, and the 

charters of other companies consolidated with it, authorized “to demand and 
receive such sum or sums of money for the transportation of persons and prop 
erty, and for the storage of pone as it shall deem reasonable.” The os 
tution of Wisconsin, in force when the charters were granted, provides that a 
acts for the creation of corporations within the State “may be altered or re 
pealed by the Legislature at any time after their passage.’ Held, that the Leg 
islature power to prescribe a maximum of charges to be made by said com 
pany for transporting persons or property within the State, or taken up outsid 
of the State and brought within it, or taken up inside and carried without. (94 
U. 8. Report, 8. C., 165.) 

An analysis of the exact functions performed by railway companies 
will satisfy any disinterested man as to the absolute right of a legisla 
ture to regulate their entire business by stringent laws inexorably en 
forced. If their true legal status be that of toll-gatherers on a publi: 
highway, then the proprietary right of the sovereign to fix the rate o! 
toll is sufficient. But if they have an additional status as a renter of 
engines and cars, or as public carriers, then the police jurisdiction of 
the State and its inalienable obligation to protect its subjects covers th: 
whole field; while the fact that these corporations embrace so many 
different functions, each of which is ‘‘ affected with a public interest,”’ 
is a cumulative authority as well as an imperative necessity for legis 
lation. Taken together and as a combined whole, these powers con 
clusively and completely bring under the jurisdiction of a Legislatur 
every such company transacting business upon its territory. 

If the great principles which underlie the respective rights and obli 
gations of the State, of the people, and of the corporations in the mo- 
mentous service of transportation have been made the least clearer or 
more forceful to the average citizen, my purpose has been fully accom 
plished. Unfortunately the glaring proofs of the crying necessity {01 
legislative enactment against the extortions daily practiced by the com 
panies are as numberless as autumn leaves. I shall not recount them 
Perhaps they may best be summarized and emphasized by presenting 
the view of the subject as taken by the corporations. 

A RAILROAD ATTORNEY'S VIEW OF THE SUBJECT. 

As seen by a railroad attorney, through the mellow sunshine of an 
invigorating salary, it is substantially this: 

That a railway, having been built with the private capital of the 
shareholders (usually a quite different class—bondholders), is the sole 
and absolute property of the company; that it is to be used, like other 
private property, vigorously and exclusively for the pecuniary beneiit 
of its corporate owners; that the function of establishing and changing 
rates is the sovereign prerogative of the company and is to be exercised 
with an eye single to extorting the last possible cent from the publi 
that the theory of legislative regulation of railway tariffs is bald com- 
munism, and its advocates demagogues; that as to the people—*Oh, 
the people be ——!”’ that when a rival company proposes to compete, 
neither it nor the community has any rights which their royal majes- 
ties are bound to , a new line being a ruthless invasion of thei! 
sacred ‘‘territory”’ and black rebellion against their imperial authority ; 
that a railroad “‘war’’ (paid for by others) is a gallant vindication of 
their heroism and sovereignty; that the only thing necessary to bring 
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in the millenium is a universal ‘“‘pool,’’ enforced by national law, 

which shall wholly wipe out the evil of ‘‘competition’’ and permit the 

companies to give undivided attention to the great work of collecting 
‘‘a}] the traffic will bear.’’? That a corporation is the grandest invention 
of the age for escaping human and divine law. That having no material 
pody to be kicked it can not be punished for swindling shareholders by 
watering stock, for defrauding bondholders by withholding dividends, 
for usurious extortions from shippers, for insults to passengers, for eva- | 
sion of national and violation of State law; that having no soul to be 
damned, or none worth damning, it is free to corrupt conventions, bribe 
legislators, control Congressmen, own United States Senators, and per- 
haps weirdly modulate the opinions of a United States Supreme judge; 
that the responsibility of its agents, even for being an agent, is canceled 
by the power of the company; that it may with impunity habitually 
commit or cause to be committed series of crimes which if proven upon 
an individual would consign him to the penitentiary for life; and that | 
it may do all these things with a brazen shamelessness and arrogance 
which incline the average American to turn for consolation to the doc- 
trine of future punishment. I may not have quoted the precise lan- 
guage of corporation attorneys, but have gotten in most of the facts! 

The contrast between these two views of the same subject is vivid and 
glaring. Which of the two is correct, and which shall prevail? 

Paymaster’s Department, United States Army. 

SPEEOH 
Fr 

HON. COLUMBUS 
OF TEXAS, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Wednesday, December 27, 1882, 

UPSON, 

On the following amendment, submitted by Mr. Browns, to the Army appro- 
priation bill: 

Add at the end of line 114: 
“ And provided further, That whenever a vacancy occurs in the office of Pay- 

master-General, assistant paymaster-general, deputy paymaster-general, or pay- 
master in the Army, by death, dismissal, resignation, retirement, or other cause, 
the same shall not be filled by appointment or otherwise; and whenever the force 
in the Pay Department shall not be sufficient for the due payment of the troops, 
the Secretary of Waris authorized and required to detail, under such regulations 
as he may prescribe, an officer or officers in the Quartermaster’s Department to 
supply the deficiency ; and when the paymasters have all died, been dismissed, 
resigned, or been retired as hereinbefore stated, the payment of the Army shall 
be wholly transferred to the Quartermaster’s Department, under such regula- 
tions ag the Secretary of War may prescribe. Whenever, however, a vacancy 
occurs In the office of the Paymaster-General, the duties of that office shall devolve 
on the next officer in rank in the Pay Department.” 

Mr. UPSON said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: The great importance of the radical change, namely, 

the merging of the Pay and Quartermaster’s Departments of the Army, | 
as proposed in the amendment to the Army bill, offered by Mr. BRowNE, 
of Indiana, induces me to add a few substantial reasons to those which 
I heretofore and but hurriedly suggested why that amendment, in the 
interest of economy and efficiency, should not be adopted. 

If that amendment should become a law it would destroy a system of 
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payment in the United States Army which dates back to the reorgani- | 
zation of our Army in 1821, and has stood the test of practical experi- 
ence, both in peace and in war, for the past sixty-one years, meeting 
during that period with the very general approval of the highest mili- 
tary authorities. 

I feel fully warranted in saying that no other system of army pay- 
ment has been devised or suggested which equally, with the present 
one, combines the advantages of prompt payment, safety of the public 
money, accurate and prompt accountability, with the least expense and 
liability to embezzlement and corrupt defaleation. A few prominent 
facts disclosed by the official records of the Army as to the long-ex- 
ploded system of regimental, battalion, post, or company paymasters, 
contrasted with the workings of the present system, constitute an indis- 
putable argument in favor of the latter. 

The following appears in an official letter of Paymaster-General Tow- 
son, dated April 24, 1839, namely: 

First. From 1808 to 1811, before the war “of 1812,” the average annual ioss by 
the defalcation of regimental and battalion paymasters amounted to 1.58 per 
cent. on the amount disbursed, and the annual average expenses for paying the 
Army to 3.10 per cent. 

nd. From the beginning of the war of 1812 to 1816, under the same system, 
these averages were: Defalcations, 2.98 per cent., and the expenses, 4.36. 
Third, From the date of the reorganization, in 1821, on the new plan (the pres- 

ent one), to 1825, the average defalcations were .22, little more, it will be perceived, 
than the one-fifth of 1 per cent., which was finally paid into the Treasury ; ex- 
penses for the same period, 2.13 per cent. 

(The results during the Mexican war were better still, as not one 
dollar was lost by defalcation and the average expenses reduced. ) 

Fourth. From 1825, after the new system had been well established, not one 
dollar of defalcation, and the total average expenses reduced to 1} per cent. 

} 
| 

| 

| 
| 
| 
| 

| date of the approval of this act 

General B. W. Brice, in his annual report for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1866, uses the following language: 

iam enabled to reiterate the unprecedented result that since July, 1861, in 
the expenditure of $1,083,000,000, disbursed by this Department in minute sums, 
and surrounded by difficulties and hazards, the total cost to the Government, in 
expenses and losses of every characver, can not in the worst possible event ex 
ceed three-fourths of 1 per cent. 

Is there an instance on record of public disbursement so cheaply per 
formed? and this, too, under the present organization and system of 
Army payments. 

It will be found upon an examination of the actual disbursements 
and expenses of the Paymaster’s Department that the estimate as to 
those items of the gentleman from Indiana [Mr. BROWNE] are far from 
being accurate, when he says: 
While I do not pretend to be precisely accurate, I think I am safe in asserting 

that the Pay Department in fact disburses only from $10,000,000 to $11,000,000 pet 
annum; S80 we pay 4 per cent. for the mere disbursement of the money for the 
payment of the troops 

The actual cost of paying the Army for the fiscal year ending June 
30, 1882, was 2} per cent. instead of 4 per cent., and the amount dis 
bursed $13,613, 257.41, instead of $10,000,000, or $11,000,000, as stated 

by Mr. BROWNE, 2s will appear from the following statement taken from 
the records of the Pay Department, namely 

Expenses of Pay Department, United States Army, for fiscal year ending June 

Pay of officers ......... 
Pay ot clerks susheitent 
Pay of messengers....... 

$180, 274 56 

64, 800 00 
14, 426 66 

259, 501 22 

22,034 80 Commutation of quarters to officers 

231,536 02 

Mileage of officers inuadecee eevee $16, 136 % 
Actual expenses of clerks 21, 128 31 

37, 265 26 

Total expenses 
Total disbursements......... desitnes 
Percentage of expenses to disbursements 

318, 801 28 

13, 613, 257 41 
0) 

Lest it might be inferred by the attempt to merge the Pay Department 
into the Quartermaster’s Department, under the popular and at present 
contagious cry of ‘‘economy’”’ and ‘reduction of expenditures,’’ that 

the Pay Department was extravagantly administered as compared with 
the expenses of the Quartermaster’s Department, I will say that I find 
the expenses of the Quartermaster’s Department, not including mileags 
and clerks’ traveling expenses, to be $710,284.16; amount of disburse 

ments, $12,446,242.22; percentage of expenses to disbursements, 5.7 
per cent., while the average expenses of the Pay Department for several 
years past i8 but about 2} per cent.* 

The Pay Department system, for the preservation of which I am con 

tending, has not only withstood the test of time and experience, of 

peace and war, but of thorough investigations before Congress 
The question of consolidating the Pay, Quartermaster, and Sub 

sistence Departments was made the subject of careful investigation by 
the Military Committee of the House at the third session of the For 

tieth Congress, the first session of the Forty-fourth Congress, and the 
second session of the Forty-fifth Congress. The weightof testimony was 

strongly against the merging of the Pay Department with the Quartet 
master and Subsistence Departments, or with either of them ; and spe 

cial attention is called to what was said by a few of the many officers 

who gave testimony on that subject 
General SHERMAN: A staff system that has admitted of an increase of the line 

of the Army from the mere nucleus of 1860 to a million of men, and its reduction 
back to the present standard, without confusion, and with the most perfect n« 
countability as to property and money, at all times providing for the Army 
abundantly, is entitled to our respect 

Lieutenant-General SHERIDAN : Of course they can be consolidated; but Ldoubt 

whether you can get as go “la result as you have now I do not believe in tear 

ing thin 
done we 

rs down, especially when they have 

and I do not k 
done well They have certainly 

ll as they are now that any great savin 8 to be made by 

consolidation lam not prepared to recommend anything of the kind 
Major-General Hancock: It would be “ practicable’’ to consolidate the Qua 

termaster’s, Commissary,and Pay Departments into one corps, but the operation 

would be difficult and attended with no great advantage or economy All« 
most of the persons who now constitute the separate corps would appear in thie 

consolidated corps, and they certainly would not act any more efficiently or eco 

nomically on acct t of the consolidation 
A careful examination of all the views expressed will not only show that the 

weight of evidence is against the consolidation of these corps, but that the op 
position to it has decidedly increased, and that while some who at first favored 

* It is but proper to note that the expensesof the Quartermaster’s Department 

includes the care, purchase, &c., of property, besides other expenses; and 
believed that that Departmentis at present economically and efliciently adminis 
tered. 

Mr. Upson’s proposed substitute for Mr. Browne's amendment 
Provided furt That the President of the United States shall, at the carlic 

period pract , retire, under and in accordance with the provisions of ch 
ter 2 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, all paymasters, or officers in 

the Pay Department of the United States Army, incapable of performing the 
duties of his or their office or incapacitated for active service ; and such retirement 

shall not be prevented, limited, or restricted by any act of Congress in force at the 

And provided further, That there shall be no more appointments to the grade 
of major in the Pay Department of the Army until the numberof n rs in that 
department shal! have been reduced by death, retirement, resignation, dismis 
sal, or other cause below forty 
And provided further, That in future appointments in the grade of major and 

paymaster shall be made from the captains in the line of the Army. 

A 
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it now either oppose or do not support it, there are no changes of opinion in the 
other direction. 
General Howarp: But careful inquiry will, I am confident, discover grave 

difficulties in the way of such consolidation. Our Army, though now not very 
large, is very widely scattered. There would bea liability of overtaxing asingle 
officer at Washington; and confusion in accounts would be inevitable, unless a 
clear distinction was kept up in all papers and books and reports, corresponding 
almost exactly with that now kept by the Quartermaster, Commissary, and Pay 
Departments. 
General McCLEeELLAN;: You ask my opinion as to the proposed consolidation of 

the three corps (Quartermaster, Commissary, and Pay) into one. I don’t like 
the idea at all, and had I the power would prevent it. 

If this consolidation scheme is carried out, experience will prove that some in- 
dividual interest was at the bottom of it, and that no real benefit inured to the 
service; and before long the old order of things will be restored. 

It seems almost superfluous for me to say that our peace organization should 
be such as to enable us to increase the Army rapidly in time of war. Any dis- 
interested soldier knows what this means with regard to the number of and 
line officers in peace 
Major-General Meape: I can notsay that, after reading all that has been written 

and said, I am prepared to advocate consolidation. I have hada fair opportunity 
to observe the workings of the present system, both in time of war and peace. 
It bas always worked well 
Major-General Tomas: I do not think it would be advisable to unite them, 

either one with another or to unite the whole three together. Their duties are 
separate, and I think they are very wisely divided as they are. 
General Foster: The paymasters have. again, an entirely different duty to 

perform, in which great care and responsibility are required. At many posts the 
officers who perform the quartermaster’s duties could not furnish the requisite 
bonds for the security of the public money now furnished by every paymaster. 
The public money for the payment of the Army is safer in the hands of the pay- 

masters than in the hands of quartermasters, who have to follow the movement 
of troops, and thus, to a certain degree, endanger its safety, especially in time 
of war 
General Lonestreet: The duties of the Quartermaster’s, Commissary, Pay, 

and Medical Departments are sufficiently burdensome and complicated when 
kept as separate departments. Consolidated, an officer of higher grade would 
be chief, while the organizations would virtually remain as before. The only 
good reason that I can give in favor of consolidation is thata place may be made 
for some distinguished and meritorious officer 
General TOWNSEND: The question of paying troops isa very difficult one. Pay- 

ment by company commanders would involve the frequent changing of funds 
from hand to hand, great multiplication of accounts, and corresponding increase 
in clerical force of the Treasury to settle them; and more than all, frequent and 
serious losses to the Government from want of secure places of deposit at most 
of the military stations. Large supplies of funds must be sent to the officers in 
the fall before communication is cut off with many posts. Agents, whose ex- 
yenses must be paid, must carry them, for there are no banking facilities at 
—_ At the posts, a safe, a trunk, or a chest will be the well-known deposit, 

inviting to frequent robberies. The officers would not be under bonds, and 
might often be defaulters; or from want of capacity for keeping such intricate 
accounts might often make serious mispayments. Suppose the remedy be ap- 
plied of requiring bonds. Not many officers could get bondsmen without leav- 
ing their post, if they could at all. Moreover, where a man is required to give 
bonds for any duty, he should have the liberty of accepting or declining the duty 
rather than give the bond 
Another objection would be a removal of eheck against paying wrong accounts, 

for the officer who made up the soldier's statements would likewise pay him. 
Now, the paymaster first examines and corrects the accounts before he paysthem, 
and he is charged with mistakes if the soldier can not be reached to rectify them. 
Then, afterall, provision must be made for payments of soldiers discharged away 
from their commands, and of officers at posts. The opinion is deliberately en- 
tertained that any other mode of payment than the present must necessarily be 
more complicated, and subject the Government to immensely greater risk of loss. 

General McDowell says: 
I do not recommend the consolidation of the Pay Department with the ordi- 

nary supply departments. On the contrary, | would increase it and keep it ut- 
terly distinct from them, and favor the plan of extending its payments to include 
that of ail money due on contracts for either material or services, in all branches 
of the service; making it the military chest, the cashier of the Army, having 
nothing whatever to do with the creating of obligations, but confined to the duty 
of discharging them, as is now done in the case of the muster and pay rolls of 
the troops and officers’ accounts for pay, and, recently, for traveling expenses, 
where the account or demand is made by one set of officers and discharged by 
another. I think this division, when once under way, would tend to afford ad- 
ditional guarantees to the Treasury and much simplify the business of the Army. 

There seems to be much force and sound reason in the suggestion of 
General McDowell to extend the duties of the Pay Department so as to 
include the payment of all money due on contracts in all branches of 
the service, ‘‘ having nothing whatever to do with the creating of obli- 
gations but confined to the duty of discharging them.’’ This change, 
in the language of General McDoweil, we submit, ‘‘ would tend to af- 
ford additional guarantees to the Treasury, and much simplify the bus- 
iness of the Army.”’ 

General Terry says 
I think that to consolidate the Quartermaster’s, the Subsistence, and the Pay 

Departments into one corps would be to disregard a principle which underlies 
all modern progress—the principle that the best results are obtained by the divis- 
ion of labor; that the best work is done by specialists—a principle that is of quite 
as much importance in military organizations as it is in civil life. The Quarter- 
master’s Department is already loaded down by the multiplicity of subjects over 
which it has control; to add to its duties would, I think, impair its efficiency. 
That the Pay Department should not be consolidated with the other two, or 

with either of them, seems to me to be shown by the fact that paymasters must 
travel from post to post, paying troops, while the duties of quartermasters and 
commissaries require them to remain stationary, Should a legal union of these 
departments be elYected it would not be a union in practice. The officers of the 
new organization would, of necessity, be assigned to special duties, some to the 
duty now performed by quartermasters, some to that which is now performed by 
paymasters, &c, I think that the change suggested would be merely nominal; 
that it would lead to no economy. 

General Grover says: 
I do not think it would be advisable to consolidate the Quartermaster’s, Com- 

missary’s, and Pay Departments in one. 

General Getty says: 
It would be practicable; but to consolidate the three corps into one would not, 

in my opinion, be for the best interest of the service. 

General Dodge says: 
I think it will bea very great mistake to consolidate the Quartermaster’s. © 

missary’s, and Pay Departments. eae 
General Harpre: A paymaster requiresa knowledge of the list of regulations 

and precedents and decisions affecting pay and pesmi, end & familiarity wit} 

om- 

various acts of Congress and decisions of accounting o' rs, which can hardly 
be expected of line officers * * * and you would find constant mistak«. 
in the disbursements made bythem. * * * I haveanexperience * * + ., 
nearly twenty-six years in the service, and I am bound to say that the presen; 
system, the system on which the Pay Department is worked, has supplied th. 
Army admirably. 

Particular attention is called to the special knowledge which should 
be possessed by paymasters, referred to by General Hardie. 

General Augur, in speaking of the consolidation of the Quartermaster’ s. 
Commissary’s, and Pay Departments, said: 

Practicable, undoubtedly, but in my opinion not advisable; ex rience ha: 
shown that our staff organization is efficient for field service on the coe rgest scale 
It should be preserved, but reduced or extended to meet the requiremente of 
the service. 

General Ord says: 
I think the present system is as good a one as we could have. 

better. It has stood the test cf experience very well. 

General Kelton says: 
The Pay ey oe not be incorporated with the Supply Corps for the reasons 
First. Their duties and accounts are utterly dissimilas. - 
Second. Their duties require them to be absent from any one station the greate, 

part of every two months. 

General Marcy says: 
For the reason that each of the departments named in question 8, has al! th 

work it can efficiently perform now, and as the chiefs of those department 
have abundant occupation in properly administering the affairs of their separat 
departments, I think the consolidation indicated would diminish their efficienc, 

The statements above quoted from such an array of distinguished 
officers, life-schooled and practically experienced in military science, bot): 
in ‘‘ piping peace’’ and in ‘“‘grim war,’’ should have great weight and 
influence. 

To abandon the present system, and call in officers of the Quarte: 
master’s Department to make payments to the Army, would be pract 
cally a return to the old system, so long tried and found wanting, tor at 
almost all the military posts in this country a lieutenant of the line is 
detailed to do the duty of both quartermaster and commissary. These 
officers are not under bonds, and the questions arise, Could they get bonds 
men? If they could, would they; or should they be required do so 

Most of the bonded officers of the Quartermaster’s Department are 
stationed and remain at the headquarters of the divisions, depart 
ments, and depots, their property responsibility being such as to con 
fine them to their stations. They are not subject to the provision ot 
law which requires paymasters to renew their bonds every four years 
This provision preserves an active, reliable bond as to paymasters, upon 
which recovery may be had. 

If you pay through the post quartermaster and the quartermaster 0! 
each detachment and detail of troops, funds must be conveyed to them 
and the expense thereof must be paid. As it isnow, a paymaster who is 
familiar with the laws and regulations and decisions governing payments 
carries funds to the place of payment, settles on the spot all question- 
places the money in the hands of the soldier, receives such sums as m1) 
be deposited by them, returns to his post, and places his surplus fund 
in a United States depository. If the practice exists of leaving funds in 
the hands of any officer at a post for the payment of troops absent from 
the pay-table when the paymaster pays, as was asserted by Mr. Brown! 
of Indiana, it must prevail to a very limited extent, as such payment 
is illegal and the paymaster would be responsible for any loss resulting 
therefrom. 

As I understand, no such practice is authorized or permitted in thie 
Pay Department. 

As the law is now construed, it requires the express authority of the 
Secretary of War to enable any officer of the Pay Department to hold 
funds in his personal possession at places on the frontier distant fron 
designated depositories. This authority is personal to the officer and 
has to be renewed whenever he may change his station. 

It is believed that the author of this amendment falls into a grav: 
error of fact when he states— 

Besides that, take for illustration the case where a paymaster is called upo 
to make payment at a post where he expects to find, say, five hundred men. ! 
point of Ret he may find only a few at the post, the larger number being on «i 
tached service, some at one point and some at another, ten, fifteen, or twenty-fiv: 
miles t. The result is that he pays as many as he finds at the post aii 
then leaves sufficient money on deposit to pay the rest when they come in fro! 
time to time. He leaves his vouchers at the post with ejther the commissary o! 
subsistence or the quartermaster or other officer, who pays the money out as (): 
detachments of troops drop in, and takes their receipts on the pay-rolls tor 
Thus practically you do at times what this amendment contemplates shall |» 
uniformly done. 

We would regard such conduct as not only unauthorized but repr 
hensible, and warranting a dishonorable dismissal from the Army. |» 
ruling upon this question the Paymaster-General used the following 

language, namely: 
While this practice may exist to some extent there is no authority for it, and 

should the m fail to reach the hands of the soldier he would have a just 
claim for it and paymaster would be responsible. 

If the duties of pa were conferred upon acting assistant quar- 
termasters at posts, who are generally lieutenants, subject to 

I know of no 

‘“ 
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frequent changes, it would cause frequent removals or transfers of the 
public funds in their charge and tend to interrupt and postpone the regu- | 
lar and prompt payment of the troops. There are wt this time two hun- 
dred acting assistant quartermasters, stationed from the Atlantic to the 
Pacific Ocean, including all of the Territories and more than twenty 
States. 

It is not believed that any one officer could perform the duties, make 

all the returns now required by law and the regulations of the Pay and 
Quartermaster’s Departments, and do it satisfactorily. The pertorm- 
ance of this duty under widely different systems would produce con- 
fusion in the disbursements, and would inevitably tend to inaccuracy, 

as past experience has demonstrated. 
Another serious objection to the amendment proposed is that, should 

it become a law, it would take from the President the authority, very 
wisely and properly conferred, of selecting a suitable otlicer for the super- 

vision of the Pay Department of the Army. The 
amendment provides: 
Whenever, however, @ vacancy occurs in the office of the Paymaster-General 

the duties of that office shall devolve on the next officer in rank in the Pay De 
partment, 

In such an event the duties of Paymaster-General might devolve upon 
a defaulting, incompetent, or otherwise unworthy officer. This appears 
to me to be a very objectionable and dangerous feature of the amend 
ment. 

In my judgment the proposed amendment would be detrimental to 
the military service, and should not be adopted 

last clause of the 

The Tariff. 

SPEE@H 

or 

JOHN G. CARLISLE, 
OF KENTUCKY, 

HON. 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, January 27, 1883, 

On the bill (H. R. 7313) to impose duties upon foreign imports, and for other 
purposes 

Mr. CARLISLE said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: It is not my purpose to discuss to-day the questions 

of free trade, or protection, or tariff for revenue, except, perhaps, in- 
cidentally in the course of my comments upon the provisions of the 
pending bill. While these questions are interesting and important, it 
is evident that any attempt to discuss them within the limited time al 
lotted to me in this debate would nec: ssarily exclude other matters to 

which, in my opinion, the attention of the committee ought to be 

called. When we shall come to the consideration of the bill by clauses 
the high-protective theory upon which it is based will doubtless be 
frequently challenged, and then ample opportunity will be offered to 
every gentleman to declare by his speeches and votes whether he is in 
favor of a constitutional tariff to raise revenue for public purposes, ora 
scheme of taxation such as this is, having for its principal object the 
protection of private capital engaged in particular industries. As these 
opportunities occur I shall not hesitate to express my opinions and to 
give my votes in accordance with them. While, therefore, I shall post 
pone until that time a discussion of the general questions involved in 
all such legislation as this, there was a proposition made this morning 
by the distinguished gentleman from Ohio on my left which, J think, 
ought not to go to the country without some notice. 

The gentleman from Ohio [Mr. CoNVERSE], while denying that there 
was any power conferred upon Congress to impose protective duties, or 
duties merely for the purpose of protection, by that clause of the Con- 
stitution which authorizes it to impose duties upon imports, Ke., yet 
claimed that this power existed under the clause of the Constitution 
conferring upon Congress the power to regulate commerce. This was, 
to say the least of it, a novel doctrine, and the gentleman himseli con- 
ceded, in response to an interrogatory propounded by me, that so far as 
he knew it had not received the sanction of any judicial tribunal in the 
country. 

Mr. Chairman, that provision of the Constitution upon which the 
gentleman relies will be found in the section which enumerates the pow- 
ers delegated to Congress, and is in these words: 
To commerce with foreign nations, and among the several States, and 

with the Indian tribes. 

It will be observed that the power to regulate commerce with foreign 
nations is precisely of the same nature and extent and is conferred in 
precisely the same as the power to regulate commerce among 
the several States. If, therefore, the proposition made by the gentle- 
man from Ohio is correct, that Congress in the exercise of the power to 
ae commerce with foreign nations may impose protective or pro- 

tory duties, then the conclusion is inevitable that Congress possesses 

vision to Congress. 

granted 

the same power in regulating « ommerce be tween the seve ral States and 

may impose protective or prchibitory duties upon merchandise brought 
for sale from one State of the Union into another 

If Congress in the exercise of the power to regulate comme may 
the imposition of a tax or duty, prohibit in time of peace 

by 

the importa 

tion of goods trom Great Britain, it may, in the exercise of the same 

power, conferred in the same language by the same clause of the Con 
stitution, prohibit the importation of articles of merchandise trom the 

State of Pennsylvania into the State of Ohio; and Isubmit to the gentle 

man from Ohio, who ts an able constitutional lawyer, whether he would 
upon mature reflection, undertake to maintain a construction leading to 

I believe sucha doctrine has never been advanced here 

totore in Congressional debates, in comme 

the «dec 

such a conclusion 

ntaries on the Constitution, orin 

courts lhe laws to which the gentleman alluded 
prohibiting thesaleof certain articles to the Indians are not in faet 

Islous Ot Our 

and 

were not intended to be commercial regulations hey are mere police 

regulations enacted for the purpose of protecting the morals and presery 
ing the peace of these uncivilized people, who as «a general thing inhabit 

the Territories and are under the guardianshipand tutelage of the Gen 
eral Government 

With this bri the question raised by the 
gentleman trom Ohio and proceed to the discussion of the bill under 
consideration 

The measure presented by the Comittee on Waysand Means owes 
its origin to an almost universal demand from al 

{ statement | must pass from t 

all classes and « ndit 

of our people for a real substantial reduction of taxation and for a sim 

1ODS 

plification of the laws imposing duties upon imported goods A large 

part of the people and a great many of their Representatives here believed 

that it was the duty of this Congress immediately atter its organization 
to proces d to make that reduction and simplification the majority 

however, thought otherwise 

comission to investigate the report a plan of re 

While this was not of itself a measure of relief, it 

was an acknowledgment that relief was demanded and ought to be 
Chat commission wasappointed. Ithas performed its labor 

and on the first day of the present session its report was referred to the 
Committee on Ways and Means, and the Committee of the Whole now 
has betore it the result of all the investigations made unde1 
ence 

and the result was the 

whole subject and 

appointment ol 

that refer 

In order to show, Mr. Chairman, what the opinion of that tribunal 
was as to the demands of the country upon this subject I ask the Clerk 
to read a brief extract from its report 
The Clerk read as tollows 
While giving all the consideration implied in the foregoing statement to tl 

interests affected by revision, in determining the rates to be recommended the 

conumission has been governed solely by its own views of justice, expediency 

and a regard for the interests of cousumers and the public sentimentof the coun 

+ try Early in its deliberations the commission became convinced that ubstan 
tial reduction of tariff duties is demanded, not by a mere indiscriminate pop 
ular clamor, but by the best conservative opinion of the country, including that 

| Which hasin former times been most strenuous forthe preservation of our nationa 
industrial defenses. Such a reduction of the existing tar the « 
gards not only asa due recognition of public sentiment and a 
to consumers but one conducive to the general industrial prosp. and 

though it may be temporarily inconvenient, will be ultimately beneticia! to the 
special interests affected by such reduction. Noratesof detensiv } 
for the establishment of new industries, which m than equalize e condit 
of labor and capital with those of foreign competitors can be justilied Excessive 

duties, or those above such standard of equalization, are po vely injurious to 
the interest which they are supposed to benefit They encourawe the i est 

ment of capital in manufacturing enterprise by rash and isk pecu t 

to be followed by disaster to the adventurers and their employes, and a plethora 
of commodities which deranges the operations of skilled and prudent enterpr 

Numerous exaurples of such disasters and derangements occurred during and 
shortly after the excessively protective period of the late war, when tariff duti 
were enhanced by the rates of foreign ex nge and premiums upon gold 

Mr. CARLISLE. Will the Clerk now pass to what I have marked 

| on the next page? 
Phe 

Entertaining these views, the cx 

Clerk read as follows 

MDIISSIOn DAS Sought to present @ scheme 

tariff duties in which substantial reduction should be the distinguishing feature 
Che average reduction in rates, including thatfrom the enlargementot the free 
list and the abolition of the duties on charges and commissions, at which t 
commission has aimed, is not less on the average than 20 per cent., and 

| opinion of the commission that the reduction will reach 2 per c« 

Mr. CARLISLE. I think it is not uncharitable to say that the gen 
tleman that wrote that report did not prepare the schedules which a 
company it or even know what they contained; for if he did prepare 
the schedules or know what they contained the 
that the reduction was equal to 20 or perhaps 
excusable 

tatement in the re port 

20 per cent IS SlmMply iD 

The report, however, does contain an express admission that 

the public sentiment of the country and the interests of our various i 

dustries demand a reduction of taxation to the extent of trom 20 to 25 

per cent. And now I call upon gentlemen on the other side of the House 
to give us that reduction. If they refuse to do it the storm whicl 
swept the majority from this body last November will prove to be but 
a gentle breeze in comparison with the hurricane of Iss4. If that con 
mission had prepared and reported a bill, or if the Committee on Way 
and Means had prepared and reported a bill making an average reduc 
tion of even 20 per cent. in the rates, justly and equitably apportione 
among all the articles subject to duty so as to make an act 
of taxation to that extent, I would have given it my support 

eduction 

and I be 
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lieve it is safe to say that every advocate of revenue reform on this side 
of the House would have done the same thing. While such a measure 
would not have accomplished all that ought to be done ultimately by 
any means, it would have been a long step in the right direction and I 
should have accepted it as such. 

But instead of such a measure they have presented for our consider- 
ation @ proposition which makes an apparent reduction of even less than 
$21,000,000 from a customs revenue of over $216,000,000, which is less 
than 10 per cent. on the present rate of duty; and I do not hesitate to 
say that it is more protective in its general plan and structure, more 
grinding and oppressive upon the people, and more injurious to the 
trade and commerce of the country than any tariff scheme ever before 
presented to Congress. 

Mr. CHACE. Will the gentleman permit me to interrupt him ? 
Mr. CARLISLE. Certainly. 
Mr. CHACE. DolI understand the gentleman to say that the pro- 

posed reduction was less than 10 per cent. of the present average rate 
of duty ? 

Mr. CARLISLE. 
Mr. CHACE. 

duty ? 
Mr. CARLISLE. Under the present law the average rate of duty is 

42.51 per cent.; under the proposed law it will be 38.40 per cent. 
Mr. CHACE. But there is a reduction of 10 per cent. of the whole 

amount of revenue. 
Mr. CARLISLE. 
Mr. CHACE. 

on $200,000,000. 
Mr. CARLISLE. I did not say on $200,000,000. 

on $216,000,000; which is less than 10 per cent. 
Mr. CHACE. Is not the reduced rate 20 per cent. off the 40 percent. 

rate? 

Mr. CARLISLE. Itisnot. The rates of duty are proposed to be 
reduced less than 10 per cent.; and even assuming that the reduction 
of rates will in every instance result in a reduction of taxation, which 
I deny, the proposed bill will diminish the burdens of the people less 
than 10 per cent., as any gentleman can ascertain by making a simple 
calculation. 

The apparent reduction claimed by the friends of this bill is some- 
thing over $20,000,000; but more than half of that is taken off the 
single article of sugar. The apparent reduction upon sugar is $11,- 
249,625, leaving the reduction upon all the other schedules in the bill 
$9,606,000, which is less than 44 per cent. of the present revenue. 

Mr. HAMMOND), of Georgia. How much is taken off the single ar- 
ticle of tin-plate ? 

Mr. CARLISLE. The Committee on Ways and Means has reported 
a reduction of nearly $5,000,000 on tin-plates below the recommenda- 
tions of the Tariff Commission, but notwithstanding this the bill pro- 

to leave the duties on that article just as they are in the present 
aw. The apparent reduction upon one of the most important sched- 
ules, that of iron and steel, is in round numbers only $1,809,000, 
which is less than 6 per cent. reduction on the existing tariff rate. By 
this I do not mean 6 cents subtracted from the average rate of duties, 
but 6 per cent. of the average rate of duty, which is quite a different 
thing; that is to say, the average rate of duty on the metal schedule 
under the present law is 40.79 per cent., while under the pending bill 
it will be 38.34 per cent. 
The apparent reduction on wools and woolen goods is $3,061,000, which 

is a little over 10 per cent. And just here, allow me to say in response 
to what was said this morning by the gentleman from Massachusetts 
[Mr. Russe. ] that the rate of reduction on wools, the raw material of 
the woolen manufacturer, is just about double the rate of reduction on 
the article manufactured from it. That is to say, the bill proposes to 
reduce the rate of duty on the raw material just about twice as much 
as it proposes to reduce the rate of duty on woolen clothing which the 
people are compelled to buy and wear. 

Mr. RUSSELL. Before the gentleman passes from that point I would 
like to ask him what he estimates to be the reduction on the raw ma- 
terial, the wool ? 

Mr. CARLISLE. 
Mr. RANDALL. 
Mr. CARLISLE. 
Mr. RUSSELL. 
Mr. CARLISLE. 
Mr. RUSSELL. No, sir. 
Mr. CARLISLE. On wools, not woolen goods, the reduction is 18 

per cent., and only 9 per cent. on woolen goods. 
Mr. RUSSELL. It is apparently 18 or 20 per cent., but from a 

change of classification, of the dividing line between the value of wools, 
carrying it from 32 to 30, the rate of reduction is reduced to about 10 
or 12 per cent. 

Mr. CARLISLE. I do not know by what method of calculation 
the gentleman can arrive at that result, as we do not know how much 
wool valued between 30 and 32 cents per pound is now imported. I 
am stating the plain facts as they appear from the figures furnished us by 
the experta. 

That is what I said. 
What do you understand to be the average rate of 

There is not. 
l understand the gentleman to say it is $20,000,000 

It is $20,000,000 

I can tec: the gentleman in a minute. 
It is 18 per cent. 
I think it is about 18 per cent. 

It is not that. 
Not that much on wools ? 

Mr. RUSSELL. But they do not appear plainly. 
Mr. CARLISLE. I will not consume further time in regard to the 

amount of the reduction, except to say that in my opinion it wil! be 
shown during the progress of this discussion that in a great many cases 
where there is an apparent reduction the simple effect will be to re 
duce the nominal rates of duty but continue the full amount of taxation 
upon the people. 

The gentleman from Ohio [Mr. MCKINLEY] and other gentlemen 
who have spoken in support of this measure have attached a very great 
importance to the fact that the bill proposes the abolition of the duties 
on commissions, charges, &c. And it was said by one gentleman at 
least that in his opinion this would amount to a reduction of at least 
10 per cent. of the duty. In response to that gentleman, I expressed 
the opinion yesterday, which I believe a careful examination of the sub- 
ject will sustain, that the average reduction to be effected by the re- 
peal of that clause of the statutes will not exceed 3 per cent. 

The article of earthen-ware is the one most affected by the repeal of 
those charges. As to cotton goods, woolen goods, and articles of that 
character, the cost of the packages, of course, is comparatively very 
little. The test reduction in such cases is the abolition of th: 
duty on the 2} per cent. commission. 

The gentleman from Ohio who has just taken his seat [Mr. McKry 
LEY ] undertook to show to the House, from what he said was an actual 
invoice of earthen-ware, that the decrease of duties resulting from the 
abolition of the duties on commissions and charges would be very large 
The Tariff Commission took the same view of the subject, and in its 
report the following statement is given: 

To illustrate, taking the “ calculations on one hundred crates of earthen-warr 
being a fair average of the goods as imported,”’ in the statement of the president 
of the Pottery Dealers’ Association, the original cost is given at $3,019, on whic! 
the duty at 50 per cent. would be $1,509.50, while the dutiable basis on the sany 
importation under the present tariff, with dutiable charges and commissions 
added, is $3,763 which at 40 per cent. gives $1,505.20 as the amount of duty 
thatthe duty under the proposed rates is substantially only 5per cent. higher tha: 
those under the present tariff, because of the proposed abolition of the duty o 
charges and commissions. 

Now, I would like some friend of the commission to inform us why it 
is that this calculation is made upon the basis of a duty of 50 percent 
ad valorem when the Tariff Commission proposes no such rate of duty 
on any class or grade of earthen-ware in its schedule. The duty in 
posed by the present law on this common earthen and stone war 
painted or printed [exhibiting a piece], is 40 per cent. ad valorem; th 
Tariff Commission proposed to increase it to 55 per cent., but the Com 
mittee on Ways and Means proposes in the bill now before the House to 
increase the duty on this common stuff to 65 per cent. ad valorem. 

Mr. BREWER. Dces the gentleman know that such ware as henow 
holds in his hand has not been used in the United States for the past 
twenty years? 

Mr. CARLISLE. Why? 
Mr. BREWER. It has not been in fashion; it has not been sold at 

all 
Mr. CARLISLE. You as a manufacturer want to make it, do you 

not? 
Mr. BREWER. I do not know that we do. 
Mr. CARLISLE. Why, then, do you want the duty increased from 

40 to 65 per cent. ? 
Mr. BREWER. I will answer the gentleman by saying that the 

term ‘‘ painted goods’’ refers to a different grade of goods, and a very 
much higher grade than the one the gentleman has exhibited; but this 
happens to come under that classification. 

Mr. CARLISLE. But this bill proposes to put the duty upon this 
particular article at 65 per cent., does it not? 

Mr. BREWER. Itdoes. * 
Mr. CARLISLE. Iam glad that point, at least, is settled. 
Mr. BREWER. But itis not used in this country, and has not been 

for many years. 
Mr. CARLISLE. The gentleman from Ohio speaks about the skill 

required in the manufacture of this kind of ware. Why, sir, unless | 
am misinformed, that ware is made simply by taking a piece of paper 
with the figure, flower, animal, or whatever it may be, printed upon it, 
putting that paper upon the clay and burning it off in the furnace, thus 
transferring the decoration to the finished earthen-ware. It requires no 
skill whatever. It is the cheapest and most common class of earthen- 
ware used by the poorest people of the country who are not able to buy 
the higher grades of decorated ware, but who nevertheless desire to use 
an article a little more attractive than the plain white-ware. This bill 
proposes to place this cheap common ware in the same class with the 
most costly and beautiful china, porcelain, parian, and bisque ware 
and impose upon all the same rate of duty, and the gentleman from 
Ohio, who advocates protection in the interest of the laboring man, 
justifies this classification. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, taking the Tariff Commission’s gwn figures as 
to the cost abroad of one hundred crates of earthen-ware, let us see how 
the duties are affected by this bill notwithstanding the abolition o! 
duties on commissions and charges. I use my own calculations based 
upon their figures, and any gentleman can easily test the accuracy 0! 
the results. The cost of one hundred crates, with all commissions and 
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charges added, under the present law is $3,763, according to the report 
just read. The present duty of 40 percent. upon the whole cost, includ- 
ing all commissions and charges, is $1,505.20. The cost of the same | 
one hundred crates of earthen-ware without commissions is $3,019, ac- 
vording to the report. The duty at 55 per cent., the rate proposed by | 

the Tariff Commission on this kind of ware, is $1,660, an increase of 10 

per cent. 

crease of over 30 per cent. 
I might go through the entire schedule relating to earthen and stone 

ware and show that the claim set up by the Tariitf Commission and by 
the advocates of the bill here on the floor that there is not a very large 

increase of duties is unfounded in fact. 
committee I will append to my remarks several statements made from 
actual invoices, showing the increase on the several grades of these 
goods. 
* Every gentleman knows that the provision of the law in relation to 
the duties upon commissions, charges, and packages applies only to 
those articles which are subject to purely ad valorem rates, or to dif- 
ferent specific rates based upon value. As to large classes of articles 
enumerated in the law the provision has and can have no application. 

But a duty of 65 per cent., as proposed by this bill, on the | gentlemen will find in that report, it appears that the whole wages paid 
same one hundred crates costing $3,019 amounts to $1,962.35—an in- | 

With the permission of the | 

As I said yesterday the principal importations under the metal schedule | 
are pig-iron, wrought and cast scrap-iron, tin-plates, and iron and 
steel rails, the duties upon all of which are purely specific. The duties | 
upon sugar are all purely specific, because the 25 per cent. additional 
is reckoned upon the duty and not upon the value of the article itself. 

be accurately made, it will appear that this abolition of duties upon 
charges will not affect the revenue to the extent of 3 per cent. 

It is true, as stated by the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. McKINLrEy ], 
that the Committee on Ways and Means have, in many instances, re- 
duced the duties recommended by the Tariff Commission—principally, 
however, I must be permitted to repeat, on the article of tin-plates, 
upon which the reduction amounts to nearly $5,000,000, and on the raw 
sugars, upon which it will be some $7,000,000 or $38,000,000 more than the | 

Out of sixteen schedules more than | Tariff Commission recommended. 
half the reduction proposed by this bill is made on a single one—the 
sugar schedule; and in my judgment, while this reduction will affect 
the revenues of the Government it will not affect the taxation im- 
posed upon the people. These reductions are made in the lower or 
non-consumable grades of sugar, while the duties upon the higher or 
consumable grades are left by this bill absolutely prohibitory, so that 
not a pound of imported sugar can pass into consumption among our 
people until it has first been manipulated by the refiner. 

After the majority had adopted the amendments reducing the lower 
grades of sugars to the rates recommended by this bill we undertook 
to follow that up by making precisely the same rate of reductions on the 
higher grades of sugar, but we were defeated in every instance 

Mr. BERRY. In whose interest was that? 
Mr. CARLISLE. 

terests of the people and the consumers. But, sir, in the woolen sched- 
uleand in the cotton schedule the Committee on Ways and Means made 
large increases in the rates of duty, not only over the recommendations 
of the Tariff Commission, but in many important instances large in- | 
creases over the present law. ‘There is a new clause inserted in the 
schedule of woolen goods which embraces what is known as *‘all-wool 
dress goods,’? which now come into this country under our present law 
at 6 cents a square yard and 35 per cent. ad valorem, or at 8 cents a 
square yard and 40 per cent. ad valorem, the rate of duty being depend- 
ent upon the question whether the goods are valued at more or less 
than 20 cents per square yard. A new clause is inserted by which all 
that class of goods, which constitute the great bulk of the importation 
of dress goods, and is the common holiday wear of the laboring peo- 
ple of this country, has increased duties imposed upon it ranging 
from 75 to 125 percent.ad valorem. Hereare the goods, which gentle- 
men can look at for themselves. The duty upon that class of goods [in- 
dicating a particular kind of woolen goods] under the present law is 
6} per cent., but under the bill proposed by the committee the duty 
will he equal to 103} per cent. ad valorem. The duty upon this under 
the present law [indicating another article of dress goods} which is pur- 
chased by the laboring people for dresses for their wives and children, 
is equivalent to 80 per cent., which is certainly enough for the poor 
man to be compelled to pay in addition to the actual value of the goods; 
‘at by this proposed revision it is made to bear a duty of 101 per cent. 
ud valorem. And on many other grades of these goods—for instance, 
an article worth 15 cents per yard—the duty proposed by this bill is 
125 per cent. ad valorem. 

Mr. ELLIS. All in the ‘interest of labor.’’ 
Mr. CARLISLE. All in the interest of labor. as suggested by my 

friend from Louisiana. 
I suppose, Mr. Chairman, that I should here make some reference at 

least to the remarks made by my friend from Ohio (Mr. MCKINLEY], 
who has just preceded me, to the effect that the increase of duty on 

-ware is in the interest of the American laborer. It is said in 

| 
} 

believe it. I admit that wages are considerably lower in Europe than 
here, but in my opinion that is a very exaggerated statement. 

But assume that there is such a difference. The Tariff Commission 
furnishes the statistics showing exactly the capital invested, the total 
cost of material, total amount of wages paid, and the value of the prod- 
ucts in the manutacture of earthen-ware. From this statement, which 

in this country in that industry in the year 1881 amounted to $3,279,335, 
and the value of the product was $7,943,229. The Tariff Commission 
proposes to give a protection of 55 per cent. and 65 percent. ad valorem 
upon the product of this industry. If you reckon it at 55 per cent. ad 
valorem, the duty proposed is equivalent to a protection of $4,368,771, 
or 31,089,000 more than our domestic manufacturers paid for all the 
labor in that industry. And I desire to say here what no gentleman 
an successfully controvert, that while, according to the census reports, 
there were in round numbers 2,700,000 people engaged in the various 
manufacturing and mechanical industries in this country in 1880, there 
were only about 700,000 in round numbers engaged in the manufacture 
of steel and iron, the various textile fabrics, glass and earthen ware 
and chemicals, the highly-protected articles under our tariff. And I 
affirm that these statistics show that the 700,000 men and women who 
were engaged in these protected industries which I have named received 
annually in wages 10 per cent. less than the average earnings of the 
laborers engaged in the other occupations. That is what protection has 
dohe and is doing for them, according to the statistics furnished by the 

) ar | manufacturers themselves 
I affirm that when the calculation is accurately made, if it ever can | 

In the interest of the refiners and against the in- | 

| 

Mr. Chairman, this change of the law in relation to the woolen goods 
to which I have just alluded will decrease the revenue of the Govern 
ment by prohibiting the importation of that class of goods, but it wil! 
add to the taxation imposed upon the people nearly $2,000,000. lam 
informed by reliable and intelligent gentlemen who know the facts 
that at least 75 per cent. of the dress goods now imported into this 
country will be embraced in the new clause and will be subjeet to the 
increased duty by this provision; and yet in the statement which has 
been submitted to the committee by the gentleman from Pennsylvania 
no account whatever is taken of that fact and the calculations are based 
upon the assumption that the rates of duty are actually diminished 
This is not the fault of the gentleman who made up the statement, but 
results necessarily from the fact that the official statistics from which his 
calculations were made do not separate the all-wool dress goods from 
those having a cotton or linen woof. This is one of the cases alluded 
to by me where the revenue is largely diminished and the taxes largely 
increased, and the sole purpose of the provision is to compel the pu 
chasers of these goods to pay exorbitant prices tor their woolen clothing, 
while domestic manufacturers are making experiments to see whether 
they can produce them in this country 

Mr. RUSSELL. Before the gentleman passes from the woolen sched 
ule, let me ask if he does not admit, in the compound duty fixed upon 
woolen goods, which makes the high ad valorem duty, thata good part ' 
is included in the compensatory duty on wool? 

Mr. CARLISLE. I admit that upon my theery as an advocate of a 
tariff for revenue when you impose a duty upon the raw material o1 
partly raw material you must impose compensatory duties upon the 
finished product made from it, because the duty on the raw material in 
creases its cost to the mantifacturer. But the gentleman’s theory is 
that the imposition of a duty upon an article invariably reduces its cost; 
and of course if this is correct, there is no justification for what is called 
acompensatory duty. If the duty on the raw material makes it cheaper 
than it would be without the duty, as the gentleman contends, the duty 
on the manufactured product made from it ought to be reduced on that 
account 

Mr. RUSSELL. Unless to bring into life a manufacturing interest 
here which competes with other manufacturing interests, and on the 
whole reduces the rate. 

Mr. CARLISLE. How long will it be before we reach that point ” 
Mr. RUSSELL. We have reached it already. 
Mr. BLOUNT. Then why increase the rate? 
Mr. CARLISLE. The gentleman speaks of the duty on wool. We 

hear constantly from his side of the House that the great purpose of the 
advocates of protection is to increase, or at least to maintain the present 
rates of wages paid to American laborers; in other words, that the sole 
justification for the imposition of protective duties is the fact that such 
duties enable producers of protected articles to pay high wages; and yet 
it is now proposed to impose a duty of over 30 per cent. on wool, and a 
duty of only 155 per cent. on hemp—I speak of that article only be 
cause it occurs to me at the moment—when everybody knows that it 

| requiresat least ten times the amount of labor to produce a ton of hemp 
that it does to produce a ton of wool. When we tried, as the gentle- 
man very well knows, to reduce the duties on wool, in order that we 
might also reduce the duties upon the manufactured goods made from 
it, and thus at last reach the consumers and benefit the people at large, 
we were defeated by the votes of gentlemen who now insist that the 
manufacturers must be protected against the duties on their raw ma 
terial. If the duties upon their raw materials are burdensome to them, 

the report of the Tariff Commission that wages in this country in that | why do they persistently oppose all our efforts to reduce or repeal them ? 
industry are 113 per cent. higher than abroad. For myself, I do not When we come to the cotton schedule, a schedule embracing a series 
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of articles which the people are compelled to use and which in my judg- 
ment need less protection than almost any articles that could be named, 
we find very large increases in the rates of duty. The cotton, the raw 
material of the manufacturers of these articles, is absolutely free, and 
they possess an advantage over their competitors abroad to the extent 
of one-half or three-quarters of a cent per pound on account of their 
proximity to the sources of supply. They have the best machinery in 
the world, and their labor is more skillful and productive than that 
of the oldest establishments in Europe. The only tax upon their ma- 
teria! is the duty upon dyes and colors, which affects only the manufact- 
ures of printed or colored goods, and the moderate duties imposed upon 
the inconsiderable quantities of oil used in making the cloth. 

Mr. RUSSELL. And the additional cost of plant. 
Mr. CARLISLE. Yes, the additional cost of plant, caused by the 

tax on machinery, which I hope the gentleman will help us to reduce 
when we come to that part of the bill. 

Mr. RUSSELL. I am for maintaining all interests. 
Mr. CARLISLE. All interests except the interests of the consumer, 

who at last pays all the duties, whether they be imposed upon the ma- 
chinery, or the raw material, or only upon the finished product. The 
manufacturer really pays none of them. He merely advances them in 
the first instance, and then adds them to the price of his goods. 

In this bill the duties on cotton goods in common use among the 
people are increased in some cases from 35 per cent. to 40 per cent., and 
in other cases from 35 per cent. to 45 per cent. ad valorem. 

Mr. RUSSELL. But does not the gentleman from Kentucky know 
that we have reduced the rates from the commission’s report on the low 
grades of cotton goods and increased them on some of the finer goods 
where there is required a great deal of labor? 

Mr. CARLISLE. That is another instance—and I am glad the gen- 
tleman has reminded me of it—of a reduction of the rates of duty with- 
out reducing the burdens of taxation. The duties are decreased on the 
low grades of cotton, but the reduction is wholly immaterial; it relieves 
nobody, because we are actually exporting that class of goods. Wesend 
considerable quantities of these coarse cotton fabrics to China and other 
countries, and we could send much more than we now do if our manu- 
tacturers could be induced to relinquish the idea of monopolizing the 
home market in lines of goods which they can not profitably produce 
at reasonable prices, and devote their capital and skill to the grades for 
which their machinery and labor are adapted. While the decrease to 
which the gentleman alludes assists in bringing down the apparent 
average rate of duty in the cotton schedule it relieves no human being 
from any burden now resting upon him. To offset that the committee 
has put the duty up from 35 per cent. to 45 per cent. on the articles 
which the people can purchase abroad at lower prices than they can be 
produced for at home, and which are being imported in large quanti- 
ties every year. 

Mr. RUSSELL. Does the gentleman not know there is not a single 
schedule here enumerated that there are not imports under? 

Mr. CARLISLE. Take the article of hosiery. 
Mr. RUSSELL. I am speaking of the cheap goods. 
Mr. CARLISLE. Take your hosiery. It is at 35 per cent. ad va- 

loremand you leaveit at 35 percent.; but there was only $23,000 worth 
of it imported during the whole fiscal year. Take the next item, where 
nearly $8,000,000 worth are imported, and you increase the duty from 
35 to 45 per cent., making an enormous addition to the charges upon 
the people. 

Mr. RUSSELL. 
this country. 

Mr. HASKELL. Where did thé gentleman from Kentucky get that 
first item of information as to the importation of hosiery amounting to 
23,000 ? 
Mr. CARLISLE. 

his desk. 
Mr. HASKELL. 
Mr. CARLISLE. 

Means Committee. 
Mr. CHACE. The gentleman is mistaken. 

ment. He has made an error. 
Mr. CARLISLE. Iam not mistaken; I read from that statement 

the following : 

For the reason that we want to manufacture it in 

I refer the gentleman to the statement he has on 

What statement ? 
The statement made by order of the Ways and 

It is not so in that state- 

On stockings, hose, half-hose, shirts, and drawers, and all goods made on 
knitting-machines or frames, composed wholly of cotton, and not herein other- 
wise provided for, 35 per cent.; importation, $23,087.42. 

[ Applause. ] 
Mr. Chairman, I wish the time allotted to me would permit me to 

discuss this metal schedule. [Cries of “‘Goon!’’] I care no more 
about the duty on cotton-ties than I do about the duties on barrel-hoops, 
wire and wire rods, chains, or any of the other forms of iron or steel, 
but in my opinion justice and sound policy require us to so legislate on 
this subject as to permit all the people of this country who are compelled 
to use these articles in their various industries to procure them as cheaply 
as they can. This bill not only increases the duty on cotton-ties, four- 
fifths of which are exported, without the allowance of any drawback, 
but it proposes to increase the duty on hoops for barrels and casks, on rods 
for the manufacture of wire fences, and many other necessary articles. 
This wire for fencing has become an article of absolute necessity to the 
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farmers of the West and Northwest, where timber is scarce and dea; 
The burdens borne by the agriculturists of the country are already «)); 
ficiently onerous, but this bill proposes to increase them in many ways 
besides the imposition of a tax on fertilizers, about which the gent), 
man from Alabama spoke this morning. 

The gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. KELLEY] said that one of ¢} 
rules or principles adopted by the committee was to impose a highe: 

it was made. Now I desire to call his attention to the article of wiy, 
rods just mentioned. The committee proposes to put a duty of at leas: 
175 per cent. ad valorem upon the steel billet from which the wire ry 
is made, the raw material of the manufacturers who make the fen 
wire forsale to the farmers. 

There were consumed in this country during the last year 75,000 toy 
of these wire rods in manufacturing barbed wire for use in the Wes 
and 75,000 tons more for telegraph purposes. Now, this bill propos 
to increase the duty on those rods from $11.75 per ton, which is + 
equivalent of 30 per cent., the present rate of duty, to $16.80 per + 
which is equivalent to 43 per cent. This will add at least $750,0u0 ). 
annum to the taxes imposed upon the consumers of these articles. | 

Then it is proposed by a most remarkable clause in the bill, in rely 
tion to steel ingots, blooms, slabs, and billets, to put a duty equal to 
224 per cent. ad valorem upon certain forms of Bessemer-steel }looms 
of 222 per cent. ad valorem upon all Bessemer-steel slabs of a certain 
size, and 175 per cent. ad valorem upon the billets which the wire-rod 
makers must use in making this barbed wire for the farmer. 

This bill proposes that if Bessemer blooms or slabs are imported into 
this country in forms weighing five hundred pounds or over, and meas- 
uring five or more inches square, they shall be admitted at a duty 
six-tenths of a cent per pound; butif they weigh less than five hundre: 
pounds or measure less than five inches square, the very lowest rate ; 
duty to beimposed upon them by this bill is 2 cents per pound, or $44.5) 
per ton, which is equivalent to the ad valorem rates first stated 

Now, what will be the effect of this duty? Owners of the large ste 
mills in this country, the manufacturers of steel rails, can import tl. 
large bloooms, weighing from five hundred to a thousand pounds eac! 
at six-tenths of a cent per pound duty; and they can handle them, } 
cause they have the heavy machinery necessary for that purpose 
the man who wants to make a wire rod out of identically the same kin 
of steel must pay 175 per cent. duty on the imported billet, or he must 
go to the Bessemer-steel-rail makers and buy it from them at whatey: 
price they may see proper to charge him. 

Mr. KELLEY. Ido not desire to interrupt the gentleman, but | 
wish to ask him whether on these smaller blooms or billets ther 
not a reduction of one-fourth of a cent? 

Mr. CARLISLE. No, sir. 
Mr. KELLEY. And whether the difference is not made between 

crucible steel and Bessemer steel? 
Mr. CARLISLE. No, sir. Instead of making a reduction you pr 

pose to make an increase. They are admitted now as a manufactur 
of steel ‘‘ not otherwise provided for’’ at 45 per cent. ad valorem. 

Mr. KELLEY. Without taking up your time now I will answer you 
hereafter. 

Mr. CARLISLE. I will meet the gentleman whenever he is read) 
for the discussion. The effect of this discrimination in the rates of duties 
against these slabs and billets and blooms of small sizes and in favor of 
those of large sizes is simply this: the owners of the large mills in Pen 
sylvania and elsewhere who have the machinery for using that materia! 
will bring in the large sizes at the low rate of duty, and then cut then 
up into the small sizes suitable for use in manufacturing agricultural! 
implements, wire rods, and otherarticles, and sell them at whatever pric 
they may choose to ask. 

Mr. ANDERSON. Will the gentleman permit me to ask him a 
question? 

Mr. CARLISLE. Certainly. 
Mr. ANDERSON. I have been informed that the reason for that 

was because it was impossible to distinguish the crucible steel from the 
Bessemer steel, and that this classification was necessary on that account 
Is there anything in that statement? 

Mr. CARLISLE. If it weighs less than five hundred pounds? 
Mr. ANDERSON. I have been so informed. 
Mr. CARLISLE. If it weighs over five hundred pounds there seems 

to be no apprehension of difficulty about distinguishing the one trom 
the other. The difficulty seems to arise the moment you cross the !in« 
between five hundred pounds and four hundred and ninety-nine pounds 
in a piece of steel. [Laughterandapplause.] Upon that subject M: 
Oliver was asked a question before the Senate Committee on Finance 4 
few days ago. 

Mr. ANDERSON. I was asking for information. 
Mr. CARLISLE. Mr. Oliver was the gentleman who knew mor 

about the iron and steel industries of the country and more about th 
qualities and characteristics of those metals than any other member 0! 
that body. He was asked this question by a Senator and member 0! 
the Committee on Finance: 

As I understand from many sources that it is im ible to detect the cru: ible 
steel from the other and eee of steel, w is there to prevent all or 
majority of the crucible steel in under that six-tenths of | cent per pou” 
duty instead of the other rate? 
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Mr. Ortver, It is not impossible to detect it. An analysis or fracture to any 
expert should show. 

So I submit to my friend from Kansas [ Mr. ANDERSON] that accord- | 

ing to the testimony of a member of the Tariff Commission who is es 

pecially acquainted with this industry there is no difficulty in distin- 
ishing between Bessemer steel and crucible steel. 
Mr. ANDERSON. That is what I wanted to know. 
Mr. CARLISLE. Then, Mr. Chairman, there is another most re- 

markable provision in this bill to which I must call attention before 

my time expires, if possible. 
Mr. ANDERSON. Take all the time you want. 
Mr. CARLISLE. Here is a provision entirely new in the tariff leg- 

islation of this country, and I suppose entirely new in the tariff legis- 

lation of any country: 

On all iron or steel, and on all manufactures, wares, utensils, vessels, and arti- 
cles of iron or steel, or of which such metals or either of them shall be the com- 
ponent part of chief value, whether wholly or partly manufactured, there shall 
be levied, collected, and paid no less rate of duty than the highest duty or rate 
of duty imposed upon any part of said goods in any of the forms in which it or 
they existed prior to or during their passage into the form or article on which | 
the duty is to be levied: Provided, That this shall not apply to nor in any man- | 
ner affect the articles specially enumerated or provided for in this act, but shall 
apply to all other manufactures of iron or steel, or of which iron or steel shall be 
the component material or part of chief value. 

Machinery which the gentleman from Massachusetts mentioned a 
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all, but principally of the third class, the class on which you have raised 
the duty, during the fiscal year ending June 30, goods to the amount 
of $8,299,234 

Mr. RUSSELL. He is talking about hosiery, and you about shirts 
and drawers. 

Mr. CARLISLE. He is talking about the 
raised the duty. 

| Here the hammer fell. } 
Many MEMBERS. (Go on! 

Mr. SPRINGER. I ask unanimous consent that the time of the 
gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. CARLISLE] be extended 

Mr. CARLISLE. lam very much obliged to gentlemen who desire 
to grant me an extension of time, but under the arrangement which ‘has 

| been made I do not think it proper to hold the floor longer 

The CHAIRMAN The gentleman from Ke ntucky [Mr Tt RNEER] 

asks unanimous consent that the time of his colleague be extended. 
Mr. CARLISLE. I am very much obliged to my colleague, but the 

| understanding was that the general debate should close at 5 o’clock, 

item on which vou have 

| and as the gentleman from Kansas [| Mr. HASKELL] must follow me, I 
| do not feel like trespassing longer upon the time of the committee. I 
| hope to have ample opportunity under the five-minute debate to dis 
| cuss these various questions in « more satisfactory manner than it is 
possible to do now 

while ago as one of the articles taxed and used by his constituents, en- | 
gaged in the manufacture of wool, is not an enumerated article in this | 
tariff bill. In machinery iron or steel will in every instance constitute | Penny Postage. 

the component part of chief value, so that it is one of the articles em- | 
braced by the provision justread. Whatisthe result? We are to have 
2 cents a pound upon Bessemerstecl in the form of piston-rods and various 
other forms, which I can not now stop to enumerate; but if cold-rolled 
or hammered or polished in any way whatever, it must pay 1 cent a 
pound in addition. Suppose a piece of machinery has a piston-rod or 
some other part which is polished, cold-rolled, or hammered, the entire 

Postage is a tax not only on the business of the country but upon the intellé 
gence, knowledge, and the exercise of the friendly and social feelings, and im 
the opinion of the undersigned should be reduced to the lowest point which 
would enable the Department to sustain itself. That principle has been uni 
formly acted on in the United States as the true standard for the regulation of 
postage, and the cheaper it can be made, consistently with that rule, the bet 
ter.— Postmaster-General Cave Johnson 

article must pay 3 cents a pound at the very lowest rate, and may pay | 
4} cents per pound. Suppose it has some copper in it, copper being taxed | 
at 4centsa pound; then the whole article, according to the proviso, must | 
pay the duty imposed upon that part of it—the highest duty imposed 
upon any part. Thus the duty will be 4 cents «a pound upon the whole 
machine—iron, steel, copper, and all. 

Mr. TOWNSHEND, of Illinois.. Suppose that copper is only one- | 
tenth of it ? 

Mr. CARLISLE. That makes no difference. The first question to 
be determined is, whether the article is not enumerated; secondly, 
whether it is an article of which iron or steel constitutes the material 
of chief value. These questions being answered in the affirmative, the 
article must pay the highest rate of duty imposed upon any of its com- 
ponent parts whether that part be iron or steel or copper. 

Mr. TOWNSHEND, of Illinois. No matter howsmall the part may 
be? 

Mr. CARLISLE. No matter how small. In the Committee on 
Ways and Means we tried, as gentlemen know—because the proceed- 
ings of the committce were public, and I am divulging no secrets—we 
tried to make this clause so read that this non-enumerative article should 
pay the rate of duty imposed upon the material of chief value, But 
we were not able to accomplish that; and thisshows that the advocates | 
of the bill understand distinctly what they are doing. {Laughter.] Now 
I hope my friend from Massachusetts [Mr. Russe... ], who would like 
to have cheaper machinery, will help us correct that provision when 
we reach it in the course of our deliberations. 

Mr. RUSSELL. Will the gentleman allow me to correct a statement 
which he made here in regard to stockings and hose? The gentleman 
referred to the importation of $23,087.49 of shirts and drawers. 

Mr. CARLISLE. There I say you did not change the duty at all, 
because none comes in. 

Mr. RUSSELL. That is the amount imported under that classifica- 
tion; it has nothing whatever to do with hosiery; it has no reterence to 
that at all. 

Mr. CARLISLE. I may have used the word hosicry inadvertently 
for “ hose and other articles.’’ But that was the item about which I 
was speaking, and my reference to the figures showed it. 

Mr. RUSSELL. Well, that has nothing to do with this importation. 
Mr. CARLISLE. Certainly not; therefore the committee did not 

raise the duty on it, but when it came toa class that did have something 
to do with importations you raised the duties from 35 to 45 per cent. ad 
valorem. 

Mr. RUSSELL. Ah, but the gentleman does not state it fairly 
Mr. CARLISLE. Let us see. 
Mr. RUSSELL. No one knows the proportion of the low and high 

priced hosiery imported under this clause, amounting to eight or nine 
million dollars. 

Mr. CARLISLE. Does the gentleman know Mr. Charles L. Spencer, 
whorepresents the Philadelphia Association of Hosiery and Knit Goods 
Manufacturers? 

Mr. RUSSELL. I do not. 

Mr. CARLISLE. Here is his testimony before the Tariff Commis- | 
sion, in which he says—I ean not read it all—that we have imported of 
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SPEECH 

HON. WILLIAM E. 
} OF NEW YORK 

ROBINSON, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Thursday, December 21, 1882, 

On the bill (H. R. 7049) making appropropriations for the service of the Post 
Office Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1884, and for other pur 

| poses, including a clause reducing the rate of postage on single letters from 3 
to 2 cents. 

INJUSTICE OF A TWO-CENT RATI LOWEST-PAYVING RATES THE RULI CHEAP Epbt 

CATION FOR THE PEOPLE—CONVEYANCE OF PRINTED MATTER-—FRANKING IN 

IQUITY—FPUBLIC DOCUMENTS—ISSACHAR 8S BURDENS—OPPOSED TO TWO-CENT 

RATE—BEHIND ENGLAND--LENGTH OF ROUTE AND WEIGHT OF MATTER—FALASK 

PROPHECIES —HISTORY OF TWENTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS—LOW RATES AND HIGH 

INCOME HIGH POSTAGE IMMORAL—POSTAL HISTORY—RBIBLICAL AND CHINESE 

ENGLISH POSTAL HISTORY-—-THE MAIL-COACH—HISTORY OF AMERICAN POSTAL 

SERVICE—OCEAN PENNY POSTAGE—THE MEAN POSTAL-CARD—POSTAL FIGURES 

Mr. ROBINSON, of New York, said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: The most unjust and offensive tax on the people now 

inflicted and barely tolerated under our system of government is the 
present tax of 3 cents each on single letters. Scarcely more grievous, 

however, than the proposed tax of 2 cents, designed to perpetuate the 
| iniquity of compelling the private correspondence of a free people to 

| pay for the support of wealthy publishers and merchants and franked 
matter. 

No man dares, and no man does, deny that the sealed postal matter 
known as first-class matter would more than pay for itself at 1 cent 
per half ounce. I do not think there would be much difficulty in find 
ing plenty of responsible contractors who would engage to convey all 
our first-class matter as fully and as efficiently as now conveyed for 1 
cent on each half ounce or under, and pay the Government millions 
of dollars a year for the privilege 

This being so, every cent collected on letters to make up the losses o: 

other matter of the second, third, or fourth class, which does not com: 
legitimately under the head of postal matter, is an oppressive tax on 
the people using the mails for their legitimate purposes 

I have two years more before me to serve in Congress, if I live, and 
I shall make it the chief effort of my service here to oppose and abo! 
the iniquity of inflicting a 2-cent tax on single letters where 1 «* 
would more than pay. 

Is there no way by which we can compel the tinkers in postal refi 
to come into the forum of reason and argue this question in the } 

of common sense ? 
LOWEST PAYING RATES THE RULI 

It is an axiom in American statesmanship, formulated by Cave 
son, Postmaster-General in President Pierce’s Cabinet, who op] 

| the reduction of postage in 1845, but became a convert in 1847, in th 
extract from one of his annual reports, which I shall put as a tet 
the head of these remarks, and invoke attention to it as the true stand 

wo 
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ard of American doctrine on this subject. 
beyond contradiction that letters are now taxed double their cost. We 
are now imposing an unjust and oppressive tax of millions of dollars 
yearly upon the people who write letters, in favor of the few wealthy 
publishers and merchants; and in this proposed reduction to 2 cents 
we propose to continue the injustice and oppression. Could I state it 
more pointedly m any denunciatory language which I could use than 
in simply stating the fact, that for wealthy publishers we convey their 
mail at 2 cents a pound and charge the poor people who write letters 
to absent friends or otherwise, even under this proposed reduction, 64 
cents a pound? 

{ may be answered that it is for the benefit of the people to send 
public documents free and newspapers at 2 cents a pound. But would 
it not be also for the benefit of the people if they were allowed to con- 
vey their own correspondence free or at 2 centsa pound? Has the 
millionaire Jay Gould any right to convey his correspondence at 2 cents 
a pound, when you deny to John Smith and James Brown and other 
plain people the privilege of sending their correspondence at 2 cents an 
ounce f 

I do not discuss the question whether Jay Gould’s editorials or the 
people’s own current thoughts would be most desirable for partially or 
wholly free circulation. But if the spread of Jay Gould’s ideas be so 
desirable for popular education in Republican circles, let Jay Gould 
or the General Government pay for their conveyance and not tax others 
who have no great admiration for his teachings. 

This plain proposition is undeniable, that if the letter correspondence 
of the country will pay expenses at 1 cent per single letter it should not 
be taxed twice that sum for the benefit of a privileged class; and I chal- 
lenge, I defy the ad socates of a 2-cent postage on letters to come into 
debate and show that a 1-cent postage will not pay. We are inflicting 
an unjust tax of many millions annually on the people’s correspondence 
to add to the wealth of millionaires and monopolists who seem at a loss 
with what follies and extravagances to get rid of their increasing wealth. 

CHEAP EDUCATION FOR THE PEOPLE. 

If you want to educate the people of the United States by passing 
newspapers free through the mail or by sending free the Agricultural 
Reports, the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, the Census reports, and other 
public documents, do so, but charge the expenses to the general Treas- 
ury and not inflict a prohibitory tax upon knowledge and social com- 
munication. There is one way in which you can educate the people 
more thoroughly and at less expense than in any other manner. Open 
the post-office to every man, woman, and child in the United States 
that they may write to every other man, woman, and child in the Union 
for 1 cent on each letter, and you will give a greater impulse to edu- 
cation among the masses than was ever given before. 

It seems almost incredible that of the thirty-six or seven millions of 
Americans of 10 years of age and upward one-sixth are unable to read 
and write. You tell me that this illiteracy arises from the foreign-born 
element, as many ignorant persons undoubtedly believe. But such is 
not the fact. Some of the States having the fewest foreign-born have 
the largest number of illiterates. 

Taking the population of the following States, 10 years of age and 
upward, and we have the following results: 

ten . : orate | Foreign-| Foreign il- tate Population. | Dliterate. born. iterate. 

Alabama 851, 780 433, 447 | 9, 395 727 
Georgia......... 1, 043, S40 | 520,416 | 10,208 | 572 
Louisiana . ; 649, 070 | 818, 380 52,317 5, 690 
North Carolina ,................. 959, 951 463,975 | 3,502 119 
I ae ak 220, 461 | 24,798 70, 562 19, 283 
South Carolina ..... ......... 667, 456 | 369, 848 7,350 362 

NE abcitnbavhsccrnaresvtnsehiabshvedl 1, 062, 130 | 420, 722 16, 333 | 1,233 
NA nN he nclitac ia diatae 1,059,034 | 430,352 | 14,270 7771 

In the District of Columbia over 18 per cent. of theentire population 
can neither read nor write, while of the foreign-born only 12 per cent. 
are illiterate. 

Illiterate. 

States. 

, White na-| Foreign- 
tive-born. born. 

Colorado ........0+. yevienteenndunt sctupvbbinesdebeeveenbeanngehentaaiedaidate 8, 873 | 1,533 
pnn-aIEE UIE cin snednnninegsunnnsenbenpoutieineniiibtieninkdibiianinia 75,025 | 2,038 
III, anenenirnaneprenenehbenbbaneusneuinmenstennmnpeiguniiinininebaliiiaans 132, 420 43, 907 
INTE cnenenestsepensinngsbeasboncosenemensnse 87,7 12, 612 
SINAN nnckbenubinndvenegeeynnnitentehndebbntitheosesnmnesesemenniedieaesipbinds 17,825 7,063 
Missouri ........... 137,949 14,561 

ye 46, 329 | 3, 268 
| ROE RES 83, 183 32, 308 
West Virginia..................... 72, 820 | 2,41) 
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You may tell me that these illiterates are principally colored people. 
That is true, but my Republican friends must not allow the figures to 
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I think I can demonstrate | show that they are in such a hopeless minority among the intelligent 
people of the United States. In the whole country there are 6,239,958 
or 17 per cent., illiterate, while there are only 763,620 foreign-born, o+ 
only 12 per cent., unable to read and write. 

Now, if you want to set the whole country, black and white, to mas- 
tering the mysteries of reading and writing, give them 1-cent postage 
and my Republican friends will adopt the surest means of making thei: 
voters as intelligent as the Democrats. Set the boysand girls to writ- 
ing letters to each other on New Year’s, Valentine’s day, Easter, the 
Fourth of July, and Christmas, and intermediate days, by lowering 
the postage to 1 cent, and ‘‘many shall run to and fro, and know ledge 
shall be increased.’’ 

POSTING PRINTED MATTER. 

The conveyance of regular newspapers and publications costs the Goy- 
ernment about 40 per cent. of the entire expenditures of the postal 
service, while it does not pay 4 per cent. of the cost. Mr. Jay Gould 
appears at the post-office of New York with a package of one hundred 
pounds to be conveyed to Oregon or Arizona, and the United States 
takes it to be so conveyed for $2. Immediately beside him a mechani; 
presents himself with a package of sealed circulars of the same weight 
precisely, which he wishes to send to Brooklyn or Newark, and the 
postmaster, even at this reduced rate of 2 cents for half-ounce letters, 
refuses to convey the mechanic’s parcel for,less than $64. 
or even tolerable in republican government? 

‘Fhe newspaper proprietors pay carriers for delivering their papers to 
their readers. The small fraction which they throw off to the dealers 
and carriers is more than they now pay for transportation through th: 
mails—half to three-quarters of a cent on each paper is allowed to th: 
carriers and dealers. But by the mails they only pay the eighth of a 
cent. They cannotdesire more. Besides, the extra trains that are run, 
and which increase the cost of mail transportation, are run for the 
benefit of the papers. The extra train from New York to Albany, at a 
cost of $25,000 a year, is run for the benefit of newspapers and paid by 
the surplus on letters. Of this I do not complain. We are a newspa- 
per people and I would not curtail their circulation. But this and 
other extra trains start at an hour when there is little letter mails and 
fewer passengers. A man could carry in his carpet-bag all the letters 
that go out by them. They are run for the benefit of the press. 

The train called the fast train, which leaves New York for Albany at 
4.35 o’clock in the morning, is a part of this expedited mail system fo1 
which a former Congress appropriated $600,000. It seems not enough 
burden upon the people that they should be overtaxed in favor of th: 
large newspapers, which pay only about 4 per cent. of the revenue from th: 
Post-Office, while they cost the Government 40 per cent. of the expenses, 
but this expedited mail, which adds another $600,000 to the last, is 
almost exclusively for the New York city papers. There are practically 
no letters mailed between the departure of the last evening mail, about 
9 o’clock, and this early morning train; but the printing and mailing of 
newspapers are done in that time, and the morning newspapers go to 
press about fifty minutes or an hour before this train leaves. It 
loaded with newspapers, and these are thrown off at some thirty or forty 
stations between New Yorkand Albany. It goes through on fast time, 
arriving in Albany about 8.20. This fast train is not for the benefit o! 
the people nor for that of the business men, but every man, woman, and 
child in the United States is taxed for it on his 2-cent letter. Th« 
United States become the carriers of the morning papers and unjustly 
inflict the cost as a tax upon the whole people to the tune of $600,000, 
which is taken from every breakfast table in the land in single pennies 
overcharged on letters to enrich the already overwealthy. 

But you tell me we should tax the letter-writers to convey the news 
papers free because they spread intelligence among the people. A reduc 
tion on newspaper postage would not result in an increased spread of 
intelligence so much as a reduction of letter postage. Treble the num- 
ber of letters sent by the people to one another and you do more to 
spread intelligence and educate the masses than you can do in any other 
way. Thesentiments of some of these large newspapers are not decmed 
by many desirable for circulation among a republican people.¢ Th 
representatives of monarchy at this capital have been sending some ot! 
them home to show their leanings toward despotism. 

The vilest stuff that pollutes our mails and calls for the scrutinizing 
attention of Anthony Comstock to prevent its circulation is not so 
deleterious to our national vitality as the treasonable trumpetings 0! 
monarchy and snobbery with which some of these leading papers are 
filled for whose circulation we tax the intellect of the country. In 
place of economizing or. facilitating their circulation they should b 
excluded from the mails as disgraceful matter and dangerous to tre 
institutions. 

Is this just 

} 1S 

FRANKING INIQUITY. 

Another iniquity in eur postal system is the franking privilege, which 
loads the mails with matter that should pay itsown way. Thissystem 
of franking and penalty envelopes and all free-matter conveyance should 
beabolished. Why oppress the Post-Office Department for the millions 
of dollars spent in forwarding the three-fourths uséless matter sent 
through it for the State, Treasury, War, Navy, Interior, and Justice 
Departments, and for Congress? ‘‘ Let every tub stand on its own bot- 
tom,’’ and let these Departments and Congress pay their postage 4s 
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others do, or look to the Treasury for a general appropriation if they 
yaust have ——— 
The gentleman from New Jersey [Mr. HtL1], in a speech delivered 

in this House April 1!, 1882, stated that four tons of free mail matter 
were daily sent from Washington, in addition to that arriving free. 
This, if paid at the rate of letter postage, would amount to $7,680 a day. 
The same gentleman, in that same speech, says that the stage-routes on 
the plains could not carry the mails on account of the weight of this 
useless matter, and frequently bags of mail matter were thrown into the 
mud-holes for the stage to pass over. The great loss in that matter was 
in the waste of the bags. Their contents were useless. 

PUBLIC DOCUMENTS 

Take the history of the Patent Office reports. 
When I first came to Washington, in 1843, forty years ago, the first 

regular standard Patent Office report was published in an edition of | transportation of Jay Gould’s new spaper or some other 
In 1845-'46, 7,000 sets were published; in 1847, 30,000; | 3,000 sets. : 

in 1848, 45,000; in 1849, 65,000; in 1852, 77,000. 

volume each. 
sets were printed, at a cost of over $100,000; in 1856 it was printed in 
three volumes, and 90,000 sets were issued, at a cost of over $160,000. 
The number of volumes printed in nineteen years, 1851-69, was 
2,000,000 volumes, ata cost of over $2,000,000, the weight over 6,000,000 

All these in one 

| just tax of ten to twenty millions a year on the masses of the px 

In 1854 it was published in two volumes, and 90,000 | 

pounds or 3,000 tons, and all conveyed free by an unjust tax levied upon | 
the writers of letters. 

Since 1872 those Patent Office reports are continued in the Official Ga- 
zette, published every Tuesday, of overeighty pages, thousands of which 
are sent free through the mails, while the Agricultural Report, which 

| and a proper readjustment of rates on third and fourth class matter, 

used to be a part of the Patent Office report, is circulated by the hun- | 

dred thousand, all free, and the expense charged to the poor letter- 
writers. We have ordered 300,000 copies of the pending report of the 
Agricultural Department. These will average about three pounds a 
volume, or in round numbers 1,000,000 pounds. This if conveyed at | 
the proposed reduced postage of 2 cents to the letter of half an ounce | 
would be $640,000 for this single publication. 

- ISSACHAR’S BURDENS, 

The Scriptures tell us that Issachar was an ass bending between two 
burdens. Our Issachar is the letter-writing class bending between the 
two burdens of wealthy publishers and mercantile millionaires, and this 
letter-writing class are bound hopelessly under the burden. They 
can not lighten the load by getting outward help. Merchants may send 
their wares by mail at 1 cent an ounce, or by express at lower rates; 
publishers theirs by the mail at an eighth of acent an ounce, or cheaper | 
by express; but the law compels the letter-writer to send his at 4 or 6 
cents an ounce, and prohibits him from sending them, as he could, by 
express at the tenth of a cent an ounce or less under pain of fine and im- 
prisonment. 
The poor letter-writers, for the privilege of corresponding with each 

other, which they could do with large profit to the Government at 1 
cent the single letter, are compelled to pay 3 or 2 cents for each single 
letter for the purpose of allowing others to send their wares almost free 
and the tons of Congressional and Department letters entirely so. And 
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in all its parts as patching up of a defective law, but a new on 
far as human effort can attain perfection 

The people of these United States are now oppressed with the most 
unjust tax existing in the world 
is littl 

pertect 

And this unjust and oppressive tax 
less flagrant at 2 cents than at 3 We strate—the 

proof is overwhelming—that the first-class matter is more than payil 

can aemon 

its expenses; that its expenses would be amply paid at 1 cent, and it 
is unjust and eppressive to make those who pay the tax on their letters 

pay also the great deficiencies in the other three classes of postal mat I 
ter and the oppressive burden of free matter. We are inflict ng anu 

op 
i i 

who write letters to fill the already plethoric purses of wealthy pub 
lishers and princely merchants. Tor every letter that a 
writes to her absent daughter or husband or mother, she has to tak« 

cents from the loaf of bread which she plac es on her table, to pay the 

poor woman 

MONnOpolist 

wares at the rate of 2 cents a pound—while we charge 64 cents a pound 

on letters even at the proposed reduction to 2 cents 
The people of the United States are now writing a tl 

of letters each year at 3 cents. The revenue from that is 
a year. Make the postage 1 penny and in less than twelve months 1 

iousand millions 
SG0, 000,000 

live 

letters at least will be posted for every one sent now Ch woul 

bring in a revenue of fifty millions a yea rt iflice to pay for 
the countless tons of tree matter, the immense loss on th nvevunee 
of newspapers as now forwarded, but with a proper reduction of « 
penditures in the Department, a restriction on the frankir 

expenses will be very much lessened and the revenue doubled a 
rhis idea of a 2-cent postage is antiquated and behind the ; It 

was discussed forty years ago and rejected by men of intelligence \ 

committee of Boston gentlemen, among whom were Edward Brooks, 

Joshua Leavitt, Dr. 8. G. Howe, and Moses Kimball, reported on it 
absurdity in 1848 by showing that a Boston parcels express company 
delivered parcels in neighboring towns and villages at the following 
rates compared with similar parcels at 2 cents postage 

Number f 
coh tom Postag 

| Parcels less than 1 pound carried at $0 64 
Parcels less than 3 pounds carried at 5 cents 06 1 a 

Parcels less than 10 pounds carried at 7 cent ) 6 40 
Parcels less than 25 pounds carried at 10 cents ROO 5 00 
Parcels less than 50 pounds carried at 12} cents 1. 600 00 

Parcels less than 100 pounds carried at 25 cents 3 200 64 00 

Sixty-four dollars for carrying a parcel of one hundred weight acros 
a ferry or over a bridge, a distance over which you could have a bar 

| rel of flour weighing two hundred pounds conve 

yet after doing all that there is to be a surplus of six or seven millions | 
for 1884. 

But Issachar will resume his manhood and throw off the burdens of | 
others, and carry only his own. The day is fast approaching when the 
people will not tolerate their representatives here in making them pay a 
tax upon every letter which they write to convey other matter free to a 
few privileged classes which they consider injurious to the well-being 
of the country. 

OPPOSED TO TWO-CENT RATES 

lam therefore utterly opposed to the adoption of this clause in its 
present shape. It will only delay the reform in our postage laws which 
the people demand and will have. I am opposed to passing general 
laws #8 riders on appropriation bills. And the reduction of letter post- 
age is not the only thing the people demand, and the reduction which 
they have a right to expect is not the partial and imperfect one from 
3 to 2 cents, but from 3 to 1. That reduction mustcome and will come 
speedily. Before the date fixed for this reduction to take place, Jan- 
uary 1, 1884, the demand for a uniform 1-cent postage will be so stern 
and commanding that the people’s Representatives will gladly obey their 
constituencies by amending this provision to 1 cent before it can take 
effect as 2. The people also demand reform in the Post-Office laws re- 

| that increasing surplus. 

| after 

specting franking abuses, and a readjustment of the rates of postage on | 
second, third, and fourth class matter. 

This committee reporting this bill owed it to the people to digest and | 
report a well-considered bill after mature deliberation, and opportunity 
ven to have parties heard who believed in 1-cent postage and contend 
reform of franking abuses and other postal obliquities. This incon- 

gruous clause should be stricken from this bill and recommitted to the 
committee with instructions to prepare a bill remedying all the evils 
complained of in the postal service, with a reduction of letter postage 
to 1 cent, and I hope if this benot done in the House it may be done in 
the Senate, and that we may have a postal reform worthy of statesmen 
rather than the devices of tinkers. We want no local and partial 

ved for 25 cents or les 

With what cheek can we face our constituents to justify charging unde 
this pseudonymous reform, for carrying a parce! for our tax-payers and 
charging $64, while one business man would charge another fo1 

ing the same parcel only 25 cents? The Cunard steamers would convey 
atonof freight from New York to Liverpool for $4, while we 
for carrying the twentieth part of that weight from Ne 

Brooklyn. 
One-penny postage istoomuch. If we hadasmaller coin 

for instance, and reduce it to that, it would pay and leave 
Our difficulty in two or three years will be to know 

conve, 

charge $64 

York to 

a tarthing 

. surplu 
what to do with 

Wecan afford to double the weight and vastly 

increase the efficiency of the service and yet have a troublesome sur 
plus in two or three vears alter we grant this just demand of the peopl 

BEHIND ENGLAND 

Is it not a shame that we should be crawling with such nail’s pace 

England in conferring benefits on the peopl Forty years ago § he 

conferred upon her people postal facilities at one penny a letter. Her 
rate is half a penny or one cent per half ounce—and we now in this 
year of 1883 are talking of a charge twice as large as hers as a ‘‘re 
form!’’ Fourcents an ounce you call a reduction of postage, while you 
convey a pound of newspapers for half the price and talk of reducing 
even that. At the rate of one cent on the half ounce her postal sys 
tem pays all the expenses and leaves 
dollars a year and upward. 

rhe objections in the British Parliament to the 
of postage to 1 penny were the same as we have 

gress. Violent protests were made against a reduction, and 
then as now short-sighted statesmen were found to prophesy that it would 
not pay and that they should make a gradual decrease commencing 
with a reduction to 2 pence; but Mr. Goulbourn contended that it 
the experiment was to be tried at all it would be best to take penny 

. surplus of about ten millions of 

re duc t 

own Con 

nronposed ion 
i i 

how in oul 

so great 

postage. He declared that a postage of 2 pence would fail, but a penny 
might succeed. Sir Robert Peel advocated it as a boon to the lower 
classes. Daniel O’Connell advocated it as the most valuable legislative 
relief ever given to the people, and even if it did not pay the reduction 
should be made. Lord Ashburton declared that he had been in favor 
of 2-pence postage, but had changed his mind in favor of coming to 
1-penny postage atonce. Thecheap postage of Great Britain was passed 
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in deference to the will of the people and not on the ground of produc- 
ing revenue, and this deference tothe public good demanded the cheap 
postage even if a new tax were necessary to make up the deficiency. 
But there was no permanent deficiency under the 1-penny postage; there 
would have been under the 2. 

The English ministry showed more deference to popular opinion than 
our Government has shown. In 1837 Rowland Hill published his | 
pamphlet ignoring a 2-penny rate and advocating penny postage. A | 
select committee was appointed, which sat sixty-three days, examined 
over a hundred witnesses, including the postmaster-general and his sec- 
retaries. Their report filled three folio volumes. In our committee 
I do not think penny postage waseven mentioned. No reform in frank- 
ing or relating to second, third, and fourth class matter is recommended, 
and the reduction comes in as a rider on an appropriation bill. 

Reduce your postage to 1 cent. Let the country get prepared for 
this great boon, and the day the measure takes effect double the num- 
ber of letters will be mailed that were ever mailed before, and the vast 
increase will roll like a swelling wave through the entire mail service, 
and all otu citizens, wherever resident, shall enjoy the benefitsof a uni- 
form, speedy, and cheap transportation of social intelligence and busi- 
NESS MCSSALES, 

LENGTH OF ROUTE AND WRIGHT OF MATTER 

The great argument for keeping up high postage in this country is 
the extent and length of the mail-routes. The expense of the Post- 
Office is practically the same whether letters are conveyed one or one 
hundred miles. Rowland Hill estimated the cost of transportation of 
a letter from London to Edinborough (three hundred and ninety-seven 
miles) as one thirty-sixth of a penny. The weight of letters is of very 
little consideration. Ten thousand letters on the average would not 
weigh more than a barrelof flour. It is very little difference in weight 
whether you carry one or ten letters; and as for distance, if you have 
a contract for carrying the mails from Boston to New York, and another 
contract to carry them from New York to Philadelphia, what differ- 
ence will it make whether you convey by the same routes the letters 
that go from Boston to Philadelphia?’ 

Our letters are taxed unjustly for the conveyance of millions of free 
letters by the several Departments, for the distribution of the immense 
tonnage of Congressional and public documents, for the conveyance ot 
regular newspapers at 2 cents a pound, which does not pay but asmall 
fraction of the cost of their conveyance, for the extension of star and 
other routes in new or thinly settled parts of the country which do 
not pay expenses. Why should these burdens be inflicted as a tax 
upon sorrespondence? These non-paying routes are necessary, and 
should be supported not by a tax upon the writers of letters, but upon 
the general Treasury, which is amply remunerated by the sale of public 
lands and the advanced prosperity of the whole country. 

There is nothing in our Constitution or form of government to de- 
mand that the Post-Office Department should pay its expenses. It is 
more of a necessity than the Army or Navy, vet these Departments are 
in no sense self-sustaining. 

FALSE PROPHETS. 

There never was a prophecy of falling off of the revenues on reduc- 
tion of postage that was not proved false. There never was a prophecy 
of increased revenue from reduced rates of postage that was not more 
than fulfilled. 
Some of the gloomy forebodings of the wiseacres on the passage of 

the bill of July, 1845, reducing postage on single letters to 5 and 10 
cents furnish amusing reading now. The Boston Post and New Hamp- 
shire Patriot, leading Democratic papers, saw a fearful deficiency to be 
made up by additional tariff duties upon articles which poor farmers 
were compelled to buy. The Philadelphia North American, a Whig 
muper, edited by Morton McMichael, was of the same opinion. The 
Madisonian, of Washington, prophesied that the Southern planters and 
Western grain-grov@rs would be taxed enormously to gratify the ava- 
rice and cupidity of sharpers and speculators. George McDuffie, then 
Senator from South Carolina, opposed the passage of the law and prophe- 
sied that in less than six months one-fourth of the offices would be dis- 
continued for want of business, and in less than twelve months the 
country would demand its repeal. He advised the Department and 
the postmasters to hold on to their old books, as Congress would in two 
weeks after its next assembling repeal the law. 

Mr. David 8. Reid, then a member of this House from North Caro- 
lina and afterward governor of and United States Senator from that 
State, said in a formal letter to his constituents, as those opposed to 
penny postage now say, that the reduction was too great, and that the 
tax taken off the mail correspondence must be collected on salt, iron 
sugar, and blankets, and that he opposed its passage. The Postmaster- 
General, Cave Johnson, of Tennessee, in his annual report six months 
after the law went into operation, foretold a frightful decrease in reve- 
nue unless the law wasamended. Butnoamendment was made. The 
actual deficiency the first year was only halfa million. For the second 
year it was less than $34,000 and this same Postmaster-General in his 
report of December, 1847, estimated an actual surplus for that current 
year of nearly a quarter of a million of dollars. I was then in Wash- 
ington and pretty intimately acquainted with all these great prophets 
of evil, and was then as now for cheap postage, and foretold the failure 
of these prophesies. The stubborn character of these old statesmen in 
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opposition to all reforms and progress is exemplified in this same Caye 
Johnson, who two years previously was a member of this House and 
when an appropriation was proposed of $30,000 to enable Professor 
Morse to carry out his invention in telegraphy, proposed as an amend. 
ment to give $30,000 to develop animal magnetism, on which some 
mountebank was then lecturing in Washington. 

But telegraphy and cheap postage succeeded in spite of the bitter rid, 
cule of these great statesmen, and so it will be in the future, when jp 
the light of history the whole nation will wonder why we hesitated jp 
this year of 1882 to adopt penny postage. 

I may also mention as a remarkable fact that this same Postmastey 
General Johnson in less than two years after his prophecy of failure 
from low rates of postage actually suggested a still further reduction, 
which he did not urge for the simple reason that we were then engaged 
in war with Mexico, which imposed heavy burdens upon the Treasury 
Indeed, the success of the law of 1845 made a model cheap-postage 
advocate out of Cave Johnson. 

HISTORY OF THE TWENTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS. 

During these discussions on the introduction of telegraphy and che wp 
postage I was an interested and pen-holding spectator. 

** Eheu! fugaces anni.”’ 
It was forty yearsago! The venerable Tyler (in whose Cabinet Web 

ster had lingered) and his accomplished young wife, with his Cabinet, 
John C. Calhoun, George M. Bibb, William Wilkins, John Y. Mason, 
Charles A. Wickliffe, and John Nelson, at the head of their several De- 
partments, were surrendering the White House and public affairs into 
the hands of James K. Polk and his excellent wife, with his Cabinet, 
James Buchanan, Robert J. Walker, William L. Marcy, George Ban- 
croft, Cave Johnson, and John Y. Mason. I recall their venerable and 
majestic forms through the mist of years. I see the thunder-cloud of 
Webster’s eye-brows, fringed with foam of fire from the orbs below; the 
consuming fire of Calhoun’s eye; the quaint cut of Bibb’s knee-breeches, 
and the curious twist of his queue; the white neck-tie and inclining 
head of Buchanan; the slender body but towering intellect of Walker; 
the ponderous nationality of Marey. All gone, save the two worthy 
women mentioned, and the now venerable Bancroft, who, by his own 
right and by the dignity and worth of his own great name, is among 
all mankind alone entitled to the privileges of the,grandest represent- 
ative body in the world, the Senate of the United States. ‘‘ Serus in 
celum redeat.’’ At the head of the Supreme Court sat the incorrupt 
ible and illustrious Taney, surrounded by those venerable jurists, 
Joseph Story, John McLean, James M. Wayne, and Samuel Nelson. 

It was the Twenty-eighth Congress, and strange to say that Calhoun 
und Clay and Webster were not among the Senators; the first had ac- 

| cepted the State Department for a year in Tyler’s Cabinet, in which 
Webster had lingered to complete the negotiations of the Washington 

| treaty, and Mr. Clay had retired from the Senate to run for the Presi 
dency in 1844, all three, however, returning afterward to the Senate, 
the first two to die in harness there, and the latter finishing his grand 
~areer in the Cabinetof Fillmore. It wasa Whig Senate, the diminish 
ing marks of the tidal wave of log-cabinism, and Willie P. Mangum, 
the majestic representative of North Carolina, was President pro tem 
pore, in place of John Tyler, elevated to the Presidency through the 
death of President Harrison. Asbury Dickens was in the first decade 
of his quarter century’s Secretaryship of that body. Among its more 
prominent members for size and intellect were Dixon H. Lewis ot 
Alabama, in place of William R. King, to whom the present able pre 
siding officer is by comparison but a pigmy; John M. Niles of Con 
necticut, previously Postmaster-General; Hannegan of Indiana, after 
ward minister to Prussia; Crittenden of Kentucky; Barrow and Por 
ter of Louisiana, the father of the latter a Presbyterian clergyman, 
executed as an Irish rebel in 1798, and himself dying in Baltimore, 
whither he had gone as a friend of Garrett Davis of Kentucky in his 
quarrel with Thomas Haynes Bayly, of Accomack, in Virginia; Rufus 
Choate of Massachusetts, of eccentric eloquence; Robert J. Walker of 
Mississippi, unmatched as a financier; Thomas H. Benton and David 
R. Atcheson of Missouri; Levi Woodbury of New Hampshire, after 
ward judge of the Supreme Court; William L. Dayton of New Jersey, 
dying in Paris as our minister to France; Dickinson, Dix, Foster, Ta! 
madge, and Silas Wright of New York; Allen of Ohio; Buchanan and 
‘ turgeon of Pennsylvania; McDuffie of South Carolina; and Archer 
and Rives of Virginia. All dead, I believe, but Atcheson of Missouri, 
who survives much political abuse of ‘‘ border ruffianism’’ in venera 
ble old age. 

It was a Democratic House from which had vanished the lingering 
relics of ‘Tippecanoe and Tyler too’’—John W. Jones of Virginia 
Speaker, with a brief pro temporeship to George W. Hopkins of the same 
State. Matthew St. Clair Clarke of Pennsylvania, a venerable nanv 
in American history, was Clerk, succeeded by Caleb J. McNulty of Ohio 
and Benjamin B. French of New Hampshire. I am still sitting in my 
seat, from which I was afterward expelled and to which I was again 
restored, on the right of the Speaker, where the statue of Trumbull! of 
Connecticut now stands in the old Hall. From my elevated position 
I look across to the westerly side of the Hall, which was then generally, 
though not exclusively, occupied by the Whigs, and I see the shining 
head and trembling form of John Quincy Adams in his chair, which | 
now have in my possession in Brooklyn, Linn Boyd of Kentucky, E4- 

d 



mund Burke of New Hampshire, Stephen A. Douglas of Ilinois, George 
C. Dromgoole of Virginia, Joshua R. Giddings of Ohio, Hamilton Fish 
of New York, Charles J. Ingersoll of Pennsylvania, R. Barnwell Rhett 
of South Carolina, Thomas L. Clingman of North Carolina, Alexander 
H. Stephens of Georgia, Alexander Ramsey of Pennsylvania, Robert C. 
Winthrop of Massachusetts, Jacob Collamer and Solomon Foot of Ver- 

mont, John P. Kennedy (‘* Horseshoe Robinson”’) of Maryland, George 

P. Marsh of Vermont, Kenneth Rayner of North Carolina, Washing- 
ton Hunt of New York, Samuel F. Vinton of Ohio, Robert MeCle!- 
land of Michigan, John White and Garret Davis of Kentucky, Caleb 
B. Smith of Indiana, and Robert C. Schenck of Ohio. Nearer toward 
me and on the Speaker’s right, on thé eastern side of the main aisle— 
mostly but not all Democrats—I still see bending over their desks James 
J. McKay of North Carolina, Howell Cobb of Georgia, Robert Dale Owen 
of Indiana, John P. Hale of New Hampshire, Andrew Johnson of Ten- 
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| beyond all hope. 

nessee, John Slidell of Louisiana, Hannibal Hamlin of Maine, Felix | 
Grundy McConnell of Alabama, Henry C. Murphy of Brooklyn, New 
York, Jacob Thompson of Mississippi, and Hugh A. Haralson of Georgia; 

The venerable sage of Quincy, whose residence here, to which I so often 
accompanied him, now occupied by the gentleman from Illinois [ Mr. 
THoMAS]; Dromgoole, perhaps the ablest man on the Democratic side 
when he chose to assert his right; Marsh, dying but recently while our 
representative at Rome; McClelland, afterward governor of Michiganand 
Secretary of the Interior in Pierce’s Cabinet; John P. Hale, Senator and 
embassador, still represented in the best social circlesof Washington; Me- 
Connell, of warm and generous heart; Murphy, the scholarand statesman, 
dying but yesterday in my own city, and Haralson of the empire State of 
the South, still recalled by the too seldom visiting but always welcome 
ornaments of social life in this metropolis. And yet howmany survive! 
Clingman, since Senator, frequently visits his numerous friends in both 
Houses; Stephens, translated from his movable chair in this present 
House to the governorship of Georgia; Ramsey, then from Pennsylvania, 
since governor of the Territory and State of Minnesota and Senator from 
that State, but recently Secretary of War, and now chairman of the 
Utah Commission. Winthrop, afterward Speaker and Senator and more 

uments; Rayner, Solicitor of the Treasury; Schenck, since minister to 
Brazil, general, and embassador to England, now living in Washington, 
and Hannibal Hamlin, still youthful and holding a high diplomatic 
position. There were then only twenty-six States and only three Terri- 
tories, Florida, then represented by Mr, Levy, afterward known as 
Yulee. lowa, represented by A. C. Dodge, and Wisconsin by Henry 
Dodge. The States of California, Colorado, Florida, Iowa, Kansas, 
Minnesota, Nebraska, Nevada, Oregon, Texas, West Virginia, and Wis- 
consin were then unknown and the Territories of Arizona, Dakota, Idaho, 
Montana, New Mexico, Washington, and Wyoming were unnamed, and 
much of the immense territory included in the above States and Terri- 
tories belonged to other nations, Our population was not then much 
over one-third of what it is now. 

It was before this Twenty-eighth Congress that the first great reduc- 
tion of postage was discussed and carried, reducing the rate for single 
letters to 5 cents under three hundred miles, and 10 cents above that 
distance. The rates previous to that had been unchanged from 1825— 
twenty years—and were: 

Cents, 
Every single-sheet letter conveyed not exceeding thirty miles 6 
Over thirty and not exceeding eighty miles............................ 

( 

the price and you increase the revenur The reduction of the rate of 
postage in the United States in July, 1845, led to an increase of revenue 

The number of chargeable letters passing through 
the mail in 1545 was 24,267,552, yielding the sum of $3,525,968. In 

the year ending June 30, 1847, the number was 52,173,480, yielding 
$3,188,957. A reduction of one-half in rates doubled the corr: spondence 

The average number of letters passing through the British post-offic 

) 

was 77,000,000 per annum before the reduction. For the vear 1847 
after the reduction, the number of letters was 320,000,000 

\ reduction of the price three-fourths increased the consumption 
fourfold. A reduction of the duty on newspapers in England increased 
the revenue. A reduction of the duty on advertisements also increased 

the revenue. The reduction of the fee of admission to the armory of 
the Tower London, at different times, from three shillings to six 
pence increased the receipts at ear h reduction of the admission fe« 

( fall of one-eighth in the price of soap increased the consumption one 

third; the falling of tea one-sixth increased consumption one-half; the 
| fall in silks one-titth, doubled the consumption; of coffee one-fourth 

most of them fled beyond the bourne, having seen “the last of earth.”’ | trebled it; and of cotton goods one-half, quadrupled it The reduction 
of our postage two-thirds would quintuple the number of letters, A 
gentleman exhibiting a panorama at 25 cents was losing money; he 

put it down to 12) eents and cleared a hundred dollars a week You 
may put it down as a settled law in economies that a reduction of price 
in articles of general use and necessity increases the amount of money 

received. The people will expend more money in low prices than in 
high prices for the same article You will collect more money on letters 
at 1 cent than on letters at 2or 3 or 10 cents 

deficiency, keep up your postage at 
the postage at 1 cent 

If you want to keepupa 

vents; if you want a surplus, put 

HIGH POSTAGhH IMMORKAI 

High postage injures the morals of a people It you put postage 

down to our lowest coin you stop all frauds on the service. Thousands 
of persons will use illegal means to save a penny on each letter. It is 

stated that on the first steamship, the Sirius, from England to America 

there were only five letters put on board to pay postage, and that at 
least 10,000 letters came over on that voyage without paying postage 

. . - . - | 

recently orator of the Franklin, Washington, and Yorktown monu- A person W ishing to convey to an absent member of the family informa 

| tion concerning the children, about whose health some anxiety existed, 

| the post-office. 

. 10 

Over eighty and not exceeding one hundred and fifty miles... > 
Over one hundred and fifty and not exceeding four hundred miles . 18} | 
SE MENNGD MDADOR.. ....0s0cesnecesovorsecssecescsevessoesee B . cvceve . -) 

To come down from these figures to a uniform rule of 5 and 10 cents 
under and over three hundred miles was a great reduction, and met 
about as unreasonable opposition as is now manifested against penny 
postage. It was warmly discussed in both Houses, eliciting the proph- 
ecies to which I have just referred. Among those voting for it in the 
Senate were Allen, Bayard (father of the present Senator), Barrow, 
Benton, Berrien, Buchanan (afterward President), Choate, Crittenden, 
Dix, Dickinson, Niles, Porter, Rives, Walker, and Woodbury. 
the nays were Hannegan, Lewis, and Mangum. 
Among the yeas in the House were Burke, Collamer, Garrett Davis, 

| ice of despotism it has become the handmaid of democracy 
| syrian and Persian monarchs had their servants ready 

| tant provinces. 
Among | 

Douglas, Fish, Foot, Giddings, Hale, Hamlin, Kennedy, Marsh, E. | 
Joy Morris, Henry C. Murphy, Robert Dale Owen, Ramsey, Schenck, 
Thomas H. Seymour, John Slidell, John Wentworth, and Robert C. 
Winthrop. Among the nays were Thomas Haynes Bayly, Aaron V. 
Brown, William J. Brown, Clingman, Howell Cobb, Dromgoole, Haral- 
son, C. J. Ingersoll, Cave Johnson (immediately afterward Postmaster- 
General), Andrew Johnson (afterward President), Rayner, D.S. Reid, | 
R. Barnwell. Rhett, and William L. Yancey. 

So furious were some of the Representatives against this reduction 

that Mr. Jacob Thompson, of Mississippi, a native of North Carolina, | 
then a member of this House and afterward Secretary of the Interior 
in Buchanan’s Cabinet, moved to amend the title of the bill so as to 
make it read: ‘‘ A bill to make the Post-Office Department a nuisance 
and to guarantee the tariff of 1842.'’ How ridiculous the opponents 
of a 1-cent postage will appear twenty years hence. 

LOW RATES AND HIGH INCOME. 

Diminished cost uniformly leads to increased consumption. Reduce 

sketched on the margin of a newspaper a drawing of two little girls, a 

cobbler’s awl, and an old-fashioned well, which being translated read, 
**Children all well.’’ The drawing of the sketches occupied some time. 
Had the postage been 1 cent the news would have come in a letter 
Rather than pay 3 or Scents a newspaper was sent with a 1l-cent stamp, 
and a drawing sketched at the sacrifice of time and trouble. Mr. Cob 
den declared that not one-sixth of the letters, under high postage, be 
tween Manchester and London paid postage. In England women used 
to go around collecting letters at 2 pence per hundred to send by illicit 
means. These were collected, carried to their destination, and distrib 
uted at 1 penny. The postage was 4 pence. At penny postage all 
would have gone by the regular mail. The reduction to 2 pence on 
letters would not cure the evil, for private carriers would deliver at 1 

penny. The reduction of the regular postage to 1 penny eut up the 
illicit business by the roots. Before the reduction of postage im this 

country in 1845 not more than one-half of the letters passed through 
The number of letters going through the offices of the 

United States was only about 24,000,000, while in England, under 
cheap postage, there were over 200,000,000. The number now passing 

through the United States post offices isoverathousand millions a vear 

POSTAL HISTORY 

The struggle for cheap postage has been an unceasing fight for cen 

turies of the many against the few Invented originally for the sery 

The As 
with saddled 

at all hours to carry the decrees of 

King Darius was at one time a postmaster-general. The 

Romans sent couriers on fleet horses with imperial edicts to their dis 

horses at convenient distances and 
the de spot 

Private messages were generally conveyed by slaves 
Charlemagne established stations and sent couriers to carry letters, 
packets, and decrees to all parts of his empire At his death the serv 
ice was very much reduced, but in 1464 Louis XI restored it, placing 

mounted posts within four miles of each other, and required them to 
be always in readiness to convey government messages. In the thir 
teenth century riders who were called nuncii were organized for the 
quick conveyance (post-haste) of government dispatel Butchers 
and drovers traveling the country to buy cattle were the principal let- 

ter-carriers for poorer people, and in early times the universities created 
a demand for pedestrian messengers to carry the letters of the students 

/ home and bring back funds for their sustenance and education In 

time posting passengers was added to the conveyance of letters and «de 
| crees, and thus came into use post-coaches. Roger, Count of Thurn 
and Taxis, established posts in the Tyrol early in the sixteenth cen 
tury, connecting Germany and Italy Venice, Genoa, Naples, and 

Leghorn came in postal communion with Lubeck, Hamburg, Bremen, 

and Frankfort-on-the-Main. In 1524 the French posts were permitted 
to convey other letters besides the messages of kings and nob 

BIBLICAT , CHINESE, AND OTHER 

Perhaps the earliest letter-writer mentioned is Jezebel, and her 

PORTAGE 

let 
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ters were forgeries, for we are informed that she ‘‘ wrote letters in 
Alab’s name and sealed them with hisseal.’’ Solomon, Hiram, Xerxes, 
and Cleopatra are also mentioned as letter-writers. So were Esther, 
Mordecai, and Haman. In early times they did not use ciphers, and 
all kinds of schemes were laid to conceal important messages from 
public perusal. It is said that on one occasion an inventive master had 
a letter which he wished to convey secretly branded on the shaved head 
of his bondman and sent him off after the hair had grown sufficiently 
to conceal it. 

The Chinese were perhaps the earliest and best patrons of the postal 
system. They had laws to prevent the use of the mail for fraudulent 
purposes and severe punishment for mail robbery. Chinese posts were 
called jambs, and Marco Polo estimates their number at 10,000, em- 
ploying 200,000 horses. They were located twenty-five miles apart, and 
furnished excellent entertainment for travelers. The Aztecs had early 
and regular postal facilities for the conveyance of their hieroglyphical 
correspondence. Birds of strong wing and dogs of swift foot were used 
in ancient times in postal service. A Bashaw on his travels usually 
carried with him a basket of pigeons, bred in the seraglio, and they were 
labeled and liberated when he wanted to send a message home. 

In early times letters were in the form of rolls, wound on astick, or two 
sticks, round which they were rolled from either end till they met in 
the middle, They were literally volumes. They were usually written 
only on one side, and were generally unsealed. Those written to dis- 
tinguished persons were sometimes placed in a valuable purse, which 
was tied and closed with clay or wax and stamped with the author’ssignet. 

ENGLISH POSTAL HISTORY. 

The United States, France, and Great Britain have been most promi- 
nent in the development of the postal system and the too tardy reform 
of cheap postage. Itis just four hundred yearsago that post-houses were 
established in England. Her postal expenses in the reign of Queen 
Elizabeth were only £5,000. The first chief postmaster was Thomas 
Randolph. James limproved the postal system. Matthew Le Quester 
was appointed chief postmaster, and he appointed William Frizell and 
Thomas Witherings deputy postmasters. 

The latter deputy succeeded to the chieftaincy, and in 1635 was or- 
dered to establish a post between London and Edinburgh, to go night 
and day and return in six days. In 1644 Edmund Prideaux, then a 
wember of the House of Commons, became postmaster and organized a 
veekly mail to all parts of the nation. In 1656 an act was passed to 
a-crange the posts and fix their rates between England, Ireland, and Scot- 
land. It fixed the rates from 14 pence for a distance over three hun- 
dred miles to 2 pence for seven milesor under. Down to 1838 over one 
hundred and fifty acts were passed on postal affairs, but without ma- 
terially reducing the rates. 
the ‘‘common people’’ made little use of it. Palmers and gypsies were 
frequently their postmasters-general. The mails were carried in sad- 
dle-bags, and the carrier’s approach was announced by the blowing of a 
ram’s horn, which in an earlier period of the world’s history would have 
brought Jericho to a speedy surrender. 

Under Cromwell the letters passing through the post were frequently 
opened and persons prosecuted on information acquired through this 
disgraceful practice, which is even now continued on American letters 
under Gladstone and his detectives. 

As early as 1683 there was a penny postage established for London. 
The honor of that reform is due to an upholsterer named Murray. This 
was a great successand brought in much revenue. The Duke of York, 
on whom and his heirs the postal revenues had been settled in perpe- 
tuity, when that duke came to the throne as James II commenced grant- 
ing pensions out of the postal revenues, one of which was bestowed to 
the amount of nearly $30,000 a year on one of the disreputable charac- 
ters connected with his brother's court, who founded one of the chief 
houses of English nobility, whose titled representatives still enjoy the 
disreputable pension. 

In Queen Anne’s reign the postal system extended over all Her 
Majesty’s dominions, and offices were established in Edinburgh, Dub- 
lin, New York, and the West Indies. In 1720 Ralph Allen, postmaster 
at Bath, suggested cross-posts, or star routes, intersecting the long 
lines. He gota life lease of the privilege, for which he paid $30,000 a 
year to the government, and held it for forty-three years, clearing for 
himself a yearly fortune of $50,000. If any post-office contractor ever 
deserved success it was Ralph Allen. He was the benefactor of needy 
men of letters. It was of him that Pope drew the picture of one who 
devoted his life to 

Do good by stealth and blush to find it fame. 

Few contractors nowadays can be charged with doing good, or if ever 
detected, with much blushing at the discovery! In 1799 the profits of 
Allen’s cross posts had reached a million of dollars a year. 

THE MAIL-COACH, 

The beginning of the conveyanee of the mail by coaches was in 1746. 
The originator of the stage-coach was John Palmer, a brewer and the- | 
atrical manager of Bath. He made the journey from London to Edin- 
burgh in sixty hours less than by the carrier known up to that time. 
Hiscoaches were well guarded and escaped the depredations of highway- 
men, then socommon. He had an annual procession on the King’s birth- 
day, with his coachmen and guards in new red livery. They are still 

During the early history of postal service | 
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running and defying the encroachments of tailroads. I see them stil! 
coming over Old Town Hill in Cookstown, bound for Dungannon, with 
one or two passengers on the front seat with the mufiled coachman 
with his long whip, and one on the back with the scarlet-clad guard 
well-armed with holsters, and playing some favorite tune on his bugle 
with many breaks between the bars from the joltings of the heavy coach 
as the foaming horses gallop to their waiting grooms and welcome oats. 

The first conveyance of mails by railroad occurred only about fifty 
years ago between Liverpool and Manchester. . 

The great postal reform in England was inaugurated by Rowland Hill 
in 1837. His plan was adopted in 1839, and wentinto operation in 1840. 

The postage on single letters to all parts of the nation was put at 1 
penny. All franking privilege was abolished and the mails were dis- 
patched more frequently and at increased speed. In 1848 it was pro- 
vided that books could be posted at sixpence sterling the pound. The 
money-order system copied from Germany was adopted in 1840. I need 
not go into further history of the English postal system. Rowland 
Hill’s eternal monument with its increasing revenue and swelling sur- 
plus of twelve or fifteen millions of dollars a year I would not imitate, 
but it is sometimes proper to learn even from an enemy. 

I need not enlarge upon the postal history of other countries, nor 
need I dwell at length upon our own. 

HISTORY OF AMERICAN POSTAL SERVICE. 

Dr. Benjamin Franklin was appointed general deputy postmaster of 
the Colonies in 1753 at a salary of £600 between himself and his con- 
federate, ‘‘if they could get it.’’ This experiment brought him in debt 
£900. In 1754 he gave notice that the mail to New England, which 
had previously started but once a fortnight, should be dispatched once 
a week, ‘‘ whereby answers might be obtained to letters between Phila- 
delphia and Boston in three weeks, which used to require six weeks.’’ 
He was removed by the British ministry from office on account of his 
independent notions; but in 1775 the Continental Congress, having 
assumed practical sovereignty, appointed a committee to devise a sys- 

| tem of post-office communication, who reported on the 20th of July a 
| plan, which on the sameday was adopted, and Dr. Franklin was unani- 
mously appointed Postmaster-General, at an annual salary of $1,000. 
This amount was doubled in April, 1779, and in December of the same 
year was increased to five thousand. An inspector of dead letters was 
also appointed at a salary of $100, who was sworn to keep the secrets 
and not to take copies of the dead letters nor to divulge their contents, 
except to Congress or those appointed by Congress for the purpose. In 
November, 1776, Dr. Franklin was succeeded by Richard Bache, who 
had married his only daughter. He remained in office till January, 
1782, and was succeeded by Ebenezer Hazard, who was the last head 
of the Post-Office Department under the Confederacy. 

In 1790 there were but 75 post-offices and 1,875 miles of post-routes 
The general office was in New York, and Samuel Osgood, of Massachu- 
setts, was the first/Postmaster-General under the Federal Government 
He recommended that the Postmaster-General should keep himself in 
the office when the mail was opened and distributed, that his presence 
should prevent irregularities. In fact, that the Postmaster-General, 
his assistant, and then one clerk, should all be accommodated with 
office room in the city post-office. Mr. Osgood’s salary was $1,500. In 
August, 1791, Timothy Pickering was appointed by Washington at an 
increased salary of $2,000. Joseph Habersham was the last Postmaster- 
General appointed by Washington, and commissioned in April, 1795, at 
a salary of $2,400. In 1796 the office was located in Philadelphia, and 
when the Government came to Washington it was transferred to this 
city. In 1802 the United States ran their own coaches between New 
York and Philadelphia, and cleared in the year $11,000. 

On the 18th day of September, 1882, I addressed a letter to the edi- 
tor of The New York Sun, which appeared in that paper on the 24th of 
that month, and as it recites the history of our postal system I insert 
it here as part of my speech: 

ONECENT POSTAGE FOR LETTERS—CONGRESSMAN ROBINSON'S VIEWS ON THE 

PRACTICABILITY OF THE CHANGE, 

Srr: Allow me say that I indorse your proposition to reduce the rates of post- 
age, and ask you to go with me one step further. You advocate a reduction of 
postage on letters from 3centsto2. Why pauseat2cents? Can you produceasin 
gle argument in favor of a uniform 2-cent postage that does not apply with addi 
tional force to penny postage? On the first day of the last session for the intro- 
duction of bills I introduced a bill to reduce the postage on all letters weighing 
half an ounce or less to leent. The same day Mr. HiL., of New Jersey, intro- 
duced a bill reducing it to 2 cents. Upon two or three occasions he and I have 
made brief speeches in favor of our several propositions. I intend to make my 
proposition the chief object of my work in the nextsession. Does any one doubt 
that very few years will elapse before we have a penny postage? Every reduc- 
tion of postage has resulted, and will result, in an increase of revenue, and the 
larger the reduction the larger the increase. A reduction to 2 cents would result 
in two letters to one; a reduction to 1 cent would result in ten to qne. : 

I believe the first post-office in this country was established in New York city 
two hundred and ten yearsago. Sixty-eight years after that a path for a horse- 
back mail was marked out by blazed trees from Jersey City to Philadelphia, by 
which mails were conveyed at irregular intervals; and fifteen years later Ben- 
jamin Franklin was made Deputy Postmaster-General for the Colonies. At the 
establishment of the constitutional Government of the United States Samuel Os- 
good was appointed Postmaster-General, with one clerk to assist him. ‘There 
were then seventy-five post-offices, 1,800 miles of post-routes, and a revenue of 
$38,000. In 1881 there were nearly 50,000 post-offices, 342,000 miles of post-routes, 
and a revenue of nearly $37,000,000, with a Postmaster-General and 460 clerksand 
assistants, and over 61,000 employés throughout the country. 

Pp laws were enacted in 1789, 1790, and 1791, the latter allowing the frank- 
ing fo silege to the Treasurer, Comptroller, and Auditor of the Treasury, and 
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y’s assistant, on letters on the public service. Butthere was no 
rate of postage fixed till the act of February 20, 1792, which provided nine differ- 

nt rates of p ge on single letters according to distance by land, from 6 cents 
for thirty miles to 25 cents for distances over four hundred and fifty miles, and 
for double and triple letters at double and triple those rates; letters by sea, 8, 16, 
coat 24 cents for single, double, and triple letters; newspapers 1 cent each under 

—_ hundred miles, and 1} cents over that distance. Newspaper publishers were 

allowed to send one cop: 
ters were to mail them that they might be charged. 

y to each other free, and persons receiving inclosed let- | 

The act of March 2, 1799, makes the rate of postages on single-sheet letters for | 
jess than forty, ninety, one hundred and fifty, three hundred, and five hundred 
miles respectively, 8, 10, 12}, 17, and 20 cents; over five hundred miles, 25 cents4 
an additional rate for additional sheet or piece of paper ; mail carriers to receive 
i cent additional for letters received and 2 cents for letters delivered between 
post-oflices ; magazines and pamphlets, 1} and 2 cents per sheet, according to 

othe act of December 23, 1814, increases the rates of postage 50 pe cent, This 
was soon abandoned and repealed by the act of April 9, 1816, which provided that 
after May lof that year sin, le-sheet letters should be 6, 10, 12}, and 18} cents for 
distances under thirty, eighty, one hundred and fifty, and four hundred miles, 
respectively, and over that distance, 25 cents. 
These rates continued till 1845, when, by act of March 3, letters of half an ounce 

or under were charged 5 and 10 cents postage, for distances under and over 300 
miles. 
The act of August 14, 1848, establishes certain post-offices on our newly acquired | 

possessions on the Pacific, and fixes postage on letters thither from the Eastern 
states. at 40 cents, and on letters between Pacific post-offices at 12} cents. 
The act of March 3, 1851, provides that after the 30th of June in that year post- 

age on single letters of half an ounce or under, and under 3,000 miles, should be 
3 cents prepaid, 5 cents unpaid—and over 3,000 miles double these rates; every 
single letter to a foreign country, 10 cents under 2,500 miles, and 20 cents over 
that distance. It fixed a complicated postage rate on newspapers, &c., payable 
in advance quarterly. : 
The act of March 3, 1855, fixed the postage on single letters not exceeding half 

an ounce at 3 and 10 cents prepaid, under and over 3,000 miles. 
The act of March 3, 1863, fixes the maximum standard weight for the single 

rate of letter postage at one-half ounceavoirdupois, and foreach additional half 
ounce or fi ion thereof an additional rate at 3 cents each on all domestic letters, 
without respect to distance; drop letters at 2 cents, all to be prepaid by postage- 
stamps affi 
The act of June 8, 1872, provides for the issue and transmission by mail of | 

] cards at 1 cent each. 
Numerous changes have been made, more or less, almost every year, but the 

foregoing are the substantial changes. As the postage rates now exist there are 
four classes of mailable matter : 

1. Letters or sealed packages to any part of the United States, 3 cents foreach 
half-ounce or fraction thereof; drop-letters, 2 cents at free-delivery offices, 1 cent 
at other offices, all prepaid by postage-stamps affixed; weight of package not 
limited. Postal cards, 1 cent to’any part of the Union. Registered letters, 10 
cents in addition to proper postage. 
in the Postal Union, 5 cents each half-ounce, 2 tents for each postal card, and 1 
cent for each two-ounce newspaper. To Canada, letters 3 cents, newspapers 1 
cent. 

2. Newspapers and periodicals, regularly issued from known offices, 2 centsa 
pound, or fraction thereof; weight of package not limited. 

8. Books, transient newspapers, circulars, proof-sheets, hand-bills, engravings, 
printed matter, &c., package to be open at side or end, | cent for each two ounces, 
or fraction thereof, prepaid; limitation 4 pounds, except for single volumes of 
books;or for public documents. 

4. Blank cards, patterns, envelopes, and letter-paper, merchandise, models, 
metals, ores, cuttings, roots, &c., 1 cent for each ounce, or fraction thereof, pre- | 
paid; limitation of paciage. 4 pounds. 
The franking privilege has been varied, curtailed, abolished, or extended from 

time totime. As I have stated, the law of 1791 confined it to four officers of the 
Treasury. In1702 the President, Vice-President, Senators and Representatives, 
Secretary of the Senate, Clerk of the House, members of the Cabinet, and other 
officials had the privilege given them. In 1794 it was given to James White, 
Delegate to Congress from the Territory south of the Ohio River. 
given to George Washington; in 1800 to William Henry Harrison, Delegate to 
Congress from Northwest Territory ; later in the same year to Martha Washing- 
ton; in 1801 to John Adams; in 1809to Thomas Jefferson ; in 1810 to the adjutant- 
general of each State on militia affairs; in 1817 to James Madison; in 1834 to 

vernors on State documents sent to each other; in 1841 to Mrs. Harrison, 
orty-one years after it had been first given to her husband. In 1545 the frank- 
ing privilege was abolished, but giving certain officersa quarterly allowance for 
postage, and allowing Congressmen and theirsecretary and clerk to send docu- 

To foreign countries generally which are | 
| whose liberties he founded. 

In 1797 it was | 

ments ordered by either House. *In January, 1850, the franking privilege was | 
conferred on Sarah Polk, and in July of thesame year on Margaret Smith Tay- 
lor. In 1851 an allowance of $500,000 was made for the mail service of Congress 
and Departments. In 1866the privilege was given to Mary Lincoln. In 1869, ow- 
ing to greatabuse of the privilege by the use of stamping-machines, the privilege 
was confined to autograph signatures; and by the act of January 31, 1873, it was 
again abolished. In 1874 the postage on public documents sent by the President, 
heads of Departments, and members of Congress was fixed at 10 cents a volume 
In March, 1875, the franking privilege was, to a certain extent, restored, so that 

now, while members can not send or receive letters, they can frank any quan- 
tity of public documents by the car-load, if they wish; send the CONGRESSIONAL 
ReEcorD or anything reprinted from it, such as speeches in pamphlet, by the 
thousand or more, free, and seed, cuttings, &c., from the Agricultural Depart- 

2 

jesiect™ - grasping in 

The letter post ge amounts to about 90 per cent. of the entire postal 
while its weight is far less than half of the weight of matter convev 
letters are unjustly taxed to make up for loss on other matter 
There are 60,000,000 of people in these United States last fiseal 

year there were issued of postage-stamps, postal cards, and stamped envelopes 
1,500,000,000, or twenty-five for each person; of these nearly 350.000.000 were 
postal cards and newspaper wrappers. I presume there were not more than 
about ten letters sent in twelve months for every person in the country. With 
postage at 1 cent there would be at the lowest calculation one letter to every 
person every week. This increase, if not achieved in the first year after the re 
duction, would certainly come in the second and third, and largely increase 
every year by increased population, increased intelligence, and increased de 
sire to gratify the feeling of communicating with each other. 

Would not sixteen times as much answer the most 

receipts 
ved. The 

During the 

ren letters each, 
| per annum, at 3 cents, bring a revenue of eighteen millions, but fifty letters 
each at 1 cent would bring a revenue of $30,000,000. The additional « xpense of 
carrying five letters instead of one would add very little to the expense. It is 
the tons of documents sent free, the tons upon tons of matter conveved at2 
cents a pound, and merchandise conveyed at quarter the rates of letters that 
swell the cost of transportation. It is the matter of the third and fourth classes 
that run up the cost for handling. A steamboat or railroad train would make 
slight difference in conveying three half-ounce letters instead of one. or a pock 
age of sixty for twenty. 
Our postal system wants overhauling The entire franking privilege should 

be abolished, except on letters between the Departments and poor claimants 
for pensions and other dues to them from Government Every person want 
ing an Agricultural Report or document should pay for it at least ne wspaper 
postage. Members should pay for their speeches in the Recorp or in pamphlet 
at least newspaper postage. If this were done it would lighten the weight of 
mail matter even if ten or a hundred letters were sent for one that is conveyed 
now. The saving in the printing of useless documents would more than com 
pensate for the increase of cost of handling and conveying ten letters to one 

Some advocate sending free newspapers, now paying 2 cents a pound, I de 
not think the principal newspaper proprietors desire this franking privilege 
Most of them are making money fast enough. But the great masses of poor la 
boring men sensibly feel the difference between | and 3 cents. If they sent but 
one letter a week each it would be a small loaf of bread saved each month. We 
spent some time last session in reducing the tax on bank che« ind patent 
medicines. Will any one, particularly of the laboring masses, get his medicine 
cheaper by the millions of reduction from the Treasury on thes« 
duction on letter postage from 3 to 1 cent would lighten the exp« 
family in the land. 

I doubt whether a reduction of 2 cents would be appreciated 
a generous concession to the masses of our people 
be. Why make two bites of a cherry‘ 
have penny postage ? 

articles”? Are 
nses of every 

It would not be 
A reduction tol cent would 

Does any one doubt that we 
Why not, then, come toitat once” You 

have your machinery adapted to the 2-cent rate before the px 
clamorjng for the l-cent We want a l-cent 
Washington, which will carry a 

shall yet 
would hardly 

ople would be 

stamp with the picture of George 
e letter to any part of the country 

Che postal cards will still be in demand in greater 
number than they are now for messages which convey no se 
family shame, but the poor people who have to write 
postal cards have a right to have them conveyed under 

opes. If we had a smaller coin in use than 1 cent we could afford to reduce ou 
letter postage to that, and it would payin ashorttime. I presume that Govert 
ment can afford to printa stamped sheet of paper under half ran Oo 
at the price of a postal card, prepared with mucilage for sealing lik 

half-oune 

erets and expose no 

their private affairs o1 

seal or sed envel in ck 

ince to be sok 

stam pe 

envelopes, on which the masses can write their messages of business or love i 
seal it without having to buy paper or envelopes 

If we have an honest administration of the service, such reforms can be work« 
as greatly to lighten the expenses. The cost of railway service can be reduced 
star-route expenses can be diminished, salaries can be cut down, and with th 
application of business principles to the postal service the people can have 
uniform penny postage at very little increase of cost to the Government 

But even if the penny postage did not pay, the people have a right to the re 
duction. Does the State Department pay? Does the War Department or the 
Navy Department or the Department of Justice pay rhes« » the Depart 
ments of the aristocracy. The Post-Office is the Departmentof the masses. Let 
us abolish our useless diplomatic corps. Let us abolish all pe ons, civil and 
military, except to poor soldiers and sailors. Let us reduce the expenses of our 
Army and Navy ang keep river and harbor appropriations within decent 
bounds, and you will be able to send all your letters at less than | nt by the 
ten or twenty millions of dollars reduction which you can ¢ make in these 
hotbeds of aristocratic and monarchical folly 

A pound of letters carried from New York to Brooklyn or Newat r Jersey 
City costs 96 cents; at 1 cent it would cost 32 cents A pound of n iandise is 
conveyed by the Post-Office Department from New York to Ariz i for 16 centa, 

and a pound of newspapers from Boston to San Francisco for 2cents 
Now, if the American press will ventilate this subject and express their views 

upon it we can have penny postage secured at next session. If notl r is said 
we are likely to have a 2-cent postage, which I should regret. I ild rather 
have the 3-cent postage remain to hasten the surely coming « of a uniform 
penny postage 

r ‘ fil) 

Very respectfully W. E. ROBINSON 

Since the publication of that letter I have received sey | letters from 
| distinguished gentlemen urging me to persevere in keeping the subject 

ment. The Departments can send all matter pertaining totheir business free in | 
nalty envelopes, or by distinctive postage-stamps allowed them free. 

*residents, ex-Presidents, and all the living widows of Presidents, Mesdames 
Tyler, Polk, and Garfield, the Director of the Bureau of Statistics, the Public 

Printer, the Commissioner of Agriculture, the Secretary of the Smithsonian In- 
stitution, the Secretary of the Senate, the Clerk of the House, and others too 
numerous to mention can, if I am not mistaken, frank matter from their depart- 
ments, public documents, &c., ad libitum. Heads of Departments furnish mem- 
bers with penalty envelopes to convey free answers to letters coming through 
them for information on business connected with the Departments. 
A volume of the ConGRrEssIONAL Recorp weighs four or five pounds; an Ag- 

ricultural Report about three pounds. Of this latter document a member will 
send six or seven hundred copies, or about 2,000 pounds, each year. 
Now, there is very little justice in charging 3 cents for half an ounce of letters 

toa poor widow, who longs to hear from her absent son, while you charge only 
half a cent on that weight of merchandise sent by one rich merchant to another. 
There is less justice in charging 96cents for a pound of letters and only 2 cents 
for a pound of newspapers, and still less in allowing me or any member of Con- 
gress to send a book weighing four pounds (or hundreds of them) for nothing 
toa wealthy farmer or well-endowed library while four pounds of letters are 

$3.54. Don’t you think that 32 cents ona pound of letters at penny post- 
age is a. when a pound of newspapers forthe same distance is only charged 
2cents? Ido not complain of the cheap transportation of newspapers. They 
are a public necessity and a family blessing, but only a very smal! percentage 
of community is favored by cheap newspaper postage, while cheap letter 
postage reaches every cabin as well as every castle. Why, then, charge forty- 
ight times as much for letters as for newspapers conveyed the same distance in 

The | 
before Con Y ress One of them is from a venerable gentle1 
years ago was active in public life i 

g in who forty 
n New York, as he is now honored 

in venerable and vigorous old age, now in his eighty-first year I take 
pleasure in quoting his letter and to say that [ have a promi ym. him 
of a statement of the entire question, which I shall pre to Congress 
at some future day a ask attention to his suggestior 

New York, Sept 1882 

My Dear Sre: I have read over with mu interest your valua paper in 
the Sun of yesterday on postal matters, and am « ited att ! ision to 

which you arrived, to give your whole attention in the next « ling session of 
Congress to the reduetion of letter postage throughout the United States te 1 

cent. I am an octogenarian, and long since memorialized ¢ rress to adopt 

that cours In addition tothat which you notice and observe I |! ht to view 
that every Postmaster-General, commencing with Franklin, t ito make the 
Post-Office Department self-sustaining. I ridiculed that idea and ur ithat you 
might as well make the Navy Department self-sustaining by { ng it te 
send out small piratical cruisers on the ocean, and the same with the War De 

partment, by authorizing it to make incursions into adjoin y territ I fur 
ther brought forward a proposition, which you would at or app! : of, by 
which every foreign country would consent that our foreign postage might to 

every foreign country be but 1 cent an ounce, that our f gn mails to Europe 
might be carried at mere nominal rates, et If you would like any further 

| elucidation of the matters command, most truly, yours 
: WM. COVENTRY Il. WADDELL 

Hon. W. E. Rorrnsox, M. C., Brooklyn, N. ¥ 
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Another letter which I received from a gentleman in Tennessee is, I 
think, worthy of attention, from the suggestions it makes about new 
inventions in postal cards: 

NASHVILLE, TENN., September 30, 1882. 
Sir: I have read with much interest your letter published in the New York 

Sun of September 24, advocating I-cent postage on Ietters. It is a subject of 
vast importance to the people of the United States, and I am glad to know that 
a gentleman of your distinguished position in Congress is advocating a matter of 
such universal good to the millions who appreciate cheap e. 
Some time since I conceived the idea that a — card, combining all the 

elements of secrecy now obtained by sealed envelopes, together with the addi- 
tional recommendation of cheaper postage, might be made; and finally suc- 
ceeded in inventing an improved postal card, and have applied for a patent. 

Ry means of my invention the space now allowed for writing on a postal card 
has been much enlarged, and may be extended to a much greater area, without 
materially incrpasing in weight. 
The postal card now in use contains fifteen square inches of space for writing. 

The model sent to the Patent Office with my —— for a patent contains 
ninety square inches, or about six times as much as the present card, and can 
be senied like an envelope. The great value of this improvement may be real- 
ized when you consider that the number of square inches of superficial area 
contained on one side of a half sheet of ordinary letter paper measures about 
eighty square inches. 
My postal card is of the same size and general style of those now in use, and 

with additional space obtained weighs less than one-fourth ounce, and ifadopted 
by the Post-Office Department might be sold at 1 cent and carried through the 
mails without increasing expenses of transportation. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, 
R. O. CROWLEY. 

lion. W FE. Rorrysoy, Brooklyn, N. ¥. 

OCEAN PENNY POSTAGE. 

Another reform referred to in Mr. Waddell’s letter can not be carried 
out by Congress alone, but by postal treaties between the United States 
and all foreign nations, which I hope yet to see accomplished, and that 
is that 1 cent shall pay the postage on a single letter to any part of 
the world with which we can come into postal communion. We must 
have ocean penny postage, and it will amply pay. My old friend Elihu 
Burritt, better known as *‘ the learned blacksmith,’’ devoted much of 
his time to the subject of cheap ocean postage, and urged it upon the 
English Government with a wonderful display of argument and perti- 
nacity. He calculated the number of letters sent to and from England 
and the United States as 744,108 and the postage on letters and papers 
as £46,568. That was when letters were charged 8 pence by sailing ves- 
sels and 1 shilling by steam packets. The uniform rate is now 5 cents, 
and what is the result? The Cunard steamer Scythia, just leaving New 
York to-day, December 20, will carry out 245,840 ordinary letters and 
over 12,000 registered letters, besides 318 sacks of newspapers. Take 
the ordinary letters alone at, say, 250,000 of less than half an ounce each 
at 5 cents each, and you have $12,500 for a weight of a little more than 
four tons. Now, is there any reason why these letters should not go at 
1 cent each, amounting to $2,500 or over $600 a ton, while ordinary 
freight is not a hundredth part of thatamount? But at $600 a ton the 
profits must be enormous. One-cent postage will amply pay for the 
transportation and delivery of letters from any part of the United States 
to any part of Europe and leave large profits, and it is only a question 
of transportation. 

The revenue from l-cent letters would be greater than from 5-cent 
letters. Our business correspondence with Europe is growing im- 
mensely. More than one-fifth of the people of these United States are 
immigrants or of the first generation by descent from immigrants. 
Millions more are coming to yearly swell the throbbing increase of our 
population. These millions for two or three years will write to those 
they left behind, and there is no reason why, with ocean postage at 1 
cent, there should not be conveyed between the two continents a hun- 
dred million of letters yearly, which would be a million of dollars; 
more than half of which would be clear profit after all cost of handling 
and transportation. Why are we still blindly plodding behind the 
speed of our age? Why indeed should not the correspondence between 
the entire people of the Old and New Worlds reach the number of the 
domestic letters, which is over a thousand millions, which at one penny 
each would be ten millions of dollars, affording subsidies enough to keep 
a fleet of iron ocean steamers flyingthe American flag over the Atlantic? 

During the year ending June 30, 1882, the weight of mails dispatched 
to Europe was over 1,000 tons; the weight of letter mails only about 
200 tons; but even that at the regular rate, 5 cents a single letter, was, 
over $128,000. The profits on that over ordinary freight at $4 a ton 
were $127,200. Less than half of this letter mail was for Great Britain. 
We paid for foreign-mail transportation $280,000. We sent over 
26,000,000 lettersand received less than 25,000,000. We prepaid about 
$2,000,000 on postal matter. 

THE MEAN POSTAL CARD. 

I demand penny postage in the name of American manhood. The 
postal card as a means of conveying private information among the 
American people is an insult to the poor. Why compel the mother or 
daughter to lay open the secrets of her heart to every prurient eye 
that gets a glance into the mail-bag? There is no reason, there is base 
injustice, in telling a poor woman that she can convey a private mes- 
sage for L cent if she will consent that every curious eye may read it 
before it reaches the one for whom it is intended; but that if she wished 
to keep her heart secrets to herself and her child she must pay 3 or 
2cents. We acknowledge by the use of the postal card that letters 
can be sent and pay expenses at 1 cent postage. Let the Government 
convey them sealed, if of the same weight, and keep the people’s 
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secrets for themselves. Postal cards will still be required perhaps to 
the number now used for circulars, notices of meetings, advertising 
and other uses; but let the people of the United States have the privi. 
lege of sending their private messages under seal at the same rate for 
the same weight as we now convey them if exposed. What a fiendish 
government it is that compels its people to publish their heart secret. 
if they would have them conveyed through the mails, even at paying 
rates ! 

POSTAL FIGURES. 

[ call the attention of the House to the letter from William B. Thomp 
son, general superintendent of railway mail service, to the gentleman 
from Illinois, chairman of the Committee on Expenditures in the Post 
Office Department [Mr. CANNON], dated March 23, 1882, and published 
in the proceedings of this House of April 11, 1882. 

It appears from this letter that during the year ending June 30, 138}. 
there passed through the Post-Office: 

TI itch cell ental rieaniahentepentuniiecinhlsiniis Aiienaneepa nindatenatbabeees aadleniaasiiiian 
alcatel bahia ld datitaaetie Ina tlintingtnsnienteniiatydinndaiantenmenne. ; 

Packages of transient matter (class 3) 
Packages of merchandise (class 4) ..................cccccccceseeeceseeneeseeeee coees 

Let us now see the weight of these different matters: 

Number 
1, 053, 252, 876 

324, 556, 440 

468, 728, 312 
21, 515, x2 

I I i sictnarninnsciasipantipehienmieninesibgsontnianras teh cuheunst ; 35, 218, 14 
ta nineteen wth chnckinwnmsnetbvtinneimninens 2, O28, 478 

Weight of transient matter (class 3)............................. 58,591, 089 
Weight of merchandise (class 4)......................c000. 0000 8, 548, 819 
Weight of newspapers and periodicals (class 2)..... 69, 952, 438 
Weight of letters and postal cards..................... aves 37, 246, 622 
Weight of transient newspapers and merchandise 137,092, 311 
ee Ne I iaicccnsecntnrensecesececesnstsnccevsescnscresvonectones 174, 338, 40 

Thus the weight of printed matter and merchandise was over thre: 
and a half times as great as that of all the letters and postal cards. 

Upon nearly seventy millions of pounds of newspapers you charged 
2 cents a pound, or $1,399,048, while on a little over 35,000,000 pounds 
of letters you charged 96 cents a pound, or $30,809,417; on nearly 
60,000,000 pounds of printed matter you charged at 8 cents a pound 
only about $4,687,283; while on a little over 2,000,000 pounds of pos- 
tal cards at about $1.28 a pound you charged $3,245,564. 

Newspapers and periodicals sent by publishers amount to 40 per cent. 
of the expenses of transportation, while they pay only a little over 3 
per cent. ofthe cost. The third-class matter of transient newspapers and 
printed matter amounts to 33 per cent. of the expenses of transportation, 
while it pays only 12 per cent. of the cost. The two classes of printed 
matter cost the postal service of the country nearly three-fourths of the 
entire expenditure of the Department and does not pay more than a 
sixth of the expenses. Was ever such inequality or iniquity known as 
this? This is giving the franking privilege to publishers and printers 
and making the writers of letters pay for their privileges. 

The aggregate number of packages passing through the mails in th: 
year ending June 30, 1881, was 2,720,234,252. If each package had 
paid 1 cent, the revenue would have been over $27,000,000, which ought 
to pay the entire expenses of the Government. The total weight of 
mail matter was 174,338,940 pounds. One cent an ounce on this mat- 
ter would have paid nearly $28,000,000. Yet you insist upon letter 
paying 6 cents an ounce. 

I have had considerable correspondence with the Postmaster-General 
on this subject, without, perhaps, much progress in my work of con- 
verting him to my way of thinking; but I can afford to wait, and in less 
than five years, if he and I live, we shall be more inaccord. 1 had in- 
tended to publish the correspondence, but it would add considerably to 
the length of these remarks, already sufficiently voluminous. The fol- 
lowing table among the materials which he furnished me I give for 
general information: 

' 

| Postage value of | 
1, 2, and 3 cent | Increase over pre- 
stamps anden-| ceding year. 
velopes issued. 

Fiseal year 

age of in 

nse 

Per cent- ore 

$16, 087, 628 25 $1, 226, 024 25 ® 

17, 275, 104 00 | 1, 187, 475 75 | 7 
18,515,770 00 | 1, 240, 666 00 7.14 

*19, 685, 833 00 1,170,063 00 6.34 
21, 024, 054 50 1, 338, 221 50 6.7+ 
*22, 409, 681 00 | 1, 385, 626 50 6.54 
"22,111,014 00 +298, 667 00 41.3 
*23, 656, 208 00 | 1, 545, 194 00 6.9 

* These amounts include the value of postal cards issued. + Decreasx 

Postal cards were put into use at the beginning of the fiscal year ending June 
30, 1874. The annual average rate of increase before their introduction in the 
1, 2, and 3 cent stamps and stamped envelopes was7.5 percent. After their intro- 
duction the average rate of increase, including postal cards, to 1878, was 5 per 
cent, 

Penny postage, then, for all who correspond at home throughout our 
boundless territory! Penny postage also forall who write to thos 
abroad! Let oceans roll and mountains rise between the children of 
men, but let their messages of joy and sorrow, of love and sympathy, 
of business and pleasure, cross those seas and mountains, oceans and 
continents, at the lowest rate possible, underthe most approved mode 
of transportation known to the world. 



Naval Appropriation Bill. 

SPEECH 
oF 

HON. PROCTOR 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, January 20, 1883, 

J. KNOTT, 

On the bill (H. R. 7314) making appropriations forthe naval service for the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1884, and for other purposes. 

Mr. KNOTT said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: Noone could possibly appreciate more fully than I do 

the force of the old maxim, ne sutor ultra crepidam. Itis with the utmost 
diffidence, therefore, that I venture to submit any remarks whatever in 
relation to the pending bill. It is certainly no part of my purpose to 
inflict upon the committee anything like a lengthy or labored speech, 
as my physical condition is such as to prevent my attempting an elab- 
orate discussion of the various features of the measure under consider- 
ation, even if I had the disposition to do so. Since the bill has been 
laid on our desks, however, [ have been looking over the Naval Reg- 
ister to some extent, and rise now merely for the purpose of calling 
attention as briefly as possible to some curious facts disclosed by that 
document, which it seems to me the honorable Committee on Appro- 
priations have failed to consider with that careful deliberation which 
their significance demands. I infer so because I am fullysatisfied that 
each of the distinguished gentlemen composing that committee is fully 
inspired by that commendable spirit of retrenchment and reform which 
from the prevalent clamorous pretension one would suppose to have 
seiz+d upon every department of the public service, while the facts to 
which I allude appear to indicate in the clearest possible manner one of 
the points at which retrenchment may be justly as well as conveniently 
inaugurated, and where reform is certainly demanded. 
Much complaint has been heard, Mr. Chairman, of the personnel of the 

Navy being ‘‘top-heavy,’’ and it is unquestionably true that this 
branch of the public service is loaded down with a vast redundancy of 
officers. We have in commission, according to the last Naval Register, 
a copy of which I hold in my hand, thirty steaming vessels, and as the 
committee was informed by my distinguished friend from Indiana 
{Mr. CALKiNs], in his very able and interesting remarks this morning, 
we have for those thirty vessels two hundred and ninety-three engineer 
officers, supposed at least to be competent to do anything coming legit- 
imately within their line of duty. The sea-pay of this corps, so dis- 
proportioned to the number and character of vessels on which their 
services are required, aggregates over $642,000 per annum; their pay for 
shore-duty over $569,000, and for ‘‘ waiting orders’’ over $453,000, 
that is, for standing around and doing nothing. 
That the gentlemen composing this corps are men of the highest 

character, morally and socially, | most cheerfully admit. Nor am I 
here to deny that they are theoretically proficient in all the various 
duties of their profession; but I undertake to say, sir, that with the ex- 
ception of a few men like Melville, who were graduated from a machine- 
shop, and who are not afraid of hardening their velvety palms by hand- 
ling the hammer and the cold chisel, not one in twenty of them ever 
entered the man-head of a boiler in his life, or has clinched a rivet, or 
had a monkey-wrench or an oil-canin his hand a half dozen times since 
he has been in the service. The fact is that in a large majority of in- 
stances the actual duties which I have always supposed, and which the 
world supposes, to be performed by steam-engineers are really performed 
on shipboard by artificers—machinists, more or less skilled, who are 
not afraid of soiling their horny hands with grease or soot, men who put 
on their check shirts, lubricate the engine, take hold of the lever, run 
the machine, patch the boiler, and make other repairs that may be neces- 
sary, while the engineer officer, the gentleman in uniform, who wears a 
sword and draws a large salary, stands by and sees him do the work. 

But this is not all, sir. Weare informed that twenty-five officers of 
this corps have grown to such enormous proportions, and are so loaded 
down with rank and dignity that there is not a ship in the entire Navy 
big enough to hold one of them; that nothing short of a whole fleet, or a 
first-class navy-yard is at all worthy of their gigantic powers, and that 
consequently those of them who can not get an opportunity to dazzle the 
gaze of foreign countries as ‘‘ fleet engineers’’ are assigned to sinecure 
stations on shore. 

2 But, Mr. Chairman, this branch of the naval service is by no means 
singularin thisrespect. There are fifteen medical directors, fifteen medi- | 
cal inspectors, thirteen pay directors, and thirteen pay inspectors who 
have attained the same enormous growth with these twenty-five tremen- 
dous chief-engineers, and I could but think while the gentleman from 
Indiana was speaking of them this morning, what a calamity would en- 
sue if some ill-advised, incompetent, or treacherous Secretary of the 
Navy should take it into his head to order all these colossal staff officers 
to sea atonce. Why, sir, it would inevitably swamp every ship in the 
service. {Langhter.} Or suppose he should accidentally assign a chief 
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engineer, a medical director, and a pay inspector all to duty on the same 
ship. There is not a craft afloat that could sustain such a ponderous 
weight of official rank forasingle moment. [Laughter.] I am glad to 
say, however, sir, that our Secretaries have so fur appreciate a the perils 
that would accrue to the service by freighting our men-of-war with such 

mountains of official dignity, and have consequently taken care to assign 
these overgrown staff officers to soft billets on shore, some of them in our 
various navy-yardsand others to ‘‘special duty ;’’ and here, sir, I can but 
echo the exclamation of one of the gentlemen who have just preceded 
me—** What that is the Lord Almighty knows!’’ [Laughter. ] 

But this is not all, sir. Attention has already been called to the fact 
thatthe Pay Corps of the Navy numbers, all told, a hundred and twenty 
five, and I find trom the pay tables in the Register before me that their 
aggregate sea-pay is about $376,000. Now, sir, for gentlemen of this 
corps, as for gentlemen of the corps of engineers, it is impossible that I 
should entertain any but the kindest possible feelings. Nevertheless 
candor compels me to say that the office of pay director, pay inspector, 
paymaster, passed assistant or assistant paymaster is just as superiluous 

in our naval service as the fifth wheel would be toa wagon. There is 
not a solitary duty of any kind that can possibly devolve upon an officer 
of this corps anywhere or under any circumstances which could not be 
just as well or perhaps better performed by any intelligent officer of cor- 
responding or even inferior grade in the line. I repeat, sir, that there 
is not an intelligent master in the service who could not discharge any 
of the ordinary functions of the Pay Corps with as much satisfaction to 
the country and credit to himself as any paymaster in the Navy 

Then, sir, there is another corps belonging to this arm of the public 
service about which the country has heard a great deal, and for which 
I confess I have the highest admiration. I refer to what is known as 
the Marine Corps. [Laughter.] That corps is officered as follows: one 
colonel commandant and one colonel, who seems to have no other ap- 
pendage to his name but just plain colonel, but who I suppose in justice 
to his position and the nature of the duties devolving upon him should 
be styled colonel ornamental [laughter]; two lieutenant-colonels, 
seven majors, line and staff, twenty-two captains, thirty first lieuten- 
ants, and fourteen second lieutenants, atan annual cost to the Govern- 
ment of $135,000. And yet, sir, I challenge any gentleman to indicat 
a single duty now devolving upon any of these officers, from colonel 
down to second lieutenant, that could not be as well performed by a 
naval officer detailed from the line. Tactics is, I believe, one of the 
things which the Naval School at Annapolis was especially designed to 
teach; and I undertake to say that there is not a midshipman in the 
service who is not as proficient in the arts and mysteries of military dis 
cipline and drill as any first lieutenant in the Marine Corps, whose most 
difficult and responsible duty at present seems to be to drill a squad of 
marines occasionally on the deck of some vessel, ornament a review now 
and then in a navy-yard, or parade up and down Pennsylvania avenue 
on one of your swell occasions. [ Laughter. ] 

But, sir, the most singular facts yet remain to be stated. As I have 
already said, since this bill has been reported to the House I have been 
at some pains to look through the Register and pay tables of the Navy, 
and I have been astonished to find the most remarkable, not to say 
startling and unjust disparity between the compensation paid to officers 
of the line, who have won their rank on the quarter-deck, buffeting the 
tempest and braving the terrors of the battle, and those gentlemen of 
the staff, whoas Senator Benton once said, seem to have been born sim 
ply to consume the fruits of the earth. 

Make your calculations from the data furnished in this document, 
sir, and you will find that captains in the line, with an average sea-serv 
ice of eighteen years and four months, are allowed $4,500 a year for 
sea-duty, $3,500 a year for shore-duty, and $2,800 on leave or waiting 
orders. While the average pay allowed to medical directors of the same 
relative rank and an average sea-service of only twelve years and five 
months, is $4,400 for sea-duty, $4,000 for shore-duty, and $3,000 on 
leave or waiting orders. From the same data you will find, sir, that 
the pay director, of the same relative rank and with an average of only 
eight years and ten months sea-service, gets $4,400 a year sea-pay, $3,877 
for shore-duty, and $2,938 on leave or waiting orders. So that while 
the old captain, upon whom devolves the entire responsibility for the 
proper management of the ship and everything on board, is allowed $100 
more than staff officers of the same relative rank while at sea, the staff 
officers of the same relative grade but far less sea-service get from a hun 

dred and thirty-eight to five hundred dollars per annum more than he 
does on shore; and it must be remembered that this class are nearly 
always found on shore, since nothing less than a whole fleet is suflicient 

| to take any one of them tosea. [ Laughter. ] 
But the discrepancy becomes still more glaring when 

next grade 

to the 

Here we find that the average sea-pay of the medical in 
spector, pay inspector, and chief-engineer, with the relative rank ot 
commander, is $900 per annum more than that of the commander from 
whom they borrow their title. While their average pay for shore-duty 
is not only from six hundred to a thousand dollars a year more than that 
of a commander, but from one hundred to five hundred dollars more 
than that allowed a captain standing one full grade higher, and you 
will find a discrimination in favor of staff officers in every grade down 
to the bottom of the list with the exception of that of lieutenant 

we come 
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But, sir, the glaring injustice of this singular inequality of the pay 

ef the line and staff will become more conspicuous if we take a look at 
the administration of our several navy-yards as shown by this Register. 
For instance, the commodore commanding the navy-yard at Portsmouth 
entered the service in 1840, and is paid $4,000, while the chief-engineer 
who entered the service nine years later and occupies the relative rank 
of commander, two full grades below, receives precisely the same pay, 
and $500 more than the captain of the yard who entered the service ten 
years before he did and stands one grade higherinrank. Ortake the navy- 

yard herein Washington, where thechief-engineer, with the relative rank 
of commander, receives precisely the same pay as the commodore com- 
manding who entered the service thirteen years before he did, and $500 
per annum more than the captain of the yard who has seen eleven years 
more service and stands a full grade above him in rank. Buta still 
more striking instance of this singular and inexcusable disparity may 
be found at the Norfolk navy-yard, where the chief-engineer, with the 
relative rank of commander, receives the same pay as the commodore 
commanding who entered the service fifteen years before he did, and 
$500 more than his senior in rank, the captain of the yard, who has 
seen five years of service more than himself. 

Not to weary the committee, however, with a further recital of these 
details, I will simply add that this Register shows that the chief-engi- 
neer at each of our navy-yards entered the service long after the com- 
modores commanding and captains of the yards; that in five out of the 
cight they are only of the relative rank of commander, but are, not- 
withstanding, each paid the same as the commodores and $500 per an- 
num more than captainsin theline. In two others the chief-engineers 
have the relative rank of captain, but while they each receive the same 
pay with the commodore, and $500 more than the line offieer with whom 
they hold relative rank, strange as it may seem they get no more than 
officers of their own corps a full grade below them in rank. In the re- 
maining instance the chief-engineer has the rank of lieutenant-com- 
mander, but true to the principle which makes fish of one and flesh of 
another corps of officers in the same branch of the public service, he 
gets $200 a year more than the captain of the yard, who is not only his 
senior in rank but seven years his senior in service. 

I call particular attention, sir, to the comparative length of service of 
the officers of the line and staff in these instances, because it is not un- 
usual to hear the great length of service of the latter urged as a pretext 
for giving them such remarkable advantages over the former in the way 
of pay. And it should be borne in mind also that necessary expenses, 
duties, and responsibilities of the chief-engineer bear no kind of pro- 
portion to those which devolve upon the commodore in command. 

Now, sir, I ask honorable, fair-minded gentlemen around me if the 
state of things which I have so imperfectly presented to their view is 
just? Is itright? Is it fair dealing between man and man? Is it 
economical? Is it conducive to the harmony and well-being of the 
service? Inmy judgment itis not; itcan not be. And if I shall have 
aa opportunity I will move to amend the bill so as to entitle officers of 
the several staff corps to the same pay as that now allowed by law 
under similar circumstances to officers of the line with whom they re- 

spectively hold relative rank, and no more. I shall do so not only asa 
matter of sheer justice, but as a matter of economy; for, unless I have 
made a mistake in my calculations, by thissimple process of equalizing 
the pay of the several corps of the Navy there will be a clear annual 
saving of overa hundred and ten thousand dollars, now notonly uselessly 
but most inequitably squandered. But if I could have my way, Mr. 
Chairman, I would go much further than this. I would provide for 
the abolition of every officer in the Engineer, Marine, and Pay Corps 
altogether as absolutely useless and unnecessary. 

I would do away entirely with the various grades in the engineerserv- 
ice, and employ a sufficient number of practical machinists, sufficiently 
skilled to keep the machinery in repair and run the engines, and who 
should perform just precisely what they were engaged to do, namely, 
the actual duties of engineers, and not merely to sit by while some one 
else did the work, while a competent line officer should be detailed to 
take charge of and be responsible for the economy and administration 
if the engine-room under the direction of the commanding officer. It is 
idle to say, sir, that this could not be done successfully and satisfactorily. | 
icngines are run and costly machinery properly cared for in business es- | 
tablishments all over the country by men who never wore an epaulet 
or sword in their lives, and who crave no other rank than that of hon- 
est men who ave not afraid or ashamed to do the work they are paid to | 
perform; and it can be just as easily done in our navy-yards and on 
our men-of-war. I would not propose, however, to inaugurate such a 
radical reform by an amendment to this bill, but if I shall have the 
opportunity, I will offer an amendment reducing the corps by stopping 
promotion to the higher grades until they are reduced to a maximum 
greatly below theirpresent number, after the plan pzoposed by the dis- 
tinguished gentleman from New Jersey, at the last session, for cutting 
<dlown the line. 

As for officers of the Marine and Pay Corps, I would do for them just | 
precisely what the bill proposes to do for the commodores. i would not | 
interfere with the commission or emoluments of one of them, but sim- | 
ply let them die out, let them quietly and peacefully ‘‘go the way of | 
all the earth,’’ and their rank and titles with them. And to that end | 
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| officers not below the grade of rear-admiral; 

——— 

I would provide that there should hereafter be no promotions or 
pointments to any of the grades in either, but that whenever a vacane y 
should occur in any grade of either corps a competent officer should be 
detailed from the line to discharge the duties thereof, if nece: ssary, under 
proper regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Navy. 

One of the results of these changes, sir, would be the sav ing of ne. arly 
a million dollars annually, which | might be applied if necessary to the 
building of new and approved vessels of war. I commend this fact to 
the serious consideration of gentlemen who seem to be so much excited 
over the present deplorable conditionofour Navy. Cut off these super 
numeraries, and apply the amount that would thus be saved to the 
building of fast-sailing steel-clad cruisers, and you will find in less than 
ten years that you will have a navy by no means so contemptible as gen 
tlemen represent it to be at present. 

Another, and a most important consequence of such changes as I say 
gest in the administration of these three corps, would be : a& compact, 
homogeneous, harmonious, and efficient service; the dispensing with a 
vast amount of cireumlocution and red tape, a conv enient distribution 
of duty, and a certainty in the responsibilities of officers throughout al! 
the various grades from Admiral down to midshipman; the total and 
lasting suppression of the thousand and one petty jealousies invariably 
existing between different corps in thesame arm of the service, and the 
elimination of useless, unnecessary, and unsuitable material from the 
active list of the line itself. You would hear no more, sir, of the per 
sonnel of your Navy being top-heavy or of your ships being loaded down 
to the gunwales with supernumerary officials. You would no longer 
hear the ungenerous taunt thrown into the teeth of gallant and meri 
torious men, who have no meansof controlling the circumstances by which 
they are surrounded, that the streets of the capital are so thronged by 
naval officers on waiting orders that you can not throw a rock at a dog 
without crippling some of them, for you would find a large majority if 
not all of themalways with something todo. There would be no need 
of your strangling those brave and ambitious young fellows down here at 
the Naval Academy at Annapolis, in their very birth into official life, 
you would a litter of blind kitttens, simply because there were too mai 
of them, but you would find room, for years at least, for every young 
graduate in the various corps where they would become thoroughly 
trained in every possible duty that can devolve upon a naval ofiicer from 
that of the paymaster’s cle rk to the construction and equipment ofa 
steel-clad steamer or the command of a man-of-war. In view of thes 
considerations, sir, I would most earnestly suggest to gentlemen who 
claim and so justly claim that this branch of the public service should 
be thoroughly pruned, that the knife should be first put to the parasites 
which feed upon its substance, without adding to the beauty of its fo 
age or the excellence of its fruit. 

But, sir, although I have already spoken longer than I intended and 
feel that my strength will not justify my detaining you longer, ther 
is one other point to which I desire to briefly allude. I refer to what 
is commonly known as the selection clause in this bill. That the pres 
ent method of promotion in the Navy may not atall times produc the 
best results to the service I am not here to deny, but I very much doubt 
whether the remedy proposed in the case of promotions to the ran! 

ap 

. Ol 

rear-admiral will correct any evil that may possibly occur in that 1 
gard. Nor can I see why, if it is necessawy in that particular instan: 
it should not apply to all the inferior grades. 

I will not deny that in some instances the best possible selection 
might be made even if made from the rank of captain; but all men 
are fallible, and it is just as liable to turn out the other way, and 
that a captain low down upon the list, with no special recommendation 
arising from length of sea-service, superior talents, or any other cause, 
save perhaps an intimate relationship with the powers that be, may be 
promoted over the heads of his superiors in age and experience as well 
asin rank. Such a thing, it is needless to say, would be unjust even 
if it should result from an honest mistake of judgment in those mak 
ing the selection, but it would lead to interminable jealousies, discon 
tent, and complaints upon the part of other officers, and finally result 
in the demoralization of the entire service. And moreover, Mr. Chait 
man, the plan proposed in the bill would, in my judgment, lead to 
other results very much to be deprecated. I know it is provided that 
those from whom the selection isto be made are to be named by a board of 

but, sir, will those compris 

ing that board show no deference to the will of him who selected them ? 
Sir, no man is more inclined than I am to give my fellow-man credit toi 
the highest honor and the strictest fidelity to the requirements of justice 
and law, but there is not a gentleman around me who has occupied his 
seat for one Congressional term who does not know what is implied in 
the word ‘‘influence,’’ who has not observed something of the bland 
ishments of what is styled ‘‘society,’’ or who has not seen patient merit 
thrust aside in the interest of the mere court favorite. I do not say 

| that such things have been or are likely to be done out of sheer venality, 
| but all know that— 

Mankind is unco’ weak, 
And little to be trusted. 

If self the wavering balance shake 
it's rarely rightadjusted. 

I think, therefore, sir, it would be wise in us to pause at least before 
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I have 
to follow gentlemen upon the other side who have discussed 

this question in their criticism of the personnel of that commission or 
of its composition nor of the personal views and interestsof the gentle- 
men who constituted it 

It is sufficient for me to say that so far as my knowledge goes, and it 
extends to a number of those who constituted that commission, they 
wre intelligent, conscientious, capable men, and peers of the best men 
on the floor of this House. Their work was well and I believe con- 
scientiously performed. Isay we have followed the commission’s sched- 
ules largely. We have made some increases, it is true, but in the large 
majority of cases where any deviation has been made from the sugges- 
tions of the Tariff Commission they have been in the direction of re- 
duction of the duties and not of increase, and if you will run over the 
different schedules of the bill as brought in by the committee and com- 
pare item for item with the report of the Tariff Commission, you will 
tind in a considerable number of cases that the Committee on Waysand 
Means have recommended a reduction below the report of the commis- 
sion. It seems to me that from the standpoint of the other side of this 
Chamber any reduction should be hailed with approval rather than op- 
position. If we have honestly decreased the revenues twenty-two mill- 
ions of dollars by tariff reductions, we have certainly made a step in 
the right direction, and if we have not made all the reductions which 
should have been made, with experience and a knowledge of the neces- 
sities of this Government to be learned hereafter the next Congress or 
some subsequent Congress can make still further reduction. 

Again, it will be found that the present law has been greatly simpli- 
fied, classifications have been carefully made, and every safeguard has 
been raised to prevent evasions, and make undervaluationsdifticult and 
hazardous. The customs court provided for will save the Treasury De- 
partment from its long docket of contested cases, will give all interested 
partiesaspeedy hearing, and secure uniformity ofdecision. Notariff bill 
can be made without defects and errors, and none can be framed which 
willsatisfy every interest. This never has been the case and never will 
he. 

closely the schedules recommended by the Tariff Commission. 
no desire 

its imperfections it will prove easy of administration, equitable in its 
ratings of duty, and as nearly just to American interests as possible. 

Much criticism has been indulged in because of the increase of the 
duty on cotton-ties, and gentlemen who have heard this discussion would 
be led to believe, and gentlemen who have participated in it on the other 
side have presumed that the only people in the United States to be con- 
sulted as to the rate of duty to be levied are the sugar and cotton plant- 
ersof theSouth. They have spoken freely and complained continually 
of the enormity of the increase upon cotton-ties and the iniquity of the 
reduction upon sugar. Cotton-ties must be reduced and sugar, which 
is the necessity of every household, must pay a high duty. Thisis the 
Democratic doctrine of a revenue tarilf. 

Now, whatisthiscotton-tie question? For Il thinkit is very much mis- 
understood. The cotton-tie is a piece of hoop-iron, a piece of ordinary 
hoop-iron cut into a length just long enough to go round a bale of cot- 
ton. Underexisting law hoop-iron, which is used in the making of cotton- 
ties, pays aduty of 1} centsa pound. The Treasury Department of this 
Government held that a piece of hoop-iron cut into lengths of the size 
sufficient to go around a bale of cotton, with a loop attached to fasten 
it, was not hoop-iron, but was a manufacture of iron not provided for, 
and held it to be dutiable at 35 per cent. ad valorem, which was equiva- 
lent to about three-fourths of 1 cent a pound. Now, all this bill pro- 
poses to do is to declare that hoop-iron in any length employed for any 
purpose shall pay the same duty that is levied upon the plain article 
known as hoop-iron; and that is all there is in the outcry about an in- 
crease of the duty upon cotton-ties which has been raised by the cotton 
planters of the South, and repeated in nearly every speech yet made by 
gentlemen on the other side. 

| would like any gentleman on the other side of the Ilouse to give 
me any substantial reason why a cotton-tie made of hoop-iron should 
not pay the same duty as the hoop-iron itself. It costs the same amount 
of labor and requires the same material. It is hoop-iron; it is nothing 
else; and the device of cutting that hoop into lengths the size to go 
around a bale of cotton and punching the holes in the end of it or 
putting a buckle at the end is only to avoid the duty imposed by law; 
and now that we propose to correct that and place this article in its 
proper relation with hoop-iron the cry is set up on the other side that 
we are trying to destroy the cotton industry of the South. 

There is anotherthing. These gentlemen who cry about the insatiate 
greed of the manufacturersof hoop-iron, who denominate them robbers— 
these same poor cotton-planters who pay 4 cents a pound for iron to bale 
their cotton sell the hoop-iron that goes about that cotton not as hoop- 
iron, but they sell it as cotton. They pay 4 cents a pound for the iron 
and they sell it to cotton manufacturers as cotton at 11 cents a pound. 

Mr. CARLISLE. Will the gentleman permit me to ask him a ques- 
tion? 

Mr. McKINLEY. 
Mr. CARLISLE. 

own knowledge ? 
Mr. McKINLEY. 

lief. 

Yes, sir; with pleasure. 

Does the gentleman make that statement of his 

I make that statement upon information and be- 
And I invite my friend from Rhode Island [Mr. CHACE], whom 

This bill is no exception to the rule, but I believe that with all of 
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I see sitting before me, a manufacturer of cotton goods, to state what thy 
truth is about it. 

Mr. CHACE. There is no question about it. 
Mr. AIKEN rose. 
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. McCook). Does the gentleman from Ohi, 

| Mr. McKINLEY] yield to the gentleman from South Carolina? 
Mr. AIKEN. I deny the gentleman’s assertion. I say, sir— 
Mr. McKINLEY. 1 yield only for a question. 
Mr. ATKEN. I simply want to correct the statement of the gentle 

man. 

The CHAIRMAN. If the gentleman from Ohio yields for that pur- 
pose the gentleman from South Carolina will be heard. 

Mr. AIKEN. The price of cotton issettled beyond the Atlantic. |; 
is set by the English and not the Rhode Island manufacturer, and the 
Englishman in setting that price takes off the tare, amounting on a bale 
of cotton to twenty-two pounds, which is the exact weight of the bagging 
and ties. Thus when he receives a bale of four hundred and twenty. 
two pounds, he pays for four hundred pounds of cotton. He buys cot- 
ton; he buys lint and every colored man who puts up a bale of cotton in 
the South is defrauded out of theamount of money he pays for his ties 
I ask the gentleman in whose interest it is he desires to raise the duty 
on the cotton-tie three-quarters of a cent to one and a half cents per 
pound? Is itin the interest of the Americanlaborer? Is it in the inter- 
est of the wards of this great nation? [ Applause. ] 

Mr. MCKINLEY. Lask my friend from Rhode Island [ Mr. Cu ACE], 
who is a cotton manufacturer and who buys cotton, to answer my ques 
tion. 

Mr.CHACE. This is avery simple question. The cotton manufact 
urers of the United States buy about 1,200,000 bales of cotton per an 
num. They pay for it the market price and they buy the hoops as 
cotton. 

| Mr. AIKEN. Who sets the price? 
| Mr. CHACE. They pay for those hoops as cotton. You gentlemen 
of the South buy the hoops for 35 cents to 4 cents a pound, and you sel! 
them to us at from 10 to 11 cents a pound. That amounts to 70 cents 
per bale, or $840,000 per annum that goes into your pockets from our 
pockets. And yet you complain. 

Mr. KING and Mr. CooK rose. 
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Ohio [Mr. MCKINLEY] is 

entitled to the floor. 
Mr. McKINLEY. 
Mr. KING. 

him right. 
Mr. McKINLEY. The gentleman from Rhode Island [ Mr. Cuace], 

who is a manufacturer of and buys cotton, declares on the floor of this 
House that for the cotton-tie which you buy at 3) cents a pound you 

| charge him 10 to 11 cents a pound. 
Mr. CRAPO rose. 
Mr. KASSON. Let us hear from Massachusetts. 
Mr. MCKINLEY. I yield to the gentleman from Massachusetts [ M1 

CRAPO] to bear his testimony. 
Mr. CRAPO. The bale of cotton is put upon the scale and it is 

weighed, cotton, iron, hoops, and all ; and on that total gross weight we 
pay 10 or 11 cents a pound. 

Mr. AIKEN. I ask to be permitted to say one word in reply. 
Mr. MCKINLEY. I can prove that assertion of mine by witnesse- 

all about me, who tell me they do precisely the same thing 
Mr. AITKEN and Mr. CARLISLE rose. 
Mr. McKINLEY. I de not yield for further interruptions. The 

gentlemen in the galleries who applauded my friend from South Caro 
lina are not interested in American manufacturers and American labor 

Mr. KING. Will the gentleman allow me a word? 
Mr. MCKINLEY. There ts a lobby here from the other side want- 

ing to get legislation from the Democratic side of this House to en- 
hance English manufacturing, enrich the coffers of English lords, destroy 
American industries, and degrade American labor. 

Mr. KING rose. 
The CHAIRMAN. 

I do not care what they do in England—— 
The gentleman is entirely mistaken and I want to set 

Does the gentleman from Ohio yield? 
Mr. McKINLEY. I decline to yield. I have said so already and ! 

trust I am understood. Thisdebate must be closed at 5o0’clock. The 
other side have had more hoursof this general discussion than we hav: 
had on our side They should be content. 

Mr. KING. I do not want false statements to go uncontradicted. 
Mr. McKINLEY. They are not false statements; but when I stated 

a fact about cotton-ties I was not making any complaint against the 
cotton-planters of the South. I do not want to interfere with their busi- 
ness regulations or their profits. I do not care how much they get for 
the hoop-iron that goes around their cotton-bale. But when they come 
here and call American manufacturers robbers because they want a cot- 
ton-tie to pay the same duty as hoop-iron out of which it is made, it 
comes with a poor grace from men who buy iron from robbers of the 
North at 4 cents a pound and sell it to the New England factories 4 
cotton for 11. [Applause.] Yes, to the same robbers of the North 
And that is all there is in this cotton-tie proposition. 

It is to make hoop-iron of any 1 under any name, in any dis 
guise, pay the same duty that the hoop-iron you buy in your stores «| 

eC 
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home, which is imported, is now required to pay. 
just, logical, and unanswerable, and should be maintained by this House. 

Ah, but they say, you have increased the duty on earthen-ware. 
Every speech that has been made on the other side of the House has cried 
out against the increase of duty on the earthen and glass ware used in | 
the United States. Now, let uslook intothat matter. We admit there 
has been an increase; nobody denies that. But it will be found upon 
investigation that the increase has been grossly exaggerated by gentle- 
men on the other side of the House. 
What is the increase? 

and on painted, decorated, and printed ware is 40 per cent. ad valorem. 
‘The proposed duty upon plain white granite-ware is 55 per cent. ad va- 
Jerem, andon plain white granite-ware painted or decorated 65 per cent. 
ad valorem. That looks upon its face like a great increase, in the one 
case 15 per cent., and in the other case 25 per cent.; but it will he found 
upon examination that that increase is not real. 

Let me show you, for you want the facts and only the facts. Inthe 
pill which is brought to this House by the Committee on Ways and 
Means there is a proposition to repeal what is denominated in Heyl’s 
Digest, section 516. Now, this bill proposes to repeal that section. 
Let me read it. 

In determining the dutiable value of merchandise hereafter imported, there 
shall be added to the cost, or to the actual wholesale price or general market 
value at the time of exportation in the principal market of the country from 
whence the same has been imported into the United States 

Now here are the items which are dutiable under that section— 
the cost of eee shipment and transshipment, with all the expenses 
included, from the place of growth, production, or manufacture, whether by 
jand or water, to the vessel in which shipment is made to the United States; the 
value of the sack, box, or covering of any kind in which such merchandise is 
contained; commission at the usual rates, but in no case less than 2} per cent.; 
and brokerage, export duty, and all otheractual or usual charges for putting up, 
preparing, and packing for transportation or shipment. 

Under our bill that section is to be wiped out. There is to be no 
duty on commissions; there is to be no duty on inland charges; there 
are to be no dutiable charges whatever. 
upon the actual cost of the merchandise. 

Now, what difference does that make in the cost of a crate of crock- 
ery-ware? Let me call attention to an actual invoice which I have be- 
fore me. 
the common white ware used by the people of this country generally. 

Of this grade of ware four crates cost in England $117.85, and with 
the discounts that are given to the American buyer, the four crates will 
cost $79.77. The common earthen-ware which the majority of the peo- 

The present duty on plain white granite-ware | ’ 

The duty is to be assessed | 

The proposition is | 

| working. 

I will take first an actual invoice of four average crates of | 

ple of this country use on their tables will cost on the average in En- | 
gland $19.94 per crate. 
importer. 
Now, add to that the various items mentioned in the section which 

I have just read. 
$2.04; marine insurance, consul fees, and certificates, 54 cents; mak- 
ing a total of $6.73. f 

Now, add to that the commission of *2} per cent. provided in this sec- 
tion which we propose to repeal, and we will have 60 cents more, mak- 
ing the total duty and the cost of the goods including charges amount 
to $27.33 per crate. Now, that is the whole amount which is dutiable 
under the existing law. 

The present duty is 40 per cent., and 40 per cent. of $27.33 is $10.93. 
That is the duty which the importer would pay under the present law 
upon a crate of common earthen-ware. 
What will he pay under the proposed law ? 

posed law is 55 per cent. On what? On the actual cost of the goods 
in England. What is that? It is $19.94; and 55 per cent. of $19.94 
is $10.97. So that the duty under the proposed law will be $10.97, 
while under the present law it is $10.93. 

Now, in the light of that actual invoice what becomes of the howl 
from that side of the Hall about the extravagant duties upon the plates 
of the poor people of this country ? 

The duty under the pro- 

pieces of cream-colored crockery-ware, such as is used by the masses in 
this country, are sold at by retail now? A dinner-set of one hundred 
and twenty-five pieces costs the consumer the enormous sum of $10. 
And take the iron-stone china, a still higher grade, and it will cost the 
consumer for the same number of pieces $12.50 to $14. 

Before we had a 40 per cent. duty in the United States, before ous 
pottery manufactories had started, the consumers of the United Stater 
were paying to the English potters at Staffordshire, England, 50 per 
cent. more than they are payingto-day. The result of the competition 
by American potters has brought down the price of common crockery- 
ware to the low rate at which we find it to-day. It never was so cheap 
to the consumer as now. 
Now, I appeal to this side of the House and to the protectionists of 

the other side*to stand by this young industry in the United States. 
It is not twenty years old to-day. We practically manufactured no 

white ware in this country until 1862 and 1863, and the only way that 
our potteries were then established was by the aid of the gold premium 

re resumption, which added a large incidental protection to that in- 
terest. It can not continue unless the duty asked for by this bill is 
granted. 

That is the cost in England to the American | 

The package costs $3.97; inland freight and charges | 

|} me read an extract or two 
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[admit that on the higher class of goods, those that are painted, 
decorated, or printed, and which the rich and luxurious use 
posed duty in the bill is an increase over existing rates 
crease is necessary. 

, the pro 

But that in 
We are developing the art industry in the United 

States, and it must be fostered and nourished 
ing up all over the country. 

We have one in Cincinnati that decorates nothing but plain earthen 
ware. The gentleman from Pennsylvania, the distinguished chairman 
of the Committee of Ways and Means, has a notable one in his own 
city. It is in the interest of art, it is in the interest of the women and 
the girls who are pursuing this art for a livelihood, that I appeal to 
this House to stand by the duty proposed in this bill. The bill makes 
painted and decorated earthen-ware pay the same duty as decorated 
china-ware, and this is right. It costs just as much of labor, skill, and 
materials to decorate earthen-ware as china-ware, and it is often very 
difficult to detect the difference between the one and the other 

It is surprising the amount of labor required and the number of hands 
through which this ware must pass before completion 

In the growth of a single plate there are twenty-one processes, and a 
detailed statement may be of interest: 

First. Combining, mixing, sifting, and bolting materials 
state. 

Art schools are spring 

in liquid 

Second. Filtering this slip by means of hydraulic presses to a plastic 
| putty-like consistence. 

Third. Tempering, kneading, or wedging toa uniform consistence for 

Fourth. Batting out into circular sheets 
Fifth. Laying on and forming by means of jigger or jolley 
Sixth. Running molds to and from drying-room 
Seventh. Fettling, sponging, finishing, and carrying to 

room. 
Eighth. Carrying to green placing-room, placing in seggars, and set 

ting in kilns or ovens 
Ninth. Firing. 
Tenth. Drawing from bisque-oven and carrying to bisque-ware rooms 
Eleventh. Brushing and sand-papering, and selecting bisque-ware 
Twelfth. Stamping with trade-print on bottom 
Thirteenth. Carrying bisque-ware to dipping-rooms 
Fourteenth. Dipping ware to give a coating of glazing 
Fifteenth. Carrying to placing-room, placing in seggars, setting the 

same in glost-oven, and luting between to seal same to protect from 

fire. 

Sixteenth. Firing glost-oven 
Seventeenth. ‘* Drawing” 

**drawing-room.’’ 
Eighteenth. Dressing glost-ware 
Nineteenth. Selecting glost-ware and placing on shelves or in bins 
Twentieth. Selecting out and carrying to packing-room in executing 

orders. 

rrecn-wia4©re 

glost-oven and carrying ware to } iost 

Twenty-first. Packing in crates or hogsheads with straw for ship 

ment. 
Each of the above is a distinct department, operated by different werk 

men, and each of these departments has several handlings; and this reg 
ular, every-day size, good quality plate is sold for 5 cents each, or 60 cents 
per dozen. The imperfect ones, of which there are about one-half, are 

sold at a large reduction from above. 
Mr. Chairman, I wish to show from a paper published in Stafford 

shire, the city of the great potteries of England, how they are seeking 
to take the American market, and how the rivalry is ruinous to the in 
dustries of the United States. I read now from the arbitration between 
the werkmen and the potters of Staffordshire, concerning a request of 
the workmen for increased wages. The manufacturers before the arbi 
tration were showing why they could not pay the demanded rates. Let 

rhis is from Mr. Akerill, secretary of the 

| employers 

anybody in this House know what one hundred and twenty-five | 

an advance 

| did prior to the award 

The potting trade was divided into several kinds—American trade, general 
foreign and colonial trade, and continental and home trades In the evidence 

given by the employers in 1879 it was stated that there was very small prospect 
of their being able to getan advance in selling prices in the American trad: 
Owing to the increased price in coal, borax, and other materials, those engaged 
in that market endeavored in the spring of this year to obtain the moderate ad 
vance of 5 per cent. on selling prices on this account, and also because their busi 
ness was unremunerative; but after a struggle of some months’ duration they 
failed in their efforts, as the supply of goods was more than equal to the demand 
and they found that American manufacterers were taking their trade, 
eontinued to sell at old prices, while their English competitors were 

is they 

asking for 

rhe position of the English manufacturers was worse now than it 
was when the award of 8} per cent. was made in their favor, as they had had to 

give more for coal, borax, and oxide of cobalt, with the prospect al 
unable to get an advance in selling prices. In the employers’ evidence on tt 
last occasion it was said that they had no desire to reduce wages, except it was 
mutually advantageous; and they contended that such had been the result, for 

it had assisted the master to find more work, and for the workman to earn mor 
wages They further contended that to the majority of workmen the reduction 
of 8} per cent. had not been a serious loss, if any; for by increased diligence they 
had been enabled to not quite equal in amount to w hat the 

and manufacturers engaged in the American trad 

thought it would be most unwise at the present time to disturb the 
of labor, more especially as many of the facturers were selling goods to 

40 of being 

earn fair wages, if 

conditions 

manu 
day at lower prices than they were doing when the award was given by Lord 
Hatherton 

If the business of the country and of the world generally should improve dur 
ing the next year, and the manufactu sat Martimas next find themselves able 
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to obtain better prices than they could now do, they would not hesitate to let the 
men share in that advance, without troubling an umpire to decide the question. 
But to force up labor, and, in consequence the selling prices of goods just now, 
could not but have a disastrous result for both masters and men. In this, as in 
the American trade, the foreigners were their rivals, and they only waited for 
the labor market to be forced up here to take again the orders which should 
come to this district 

That is to say, on the other side they have reduced the wages of their 
laboring people in order to capture the American market; and they do 
not want to increase wages, because if they do our American potteries 
will have a portion of our own market. We have only 40 per cent. of it 
to-day; 60 per cent. of the American market, as to pottery, goes to En- 
gland, while we ought to control the whole of it, and will with proper 
protection, and to the ultimate benefit of the consumer. 

Then Mr. John Maddock, one of the most extensive English manufact- 
urers of pottery, says that he has a brother over in New York watching 
the American trade, and if they can get a reduction of the duties on pot- 
tery, then they will be able to eapture and hold the American market. 
I am told—indeed I know—that this brother has been in the city of 
Washington; and I have no doubt he is in some of these galleries to- 
day; and I doubt not that a speech to be made hereafter—not by my 
friend from Illinois [Mr. Morrison] who stands before me, for he said 
in his speech yesterday that he conceded on crockery there was about 
174 per cent. growing out of these dutiable charges for commissions and 
inland transportation—but there will be inspired for somebody else a 
speech to be made to show why in the interest of American consumers, 
not in the interest of English potters (of course), this duty should be 
reduced. Hear what Mr. Maddock says 

Mr. John Maddock was the first witness called on behalf of the manufacturers, 
and was examined by Mr. E. Powell, He said he was a manufacturer of white 
granite, engaged in the American trade. In his opinion the trade at the pres- 
ent time was better as regarded the men and worse as regarded prices; that was 
to say, that in consequence of his having more work to do the men were kept 
more fully employed than they were a year ago, while the prices obtained for 
the ware was unremunerative. It was a fact that he was selling these goods 
now in order to meet American competition, ata less price than he was doing 
at this time last year, and he thought it was the duty of manufacturers to con- 
tinue selling their goods at the present price in order to keep the trade. At the 
beginning of last year he was a member of a committee of white-granite manu- 
facturers, and at a meeting called to consider the position of the trade it was re- 
solved, in consequence of certain increases in the cost of production, to make 
an efYort to increase the selling price of goods. The manufacturers then resolved 
to reduce their discounts 2} per cent. As one of that committee he had endeav- 
ored to carry out that resolve but failed to accomplish his object. Indeed, not 
only did he fail in reducing the discount to the amount stated, but he was actu- 
ally compelled to lengthen the discount a further 2} per cent. He had two 
manufactories engaged in this particular trade, and from the fact that he had 
a brother living in New York and was consequently kept familiar with the trade 
of that country, he concluded that they would feel more and more the competi- 
tion they were subjected to 

They had been looking toward the probability of having a President in favor 
of free trade, but as the result of the recent election they were doomed to disap- 
pointment, though they might eventually obtain some relief from the present 
heavy tari! 

How the English manufacturer is looking to the Democratic party 
for help, and how he sighs for a free-trade President! They want to 
keep our trade for the better prices which are to come with a reduction 
of duty. They are selling at a loss, upon their own confession, to keep 
the trade for future profits. Our friends on the other side of the House 
say that reduced duty means redueed cost to the consumer. Thisis not 
theopinion of their Englishallies. Reduction of duty means their profit 
and a corresponding injury to our consumer. 

Mr. Chairman, I must hasten on. I believe that it is the duty of 
American Congressmen to legislate for American citizens, and not for 
foreign manufacturers. Let us take care of our own interests, and look 
to the well-being of our own citizens first. [Applause.] Let me show 
you how England is watching the growth of free-trade sentimentin the 
United States. Iread inthe Pottery Gazette, published in England, in 
its numberof May 7, 1882, that they have sent a special agent over here 
to look into our industries. That gentleman says that while in New 
York he attended the meeting of a free-trade league; and I wish gen- 
tlemen to hear what he says about it. He says: 

I was informed by an importer 

Of course by an importer— 
that a large public meeting was to be held in the Chickering Hall to “ consider 
the necessity of an immediate reform in the unjust, unequal, and iniquitous 
system of taxation called a protective tariff." This meeting was called by the 
New York Free-Trade Club. 

I attended this meeting, and since doing so my hopes of the eventual abolition 
of the tariffs on raw materials and the considerably reducing of the duties on 
manufactured goods have been increased tenfold. The trouble which we had 
in England some thirty-five years ago is now commencing in real earnest here, 
The work of the Cobden and Bright Corn-Law League is repeating itself through- 
out the States. It would be impossible in England to have founda more intelli- 
gent and enthusiastic audience, and composed exactly of the class most inter- 
ested in this question. Manufacturers, importers, and the working-class con- 
sumers. A Senator from North Carolina was present, and gave one of the best 
speeches on the subject that it was ever my pleasure to listen to. The club is 
disseminating literature, organizing lectures, and at the next Presidential elec- 
tion this can not fail to be felt. Some argue that the tariffs benefit the manu- 
facturers, but are prejudicial to the working classes; others argue that the work- 
ing classes are alone benefited, and some again that it benefits both equally. It 
is not for us now to discuss whoare most benefited. The vital part of the question 
lies far above that, The consumers are vastly in the majority, and it is unjust to 
tax the many for the benefit of the few 
The processes of educating the working classes on the subject itself are more 

dificult than they were in England. The immensity of the country an¢d thein- 
difference of the working classes to politics are serious drawbacks in the way, 
but nevertheless the work is rapidly advancing, and these trades, in conjunction 
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with other leading industries in England, will, at no very distant date se 
lieve, a change. The question is one of such great importance to English ms 
ufacturers that it is impossible for us to give too much attention to it and we 
shall closely watch the progress of events and the work of the New York F a 
—— Club, to which subscriptions are pouring in for the providing of the a 

of war. 

se, 1 be- 

sinews 

‘**The sinews of war,’’ subscriptions of money, flowing in tod 
the doctrine of protection in the United Staies, to overturn the 
ican system founded by that great Whig leader, Henry Clay. 

It will be for some years impossible for American manufacturers to prod: 
all that is required by her 50,000,000 people, and the market lying so near us and 
being an offshoot of our own people, and speaking our own language, is for tho« 
reasons a market that must be closely watched. 

efeat 
4 
Amer- 

But mor 

I may mention incidentally, as an evidence of the warm feeling to- 
ward England, that the British national anthem was played on the 

ze organ after the first leading speech was concluded. ~ 
Laughter and applause. } 

And if we could only have had the Marine Band of this city here yes 
terday upon the conclusion of the speeches of my honored friends from 
Virginia and Texas [ Messrs. TUCKER and MILLS}, and had them play 
the *‘ British national anthem,’’ how beautifully appropriate such con- 
cluding service would have been. [Laughter and applause. ] 

But in the absence of that there were ripples of applause from every 
free-trader on that side of the House and murmurs of approbation {rom 
the agents of every importer who held places in the galleries of this 
House. 

Mr. Chairman, my time has about expired. I did not intend to oe- 
cupy so much time asI have already. I would have been glad to have 
shown this House the condition of the workingmen in some of the dis- 
tricts of England which the other side of this House would seem wil]- 
ing to transfer here. Hear me while I read that vivid description of 
the degradation of English labor as furnished by Mr. Porter, the cor- 
respondent of the New York Tribune, which appeared in that great 
paper last Monday. He tells you how the women and the children 
work there from early morn until late at night in the iron furnaces and 
founderies in the Black District and the compensation they receive: 
The most startling account of the degradation of a branch of English labor 

comes from the Back Country, aregion which I shall not reach for three or four 
weeks. The facts, however, which I shall present in advance of going there ar 
from the most trustworthy source and were actually witnessed a few days ago 
It takes one back to the days before Parliamentary interference compelled th 
white slave-drivers of the manufacturing districts of England to stop using 
women as beasts of burdenin the coal-pits of thissame region. I had expect 
to find poverty and distress and squalid misery in these great centers of industry 
for we have that at home in a land where the laborer is not obliged to work for 
10 or 12 shillingsa week. I did not expect to read such a recital of man’s ; 
as one that has just been made public as ‘‘a simple narrative of truth” from th« 
Black Country. 
Itappears that to-day, in spite of “ factory act” and “school board,” thousands of 

females, old and young, mothers and daughters, with their little children by th: 
sides, toil by day and by night, in a locality about seven miles from the great fr: 
trade city of Birmingham—the home of Bright and Chamberlain. In this gloomy 
district about 24,000 people are engaged in making nails and rivets. If they w: 
men and boysthe lowness of the wages would not seem so bad, But this accou 
brings ott the fact that 16,000 females are engaged day after day in the occupa 
tion, They are not all mature women; daughters work by the side of mothers 
daughters who, in their tender years, ought to be at home, if they have 
home, or in bed, instead of working their weary arms in shaping, in the st 
small hours of the morning, molten iron into the form of nails. Here is th: 
picture drawn by a writer in the London Standard who actually witnessed it 
two or three nights ago: 

“ Inthe middle of ashed which adioins a squalid-looking house there is a whol 
family at work in the production of these nails—father, mother, sons, and daugh 
ters—daughters, too, very young in years, but with that sad look of prematur 
age which is always to be noticed in the faces of child-workers. The gayety of 
youth, its freshness and its gentleness, seem to be crushed out ofthem. In th 
center of the shed, with its raftered ceiling—a bleak and wretched building 
through the walls of which the wind readily finds its way—there is a ‘ heart! 
fed by ‘gledes’ or breezes. Probably there is a girl or woman blowing at th: 
bellows, while the strips of iron from which the nails are made become molten 
To make this still more forcible, here is an actual case: 
In one of these forges was a mother and several children. The mother was 4 

woman probably 40 years of age; her youngest daughter—a flaxen-haired gir! 
with a sweet and winsome face—was certainly not more than 12 years of ag 
By the side of the hearth there was what is technically called the * Oliver 
barrel-like construction, on the top of which is fixed the stamp of the p: 
pattern and size of the nail required to be made. The workmen and work- 
women, by means of a wooden treadle—an industrial tread-mill it ought mor 
strictly to be called—shoot out the nails from the slo‘ in which they arefixed. 
They have previously hammered the top of the incandescent metal with mascu 
line firmness so as to form the head of the nail. ’ 

So inured do these poor women and girls become to this work that it is said 
they seem to work with more vigor than the men—very often, indeed, they sup 
»ort their husbands and their fathers, who may have fallen into drunken habits 
But the first question that will naturally be asked by those who demand chea) 
goods even at this fearful degredation of woman is, how much can they earn’ 
Again I quote from the man who has witnessed the spectacle: ; 
“The remuneration they receive is incredibly small. It is no unusual thing 

on the contrary, it is quite the usual custom—for a family of three or four per 
sons, after working something like fourteen hours a day, toearn £1 ($5) in a week 
But out of this money there has to be deducted 1s, 3d. for carriage to convey Ux 
nails to the “ gaffers,” as they are termed in the district; then there is allowance: 
to be made for fuel and the revairing of the machinery, which reduces the £1 to 
about 16s. 9d. ($4.18) for three people who have commenced to work every mor! 
ing at half-past 7 or 8, and who have worked on through all the weary day, wit)! 
no substantial food, until late at night.”’ 
These poor laborers rarely or never taste meat from one week's end tothe othe: 

In the expressive but simple language of one work-woman, this is how thes 
fare: ‘* When the bread comes hot from the bake-house oven on Saturday we cut 
itlikeravenous wolves.” The scenes of misery—misery so deep and dreadful that 
the most graphic pen can only faintly convey its depth of sorrow— that are wit 
nessed in this region would hardly be believed in the United States, and we! 
I not quoting from English authority of the highest character I should be feariu 
of laying myself open to the charge of prejudice, so frequently made against 

riiculat 

lO 
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who would rather elevate than degrade labor, and who do not want cheapness at 
euch a fearful cost. Women, it is said (and in.a few weeks I shall go through 

this entire region and verify the words of my informants) within a few days o1 

their confinement have been to work in the agony of exhaustion, in order to 
earn a few pence, at the * hearth "’—not the “ hearth”? of home which England 

especially at this season of the year so fondly boasts of, but the “ hearth” of the 

forge. They have been known to return to work ina day or two after child- 
birth, “ emaciated in constitution, weak and weary for the want of simple nour- 
jshment.”’ Theirchildren, ragged and ill-fed, have had to lead miserable and 
wretched lives, with no hope before them but a life of wickedness and vice 
What more dismal picture can be drawn than the following description of the 
cheerless homes of these poor creatures? _ 
The houses, if they deserve to be dignified with the word, are wretched in 

construction ; in many instances they-are more like hovels than human dwell 
ing places; they seem to be devoid of all those ordinary conveniences which 
are to be seen in houses occupied by a better class of work people ; they cer- 
tainly shelter, and that is all, the toilers who for a few hours rest within their 

rickety walls. 

This picture needs no comment or elaboration. Happily it has no 
counterpart in American civilization, and its introduction here would 
be abhorent and un-American. 
The laboring men of this country understand this question and its 

relation to their wages. I beg to read from one of the petitions from 
my district, signed by the men engaged in the mills, mines, factories, 

and furnaces, and I have many of them; and our record daily shows like 
petitions from all sections of the country. They want no free trade; 
they want no revenue reform which means reduced wages, and they 
declare it with no uncertain sound: 

To the honorable the Senate and the House of Representatives 
of the United States of America in Congress assembled 

The petition of the undersigned workingmen, employés of The Ohio Iron and 
Steel Company at Lowellville, Ohio, respectfully sets forth the following facts: 

In common with other workingmen they have been prepared to acquiesce in 
the schedules of duties on foreign products recommended by the Tariff Commis- 
sion, although not approving of all of the provisions of the schedules, their 
principal reason for accepting the schedules arising from a strong desire to see 
the tariff question settled upon a basis that would offer some hope of perma- 
nence, and that would also offer some hope of stability to the industries of the 
country. 
They have, however, viewed with alarm the effects upon general business of 

the mere proposition of the commission to reduce duties, and of the widespread 
apprehension that Congress may go even further in the work of reduction than 
the commission has recommended, and they point tothe recent stoppage of mills 
and factories and workshops, to the enforced idleness of many workingmen, to 
the shrinkage in values and the declinein prices, to the largely-increased num- 
ber of financial failures, to the tendency toward lower wages for labor, to the 
hesitation of capital to engage in new enterprises, and to the withholding of 
orders for supplies by railroad companies and other great corporations, as con- 
clusive proofs of the depressed condition of many of our leading industries and 
of the great shock which our whole industrial system has experienced. 
They believe that this serious and threatenipg condition of our industrial in 

terests can only be changed, and confidence and prosperity be restored to the 
country, by the firm refusal of Congress at its present session to do anything 
that will tend to increase the importation of foreign goods, or that will make 
competition between the manufacturers of this country and of other countries 
for the supply of our markets so severe that the wages of American working- 
men must be still further and permanently reduced. 

Duties, therefore, should not be seriously decreased on any articles of iron or 
steel, and they should be increased on tin-plates, steel-wire rods, steel blooms, 
pig-iron, cotton-ties, and all “‘ non-enumerated”’ articles. 
ties on many iron and steel products which could be named could only result 
in an increase of importations and a consequent increase of revenue or else in 
a reduction of wages, to be followed by general distress and discontent. 

he workingmen whose names are appended therefore pray that Congress 
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not mean that he has already prejudged my case which is to come be- 
fore him as a judge 

Mr. SPRINGER. Your constituents have done that for you 
Mr. McKINLEY For if he has, then he would be subject to 

taken from the panel of jurors, because he had already expressed an 
opinion in the case which was to be tried before him | 

re 

\pplause. | 
No interestin this country is asking for arevenue tariff. Not asingle 

petition has come to us for a tariff bill to be based upon Democratic 
principles. The farmers, for whose special interests the Democrat 
party assumes to speak, have not asked for it. They want to produc 
and want the laboring men in the factories to consume their product 

} and pay a good price tor the same. hey have no wish to break down 
manufacturing and transfer the vast army of men who are consut 
and who work in the shops to the ranks of producers, and theret 

competitors with them. ind prot 
them to have it. The wool-grower wants no free trade orr 

He wants and should have full and adequate protect tion with all other 

interests. All interests want asettlement of this question, and it would 

ers 

Chey want a market, tion enables 

evenue tarill 

be an irreparable wrong to permit this Congress to adjourn without 

| passing a tariff bill recognizing fully the principles I have announced 
Agitation is paralyzing business, creating uncertainty and distrust of 
the future, and the highest statesmanship will be illustrated and en 
forced by a prompt and speedy disposition of this whole question 

Now, Mr. Chairman, | close, not with my own words, but the words 

of one whose memory we revere. I close this ramblin speech with 

the last words that were ever uttered on the floor of this Ho ma tariff 

| bill and in a tariff discussion by the lamented Gartield, whos eSSOI 
[Mr. TAYLOR] sits on my left 

Standing there where the gentleman from Kansas | Mr. HAsKI 

sits to-day, that magnificent man cl osed his great speech on the tariti 

debate with these patriotic words, which sounded out through this Chan 
ber and thrilled us all: 

For the present the world is divided into separate nationalities, and that D 
vine command still applies: ‘‘ He that provideth not for his own household has 

| denied the faith, and is worse than an infidel And until that era arrives dk 
scribed by the gentleman from Virginia, patriotism must supply the place « 

| his era by being as he is a German to th 

| When each does his part for his own 

To decrease the du- | 

will adopt no lower rates of duties on any foreign-manufactured products than | 
are recommended by the Tariff Commission; and they further pray that Sena- 
torsand Representatives in this crisis of our manufacturing industries, which 
have done so much to develop the resources of the country and to increase and 
extend its prosperity, will take counsel of the experience of the past, which 
tells a warning story of the effects upon American industries of a too-ready 
acceptance of the economic views of our foreign rivals. 

Shall their appeals go unheeded? This side answers no, thrice no. 
The fine-spun theories of the free-traders weigh lightly with me against 
the hard facts gained by these men in the school of experience. Many 
ot them know from realization the hardships which result to labor from 
free trade, and their voice has been steadily against its inauguration 
here. 

Mr. Chairman, we can have the Democratic doctrine of free trade 
whenever the Democratic party can make of our laboring men slaves, 
butnotuntilthen. [Applause on the Republicanside.] Why, if labor 
was equal on this side of the Atlantic with the other we might compete 
with the best manufactories of the world in any market. No lover of 
his race, no friend of humanity, wants reduced wages. I do not speak 
for capital. Capital can take care of itself. Rob itofits profits in any 
of the so-called protected industries, and it will seek other avenues of 
mvestment and profit. I speak for the workingmen of my district, the 
workingmen of Ohio, and the country. 

Mr. SPRINGER. They did not speak for you very largely at the 
last election. 

Mr. McKINLEY. 
not measured by the support they giveme. [Greatapplause.] I have 
convictions upon this subject which I would not surrender or refrain 
from advocating if 10,000 majority had been entered up against me last 
October [renewed applause], and if that is the standard of political 
morality and conviction and fidelity to duty which is practiced by the 
gentleman from Illinois, I trust that the next House will not do what 
know they will not do, make him Speaker of the Hoyse. [Laughter 
and applause]. And I trust another thing, that that general remark 
interjected, coming from a man who has to sit in the next House, does 

universal brotherhood. Forthe present Gortschakolf can do more good for the 
world by taking care of Russia. The great Bismarck « omplish more for 

ind promoting the welfare of the 
Let Beaconsfield take care of England; let McMahon take 

and let Amerieans devote themselves tothe welfare of America 
nation to promote prosperity, justice, and 

peace, all will have done more for the world than if all had attempted to be cos 

mopolitans rather than patriots 

an acc 

German Empire. 
care of France ; 

Loud and prolonged applause 

The Tariff. 
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CONVERSE, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, January 27, 1883 

On the bill (H. R, 7513) to impose duties upon fore 
purpose 

Mr. CONVERSE said 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: Not desiring to express any opinions at this time 

on the particular provisions of the pending bill, I will make a few sug 
gestions upon the question of constitutional power which seems to br 

| involved in the general subject of the tariff. 

Ah, my friend, my fidelity to my constituents is | 

There can be no question of greater importance than the settlement 
of differences in regard to the constitutional powers of the Government 
under which we live. Erroneous opinions on that subject entertained 

and promulgated by the leading men of the country mislead the public 
judgment. The evils increase and multiply with the lapse of time and 
are liable, as in our own recent history, to culminate in political con 
vulsions, the consequences of which may last for generations 

It has been asserted during this discussion that the Con 
grants authority to Congress to pass laws for the protection of domestic 
products. That claim has been repeatedly denied during this debate 

and the one that occurred in May on this subject. Which of the 
claims is well founded and which false? Where is the line of author- 
ity and of power on this subject? I understood the gentleman who 
addressed the committee yesterday afternoon [Mr. MCLANE, of Mary 
land | to trace this authority which he deemed existed in the Congres 
of the United States for the protection of American industries to that 
clause of the Constitution which authorizes the laying of taxes, duties 
and imposts. In myjudgment the power does not lie there. The lar 
guage of that provision, section 8 of the first article of the Constitu 
tion, is: 

titution 

The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts and ex 
cises, to pay the debts and provide for the common defense and general welfare 
of the United States; but all duties, imposts and excises shall be uniforn 
throughout the United States. 
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lower is there given to Congress te lay and collect taxes, duties, and 
imposts. What for? 
and explicit language, ‘‘to pay the debts and provide for the common 
defense and general welfare of the United States.’’ If the power to 
protect American manufactures is conferred on Congress by that pro- 
vision it must be embraced in the words, ‘‘ provide * * * for the 
general welfare of the United States.’’ It would require a forced and 
unnatural construction to place such a meaning on such language. 

That provision of the Constitution, in my humble judgment, simply 
authorizes the enactment of a tax law for the purpose of raising rev- 
enue to carry on the Government. All tax laws are mere revenue laws 
and this provision names the purposes for which such revenue shall be 
raised. All will admit that the power to protect the products of Amer- 
ican labor has been exercised, whether rightfully or not, by the Con- 
gress of the United States, and such laws have been enforced for a very 
long period of time and are still on the statute-books. If the power to 
protect is not conferred in the clause authorizing the raising of revenue, 
where is it to be found? The only other clause relating to this subject 
is the power to regulate commerce. The language of the Constitution 
is as follows: 

The Congress shall have power to regulate commerce with foreign 
nations, and among the several States, and with the Indian tribes. 

In my humble judgment, the powerand authority to enact such laws 
discriminating against foreign imports in favor of our own industries, 
whether commercial, agricultural, manufacturing, or mining, and thus 
indirectly protecting our own similar industries from foreign competi- 
tion, is conferred by the language ‘‘ to regulate commerce with foreign 
nations.’’ 

I desire in my few suggestions to make broad and distinct the line be- 
tween the question of power to protect as a mere naked legal question, 
and the question of public policy of protecting, which is an entirely 
different, distinct, and separate question. The one contemplates a ques- 
tion of constitutional authority, the other a question of expediency call- 
ing for the exercise of statesmanship. What is the meaning of the 
phrase ‘‘to regulate.’’ It means to enact rules under which or in pur- 
suance of which commerce with foreign nations, between the States, and 
with Indian tribes may be carried on. 

What is the commerce that isto be regulated? It embraces not only 
trade but also intercourse. It covers not only all articles of commerce 
and all intercourse between foreign nations and our own, but even the 
vehicle through which the trade or commerce shall be carried on, whether 
it be among the States or with foreign nations or with the Indian tribes. 
It covers the article and the means employed for its transportation, and 
may extend to the mode of payment, including the regulation of foreign 
bills of exchange. That provision of the Constitution confers authority 
to exercise a wide discretion to discourage the importation of some 
articles from foreign countries and to prohibit altogether other articles, 
or it may encourage certain imports while it leaves others to be con- 
trolled by the laws of trade. Under this provision Congress exercises 
its authority not only upon the broad ocean and on the bays and inlets 
of our coast where the tide ebbs and flows, but upon the lakes and 
rivers and along the arteries of commerce, wherever found, extending 
from valley to valley and from State to State, throbbing with the giant 
industry of fifty millions of freemen. 

It may be asked what reasoning or proofs are at hand aside from the 
plain and natural meaning of the words employed in this provision of 
the Constitution to show that it includes authority to discourage and 
even prohibit the importation of foreign articles of industry, and thereby 
discriminate in favor of those of our own country and people. 

The first item of proof to which I desire to call the attention of the 
House is that our entire system of navigation laws which the country 
has enjoyed for nearly a hundred years has no other constitutional sup- 
port than the clause ‘‘to regulate commerce.’’ The whole system rests 
there. We have under it passed our registry laws, and laws regulating 
tonnage dues. We have discriminated in favor of our own carrying indus- 
try to the absolute exclusion and prohibition of all foreign competition 
in the coastwise trade. No foreign vessel is permitted to engage in it. 
The industry is limited to American-built ships, bearing the American 
flag and commanded by American seamen. 

Here is an example of absolute and complete protection of two Amer- 
ican industries—ship-building and the coastwise carrying business— 
under this provision. The power has been exercised by Congress to 
exclude foreign-built ships from registry or license and from engaging 
in the coastwise trade ever since the formation of the Government, and 
so far as my knowledge extends no one has ever questioned the consti- 
tutionality of such laws. Neither has any one to my knowledge ever 
proposed a change so as to admit foreign competition in the coastwise 
sarrying trade. 

Mr, CARLISLE 
him a question? 

Mr. CONVERSE. Yes, sir. 
Mr. CARLISLE. Can the gentleman point to a single instance in 

which the Supreme Court of the United States in defining the extent 
of the constitutional power to regulate commerce has included under 
that delegation of power the right to impose a tax upon imported goods? 
Has it not confined it entirely to the making of regulations concerning 
the carrying trade, &c.? 

Will the gentleman from Ohio allow me to ask 

' 

The clause itself farnishes the answer in plain | 

LC 
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Mr. CONVERSE. No,sir. There has been no such decision. The 
question whether Congress could regulate commerce by laying and 
collecting imposts has never to my knowledge been directly submitted 
to the court. The court has never held by a direct decision that Con- 
gress could regulate commerce by levying imposts. Neither has jt 
held that Congress could not doso. The power of Congress to regulate 
commerce by imposing duties has never been authoritatively denied to 
my knowledge. The court has not limited the power of Congress under 
the clause ‘‘to regulate commerce ’’ to the making of regulations con- 
cerning the carrying trade. 

Story on the Constitution (volume 2, page 23) says: 
Many of the like powers have been applied in the regulation of foreign com 

merce. The commercial system of the United States has also been employed 
sometimes for the purpose of revenue; sometimes for the parness of prohibi- 
tion ; sometimes for the purpose of retaliation and commercial reciprocity ; some 
times to lay embargoes; sometimes to encourage domestic navigation, and th: 
shipping and mercantile interest, by bounties, by discriminating duties, and by 
special preferences and privileges; and sometimes to regulate intercourse w iti; 
a view to mere political objects, such as to repel aggressions, increase the press- 
ure of war or vindicate the rights of neutral sovereignty. In all these cases, 
the right and duty have been conceded to the National Government by the un 
equivocal voice of the people. 

When interrupted I was presenting in my own language the sub- 
stance of the decision in the case of Gibbons vs. Ogden, 9 Wheaton’s 
Reports, where it was held that the only constitutional authority pos- 
sessed by Congress to pass navigation laws under which this protection 
is given which I have mentioned is found in the clause ‘‘to regulate 
commerce with foreign nations, and among the several States.’’ 

Chief-Justice Marshall, in delivering the opinion in that celebrated 
case, alludes to the subject of regulating commerce by imposing duties 
In speaking of the framers of the Constitution, he says: 
Those illustrious statesmen and patriots had been, many 

gaged in the discussions which preceded the war of our Revolution, and all of 
them were well read in those discussions. The right toregulate commerce even 
by the imposition of duties was not controverted; but the right to impose a duty 
for the purpose of revenue produced a war as important, perhaps, in its conse 
quences to the human race as any the world has ever witnessed. 

Mr. HASKELL. 
tion? 

Mr. CONVERSE. Yes, sir. 
Mr. HASKELL. After one hundred years of protective tariff during 

nine-tenths of the time in the United States, after all the declarations 
of the fathers, is it not late to-lay to be raising the constitutional ques- 
tion of the right to discriminate in duties? 

Mr. CONVERSE. I will seach that point in the course of my re- 
marks, if time permits. 

The Constitution enumerates the subjects which shall fall under the 
jurisdiction of Congress, and when thus enumerated Congress has ple 
nary and sovereign power over those subjects. The regulation of com 
merce with foreign nations and among the States has been confided to 
Congress. The means whereby and the extent to which it shall be reg 
ulated is left to the discretion of the Congress. 

Chief-Justice Marshall, in the case already quoted, on this point says 
If, as has always been understood, the sovereignty of Congress, though limited 

to speeified objects is plenary as to those objects, the power over commerce with 
foreign nations and among the several States is vested in Congress as absolutely 
as it would be in a single government having in its constitution the same re 
strictions on the exercise of the power as are found in the Constitution of the 
United States. The wisdom and the discretion of Congress, their identity with 
the people, and the influence which their constituents possess at elections, are 
in this asin many other instances, as that, for example, of declaring war, the 
sole restraints on which they have relied to secure them from its abuse. They 
are the restraints on which the people must often rely solely in all representa- 
tive governments, 

In the ship-building industry and the coastwise carrying business are 
examples, however, where the power of Congress, under the authority 
‘*to regulate commerce,’’ has been exercised without question for a long 
period of time, and it has begn exercised to the exclusion of all compe- 
tition whatever. I invite the attention of gentlemen to the fact that 
there is no other provision of the Constitution authorizing Congress thus 
to protect these industries. ' 

To regulate then must imply the power to prohibit some branches ot 
foreign industry from competing with our own; and to prohibit some 
branch of industry must imply the power to discourage it as well as to 
prohibit. The one includes partial protection of our own industry from 
competition, and the other embraces full and absolute protection. I! 
the United States permitted absolute free trade with all nations, thus 
leaving the business of commerce to take care of and regulate itself, 
there would be ample ground for argument that no regulations were 
necessary to be enacted on the subject of commerce with foreign nations 
Indeed it is difficult to perceive that any laws would be necessary on the 
subject beyond a few for the punishment of crime. 

For the second item of proof showing the power of Congress to dis- 
courage or prohibit particular items of foreign commerce, or all com- 
merce with any foreign nation, I call attention to the embargo laws 
previous to the last war with Great Britain. Sometimes such measures 
are resorted to as war measures, but in this instance to prevent war, 
and with the view of regulating our commerce with the Government 

Mr. TUCKER. I do not desire to take up the time of my friend from 
Ohio, but will he allow me to ask him a question? 

Mr. CONVERSE. With pleasure. : 
Mr. TUCKER. If the power to regulate commerce with foreign 

of them, deeply en 

Will the gentleman permit me to ask him a ques- 
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nations involves the power of prohibiting importations from foreign 
nations into this country, does the gentleman maintain the power to 

late commerce among the States, which is in the same terms, in- 

cludes or gives the power to Congress to forbid importations from one 
State to another? 

Mr. CONVERSE. I do not, as to all proper articles of commerce. 
The Constitution says that no tax or duty shall be laid on articles ex- 

rted from any State, and if imported from one State to another they 
would by the same act be exported from one Statetoanother. Besides, 
the relations between the General Government and the several States | 
is very different from what it is with foreign nations. We have no com- 
munity of interest and no legal relations whatever with foreign nations, 
while the States and the Government of the Union together form one 

vernment, under which we live, and which unites us as one people. 
I will now ask my friend frem Virginia where is the power to exclude 

foreign vessels from participating in the coastwise trade unless it be in 
the clause to regulate commerce? Thereis none. There is an exam- 
le of the exercise of that exclusion under this very constitutional pro- 

yision for the protection of our own Americanindustry. Therefore the 
question of exclusion is a question of discretion and not a question of 
power. Tam saying nothing upon the advisability of either partial or 
total exclusion, and present only the question of constitutional power. 
Yet it is apparent that only one portion of our people can engage in that 
particular carrying industry, namely, those who live on the seaboard; | 
but no one has to my knowledge proposed a change, denounced it as a 
monopoly, or denied the constitutional authority. 
The third reason in support of the original proposition, that Congress, 

having constitutional authority to regulate commerce with foreign na- 
tions, possesses plenary power over the whole subject and may regulate 
it by laying import duties in the interest of domestic industry, is that 
those words ‘‘to regulate commerce’’ at the time of the adoption of 
the Constitution were understood to embrace that meaning. All other 
maritime powers, and especially England, from whom we derived most 
of our customs, laws, and language, at and before that time regulated 
commerce between her own people and foreign countries and her own 
colonies by dufies and imposts with a view to benefiting her manufact- 
ures. In support of that fact, that it was so understood, I have al- 
ready cited Judge Marshall’s statement made in 1824, and will now cite 
the statement of James Madison in his Cabell letter in 1828, as follows: 

It is a simple question under the Constitution of the United States whether the 
wer to regulate trade with foreign nations as a distinct and substantive item | 

wers embraces the object of encouraging by duties, re- inthe enumerated 
strictions, and prohibitions the manufactures and products of the country. And 
the affirmative must be inferre from the following considerations : The mean- 
ing of the phrase to regulate trade must be sought in the general use of it; in 
other words, in the objects to which the power was generally understood to be 
applicable when the phrase was inserted in the Constitution. 
The power has been understood and used by all commercial and manufact- 

uring nations as embracing the object of encouraging manufactures, 
lieved that not a single exception can be named. This has been particularly the 
case with Great Britain, whose commercial vocabulary is the parent of ours, A 
primary object of her commercial regulations is well known to have been the 
protection and encouragement of her manufactures. 
Such was understood to be a proper use of the power by the States most pre- 
—- for manufacturing industry while retaining the power over their foreign 
trade. 
Such a use of the power by Congress accords with the intention and expecta- 

tion of the States in transferring the power over trade from themselves to the | 
Government of the United States. This was emphatically the case in the East- 
ern, the more manufacturing members of the confederacy. 

The fourth reason is that the laying and collecting of duties and im- 
posts #8 a most simple, effective, inexpensive, and reasonable mode of 
regulating commerce with foreign nations. Under it foreign imports 
yaay be discouraged to any degree of discouragement without prohibi- 
tion; and domestic industry may be protected much or but slightly, as | 
expediency may determine. It has always been and still isthe favorite 
mode among all the civilized nations of the earth for regulating com- 
merce. In case any forcign nation should discriminate against our in- 
dustry or shipping by heavy discriminating taxes it would be only in 
the exercise of this particular constitutional authority that we could | 
pass and enforce countervailing tax laws upon their industries or ships, 
and thus protect our own. 

Fifth. Ifthe power to protect domestic industries, whether commercial, 
agricultural, mining, or manufacturing, is not conferred by the Constitu- 
tionon the Congress, then it doesnot exist under this Government. No 
one will deny thatthe several States after they won their independence 
and before the Union was formed under the Constitution respectively 
enjoyed and exercised the power to protect their own industries, and 
they each did it in as full and perfect a manner as any nation of the | 
earth by tax on imports. 

The laws being different in the several States, the tax on imports and 
the domestic industry of each was differently affected. There was no 
harmony on this point between the States, and thus divided they could 
not command a favorable reception abroad for their own industries whieh | 
were discriminated against in foreign ports. This condition of things 
was one of the principal reasons for adopting the Constitution and grant- | 
ing to Congress full and exclusive authority over commerce with foreign 
nations. The States possessed and exercised the power to regulate com- 
meree, and by duties and imposts protected their respective industries. 
They transferred all of that power to the Government of the United 
States, reserving none of ittothemselves. Therefore the United States do 
now possess and may exercise the power unless it has been lost. 

XIV. 239 

It is be- | 

On this | 

ol 

| point I desire to quote from an authority which by Democrats will be 
regarded as conclusive. Upon the subject of the power of Congress un- 
der the Constitution of the United States to establish a tariff for even 

| protection (the policy of its exercise being quite another question) An- 
drew Jackson, in his message to Congress on the 7th of December, 1830, 
said: 
The object of the tariff is objected to by some as unconstitutional and it is con 

| sidered by almost all as defective in many of its parts, The power to impose 
| duties on imports originally belonged tothe several States. The right to adjust 
these duties with a view tothe encouragement of domestic branches of industry 
isso completely identical with that power that it is difficult to suppose the ex- 
istence of the one without the other. The States have delegated their whols au- 
thority over imports to the General Government without limitation or restrie 
tion saving the very inconsiderable reservation relating to their inspection laws, 
This authority having thus entirely passed from the States, the right to exercise 
it for the purpose of protection does not exist in them, and consequently if it be 
not possessed by the General Government it must be extinct 
Our polical system would thus present the anomaly of a people stripped of 

| the right to foster their own industry and to counteract the most selfish and de 
structive policy which might be adopted by foreign nations. This surely can 
not be the case; this indispensable power thus surrendered by the States must 
be within the scope of the authority on the subject expressly delegated to Con- 
gress. In this conclusion Iam confirmed as well by the opinions of Presidents 
Washington, Jefferson, Madison, and Monroe, who have each repeatedly recom- 
mended the exercise of this right under the Constitution, as by the uniform prac 
tice of Congress, the continued acquiescence of the States, and the genera) un- 

| derstanding of the people. 

The last item of proof which I propose to submit in support of the 
proposition is that the first Congress under the Constitution enacted a 
law for the protection of domestic industry by laying duties on imports. 

| The preamble in the act recited that as one of the objects of its enact 
ment, and the next year the same Congress passed another law on the 
same subject, and recited in the preamble to that also that one of its 
objects was protection to American manufactures. There were in that 
Congress eighteen men who were members of the constitutional conven 
tion, ten of whom—William Samuel Johnson, Oliver Ellsworth, George 
Read, William Few, Caleb Strong, John Langdon, William Patterson, 
Rufus King, Robert Morris, and Pierce Butler—were members of the 
Senate, and eight—Roger Sherman, Abraham Baldwin, Elbridge Gerry, 

Nicholas Gilman, Hugh Williamson, George Clymer, Thomas Fitzsim 
mons, and James Madison, jr.—members of the House here were 
also quite a number who had participated as members of the Legisla 
tures of the respective States in the ratification of the Constitution 

These bills were signed by George Washingtoa as President of the 
United States, who was also president of 
tion, and signed the Constitution. It is fair to presume that these pa 
| triotic and experienced men who sat in the convention and participated 
| in its debates had a fair knowledge of the provisions of the instrument 
| and the power conferred by it on Congress. The debates in the Senate 
during that Congress were never publishe d, though there are three ve ry 

interesting volumes of private notes on the debates and events of that 

body now in possession of a descendant of one of its rs in Phila 

the constitutional conven- 

mem be 

| delphia. In the House no suggestion was made by any one of want 
| of constitutional power in the regulation of commerce with foreign na 

tions to protect domestic industries. The Representatives from Vi 
ginia on this floor will be interested t that three 
that body came from their State to amend the 

o know proposit IONS in 

bill—one for a duty on 
| coal, to proteet her coal-pits; one on hemp, to encourage the growth of 
| that article; and one to exclude beef, for the benefit of the cattle in 
terest. The objects of these amendments were not revenue, but pro 
tection. The contemporaneous evidence ot the power of ¢ ongress under 

| this commerce clause is clear and convil 
Mr. REAGAN. Does the 

tection ? 

bial, 

] } 
gyentieman assume that wa a law for pro 

Mr. CONVERSE. It so recited, and I think the protection amounted 

to 5 per cent 

| Mr. REAGAN. Does the gentleman remember the average rate of 
| duty ? 
| Mr. CONVERSE. I think it was about 5 per cent 

Mr. TUCKER 
Mr. CONVERSE 

construction and yielt 

Mr. HASKELL. That is it. 
Mr. CONVERSE. If he admits that Congress has the power to lay 

la protection tax of 5 per cent. it may in its discretion fix it at any other 
rate; where is the line? Even 5 per cent. might in some cases be full 

| protection. When the power is once admitted to exist y 

| line and there is no retreat. 

We will accept that 

Then if the gentleman accepts that he accepts my 
ls the question of powe1 

ou cross the 
It requires as much power in Congress to 

| pass a law for 5 per cent. protection as it would 50 
Mr. REAGAN. The line, it seems to me, if the gentleman will per 

mit me to interrupt him, is established very clearly at that point which 
fixes the maximum rate of revenue by imposts. When you pass that 
you give protection pure and simple, and there you violate the Consti 

| tution. 
Mr. CONVERSE. That issimply aquestion of discretion. The gen 

tleman by his statement admits that revenue under his constructior 
not the sole object contemplated in levying taxes on import Does not 
that admit the power to protect? On this point Story on the Const 

| tution, volume 2, page 26, says: 

Indeed the advocates of the opposite doctrine admit that the power may be 
applied so as incidentally to give protection to manufactures when revenue is 
the principal design, and that it may also be applied to countervail the injurious 
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regulations of foreign powers when there is no design of revenue. These con- 
cessions admit, then, that the regulations of commerce are not wholly for pur- 
poses of revenue, or wholly contined to the purposes of commerce censidered 
perse. If this betrue, then other objects may enter into commercial regulations ; 
and if so, what restraint is there as tothe nature or extent of the objectsto which 
they may reach, which does resolve itself into a question of expediency and 
policy? It may be admitted that a power given for one purpose can not be per- 
verted to purposes wholly opposite or beside its legitimate scope. But what per- 
version is there in applying a power to the very purposes to which it has been 
usually applied? Under such circumstances docs not the grant of the power 
without restriction concede that it may be legitimately applied to such purposes? 
If a different intent had existed, would not that intent be manifested by some 
corresponding limitation ? 

But, as I said in the outset, I have nothing todo now with the question 
of discretion in fixing the amount or extent of protection; I am only 

« : “© > » » , 2 SeS38es { ‘ertai ro | - = arguing that this grand Government of ours possesses a certain power | sage, February 18, 1815. 

which it may exercise or not as it chooses to do. Recurring to the sug- 
gestion made by the gentleman from Kansas [Mr. HASKELL], we must 
bear in mind that for nearly a hundred years laws enacted for the pro- 
tection of domestic industry, under the power to regulate commerce, 
have been on the statute-books without question. There have been en- 
actments passed solely for the protection of particular industries by the 
levying of dutics to the practical exclusion of such foreign articles from 
the country. 
was in fact violating the Constitution thereby, why have not the lawyers 
of the country taken that question into the courts and procured a de- 
cision upon the constitutional question, thus limiting the power of Con- 
gress in that respect ? 

Mr. REAGAN. Allow me to say to the gentleman that the ques- 
tion has been before the courts and they have held that it is a political 
question and not a judicial question; that it addresses itself to the con- 
sciences of members who have taken an oath to support the Consti- 
tution. 

Mr. CONVERSE. How eould the exercise of a power not granted 
to Congress by the Constitution be a political question, and limited 
only by the elastic consciences of its members? No, sir; whenever 
Congress undertakes to exercise a power not granted in the Constitu- 
tion the courts have the authority to step in and stop it. There is no 
doubt about that proposition. 

Mr. CARLISLE. 
Congress. 

Mr. CONVERSE. Certainly not. But there is the naked fact. 
Take a case in which protection is borne upon the face of the statute; 
in which the foreign article is excluded for the benefit of the domestic; 
in which no revenue whatever is collected or intended to be collected. 
The courts certainly could inquire into the constitutionality of such a 
law. If the subject has been before it, as gentlemen assert, and the 
court has failed to pronounce such acts void for want of constitutional 
power to pass them, it may be fairly inferred that Congress has the 
power. : 

What is the use of deceiving ourselves or eagh other, or the people 
who confide in us, as to the powers of the Government? The good 
name of the United States is involved in this charge that the Govern- 
ment has for nearly a century and now continues to exercise powers 
not granted to it by the States and people in the Constitution. What 
do gentlemen mean by charging violations of the Constitution upon 
the men who made it? Did they not know its meaning? If so, did 
they knowingly and purposely break it from the beginning? It can 
not be true. The mind revolts at such perfidy as the suggestion im- 
plies. The contemporaneous interpretation, together with the enjoy- 
ment and exercise of the power for a hundred years with the acqui- 
escence of the States and the courts, ought to settle the controversy by 
way of estoppel, if in no other way. 

Mr. REAGAN. Allowme again. It seems to me that it is a strange 
assumption that an average duty of 8 per cent. for the purpose of ob- 
taining revenue is a violation of that portion of the Constitution which 
authorizes the levying of duties to secure revenue. 

Mr. CONVERSE. Yes, but Congress recited in the act that it levied 
those duties for protection. 

Mr. SPRINGER. The reasoning was bad; the fact is the same. 
Mr. CONVERSE. Not only has this power been exercised fora hun- 

dred years, but George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, 
James Monroe, and Andrew Jackson, all of them, recommended to Con- 
gress the propriety of nourishing, fostering, and pr tecting the domestic 
industries of the United States. They were not guilty of bad reasoning 
in weighty matters affecting the powers of the Government and the wel- 
fare of the American people, and can not be accused of a desire to wrong 
any section of this Union or any class of their fellow-citizens. 

Mr. HEWITT, of Alabama. If the gentleman will permit me, I will 
say that Madison said that for thirty years after the formation of the 
Government the power was never questioned in Congress to lay duties 
for the protection of American industries. 

Mr. CONVERSE. Certainly; he did so say in the Cabell letter, if I 
remember aright. 

Having given an extract from President Jackson, I desire now to give 
one from a message to Congress sent by each of the Presidents, Wash- 
ington, Jefferson, Madison, and Monroe, in support of their belief in 
the constitutionality of such measures: 
Congress have repeatedly, and not without success, directed their attention 

to the encouragement of manufactures, The object is of too much consequence 

But the courts can not inquire into the purpose of 

i 

i 

| 

| as it may do in foreign hands, would be feltadvantageously on agricultur 
| every other branch of industry. 

Now, if Congress had no power to pass such laws, and | 
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not to insure a continuance of their efforts in every way which shal! appes 
eligible.— Washington’ s speech to both Houses of Congress, December 7, 1796 pus 
The suspension of our foreign commerce produced by the injustice of the be. 

ligerent powers and the consequent losses and sacrifices of our citizens are « b. 
jects of just concern. The situation into which we have thus been force hi 
impelled us to apply a portion of our industry and capital to internal manuf. 
ures and improvements. The extent of this conversion is daily increasin, 
little doubt remains that the establishments formed and forming will, under; 
auspices of cheaper materials and subsistence, the freedom of labor from taxati.. 
with us, and of protecting duties and prohivitions, become permanent 
son's message, November 8, 1808. 
There is no subject which can enter with greater force into the delibx 

of Congress than the consideration of the means to preserve and promot: 
manufactures which have sprung into existence and attained an unpara 
maturity throughout the United States during the period of the European 
This source of national independence and wealth Lanxiously recommen. 
fore, to the prompt and constant guardianship of Congress.— Madison 

fact 

Our manufactures will likewise require the systematic and fostering care of t}, 
Government. Possessing as we do all the raw materials, the fruit of our ow 
soil and industry, we ought not to depend in the degree we have done on t}, 
supplies from other countries. While we are thus dependent, the sudden ey 
of war, unsought and unexpected, can not fail to plunge us intothe most serious 
difficulties. It is important, too, that the capital which nourishes our many 
factures should be domestic, and its influence in that case, instead of exhaust 

Equally important is it to provide at hom. 
market for our raw materials, as by extending the competition it will enhanc 
the price and protect the cultivator against the casualties incident to for 
markets.— Monroe's inaugural, March 14, 1817. 

oh 

If the weight of other great names is needed in support of this con- 
stitutional authority they could be given. 

Mr. SPRINGER. Will the gentleman permit me to ask him a ques 
tion? 

Mr. CONVERSE. Certainly. 
Mr. SPRINGER. DolI understand the gentleman to claim that Con 

gress has the power to prevent the shipment of wheat from the Stat 
of Ohio into the State of Pennsylvania under this power to regulate 
commerce among the States ? 

Mr. CONVERSE. I will ask the gentleman a counter-question 
Mr. SPRINGER. Answer mine first. 
Mr. CONVERSE. I will answer it. The same clause of the Con 

stitution also provides that Congress shall have power to regulate com. 
merce with the Indian tribes. Does the gentleman deny that Congress 
has the power to prevent shipments to the Indians ? 

Mr. SPRINGER. Answer my question and then I will answer yours 
I will say that it has not the right. Now answer my question. 

Mr. CONVERSE. Congress does prohibit shipments to the Indian 
tribes, and even prevents trade, except what is carried on by licensed 
traders and agents of the United States. There might be an occasion 
when Congress would have the right to stop trade from a State. 

Mr. SPRINGER. I say it has not the right. 
Mr. CONVERSE. It may not have now, but there may be circum 

stances which would call for the exercise of such power. Congress ex 
ercised that power during the late rebellion, and the Southern States 
were never out of the Union. Congress now exercises that power, I he 
lieve, as to the shipment of diseased cattle. Commerce might be stopyd 
in cases of epidemic cholera, yellow fever, and the like. But Congres 
could not tax articles of trade in passing from one State to another [= 
the Union, because the Constitution forbids it. Exports from a State 
can not be taxed, and there is a community of privileges and immunity 
between the citizens of the several States guaranteed by that instrument 

Mr. HASKELL. Suppose that some State was infected with a con- 
tagious disease, could not Congress stop commerce with that State ? 

Mr. SPRINGER. No; they could not stop it. The gentleman is 
claiming a power which would authorize Congress to prevent the States 
of the West from competing with the State of Pennsylvania and the 
States of the East. 
Mr.CONVERSE. All the nations of the earth have from the begin- 

ning exercised the power to regulate their own commerce with foreign 
nations, and to regulate it by imposing duties. Great Britain did itat 
the time of the formation of our Constitution, the country from which 
we derived our language and to a large extent ourlaws. TheStatesot 
this Union after the close of the Revolutionary war exercised, each {01 
itself, this power to regulate its own commerce by the imposition of du- 
ties. There was never any claim, or even pretense, that it was for any 
other purpose than to protect theirdomesticindustries. When the Union 
was formed under the Constitution all that power which the States then 
had was conferred upon the General Government. There is no preten 
that the States still enjoy that power. 

At the time of the adoption of the Constitution all the States had on 
their statute-books laws regulating trade and imposing imposts upon 
foreign commodities. Upon the adoption of the Constitution those la 
fell without even the form of a repeal. So unanimous was the opinion 
that the Constitution conferred this power upon the General Govern 
ment that those State statutes dropped without repeal; no one eve! 
supposed them to have any foree after the adoption of the Constitution 
of the United States. 

Mr. REAGAN. Was not the object of the provision of the Const! 
tution to facilitate commerce among the States, not destroy it? _ 

Mr. CONVERSE. I will ask my friend whether the regulation 0! 
commerce with foreign nations means only to facilitate? Does he put 
that meaning upon it? 

Mr. REAGAN. No, sir. 

wes 
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Mr. CONVERSE. Why, then, does the gentleman put his question 

tome? Weare discussing the power of Congress to protect home in- 

dustries by taxing foreign, in regulating commerce. The power to reg- 

ulate implies the power to discourage as well as the power to encour- 
age. Itis simply a question of power under the Constitution which 
all other nations enjoy in regulating commerce. If the gentleman 
acknowledges the authority to protect by discriminating duties, and 

claims that within the limits of revenue which can be imposed on com- 

merce or within the limits of revenue needed for the economical ad- 

ministration of the Government and the payments of its debts, there 

is room for ample protection to domestic industry, I agree with him. 

Mr. REAGAN. At this point I would like to inquireof the gentle- 

man where he derives the power under the Constitution to take prop- 

erty from one private citizen and give it to another or from one class 

of the community and give it to another without compensation? 
Mr. CONVERSE. There is no such thing in the Constitution; and 

it is not done. All these tariff laws are in their operation simply a 
discouragement upon the importation of foreign produce, leaving our 
own commercial, agricultural, manufacturing, and mining industries | 
to find a common level of profit by competing among themselves and 
each other in a country where every person, citizen or foreigner, may 
choose his employment and change it as interest may dictate. When 
a ship-load of goods comes here from France or Germany or any other 
country, our laws say they shall not come in and find a market here 
unless a duty of 5 per cent., 10 per cent., or 30 per cent., as the case 
may be, is first paid into the Treasury. This power is exercised under 
the clause ‘‘to regulate commerce with foreign nations”’ 
discourage the importation of goods. It is not to promote commerce. 
It operates to discourage commerce and to protect the domestic indus- 
tries of the United States, enabling our own producers to undersell in | half as much as we furnished 
the market those from abroad. 

Nicaragua Canal. 

SPEECH 
oF 

HON. M. C. GEORGE, 
3 OF OREGON, 

In THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Monday, February 5, 188 

On the motion to suspend the rules and fix a day for the consideration of the bill 
in relation to the Nicaraguan Canal andthe memorial of the Legislature of the 
State of Oregon relative thereto. 

Mr. GEORGE said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: Over three hundred years ago the eyes of the bold 

adventurers from the Old World first rested upon the waters of the 
Pacific. Soon thereafter, and long before the weary pilgrims landed at 
Plymouth, engineering parties from continental Europe were explor- 
ing the West and surveying for a ship-canal way through the narrow 
barrier between the two great oceans. 

As long ago asin 1797 the governing mind of a Pitt entered with 
promptness into a scheme presented to the British Government for the 
emancipation of the Spanish colonies, which contained a stipulation 
for the opening of navigation between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans 
by the Isthmus of Panamaor by Lake Nicaragua, and from Jefferson’s 

” 
Js 

in order to | 

time down the subject has attracted the attention of the statesmen of 
America. 

To unite the waters of the East with those of the West, in the in- 
terest of the commerce of the world, has been the dream of centurie 
and we of to-day hope to see it realized. To reduce the distance by 
abolishing the entire cireumnavigation of the South American Conti- 
nent isso manifestly important as to require, as has been stated, noth- 
ing more than a mere statement of the purpose to secure its approval. 
The capital of the moneyed centers of the world is to-day deeply inter- 
ested, asis evidenced by the success thus far of a De Lesseps and an Eads. 
The subject opens up a wide field for investigation—questions on the 
practicability and cost of an interoceanic canal; the probable amount 

of tonnage and value of commerce that would seek the new avenue; 
its relative commercial importance as compared with the great 

canal—juestions involving changes in the channel or means of trade, 
nautical conditions affecting the courses of vessel 

Puez 

AS, the power of our 

| as a representative from the far-off Paciti ? 1) ¢) : ta) CULLE Une itter 

House to a few matters of special interest to our section of 

The wheat fT owers of the Pacific are intensely intersted 

ject. In the last half of 1881 three hundred and thre« Various 

nationalities sailed from the Pacifi ports grain laden for 1ropean 

ports. This magnificent fleet, carrying cargoes from 1,200 to 4,000 te 
each, sailed a distance 13,710 miles around Cape Horn ) 
their destination Nicaragua, for instance, would save 6,500 

nearly one-half of the distance, a burden which our wheat-producs 
now have to bear It will save two-thirds of the di \ S 

| Francisco and New York. 
Last year our grain for exportation rmounted to over 1,500,000 tor 

nearly as much as the grain exports of the entire United Stat ISS 
The European freights alone to and from San Fr I; ‘ 
amounted to $16,069,789 and the foreign ocean freights for ¢« whole 

coast toabout $25,000,000; and it has beenestimated that inthe moving 

of a single wheat crop of California alone a canal would save over twelv 
| millions of dollars to its wheat-producers, saying nothing of the present 

loss of interest on accountof time in wheat iwnsportation i! cost ot 

transporting our grain is a vital one to our inte ests (rave doubt 

| arise asto the continuation of this now leading industry—doubts grow 

ing solely out of the cost of transportation In additionto being com 

pelled to transport our wheat and flour almost half way around theglobe 

to our only market, England, to the only consumers upon wl ve can 

| depend, we are brought into a direct competition with the Empire ot 

India, now rapidly being penetrated by railroads built under the control of 

| Idaho 

its rolling bunch 

in 

| ward march of indust 

Government in extra-territorial jurisdiction over such a canal—patriotic 
considerations affecting the welfare and peace and future prosperity of | 
our nation. All these and many others demand our attention. 

The Legislature of the State which I have the honor to represent upon 
this floor passed at its recent session a concurrent resolution, 
presented to this House, urging upon Congress the necessity 

already 

lor Linme- 

diate and favorable action upon the act incorporating the Maritime 
Canal Company of Nicaragua, in order that the beneficent work may be 
promptly commenced and carried to a successful conclusion. I desire 

| ing our transportation we can successfully compete 

the British Government, and with opening wheat-tields of the t to 

tothe North and from the Red River country 
The port of Bombay this last year exported 680,000 tons, mor 

England, and it is calculated that thei 
surplus this year will equal 1,000,000 tons. At this 1 
home food supply of England will soon prove ample, unless by che: 
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the cost of a single cent per bushel in laying down ¢« 
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because of competition, amounting to mi 
crop. In the last two years the cha 3 have ta 

the profits. With a canal available, the distance an 
three-fourths, we could easily telegraph or cable for 
great relief. 

In a few remarks offered in this House on the 4th of April of last 
year I attempted to give some faint idea of the w 
ment yet in store for the north ot 
quoted the estimate that the wheat products of that no t 
would, eremany years, load 1,500 vessels 
try promising many, 
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cording to Carlisle, enough corn can be raised to feed ten times the 
present population of the world; a valley with its marvelous net-work 
of rivers, inland-water transportation of continuous navigation of over 
20,000 miles, ramifying a territory larger than the combined areas of 
Germany, Austria, France, Spain, Italy, Great Britain, and the Neth- 
erlands, capable of supporting, if peopled as densely as Holland, at 
least 400,000,000 souls—remember that your natural outlet is the 
Gulf of Mexico, and mark the prospect when we can have cheap and 
rapid interchange of your varied products with those of the Pacific. It 
would be as it were the drawing together of the mouth of the Colum- 
bia of the Northwest and the Golden Gate of California with the mouth 
of the Mississippi—the father of waters. It will bind more closely in 
bonds of common nationality the West with the East. Pause but a 
moment and reflect upon the fact that our Pacific exports last year 
amounted to 1,750,000 tons. To decrease that distance traveled must 
necessarily develop our coastwise commerce and operate to vastly in- 
crease our mercantile marine. 

Not only will the trade and commerce of the valley of the Mississippi 
with other sections of our common country be vastly stimulated, but the | 
prospective growth with other countries will be very great. 
cotton-goods trade with China as an illustration. China has her 400,- 
000,000 of people to be clothed. They are very partial to cotton goods. 
No country can compete with the Southern States in the yield or the 
quality of cotton textile fiber, and we are rapidly developingin its man- 
ufacture. Already we can successfully compete with England in the 
cotton-goods trade with China, and as our nation becomes older the in- 
evitable tendency will be toward cheapness in manufactures, and with 
our superior facilities for cotton production and skill and energy in its 
manufacture; with our geographical proximity to this great Chinese 
market, and with the present distance decreased by the construction of 
this canal, America will permanently control the trade in cotton goods. 

The opening of direct water communication from Pacific ports to 
New York will, at least in slow or heavy freight, operate as a power- 
ful competitor and regulator of transcontinental railroads; more espe- 
ciaily, however, in through freights, as the mission of railroads is rather 
as carriers between the coast and the interior; yet in the general bear- 
ing it will have on the trade ‘and cemmerce of the country, in the im- 

Take the 

yrovement of the lands of the West, when European emigration reaches | t of the lands of the West, when European emigration reac} 
our western shores in thirty days at a cost of only $35 per head, and 
in the enhancement of trade between America and the Orient, it will 
demonstrate that the usefulness of these transcontinental lines will be 
largely supplemented and their interests greatly promoted. Since the 
completion of these roads under the operation of the laws of trade, the 
teas and silks of China and Japan have sought land transportation from 
San Francisco east. 

The general trade with these countries is immense and must rapidly 
augment; and with direct lines of steamships from New York and Balti- 
more and Boston and Philadelphia and New Orleans through the pro- 
posed canal, and touching at Acapulco and Mazatlan, San Diego, San 
Francisco, the Columbia River, and Puget Sound, connecting with pro- 
posed Mexican railroad lines and with the Southern, Central, and the 
Northern Pacific Railroads, and thence to Yokohama, Shanghai, and 
Hong Kong, commerce and trade will spring up as if by magic, with all 
their great and beneficial results. This work becomes a greater neces- 
sity since the completion of the Suez Canal. That new transit-way, 
aside from its advantage to European commerce, actually shortens the 
distance between New York and Hong Kong and to acertain extent 
diverts trade over that new route; and this interoceanic canal will still 
more shorten the distance and cause the deflected trade and commerce 
once more to return. 

The existing tonnage likely to seek this new avenue annually is vari- 
ously estimated. Mr. Nimmo, Statistician of the Treasury Department, 
estimated it some time since as 1,625,000 tons. Itis claimed on good au- 
thority that his data corrected would give 3,706,000 tons. Captain L. 
S. Phelps's estimate is 3,500,000 tons; the committee on statistics of 
the Paris canal congress, 3,762,000; Admiral Davis, in response to a 
Senate resolution, estimated it at 4,000,000 tons; the San Francisco Board 
of Trade at 5,000,000; Admiral Ammen at 5,000,000 tons, and De Les- 
seps at 6,000,000. But all statistics are limited to facts as they now 
exist. Grand as they are in the present commercial and political aspect, 
yet when we turn to contemplate the possibilities of the future, with 
its sure progress and development, with distance largely annihilated, 
with hazards and dangers of voyages removed, who can foresee or who 
can foretell the grandeur of the results? 

The authority under the Constitution to carry out such an undertak- 
ing isample. Congress has power ‘“‘to lay and collect taxes, duties, 
imposts, and excises; to pay the debts and provide for the defense and 
general welfare of the United States;’’ ‘‘to regulate commerce with 
foreign nations and among the several States;’’ and ‘‘to make all laws 
which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution the 
foregoing powers and all other powers vested by this Constitution in 
the Government of the United States or in any department or officer 
thereof;’’ and these, coupled with the treaty-making power vested in 
the President and Senate to determine the relation between the citizens 
of our country with those of foreign nations, construed as they have 
been by a long line of judicial decisions aflirming the constitutionality 

i 

of all legitimate and incidental means necessary to carrying into execn- 
tion these given powers as inherent attributes of sovereign authority 
with the acquiescence of the people and all branches of our Government 
for years, settles this question in my mind beyond controversy. 

Ten surveys and examinations of proposed routes across the Isthmus 
under the authority of our Government have been made during the past 
quarterof acentury. The Nicaraguan route has been carefully examined 
and the estimated cost with certain contingencies may approach a maxi- 
mum sum of $75,000,000. It will be througha country of great resources 
and abounding in nearly all the materials required for the construction 
It will be several hundreds of miles shorter in route for American coast 
commerce than the contemplated canal at Panama. 

Far be it, however, from my intention to disparage in the least the 
energy or ability displayed by the great originators of that canal or the 
project for ship transit on rail. All success to them if they can be car. 
ried through. I forone mustsay, however, that I prefer more of Ameri- 
can and less of French control of the cand] at Panama. 

While manifestly it never was the intention of the Monroe doctrine 
to interfere with any purely commercial enterprise by European money 
on this continent, yet we of the Pacific coast may well apprehend the 
effect of a concentration of French capital at Panama protected by the 
French Government landing occasionally as emergencies require, and 
afterward easily and naturally transferred into a per.aanent post for 
French soldiers in case of a war with that country. Thé great gateway 
for ships for defense for our coast weuld be liable to be closed agaihst 

| us and open to those who would injure us; and there are far too many 
grave political and commercial matters involved to permit the contem- 
plated establishment of foreign influence and power at that point to be 
viewed with disinterested serenity. 

England and France and Germany are greatly interested, and their 
eyes are now upon the passage-way of the West. It would bring them 
within easy commercial relations with the western coast of South Amer- 
ica, the eastern coastof Australia and New Zealand, China and Japan 
the Hawaiian Islands and British Columbia, and the Pacific coast of 
North and Central America. It would relieve their out-bound voyages 
of head winds, giving them instead a shorter distance with favorable 
winds and fair weather, and will cheapen and make less fluctuating the 
price of breadstuffs—an incalculable advantage for the masses of such 
a manufacturing and commercial country as England. 

England, with her centralized government, quick to conceive and 
promptand ready to execute, may, ere the masses in our Republic be- 
come united and aroused to action, grasp and hold a power thatshould 
belong to us. 

This great Government has given of its treasure and of its broad do- 
main that railroads might span this continent. Can it not, will it not, 
give, in the interest of competition, in the interest of commerce, in aid of 
agreat, deep water-way, with its vast competitive influence and regulat- 
ing power? This wealthy and powerful country should build and own 
and control this national highway and make it free to American com- 

| merce; for when we take into account the physical circumstances of 
the globe and the present commerce likely toseek this avenue of trade, all 
must admit that the successful completion of a canal from the Pacitic 
to the Atlantic on the highway of nations would be the grandest oc- 
currence in the enterprise of man. As was truly claimed over two cer 
turies ago by the founder of the Bank of England, the passage-way 
through Central America will be the gateway of the universe, and its 
governors will give law to the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. Napoleon 
Bonaparte, years ago, when contemplating the situation of our country 
midway between Europe and Asia, said that the day would surely 
come when no nation would dare tofire a gun without the permission 
of the United States. 

Of course there is opposition to this movement. Such has ever been 
and probably ever will be the case in all great and important national 
undertakings. English opposition to the Suez Canal is to-day repeating 
itself in American opposition to the Nicaragua Canal. As England 
subsequently obtained financial control of that gateway of the East, so 
history will repeat itself in the ultimate extension of American power 
over this gateway of the West. Possibly so long as the world is at peace 
the financial interests of the company may protect themselves; but 
when war becomes imminent and American interests are at stake Ntca- 
ragua will no more control the canal than did Egypt the one at Suez. 

No nation has been so vitally interested in Suez as England, and no 
nation has such important interests at stake at Nicaragua as America 

English trade and commerce has ever been aggressive; so must be 
ours. The foundations for British rule in India over people of great 
advancement in civilization and of an ancient and wealthy government 
was laid in what Macaulay termed “‘a purely trading corporation,”’ 
ocoupying originally but a triffing area, until under combined commer 
cial aggression, with the arts of diplomacy protected by English power, 
it expanded until a vast empire was established. While England b) 
force has asserted her control over Suez, America will, it is to be hoped, 
provide for the same at Nicaragua by agreement. This interoceanic 
highway should be under our exclusive control and protection. Let 
intcrest ourselves, let us invest of our capital, let us guarantee of our 
strength, and let all the world learn that in this vast undertaking 
America stands as the power that backs the enterprise. 

n os 
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Removal of Actions by Corporations from State to Federal Courts. 

SPEECH 

or 

HON. WALPOLE G. COLERICK, 
OF INDIANA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Monday, February 12, 1883, 

@n the bill (II. R. 3123) to amend sections 1, 2, 3, and 10 of an act entitled “An 
act to determine the jurisdiction of the circuit courts of the United States, and 
to regulate the removal of causes from State courts, and for other purposes,” 
approved March 3, 1875. 

Mr. COLERICK said: | 

Mr. SPEAKER: At the first session of this Congress, and at the earliest 
portunity, I introduced a bill relating to the removal of actions to 

the Federal courts, the purpose of which was to destroy the power now 
by corporations, under existing statutes, to remove to those 

eourts actions instituted by or against them in the courts of those States 
wherein they transact business and exercise corporate powers. The 
bill so presented by me is as follows: 

A bill prohibiting the circuit courts of the United States from taking cognizance 
of civil actions between a corporation created by the laws of any State and a 
citizen of any State in which such corporation transacts business, and forbid- 
ding the removal of actions between such parties to said courts from the State 
courts. 
Be @ enacted, &c., That the circuit courts of the United States shall not take 

original cognizance of any suit of a civil nature, either at common law or in 
equity, between a corporation created or organized by or under the laws of any 
State and a citizen of any State in which such corporation, at the time the cause 
of action accrued, may have been carrying on any business authorized by the 
law creating it, except in like cases in which said courts are authorized to take 
original cognizance of suits between citizens of the same State; nor shall any 

suit between such a corporation and a citizen of a State in which it may be 
doing business be removed to any circuit court of the United States, except in 
like cases in which such removal is authorized in suits between citizens of the 
same State. 

Sec, 2. That all acts and parts of acts in conflict herewith are hereby repealed. 

The subject-matter of the bill is substantially embraced in one of 
the provisions of the bill now under consideration. 

It is manifest that the bill reported by the committee has been care- 
fully prepared and has received that thoughtful consideration which 
its importance required. It is so wise, just, and non-partisan in its 
provisions that it ought to receive our cordial approval and zealous 
support. 

The time allotted to me for discussion will be confined to that provis- 
ion in the bill which relates to the removal of actions by corporations | 
from State to Federal courts. It provides: 

That the circuit courts of the United States shall not take original cognizance 
of any suit of a civil nature, either at common law or in equity, between a cor- 
poration created or organized by or under the laws of any State and a citizen of 
any State in which such corporation atthe time the cause of action accrued may 
have been carrying on any business authorized by the law creating it, except in 
cases arising under the patent or copyright laws, and in like cases in which said 
courts are authorized by this act to take original cognizance of suits between 
citizens of the same State; nor shall any such suit between such a corporation 
and a citizen or citizens of a State in which it may be doing business be removed 
to any circuit court of the United States, except in like cases in which such re 
moval is authorized by the foregoing provision in suits between citizens of the 
same State. 

Cases embraced within the exceptions named will rarely occur, as 
the only instance in which an action between citizens of the same State 
can be removed to the Federal court is, where a controversy arises be- 
tween such citizens claiming lands under grants of different States | 
such an action may be transferred to the Federal court, and the only 
other exception named in the bill are cases arising under the patent 
and copyright laws. Under existing statutes a corporation created 
by,the laws of a State other than that in which it is sued may, when 
so sued in acourt of the State, transfer the action so instituted, if it in- 
volves the sum of $500 or more, to the Federal court, by merely show- 
ing that the corporation was created or organized under and by virtue 
of the laws of some other State. This power, by reason of the manner 
in which it has been and may be exercised, creates a wrong which | 
should no longer be authorized, sanctioned, or perpetuated by law. 
_ Why, sir, in nearly every city, town, and hamlet in this vast country | 
innumerable foreign railroad, express, telegraph, and other corporations 
have offices in which they transact the business in which they are en- 
gaged, and by and through their authorized agents make contracts and | 
otherwise exercise their corporate powers in the same manner and to 
the same extent as they do in the States where they were created, and 
when sued in the State courts upon contracts made in those States, or 
for torts committed or other liabilities incurred therein by them, they 
cause these actions when the amount involved is within the jurisdiction 
of the Federal courts to be transferred to those tribunals. Why? Is 
it because they are apprehensive that otherwise injustice will be done | 
tothem? Oh, no; it is to prevent justice from being done. 
We all mow that many meritorious actions instituted in the judicial 

| tration of the grossest wrongs. 

de 

tribunals of the State against foreign corporations, so called, are aban 
doned when certified to the Federal courts, by reason of the inability of 
the plaintiffs to bear and pay the increased « xpenses occasioned thereby, 

and these corporations knowing this fact avail themselves of this power 
so as to discourage litigation against them and thereby prevent t and cde 

feat the collection of just and honest claims or compel their adjustment Lie 

upon such terms as they may dictate. In this manner these opulent 
and powerful corporations, in the exercise of this power, m nd do 
by and under the forms and sanction of law unjustly oppress por 
who by reason of their poverty are unable to contend in se fi s 
with their formidable adversaries and are compelled to abandon or sa 
rifice their just and meritorious claims 

Corporations for the purpose of suing and lx ied should be 

treated and considered as citizens of each and every State 1 Which 

they have offices and transact the business in which they are engaged 

They are fully protected in the complete enjoyment of all their rights 
and powers by the different States the same as corporations of their 
own creation, and if they dwell in the State and there exercise the priv 
ileges of citizenship, as they are held to be citiz they should be com 
pelled to respond to the process of the courts of the State and submit 
to their jurisdiction. It looks like a perversion of language to construe 
the word ‘‘citizen’’ as used in the statute to embra corporation 
Webster defines the word citizen as ‘‘an inhabitant of a city, a free 
man.’’? To dignify an inanimate, heartless, and soulless corporation as 

a citizen and clothe it with the attributes of citizenship is the purest 
fiction and most barren ideality, and yet by the decisions of our courts 
they now enjoy that exalted title and occupy that fictitious and myth 
ical characte 

says that 

Judge Dillon, in his work on the ‘‘ Removal of Causes,"’ 

Corporations created by the States are within all the removal act 
sideration, and after much uncertainty and fluctuation of opinion in th 
Court of the United States the settled rule now is that a corporation for 
poses of Federal jurisdiction is conclusively considered as if it were a citi 
the State which created it 

under con 

e Supreme 

‘ | pur 

en of 

The power now possessed by these corporations to remove their actions 

to the Federal courts was conferred by Congress, and the same body that 

gave them this power can take it from them. 
granted for good and salutary purposes; 
abused that it now becomes a necessity to deprive them of it 
been truthfully said t 
law is to enforce it. The wisdom of this assertion has been aptly and 
forcibly illustrated in the enforcement of this statute, : 
strongest argument for its repeal 

The Federal courts, in the dditional jurisdiction, 

made within a brief space of time rapid and gigantic sti 

The pow rwas probably 

but it has been so shamefully 

It has 
hat the best mode of securing the rey. al of a bad 

ind furnishes the 

requisition of ¢ have 

des, until they 
now absorb to an alarming extent the litigation of the count1 The 

people are justly complaining of the extensive jurisdiction given to and 

exércised by these courts in civil actions, and bitterly protest against 

being dragged away from their farms, work-shops, and places of bu 
ness to attend in the Federal courts, h 

from their homes and among ions mé¢ 
which are Id at great distances 

involving the 

collection of claims, which can be tried as impartially and more promptly 
in their county court 

strangers, act rely 

and unnecessary e) 

pense now imposed upon them in prosecuting and defending 
, there by avoiding the great ; 

actions in 

the Federal courts lhe expenses incurred by parties 1n travelin with 

their witnesses to and from these courts, and for hotel bills incurred 

while waiting for and attending the trial of such actions, and for the tees 

of additional attorneys rendered necessary by the removal of their causes 

to those courts, far exceeds in many cases the amount involved, and 

often, by reas mn of the inability of the parties to pay the extraordinary 

expenses, 

submit to 

they art ctions or 
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compelled when suing to dismiss their 

and unjust compromises of them, and when nreasonable 

sued the y are Irom like causes comy lled to pay under prote t unjust 

claims, against the collection of which complete defenses exist ‘These 

| are burdens and hardships which the law ought not to imposi 
To illustrate the manner in which the law authorizing the removal 

of such actions has been abused I will state a case within my own knowl- 

edge A short time ago a poor man whose home had been destroved 

by fire instituted an action against an insurancé company upon a policy 

| of insurance that had been issued to him by the company and which 
fully covered the value of the property insured, which was about S800 

No controversy existed as to the amount of his damages, yet the com 

| pany applied to the court for the removal of the action to the Federal 
court, because it was a citizen of another State and the amount in 

volved exceeded $500 This man, by reason of his poverty, com 

pelle d either to abandon his case for the want of means to n cuteitor 

reduce his demand toasum less than 3500, soas todefeat the jurisdiction 
of the Federal court and thereby secure a trial of his « home 

where his witnesses resided He accordingly reduced his claim, and 

the company then settled the case, thereby compelling t! poor man 

to accept $300 less than was justly due him; and in this manner the 
statute is constantly abused and rendered an in ment for the perpe 

Corporations of every kind, when occupying the fictitious character 

of citizens of other states, when sued in the State courts, take advan 

tage of this statute for the purpose to which I have referred, and cases 
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equally unjust as the one to which I have specially alluded are of daily 
occurrence. Why should such privileges be granted to them? Why 
should they be permitted by the law to defeat meritorious actions at 
their pleasure, in defiance of justice ? 
when justice requires it, the weak against the strong, the poor against 
the wealthy; otherwise they in their helplessress will always suffer in 
such unequal contests. Strip these corporations of the unjust power 
now enjoyed by them under this statute and you will place the con- 
tending parties on terms of greater equality, although the advantages 
of wealth and power ovcr poverty and obscurity will still exist. 

Mr. Speaker, on a former occasion in this House, when a like bill was 
under consideration, the distinguished gentleman from Massachusetts 
[Mr. Koprnson ] deemed it proper to criticise with unmerited severity 
an act of the Legislature of the State of Indiana imposing certain restric- 
tions upon foreign corporations as conditions precedent to the lawful 
exercise by them of their corporate powers in that State by requiring 
them to consent that all actions instituted by and against them should 
be tried and determined in the courts of the State. The passage of this 
act simply evinced and expressed the popular sentiment of the people 
of Indiana on the question of the removal of actions by corporations 
from the State to the Federal courts. It did not emanate from any 
spirit of hostility against these corporations, as they have always been 
amply and fully protected by the laws of that State. It was merely 
designed as a protective measure against the further infliction by cor- 
porations of the wrongs to which I have alluded and of which the people 
have been the victims 

Universal complaint was loudly heard all over the State against the 
system so generally adopted and persistently pursued by these corpora- 
tions in removing their actions to the Federal courts for the sole pur- 
pose of avoiding and defeating the collection of meritorious claims. 
This power was so extensively and shamefully abused as to outrage 
public sentiment. It had become an intolerable wrong. The people 
anxiously and patiently waited for Congress to redress this grievance 

We should by our laws protect, | 

until longer forbearance ceased to be a virtue, and then secured for their | 
own protection the passage of the act. Waivingany question that may 
arise as to its constitutionality, I heartily indorse its spirit and purpose 
in operating as a salutary restraint on these corporations from exercis- 
ing a power which they have heretofore so flagrantly abused. 

It is urged as an objection to this bill that it makes adiscrimination 
between citizens in this, that it permits an individual possessing all 
the attributes of citizenship to remove his action to the Federal courts, 

and denies that privilege to the artificial, fictitious, and mythical citi- 
zen popularly and properly known as a corporation. It is proper that 
no discrimination should be made between citizens on account of race, 
color, creed, or present or previous condition in life, and that every 
right and privilege granted or guaranteed to them by the Constitution 
and the laws of the land shall be sacredly respected, fully protected, and 
rigidly enforced. Justice and law, both human and divine, require this. 

If we accept the modern construction of the word citizen, as judicially 
defined, and embrace within its definition corporations and treat them 
as citizens, still I submit that no discrimination is made against them. 
We do not deprive or divest them of their new-born title of citizen, or 
abridge any of their rights or privileges of citizenship. We merely make 
them, for the purposes of suing or being sued, citizens of every State 
in which they reside and transact business, in lieu of limiting, as now, 
their recognition as citizens for those purposes to the States in which they 
were created. An individual can have but one place of residence, and 
if he leaves that residence on business or for pleasure, without any in- 
tention of changing or abandoning it, and while thus abroad is sued in 
one of the courts of a State in which he may be temporarily staying by 
a citizen of that State, he may transfer his cause to the Federal court, 
if the amount involved is within its jurisdiction, by showing that he 
resides in another State. 

A corporation that dwells in many States and there constantly exer- 
cises every privilege of citizenship that it is capable of exercising, when 
sued in the courts of a State in which it so dwells and enjoys these 
privileges may even in an action upon a contract which it made in that | 
State, or for a tort which it committed therein, transfer such action to 
the Federal court by shpwing that it is a citizen of another State by 
birth, although a resident of the State where sued. Here we have two 
rules by which citizenship is determined—one to be applied to the in- 
dividual and the other to the corporation. As to the individual citi- 
zenship is determined by the place of his residence; and as to the cor- 
poration by the place of its birth. This discrimination is removed by 
this bill, which creates as the sole test of citizenship the place of resi- 
dence and not birth of the party applying to have the action removed 
to the Federal court. 

But, sir, if it is true that this provision in the bill is subject to the 
criticism that it creates a discrimination between citizens in the man- 
ner pointed out by those who oppose its passage, then the question 
arises, has Congress the power to make the discrimination? Thepower 
of creating and defining the jurisdiction of the Federal courts, other 
than the Supreme Court of the United States, is solely vested in Con- 
gress. While Congress can not extend the limits of their jurisdiction 
beyond those named in the Constitution, it may contract or diminish 
their jurisdiction. This has been often decided by the Supreme Court 

| may seem proper forthe public good. 
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of the United States. In one of the cases so decided, Carey rs. Curtis 
3 Howard R., 245, the court said: , 

Secondly, in the doctrine so often ruled jn this court, that the judicial power 
of the United States, although it has its origin in the Constitution, is except in 
enumerated instances, applicable exclusively to this court) dependent for its dis. 
tribution and organization, and for the modes of its exercise, entirely upon the 
action of Congress, who possess the sole power of creating the tribunals inferior 
to the Supreme Court) for the exercise of the judicial power, and of investing 
them with jurisdiction either limited, concurrent, or exclusive, and of withhold. 
ing jurisdiction from them in the exact degrees and character which to Co; 

To deny this position would be to ele. 
vate the judicial over the legislative branch of the Government and to give to 
the former powers limited by its own discretion merely. It follows, then, that 
the courts created by statute must look to the statute as the warrant for their 
authority; certainly they can not go beyond the statute and assert an aut 
with which they may not be invested by it, or which may be clearly denied t 
them. This argument is in no wise impaired by admitting that the judicial 
»ower shall extend to all cases arising under the Constitution and laws of thy 
Jnited States. Perfectly consistent with such an admission isthe truth that the 

organization of the judicial power, the definition and distribution of the subjects 
of jurisdiction in the Federal tribunals, and the modes of their action and ay 
thority have been, and of right must be, the work of the Legislature. The ex 
istence of the judicial act itself, with its several supplements, furnishes proo{ 
unanswerable on this point. The courts of the United States are all limited jy 
their nature and constitution, and have not the powers inherent in courts ex ist- 
ing by prescription or by the common law. 

hority 

That we have the power to divest or withhold from the Federal 
courts the jurisdiction now possessed by them to hear and determine 
by removal actions instituted by or against corporations in the judicial 
tribunals of the States, and which are now subject to removal to the 
Federal courts, is clearly and conclusively established by these author 

ities. Shall we preserve this jurisdiction in the interest of corpora 
tions, or destroy it in the interest of the people? 

Sir, this bill is so eminently just as to command our support. We 
proudly boast of the matchless form of our government, and the just 
ness and perfection of our laws, and that our courts are open for the 
prompt and certain redress of all grievances, and that no individual, 
however humble or obscure, can complain of a single violation of his 
rights, even committed by the highest dignitary in the land, that may 
not be vindicated by the majesty and supremacy of the law. But how 
vain is this boast and false this assertion when we allow this law, ren- 
dered odious to the people by reason of the judicial construction which 
it has received and the manner in which it has been abused by rich and 
powerful corporations against their poor and humble creditors, resulting 
in many cases in.a denial of justice toremain on our statute-book. By 
repealing it, as proposed by this bill, we will perform a duty which we 
owe to the people, and for which they will hold us in grateful remem- 
brance. 

The Tariff. 

SPEECH 
oF 

THOMAS 
OF 

HON. M. BAYNE, 
PENNSYLVANIA, 

In THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

1883, 

On the bill (H. R, 7313) to impose duties upon foreign imports, and for other pur- 
poses. 

Mr. BAYNE said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: The fiscal system of the United States, with respect 

to its operation and effects, is an entirety. It is composed of two sub- 
systems, the tariff system and the finance system. Change the one and 
you change the other. Strike down the one and you strike down the 
other. Uphold the one and you uphold the other. 

oo») 
wmy Thursday, February 

FINANCE SYSTEM. 

The composition of the finance system is the laws relating to the na- 
tional banks, to the Treasury notes or greenbacks, and to the gold and 
silver coinage. The product of these laws, as stated by the Comptroller 
of the Currency (Mr. Knox), was on November 1, 1882: 
Treasury notes outstanding..................c0.ccceeeesceeceeesenenenees $546, 681 016 
National-bank notes outstanding... .................cce0. ccccceeeeeee 362, 727, 747 
Gold in the Treasury less certificates held by the banks 148, 4335, 473 
Standard silver dollars in the Treasury................-..c<cs-s0+00« lt 92,414, 977 
Subsidiary silver coin and silver bullion in the Treasury.......... 30, 761, 985 
CTS ii CD IE WD aside cvces esc ccccccccemntincgoees cestsonesonsees 102, Jon 
Coin in State and savings banks..................... 17, 892, 5 , 
Estimated amount of coin held by the people.................. 387, 562, 783 

Total . 1, 488, 838, 54 

It is apparent that we have nearly $30 per capita within the United 
States. But of this vast aggregate $779,449,791 are gold and silver coin, 
$567,105,456 being gold and $210,324,335 being silver. It never hap 

pened in the history of our country before that we had so large 4 pro- 
portion of gold and silver coin. It never happened until within the 

last two years that our coin exceeded our paper circulation. 
What brought about this condition of things? 
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TARIFF SYSTEM 

The reply of any fair-minded student of our history will be, ** It was 

the protective tariff under which we have been living for the last twenty- 

two years that did it.’’ 

How? In this way: It fostered and protected our industries, and 

thus enabled us to produce and manufacture the supplies for our wants 

and keep our money among ourselves. It curtailed and limited impor- 

tations, and thus prevented foreign countries from absorbing our gold 

and silver. 
$1,205, 904,761 more than we have bought fromthem. If we had bought 

$1,200,000,000 more than we sold to them, where would the gold and 

silver we now have be? 

MONEY STIMULATES INDUSTRY 

What effect has the presence of this large amount of money’? It has 

stimulated all kinds of industry. 

the greatest activity by it. Railroads have been constructed, telegraph 
lines extended, mines have been opened, mills and factories have been 
busy, lands have been tilled, and prosperity has abounded on all hands. 

Better dwelling houses, better schools, better churches, better newspa- | 
pers, better books have followed as the night the day. For it is a socio- 
logical law that material prosperity must forerun the higher develop- 
ments of the sciences and arts. 

THE CONSUMER. 

During the progress of the debate on this bill much rhetoric has been 
expended on behalf of the consumer. Who is the consumer? Every- 
body isa consumer. The free-trade Representative of an agricultural 
district has kept before our eyes the hardships of the farmer under the 
protective policy; while the free-trade Representative of a city district 
has ever in mind the sufferings of the toiling millions. Now, instead 
of asking a free-trade politician to decide between protection and free- 
trade, I propose to submit the matter to the farmer himself, and I will 

xe beforehand to abide by his decision. 
Now, the farmer will admit that an abundance of good money in the 

country is a good thing. 
protective policy for that boon. 
of money increases the prices of things will rise. Well, now, I ask the 
farmer how much he paid for his wagon, his plow, his trace-chains, the 

The agricultural, manufacturing, | 
mining, and commercial industries have respectively been impelled into 
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I have shown that we are indebted to the | 
He will admit, too, that as the volume | 

woolen goods and cotton goods he bought for himself and his family | 
twenty-five years ago? 
these things now ? 
what you had to pay for them twenty-five or more years ago. Now, 
how much more do you get for your cattle, your horses, your hogs, your 
hay, your wheat, your oats, your corn, your potatoes, your butter, and 
your cheese than you did twenty-five yearsago? I venture to say that 
you get double now what you got at that time. : 

Now, is not it a little singular that the free-trade Representative 
should feel so badly about this? ‘Take care of him at the next election. 

But the city free-trade Representative thinks his constituents are 
oppressed by the protective policy. Now let us see. The master car- 
penter is a large consumer. I will make the carpenter a witness, and 
not a free-trade politician. Now, Mr. Carpenter, how much did you 

And, Mr. Farmer, how much do you pay for 
I venture to say that you buy them for one-half of 

| crimination in favor of 

you use, your hinges, your locks, your gas-fixtures, &c., twenty-five | 
years ago, and how much do you pay for them now; and how much 
more do your journeymen get to-day than they did before the pro- 
tective tariff of 1861? 
So withthe blacksmith. Twenty-five years ago the blacksmith would 

put a new set of shoes on your horse for less than $1; now he will charge 
you in most places $2; yet he gets the iron that makes the shoes and 
nails for far less money now. 

It runs in this way through the whole line of avocations. No man 
is excepted from the benefits of protection. The capitalists of the 

} 

United States could inall probability carry on some businesses with more | 
or less profit under free trade. But it would be in special industries, 
and it would involve the reduction of the wages of labor to the stand- 
ard obtaining among their rivals, who under free trade would be the 
cheapest producing nations. 

No American who understands the bearings and consequences of free 
trade can favor it and at the same time sympathize with the working- 
men of his own country. There are advocates of free trade or low 
duties who doubtless believe that they are right; they are not right. 
Such men ignore the experience of every highly civilized country of 
the world. They ignore the lesson taught by our own vicissitudes. 
Haunted by a theory, they will not consider figures and facts. 
these free-trade doctrinaires it is not what has been or what is, but 
what would have been or will be. They give play to their imagina- 
tions instead of their reasoning faculties, and preter the phantoms they 
cteate to the realities that everywhere environ them. At times they 
seem to think that there is something in the principle of protection. 
When sugar or rice or barytes or jute is under consideration they look 
askant for the nonce at their béte noire, but the moment iron or steel or 
cotton goods or woolen goods are reached their solicitude for their pet 
theory asserts itself with a vigor and a zeal worthy a good cause. 

There will be an election in 1884. 

With | 

| Opinion a much broader one. 
pay for your nails, your glass, your saws, and the various implements | 

and Representatives to the Forty-ninth Congress will be chosen by the 

American people. Let me sav to those who are so anxious to strike 

down our protective tariff that that election will put an etfectual quietus 
on their design, if Iam not fearfully mistaken as to the sentiments 

and purposes of a large majority of the voters of the country. The 
workingmen are the voters who make Presidents and Congressmen, and 
they will show you that they know their rights and interest, and know 

| ing them they will certainly maintain them 

During the last ten years we have sold to foreign countries | 

The Tariff. 

HON. JOHN P. JONES, 
OF NEVADA 

i . ‘ . . . sce iN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES, 

Vonday, Fel 1 19, 1883 

On the bill (HL. BR. 5538) to reduc ux 

Mr. JONES, of Nevada, said 

Mr. PRESIDENT: There are not produced within the limits of the 
State which I have the honor in part to represent upon this more 
than one ortwoarticles inthe long line ot protected articles in the sched 

ules of this tariff. Her people may be said not to be th ect ben 
eficiaries of this tariff: but indirectly they are vastly interested in main 

taining the protective poli vy of thiscountry Chey believe that in the 

direction of protection will be found the prosperity, progress, and civil 
ization of the country | shall therefore not direct my remarks to any 

particular amendment, to the increase or the lowering of the duty on 
any particular article, but with the indulgence of the 

mit a few reflections upon the general reasons which 

underlie and justify the policy of protection 
During the discussions of economic questi 

lication of Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations tained the 
general theory { free trade universally admitted that there 

were two exceptional cases in which sound policy dictated a tariff dis 

home production rhe first is that of 
essential to national safety and independence, and for the supply of 
which it might be hazardous to rely upon foreign import Che second 
is that of articles the production of which could only be ed under 
the stimulus of protective duties, but in respect to which there was good 

ground for believing that when sufficient capital should be invested and 
skill acquired the article s could be as well and as ¢ he aply produced at 

home as abroad Protection is doubtless a sound policy in both these 

cases, but the statement of them does not cover all the circumstances 

and conditions in which it is wise 
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judgment, 

ns Which tollowed the pub 
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0 almost 

articles 
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The rule for granting it is in my 

Protection to any extent necessary to effect the object ought to be 
given to every industry to which this country has such nat 
tion that the product will cost no more labor—that 

expenditure of mental and physical force—here than elsewhere 
vided always that there legal o1 
and free competition among home producers 

ural adapta- 

Is to say, no greater 

; and pro- 
otherwise, to a full 

In the case thus stated 

is no obstriuc tion, 

I should look only to an equality in the actual amount of labor re 
quired and not to the money price or wages paid to the laborer, and I 
should be in no wise deterred from giving protection from the probability 

that the product could be permanently imported at a lower money price. 
No industry should be protected which is monopolized under a patent, 

or where the raw material can be monopolized by rea 

ness, or when it is not open to the fullest and freest c 

I would give protection to all industries where the 

that capital and labor can be freely eng 

of the country, which is true of 

son of its scarce- 

But 

such 

wed in them over large sections 

he raw 

mpetition 

Situation 1s 

iron, t materials of which are 

widely diffused, and also of cotton and woolen cloth, which can be ad 

vantageously spun and woven in all our latitudes and climates and in 
every one of our States and Territories 

Protection should never be extended to any industry in which other 

countries have such an invincible superiority i 
advantage that we can never hope to achieve 
amounts of labor 

No one would propose, for exampl 

nclimate or other natural 

equal results with equal 

to st 

growth of coffee or bananas in this country 
of spices or india-rubber trees 

mulate by tari duties the 

production 

r cases the best 

, or a hot-house 

In such and in simila 

| policy is to appropriate to our own use the special advantages of other 

| nature which they enjoy. 

A President and Vice-President ' 

regions, and we effectually do that by free importation; because, in 
fact, the producers are only remunerated for their labor, and but seant- 

ily at that, while we participate equally with them in the bounties of 
We recover in that way a part of the loss 

which we have sustained in selling to foreign countries the wheat and 
many other agricultural staples raised upon our virgin lands at prices 
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which simply paid for the labor of producing them, and left nothing 
to compensate for the exhaustion of the soil. 

This country, with all its circumstances and conditions, natural and 
acquired, its land, climate, waters, forests, and mines, and the genius, 
education, and aspirations of its people, its government, social order, and 
aceumulations of capital, constitute the possession and patrimony of its 
citizens, whether born here or admitted by our free consent, it being our 
undoubted right to exclude whom we will, as it is clearly our highest 
duty to exclude all men and all races whose common citizenship with us 
would be injurious to our own interests. This country has been re- 
claimed from the wilderness and the savage, defended against foreign 
enemies, and endowed with a free government and with all the appli- 
ances of a high civilization, by ourselves and by our ancestors; and not 
for others, but only for ourselves, for our posterity, and for those whom 
we may for our own advantage admit into # participation in our inher- 
itance. Such as it is, with all its incidents and surroundings, it is a 
commonwealth in which the rights of persons and of property, however 
sacred, are not absolute and sovereign, but are held in a certain degree 
of subjection to or of relation to the rights and interests of all. 

Even the fee-simple of lands, the highest of all forms of property, is 
not an unrestricted dominion, but may be controlled and appropriated 
to public uses by what the lawyers call “‘the right of eminent do- 
main,’’ which resides always in the sovereign power, and which may in 
extreme cases be exerted in new and unexpected directions, as has been 
recently illustrated in the Irish land laws. 

Capital of every kind, and land, including under that term all real- 
estate rights, such as water-powers and mines, are held subject not 
merely to the taxing power which determines without appeal how 
much of their property shall be appropriated to the public use, but toa 
proper relation to those whose only possession is their labor. The per- 
sons in this latter class are members of that community which we call 
the nation, and have rights in it which aliens can not claim. 

Their valor in war has helped to sustain the country against all enemies 
in times past and will serve as a bulwark of defense upon which we can 
rely in times tocome. And we know well that withouta certain degree 
of material well-being they can not possess the educated intelligence and 
civic virtues which will fit them to do their part in maintaining good 
social order and good political government. 

The laborers and artisans of this country have that rightful interest 
in it which entitles them to the ratio of wages resulting from all the 
advantages, natural and acquired, which it possesses, among which are 
the freedom of its institutions, the fruitfulness of its soil, the salubrity of | 
its climate, its natural productions of all kinds, its facilities of intercom- 
maunication, accumulations of capital, and proportion of population to 
capital and to areas of arable land. To some ofthese they have mainly 
contributed and to all they are the rightful co-heirs with every other 
class. They ought not to have their wages lowered to the standard of 
less favored countries by the free importation of the same kind of prod- 
ucts which cost no more labor at home than abroad. To permit this to 
be done inflicts an injury and an injustice upon labor, the corner-stone 
upon which rest our freedom and prosperity. 

The free-traders hope to be able to receive the same income from 
their lands and investments and the same prices for their products 
which they now receive under the policy of protection, and at the same 
time enjoy the advantages of free trade in making their purchases. 
Their hope is not only a selfish but a delusive one. 
vast army of people now engaged in manufacturing into agricultural 
pursuits, and change them from consumers into producers of raw ma- 
terials, by breaking down the protective system, foreign markets would 
soon be glutted with raw materials and their prices would fall, while 
the prices of manufactures would rise and the producers of raw mate- 
rial would discover too late that the exchange power of their products 
would be far below what it now is. In order to continue manufact- 
uring in this country under free trade the operatives must accept the 
conditions, privations, and scale of living of foreign operatives, whieh 
they will never do so long as there is in this country an unoccupied 
acre of tillable land. 

It is my foremost, fundamental, and irremovable objection to any 
such policy that it is not based upon fair play as between different in- 
terests and classes. 
always filled the ranks of our armies with a ready and patriotic zeal, 
but they can not be expected to do so hereafter if they are te have no 
advantage over aliens when they sell their labor or the products of their 
labor in the markets of the country. If it is really a disadvantage to 
land-owners and capitalists to pay only so much more for an American 
than a foreign artiele as will equalize the conditions here and abroad, | 
itis a disadvantage more than counterbalanced by the benefits they 
themselves derive from the protective system. 

But while I advocate protection to labor in this country as a meas- 
ure of justice to all classes and interests, I fully believe it is advanta- 
geous to those who buy labor and the products of labor. The dearest 
thing in the world is cheap labor, asall experience proves. 
a delusion and a failure in every form in which it has been tried. The 
enslaved African labor of our Southern States was as ruinous econom- 
ically as it was socially and politically; and the introduction of Chinese | 
labor into this country, if it had not been arrested by Congress, would 
have been even more disastrous. 
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| Good wages enable the laborer to live in a degree of comfort which 
maintains his self-respect, heightens his aspirations for improvemen: 
gives him some leisure for reflection and the acquisition of knowledco 
and stimulates his creative faculties, which results in inventions and 
discoveries that economize labor and make it more effective.  [¢ j. 
high wages and not low wages that has enabled American farmers to 
overcome in the markets of Western Europe the competition of ¢} 
boundless wheat-fields of Russia, worked until recently by serfs, anq 
still worked by a very poorly paid labor. 

All the tools and appliances with which grain is produced, tray 
ported, and loaded into ships; the improved plows, sowing, hoeing 
thrashing, and reaping machines, headers, and elevators are American 
inventions. Probably none of them would have been made if free trade 
instead of protection had been the policy of this country. Such inven. 
tions are always made by artisans, and not by agricultural laborers 
who have no familiarity with mechanical problems and no opportunity to 
apply scientific principles to the production of mechanical results. This 
fact is signally illustrated by the official records of the Patent-Office 

In the report of the Commissioner of Patents for 1882 it is found that 
upon a comparison of the manufacturing with the agricultural States 
the proportion of patents to population, excluding the colored race for 
the States formerly slave-holding, was as follows: 

In Connecticut there was 1 inventor to 782 inhabitants; in Massa- 
chusetts, 1 to 982; Rhode Island, 1 to 980; New Jersey, 1 to 1,354; New 
York, 1 to 1,345; California, 1 to 1,758; Alabama, 1 to 14,395: Ar- 
kansas, 1 to 11,161; Florida, 1 to 7,923; Mississippi, 1 to 8,551; North 
Carolina, 1 to 12,045; South Carolina, 1 to 8,691; Tennessee, 1 to 10,447: 
West Virginia, 1 to 10,043; Georgia, 1 to 6,588. 

This comparative statement furnishes a satisfactory explanation of 
the difference in material prosperity between the States of varied indus- 
try and those devoted almost exclusively to agriculture, if a country 
be rich in the proportion that it is able to subordinate the forces of 
nature to its own wants. Thesmall number of inventions made in the 
Southern States is entirely attributable to the almost exclusive atten- 
tion which their people have paid to the single primitive industry of 
cultivating the soil, and is in no degree chargeable to mental incapacity 
or to the want of inventive faculty. Their vigor has been too signally 
illustrated in politics and war to leave any doubt that their achieve- 
ments will be distinguished in any direction to which their efforts may 
hereafter be turned. 

The soil and climate of the Southern States are adapted to the growth 
of their great staple, cotton; but they are indebted to the New En- 
gland inventor of the cotton-gin for the possibility of producing it with 
that degree of cheapness which gives it so conspicuous a place among 
the ‘materials for textile fabrics, and without which it would lose its 
commercial pre-eminence. Thisinvention alone built up the great cot- 
ton interests of the South, and has repaid a hundred-fold all that the 
Southern planter has ever claimed that the tariff has cost him. 

The resources of inventive skill are not exhausted with the cotton- 
gin, and the Southern States are now extracting great wealth from the 
cotton-seed—which, until lately, was regarded as worthless—by obtain- 
ing from it oils and other valuable products, and they are constantly 

| giving new value to the cotton fiber by spinning it into yarn and weay 
ing it into cloth in the vicinity of its growth and by improving and 
cheapening the means of transporting it tomarket. It is thus true that 
their best guarantee of continued supremacy in cotton cultivation as 

| against the vast regions in Asia and Africa, which are equally well 
a \apted to its growth, is not their soil and climate, but the superior 

| skill of American artisans. 
Human intelligence is a much greater force than human muscle in 

the production of wealth. No individual or country ever became rich 
through hand labor. Such labor can furnish scarcely anything beyond 
the absolute necessities of life. It can furnish but few of its comforts 
and none of its luxuries. 

Very little more than a century ago the hand-woven shawls and cotton 
| cloths of the East supplied the markets of England and the Continent 
of Europe. The current of that trade has been reversed by the spin- 

| ning jenny, leom, and steam-engine, all of which were the creation of 
the better paid artisans of the Western World. 

The inventions of a little more than a century, and all of them made 
in countries where labor has been the best paid, enable the common 
laborer of to-day to enjoy more comforts and luxuries, to wear better 
clothes, to sleep in better beds, and to eat better food than the titled 
and privileged classes were before that time able to command. 

The stimulus to labor-saving inventions increases in proportion as 
labor commands a higher price and is more worth saving. As such in 
ventions nearly always originate among the industrial classes, the prob 
ability that they will be made becomes greater precisely in proportion 
as they are elevated by education and inspired with hope by the poss! 
bility of bettering their condition. 

It is a great merit of the protective system that it is the means of edu- 
cating large classes of the people. Even should it involve some degree 
of cost to the country, it is defensible on the same ground upon which 

| it is deemed good policy to provide educational facilities for the rising 
generation at the public charge. It is approved American doctrine that 

| children and youth are worth a good deal more to the country in con- 
sequence of the instruction given to them at the expense of the tax- 
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ers than it costs to provide such instruction. But the period of edu- 
cation does not by any means terminate with the age of minority; in 

fact, it is then only just beginning. Itmay and does continue through- 

out the whole of active life. And no education is more real and effect- 

ive than that which comes in connection with such of the industries of 

man as employ and exercise his mental faculties. ; 

It is only the first steps in education which are taken in schools for the 

young. The more important schools and colleges are the workshops, 

the chemical laboratories, and the great practical enterprises of engi- 

neThere can be no danger of the permanent dearness in our markets as 
compared with foreign markets, of any commodity for which this coun- 

has natural adaptations, and in the production of which there is no 
impediment to the free and full competition of home producers. The 
labor of American artisans is not really a dear labor in the long run. 

If well-paid workmen can be relied upon to make such inventions | 
and create such appliances in aid of industries that their labor is really 

the cheapest labor and the only labor which has cheapened production, 

it may be asked why it is necessary to give them protection against the 
roducts of countries in which wages are low. The necessity would 

not exist if the use of labor-saving appliances was confined to the coun- 
try in which they originated. 
deny the right of skilled laborers to expatriate themselves, or of mama- 
facturers of tools and machinery to sell them in the markets of the 
world. In former times it was common to forbid either the export of 
machinery or the departure from their own cou~iry of skilled artisans, 
or of persons who possessed the secrets of profitable trades and arts. 
England maintained the policy of retaining in this way a monopoly of 
all the arts in which its people excelled until about fifty years ago. At 
the present time all labor-saving inveritions soon become the common 
property of the world. We know, in our own case, that our reapers, 
mowers, improved plows, locomotives, sewing-machines, elevators, and 
many other inventions, are found in every other country which is suffi- 
ciently civilized to utilize them. 

The danger to well-paid labor with which inventions originate comes 
from the competition of countries in which laborers are cheap and re- 
liably steady and made effective by the importation and use of im- 
proved tools and machinery, which they did not and could not invent, 
and which they could not maintain and operate without the superin- 
tendence of inventive workmen. Ina certain sense inventive and highly 
advanced countries furnish the means for their own destruction to less 
civilized and underpaid populations. If we had been able and had 
chosen to keep for our own exclusive use the machinery and tools which 
have been invented here to save labor in agriculture, the competition of 
Russia with us in raising wheat would not exist. 

Itis to-day seriously apprehended in England that British cotton spin- 
ning and weaving machinery, worked by the abundant, cheap, and docile 
labor of India, will wrest from the English cotton manufacturers their 
monopoly of the markets not only of India itself but of China and the 
entire East. The London Economist, which seems alive to this danger, 
published recently a letter from India, describing the new and great 
cotton factories in operation at Ahmedahan, spoken of as ‘‘ the chief 
rural center of cotton-spinning in Western in India.’’ The writer says: 
Each of the chief factories employs about 1,000 hands, of whom only two are 

Europeans. They are owned, financed, and worked entirely by natives, em-ept- 
ing one engineer and a highly skilled Englishman, who superintends repairs of | vears’ wal 
the machinery. The cotton and all otherraw material are much cheaper than | 2“ ar. 

| ments of civilization at the expense of the whole country in England, the labor is very much cheaper, and the European engineer told me 
it was steadier, and nearly as effective, man for man. Theextra cost of the ma- 
chinery is to some extent balanced by the cheapness of building. 

As long as the inventions and industrial appliances of each country 
are leftto become the common possession of all countries capable of using 
them, the only permanent advantage enjoyed by the more civilized over 
the less civilized people is their power of constantly maintaining and 
improving machinery. But only well-paid workmen can keep them- 
selves always in advance of a poorly-paid people like the inhabitants of 
India, and in order that workmen who are well paid may continue to 
be so, it is necessary to give them tariff protection against the products 
of the cheaper labor which has been made effective by their own inven- | 
tions. 
There is no danger that extravagant profits can be realized by man- | dure more hardships and privations than any other class of laborers, 

ufacturers where there are no conditions existing which give them a | and for a poorer remuneration. 
monopoly. When men are at liberty to transfer their capital and in- 
dustry from one pursuit toanother, and when new investmentsof capital | 
and industry are constantly being made, the tendency to an equaliza- 
tion of profits and wages in all pursuits is strong, active, and constantly 
operating. Nothing is more certain than that competition will prevent 
the profits of any one industry from rising above the average standard 
of profits in all industrial avocations of the country. As there is the 
Same tendency to an equalization of wages as to an equalization of 

profits, all classes of laborers derive a benefit from the maintenance ofa 
fair scale of remuneration to labor in the protected lines of production; 
and all classes of laborers would suffer if this scale of remuneration was 
broken down by a withdrawal of protection, because the persens whose | 
wages are thereby reduced would necessarily invade and overcrowd 
other and more remunerative employments. 

There is no necessity for foreign importations as a means of holding 
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in check a tendency to excess in the prices of protected articles, after 
time enough has elapsed to bring into the home production capital and 
skill enough to supply the home market. If, however, there is an ab- 
solute exclusion of the foreign article before the home production is prop- 
erly developed, there would be a danger of exorbitant prices and profits 
Under these circumstances the tariff eught to be raised gradually and 
not to the point of absolute exclusion suddenly, but by degrees, and 
only as the home production and home competition become su‘ AC ient 

| to supply the market and regulate prices. 

| 

2 | been quite protracted, and even, perhaps, tediou 
It would be contrary to modern ideas to | 

| signally benefited by the system of protection which has |} 

But, after that the only mistake possible is that of making 
tective duty too low; and no injury can result from any heig] 

it may be carried after it 

the pro 
it to which 

is made high enough to keep out the foreign 
article. be said against a higher rate than that it is 

superfluous and useless. Until the tariff is prohibitory prices are con 
trolled by foreign competition. After that er to what height 
it is carried, they are then regulated as they should be by the free trad 
and active competition of the fifty millions of our own enterprising peo 
ple. This competition is all that is necessary to insure fair prices and 
to render undue profits and exorbitant wages 

The discussion of the various features otf 

Nothing more can 

, ho matt 

impossible 

the tariff bill has already 

it this time 
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ican not 

trespass upon the patience of the Senate for anything 

ment-of principles in outline and in very general terms. Statements 
made in that way are liable to be misunderstood; and to avoid that in 
some measure I will endeavor t hem by a refer 
and silver and to petroleum. All the gold and silver in the mines 
all the oil in the wells are the property of the owners of the land in 
which they are found. Neither of these products require taritf protec 
tion, nor are susceptible under present conditions of receiving any 

Their production is in excess of the domestic demand. Gold and silver 
being everywhere accepted materials of money, are always sure of a 
marketabroad. Petroleum will also be sure of a foreign sale until for 
eign production is very much increased, which may never happen. The 
producers of these articles, thus needing no protection in the home 
market, and with an assured demand abroad for any surplus production, 
might think it for their interest to make their own purchases of every 
thing they need in cheap foreign markets. Indeed, upon the theories of 
free trade as currently expounded, they might insist that it is their nat- 
ural right to buy in the cheapest market and that it would be tyrannical 
to deprive them of it. But Ido not admit either that they have any 
just claim to an unrestricted trade in foreign goods, or that such trade 
would be for their advantage. 

Petroleum, gold, and silver are a part of the natural resources of the 
country, and in many respects they are still a part of the inheritance of 
all the people of the country, acquired by the efforts, struggles, and sao 

rifices of their ancestors or of themselves. It is true those substances 
are now mainly segregated for individual use; but it is for that use in 
subordination to the general good of the community. It is the good 
fortune of the present inhabitants of Pennsylvania and West Virginia 
that their territory was unexpectedly found twenty years a 
tain oil: and it is the coed fortune of th people of the Rock 

region and of the Pacific slope that they have discovered rich mines otf 

gold and silver. 
The trans-Alleghany region was conquered from thc ‘ 

by many bloody battles, and wrested from the British crown by a sev 
It has been made acces ith the improv 
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English common law which was brought by the of the 
country gold and silver were deemed noble and royal metals because 
they e the exclusive material of coined money, and mines of them 
did not belong to the owners of th« 
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countries, and during all periods 
It prevails to-day in the Spanish-American countries south of us 

It was changed in this country from mixed motives of public policy 
and a generous consideration for the miners, who, on the average 

here founders 

wel 

I land on and under which they 
same rule has prevailed in nearly all 

are 

, en 

But though I re present an ex¢ lusively 

mining people, I disclaim for them, and I am sure they will sustain me 
in disclaiming, the pretension that they are entitled to treat their gold 
and silver as a meritorious acquisition of their own, to be managed and 
enjoyed without refcrence to the common interests of the whole coun 
try. 

There can be no doubt that the producers of gold and silver have been 
een sO long 

the settled policy of this country 
The Comstock lode is famous for its richness in gold and silver, but 

| except in its outcroppings and near the surface it would have been ut 
terly valueless in countries like Mexico or Peru 

The part of nature in depositing its treasures was an indispensabl 
one, but the part performed by the art of man in unlocking them has 
been equally indispensable. It may be said that the ponderous engines 
by which its 3,000-foot levels are kept clear of the constantly incoming 
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waters, and vast masses of by no means rich ores are hoisted from the 
depths of the earth and the cunning and potent machinery by which 
those ores are crushed and prepared for amalgamation might have been 
imported from foreign countries. But machinery must be repaired as 
well as purchased, and without skilled workmen on the spot, always 
ready to meet perpetually recurring new difficulties with new expedi- 
ents, it is practically impossible to conduct such a business as that of 
mining except at an enormous disadvantage; and it is of course true of 
that business, as it is of any other, that if we had looked solely to for- 
eigners for our tools and machinery we should have wholly lost all the 
improvements which come from the inventive ingenuity of domestic 
artisans. 

Comparing San Francisco with the Atlantic coast cities in respect to 
the elements of the cost of fabricating any given piece of iron machinery, 
there can be no doubt that it can be produced more cheaply in the lat- 
ter, where the raw material, labor, and interest upon capital are all 
lower, and where the current rate of profit expected upon business enter- 
prises is also lower. Nevertheless, the people of the Western slope find 
it to be to their interest to go to San Francisco for the engines, hoist- 
ing apparatus, crushing and pulverizing machinery, and the various 
other appliances needed in the business of mining. This can only be 
explained by supposing, what is actually the fact, that they can find in 
San Francisco what is most serviceable in use and best adapted to their 
wants. The reason is that the proprietors of founderies and machine- 
shops in San Francisco and the workmen employed in them are in 
constant personal intercourse with the mining classes, and learn in that 
way what works !-est in practice, at what points special difficulties are 
encountered, and what are the best means of overcoming them. 

if these San Francisco establishments did not exist, with their aux- 
iliary establishments in nearly every town on the Pacific coast, and if 
the miners were obliged to deal for their mining appliances at arm’s- 
length with Eastern machinists, from whom they are separated by nearly 
a month’s time in the transport of freight, they could never have approx- 
imated the mining results which they have actually attained. And 
this illustrates in what way and to what extent all such industries of 
the country as require or are facilitated by mechanical appliances would 
have been kept back if we had consented to a policy under which all 
our tools and machinery would have been imported from Europe. We 
should have had no workmen on the spot by whom machinery could 
be repaired; and as all machinery is subject to breakage and to getting 
out of order, the users would suffer constant losses from long suspen- 
sions of their operations. 

Furthermore, the country would have lost the benefit of all the im- 
provements in tools and machinery and of all the adaptations of them 
to our special wants which have been made by our own artisans. The 
rapid building up of a great manufacturing industry in that distant re- 
gion illustrates the wisdom not of a tariff for revenue, but of a hich 

protective tariff. The machine-shops of San Francisco and the Pacific 
coast would never have been started but for the great cost and delays of 
freight from the East before the completion of the Pacific Railroad, 
which, in fact, operated asa tariff much higher than has ever protected 
the machine-shops of the Atlantic coast. 

The people of the Pacific coast are second to no people in energetic 
self-reliance; but I am sure that they have no wish and do not believe 
that it is for their interest to divorce themselves from the arts and civ- 
ilization of America for the sake of delusively cheaper foreign markets 
to buy in. 

Our oil-wells would have remained undeveloped as they have re- 
mained up to the present time throughout the rest of the world if pro- 
tection had not stimulated and built up a great iron industry, with 
founderies, machine-shops, and especially skilled and ingenious work- 
men. 

No extensive explorations for oil in the bowels of the earth are eco- 
nomically practicable without appliances which were firstdiscovered in 
America, and which never would have been discovered here if the iron 
industry had not been previously brought into vigorous existence with 
ample establishments, well-furnished shops, and above all with a body 
of mechanics of training, skill, and aptitude. The oil-wells of Pennsyl- 
vania and West Virginia are not naturally richer than those of the re- 
gion between the Black and Caspian Seas, or of various other portions of 
the world. Indications of petroleum are found in almost every country. 
It is not improbable that there now exist many other richer regions 
which are wholly unknown from the lack of the science, tools, and ma- 
chinery wherewith to explore them and treat their products. 

What makes the American oil-fields commercially and practically 
richer than those found elsewhere is the superiority of American arts 
and artisans, which provide cheaper and better methods of exploring 
for, pumping, storing, transporting, and refining oil, and extracting from 
it by chemical manipulations more valuable products. 

The people of the agricultural regions, especially of the West, are 
urged to resist all tariff impositions upon the theory that the money 
price of their cereals, beef, and pork is fixed by the money price of the 
surplus sold abroad; that their own prosperity is absolutely independ- 
ent of that of any other interest and of all other intere.ts in this coun- 
try; and that they should insist on buying where and of whom they 
can buy cheapest for the time being, and with entire indifference as to 

fh _ tat nk cna. . . 2 ee 

whether the cheapest markets are found at home or abroad. Appeals 
of this kind have so far been made invain. The people of the granary 
States of the West know that the acres which they till have been su). 
stantially a free gift from the nation, which has scarcely received the 
expense of surveying the publicdomain, under the poliey of: school- 
land, graduation, homestead, soldiers’ bounty-land, swamp-land, tim- 
ber- cultivation, desert-land, ‘and railroad land-grant laws, which has 
prevailed during the last half century. They know that they are to- 
day producing the beef which they bring to market in part by the 
free use of cattle- -ranges of which the title : remains inthe Government. 

It isa monstrous suggestion, and by nobody is it rejected with a more 
patrioticdisdain than by the Western agriculturists themselves, that they 
owe no duty to a country which has not only given them an empire of 
unbounded fertility and extent, but has aided in the construction of rail. 
roads to and through it by munificent grants of credit as well as of lands, 
and has always employ ed, and does now employ, more than half its Army 
and at an enormous cost in protecting the pioneers against the aborigna! 
savage. Norare they fora moment deceived by that oft-repeated plati- 
tude that British markets fix the prices of their grain or of any other 
thing they produce. They know that neither the markets in England 
or anyw here else ever did or ever can fix the price of anything ; that the 
ofiice of markets is not to fix prices but merely to ascertain and register 
them, just as it is the office of the thermometer to indicate temperatures 
and not to create them ; that the prices of everything are fixed by th 
play against each other of forces of demand and supply, not in any one 
market, but in all markets which are commercially connected ; and no 
more in one market than another, except as one market is large r than 
another. They know, of course, that the British demand for grain, beef, 
and pork is a very large one, and has a corresponding weight in deter- 
mining their prices; but they know also that large as it is it is much 
smaller than the demand of the far more numerous population of the 
United States. They know that any given surplus of either our grain 
or beef or pork must necessarily be exported and take its fate in foreign 
markets, to be determined by the total demand of all those markets act- 
ing upon their total supply. But they know also that what the amount 
of any surplus exported by us shall be, or whether there shall be any sur- 
plus at all, does not depend upon the policy of other nations, but solely 
upon ourown. They know that if we choose by abandoning our pro- 
tective policy to force our whole population into farming our exportable 
surplus of grain and beef and pork would be enormous and that the 
prices for them will be correspondingly reduced below present rates 
and that on the other hand, to whatever extent our people are diverte d 
into manufacturing and mining so as to createa body of home consumers 
of farm products, the surplus will be dimimished in quantity and raised 
in money valuation. 

We are often told that there should be no other protection except 
what is incidental to duties imposed for revenue. That as a matter of 
fact revenue duties upon articles which this country is capable of pro- 
ducing necessarily involves some degree of protection is undoubtedly 
true, but that duties should be imposed for no other direct purpose than 
revenue is entirely unsound. The tariff bill passed by the First Con- 
gress under the present Constitution of the United States expressly 
declared that protection to manufactures was one of its purposes. That 
protection, not as an incidental result of revenue duties but as a direct 
and primary object, is within the powers and obligations of this Gov- 
ernment is settled by now nearly a century of uninterrupted practical 
construction and administration. 

In fixing the scale of tariff duties there is an incongruity between 
the two objects. The degree of protection is measured by the degree 
of the exclusion of the foreign article, while revenue increases as im- 
portations increase, and in the proportion in which a duty proves to be 
more protective it yields less revenue. It is a haphazard and wholly 
unscientific proceeding to leave protection to follow as a mere incident 
of duties levied for another and quite distinct purpose. 

Protection as an incident of a duty imposed primarily for revenue 
is precisely the same thing in principle, although less in the degree of its 
effects, as protection by means of a tariff framed for the express purpose 
of protection. If protection is injurious, it is of no consequence how it 
is given, whether indirectly and as an incident of something else, or 
directly and as an avowed object. The free-traders, who constantly in- 
sist that protection imposes taxes which do not go into the public Treas- 
ury, but inure to the benefit of manufacturers by raising the prices of 
the protected articles,stultify themselves when they favor revenue duties 
with what they call incidental protection, but with what they ought, 
if protection does not protect, to denounce as a tariff for revenue with 
incidental injury, incidental ruin, incidental robbery of the many for 
the benefit of the few. 

I may here remark that there can be no doubt that many Senators 
sincerely entertain the belief that manufacturers, operatives, and al! 
classes of the community would be more prosperous under a free trade 
than under the protective policy, that protection is destructive of the 
objects sought, and that it injures the protected classes themselves. The 
willingness, nay even the alacrity, with which a majority of the Senators 
holding these views have accepted and in some cases even demanded 
for the industries of their own States their full share and even more 

| than their share of the injury which lurks under protection, evinces 4 
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self-sacrificing, fraternal, generous spirit which is as gratifying as it is | and competition here will degrade the standard to which our laborers 
commendable. | are accustomed. 

There never was in American politics a more blind, halting, and | “Ve are not insensible to the fact that there are differences between 
illogical platform than that of a tariff for revenue with incidental pro- | different classes of Europ« an extraction in respect both to their living 
tection. It was devised to please both sides of the tariff controversy. | at home and to the degree of rapidity or slowness with which they ad- 
To the protectionists this platform suggests that with our war debt, vance it to our own standard after they arrive here. Complaint is made 
pension lists, and large expenditures generally, a revenue tariff will | in New England of the Canadian French and in New York of the immi 
give them for an indefinitely long period as high duties as they need | grants from certain parts of Italy, that they remain here in a state ot 
to desire. ‘To the free-traders the same platform holds out the idea | isolation from the community around them and with very 
that duties shall be levied only for revenue, and that if protection re- | in their standards of living from what they were at home. Doubtless 
sults from them it is something which can not be escaped and for which | differences of religion and language have something to do with the evils, 

nobody is responsible. The fallacy of the last suggestion consists in | complained of in these cases, and with retarding their absorption into 

this, that while protection is really an unavoidable incident of duties | our body-politic by intermarriages and otherwise 
imposed upon articles produced in this country, it is notan incident of ! The possible number of such immigrants is, however, very small 

duties imposed upon articles not produced here. | whereas the number of Chinese, if we permit them to come, is enor 

It is quite possible to look one way and row another, but it is not | mous and incalculable. Nevertheless, the fact that New England and 
ible to look two opposite ways at one and the same time. Noman | New York are so sensitive in respect to the Canadian French and Italian 

can intelligently and sincerely say that he is in favor of imposing du- immigration strikingly illustrates the clearness with which it is seen 

ties first of all for revenue, when he votes for a duty upen articles pro- | and felt that American labor ought not to be subjected here and on our 
duced in this country, and therefore necessarily giving incidental pro- | soil to any competition which will diminish its earnings and degrade its 
tection upon such articles, until he has first imposed or endeavored to | scale of comfortable living. But it is surely too plain to require argu 
impose a duty upon every article not produced here, and in respect to | ment that the free admission of the products of the degraded labor of 
which there could be no incidental protection so that every dollar of | foreign countries is as fatal to American labor as the admission of such 
the tax would go into the public Treasury. And yet, during the six foreign laborers as are not likely to adopt readily the customs, manners, 
weary weeks that this bill has occupied the whole time of Congress, | and habits of life of our own laborers. Indeed, it is far more disastrous, 

not a single one of the free-traders who insist that it is only for reve- | because the Chinese and all foreigners will work for less in their native 
nue that duties can be imposed, has suggested the taxation of tea, | homes than after they have immigrated into this country, so that the 

coffee, and numerous other articles on the iree-list which would yield | competition of their imported products is more severe than that of their 

abundant revenue, while they would involve none of that protection | labor on our own soil 
which those free-traders so violently denounce when it is primarily It has been complained of in times past in respect to certain manu 
sought after, but so greatly admire as an incident. By no possibility | factures, notably of the textile fabrics and of iron, that they were so 

can they escape the charge, that while affecting to look to revenue as | confined to narrow localities as to amount to geographical monopolies 

the only justifiable and constitutional object of a tariff, they make no New England has been the favorite target for attacks of this kind in 
effort to collect it by taxes of which the whole proceeds would go into | reference to textile fabrics, boots and shoes, and various minor indus 
the Treasury, and that while affecting to denounce protection in the | tries, but in none of these cases was there really one single feature of 
abstract they go for it in every possible way as the foreseen incident | natural and permanent monopoly. Itwas to be expected that the peo 
of other taxes which command their ready support. ple of a region in which the soil was poor and the natural resources small, 
Among the reasons for imposing taxes for revenue upon articles not | while the population was comparatively dense, would be the first to 

produced here is the very important one that such revenue is tolerably | turn their attention to manufactures, from the necessity of looking to 
steady and reliable in amount, which is a very essential point as affect- | new pursuits for subsistence and wealth. But not only the manutact 
ting the stability of the public finances. The fluctuations in the reve- | ures but the manufacturers of New England began a long time ago to 
nue under these conditions will not exceed the fluctuations in the | spread over the West, and have now begun to spread southward. Itis 
amount of the consumption of the articles which will show a sabstan- | profit that these manufacturers are after, and they will go where the 
tially steady increase from year to year. Duties on tea and coffee, for | greatest profit is to be found; that is to say, nearest to the raw materials 
example, would vary in their yield only as the consumption of those ar- | and to the most numerous consumers, and where food, which is a very 
ticles varied. But in respect to taxes upon articles produced here, their | important element in the cost of labor, is the cheapest. Ohio 
yield varies as their home production varies, and they will cease to yield | and Illinois are bristling with varied manufactories 
unything whenever the home production becomes equal to the consump- The population of Chicago is increasing to-day more from the expan 
tion. Taxes upon such articles should be imposed for protection, and if | sion of its internal industries than from the growth of its commerce fa 
revenue results from them it is something which is incidental and rather | raw material, great as that undoubtedly is. Saint Paul and Minneap 
to be deprecated than desired. Taxes designed for revenue should be | olis in the far Northwest are hives of industrial activity. So is Denver, 
imposed upon articles not produced at home, and for the purpose of | at the westernextremity of the great plains; San Francisco on the Pacific 
avoiding incidental protection, which reduces revenue. | coast; Richmond, Louisville, Atlanta, Chattanooga, and numerous other 

In consequence of the diversity between nations as respects climates, | cities in the South. It is impossible that there should be section‘al or 
natural resources, density of population, methods of governmental ad- | other monopolies in any industries in such a country as this, whose 
ministration, and established social and personal ideas, habits, and cus- 
toms, there are differences and often very great and marked differences | tachments to any particular spot, ready at all times to change their 
in the scale of comfort in which their people are accustomed to live, and | residence with the hope of bettering their condition, and where the com 
below which they can not fall without suffering and a sense of degra- | munications are rapid and easy, and where capital is enterprising to an 
dation. The competitions of international free trade, which must con- | extraordinary degree 
stantly tend to equalize the wages of labor in all countries, are there- Down to quite recent times the iron industry was denounced as a mo- 
fere essentially unfair, and must be intolerable to the people of coun- | nopoly of the single State of Pennsylvania. To-day this industry is 
tries in which workmen have been habituated to a decent scale of living | prosecuted on a great scale in many States, some of them in the far 
for themselves and their families. They can not endure conditions | West and some of them in the South. 
with which those are content who have never known anything better. | Chicago is to-day the leading point for the manufacture of iron and 

There is no real equality in free trade between men on one side who | steel rails; a Southern State, Alabama, is generally supposed to possess 
have been bred to being the taskmasters of their women and who are | the greatest combination of natural advantages tor the production of 
unable to conceive of such a thing as expenditure for the education of | iron; and even the youngest of the States, Colorado, has extensive steel- 

their children, and men on the other side who are cheered in their labor | rail mills supplied from its own ores 
by nothingso muchas the motive of supporting their wives in comfort and With a steady adherence to the policy of protection this diffusion of 
of rearing their children and qualifying them for the duties and opportu- | the arts and the industries will go on until every part of the country is 
nities of life. Free trade between nations is in its nature and effects | overspread by them. I rejoice to believe so, because it is among aggre 
wholly unlike free trade between citizens of the same country among | gations of men and in centers of population that the comforts and en 

whom there is a substantial homogeneity of habits and ideas and where | joyments of life are obtained with the greatest economy, and indeed 
the scale of comfort is nearly the same in all parts of it. | there are many of them not otherwise obtainable at all. Macadamized 
The same general course of reasoning which governs us in determining | roads, paved and lighted streets, sidewalks and horse-cars, are not pos 

what laborers we will admit into this country and what laborers we will | sible in a pastoral country, and it is only by the multiplication of cities 

little change 

Indiana, 

vast population is homogeneous and speculative, with no deep-rooted at 

exclude from it is applicable to and ought to govern the question of ad- | and villages that libraries and exhibitions of art and taste can be made 
mitting the products of foreign labor. Weadmit European laborers be- | readily accessible to all. It is by a diversification of industries, which, 
cause we know that they are of the same race as ourselves and bave the | under the protection system, are certain to spread in the near futur 
same aspirations, and that with the wages obtainable in this country they | over all parts of the country, that the humanizing influences of civili 
will soon advance their standard of living toourown. We exclude the | zation will reach everywhere. 
Chinese, as we ought to exclude them, because we know that from the | This country should produce everything for which it has natural adap- 
immobility and tenacity of their national habits they will very slowly, | tation, so that the great bulk of our exchanges may be made at home on 

if at all, rise above the standard of living which is wrought into their | the basis of a genuine and rational free trade, where competition will be 
very natures by centuries of servile poverty, and that their presence | only between those who are on a common plane as to their standard of 
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living and to whom equality of profits will be assured by the rightand | by the manufacturing industries in America itself depends upon the 
power of a free transfer of labor and capital from the least profitable to | numbers engaged in it, which are either constant or increasing. 
the more profitable pursuits. Itisin that way that the industrial inde- 
pendence of the country will be established and fortified, and that there 
will be a just and safe distribution of the population among the differ- 
ent branches of production. 

The policy of exchanging raw products for foreign manufactures is 

| 
i 

wasteful and extravagant in every way and in some ways not generally | 
noticed. Theraw products exported must necessarily be such staples as 
will bear repeated handlings and will not be injured by being kept for 
some considerable time, like cotton, tobacco,and wheat. The finer and 
more perishable fruits of the orchard, of the vine, and of horticulture can 
not be transported across oceans. The effect of a policy which discour- 
ages the building up of numerous towns, cities, and manufacturing cen- 
ters, which serve as markets for the sale and consumption of thedelicate 
products of fruit-raisers and gardeners, must be to confine agriculture to 
a few great staples, with all the necessarily accompanying conditions of 
sparseness of population and rudeness of labor. We know, as a fact of 
observation, that those engaged in the production of great staples very 
rarely produce the finer fruits even for their own use, the stimulus of con- 
venient markets being wanting. Among the bad consequences of such a 
policy are the general lowering of the standard of the comfort in which 
the people of a country liwe, and the loss to the population of the valuable 
element of thrifty and intelligent gardeners and fruit-raisers. It is true 
that there will still be leftsome few and scattered consumers and purchas- 
ers of the finer fruits of the land, but the small quantities produced to 
supply them wiil always be greatly enhanced in price and deteriorated 
in quality by a long carriage from the producer to theconsumer. Very 
many of the more delicate products can not be transported long distances 
at all, and so much of even the more hardy varieties is spoiled by 
transportation as to raise the cost of the remainder so high as to be be- 
yond the reach of the artisans and laborers of a country, thus inflicting 
a double loss, the loss of a reliable market to the producer and the loss 
of a cheap market to the consumer. 

The maximum wealth of a country, e‘ther in the aggregate or per 
capita, can not be obtained without a certain aggregation of population. 
This is shown by any comparison which can be made between regions 
which are exclusively agricultural and other regions in which varied 
industries are carried on. Lands, including under that term all their 
appurtenances, such as mines, timber, and water-power, have no value 
except whatis prospective without population, and their value increases 
very nearly in proportion to the increase of the density of population. 
Even in such countries as the United States and Great Britain, where 
the accumulations of personal property are consideralle, a very large 
proportion of their present wealth is in lands, and of the value of their 
real estate it is only the smaller part which arises from the structures 
upon it, while ths larger part consists of the lands themselves, and is 
due to the density of the population occupying them. 

This value of lands, due to density of population, is in no sense ar- 
tificial and unreal, as it is sometimes said to be. As people become 
numerous lands sell for more because they yield more income, and be- 
cause occupiers can afford to pay more for their use. The aggregate 
appreciation of the lands of the Northeast, in cities, towns, and villages, 
in suburban districts, and in their timber, minerals, and other appur- 

tenances, has beenenormous. At the South it has been comparatively 
trifling, and it is from that difference between the two classes of States 
that a large part of the present disparity of their wealth has actually 
arisen. 

The population of this country can be made greater and richer by the 
protective system and the resulting diversification of industries. In the 
different situation of Great Britain forty years ago, when its corn laws 
were repealed, it was only by the contrary policy of free trade that its 
population could be increased. But in the British case, while the free- 
trade policy has been followed by a large increase of the population and 
of the rental and value of lands, a great risk has been taken in swelling 
the numbers of the people beyond any possible home supply of food, from 
waich a great catastrophe may some day result. In our case, the pro- 
tective policy involves no such hazard, because its tendency will be to 
bring about a just proportion between the home producers and con- 
sumers of both food and manufactured goods. Under the protective 
policy there can not be in this country an excess of any one element of the 
population. There may be in the distant future a tendency to an ex- 
cess in its aggregate population, but that will be restrained by economic 
laws which will keep the numbers of an enlightened people within the 
limits of their natural and acquired resources. 

The advantages of exchanging raw materials and food for foreign 
manufactures are illusive and temporary. The advantages of bringing 
together those Who manufacture and those who produce food and raw 
materials are realand permanent. A just proportion will be established 
between the numbers engaged in the several branches of agriculture and 
the numbers engaged in the several branches of manufactures, if the in- 
terchanges are made at home, so as not to be affected by the violent | 
changes which are constantly occurring in foreign markets. 

How large an amount of wheat Europe may be obliged to import from 
America in any given year depends upon European harvests, which are 

If raw 
materials, food, and manufactures are exchanged at home, where can the 
loss be? Certainly not in any unfair advantage gained by labor and 
capital engaged im any one pursuit over any other, because capital and 
labor can move freely from each pursuit into any other. Where is the 
gain? Clearly in the general advantage of having raw materials worked 
up and food consumed at or near the points of production, and in not 
having the prices of manufactured goods swollen by the charges of long 
carriage and by the exorbitant profit always gained out of them whey 
they pass through many hands. 

I am opposed to a free trade which subjects the people of this country 
to the very competition to avoid which either they themselves or their 
ancestors underwent the hazards and hardships of migrating hither. 

I am opposed to a free trade which gives to foreigners all the advan- 
tages of this country without subjecting thera to any of its responsi- 
bilitées. 

I am opposed to a free trade which reduces the wages of the American 
laborer to the level of the poorest country in the world, whereas he is en- 
titled to such wages as would result from the natural resources and wealth 
of his own country. 

I am opposed to a free trade which deprives any of the people of their 
full share of the advantages of living in a country the soil of which is 
fertile and large portions of which are still open to occupation, and 
lowers their condition to that of old and worn-out countries, where the 
population is so excessive that its further increase is rendered impos- 
sible by starvation and chronic famine. 

I am in favor of free trade among our own citizens, where the only 
competition is between persons whose standard of comfort is the same. 

I am in favor of protection because it diversifies industries, brings 
producers and consumers nearer together, and establishes a just distri- 
bution of the population among diflerent pursuits, and enables us to es- 
cape the transportation charges and other wastes of foreign trade, ex- 
cept as to the very few articles to the production of which this country 
is not adapted but which we have acquired the habit of using 

Iam in favor of protection because it tends to the elevation of the 
people, the improvement of machinery, and the ultimate cheapening of 
products, whereas free trade tends to cheapen the wages rather than the 
productsof labor. Protection cheapens products, while free trade cheap- 
ens producers. 

I am in favor of the high protective duties which have existed sinc 
the beginning of the civil war, because they have stood the best test, 
that of experience. At no time in our history has the country been so 
prosperous as it is to-day, and its labor and capital have as a whole never 
been before so actively and profitably employed. This is proved by th 
unpreeedented immigration of laborers from Europe, and by the extra- 
ordinarily rapid accumulation of wealth in all sections. 

I am in favor of the protective poli¢y because it sustains the cou 
with all the pillars, buttresses, and girders of civilization, promotes the 
arts and sciences, and tends to build up such numerous cities, towns, and 
centersof population as will bring schools, colleges, libraries, exhibitions 
of art, and all the social enjoyments within the easy reach of the people 
in all localities. 

Iam in favor of the protective policy, because, instead of leaving 
the several sections of the country to be each devoted to the production 
of some single raw material or class of raw materials, and to rely for 
the greater part of what they consume upon exchanges with foreign 
nations, it will finally carry nearly all the industries into every section 
so that the bulk of the exchanges of each may be made within itsel/ 
and therefore to the best advantage, and by transactions between pro- 
ducers and consumers with the smallest possible number of interme- 
diaries. 

I am in favor of the protective system, because it is specially recom 
mended to this country by the greatness of its area, which is equal to 
that of all Europe, and includes all the habitable latitudes except the 
intertropical, and every conceivable resource of mines, forests, fisheries, 
and soils, tlfus exempting us from any real necessity of encountering 
the risks, entanglements, fluctuations, and unavoidable costs of foreign 
trade. 

In the discussions upon this bill it has been assumed in many quarters 
that it is a sufficient reason for lowering or repealing the duty upon any 
article that it is an article of universal consumption, and that cons 
quently the public interest demands that it should be cheapened in 
its money price. To deal with a protective system in that way 1s to 
destroy it in detail, because in respect to every given article the con- 
sumers are always more numerous than the producers, and a majority 
will be sure to be against a tariff, item by item, until the whole of it 
isoverthrown. Itis necessary to protect all the articles coming within 
the proper ruleof protection. To suppose that anything is to be gained 
by cheapening the money price of particular articles, is to overlook the 
fact that the purchasing power of the people will decline with any 

cheapening of prices which is brought about by diminishing the sum o! 
home industries. If it is proper, as it is sometimes said to be, to 
cheapen articles of prime necessity by importations, it is equally proper 

+} 

| to cheapen the prices of all articles by the same method and for the 
as fluctuating as the seasons, but how much wheat will be consumed | same reasons. The theory of protection is, that whatever may be 1ts 
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effect upon money prices it increases the purchasing power of the peo- 
ple by promoting all industries in a just proportion as between them- 
selves, 80 that they mutually support and sustain each other. 

If the rule is sound that everything should be produced at home 
which can be produced here with as small an amount of physical and 
mental force as is necessary to produce it elsewhere, the only thing to 

be considered in fixing the rate of a duty is the keeping out of the for- 
eign article. It is conclusive evidence that tariff duties have not been 
placed high enough on any article which comes within the rule, so long 
as the importation continues. No duty should be lowered as long as 

the foreign article is being imported; but on the contrary the duty | 
should be raised until it becomes unprofitable to bring it in, care being 
taken not to advance the duties too rapidly nor until the home pro- 

duction has become sufficiently developed to supply the wants of the 

country. c 
Prohibitive duties may be and are denounced as ‘‘a Chinese wall”’ 

around the country; but itis just such a wall as we want—broad enough, 
high enough, and strong enough to keep for our own enjoyment the pros- 
perity and scale of comfort which properly belong to our natural and 
acquired resources, and to shut out the poverty and the products of the | 
scanty, pinching wages of less favored countries. 

It is wholly immaterial whether money prices inside of this wall are 
high or low. It is sufficient to know that they will be such prices as 
will result from perfectly free and unrestricted trade between citizens 
of our own country and from the free exchanges of the product of each 
industry for the products of all other industries under circumstances 
which exclude monopoly or special privilege. 
that they will be such prices as will arise from an equalization of profits | 
and wages and opportunities, as between our own people in all their | 
varied pursuits, which insures the only species of competition which is | 
either fair or endurable—the competition between those who are on 
the same plane as to the scale of comforts to which they are accustomed 
and of taxes to which they are subjected. 

And, finally, it is sufficient to know that they will be such prices as 
will arise from the highest attainable civilization and from the greatest 

ible advancement of the arts and sciences and from the just dis- | 
tribution of population and industry. Or, in other words, they will be 
such prices as arise from the most complete control which man can 

obtain over the hidden forces of nature, through which more, incom- 
parably more than by the mere exertion of human muscle, are the 
objects of human desire cheapened and riches multiplied. 

Of the pastoral condition, which was that of the primitive ages of the | 
race, the poets have given us pleasing pictures. Nevertheless, it 
through the diversification of industries and aggregations of popu 
lation that the highest civilization is attainable, and that man is 
most advanced morally, socially, and intellectually, as well as in ma- 
terial wealth. If his vices are not extirpated they become less gross 
and his selfishness loses some of its repulsive features. Arcadian sim- 
plicity is an attractive phrase, but what is described as the state of na- 
ture, instead of being the condition in which it is natural for man to 
remain, is a condition from which all his highest and best aspirations 
impel him to emerge. 
The movement of the race in the path of civilization is not a ret- 

rograde but a forward movement. This country should tread in that 
path with a firm and unfaltering step, until it becomes what its geo- | 
graphical position, its natural resources, and the genius of its people 
fit it to be, the central and chief seat of all the sciences, arts, and in- 
dustries which multiply the enjoyments, enlarge the capacities, and | 
cultivate the moral and social sentiments of man 

Reduction of Internal Revenue. 

SPEECH 
OF 

HON. J. RANDOLPH 
OF VIRGINIA, 

TUCKER, 

In THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Monday, February 19, 1883, 

On the bill to reduce internal-revenue taxation. 

Mr. TUCKER said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: This bill proposes to reduce revenue by relieving the 

banks of certain taxes and by taking off taxes on matches, checks, 
patent medicines, &c. Thus far it is the bill passed by this House at 
the last session, against which I voted because it did not go far enough. 
It now proposes to add a reduction of tax on tobacco from 16 to 8 cents 
per pound and a corresponding reduction on cigars, &c. 

The reduction of revenue to be effected by this bill, estimating the 
revenue for the year 1881-’82, will be for those subjects embraced in 
the bill as at first proposed $18,777,983. ~~ 

é. 

It is sufficient to know | 

. 
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The reduction upon tobacco and cigars, &c., will be about $23,600,000 
| This would afford a great relief to the tobacco-planting interests. But 
it does not go far enough. I desired to amend the bill by moving an 
amendment for an entire repeal of all taxes on tobacco and cigars and 

on all dealers in either. There is no reason why there should be a dis 
turbance of the tobacco trade to make this reduction, to be followed by 

another disturbance as the inevitable result of a future and final r peal 
I believe the whole tax should be repealed in the interests of the con 
sumer, the manufacturer, and the planter. 

The only possible objection to a total repeal is the need of revenue 
Let me examine this 
The Secretary of the Treasury estimates as the revenue for the cur 

rent year of 1882 *83 as follows 

Customs 
Internal revenue 
Public lands 
All other sources 

$235, 000, 000 

145, 000, 000 

4,500, 000 
8D, 500, 000 

Total . 415, 000, 000 

Against this enormous revenue we nust charge the expenses as fol 
| lows: 

Interest on debt £59, 500, 000 
Pensions appropriated for 85, 000, 000 
All other expenses 135, 000, 000 

Total 7), 500, OOO 

This would leave a surplus of over $135,000,000. Now I : P 
} ‘ bout F 

taking off 

11.000.000 

, and the total 

leave a surplus 
more than enough to pay all expenses of Govern 

ment and a just amount due to the sinking fund 

} I object to the bill as it is, because it gives stinted relief to the 

| the taxes proposed by this bill and we reduce revenue ; 
| Taking off the whole tobacco tax, including cigars, & 

| reduction would be about $65,000,000, and this would 
still of $7 )} 000,000 

to 

bacco interest while it entirely relieves the banks and other interests 

| from all taxation. The time has come for a repeal of this burden on 
tobacco 

revenue 

and for cutting off one limb of this colossal system of internal 
, Whose patronage, influence, and pewer are sources of individual 

| oppression to citizens and of corruption 
| The Democrats 
at the nst t) 
Partial reduction is not out 
demands ar 

I car 
‘ 

bh SAUL 

in elections of the people 

of this House in solid phalanx voted for t 

last session aga ilmost 

poucy 

tal repeal 

as solid phalanx of Republicans 

Potal repeal is what the country 
id our tobacco interest need 

} 
ne rig But reluse, as t ht to propos mendment has heen 

denied to me by the chairman of the committee [Mr. KELLEY] inter 
posing his objection, which, by the rules of the House, suffices to ex 
clude my amendment, to vote to relieve the tobacco section from this 

heavy burden resting on it for more than twenty years. I shall vote 
| for it as partial relief to the tax-burdened people of the country, and 
| hope In me way to ichieve the entire relief here ilter so much de ired 

| I more dk ply regret that the persistent efforts of the protectionists 
of this House to keep up the duties on iz Iports menaces the country 

witha continuance of the tariff system for another year. I have striven 
with others during this session and the last to lessen the we ight of 

taxation on the people, not by decreasing revenue so much as by di 
| creasing taxation, for tariff taxation has two reservoirs to fill; the on 

the Treasury, the other the coffers of the protected classes. When you 
lessen the revenue to the Government b ncreasing the tariff, you in 

| crease the burden of the cit 1 by augm ! the bounty he pays to 

| the privileged monopolists 
| Let not the people be deceived. When a tariff is so laid as to de 
crease the revenue it m Ly be done, as the gentleman from Pennsylvania 

| (Mr. Ke. said the other day, not by lowering but by increasing 
| the duty. ‘That increase puts into the pockets of the protected classes 
money which would have gone into the Treasury if the tax had been de 

creased rhus the Government would get more by a less burden on the 
man, and the monopolist only would suffer a decrease of his dividends 

We are willing now to pass any tariff bill which will give substantial 

| relief But we will not hi lp the passage of any bill which keeps the 

word of promise t » the ear and breaks it to the hop which does not 

| diminish the revenues of the Government as well as the profits of the 
manufacturers, and keeps up a system under whose malign influence 
the consumers of the country are made to pay heavy tribute to the priv 

ileved caste. | it up 1 fostered by gover! which claims to be 

one of equal la 1 f ( titution frame to « } i justice and 

to do right all. 

But if I can not get all ther ft people ha i right to demand 

I must t | that can be wrung from the iron grasp of the greedy 
horde who u the power olf the Government » feed and fatten on the 

| hard-earned 1 ins of the mass of the people, inder uneqgu land unjust 

legislation For this reason I shall vote for tl bill The following 

is the amendment I desired to offer to this bi 

Si That from and after t tda f May, 18 ‘ lin} ces 

on deaiers leaf-tobacco, on dealers in I ire t i nu 

facturers of tol o,on manufacturers of « rs, on ped ‘ ‘ ff 
and cigars, and on retail dealers in leaf-tobacc« all 1 ind are her r 

pealed ; and all laws prohibiting farmers and producers of tobacco from selling 
tobacco of their own growth and raising shall be and are hereby repealed 

Sr That from and after July 1, 1853, all laws assessing and imposing inter- 
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nal taxes on snuff, smoking and manufactured tobacco, and on cigars which 
shall be manufactured and sold or removed for consumption or sale on and after 
the Ist day of July, 1883, shall be and are hereby repealed: Provided, That on all 
original and unbroken factory packages of smoking and manufactured tobacco 
and snuff, cigars, cheroots, and cigarettes held by manufacturers or dealers at 
the time such repeal shall go into effect, upon which the tax has been paid, 
there shall be allowed a drawback or rebate of the full amount of the tax hereby 
repealed, but the same shall not apply in any case where the claim is less than 
$10 and has not been ascertained or presented within thirty days following the 
date of the reduction; and such rebate to manufacturers may be paid in stamps 
at the repealed rate. It shall be the duty of the Commissioner of Internal Rev- 
enue, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, to adopt such rules 
and regulations and to prescribe and furnish such blanks and forms as may be 
necessary to carry this section into effect. 

Death of Hon. R. M. A. Hawk. 

SPEECH 

JOSEPH 
OF 

HON. WHEELER, 
ALABAMA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Tuesday, February 6, 1883, 

On the announcement of the death of Hon. Roprrt M. A. ITawk, late a member 
from Illinois. 

Mr. WHEELER said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: When a few hours ago I was honored by the gentle- 

men of the Illinos delegation with an invitation to participate in these 
mournful ceremonies I felt embarrassed for the reason that I appre- 
hended that without preparation I would be unegual to the task. This 
reflection inspired me with reluctance to assume so prominent an atti- 
tude. But when I recalled theshock which I felt when I heard of the 
death of our lamented friend, and the circumstances under which I 
made his acquaintance, which though brief was of the most pleasant 
character, I could not hesitate in my reply. 

In December, 1881, when the Forty-seventh Congress assembled in 
this Hall, a manly, commanding form could be seen in the row of seats 
directly in front of the Speaker’s desk. There was much in his appear- 
ance to attract attention. Ever at his post of duty, he carried with 
him a sad reminder of the past which he could not conceal—the evi- 
dence of heroic service, the badge of honor won on the field of battle. 

But now we miss him in his wonted place, 
And search in vain for that congenial face. 

Mr. Speaker, there is an overwhelming sadness in the contemplation 
of the image of a dead friend, whom we can see in all the vividness of 
reality, as he lived and moved in our midst, while we know certainly 
that he has gone away from us forever, that we shall meet him never 
again upon this earth. But in the language of the sacred preacher: 

**Man goeth to his long home, and the mourners go about the streets.” 

And in these touching lines we are reminded that nowhere is there 
exemption from the inevitable decree: 

“ There is no flock, however watched and tended, 
But one dead lamb is there; 

There is no fireside, howsoe’er defended, 
But has one vacant chair." 

By the providence of God it is so ordered that time gradually throws 
the veil of oblivion over melancholy memories, while it opens up in 
dewy freshness all the joyous recollections of the past. So the wounded | 

i 

| 
soldier whose virtues we commemorate to-day, forgetting the gloomy | 
sufferings and agonies of war, cherished only the flower-crowned mem- | 
ories of the march, the bivouac, and the battle. 

I hold in my hand a history of the regiment in which Major HAWK 
was one of the highest officers, and certainly one of its leading spirits. 
My hurried perusal of this volume shows that our late compeer was 
one of the brave men who led the front in that almost continuous battle 
from the Ohio through Kentucky, from the Cumberland through Ten- 

nessee, and from the Tennessee through Georgia to the Atlantic Ocean. 
With the gallant Rosecrans he breasted the storm of death at Mur- 

freesborough and under the same intrepid commander led the van in the 
historic conflict at Chickamauga. 

His troops were part of the surging line which charged with such 
desperation on that bright sunny morning at Kenesaw. 

He was in the terrible onslaught at Atlanta, and in the leading col- 
umn in the march preceding the battle at Jonesborough. In that en- 
gagement he fought with unusual bravery, and in the march to the sea, 
lighting at every step, he earned the commendation of General Sher- 
man, his distinguished commander. 

At Macon, Buckhead Church, Waynesborough, Aiken, Averysborough, 
and on hundreds of other fields, towered the portly form of him who 
was 80 lately with us in this Hall; and with the sound of victory upon 

| 
| 

| 
| 

| this war of ours did not arouse nor engage nor stir up the dark and 
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his ears he fell wounded in one of the last battles of his gallant chier 
tain, the present honored commander of our Army. 

Much that I read ‘n this work [ heard from Major HAWK’sown lips 
who, on our first meeuing, spoke of me as one who had often been ye; : 
near him during the conflicts to which I have referred—on Opposite 
sides, of course, but still near each other on American fields of batt) 
and this very fact seemed to awaken our mutual sympathies and tended 
gently but surely to draw us together into cordial relations. 

Let no man doubt the real cause of this almost instantaneous cordi- 
ality. It is this: We had in fact never been enemies. The word enemy 
not the word to use in reference to our differences of position. We hadsim- 
ply been arrayed in opposing attitudes. Between the individual yx ople 
of the North and the South there was no real enmity. Let the historian 
the philosopher, the statesman, while he pauses with amazement and; d. 
miration, as he contemplates these great, lately-contending hosts laying 
down their arms and assuming so readily and even gracetully the most 
friendly relations, find his answer here: There had been no real enmity 
between these warring peoples. A 

Our war has no parallel in military literature. 
wars in many of its leading features. 

The most sanguinary of the English wars comes down to us in 
tory under the softest and sweetest of names. It is called the War of 
the Roses. Under that gentle and poetic designation lie concealed the 
hideous features of a strife the most ferocious of any in the annals of 
modern warfare, waged as it was by brothers and kinsmen. It was. 
nevertheless, so wholly unlike our war that the distinguishing charac- 
teristics of the two may be profitably contemplated, contrasted, and 
studied. 

That too, it is true, was a civil war, a war rendered the more terrific 
by the personal hostility of the combatants, for into that war entered 
all the fiercer and darker passions of the human heart, envy, jealousy, 
hatred, malevolence, malignity, and revenge, the most aspiring preten- 
sions and the most inordinate ambitions, all prompted and urged by 
the family pride of the nobility and the autocratic prerogatives of roy 
alty. 

It was a war waged for nobility, the nobility of persons where titles 
and place, manors and earldoms, crowns and kingdoms were the stakes; 
where the result was the tyrannical dominance of family on the one 
sideand individual extermination on the other. While titles and crowns 
awaited the victors, the frowning executioner stood hard by with his 
keen ax eager and anxious to chop off the heads of the vanquished 

Let us contrast this picture of war for a single moment with this more 
recent one of ours, 

Our civil war, while it was one of the most sanguinary and terrific 
that ever employed the arm of the soldier or engaged the pen of the his- 
torian, was at the same time one of the most singular and remarkabl 
ever recorded, in this one distinctive characteristic: that, as between 
the soldiers who met and fought each other so desperately, there was 
not and never had been, and from the nature of things never could be 
any individual personal hostility, none of that despicable feeling known 
as hatred. No revenge, no ambition, no malice, no blood-thirstiness. 
They had marched and fought and triumphed under the same flag for 
nearly a century. They had seen their population grow from three te 
forty millions, and their territories expand from ocean to ocean. Hence: 

1s 

It is unlike all other 

} his- 

fierce passions of the human heart. We met and fought, not in aspirit 
of anger but in the fulfillment of duty. 

| 
It was a war built upon abstractions; not made nor sought nor 

wished for by the people at large, but rendered inevitable by extra 
dinary circumstances and by the irreconcilable conflict of opinions. 
Hence, when this people met each other face to face as foes in war 
they were amazed, perplexed, and confounded at the most unnatural 
aspect and felt in their hearts more reluctance than hostility, more re- 
gret than revenge, more sorrow than anger. 

In such a war the savage instincts of ferocity could have no pla 
and hence, upon the close of such a war, there could be no revenges t 
gratify. Hence, also, the instantaneous national reconciliation whic! 
puzzles mankind in the outside world is but the natural result of th 
reunion of thet sentiment (broken but for a moment) which is the r 
characteristic of American civilization, that is, the design to work « 
the problem of human liberty and to establish the rights of man | 
the unity of labor, the unity of mind, and the union of the State 

People of Ilhinois, allow me to plant the rose and the laurel upon t! 
grave of your departed hero, a soldier brave and determined in war, a 
citizen loved and respected by all who knew him, and a servant to his 
people, faithful to every duty. Paladin of an hundred battles, yet the 
pride and pomp and triumphs of war had not so carried him away 2s to 
make him lose sight of the humbler callings of good citizenship; and 
consequently we see in his career in civil hfe the same unerring integ- 
rity that carried him successfully through the war marking his demeanor 
as the industrious official, ever at the post of labor, thus commanding 
confidence and trust and assuring success amid the plaudits of his tc!- 
low-citizens, eminently exemplifying Pope’s often quoted, but most 
true words: 

‘ 

Honor and shame from no condition rise: 
Act well your part, there all the honor lies. 
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Reduction of Internal-Revenue Taxation. dispensed with at the meetir ting of the next Congress ( they are 

not we will have at least reduced the surplus revenue of th reasury, 

which stands as a continual invitation to corruption and extravagance 

S P E EC I In view of the foregoing | can see but one thoroughfare of escape 

a which is to support the bill and leave to a Congress fresh trom the 

LC P - people, in harmony with their views, and selected for reform the mat 

HON. WIiIkL LI A M R. COX. ter of making such additional modifications of the present system ot 

c taxation as the necessities of the country demand 
OF NORTH CAROLINA I have purposely refrained from consuming the time « 

In THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, “a & clavussion of tht ee ee ae regard to taxat el 
lave from time to time been presented tor our consideratiol ul have 

Tuesday, February 20, 1883, : ‘ been content to express my approbation or disapprobation of mea 

On the bill to reduce internal-revenue taxation by may VOU Phe Republ can party 1s responsible fot the egisiation 
3 , of this Congress. I was willing for it to have full rope, to aid it in 

Mr. COX, of North Carolina, said : every just measure of relief. and not to obstruct it in its efforts to se 

Mr. SPEAKER: The bill presented for our consideration is one passed cure proper legislation. It isa matter of regret that thus far it has 
not done more to command support While | have grave doubts as to at the first session of the present Congress, with an additional section 

proposing a reduction of the tax on tobacco of about $23,000,000. 
As it passed the House at the last session it simply removed the tax on 

capital and deposits of banks and bankers, stamps on checks, &c., medi- 
cines, perfumery, and matches, making a reduction of about $18,000,000. 
That bill was opposed by myself and others entertaining similar views, 

inasmuch as it failed to give relief to the laborer and producer, while Death of R. M. 

it sought to relieve those best enabled to bear the burdens of taxation. 
It was supported by distinguished gentlemen on the other side who to- aes Nader raidn bre 
day oppose this bill upon the ground that it proposes to remove the tax SPEECH 
in part pie swat : ss not grow n in their localities. 

As is well known, I have always been an earnest advocate for the ' , — ‘ +TY mM y 
repeal of all internal-revenue taxation, believing it to be anti-republi- HON. ANDREW G. CURTIN ) 
can in its tendency and burdensome and oppressive in its mode of col- OF PENNSYLVANIA 
lection. It has never been resorted toin this country except in cases of ane 
extreme emergency, and surely when this repeal is recommended by the 
President in his annual message, as well as by the Secretary of the ‘ ; i ; 
Treasury, and there is a surplus revenue of over $150,000,000 annually Tuesday, February 6, 1883, 
collected, there can be no valid reason urged for its continuance. On the announcement of the death of Hon. Ropert M. A. HAwk, late a mem 

The bill under consideration is not altogether satisfactory. It does | ber from Illinois 
not go sufficiently far in its measures for relief. It still proposes to Mr. CURTIN said 
leave the present cumbrous and irritating machinery for collecting 

any good it n Ly accomplish vet 1 trust it may still do more to relieve 

the burdens of the people than it h thus fi ven promise of - } 

A. Hawk. 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Mr. SPEAKER: The story of the life of our dead colleague h been 

these taxes in existence. It continues a system of espionage, informa- | faithfully told, and in the few remarks I have to make I shall not at 

tion, and oppressive agencies which frequently leads to conflicts and | tempt to repeat it 
even bloodshed, and proves most oppressive to that class who are least | _‘I learned to know Major HAWK early on my first entrance into this 
able to bear the expenses of litigation. Hall as a member and knew him well and was honored by his friend 
But I will not dwell on that subject at present. Suffice it to say that | ship. It would be false to his memory if 1 were to attempt to exalt 

amidst numerous propositions which have been for months discussed | him into a great orator or statesman or philosopher. Much better and 
looking to a relief from taxation this bill comes nearer relieving the | more useful in all the avocations of life, he was an honest, pure-minded, 

farmer, the producer, and those directly connected with him than any upright man of broad common sense and gentle, kind. natur 

other one proposed. It grants to manufacturers and dealers a draw- I am quite sure it is proper for me to refer to one circumstance in hisofh 
back on all original and unbroken packages on hand at the time the law | cial conduct which illustrates his unselfishness and his delicate estimat« 
shall go into effect where the claim shall amount to $10. It permits | of propriety when he had a personal interest in the result of his actio 
farmers and producers to sell tobacco of their own raising to consumers | When the committee of which I was a member had under conside 
toan amount not exceeding $100 annually, and reduces the amount of | tion the bill introduced into this House, and to the honor of its met 
tax on retail dealers and peddlers. i bers passe d unanimously , to give a pension of > 10 a month to these w! 

There is no industry of my State which has suffered more in cons had lost an arm ora leg in the military service in the late unhap 

quence of this agitation of tax relief without some final action than the | civil war Major HAWK refused to vote, I tried to persuade him tl 
tobacco interest. With the continual agitation of the proposition to | he was quite too sensitive; but, offering as a reason that it would 

remove the present tax of 16 cents per pound on tobacco the manufact- | to his income $200 a year, he refused. And that bil is carried 
urer has been virtually paralyzed. His factory hands were necessarily | through the committee and reported to this House in h en 
discharged or continued on meager wages, and great suffering followed It was a pleasant exhibition here, which we have just had given u 
The farmer has found great difficulty in finding a purchaser when the | [referring to the remarks of Mr. WHEELER] from a gallant soldier be 
manufacturer was left in doubt at what time the tax might be removed | low th ha st paid a tribute so beautiful and 0 
and a large stock left on his hands withthe uncertainty of arebate being the memo ( pplemented |} eulogy of h 
allowed. command Ci ! LOSECRA? soldi who \ e enemie nd now 

Now, while this bill does not afford the relief demanded by the coun- | in friendship paying the hor ft respect se ‘ must lee! for \ 
try, yet it is a movement in the right direction, and wisdom would dic- | tial virt | } ( nd ‘ ‘ the exl of 

tate that in such an exigency when you can not get the whole you had | the pr of his ch ‘ | his « um 
better accept the half loaf. There is but one voice among all parties | and | 0 
in my State in regard to the question of internal-revenue taxation, and Hi tachment to 1] ( home cirel ‘ 
that voice demands its total abolition. While there are subjects taxed ibiect q too sacred for the formal demonstration on this oecasio 
under this system in which they are not interested, yet on principle they | The: e sh 1 not ent God struck the husband and father and 
desire to see them relieved, recognizing the justice of granting the same | God pour bal 1 and balm into the wounds he has nfl d« he 

measure of relief to others which they demand for themselves. The | bereaved family, and nothing that can be said here can in 
Republican party in this Congress has shown itself incapable of dealing | lieve their deep sorro 
with the problem of tax reform, and I fear unless we accept this inad It is for mortal ] ‘ re 
equate measure of relief none whatever will be secured at their hands. | ing this Conur Iti I ho to so disch ( 

The session is now drawing to aclose; but few more working days re- | personal and relati when tl die their mem«¢ 
main. Appropriation bills and other important matters of legislation | served. When a ly dies ther » void in societ 
now stand in our way, and what right have we to expect that a party | void which it seems impossible to fill. But when a man dies who } 
which consumed eight months without effecting any reform, only ap- | failed to fulfill his duties to man and his country and those w1 
pointing a Tariff Commission to roam about the country to gather testi rounded h in life there is but a modicum of regret at his dep 

mony and formulate a plan for our action, which when brought forward | and he is soon forgotten But whether high orlow, wheth 
was at once repudiated, while the very committee which was declared | or peasant, whether rich or poor, the man is to be most rem ered 
in the last Congress incapable of dealing with this question presented | who patiently works in his allottedsphere and faithfully discharges I 
asubstitute for the action of the commission which hasbeen discussed | duty. 
up to this time without a conclusion—I repeat, what right have we to | found Major HAWK to be a man of that kind, and this House 
expect any other relief at the hands of this party? If this measure | properly honors the memory of a Representative who was honest anc 

should be adopted the present revenue machinery and officers may be | faithful and true in all the relations of life; who had strong conv 
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and pursued them; who had the courage to perform his duty and fol- 
low the right, and well he knew what was the right. Over his grave, 
from a short acquaintance with him, I desire to express sorrow at his 
death and gratification that his memory is to be embalmed, as we are 
told, in the community where he lived and by a constituency he faith- 
fully served on this floor. 

I say that we have been called often in this Congress to mourn the dead 
taken from this Chamber, so many during these short two years, men 
of long, useful, public service, and some who had scarcely reached the 
meridian of life. Whe can tell when the portals of this Hall shall again 
open to the great destroyer who may enter and seize another victim? 
Who knows who that victim wili be, whether old or young, whom we may 
be called upon again to mourn and pay these formal fitting ceremonies? 
When that time shall come I trust that over the dead body of another 
member of this House it may be said, he died an honest man, the noblest 
work of God, a sentiment never too old to be repeated. 

Mr. Speaker, all humanity is made of one family—the living and the 
dead. Those who go before us shed their benefactions upon us by their 
good works. If they have worked patiently in their allotment, if they 
have discharged their duties, personal and relative, if they have dealt 
honestly with their fellow-men, if they have sustained and supported 
the Government of their country as did our dead colleague in its dark 
hours of distress and necessity, and have acknowledged their allegiance 
to Almighty God, they will shed their benefactions upon us. 
When we have filled our allotted time and the destroyer comes to us, 

may it be said that we have so discharged our duties that when we are 
gone we will leave something that posterity may imitate. That is all 
of life; it isallof death; it is aNof humanity. Well did MajorHAwk 
fulfill his duties and leave to his family the priceless legacy of a useful 
and blameless life. 

I render this brief tribute to his memory; a generous, kind-hearted, 
upright man. He was maimed in the service of his country and day 
and night he suffered constant pain, which he bore with the fortitude 
of a soldier and resignation of a Christian. To his memory as a soldier, 
as a member of this House, and higher and holier emotion of the heart, 
to his memory I yield the homage of my respect, because he was my 
friend. 
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7529) to promote our commercial relations with Central and 

South America. 

Mr. BELFORD said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: On the 5th day of the present month I had the honor 

of introducing in this House a bill to promote our commercial relations 
with Central and South America. The bill itself isin all respectsiden- 
tical with the one contained in Mr. Hinton R. Helper’s memorial to Con- 
gress which, with the fullest approbation and pleasure, I had previously 
introduced in this House, as may be seen by reference to our proceedings 
here on the 17th day of January. 

The memorial and the bill, both of which should be considered in 
connection with each other, are characterized by a length and breadth 
and depth of meaning and purpose which amid many other matters of 
more than ordinary interest and importance may not as yet have 
secured merited attention. The objects ultimately sought to beachieved 
by the bill are supremely commercial and pre-eminently American; and 
by the use of the word ‘‘American’’ in thiscase I have reference to all the 
countries and all the peoples of the two great continents which, so far 
as land is concerned, constitute the bulk of the Western Hemisphere. 
According to the geographical designations found in our best maps and 
atlases, the three grand divisions, orrather sections, of land to which I 
allude are specifically known as the three Americas, North America, 
Central America, and South America. 

Railway intercommunication between all the independent and con- 
tiguous countries of the two great American continents, as a measure 
indispensably necessary to the full development of their wonderful nat- 
ural resources and their perfect rescue and future freedom from a spe- 
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cies of commercial thralldom to which they are still subjected, as they | 
have always been subjected, by certain portions of the Eastern Hemi- 
sphere, is substantially what the memorial and the bill seek to accom- 
plish. I have already, in other places and on other occasions, professed 
myself warmly in favor of the intercontinental highway thus projected 
because I believe it will bring about a more perfect assimilation of the 

legitimate aims and aspirations and secure a more thorvagh unification 
of the individual and national interests of all the peoples of the western 
world. It will impart new zest to the intercourse and comity of nations 
and its influeace will be universally favorable to the successful incep- 
tion and prosecution of internal improvements of every sort. 

While it will greatly facilitate direct and rapid communication be 
tween the inhabitants of distant sections of our own continent, it wil] 
also open avenues, everywhere ornamented on both sides with the de- 
lightful and enduring evidences of peaceful industry, to the still mors 
distant dwellers of oursistercontinent. Besides creating large demands 
for our manufactures and other commodities, it will stimulate the growth 
and increase the strength of our sadly crippled mercantile marine. [t 
will more clearly and conspicuously than ever before demonstrate the 
incomparable superiority of civil pursuits and greatly diminish the tu- 
multuous and deleterious incentives to war. By gentle methods and 
friendly examples, rather than by rash or violent proceedings, i+ wil] 
afford far better protection and security to life and property, and its 
civilizing effects will be recognized and appreciated in the remotest as 
also in the nearest abodes of all kindly-hearted and thoughtful men. 

Shall the feasibility of this gigantic enterprise, its desirability, or its 
indispensability, viewed from the standpoint of enlightened prudence 

and patriotism, be seriously called in question? It has been stated asa 
fact that from the very dawn of history the most beneficial and unselfish 
undertakings have been almost invariably regarded at first with pecu- 
liar distrust and shyness, principally perhaps for the reason that they 
were but imperfectly comprehended. A few notable instances of hu- 
man incredulity, not of ancient nor of medizval times, but of very mod- 
ern occurrence, may be fitly alluded to in connection with the propo- 
sition now made for opening railway communication between the United 
States and Central and South America. 

Benjamin Franklin was slandered and shunned as an impious man 
because he boldly attempted to control and utilize the electric forces of 
atmospheric and ethereal space, it being feared that he was profianely 
intrenching on one of the mysterious and sacred properties of heaven 
Later, while more successfully engaged in the same line of investigation 
and experiment, Professor Samuel F. B. Morse was looked upon with 
profound pity, if not contempt; and one of the grave and benevolent 
statesmen of the day, to whom the electrician had respectfully appealed 
for reasonable co-operation in his efforts, was considerate enough to sug- 
gest that a permanent home should be provided for the Professor in a 
lunatic asylum. Robert Fulton believed and declared that he could 
successfully apply steam to the purposes of river navigation; wherefore 
it was said that the man was evidently crazy, and the question arose 
whether it might not be unsafe to permit him to go at large. 

Dr. Dionysius Lardner, able and eminent as he was in several branches 
of science, solemnly warned the world against the wiles of the evil one 
in whispering steam as a substitute for wind in ocean navigation. When 
the learned and practical chemists of Londonand Edinburgh first asserted 
the possibility of illuminating those cities well and cheaply with gas, 
Sir Walter Scott laughed at them and ridiculed and denounced them 
as no better than alchemists or mountebanks, who, under plausible 
but fallacious representations, harbored sinister designs of making 
own fortunes out of smoke! George Stephenson, the first projector 
and builder of a railroad, was for a long while thought to be the victim 
of a hopeless self-delusion. Early in the year 1845, Asa Whitney, one 
of the most worthy and far-sighted patriots of his day, projected and 
earnestly advocated the Pacific railroad; but being regarded as a semi 
demented enthusiast, he failed, through no fault of his own. but through 
the fault of his countrymen to enlist proper attention to his most mer 
toriousscheme. Less than thirty years ago Cyrus W. Field bravely and 
wisely undertook to establish a line of submarine telegraphy between 
the United States and Great Britian. People shook their heads and 
smiled, and complacently repeated the old proverb, that ‘‘a fool and his 
money are soon parted.’’ But the fool in that case was certainly not 
found in the person of the daring and successful layer of the Atlantic 
cable; for he still lives in health and honor, and his wealth to-day, 
though possibly overestimated, has been figured out at not less than 
$50,000,000. 

According to William Appleton, of Boston, the Legislature of Massa 
chusetts, in 1829, when Stephenson’s projected iron road from Liver- 
pool to Manchester was still incomplete, appointed a survey to ascert 
tain whether it was practicable to construet a railroad from Boston to 
Lowell; the distance, over a comparatively level country, being only 
about twenty-five miles. Another duty imposed upon the surveying 
party was to estimate and make known the probable cost of building 
the road, provided it could be built at all, so as to carry freight and 
passengers with reasonable safety and expedition. To defray the ex 
penses of the survey, the Legislature was liberal enough to appropriate 
the sum of $250! The surveyors, who, for those railroadless days, must 
have been good engineers, reported the scheme as feasible, and estimated 
that the cost would not exceed $400,000. New surveys and estimates 
were demanded by the promoters of the enterprise, who appointed 4 
committee of their own to perform the desired services. In 1831, two 
years after the action of the Legislature, the private committee virtu- 
ally confirmed the report of the State officials; but so marked and gen- 

} their 



eral was the lack of confidence on the part of capitalists at that time 

touching a project of this kind that the requisite amount of stock was 

not sabseribed until long after the beoks for that purpose had been 

opened, , : 7 
From 1848 to 1862, during the progress of the discussion in Congress 

of questions affecting the proposed Pacific Railroad, many of the ablest 
speeches and reports made upon the subject, in point of mere intellectual 
ability, were extremely hostile to themeasure. It wasargued that the 
project was neither desirable, feasible, nor politic; that the plains be- 
tween the Mississippi River and the Pacific Ocean were bewilderingly 
monotonous, sterile, uninhabited, and uninhabitable; that the mount- 
ains were perilously elevated, irregular, rugged, and insurmountable; | 
that the valleys were devoid and always would be devoid of water, 
fuel, soil, food, and population; that the higher peaks of the mount- 

ains, some of which would need to be ascendedand passed over by the 
road, were covered with snow eight months in the year; that for a dis- | 
tance of 1,500 miles or more there would be no ‘‘ way business;’’ that 
the enormous sum of at least $400,000,000 would be required to build 
the road; that the whole enterprise was only a scheme of financial ab- 

surdity, if not something worse; that utter bankruptcy would surely 
overtake the project, and that if persisted in it would inevitably entail 
upon the Government of the United States an ever-increasing and ruin- | 
ous expense 

Yet notwithstanding all the raven-like croakings and discourage- 
ments uttered by even the ablest enemies of progress, the good com- 

mon sense of our people finally prevailed, theCentral Pacific Railroad 
was built, and it has been in most successful operation ever since 1869. 
Not only so, but it was soon found that one transcontinental road alone 
was quite insufficient for the amount of largely increasing business be- 
tween the great and growing West and the gorgeous East. 

completed; a third, the Northern Pacific, is in rapid progress of con- 
struction; and a fourth, the Canada Pacific, will be ready to convey 
freight and passengers from ocean to ocean within the next three or 
four years. Mexico, too, an adolescent giant of splendid promise in the 
family of nations, will soon have in operation at least one Pacific rail- | 
road. 

It may be safely inferred that it is only a question of a few years 
when from Mexico to the Argentine Republic, inclusive, every Spanish- 
American commonwealth, following the example of the United States, 
will have its Atlantic and Pacific outlets for trade and travel by rail, 
all the latitudinal lines tapping or crossing the great longitudinal line 
already denominated the Three Americas Railway. To hasten that 
day, a day not of small things but of great things, is the object of the 
memorial and the bill for which I am now speaking. That glorious 
day which will be certain to render the long-mooted Monroe doctrine a 
grand reality will indeed be a day for the mutual rejoicing of two con- 
tinents, for the joint jubilation of seventeen nationalities, for the up- | 
lifting of the harmonious and happy voices of 100,000,000 of free, en- 
lightened, and progressive American citizens, asif bedecked in holiday | 
attire and holding each other hand in hand in a sort of merry-go- | 
round, from Chili to Alaska. This expression, Mr. Speaker, may sound 
slightly peetical, but it is less so in fact than will be the simple con- 
summation of what is contemplated in the bill before us; for in this 
case, aS in so many others, truth will again prove itself to be stranger 
than fiction and deeds infinitely more weighty and worthy than 
words. 
Whatare some of the most important results which have followed the 

building of so many railroads in the United States, and what will prob- 
ably be the effect upon other American nationalities by undertaking 
and carrying out successfully corresponding improvements? An excel- 
lent reply to the first part of this inquiry, and inferentially a good re- 
ply to the second, is contained in the last edition of Poor’s Railroad 
Manual, from which I make the following quotation: 

The enormous increase of our foreign commerce is due almost wholly to the 
increased exports of provisions and breadstuffs, the products of those portions 
of the country most distant from markets and in which railroads have had their 

dest and most rapid development. In 1880 our exports amounted to $823,946,- 
353, which shows an increase of about $447,000,000 over our exports in 1870. 
Of this great increase the sum of $330,000,000 was made up of the provisions, 

breadstuffs, and other products of our Western States, whose wonderful pros- 
perity and p are almost wholly due to the construction of railroads 
within them. These deductions might be carried to almost any length without 
losing any of the interest attached tothem. They afford astriking illustration 
of the resources of the country and of the enterprise and material thrift of the | 
people. Their eagerness to construct railroads arises from the peculiarity of 
their position. As they moved inland, and they have been constantly moving in- 
land, their markets have always remained within a narrow belt of territory ex- 
tending along the Atlantic coast from Baltimore northward. Within this belt, 
with two exceptions, New Orleans and San Francisco, are all the great sea-ports | 
through which our agricultural products, except cotton, chiefly find their way 
to foreign lands. The reaching of these sea-ports cheaply and expeditiously 

consequently been a matter of prime importance with our people at every 
stage of their progress. 
The internal commerce of the country, in all its vast magnitude, is a direct 

creation of our railroads through the reduction they have effected in the cost 
of transportation. * * The great Rocky Mountain region presents no ex- 
traordinary obstacles to the construction within it of railroads, and its mineral 
wealth bids fair to compensate for any lack of agricultural resources. The total 
extent of lines of railroad constructed and to be constructed for the whole country 
may be safely estimated at not lessthan 500,000 miles. With 104,813 miles of rail- 
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A second |} 
leading latitudinal line, the Southern Pacific, has but recently been | 

é 

roads in 1881 (the number of milesnow amou to about On ur people ap 
pear to have only begun the construction of works whi ire to r common 
highways. Railroads in this country now precede the movement inland of our 
population, in order to provide the means for such vement and outlets for its 
products rhe gross earnings of all the ra mds in operat t country 
in the past year, 1881, were: $725,325,119, be Se « s year 
of $110,000,000, the rate of increase havi: t < y I l earn 
ings equaled $13.60 per head of our popt rheir net « were $276, 
64,119, an increase of $21,500,000 over those of L880 , 

The amount of interest paid during the year on their funds was $128 
887,002; the amount paid in dividends was $4 14,200. Phe cost of ope iting 
our railroads for the year 1881 was $49,565,071, or 62 per cent. of their gross earn 

} ings. rhe total amount expended in the construction of new li! l in op 
erating and improving the old roads was over $750,000,000; the , iter part of 

| which vast sum was paid in wages. The number of persons employed in op 
erating the roads during the year averaged fu | y twelve to the mik of operated 

| line, or 1,200,000 in all. The number employed in the mere construction of our 
| railroads equaled 400,000, increasing the total number of employés to 1,600,000, 
| or about one thirty-second part of our population, estimated at 53,200,000. The 
| freight transported 6n all the railroads in the country in 1881, though not ascer- 
tainable with de finite exactness, can not have been 500 tons to the 

| mnile, or a total of 350,000,000 tons Atan assumed value of $0 per ton the value 
of the tonnage moved, on all the railroads of the United States the past year, 

i less one-third for duplication, was, say, $12,000,000,000, or more than $200 per 

less than 

head of our whole population rhe total ‘ 1 cost of all the railroads and 
railroad properties in the United States in 1881 was $5.57 6,931 

Too great significance can scarcely be ascribed to Mr. Poor's deela- 

ration, backed as itis by incontrovertible statistics, that ‘‘ the internal 
| commerce of the country, in all its vast magnitude, is a direct creation 
| of our railroads, through the reduction they have effected in the cost 

of transportation.’’ This is a feature of the general subject dese rving 
| special consideration in connection with the proposed ‘I } hree Americas 

| Railway, the very idea of which is based upon calculations in perfect 
| accord with the eminently satisfactory experiences and r { nounced 

| in the extract just read 
rhe importance of cultivating more intimate relations of trade and 

| of social and political intercourse with Mexico, and with Central and 
South America, is, or soon will be, a proposition too plain to be argued; 

| and te state that a larger share of the commerce of those nations than 
| we now enjoy is highly desirable were only the utterance of a truism. 

Yet there is much reason to apprehend that few among us fully realize 

the present and prospective magnitude of the interests involved We 

are too pro" e to think of Spanish America as hopelessly anarchical 

to form our estimates of the resources of those vast rey 

, OF 
| om the 

| little we have seen of them 

It is now but little more than sixty years since these y« 

| threw off the colonial yoke of old Spair It was the policy of that 
} country to monopolize the commerce of all her coloni and to exclude 

|} almost entirely their direct intercourse with the outer world For 
three centuries their trade had run in the 

the mother country 

repubhes 

groove that was cut for it by 

Their raw products were sent to Spain in Span 

ish ships, and were then exchanged for Spanish manutacture Habit 
| is said to constitute a sort of second nature; and this routine of trade, 
| and this colonial dependence upon Europe, was only interrupted, not 
| broken, by the revolution which separated the Iberian colonies from 

Castile It is true that the trade was mostly transferred 
to England and other European countries; but the habit of dependence 

| upon the Eastern continent for whatever is the product of skilled iabor 
still remains. At the epoch of the Spanish-American revolutions the 
people of the United States had not yet entered upon a career of man 

| ufacturing. The great and peculiar interests of New 
| commerce and the fisheries 

irom Spain 

| 

England were 
Mr. Webster was himself a free-trader, 

and made able and eloquent speeches in opposition to the protective 
policy which was championed by Mr. Clay and Mr. Calhoun rhis 
country was not, therefore, in asituation to supply the demands of the 
South and Central American republics for manufactured goods; and 
their trade naturally fell into the hands of the E chiefly the 
English. 

Prior to our late civil war the commercial development of this coun 

I 

uropeal 

try was proceeding at a rate perhaps never before equaled in the history 
of the world; and our mercantile marine was second only to, and rap 
idly gaining upon, that of Great Britain. Our rising manufactur 
which had kept pace with the general progress of the country, had then 
a fair chance to be distributed over the globe, and they were gradually 

making their way into many of the largest and most distant market 
But the confederate cruisers, countenanced and encouraged by the 

ungenerous and sinister policy of England and France, destroyed or 
blighted our splendid commercial prospects; and although it is now 

almost eighteen years since the last defiant flag was furled or sunk 
| beneath the waves, yet we seem almost as far as ever from the period of 
perfect rec uperation 

| effaced 
In all else the devastations of the war have been 

The country at large is twofold, perhaps threefold, more wealth 
| to-day than it was before Fort Sumter was fired upon, in 1861. Even 
the Southern States themselves have well recovered from their over 
throw, and from the hasty and violent destruction of slavery; but o1 
American commerce, or more properly speaking, our American ship 
ping, sinks lower in rank from year to year as compared with that o! 

| other nations. Our commerce in truth has ceased to be our own; a! 
| humiliating as is the fact, it both comes and goes to enrich the foreign 
Of our total exports of domestic merchandise in 1882, mounting il 
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~on 
40, value to$ 

was exported in American vessels! The total value of our imports of 

| 
239,732, the comparatively pitiful sum of only $94,162,013 | people are now beginning to realize the fact that, whatever their griey 

merchandise during the year 1882 was $724,639,574; of which large | 
amount only $130,266,826 was brought in American bottoms. 

Still, the sturdy character of our people has not changed. The same 
resolute and daring energy is yet active among us, and there is now 
throughout the country vastly more capital, at a lower rate of interest, 
seeking profitable investment. The failure as yet to recuperate our com- 
mercial marine must therefore be traced to other reasons. The ob- 
structive causes which have conspired to retard and keep down our com- 
mercial aspirations are said to be twofold, the one originating in the 
policy pursued by the Government and the other in a change of the 
material of ship-building. Asan alleged encouragement and protection 
to American ship-building the Government has seen fit to prohibit the 
registration of foreign-built ships, while, at the same time, wooden ships 
have ceased to be highly valued in competition with those constructed 
of iron. It is true that America has more iron and coal in her mines 
than all the rest of the known or civilized world, but owing to the high 
wages necessarily paid for labor in this country it has thus far been 
found to be impracticable to build iron ships as cheaply as they can be 
built in Europe, 

Another hinderance to successful American commercial competition 
with Great Britain and other European countries is the fact that they 
pay large subsidies to lines of ocean steamships, which are thus enabled 
to carry on commerce with countries whose trade, without such extra- 
neous support, would not justify the venture. By force of long usage 
and by virtue of full and undisputed possession of the field the En- 
glish, French, and German merchants have strongly intrenched them- 
selves in the channels of southern trade, and it would now be very 
difficult for Americans, even with the aid of subsidized lines of steam- 
ships, to compete successfully with their European rivals. Experience 
has shown that in this country subsidized lines of steamers have but 
a feeble hold on the popular confidence. They are almost certain to 
come into disfavor and to bring odium upon the party which yields to 
their overtures. 

Justly or unjustly they furnish prolific themes for clamor and de- 
nunciation by ambitious politicians; and sooner or later they are aban- 
doned by the very party that voted the subsidies or they are uncere- 
moniously put aside by the opposing party in triumph. If it were a 
question of commercial intercourse with a country or countries entirely 
separated from us by wide seas, the reliance upon subsidized lines of 
steamships would or might be an absolute necessity in competition 
with similar devices of othernations. But as regards North and South 
America no such valid plea can be advanced. The views and lan- 
guage of the projector of railway communication with Central and 
South America, as found on the fourteenth page of his printed memo- 
rial to Congress, are wholly pertinent in this connection. He says: 
Europe, with her large, long-established, and liberally-subsidized lines of ocearr 

steamers, is now, as has already been stated, far ahead of us on the high seas, 
and may continue so for generations to come; but the land itself,the very basis 
of all solid things in this world, is open to us, as it is not and never can be to Eu- 
rope; and herein and hereon, if we will but avail of the vast vantage ground 
which nature herself has so kindly given us, we shall indubitably achieve the 
grand success at which we aim. Our own shipping interests, our water-way pos- 
sibilities, no less than our railway extensions, will be greatly stimulated and 
advanced by carrying out the intercontinental enterprise thus advocated. Or- 
ders for our manufactures and other commodities will in most cases be given 
in person or by letter speedily brought by railway, but much of the heavier kinds 
of merchandise so ordered will doubtless be freighted to its final destination, or 
taken far on its way thitherward, by steamers or by ships under sail. This in- 
creased and ever-increasing business between American merchantsand between 
Americans in general—between Americans of the far South, Americans of the 
far North, and Americans of intermediate latitudes—will, in the very nature of 
things, create such a demand for American bottomsas never existed before and 
which will doubtless soon afterward be supplied from our own ship-yards. 

The obvious dictate of common sense is to invest the subsidy in a 
form which will be permanent. Subsidies paid to lines of steamers 
perish in the using. They are as evanescent as the ephemeral track of 
the ship itself over the sea. Like the horse-leech, their cry is unabat- 
edly, ‘Give! give!’ Butasubsidy to a railroad (if subsidy it shall be 
called) is fixed, and is once forall. If granted atall, it need be granted 
only once. Its effect is tonourisha perennial plant which will fairly and 
continuously compensate the authors of its existence. 

vanced $16,000 per mile to aid in the construction of the Pacific Railroad; 
advanced it once only, not twice noroftener, not annually for a period of | 
twenty or thirty or forty years, as aid to lines of ocean steamers must gen- 
erally be given. Nor was theadvanceof money to the railroad by any 
means an unconditional gift; it was only a loan, which is now being 

. | properly repaid. 
I have said that we are too apt to underrate the great value and im- 

portance of commercial intercourse with the Spanish-American coun- 
tries; and in this remark I may include Brazil, whose dominant race is 
of Portuguese origin. The most recent official statistics of the foreign 
trade of those countries are highly interesting and encouraging, since 
they give evidence at once of the improvement in the social and busi- 
ness conditions of the peoples, of greater stability in their governments, | 
and of a constant but still too limited increase of our trade with them. 
This is particularly true as regards Mexico, our nearest neighbor, in 
whose welfare on every account we have the greatest interest; and whose 

In addition to | 
certain valuable land grants, the Government of the United States ad- | 

| borders. 
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ances may have been in the past, they have no longer any reason to look 
upon the American people otherwise than as sincere friends. 

Between the United States and Mexico there has been a marked im 
| provement in commercial intercourse within the last dozen years, and 
especially so within the last four or five years. It is besides a most en 

| couraging and gratifying fact that this improvement has been the con 
sequence of the construction and operation of railroads within her own 

These enterprises there ,though, arestillintheirinfancy. No 
perfect connection has yet been found between the roads of that coun‘ey 
and the roads of the United States; but a vigorous impulse has been 
imparted to the spirit of trade and friendly intercourse by the approxi 
mation of the termini of the American and Mexican iron highways; 
just as the electric spark leaps from the end of one wire to that of an 
other before they are brought in actual contact. 

The following tables, made up from official reports, will exhibit con 
ditions of trade which have existed between the United States and the 
several countries named from the year 1867 to the present time. Th« 
tables in the Statistical Abstract of the United States from which these 
are abridged contain the returns of each successive year, but to avoid 
too much detail I have taken the returns of only four or five years in 
each case at intervals of three or five years from each other. The tables 
show the value of merchandise imported into and exported from the 
United States, Mexico, Central America, and the several countries re 
spectively of South America. Mexico being our nearest neighbor, sh 
will be placed first in order. For the same reason the trade with that 
republic will be given with somewhat greater detail than will be exhib 
ited with the other countries. 

Mexico and the United States. 

Mexico 

Year. 
Imports 

Exports to from. 

1867 ... $5, 395, 796 $1, 071, 9% 
= 6, 264, 901 4 

Sl iaiisinesingeaceneapensselnnesuimnmenbepicen 7,460,704 5, 
SEIT wabebsecasoeeccnnoatecuaggencséunsene 7, 366, 493 7, 209, 
1881 ., cinedivebleumnmueliebennettapesnn 11, 171, 238 8, 317, 802 
CS weeeee| 15, 482, 582 8, 461, 899 

The foregoing table of exports and imports to and from Mexico in 
cludes only merchandise, as contradistinguished from gold and silver and 
precious stones. The latter commodities, gold and silver especially, go 
backward and forward from country to country, like water seeking its 
level; and they should not be taken as exponents of the balance of trade, 
since such balances are often settled by a triangular trade with another 
or several other countries. We generally export gold and silver to 
Great Britain, because we produce great quantities of those metals, and 
yet the balance of trade is generally largely in our favor. In likeman 
rou Mexico is a large producer of the precious metals. 

In 1871 she exported to us more than fifteen millions of gold and 
silver; while the balance of trade in our favor as against her was only 
a fraction over four millions. A hundred or more such illustrations 
might be given. In exhibiting the commerce of the two nations it is 
unnecessary, therefore, to include the exports and imports of the precious 
metals. The table given exhibits an almost :niform growth of trade 
between the two countries during the past fifteen years, which has been 
principally due doubtless to the better and more stable government of 
the Mexican people; but during the last three or four years the very 
rapid growth of the trade can be reasonably accounted for only by the 

| introduction of railroads south df the Rio Grande. 
Next in order comes the table of our commerce with the Central 

| Americanrepublics. In the (official) ‘‘Statistical Abstract of the United 
States’’ the five small republics known as Guatemala, Honduras, Sal- 
vador, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica are all lumped together as Central 
America. 

Central America and the United States. 

Central America 

Year 

Imports 
Exports to. fone 

1867 .. 9618, 548 | $907, 752 
1873 .. 961,810 | 1,974,965 
1878. 1,2§4,757 | 2,968,996 

1881 1, 625, 738 3, 159, 785 

These figures, like those relating to Mexico, show a rapid develop 
ment of our commercial relations with Central America; but unlik« 

those, they present a very considerable balance of trade against us 
Both at the beginning and at the end of the series of years this was the 

| case; while the proportionate balance is larger in 1881 than it was in 
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967. The extension of railroad communication through those repub- | commerce with Chili, though she has been victorious in the war. has 
lies would very soon equalize the accounts of exports and imports; while | suffered seriously, as appears from the following table 

in all probability it would augment them ter or fifteen fold. Colom- Chili and the United States 

bia now claims our attention: 

Colombia and the United States. Ch 

Yea 
Colombia 

Exports 

Year. 

Exports to Imports 
from 1867 . $2, 891, 5 1, 287,1 

1873. 2 SOS, 23% l » OOT 
1878. 1. O89. O61 i is 

$4,207,739 | $1,990, 040 1880, O67 776 A 

= 5, 373, 6,148,840 | 1881 614. Re j 
= 

4,495, 322 5, 848,048 

on et, 5,383,138 | 5,991,890 

This table, showing our commercial relations with Colombia, exhibits 

a steady and promising trade with that republic, with a healthy re- 

ciprocity in the enterchange of commodities. 
Now comes Venezuela: 

Venezuela and the United States. 

Venezuela 

Year 
Imports 
from, 

-xports to 

1867 ...-. 
$904, 690 $1,754, 48 

UBTS ..cccereceecereneresececereecersccessesecssecsere
s 1. 573. 647 5.512. 910 | 

LETS on ccccceccceecsccneeeeererecnecencnecensreeee
eteeeeseeesoes 2. 804, 665 7,310, 297 

1eel 
2, 768, 604 6, 601, 817 

. 2 | 

It thus appears that there has been during the last fifteen years con- 
siderable improvement in our trade with Venezuela, notwithstanding | 
the fact that the balance is too greatly against us. 
Of Ecuador our Secretary of State, Mr. Frelinghuysen, 

cently published lengthy letter upon ‘‘the commerce of the 
the share of the United States therein,’’ says: 

in his re- 
world and 

As far as our customs returns are concerned, it would appear as if there were 
no direct commercial relations between the United States and Ecuador. The 
name of that republic does not appear in the reports of the Treasury Depart- 
ment showing mae mapente from and our exports to the various countries of 
the world. It is doubtless principally owing to this omission that Ecuador, up 
toa very recent period, was almost wholly neglected by the manufacturers and 
exporters of the United States, thus leaving the field almost clear for European 
manufacturers and traders. 

The Secretary adds, however, that 

Notwithstanding the fact that our customs show no direct trade with Ecuador, | 
Consul McLean gave a long list of American imports received at Guayaquil, dur- | 
ing the year 1879, consisting principally of manufactured articles, to the value of | 
$1,150,000, while he computed the value of exportstherefrom to the United States 
at more than $1,000,000. 

Trade with Bolivia since she has been at war with Chili is carried 
on chiefly through the ports of the Argentine Republic; and Secretary 
Frelinghuysen is able to hazard only conjectures as to the foreign com- 
merce of that republic. Yet no tangible or definite guess is yentured | 
as to the extent of Bolivia’s trade with the United States. It is said, 
however, on the authority of Consul Baker, at Buenos Ayres, that dur- 
ing the year 1880 there was considerable demand for cotton goods 
from Bolivian merchants, the orders coming direct to Buenos Ayres, 
instead of going to the Pacific ports, as in ante bellum days. In most 
cases these Bolivian merchants asked for American cottons, which could 
not be had, because in consequence of the brisk demand for the same 
fabrics inthe United States the American cotton manufacturers refused 
to iill orders. y a 11 
The table in regard to Peru shows a declining state of trade with that 

country, owing, it may be safely inferred, to the terrible war which has 
prevailed there with Chili during the last several years. 

Peru and the United States. 

Peru 

Year. 
Imports 

Exports to from. 

| 
1867... $1,701, 987 

1873... 1, 186, 161 
1878... 1,531,591 | 
188]... | 760, 536 

The commercial and other civil pursuits of both Peru and Bolivia have 
been seriously crippled by the war with Chili, and it is for this reason 
that such commerce as the Bolivians have recently kept up with the 
outer world has been carried on for the most part through the Argentine 
Republic, bordering on the River Plata and the Atlantic coast. Our 

The commerce between the 

the table of exports and 

United States and Bra il, as appeal 

imports, is, to our own disadvantag juite a 

one-sided affair. We import from that country at least five times the 
value of the merchandise which she imports from us Brazil has an 
Atlantic coast thousands of miles in length, and her ports of entry 

nearer to New Orleans, Baltimore, and New York than to any European 
port. Yet England, France, and Germany send to Brazil almost an 
equivalent of manufactured goods for her raw product d he 

coffee and sugar 

Brazil and the United Stat 

B 

Year 

Ex - Im} ort 

1867 €5. 099. 387 9. 100. 300 

1873 197 2 3. 40. 376 
1878 8, 686 MoM 968, OT 

L881 9,2 415 82, 53h 

In the Argentine Republic the balance of trade is also against th 
United States, but not to anything like the extent that » humiliat 

ingly apparent in the case of Brazil. 

The Argentine Republic and el Sy 

\ \ 

ve 

: xP " dienen : 

1867.. &? 501% { 

1873... 3 234. 992 RT. R4 

18738... 2,152,109 1, 48, OF 

1881 
2,427, 813 >. 669. 240 

Uruguay, which is a small republic situated at the mouth of th 

River Plate (in Spanish El Rio de la Plata), has a considerable and 
growing trade with the United States, and, like most of her neighbo 
she has a large balance in her favor 

Uru yuay an Ll the United Ntates 

I 

Year 

1867 S597. 00 ~ ip 

873 | Ta) 71. 376 
1878 1,093, 43 437,11 
188] 1,612,618 1, 164, 66 

Paraguay, owing to the prolonged and wofully ruinous war whi 
several years ago she waged single-handed against the Argentine Re 

public, Uruguay, and Brazil, is still so disorganized in her ci 

tions that she has now but little trade beyond her own boundaries. Ot 
the very limited foreign commerce of this country no statistics have 
been tabulated {s regards soil and climate, Paraguay is one of th 
richest and loveliest countries upon the face of the earth. 

I now offer some general statements in regard to the foreign com 

merce of the Central and South American commonwealths and the dis 
tinctive nature of much of that commerce. It is remarked by our Se« 
retary of State, in his elaborate report on ‘‘the commerce of the world 

ly. Vil 

| and the share of the United States therein,’’ to which reference has al 

ready been made, that no aggregate statement of the commerce of M« 
ico is attainable; but from the returns of the British, French, and 
American officials it appears that their aggregate exports to that coun- 
try in 1879 amounted to $16,737,000, of which the share of the United 
States was $7,866,000, or nearly equal to that of both her great rival 
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In 1880 the eggregate exports of these three countries to Mexico was 
$23,381,000, of which the United States furnished $11,191,000, or nearly 
as much as both England and France. To the American these are grat- 
ifying facts. In 1882, as has already been shown, the exports of the 
United States to Mexico amounted to $15,482,582. Our imports from 
Mexico consist of a variety of articles, of which the principal are hides 
and skins, coffee, jute and other grasses. Our principal exports to 
Mexico consist of cotton goods, metals, hardware, machinery, and mill 
materials, and latterly almost everything pertaining to the building 
and equipping of railroads 

The estimated value of the foreign commerce of the Central Ameri- 
can republics in 1880-’81 was, of imports, $10,100,000, and of exports, 
$14,328,000. The share of the United States in this trade has been 
stated in a table already given. Great Britain exported to and im- 
ported from those republics about twice as much in value as this coun- 
try rhe principal exports are coffee, sugar, indigo, gums, and dye- 
woods 

During the same year, 1880-81, the trade of Great Britain, France, 
and the United States with Colombia amounted to $15,696,000 of im- 
ports and $16,385,000 of exports. This trade was nearly equally divided 
between the countries named. Our own country excelled slightly in 
the value of imports, and France in exports. Colombia exports Peru- 
vian bark, raw cotton, india-rubber, ivory-nuts, silver ore, coffee, and 
many other articles. 

In 1877, according to our Secretary of State, theimports of Venezuela 
were estimated at $13,990,000 and the exports at $14,983,000. Insup- 

plying Venezuela with herimports, England had the largestshare; next 
in order came the United States, then France, andthen Germany. The 
largest value of exports from Venezuela came to the United States. | 
Coffee and hides are among the articles chiefly exported from Venezuela. 

It has already been stated—and we should feel the full weight of the 
statement—that the people of the United States import from Brazil at 
least five times the value of all the merchandise which they send back 
in return. The Americans are great coffee-drinkers, and took from 
Brazil in 1881 nearly 316,000,000 pounds of coffee, free of duty, at a 
cost of $29,520,151. This of course is by far the largest item in the 

trade ; but we also purchased and brought from that country $8,193,- 
000 worth of crude india-rubber, and $8,446,000 worth of sugar. The 
English generally are not a coffee-drinking people. Their favorite 
table beverages are tea and beer; and hence the imports of coffee by 
Great Britain from Brazil are insignificant in amount as. compared 
with ours, while her exports of manufactured goods to that country 
are threefold greater than ours. The French have the balance of trade 
against the Brazilians, while the Germans enjoy an almost reciprocal 
trade. The Brazilian balance of trade against Great Britain amounts 
to about 25 per cent. 

The foreign trade of the Argentine Republic in 1880 is stated to have 
amounted in value to $44,067,000 of imports and $56,497,000 of exports. 
Of the imports, $8,025,000 were furnished by France, $12,103,000 by 
Great Britain, and only $3,121,000 by the United States. Belgium, 

The exports from Germany, and Italy were but alittle way behind us. 
Argentine went in larger measure to France and Belgium than to other 
countries. 

The imports into Chili in 1880 amounted to $27,000,000, of which 
$12,200,000 came from Great Britain, more than four millions from 
France, and a likeamount fromGermany. The United States contrib- 
uted only one and a half million. 

The foreign commerce of Peru in 1879 is estimated to have consisted 
of imports of the value of $28,000,000 and exports of the value of $44,- 
600,000. Great Britain had, as usual, the lion’s share of this trade. 

The bill now before the House looks to the early establishment of 
regular and continuous railway communication from the northernmost 
settlements in the British American provinces and in the United States 
to and through Mexico, through Central America, and also through 
South America, down almost to the southernmost settlements in the 
Argentine Republic. When the suggestion of such extended railway 
communication was first made, or the thought conceived, some sixteen 
years ago, we had no finished lines of railroad west of the Mississippi 
and the Missouri Rivers, spanning the continent from north to south, 
from near the British line to the borders of Mexico. Then the Union 
and the Central Pacific Railroads were still in embryo; and the idea of 
penetrating Mexico and our still more southerly sisters with railroads 
was too remote from realization to engage the attention of practical 
men 

But behold what has been accomplished within half a generation! 
More than one-third of Mr. Helper’s magnificent prophecy and project 
of an intercontinental railway is on the point of fulfillment; perhaps 
not precisely as it was first outlined and announced to the world, but 
still in substantial accordance with the original proposition. Even now 
we have railroads penetrating the far northern regions, where they will 
soon connect with the Canada Pacific, west of Lake Superior, and, run- 
ning southward to the Rio Grande, they will ere long meet and unite 
with a road leading to the City of Mexico. The Mexican road will be 
pushed forward within a few years to the southern boundary of that 
republic, there to spread onward thesalutary and delightful impulsions 
to corresponding progress in Central and South America. 
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In view of these startling yet cheerful facts already, as we may say 
more than half accomplished, it were treason to the true spirit of the 
age to doubt the timely realization of the design of opening a line 
continuous railway communication through North and Centra] 

| South America; ay, and a generation or two later on all the way 
Alaska down even to the most austral limits of civilization. Already 

| the Three Americas Railway has been brought within the range of the 
practical common sense and business calculations of the American peo 

| ple. Whatever obstacles may have hitherto been deemed insuperable 

in the way of engineering have disappeared in the presence of the actu] 
results of railroad building in South Americaitself. Themighty Andes 
have been scaled, and are traversed daily by theironhorse. In illustra 
tion of this truth I will here read a brief passage from the brilliant es 
say of William W. Archer, written in vindication and advocacy of this 
splendid enterprise. He says: 
Upon the very threshold of the entrance to Colombia, the first obstacle 

serving the name presents itself, for here the Andes are to be crossed. But this 
can not be deemed impracticable; for Peru, alone and unaided, has achieved 
the more gigantic feat of crossing the towering range where its height is muc! 
greater. At half past7 o'clock every morning the train leaves the Pacifle coast 
for Lake Titicaca, 12,800 feet above the sea, On the route passengers take din, 
ner at Vincamayo, the highest village in the world, at an elevation of 14,443 feet 

of 

and 
irom 

The Oraya Railroad from Callao, on the coast of Peru, to Chicla, its 
present Andean terminus, has already overcome an altitude of more 

than 12,000 feet. This cloud-reaching road is to be extended to the 
rich silver mines of Cerro de Pasco, which are still 2,000 feet above the 
village of Chicla. It is idle, therefore, it is vain, it is silly to talk of 

impossibilities in connection with the proposition to unite by means ot 
railways the remotest habitable portions of North and South America 

As has already been suggested, however, there is a proneness in the 
human mind to regard every uncommon enterprise as well as every new 
invention the object of which is to make machinery do the work ot 
human hands as altogether visionary and impracticable. Yet there 
would seem to be but little excuse for this species of mental short 
sightedness in an age and country wherein have been witnessed so many 
miracles of progress in the subjugation of the elements to the will of 
man. But if there be present any skeptics of this kind, permit me to 
point them to the wonderful events of recent date. Marvels of genius 
and marvels of science have followed each other in such rapid succes 
sion that the generous and sympathetic mind, in full sympathy with 
the ameliorating tendencies of the times, is ready to believe in the feasi 
bility of almost any scheme or device of human acumen that is not 
physically impossible. 

During the present century many great things have been achieved 
which the foremost minds of less than one hundred yearsago would have 
declared to be utterly impracticable. To say nothing of the remarka 
ble triumphs of steam by sea and by land, who would have thought it 
really possible to ‘‘girdle the earth in forty minutes’’ by the delicate 
adjustments of scientific discovery and invention? Who but the in 
comparable Bard of Avon, born in 1564, would ever have even dreamed 
in his Own day of the daily and hourly and ever-continuous realization 
nearly three hundred years afterward of such an astounding yet verita 
ble miracle? 

| The youngest man in this House can remember when the feasibility 
of buildingand operating a railroad across the continent of North America 
from the Atlantic to the Pacific was persistently doubted, ridiculed, and 
denied by many otherwise intelligent and practical statesmen. Indeed 
most of our practical and common-sense men of a generation or two 
back of us were but too apt to regard their indifference and incredulity in 
opposition to new enterprises as asterling virtue. Fortunately, theugh, 
both for the present and for the future, the young men of our own day 
are being educated outof strangeand dogged adherence to the inadequate 
things of the past. 

A brief recurrence to the hiStory of railroad building in the United 
States should at once dispel every doubt in relation to the feasibility 
and the prospective advantages of the grand scheme which is contem 
plated by,the bili now before the House. It is only about fifty-two or 
fifty-three years since the first mile of railroad was operated in this coun 
try. At the end of the year 1830 there were but twenty-three miles in 
operation; in 1846, when the war with Mexico was declared, there were 
but 4,930 miles; in 1861, when our own great war began, there were in 
operation only 31,286 miles; so late as 1870 there were but 52,914 
miles; the same being less than half the present number. At the clos 
of the year 1881 there were 104,813 miles, to which was added during 
the year 1882 about 11,000 miles, making an aggregate of more than 
115,000 miles at the beginning of the present year. It further appears 
that in the United States we have nearly as many miles of railway as al! 

| the other countries combined. In this most essential element o! mod 
ern progress the New World is indisputably ahead of the Old World 
| In view of all these incontrovertible facts can it be intelligent!) 
doubted that our grand North American railway system, which, trom 
first to last, has already cost our people nearly or quite $6,000,000, 000 

will, under a sort of irresistible destiny, prudently push itself for ward 
through Mexico, through Central America, and through South Ame! 
ica? Where else can American capital and American energy and ep?! 
prise so fitly go? Where else can our people find at once on so large 4 

| seale peaceful, equitable, and remunerative occupation? Jn casting 
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abont for honorable business, mutually advantageous to themselves and likely to be realized, but where, notwithstanding, th 

others, where are they so likely to secure it as in the beautiful and 

balmy southland, whose inexhaustible fertility of soil and limitless re- 
sources of mineral wealth have been the inspiriting themes of explorers 
from Humboldt to the latest adventurous travelers who have penetrated 

and passed over the vast interior on muleback? It were an endless and 
overpowering task to enter upon the subject of the vast undeveloped 
wealth of Central and South America. 
nature has endowed those tropical and transtropical regions with soils 
of unsurpassed fertility, with forests and fruits and flowers of unrivaled 
excellence for all the uses of man, and with mines of wealth unimag- | 
ined until they were actually discovered and opened through the un- 
faltering energies of a conquering and invincible race. 

The benefits and blessings which railway communication between 
North and South America is destined to confer will be, as they should 
be, reciprocal. 
ditions to the commercial, the manufacturing, and the agricultural 
interests of all the nations through which the grand longitudinal rail- 
way and its numerous branches will pass. Relatively the less devel- 
oped countries will be the greatest gainers. They will find good mar- 
kets for their superabundant products of the soil, for the flesh as well 
as for the skins of their countless herds of cattle, which in many places 

are now killed only for their hides and horns, or are permitted to roam 
at random over the grassy plains without ever contributing in the least 
to the comfort or well-being of mankind. Then, too, the inconceivably 

rich mines of the precious metals in those countries will be worked to 
far greater advantage to their owners and to the people in géneral than 
they have ever been worked heretofore. 

Capital from the United States and from Europe will constantly seek 
investment in those countries, in mining, in railroad building, in mer- 
chandising, in the mechanic arts, in agriculture, and also in many 
branches of manufacturing industry, especially by machiney which can 
be very economically and profitably used where the raw material itself 
is first obtained. Best of all, the masses of the Central and South 
Americans will find infinitely more desirable and elevating occupations 
than fraternalstrife. Their governments will gradually acquire perma- 
nent strength and dignity. Assiduity in the various vocations of civil 
life will lead to the general accumulation of wealth, and the potential 
voice of well-ordered society will everywhere demand and receive pro- 
tection against that class of lawless and desperate men who have hith- 
erto been accustomed to rob in the name of revolution. 
Among all classes of the people education and literature will be hon- 

ored and diffused, and a liberal and tolerant spirit, ready at all times 
to welcome the stranger of whatever clime or religion, will take the 
place of the narrowness and bigotry which are inseparable from the 
isolation in which largely preponderating majorities of the good peo- 
ple of Central and South America have lived for so many generations. 
I need not dwell longer upon the varied and comprehensive benefits 
which American commerce, manufactures, and general industry will 
undoubtedly derive from the very extensive international communica- 
tion thus sought. It isnotso much that we shall obtain a vastly larger 
share of Spanish-American trade than other northern nations will be 
able to secure, but the intercontinental railway, with its many branches | 
and connections, will probably increase the present value of the trade 
at least tenfold, so that the United States, while deserving and receiv- 
ing the greatest share, will perhaps still leave the Europeans in posses- 
sion of even a larger amount of business with the southern continent 
than they now enjoy. 

Finally, Mr. Chairman, the more than ordinarily careful thought 
and investigation which I have bestowed upon this subject leads me to 
make an emphatic expression of the opinion that the bill before us 
ought to be passed; it ought to be passed very soon; it ought to be 
passed now. Procrastination in this case, as in so many other cases, is 
both unwise and perilous, not to say imbecile. Europe is every day 
strengthening her hold upon the great and growing commerce of Cen- 
tral and South America, and if we ever succeed in securing for our- 
selves the large, if not the largest, share of that commerce which nat- 
urally belongs to us, we must first earn it; and our most prudent and 
vigorous efforts in that direction should not be any longer delayed. 

_ Let us learn a lesson or two from one or more of the European na- 
tions. Only a few days ago a telegraphic dispatch from Berlin an- 
nounced the fact that the German Reichstag had just voted 100,000 
marks for exploring a portion of Central Africa. On the 27th of last 
December the committee in the French Chamber of Deputies at Paris, 
having under consideration the proposed De Brazza expedition to the | 
Upper Congo, in Africa, reported favorably, estimating that the work in 
contemplation could be finished within two years, and asking an appro- 
Priation of 1,275,000 francs (about $255,000) for the successful carrying 
out of the enterprise. On the very next day every franc asked for was 
voted almost unanimously; and De Brazza is already on his way to the 
Upper Congo, or, in any event, will soon be there. 

In that timely and statesmanlike action of France, where the pros- 

Among them will be immense if not incalculable ad- | 

1 
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Irie t asked for 

| the requisite service is very nearly ten times less For a special ¢om 

mercial and railway commissioner and assistant to Spanish America for 

With unstinted beneficence | 

a period of two years, a sum of only $26,000 is necessa t for only 
one country, and that a savage country, destitute if intel 

| ligent or peaceful industry, but for fifteen fairly « l land enlight 
/ ened countries, having organized governments, civil methods. and rv 

ular pursuits. In the name of American commerce, Anx n ma 
factures, American progress, American statesmanship, A can | 

| and all American interests, I again ask for the early con 
passage of the bill 

The Tariff. 
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HON. JOHN S. RICHARDSON, 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

IN tHE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Nat | 10. 188 

rhe Committee of the Whole having under cor lerat It. 1 

7313), the question being the tax on won and st 

Mr. RICHARDSON, of South Carolina, said 

Mr. CHAIRMAN: I will not at this time undertake to dist the qu 
tion before the committee on its merits lo do so would only be to re 

peat what has already been said over and over again during this « 
cussion. I shall confine my remarks to a single point, on the deci 
of which the action of the committee seems to depend 

It has been asserted by those in favor of the high tax asked for by 
the manufacturers on cotton-ties that the tax is not paid by the pro 

ducers of cotton, but on the contrary that the producers pay only 4 o 

5 cents per pound for the ties and sell them for whatever they get per 

pound for their cotton, 8, 10, or 12 cents, as the case may Ix Whil 
at first sight this may appear to be the case, it isin reality o. Th 
error has been ¢ xposed by several members but so far as I KnHOW no ¢ 

has mentioned a most important fact, which, if considered, will at on 
expose this fallacy of the advocates of the high-tax theo It is knov 

and admitted that three-fourths of our cotton finds its marketin | 
and that the price of cotton is fixed in that market. Now, the pro er 
of cotton in this country has to have his cotton baled before he can shi 

ite he has to buy his cotton-ties before he can prep 

market He pays the cash for his cotton-ties, and t pense « 

| out of his pocket before it reaches the market. It is then shipp 
Liverpool and there it has to compete with cotton which has no 
tax imposed on it he cotton from the East Indies has no tax 

cotton-ties, is in short free cotton, and the price f ( on the 

| fixed by the price paid for this free cotton: This bi th 
no one can deny it), it seems to me to be too plait I ment that 

| the price paid for our cotton-ties is a dead expen ‘ pr 

ducer 

I might say much upon the injustice of putting tl murden upon the 

whole laboring class of the South for th e of aha Ooze! 

urers and at most a few hundred operatives, but t | | 

commented upon and exposed 

I conclude what I ha to say on this question with asku the | 

publican majority, who seem determined to impo t pon th 

South, if they do not see that their course on the question 1 un 
consideration must convince and satisfy the country that the charge 

true which is now being made by the press of the count that it th 

purpose of that party that no tariff bill shall become a law; that the 
do not want the tariff changed, and they do not intend that t people 

| shall have any relief from the enormous burdens which ha robbed 

them so long of their hard earnings 
I donot say that your tariff bill would or could command many voté 

| from the members representing the cotton belt That would depend 

| it. 

pects for profitable returns are so small in comparison with the liberal | 
grant, we should experience no difficulty at all in finding a precedent— 
if we need & precedent—for similar promptness of proceeding where the 
advantages in prospect are at least twenty times greater and far more 

upon how much relief it gave to the people when we get thre ugh with 

But I ean tell you now that if your bill, which prot edly 18 one 

to reduce and equalize the burdens of taxation, shall instead of reduc 

ing the burdens imposed on the producers of cotton increase the tax on 
cotton-ties to more than double what it now is, you ll assuredly 

drive off every one who may be disposed to pass some tax bill You 

force them to vote against your bill. It may be true that this is what 
you want. If itis, you are insuring it by raising the tax on cottor 
ues. No member from the cotton belt can afford to go home to his 

constituents and tell them that while all other sections and all other 
laborers had their: burdens lightened, they voted to increase the burdens 
on the producers of cotton. 
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Sicnal Service. 

SPEECH 
OF 

HON. FRANK E. BELTZHOOVER, 
oO! PENNSYLVANIA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, February 3, 1883, 

On the bill UL, R. 7190) ixing and defining duties of the Signal Service. 

Mr. BELTZHOOVER said : 
Mr. SPEAKER: lintroduced a billsome timeago “ fixingand defining 

the duties of the Signal Service.’’ It provides that so much of the busi- 
ness of the Signal Service ofthe Army as relates to meteorological observa- 
tions, storm signaling, and forecasts, together with the civilian employés 
engaged therein, be transferred to the Interior Department, and the en- 
listed men now in the Signal Service shall be discharged and their places 
tilled by theiremployment as civilians, or the employment of other per- 
sons in their stead at rates of compensation not to exceed those paid to 
the enlisted men now doing signal duty. It also provides that there 
shall be one chief signal officer of the Army, with the rank of colonel, 
and one assistant, whose duties shall relate solely to military duty and 
telegraphing; and the lieutenants now in the service of the Signal Corps 
shall be assigned to regiments of the line before June 1, 1883. 

The objectof the bill is to separate the Signal Service and the Weather 
Bureau which are now operated under one head, and relegate the work 
and duties of each to the legitimate and proper sphere to which they be- 
long. The Signal Service of the Army is as distinct and independent of 
the weather and meteorological bureau as any other two departments 
under the Government. There is no natural relationship between the 
two and no reason why they should be combined. There are on the 
contrary plain and convincing reasons why they should be separated. 

IS IT CONSTITUTIONAL? 

The first question which arises with any honest and intelligent legis- 
lator in the discussion of any public measure is, Does the Constitution 
authorize it? The Signal Service is so plainly and appropriately a part 
of the Army, and therefore authorized under the power to raise and 
maintain an Army, that it would be useless to argue it. The right, 
therefore, to legislate in every reasonable way te promote the efficiency 
of the Signal Service is undisputed and clear. 

Hlow is it with the establishment and support of a great scientific | 
meteorological department for the study and classification of weather 
and all the multifarious questions which are immediately and remotely | 
connected with it? Does the Constitution give us the power to vote 
the people’s money out of the Treasury for such a purpose? Does the 
Constitution commit the subject of meteorology and electricity and 
their kindred sciences to Congress? If it does we then have the power 
to establish and maintain a bureau of mathematics and astronomy and 
navigation and lawand theology. The question of constitutional power 
and construction has received the most elaborate and exhaustive dis- 
cussion in the judicial and parliamentary history of the country, and 
it would be a work of supererogation to repeat the arguments. 

The greatest legal luminaries have ranged themselves on both sides 
of the question as they severally contended for a liberal or strict con- 
struction of our fundamental law. I desire to be found with those who 
seek to contract rather than enlarge the sphere of objects for which to 
spend the people’s money. I believe this view is in conformity with 
the genius and spirit of our institutions, which authorize the taxation 
of the people solely and exclusively for the purposes of government and 
the exercise of the necessarily incidental functions of government which 
relate to the regulation of those subjects committed to it by the Con- 
stitution. The only clause in the Constitution on which a meteorolog- 
ical and scientific bureau could be reasonably claimed to be supported 
is that which provides for the regulation of commerce. But in no in- 
stance has that power ever been stretched to cover the establishment of 
any such institution as the weather bureau as it is now run, and with 
the wide and ever expanding power which it claims and the great and 
ever incfeasing sums of money which it expends. This bureau, as it 
is now constituted and operated, is grasping within its scope all the 
natural sciences and aims to become a great educational and experi- 
mental institution, in which, at the expense of the National Govern- 
ment, all the great mysteries of nature shall be unraveled. Surely 
on the theory on which our Government is founded its functions do not 
extend to and embrace such subjects. I do not believe that we have 
the right to vote money for the support of such an institution. 

But waiving the question of constitutionality for the purposes of this 
discussion, is it not a fraud and false pretense to annually vote a million 
and a half of dollars for a Weather Bureau which is purely civil and 
wholly unmilitary under the disguise of the power conferred on us by 
the Constitution to raise and support an army? If a great scientific | 
institution is to be maintained at the expense of the Government, let | Pike’s Peak and Mount Washington, made usually under the presen! 
it be done in such a way that the people may know under what authority { system, by men who are banished to those inclement regions for pe' 

of law their money is taken. If we are to assume under an utterly y, 
limited construction of the Constitution that we have the power to ee 
late on the subject, let us assert and exercise it in a fair, open, al 

| way like men. Let us make the Army responsible only for the cont 
and management of the departments and duties which properly belong 
to it under the law. Do not let us smuggle in under the skirts of the 
power to support the Army a purely civil bureau which hangs aroynq 
the neck of the Army like the old man of the sea and which q)] ; 
soldiers pray, in the name of God, we may deliver them from 

THE REASONS FOR A TRANSFER. 

If the Weather Bureau is to be maintained, every argument is in fayo, 
| of its transfer to some civildepartment. This transfer will put it when 
it naturaliy and properly belongs; it will immensly cheapen its cost 
management; it will largely increase its efficiency and usefulness: j; 
will correct the almost incredible frands and abuses which have coy 
stantly attended its management asa military bureau; it will meet the 
almost universal demand of the Army, which does not want the iney 
bus, and satisfy scientists, to whom its principal duties should be com 
mitted; it will be in the interest of honest and fair legislation, which 
should not tolerate the support of one measure under the thin disguise 
and name of another. 

It needs no argument to prove that all the duties of the bureau are 
civil and scientific and wholly unmilitary, and that there can be no 
earthly reason, therefore, why they should be committed to soldiers 
Its proper study is the meteorology of the country. This is one of the 

great unexplored sciences, the outer boundaries of which have bare]; 
been tduched by scientists. To ever understand the mysteries o; 
weather nature must be watched long and faithfully in all her fitfu! 
varying moods. Spies must be set upon her daily action, who will fo! 
low and shadow her for long years and glean from her the secret lines 
which, after patient watching, it is supposed she will be found to fo! 
low. Civilians do all the important work in the bureau now and must 
of necessity continue to do it. It requires students and scholars who 
make their life’s work to delve into the mine of knowledge and bring 
up from the depths the treasures which are hidden from the every-lay 
gaze of the world. Those who argue for the continuance of the mili 
tary system forget that the life and habits and character of the soldier 
do not fit him for such work. The pursuits of the soldier and those o: 
the student and scientist are widely apart in all their characterist 
The life of the one is stormy and turbulent, and filled with the passions 
of revolution; the other courts the silence and repose of seclusion and 
peace. Thevery lastargument printed and issued by the Signal Bureau 
in behalf of the military system which it wishes to maintain declar 

It is further necessary that such a corps should be composed of men of 1 
intelligence than are willing to enlist in the line of the Army, for it ca: 
created in a day; it must be the result of study, selection, and practic: 

If it is to be composed in all respects of better men than enlist in 
Army, why keep the bureau there? If it can not be created in a day but 
must be the result of study and practice, why not intrust it exclusive! 
to these whose education and life’s pursuits fitthem forit? The country 
is swarming with thousands of bright, earnest, and intelligent young 
men who come from our hundreds of colleges annually, who ane thor 
oughly equipped and ready for just such work. Besides, if it is so that 
the men of the bureau can only become efficient by years of study and 
practice, what becomes of it in time of war? Are men of long study and 
intelligence, who have spent years in the investigation of science, to b 
torn away to swing flags on battlefields when there are thousands of men 
in active service in the Army all the time who can do it better, and thou 
sands more whocan be taught to do it in a few weeks? Is it nota fact 
that a few military martinets who want to slink away from their dut) 
in the field are trying to hide this gorgeous military Weather Bureau 
under the thin disguise of the Signal Service? It is an insult to every 
intelligent man in the Signal Bureau to say that the observers will not 
do their duty except under the constraint of military law and disciplin« 

Is it credible that these ebservers whom the Chief Signal Officer has 
said are men of ‘‘excellent character,’’ of a ‘‘ superior class,’’ ** car’ 
fuily selected,’’ “graduates of colleges,’’ &e., are so devoid of principle 
so lacking in sense of duty, so deficient in conscience that nothing bu 
fear of punishment prevents them from neglecting their duty? It) 

| an insolent slander on the class of men who are qualified for the duties 
of such a great scientific service to say that they know no law of duty 
but that of brute force and compulsion. The mysteriesof nature | 
have been and never will be unveiled by those who are sent to th 
work like dumb driven cattle. There are thousands of men competent 

|} and anxious and willing to undertake the work of the Weather Bureau 

| atthe same compensation now paid who will work for the love of scienc« 
who will watch nature in her marvelous moods because they earnt stly 

| desire to know her secrets. Nine-tenths of the best school-teachers 1 

the country to-day do not get as much pay as the weather obser) 
do. Thevolunteers who go to the north pole and accompany the ex} 

| dition to Lady Franklin Bay go with their lives in their hands, but 
even with this extreme and unusual peril there are thousands wo 

| would voluntarily go for the love of science alone. 
What kind of observations do you suppose come from Alaska and 

rol 

ey 
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offenses or because they do not bow and truckle at the beck and nod of 

the petty autocrat who struts in all his military glory at the head of 
the Signal Bureau? What kind of scientific work can you expect any- 
where from men who are willing to bear the insolence of such military 

domination? Just such work as the Signal Bureau has been giving 
to the country for the last few years. Such workas makes it the laugh- 
ing-stock and the by-word of the people and the disgrace of the Army, 
on whose skirts it hangs, and the jest of scientists everywhere. 

hits the weather oftener and infinitely better than our million-and-a- 
half-dollar shoulder-strapped and brass-buttoned concern. 

The life and discipline which are necessary and proper in the highest 
degree for the efficiency and strength of the Army should be confined to 
the Army. The instincts and culture of the age are against the ex- 
tension of the sphere of that arbitrary and summary law which must 
of necessity govern in war. War is a science and occupation of its 
own, and there is nothing in common between it and any of the other 
peaceful pursuits of the world. 
We next maintain that a civil administration of the Weather Bureau, 

besides being clearly more convenient and better adapted to its duties 
would also be vastly cheaper and more economical. It is no reflection 
in any degree on the integrity and honor of the Army to say that it is 
not adapted to and does not lik» the duty of disbursing or managing any 
funds but its own. Military administration is the very last one which 
should be saddled with the performance of civil duties, and especially 
so when there are so many other departments which are constituted 
for the eare of the commercial, financial, agricultural, and other inter- | 
estsof the people. It is the constant challenge of the Signal Bureau to 
compare it with those of other countries and mark the difference be- 
tween our military system and their civil ones. We answer, com- 
pare the cost. The Admiral-Fitzroy system, established in England 
in 1862, is purely civil, has as many stations as we have, and gives great 
satisfaction, and only costs $50,000 perannum. Ours costs $1,550,000. 
The one is cheap and adapted to its duties; the other is a grand mili 
tary pageant for the glorification of a few officers who like hanging | 
around Washington better than fighting. 

What would the English system, controlled by its brains and sus- 
tained by a million and a half dollars, do when compared with the com- 
placent idiocy which runs the machine here? There is no nation on the 
face of the earth that ever dreamed of spending such a vast sum of money 
on meteorology. England, the greatest 

ships and a Weather Bureau even rottener and weaker than our ships, 
all in the interest of commerce. That a mighty progressive, energetic, 
erratic, and restless people should run foolishly after Osear Wilde and 
Mrs. Langtry, estheticism and its very opposite, within the same moon 
is perhaps to be expected in a popular government; but that a great 
legislative body like this should vote millions to a fraudulent institu- 
tion to look after the interests of commerce and not have any com- 
merce of their own to be interested in surpasses even the folly of the 
people. 
itures. It is known that President Orton, of the Western Union, said 
in his lifetime that their company could run the whole business, take 
all the observations, and give all the information with infinitely greater | 
accuracy and certainty at a cost of $200,000 per annum, less than one- | 
seventh of the present expense. 

At present the pay of officers and men, their food, and room allow 
ances, their medical bills, their transportation expenses from place to 
place, the cost of maintaining Fort Myer, the rent of the Signal Office 
buildings, &c., all are drawn from the sum appropriated for the Army. 
The specific yearly appropriations of several hundred thousand dollars; 
erroneously believed by many Congressmen to be the entire cost of the 
Signal Service, pay for instruments, telegraphing, &e. Asa civie bu- 
reau it could be much more efficiently conducted with the same equip- | 
ment in all respects at a cost not much greater than $500,000 per annum 

The expensive military telegraph lines, now operated by enlisted ob- 
servers, should go to the Quartermaster’s Department. Their business 
being very light, they could be operated by soldiers at an expense of 
$13 per month for salaries, instead of from $80 to $100 as at present. 
As a rule, the soldiers in the Territories, which these lines traverse, have 
little to do, and would welcome the new work. As it is, many oper- 
ators and repairmen on these lines are soldiers temporarily detached | 
from theircommand. No reason can be advanced why the Quarter 
master’s Department could not operate these lines. At present each 
little station on them, only a few miles apart, is fully equipped with 
expensive instruments for meteorological work that is entirely unneces- 
sary. A few meteorological stations, about one to every ten of those 
now established, could be judiciously located and would answer all 
the needs of the Weather Bureau. In difference of salaries paid, re- 
duced cost of equipping, transportation, &c., an annual saving of from 
$150,000 to $300,000 would be effected by the transfer of these lines 

The eoast telegraph lines properly belong to the Life-Saving Service. 
They could be operated, when necessary, by its employés, who could 
also attend to the limited amount of signaling done on the coast. It is 

It is | 

conceded on all hands that a Canadian adventurer, unaided and alone, | 

commercial nation of all the | 
ages, contents herself with moderate meteorological service, but has | 
the grandest navy and the bulk of the commerce of the world, and | 
leaves to us to spend countless millions upon the rottenest frauds of | 

The system is utterly extravagant and foolish in its expend- | 

-"*s 

ed 

absurd and expensive to have two different sets of Government employes 
stationed in the same locality, often dwelling in the same building, and 
engaged in almost identically the same pursuit, namely, the protection ot 
life and property. By this transfer an annual saving of from $50,000 
to $75,000 per year in salaries, equipments, Kec., could be effected 
This does not include some $50,000 or $60,000 annually paid the West 
ern Union Telegraph Company for the lease of their Washington and 
Norfolk line 

Fort Myer is a very costly to) lt rendezvous some forty 
| men and half dozen officers. It is maintained ostensibly as a ‘‘ school 
| of instruction,’’ but in reality it is a place for the keeping of private 
horses, coWSs, Pgs, chickens, conservatories, & . by those who should 

be ashamed to so pettily defraud the Government 
This fact is a strictly military feature of the Signal Service, and its 

maintenance costs, salaries of officers, stablemen, gardeners, milkmaids, 
cooks, laborers, &c., included, not less than $50,000 perannum. A tre 
mendous price to pay for running this summer resort, and nothing is 
said either about the enormous value of this property and the yearly 
interest thereon, which the Government by 
property 

IS i lol 

might save renting the 

A general reduction in the salaries of employes should be effected, 

which can not be done under a military system. Minors are not en 
listed in the Signal Service At many stations a boy living witb his 
parents could be employed at from $15 to $20 per month to perform 
work that an enlisted man is now paid $64 for doing 
year could be saved in this manner 

There should be a large reduction in the number of stat 
Signal Service They are too « losely located in many instances 

station in every two hundred and fifty miles square is ample tor me 
teorological purposes. Such stations as Port Huron, Toledo, Sandusky, 
Newport, Wood’s Hole, and Port Eads could be placed in charge of dis 

playmen who would, upon orders, hoist and lower the storm-flag 

These display men would receive a small compensation for services when 

| rendered. It is estimated that with a force of two hundred and fifty 
|} men and with not more than one hundred stations the meteorological 
work of the Signal Service could be performed by the Interior De part 

ment with far greater efficiency thanis now the case 
is worth trying at all events 

son SoU O00 @ 
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Che experiment 

With no reduction in the number of ob 

Servers or stations, no transfer of military telegraph lines, with Fort 
Myer remaining a ** instruction,’’ still the proposed transfe1 
of the control of the bureau would effect a saving, inasmuch 
propriations would be more wisely expended 

can be done 

ss hool ot 

as the ap 
Certainly nothing that 

with the bureau will render it more valueless to the genera! 
public than itis, will increase the general dissatisfaction felt at its method 
of management, or add one misery to those now endured by its ob 

servers who for years have prayed for deliverance from despotism, who 

have mourned atthe prostitution of the bureau for the base uses of its 

officials, and have viewed with apprehension the increasing boldness and 
selfishness of the military priesthood in the office of the Chief Signal 

Ist 

Officer of the Army 
HE COST } THE NEXT YEA 

Let u 0k at the demands of the Signal Bureau for the coming ti 

cal yea Che y s] 

| For miscellaneous Sl, 234, 299 

| For printing 000 
For building 150, 000 
For Office Chief Signal Officer 10,500 
For buildings, Signal Office 4, 40 

For salaries at Signal Offices 116, 800 

rotal 1,555, 139 

Let us examine in detail some of the items of these expenditures 

For clerical and other work under head of salaries at Signal Office to be 

performed at Signal Office, 

employés are asked for 
$116,800. One hundred and twelve civilian 

These are to be exclusive of such enlisted men 

of the corps as the Chief Signal Officer may see fit to detail at his office 

Why this necessity for so many civilian clerks? 
maintained according to the 

How can discipline be 

arguments of the Chief Signal Officer in 

advocating the necessity of a military organization for the corps if so 

large a body of non-enlisted men are on duty in his office Vhy isit 

not necessary that military laws shall govern the men on duty in hi 

office as well as those on station ? 

rhe argument that the observers of the Signal Corps must be held to 

their duty by oaths of enlistment is effectually answered by the Chief 

Signal Officer when he proposes to fill his office with « lian If one 

hundred and twelve civilian clerks, closely associated in the daily 

work under circumstances where the temptation to idle is great and re 
siding in a city where the temptations are proportionately greater than 

| in any other city in the country, can be kept under good discipline with- 

| out being amenable to army rules and regulations, why can not the 

several hundred observers scattered over the country, one here, one there, 

most of them married and 
discipline as civilians? Itis proposed to create fifty clerkships for this 
office but not to decrease the number of enlisted men In other words, to 
add fifty men to the present unnecessarily large force in this service 
A mere dodge to increase the force through the popularity with which 

the proposition for civilian clerks would generally be rt 

settled in life, he kept under « qu illy ood 

eceived Six ot 
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these civilians are to be ‘‘ professors and computers.’’ What necessity 
exists forthese? The Chief Signal Officer says that his present officers 
are indispensable to the Weather Bureau. It could not survive without 
them. ‘They have become “learned and proficient in meteorology,’’ 
and their places could not be supplied. Whatdoesthis ‘learning and 
proficiency’’ amount to, after these ten or twelve years they have spent 
on detached duty, if six ‘‘ professors and computers,’’ at an average 
annual salary of $2,200 each, must be employed to perform the scientific 

work of this bureau? What are these officers for? What has been 
gained, scientifically, by their many years’ retention on meteorological 
duty? More than four hundred civilians are now employed, directly or 
indirectly, by the Signal Service. To this foree fifty more well salaried 
elerks are to be added. 

Nearly as many civilians in the service as elisted men, and yet we are 
told that thirty-five generals, majors, and captains must be assigned to 
their charge to maintain discipline among the enlisted half of the force. 
This discipline is to be maintained among men scattered from Maine to 
Oregon, from Michigan to Texas, by a few officers located here in Wash- 
ington. low absurd the idea, These “‘skilled and efficient military 
scientists’’ do not exist for the benefit of the Weather Bureau but the 
Weather Bureau exists for their benefit. A very little dogis trying to 
wag avery big tail. In a nutshell, nothing but personal influence, 
socially exerted, has kept the Weather Bureau in the Armyand nothing 
bet self-interest has kept up this continued opposition to a transfer on 
the part of the officers who have been detailed on duty in the bureau 
for many years. It shows the weaknessof the position taken by them 
when their yearly struggles against judicious legislation for the bureau 
are remembered. Their false arguments, so frantically repeated each 
year, show how unstable is the ground they take. 

Six press boys are asked for. What is the nature of and necessity 
for the printing done at the Office of the Chief Signal Officer that its 
quantity requires six boys to feed presses? 

The clerical force, it is true, has been increased some 25 per cent., but 

there is no evidence that the benefits of the service have been increased 
even that much. What necessity exists for this increase of office ac- 
commodations? Is it true, as charged, that the military system of con- 
ducting office work and a desire for greater show and more luxurious 
surroundings have increased the cost of rent 100 per cent. ? 

Under head of Office Chief Signal Officer, purchase, equipment, and re- 
pair of field electric telegraph, instruments, &c., $10,500. Four thou- 

sand dollars for a field telegraph. When and where is this telegraph 
nsed in time of peace that $4,000 should be required merely to keep it 
inorder? Six thousand five hundred dollars for field-service apparatus. 
Where, when, and by whom are these instrumeats used? Is not $10,500 
a large sum to spend annually upon the repair and preservation of Sig- 
nal Service equipments, when it is comsidered that there is no war, no 
necessity for signaling, and not a member of the Signal Corps is engaged 
upon signal duty? How is this sum expended? 

Is the necessity for so large a force of printers explained by the deluge 
of pamphlets that are being constantly sent out, in penalty envelopes, 
from the Office of the Chief Signal Officer to block, through newspapér 
and other influence, proposed wise legislation for this service? 

Rent of office buildings, $7,000 

Why has the rent paid for office buildings by this bureau doubled 
itself under the present administration? Two years ago but $3,580 were 
annually paid for rent,* and now $7,000 is asked for. 

Signal Office building, $150,000. 

Rent of such a building, as rents are estimated, $15,000 per annum. 
One hundred and fifty thousand dollars for accommodations for 140 
clerks, or more than a thousand dollars’ worth of building per clerk. 
The Pension Bureau employs 1,530 clerks and stores a much greater 
amount of records than the Signal Service. To accommodate 140clerks 
the Chief Signal Officer proposes to pay rental of $15,000 per annum, 
while for 1,500 clerks the Pension Bureau pays a rental of $38,000, and 
there is light, air, and comfort for everybody. 

Printing, $35,000, 

In addition to his large printing division, employing some thirty 
men, equipped with a steam printing and steam lithograph press, the 
Chief Signal Officer makes a modest request for $35,000 of Government 
printing. Thirty-five thousand dollars asked for out of $170,000 esti- 
mated for the whole War Department with its ten bureaus! Nearly 
twice the estimate made by the Quartermaster or Chief of Ordnance, 
more than is asked for by either the Adjutant or Surgeon General, and 
asmuch as is asked for by the Secretary of War, Quartermaster, Com- 
missary, and Paymaster-General combined. What is the necessity for 
so much printing? To whom do these publications go and what is 
their nature ? 
Observation and report of storms, $310,000, 

This is the legitimate work of this bureau and the work for which it 
was created. How small a proportion this sum bears to the others 

*1720 G street, $180; 1732 G street, $600; 1718 ~ oie avenue (1 room in 
this building rented during Myer’s time), $636; 1741 Gstreet, $720; 2021 H street, 
9636; 1731 Pennsylvania avenue, $420; 1 room 1719 Pennsylvania avenue, $25; 1 
ue ate, $203; total, $3,420. . These have all been rented since Myer’s death 

n 

asked for! Seven hundred thousand dollars for military show 
$300,000 for meteorology. 

officers 
to higher grades, with much greater salaries, as is provided for by th: 

and 

For five hundred and eighty-four enlisted men, pay and allowanm 
aggregating $568,941, or $974 per annum each, are requested. For 
thirty-five officers $126,186, or $3,605 each, are requested. 
averages four times as much as the enlisted man, and yet we are told th 
Signal Service observers are men of intelligence, education, and scien 
tific attainments. We know that there are among them the graduates 
of academies and colleges, members of families of high social position, 
and we know that the requirements for Signal Service work bar out 

The Officer 

theignorant and the immoral. Out of about $700,000 required for of 
cers and men, thirty-five officers receive nearly one-fifth of the entir 
amount. We can see now why the ‘ Weather Bureau must be kept in 
the Army,’’ and why it is necessary that these ‘‘old and experienced 

’”? should be permanently retained in the bureau and promoted 

“*M. and C.”’ bill. It is readily seen why these officers find it profit- 
able to yearly spend time and money to thwart legislation that would 
place this important bureau under control of scientists and return them 
to their regiments. 

HOWGATE AND HAZEN. 

This bureau should be tranferred, because its past and present history 
and management do not justify the belief that it is honestly and eco 
nomically conducted. 

The administration of the bureau under Howgate is now conceded to 
have been the most disgracefully and vulgarly corrupt and felonious 
and wicked that has ever existed in the annals of government, civil or 
military. Howgate’s larcenies were large and bold and defiant. They 
were committed under the very noses of men who pretend to be intelligent 
and sagacious. Their fruits were notoriously expended on yachts and 
houses and prostitutes, &c., under the daily gaze of men who were clos: 
to him and still retain their places. They amount to $200,000 at least, 
and God only knows how much more. Whydowe not know? Why have 
we no audit? Why have we no account? It is boldly charged in the 
public prints, and never has been denied, that a Congressional commit- 
tee appointed to investigate Howgate was bought up, and that the work 
of that committee was assigned to a clerk who was borne on the rolls 
of the Signal Office for years at $125 per month, and never did any work 
for that bureau but to aid in that fraudulent investigation. 

It is charged that $3,000 was paid at one time to a member of Congress 
for professional services. Now, how is this relevant to the matter in 
hand? I will tell you: The whole Department is run now exactly as it 
was under Howgate. Itis run on the same system and under the sam: 
laws and by the same men as it was when Howgate ruled and reigned 
What change has been made in men or measures or management sinc 
Howgate left? Every assistant he had isthere still; all his right bowers 
are on hand. Do intelligent, honest, candid men believe that in all 
that reign of riotous living and larceny and licentiousness and forgery 
and fraud and crime that no one of the prominent officials around th: 
Signal Bureau headquarters knew of these things? It would be an in 
sult to common sense and common intelligence to harbor such a belief. 
And yet when General Myer died we have Lieutenant Greely printing 
the most fulsome eulogy of Howgate’s brilliant career in the manag 
ment of the finances and affairsof the bureau. This eulogy was printed 
at the Signal Bureau headquarters at the expense of the Government 
and circulated by thousands all over the land, asking to have Howgat¢ 
put in Myer’s place. Read the Greely circular. 

What had all the other men around the Signal Office to say in regard 
to these matters? Why did they not cry out instead of joining insuch 
a circular? Why in the midst of such a career did they stand mute? 
Why are they all kept in their placesnow? We need not name them 
any one can take the list and read it. They are all there, these adju 
tants and aids and compeers of Howgate. But why is Howgate not 
prosecuted? Ay, there’s the’rub! With the bureau all smothered in 
fraud, with the newspapers of the capital teeming with flagrant charges 
with the reputation of the whole establishment at stake, why no sign 
of bringing the great culprit to trial? Nay, much more than that 
Why does the whole headquarters of this institution tremble in its 
boots when it is proposed to investigate Howgate? Forno other offens 
than that I tried to probe this Howgate sore, the Chief of the Signal Bu 
reau sent one of his miserable underlings as a spy to my room to carry 
thence a silly tale, which he publishes at the expense of the Govern- 
ment, and thrusts upon the attention of Congress and the country 
Fear is always mean. ; 
Why does this hero of Shiloh fly into a frenzy because I try to bring 

Howgate to justice? Why does this petty shoulder-strapped legatee 0! 
Howgate tremble like a felon and grow green with rage when the 
notorious name of his fugitive predecessor is mentioned? I never at- 
tacked Hazen, and yet he violates the laws of war of which he seems to 
know as little as he does of war itself, and drags my name into his petty, 
truckling, begging circulars to Congress. I neither sought nor want 4 
quarrel with this military martinet who is universally despised and 
loathe’ by every respectable soldierin the country; this general with- 
out a vattle; this commander without a history; this soldier who com- 
promised the charge of base and ignoble cowardice and struts upon th¢ 
stage and wears the muniments of war shorn of all that makesit honor 
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able or justifies a soldier’s life. ‘*God made him, and therefore let him 

pass for a man.’’ 
HAZEN’S “‘COMMERCIAL”’ AGENTS. 

But the Signal Bureau has not only forfeited the confidence of the | 
ple and of Congress and justifies its transfer to another Department | 

and the placing it under a new head and honest administration, but it | 
corruptly spends thousands of dollarsannually appropriated for its legiti- 
mate duties in blowing its own horn and lauding the pre-eminent great- 
ness of its petty chief. In th 1831 tl 2 
upon the Secretary of War for a detail of four regular Army oflicers to 
make trips around the country and to the principal cities ** for the bene- | 

” 

fit of commerce and agriculture.’’ When four were refused, he asked 

earnestly for one to visit the principal cities ‘‘to look after certain com- 
mercial interests.’? What did Hazen want these officers for and what 

did those do who went out in the interest of commerce and agriculture? 

They were wanted and Hazen sent them out to bore and importune 
boards of trade and chambers of commerce and prominent men aad to 
work uppublic sentiment in this way and through the newspapers in the | 
interest of corrupt legislation which he then had pending before Con- 

There never wasa baser and more contemptible and criminal false 
pretense practiced on the country orattempted to be practiced and palmed 
off on Congress than this. Under the guise and pretext that he wanted 
to look after the interests of commerce and agriculture he asks the Secre- 
tary of War for adetail of United States Army officers, whom he intended 
to use as manipulators and electioneerers and political managers, supes | 

and log-rollers to impose on Congress the belief that the country was | 
Read Hazen’s own confidential let- | erying out for more signal service. 

ters. Read the marvelous letters of his ‘‘commercial’’ agents, Powell 
and Allen and Swift, and compare them with the resolutions of cham- 
bers of commerce, &c., of which they severally give the history. 

I will print all the letters in full in the appendix, but it may be in- 
teresting to give a very brief outline of their contents and drift. 

It must be remembered that the majors and captains’ bill was before 
Congress and the chief had set his heart on passing it. Powell was out 
and working like a beaver in all the larger towns of the country. The 
time for action had arrived with the meeting of Congress and the work 
had to be hurriedup. Therefore it was thought best to re-enforce Story, | 
who was ‘‘ to look after certain commercial interests’’ in the principal 
cities, and the great chief writes: 

(Confidential. ] 

Ciapr: Get word to Powell to work up our friends in the four large cities of | 
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and Baltimore, without regard to Story’s ex- 
pected visit. ; 

W. B. HAZEN. 

And Powell did ‘‘ work ’em’”’ up in good style. 
From Pittsburgh he writes, November 11, 1881, that he was doing 

his level best with the chamber of commerce, and particularly requires 
that ‘‘all action should appear spontaneous on their part.’’ 
From Chicago, November 22, 1881, he writes: 

Papers will at time of convening of Congress publish editorials, 
word for the editorials to be sent to you, and thought after we got them all in 
you could have copies printed and sent to each member of Congress. 

He then gives the whole method of his operations, and says he re- 
quests members of board of trade, &c., “‘not only to vote with the 
committee of board, but to make individual effort with their member 
of Congress to secure desired result.’’ 

From Indianapolis, November 24, 1881, Allen writes: 
The Signal Corps has done no end of begging, and when we only want reso- 

lutions and no dinners they respond heartily. 

This is rather humble work for a first lieutenant of the Third Cav- 
alry, United States Army. 

At Toledo, December 5, 1881, Powell says: 
T have left nothing undone to put our case in the best light. It is somewhat 

of a job to overhaul every one, and in some cases argue foran hour or more as 
te the wisdom of keeping the service under military control. 

Here Powell had hard work, but succeeded after long and arduous 
labor in capturing an editor. He concluded, however, that 
thing is swimming.”’ 

Powell’s letter from Erie, December 11, 1881, is a sad one, but worth 
reading. ‘‘Some of the zeal was taken out of him.’ 

At Buffalo, December 13, 1881, he was ‘‘ working day and night”’ 
and moving on Vermont in the grand Signal Service spontaneous cru- 
sade. He succeeded here, however, in ‘‘changing the tune of a hard- 
headed editor, who intended pushing them a little in an unfavorable 
way.” 
Three days later he writes from Buffalo, December 14, 1881, that the 

resolutions whieh are being passed at various places have ‘‘ too much 
shop” in them. This should be stopped, he thinks. He says: 
My aim has been to make these resolutions appear as spontaneous action of 

men. 

On December 15, 1881, Allen struck Montgomery, Alabama, the 
worst place he had found that year. He calls for the military commit- 
tees of House and Senate. 

At Rochester, December 16, 1881, Powell saw editor of Express, ‘‘ who 
had intended to go for the service,’’ but ‘‘after a long conversation 

In the fall of 1881 the Chief Signal Officer called | 

I have left | 

** every- 

- = 

° eDdeD 

| 

bound him to our interests Th ‘other papers he had no trouble 

| with.’’ He says 
We have certainly reached the delegat 1 W Mich 1 

Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New Yo 

Pretty good work. 

From Albany, December 24, 1881: Powell writes that h« vlad Story 
intends visiting these cities.’’ Hazen had named them s He 

| thinks he could have saved Story his Boston trip. He say 
I think we will certainly deluge the delegates from this State (New Y Ww 

resolutions 

He believes there are thirty-eigl 

| was a little at fault in that; 
At Portland, January 2, 

teorological committee.”’ 

it members from New York 

but then he is only a second Li 

1882, he ran afoul of ‘‘ a chairman of a m 

This was bad TheSignal Bureau does not 
, and Powell hers l prosper among meteorological peopl ‘swallowed a 

bitter pill.’’ 

At Salem, Massachusetts, June 11, Powell found out that the 

Portland meteorological man was a ‘‘ consun t a 

1882 
immate ass,’’ and referred 

him to General Hazen 

At Boston, January 16, 1882, Powell saw ‘*Tom, Dick, and Harry 
and also that there was a ‘‘little feeling here against offering anything 
before the board relative to the bureau.’’ He say 

They got themselves into a box with Howgate and are a little timid 

He inclosed Hazen ‘‘some real good editorials which, with my [his] 

usual good luck, I was able to ‘wheedle’ out of the papers This 
is a little hard on the Boston editors if we understand this word 
‘*wheedle.”’ He would like to have staid at Boston a tew days, but 

| he knew they were ‘‘all desirous for him to reach New York He 

| found his ‘‘ammunition”’ short here also, and r ports that he is *‘ pretty 
good at ‘shouting,’ but wants something to back it.”’ <A little call 
for more ‘‘ammunition.’’ 

At Newport, January 20, 1882, he suggx ggested the man who could do 
the resolution business at Galveston, Texas. Here, he says, he 
only ‘‘reach two Senators and two Representatites, but every littl 

| helps.”’ Here he met, Hon. Mr. Mitchell, who said he con 

| trolled ANTHONY and ALDRICH and the two Representatives.’ 
From New Haven, January 30, 1882, Powell writes that 

to be in New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore.’’ He al 
wrote Glassford, and warns the Department a little against 

could 

also, 

‘he ou hy? le OU { 

.) Says ie 

*“Swift.’’ 

Glassford, it seems, was not wholly loyal and Powell began to suspect 
Swift. 

| From New York, February 2, 1882, Powell predicts ‘‘ that there will 
be some hard fighting, and thinks he could help if he wa 
ton, especially with the men.’’ He says 

ires so well that if resolut 

3 1in Wa hing 

T have laid my w | ons are not passed at very stat 

| where I have asked them I know the men had something to do vy 

| Powell does not seem to have as much confidence in the men a 
Hazen’s last circular would seem to justify 

Powell’s next letter is from the Saint Nicholas Hotel, New Yor! 
February 3, 1882, and must be read in full to be appreciated (mong 
other things, he says 

The president of the board of underwriters is an old fossil, to whom I had t 
give about two hours of valuable time of explanation. He was afraid it w 

| something would do him an injury He turned me over to the president 

® The vice-president attended promptly to the whole matter of f resolu 
tions, and promised to throw into the bargain the distinguished mem 
ber of Congress from his district on the Military Committ 

Here he got a letter from Story telling him to vary the resolutions | 
| and describes what reams of paper he used up in attempting to get a 
| change of phraseology and prevent too much *‘shop’’ in these sponta 
neous effusions from chambers of commerce, &« 

On February 3, 1882, the great cl great chief himself writes t« » Captain lapp 

and directs him to ‘‘ write Powell that the third section is necessary 

but the men on the corps will come in first when they deserve it, as h 

| certainly will (lso that after visiting Philadelphia to keep us in 
formed, and when time for action comes I will have him come hers 

finishing his tour afterward.’’ The faithful Powell had become d \ 

isfied with the bill he was working so hard to help, and the chief wanted 
to encourage him 

On February 4, 1882, Powell writes from New York again that ‘ the 

board of underwriters had prepared a most magnificent resolution [let 
ter addressed to McCook.’’? This whole letter of Powell 

| should he read and compared with the letter and resolutions of the 

board of underwriters, which bear the same date 

The crowning letter of the lot is from Lieutenant Swift, whose loyalty 
had bee n doubt« d. He writes to Hazen from Fort Myer, February 7 
1882 Swift is only a second lieutenant, but he says 

I can pull a pretty heavy oar in both the Senate and the House 

He names a large number of prominent Senators and Representatives 
whom he holdsin hand, and several Congressional delegations. He not 

| only has the Rhode Island Senators, but says, ‘‘I can pull their solid 
| constituents. ”’ 

Powell’s last letter is from Philadelphia and is addressed to Story, 
February 8, 1882, wherein he seems to have fixed up the New York 
Herald and got a solid hold on KELLEY and RANDALL, &e This is a 
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good letter from Hazen’s faithful mercantile agent He concludes by 

admonishing Story as follows 
I tell you, Story, a bottle of wine and a dinner go a long way sometimes 

These very brief extracts from the letters, which I give in full in the 
appendix, afford buta bird’s-eye view of the influences which Hazen and 
his aids brought to bear all over the United States for the majors and 
captains’ bill 

Here are regular Army officers, while they are drawing large salaries | 
from the Government for services to the public, who prostitute their 
places to the infamous work of getting up bogus resolutions to impose 
upon Congress and induce it to vote more money to build up a grand 
soft nest for just such scalawags to creep into. They can not dishonor 
themselves, but they bring reproach upon the most distinguished serv- 
ice in the world. Howgate stole the people’s money like any ordinary 
forger and thief; but here is a refinement of rascality by which the 
‘‘commercial’’ agents of the Signal Bureau steal the appropriations in 
working upon Congress for still larger sums to be again stolen, with a 
zeal and offensiveness hardly equaled by Mr. Randolph's “ 
erel by moonlight, which shines and stinks and stinks and shines.”’ 

SOME PETTY FRAUDS 

But thisis not all. These bogus resolutions are printed at the Govy- 
ernment’s expense, and mailed in Government envelopes at the cost of | 
the Government. Buncombe articles are published in newspapers in- 
dorsing the Signal Bureau, and paid for as advertisements out of the 
Signal Service fund. One of these laudatory frauds was published ina 
paper in France called Nature, at a cost of 2,000 francs, which was 
paid out of the storm fund. Thisarticle from Nature, and similar ones 
from other papers, are republished in pamphlet form by thousands, un- 
der the direction of Hazen, to prove to an admiring country what a great 
weather prophet and rival of Vennor we have? Hazen and Vennor—par 
nobile fratrum. Besides these things, a paid editor is employed to ar- | 
range and varnish up these stale puffs of the Signal Bureau. What is 
Sergeant Finley doing at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore? What 
is Sergeant Spriggs doing at Morgantown College, and Sergeant West 
at the University of Champaign, Illinois? What law authorizes Hazen 
in his discretion to send young men to college? Perhaps this is what 
he wants $4,000 for incidentals for. What does he want with the elec- 
tric clock, which cost $1,000, in the cellarof his unique establishment ? 

But it would be a fruitless task to specify all the petty frauds and 
misappropriations of this remarkable bureau. The Secretary of War, 
General Sherman, and every military man of any distinction scouts the 
idea of the Weather Bureau being any part of the Signal Service. They 
all say it is eminently scientific and wholly unmilitary. They protest 
in the strongest possible language that it should be disconnected and 
divorced from the Army. They are tired of the company and the lon- 
ger the bond of union is continued the more irksome it will become. 

Army signaling is learned in a few weeks, and there are 5,000 men 
in the Army to-day who are better signalmen than those in the Signal 
Corps. The teaching of signaling is not the purpose, and certainly not 
the practice of the bureau which passes under that name. The Signal 
Service proper was a necessary and legitimate outgrowth of the late 
war. 

In 1866, by the act of 28th July of that year, putting the Army ona 
peace footing, it was enacted that the Signal Service should havea 
chief with the rank of a colonel of cavalry, six officers of engineers, and 
not to exceed one hundred privates. The appropriation for the service 
of that year did not exceed $100,000. In the sixteen years that have 
intervened between that time and the present current year it has grown 
by the most devious and sneaking “‘ rider’? legislation until it cost in 
1882 $1,141,629, and demands for 1883 the sum of $1,555,000. Where 
isthe thing going toend? From very small beginnings it has grown 
until with its immense appropriations it has been enabled to establish | 
mivertising bureaus, control boards of trade, invade Congress and ex- 
pect almost anything it may ask 

If we are to have a splendid and expensive Weather Bureau which 
will be the pride of the country and the glory of science let us establish 
one on an intelligent and statesmanlike basis so that we will have reason 
to expect results beneficial to the commerce and agriculture of the na- 
tion as well as to the knowledge of the world. Not one step has been 
made forward in the last ten years of the existence of our shoulder- 
strapped toy. What work has Hazen or any of the men under him pub- 
lished during his administration except petitions, resolutions, &c. ? 
Hazen and.Abbe and Upton and Waldo et id genus omne, in the receipt 
of enormous salaries, have not given to the world one single new de- 
velopment in the science of their department. Old Commodore Maury, 
almost unaided, did more for meterological science in a few years and 
at absolutely inconsiderable expense than our shoddy military Weather 
Bureau has done in many years or is likely to do forever 

\PPENDIX 

A 

The following letters from General Hazen and Lieutenants Powell, 
Allen, and Swift show how boards of trade, chambers of commerce, 
«&c., were induced to pass spontaneous indorsements of the Signal Bu- 
reau and how public sentiment was worked up so as to affect legisla- 

rotten mack- | 

tion favorably to said bureau, and particularly the majors’ an 
bill. 

To facilitate the understanding of said letters it may be proper to say 
that the following are officers on duty with the Signal Service: \ B 

| Hazen, brigadier-general and chief of bureau; Joseph S. Powell, secon, 
| lieutenant, Signal Corps; J. Allen, first lieutenant, Third Cavalry: w 
| H. Clapp, captain, Sixteenth Infantry; L. V. Caziare, first lieutenant 
Second Artillery; J. A. Swift, second lieutenant, Signal Corps; W. 4’ 

| Glassford, second lieutenant, Signal Corps; J. P. Story, first lieutenan; 
| Fourth Artillery. 

1 captains 

1 

: a DECEMBE: 
| Confidential. | 

CiapP: Get word to Powell to work up our friends in the four large citi. 
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and Baltimore, without regard to Story’. ex 
pected visit. F 

W. B. HAZEN 

PITTSBURGH, PA., November 11, 188) 

My Dear GENERAL: I have been extremely fortunate with the matter of », 
| ganization at this place. If I meet with such success at other places ther: 
| be no doubt of the result. 
| I have been promised a resolution by the chamber of commerce, the eit, 
council, and the Boatmen’s Protective Association, the latter a very influ: ntial 
body. Not only this but individual influence will be brought to bear. 
The papers here are enthusiastic about the matter, and will publish editorials 

| from time to time calling attention to the matter. In my conversation with 
various parties I have clearly defined your position, and in few words, so as to 
avoid misunderstanding. I have also impressed them with the idea that ali a; 
tion should appear as spontaneous on their part, believing that more could be 
accomplished in that way. I will keep you informed of my success elsewher 
Trusting everything is moving smoothly, and that youare in good health, Iam 

Very sincerely, yours, 

can 

JOS. S. POWEL! 

PITTSBURGH, PA., November 11. 188) 

| My Dear Captatn [CLAPP]: Have secured promises of resolutions by chan 
ber of commerce, city council, and an influential body here called Boatmen's 
Protective Association. Newspapersare going to keep ball rolling. Have been 
more successful than I anticipated. Hope you are well and having as m: 

| work as you can do 
Yours, very truly, 

POW ELI 

MM™.LWAUKEE, W1s., November 18, 188 

My Dear CapTain: Am glad you sent me those tables. Have made good use 
of them and they are appreciated by all. The chamber of commerce at its next 

| meeting will pass resolutions in our cause. Newspapers will also take a hand 
Hope you are well and remember a poor devil up hove in the cold work when 
you take your afternoon nip. Give regards to Story, Caziarc, Judge, and Crig 
Tell Caziare I saw an interview in the Post which I suppose represented h 
I will some day repay him for the interest he takes in us 

Sincerely yours, 
POWELI 

GrBson House, CINCINNATI, November 19, 188! 

DEAR CAPTAIN : I find out that as usual when one wants anything they must 
know exactly what they want and then ask for it. Both boards here are willing 
to pass such resolutions as we want, but they would like to have them written 
out, 

1 wish you would attend to this for this city, and send me a copy to Indian 
apolis, and if you can send me several different ones, so that I can have a va 
riety for the different cities, I would like it. John J. Pearce, care of J. T 
Blackburn, secretary Board of Trade and Transportation Company, wil! at 
tend to that instruction. He says ‘make it strong.’’ In writing call attention 
to my having interviewed him, and that it is sent because he desired us to stat 
definitely what we wanted. He says he “can pass anything.’ For the mer 
chants’ exchange write to C. L. Howe, room 6, Fike’s Building, Fourth street 
He called on me this a. m. at signal office, and said if I would write out what 
we wanted passed he would putit through. Hesaid, ** we will give Hazen a liftif 
we can.” In case there is any hitch, write Sergeant Watkins. He is well liked 
He was with me at West Point, I think, eight yearsago, andis reliable, I believ« 
Or if you don’t feel like writing him send me what you want said to him 
Don't forget to send me a variety of resolutions. 

Yours, sincerely, JAS. ALLEN 

CurcaGco, Inu., November 22, 185! 

| My Dear Caprain: Received your letter yesterday, which was addressed to 
meat Milwaukee. In regard tothe names of partiesat Pittsburgh who will take 
action relative to our organization, I am sorry I can not remember them, with 
the exception of the secretary of the chamber of commerce, Mr. McHenry; but 

| Iam sure there will be no necessity for writingthem. I have received informa 
tion from that station that resolutions were presented by Mr. McHenry to the 
chamber of commerce and referred to a special committee for action. The pro 
tective (boatmen’s) association has also passed resolutions. The coal dealers 
exchange will do so at its next meeting. The papers will at the time of the con 
vening of Congress publish editorials. I have left word for these editorials to 
be sent you, and thought after we get them all in you could have copies printed 
and sent each member of Congress. 

At Milwaukee the whole meteorological committee, Colonel! Hathaway, M): 
| Merrill, and the secretary of the chamber, Mr. Langsley, will push the matte: 
You may rest assured I have left no station without placing matters in such # 
way that there can be no getting out of the action being taken which we desir 
For instance, I prepare carefully a set of resolutions all ready for passage by th 
chamber. I then visit as many of that body as possible and explain the whol 
thing verbally or else in writing, and tell them the committee have these re~ 
lutions in hand and will present them at next meeting, and want them not « 
to vote with committee but make individual effort with their members of Con 
gress to secure the desired result. This gives them an opportunity to ‘spread’ 
themselves on a subject which before they knew very little about, and as a! 
mankind are ambitious, they -vill endeavor to push the matter to show thet! 

| familiarity with science. Thus far I have been exceedingly successful! rt 
meteorological committee here, composed of Mr. Walker, Mr. Trench, and } 
Dermit, have presented resolutions in the chamber this day. At this hour (1p 
m.) they are still in session. I have seen so many that there is no doubt of the 
passage of the resolutions. They have told me that they could secure the pas 

| sage of the same by the Legislature, but really the board here would have more 
influence. They have also promised me to write personally about the matter to 

| Senators and Representatives. The papers here are going to take hold, and | 
might say have done so 
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Inclosed are slips cut from Inter-Ocean, one of which is aneditorial. Other 

papers will followexample. I have had copies of the editorials printed here and 

Pil use them at other stations. All papers have published tables sent me. 

Everything upon the subject will be sent you. Between Abbe'’s desire to get 

correct elevations and this matter it keeps me on the run all the time, so your 

little reference wishing me a pleasant time, though appreciated, might be con- 

strued as containing a wee bit of sarcasm; but I know your good, generous soul 

had no such thought. Please let me know, when I get further on, the stations 

in the East which have been visited, so I will not rehash the business. With 

kindest regards, 
lam, sincerely, yours. 

POWELL 

GRAND Hore, INDIANAPOLIs, IND., November 24, 1881. 

DEAR CAPrain: That interesting compilation, ‘“ Proposed Legislation for the 
Signal Corps,’ was just the thing. I can now give them all the “ whereases”’ 
and “resolves” they want; I will attend to the Cincinnati and Louisville mat- 
ter, as I judged from your letter that you would not want them. I will send 
guarded epistles, though I do not think it will doany harm to have people know 
what we intend to do. I tell these people it is bound to go through any way, 
but that we want their help to “fix it sure.” The Signal Corps has done no end 
of begging, and wher we only want resolutions and no dinners they respond 
heartily. I met two members of Congress yesterday. One of these asked me if 
I was “ working the boys up,” and said it ought to go through, as he had no 
doubt it would. ; 

I leave to-morrow for Saint Louis. 
Kind regards to the future captains and majors of the Signal Corps 

Very truly, your friend, 
JAMES ALLEN. 

Boopy Howse, Tonio, Ouro, December 5, 1881. 

My Dear CapTarn: Received your letter at Port Huron. You may rest as- 
sured that I leave nothing undone to put our case in the best light. It is some- 
what of a job to overhaul every one and in some cases argue for an hour or 
more as to the wisdom of keeping the service under military control. Thus far I 
have been more than successful in coming out ahead. In Detroit, for instance, 
an editor of the ‘“‘ Post”? I only won over after about an hour's work. His ed- 
itorial Linclose. You may think it strange that I go for the papers, but it is in 
just such cases where I desire to close their mouths, if, after the passage of reso- 
tettene, they should want to take the opposite stand, which [I am sure some 
would do. After coming out in an editorial favoring our organization they 
could not “eat their own words.”’” Don’t you think Lam right? I met nearly 
all the board of trade in Detroit, and the president, ic. K. Norton, gave me his 
word the resolutions would be passed there to-day and copies forwarded you 
and members of Congress. 
Resolutions will be passed here in a day or two. It would take too much 

paper to give you full particulars, but [think everything isswimming. Inclose 
resolutions passed in Chicago and editorials of Detroit papers. Please print me 
some copies of each and forward me; the resolutions especially 

Yours, very truly, ‘ 
POWELI 

Erie, Pa., December 11, 1881. 

My Dear CLAPP: I inclose copies of resolutions passed at Detroit and Toledo. 
To-morrow the Cleveland Board of Trade will take action. Mr. R. K. Winslow 
will presentthem. I know from conversation with other members they will go 
through all right. I understand Milwaukee has passed resolutions, but have no 
copies. Have you heard from Pittsburgh? Thus far we have Chicago, Milwau- 
kee, Detroit, Toledo, and I may say Cleveland, to my certain knowledge. I 
wish you would tell the general for me that I have worked faithfully in this mat- 
ter, but had no idea when I started I was signing my death-warrant. Have just 
seen in the Republican, of Washington, a copy of bill to be introduced. The 
fourth section says ‘that second lieutenants of the Signal Corps may be trans- 
ferred to the line of the Army.’ Well, that means, I suppose, *‘ step down and 
out.” 

If | had known the general desired it I would long ago have made request for 
transferral. Ido not want to be an obstacle to the advance of the service and 
will most willingly take a back seat. But I think it is a little rough on a fel- 
low who has tried as hard as I have to please—and the work I have done I 
believe will bear witness of the fact—to be set adrift just at the time he imag- 
ined his future would be secured. The third section of the bill says ‘that after 
theappointments have been under section 1 [that is, by transferral] from appoint- 
ments of civilians and appointments of the first lieutenants now serving with 
the corps, vacancies in the grade of first lieutenants shall be filled by competi- 
tive examination of the second lieutenants in the corps and of other corps 
and regiments,” or in other words, ‘‘a free race for all.” I have served my time 
in examinations and stated the last one would finish me. I think I have had 
about six since I entered the service, and if I did remain in the corps would not 
feel it to be just to require me to go through another competitive examination to 
secure promotion. But the general is boss of the ship and knows what he wants, 
so there is no use of complaining. If they will allow me three months’ leave | 
before joining regiment, will be satisfied. 

I have written freely to you about this matter and will never refer to it again, 
but I feel that some ofthe zeal has been taken outofme. You may rest assured 
that whether I am to remain in the corps or not I will at every station during 
the remainder of my trip exert the same energy to secure action to meet the gen- 
eral’s wishes on the part of chambers of commerce, boards of trade, &c., as I 
have done heretofore. AssoonasI get Cleveland resoiutions will forward them. 
Apologizing for consuming so much of your time with my private affairs, and 
trusting that ere long the seed sowed in good ground will yield an abundant 
harvest, I remain, 

Very sincerely yours 
JOS. 5. POWELI 

BUFFALO, N. Y., December 13, 1881. 

My Dear Ciarr: I received your kind letter here, inclosing printed copies 
of resolutions passed at Chicago and also informing me that the bill printed in 
newspapers is not the one proposed to bring before Congress. I am glad thisis 
not thecase, asit is amost unjustthing. This bill has been extensively copied by 
newspapers and is provoking very unfavorable comment, so much so I am in 
receipt of two letters from sergeants stating that under the circumstances if I 
said so they could secure from chamber of commerce resolutions deprecating 
the passage ofthat measure. I understand that a paper in this city has pub- 
lished an editorial upon the subject, viewing it in the light of unjust discrimina- 
tion. Now, nearly all of our observers have considerable influence, both with 
newspapers and members of board of trade, and they can make it warm for us 
in & quiet way if they felt so disposed, and I think some statement from the 
Chief Signal Officer to the press that this bill purporting to come from him is not 
trne, I am afraid its publication has hurt us, to what extent I know not, but 
leave it to your better judgment to take such steps as you think best to remedy 
the evil. is is confidential between us. 1 suppose that damned fool Commegys 
had his finger in the pie. ; 

At Erie I secured the promise of members of the board of trade to pass reso 
lutions, which will be done this week ; will name Mr. Messinger, Mr. Beckman 
and Mr. Rindernecht. Here I have good reason to believe everything will go 
smoothly, and will let you know result when I finish 

In one of my letters I asked you to let me know what eastern stations bad 
been approached in this matter, so I would not put my foot in it Please do not 

forget to so advise me. Iam working night and day at each station in orderto 
oush ahead and get as manystationsthrough as possible. By this means I think 
| will reach Burlington, Vermont, and have resolutions passed there before bill 
is acted on, giving us Buffalo, Rochester, Oswego, and Albany, in this Stat It 
would be wise, I should think, when I arrive in Albany to drop down to New 
York on this business alone, if some one has not beenthere already. I can 
it by or before Xmas. 

Linclose an editorial cut from a Toledo paper which has been sent me by 
Sergeant Buell. Perhaps the general would like to see it. To-morrow | hav: 
got to go down and have atalk with an editor of a paper here who intends push 
ing us a little in an unfavorable way. I have succeeded thus far with some ot 
these hard-headed fellows in changing their tune in our behalf, and I hope to 
have the same success with this fellow. I hope thatthe parties you mentioned 
in your letter will get along amicably. They are both excellent men, and Lam 
sorry they fall out so often. Give my kind regards to the general and all of the 
boys. Tell the latter I hope they will keep a warm place in their hearts for th« 
absent. Tell Story I have had presented to me a book entitled ** Memoirs ot 
Catharine of Russia,’ and if he would like it will send it to him. I selected him 
because I know he is not a wooden man 

Very truly, yours 

nake 

1OS. 8. POWELI 

BuFFALO, N. Y., December 14, 1881 

My Dear CLarr: Have just received copy of resolutions to be introduced in 
Saint Louis. A stop should be made to this, as it partakes too much of * shop," 

| and does not look like resolutions drafted by business men. Iam afraid it will 
make us look ridiculous; of course you and others may have different opinions 
in regard to it. Myaim has been te make resolutions appear as spontaneous a 
tion of business men 

Yours 
POWELI 

MONTGOMERY, ALA, December 15, 18al 

Dear CLAPP: I have not heard from you for some time, but I trust everything 
is going along O. K. You ought to begin to receive some returns from the dif 
ferent boards by this time I have received promises of hearty support every 

where. I will soon be back and in time to stir them up if they do not respond 
I leave to-nightfor Atlanta. Thisis the worst place I'vestruck onthetrip. How 
does itlook in D.C.? Please send me names of both military committees, G 
my regards to the majors 

Very truly, yours 
J. ALLEN 

Rocnester, N.Y December 16, 13s! 

My Dear CapTain: Have just received your kind letter Iam very thankful 
for the kind feeling expressed by you in regard to my letter from Eri I took 
matters in a general light and notindividual. Iam promised at Buffalo the cor 
dial support of the entire board of trade Mr. Alonzo Richmond will present 
resolutions this week, and I know they will pass O. K Saw the editor of the 
Express, who had intended to go for the service, and after a long conversation 
bound him to our interests. He will publish from time to time editorials upon 
the subject until matter is settled, The other papers I had no trouble witli 

You speak of resolutions coming in slowly | thought they were, as far as I 
was concerned, going through quite rapidly I inclose action taken by Cleve 
land board and expect to hear in a day or two from Erie and Buffalo. I have 
written about the matterto Pittsburgh and believe by thistime it has been passed 

We have certainly reached the delegations from Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois 
Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New York shortly I don’t know how Allen is mak 
ing out, but presume he is doing well. He is a fellow that will take with ever 
one, and I feel certain he is making a success 

In reading your letter Lam filled with regret that you should have missed y 
calling. Theology blooms in every word, and I knowif you had only followed 
the dictates of your heart you would now be a parson saving (ahem!) many souls 
from perdition. Inclosed you will find editorials from Cleveland papers. Idon't 
believe I will have any trouble here lhanking you for vour kind interest, I 
remain 

Yours, sincerely 

POWELI 

Osweoo, N. ¥ December 21, 1881 

My Dear CAPTAIN rhere being no regularly organized board of trade or 
chamber of commerce at Rochester, I saw the chairman of meteorological com 
mittee of the city, and he promised to have resolutions signed by a number of 
prominent business men and copies forwarded to Congress. I have just left the 
members of board of trade here and they promise to take action to-morrow or 
next day Have received news from Pittsburgh Inclose copy of resolutions 
Milwaukee you have doubtless heard from Sincerely wishi vou a merry 

merry X-mas, I am 
Yours, very truly 

POWELI 

ALBANY, N. Y Decemd i, 1 

My Dear CApTain: The board of trade here will pass resolutions next Tues 

day Am glad Story intends visiting those cities. Lcould have saved hiny hi 
Boston trip, as I will reach there in time I believe all that remains for me ar 
Burlington, Portland, Bangor Will Springfield, Newport, New Haven, and 

New London be of service—that is, in point of time? You had better give me 
| some points at Portland about this. I think we will certainly deluge the dele 
gations from this State with resolutions I believe there are thirty-cigt mem 
bers, and when they receive Buffalo, Rochester, Oswego, Albany, and New Yor! 

they will think the people of this Stateare forus. Inclosed are newspaper slips 
Yours, very trul 

POWELI 

PORTLAND, M Jani / 

My Dear CapTatin: I have had considerable work here owingto an animo 
ity existing toward the service on the part of a Mr. Farley, chairman of me 
teorological committee I was told that it would be useless to have any! lu 

tions presented before the board of trade which did not emanate with or were 
backed by Farley. So I swallowed the bitter pill and went to see hin After 
two hours’ work he consented to introduce resolutions and guaranteed their pas 
sage Other members have given me their word should Farley not come to time 
they willtakethe matter inhand. Thetrouble withthis man is, we had an office 
in his building and removed it. I am sure we have himall right. Heisa promi 
nent man in the board and I was desirous of securing him and used extra exer 
tion to do so I made the trip to Mount Washington and it has nearly killed 
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me. I have made no complaints, and General Hazen and no one else will ever 
know how much I have suffered from this most unnecessary hardship. 
close newspaper slips of date unknown and Oswego resolutions. 

Yours, truly 

POWELL. 

Essex Hovse, SALEM, Mass., January 11, 1882. 

My Dear Genera: On my return to Portland, en route from Thatcher's Isl- 
and, I saw ina paper the proceedings of the board of trade at Portland and the re- 
port of the meteorological committee of which a Mr. Farley is the chairman. I 
directed our observer to forward you the paper. I saw this Mr. Farley when I 
visited station and assured him that the complaints made by him would be sub- | 
mitted to you, and anything practicable you would attend to. On the back of 
this he presented to the board of trade a report purporting to be report of me- 
teorological committee, but which I ascertained was not signed by any one but 
himself. In plain words, this man is a consummate ass, and his animosity to- 
ward the service has arisen from the removal of our office from his building to 
the custom-house. He had promised me on his honor, after about two hours’ 
conversation, wherein I had explained many things, and contradicted and proved 
the absurdity of others, that at this meeting he would present resolutions rela- 
tive to our organization and hisaction incensed me somewhat. Yesterday I saw 
him, but found him very obstinate. I have well supplied other members of the 
board with data and copies of resolutions, and they have assured me at the next 
meeting they will be passed. I will reach Boston on the 13th. 

Very truly, yours, 
JOSEPH 8. POWELL. 

Boston, Mass., January 16, 1882. 

My Dear Cartan: I have seen Tom, Dick, and Harry of the merchants’ ex- 
change here, and am promised that our resolutions will be passed at the next 
meeting. There isa little feeling here against offering anything before the board 
relative to the service. They got themselves into a box with Howgate and are 
a little timid now. I feel contident that resolutions will go through all right. 
They may have a meeting to-morrow or next week, just as it happens. Mr. 
Howard, the secretary, and Mr. Burt and Captain Spooner are the principal 
parties who will look after the matter, This merchants’ exchange is the only 
organization here or I would secure action by others. I inclose some real good 
editorials which, with my usual good luck, I was able to “‘ wheedle”’ out of the 
papers. They no doubt will be of service to you. 

I would like to stop over here just one day when I have nothing to do but to 
look around; but I know you are all desirous for me to reach New York as 
speedily as possible; so I will forego the pleasure of a day of recreation and 
hasten on. Don't forget to send me at New York at least adozen of those pam- 
phiets, 
write out copies of certain things. 
service send me, for I am in 
want something to back it 

Yours, truly, 

Any data you may have which will be of 
need of it. I am pretty good at “shouting,” but 

JOS. S. POWELL. 

Newport, R. 

Dear Captain: Received your kind note here. Have acted upon your sug- 
gestion and written Sergeant McInerney at Galveston. He will do anything in 

I., January 20, 1882. 

the world for me, and you may rest assured of the action of the board of trade | 
there. I saw in a paper where the President of the Senate submitted resolu- 
tions of Board of Trade of Portland. 
Farry said, I feel prouder of that, because it was so much work calling for 
extra exertion to overcome the influence of FARLEY. Doubtless Boston has taken 
action ere this. The meteorological committee here promise a speedy passage 
of resolutions. They will reach only two Representatives and two Senators, 
but, as you say, “every little helps.” 
While at Boston I wrote to the observer at Indianapolis, and also to some friends 

of mine belonging te the board of trade, and expect you will hear from that board 
soon. Must hurry to catch boat for Block Island 
particularly to yourself, 

Yours, most truly, 
POWELL. 

- 
NEewrPort, R. L., January 24, 1882. 

My Prar Caprarn: Have just returned here and have found meteorological 
committee signing their names to resolutions which will be sent off to-night to 
members of Congress and Senators. Will have sergeant to send youacopy. I 
met several members and senators of the Legislature, one of whom, Hon. B. B. 
Mitchell, says he can get resolutions passed by Legislature, but as he controls 
both ANTHONY and ALDRICH and the two Representatives he would write them 
personally, and says that their votes may be counted upon 

Yours, hastily, 
POWELL, 

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., January 28, 1882. 

My Drar CapTarn: Have the promise of passage of resolutions by the Busi- 
ness Men's Association here on Monday or Tuesday. This organization is sim- 
ilar to board of trade in other cities. General H, C. Lee and Mr. Demey, the 
secretary, will push the matter, I have worked around members, so I believe 
there will be no opposition, I guess you are getting tired of my notes, but I have 
no other way of keeping you advised. Give kind regards to all. 

Yours, very truly, 
POWELL. 

New HAVEN, January 30, 1882. 

My Drar Capratn: The chamber of commerce here will take action on our 
matter this week. They were very anxious to see resolutions of other chambers 
before their meeting, and that is the reason I telegraphed for one of those pam- 
phiets. I inclose a slip from New York Tribune of to-day’s date. 

1 ought to be in New York now, and from there should goto Philadelphiaand 
Baltimore instead of traveling down the New Jersey coast. Some places, such 
as Barnegat, Delaware Break water, and Chincoteague, are not on the mainland, 
and I may be detained several days at these places, waiting for an opportunity 
to cress. I came near being laid up crossing to Thatcher's Island in a row-boat. 
The wind was blowing thirty-six milesan hour. Will hurry along as fast as pos- 
sible and get through with what has been a pretty hard job. I telegraphed to 
Glassford and have also written him. Saw article in Washington Gazette. I 
think I could find out the man if I was there. Between us, unless you have ex- 
»lained bill to him, look out a little for Swift. At Thatcher's Island I heard he 
fad written the sergeant asking if Hon. B. B. Mitchell was there. Now, Mitchell 
is the man who promised to secure Rhode Island delegation for us, and Swift 
became quite intimate with him when laying cable. His idea in writing and 
asking that question may be only an ordinary one or may be to secure Mitchell's 
favorable action for passage of bill, and perhaps I may do him wrong eee 
ing it might have been to oppose it. I did not think anything about it until this 

I in- | 

} all he can. 

I have hard work keeping up ammunition, and am often compeiled to | 

“So you got those fellows, afterall,’’ Mr. | 

With kind regards to all, | 

| by members of the board. 

affair of Glassford’s came out, and it has made me suspicious that perhaps Sw 
is following in his footsteps. I hope lam wrong. With regards, 

Yours, 

POWELI 

NEw York, February 2, 138° 

Dear CApTats: These letters will explain themselves (accompanying letters 
from Sergeants Finn and Schutze). Have written to Indianapolis giving 
necessary directions. The newspaper slip is from Boston Traveller of 27th u\- 
timo. Had you not better have copies printed? I also send a pamphlet whici 
you may not have seen. I would give $100 to know who the man who wrot, 
is. Can you not send me some more of those pamphlets? 
here and will give youa good report in a day or two. 
time is taken up with answering letters from observers. 
have so much influence with the men. Must say I don’t like the third section 
of that bill. It sticks in my throat, but I won't let my private opinion as to its 
justness interfere with giving the bill all the help Ican. Besuretoletme know 
if any stations have missed fire, and send pamphlets or anything you may hay 
I tell you candidly there will be some hard fighting, and I think I could 
things along if I was in Washington, especially with the men. 
The articles in Gazette have been sent to every station, and the men on sta 

tion believe they represent the feelings of the entire force at O.C. 8.0. I hay: 
laid my wires S80 well that if resolutions are not passed at every station where | 
have asked them I know the men have had something to do with it. 
would send Schutze one of those pamphletsif you could spare one. 

it 
Iam doing first rat; 

A goed portion of my 
i did not imagine | 

helj 

I wish you 
He will do 

Yours, 

POWELL 

Saint NIcHOLAS HoTEL, NEw York, February 3, 1882 

My Dear Captain: The chamber of commerce will pass resolutions about 
the Istof March. They have monthly meetings. Yesterday they had one and 
I did not know of it until about an hour before meeting. I tried to rush them 
through, but had not time. Cotton exchange will act on Monday; the mari 
time exchange on the 13th; the produce exchang some time next week, but 
they want a copy of the bill, so you had better send one to the superintendent 
sroduce exchange, New York. I meta number of them, but do not remembe; 
initialsof their names. Thesuperintendent’s nameis Grant, but aletter directed 
to him as I have given willreach him. 

I saw the president and vice-president of the board of underwriters to-day 
The former is an old fossil, to whom I had to give about two hours of valuab\ 
time of explanation, &c. He seemed afraid it was something that would do him 
aninjury. Afterseeing him heturned me over to the vice-president. The vic: 
president was very pleasant and said he would have matter put into shape this 
afternoon, and I could come around to-morrow and make any necessary changes 
He said to not feel alarmed about McCook. He would brirng influence to bear 
on him. Please tell Story this. I think I have seen nearly everybody ; but if 
there are any more organizations you wish action taken by letme know. Story 
wrote me to vary resolutions. If you only knew how many sheets of paper | 
have wasted you would think I had endeavored to do so. They all want to sex 
resolutions passed by some other body, and theh they throw my poor manuscript 
away and follow the set example. I think there will be sufficient change here 
You must keep me supplied with some of those pamphlets. Story sent nx 
good one. Am about played out to-night and long for a rest at home 

Kind regards to all. 
Yours, hastily, 

POWELI 

CLarPe: Write Powell that the third section is necessary, but the men in the 
corps will come in first when they deserve it, as he certainly will. Also, that 
after visiting a to keep us informed and when time for action comes 
I will have him come here, finishing his tour afterward. 

W. B. IT. (HAZEN 
FEesRvARY 3 

New York Ciry, February 4, 1882 

My Dear Caprarn: Have just left board of underwriters. They have pri 
pared a most magnificent letter, which is now being sent round for signatures 

Mr. Dennis, the vice-president, had it addressed 
McCook and will have certain prominent merchants, political as well as per 
sonal friends of McCook, sign it. Hesays McCook can not well get out of giving 
the measure his earnest support. This letter will be sent to General Hazen on 
Monday. They suggest he have copies printed and furnished each member of 
Congress, but send original to McCook. They also request that six of the 
»rinted copies be sent to Mr. Dennis for file inrecords, They want the general 
informed they take a live interest in the service, and anything he would lik« 
done to call upon them. The letter will speak for itself, and I think will strike 
McCook in the right place. 

Yours, hastily, 
POWELI 

— leave bere Monday for Philadelphia, as I believe the general wants m<¢ 
to do. = 

Fort Myer, VA., February 7, 1882 

My Dear GeyerRAv: I can pull a pretty heavy oar in both the Senate and 
House for the bill. but I do not know your lineof action or wishesin the matter 
I do noteven know that you approve the pending bill, therefore I have remained 
silent and quiet. Senators Maxey, Sewell, Gorman, Groome, Vance, and Ran- 
som; Representatives Spooner, Crapo, Townshend, and the Maryland delega 
tion, also Senators Anthony and Aldrich, are very friendly to me. Besides, | 
can pull their solid constituents, It seemstome that you should bring all! press- 
ure possible to bear, in order to get the bill through. In this I would like t 
take a hand, as you well know I will stand by you through thick andthin. A 
man that would not stand by his chief would have but little respect from me 

Yours, very truly, 
Jos. A. SWIFT 

PHILADELPHIA, February 8, 1882 

My Dear Story: Your letter received, and I thank you for the contents. |! 
did not want my orders changed, but simply to come to Washington on my own 
hook should the general desire me to proceed from here to Baltimore. I am 
afraid just at this time to do anything which the War Department might think 
was disobedience of orders, which it certainly is coming to Philadelphia from 
New York, instead of going to Sandy Hook. I have written the inclosed let- 
ter, which you can hold or file, just as you think best. It will be my authority 
for coming to Washington for a few days. Also inclosed is a copy of resolutions 
passed at Albany. Please give it to Clapp. 

I saw in New York Herald of last Sunday an article opposed to our bill. Have 
taken the matter in hand, and am mised a favorable editorial in a few days. 
I think Randall and Kelley will offer no opposition. My ‘etter to Clapp wil! ex- 
plain. The delegation leaving here to-day will make a} «rsonal appeal! to Sena- 
tors and Representatives for passage of bill, and certain particular friends of 
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Randall will “do” him. I tell you, Story, a bottle of wine and a dinner goalong | L. Despard, Agents for Boylston Mutual Insurance Company; Catlin & Satter« 
way sometimes. Inclosed find newspaper article published in Boston Herald of | thwaite, Attorneys for Insurance Company of North America and China Insut 
February 3, 1882. Anything you have to suggest, why send italong. ¢ lapp did ance Company ; J. Bertschmann, Attorney Switzer 1 Marine Insurance Con 

not sei.d me sufficient copies of bill, Have him send me some more at Balti- | pany of Zurich ane General Insurance Company of Dresden; R. M.C. Graham 
more. Am surprised that certain organizations passed resolutions without know- | Manufacturers’ Insurance Company, Boston M rer ‘I es & 
ing for what they were petitioning. Can't do that any more, as they seem to | Mersey Marine Insurance ¢ ‘ompany, limited ve Pres t Ph 
know a bill has been presented and want to see copies. Trusting I will see you | nix Insurance Company; Herbert Fuller, I t Boston Ma Insur 
soon, Lam, ance Company; Whipple & de Bermingham, Attorneys for 8 : iN . 

Yours, hastily, American Lloyds’; Willoughby Powell, Agent Providence & Was { | 
POWELL ance Company; 8S. G. Smith, Agent Security Insurance Com, \ New I 

» ae . . . . ‘ sot ble Fire ine . . . } 

The following are some of the fruits of the conspiracy and negotiations | 59Pn°°t ; ble Fire and Marine Insurance Company = TON Rhode Isl: Iiugo Menzel, General Agent Swiss Lloyds’; Paul \ rm ul 
fully explained in the foregoing letters. The resolutions are reprinted | Agent Rhenish Westfalian Lloyds’: Jones & Whitlock, Agents Unio1 iM I 

bodily, head lines and all, from a pamphlet printed by the Signal Bureau | surance Company; G. Bentham Rae, Agent C. Insurance Company 
- idely circulated by it: | John G. Dato Attorney for British & Foreign Marine Insurance Company 

and widely ? | ited; Lewisde Bebian, Compagnie Générale Trans-Atlantique ; Henderson B 
RECENT RESOLUTIONS AND COMMENTS ON THE SIGNAL SERVICE OF THE ARMY. Anchor Line Steamers; A. Emilius Outerbridge & Co., Agents Quebee 8.8. Co 

METEOROLOGICAL COMMITTER, CITY OF NEWPORT, | pany; F. Alexander & Sons, New York, Havana & Mexican S.S. Line; Au 
Baldwin & Co., Ag nts State Steamship Company; Peter Wright & Son, G. A 

: . * a Red Star Line; Williams & Guion, Liverpool & G. W. Steam Comp Ve n 
In recognition of the valuable services rendered by the Signal Service in the i. Brown &Co.. ¢ rd S. S. Company : ann al & Co pl York & 

past, and believing that greater efficiency can be secured by the permanent or- | Guba M.S.S.Company; James E. Elwell & Co.. Sh pOwn rsand Agents for Ve: 
ganization of the Signal Corps on the same basis as the Engineer and Ordnance sels: Fabbri & Chauncey Shipping Merchant ents fing & ¢ Shite é ' L c - : ; we id i y, I ing Merchants ret on ¢ »., Shipping anc 

Corps: It is, therefore, ss - ‘ . . on a Commission Merchants; Clarke, Dodge & Co., Bankers d Bi ers; Chas 
Resolved by the Meteorological Committee of the City of Newport, That we signify ere ke, Dodge \ a ce! \ 

Newport, R. I., January 2A, 1882. 

‘ . ; , , L. Wright & Co., Steamship and Ship Agents; Snow & Burgess, Shipping and 
our desire for the said permanent organization, and request the Senators and | Gommission Merchants: Thos. J. Owen & Son. Shipping and Commission Met 
Representatives of the State of Rhode Island in Congress to take such action as chants; Thos. Dunham's Nephew & Co., Shippir andl re a miss , . Merch saad 
will secure the desired result. E : é | Grinnell, Mintern & Co., Shipping and Commiss Merchants: C. H. Mallory 

That copies of these resolutions be furnished to each Senator and Representa- | «& Go. Texas and Florida Steamers: Tapscott. Bros & Go. & South street 
tive from this State. ; Satton & Co., 82 South street; Slaght Baile y & Co 8S South street Isa 

SAM. C. BAILEY, Chairman | i Sinan’ Oe Mantis aiveahs Thies aay ; Se “i - ; —— t. Staples, 66 South street re xe organ & ¢ 23 Wall stre« Fisk & Hatch 
S. W. MACY, 5 Nassau street Hatch & Peters, 25 Pine street; Brown, Bros. & Co., 58 Wall STEPHEN H. NORMAN \ stout: Mietien® Shalne de Ge. Sh Eachkamen Place. WT task & Boon. 14 
THOS. COGGESHALL, | eehieuieneh ae eer : eee eee 

Meteorological Committee ~ i Anson G. McCook 
sahil - a 5 . : ‘ 

PORTLAND BOARD Or TRADE, - Represmn , vam 
Portland, Me., February 6, 1882 

Tne following resolutions were adopted: | OFFICE OF THE BOARD OF MARINE UNDERWRITEI 
In recognition of the valuable services rendered by the Signal Service in the l Mass., I 5 

past, and believing that greater efficiency can be secured by the permanent or- he great value of the United States Signal Service to the shij a 
ganization of the Signal Corps on the same basis as the Engineer and Ordnance } interests of the ¢ ountry has been amply demonstrated by experi 
Corps: Be it, therefore, | Inits present condition it is greatly embarrassed for want of a suflicient nur 

Resolved by the Portland Board of Trade, That we signify our desire forthe said | ber of experienced, permanent officers, which want the passage of the bill for 
permanent organization, and request the Senators and Representatives of the | the organization of the Signal Service, as now introduced in Con 33, would 
State of Maine in Congress to take such action as will secure such desired result. | overcome 
That copies ef these resolutions be furnished to each Senator and Representa- | Believing that the almost universal acknowledgment of the us« e f the 

tive from this State. | Signal Service is the strongest argument in favor of its permanent ra n 
_ | and extension, and that its value would be greatly enhanced and the s pe of 
NeW HAVEN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, | its usefulness be greatly enlarged if a permanent organization could be ve t 

New Haven, Conn., February 14, 1882 the undersigned, marine insurers of Boston, beg r pect! y to ‘ 1 Con 

An interesting and important meeting of the chamber of commerce was held | gress the passage of this bill 
this noon at the office of the Security Insurance Company, President Thomas R. Toward the attainment of this end th usk the yper ' y el 
Trowbridge in the chair. It was a special meeting called apparently atthe sug- | of Congress from Massachusetts 
gestion of ex-Mayor Lewis, who made a somewhat lengthy speech on the advan- China Mutual Insurance Company, by William Perkins, President; Ameri 
tages which the Signal Service had been to the commerce of this port, and the | can Insurance Company, by Francis Peabody, President; Mercantile Fire and 
still further advantage it would be were its facilities more extended. At the con- | Marine Insurance Company, by George R. Rogers, President; Manufacturers 
clusion of his remarks Mr. Lewis introduced the following: Fire and Marine Insurance Company, by Samuel Appleton, President ;, India 

Resolved, That in our opinion the Signal Service has fully demonstrated its use- | Mutual Insurance Company,by John H. Dane, President; Boylston Mutual Insur 
fulness and importance, and we ask that its efficiency may be increased by its re- | ance Company, by T. W. Balch, President; Boston Marine Insurance Company 
organization asa permanent bureau and by increased appropriations, tothe end | by B. B. Fuller, President; Washington Fire and Marine Insurance Compan) 
that a large number of stations may be established. by Frank E. Sweetser, Vice-President; Neptune Fire and Marine | 

Resolved, That the secretary be requested to send a copy of these resolutions | Company, by George I’. Osborne, President 
to each Senator and Representative from this State in Congress. 

The resolution was discussed, there being but one opinion expressed, and that OFFICE OF THE MARINE UNDERWRITERS 
=e favor of the passage of the resolutions. They were then unanimously | Baltimore. Fe 10. 18 

sed, cla pass HENRY PRESCOTT. Seeretary, To the Senat d Representatives of the State of Maryland 

_— | rhe undersigned, underwriters of the city of Baltimore, ask y r particula 
ALBANY, N. Y., February 6, 1882. attention tothe importance of securing the permanency and success of the United 

Recognizing the valuable services rendered by the Signal Service, and believ- | 5tates Signal Corps beaks a . ” 
ing that the efficiency of the service would be greatly increased by Congress he great Importance and en be ore paige este ine andl nar Bie aca 
adopting an act effecting a permanent organization on the same basis asthe En- cial and gricultural interests of ee ee ee ee a 
gineer and Ordnance Corps: It is, therefore, | strat d, and the service is now a public Tl ale a a Resolved by the Albany Board of Trade, That we signify our desire for said per- rhe request is made of ros ana pres een the int rests of his ite, a l ’ 

* nt organization, and request the Senators and Representatives from the | V'°W of our experiences of the practical benelits o! wor » ourselves and to 
State of New York to take such action as will secure the desired result. | the nation at large ld} hatte at due t Bi 
That the secretary of this board be, and is hereby, directed to furnish a copy It is our opinion this se rvice should ve establ me land maintained upon a oe 

of these resolutions to each Senator and Representative from this State. | manent basis, and it is believed this can best be done by establishing it upon th 
E, A. DURANT, Jx., President. | Same basis as the Engineer or Ordnance Corps 

“OW ae rhe undersigned especially deprecate any want of care in permitting the rv 
a H. LACY, Secretary. ice to fail or be embarrassed by the want of proper support at this important 

OFFICE OF THE BOARD OF UNDERWRITERS, juncture of its progress and they respes tfuliy urge upon you, the representatives 
New York, February 4, 1882. of ae ty,and re oe ntatives of the Sts te § c ne ~ ive your . - t 7 ‘ 

. and best eflorts to guard thisservice as one which has¢ il and is deserving 
DEAR Str: The undersigned, underwriters and merchants of the city of New | oo support 7 

York, ask your particular attention to the importance of securing the perma- Verv respectfully. your obedient servants 
nency and success of the United States Signal Service Jas. Carey Coale & Cunningham, Marine Insurance Agents; F. W. Wilson & 
The t importance and incalculable benefits of thisservice to the commer- | gon- Birekhead & Son. Agents Insurance Company of Philadelphia; C. Morton 

cial an agricultural interests of the country have already been fully demon- | Stewart, Agent Orient Mutual Insurance Company:; Wilkinson & Sirick, Agents 
strated, and the service is now regarded as a public necessity. | Boston Marine Insurance Company; Harry Gilmor, Agent Shoe and Leather 
The request is made of you as representing the interests of this city —the } Insurance Company; George B. Coale, president Merchants’ Mutual Insurances 

chief commercial and shipping port of the United States—and in view of our | , ompany of Baltimore; Charles H. Reeves, Agent Insurance Cor ipany of North 
_ riences of the practical benefits of the work to ourselves and to the nation | America. of Philade Iphia 
at large. | 

It is our opinion that this service should be established and maintained upon Boston SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY 
& permanent basis, and it is believed that this can best be done by establishing Boston, Mass., January 1Sé2 
itas a separate branch or corps of the Army, such as the Engineer Corps or the ¥ 
Ordnance Corps. i Extract from records of meeting, January 25, 188 

It is also our opinion that such appropriations should be made as may be nec- Mr. E. F. Sawyer then put the following motion: That the opinion of tl 
essary to maintain this branch of the public service at the highest point of effi- | members of the Boston Scientific Society be expressed as favoring idoption 
cieficy. ‘ : | of such measures as shall secure to the Signal Service the permanent attach 

, The undersigned especially deprecate any want of care in permitting this serv- | ment of those officersinto whose charge the important departments of the service 
ice to fail or to be embarrassed or crippled by want of proper support at thisim- | .), Wl be given + a 
portant juncture of its progress; and they respectfully urge upon you and the After comments by other members the question was voted upon and passed 
other Representatives of this city, and the Representatives of the State generally, by a unanimous vot 
to give their attention and best efforts to guard and advance the interests of this Sie GEO. H. ELSON 
service as one which has done well and is deserving of support. Seerctary Boston Scientific Society 
We have the honor to be, respectfully, your obedient servants, , 
Charles Dennis, Vice-President Atlantic Mutual Insurance Company; Alfred . aie aaa Fé RAILWwAt 

“Ogden, Vice-President Orient Mutual Insurance Company; John P. Paulison, SOLE, VOLABARO 2 me a th ected 1s, oan 
mt Sun Mutual Insurance Company ; T. B. Bleecker, jr., President New Galveston, Texr., February ae 

York Mutual Insurance Company; W. J. Comes, President Commercial Mutual | Sim: In connection with the bill now before Congress for the permanent or 
Insurance Company; J. Raymond Smith, Vice-President G1 vat Western Insur- | ganization and consequently increased efficiency of the Signal Service Bureau, 
anceCompany ; Higgins & Cox, attorneys for subscr:bersat U 4. Lloyds’; H.&C. | I take pleasure ininforming you, on behalf of the Gulf, Colorado and Santa F'6 
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Railway, that any legislation in that direction will be very heartily indorsed by 
the officers of this road. 

Very truly, yours, 
lr. P. KILLEEN, 

A. G. M. and Secretary, G., C. and 8. F. Railway. 
General HAZEN, 

Chief Signal Officer, United States Army. 

GALVESTON CoTTON EXCHANGE, 
Galveston, Tex., Febrwary 17, 1882. 

Sir: Seeing that Congress is about to enact some law for the permanent or- 
ganization of the Signal Service, I am authorized to express to you the hearty 
approval of the members of the Cotton Exchange of this city for any legislation 
that secures the permanent organization of a branch of the public service that is 
now indispensable to the country. There is no interest more deeply concerned 
than the cotton ; hence our desire to see the Signal Service placed on an endur- 
ing basis, It may, perhaps, not be out of place to let committees having this 
matter in hand know what the sentiments of the cotton merchants of this city 
are on this subject. If this view meets your approval you will much oblige the 
gentlemen for whom I speak, as well as myself, by using this communication 
in such manner as to you seems best 

Yours, respectfully, 
J. D. SKINNER, 

Chairman Committee of Information and Statistics, 
Galveston Cotton Exchange 

Creneral HAZEN, 
Chief Signal Officer of the Army 

CoTTron EXCHANGE, New York Crry, 
February 24, 1882. 

In view of the fact that a bill is now pending before Congress which has for its 
object permanent organization of the Signal Service as a branch of the War De- 
partment and which provides for a permanent assignment of its officers, we, the 
undersigned, representing the Cotton Exchange of the city of New York, do 
hereby recommend the passage of said bill, believing that such an organization 
and equipment of this important branch of the public service would increase its 
efficiency and would render still more valuable in the future that work which it 
has so well performed in the past 

ROB'T TANNAHILL, President. 
J. YEOMAN, Vice-President. 
WALTER T. MILLER, Treasure: 
G. E, MOORE, Secretary. 

BUFFALO BoARD oF TRADE, 
Buffalo, N. Y., February 27, 1882. 

Whereas this board of trade fully recognizes the valuable services rendered 
by the United States Signal Service in the past, and believing that greater efii- 
ciency can be secured by the permanent organization of the Signal Corps on the 
same basis as the Engineer and Ordnance Corps: Therefore, 

Be it resolved, That we signify our desire for the said permanent organization, 
and request our Senators and Representatives in Congress to take such action 
as will secure such desired result. 

Resolved, That copies of this preamble and resolution be furnished to our Sen- 
ators and Representatives in Congress. 

Orrick PHILADELPHIA BoaRD OF MARIXE UNDERWRITERS, 
Philadelphia, February 20, 1882. 

The Philadelphia Board of Marine Underwriters, recognizing and appreciat- 
ing the great benefit which the United States Signal Service has rendered to the 
maritime and commercial interests of the country, is of opinion that the estab- 
lishment of this service upon a more permanent basis would increase its effi- 
ciency, and is, moreover, much gratified to learn that there is a bill now before 
Congress having this end in view: Therefore, 

Resolved, That this board heartily approves the said bill, and hopes that it 
will receive the favorable action of Congress. 

Resolved, That the secretary be soquories to transmit a copy hereof to each of 
the Senators from this State and each of the Representatives in Congress from 
this city, 

A true copy from the minutes 
IIENRY D. SHERRERD, Seeretary. 

VESSEL OWNERS AND CAPTAINS’ ASSOCIATION, 
Philadelphia, March 3, 1882. 

Atthe annual meeting of the Vessel Owners and Captains’ Association, held 
March 1, 1882, the following resolutions were unanimously adopted, namely : 

Resolved, By the Vessel Owners and Captains’ Association that they recognize 
the importance of the services of the United States Signal Corps to commerce, 
and regard it as of the greatest benefit to the maritime interests of the country 
to have that corps enlarged and improved in the status and attainments of the 
officers conducting the Signal Service. 

Resolved, That, earnestly holding these views, this association respectfully urge 
upon Congress the importance of passing the bill now pending before the Mili- 
tary Committee of the House for increasing the efficiency of the United States 
Signal Corps. 

Extract from the minutes. 
CHAS. LAWRENCE, President. 

Attest 
CHAS. H,. STEELMAN, Secretary. 

COMMERCIAL EXCHANGE OF PHILADELPHIA, 
Resolved, That we recognize in the Signal Corps a most valuable organization 

in protecting the interests of commerce, agriculture, and the industries gen- 
erally, by forecasting the approach of storms and other important meteorolog- 
ical changes. 

Resolved, That we believe greater efficiency can be secured by placing the corps 
upon a permanent basis, similar to the Engineer and Ordnance Corps, and pre- 
venting changes in its officers, under present laws likely to occur at any time. 

Resolved, That we urge upon Congress the passage of a law making said corps 
a permanent organization. 

solved, ‘That printed ae of these resolutions be sent to the Senators and 
Representatives of Pennsylvania, with request that they will individually assist 
any measure to secure desired result 

Passed February 9, 1882. 
GEO, W. PIERIE, Secretary. 

PHILADELPHIA BOARD OF TRADE, 
Philadelphia, February 20, 1882. 

The United States Signal Service having been, under its present organization, 
of much benefit to our country as: and, what is more especially within 
our knowledge, of great use and benefit to its maritime interests, this board is 
decidedly of opinion that the organization of the service should be strengthened 
and perfected so that its usefulness may be increased and extended: Therefore, 

Resolved, That the Senators and Representatives of our State in Congress be, 

and hereby are, requested to support and aid in the passage of a bil! 
2253) *‘ to increase the efficiency of the Signal Corps of the Army,” fetches 
in the House by Mr. Henprerson, January 9, 1882, 

| Resolved, That the secretary be instructed to send to each of the said Sen 
and Representatives a copy of the foregoing resolutionsand preamble. 

GEORGE L. BUZBY, Secretary. 

GALVESTON, HousToN AND HENDERSON RAILROAD Company, 
Galveston, Tex., February 23, 1882. 

General Hazen, Chief Signal Officer, U.S. A., Washington, D. C.: 

_ Sim: Seeing that Congress is invited to pass a law for the permanent organiza- 
tion of the Signal Service, I take this opportunity tostate that the passage of any 
law designed to increase the efficiency of that useful and popular branch of the 
public service will meet with the hearty approval of the officers of this company 

Yours, very respectfully, e 

ators 

W. H. HARDING, President, 

MEXICAN NATIONAL Construction Co,., NORTHERN Division, 
Galveston, Tex., February 23, 1882. 

General HAZEN, Chief Signal Officer, U. 8. A., Washington, D. C.: 

Sir: Understanding that there is bill now before Congress intended to increase 
the efficiency of the Signal Service Department, I wish to convey to you my ap- 
preciation as to the great advantage that branch of the service has already been 
to our people here and how earnestly we desire that such legislation may lx 
had as tends to still further perfect it. P 

Very respectfully, yours, ¢ 
M. QUIN, General Agent 

Houston AND TeXaAs8 CENTRAL RAILWAY ComPAny, 
Houston, Tex., Febrwary 23, 1882 

Sir: Learning that a bill has been presented to Congress with a view of in- 
creasing the efficiency of the Signal Service Department, I desire to convey to 
you my appreciation of the importance to the people in the cotton-belt of hay- 
ing every facility afforded them by furnishing correct meteorological informa- 
tion to govern their actions. Fully realizing the benefits already derived, I be- 
lieve it to be the earnest desire of all intelligent producers that such legislative 
enactments be made to still further tend to fully develop the agricultural interest 

Very truly, yours, 
A. H. SWANSON, 

General Superintendent 
General Hazen, 

Chief Signal Officer, U. 8. A., Washington, D. C. 

BALTI™MoRe BoarD OF TRADE, Baltimore, Md., March 7, 1882 

At the monthly meeting of the board, held yesterday, the following report ws 
accepted and the resolutions annexed adopted. 

GEO. U. PORTER, Secretary 

Report of Committee. 

The meteorological committee beg leave to report that the United States Sig 
nal Service is of great benefit to the commercial and agricultural interests of the 
country, and it is important to secure its permanency and continued success, and 
they therefore submit the annexed resolutions. 

R. W. CATOR, 
D. L. BARTLETT, 
FRANK JENKINS, 
GERMAN H, HUNT, 

Committe: 

Resolutions adopted, as submitted by the committee, are as follows: 
Resolved, That this board fully appreciates the great value of the Signal Servic: 

to the commercial and agricultural and other interests of the country, and de- 
sire that it shall be placed upon a permanent basis and organized as a separat« 
corps of the Army, similar to the Engineer and Ordnance Corps, believing that 
changes in the oflicers,as now under present laws liable to take place, will ma 
terially injure its efficiency. 

Resolved, That the Senators and Representatives from Maryland be requested 
to take such action as will secure a permanent organization of the corps. 

Resolved, That copies of these resolutions be furnished each Senator and Rep 
resentative from this State; also the Chief Signal Officer. 

B. 

Letter of General Sherman. 

HIEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Washington, D. C., December 30, 1881 

Srr: I beg to acknowledge receipt of the letter of General W. B. Hazen, Chie! 
Signal Officer, of December 12 instant, referred to me by indorsement of your of- 
fice of December 16, calling for report and my opinion of the merits of the sev 
eral recommendations therein made. 

I now avail myself of this o rtunity to invite your special attention to th« 
ruinous effect on the Army of having the Chief Signal Officer scanning the list 
of our officers, picking out the best for signal duty, and exalting that duty abov« 
the legitimate office of the line officer. General Hazen refers to the enlarged 
sphere of action of the Signal Office since last spring, and the consequent neces 
sity for more officers, The law provides only one signal officer for the whole 
Army, with a provision to promote annually two second lieutenants from his 
enlisted force, yet at this moment he has sixteen captains and lieutenants of the 
line, whose proper companies suffer in discipline and care for want of these very 
officers. No part of the enlarged sphere of action referred to isin any sense 
military, but purely civil or scientific. All that is military in the Signal Bureau is 
in comveying orders i signals, and this art is now taught at West Point, at Fortress 
Monroe, and Fort Leavenworth, so that as far as the Army is concerned the establish- 
ment at Fort Myer is superfluous and should be abolished, It has ouflived its useful- 
ness, and instead of being of advantage to the Army it is a detriment by drawing from 
the Army officers who are needed with their companies, 

If the Signal Service be of such infinite use to the agriculture, commerce, and 
civil interests of the country as claimed by its friends, surely Congress wil! pro- 
vide the necessary agents, military and civil, without making so large a draft 
on the Army, already staggering under a load so heavy that our best young of 
ficers are tempted to escape duty to find employment in these fancy corps. 

Iam, with great respect, your obedient servant, , 
W. T. SHERMAN, Genera! 

Hon, R. T. Lincony, 
Secretary of War, Washington, D. C. 

Cc, 
Letter of Secretary Lincoln. 

WAR DEPARTMENT, WAsuINGTON City, May 12, 1882. 
Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication ot 

the 4th instant, asking my opinion as to the propriety of maintaining the Signal 
Service establishment entirely from appropriations to be made in the sundry 
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civil bill, and affirmatively providing that no moneys appropriated in the I have recently learned that an extraordinary blunder, or series of blunders, 
army appropriation bill shall be expended in its support, and requesting also to | was committed by the clerk in my office who compiled the consolidated table 
a My vised in what amount the appropriations for the support of the Army printed in H. R. Document 128, present session, which was made up of many 
can be reduced, in the event of such action by Congress, and from what branches | fragmentary reports from various bureaus. In some cases, after giving various 
of the appropriations in the Army bill the reductions can be made. items, he added a separate general item, which was, in fact, a footing of certain 

In reply, I beg to inclose to you a copy ofa letter addressed by me on the 20th | previous items already inserted. These errors have been corrected in a com 
of February ultimo, to Hon, S. 5. MAXEY, of the Committee on Military Affairs, | munication which I addressed to the Speaker of the House, and whieh was 

United States Senate, in which this general subject is discussed somewhat at | yesterday, ordered to be printed. 
length. 2h H ; In response to your request I inclose an estimate in the usual form for so much 

It is my opmmton that the W eather Bureau should be wholly separated fromthe Army, | of the expenses of the service as are now paid out of Army appropriations 
and that this could be accomplished by the simple process of a legislative enactment so | based on the expenditures out of those funds for the year 1881. This estimate 
directing, with an appropriation equal to the present actual expenses of the service. | amounts to $597,129.96, and would be required in addition to the special appre 
The enlisted men are now compensated under several heads—currept pay, pay | priations asked by the Chief Signal Oflicer for the next fiscal year, aggregating 

on discharge, rations, commutation of rations, commutation of fuel, commuta- 344,500, the items of which may be found on pages 69, IS], and 182 of esti: 
tion of quarters, medicines, and clothing, all of which could more easily be paid | for the next fiscal year, these together making estimates for the Signal 8 
in one item 2s salary. : ; ; in all its branches, as now conducted, of $1,141,629. 16. 
The persons in the service other than enlisted men who have special knowl- | _ In answer to your inquiry as to the extent to which the regular appropriation 

edge of Weather Bureau work are, I understand, only eight in number, of whom | for the support of the Army could be reduced, in the event of the action by Con 

professor Cleveland Abbé is the chief. All other officers are merely adminis- | 

trative, Suc 
gress suggested in vour letter, [have the honor to state that the reductions would 

-+h of them as belong to the military service could, I think, be easily | be as follows 
replaced by civilians within a limited period. J have learned, since my letterof | pay eo. of the Arm. gone Sin Oh 
2th February last was written, that the actual force is much larger than I then | guidistence of the Army 14°" 000 00 
supposed, I haye procured returns which show that on the lst of April last there | Reoular supplies, Quartermaster’s Department “RS 600 OD 
were maintained under the Chief Signal Officer: 6 officers of the Signal Corps, 16 | |,,¢cidental expenses... . oe 150 OF 
officers detailed from the Army, 491 enlisted men of the Signal Service, 57en- | Barracks oat oarhaee ; on nee oa 
listed men detached from the Army, 388 civilians in various capacities, making, | Army transpe eee a ail 
with the Chief Signal Officer, 959 persons. Medical an hospital d t 5,000 ¢ “ar - es e 2 . son A «i i ( ospital department » OOO OO 

If, however, the “Signal Service is to be maintained as now constituted,” in 
the reiterated words of the annual appropriation bills, I think it important that Total yr 100 ¢ 
the appropriations for its support should be distinct, so that the bureau would ay oii eeetinnes 
have an interest in counting the cost of its widely-varied enterprises, ranging Very respectfully, your obedient servant 
from Arctic expeditions to observations on the ravages of locusts, all of which 

: 
ROBERT T. LINCOLN 

may be useful to the ublic, but are certainly not military. In my opinion, an element fone Ne fw 
of responsibility a accountability would thus be introduced which would reduce the Hon. FRANK Hiscock 
expenses of the service by a considerable amount. Chairman Committees « { epriations. Hi 

ta 
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E. CHARGE I.—Conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman 

Hazen-Stanley court-martial Specification 1.—In this: that the said D.S 

WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, February 6, 1883 

Long arrow points the 
Shows location of storm center 

Distance between stars shows the movement in & hours 

Stanley, colonel Twenty-second 

United States Infantry, on or about the 6th day of September, 1877, to wit, at 
: the city of New York, did write a certain letter of and concerning W.B. Hazen, 

Str: In accordance with your request under date of the Ist instant, [have the | colonel Sixth United States Infantry, and did then and there address to the said 

honor to inclose. herewith a copy of General Court-Martial Orders No. 35, Ad- | W. B. Hazen, at Vienna, in the Empire of Austria, and transmit the same to him 
}etant-General’s Office, June 18, 1879, publishing the findings, sentence, &c., in | through and by the mail, which said letter is in words and figures following, to 

case of D. 8. Stanley, colonel Twenty-second United States Infantry. wit: 
The proceedings in the case have not been published. “Gent W. B. HAZEN. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, : ” ‘Colonel Sixth Infantry, Vienna 

Hon. F. FE. BELTZHOOVER, ROBERT T. LINCOLN, Secretary of War I have seen the decision of the President upon the charges I preferred aguinst 

House of Representatives you, ‘that the service would not be conserved by convening a general court 

ieee martial to try you at this time.’ 
: ‘Tam not disappointed. You know just as well as I do that your trial eould 

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, ADJUTANT-GENERAL’S OFFICE, : have only resulted in your conviction, and you already stand convicted before 
Washington, June 18, 1879. those who heard you testify. 

[General Court-Martial Orders No. 35.] ‘IT now give you fair warning that I am fully informed of your disgracefu 
1. Before a general court-martial which convened at Coumean Island, New | conduct at Shiloh, and when proper occasion offers will use the information to 

York , April 10, 1879, pursuant to Special Orders No. 66, dated March 20, | *teP Your career of imposture. 

= etn dated March 22, and at New York city, April 12, 1879, pursuant to Your obedient servant, as 

qos No. 85, dated o* 9, 1879, Headquarters of the Army, Adjutant- 17g Yorx Ci Gentemsber 6.1877," 
Ares 8 ,» and of which Major-General W. 8S. Hancock, United States NEW YORK City, September 6, 1544. 

STANLEY 

oul ne seen, was arraigned and tried Colonel D. 8. Stanley, Twenty-sec- Specification 2.—In this: that the said D, S. Stanley, colonel Twenty-second 
United States Infantry, on or about the 6th day of September, A, D. 1577, to wit 

a 
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at the city of New York, did write a certain letterof and concerning W. B. Hazen, 
colonel Sixth United States Infantry, and did then and there address the same 
to the said W. B. Hazen, at Vienna, in the Empire of Austria, and transmit the 
same to him through and by the mail, intending thereb willfully, wantonly, and 
maliciously to personally affront and insult the said Hazen, which said letter is 
in words and figures following, to wit: 

“Gen. W. B. Hazen, 
“Colonel Sixth Infantry, Vienna: 

“| have seen the decision of the President upon the charges I preferred against 
you, ‘that the service would not be conserved by convening a general court- 
inartial to try you at this time.’ 
‘Tam not disappointed. You know just as well as I do that your trial could 

have only te in your conviction, and you already stand convicted before 
those who heard you testify. 

“I now give you fair warning that I am fully informed of your disgraceful con- 
duct at Shiloh, and when proper occasion offers will use the information to stop 
your career of imposture. 

* Your obedient servant, 
“Dp. 8S. STANLEY. 

“New York Crry, September 6, 1877.”’ 

Specification 3,—In this: that the said D. 8S. Stanley, colonel Twenty-second 
United States Infantry, on or about the 6th day of September, A. D. 1877, to wit, 
at the city of New York, did write a certain letter of and concerning W. B. 
Hazen, colonel! Sixth United States Infantry, and did then and there address the 
same to the said W. B. Hazen, at Vienna, in the Empire of Austria, and trans- 
mit the same to him through and by the mail, therein alleging of him, the said 
Hazen, as follows: “ You know just as well as I do that your trial could have 
only resulted in your conviction, and you ory stand convicted before those 
who heard you testify,”’ meaning thereby to al ege and charge that the said 
Hazen had been sy of the crime of perjury and false swearing in giving his 
testimony on the trial of W. W. Belknap, late Secretary of War, on articles ot 
impeachment before the Senate of the United States, which said charge and al- 
legation was and is unfounded, false, and malicious, and was wickedly devised 
by the said Stanley, and made to said Hazen, wantonly, willfully, and mali- 
ciously to affront and personally insult him, the said Hazen. 

Specification 4.—In this: that the said D. 8S, Stanley, colonel Twenty-second 
United States Infantry, on or about the 6th day of September, A. D. 1877, to wit, 
at the city of New York, did write a certain letter of and concerning W. B. Hazen, 
colonel Sixth United States Infantry, and did then and there address the same 
to the said W. B. Hazen, at Vienna, in the ae of Austria, and transmit the 
same to him through and by the mail, therein alleging of him, the said Hazen, as 
follows: “ Ilnow give you fair warning that 1 am fully informed of your di 
ful conduct at Shiloh,” meaning thereby to all and charge that the said Hazen 
had, at the battle of Shiloh, been guilty of conduct which should subject him to 
disgrace as an officer in the Army of the United States, which said allegation is 
unfounded, malicious, and false, and was wickedly devised by the said Stanley 
and made to the said Hazen, wantonly, willfully, and maliciously, to affront and 
personally insult him, the said Hazen. 
Specification 5.—In this: that the said D. 8. Stanley, colonel Twenty-second 

United States Infantry, on or about the 6th day of September, A. D. 1877, to wit, 
at the city of New York, did write a certain letter of and concerning W. B. 
Hazen, colonel Sixth United States Infantry, and did then and there address the 
same to the said W. B. Hazen, at Vienna, in the Empire of Austria, and transmit 
the same to hixn through and by the mail, therein alleging of him, the said Hazen, 
as follows: “' now give you fair warning that I am fully informed of your dis- 
graceful conduct at Shiloh, and, when proper oecasion oO 
mation to stop your career of imposture,’’ meaning thereby to say of him, the 
said Hazen, that he was an ‘impostor,’ and by devising said wicked, false, and 
malicious charge, and ee the same to and against the said Hazen, intend- 
ing and designing thereby willfully, wantonly, and maliciously to affront and 
personally insult him, the said Hazen. 

Specification 6.—In this: that the said D. 8. Stanley, colonel Twenty-second 
United States Infantry, on or about the 6th day of September, A. D. 1877, to wit, 
at the city of New York, did write a certain letter of and concerning W. B. Ha- 
zen, colonel Sixth United States Infantry, and did then and there address to the 
said W. B. Hazen, at Vienna, in the Empire of Austria, and transmit the same to 
him through and by the mail, therein alleging of him, the said Hazen, as fol 
lows: “I have seen the decision of the President upon the charges I preferred 
against you, ‘that the service would not be conserved by convening a general 
court-martial to try you at this time,’ '’ meaning thereby that the President had 
refused to call a court-martial on certain charges preferred by said Stanley against 
the said Hazen, which charges are as follows, to wit: 

* Coarcr.—Conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman. 
** Specification 1.—In this: that the aforesaid W. B. Hazen, colonel Sixth United 

States Infantry, being a duly sworn witness before the United States Senate sit- 
ting asa court of inipeachment in the trial of W. W. Belknap, Secretary of War, 
on the 10th day of July, 1876, did testify, referring to Hazen’s testimony before 
the Military Committee in 1872: 

‘***Question, Why did you communicate the facts to them (the Military Com- 
mittee) instead of communicating it to the Secretary of War? 

“Answer, The main parte of my testimony had been communicated through 
the military channels, It referred to the law of 1866, regarding the furnishing 
of the same stores by sutlers. 
owe, State why you did not communicate these facts directly to the Secretary 

of War. 
. a The facts stated in my testimony had been communicated several times 
vefore. 
“*Q. How? 
“A. By letters, official and otherwise, tothe War Department, but they referred 

to different subjects. 
“*Q. Did they refer to the Fort Sill matter? 

“A. They did; they referred to that and to all other matters stated about the 
farming out of the post-traderships.’ 
“Whereas in a letter dated Fort Buford, Dakota Territory, September 12, 1875, 

directed to Hon. W. W. Belknap, Secretary of War, Colonel W. B. Hazen, Sixth 
Infantry, stated, referring to the same testimony before the Military Committee 
in 1872, as follows: ‘I was questioned upon the subject of post-traderships. I at 
first remonstrated on the ground that I had not reported the matter to you. I 
then gave the facts as I had done to General Garfield.” 

“Specification 2.—In this: that W. B. Hazen, colonel Sixth United States In- 
fantry, being a duly sworn witness before the Senate of the United States o: - 
= asa os of impeachment for the trial of W. W. Belknap, Secretary of War, 

ey Did you propose to the Military Committee, or to somebody else, to be 
examined upon the subjects before you were subpeenaed ? . : 
a eeeeens to give information in regard to post-traderships before I was 

su naed, 
"7 rit To whom did you make that communication? 
**A. I made that communication to General Garfield. 
“*Q. The chairman of the Mili Committee ? 
“*A. He was not the chairman of the Military Committee then; he was my 

friend at home, through whom I did all Pe Sagem with Washington.’ 
* Whereas in a letter dated Fort Buford, Dakota Territory, September 12, 1875, 

rs, will use the infor- 

directed, ‘W. W. Belknap, Hon. Secretary of War,’ Colonel W. B. Hazen, Sixt} 
United States Infantry, did write as follows: ‘I was summoned to Washington 
to give evidence upon staff organization of the French and German armies. 
After finishing on these subjects I was questioned upon the subject of post- 
traders. I at first remonstrated on the ground that I had not reported the m at 
ter to you,’ i. e. the Secretary of War. ° 

“ Specification 3.—In this: that Colonel W. B. Hazen, Sixth United States In fay 
try, being a duly sworn witness before the Senate of the United States, organ- 
ized as a court of impeachment, on the 10th of July, 1876, did testify as follows 
“*Q. Were the communications you have been referring to communications |) 

you or communications that passed through you to the Secretary of War» 
(Meaning the communication on post-traderships.) 

“*A. They werecommunications from me, written officially. 
the farming out of post-traderships generally. 
“*Q. Have you any recollection about writing the letters ? 
““*A. I have, very distinctly. 
**Q. Did it go through the regular military channels? 

“A. It was sent through the regular channels. I never heard from it 
mks 2 a - Adjutant-General would send it through the Secretary of Wart 
“*A. Yes, sir.’ : 
“Whereas ina communication dated at Fort Buford, Dakota Territory, directed 

to Hon, W. W. Belknap, Secretary of War, dated September 12, 1875, Colone| \V 
B. Hazen, Sixth United States Infantry, wrote as follows, referring to his testi- 
mony before the Military Committee, House of Representatives, in 1872: ‘1 was 
questioned on the subject of post-traders. I at first remonstrated on the groend 
that I had not reported the matter to you, and that my testimony might be con 
sidered a discourtesy to the Secretary.’ 

* Specification 4.—In this: that Colonel W.B.Hazen, SixthUnited States Infantry 
did write a letter to Hon. Hiester Clymer, dated City of Mexico, March 5, 1876 
referring to W. W. Belknap, Secretary of War: ‘I have waited patiently four 
years, never doubting that I should be finally vindicated, though at times fee! 
ing the weight of displeasure of those high in power for daring to tell the truth 
respecting this great outrage upon the Army;’ whereas, being a duly sworn 
witness before the Senate of the United States in the impeachment trial of Hon 
W. W. Belknap, Secretary of War, on or about the 10th of July, 1876, Colonel \W 
B. Hazen, Sixth United States Infantry, did testify as follows: 

“*Q. State anything the Secretary of War did to justify you in thinking he was 
unjust to you, or what he ever did that was unjust to you. 

“* A. Ido not think he ever did an unjust act to me. 
“*Q. You say you think he never did an unjust act to you? 
“* A. Ido not rememberany. 
“*Q. Do you know a special act in which he triedto further what he supposed 

your wishes were, by this promotion in this board? 
“*A,. Thatistrue; however, I did not want it at the time.’ 
” i ion 5.—In this: that Colonel W. B. Hazen, Sixth Infantry, United 

States Army, did write aletter to Hon. Hiester Clymer, M. C., dated City of Mex- 
ico, March 14, 1876, referring to the law of 1366, seeeing the Commissary Depart- 
ment to furnish suttlers’ , in which he did falsely, willfully, and maliciousty 
state, * This Department (meaning the Commissary) has op the law from the 
first.’ The law itself has even been omitted from the Revised Statutes. 

- i ion 6.—In this: that Colone] W. B. Hazen, Sixth United States In 
fantry, did write a letter from Fort Buford, Dakota Territory, directed to Hon 
W. W. Belknap, Secretary of War, dated September 12, 1875, in which letter 
he did falsely, willfully, and maliciously state, referring to the matter of post- 
traders, ‘I have tried before to get the matter before you, but it meets its usua! 
barrier in the office of the Commissary-General.’ The law referred to (the law 
of 1866 on sutlers’ supplies) isa mandatory one of perfectly plain construction 
and in which the troops on the frontier are interested to the extent of about 
$2,000,000 annually, and the construction referred to in that letter is not under 
stood either in fact or in justice, only that # has been opposed from the first by 
the oo whose duty it was to carry it out (meaning the Commissary De- 
partment). x 

ae > pee 7.—In this: that Colonel W. B. Hazen, Sixth United States In- 
fantry, did write a letter, dated Fort Buford, Dakota Territory, September 12, 
1875, to Hon. W. W. Belknap, Secretary of War, in which he did falsely, will 
fully, and knowingly state, referring to his examination before the Military 
Committee, House of Representatives, in 1872, ‘Mr. Coburn then replied that 
whatever I might say upon the subject would be confidential with the commit- 
tee. My testimony was, however, ooeey, es 

= ion8.—In this: that Colonel W.B. Hazen, Sixth United States Infantry, 
did writea letter dated Fort Buford, Dakota Territory, September 12, 1875, directed 
to Hon. W. W. Belknap, Secretary of War, in which letter he did falsely and will- 
fully state, ‘I wassummoned to Washington to give evidence on the staff organi- 
zation ofthe French and German armies ;’ whereas the said W. B. Hazen, colone} 
Sixth United States Infantry, well knew that he was summoned to Washington 
to give evidence upon the subject of raders, he having volunteered hisserv- 
ices for that purpose in a letter to Hon. J. A. Garfield, dated March 3, 1872, and 
his testimony upon the staff was submitted at his leisure, and in his, Colonel 
Hazen’s, handwriting. 
ee this: that Colonel W. B. Hazen, Sixth United Stajes In- 

fantry, did writea letter, dated Fort Buford, Dakota Territory, September [2, 1875, 
directed to Hon. W. W. Belknap, Secretary of War, in which he did state, ‘ My let- 
ters were to have been confidential, so far as concerns their authorship; my let- 
ters fell into the hands of Smalley, secretary to the Military Committee, who was 
also correspondent of the New York Tribune. He not only published my letters, 
adding as much as he saw fit, while enlarging on other points, so as to make a 
ve ifferent matter of it as ee: whereas, being a duly sworn witness 
in the impeachment trial ef W. W. Belknap, Secretary of War, before the United 
States Senate as a court of impeachment, Colonel W. B. Hazen, Sixth United 
States Infantry, did testify : 

“*Q. Who wrote that article published in the New York Tribune? 
“*A. Atwhat time? F 
“*Q. Thearticle that was read herein this trial. There has been but one article 
“*Mr. Manager Hoar. February 15, 1872. 

Q. About the tradership at Fort Sil. 
“*A, I did not write it. 
“*Q. Do you know who did? , 
“* A, I suppose Mr. Smalley did. 
“*Q. Did you furnish him the information upon which he wrote the letter 
“*A. I furnished him with information out of which the letter was written. 
= ification 10.—In this: that Colonel W. B. Hazen, Sixth United States In- 

fantry, did write a letter to Hon. James A. Garfield, on the 2d of Mareh, 1572, 
stating that he was about to come to Cincinnati, and that he was willing to come 
to Washington himself and testify upon the subject of raders, which letter 
aang communicated to Hon. John urn, chairman of the Military Comm!t- 
tee of the House of Representatives, a subpceena was served for Colonel W. B. 
Hazen to appear before the committee to yy 2 Oe subject of post-traders ; 
whereas in a letter written by Colonel W. B. , Sixth United States In- 
fantry, dated Fort Buford, Dakota Territory, September 12, 1875, directed to W. 
W. Bei Secretary of War, Colonel W. B. m did write, ‘I was sum- 
moned to to give evidence upon the staff organization of the French 
and German armies,’ which statement Colonel W. B. Hazen knew when he 
wrote it was false. 

** Specification 11.—In this: that Colonel W. B. Hazen, Sixth United States In- 
fantry, being a duly sworn witness before the Senate of the United States as * 
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ment in the trial Af W. Belknap, a Joka, La, wo we. 
also to aay with to my testimony before the Military Com- 

ittee four years ago. was called then principally.to testify with regard to 

the German and French staff organizations, and the other was a branch of the 

subject,’ which statement Colonel W. B. Hazen knew to be false at the time he 

made it. 

court of im 

tify: “Iw 

“D. 8S. STANLEY, 
** Colonel Twenty-second United States Infantry.” 

And said letter of said Stanley in regard to said charges further states as fol- 
lows: “ You know just as well as I do that your trial could only have resulted 

ay sur conviction,” meaning thereby that the said Hazen would have been con- | 
a oe on said charges, and that said charges were true; whereas, in fact, said | 

eel were and are, each and all of them, wanton, malicious, and false, in so 

far as the same alleged or stated any misconduct on the part of the said Hazen. 
Specification 7.—In this: that the said D. S. Stanley, colonel Twenty-second 

United States Infantry, did, on about the Ist day of December, A. D. 1877, cause | 

to be published, and did aid and abet in the publication, in one of the public 
journals of the country, to wit, the Saint Paul Pioncer Press, of and concern- 

ing W. B. Hazen, colonel Sixth United States Infantry, a certain malicious and 
scandalous statement, to wit: 

“ WiLLiAM B. HAZEN, ee 

“ Colonel of the Sixth Infantry, Brevet Major-General : 

“ have received the decision of the President of the United States upon the 
charges I preferred against you, that the interest of the service ‘would not be 
subserved’ by convening a general court-martial to try you. Iam just as well 

satisfied. You know justas well as I do that your trial could only have resulted 

in your conviction, and where your case is known you are already convicted in 

the public opinion. I now give you fair warning that I am fully informed of 
your di ful conduct at Shiloh, and your shameful exit from your command | 
at Fort Buford, and, when proper occasion offers, will use the information to 

stop your career of imposture. 
“ Your obedient servant, 

“D. S. STANLEY. 
“New York Crry, September 6, 1877.” 
Specification 8.—In this: that the said D. S. Stanley, colonel Twenty-second 

United States Infantry, did, on or about the Ist day of December, A. D. 1877, cause 
to be published, and aid and abet in publishing, in one of the public journals of | 
the country, to wit, the Saint Paul Pioneer Press, of and concerning the said 
W. B. Hazen, colonel Sixth United States Infantry, a certain false, malicious, and 
scandalous statement, as follows, to wit: ‘I have seen the decision of the Presi- 
dent of the United States upon the charges I preferred against you, that ‘the 
interest of the service would not be subserved’ by convening a general court- 
martialto try you. Iam not disappointed. You know just as well as I do that 
your trial could only have resulted in your conviction, and where your case is 
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known youare already convicted in public opinion,” the said Stanley well know- 
ing at the time that said Hazen was on special duty beyond the limits of the 
United States and in a foreign country, and designing by such publication to 
injure and damage the character of the said Hazen, and impair his efficiency in 
the performance of the duty with which he was so engaged. 

Specification 9.—In this; that the said D. S. Stanley, colonel Twenty-second 
United States Infantry, did, on or about the Ist day of December, A. D. 1877, 
cause to be published, and did aid and abet in publishing, in one of the publie | 
journals of the country, to wit, the Saint Paul Pioneer Press, of and con- 
cerning the said W. B. Hazen, colonel Sixth United States Infantry, a certain 
malicious, false, and scandalous statement, as follows, to wit: “ You know 
just as well as I do that your trial could only have resulted in your conviction, 
and where your case is known you are already convicted in public opinion,” 
meaning thereby that said Hazen was guilty of certain charges and specifica- 
tions, preferred against him by said Stanley, for perjury and false swearing 
enelee have been committed by the said Hazen in giving his testimony on 

the trial of W. W. Belknap, late Secretary of War, with the intent, by said false, 
malicious, and scandalous publication, to damage and injure the character and 
reputation of said Hazen. 

Specification 10.—In this: that the said D. S. Stanley, colonel Twenty-second 
United States Infantry, did, on or about the Ist day of December, A. D. 1877, | 
cause to be published, and did aid and abet in publishing, in one of the public 
journals of the country, to wit, the Saint Pau! Pioneer Press, of and concerning 
the said W. B. Hazen, colonel Sixth United States Infantry ,a certain malicious, 
false, and scandalous statement, as follows, to wit: ‘I now give you fair warn- 
ing that [am fully informed of your disgraceful conduct at Shiloh,’ meaning 
thereby that the said Hazen had been guilty of conduct which would disgrace 
him, and intending, by. said false and malicious publication, to injure the char- 
acter and reputation of said Hazen. 

ecification 11.—In this: that the said D. S. Stanley, colonel Twenty-second 
States Infantry, did, on or about the Ist day of December, A. D. 1877, 

furnish for publication in one of the public journals of the country, to wit, the 
Saint Paul Pioneer Press, of and concerning W. B. Hazen, colonel Sixth United 
States Infantry, a certain malicious and scandalous statement, to wit: 

“ WILLIAM B, Hazen, 
* Colonel of Sixth Infantry, Brevet Major-General : 

“ T have received the decision of the President of the United States upon the | 
charges I preferred against you that the interest of the service ‘would not be 
subserved’ by convening a general court-martial to try you. Iam just as well 
satisfied. You know just as well as I dothat your trial could only have resulted 
in ro conviction, and where your case is known you are already convicted in 
public opinion. I now give you fair warning that | am fully informed of your 
disgraceful conduct at Shitoh and your shameful exit from your command at 
Fort Buford, and, when proper occasion offers, will use the information to stop 
your career of im ure. 

“ Your obedient servant, 
“D. 8S. STANLEY. 

“New York Crry, September 6, 1877.” 

‘ ification 12.—In this: that David S. Stanley, colonel of the Twenty-second 
Infantry, United States Army, did cause and allow to b@ published in a certain 
public newspaper published at New York city, to wit, the New York Times, cer- 
tain false and malicious statements and imputations concerning and against | 
Colonel William B. Hazen, Sixth Infantry, United States Army, which said state- | 
ments and im ions were contained in an article published in said newspaper 
and ex in the words and figures following, to wit: 
“It is a matter of common report at Washington and elsewhere that General | 

W. B. Hazen is an aspirant for the position of Quartermaster-General of the | 
United States and that he has a number of warm supporters of his claim. Many 
persons are disposed to argue that General Hazen has already received better 
treatment thaa he deserves, and that if he had received justice during the war of | 
the rebellion he would not have retained his place in the Army. At present he 
is colonel commanding the Sixth Regiment United States Infantry, stationed at | 
Fort Buford, Dakota Territory. General D.S. Stanley, who possesses damaging | 
facts against General Hazen, is one of those who is determined to prevent his | 
appointment if possible, and if this fails he proposes to bring serious charges | 
against General Hazen before the Senate committes. General Stanley said to a | 
reporter of the Times yesterday, when interrogated about the matter, that ‘as 
far as the general public is concerned,’ he 
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‘Hazen,’ 
118 Aunts, 

well informed, and it was hardly necessary for him to say anything’ 
hecontinued, ‘Wash. McLean (his father-in-law), hissister, his cousins. | 
his editor, and his lawyer, “ Dick” Merrick, are now in Washington. and have 
been for some time, with the sole object of making Hazen a hero a martyr. and 
Quartermaster-General. I don’t know what progress they're making. but I do 
know what they’re afraid of—that is, that if his name ever comes before the 
United States Senate he will meet charges of perjury and cowardice wh 
made to his face, to the newspapers, and in official statements.’ 
“General Stanley said he thought it inadvisable at the present time to state 

ich I have 

| specifically the charges he had preferred against General Hazen in view of prob 
able judicial action. The principle charge, however, is, that on the second day 
of the battle of Shiloh, April, 1862, somewhere between 10a. m. and 12 m., Hazen 
‘separated himself, got away, or skulked’ from his brigade, which was in Nel 

| son’s division of Buell’s Army of the Ohio, and fled to the Tennessee River. four 
miles from where his command made a gallant fight, and that he remained away 
until some time in the night. His officers had been searching the field for his 
dead or wounded body, and were astonished at his sudden appearance. It is 
asserted that General Hazen was seen by several persons while he was loitering 
near the river away from his brigade, and that in answer to a question asked 
by one of them as to what he was doing there, he replied that his men‘ had d&« 
serted him’ when in fact the gallant brigade was at that moment engaged in 
the battle. The charge of perjury, made by General Stanley, is in regard to 
General Hazen’s testimony in the Belknap impeachment case. There are clever 
specifications in this charge. General Hazen’s countercharges against General 
Stanley are those of falsehood and conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentle 
man. In this connection it is said that General Sherman informed General 
Hazen that ‘if he failed to substantiate his charges against General Stanley his 
resignation must be placed in his (General Sherman’s) hands.’ If the charges 
made by General Stanley are substantiated they will place General Hazen ina 
very unenviable light. The provision in the Articles of War for cowardice, arti 
cle 42, reads as follows: ‘Any officer who * * * runs away or shamefully 

| abandons any fort, post, or guard which he is commanded to defend * 
shall suffer death or such other punishment as a court-martial may direct 
General Stanley asserts that General Hazen was reported to him for cowardice 
at the battle of Pickett’s Mills and other places. At that time General Stanley 
commanded the Fourth Corps of the Army of the Cumberland, while General 
Hazen was in command of a brigade in the third division of that corps 
The effect of said false and malicious statements and imputations, so caused 

and allowed to be published by the said Stanley, being to injure and defame the 
said Hazen, and to degrade him before the public and the Army This at New 
York city, on or about March 14, 1879 
CHARGE II.—Conduct to the prejudice of good orderand military discipline 
Specification 1.—In this: that David 8S, Stanley, colonel of the Twenty-second 

Regiment of Infantry, United States Army, did furnish for publication, and pro 
cure to be published, in a public newspaper published at Saint Paul, Minnesota 
to wit, the Saint Paul Pioneer Press, a certain malicious and libelous statement 
and imputation concerning and against Colonel William B. Hazen, Sixth Infan 
try, United States Army, the said statement and imputation being contained in 
a letter purporting to have been addressed by said Stanley to said Hazen, and 
expressed in the words and figures following, to wit 

“WILLIAM B. Hazen, 
** Colonel of the Sicth Infantry, Brevet Major-General : 

“TI have received the decision of the President of the United States upon the 
charges I preferred against you, that the interest of the service ‘ 
subserved’ by convening a general court-martial totry you. I am just as well 
satisfied. You know just as well as I do that your trial could only have resulted 
in your conviction, and where your case is known you are already convicted in 
the public opinion. I now give you fair warning that I am fully informed of 
your disgraceful conduct at Shiloh, and your shameful exit from your command 
at Fort Buford, and, when proper occasion offers, will use the information to stop 
your career of imposture. 

“Your obedient servant, 

would not be 

‘Dp. S. STANLEY 
*““New York City, September 6, 1877." 

The charges referred toin said publication being charges preferred by said Star 
ley against said Hazen, for perjury and false swearing, alleged to have been con 
mitted by the latter in giving his testimeny on the impeachment trial of W. W 
Belknap, late Secretary of War, he, the said Stanley, in and by the said maticiou 
and libelous publication, intending and contriving to injure and defame the said 
Hazen, and to degrade him before the public andthe Army 
Minnesota, on or about December 1, 1877 

Specification 2.—In this: That David 8S. Stanley, colonel! of the Twenty-second 
Regiment of Infantry, United States Army, did allow to be published in a publi« 
newspaper published at Saint Paul, Minnesota, to wit, The Saint Paul Pioneer 
Press, a certain malicious and libelous statement and imputation concerning sod 
against Colonel! William B. Hazen, Sixth Infantry, United States Army, the said 
statement and imputation being contained in a letter purporting to have been 
addressed by said Stanley to said Hazen, and expressed inthe words and figures 
following, to wit: 

“WILLIAM B. HAZEN, 
** Colonel of the Sixth Infantry, Brevet Major-General 

“T have received the decision of the President of the United States upon the 
charges I preferred against you, that the interest of the service 
subserved’ by convening a general court-martial to try you. I am just as well 
satisfied. You know just as well as I do that yourtrial could only have resulted 
in your conviction, and where your case is known you are already convicted in 
the public opinion. I now give you fair warning that I am fully informed of 
your disgraceful conduct at Shiloh, and yourshameful exit from your command 
at Fort Buford, and, when proper occasion offers, will use the information to 
stop your career of imposture. 

“Your obedient servant, 

Phisat Saint Pau! 

‘would not be 

D. 8S. STANLEY 
“New York City, September 6, 1877.” 

“the charges referred to in said publication being charges preferred by said 
Stanley against said Hazen, for perjury and false swearing, alleged to have been 

| committed by the latter in giving his testimony on the impeachment trial of W 
W. Belknap, late Secretary of War, the intent of said malicious and libelous 
publication, so allowed to be made by the said Stanley, being to injure and de 
fame the said Hazen, and to degrade him before the public andthe Army Phis 
at Saint Paul, Minnesota, on or about December 18, 1877. 

Specification 3.—In this: that David 8. Stanley, colonel of the Twenty-second 
Regiment of Infantry, United States Army, did procure and allow to be pub 
lished in a certain public newspaper, published at New York city, to wit, The 
New York Times, certain malicious and libelous statements and imputations 
eoncerning and against Colonel William B. Hazen, Sixth Infantry United States 
Army, which said statements and imputations were contained in an article pub- 
lished in said newspaper, and expressed in the words and figures following, to 
wit: 

“Tt is a matter of common report at Washington and elsewhere that Gen- 
eral William B. Hazen is an aspirant for the position of Quartermaster-Genera! 
of the United States, and that he has a number of warm supporters of his claim 
Many persons are disposed to argue that General Hazen has already received 
better treatmentThan he deserves, and that if he had received justice during th¢ 
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war of the rebellion he would not have retained his place in the Army. 
present he is colonel commanding the Sixth Regiment United States Infantry, | 
stationed at Fort Buford, Dakota Territory. General D. 8. Stanley, who 
damaging facts against General Hazen, is one of those who is determined to pre- 

At 
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vent his appointment, if possible, and, if this fails, he proposes to bring serious | 
charges against General Hazen before the Senate committee. General Stanley 
said to a reporter of the Times yesterday, when interrogated about the matter, 
that ‘as far as the general public is concerned,’ he thought ‘that Hazen had kept 
it pretty well informed, and it was hardly necessary for him to say anything.’ 
‘Hazen,’ he continued, ‘ Wash. McLean (his father-in-law), hissister, his cousins, 
his aunts, his editor, and his lawyer, ** Dick”’’ Merrick, are now in Washington, 
and have been for some time, with the sole object of making Hazen a hero, a 
martyr, and Quartermaster-General. Idon't know what 
ing, but I do know what they're afraid of—that is, that if his name ever comes 
before the United States Senate he will meet charges of perjury and cowardice 
which I have made to his face, to the newspapers, and in official statements.” 
‘General Stanley said he thought it inadvisable at the present time to state spe- 

cifically the charges he had preferred against General Hazen in view of probable 
judicial action. The prineipal charge, however, is that on the second day of the 

progress they are mak- | 

| cept the words ‘ malicious and libelous,’ an 
| and except the words ‘and imputations,’ and except the words ‘he, the said 

battle of Shiloh, April, 1862, somewhere between 10 a. m. and 12 m., Hazen ‘sepa- | 
rated himeelf, got away, or skulked’ from his brigade, which was in Nelson's divis- 
ion of Buell's Army of the Ohio, and fled to the Tennessee River, four miles from 
where his command made a gallant fight, and that he remained away until some 
timeinthenight. Hisofficers had been searching the field for his dead or wounded 
body, and were astonished at his sudden appearance. It is asserted that Gen- 
eral Hazen was seen by several persons while he was loitering near the river 
away from his brigade, and that in answer to a question asked by one of them 
as to what he was doing there he replied that his men ‘had deserted him,’ when 
in fact the gallant brigade was at that moment engaged in battle. The charge of 
perjury, made by General Stanley, is in regard to General Hazen’s testimony in 
the Belknap impeachment case. There are eleven specifications in this charge. 
General Hazen's countercharges against General Stanley are those of falsehood 
and conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman. In this connection it is 
said that General Sherman informed General Hazen that ‘if he failed to substan- 
tiate his charges against General Stanley his resignation must be placed in bis 
(General Sherman's) hands,’ Ifthe charges made by General Stanley are sub- 
stantiated they will place General Hazen in a very unenviable light. The pro- 
vision in the Articles of War for cowardice, article 42, reads as foNows: ‘Any of- 
ficer who * * * runs away or shamefully abandons any fort, post, or guard 
which he is commanded to defend * ®* shall sufferdeath or such other pun- 
ishment as a court-martial may direct.’ General Stanley asserts that General 
Hazen was reported to him for cowardice at the battle of Pickett's Mills and other 
places. At that time General Stanley commanded the Fourth Corps of the Army 
of the Cumberland, while General Hazen was in command of a brigade in the 
third division of that corps 

* He, the said Stanley, in and by the said false and malicious statements and 
imputations, intending and contriving to injure and defame the said Hazen, and 
to degrade him before the public and the Army. This at New York city, on or 
about March 14, 1879, 

To which charges and specifications the accused, Colonel D.S. Stanley, Twenty- 
second Infantry, pleaded as follows: 

CHARGE I. 

lo the first specification, “Admits the facts, but denies the criminality.” 
To the second specification, ** Admits the fact of the letter and the specifica- 

tion, except the words ‘intending thereby willfully, wantonly, and maliciousiy 
to personally affront and insult the eaid Hazen,’ as to which words he pleads 
not guilty.” 
To the third specification, ‘* Not guilty.” 
To the fourth specification, “‘ Not guilty.” 
To the fifth specification, ‘* Not guilty.” 
To the sixth specification, *‘ Admits the facts stated, except as to the words 
whereas, in fact, said charges were and are, each and all of them, wanton, ma- 

licious, and false, in so far as the same alleged or stated any misconduct on the 
part of said Hazen,’ to which words he pleads not guilty.” 
To the seventh specification, *‘ Not guilty.” 
To the eighth specification, *‘ Not guilty.” 
To the ninth specification, “* Not guilty.” 
To the tenth speciiication, ‘‘ Not guilty.” 
To the eleventh specification, ‘ Not guilty.” 
To the twelfth specification, ‘* Not guilty.” 
To the charge, ‘* Not guilty.” 

CHARGE IT. 
To the first specification, ** Not guilty.” 
To the second specification, ‘‘ Not guilty.” 
To the third specification, *‘ Not guilty.” 
To the charge, “ Not guilty.” 

FINDING. 

The court, having maturely considered the evidence adduced, finds the ac- 
cused, Colonel D. 8, Stanley, Twenty-second Infantry, as follows: 

CHARGE I. 

Of the first specification, ‘‘Coufirms the plea of the accused, but attach no 
criminality thereto.” 

Of the second specification, “Guilty, except the words ‘ willfully, wantonly, 
and maliciously,’ and of the excepted words not guilty.” 

Of the third specification, ‘“‘ Guilty, except the words ‘meaning thereby to al- 
lege and charge that said Hazen had been guilty of the crime of perjury and 
false swearing in giving his testimony on the trial of W. W. Belknap, late re- 
tary of War, on articles of impeachment before the Senate of the United States, 
which said charge and allegation was and is unfounded, false, and malicious,’ 
and the words ‘wickedly devised by the said Stanley, and,’ and the words 
‘wantonly, willfully, and maliciously,’ and of the excepted words not guilty.” 
Of the fourth specification, ‘‘Cuilty, except the words ‘meaning thereby to 

allege and charge that the said Hazen had, at the battle of Shiloh, been guilty 
of conduct which should subject him to disgrace as an officer in the Army of the 
United States,’ an“ except the words ‘is unfounded, malicious, and false, and 
was wickedly devised by the said Stanley, and except the words ‘wantonly, 
willfully, and maliciously to affront and personally insult him, the said Hazen,’ 
substituting therefor the words ‘which said allegation tended to personally 
affront and injure the said Hazen; of the excepted words not guilty; of the sub- 
stituted word guilty.” 

Of the fifth specification, ‘Guilty, except the words ‘and by devising said 
wicked, false, and malicious charge, and making the same to and against the 
said Hazen,’ and except the words ‘and designing,’ and except the words ‘ will- 
fully, wantonly, and maliciously ;’ of the excepted words ‘ not guilty.’ ” 
Of the sixth specification, “ Guilty, except the words ‘ whereas, in fact, said 

charges were and are, cach and all of them, wanton, malicious, and false, in so 
far as the same alleged or stated any misconduct on the part of the said Hazen ;’ 
of the excepted words ‘ not guilty,’ and attach no criminality thereto.” 

Of the seventh specification, “Not guilty.” 
Of the eighth specification, *“* Not guilty.” 
Of the ninth specification, ‘* Not guilty.” 
Of the tenth specification, ‘* Not guilty."’ 
Of the cleventh specification, “‘ Not guilty,” 

| of the said Hazen ;’ of the excepted words ‘ not guilty ;’ of the substituted word 

ee 

Of the twelfth fication, “Guilty, except the words ‘cause and,’ and ¢ 
cept the words ‘false and malicious,’ and except the words ‘and imputation. ; 
and except the words ‘the effect of said false and malicious statements and in 
utations, so caused and allowed to be published by the said Stanley. being c, 
njure and defame the said Hazen and to degrade him before the public and {),. 
Army,’ substituting therefor the words ‘ the said statements tending tothe inters 

‘ guilty.’” 
Of the charge, ‘“* Not guilty, but guilty of ‘ conduct to the rejudi — 

order and military discipline.’ ” penyamiee of geod 
CHARGE II. 

Of the first specification, ** Not guilty.” 
Of the second specification, ** Not guilty.” 
Of the third specification, ** Guilty, = the words ‘procure and,’ and ex- 

except the words ‘ and imputations. 

Stanley, in and by the said false and malicious statements and imputations. j). 
tending and contriving to injure and defame the said Hazen, and to degrade hi, 
before the public and the Army,’ and substituting therefor the words ‘the aaid 
statements tending to the injury of the said Hazen ;’ of the excepted words ‘ jot 
guilty ;’ of the substituted words ‘ guilty.’ ”’ 

Of the charge, ** Guilty.” 
SENTENCE, 

And the court does therefore sentence him, the said Colonel D. S. Stanley 
ee Infantry, ‘‘ To be admonished in general orders by the Generai 

of the Army.” 

II. The following are the orders in the case: 

HEADQUARTERS OF THE Army. 
Washington, D. C., May 22, 1879 

The proceedings, findings, and sentence of the general court-martial in the 
foregoing case of Colonel D. 8. Stanley are approved. Colonel Stanley will re 
sume command of his regiment. 
The general court-martial convened by Special Orders No. 66 of March 20, 1879 

is hereby dissolved. The members and military witnesses, including Colone! 
Hazen, will return to their respective posts of duty. 

In reviewing the voluminous record of this case the General of the Army a 
firms the judgment ef the court that Colonel Stanley in writing to Colone| 
Hazen, then abroad, the threatening letter of September 6, 1877, and afterward i), 
allowing the publication of the article in the New York Times of March 14, 1x70 
committed a breach of discipline. He had . 4? right to prefer the charges 
and specifications which he had done from New York on the 6th day of July 
1877; but when advised that the President of the United States had considered 
them, and had decided that the best interests of the service would not be ad 
vanced by a general court-martial, it was his plain duty to have submitted grave 
fully. The law officers of the Government have decided that the United States 
can not arraign fortrial any officer for offenses committed more than two years 
before the order for the assembling of the court. For this reason the charges 
against Colonel Hazen can not be inquired into by a general court-martial, so 
thet this trial and judgment of Colonel Stanley must stand as the final decision 
of all the matters raised in the controversy. Both parties will be careful thot 
the service be not injured by a revival of this subject. 

W. T. SHERMAN, Genera! 

E. D. TOWNSEND, Adjutant-General. 

By command of General Sherman : 

The Tariff. 

SPEECH 
oF 

HON. CAMPBELL P. BERRY, 
OF CALIFORNIA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, February 17, 1883, 

On the bill (H. R. 7313) to impose duties upon foreign imports, and for other 
purposes. 

Mr. BERRY said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: Atthe opening of the Forty-seventh Congress it was 

claimed by the Republican party that the revenues of our country were 
excessive; that only a small portion of the public debt was within our 
reach, and hence it was proper that the revenue should be reduced. To 
that end the Republican party then determined to make large reduc- 
tions in our internal revenue. In fact, as I remember, the present chair- 
man of the Committee on Ways and Means announced himself in favor 
of abolishing entirely the internal-revenue tax. During the first session 
of the present Congress several bills were introduced looking to its re- 
duction and abolition. They even went so far as to caucus upon the 
proposition. In a speech I made during that session I charged the Ke- 
publican party that their object in proposing to abolish the internal 
revenue tax and especially the tax upon whisky and tobacco was tha‘ 
they might keep up their high-tariff taxes. 1 charged that it was the 
purpose of the Republican part:: to raise the entire revenue of the Gov- 
ernment by high tariffs in the interest of the manufacturer; stop pay- 
ing the public debt, to perpetuate that debt in the interest of the bond- 
holder and banker. Before the first session of the Forty-seventh Con 

had expired, upon more thorough examination, I presume, they 
ound that if the internal-revenue tax was abolished they would have 
to reduce the tariff rates low enough so that there would be large im- 
portations of foreign goods to furnish the necessary revenues for the Gov- 
ernment. But the manufacturing interest would not submit to such 
action, as it would interfere with their monopoly and curtail their cnor- 
mous profits. 
We found before that session had expired their loud professions to 

make large reductions dwindled down to a little insignificant bill re- 
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matehes, and a few other articles, and all the efforts of the Democratic 
ry to induce them to readjust our tariff laws and make a reduction | 

of the high protective Gaties now prevailing were unavailing. The Re- | 

publicans insisted that we had not sufficient knowledge upon the sub- | 

ject, that we were not competent to do so, — 7 hey insisted that a tariff 

commission should be appointed as they claimed for the purpose of ob- 

taining information to lay before Congress at the opening of this session | 

in order that we might act intelligently upon the subject. 

The results of the investigations of that commission have been laid 

hefore Congress. It seems that the great manutacturing interests of 
this country which were consulted by the commission were unwilling 

that the tariff rates should be reduced to a revenue standard and still 

insist (if we are to judge by the work of the commission and the 

measure presented by the Committee on Ways and Means for our con- 
sideration) upon high protective duties, so high in fact that we will 
receive much less revenue from our customs duties. In obedience, 
therefore, to this view, the Republican party seems to have changed 
its tactics and have concluded to let the internal-revenue taxes stand | 
substantially as they now are, and by which about $14,000,000 come | 
into the Treasury per annum, and to cut down the $220,000,000 we are | 
now receiving from tariff taxes by placing the rate so high that many | 
of the articles of com.non necessity used by the people of this country 
will be entirely prohibited. In tact, the measure proposed by the com- | 
mission as well as the bill reported to the House by that committee 
has put the rate so high that in my judgment importations will be ma- | 
terially reduced. Consequently the Treasury of the United States will 
receive a much less revenue from that source. Their effort seems to 
be by prohibitive rates to so adjust our customs dues as to meet the de- 
ficiency which will exist after the revenues have been derived from in- 
ternal taxation, thereby giving a complete monopoly of the home mar- 

; ket to our manufacturers, by not allowing any competition from abroad 
: except to meet the actual necessities of the Government. 

It was supposed by the people that the measure brought forward at 
the beginning of this session of Congress would be for the purpose not 
only of reducing the revenues of the Government, but to reduce the 
burdens now resting so heavily upon the people of this country. Such | 
4 measure is what has been demanded by the people. The people are | 
demanding to be relieved from the burdens which are depriving them 
of the results of their labor and forcing them to a condition of poverty. | 
Upon a fair examination of the measure presented by the Committee 
on Ways and Means it will be found that no such object has been ac- 
complished. In fact, it is plain that the committee have had no such 
purpose in view. 

Their sole purpose has been (if we are permitted to judge by this | 
bill) to reduce the revenues of the Government and at the same time | 
increase those burdens of which the people are now complaining. And 
here it is well for us to bear in mind that there is such a thing as a re- 
duction of revenue and an increase of burdens: also, that there is such a | 
thing as a reduction of bardens and an increase of revenue; also, that | 
there is such a thing as a reduction of burdens and a reduction of rev- 
enue. This latter is what the people have been demanding. There is 
a standard in laying our impost duties known as a revenue standard, 
above which the duties become so high that importations diminish or 
cease, and below which the revenues diminish because of the low rate 
of duties. The point known as the revenue standard is the point at 
which more revenue would be derived than above or below it, and as 
you depart from this point ascending your revenues become less and 
burdens greater, and as you depart from it descending the revenues also 
lecome less and the burdens less. 

The increased rate of duty, by increasing the cost of the article and 
prohibiting its importation, gives the control of the home market to our 
manufacturers, and the burdens of the people become greater while the 
revenues become less. When our tariff laws are as they now are, in a 
large measure prohibitory, and consequently burdensome to the people, | 
a reduction of the tariff would reduce the burdens and increase the 
revenues as it descended toward the revenue point. Below the revenue 
point, a reduction would cause both reduced revenue and reduced bur- | 
(ens. The theory upon which this bill is constructed is to so increase | 
impost duties as to amount almost to a prohibition, thereby lessening 
our revenues. 

The claim is made that the proposed measure will decrease the re- 
ceipts of the Treasury somewhere about $20,000,000. In my judgment 
it will decrease the revenues much more. As has been well said by | 
Mr. TUCKER, of Virginia: : 

moving the tax from bank checks, bank circulations, bank deposits, | 

' 

It is obvious, therefore, that when the country lifts its hands and cries for | 
relief from the burdens under which it has been jaboring by being tributary to | 
the manufacturers of this country, it is idle and delusive for the gentlemen on | 

e the other side to say, “ Why, do not you see we have decreased the burdens? | 
The revennes under this tariff will be $20,000,000 les¢ than they are under the ex- 
. . | 

- isting tarifl.” True, ifthat be the fact, the burden which the citizen bears in | 
fe contributing to the support of the Governinent is lessened; but if along with 
h the lessening of the duty which would go into the Treasury you increase the ¢ 
: duties which are for the benefit of the manufacturer, and by prohibiting importa- | 

P tions inerease the bounty paid by the consumer, is it not plain that while you 
credit the Government with a diminution of burdens on the score of revenue | 

0 to it you must charge the Government and this bill with the increase of burdens 
which comes from the amount the consumer is made to pay to the monopolies | 
of the manufactures? ; 
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It is in this manner that the Republican party propose to prevent an 
inflow of revenues into our Treasury. In so doing it is plain that they 
have increased the price of all articles of consumption, and the con 
sumers are not only compelled to pay the price that all manuthetured 
articles bear in the European and foreign markets, but must pay that 
price with this high tariff added. I know that gentlemen argue, and 

| 1t seems to be one of the pet arguments of the protectionist, that high 
protection reduces the cost of articles of consumption to the consumer 

They say that where the price is raised by an import duty, and our 
home market preserved to the manufacturers of this country, capital is 
drawn into the manufacturing business, competition with each othe: 
springs up, and thereby the cost of the articles is reduced. The fallacy 
of this argument is too plain to deceive for one moment. If it be true 
that our home manufacturers by competition reduce the manufactured 
article to a price, as is claimed by the protectionists, in many instances 
cheaper than anywhere else in the world, why do our manutacturers ob 
ject to foreign competition? Why do they object to foreigners entering 

Certainly, if our home manutacturers so compete with each 
other as to bring the price of the commodity down to the price which 
it can be obtained for in the European and other markets of the world, 
a foreigner entering and competing could do nothing more; and why 
do they seek to exclude him? No, Mr. Chairman, the evidence is too 
plain that such would not be the result 

It is patent to every observer that the manufacturers and protection 
ll. fit 

were true, why is it that all of the manufacturing interests of this coun- 
try are now thronging our lobbies and galleries urging its passage? It 
is only a pretense put forward for the purpose of deceiving the peopl 
while they are being robbed in the name of protection by these greedy 
cormorants. The truth is, if these high duties protect the manutiact 
urer by enabling him to obtain a higher price for his articles than he 
otherwise could, it robs the people; and if it does not protect him thus 

| it is of no benefit to him. 

There is not an intelligent Republican but knows that tariff taxes add 
to the cost of the article the amount of the tax imposed, and that the 

When hard pressed in argument they admit the fact, 
but say it is necessary to build up our home manutactures, which can 
not be done in any other way. They say, further, if it was not for our 

| home manutfactories the British manutactories would control our mar 
kets and put up prices. In order, therefore, to save us from being mo 
nopolized by the British manufacturer, they by these protective laws ex 
clude him, and at the same time and by thesame laws build up an Ameri 
¢an monopoly of manufacturers equally hard-hearted, tyrannical, and 
possessed of that keen-scented Yankee shrewdness in devising ways and 
means to wring the last penny out of an enterprise that would bring 
the Britishertoshame. What is the difference to the consumer whether 

In 
either case he is wronged and despoiled. But they say that competition 
among American manufacturers will put down prices and cheapen com 
modities. If that be true, will not competition among British manutict 
urers produce the same results? For my part I had as soon trust th 
one as the other for low prices. If you want reasonable prices and also 
to prevent monopolies, place your tariff taxes at a revenue rate and let 
all compete upon terms of equality. 

The protectionists cite the fact of the great reduction of prices in man 
ufactured articles during the last thirty or forty years as an evidences 
that protection does reduce the price of the commodities. It is true, 
and within the memory of every man, that during the three or fou 
last decades manufactured articles have decreased in price wonderfully 

| in this country; in many instances two and three and four hundred pet 
cent. While thisis true, it isequally truc, and gentlemenshould remem 
ber it, that an equal or greater reduction in prices has oecurred during the 
same period in free-trade England as well as all civilized countries. The 

| facts are that this reduction in prices has been brought about by im 
proved machinery, new inventions, cheaper processes of manufacturing, 
and increased intelligence of workmen, and can not be attributed in any 
sense whatever to the tariff, as every intelligent man knows. It is an‘ 

| argument put forth by the protected interests to deceive the people 
that they may continue their extortions 
Mr.Chairman, the extent of the burdens imposed upon the people under 

our present high protective system and that would be imposed under the 
| still higher protection proposed by this bill can be better realized when 
| you remember that more than four-fifths of the manufactured articles 
consumed in this country are from American manufacturers, Last year 

| upon articles imported there was collected and paid into the Treasury 
about $220,000,000 from our custom dues. Taking the importation as 
one-fifth of our consumption, and taking it for granted that the Ameri- 
can article was enhanced to the price of the imported article by reason 
of the tariff, you will see that the American consumer was taxed alto 

), $220,000,000 of which, 
as before stated, went into the public Treasury, $880,000,000 in the 
pockets of the manufacturers. But making a liberal discount for a re 

| duction of the American manufactured article of more than 25 per cent. 
you will see that at least $600,000,000 was given to she American manu 

| facturers as a bounty paid by the consumers. 
Now, what is desired by the American people is that the enormous 
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profits of the manufacturers be reduced, and it was that this 
Congress in the readjustment of our tariff duties would so levy it as to 
remove at least a portion of the burdens now resting so heavily upon 
the country. When the Democratic party upon this floor have been in- 
sisting that the rights of the consumers should be recognized, when we 
have asked only a fair consideration at the hands of the Republican 
party in arranging this tariff, when we have asked for reductions in the 
interest of the consumer, we have been denominated and denounced 
‘‘free-traders’’ and seeking to destroy our manufacturing interest. 
What Democrats demand and insist upon is that our customs duties 

shall be levied for the purpose of revenue, and that protection shall be 
incidental. We insist that the incidental protection when our tariff 
is at a revenue standard will give all the protection necessary to foster 
and encourage, build up and maintain, our manufactories. But pro- 
tectionists insist that the duties must be laid for the purpose of protec- 
tion, and that the collection of revenue is an incidental matter. Their 
doctrine would demand of this Government the prohibition of importa- 
tions entirely if it were necessary to protectour manufacturing interest. 
This doctrine, if carried to its logical results, would destroy our com- 
merce, for commerce is nothing but barter. 

Other nations can not buy of us unless we buy of them. And here 
permit me to say that in my judgment our high duties have had more 
to do than anything else in destroying our commerce and driving our 
ships and merchant marine from the ocean. 

Mr. Chairman, the power vested in Congress by the Constitution of 
the United States to levy import duties was given to it for the pur- 
pose of ‘‘raising revenue, paying our debts, and providing for the gen- 
eral welfare.’’ And, while I am not a lawyer nor an expounder of 
the Constitution, I claim that we have no power to levy impost duties 
for any other purpose. The purpose of this measure, brought forward 
by the Committee of Ways and Means and now under consideration, is 
to protect the manufacturing interest of this country, which is to be 
done at thé expense of the agriculturist and consumer. 

The friends of this measure do not disguise their object. They boldly 
proclaim ita protection measure. They have provided rates of duties on 
many articlesso high as to totally prohibit and exclude their importation. 
I claim, sir, that the proposed measure has exceeded the limits of power 
conferred upon Congress by the Constitution. But I do not propose to 
discuss the legal or constitutional grounds involved. I merely wish to 
enter my protest against this cunningly devised scheme of robbery 
which proposes to lay tribute upon more than 40,000,000 of people for 
the benefit of less than 10,000,000. I shall not enter into an examina- 
tion of this bill nor attempt to unravel its many intricacies. It has 
been truthfully remarked by the New York Herald that it is both in- 
famous and incomprehensible. 

That metropolitan journal, in speaking of the bill now under con- 
sideration and of its counterpart in the Senate, after speaking of exces- 
sive taxation and the large surplus in the United States Treasury, uses 
the following strong and graphic language: 
What have the Republican majority done to remedy this gross abuse ? 
Nothing, absolutely nothing. On the contrary, they have produced two tariff 

bills which are now, on examination, seen to be cunningly designed to increase 
the taxes, and therefore the burdens of the people, even though they reduce the 
revenue somewhat. These bills laying taxes on the people, and in many items 
heavily increasing the present war taxes, are deliberately and carefully framed 
80 that not one citizen in 500,000 can understand their provisions. We do not 
a in the least when we assert that there are not fifty men in the coun- 
try, including experts, who can go over either the House or the Senate tariff 
bill and say, without the most elaborate study and careful calculations, what its 
numerous provisions mean, or in which of them the present rate of taxation is 
inereased and in which lowered. Even an expert in iron and steel finds the 
wool and woolens schedule totally unintelligible to him; an expert in woolens 
can not es the metal schedule, and as to the average citizen at least 
two-thirds of both these bills would be as unintelligible to him as Hebrew or 
Arabic. And this is a law under which we are all to live. 
So cumbrous, so involved, so cunningly complicated are the provisions of 

these tariff bills that it is a fact that no two of the several Government experts 
who have been asked to calculate the effect of their provisions upon the reve- 
nue have so far agrees in their results. Only one thing is certain—tbese bills 
do not reduce the burden of taxes at all, for they increase the taxes in many 
ways. They lessen the revenue somewhat, but accomplish that mainly by so 
raising various duties as to lessen or prohibit importations. If one should ven- 
ture to speak plainly about them he would be compelled to call these two tax 
bills infamous swindles on the nation for the benefit of a small number of capi- 
talist monopolists. 
The real question is not between “free trade” and “ protection ''—that is an 

entirely false issue. The real ——— is whether a conspiracy of greedy and 
unserupulous italist monopolists shall continue to bleed the apy tn the 
people of the United States, by the imposition of taxes which range, as been 
shown, from 170 per cent, on goods bought and used by the mass of the people 
down to 50 per cent., which last rate is thought so low that even the most ad- 
vanced are found to agree to it. 
What the people have a no to are laws so framed that the people can under- 

stand them, taxes which shall take out of their kets only that sum re- 
= by the Government when it is administered wath rigid economy. What 
t blicans in this Congress are offering them are laws so cunn de- 

no man not an expert can tell how to obey them or how to eahem 
his business to them; and taxes so extortionate that they will continue to force 
out of the people's pockets hundreds of millions of money not needed by the 
Government, much of which, as past experience shows, is sure to be flung away 
by Congress to corrupt and thieving lobbies. 

I shall not enter into an examination of the specific and ad valorem 
duties levied by this bill further than to say that the committee has 
sought te make by these compound duties more complex and difficult 
of comprehension rather than to simplify our revenue system. One of 
the chief objections to the present law is its complexity, and one of the 

objects desired in a revision of the tariffis that it should be simplifieq 
All revenue laws should be as simple as possible, that they may hy. 
easily comprehended by the great massof the people, as well asjust anq 
uniform. I might in this connection state that no system of taxation 
ever devised by human ingenuity can or will impose equal burdens 
upon all. And while an indirect tax seems to be more cheerfully borne 
by the people, because the burdens laid upon them are not so manifest 
yet, in my humble judgment, it is the most unjust system of taxatioy, 
ever devised. In other words, it is my conviction that the true theory 
of taxation is direct taxation. , 

By direct taxation taxes can be more uniformly laid than by any 
other method. Indirect taxes are laid upon consumption. Direct tax.- 
tion being laid upon property takes from each individual a certain per- 
centage of all of his wealth. It is the manner of raising taxes in q}) 
our States, counties, and municipal governments. It levies a rate per 
cent. upon all the property of the country. Objection has been raise, 
to this system of taxation because there are many people in our coun- 
try without property. That class under a system of direct taxation 
would escape entirely. It is said that as all enjoy the protection and 
benefits of the Government (governments being founded for the pro- 
tection of persons and property), therefore each and all should con- 
tribute something to the maintenance of the Government. To meet 
this objection the custom prevails in many States, if not all, of levy- 
ing a capitation or poll-tax, and when such a tax is reasonable I regan 
it as a just one. On the other hand, an indirect tax levied upon arti 
eles of consumption bears heavier upon the poor than upon the wealthy, 
and often forces him to contribute as largely to the extinguishment of 
our debts and the support of the General Government. 

For instance, a poor man with a family of six is compelled to pur- 
chase about an equal amount of clothing—hats, boots, and wear gen- 
erally, as the rich man. It is true that the articles are not so costly or 
of so fine a material as those purchased by the more wealthy, but it is 
also true that in the arrangement of this bill in particular, and of our 
system of tariff in general, articles of cheaper quality are taxed at a 
higher rate comparatively than those of a finer quality, as for instance, 
our cheap woolens, our common blankets, and cloths, and coarse cot- 
tons bear a much higher rate of duty in proportion to value than do the 
finer alpacas, silks, satins, and broadcloths. The system of indirect 
taxation permits of these impositions being practiced upon the people 
while they are unaware of it. Hence it is that they rest more content 
edly under their burdens, whereas if a system of direct taxation prevailed 
every man would know just what he is contributing and also could in 
form himself of the amount his neighbor was paying toward our com- 
mon expenses and defenses. 

I do not wish to be understood, however, as advocating a system of 
direct taxation. That under our present circumstances is wholly im- 
possible for the reason that all of our business relations are adjusted 
upon the basis of indirect taxation. Our institutions and our manu- 
facturing interests have grown up under it, and a change at the pres 
ent time could not be made without great destruction of interests and 
a serious blow to all business. Furthermore a system of direct taxa- 
tion can never beresorted to in this country while our Constitution re- 
mains %s it is, because that instrument requires that ‘‘ representatives 
and direct taxes shall be apportioned among the several States which 
may be included within this Union, according to their respective num- 
bers.”’ 

Therefore to lay a direct tax upon the people to support the Federal 
Government it must be apportioned among the States in proportion to 
their population. Taxes imposed upon that basis would be more un- 
just than our present system of indirect taxation. To illustrate: Should 
the General Government apportion the taxes among the several States 
of the Union in accordance with that provision of the Constitution, Ala- 
bama, which has nearly five times the population of Rhode Island, has 
less than one-half the wealth; therefore Alabama would be compelled to 

y five times theamountof money into the Federal Treasury that Rhode 
sland would, while Rhode Island is twice as wealthy. Hence, it !s 

plain that a system of direct taxation can never prevail in this country 
until our Constitution is first amended. As I have said, I do not favor 
a system of direct taxation under our present circumstances. | have 
only alluded to these systems of taxation in order that our present man- 
ner of raising revenue may be more clearly understood. : 

Mr. Chairman, gentlemen upon the other side of the House during the 
discussion upon this bill have been eee and extolling 
the doctrine of protection, and claiming that it built up our country 
and is the chief cause of our prosperity. It is alluded to as “our 
American system.’ The Republican party seem to be the special 
champions of this doctrine. They are continually asserting that it ' 

equal protection, and that all our people are equally benefited by it. 
Now, Mr. Chairman, I wish to say, if I understand what is meant by 

protection, it is that the party who is protected enjoys some privileges 
which others donot. In other words, equal protection, as I understand 
it, protects all alike, which is equivalent to protecting no one. I! all 
are alike where is the advantage? Would not all be equal! 
well off without protection? It seems to me that this is a self-eviden' 

ition. While their claim sets up that all are benefited by 2 pr 
tective tariff, they especially claim that the American system 1s devised 
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chiefly in the interest of the laboring classes of our country. Upon this 
proposition they expatiate in glowing terms. They assert that by rea- 

son of protection they are able to pay our laborers higher wages than 
they receive in any other country. In fact, the advocates of this bill 
never fail to present this view. It is the chief argument why it should 

become @ law. 5 ; 
Mr. Chairman, inmy judgment protection has nothing to do whatever 

with she amount of wages paid the laboring classes of this country. 
The high wages our operatives and laborers receive are produced by 
other Our great undeveloped resources, our large tracts of 
unoccupied and fertile lands, inviting labor to it, which by occupation 
and cultivation are more productive and remunerative under the hand 
of the laborer than anywhere else, are the causes of higher wages and 
not our tariff laws. And were it true that the laborers and operatives 
who are in the manufacturing industries of this country did 
receive a higaer compensation because of protection it should be re- 
membered that they are small in comparison with those engaged in | 
other pursuits; that less than 1,000,000 of laborers are engaged in the 
manufacturing industries, with less than 5,000,000 dependent upon 
them, while nearly 8,000,000 are engaged in agricultural pursuits, pro- 
ducing the raw material, with more than 40,000,000 directly depend- | 

ent upon them—in fact, they are the producers of all wealth. If, there- 
fore, the operatives in our factories do receive higher wages by reason 
of these protective laws it must be at the expense of those engaged in 
other pursuits not protected. 

The protectionists are constantly asserting that the farmers of this 
country are equally benefited by reason of the tariff for protection with 
the manufacturers.- They argue that it furnishes a better home mar- 
ket for their farm products. They cite statistics to show that 90 per 
cent. of our products are consumed at home, and that we ship less than 
10 per cent. abroad. They seem to lose sight of the fact that the Lon- 
don and Liverpool market controls the markets of the world; that the 
advance or decline of a fraction of a cent a pound on cotton in Liver- 
pool is respond 
cline of a fraction of a shilling a quarter in wheat is responded toin the 
wheat marketsof this country—New York, Boston, Baltimore, Chicago, 
New Orleans, and San Francisco, in fact in allof our ports. Therefore 
the price of the products of the laborer who is engaged in producing 
these great staples which constitute the wealth of our country is regu- | 
lated abroad, and the consumers of our country buy at that standard, less 
the freight. Hence it is clear that our agricultural people are brought 
in direct contact with the cheap labor of the entire world—Russia, India, 
and all of Europe, Asia, and Africa—and have the price of their prod- 
ucts regulated by the law of supplyanddemand. Therefore it is sheer 
nonsense to say that our tariff laws increase the wages of our people 
engaged in those pursuits. 

This is not the case, however, with the manufacturers. The price of 
his products, as before stated, is the price of those articles abroad, with 
the import duty added, and that is the price as a rule which the con- 
sumers of this country must pay. At least this is true up to the point 
where the demand of the home market is supplied. It is nonsense for 
gentlemen to argue that the manufacturers will not demand from the con- 
sumer the full market value as long as there is a sale for the commod- 
ities and until the wants of the consumer are fully supplied. If those 
engaged in manufacturing produce more than the home market can 
consume the surplus then must seek a market elsewhere, and will be 
governed by the law of supply and demand to the extent of the surplus. 

But tariff legislation fixes what might properly be determined a mini- 
mum price on all manufactured articles to the extent of the home mar- | 
ket, and the home market is secured by these tariff laws to our home | 
manufacturers. Not so with our laborers who produce our great agri- 
cultural products. 
They hold the market because they produce cheaper. There is no law 
to fix aminimum price upon their products. They are wholly governed 
by the law of supply and demand for their entire products, and must 
take the rates established by the world’s surplus. ‘The producer of our 
great staples, such as cotton, corn, wheat, rye, cattle, whisky, petroleum, 
butter, cheese, &., all articles of which this country produces a surplus, 
would beonan equal footing with the manufacturer and enjoy the same 
protection and receive the same benefits provided we had what is known 
as an export duty and by which a price was fixed upon his products 
which the consumer of this country should pay until the home demand 
was supplied; or, to make the proposition more clear, if we had an export 
duty the producer could compel the consumer to pay the price of our farm 
products abroad with the export duty added, less the freight. Now, we 
supply the home market at the foreign price less the freight. Sucha 
law would be a protective export tariff and would operate to protect the 
producer as our present te petnrat to protect the manufacturer. 
_ From these statements it may be seen that our agriculturists are forced 
into the markets of the world in competition with the labor of all coun- 
tries in the sale of their products. Yet, when they come to purchase 
their supplies they are forced into the highest market, compelled to 
purchase from those who are securing bounties through the Govern- 
ment. The fact should never be lost sight of that the tribute paid to 
our interest under the name of a tariff is nothing more 
hor less than a bounty; and the wonder is that our country has so long 

ed to immediately in this country; or the advance or de- | 

There is no law to secure to them the home market. | 

enjoyed a reasonable degree of prosperity under such unjust and dis- 
criminating legislation. 

It compels more than 40,000,000 of people to sell their products in 
competition with the world, governed by the law of supply and demand, 
at the same time forcing the 40,000,000 to purchase the product of less 
than 10,000,000 people who are receiving beunties at the hands of the 
Government, and whose products have their price fixed by law. No 
wonder, sir, that New England has waxed fat upon the wealth of the 
land. No wonder we are building up wealthy aud moneyed aristocra- 
cies. No wonder we have millionaires by the score. No other result 
could follow a system of legislation that lays tribute upon one portion 
of the people for the benefit of another; that takes the earnings of the 
horny-handed sons of toil and transfers it to the coffers of the luxuri 
ous gentlemen of leisure. 

I have before adverted to the argument used by the advocates of this 
bill and by protectionists generally, whereby they claim that competi- 
tion compels our manufacturers to reduce the price of the manufactured 
article and by which they attempt to prove that high duties will result 
in cheaper commodities than free trade. This is a fallacy that deceives 
no one, in the light of passing events. The common every-day experi 
ence teaches that such is not the case. The manufacturers will com- 
bine, pool their interest, or manage in some way to secure the bounty 
allowed by law. I can not set this fact forth mere clearly and succinctly 
than in the language of the distinguished Senator MorGAn, of Ala 
bama, in a speech delivered in the Senate of the United States a few 
days ago, wherein he says: 

If the cost of producing any article of common necessity in England is $1 and 
we add a bounty of $Las a specific duty to any American who will make it here, 
the price will be $2 for that article in this country until our necessities are fully 
supplied. If more of that article is produced than our necessities compel us to 
buy, the surplus will remain here to be sold at a reduced price or it will be 
shipped to some foreign market. Why should there bea surplus under such cir-' 
cumstanees? Willthere be asurplus? Unless the manufacturer should make 
a miscalculation as to the quantity required to supply the home demand, how 
else could there reasonably be a surplus? 
There is sometimes such a surplus, but what becomes of it? If it is shipped to 

a cheaper market where there is a demand for it, this is done only because the 
owner can not afford to hold it; and he prefers to pocket the loss that his mis 
take in overproduction has caused him to make, and profit in future by his costly 
experience. Hehas, however, another resource, to which he commonly resorts 
that is far more advantageous to him, but it is ruinous to the welfare and even 
to the peace of the country : which is to shut up his factory, or run it on short 
ened time or reduced expense for wages, and wait until the necessities of the peo 
ple force them again into the market as buyers. 

In one way or another, and sooner or later, he gets his $2 for the article, $1 of 
which is cost and $1 is bounty. Statesmen can not afford to argue or act upon 
the argument that men will not demand and ultimately take the full measure of 
the advantage secured to them by the laws. If the law gives them the powerto 
make $1 clear profit on an article of manufacture that it costs them $1 to produce, 
they will doit. It is no answer to this vicious method of giving subsidies that 
the eagerness of men to grasp the bounty will create competition and thereby 
reduce the price. It may or it may not so happen. 

Every member upon this floor knows the truth of this statement. 
Every member knows that the great corporations of this country, all of 
the protected interest and those enjoying special privileges and fran- 
chises are constantly combining, law or no law, so as to secure every 
advantage possible of the great producing masses. ‘This power of com- 
bining capital seems to be practically without limit. A forcible illus- 
tration is had in the management of the grevt railroad corporations of 
this country, and a still stronger illustration, if possible, is beheld in 
the spectacle now transpiring in these Halls, wherein the great manu- 
facturing and monoply interests are combining and pooling their inter- 
ests, resorting to every means to secure the passage of this measure by 
which 50,000,000 of people are to be made tributary to a few manufact- 
uring establishments. The farmers and planters of this country, under 
this bill, as well as under the present law, and in fact under all protect- 
ive-tariff legislation, are made the legitimate prey of a favored few. 

To illustrate the disadvantages under which the great producing in- 
terests of this country labor, take the wheat-grower as aninstance. As 

before stated, while the greater portion of the farmer’s wheat is con- 
sumed by our home market, yet the price of his entire crop is regu- 
lated by the surplus shipped abroad. He receives the same price for 
the three-fourths consumed here (that being about the amount con 
sumed at home) minus the freight that he receives for the one-fourth 
shipped abroad. After he has supplied the home market he ships the 
remainder to Liverpool and sells it in the open markets of the world; 
and then, instead of being permitted to buy his supplies in thase cheap 
markets, where he can buy them from 50 to 100 per cent. cheaper than 
in this country, he is compelled to sail back empty (our country having 
no commerce) and buy his needed supplies in this the highest market 
in the world, and from those who are enjoying a bounty which he pays. 
This is the hardship under which the great producing classes of our 
country labor and of which they complain. These are the burdens 
which they are demanding of this Congress to remove, at least, in part 

The farmer is willing to contribute of his earnings to the full extent 
of the necessities of this Government. He is willing to do more; he is 
willing that tariff laws should be fixed at a reasonable point above the 
revenue standard if by so doing his bounty thus contributed will tend 
to increase the price of labor and benefit the laboring classes. But he 
is unwilling longer to submit to robbery in the name of protection and 
under the false pretense that the laborers of this country are benefited 

by it, and to be thus robbed of his hard earnings to increase the already 
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plethoric cotfers of the powerful monopolies which have been built up 
under this system. I have before stated that the tariff had nothing to 
do with the price of wages in this country, but that higher wages arise 
from other causes. Mr. TUCKER, of Virginia, a few days ago, in address- 
ing the House, used the following language: 

I wish to show that the idea that a protective tariff can have any effect in in- 
creasing the wages of labor in a country is absolutely unfounded. If you will 
ask aman why he wauts a protective tariff he will tell you because | r is so 
much higher in this country than abroad that he can not pay the wages de- 
manded and manufacture the article at profit. Suppose there were no tariff, 
would the protective-tariff man demand a tariff? Yes. Why? Because under 
free trade, as labor here would be so much higherthan it is abroad, capitalists in 
certain branches of industry could not afford to carry them on, could not go into 
these manufactures without a protection which would enable them to pay the 
wages demanded. Thus it will be seen that so far from the tariff being the cause 
of the high wages, it is the fact of high wages tha makes the occasion and cre- 
ates the need for a tariff. Men want protection because, as they say, the laborer 
demands higher wages here than he does in England, and they can not afford 
to carry on manufactures unless they get enough enrety to give such price 
to the products as will leave a profit after paying the wages demanded by labor. 
Yet the protectionist turns the argument right around, and holds that the tariff 
is the cause of high wages, when in fact the high rate of wages in this country 
is the cause of manufacturers wanting and demanding a tariff for protection. 

From this quotation it will be seen that this distinguished statesman 
holds also to the doctrine that the tariff has nothing todo with wages, 
but that by reason of our higher wages the tariff is claimed as a neces- 
sity in order to make up the difference of wages that the manufactur- 
ers in this country have to pay. 

Mr. Chairman, under the pretext of securing higher wages to the work- 
ingmen of our country the manufacturers are carrying on a system of 
plunder and robbery which if the consumers understood and compre- 
hended would cause them to rise in open revolt. By their sophistries 
and fallacies they are deceiving the workingman while they are plunder- 
ing him. The facts are that wages, like everything else, are governed 
by the law of supply and demand. You find the farmer and those en- 
gaged in those pursuits which are not protected paying substantially 
as high wages as are paid to the operatives in the factories. 

The truth is that the great agricultural interests are compelled to 
pay as high wages as the manufacturers or else the laborer would aban- 
don the farm and go to the factories; and, vice versa, the manufacturers 
are compelled to pay wages equal to those earned upon the farm or the 
operatives in the factories would abandon their shops and enter the 
field. If high protective-tariff laws would secure higher wages to the 
wage laborer surely the operatives in our factories in this country ought 
to be a prosperous and contented class. Is itso? Byno means. Un- 
der our high-protective system we are constantly witnessing strikes and 
lockouts. Why is it that we find workmen often in open rebellion with 
theiremployers? Why is it that our laborers are complaining of the in- 
efficiency of their wages to supply their wants? Why is it that they 
are constantly organizing themselves into labor leagues and unions? 
And why, Mr. Chairman, is it that the laboring element generally feel 
and realize that they are not obtaining a just proportion of the joint 
product of capital and labor? Itis because he is not protected but must 
compete with his labor with all the laborofthe world. No, Mr. Chairman, 
the tariff has nothing to do with the increased wages which our work- 
men receive, and I lay down this proposition: that no law which Con- 
gress can enact can protect the laboring men of this country, unless it be 
a law which prevents the immigration of other laborers who compete 
with him—some such law as was enacted with reference to the China- 
man. You may protect the products of labor, but as long as the labor- 
ers of our country are compelled to be governed by the law of supply 
and demand and our doors are left open for the influx of laborers from 
the crowded hives of Europe they are not nor can they be protected. 
In this country, as in all others, whenever the supply of labor is in ex- 
cess of the demand the laborer must expect lower wages or go unem- 
ployed. He is subject to that inexorable law. I have said that the 
tariff laws had nothing to do with the wages of the laborer. That is 
true. Yet I wish it not to be understood that the laborer of this country 
is not interested in tariff laws, because they do affect him very seriously. 

These laws increase the price of every article of consumption; increase 
every manufactured article upon which the poor man as well as the rich 
must live. Clothing is increased from 50 to 150 per cent.; his imple- 
ments of labor are heavily taxed. Everything which enters into the 
necessities and comforts of home are largely increased, and hence it is 
that notwithstanding our laborer receives a higher rate of wages in this 
country than in any other he finds that his increased wages will not 
supply his needs. This is by reason of the increased cost of his liv- 
ing. We hear gentlemen on the Republican side continually prating 
about the high wages which our workmen receive. They er.deavor to 
make the laborer believe that he is the especial object of their care. But 
let me say to them, it is mockery to give the laboring man $2 per day 
and then take back $1 of it by your unjust and excessive tariff taxes in 
the increased cost of the articles he is compelled to have. It isa fact that 
in England the price of a day’s labor will purchase more of the neces- 
sities which enter into the living of the poor man than the price of a 
day’s labor will purchase in this country. . 

I am not sure that it would be unjust to charge the manufacturers of 
this country and the employers of labor with deliberately conspiring 
to wring from the laboring man the last cent possible, and merely to 
permit him to live that he may continue to labor, knowing full well 

that they can not reduce his wages by cutting them down below thos. 
paid by the great agricultural industries of the country, because, as be. 
fore stated, it is those industries which regulate the price of labor. ‘They 
seek to obtain from him the earnings of his labor by piling up enormoy, 
duties upon the articles of necessity, so that in the end, if they are eon. 
pelled to pay him $2 per day, they rob him of $1 in these excessjy, 
charges. 

The manufacturers, corporations, and monopolists of our countey why) 
are loudest in their professions of tender solicitude about the wages o; 
the laborer care nothing for him. These professions are all pretenses 
We often behold these gentlemen combining upon the great necessiti- 
of life. We witness wheat corners, corners upon meats and breadst ix 
which the poor man is compelled to purchase, arbitrarily raising the 
price, thereby wringing from him the last cent which it is possible t) 

obtain, holding him down to a condition of poverty and serfdom: and 
if he attempts to extricate himself from their grasp by the formation o; 
labor organizations, or if he demands a fair compensation for a faithtu! 
day’s labor, by which he may be enabled to pay these excessive prices 
brought about by the monopolists and the wealthy, he is locked ont 
and many times they send abroad and import laborers from foreign coun 
tries to fillhis place. No, gentlemen, your professions of interest in th: 
laboring man of this country are bald hypocrisies. You care nothing 
for him except to the extent that you can make him build up you 
wealth and pay tribute to your imperial desires. 

Mr. Chairman, it has been charged time and again by the Republicans 
during the progress of this debate that the Democrats do not desire leg 
islation upon the tariff at this time, and that we are seeking by every 
means in our power to defeat all legislation. I derfounce the charge as 
false, utterly false. We have been ready at all times to enter upon an 
honest revision and reduction of the tariff taxes in the interest of th 
whole people, recognizing the interest of the consumers as well as th: 
manufacturers. We invited you to this work during the Porty-sixth 
Congress. We urged it upon you at the first session of the Forty-seventh 
Congress. You declined, but filed a motion of continuance in the ap 
pointment of what is known as the Tariff Commission. 

In view of these facts it comes with bad grace from you to charye thy 
Democrats with a desire to defeat legislation upon this subject. Th 
facts prove that the desire for no legislation comes from your side of thy 
House, unless it be such legislation as shall continue the present systen 
of plunder, fastened upon the people during the war. Your every « 
tion upon this question shows conclusively that you intend that tl: 
toiling millions of the American people shall have no relief. You 
purpose has been recognized by them, and last November they sat in 
judgment upon you and found you guilty of treachery to their ever 
interest; guilty of ‘‘binding them hand and foot’? by unjust legis): 
tion and delivering them over to the money-power (your confederates 
in treachery) to be plundered to the utmost farthing. 

No, gentlemen, you have been weighed in the balance and foun 
wanting; you confessed yourselves unequal to the task of framing lexis 
lation upon this subject at the last session of Congress; you have bee: 
taken at your word. The people, the sovereigns of this Government 
have bid you retire, and now in your last moments, with truckling se 
vility to your monopoly masters, you seek to perpetuate their power o! 
spoliation by the passage of this infamous measure, which has just!) 
been denominated by the leading press of the country as a cheat and « 
fraud. It is patent that you want no reform in this direction. You 
have brought forward a measure so unjust in its provisions that you 
knew it could not become a law. An intelligent public recognize thi 
fact that you intend no relief. Your action in bringing forward sucli 
ameasure at this late day of this Congress has been construed as intended 
for no other purpose than to try to place the Democratic party in the atti 
tude before the country of having defeated the needed tariff legislation 
Your masquerading performances here are ‘‘too thin.’’ The people ar 
not as easily hoodwinked now as heretofore when intelligence was less 
generally diffused. They comprehend your purposes. The people ar 
already calling upon the Democratic party to defeat this bill unless 1! 
can be made just in its provisions. They prefer to bear their present 
ills rather than fly to those they know not of. 

You have overreached yourselves in this measure. You knew thiat 
the people demanded a revision of the tariff; you knew also that the 
Democratic members of this Congress and the Democratic party of the 
country were with the people in thisdemand. You knew that so anxious 
were we to pass legislation that we were ready to accept almost any !)1!! 
which carried any measure of fairness and relief in its provisions 
Hence, you did not dare present any such measure. In your fear lest 
you might bring forward a measure which would give the people som: 
relief, and which would be accepted by the Democrats, you have pr 
sented such a monstrosity that it has been repudiated by the peop! 
So hideous does it appear when subjected to analysis and criticism tha! 
I verily believe that many of the more moderate Republican mem)er 
are now heartily ashamed of the work of their own hands. Instead 0! 
this bill being a measure for raising revenue, with protection as an tt 
cident, as it should have been, it is purely a protective measure wit! 
revenue as an incident. Hence we have heard nothing during its di 
cussion but the ery of “‘ protection, protection!’’ The object of the tax 
ing power vested in Congress—that of raising revenue for an econor- 
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ical administration of the Government—has been lost sight of in the 
scramble for still ter protection by certain interests, now highly 
P na which oo. fastened themselves upon the public Treasury 

during the last twenty years and there stick like leeches. 

Gentlemen upon this floor seem to have forgotten that there are any 
interests in this country except the manufacturing interests. Let me 
say to them that there are other people in this great Republic inter- 
ested in and to be affected by this legislation save and except New En- 
gland with her cotton and woolen mills, New Jersey with her pottery, 
glass, and silk establishments, and Pennsylvania with her iron and coal. 
Gentlemen should remember that the jealous care manifested by them 

in looking out for and guarding their pet industries is attracting the 
attention of the great laboring classes of our people, who receive no 
special favors at the hands of the Government, and enjoy no special | 

privileges except the high privilege of bearing the enormous burdens | 
imposed upon them. They are coming to understand that the legisla- 
tion of this country is molded in the interest of the rich and powerful, 
through the influence of paid attorneys and experts and under the press- 
ure of strong lobbies. They are now demanding ‘‘ even-handed justice | 
to all and special privileges to rone,’’ and their aroused intelligence 
will sooner or later find a way to enforce their demand. 

In this connection I can not refrain from reading an extract from a 
speech delivered in the Senate of the United States on the 11th instant by 
that broad-minded and profound thinker, Senator LAMAR, of Missis- 
sippi. He was addressing theSenate on the tariffquestion. Inthecourse 
of his remarks, while speaking of the opposition of the manufacturers to 
a material reduction of the present high rates of duties, he uses the fol- | 
lowing significant language by way of counsel and warning: 

If they would listen to me I would say to them that wisdom would dictate con- 
cessions material and large upon this question. I believe that the movement 
for revenue reform and lower taxation can be largely guided by them so as to 
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spoiled people. Such legislation is piling up ‘* wrath against the day of 
wrath.”’ It is ‘sowing to the wind from which we will ultimately 
reap the whirlwind.’’ Now, in conclusion permit me to say what I 
conceive to be our duty as representatives of all the people in regard to 
our present protective-tariff system. We should place upon the free- 
list at least three-fourths of the two thousand or more articles now duti- 
able, among which should be included all the articles of necessity 
which enter into the living of the poor man. We should place a rev- 
enue tariff upon the remainder, which should include all articles of 
luxury, and we should abolish all internal taxes except upon whisky 
and tobacco. 

If this were done the revenues of our country would be ample fo 
all purposes. We could continue to pay the public debt at the rapid 
rate we are now paying it. Every industry that should be protected 

| would have all the protection necessary, and the people would be re 
lieved in a large measure of the crushing burdens now resting upon 

| them. Were this done the languishing business of our great country, 
being relieved of its shackles, would leap forward like a ‘‘ strong man 
to run a race.’’ Our drooping industries would revive; the hum of the 
spindle and the sound of the implementsof all labor would be heard from 
one end of our land to the other; a new era of prosperity would dawn 
upon us. American commerce would once more grace the ocean, and 
the varied products of our busy people would be borne in American 
vessels to every mart of the world and return ladened with the prod 

| ucts of other lands and add to the wealth, happiness, and prosperity of 
| our people. 

Reduction of Internal-Revenue Taxes. 

cause no shock to existing interests if they will deal with it ina wise and sober | 
spirit of concession and compromise. If we could on the one hand have a bill 
which would bring the duties down to a revenue standard, arrangements in the 
details looking to protection as an incident would find, I apprehend, but few 
opponents. 

t I would warn them (in the kindest spirit) that it is impossible for any 
combination of capital or labor to resist a popular movement animated by” | 
strong sentiment of moral right and justice. 
Macaulay in one of his speeches—I think it was on this very subject of the | 

tariff—once warned the monopolists of Great Britain, citing two signal events in 
history as containing for them lessons of wisdom and admonition. One was the 
wisdom, sagacity, and forecast with which the English aristocracy adapted them- 
selves to the great popular movement of parliamentary reform. By taking part 
in it they were enabled to direct its movement safely and wisely for themselves, 
thereby retaining to this day their moral and intelectual ascendancy. He showed 
the reverse in the case of the French nobility, who, with dogged obstinacy, made | 
a vain resistance to the great popular movement there, which resulted in their 
overthrow and banishment, eking out the remnants of their miserable existence 
as dancing-masters and music-teachers in countries where they were strangers 
and aliens, 

Alluding to the institution of slavery, he continues: 
I, sir, have seen something of this in my own experience. I saw a great insti- 

tution which was more firmly intrenched in statutes and organic law than the 
manufacturers are in this tariff law become an object of popular uprising. I 
was among those, sir, who shared in the attempt to resist it, and I saw that in- 
stitution go down with all its vast capital, with all the political privileges which 
it conferred, with all the constitutional rights by which it was guaranteed, go | 
down beneath the irreversible fiat of the American people. Sir, 1 warn the man- 
ufacturers of this country. The handwriting is upon the wall of this protective 
system, and I trust they will have the intelligence to comprehend its import. 

Under Republican rule during the last twenty years the people have 
witnessed millionaire after millionaire rise up in our country until they 
are numbered by the hundreds. They have beheld mammoth corpora- 
tions spring into existence on every hand as if by magic, reaching out 
their arms to every portion of this country, gathering into their folds 
all the wealth of the land. They see this while they find themselves 
harder pressed day by day to secure for themselves and families the com- 
mon necessaries of lite. This unequal distribution of wealth, brought 
about in a large measure by this protective systein, and the deep solici- 
tude still manifested by their representatives to serve the monopoly 
interests, whose agents throng our halls and corridors, they view with 
indignation. 

[ ask gentlemen to pause and avoid even the appearance of lending 
themselves to this unfair, unequal, and unjust legislation, by and 
through which we are piling up wealth mountain high in the hands of 
a few, by which princely fortunes are amassed in a few years, by which 
the rich are growing in wealth and the masses are becoming more help- 
less and sinking down to greater depths of poverty. This kind of leg- 
islation is breeding discontent among our people. It is causing the 
seeds of communism and agrarianism to germinate and take root in this 
fair land of freedom. 
The great laboring masses of the country are fast coming to the con- 

clusion that this Government (as are the monarchical and imperial 
premneds of Europe) isa government administered in the interest of 

rich and a privileged few, and in which they have no lot or part 
except as ‘“hewers of wood and drawers of water.”’ 
Let me say to gentlemen that a people who have been reared in n 

land of and enjoyed the blessings of freedom will not long sub- 
mit to be robbed of the fruits of their labor by the legerdemain of leg- 
islation. Such acts of tyranny and oppression as the proposed measure 
now under consideration, although Cothed with the sanctity of law, 
will not when fully understood be held sacred by an outraged and de- 

SPEECH 

HON. LOUIS C. LATHAM, 
OF NORTH CAROLINA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Tuesday, February 20, 1883, 

On the bill to reduce internal-revenue taxation 

Mr. LATHAM said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: The question presented to this side of the House by 

the pending bill is one not easy of solution. Weare anxious to do our 
| full duty to our constituents and to the country at large, but the mat 
ter comes *‘in such a questionable shape ’’ that it is difficult to decide 
what that duty is. We demanded bread, and the other side offers us 
an exceedingly hard crust. 

| The question, briefly stated, is whether suffering as we are and have 
been for years under the grinding oppression of the internal-revenue 
system we should accept the small measure of relief now offered us, 
coupled with other legislation that is distasteful and wrong, or should 
wait the assembling of another Congress. 

The present bill, Mr. Speaker, removes in toto the tax on matches, 
on proprietary medicines, on perfumery, on bank checks, on bank de 
posits, on savings-bank deposits, on bank capital, on savings-bank capi- 
tal, on capital of national banks, and on deposits of national banks, ag 
gregating about $20,000,000, and reduces the tax upon tobacco, cigers 
and cigarettes about the same amount. It will beobserved that we are 
not allowed to vote separately upon these propositions, but must accept 
them all or not at all. 

The first part of the bill, excepting that portion which removes the 
tax upon matches, is an outrage upon the country so long as any part 
of the internal-revenue system remains. The banks of the country, 
whose extensive vaults are overflowing with gold, that have grown 
rich at the expense of the best interests of the masses of the people, 
that enjoy valuable privileges for which they do not pay one dollar of 
consideration, that can pay at any moment in the year the taxes as 
sessed against them without feeling it, are the very last parties that 
ought to be relieved from the burdens they bear, if burdens they can 
be called. For one, if the proposition stood alone, uncoupled with any 
ather, I would never under any circumstances short of the abolition of 
this form of taxation, vote for it. Nor, taken alone, would I support 
a proposition to remove the tax from perfumery, an article of luxury 
that those who use can well afford to pay for. 

Another most serious objection tothe bill in its present shapeis, that 
while it professes to relieve the people of a large amount of taxes it 
affects only that portion of the internal revenue which is collected by 
the use of stamps; so that while we are reducing the ordinary revenue 
of the country more than $40,000,000 annually, we still keep in office 
and pay out of the public Treasury the horde of office-holders whoare a 
disgrace and a curse to the country and the age in which we liv: 

But, Mr. Speaker, coupled with all this vicious legislation, they offer 
to one of the most important industries of the South some measure ot 

| relief. It is not what we have a right to demand. In view of the fact 
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that there is now in the Treasury a surplus of nearly $150,000,000, the 
whole tax upon tobacco ought to be removed, and the proposition ought 
to be submitted to us as asubstantive one. The majority of this House, 
however, will not permit this. The present bill is presented as an en- 
tirety under a suspension of the rules, and is not subject to the slightest 
amendment. We must take it or leave it, according to our best judg- 
ment. 

After a careful consideration of the entire matter, with the most 
sincere and earnest desire to serve my people, I do not believe I would 
be justified in withholding from them this partial and tardy measure 
of justice and relief. I do so, protesting against the manner in which 
the bill has been forced upon us, and trusting that some subsequent 
Congress will come up to the full measure of its duty and wipe the in- 
famous internal-revenue laws from our statute-books. 

Naval Appropriations. 

SPEECH 

HON. BENJAMIN W. HARRIS, 
OF MASSACHUSETTS, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, January 20, 1883. 

The House being in Committee of the Whole and having under consideration 
the naval appropriation bill 

Mr. HARRIS, of Massachusetts, said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: In what I have to say I shall be very brief, for two 

reasons, the first of which is that I am suffering from a painfully sore 
throat, and the second is that much which I had intended to say has 
been said by others better than I can say it. I desire, however, to pre- 
sent before the House so far as I may be able some of the views of the 
Committee on Naval Affairs upon certain provisions of this bill. 

Mr. Chairman, after a service of nearly ten years as a member of this 
House, and a service of nearly eight years as a member of the Commit- 
tee on Naval Affairs, 1 had hoped now, in the closing session of this Con- 
gress and during the few remaining days of my Congressional life, to 
be able to secure the passage of some of the measures reported by my 
committee, and some of the fruits of earnest and honest effort which I 
have made for the building up and improving of the American Navy. 

But that hope must be practically abandoned. The bill for the re- 
construction of the navy, which was prepared with so much labor after 
careful investigation at the last session of Congress, lies buried upon 
the Calendar as No. 65, and can of course never be reached. Gen- 
tlemen upon the other side have arisen during this debate and expressed 
in strong terms their regret at the admitted disgraceful condition of 
our Navy. I can not but remember, however, that the Committee on 
Naval Affairs appealed to them in vain for their assistance to secure a 
single hour during the last session in which it might bring before the 
House for consideration the bill which it had carefully prepared for the 
reconstruction of the Navy, or rather for the beginning of that desira- 
ble work. 

The condition of our Navy has been portrayed from time to time dur- 
ing the lastsix yearsaccording tothe real facts. Ithas been my duty three 
times, twice as a member of the Naval Committee of a Democratic 
House, and again as chairman of the Committee on Naval Affairs of this 
House, to put on permanent record, for the benefit of Congress and for 
the instruction and enlightenment of the American people on this sub- 
ject, so important to their welfare, honor, and safety, a statement of the 
condition of our Navy. Noone has ever undertaken here or elsewhere, 
to my knowledge, to deny the substantial accuracy of the reports thus 
made. 

In this respect I have the satisfaction of feeling that a duty has been 
discharged with fidelity. It is for Congress now or hereafter to say 
whether we shall have a navy worthy of our country, and to provide 
for its construction. I venture to hope that the time-is not far distant 
when the work will be entered upon and prosecuted to success. We 
have to-day as our whole naval power on the ocean only about thirty- 
eight cruising vessels. Of theseall areof wood excepttwo. There are 
two iron vessels, the smallest in the Navy, the Alert and Ranger. 

Not only are we deficient in ships, but we are unable properly to arm 
those we have. 

The Secretary of the Navy in his late report to Congress has put in 
official form a statement of the number and character of the guns now 
on hand adapted for naval use. It is as follows: 

ORDNANCE, 

The guns of the Navy are, 2,233 smooth-bore muzzle-loading cannon of various 
calibers, 77 Parrott muzzle-loading 40+ nd rifles, 267 und rifles, 
SM muzzie-loading 180-pound conned lina, 26 breech-loading und con- 
verted rifles, and 10 breech-loading 8)-pound converted rifles. 
The eighty-seven converted rifles have fair power and may be considered use- 

ful for the present. The Parrott rifles were made during and immediately after 
the rebellion; they might in an emergency serve a subordinate purpose as par 
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of our armament, but are in no real sense suited to the needs of the present 
he smooth-bore guns are. incapable of contending with rifled guns eae: 

one-half their weight of shot. . 
With not one modern high-powered cannon in the Na 

seven guns worth retaining, the importance of action for the procurement of 
naval ordnance seems apparent, if the Navy is to longer survive. 

Our total naval force afloat is thirty-eight cruising vessels of an jy. 
ferior character, all of which must soon become unfit for naval pur- 
poses; and for harbor and coast defense we have fourteen single-tuy- 
reted ironclads, armed with smooth-bore guns of an antiquated type, 
and according to the Secretary of the Navy “‘only eighty-seven guns 
worth retaining.’’ This is a spectacle demanding the serious attentioy 
of Congress and the people. The remedy is in the hands of Congress 

For this condition of affairs I insist that Congress, and Congress alone. 
is responsible. The policy of permitting and even compelling the nay.) 
authorities to spend large sums of money annually in keeping in repai, 
old and obsolete wooden vessels, and of refusing to make appropriations 
adequate to the building and arming of ships of the most approved 
modern type, though a most wasteful and extravagant policy, is and 
has been since the close of our late civil war the policy of Congress. 
and Congress has not“followed this policy blindly or for want of informa. 
tion. It has been warned by every Secretary of the true condition and 
the pressing needs of the Navy at almost every session for the past te 
years at least. 

I can not believe that the people of this great country if they could 
direetly express their will would indorse such a policy or permit its 
continuance. 
The gentlemen who have preceded me have discussed to a very great 

extent things which are not in this bill; and I myself must necessarily 
discuss some things which arenot in the bill. But I propose to discuss 
only those subjects which the Committee on Naval Affairs has had the 
honor to bring to the attention of the Committee on Appropriations 
And I propose to show to the House, for this is my only opportunity 
what the Committee on Naval Affairs has recommended. 

In the first place, Congress at its last session authorized the Secretary 
of the Navy to commence the construction of two steel cruisers of war, 
designed to be armed with the most powerful modern guns. The Com 
mittee.on Naval Affairs, after very long and arduous labor, the results 
of which were laid before the House at its last session in report No. 65: 
have shown the necessity of our adopting instead of wood or iron tly 
best material known for naval architecture—that is, steel. We recom 
mended the construction of two of the largest-sized steel cruisers of wir 
recommended by the naval advisory board organized by the late Secr 
tary of the Navy, Mr. Hunt. 

That board consisted of the following gentlemen, all distinguished 
officers of our Navy: John Rogers, rear-admiral, president; William (: 
Temple, commodore; P. C. Johnson, captain; Charles H. Loring, chic: 
engineer; H. L. Howison, commander; R. D. Evans, commander; A. = 
Crowninshield, commander; Charles H. Manning, passed assistant 1 
gineer; M. R.S. Mackenzie, lieutenant; Edward W.Very, lieutenant. |: 
their report made to the Secretary of the Navy they recommended the he- 
ginning of the construction of a navy which, when completed, would 
comprise a fleet of some seventy-two vessels of all classes, at a contem- 
plated cost of about $30,000,000. It was supposed that ten years of 
moderate annual appropriation would secure such a fleet. That board 
recommended the construction of the following vessels: 

SUMMARY OF THE NUMBER, CLASS, TYPE, AND COST OF THE VESSELS THAT TI! 
BOARD RECOMMEND NOW BE BUILT. 

Two first-rate steel, double-<decked, unarmored cruisers, having a displace- 
ment of abont 5,873 tons, an average sea speed of 15 knots, and a battery of four 
8%inch and twenty-one 6-inch guns. Cost, $3,560,000. 

Six first-rate steel, double-decked, unarmored cruisers, having a displacement 
of about 4,560 tons, an average sea speed of 14 knots, and a battery of four inch 
and fifteen 6-inch guns. Cost, $8,532,000. e 
Ten second-rate steel, single-decked, unarmored cruisers, having a displace- 

ment of about 3,043 tons, an average sea speed of 13 knots, and a battery of 
twelve 6-inch guns. Cost, $9,300,000. 
Twenty fourth-rate wooden cruisers, having a displacement of about seven 

hundred and ninety-three tons, an average sea 5 of 10 knots, and a battery 
of one 6-inch and two 60-pounders. $4,360,000. ; 

Five steel rams of about 2,000 tons displacement, and an average sea speed of 
13 knots. Cost, $2,500,000. 
Five torpedo gunboats of about four hundred and fifty tons displacement, « 

Dan ara, - speed of not less than 13 knots, and one heavy-powered rifled gun 

Ten cruising tor \o-boats, about one hundred feet long, and having a max'- 
mum 8 of not lessthan 21 knots per hour. Cost, $380,000. 
Ten harbor torpedo-boats, about seventy feet long, and having a maximum 

speed of not less than 17 knots per hour. Cost, $250,000. 
Total cost of vessels recommended now to be built, $29,607,000. 

The Committee on Naval Affairs, from the evidence laid before it, was 
impelled to adopt the plan of building the best and fastest ships that 
could be made. We felt that even if the ships were not put in commis- 
sion and manned, it would be wisdom for the Government to have a few 
ships, which, in the case of sudden war or threat of war, could take the 
sea and show a speed equal to that of the best ships in any navy in the 
world. Great speed can only be attained by ships of great size and 
great motive power. We therefore recommended the eonstruction 0! 
two ships of the largest size. : 
We recommended the construction of four steel cruisers of the 

second class, having a displacement of from 4,300 to 4,700 tons, to be 
alike armed with the best guns which could be made. 

, and with only eighty. 
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The Committee on Naval Affairs were never reached at the last ses- 
sion of Congress, and the Committee on Appropriations took but a por- 
tion of our work, and authorized the construction. of one each of these 
¢ of and made an appropriation for the purpose of simply 
what might be left out ofa very meager appropriation for construction 
and repair and steam-engineering. 

Mr. BLOUNT. There were two of those large steel cruisers. 
Mr. HARRIS, of Massachusetts. No; one large one and one smaller. 
Mr. ROBESON. One of 5,000 tons and one of 4,300. 
Mr. HARRIS, of Massachusetts. The Committee on Appropriations 

provided for one of cach. The Committee on Naval Affairs recom- 
mended two of the former and for of the latter class. 
Now, it has been the habit here to complain of the Appropriations 

Committee. Gentlemen in this debate have objected to the Appropria- 
tions Committee absorbing the powers of the Committee on Naval Af- 
fairs and other committees of this House. On the other hand, I have to 
thank the Appropriations Committee for having given us any chance at 
all. If I haveany complaint to make, it is that the rules of this House 
are such as to lodge in the hands of the Appropriations Committee the 
power to crush out every other committee of this: House. This is not 
the fault of the Appropriations Committee; it ought not to be laid to 
theirdoor. The Appropriations Committee might, if they had pleased, 
have shut us out in this case entirely. 

Mr. CALKINS. Will the gentleman allow me a moment? 
Mr. HARRIS, of Massachusetts. Yes, sir. 
Mr. CALKINS. I wish to say that the Appropriations Committee 

are not obliged to enter upon the domain of general legislation. They 
can report their appropriations without absorbing the powers which 
belong to other committees. 

Mr. REED. Under the rules of the House it is necessary for that 
committee to present legislation; it is the only way it can be got through. 

Mr. McCOOK. It is ‘‘ Hobson’s choice.”’ 
Mr. HARRIS, of Massachusetts. The Appropriations Committee 

could, by their action on this bill, have rendered it absolutely impos- 
sible for this House to vote a dollar for a new ship of war, simply by 
leaving out of this appropriation bill any reference to the subject. 

Now, the ships authorized last year should have been begun; and I 
have been asked this afternoon why they were not begun. Why, sir, 
we limited the expenditure upon those ships to the amount estimated 
by the late advisory board; and the law said that those ships should 
not be commenced unless they could be completed within the estimate 
made by that board. The Secretary of the Navy, before laying down 
the keel of any one of those vessels, caused to be made, carefully as I 
think and properly, a re-estimate of the cost. He found that within the 
former estimate he could not build either of these ships. Therefore he 
comes to Congress now and very properly says, ‘‘If that is your limit, 
I desire now not to build the big ship at all, but to build a ship of the 
second class, or rather a ship of three hundred tons less displacement 
than the one of the second size authorized; I desire also to build three 
cruisers of 2,500 tons each.’’ His communication was referred to us by 
the House. 
We could not agree to the Secretary’s proposition; but after careful 

examination by the full committee it was agreed that while we would 
adhere to the big ship, which we believe the United States Govern- 
ment ought to build, we would recommend a reduction of the size of 
the second ship, and recommend the building of three cruisers of 2,500 
tons displacement, a torpedo-boat, and a cruising dispatch-boat of great 
speed, to be armed with a single high-power gun as recommended by 
the Secretary. We not only recommended that these ships be author- 
ized, but we did what I think the Appropriations Committee ought to 
have done, we recommended an appropriation large enough to build 
and complete those ships and arm them with the best guns. 

Mr. Chairman, I know what the tendency of the Appropriations Com- 
mittee always is. They must keep down the aggregate of the appro- 
priations; thatis their office and duty, Isuppose. What dothey propose 
in this case? Authorize the commencement of these ships, and give 
not half money enough to finish one of them, thus putting the Secretary 
of the Navy in such a condition that he can not even make a contract for 
the vessels. Our committee has recommended an appropriation for each 
vessel named in this bill large enough to construct and complete it; and 
then for ordnance we have recommended an appropriation of $1,160,000, 
which will be sufficient to arm them all. Our recommendations have 
not been adopted by the Committee on Appropriations. They have seen 
fit to authorize the commencement of the construction of one vessel of 
4,300 tons, two vessels of 2,500 tons, and a small clipper of 1,500 tons. 
And they have made an appropriation so small that it will not complete 
one of the vessels authorized unless it may be the dispatch-boat or clip- 
per. 

I desire here to say that I believe all these ships and their engines 
should be built by private contract. I believe they can be built for 
one-half the money which they will cost in our navy-yards under our 
ee wasteful and, as I believe, thoroughly bad system. We could 

parties contracting for ship or engines to some accountability as to 
the performance of the finished ship. We have no security now. By 
thecontract system we should have the benefit of knowledge and experi- 
ence outside the bureaus. 
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Now, Mr. Chairman, of what use is it for this House or Congress to 
do anything more in respect to building ships unless at the same time 
we do something for guns? You may build a ship perhaps in two 
years. You can not arm it with the means we have in this country to- 
day in the same time. Why not make provision for guns at the same 
time you begin the construction of the ships? 

But, Mr. Chairman, what does this bill appropriate for ordnance ? 
One hundred thousand dollars for ordnance for the Navy. What does 
it mean? It means that the Ordnance Department of the Navy wants 
$100,000 to experiment with, and is not ready to tell Congress what 
sort of guns the service requires. 

But what is being done, Mr. Chairman? I understand that five 
6-inch guns are being constructed in the Washington navy-yard on the 
appropriation of $100,000 of last year. That is being done for the pur 
pose of finding out what kindof aguntobuild. Theabsurdity is mani 
fest. I have no longer any patience with such an administration of the 
Bureau of Ordnance. England has armed herself with the Armstrong 
and other guns, and the nations of Europe have armed themselves with 
the Krupp gun, while the American vessels have no guns worthy the 
name. 

Mr. HISCOCK. I desire to ask the gentleman a single question in 
reference to that. My understanding in reference to that appropriation 
of $100,000 made last year is that it has not been expended, on account 
of the difficulty of getting metal. Now I should like to hear from the 
gentleman from Massachusetts on that point. 

Mr. HARRIS, of Massachusetts. Mr. Chairman, the American manu- 
facturers of steel only desire to have an opportunity given to them to 
furnish all the steel which may be required for the American Navy. 
And they can do it at short notice. The evidence is before us, Mr 
Chairman, that these American manufacturers can furnish as good steel 
as can be found anywhere in the world. There is no trouble about it. 
The trouble is that the Ordnance Bureau of the Navy went to sleep at 

| the close of the war and has never yet waked up. Wedo not wantany 
more gun inventors in the Navy Department. We do not want any 
more ordnance officers learning the art of gun-making at the expense 
of the Government. The process is too slow. We want guns, and 
there are men outside of the Ordnance Bureau who have already learned 
the trade and art of making them. What it will cost for line officers 
to learn how to make guns would furnish a good many finished guns of 
high power. I think the time has come when Congress should say to 
the Navy Department, *‘We must have guns, and here is the money 
with which to provide them. It is given you to ascertain what kinds 
and sizes are required, and to proceed at once to procure them.”’ 

If the ordnance officers of the Navy are not able to advise the Secre- 
tary of the Navy in this matter that bureau had better be reorganized 
or abolished. It stands in my opinion as an obstruction to all progress, 
and will do nothing itself and prevents others from doing anything 
It assumes to possess all knowledge and thus far exhibits none. It 
seems to assume that all knowledge of the subject is centered in itself 
and shuts the door against all knowledge from the whole world outside 
If in the past we had relied wholly upon the knowledge and inventive 
powers of naval men in the art of naval warfare we should now be ages 
behind our present condition. Progress does not come from bureaus 
and elose organizations of that kind. The Monitor was condemned by 
the bureaus, and her utter failure was confidently predicted by naval 
officers who might and should have known better. 

Mr. Chairman, there are only two great gun manufacturers in the 
United States. One is at South Boston and the other at West Point, 
New York. These establishments have made nearly all the guns, both 

for the Army and the Navy, for the past fifty yearsormore. ‘They have 
served the country well and have never failed it in time of need 
These founderies have been standing almost idle since the close of the war 
for wantof patronage. The one at South Boston, now almost idle, has 
a plant of nearly $1,000,000 in value. It has kept its works in order 
at great cost and at great loss, hoping again to be able to serve the Gov- 
ernment. If the Navy wants guns of cast-iron in whole or,in part, they 
can be made there. If cast-steel guns would better serve the purpose, 
as some believe, they could soon be produced there. If gunsof wrought 
iron or steel are required, they can not now be made there or elsewhere 
in this country. But these companies would gladly. undertake to pre- 
pare their works with such aid as the Government alone is able to fur- 
nish for the construction of wrought-steel guns of the largest sizes re- 
quired for the service. 

These two companies in January last came to the War Department 
and offered to combine their establishments and all their capital, ex- 
perience, and ability under one management, and prepare themselves to 
make steel wrought guns and to put the whole at the disposal of the 
Government if it would assist in the construction of a steam-hammer 
of the required size. Their offer met with favor and approval, as the 
following correspondence shows: 

L. R., No. 22.] ORDNANCE OrFice, WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, January 16, L882 

Sir: I have the honor to inclose a letter from the President of the South Bos 
ton Iron Company, of January, 1882, requesting assistance in his efforts to “ ob- 
tain proper Government aid to enable me (him) to construct and complete a 
creditable ordnance manufactory in thiscountry,”’ and giving his reasons there- 
for. 
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It is a well-known fact thatthe proper facilities for heavy-gun constructions on 
modern types are not to be found in this country. The plant and mechanical 
experience are confined mainly to the casting and finishing of simple cast-iron 
— The preparation and manipulation of steel in large masses suitable for 
1eavy ordnance are beyond the resources of our private founderies. Butsteel in 
some form must enter into the construction of guns, and constitute part, if not 
all, of the gun itself. At presentall such steel has to be procured abroad, and is 
notalways of the uired quality. 
Recently the breech receivers for the 12-inch rifles, under contract, were re- 

jected, the steel not being up to standard. 
Constant and careful official supervision on the part of the Government is es- 

sential to the attainment of uniform and reliable results in the production of any 
metal for gun construction, and particularly so with a metal so subject to varia- 
tion as steel; but such supervision is only practicable in the founderies of this 
country. That we should not depend on foreign workshops for this indispen- 
sable material, but depend on home enterprise, is in accordance to the spirit of 
the laws. 
The advantage of using steel exclusively in gun construction is apparent when 

European authorities claim that an all-steel gun, having a thickness ef walls of 
one caliber, possesses greater strength than a cast-iron gun hooped and tubed 
with steel, having much thicker walls. This advantage over simple cast-iron is 
still more signal as it admits of the production of a much lighter steel gun with 
superior power for the same diameter of bore. 
[a the commencement of its manufacture it would not perhaps be practicable 

to paca stee! of a suitable quality in larger masses than are required for hoops 
or light tubes, sueh as are employed in France, Italy, and other Suropean states 
where cast-iron enters largely into the system of gun construction. For the pro- 
duction of the large ingots required in the manufacture of heavy steel guns 
abroad steam-hammers are oneeges of forty, sixty, and one hundred tons 
weight, or hydraulic presses of thousands of tons power. Even with steel-wire 
or steel-riband guna, a system of construction that is now attracting the serious 
attention of artilleristsin Franceand in Er<'!and, the inner steel tube is required 
to be of very considerable size and weight. 
There are but two ways to meet the case: First, by the establishment of a 

national foundery, being exclusively under governmental control; second, by 
assisting and fostering one or more of our private fgunderies, to enable them to 
prepare their plant, &c. 
The South Boston Iron Company and the West Point Foundery are the only 

ones that have now any portion of the plantand experience. Both of these have 
made guns for the United States during the last half a century, and have always 
given satisfaction. All the states of Europe, with the exception, perhaps, of 
Russia, are dependent upon private industry for the steelemployed inthe man- 
ufacture of their heavy cannon; and it is more than likely due to the aid and 
encouragement afforded them by government that private establishments in 
Europe have attained to such celebrity in the quality of their productions. 1 
have the honor to recommend that the attention of Congress may be called to 
this subject, so important to the defenses of the country. 
The reference of this paper to the board of heavy ordnance, now in session 

in New York, for an expression of its opinion, is deemed proper in connection 
with the duties devolving upon it, and is respectfully recommended. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, : 
Ss. V. BENET, 

Brigadier-General, Chief of Ordnance, 
The honorable THE SecRETARY OF WAR. 

[First indorsement. } 

Respectfully referred to Colonel George W. Getty, president of the board on 
heavy ordnance, New York city, for an expression of the opinion of the board 
upon the subject presented by the Chief of Ordnance in this communication. 

By order of the Secretary of War. 
H. T. CROSBY, Chief Clerk. 

War DEPARTMENT, January 18, 1882. 

OFFICE oF SoutTH Boston Lron Company, 
Boston, January, 1882. 

Sir: With a view to enlist your sympathy and assistance in my efforts to ob- 
tain proper Government aid to enable me to construct and complete a credita- 
ble ordnance manufactory in this country, I beg to call your attention to the 
following facts and my resulting proposal : 
The South Boston Iron Company has been actively engaged in the manufact- 

ure of ordnance for the United States Government for more than half a century. 
During this long period of service its record has been of the highest character, 
and atall times it has faithfully executed its engagements with the Government. 
It has added largely from time to time to its machinery and fixtures, until it is 
in condition to fabricate cannon of the largest caliber without delay, and until 
the value of its plant is more than a million dollars. I am aware, however, 
that such facilities as we have are entirely inadequate to the demand likely to 
be made for the armament of our Navy and for our coast defenses. 

Desiring to continue the leading position we hold in the line of our business, 
and believing that we have the experience and ability at command to success- 
fully produce cannon of large caliber of iron or steel from American ores, I beg 
to submit the following proposal and petition : 

I propose to erect blast-furnaces, steel-producing plant, steam-hammers of 
large size, machine-shops with facilities for finishing cannon from eighteen to a 
hundred tons weight at the rate of one per day, furnaces and rolling-mill for the 
manufacture of armor-plates, foundery for the casting of guns and projectiles, 
and shops for the manufacture of gun-carriages. 
The details of construction to be subject to the approval of the War and Navy 

Departments, with right to yee on the board of direction, the United 
States Government to have the right to take possession of the entire property 
at any time, at a fair appraisal of value, and to have the right to control the use 
of the entire works, at such rate of compensation as shall not exeeed the per- 
centage of profit heretofore paid for similar work. 

I ask the Government to furnish the means to make such additions by the issue 
of a 3 per cent. 10-40 bond of a similar character to the bond issued to assist the 
construction of the Pacific Railroad. 

It is believed that the requirements of the Government from such an establish- 
ment would insure our = to meet the payment of the said bonds at matur- 
ity; and it is believed to be of the highest importance to the Government to have 
such an establishment available, and that it can not be obtained except by direct 
purchase or by some such encouragement as proposed. E 
The foregoing scheme is sketched to point out that the Government may ob- 

tain the war material it so much needs ata preper cost, and at the same time 
enlist the watchfulness of private interest to develop the results of progressive 
highest di until the esiablishment should become efficient and complete to the 

est degree. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

General 8. V. Bexér, United States Army, 
Chief of Ordnance, Washington, D. C. 

WM. P. HUNT, President. 

L. R., No. 229.) West Porxt Founpery, 
Cold Spring, January 18, 1882 

Str: Mr, William P. Hunt has sent us a copy of his communication to you in 
regard to the establishment of a manufactory of ordnance with the aid of the 
Government, 

As we are the only other firm engaged in the business we think proper to say 
that we coincide with Mr. Hunt's views, and that in our judgment there is > 
other =e LA create the necessary “ plant” to manufacture such ordnance as js 
now requ , 
We wouldalso say that having, like the South Boston Iron Com 

ordnance to the Government for more than fifty years, and having, we believe. 
the confidence of the Crdnance Department, should it be decided to furnish 
means to establish a manufactory we would have equal claims on the patronage 
of the United States. 

It would probably, however, not be deemed advisable to assist two establish- 
ments, and no doubt it would be considered best to do all the work in one. 
Should this be the case, we would say that we think the interests of the West 

Point Foundery and the South Boston Iron Company could no doubt be consoli- 
dated on a basis which would be for their mutual advantage, thereby creating 
one establishment of large capacity, which would form an excellent basis o, 
which to build up sueh a “ plant” as is néW required by the Government. 

It seems to us that such an arrangement would promote the interest of the 
United States as well as the manufacturers, and create a suitable “ plant” in as 
short a time as the nature of the work will admit. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servants, 
PAULDING, KEMBLE & Co. 

General S. V. Bené&t, U.S. A., 
Chief of Ordnance, Washington, D. C. 

(First indorsement.} 
ORDNANCE OFFICE, WAR DEPARTMENT, 

Washington, July 19, 1882. 

Respectfully submitted to the Secretary of War in connection with my letter 
on the same subject of 16th instant, transmitting a letter from the South Boston 
IronCompany. [respectfully recommend that this letter be referred to the board 
on heavy ordnance, New York. . 

S. V. BENET, 
Brigadier-General, Chief of Ordnance 

(Second indorsement. } 

Respectfully referred to Colonel George W. Getty, president of the board on 
heavy ordnance, New York city, in connection with previous papers sub- 
mitted the Isth instant. 
By order of the Secretary of War. 

ny, furnished 

H, T. CROSBY, Chief Clerk 
War DEPARTMENT, January 21, 1882. 

OFrFice OF BOARD ON HEAVY ORDNANCE AND PROJECTILES, 
New York City, January 24, 1382 

Sir: This board, to whom have been referred the letters of Mr. W. P. Hunt, 
president of the South Boston Iron Company, and of Paulding, Kemble & Co., 
proprietors of the West Point Foundery, to the chief of ordnance, asking, gov- 
ernmental aid to enlarge the facilities of their establishments for the manu- 
facture of large guns involving the use of steel, together with the letter of Genera! 
Benét, transmitting the same with his views thereon to the Secretary of War 
has the honor to present its opinion upon the subject set forth in those commu 
nications, as follows: 

For the past twenty years the demand for suitable naval and seacoast arma 
ments to meet the problem of national defense has taxed the mechanical ski)! 
and resources not only of the governmental authorities of the warlike powers 
of the Old World, but also of their leading gun manufacturing establishments 
During that period we have witnessed the advance of heavy ordnance from the 
twelve to the one hundred-ton gun, with corresponding increase in the weights 
of projectiles, while improvements in powder and the chambering of the more 
recent rifled cannon have permitted the use of charges so largely augmented as 
to add nearly one-half to the initial velocities of their projectiles. Whether o: 
not a gun satisfactory in its method of construction and in the perfection of ma 
terial used has been reached, there can be no doubt that valuable experience has 
been gained and very marked improvements arrived at from year to year 
While the large establishments at Woolwich and at Elswich on the Tyne have 
been developing a method of built-up wrought-iron cannon on the English sys 
tem, the vast Essen founderies have produced a steel breech-loading rifled gun 
of great power and strength, which has giver to Herr Krupp a world-wide rep- 
utation. 
France and Italy, in the mean time, have experimented, with more or less suc- 

cess, largely in the use of cast-iron and steel combined, for heavy ordnance, as « 
cheaper method of construction. 
Though we have not the information to determine absolutely what will be the 

final method and material of construction adopted for heavy cannon as the re- 
sultant of past experience and progressive trials, it now seems probable that 
stecl, by reason of its superior tenacity and limit of elasticity, will be largely used 
in the system of built-up guns. 

In view of the great demand for heavy ordnance for our seacoast defenses, 
involving the probable use of 2,000 guns, for the most part of large caliber, and the 
insufficient preparation and development of the leading iron manufactories of 
this country for constructing heavy guns of other material than cast-iron, it seems 
probable that any attempt on their part to meet the national demand without 
Government aid will result in both material and financial failure. 
This board therefore concurs with the Chief of Ordnance in his views of the 

question of assisting some of our leading cannon factories to enable them to com- 
eee successfully the construction of a suitable armament for our seacoast de- 
enses, 

GEO. W. GETTY, 
Brevet Major-General, U. 8. A., President of the Board. 

Z. B. TOWER, 
Colonel of Engineers, Brevet-Major-General, U.S. A 

A. R. BUFFINGTON, 
Lieutenant-Colonel of Ordnance. 

F. H. PARKER, 
Major of Ordnance. 

JOHN MENDENHALL, 
Major First Artillery, Brevet Colonel, U. 8. A 

The ADJUTANT-GENERAL, UNITED STATES ARMY, 
Washington, D. C. 

The men who make these offers know how tomake guns. They have 
no trade to learn. They have no reputationsto make. The companies 
which they represent have served the country faithfully and with hon- 
esty for more than half a century. They ought to receive the aid and 
encouragement which they ask, and they should be employed steadily 
in the fabrication of guns of which we are so sorely in need. 

I do not believe it to be either wisdom or economy for us to wait until 
some line officer of the Navy who we happen to have been placed tem- 
— at the head of the Bureau of Ordnance of the Navy shall have 
earned the art of constructing heavy ordnance before we are to take 4 
step in the direction of securing an armament for our naval vessels 
worthy of the name. 
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And yet the truth is we wait to-day; Congress waits until this Ord- | boat under water. 
nance Bureau shall learn enough to be competent to give some proper 
advice upon this importantsubject. I would waitno longer, but would 
aeck advice from men competent now to give it. 

Now, I call attention to another item in this bill. We have here an | 
item of $100,000 for the purchase of torpedoes. ‘‘ Purchase’’ is the | 
word. Now, as I have pursued for the last eight years a pretty careful | 
inquiry into this subject, as careful as a member of Congress, with the 
means at his command and in the time at his disposal, can well make, | 
and know something of the torpedoes of this class (the auto-mobile, as 
the bill calls them), which have been adopted among the different na- 
tions, I protest against this item as it stands in the bill, and for this 
reason: Because I believe, and have good reason for that belief, that it 
is the intention of the Bureau of Ordnance to expend the whole sum for 
the purchase of what is known as the Whitehead torpedo. This isa 
foreign invention which has been long known and widely trumpeted 
and industriously puffed and advertised, and upon which large sums 
have been expended, and which has been used in war, but which has 
never proved practically successful. Mr. Whitehead claims no patent 
rights, but covers his invention by claiming it as a secret, and he will 
sell us his secret for a great price and furnish a few torpedoes to serve 
us as models for their manufacture and for experiment. 

Mr. HISCOCK. I would like tosay to my friend from Massachusetts | 
that at his suggestion the committee have agreed to put in ‘‘ for the 
urchase or manufacture of torpedoes.’’ 
Mr. HARRIS, of Massachusetts. Yes, that is so; but I would like 

to add something more, so as to carry out fully my suggestion made to 

vention. 
Now, the torpedo is the creation of American genius. There is no | 

| and dangerous weapon. 

That test was so successful and conclusive that 
when Admiral Porter commenced to build the Alarm this gentleman 
was invited to supervise the construction of the torpedo machinery for 
that ship. That vessel is provided with this instrument of wartare, and 
would be one of the most effective ships in the Navy if it was not de- 
fective in other respects; but this principle of torpedo warfare has been 
successfully demonstrated by it. The torpedo device is in all respects 
satisfactory and fully equal to expectations of the Department 
When this work was done this gentleman was asked by Admiral Por 

ter to produce a torpedo which could make rapid speed upon the water, 
sarry its charge of gunpowder or dynamite and explode it on contact 
either at the surface or atany desired depth under water. This was a 
difficult problem which he was given tosolve, but it was given to him 
and for the last eight years he has done nothing else but experiment 
withit. He has waited upon officersef the ordnance bureau and obeyed 
their orders and heeded their wishes. He has directed the workmen 
in the work-shops and superintended the work as it has progressed 
He has submitted patiently to all sorts of delay. The torpedo of smal} 
size has been tested in still water in the Potomac River, and also at 
Newport, and as far asI understand it promises to be a most formidable 

It has been found to attaina velocity of seventy- 
five feet per second on the water, and goes absolutely straight to the point 
directed. Now, during the last year it was determined to be worthy to be 

tested in a full-sized torpedo and in rough water. The work has been 
| completed and now there is a torpedo boat all finished and ready to be 

successful torpedo of any kind now in use in the world whieh did not | 
originate here, or which does not depend mainly on some prior Ameri- 
can invention. If our Navy Department could be authorized and in- 
structed to invite the inventors of torpedoes in this country to go te 
work and produce an auto-mobile torpedo of the most effective kind, and 
insure to the successful competitor a fair remuneration for his service, 
I am fully persuaded that for less money than it is now proposed topay | 
this foreigner we should have a weapon which would render his ridicu- 
lous. The Whitehead secret is an expensive thing to buy, and when it 
has been purchased and you have the torpedoes, you must furnish your 
ships with expensive apparatus for their use, and besides all that they 
require great care and expense to keep them in order. 

Mr. McCOOK. Is the Lay torpedo used ? 
Mr. HARRIS, of Massachusetts. 

I believe we have several of them. They are known as the ‘‘ movable 
controllable’’ torpedo. Originally they were very cumbersome and slow 
in speed. It has been very greatly improved, until now I am informed 
it has a speed equal to that of the Whitehead, and has much greater cer- 
tainty of action. It is a fine piece of mechanism, and is somewhat ex- 
pensive, though less so than the Whitehead, as it can be used on any 
ship without expensive especial apparatus. How far other countries 
have adopted it [ am not prepared to state. 

But, Mr. Chairman, there is an inventor in this country quite as 
worthy of consideration as this foreigner, Whitehead. He has devoted 
more than sixteen years in perfecting the torpedo system of warfare for 
the sole benefit of the United States. The Government is to-day in 
possession and in the sole use of all his work. For many years he has 
been asking recognition at the hands of Congress and compensation for 
his time and expenses. He has thus far found no response for what he 
has doneduring the lasteight years. I referto Mr. Asa Weeks, of course. 
For six years there has been a bill on the Calendar ef the House to pay 
him for his services and expenses upon the assignment of his inventions 
to the Government. The naval committees have waited from time to 
time for the results of experiments and tests which were going on under 
the direction of the Bureau of Ordnance before urging action upon the 
bill. But the tests have not yet been so far completed as to elicit from | 
that bureau any final report, and I suppose now all further test is to be 
postponed until Mr. Whitehead is provided for. 
The history of Mr. Weeks’s labors were fully given in a report made | 

to this House on the 24th of February, 1882, No. 484. 
I will briefly refer to the facts: 
After the close of the late war, in May, 1857, having invented asystem 

forthe use of the spar torpedo, he offered it tothe Government. Secretary 
Welles invited him to submit his plans and models for inspection. 
did so, and a board was organized to examine and report. That board | 
reported the invention ‘‘ deserving of consideration,’’ and recommended 
“that the inventions of Mr. Weeks be tested.’’ In 1868 Mr. Weeks 
submitted improved plans and models, and anew board was organized. | 
That board reported that they were ‘‘ of opinion that the principles in- 
volved therein eminently justifies its being kept secret under the ex- 
clusive control of the Government.”’ 
In May, 1869, the Navy Department applied to Mr. Weeks for per- 

mission to apply the invention to a vessel of the Navy. He consented, | 
came to the Government ship-yard, and the little tug Nina was fitted | 

tested. But the Bureau of Ordnance has suddenly become indifferent to 
| theWeeksauto-mobile torpedo, and delays the final test in rough water in 

the committee, and that is that the torpedoes should be of American in- | the open sea (where no other auto-mobile torpedo, including the Whit 
head, was ever tested or will ever be used), which it has heretofore 
deemed essential and had determined on and provided for. The reason 
for this delay and sudden indifference is simple to understand. Mr 
Weeks, after having worked for so many years, and having offered all 
his inventions for the sole use of his own country, found that he was 
being delayed and hindered in his work at the whim and caprice of 
the officers at whose beck and call he found himself, and saw that it 
might turn out that having been squeezed dry like a sponge he might 
lose his invention and then be turned away without any reward. 
Like a prudent man he provided against such a possibilty by patent 

ing his invention both inthis and other countries. When it was found 
that he did not intend to allow the Bureau of Ordnance to claim his 

| invention and deprive him of his rights he was treated with coldness 

Yes, tosome extent, lam informed. | 

| Whitehead’s secret as a gift. 

| 

| 

| required of captains before promotion to the rank of rear-admiral 
He | 

to say no more, and the proposed test in rough water was postponed to 
suit the convenience of the bureau. 

Now comes the proposition to spend $100,000 to purchase the auto 
mobile torpedo of Mr. Whitehead, and nothing is said about testing it 
in rough water or in competition with any other torpedo. 

Now, sir, I object to spending a dollar for any foreign torpedo until 
our own inventors have had a fair chance to compete. Let the Weeks 
torpedo, on which the Government has expended several thousand dol 
lars, be tested in good faith. If it shall prove a failure we may try 
some other. If it should prove successful we should not take M1 

It will be time enough to buy his secret 
when American inventors having a fair chance have failed to produce 
a better one. 

With reference to the new legislation in the bill I wish to call atten 
tion for a moment to the provision forthe retirements of oflicers. This 
new provision, from line 32 to line 50, has been referred to by other gen 
tlemen, and therefore I will not stop toread it now. I had designed to 
make some remarks upon other features of the bill, but will be com 
pelled to hurry through very rapidly, as the time allowed for the dis 
cussion of the bill must necessarily be brief. 

This new provision from line 32 to line 50 may be right with a singh 
exception. If I could see no danger of officers being prevented from 
being assigned to sea-service by favoritism or personal solicitation or by 
social or political influence I should feel that it was eminently wise 
and just. Butif a good, faithful, and worthy officer may for lack of 
favor or influence be shut out from sea-service in his grade as this bill 
requires, and then retired because he has not performed that service 
which he is competent and anxious to perform, then such compulsory 
retirement is wrong and will work injustice in practice, and jealousy 
and bitter feuds will result to even a greater degree than now exist 

The exception to which I refer is the omission of a sea-service to be 
Why 

should not a captain serve as captain one or two years at sea before he 
leaps to the rank of rear-admiral? As the bill now stands a captain 
who has never done an hour’s duty at sea as a captain may be raised 
over the heads of all the other captains and commodores to the rank of 
rear-admiral, and that, too, by mere selection, There 
this not yet explained. 

Before I can consent to this apparent omission I must be satistied 
that there is good reason for it. If it be said that all captains must 

4 SOTHE won for reat 

| have been commandersand lieutenant-commanders and lieutenants, atu! 
must therefore have seen sea-service and held commands, so as to be 
altogether qualified for the duties of rear-admirals, I have to say that 

uP with the invention under his direction to test it, and to prove the | this may be a good reason—if all the captains now on the list to whom 
effec t of a torpedo exploded upon a bar extended from the hull of the | this door is to swing open so widely have each served four years at sea 
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before promotion to a lieutenancy, six years at sea as a lieutenant, four 
years as lieutenant-commander, and three years as commander in com- 
mand of United States vessels of war. 

Now, then, have all the captains in the Navy served at sea in all the 
grades seventeen years, the time required by this bill for the future? I 
find some who have not. Among them are Captain John G. Walker, 
now at the head of the Bureau of Navigation and holding temporarily 
the rank of commodore; Captain F. S. Ramsey, now at the head of the 
Naval Academy; Captain Henry Erben, and Captain R.W. Meade. 

Mr. BLOUNT. Will the gentleman yield to me for a moment? 
Mr. HARRIS, of Massachusetts. Yes, sir. 
Mr. BLOUNT. I simply desire to say in reference to Captain Meade 

that that gentleman has complained for years he could not get the sea- 
service that now seems to be necessary, although he was importuning 
for it. 

Mr. HARRIS, of Massachusetts. I know that. I know all these 
gentlemen except Captain Erben, and know them to be good, competent 
officers and men whom I should be very glad to aid in every possible way ; 
and doubtless they would have had sea-service before if they could have 
obtained it. They have all commanded vessels during war. I think 
the bill should be amended in this particular, and that this provision 
should be added, ‘‘ that no captain who had not seen four years’ service 
at sea in command of a vessel or vessels of the United States should be 
promoted to a rear-admiral.’’ 

Mr. ROBINSON, of Massachusetts. 
to be to favor captains. 

Mr. HARRIS, of Massachusetts. Yes, sir. 
Mr. ROBINSON, of Massachusetts. I do not want it open to any 

such impression. 
Mr. HARRIS, of Massachusetts. I do not want it to appear that there 

is any possible favoritism here or that any man is to be especially pro- 
vided for. I have no doubt that all of these four gentlemen, if this bill 
should pass, would speedily become rear-admirals, and I doubt not the 
wisdom of a measure which will permit their promotion, which does no 
harm to the service in other respects. 

I next come to the provision of lines 50 to 57 inclusive. This pro- 
vision, which retires officerr arbitrarily and without reference to their 
worth or service before arriving at the legal retiring age of 62, seems to 
me to be most unjust and indefensible. No officer can now be promoted 
until his physical and professional fitness to perform the duties of the 
higher grade has been tested byan examining board. No danger exists, 
therefore, that any of these officers who are unworthy will secure pro- 
motion. 

By the operation of this clause it is proposed to remove blindly and 
by brute foree, without reference to merit or demerit, certain officers now 
on the active-list to make room for promotion of their juniors in service 
and inferiors in rank. Age alone is to govern, and merit or service will 
not count in their faver or save them from dishonor. 

This measure will do the work, but who will it thus blindly remove? 
It will strike down about thirty officers, many of whom are active, trust- 
worthy, and in the full vigor of health and energy, who can now render 
valuable service to the country. A few are commodores who will soon 
reach the age of retirement and who have served honorably and faith- 
fully. The majority, however, are officers from the volunteer serv- 
ice, who in every case, as a recognition of and as a reward for gal- 
lant service in war, were permitted to compete in a most rigorous if 
not unfriendly professional examination for commissions in the regular 
naval service. It is a matter of strong belief and common notoriety, 
if not of record, that by unworthy intrigues at the time of transferring 
these officers they were placed much lower on the register than was 
just or honest or was intended by Congress; and now comes this effort 
from the ‘‘regulars,’’ socalled, to force them out of the service altogether 
and into retirement on half-pay, to make room for others who have thus 
far earned nothing of reward for service in war. 

There are two classes of retired officers in the Navy. 

Otherwise the bill would seem 

One class, to 
whose names stars are affixed in the Navy Register, are considered as- 
honorably retired, having served forty years, or reached the age of 62, 
when all officers must retire, and retire of course honorably (for no man 
not worthy to retire with honor can be supposed to remain in active 
service to this extreme limit), and those retired from having been dis- 
abled by wounds received or disease contracted in the line of duty. 

Officers who have been forty years in the service, officers who have 
reached the retiring age of 62, and officers who have been wounded or 
have contracted disease in the service and have a star placed against 
their name belong to this first class. 

Now, the law which makes this provision is section 1588 of the Re- 
vised Statutes, and it provides that officers of this class, as a reward for 
faithful service, shall be entitled to three-fourths of the sea-pay of their 
grade. It also provides that all other officers shall be retired on half-pay. 

This other class of officers on the retired-list to whose names no stars 
are fixed have been retired for causes more or less discreditable to them- 
selves, such as mental or professional incapacity arising from intemperate 
habits, &c. To this far less honorable class only half the sea-pay of 
their e is allowed. It is to this latter list that the officers to be 
forcibly retired by the provisions of this bill must go, for on this point 
section 1588 of the Revised Statutes is absolutely imperative. 

On the 1st day of July next, when this law shall go into effect jr 
, Commodores Baldwin, Shufeldt, Rhinds, Patterson, Phelps, 

Wells, and Quackenb’ Lieutenant-Commanders Green and Nelson, 
and Lieutenants McRitchie, Tanner, and Baldwin will go onto the re- 
tired-list on half-pay, no matter how active, competent, and worthy they 
may be and without any reference to their past honorable and gallant 
service in the cause of their country in the time of its greatest peril. 

This is to be done in order that officers of a lower grade who have 
never rendered any valuable service to their country may take their 
places. It seems to me that however much the Committee on Appro- 
priations may be justified in seeking to reduce the number of the ofij- 
cers of the Navy, they ought to see to it that these men who have earned 
all they are now receiving from the Government should not be treated 
with this rank injustice. I do notthink this House will deliberately con- 
sent to such an act of ype as would be involved in the passage 
of this portion of the bill. 

Mr. BLOUNT. I would like to ask my friend from Massachusetts 
{Mr. Harris] if he thinks the provision putting the commodores on 
the retired-list would result in the promotion of captains to the rank 
of rear-admirals? I have heared it so argued. 

Mr. HARRIS, of Massachusetts. I have no doubt of it. I desire 
now to call the attention of the committee to the proposition which 
makes captains and commodores eligible to promotion to rear-admirals 
by selection. 

Suppose that you provide that they be promoted by selection. A 
board of rear-admirals will get together, and they may say here are five 
men (the lowest captains on the list, if you please) whom we will re- 
commend to the President for promotion. The President is to have the 
option of selecting one of the five for rear-admiral. If this law passes 
and shall be held to be binding on the Executive he must appoint one 
of the officers so selected for him, no matter how much he may doubt 
either the wisdom or the justice of the selection. 

Now, if we adopt this provision of the bill we will have to provide an- 
other civil-service-reform bill instantly, or else the Presidential man- 
sion will be besieged from all quarters for the purpose of inducing him 
to make a selection favorable to somebody’s friend. I do not think it 
is wise to adopt that plan. 

I mightask, has an instance ever occurred of any man ever being made 
rear-admiral by promotion according to seniority who failed worthily to 
discharge the duties of his office ? 

I admit, however, that too many men become rear-admirals at so late 
a period that they can perform no valuable service in that grade, and 
often go onto the retired-list almost immediately. I agree that some just 
method should be adopted by which younger men may become rear- 
admirals, and so that the officers at the top may be active and competent 
for the arduous duty of their high commands. But if you introduce 
the principle of selection why should it not apply in every grade, so 
that ‘he favored doctrine of the survival of the fittest shall prevail all the 
way up from the naval cadet to rear-admiral. If this will give us the 
best rear-admirals, why not also the best officers in every grade below ’ 

Had swch a rule as this obtained when our war of the rebellion com- 
menced, Commanders Farragut, Foot, Davis, Dupont, and Goldsborough, 
and Lieutenant D. D. Porter, the latter of whom now holds the rank 
of Admiral, would have been on the retired-list at half-pay instead of 
on the active-list ready to commence those great careers which have 
aided so much to the honor of their country, and which have made 
their names justly famous in the annals of war. 

In closing I desire to say a word with reference to the system of de- 
flective armor, about which the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. WuIT- 
THORNE] has spoken. I agree with him on what he has said of the 
late experiments in France with steel-faced armor. 

There were three descriptions of armor tested in the experiments re- 
cently made in France to which*the gentleman refers. 

One specimen was of iron having asteel facing cast om the iron. An- 
other was a plate of iron having a rolled steel facing which was united 
to the iron by means of melted cast-steel poured between the two. In 
other words, it had an iron backing, to which was united or cemented by 
means of melted cast-steel a facing of rolled or hammered steel, as I un- 
derstand the descriptions which I have read. Each of these specimens 
was 18.9 feet thick. 

The other imen, the French specimen, was a piece of pure steel, 
35 inches thick, I believe, when first put under the hammer, and re- 
duced to a thickness of 18.9 inches. That piece of steel was hardened 
in the oil to the depth of 6 inches of its face surface. That steel stood 
three shots, and, although damaged, was not perforated, while an iron 
plate 23 or 24 inches thick would have been entirely perforated by those 
shots. Theshots used against this plate crumbled into fragments. The 
other plates were entirely broken up at the second shot. ; 

These plates, however, were designed for vertical armor. It is possi- 
ble that the time has come or is near at hand when a better and less 
cumbersome system of armor may be found icable. This leads me 
in conclusion to say a word in relation to provision of the bill ap- 

iating $20,000 for the of testing the deflective system of 
Assistant Engineer N. B. Clark. This gentleman is most un- 

fortunate—from injuries received in some railroad disaster I believe; 
he is unable even to stand; he lies day after day and week after week 
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stretched upon’ his rolling-chair. But he has considered it his duty, 
notwithstanding his great disability, to devote himself so long as he 
may be able to the service of his country. He has produced and laid 
before the advisory board a system of steel deflecting armor—an in- 
terior shield about six or seven inches thick covering the entire vital 
part of the ship. This, if made of any such steel as my friend from 
Tennessee has adverted to, he believes could never be penetrated by the 
largest and most powerful guns in the world. He also offers to the 
Government his plans for deflective turrets, so constructed that six 
inches of steel will be worth more for defence than twenty-two or 
twenty-four inches of vertical iron. Upon the recommendation of the 
Secretary of the Navy we have asked that $20,000 be applied to testing 
these inventions; and I wish to say that no more worthy object could 
have been provided for by the Committee on Appropriations. 

Mr. ROBESON. We have put that in the bill. 
Mr. HARRIS, of Massachusetts. It isin thebill. Il only wish that 

the Committee on Appropriations had gone a little farther and pro- 
vided that the iron-clad Miantonomoh, which is now completed and 
afloat, lacking only guns and turrets, might be completed with turrets 
of this description, according to the plans therefor now in the hands 
of the advisory board, if approved after full experiment and test. 

The Tariff. 

SPEECH 

OF OHIO, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Thursday, February 15, 1883, 

On the bill (H. R. 7313) to impose duties on foreign imports, and for other pur- 
poses. 

Mr. NEAL said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: I should have been glad to have participated some- 

what, in the discussion of the schedule of the tariff bill relating to the 
duties upon metals. The district whieh I have the honor to represent, 
is largely engaged in the manufacture of iron in its various forms, from 
the digging of ore to the making of the finest qualities of crucible steel ; 
but the great anxiety upon the part of the people that some revision 
should be made in the present tariff, the limited time, which admon- 
ishes us ali that we should vote oftener and talk less, and the great 
familiarity which the Committee on Ways and Means display in deal- 
ing with every item of the bill, alike creditable to their intelligence 
and their industry, has thus far constrained me to keep silent. I will 
now, however, avail myself of the kindness of the committee, and ex- 
press my views upon some of the questions which have been more or 
less generally discussed during the debate upon this bill. 

First, then, I believe in protection for the sake of protection, not pro- 
tecting simply the iron industries, in which the people I have the honor of 
representing upon this floor areso largely and vitally interested, but every 
other industry which the climate, soil, and other causes give our people | 
the natural advantages necessary for successful prosecution, and which | 
in time can be so far developed as to fully supply all the needs and 
demands of our people. I do not, however, advocate this principle of 
protecting American industries because of any sympathy I have for | 
capital. On the contrary, I know well the ability of capital to take care 
of itself. Naturally conservative, the capitalist makes no ventures until | 
he has satisfied himself that it is likely to be remunerative, and when 
he finds he has made a mistake he changes his investments to those 
more profitable. 

It is, however, for the workingman that my sympathies are aroused. 
He who has no resources but his hands, who has nothing to sell but 
his labor, is to a great extent at the mercy of capital, and can not, 
when there is an oversupply of labor, fix his own price for the com- 
modity he sells, but must come into competition with his fellow-work- 
men. Competition begets low prices, and consequently the working- 
man receives an insufficient consideration. ‘Fhe workingman fully un- 
derstands this, and endeavors to destroy competition by limiting the 
number who shall engage in any particular branch of industry. For 
him, therefore, a diversity of industries is of supreme importance, for 
the more numerous the sources of employment, the greater the re- 
sources of labor, the less competition among workingmen, and hence 
higher wages. . 

_ In a private conversation with a distinguished gentleman on the other 
side of this House, a free-trade Democrat, I remarked the men who are 
engaged in the iron industries of my district can not work for less wages 
than they now do and comfortably support and maintain their families. 
He replied, let them seek employment in other avocations in life. Mr. 
Chairman, I commend the gentleman for his frankness, and at the same 
time admonish the workingmen of my district of their inevitable fate 

if the people of this country shall ever be guilty of the insane folly of 
intrusting the Government to that gentleman and his political friends. 

Sir, in the Forty-fifth Congress I took occasion to express my views 
somewhat at length upon the interesting question we have been consider 
ing. I then stated, and I desire here to reiterate and emphasize what | 
then said, that in my opinion wages should be natural; and natural 
wages I defined to be such as would enable the industrious, sober work- 
ingman, first, to support his family comfortably; second, to educate his 
children so as to enable them to perform well their part in life; and, 
third, to lay up something for old age when his hands longer refused to 
do that which had been requiredof them. Wages lower than these are 
unnatural; and it is ashame to ask our workingmen toaccept them if the 
condition of industry will justify the payment of more. I would not 
say anything unkindly of our Democratic brethren; but they are in gross 
error upon these great questions, and I would fain persuade them to 
open their eyes, behold their faults, and like honest men, as they are, 
forsake their errors; but as long as they continue to advocate the perni 
cious principle of ‘* buying where we can buy the cheapest,’’ without 
reference to national needs and requirements, without considering the 
personal interest of the great army of laborers in thiscountry, and of the 
great neccessity there is for making ourselves as thoroughly independ 
ent of the other nations of the earth as it is possible for us to be, they 
are, unwittingly perhaps, but none the less truly, the enemies of the 
workingmen of the United States. 

Mr. Chairman, our free-trade Democratic friends seem fond of de- 
nouncing manufacturers as ‘‘ monopolists,’’ ‘‘ robbers of the people,’’ 
&e., leading us to infer, that in their opinion it is.a very reprehensible 
proceeding for a man of means and enterprise to embark his capital and 
talents in a business which is likely to develop the material resources 
of the country and give employment to labor. Even the cultivated, 
scholarly, and talented member from Virginia [ Mr. TUCKER] used such 

| demagogical claptrap in speaking of the manufacturers of quinine. | 
expected better things from him, and was, I confess, somewhat sui 

| prised; but I console myself with the philosophical reflection that we 
} are all human, and nature crops out occasionally no matter how much 
we may havedone to conceal it. Now, whatare the facts about quinine ? 
Prices are lower now than four years ago all over the world. But do 

| consumers receive the benefit? Not to any material extent, I venture 
to state. The physicianscharge just as muth for their prescriptions and 
the apothecary charges just as much for filling them. There is no 
difference to the patient—the sick person. It is, then, only dealers who 
have been benctited, while a great and growing industry has been crip 
pled if not destroyed. 

The repeal of the duty upon quinine was a characteristic specimen of 
Democratic statesmanship. The law imposed a duty upon cinchona and 
also upon quinine. The Democratic Congress repealed the duty upon 
quinine but left it upon cinchona, thereby discriminating against the 
American manufacturer and workingman. 

Several years ago a gentleman of means and enterprise in the neigh 
borhood where I live, joining with other like persons, invested largely 
in iron-ore lands in Virginia and erected thereon a large blast-furnace 
for the manufacture of pig-iron. He probably gives employment to 

| several hundred laborers and furnishes a market for the farmers and 
gardeners in the vicinity of the furnace much more certain and desirable 
than that of Liverpool or Birmingham would be. I suppose the gentle; 
man from Virginia [Mr. TUCKER], in whose district this furnace is 

| erected I believe, looks upon these gentlemen as ‘‘ bleated monopolists, ’’ 
‘* robbers of the people,’’ whose end should be ignominious expulsion 
from the sacred soil of his native State. I doubt, however, whether 
the people who are largely benefited by this material development of 

| the natural resources of their State will sympathize with him. Onthe 
| contrary, if their voice could have any potential influence with him, he 
would to-day be an earnest and efficient advocate of that policy which 

| will bring about the most extensive development of the natural re- 
sources of his district, if notof the wholecountry. I am not sure, how 
ever, but that he and others who sympathize with him are of the same 

| opinion that a very good, but rather illiterate, Christian once entertained, 
who thought it a sin to dig the coal out of the bowels of the earth, be 
cause God had put it there to aid in the final conflagration of all things. 

Mr. Chairman, if I could adjust a tariff to conform to my own ideas 
of public polity, with a view solely to enhance the material prosperity 
of this entire people, I would admit duty-free every article which we 
have not the natural facilities for producing and manufacturing, and | 
would levy duties upon those articles which the natural resources of the 
country enable us to grow or manufacture in such way as to produce 
the most rapid and permanent development, so that home competition 
would reduce prices to the very lowest limits consistent with fair wages 
and a suitable return for the capital invested. In this way we would 
only be dependent upon other countries for such articles as we can 
neither produce nor manufacture. Sir, we should so shape our legisla 
tion as to make the United States as practically independent of all the 
world beside as it is possible for us to be. 

To be a wealthy, prosperous, and independent people we must de 
velop every natural resource, and, as far as possible, diversify labor. 
We must sell more than we buy. Not raw materials only, for all ag 
ricultural people are, comparatively speaking, poor, but the raw ma- 

a 
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terials manufactured, or in as concentrated a form as possible. The in- 
dividual who purchases more than he sells soon becomes impoverished, 
und as with the individual so with the nation 
we purchased more than we sold; the consequence was the financial 
calamities of 1873. That crisis compelled us to retrench our expendi- 
tures, to husband our resources, which, together with a series of good 
crops, enabled us, by the good providence of God, to sell more than we | 
bought; thus to accumulate capital, pay our debts, and inaugurate the 
inost prosperous era this country has ever experienced. 

But, say the free-traders, you do injustice to the consumer if you 
impose duties upon imports. Everybody ought to be permitted to buy 
where they can purchase the cheapest. Not so fast, my friend. Not- 
withstanding your assertion that the amount of the duty is added to 
the article sold, experience has demonstrated that such is far from be- 
ing the tact, and I am glad to notice, that not even the gentleman from 
I}linois has seen fit to make a statement, which would have done so 
little justice to his intelligence. 

rhe duty of the Government is legislation for the greatest good to 
the greatest number, consistent with its independence and its future 
well-being. Now, while it may be true that for the time being high 
duties may enhance prices, yet eventually, as the past abundantly dem- 
onstrates, home competition reduces prices, oftentimes below what is 
t healthy condition for the continuance of that branch of business. 
lo-day the iron business is in a depressed condition. Why? Because 
there is so much iron manufactured in this country that the supply ex- 
ceeds the demand. Consequently manufacturers seek customers, not 
buyers the sellers. If there was an absolutely prohibitory daty on iron 
| am of opinion there would be no material enhancement of prices through- | 
out the country, because of the great production of our own mines and | 
jurnaces. Why, sir, up to 1860 there had never been produced more 
than 900,000 tons in any one year, while this year there will be pro- 
dluced not less than 4,500,000 tons. Is not this truly wonderful prog- 
ress and a just cause of pride upon the part of every American? 

Now, sir, what is pig-iron?’ Let us see. It is an ore in the hill— 
an earth, utterly valueless in its native state. 
stone-coal which is used to smelt it are likewise of but little value. In 
Southern Ohio the owners of land away from markets have been obliged 
to burn the timber in order to clear their lands to render them suita- 
ble for farming purposes. In the iron regions, however, the timber is 
valuable for the purpose of smelting the ore. Iron ore in the hill is 
worth 50 cents per ton royalty, if situated neara furnace. If, however, 
it is not, it is, comparatively speaking, valueless. To dig it costs, in 
my county, from $1 to $1.50 per ton. Then to haul it to the furnace 
makes the total cost about $3 per ton. The charcoal costs about 6 cents 
per bushel, and the amount required will average from one hundred 
and fifty to two hundred bushels for each ton of iron. It costs about 
$5 per ton of iron to manufacture it. Then there must be added com- 
missions, interest on capital invested, and other items, so that the cost 
of chareoal-iron in my immediate neighborhood is over $20 per ton, 
and of coke-iron near the same amount. Now, it will be seen that the 
total cost of the raw material does not exceed from $3 to $4 per ton, 
and as all the rest is labor the only item which can be reduced so as 
to lessen the cost of production is labor. Labor is now as cheap as it 
could be consistent with the well-being of the Jaborer and his family, 
so that the cost of iron can not be reduced without the impoverishment 
of the workingman. 

But, sir, if it were true that the tariff enhances prices, it does not | 
necessarily follow that it is an evil which should be abated. Every 
man, woman, and child in the United States isa consumer to a greater 
or less extent, and each should likewise be a producer, if he fills a use- 
tul place in the public economy. So that it would seem that higher 
prices benefits all to a certain extent. 
of iron we now produce could be purchased in Europe at $5 per ton 
cheaper. Why, says the free-trader, don’t you see you would save to 
the consumers $20,000,000? By no means. Immediately, that might 
be the case, but then the amount paid for that pig-iron would be sent 
to Europe to pay for the labor of producing it, and it would be wholly 
last to the laborers of America. Suppose it cost $75,000,000 to pro- 
duce that iron here. Instead of being spent at home, it would be sent 
abroad, and there would be that much loss to be expended among the 
producers of iron for food, clothing, houses, homes, &c. The prices 
of these articles, by reason of this diminished demand, would be re- 
duced probably below the duty of $20,000,000, which, itisclaimed, would 
be saved to the consumer. 

But, again, destroy all the iron industries, dampen down the fires of 
our furnaces, close their doors, discharge the tens of thousands of labor- 
ers now supporting themselves and their families in comfort, and what 
would be the result? No sooner would the British manufacturer and 
the importer obtain control of our markets, with no home competition 
to disturb or frighten them, than prices would again advance until they 
would likely exceed those which would enable the American iron-mas- 
ter to operate his works with profit, paying fair wages to his employés. 

How would the closing up of the furnaces affect other industries? 
The tens of thousands of workingmen now engaged at them would be 
compelled to seek employmentelsewhereand in other avocations. They 
would come in competition with labor engaged in other industries. 
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| The price of labor would be reduced; the ability of the laborer to 
| purchase largely diminished; the markets would be dull and the value 
of all commodities fall proportionately; so that all producers would 

| be injured. But, says the free-trader, we would sell our products in 
Europe. Yes; you would so far as Europe needed them; no further. 

| Europe will only buy of us such articles as she needs, and she will buy 
no more, no matter how much we may urge her todo so. If they hav 
good crops they buy less; if poor crops, more; so that it is a very un 
certain market. Even now wien we are purchasing so largely from he: 
she only takes about 8 per cent. of our productions, while we consume 
within our own borders the remaining 90 per cent. In other words, th 
workingmen of America furnish a market much more reliable, much 
more remunerative, and far larger than we obtain elsewhere. And yet 
for thesake of buying where we can buy cheapest we would destroy this 
sure market and impoverish our workingmen. Wasever such folly ex 

| hibited by sensible men? And those who propose this ruinous schenx 
claim to be political economists and statesmen. I am persuaded i: 
Chancellor Oxenstein were here to-day he would find occasion to repeat 
his celebrated remark, ‘‘ With what little wisdom this world is gov- 
erned!’’ And would be astonished at the blindness of our publicists and 

| statesmen. 

| Mr. Chairman, I venture to assert, without fear of contradiction, that 
1,000 workingmen of the United States, with their families, furnish a bet 
ter market for thedisposition of the products of the factory, the farm, and 
the garden than 2,000, ay 3,000, of the working classes of Europe with 
their families furnish, Why? do you inguire. Because they wea: 
better clothing and consume better and more food. They are bette: 
clothed and better fed. Contrast the European laborer with the Amer- 
ican, and behold the difference! Who here would wish to see tly 
American reduced to the condition of the European? Ah, how man) 
burning tears will be poured out like rain; how many bright hopes yo 

| out in the darkness of an everlasting night! And yet, says the fre: 
trade Democrat: ‘‘Oh, we must not heed the well-being of the labore: 
we must buy where we can buy the cheapest, and if the American 
workman can not work as cheaply as his European brother, why, then 
he must go at something else—that is all.’’ Sir, that is not all; w: 
must be influenced by a wiser political economy than that. At th: 
risk of not buying where we can buy the cheapest, we must, by wise 
legislation, develop our material resources, foster our manufacturing 
interests, furnish employment to our working classes at remunerativ: 
prices, and practically make ourselves independent of the whole world 

Mr. Chairman, if the SouthernStates had acted wisely years ago, and 
encouraged the development of their minesof iron and coal and salt— 
if they had invited capital to come within their borders and erect tu 

| naces, founderies, and factories, the result of the late struggle might 
| have been far different from what it was. Fortunately wisdom dic 
not characterize the counsels of their leaders. Brave, chivalrous, en- 
ergetic, they could not fashion for themselves the material of war, and 
consequently were compelled to succumb to those whom they had af- 
fected to despise as ‘‘ greasy mechanics,’’ ‘‘ mudsills of society,’’ 
Fortunate for the North, ay, fortunate for the South, yes, fortunate fo: 
the whole country, unwise counsels had prevailed, and the South, prac- 
tically heeding the teachings of free trade, that the raw material must 
alone be produced upon its sunny fields, while the working of it up 
must be intrusted to Northern or European hands, were powerless to 

| help themselves in the hour of their direst need. 
It is surprising our Southern brethren can not see in what direction 

| their true interests lie. With such immense, inexhaustible natural 
resources, with a mild climate, a rich soil, capable of producing all the 
grains and fruits of the temperate zone with those of the torrid zone, 

| there is no reason why the South should not be the most prosperous. 
the most populous, and the richest portion of our country, in a compar- 
atively short space of time, extept for the short-sighted policy of its 

| statesmen and leaders, who still cling with great tenacity to the policics 
which characterized its people prior to the great rebellion. It may so 
become. It will, however, require a new generation of people, with 
new leaders and enlightened statesmen to emancipate that section from 
the political and economic heresies which have retarded its growth and 
brought it almost to the verge of ruin. Then a new South will spring 
up, Phenix-like, from the ashes of the old, and like a young giant 
stride rapidly forward in a wise and prudent course, until in time i! 
shall become the great, populous, and rich country it is designed b) 

| nature finally to become. The people of the North will regard with 
admiration, interest, and affection this wondrous change, and will assist 
in it by their wealth, and by sending them their most enterprising citizen- 
and their most industrious and skillful workingmen. 

| Mr. Chairman, before closing I wish to call the attention of the com 
mittee to one more item in this schedule, which has received most thor- 
ough consideration from both sides of this House. I refer to cotton-tie-. 
I have been surprised at some of the statements made by gentlemen «! 
free-trade proclivities, which have satisfied me they are not as wel] i» 
formed as they might have been upon this subject. For instance, t! 
gentleman from Texas [ Mr. MILLS) stated this duty was imposed for th 
benefit of a half dozen manufacturers who employ only about two bun 
dred and fifty workingmen. This may be the exact truth at this time 
I neither affirm or deny; but admitting it to be true, how long does the 
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gentleman suppose it will be, should we impose a protective duty, before | duced in this country, while we must admit substantially duty-free 
mills will be erected or put into operation with the capacity to manu- | articles we can manufacture, because the imposition of a duty neces- 
facture all the cotton-ties that the South may need ? 
Why, sir, let me state one single incident. Before that strangely 

singular decision of the Treasury Department, confirmed afterward 
by the courts presided over by lawyers and not by practical business 
men, by which hoop-iron cut into lengths was held to be no longer 

article, but one of the unenumerated articles, subject only to the ad 
valorem duty of 35 per cent., a number of capitalists of my city, Iron- 
ton, erected a mill for the express purpose of manufacturing cotton- | 
ties. They gave employment to many iron-workers and made thou- 
sands of tons annually. .That unfortunate decision was made. They 
could not sufficiently reduce the wages of their employés, and conse- 
quently they were compelled to close up, dampen down their fires, dis- 
miss their workingmen, and to-day that mill is idle. Impose protect- 
ive duties and in less than sixty-days it will be in active operation, 
furnishing employment to a large number of persons. And what is 
true of my own city is true also of other iron centers. Sir, I hazard 
nothing in saying that in less than six months there will be cotton-tie 
mills in operation sufficient to produce an active and healthy home 
competition that will reduce the price of that article to the lowest limit 
consistent with a successful prosecution of the business. 

Now, who pays for these cotton-ties? The manufacturer? Nay, 
verily; itistheconsumer. Why, sir, my colleague, Major MCKINLEY, 
has demonstrated this fact by the most incontrovertible testimony. He 
shows that the planters sell these ties at the same price they do their 
cotton, and while they pay 3 to 4 cents per pound for the ties they sell 
them at, say, 10 cents per pound; it seems to me that it is a little 
cheeky, to say the least, for them to complain of the small duty which 
it is proposed to impose in order, to enable our workingmen to manu- 
facture them in our own country, when they are making about 300 per 
cent. in buying and selling. But if this were not so, how much addi- 
tional cost does it impose upon the planter? My colleague [Mr. Town- 
SEND] says about 1 cent per bale of cotton. Now, is this not a terri- 
ble burden, one grievous to be borne? For the sake of saving this 
sum of 1 cent per bale our Southern free-trade friends, aided by their 
Northern allies, would destroy the cotton-tie manufacture in this coun- 
try and depend upon Great Britain for our entire supply. Was there 
ever such short-sighted policy as this; such supreme folly ? 

Mr. Chairman, the principles involved in this bill of protection and 
free trade, interesting and practical as they are to our entire people, 
have been so often and so thoroughly discussed that I cannot hope to 
add anything new. I have only desired to bear my testimony, to the 
substantial advantages and benefits to be derived from the protective 

consideration and study to this important subject. I have satisfied 
myself that the prosperity of not only our wage-workers, but of every 
class of our people is enhanced when prices are such as to furnish fair 
wages for a full day’s work, and that in reference to labor the maxim of 
“buying where we can buy the cheapest’ is most pernicious and de- 
structive. 
Our workingmen must be well fed, well clothed, and comfortably | 

housed. Their children must be educated so as to be enabled to dis- 
charge intelligently their duties as free citizens of this great and mighty 
Republic, and it is not only wise but absolutely necessary we should 
ive them employment at remunerative wages, instead of going to 
urope and employing the ill-paid laborers there, who are compelled 

to work for any price offered. 
pressed of every clime to come to America and help us to work out 
the glorious destiny which is in store for us, if we are only true to our- 
selves, true to the teachings of experience, and are controlled by that 
enlightened selfishness which makes us seek our own good in prefer- 
ence to the of other nations. 

In short, Mr. Chairman, if We are capable of learning anything, we 
should have learned that until there is an equality of wages the world 
over we can not adopt free trade as a correct system of public policy in 
our dealings with sister nations, unless we are willing to make them 
prosperous at our expense and build up their manufactures of wool, iron, 
and clay at the tremendous sacrifice of our own. 

Mr. Chairman, one consideration more and I will no longer occupy the | 
attention of the committee. We are compelled to raise from duties upon 
Imports about the sum of $250,000,000 annually, or else we must collect 
thatsum by direct taxation. There is not a member upon this floor who 
represents an intelligent, reflecting constituency who would dare to pro- 
pose the latter method of collecting the revenues necessary for the pur- 
posesof Government. Now, howshall we levy the dutiessoas to produce 
this sum and at the same time not make them unnecessarily burdensome 
upon the people. If we had a uniform ad valorem duty upon all imports 
the rate would beabout 50 percent. This would afford protection to most 
of our manufactures, ample and sufficient, and is considerably above the 
duties fixed by the committee upon manufactures of iron, the most impor- 
tant, extensive, and varied of allemployments in the United States. The 
free-trade Democrat, or, as he prefers to be called, the revenue reformer, 
says, levy the duties for revenue only; it is a wrong upon the consumer 
to make them protective in their character. This would compel us to 
tax coffees, teas, and such other articles as are not, and can not be, pro- 

sarily affords protection. The doctrine of the Republican party is di 
rectly the contrary of this. We would levy duties upon those articles 
for the production of which we have the natural facilities in the climate, 
soil, and productions of the country, and we would admit duty free, or 

1 t | with low duties, such articles as we can not produce or manufacture 
hoop-iron, subject to the specific duty which is now imposed upon that Which is the wisest statesmanship ? 

Sir, the Republican party took possession of the Government in all 
its branches in March, 1861. I will not state the condition of the coun 
try at that time. I will only state that financial ruin stared all our 
business men in the face, and stagnation and general depression in busi 
ness characterized every industrial enterprise; wages were very low and 
the workingman of the country vainly sought employment in any labor 
that would *‘ keep the wolf from the door’’ and prevent his wife and 
children from starving. Now, after twenty-two years of Republican 
ascendency, mark the contrast! 

I will close what I have to say by quoting from the remarks of the 
honorable gentleman from Iowa [Mr. KAsson ]. He expresses my views 
so much better than I can myself that I am sure he and the committee 
will pardon me for adopting them as my own. Hie said: 

Sir, I am for protection in the sense in which I have spoken, because I am for 
maintaining two things, the independence of my country for its necessary sup 
— its independence of foreign countries and foreign control, and also because 
am for giving bread and shelter and clothing to the poor men in the United 

States of America who depend upon their daily labor for their daily bread, And 
I can not do that if I allow by my action in legislation all the money earned in 
this country to go to the workshops of Europe for the supplies which we need 
and which we consume. I can not do it if I adopt a pure revenue standard 
which ignores utterly the question of the cost of our home materials and labor 
When I force our manufactures to the alternative to perish or to reduce the wages 
of their labor, I take, in either case, that much of the bread from the mouths of 
my fellow-citizens who perform that labor. Sir, we have had these laborers be 
fore us. . The commission had them also before it. If you ask why I take their 
statement instead of accepting the statements of free-trade orators on this floor 
imy answer is that I trust the man who has been employed in the workshops of , 
Europe and is now employed in the workshops of America as a better witness 
of what concerns bis welfare and his prosperity than the orator who maintains 
on this floor any theory resting on logic instead of facts. And they have been 
not only singly but in companies before the commission. We have heard them 
in the room of the Committee on Ways and Means. And when you tell me 
that the laborer’s interest is to take off duties on account of his consumption in 
stead of maintaining them on account of wages for his labor, Lappeal from ora 
tors and professors to the laboring man himself. 

Ifthere be one certain duty of government recognized in every country of the 
globe which bears the stamp of civilization that duty is to take care of the inter 
ests of their own country and people and to provide work for poverty. Itisa 
question of patriotism protecting labor, disguise it how you will. 

I have seen the time, sir, when I thought it was mere stump oratory when we 
spoke of the pauper labor of Europe. I heard the term used satirically by my 
friend from Virginia [Mr. TucKER|] to-day. But, sir, when I know of my own 
knowledge the miserable wages that are paid in foreign countries; when] know 

A . - . . | of my own knowledge the miserable conditions of human existence that sur 
system, based upon an experience of fifty years,in which I have givensome | round the laborer in many foreign countries; when I have seen his family without 

education, his children with scant clothing, and himself serf rather than free la 
borer, I see no witinthe satire. When the proposition is put to me to reverse that 
condition of things which makes his wages higher in this country than they are 
abroad, I resist; and I appeal alike to humanity and to statesmanship and to the 
experience of the nations of the world against any theory which involves the 
degradation of labor. Infinitely better for me and for my constituents that we 
accept increase of cost, if any there be, for the sake of the millions whose welfare 
and comfort in life are involved in your decision 

While this debate goes on to-day a million homes in the United States are as anx 
ious over the solution of the question as if their inhabitants dwelt in palaces in 
stead of humble rooms. We can not ignore it. I never wish to speak as a 
demagogue on this floor, let their votes go where they will. I affirm that our 
duty is to accept the universal testimony of all the organized laborers in the 
United States, which testimony confirms the fact that without the maintenance 
of duties which you may fairly call protective their condition will be degraded 

| to that which many of them experienced in the old country and have so gladly 

We should welcome the poor and op- | found changed in this. 

Tariff—Sumatra Tobaceo—Restrictive Legislation a Necessity. 

SPEECH 
OF 

A. HERR SMITH, 
OF PENNSYLVANIA, 

HON. 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, February 24, 1883, 

On the bill (H. R. 7313) to impose duties upon foreign imports, and for other pur- 
poses. 

Mr. SMITH, of Pennsylvania, said : 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: A few years ago some wealthy merchants in Am- 

sterdam conceived the idea of cultivating tobacco on the Island of Su 
matra, a dependency of Holland. A rich soil and genial climate, aided 
by the cheapest kind of cheap labor—cooly labor—made the experi 
ment a complete success. In 1881 the crop yielded 82,356 bales, and 
official records show that there was imported into the United States of 
this tobacco, up to June 30, 1881, 200,602 pounds, and during the months 
of July, August, September, October, and November, 1542, 610,519 

pounds. 
These excessive importations naturally alarmed the American tobacco- 

grower. An examination of the Sumatra tobacco proved that if was 
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a new and peculiar variety. The leaf is oval in shape, soft and pliable | 
as tissue paper, uniform in color, and being free from large stems isad- | 
mirably adapted for cigar-wrappers. The American seed-leaf, as all 
know, is long and tapering, with heavy central and side stems. These, 
at an expense of at least from 10 to 12 cents per pound, have to be re- 
moved before the leaf can be used for wrapper purposes. The Sumatra 
leaf, on the contrary, is fit for a wrapper in its natural state. It is, | 
moreover, agreed ky cigar manufacturers that one pound of Sumatra 
will go as far as four pounds of seed-leaf. 

In a letter dated December 23, 1882, addressed to Mr. Joseph Nimmo, 
Government statistician, E. Hoffman & Son, of New York, the recog- 
nized agents of the Amsterdam Sumatra tobacco brokers, say the ‘‘ yield- 
ing qualities of Sumatra is four to one of our domestic tobacco, one | 
pound covering as much as four pounds of our domestic leaf.’’ 

The Sumatra tobaeco, Mr. Chairman, is worth in New York from 90 
cents to $1.25 per pound, making an average of $1.07 per pound. Add 
to this 40 cents, the difference between 35 cents, the present duty, and 
75 cents, the duty proposed by the Committee on Ways and Means, 
and we have $1.47 as the price of one pound of Sumatra. A pound of 
seed-leaf prepared for wrappers is worth 40 cents, but it takes four 
pounds to equal one pound of Sumatra, which would make the equiv- 
alent in seed-leaf cost $1.60, a difference of 13 cents in favor of its for- 
cign competitor. It is evident, therefore, to protect our home-grown 
product, it is necessary tomake the duty $1, as suggested, and this would 
only give the seed-leaf the benefit of 12 cents, a difference the Sumatra 
grower could easily overcome by advantage of cheap land and cheap labor. 

Over seven thousand persons, Mr. Chairman, embracing growers and 
manufacturers of tobacco, from my district, by petition ask protection 
against this foreign product, the importation of which if not checked by 
restrictive legislation will certainly ere long entirely supersede the 
home-grown product. Already it has embarrassed dealers and growers 
und caused many failures. Even the agents of the Amsterdam house 
before mentioned, with a frankness that does them credit, say in the 
aforesaid letter— 

That the importation of Sumatra tobacco under the present duty of 35 cents 
per pound is working great evil to our producers or farmers is an indisputable 
fact, and the failures and losses in our trade verify this assertion. 

The circular of Binger & Herschel, sworn tobacco brokers of Amster- 
dam, just issued and sent to their correspondents in the United States, 
and from which I now read, with equal frankness admits the losses 
which must follow to the American grower from these excessive im- 
portations, and concedes the propriety of legislative interference. Hear 
what they say: 

If the importations really increased in such proportions, everybody would of 
course understand that in a few years the American planters would be the loser 
by the falling off in the demand for several thousand cases of seed-leaf, and who 
would blame them if in that case they sought to get theirinterests protected by 
their government, inthe form of an additional duty on the imports of Sumatra 
tobacco. 

But we need not go abroad for instruction. The American people un- | 
derstand their rights and know how to protect their interests, and the | 
legislator who presumes upon their ignorance will learn, to his sorrow, 
that he has made a fatal mistake. 

The tobacco industry, Mr. Chairman, in my district has become a 
specialty. The seed-leaf, which originally came from Connecticut—and 
[ like it none the less because first grown on New England soil—has been 
either from our soil or our climate or both combined greatly improved by 
the changeof locality. From nothing withina few years past our tobacco 
crop has grown to be worth annually from two to three million dollars. 
My city, Lancaster, is annually, in the spring of the year, a great to- 
baceo mart, crowded with buyers from all parts of our country, from 
New York to California. It is estimated that the capital invested in 
my county in necessary tobacco buildings, &c., exclusive of land amounts 
to $2,200,000—thus: tobacco barns, $1,500,000; tobacco warehouses, 
$600,000; tobacco wagons, laths, &c., $100,000. 

From the report of the State agriculttiral department it appears that 
the acreage of tobacco in my county is 16,992. 

Official records show that there are now in the county 478 cigar 
manufactories in operation, employing 2,868 persons, who made during 
the last year 115,719,650 cigars, on which there was paid into the United 
States Treasury a revenue tax of $694,317.95, and in the whole rev- 
enue district, made up of the counties of Lancaster, York, Cumberland, | 
and Perry, on cigars, $1,256,803.10. By way of parenthesis, and for the 
information of my friend Mr. CHAPMAN, of Maryland, I may state 
that by our method of cultivating tobacco we do not exhaust the soil. 
Quite the contrary. The crop that by rotation succeeds tobacco is usu- 
ally better, and a comparison of the census reports for 1870 and 1880 
proves that our great staples have not been neglected. The following 
shows the cereals i in Lancaster County foe 1870 and 1880 : 

| 

From the above it appears that, except corn, the production of whe: at, 
oats, and rye has not been increased during the last decade, but we 
bear this loss quite philosophically in view of the fact that we ne 
made a gain of 21,253,742 pounds in tobacco, the crop of 1870 onl 

| having yielded 2,692,584 pounds. 
But I urge this additional duty also in the interests of my Stat 

Out of sixty -seven counties in the State, sixty-four are engaged more 
or less in the cultivation of tobacco. The crop in the State for 1x0 jx 
estimated at 28,750,000 pounds, and its value at $3,450,000. For the 
year ending December 31, 1881, there were in the State 3,956 cigar 
factories in operation, in which were made 555,949,256 cigars. 

But this industry is not local but eminently national. While Penn- 
sylvania, Connecticut, New York, and Wisconsin are mainly growers 
of the seed-leaf, all the States use more or less of the same in the m: in- 
ufacture of cigars. From the last census it appears there were in th: 
United States in 1879, 638,841 acresin tobacco, which yielded 472,661,157 
pounds. Pennsylvania had 27,566 acres, yielding 36,943,272 pounds 
Connecticut, 8,666 acres, yielding 14,044,652 pounds; New York, 4,937 
acres, yielding 6,481,431 pounds; Wisconsin, 8,810 acres, yielding 
10,608,423 pounds. 
The ‘following table shows the number of factories in each State and 

Territory and that nearly 3,000,000,000 cigars have been made in the 
United States in 1881: 

‘ "| Pacto- Cigars manu- States and Territories. | ries, factured. 

abies on one - * 

Alabama 32 | 1, 340, 375 
pat 2) 39, 900 

15 | 1, 508, 005 
239 | 137, 786, 645 
36 | 1, 232, 545 

299 28, 019. 668 
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45 | : 
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The capital employ ed in the cigar industry in the United ‘State 8 is 
$22,787,891; the average number of hands employed, 54,831; the total 
amount paid in wages during the year, $18,635,433; value of material, 
$30,987,335; and value of the products, $65,877,110. 

I have made no estimate of the number of laborers engaged in cul- 
tivating the leaf-tobacco in the United States, but I believe it safe to 
affirm that there are 10,000 persons engaged in cultivating the leaf in 
my district. 

The tax paid into the United States Treasury on tobacco amounts to 
$47,391,988.91, of which in round numbers $18,000,000 comes from 
cigars. From 1862 to 1882, as I learn from a of my friend M: 
TURNER, of Kentucky, there was paid into the United States Treasury, 
as a tax on tobacco, $589,750,447.04. 

Nor will this duty interfere with the importation of Havana tobaceo, 
as it is used chiefly asa filler. There is no conflict between it and th 
seed-leaf wrapper. Unless, however, the seed-leaf wrapper is protect: d 
the Sumatra would supersede it, and in that event our tobacco-growcrs 
would be entirely at the mercy of foreign capitalists, who could then 
control both Cuba and Sumatra; for our farmers can not possibly £10 
tobacco for the sake of fi fillers. 

Mr. Chairman, local, State, and national interests therefore unite 11! 
d protection’ for this valuable industry, the revenue from 
which has contributed so materially to make us among the nations 0! 
the world the first in financial credit. 

In place of brilliant metaphors and rounded periods 1 have furnished 
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and fi as more conclusive to support the position advocated. 
ane ois under these circumstances is plain. Wemust check 

these excessive importations unless we are ready to witness the de- 
struction of this national industry, and with it, as a consequence, the 
ruin of thousands of our farmers and laborers, and the loss to the na- 
tional Treasury of many millions of dollars in the shape of internal 
revenue. To avoid these dire consequences we must grant the relief 
so earnestly demanded and grant any so that we nmy not give 

int, by our conduct, to the proverbial folly of locking the stable after 
the horse is stolen. 

But, Mr. Chairman, it is said there isa lion in the way. Our legis- 
lation may provoke retaliation. There is no foundation for this fear. 
Nothing of the kind has been threatened, and from the extract already 
cited in the Amsterdam circular, our action is anticipated and com- 
mended. If any party has cause to complain, Mr. Chairman, it is the 
United States. When the duty of 35 cents per pound was imposed this 
Sumatra product was unknown. If it were in all essential qualities 
like other tobacco the duty would be regulated accordingly, but as it 
js an entirely new variety—one pound being equal to four pounds of 
domestic -leaf—the duty, to be protective, must be discriminatingly 
increased. To now subject this new product only to this old duty would 
be a fraud both upon the United States and the American seed-leaf 

wer. 
A us do our full duty and not allow ourselves to be frightened by 

this béte noire, ever ready to spring upon Congress when protection is 
sought for American industries and American workingmen. 
» In this effort itis true we are protecting a luxury, but a luxury op- 
posed to a foreign luxury. It is home against cheap foreign labor, indi- 
vidual enterprise against foreign monopolies. In a word, Mr. Chair- 
man, in this strnggle for life I am now, as heretofore and always, for 
our own products, our own industries, our own people, and forall lawful 
measures necessary to protect the same against domestic or foreign foes. 

LL 

The Signal Service. 

SPEECH 

HON. EZRA B. TAYLOR, 
OF OHIO, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, February 10, 1883, 

On the bill (HI. R. 7190) fixing and defining the duties of the Signal Service. 

Mr. EZRA B. TAYLOR said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: The question of transferring the Signal Service from 

the War Department to the Department of the Interior has, per se, in- 
terested me but little, though in my judgment economy andefliciency 

uire it to remain where it now is. 
the discussion involved only the questions properly belonging to 

thesubject I should have remained silent, but the speech of the honora- 
ble gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. BELTZHOOVER] was of a char- 
acter so extraordinary, containing statements concerning the workings 
of the Signal Service Bureau so incorrect and unfounded, and charges 
against the Chief Signal Officer so cruelly unjust and so absolutely 
untrue that I feel called. upon to say a few words in reply. I do not 

the honorable gentleman with any intentional injustice or 
knowledge of the incorrectness of any of the statements concerning the | 
bureau or the chief officer. 

Still, the charges made against General Hazen are so foreign to any 
proper discussion of the bill he was advocating and so utterly uncon- 
nected with any necessary consideration of the subject that one can 
hardly refrain from believing that a personal object actuated the gen- 
tleman in making use of the language he employed. 

The facts to which I shall allude touching the operations of the 
Weather Bureau I get from its reports and publications, its records, and 
the data on file in the office and those connected with the chief officer. 
His character and achievements are taken from the history of the 
country, open to all readers. 

I may be permitted, however, Mr. Speaker, to say that my personal 
acquaintance with General Hazen began with his early boyhood and 
has continued till now; that for some of that time he and I were on 
relations of closest daily intimacy, and that during all that time I had 
personal means of knowing what hedid and of whatstuff he was made. 
To me c’ against him, from whatever quarter they may come, 

importing dishonorable conduct or motives are defamatory and slan- 
derous, because I think I know him incapable of such conduct or mo- 
tives. He is not only my constituent, but I am proud to regard him 

a 

also my friend. 
The ble gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. BELTZHOOVER] 
pa my of General Hazen in his speech in the House uses the fol- 

I neither sought nor want a quarrel with this military martinet, who is uni- 
versally despised and loathed by every respectable soldier in the country ; this 

SP cgi 

general without a battle; this commander without a history; this soldier who 
compromised the charge of base and ignoble cowardice and strutsupon the stage 
and wears the muniments of war shorn of all that makes it honorable or justi- 
fies a soldier's life. 

Precisely how the general wears the ‘‘ muniments"’ of war we are not 
told, nor yet just what the ‘“‘ muniments of war are.”’ 

It is doubtless very naughty for him to wear such things, especially 
as they are, or the general is (it is hard to say which), ‘‘shorn of all 
that makes it honorable or justifies a soldier's life.’’ 
My incapacity to understand the moral guilt alleged in this part of 

the paragraph precludes me from making any defense; but I wish to ex- 
press my regret that General Hazen persists, if he does, in wearing any- 
thing that is not in good taste. 

The charge made that General Hazen is universally despised and 
loathed by every respectable soldier in the country isa broad, franticstate- 
ment that needs no denial. That he compromised the charge of base 
and ignoble cowardice I deny in its length and breadth. As to the 
charge that he is a general without a battle, a commander without a 
history, [ call upon the records of the country to decide between the 
gentleman from Pennsylvania and myself. 

Who, then, is General Hazen? And what has he done for the coun- 
try? 

He was graduated at West Point in June, 1855, was appointed brevet 

second-lieutenant in the Fourth Infantry, and joined his regiment then 
serving on the Pacific coast. He served through the Indian war raging 
that year in Oregon, and was made second-lieutenant in the Eighth 
Infantry, and for the next two years was engaged almost constantly 
on the plains of Western Texas and New Mexico against maurading 
Indians, and was four times complimented in general orders from head- 
quarters of the Army for bravery and good conduct. 

On the 3d day of November, while in a hand-to-hand conflict with 
a Comanche chief during an engagement, he received a severe wound 
through his left hand and right side. Therifle bullet making the wound 
still remains in the muscles of his back. At the instant of receiving 
his wound he dispatched his antagonist. 

He was presented with a sword by the people of Texas in recognition 
of his services. In 1860 he was brevetted as first lientenant for gallant 
services in Texas, and in 1861 was promoted toa full first lieutenancy. 
In May following he received the appointment of captain. 
On the breaking out of the war he was appointed colonel of the 

Forty-first Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and on the 6th of January, 1862, 
to the command of the nineteenth brigade of the Army of the Ohio. 
He was hotly engaged at Pittsburgh Landing, where he led his brigade 
in a suceessful charge; he fought at Perryville, and at Murfreesbor- 
ough he received and repulsed four well-conducted assaults and held 
the position behind which the army reformed; he fought at Readyville; 
also both days at Chickamauga, on which occasion his was the last 
organized command to leave the field. 

At 2 o’clock a. m. on the 27th day of October, with 1,300 picked men 
in fifty-two boats, he floated past Lookout Mountain along seven miles 
of the rebel picket-line, landed at Brown’s Ferry at about 5 o'clock a 
m., and surprised a rebel picket-post and seized a ridge of hills. The 
Richmond press, referring to the affair, said: 

By the admirably executed coup on the morning of the 27th of October at 
Brown's Ferry the confederacy loses the fruits of the battle of Chickamauga, 
The occupation of Chattanooga by the Federal Army is no longer problematical. 

General Hazen’s brigade was among the first to reach the crest of 
Mission Ridge, and captured eighteen pieces of artillery and hundreds 
of prisoners. Onreaching the summit General Hazen in person gathered 
four or five hundred men from the fragments of several regiments and 
cleared the crest of the masses of the enemy gathered about Bragg’s 
headquarters. 

Hazen’s brigade, with other troops, went to the relief of Knoxille, 
and afterwards fought in the Atlanta campaign at Pocky Pass Ridge, 
Resaca, Pickett’s Mills, and Jonesborough, and he was engaged almost 

daily till the 17thof August. He marched from Atlanta to the sea, cap- 
tured Fort McAllister with his division alone, and fought and marched 
from Savannah to Goldsborough. General Hazen has been under hos- 
tile fire more than one hundred times. He was made major-general 
to date from the capture of Fort McAllister. A historian says of him: 

So long asStone River, Chickamauga, Brown’s Ferry, Orchard Knob, Mission 
Ridge, Atlanta, and McAllister are remembered—and can they ever be forgot- 
ten?—the memory of General Hazen will be preserved and cherished. 

This is the record of a Union soldier who is stigmatized as a ‘‘ gen- 
eral without a battle, a commander without a history,’’ by the gentle- 
man from Pennsylvania. 

I now proceed to consider topics more legitimately belonging to this 
discussion, concerning which we shall find abundant inaccuracies of 
statement on the part of the gentleman from Pennsylvania. 

The attack on the Signal Service is made up from untruthful state- 
ments first printed anonymously. ‘The gentleman has been deceived, 
whether willingly or unwillingly he alone knows. At any rate, he has 
made no investigation of the subject of which he speaks so confidently. 
He has taken his information from persons who are discredited at the 
outset, because they are the cowardly writers of anonymous articles, 
and the purloiners of private letters. He has not tried to find the 
truth, but has been content to ally himself with a disgraceful associa- 
tion composed mainly of defamers., 
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Hardly one pretended fact in the gentleman's speech is true, He | 
“ says: ‘‘Civilians do all the important work of the bureau now, and 

must of necessity continue to do it.”’ This is not true. All those who 
make weather predictions for the bureau are officers of the Army, and 
all who take observations on which predictions are based are soldiers. 
There are twenty-three officers and five hundred enlisted men in the 
corps. With the exception of a few who are necessarily engaged in the 
management of property, and in clerical labor, all these are engaged in 
scientific work. There are only six civilians who work at the scientific 
problems of the bureau. 
they study the data collected by the observers and endeavor to deduce 
general laws from the facts that the weather observers have added to 
the world’s knowledge. 

He says that there are more than four hundred civilians now em- 
ployed, directly or indirectly, by the Signal Service. As a matter ot 
fact, a large proportion of these civilian employés are engaged in serv- 
ices that occupy but very few minutes a day. Of the four hundred re- 
ferred to, eighty-eight receive 25 cents a day, and one hundred and 
twenty-live 20 cents a day. They are river and cotton-belt observers, 

The gentleman wonders why the observers should be in the Army if 
it is necessary to secure the services of men who are more intelligent 
than those found inthe line. There are two reasons why better men will 
enlist in the Signal Corps than in the line of the Army; one is that they 
receive a certain amount of scientific instruction in the corps, and an- 
other is that it is the only military service in the country in which 
enlisted men must receive commissions every year. 

The gentleman from Pennsylvania, who is constantly giving amusing 
as well as annoying illustrations of his ignorance of the Weather Serv- 
ice and its work, grows eloquent over the question of having civilian 
weather observers. A few of his sentences, taken here and there, will 
illustrate how fatal a gift is beauty of speech when joined with misin- 
formation and malice: 

This (meteorology) is one of the great unexplored sciences, the outer bound- 
aries of which have barely been touched by scientists. To ever understand the 
mysteries of weather nature must be watched long and faithfully in all her fitful, 
varying moods, Spies must be set upon her daily action, who will follow and 
shadow her for long years and glean from her the secret lines which after patient 
watching it is supposed she will be found to follow. 

. + ” * + * 

The mysteries of nature never have been and never will be unveiled by those 
who are sent to their work like dumb driven cattle. There are thousands of 
men competent and anxious and willing to undertake the work of the Weather 
Bureau at the same compensation now paid who will work for the love of sci- 
ence, will watch nature in her marvelous moods because they earnestly desire 
to know her secrets. 

This is all so pretty that it is painful to be obliged to reveal its un- 
truth. The enlisted men of the Signal Corps are merely intelligent 
young men who can read correctly their barometersand dry and wet bulb 
thermometers, and ascertain the force and direction of winds, and who 
can then telegraph or signal the result in cipher. There are not, not- 
withstanding the assertion already quoted, thousands of men competent 
and willing to do the work of the Weather Bureau for the compensa- 
tion now paid to the enlisted men. The argument made in behalf of 
retaining the bureau inthe Army, which has been prepared by General 
Hazen, to which the gentleman has alluded, is as follows: 

The first question that arises is: Is it best that the corps should remain part 
ofthe Army? It is now a military organization, and has been successful in its 
practical meteorological work. Before its organization shall be changed and the 
corps made a civil bureau, Congress ought to be assured that the same work can 
be done better and cheaper by civilians. 
The service can not be properly maintained without a military organization. 
The course of instruction at Fort Myer has been arranged and perfected 

under the best meteorological authorities in the country. The corps has an es- 
tablished school for the instruction of men who are to become observers and of 
the officers who are to make predictions. In order to make a civil bureau suc- 
cessful the Government would be obliged to establish and maintain a school 
under civil authority. There would, of course, be no difficulty experienced in 
obtaining students forthe meteorological course. The difficulty would be to re- 
tain the services of those who had finished it, and who had thus become fitted 
for the work of observation, One of the advantages of the enlistment of the 
men who are taught at Fort Myer is that they are compelled to serve the Gov- 
ernment in return for their instruction, 

Practical meteorology is taught nowhere except at Fort Myer. For years to 
come it must continue to be taught at the Government school and for the pur- 
pose of the Government weather service. Will the Government consent to give 
up the hold on the men whom it educates and which it has only through their 
enlistment!’ It would be absolutely impossible to maintain the service by trust- 
ing to volunteers from the men it had instructed, It is one thing to secure un- 
educated men to promise to serve on weather work in return for the education 
they are to receive, and quite another thing to secure the same men for practical 
weather work after their commercial value has been added to at Fort Myer. 
Under a civil organization at least double the number of men would have to be 
instructed and at more than double the expense. Civilian instructors would take 
the place of officers of the Army; and at present there are no civilian instructors 
to be obtained who can compare with the officers who have been trained by long 
experience in the service; in fact, it isdoubtful if there are any civilians, except 
a few now connected with the corps, who are at all fitted to give instruction in 
practical meteorology 
The men are sent on duty at stations immediately after finishing the course 

at Fort Myer. Here the implicit obedience of orders given by none but soldiers 
is essential to the successful conduct of the work of the Weather Bureau. In or- 
der to obtain proper data for weather predictions exposed stations must be oc- 
cupied by young men to whom the Government has given a training that makes 
them valuable to business men and corporations. They have acquired method- 
ical business habits, they are good telegraph operators, they have become good 
mathematicians, It is a fact that at present the Government holds out very lit- 
tle temptation to many of these men compared with the inducements offered 
by private corporations and persons, If the Weather Bureau were acivil organ- 
ization the service would lose some of its most valuable men. This will be truer 
still when the school at Fort Myer is improved and the course advanced, as they 

But they do not make weather predictions; | 

| | 

| 

ee 

must be before long, if the service is to grow with the growing demands of ¢} 
country. During the last fiscal year seventy-nine enlisted men applied for die 
charge from the service, and twenty-eight of these gave as reasons for the = 
plications that they wished to accept better or more lucrative positions jn ¢j,;) 
life, or that they were dissatisfied with their pay, or with the character of +), 
work they are obliged to perform. If these men had been civilians they wo.) 
havesimply resigned. Itisafactthatso longasthe Government instructs it. ..y 
observers, an important number of them must be compelled, by enlisting 4), 
into the Army, to render an equivalent for the education they have receive.) 
Human nature can not be changed, and stations on Pike’s Peak and Mount WW a.), 
ington can not be made into attractive homes. ° 

A list of a few of the signal stations which are necessarily maintained for 1) 
weather service, and a statement of their character, will be not unim port 
Pike's Peak station is 14,150 feet high, and the air is so rarefied that of three »,, 
on duty there one must be constantly at Colorado Springs, at the base of {}, 
mountain, No man can be kept on duty more than two months at a tin, 
Mount Washington ishighandstormy, Three men are kept on duty constant}, 
and in winter they remain on top of the mountain all the time, except w) 
they are obliged to descend for provisions, and the descent and return arc 
very dangerous. More than once men have been lost in storms for how; 
atime. The maintenance of these two stations and of the exposed stations 
Alaska is necessary for the study of meteorological phenomena. At Mount Was 
ington and Pike's Peak the study is necessary for the comparison of atyox. 
pheric changes at high elevations with those at the base of the mountains 

Life at other stations is full of hardships, but the station must be maintai, 
if the weather service isto continue. At Pioche, Nevada, for example, the cost 
living is very great, and wages are proportionally high. Common labor 
ceive Sa day, but the Government pays its sergeants only about $ 
and its privates about £2. 
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2.0 a day 
The men must pay their living expenses from this j) 

adequate sum. Winnemucca, Nevada, is another place where the cost of living 
is very great. On the Atlantic seacoast, at Kittyhawk and Barnegat, the stations 
are on sand-bars, cut off from the mainland, and the men have often to risk 
their lives in trying to repair the telegraph lines that are blown down by { 
winds or broken by the seas. ; 

In the far Northwest, service on the military telegraph lines, where there ar 
also stations for observation, is hard and dangerous. At all these stations t); 
men must live alone, without society, often without communication with thy 
outside world, and sometimes in danger of losing their lives. In contrast with 
the northern and mountain stations are some of the stations in Arizona and 
Texas, where in summer the thermometer sometimes registers 120° in the shack 
These are but a few of the unpleasant stations which the service must niaintain 
The statement of the hardships attending duty at them indicates the difficulties 
that await the man who leaves the Government school to pay for his training 
with this work. It explains also the reason for the numerous applications for 
discharge, and it demonstrates the impossibility of properly maintaining such 
stations with men who are at liberty to leave the service at any moment. 

It should also be borne in mind that the Government owns and operates 5,464 
miles of telegraph line. Under the law the Chief Signal Officer has charge of 
these, because his men are telegraph operators and because this work for the 
Army keeps them expertin the artthey must use in timeof war. Their employ- 
ment as observers simply addsto their existing duties and not to the cost of the 
Army. If the weather service is to be made a civil bureau, there must be an 
other set of men employed as observers, the cost of whom will be in addition to 
and more than double that of the men now employed. 

It seems unnecessary to speak of the greater certainty of obtaining the neces 
sary exactness through military discipline. Observations must be taken at pri 
cisely the same minute of Washington time, at 7 a.m.,3p.m.,and ll p.m. Two 
additional observations—not for telegraphing, except in special cases—ari 
taken at the respective hours of 11 a.m.and 7p. m., Washington meantime. A 
sixth observation, known as the sunset observation, is also taken at sunset. At 
cautionary-signal stations an observer is constantly on duty to receive orders and 
display signals. Atriverstations the depth of water is observed and reported by 
telegraph at a fixed hour each day. In cases of threatening storms or dangerous 
freshets observers make hourly reports, if necessary. 
The data thus gathered are consolidated and entered upon forms which ar 

forwarded monthly to the central office. At stations where the population war 
rants it data from other stations are received, exhibited upon public bulletins 
and furnished tothe press for publication. At boards of trade, chambers of com 
merce, and similar places large maps, on which the daily meteorological coudi- 
tions throughout the country are shown 7 changeable sy mbols, are all displayed. 
Special bulletins, conveying warnings of storms, details of marine disasters, Kc., 
are also publicly displayed as occasion may require. At stations on military 
telegraph lines the duties of telegraphing and the care of lines devolve upon the 
observers there stationed. All reports come to the office of the Chief Signa! O! 
ficer. Here they are made of practical value. The co-operation of the navies of 
the United States, Great Britain, Sweden, and Portugal in the taking of meteor- 
ological observations adds largely to the data received. 
The following is the number of daily reports of all kinds now received at t! 

office of the Chief Signal Officer : : 

Daily Signal Service telegraphic reports:. 
International simultaneous reports........... 
Voluntary observers’ reports .®............... : 
United States Army Medical Corps reports... 
Naval and marine reports................ wand 

ie 

also 

Total... 

As every report is carefully studied, these figures give some idea of thy 
bors of the force on duty at this office. 
Warnings against frosts are now given to tobacco and cotton growers, anc 

it is expected that as soon as Congress shall provide the necessary means 5)" 
ctal warnings will be given to the grain-growers of the northwest. The means 
of giving warnings of the approach of * northers” to the cattle-raisers of Texas 
have been improved within the last year. From the character of all this work 
military men will see that military discipline is absolutely needed for it 
The fact, however, that stands out most prominently is that the service tse’! 

can not be maintained without a military organization, so that it becomes Ui- 
necessary to argue the question of comparative efficiency. , 

A few authorities in favor of a military organization may be of interest 
“ A rigor less than that of military discipline would fail to insure the accuracy 

and strict obedience to orders which have been necessary.” (Annual Kepor! 
Secretary of War, 1871, page 13.) a 

To the same eiect see “ Révue Scientifique de la France et de I¢tranger 
Paris, April 22, 1876, page 397. (See post, page —.) ’ 
Opinion of M. De Verrier in “ Notice sur le service Météorologique aux Etats 

Unis,” by M. Malézieux, Paris, 1873, page 5. 
In an address * Sur l'état actuel de la météorologique départmentale, 

ered in 1876, at the annual meeting of the society of agriculture, sciences, lett 
and fine arts of the department of “Indre-et-Loir,” M. de Tastes, speaking 0! 
the difference between the French and American services (the French being ‘ 
vilian}, said ; ** Its [France's] army of observers is tothat of America what the 
national guard is to the regular army. Figure to yourselves a general dire: te d 
to dislodge an enemy from an important point, and delivering the followi! gdis- 
course to his soldiers: ‘Gentlemen volunteers, will you be kind enough to tah: 
up your arms, and if you think well of it, try to drive the enemy from that pr 
sition.’ The attack badly directed and weakly executed fails, It is to bez!» 
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again; if the general complains the soldiers threaten to desert, and address him 
with that terrible phrase beginning, ‘If you are not satisfied,/—the rest vary- 
ing according to the politeness and degree of education of the speaker. Here 
is where weare.”’ (Address, page 16.) 
Herr C. Jelineck, director of the Imperial Meteorological Institute of Vienna, 

said in 1874: “* The progress of meteorological work in North America is such 
that its chief can point to the system with pride. The American organization 
has not only come to equal the older European systems with marvelous rapid- 
ity, but by reason of the large territory and liberal resources of the country, the 
strict military training of its observers, and the energy of its management, it has 
in many respects surpassed them.” 

In a “Voeu pour la réorganization de la météorologie Francaise,’ presented by 
the meteorological section of the “Congrés de Clermont-Fernand,” of 1877, the 
military system of the United States and Algerian services is commended as the 
model on which that of France should be reorganized. (See post, page 8.) 
The late Professor Henry, of the Smithsonian Institution, heartily approved 

of the resolution of 1870, giving the weather service in ¢ rarge of the War De- 
partment, and willingly surrendered the great accumulation of material gath- 
ered by the institution for the practical weather work then about to be under- 
taken. (Smithsonian Report, 1870, pages 43, 44.) 
The evils attending a service depending on civilians is well illustrated by 

the difficulties under which the British service has labored. It is with very 
great difficulty that exactness and punctuality in taking observations are 
obtained. (British Met. Rep., passim.) 
The following extract from Nature, September 19, IS78, is both a tribute to 

the men of the service and a testimonial to the value of a military organization : 
“In the terrible panic which has seized the Southern States under the epidemic 
of yellow fever, we are glad to see that science has been pressed into service and 
stuck bravely to her post. Every one who can is flying for life, but it has been 
deemed advisable to retain the sergeants of the United States Signal Service at 
their posts, in order to keep up, for the use of medical men, regular observa- 
tions of temperature, humidity, and other atmospheric phenomena, which may 
have any influence in the spread of disease.”’ 

The gentleman says: 
It is conceded on all hands that a Canadian adventurer, unaided and alone, | 

| and the resulting losses, even when trifling, are 
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( now reported Had 
this been the « ase during the earlier period, the aggregate ot losses would 

be shown to have been greater. The table, however, is sufticiently in 
structive, and showsthe astonishing facts that whik prior to the estab 

lishment of the cautionary-signal system the loss to vessels was at the 
rate of $2.45 per ton, it decreased during the next period, and while the 

| system was imperfect, to $1.46 per ton, and during the last period to 

hits the weather oftener and infinitely better than our million and a half dollar | 
shoulder-strapped and brass-buttoned concern. 

The gentleman who uttered this forgot that a moment before he had 
said that ‘‘ civilians do all the important work of the bureau.’’ Which 
untruth will he stand by? For one statement is as untrue as the other. 
No one who is in a position tomake concessions on this subject has ever 
made such a statement, and no one who is sufficiently informed to be 
heard about the Weather Service can truthfully make such an asser- 
tion. The fact is that all meteorologists know that the Weather. Serv- 
ice of the United States is the best in the world. 
The following, printed in the Western newspapers of the 11th of this 

month, is very pertinent: 
The people of Southern Ohio thought the floods were over, in spite of the | 

warning sent to them from the Signal Service Bureau at Washington, but last 
Wednesday the waters began to rise, thus fully illustrating the invaluable serv- 
ices which the Government department in question is rendering. It is worth 
more every fifteen seconds of the day to mankind than all the weather Isaiahs 
from now till kingdom come. 

The men who make predictions now are those who have always made 
them, and the percentage of verifications has increased since 1871 from 
60 to 88 per cent. 

the commerce of the Great Lakes: the number of disasters (stran rT 

Joundering, &e.) fo American vessels and the total loss therefrom du 

the years 1868 to 1879. inelusir with the loss pei fon of the comme) 

gaged and the number of cautionary signal stations at lak po fs 
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1868 605, 604 Is2 $1. 227 =I t 

1869 . O61, 366 207 l sO) 

| 1870... 684, 704 161 l 1 } 

1871... 712, 027 201 2,586, 781 5 7 
1872 724, 498 236 1, 238, O87 ; os 
1873...... 7388, 412 ISS 1, 333, 906 1 61 ‘ 

| 1874 S42, 381 70 1, 191, 868 L 4l I> 

1875 837, S91 i2 32, 710 1 tl 

1876 613,111 SS 1,217, 8335 1 os I> 

1877... oun 610, 160 77 106, M07 SI , 
1878 OM, 656 117 643, 385 1 06 it 

| 1879 ; 597, 396 91 1, 205 ‘5 

RECAPITULATION 
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Period, Aperepats 

First four years 2,753, 701 751 $6, 714, 643 $2 43 1.25 } *. 7 714, 4 2 
Second four years 3, 193,177 we 1, 696,571 1a 14.25 

Third four years 2, 425, 408 73 813, 150 115 0. 75 

Many people judge of the success or non-success of weather predic- | 
tions by the thunder showers in which they are canght. This is un- 
just, for predictions are made to warn the country against the approach 
of great storms. How much value the service isto commerce can best 
be shown from some tables that were carefully prepared a year or so ago. 

$1.15 per ton, showing a saving in value of vessels alone 
the first and last periods of nearly $1,000,000 per annum ! 

TABLE No. 1 

is between 

Table showing the tonnage of {merican vessels engaged in 

When it is remembered that the coasting trade of the United Stat: 

is much greater than that of the lakes, it may with safety be asserted 

that the saving in vessels and cargoes on the great lakes and on the 
coasts, resulting from the present system of cautionary signals, is not 
less than $2,000,000 per year 

It is found that there is no record of data from which a table similar 

| to that above given can be made showing in detail the losses bhetore 
The following table, compiled from the annual reports of the Secre- | and since the exhibition of cautionary signals along the Atlantic and 

tary of the Treasury on the commerce and navigation of the United | Gulf coasts, no official record of such disasters having been kept until 
States, exhibits the losses to American vessels on the lakes, by years, | recently 
for a period of four years prior to a display of cautionary signals at Table No. 2, compiled from the annual reports of the Superintendent 
lake ports, and for two equal periods since then. While the tonnage | of the Life-Saving Service, shows that at the fifteen principal lake portsat 
on the lakes has been reduced during these twelve years from various | which cautionary signal stations are established the disasters during 
causes, chief of which is the diversion of freight by the railways, it is | the years 1868 to 1879, inclusive, decreased from cighty-nine during the 
also true that disasters have been much more carefully reported since | four years preceding the exhibition of cautionary signals to forty-five 
1874 than before that year, until at present all, of whatever character, | during the last four years, when the system had become fully established 

TABLE No. 2.— Table showing the numbe r of disasters occurring to vessels at the principal lake ports where cautionary signals ai played for the A-ye 
period prior to the complete establishment of the cautionary-signal system on the Great Lakes, during the last year of which cautionary-siqual i 

were first established, and the two 4-year periods subsequent thereto. 

Cautionary-signal stations 

First i-yeal pel od Second 4-year period tl 

1 | Alpena, Michigan..................0...00000 2 0 
TMI sh csd snc epsesccossveresoseseasesersosevscrensens i 0 

3} Chicago, Hlinois....... sas 7 10 
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MINIS ERGMNAOOIEN .o...0..ccncaccersesseconssccecseseerorrere l 6 
6 | Duluth, Minnesota. 0 0 
7 | Erie, Pennsylvania... 2 2 
8 | Escanaba, Michigan........ 0 0 
9 | Grand Haven, Michigan................0c..0ccccceeeeeeeee ; a 6 5 
10 | Marquette, Michigan....... si se a 0 0 
Il | Milwaukee, Wisconsin........................ i : 
12 wee, RAT 2 0 
13 | Port Huron, Michigan . 0 2 
14 | Sandask RR chile a sen cea cscenecsncnssacsasenseee - dl 0 0 
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Probably the best, because the most recent, illustration of the advan- 
tages of the Signal Service to commerce is afforded by the history of the 
two very severe cyclones of last September and October. The first cy- 
clone was felt by the signal officer in charge in Washington when it was 
still in the Gulf of Mexico, and before it was seen or felt by any one 
else on shore. Warnings were at once given to the Gulf ports, and sig- 
nals were flying long before the breeze had freshened. The cyclone ad- 
vanced around the western end of Cuba and struck Port Eads on the 8th 
of September. Itscenter traveled across the country in a northeasterly 
divection, the wind blowing from thirty to fifty-six miles an hour at all 
the South Atlantic ports. The storm-center left the country south of 
Norfolk on the 11th, and traveled with wonderful speed to Nova Scotia. 
Every Atlantic port was visited by its heavy wind, and at all except 
Eastport, Maine, the winds were dangerous. Every port had from two 
to three days’ warning of the approach of the storm, and millions of 
dollars’ worth of property was saved. 

Speaking of this storm, the New York Maritime Register says: 

Owing to the work of the Signal Service timely warning was given of the 
approach of this cyclone, and to this fact alone may be attributed the compara- 
tively small casualty list among the shipping on thatoccasion. In years past such 
a cyclone was generally accompanied by enormous lossof life and property, but 
thanks to the vigilance and good work of the Signal Service such a catastrophy 
can now be largely abated. * * * General Hazen certainly deserves the 
thanks of ship-owners and underwriters for what he has done for them, and the 
officers who have aided him in this, by their invaluable reports, show that they 
understand the full duties of their position. They are tobe commended fortheir 
share in furthering this good cause. Without them the work could not go on. 
It is evident, however, to the most unobservant that were all, or nearly all, the 
officers of the merchant service engaged in this work, the data thus furnished 
to the Signal Service would be returned by it toshipping in a form which would 
make the navigation of the ocean far safer than it is at present. 

The New York Herald of October 9, 1862, speaking of this storm, 
said: 

The statement published on Friday showing the large value of shipping along 
our Gulf and Atlantic coasts prevented from going to sea during the September 
cyclone by the Signal Service storm warnings strikingly illustrates the value of 
these warnings. The saving of lifeand property accomplished by atimely storm 
warning is never fully known, for those who profit by it are not careful to re- 
port the fact. * * * Stis not difficult to see how, if the entire shipping on 
our seacoasts had acted in ignorance of the approach of the September hurri- 
cane or had had no forewarning of its existence, its intensity and the track it 
would probably pursue from its tropical birthplace tothe higher latitudes, there 
might have been an actual loss of property worth many millions of dollars, 

An attempt has been made to gather the statistics of the values of 
vessels and cargoes detained in port by the display of the signals of the 
service. Complete statistics, however, could not be obtained, because 
noone is charged with the duty of gathering them. At New York, 
Baltimore, and Philadelphia, for instance, the harbors are long, and, 
on the approach of a storm, vessels go as far down the bays and river 
as possible, anchoring in safe places, in order that they may take ad- 
vantage of the clearing off-shore wind. There are, therefore, no sta- 
tistics for these important points for this September cyclone, although 
at New York, undoubtedly, more large vessels were prevented from: 
putting to sea than at any other two ports in the country. The sta- 
tistics obtained for Boston Harbor are incomplete. The statistics from 
other points, however, show that property of the value of $6,500,000 
was prevented from going to sea during the continuance of the 
storm. 

The report of the observer at New York of the October cyclone is very 
interesting, although it was impossible for him to obtain statistics of 
the value of the property detained from going into the cyclone. One 
brig, two barks, and one hundred and forty schooners anchored at Hell 
Gate. These were mostly coasters, but $900,000 is a very low estimate of 
their value, without considering their cargoes. The larger vessels an- 
chored in ‘‘ the Narrows,’’ and it is estimated that, besides several steam- 
ers, there were two hundred ships, barks, and brigs, and one hundred 
and fifty schooners, all worth at least from $8,000,000 to $10,000,000. 
The observer, who had the assistance of the seeretary of the New York 
Maritime Association, estimates that many millions of property was 
saved from jeopardy by observing the warnings. 

The experience of the September cyclone tmpelled ship-masters to 
pay unusual heed to the signals. The storm outside the harbor was of 
great severity. The captains of the Long Island Sound steamers report 
it ‘‘the severest on record;’’ they were compelled toseek harbor. Three 
coastwise steamers that put to sea were obliged to return to port, and 
the only sailing vessel, a brig, that sailed in disregard of the signals, 
between the 11th and 13th, was forced back. When the storm was 
over and the signals were lowered, so many vessels left the harbor to- 
gether that people went to see them sail. The beautiful and unusual 
sight was described in the daily newspapers, the Telegram stating that 
fifteen steamers and two hundred sailing vessels passed through ‘‘the 
Narrows’’ on the 14th. 

Property of the value of at least $30,000,000 is known to have re- 
mained in port in obedience to the warnings given of this storm. 

These facts, that are but repetitions of the yearly history of the Sig- 
nal Service, make a complete answer to the baseless statement of the 
gentleman from Pennsylvania. cad 

The gentleman puts the cost of the Signal Service under civil man- 
agement at not more than $500,000 a year, Here is simply another 
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illustration of his misinformation. The cost of the service for the cur. 
rent year, leaving out the military establishment, is as follows: 
ROI DIE. c. stusucksbeininnianomnadiniatniiinedtabiniaitebaductasiass inane. 
Observations and report of storms 

Here is a total of $325,520, without an estimate for salaries. On the 
calculation made by the gentleman from Pennsylvania, the five ~ 
dred men, the Chief, and all the experts under civil management are 
to receive less than $175,000, or less than $350 per annum each. [t 
may be said that fewer men will do the work of theservice. Asa mat. 
ter of fact thereare too few men inthe service. The work is delayed ang 
the office is overburdened. Very few persons understand how the | 
bors of this service have grown, and their growth is one of the evidences 
of its popularity. 

In 1871 there were fifty-five stations; now there are two hundred and 
twenty. Ten years ago the reports from stations for three months were 
bound together in a single thin volume of 138 pages; now the reports fora 
single month fill two volumes of 1,197 larger pages. The correspondence 
of the office has greatly increased. Even within two years the commnu- 
nications sent from the office have increased from 31,390 to 69,996, and 
the letters received from 20,209 to 32,329. All this increase of labor 
devolves new work upon the property and disbursing division of this 
office also; yet there are fewer offices now than there have been for sey- 
eral years. Officers who are instructed meteorologists are compelled to 
neglect the duties for which they have been prepared to attend to ad- 
ministrative duties. Officers who are not instructed in meteorology are 
so occupied with the business of the corps that they can not devote any 
time to preparation for scientifi¢ work. 

There are now only nineteen officers on duty where there were twenty- 
three in 1880 and twenty-eight in 1881. With this reduced number of 
officers the Chief Signal Officer has undertaken the additional task of 
giving special warnings against frosts to the cotton and tobacco-growers 
of the country, and of improving the methods of giving warnings against 
the approach of ‘‘northers’’ to the cattle-growers of Texas. The peo- 
ple of the country demand that the service shall advance, and these 
additions were made in obedience to the demand. Agriculturists and 
ship-masters have faith in the weather predictions and desire a more ex- 
tensive application of the information received daily at the central office. 
The grain-growers of the Northwest are asking for special predictions, 
similar to those now furnished the eotton and tobacco regions. 

More men are needed for the growing work, and the statement made 
by the gentleman from Pennsylvania that nine-tenths of the stations of 
the service can be profitably abandoned will be news to all who know 
anything of the subject on which he speaks. The merest tyro in this 
science knows that the fuller the data received the more accurate will 
be the predictions; and the truth is that there is hardly a day passes 
when the Chief Signal Officer is not asked to establish one or more new 
stations in addition to those which are now for the first time asserted 
to be too numerous. 

The statements made by the gentleman about Fort Myer are untrue 
It is not only a school of instruction, but it is the only school of me- 
teorology in the country. 

The gentleman asks what the computers at the office in Washington 
do? They do the theoretical scientific work. They make tables on 
which barometric pressures are reduced to a sea-level; the data gath- 
ered by the observers are studied here, and al) this must be done by 
civilian computers, because there are not officers enough in the service 
to attend to more than the practical work of making predictions and 
summarizing the results. 

The gentleman from Pennsylvanta eharges that 2,000 francs were 
paid for what he calls a “‘literary fraud,’’ published in a French paper 
entitled Nature. The gentleman probably refers to the most important 
English scientific periodica] published. It is, however, untrue that 
2,000 francs, or any sumof money, was ever paid for any article on this 
service in Nature, or in any French publication. The gentleman ob- 
jects to enlisted men of the Signal Corps pursuing studies in mieteor- 
ology at universities and colleges. He charges that General Hazen 
sends these young men to college, presumably at the expense of the 
Government. These men attend the universities and colleges at their 
own expense, and their studies are pursued during the intervals when 
they are not employed in the duties of the service. The gentleman 
says that there are 5,000 men in the Army who are better signal men 
than those in the Signal Corps. This is as untrue as it is absurd. 
When the present Chief Signal Officer assumed charge, by the direc- 

tion of the then Secretary of War he undertook to find out the author 

of a series of slanderous and insubordinate letters, written by some 

enlisted men of the corps and printed in the Sunday Capital. 
This investigation led not only to the discovery of the author, but that 

he had many confederates among the men in thechief office. He learned 

now that a series of thefts of money had taken place. He caused the 

arrest and indictment of the thief and has done all in his power ever 
since to secure his trial. ie 

He did more, he confined in the guard-house at Fort Myer the ‘ hief 

author of the Capital letters given him by the Secretary of War. These 

letters were in the last degree scandalous, false, and abusive of the 
Chief and other officers of the Signal Bureau, such as no man could for 
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a moment tolerate in his subordinate and expect decent administration. | the Signal Bureau. 
But before trial great pressure was brought to bear in favor of the per- 
gon chiefly charged, who was a sergeant, Van Heusen, and upon his 
repeated denial of having any part in these writings he was restored to 
duty and again given a place of trust. The Chief Signal Officer espe- 
cially endeavored to befriend him, doing for him whatever friendly 
office he could, even addressing him a note of regrets that he had 
arrested him. This letter he now flourishes as a proof of innocence. 

Soon after this it was found that some person in the office was in the 
habit, at night, and at other times when officers were absent, of search- 
ing through desks of the Chief Signal Officer and others and abstracting 
papers and taking copies of others, and after careful and patient search 
it was discovered that Van Heusen was the person doing this. 

This was not the mere taking a copy ofa letter accidentally exposed, 
but a systematic course, extending through weeks. This fact was not 
only proven by detectives, but by employés of this office, and later by 
his own written letters. He was then discharged the service, but re- 
employed in the Pension Bureau, where he now is, and, as he hassaid, 
for the sole purpose of making this attack through the gentleman from 
Pennsylvania. 

It can scarcely be doubted that he has been deceived in this man, as 
the officers of the Signal Service were after Van Heusen’s first arrest. 
The interview, published in the New York Times of the 11th, with 

the gentleman from Pennsylvania shows, by the perversion of all 
things there stated as facts, that he is a victim of Sergeant Van Heu- 

In that letter he does not rely upon other sources of information than 
those furnished by Van Heusen. The record of the letter is that ofa 
man who while in the service was notorious as a writer and publisher 
of annonymous letters containing just enough misstatement regarding 
things that happened to give them the appearance of truths. He could 
never be caught until he wrotea letter to Representative HyYATT SMITH, 
of New York, which was referred to by the gentleman from Pennsyl- 
vania. This letter embodied many of these misstatements, and an 
opportunity was sought to bring Van Heusen to trial for these before 
a general court-martial, and for a time Mr. SMITH’s consent to the use 
ef the letter was had. 

But when Van Heusen found the letter was in the possession of the 
Chief Signal Officer, he begged Mr. SmirH to secure its return and to 
withdraw his consent to its use for the trial, on the ground that it was 
not intended to be seen at the office. The commonest courtesies re- 
quired a full compliance with Mr. SMITH’s request, and though charges 
were being drafted they were destroyed. The letter to Mr. SmitrH 
solicited his assistance in connection with official matters, and is of 
such a character that it could not be regarded as other than an official 
letter. 
The gentieman’s assumption that there was any parallel between 

such a letter and the scrutiny and the theft of private letters from the 
desk of an officer who long and earnestly befriended Van Heusen only 
shows that he has been as grossly imposed upon as was the oflicer in the 

ignal Office. 
e gentleman’s frank avowal that he draws all his information from 

Van Heusen, therefore, would seem to show him to intend no wrong, 
but makes it perfectly clear that he is the victim of misplaced confi- 
dence. Z 

The first part of this assault contains little besides extracts written 
and published in the Sunday Gazette during the past summer by Van 
Heusen, and the charges were mainly false. Particularly is this so in 
his charge that the ‘“‘Signal Corps is run now exactly as it was under 
Howgate,’’ and that it has not tried to secure Howgate’s arrest and trial, 
and that it seeks to prevent an investigation, and it is difficult to see 
how he could make such a statement, since ample evidence to the con- 
trary was in Congress, called for by his own resolution. 

It is also an error in the statement that the Signal Service is always 
adding to its expenditures, for during the two years the present Chief | 
Signal Officer has conducted it, after deducting the cost of the Arctic 
work, which was added by Congress, and which forms no part of the 

| their chief than the men now in the Signal Corps. 

| of these discharged persons was preparing a case that 

current expense of this bureau, there were spent for the year 1881 | 
$134,000 less than in 1880, $176,000 less than in 1879 and for the year 
1882, when fully 40 per cent. had been added to the work, there were 
spent $56,000 less than in 1880 and $98,000 less than in 1879. 
The second part of this assault is composed of a set of stolen private 

letters furnished to the gentleman by the person already described. 
Boards of trade and other mercantile associations of the country are, | 

from the relation of this bureau to commerce and trade, closely associ- | 
ated with the Signal Service, they having in eacha meteorological com- | 
mittee, which inspects and reports upon its station work, and in many 

ways gives it valuable support and information. These stolen 
letters are the expressions of young men who, when on the duty of in- 
Fars stations, are required to confer with these associations to learn 

wishes regarding our service; and the statement in his attack that | 
expense was incurred, except for the usual and necessary purpose of this 

83 

These are sometimes in the form of simple letters, 
and sometimes as formal resolutions. At the time referred to there 
was a hope of securing an independent organization, and that the Sig- 
nal Service be relieved of the great embarrassment of being dependent 
upon details from regiments for officers, and it was tothis subject that the 
special inquiries of the inspectors, after their regular inspections, chietly 

| referred. 
The advisability of learning the wishes of those organizations upon 

the subject of a permanent continuance of the Signal Service was dis- 
cussed with members of the Military Committee when the subject was 
first brought up, and was then approved. But these persons, hostile to 
the Signal Cerps, always on the alert for something on which to hang 
a complaint, have represented that these oflicers were sent out to solicit 
these resolutions, and that money was spent for that purpose. This is 
unqualifiedly false. These tours were the ordinary ones which are of 
necessity made every year to secure and test with standard instruments 
accuracy of observations. They were made as all other tours are made, 
and not one cent was expended for the purpose stated 

With a few confederates this person who stole these letters has ever 
| since been preparing this attack, and mutterings of its coming have 
been reaching the office of the Chief Signal Officer for many months, 
all the way trom Boston to San Francisco, with the boast of the exact 
number and the names of the newspapers they had engaged to aid 
them. 

From San Francisco the word came on the 11th of January that one 
‘seemed very 

damaging, paying money for lobbying’’ being alleged, and a dozen 
other charges equally false, and that he proposed to “ 
Congressman BELTZHOOVER.”’ 

On the 15th of January there came from Saint Louis similar warn- 
ing. The communication goes on to say, referring to the tew parties 
of this class still remaining in the chief office, “‘ you are surrounded by 
persons who copy your private letters for certain purposes’’ (meaning 
tor the uses here seen). 
What wasall this for? Because the present Chief Signal Officer found 

on assuming his office that there had been, and there was still in it, 
men who stole its money, and were trying through falsehood and dis- 
loyalty to steal and destroy its reputation, and for detecting and arrest- 
ing the parties to this double villainy he is now arraigned in this 
House. 

Since the arrest of Howgate, which was secured solely by the Signal 
Bureau, there has been no dishonesty there. There is now nothing in 
that bureau that any one in it is afraid for the whole world to know. 
The officers there did all in their power to bring Howgate to triai, with 
the direct object in addition to bringing him to punishment that the in- 
vestigation would show the whole world that the oflice he had disgraced 

was purged of the obloquy he had brought upon it, and which the 
gentleman now states remains there. 

A great deal is said in these attacks about Fort Myer; that officers 
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send a copy to 

| there have cows and chickens and horses and flowers and gardens. So 

they have, and so have they at every military post in all countries, and 
the innuendo that it is here an abuse and wrong is not true 

Among the most recent acts of this man was his pretense to speak for 
the Signal Corps in a printed pamphlet, averring that the corps was 
dissatisfied with a military organization and that the Chief Signal Of- 
ficer misrepresented them in saying that they preferred it. This was 
a falsehood and a forgery. [Excepting half a dozen, out of a hundred 

and sixty men, there never was a more loyal body to their work and 
Chey voluntarily 

state their denunciation of this last-named falsehood in the following 
| 

| most marked and proper terms: 

We most emphatically deny the truth of the statements contained in the 
pamphlet entitled ‘‘An answer to General Hazen's circular criticising Secretary 
Lincoln's right and competency to judge what is the best interest of his Depart- 
ment,”’ 
We also deny in toto that they represent our views and opinions. On the 

contrary, we declare them to be willful lies, and that the pamphlet assuming to 
give the views of the weather observers is a forgery, calculated to deceive and 
mislead, and is wholly false in the most minute particular 

The authors of this attack even falsely say the foregoing was secured 
by coercion, and is not spontaneous or genuine 
for themselves. 

I repeat that the gentleman from Pennsylvania is only the mouth- 
piece of those men, and has been deceived by them. 

There is scarcely a sentence in his speech that is not recognized by 
any one who has watched these men as an old acquaintance transferred 
from some of the many abusive letters that have been published in the 
Sunday Gazette during the past season. 

It matters not what the few supporters of General Stanley say, the 
old Army of the Cumberland says this is a base slander and false- 
hood. 

The bringing into this attack the findings in the case of General 
Stanley, a matter that had no relation whatever to it, isan act that 

needs only an allusion here to show to any fair man its true character. 

The observers can speak 

se of stations, is not true. 
inspecting officers are required to report in writing as to the | In its general sense it was a falsehood as base and wrong as was ever 

sense of these boards upon all subjects of special interest to them and | perpetrated upon a man. 
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Suppression of Lotteries. 

-PRECH S 1K SPEE 

HON. EDWARD W. ROBERTSON, 

IN THE HovUsE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

hy iday, Ky bruary 23, 1883, 

On the bill (HL. R. 7563) for the more effectual suppressing and preventing of lot- 
teries by prohibiting the transmission through the mails of publications con- 
taining lottery advertisements 

Mr. ROBERTSON said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: The question of depriving lotteries the use of the 

mails is one of serious import to the good people of my State, as also to 
the law-abiding population of the whole country. Deprive the Loui- 
siana State Lottery Company of the right to carry on its false and fraud- 
ulent schemes and devices to deceive and defraud the public as it is | 
now doing every day through its monopoly of the United States mails, 
and it will be effectually crushed out of existence. 

The people of Louisiana will no longer be cursed with the infamy of its 
debasing influence so notoriously exhibited in our legislative halls and 
elsewhere during the past three years. Forbid it to enter the United 
States mail and ‘‘its oceupation’s gone.’’ It will die the death of all 
such gambling institutions, or, restricted to such narrow limits in its 
nefarious operations, it will cease to exercise its corrupting influence in 
politics. Through the connivance of the Postmaster-General in a plain, 
palpable violation of existing postal laws, which his predeeessor en- 
forced and was sustained by the courts, the Louisiana State Lottery 
Company now enjoys the exclusive privilege of the mails, while all 
other lotteries are prohibited. Before entering into a discussion on 
this particular point, it may be well to take a cursory glance of these 
institutions as they have previously existed in England and this country. 

The history of lotteries as a measure of government finance is com- 
paratively of modern origin. Menestrier, who wrote on this subject 
toward the close of the seventeenth century, ascribes to the Republic 
of Genoa the invidious distinction of first originating the institution as 
an adjunct of taxation of the masses. Certainly it spread with fright- 
ful rapidity, as we find it domesticated in France early in the sixteenth 
century, and with its usual concomitants, crime, misery, and poverty. 
From France it crossed the Channel to England, and the first drawing, 
it is said, took place at the west door of the cathedral of St. Paul, in 
London, about the middle of the sixteenth century. Maitland of Stowe 
informs us of the existence of three offices in the kingdom as early as 
1569. It is a lamentable fact that the colonization of America was first 
attempted by the mother country through the means of these institu- 
tions. The earliest statute to be found on this subject was passed by the 
English Parliament, temp. Jac. I, for the purpose of the colonization of 
Virginia. Tothe honor of Massachusetts, before the close of the seven- 
teenth century we meet with the proceedings at a meeting held at Bos- 
ton in the last year of that century in which the ministers ‘* denounce 
the lottery as a cheat and its agents as pillagers of the people.’’ 

The different sects of the Protestant religion have ever since, with 
singular unanimity, denounced this species of gambling, and though 
legislative sanctions, under the guise of public works and the pretense 
of fostering public education or the support of charitable institutions, 
have granted charters ‘‘ to pillage the people,’’ yet the influence of the 
better classes have always been thrown in the scale on the side of stifling 
such potent measures for the degradation and eventual ruin of the people. 

As early as 1762 the Assembly of the Colony of Pennsylvania passed 
a law under severe penalties prohibiting any and all lotteries, and now 
in nearly every State in this Union that existed formerly as colonies 
under the Crown of Great Britain we find laws of similar import dating 
about or subsequent to that period. As this act of the Assembly, passed 
on the 17th day of February, 1762, was the beginning of subsequent 
legislation on the subject in the different States, I give it in full as the 
best exposition of the sentiments of our ancestors in expressing their ab- 
horrence of this great adjunct in reducing the people all to the same dead 
level of wretchedness, pauperism, and crime: 

An act for the more effectual suppressing and preventing of lotteries. 

Whereas many mischievous and unlawful games, called lotteries, have been set 
up in this province, which tend to the manifest corruption of youth and the ruin 
and impoverishment of many poor families; and 
Whereas such pernicious practices may not only give opportunities to evil- 

disposed persons to cheat and defraud the honest inhabitants of this province, 
but prove introductive of vice, idleness, and immorality, injurious to trade, com- 
merce, and industry, and against the common good, welfare, and peace of this 
province: For remedy whereof, be it enacted, that— . 4 

1. Spcrron 1. All lotteries whatsoever, whether public or private, are com- 
mon and public nuisances, and against the common good and welfare of this prov- 

a 2. No person or persons whatsoever shall publicly or privately set up, 
erect, make, exercise, keep open, show, or expose to be played at, drawn, or 
thrown at, any lottery, play, or device, or shall cause or procure the same to be 
done either by dice, lots, cards, balls, tickets, or any other manner or way what- 
soever, and every person or persons that shall set up, erect, make, exercise, keep 
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open, show, or expose to be played at, drawn, or thrown at, any such lottery r| 
or device, or that shall cause or procure the same to be done, after the public. 
tion of this act, and shall be thereof legally convicted in any court of quarter ses. 
sions within the jurisdiction whereof the said offenses shall be committed, or 
the supreme court if thereunto removed from any of the inferior courts withi, 
this province, shall forfeitand pay the sum of £500 fawful moneyof Pennsy lvania 

2. Sec, 3. All and every person and persons whatever that shal! buy. se|] ~ 
expose to sale, or that shall advertise or cause to be advertised the sale of Pia 
ticket or tickets, or device whatsoever, in such lotteries, plays, or devices, or thst 
shall be aiding, assisting, or in any wise concerned in managing, conducting o: 
carrying on such lotteries, plays, and devices, by whatsoever name the oan o 
may be called, and be legally convicted thereof in either of the courts afore Lid 
shall forfeit and pay the sum of £20, lawful money of Pennsylvania, for ever, 
such offense. 

3. Sec. 4, All and every person and persons whatsoever that shall within this 
province buy, sell, or expose to sale, or shall advertise, or cause to be advert; 
the sale of any ticket or.tickets, or other device whatsoever, in any lottery, ; 
or device whatsoever, which shall be hereafter set up, erected, made, exerci; i 
kept open, shown, or exposed, to be drawn at, played at, or thrown at, in or at 
any place or places out of this province (State lotteries erected and licensed })y 
the act of Parliament in Great Britain only excepted and foreprized), and }) 
thereof legally convicted in manner aforesaid, shall forfeit and pay the sum 
£20, lawful money of Pennsylvania, for every such offense. 

Src. 5, All the fines, forfeitures, and penalties hereby inflicted shal! be paid to 
the overseers of the poor of the city, borough, or township, where any of th 
said offenses shall be committed. ; 

or 
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A perusal of this act will show how our ancestors regarded this pest 
to all moral social obligations of the people. The proviso which saved 
from the general prohibition ‘‘ all State lotteries enacted and licensed 
by act of Parliament in Great Britain” only shows the involuntary sery- 
itude in which the colonial assemblies were kept by the mother country 

These state lotteries continued in Great Britain down to the begin- 
ning of this century, when a combined attack was made in Parliament to 
prevail upon the government to discontinue this manner of raising a reve- 
nue, Though chancellor after chancellor of the exchequer fought to 
retain this mode of taxation which produced several millions sterling 
annually toward the budget, yet, by the efforts of Wilberforce, Canning 
and Buxton in the House of Commons, and Lyttleton and Castlereagh 
before and after their elevation to the House of Peers, Eldon, Welling 
ton, Peel, and their other opponents were silenced, and the last drawing 
took place in October, 1826, and this fruitful source of crime, poverty, 
and wretchedness was effectually suppressed, neveragain to rear its head 
in the territory of Great Britain. During thislong contest it wasclearly 
demonstrated that no greater enemy ever existed than lotteries to pre 
vent the accumulation of wealth by the poorer and middle classes, and 
in every country where they exist savings-banks have always proved a 
failure. The nightof thedrawing of one lottery, capital prize £100,000, 
was signalized with over fifty suicides of unlucky purchasers of tickets 

The facts elicited by the examinations of the different committees of 
the House of Commons, taken at the solicitation of philanthropists 
deeply interested in putting an end to the crying evils engendered by lot- 
teries, are almost incredible toany one but who has lived in scenes where 
the curse exists. The magistrate on the bench, the preacher in the pul- 
pit, the guardian of the peace, the collector of the poor rates, the war- 
den of the prison, the custodian of pledges pawned, were all with sin- 
gular unanimity denunciatory of the frightful injury that came under 
their cognizance, and which affected all the different walks of life. It 
made bad husbands, bad wives, bad children, and bad servants, the 
most fruitful source of suicide, and hardly a day passed that one of its 
votaries did not hang himself orcut his throat from disappointment and 
impotent rage. Such was the testimony obtained from disinterested 
witnesses draavn from every class of life, and it was particularly noted 
that women and minors were the most easily tempted to invest thei: 
savings in this maelstrom in which honor and virtue was frequently 
wrecked. 

One of the reports on this subject by a committee of the House of 
Commons thus closes : 
Your committee are conscious that they are far from having exhausted th: 

grounds which might be urged, that the lottery ought not to be resorted to us a 
financial resource. The reasoning wpon them appears to your committee to ap 
ply with peculiar force to the situation, the habits, and all the circumstances of 
a great manufacturing and commercial nation, in which it must be dangerous 
in the highest degree to diffuse a spirit of speculation, whereby the mind is mis 
led from those habits of continued industry which insure the acquisition of com 
fort and independence, to delusive dreams of sudden and enormous wealth 
which most generally end in abject poverty and complete misery. 

We now return to the history of lotteries in this country. In 1™314 
the Pennsylvania Society for the Suppression of Lotteries was formed 
at Philadelphia and issued an address to the people of Pennsylvania and 
the United States, and chiefly by its indefatigable and untiring efforts 
this species of gambling, with the exception of some few trifling enter- 
prises for local improvements, was suppressed in every State of the Union 
when the late civil war was so unfortunately inaugurated in this country 

In a report of individual cases collected and published by this so 
ciety in 1837, the following forms the introduction: 

If a committee were appointed by each of the State Legislatures to ascertain 
from living witnesses the effects of lotteries within their respective jurisdictions 
a mass of private distress and public injury would be brought to light the mag 
nitude of which it is difficult to conceive. Weshould witness the severance of 
the closest and dearest connections of life, the violation of the sacred vows of 
wedlock, and the disruption of the tender ties of consanguinity and nature 
Woe would meet our gaze in the various forms of hopeless bankruptcy, cheer- 
less and unmitigated penury, incurable intemperance and infamous vice. Butit 
may be well for the reputation of the country that some of these dread cons 
a may still be concealed. Thecolorsof the picture would be too somber— 
the scene, in its collected deformity, too hideous for exposure to the open day. 
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In attempting, therefore, a miniature sketch from private sources of the results 

which this engine of human misery and debasement has effected, we shall do 

all that is within our power in ranging and grouping together a few examples | 

under appropriate heads. 

Then followsseveral huadred cases under the heads of frauds, larcenies, 
robberies, embezzlements, fraudulent bankruptcies, intemperance, and 
suicide, and presenting the same sad featuresof private history that was 
prought to light in the investigations instituted by the British Parlia- 
ment. 

sad fate: 
He becomes poor by successive losses. His 

jainies. He slowly proceeds from one impropriety to another, till at last his feel- 
ings become blunted and his papuaetnen: is tarnished. Low dissipation and idle 
hantasms of golden showers, from being long indulged, have so impaired his 

froulties and weakened his character as wholly to destroy his ability for any 
useful pursuit. He looks around for assistance, but the avenues are closed. He 
is in debt beyond the hope of extrication. His native energy is gone, and his 
respectability is wasted. Thus prepared for some reckless effort to repair his 
fortunes, where can he seek refuge but in the principles he has imbibed? What 
counsellors can he listen to but his desperation and necessities? 

On this subject I can not withstand the temptation to quote the 
words of that eminent divine, Dr. Rankin, of this city, as delivered in 
a sermon recently on ‘‘ the inability of the law:’’ 

Good laws are easily made, but to enforce a good law requires good men, men 
in sympathy with it, men who will not wink at its violation. The laws in this 
District against gambling are openly infringed every day of the year. 

* * ~ * * * 

There is nothing more destructive to habits of honest industry where a man 
earns his bread by square, solid labor, where for every day’s work comes a 
day's pay, than any appeal to chance. 
but not against chance. The daily papers which advertise the great lotteries of 
the Southwest and South are doing an immense injury to the workingmen of 
this country. You get your $10,000 prize. It sets you on your feet. But do not 
be too exhilerated. Where does it come from? It comes from 1,000 men whose 
wives and children needed it for the comforts and blessings of daily life. Every 
one of those thousand expected that $10,000. Spend every dollar of it, as of 
course you intend to do, for benevolences and charities, you can not put it back 
where it belongs; you can not undothe harm which has been done to those 
1,000 families. You can not undo the harm which has been done the morals of 
society. 

An article on the ** lottery business’’ appeared recently in an even- 
ing journal of this city, which gives but a faint idea of the extent of 
the evil as existing in the District of Columbia. 
extracts: 
The recent police raids on the alleged agents of the lottery companies furnish 

some interesting facts as to the extent of the lottery business in this city, and 
the number and classes of persons who deal in it. The paraphernalia of the 
offices is confiscated by the police, and consists principally of tickets in envelopes 
addressed to persons and those which have not been sold, also order books and 
the correspondence of customers, 

I give the following 

The information gleaned from these documents shows that the lottery business 
isbecoming quite an institution of this city, and it is stated by those who have 
investigated the subject that more tickets are sold in this city in proportion to 
the population than in any other city in the country. It is estimated that $20,000 
would be a low estimate for the amount that is monthly paid in this city for lot- 
tery tickets. This unusual large traffic in lottery tickets here is explained by 
those well posted in the business to be due to the large percentage of our peo- 
ple being employés of the Government who have more money to spend than 

average citizen. The traffic is not, however, confined to those who have 
considerable money or make comfortable salaries, for the order-books and other 
information show that there is almost an incredible number of comparatively 
pe yw who deal regularly if not largely in lottery. The well-to-do class 
say that they can invest a small sum every month and never miss it. 

~ ~ * ~ * * 

The next class is the clerks who do not generally accumulate much wealth, 
but who, as a rule, spend all they get; say that they can spare the price of a 
ticket without missing it, and thereby stand a chance of drawing large prizes. 
A list of the names on the books and correspondence of an office recently raided 
shows that the people in every walk of life are trying to make a fortune out of 
thelottery. There were even namesof ministers of the Gospel and judges who 
had bought tickets and took the same chances of winning prizes as other mor- 
tals. The heaviest individual buyers are principally merchants, some of whom 
= largely every month. 

he largest number of names of any one class on the books are those of De- 
partment clerks. Namesof mechanics form no small portion of the list, and the 
old pensioner often tries hisluck. Ina recent drawing an inmate of the Soldiers’ 
Home held twelve tickets. Even the name of the poor washerwoman is not 
absent from the list, and often when people of this class can not raise sufficient 
money to get a whole ticket they chip in and buy one jointly. 
few, of 

Comparatively 

The lottery speculator in both countries meets with the same | 

yoverty leads him to petty vil- 

Industry can pit itself against wages, | 

= 
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Article 2. The objects and purposes of this corporation are 
First. The protection of the State against the great losses heretofore incurred 

by sending large amounts of money to other States and foreign countries forthe 
purchase of lottery tickets and devices, thereby impoverishing our own people. 
Second. To establish a solvent and reliable home institution forthe sale of lot- 

tery policies and combination tickets, devices and certificates, fractional parts 
thereof, at terms and prices in just proportion to the prizes to be drawn, and te 
insure perfect fairness and justice in the distribution of such prizes 

Third. To provide the means to raise a fund for education wil and charitable 
purposes for the citizens of Louisiana 

Article 3. The capital stock of this corporation shall be $1,000,000, represented 
by 10,000shares of $100 each 

Article 4, section 1, The company shall have the right to commence opera 
tions when $100,006 of stock is subscribed and paid in 

Section 2. All powers of this corporation shal! be vested in a board « 
to consist of seven persons, each of whom shall own at least ten sh 
capital stock 
Section 3. The corporation shall have the right to sue and be sued, to plead 

and be impleaded, and to appear in any court of justice, and to do any other 
lawful act such as any person or persons might do for their own defense 

f directors, 

of the Lres 

inter 

est, or safety 
Section 4. The president of the board of directors shall be the proper person 

upon whom to serve citations, notices, and other legal process wherein this cor 
poration may be interested 

Article 5, section 1. The corporation shall pay to the State of Louisiana the 
sum of $0,000 per annum, which sum shall be payable quarterly in advanct 
from and after the Ist day of January, 1869, to the State auditor, who shall ce 
posit the same in the treasury of the State, and which sum shall be credited to 
the educational fund, and said corporation shall be exempt from all other taxes 
and licenses of any kind whatever, whether from: State, parish, on Licipal 
authorities 

Section 2. The corporation shall furnish bonds to the auditor in the sum of 
$),000 as security for prompt and punctual payment of the sun forth in 
the preceding section 

Section 3. That any person or persons selling, or offering or exposit nt ] 
after the 3ist day of December, 1568, any lottery policy, or combination ticket 

devices or certificates, or fractional parts thereof, in violation of this act and ot 
the rights and privileges herein granted to this corporation, shall be ible to 
said corporation in damages in a sum not exceeding %5.000, nor less than 81.000 
for each offense, recoverable by suit before any court of competent jurisdiction 
Section 4. That this corporation shall be and continue for andduring the te 

of twenty-five years from the Ist day of January, 1869, for which time it shall have 
the sole and exclusive privilege of establishing and authorizing a lotter or 

| series of lotteries, and selling and disposing of lottery tickets, policy, combina 

tion devices and certificates, and fractional parts thereot 

It was maintained by the Louisiana State Lottery Company in a 
number of cases, for they were soon embarked on the sea of litigation 
to uphold the extraordinary powers which they claimed 

First. That neither the constitution of 1264 or 1868 torbid lotteries, 

but left the matter to the discretion of the Legislature 

Second. The creation of a corporation by a State Legislature, for any 
purpose not prohibited by the constitution, was a contract between the 

| State and the corporation. 

course, get prizes, but the game has a strange infatuation for many of | 
them. They have a great deal of confidence in it and keep on buying with the | 
hope of ultimately getting a large prize. 

On August 11, 1868, the Legislature of Louisiana passed an act en- 
titled ‘‘ An aet to increase the revenues of the State and to authorize 
the incorporation and establishment of the Louisiana State Lottery 
Company, and to repeal certain acts now in force.”’ This act was ap- 
proved and took effect as act No. 25 on August 23, 1868. | title, 

The followingare sections to which I wish to call particular attention: | 
Section 1. Be it enacted, &c., That whereas many millions of dollars have 

been withdrawn and lost to this State by the sale of Havana, Kentucky, Madrid, 
and other lotte tickets, policies, combinations, and devices and fractional 
parts thereof, it shall hereafter be unlawful to sell, offer or expose for sale any 
of them or of any other lottery, policy, or combination ticket or tickets, devices, 
or certificates, or fractional parts thereof, except in such manner or by such per- 
sons, their heirs, executors, and assigns, as shall be hereinafter authorized. 

2. That the following-named persons, to wit, Robert Bloomer, Jesse R 
Irwin, John Considine, Charles H. Murray, F. F. Wilder, C. T. Howard, Philip N 

kett Be, and they oe ee, constituted and declared a corporation for the 
and purposes, and with the powers and privileges hereinafter specified 

and set forth: — ' . , 
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION 

Article 1. The name and title of this corporation shall be the Louisiana State 
sttery Company, and the domicile thereof shall be in the city of New Orleans, 

in the State of Louisiana. 

. Company, and to repeal certain acts now in fore: 

Third. The mere franchise to be 
the State and the corporation 

Fourth. The lottery franchise granted by 
contract. 

Fitth. The contract was that the company should have a corporate 

existence for twenty-five years and that it should have during that pe 
riod the exclusive right to set up lotteries and sell lottery tick 

All these points in a series of decisions in both the State and Federal 

courts were decided in their favor 
We challenge the world to produce legislation more infamous than 

the above. The records of no government in ancient or modern times 
contain a law more atrocious in every feature or so complete an abdica- 

tion of the law-making power. The human mind can scarce realize the 

grant of such unlimited power as is conferred by thisstatute. Itisa per 
mit to inflict every injury to the property and liberty of the citizen by 
the utterly irresponsible agency of a soulless corporation 

t corporation Was a contract between 

the Legislature was a valid 

ets 

No super 

vision could be exercised over its extraordinary powers of monopoly, 
and it was even excused from making any statement to the grantor 
whatsoever. If such a grant had been made to carry on a legitimate 
branch of business it would have been bad enough in all conscience; 
but fancy these extraordinary powers being intrusted to exercise a noto- 
riously theiving, swindling, and cheating manner to plunder the people. 
No check was prescribed as to the mode of swindle, either by the issue of 
fictitious combinations, prizes offered but never drawn, policy numbers 
played without a chance to win, every variety of invention which the 
craft of men might use to rob his tellow-man 
ble under this extraordinary grant 

Thus it will be seen the Louisiana State 
corporated under an act of the Legislature 

ll these were permissi- 

Lottery Company was In 
with the rather anomalous 

‘*An act to increase the revenues of the State and to authorize 

the incorporation and establishment of the Louisiana State Lottery 
This act to author 

ize the incorporation and establishment of a State lottery company 
really established the institution, a fact which the reader of the title 
is not apprised of, but which he is supposed to know by intuition. 
Howell, J., in disenting opinion expressed in the case of the Louisiana 

State Lottery Company rs. Richoux (25 La. Ann., 746), 

I am not prepared to concur in the opinion of the court maintaining the con- 
stitutionality of the act of the Legislature by which, it is claimed, the Louisiana 
State Lottery Company was incorporated. Its title does not o} 
conform to the one hundred and fourteenth article of the 

saVvs 

in my 

constitution 

niom 

The supreme court of the State of Louisiana having then declared 
the act constitutional, it organized, under the extraordinary privileges 
granted therein, a private detective police force, and proceeded to arrest 



all parties who interfered with its special right of monopoly. The State 
virtually abandoned to this irresponsible institution the highest pre- 
rogatives of sovereignty, and the sanctity of the dwelling was ruthlessly 
invaded uader the pretense of searching for lottery tickets. 

At the session of the General Assembly which began in January, 
1879, an act was passed, which was approved March 27, for the purpose 
of repealing the charter of the lottery company and also to make the 
business authorized thereby unlawful. 

Section 1 of this act repealed the act approved August 23, 1868, by 
which the lottery company was incorporated and all other laws passed 
in the interest of the said institution. 

Section 2 declared— 
That the Louisiana State Lottery Company be, and the same is hereby, abol- 

tshed and prohibited from drawing any and all lotteries, or selling lottery tick- 
ets, cither in its corporate capacity or through its officers, directors, stockhold- 
ers, members, or agents, directly or indirectly. 

Section 3 declared— 
That whoever shall sell, barter, or exchange, give or otherwise dispose of, or 

offer to sell, barter, orexchange, give or otherwise dispose of, directly or indi- 
rectly, personally or through an agent or agents, either for himself or others, or 
shall draw any lottery, or have any connection with or interest in the drawin 
of any lottery in this State, or shall have in his possession within this State, with 
intent to sell or offer for sale, or with intent to barter or exchange, or give or 
otherwise dispose of any lottery tickets or shares, or fractional part thereof, or 
lottery policy or combination, device or any other writing, certificate or token, 
intended or purporting to entitle the holder or bearer, or any other person, to 
any prize, or share or interest in any prize drawn, or to be drawn, in any lot- 
tery, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof, 
shall be condemned for each offense to, and shall suffer imprisonment in, the 
perish prison or jail, as the case may be, not exceeding sixty days, or fined not 
exceeding $100, or both, at the discretion of the court; one-half of such fine to go 
to the informer, and the other half to the city of New Orleans, or the parish in 
which said offense is committed, as the case may be, 

Section 4 declared— 
That every person who shall set up or oe any lottery in this State, or 

shall assist or be interested therein, or shall aid by printing or writing, or shall 
in any way be concerned in the setting up, promoting, managing, or drawing 
of any lottery, or shall, in any house, shop, or building owned or occupied by 
him or under his control, knowingly permit the setting up, managing, or draw- 
ing any such lottery, or the sale of any lottery tickets or share of a ticket, or 
any other writing, certificate, bill, token, or other device, purporting or intended 
to entitle the holder, bearer, or any other person, to any prize, or share of or in- 
terest in any prize to be drawn in a lottery, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, 
and on conviction shall suffer imprisonment not to exceed sixty days, or a fine 
not exceeding $500, or both, at the discretion of the court, for each offense; one- 
half of such fine to go to the informer and the other half to the parish or the city 
of New Orleans, as the case may be, in which such offense is committed. 

Immediately after the passage of this bill the officers of State at- 
tempted to enforce the penal provisions of the act, but were met by the 
action of the United States circuit court for the district of Louisiana, 
at the instance of the Louisiana State Lottery Company, Charles T. 
Howard, a citizen of Mississippi, and John A. Morris, a citizen of New 
York. On the Ist day of April, 1879, a bill of complaint was filed by 
these parties on the equity side of the above court against Allen Jumel, 
State auditor, and twelve other citizens of the State of Louisiana, and 
against the city of New Orleans. The charge of the bill was that this 
repealing act was an impairment of the obligation of the contract-be- 
tween the lottery company and the State of Louisiana contained in the 
act of August 11, 1868, and was in violation of the Constitution of the 
United States, and therefore null and void. 
The bill further alleged as follows: 
The several defendants are officers of the State, concerned in the enforcement 

of the laws of the State, without regard to the supreme law of the land, and un- 
jess restrained by order of the court they will engage in the arrest of every agent, 
servant, clerk, or tenant of the lottery company, and that the machinery of the 
penal code will be by them set in motion to enforce the said repealing act of March 
27, 1879, and destroy the rights of the lottery company under an act of August 11, 
1868 

The prayer of the bill was that the charter granted by the act of Au- 
gust 11, 1868, to the lottery company might be established and declared 
valid and operative and binding asa contract between the State of 
Louisiana and the lottery company; that the said repealing act of March 
27, 1879, might be declared inoperative to impair the force and effect 
of said contract and charter, or the franchises, rights, and faculties 
therein conferred; that the penal enactments contained in said repeal- 
ing act might be declared unconstitutional, invalid, and inoperative, 
and that all the defendants might be enjoined from ordering or allow- 
ing any prosecution, arrest, or seizure of the plaintiffs or any of their 
servants or agents, customers, or persons in any manner connected with 
the lottery company for doing or performing or being concerned in any 
act or acts of the drawing of lotteries or the sale or purchase of tickets . 
of said lottery company, and from interferiag with them by prosecu- 
tion or otherwise in the doing of any act or carrying out any purpose 
authorized by the charter of the lottery company. 

This bill on its merits was never heard, but Judge Billings granted 
an injunction pendente lite. A grave responsibility rests upon the offi- 
cers of the State government for not filing an answer and carrying the 
case up to the Supreme Court of the United States if unsuccessful in 
the lower court. By theirdereliction of duty the lottery company was 
enabled to deceive the constitutional convention of 1879 into the belief 
that this mere interlocutory order was an acknowledgment by the 
United States court that their charter was a binding contract between 
the State and the corporation. To allow the case to rest in the attitude 
of granting provisionally an injunction pendente lite by the lower court 
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was virtually to abandon all defense on the part of the State, and leads 
but to one conclusion in my mind. , ce 

The Legislature can not bargain away the police power of the State. 
and to suppress lotteries, with other forms of gambling, is within the 
police power. Hence an act of a State Legislature chartering a lottery 
for a specified term, in consideration of payments to be made to the State 
treasury, is not a contract protected by the constitutional provision 
against impairing obligations of contracts. Lotteries are net mala in «, 
but may properly be made mala prohibita. They are a species of gam. 
bling and wrong in their influences. The right to stop them is govern. 
mental, and to be exercised at all times by those in power at their dis- 
cretion. Any one who accepts a lottery charter doesso with the implied 
understanding that the people, through their properly constituted agen. 
cies, may take it back at any time when the public good requires, and 
this whether it be paid for or not. Such charter is simply a permit 
good as against existing laws, but subject to future legislative and con. 
a control or withdrawal. (Stone vs. Mississippi, 101 U. s 
814. 

I feel not the slightest hesitation in asserting.that if the officers of 
the State government that had charge of conducting the above case of 
Louisiana State Lottery Company et al. vs. Fitzpatrick et al. (reported in 
3 Woods, 222) had done their duty in carrying out the litigation to a 
legitimate conclusion, the repealing act weuld have been declared con- 
stitutional and the lottery company, with all its infamoussurroundings, 
would have been swept off the face of the earth. On their heads lies 
the blame. 

I now come to the infamous swindle perpetrated on the members of 
the constitutional convention of 1879. As already stated, they were 
made to believe that the Federal court had decided that the charter 
granted by the act of August 11, 1868, was impregnable, and that it 
was their duty to make the best in under the circumstances with 
the lottery company. The following is the article of the constitution 
which was the result of this mistaken idea of the validity of the char- 
ter as it then existed: 

The General Assembly shall have authority to grant lottery charters or privi- 
leges, provided each charter or privil shali pay not less than $40,000 per an- 
num in money into the treasury of the State, and provided further that al! 
charters shall cease and expire on the Ist of January, 1895, from which time all 
lotteries are prohibited in the State. The $40,000per annum now provided by |aw 
to be paid by the Louisiana State Lottery Company, according to the provisions 
of its charter granted in the year 1868, shal! belong to the Charity Hospital of 
New Orleans, and the charter of said company is recognized as a contract bind- 
ing on said State for — therein specified, except its monopoly clause, 
which is hereby abrogated, and all laws contrary to the provisions of this article 
are hereby declared null and void: Provided, Said company shall file a written 
renunciation of all its monopoly features in the office of the secretary of state 
within sixty days after the ratification of this constitution. 

It is on this article and the granting of an injunction pendente lite by 
Judge Billings, in the case of Louisiana State Lottery Company vs. Fitz- 
patrick, that the lottery company bases its claim to possessing a char- 
ter. It is a well-settled principle that legislative power can not be 
delegated or transferred from the Legislature to the people at large. 
Our governments are republican and not democratic. Laws must be 
enacted by the representatives of the people, and not by the people 
themselves. Nor can any State change this. Every State must have 
a ‘republican form of government.’’ This is the requirement of the na- 
tional Constitution, and it is complied with only by that form of State 
government which vests the law-making power in the representatives 
of the people. (Rice vs. Foster, 4 Harrington (Del.) 479; Parker vs. 
Commonwealth, 6 Pa. State R., 507; Barto vs. Heinrod, 8 N. Y., 483; 
Cinn., Wilm. and Zanesville R. R. Co. vs. Commrs., 1 Ohio State R., 54; 
Geebrick vs. State, 5 Iowa, 491.) 

I consequently maintain that the lottery company has had no legal 
existence since the repealing act of March 27, 1879; that it has no right 
to do a lottery business singg that date; that its stockholders are bound 
in solido for every ticket issued since that date, and liable to refund 
the amount paid for such ticket; and that its agents, servants, cus- 
tomers, and all persons connected with it are liable to the penal pro- 
visions of said act, in accordance with the ruling of the supreme court 
of the State of Louisiana in a recent case which I will notice further on. 

I now arrive at a stage in the history of this bogus institution which 
should cause the blush of shame to mantle the cheek of every patriotic 
citizen of this great Republic. I refer to the defense of this palpable 
and unmitigated fraud by a Department of the National Government. 
The following are the particulars: 

As every State in the Union has laws against lotteries, the only man- 
ner in which the Louisiana State Lottery Company could ply its nela- 
rious business was by using the United States mails. It was thus en- 
abled to violate with impunity all local statutes, and to extend the 
ramifications of its extensive swindling all through the land. The 
abuse of the mails became so great that the Postmaster-General was 
appealed to with the following results: 

The following order was issued by the Postmaster-General to the 
postmaster at New Orleans, Louisiana, in these words: 

Post-OFrFick DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, D. C., November 13, 1879. 

To the Postmaster, New Orleans, Louisiana : 
It having been represented to me that acertain M. A. Dauphin at New Orleans, 

Louisiana, is engaged in conducting a scheme or device for obtaining money 
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through the mails by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, misrepresentations, | 
and promises, and being satisfied from the evidence before me that the said M. 
A. Dauphin is so engaged, | do hereby forbid the payment by the postmaster | 
at New Orleans, Louisiana, of any postal money-order drawn to the order of the 
said M. A. Dauphin, or M. A. Dauphin, secretary, or M. A. Dauphin, post-office 
box No.692, And the said postmaster is hereby directed to inform the remitter 
of said postal money-order that the payment thereof has been forbidden and 
that the sum of said money-order will be returned upon the presentation of a 
duplicate money-order, applied for and obtained under the regulations of the 
Department. And upon the same evidence the postmaster at New Orleans, 
Louisiana, aforesaid, is hereby instructed to return all registered letters which 
shall arrive at his office directed to the said M. A. Dauphin, M. A. Dauphin, 
secretary, or M. A. Dauphin, post-office box No. 692, to the postmasters at the 
office at which they were originally mailed, with the word “fraudulent” plainly 
written or stamped on the outside of such letters. 

DD. M. KEY, Postmaster-General. 

Post-OrFrick DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, D. C., February 27, 1880. mts 

ESSIONAL RECORD. 

In answer to yourstatement that this company “is under cover of this license 
granted to them to use the United States mails by your Department, violating 
the laws of the United States,” 1 must answer that no license has ever been 
granted to this company or any other lottery company by the Post-Office De- 
partment to use the mails for the purpose of carrying on its business 

Section 3804, Revised Statutes, is in these words 
“No letter or circular concerning illegal lotteries, so-called gift-concerts, or 

other similar enterprises, offering prizes, or concerning schemes devised and 
| intended to deceive and defraud the public for the purpose of obtuining money 
under false pretenses, shall be carried in the mail. Any person whos | know 

ingly deposit or send anything to be conveyed by mail in violation of this sec 
tion shall be punishable by a tine of not more than $300 nor less than $100, with 
costs of prosecution.” 

It would therefore not be in the power of this Department to authorize t 
use of the mails by any lottery company, whether legally organized or whether 
an illegal and fraudulent company, for the purpose of distributing letters and 

| circulars concern 

Sm: On the 13th of November, 1879, I issued an order addressed to you for- | 
bidding the payment of any — money-order to M. A. Dauphin, or M. A. 
Dauphin, secretary, or M. A. Dauphin, post-oflice box 692, and 319 Broadway, 
New York, and the return of all registered letters addressed to them to the post- | 
masters at whose offices they were mailed. 
This party having brought suit against me to enjoin the performance of this 

order, and 
and having this day presented the certificate of the governor and State officer 
of the State of Louisiana that he has complied with all the legal requirement: 

ving appeaied the same to the Supreme Court of the United States, | 

ng lotteries 

rhe error into which you seem to 1 lave 
that on the 13th d 7! 

fallen doubtless results f 
ivy of November, 1879 Postmaster-General 

m the facet 

Key issued an or 
der forbidding the payment of any postal money-order to M. A. Dauphin, and 
directed the return of all registered letters addressed to him to the postmaste: 
at whose oflice they were mailed This order was issued under authority con 
ferred upon the Postmaster-General by section 3929 and section 4041 of the R« 
vised Statutes 

On the 27th day of February, 188), the following order was issued 

Post-Orrics DErARTMENT 

Washington, D. ¢ Februa 7, i880 

To PosTMASTERS at New Orleans, La., and New York, N. } 

of that State, and other evidence, and not being satisfied from the evidence 
gubmitted to me that the said M. A. Dauphin is engaged in conducting a scheme 
or device for obtaining money through the mails by means of false and fraudu- 
Jent pretenses, representations, and promises, I hereby authorize and direct the 

usion of said order of November 12, 1879, so far as to relate to said Dauphin, 
until the case shall have been heard and determined by the Supreme Court of 
the United States. 

To Postmaster, New Orleans, La., and 
PosTMASTER, New York, N. Y. . 

D. M. KEY, Postmaster-General,. 

The case referred to was Dauphin rs. Key, instituted in the supreme 
court of the District of Columbia,in which the Postmaster-General 
submitted a demurrer, which was held by the court sitting in banc as 
good in substance. Dauphin, who was secretary of the lottery com- 

y, appealed the case then to the Supreme Court of the United States. 
master-General Key then suspended the first order ‘‘ until the case 

shall have been heard and determined by the Supreme Court of the 
United States,’’ and then immediately afterward agrees to a stipula- 
tion dismissing the appeal under rule 28, thereby rendering the hear- 
ing an impossibility. Could duplicity proceed any further? 

The appeal having been dismissed at the cost of the lottery company, 
the judgment of the lower court dismissing the case stands as a vindi- 
zation of the Postmaster-General to issue such order 
The present Postmaster-General, Judge Timothy O. Howe, having 

failed to enforce the order of his predecessor, the House of Representa- 
tives on the 29th of March last adopted aresolution, introduced by Mr. 
MANNING of Mississippi, directing him to inform it on the subject of the | 
enforcement of this order. He replied to this resolution informing the 
House that he had not enforced it. The whole subject has been referred 
to the Committee on Post-Offices and Post-Roads, but no report has yet 
been made. 
The following is the resolution introduced by Mr. MANNING, as 

above: 

Resolved, That the Postmaster-General be directed to inform the House of 
Representatives whether an order was issued by the Post-Oflice Department 

idding the payment of any postal money-order or the delivery of any regis- 
tered letter to M. A. Dauphin or any other agent of the Louisiana Lottery Com- 
pany, and directing the return of the same to the post-oflices where first ob- 

ned or deposited; if said order was issued, has there been any enforcement 
thereof, and, if so, for what period of time was it enforced and what was the 
character of the enforcement? If such an order was issued has there been any 

vent order issued by the Post-Office Department suspending the first- 
order, and, if so, when was it issued and for what purpose? Is it opera- 

tive now as the rule of the Department, and what are the limitations affecting it: 

Deeming the reply of the Postmaster-General evasive and unsatis- 
factory, I addressed him several letters. The replies to two of them, 
which embody the two of mine answered, I now give: 

Post-OFricE DEPARTMENT, July 19, 1882. 

Sm: Ihave the honor to acknowledge your communication, which reads as 
WS: 

Hovse or REPRESENTATIVES, 
Washington, D. C., July 10, 1882. 

Sir: I havethe honortocall your attention tothe fact that the Louisiana State 
Lottery Company is, under cover of this license granted to them to use the United 

$s mails by your Department, violating the laws of the United States. 
This institution is an unmitigated fraud. It has no legal status, as its charter 

| 

| 

On the 13th day of November, 1879, I issued an order addressed to you forbid 
ding the payment of any postal money-order to M. A M. A. Dau 
phin, secretary, or M. A. Dauphin, pos!-office box 692 109 Broadway, New 
York, and directing the return of all registered letters addressed to them to the 
postmaster at whose office they were mailed 
This party having brought suit against me to enjoin the performance of thisor 

der, and having appealed the same tothe Supreme Court of the United States, 
and having this day presented the certificate of the governor and State officers of 
the State of Louisianathat he hascomplied with all the legal requirementsof that 
State, and other evidence; and not being satisfied from the evidence submitted 
to me that said M,. A. Dauphin is engagedin conducting a scheme or device for 
obtaining money through the mails by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, 
representations, and promises, | hereby authorize and direct the suspension of 
said order of November 13, 1879, so far as relates to said Dauphin, until the case 
shall have been heard and determined by the Supreme Court of the United 
States. 

Dauphin 

D. M. KEY, Postmaster General 

You will observe that this suspension of the order of November 13, 1879, against 
the registered letters and money orders of M. A. Dauphin left him in exactly 
the position which he had occupied prior to the issue of the order. It was a deo- 
laration by the Postmaster-General that he was not satisfied from the evidence 
submitted to him that said M. A. Dauphin was engaged in conduc 
or device for obtaining money through the mails by means of 
representations, and promises. 

ting ascheme 
false pretenses, 

The prohibition contained in section 3894 of the Revised Statutes had never 
been suspended but remained and remainsstillin force. There has therefore been 
no license granted to any person, company, or corporation to send any letter or 
circular concerning lotteries through the mails 

In regard to the further statement made by you of the Louisiana State Lottery 
Company that “this institution is an unmitigated fraud,’ | must only answer 
that no proof has been furnished to me of this fact, and [am not authorized to 
act upon the simple st hall satisfy 
me that it is 

itement unacco mpanied by evidence whi 
“a fraudulent lottery 

Regarding vour statement that this company has no legal status, as its charter 
was repealed by act of the Louisiana State Legislature, ] must refer you to the 

decision of the supreme ceurt of the State of Louisiana, which is contained in 
volume 38, commencing at page 719 of the Louisiana Annual Reports, L880 
This decision was rendered in the “State Careasse vs. Jud First D 
trict Court of Orleans.’ The opinion and decree of the court was pronounced 
by Mr. Chief-Justice Bermudez. In this de m, the effect of the law to which 
you have referred, and which was ap; 1 Mareh 27, 1879, is full onsidered 
and it is held, that whilk s evident object was to forbid absolutely the d 

ing of lottery tickets in the State, and to accomplish that object it went 
so far as to withdraw U uirter of a corporation, up to then in existence nad 
which had legal authority to deal in the lottery business,”’ yet th ection 167 
of the constitution of the State of Louisiana, which was ratitied 1} e of the 

people at the election held on the 2d day of December, 1579, ino than eight 

months after the passage of the statute cited, operated “ clearly to repeal that por 

tion ofthe act which contemplated the destruction of the corporation named in 
| thearticle, and which was previously authorized to deal in lottery tickets, toau- 

thorize the further existence up to 1805 of that stitution, but to strip it of ita 
pretensions to a monopoly, apparent wceorded it by the act under which it 
was organized.” rhe insertion in article 167, declaring null and void 
all laws contrary to its provisions, must be viewed as intended to retain in force 
the act of 1879, in so far as it was not derogated from by that constitutional er 
actment, and to lend assistance to its enforcement for the protection of organ 
izations chartered by the State, which shall, as a prerequisite, have paid the ¢ 
quired license for the relief of the State and of its charitable institations.”’ 

} continue 

| Blended together, act of 1879 and article 167 mean that thers 

was repealed by act of the Louisiana Legislature, by act No. 44, promulgated | 
March 28, 1879, entitled “An act to repeal act No. of the Legislature of 1868 en- 
titled ‘An act to increase the revenues of the State and to authorize the incorpo- 
tation and establishment of the Louisiana State Lottery Company,’ and to repeal 
certain acts now in force and to abolish the Louisiana State Lottery Company,” 
&c., which act will be found publishtd in the acts of Louisiana for 1880, 

As I must suppose that your Department would not knowingly lend itself to 
such an = violation of the law, I would ask that the proper means be imme- 
diately taken to enforce the execution of the United States statutes in such case 
made and provided. 

Iam, sir, very respectfully, 
E. W. ROBERTSON, M. C., 

Sizth District Louisiana. 

To Hon. T. 0. Howr 
Postmaster-General. 
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‘The Louisiana State I 
its operations on 

sh ottery Company prev 

abdicating all its pretensions to a mon 
corm] lying with the requirements touching the payment of the lice 

In an opini juently rendered by the chief-justice on an 
a rehearing in this case, this language was used 
‘By the act of 1879 an absolute prohibition was enacted against the dealing in 

lottery business and a penalty was provided for infringement of the prohibition, 
“ By article 167 the absolute prohibition was changed into a relative or 

shall hereafter be 

no unrestrained dealing in lottery operations under penalty of f nd impris- 
onment, but that dealing in the lottery business will be tolerated when carried 
on by corporations chartered by the State and paying an annual license of 1 
less than $40,000; consequently, that whoever shail otherwise deal 
basiness without having been chartered and without having pa 

shall be liable to punishment 
“Article 167 formally recognizes the Louisiana State Lottery as 

chartered by the State, and determines the term of its existenc 
any right of monopoly. 

“ The framers of the constitution did away with the exclusive privilege, ac- 
corded previously to that organization, and provided that hereafter a)l per 

wishing to deal in the lottery business shall have the rigkt to do so, as well as 
the Louisiana State Lottery Company, on obtaining a charter from the State 
and paying a license as pure quietus. This was done to place all on a footing of 
equality. * No one can claim to enjoy the privileges exercised by the 
Louisiana State Lottery Company without, like it, obtaining a charter and pay- 
ing a license. * * 
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In the present instance the act of 1879 was not absolutely and uncondition- 
ally repealed. It was relatively or conditionally repealed. * * * 

lhe penal provisions will be inoperative against individuals dealing in that 
business in the name of chartered institutions paying license 

The court has thus construed again the act of 1879 and article 167, and has 
done so in their mind in favorem libertatis civis.”’ 

It would seem from these decisions of the supreme court of Louisiana thatso 
far as it was within the power of the State court to adjudicate upon the legal 
status of the Louisiana State Lottery Company its existing incorporation and 
legal power to act under its original charter are adjudicated 

The effect of this judgment by the supreme court of Louisiana is expressed 
by the Supreme Court of the United States in the case of Secomb vs. Railroad 
Company, 23 Wallace, 108,in this language: **When the question is whether under 
the constitution and laws of a particular State a company professing to be cor- 
porate is legally so, this court will receive as conclusive of the question the de- 
cision of the highest court of the State deciding, ina case identical in principle, 
in favor of a corporate business.”’ 
To the same effect are the decisions inthe cases of Randall vs. Bingham,7 Wal- 

lace, 523; Gut es, State, 9 Wallace, 35; Webster, vs. Cooper, 14 Howard, 488, Under 
these decisions my three immediate predecessors in office have felt themselves 
compelled to recognize the legal corporate existence of the Louisiana State Lot- 
tery Company 
the conclusion reached by them 

A certificate from the office of the secretary of state forthe State of Louisiana, 
duly authenticated, certifying that the renunciation of the monoply features of 
the Louisiana State Lottery Company, as contained in its charter, had been duly 
filed in that office, has been exhibited to me. There isalso a certificate from the 
auditor of state that this company has paid into the treasury the sum reqnired by 
law 

rhe company having thus brought itself within the express terms of the de- 
cision of the supreme court of the State of Louisiana, recognizing its existence 
and declaring that it is authorized to do business until the year 1895, I can not, 
however willing I might be, bring my mind to accept your conclusion regard- 
ing this company that "it has no legal status.’ 

Until, therefore, it can be shown by evidence to be a “fraudulent lottery” I 
have no official jurisdiction over it 

Your verbal reference to the decision pronounced by the Supreme Court of the 
United States, in the case of Stone vs. The State of Mississippi, wherein it was 
held that the charter granted to the lottery company was not protected from 
hostile subsequent legislation on the ground that the charter constituted a con- 
tract between the State and the company, has no application to the present case, 
inasmuch as the latest action of the authorities of the State of Louisiana has, under 
the opinion of the supreme court of that State, been favorable to the continued 
existence of that corporation 

Very respectfully, 
T. O. HOWE, Postmaster-General. 

lion, E, W. Ronertson, 
House of Representatives 

Post-OFFiIcre DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, D. C., August 1, 1882. 

Sir: L have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the communication of 
which the following is a copy 

Hlovse OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
Washington, D. C., July 28, 1882. 

Str: Ihave the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of the 
19th instant, and in reply would beg to inclose the within slip cut from the Daily 
Post of this date as evidence: First, that section 3804, R. 8., is not enforced, the 
inclosed being a circular addressed to the public (act March 3, 1879, chapter 108, 
section 18,20 Statutes at Large, 360) and circulated by newspapers carried in the 
mail; second, that neither section 3929 nor 4041, R.S.,are enforced, asthe within 
shows that *‘ M, A. Dauphin” 
scheme for the distribution of money (see price of ticket and capital prizes) bya 
drawing (at New Orleans, August 8, 1882) and solicits orders to be sent by regis- 
tered letter or money-order by mail, to be addressed to the said M. A, Dauphin, 
New Orleans, Louisiana 

In conclusion I respectfully reiterate my request that proper means be taken 
to enforce the execution of the statutes of the United States in such case made 
and provided 

Very respectfully, 

E. W. ROBERTSON, M. C., 
Sixth District Louisiana, 

lion. T. O. Howe, 
Postmaster-General 

The slip you inclose is an advertisement published in a daily newspaper, and 
does not, in the judgment of this Department, when thus published come within 
section 3864, Revised Statutes, which reads as follows : 

No letter or circular concerning illegal lotteries, so-called gift-concerts, or 
other similar enterprises, offering prizes, or concerning schemes devised and in- 
tended to deceive and defraud the public for the purpose of obtaining money 
under false pretenses, shall be carriedinthe mail. Any person whoshall know- 
ingly deposit or send anything to be conveyed by mail in violation of this sec- 
tion shall be punishable by a fine of not more than $500 nor less than $100, with 
costs of prosecution,”’ 

A “letter or circular” is defined in section 18, act of March 3, 1879, 20 Stat- 
utes, page 360, which section is in this language : 
“The term ‘ circular’ is defined to be a printed letter which, according to in- 

ternal evidence, is being sent in identical terms to several persons, A circular 
shall not lose its character as such when the date and the name of the addressed 
and of the sender shall be written therein, nor by the correction of mere typo- 
graphical errors in writing.” 

This Department would not feel itself authorized to exclude from the mails 
under the statute in question a regular legitimate newspaper because it con- 
tained among the numerous other advertisements that of a lottery company. 
This section, as you will observe, imposes a penalty when a letter or circular 
concerning lotteries is knowingly deposited to be conveyed by mail. That pen- 
aity of course can only be enforced ina court, It can not be enforced by the 
Post-Office Department 
Your reference to sections 3929 and 4041, Revised Statutes, is not understood. 

These sections, as you are aware, apply only to a person who is “engaged in 
condueting any fraudulent lottery ,”’ &e. 

In my former letter Ladvised you that this Department was without “ evidence 
satisfactory "' to the Postmaster-General that the Louisiana State Lottery is a 
fraudulent lottery, and you were advised that upon presenting proof that such 
was the case the Department would act under the statute. The mere fact thata 
lottery company advertises in a public newspaper, and solicits the sending of 
orders by registered letters or of money-orders by mail, does not authorize the 
Postmaster-General to issue his order directing the return of such registered let- 
ters to the sender, or the refusal to pay money-orders thus sent. The additional 
fact that a lottery company so advertising is a fraudulent lottery must be proved 

and I do not feel myself justified in withholding my approval of | 

i | 
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by satisfactory evidence before the Postmaster-General has jurisdiction 
matter. 

Very respectfully, 

of the 

: T. 0. HOWE, Postmast -Creneral 

Hon. E. W. RoBertson, 
House of Representatives, Washington, D. C. 

Tlousk OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
Washington, D. C., August 5, 188° 

Sir: | have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of 
ist instant, and in reply would beg to state that I most emphatically protest 
against the construction of your Department of section 3844, Revised Statutes a. : . ? eo as 
contained in said communication. 

It has never been my intention of asking you to construe section 3894 as a pe- 
nal statute. This I am very well aware is totally out of your province, and can 
only be done by the judiciary branch ofthe Government. I maintain wherever it 
ismade yourduty toconstrue this statute in accordance with the intent which ap 
pears to have actuated Congress in passing same, this intent has been declared by 
the highest judicial tribunal of the United States. Chief-Justice Waite, speaking 
for the court, uses this language in rendering the decision in Stone vs. Missis. 
sippi, 101 United States, 819: 
“There is now scarcely a State in the Union where lotteries are tolerated, and 

Congress has enacted a special statute, the object of which is to close the mails 
against them."’ (Revised Statutes, section 3894; 19 Statutes at Large 90, section 2.) 
When the Supreme Court of the United States pronounced this as law, names 

this identical statute, and declares the intent of Congress in enacting same * to 
close the mails against them,’ to wit, “lotteries,” 1 can not but be surprised 
that your Department pursues a course which, while barring the mail against a 
slight infraction of the letter of the law, yet utterly disregards the spirit by allow 
ing the evil to be practiced with impunity so long as it is done on the most ex- 
tensive scale and wholesale plan. Ii is emphatically “straining at a gnat and 
swallowing the camel.” 
There is no principle better established by a long series of decisions of the Su- 

preme Court of the United States than that the features of a particular course of 
legislation shall always be regarded to make apparent the intentions of Congress 
in enacting any special statute, such as the above decision declares this to be 
Now, can you deny that Congress could have had any other intention, namely, 
‘to close the mails against them,” end in allowing their advertisements to go 
through the mails are you not plainly permitting not only a violation of the law 
in the spirit of the enactment, but as construed by the highest authority in the 
land? . 
The imposition of the penalty was to make the previous words of the statute 

still more strong as an express prohibition, and not to allow by a strained and 
false technical construction what the law forbids to be done directly to be made 
lawful by being done indirectly. The slip inclosed is an open printed circular 

| letter addressed to the public, and signed by M. A. Dauphin, and that it is a paid 

is engaged in conducting a (new and improved) | 

advertisement in a “regular legitimate newspaper,’’ only increases the turpi- 
tude of the transaction. It is not only an open defiance of the statute, but in no 
other way could such a communication reach so large a number of persons and 
exert a greater demoralizing influence upon the people. Does the fact of in- 
serting said communication in a newspaper do away with the policy of the law 
as distinctly enunciated by a statutory prohibition? Is it your intention to 
crush the circulation when confined to a form which can only reach compara 
tively the few, yet allow free scope in the use of the great channel of communi- 
cation to the many? 

In regard to sections 3929 and 4041, Revised Statutes, please state wherein you 
do not understand me. Your limitation as to the construction of these statutes 
“to apply only to ® person who is conducting any fraudulent lottery, &&« is 
too indefinite, and I await further explanation on your part before replying to 
that part of your communication. 

In conclusion, I would beg to state that such is my confidence in the justice of 
my position that I feel convinced that on an order being issued from your De- 
partment that such journals as contained lottery advertisements would be ex- 
cluded from the mails, there is not a court in the country possessing jurisdiction 
that would listen to an application for relief until such advertisements were 
withdrawn. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
E. W. ROBERTSON, M. C., 

Sixth District Lousiana 
lion. Timotuy O. Howe, 

Postmaster-General. 

This last letter still remains unanswered, and this fact we deem an 
admission of the justice of our cause. 
.As the Postmaster-General quotes extensively the Iatter part of the 

opinion of Bermudez, C. J., in the ‘* State ex rel. Carcasse vs. Judge of 
the First District Court of Orleans (38 La. Ann., 719), we append that 
portion of the opinion omitted: 

State ex rel. Careasse, Judge of the First District Court, 32 La. Ann., 719 et seq 

Bermudez, C, J.: The relator was prosecuted before the first district court for 
the parish of Orleans for having in his possession, with intent of selling the same, 
a fractional part of a lottery ticket, the sale of which, it is alleged, is forbidden 
in this State under penalty of law. . 
He pleaded guilty, subsequently moved to withdraw his plea, but was not al 

towed that privilege. Sentence was about to be passed upon him when he ap 
plied to this court for relief. The case not being one appealable in character, 
the court granted a certiorari, a provisional restraining order, and a rule toshow 
cause why a perpetual prohibition should not issue. The object of the restrain 
ing order was to prevent the judge of the first district court from passing sen 
tence on the relator. 
The relator alleged, in justification of the complaint lodged here and of relief 

sought, that the law under which he was prosecuted, pleaded guilty, and was 
about to be sentenced, and which he had believed was in force when he refused 
to defend himself and admitted the charge, had become a dead letter ever since 
the adoption of the present constitution, which has effectually repealed it in its 
entirety. 
The law in question was approved March 27, 1879, and bears No. 44 of the acts 

of that year. It contains six sections. Its evident object was to forbid abso 
lutely the vending of lottery tickets in this State, andin orderto accomplish that 
purpose it provided for the infliction of fine and imprisonment on the violators 
of its prohibitions. It was intended to have a general effect throughout the 
State, and made no exceptions whatever. It went so far as to withdraw the 
charter of a corporation up to then in existence, and which had legal authority 
to deal in the lottery business. 
The article of the constitution relied on as repealing this law is in the words 

following: 4 
“The General Assembly shall have authority to grant lottery charters or priv 

ileges: Provided, Each charter or privilege shall pay not less than $40,000 per an- 
num in money into the treasury of the State: And provided further, That all char 
ters shall cease and expire on the Ist of January, 1895, from which time all lotteries 

are prohibited in the State, The $40,000 per annum now provided by law to be paid 
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py the Louisiana State Lottery Company, according to the geevistens of its 

charter, granted in the year 1568, shall belong to the Charity Hospital of New 
Orleans, and the charter of said company is recognized as a compact binding on 
said State for the period therein specified, except its monopoly clause, which is 
hereby abrogated ; and all laws contrary to the provisions of this article are here- 
py declared null and void: Provided, Said company shall file a written renuncia- 
tion of all its monopoly features in the office of the secretary of state within sixty 
days after the ratification of this constitution,” 
The intention of the convention of 1879 was clearly to repeal that portion of 

the act which contemplated the destruction of the corporation named in the ar- 
ticle and which was previously authorized to deal in lottery tickets, to author- 
ize the further existence up to 189 of that institution, but to strip it altogether 
of its pretensions to a monopoly apparently accorded it by the act under which 
it was organized. It was the intention of the convention to place on a footing 
of equality with this corporation all other individuals who might desire to deal 
in the same business, but on condition, upon being chartered by the State, of 
the payment of an annual license of not less than $40,000 to the State. In order 
to render compliance with this condition obligatory and effectual it was neces- 

sary that there should be attached asanction tothe law. Theconvention thought 
it unnecessary to embody one expressly in the article in question, for the reason 
that it already was in existence in a statute then in force, /. ¢., in the act of 1879 
already mentioned. 

It is expressly provided by that article 167 that all laws contrary to its provis- 
ions are declared null and void, 
Of course such portions of that law as were inconsistent with the article of 

the constitution were repealed, but is the act of 1879 in each and all of its parts 
repugnant to the article of the constitution under consideration? The portions 
which it is claimed were repealed are those which prohibited absolutely, with- 

and which inflicted a penalty for an infringement of prohibition. 
The law does not favor repeals by implication. 

| votaries of this unfortunate species of gambling 

| out of office will have the appeal dismissed 

SY 

Key, and by suggesting at the proper time that defendant has gone 
It is by such subter 

fuges that it attempts to keep up its credit by the semblance of being a 
valid institution having a legal existence with the right to plead and 
be impleaded 

There is a feature of the lottery which has deluded many in submit 
ting to its exactions. I refer to the tax which it pays to the State 

license to transact its nefarious business. 
us it 

But when we retlect on the 

| paltry sum thus paid and the enormous amount stoler. from the com 
munity under cover of such payment, we stand appalled at the gross 
ignorance displayed in granting such a franchise for the ostensible pur 
pose of raising revenue to defray the expenses of government W hers 

the State receives thousands, millions are paid to the lottery by the 
The money though 

thus extracted represents but a small value when we remember the 
| greater evil of idleness, dissipation, licentiousness, and crimes entailed 
| on the community by the existence of this banetul institution. 

The insertion in article 167 declaring null and void all laws contrary to its pro- 
visions must be viewed as intended to retain in force the act of 1879, in so faras 
it was not derogated from by that constitutional enactment, and to lend assist- 
ance to its enforcement for protection of organizations chartered by the State, 
yhich shall, as a prerequisite, have paid the required license, for the relief of the 

State and of its charitable institutions. 
This court has no power to express any opinion or comment upon the morality 

orimmorality of this constitutional provision. Its duty is to construe and apply 
the law as it finds it in the organic and statutory enactments. 
We find no irreconcilable discrepancy between the act and the article of the 

constitution. We find that the constitution has merely derogated from the 
general prohibitory provisions of the act by making exceptions and conceding 
authority tothe General Assembly to grant lottery charters or privileges on terms 
to be complied with as conditions precedent and sine quibus non, placing them 
allon a footing of equality after such chartering and fulfillment of terms and 
conditions. 
Construing the act of 1879 and the article of the constitution together, so as to 

give full effect to each and all the parts of both, and blending them together, 
we consider that the law of Louisiana on the subject of vending of lottery tickets 
simply is: 

The sale of lottery tickets in this State is absolutely prohibited unless by or- 
ganizations chartered by the State which, before dealing in that kind of specula- 
tion, shall have paid an annual licence of not less than $40,000 tothe State. There 
shall exist no monopoly for the sale of such tickets or doing of such business. 
Individuals violating the law by selling lottery tickets or dealing in the lottery 
business without having previously obtained a charter and paid the required 

end imprisonment. 
istence shall continue its operations on abdicating all its pretensions to a mo- 
nopoly and on complying with the requirements touching the payment of the 
license. 

royated as far asit affects individuals selling lottery tickets, or dealing in the 
lottery business, who have not previously obtained a charter and paid the re- 
quired license, we conclude that the relator is not entitled to protection for the 
reasons alleged by him against the apprehended sentence of fine and imprison- 
ment, 

It would be truly unjust to permit individuals who have not formed them- 
selves into a corporation chartered by the State and not paid any license to 
enjoy the same privileges as those awarded to a corporation chartered by the 
State and which has paid the required license. 

Itis therefore adjudged that the restraining order heretofore made be dis- 
solved, and that the application for a perpetual prohibition be refused at the cost 
of relator. 

This case of State ex. rel. Carcasse rs. Judge of First District Court, re- 
ported in 32 La. Ann., 719, which the Postmaster-General quotes with 
such gusto in his defense of this unmitigated fraud and swindle, was 
a suit got up for the purpose, through a decision by the supreme court 
of the State of Louisiana, to give a quasi-legal status to the lottery 
company. It utterly failed in its object, as the point of charter or no 
charter was not before the court. The syllabus contains the only mat- 
ter which was settled, that “‘ the punitory section of act No. 44 of the 
Legislature of 1879 relative to the sale of lottery tickets in this State 
was not abrogated by article 167 of the constitution.’’ This is un- 
doubted law, as the constitution under no republican form of the gov- 
ernment can abrogate any act of a Legislature. In such a case it can 

| time. 
out any exception, and under all circumstances, the vending of lottery tickets, | 

, : ’ L red | seek assistance 
license in the manner provided by law shal! be prosecuted and punished by fine | 

The Louisiana State Lottery Company previously in ex- | 

The Louisiana State Lottery Company during the past fourteen years 
has paid the sum of but $560,000 to the State; but think of what an 
amount of misery and wretchedness has it caused during that period of 

This paltry sum sinks into insignificance when we regard this 
amount as payment for the privilege of extracting millions trom that 
portion of the community which can least afford to part with the fruits 
of their hard-earned toil and labor. 

Such is the history of this institution which has brought the fair name 
of a great Commonwealth to be but a by-word of contempt to her sistet 
States and of hissing and scorn to all the good people throughout the 
length and breadth of this great Republic Knowing no party tealty, but 
managed with consummate political ability, its president has boasted 
‘*that there was not a man in the State of Louisiana that he could not 
buy ;’’ and it has extended the field of that proud vaunt by invading 

the capital of the nation. With one hand it bids defiance to the judicial 
power of the District, while with the other it corrupts the officials of a 
Department, and this under the eyes of an Executive wlio is sworn to 
see that the laws of the United States are executed. Defeated in the 
lower court, it has through the connivance of the officers of the Depart 
ment of Justice succeeded in making a moc 

remedy of an appellate court 
The doctrine of State rights, which has deluged this continent with 

blood, it invokes only to place it in a position that it may the more 
easily violate with impunity the laws of every State in the Union. It 
would be supposed that in this career of lawlessness and rapine it would 

kery and delusion the great 

from its sister institutions of like infamy, but no en 
tangling alliance is allowed to impede its course of meteoric effulgence 

| It stands alone in its infamy, and has succeeded in crushing every rival, 
| not only in its own domain, where, imperium in imperio, it rules with an 

Finding as we do that the punitory section of the act of 1879 has not been ab- | 

not enforce itself, and, as already explained, the only manner in which | 
the constitution could be enforced is by an act of the Legislature. 

It is a well-settled principle of law that the abrogation of the repeal 
of a statute does not revive the original statute, even if the abrogation 
was legal and constitutional, which in this case we have shown that it 
was not. I defy the lottery company through any process of legal 
reasoning to prove that it has ever had a legal existence since March 
27, 1879, the date of the repealing statute, and this it well knows and 
has tried ‘‘ to galvanize the corpse ’’ through an interlocutory order of 
a Federal Judge and an article of a State constitution obtained after it 
wasa nullity. So convinced is it of this, that in a recent suit which 
it instituted against Commissioner Morgan, of the District of Colum- 
bia, for damages for closing its agency in Washington, that it has itself 
asked that a demurrer filed by defendant be sustained, and from which 
it has taken an appeal to the Supreme Court of the United States. 
There it will play the same game as it did in the case of Dauphin rs, 

iron hand, but throughout the breadth of the land it has secured by the 

use of the mails a virtual monopoly of its nefarious business. In its 
rapacity of power it is as ready to face the whole power of the General 
Government in all its might as to stifle the charitable efforts to rais 
funds to support the widows and orphans of the dead soldiers of the re 
cent civil conflict. It looms up in solitary grandeur amid the wrecks 
of carpet-bag rule as the last surviving institution made more powertul 
by a revolution which was inaugurated under the banner-cry of reform, 

the futility of which it makes by its continued existence so hideously 
apparent. Caring for no principle of honesty, basing its own existence 
on corruption and bribery, it ruthlessly slaughters politically every op 
ponent who has the independence and manliness to place himself 
path. 

An honest administration in the State of its original creation it hurled 

from power, and a convention which was called for this purpose by its 
influence deliberately repudiated the debt of the same State at its im 
perious dictation. Outraging every sense of honor and propriety in its 

own action, it was jealous of the fair name of the Commonwealth and 
never rested until it was brought to its own dead level of degradation 

In its original formation it reversed the adage of ‘‘ honor among thieves,”’ 
as its first action was to allege its own turpitude to escape the payment 
of money advanced to procure a charter by bribing the members of a 

It has now exi:ted as a blot on the body-cor 
porate for over fifteen years, and no cause so mighty has ever operated 

.1ts 

carpet-bag legislature 

| to bring every branch of government, both State and national, into 
| more general disrepute. The reports of the courts, both State and na 

tional, show the general demoralization: the ermine of the sullied, 

the administration of justice prostituted to the most unworthy ends; 
the press, that palladium of liberty, bought up or muzzled by fear o1 
ignorance; the official head from governor to constable dependent on 
its good-will: every office-seeker at its beck; the whole Commonwealth 

prostrate at its feet; no institution existing but at its mercy. This is 
not an exaggerated condition of a once powerful sovereignty. 

Employing the very highest talent, counting in the ranks of its ad 
vocates, from a former justice of the Supreme Court of the United States 
whose judical reputation is only equaled by the vastness of his judicial 
knowledge of the great principles of equity down to the ambitious young 
practitioner of but yesterday’s standing at the bar, can we be astonished 
in contemplating this array of legal talent, that 

jug 

if when reduced to ex 
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tremity of the efforts of conscientious and virtuous citizens, who wished 
to remove the stigma from the State, that it has triumphed and plucked 
victory from the very jaws of defeat? Letan opponent dare assert him- 
self and its well-drilled cohorts move as an irresistible phalanx to crush 
him. If his candidature is not strangled inthe nominating convention, 
the whole power of the institution is straightway carried over to the 
other party to effect his defeat. Acknowledging no other object than 
the perpetuation of its rule, it rides over every law, human and divine, 

to effect its purpose and its proud boast that no man of either party can 
have a political future in the State of Louisiana that refuses to obey its | 
behests or that does not bear it hearty and unswerving allegiance. 

There are gentlemen in this House who affect to be surprised at my 
statement that the State of Louisiana is completely in the power of this 
swindling institution. They would insinuate that this state of affairs 
which I have attempted to portray is Only the creation of a diseased and 
distorted imagination. But remember that one of the greatest levers 
by which it acts is the total ignorance that the people are kept as to its 
workings. 
of its counsels. It acts without warning, it strikes without premoni- 
tion, and the cries of its victims are drowned in the arrogant exultations 
over its success. It possesses the power, which it ruthlessly exerts, to 
plunder the ignorant and unwary of sixty millions, and its dupes may 
be found in every corner of this vast empire. A monopoly of the worst 
description, and backed by both national and State authority, it laughs 
to scorn the impotent efforts of its enemies to arrest it in its course. 
Every official, judicial, legislative, and executive, is at its beck, and 
those who dispute its power are soon removed to give place to more 
pliant tools. Where gold can not reach it finds in a venal press the way 
to crush and destroy. 

No power is too high to attack, no means too low to use, when it 
suits the policy of its action after being oncedetermined. It illustrates 
the saying of Lord Coke, ‘‘it notonly possesses no soul, but it is equally 
destitute of all pity, all mercy, and all remorse.’’ Once entangled in 
its meshes there is no escape for its dupes. A bribe once accepted, the 
threat forever hangs over the devoted head of its victim. And strangest 
of all, the momentum of its power, contracted by a long series of years 
of wrong-doing with impunity, has been so great that it can exist in 
defiance of all law and defies the proof that it exists without a charter; 
it makes no public statements of its affairs, permits no inspection of its 
books, and in its grasp of monopoly exercises all the police functions of 
an independent sovereignty, allied with the inquisitorial power of a 
secret tribunal. It is a jealous mistress and allows po rival within the 
fair domain of the State. None can plunder its subjects; it keeps their 
goods and possessions under guard against the attacks of kindred insti- 
tutions. 

Sut if the press is venal, gentlemen may point to-the pulpitas the 
forum on which the attack on this hydra-headed monster may be urged. 
I can dismiss this subject with but a single sentence. This institution 
has been in existence for over fifteen years, and I have yet to hear of the 
first sermon preached against thiscrying sin. If one has been delivered 
in my State I have neither read nor heard of it. The right reverend 
father in God the archbishop and through all the grades of the eccle- 
siastical hierarchy down to the humble preacherof the circuit all ignore 
the existence of this great evil gnawing at the very vitals of all revealed 
religion. 
nounced as an outrage on the doctrine of State rights in bringing the 
influence of the General Government to bear on a State institution in 
depriving it of the use of the mails. They forget that by this use of the 
mails this bogus State institution has put at defiance the power of every 
other State in the Union by violating with impunity the laws enacted 
to bridle its ungovernable license. 

In conclusion, I reiterate the assertion that the lottery company has 
had no legal existence since March 27, 1879; that its charter was then 
repealed by the Legislature in the exercise of its police powers, and 
which it had a perfect right to do in accordance with decisions of the 
Supreme Court of the United States. This charter can only be revived 
in the same manner that it was repealed, by an act of the Legislature, 
and which has never been passed. The idea that an interlocutory or- 
der of a judge in a Federal court or an article of the State constitution 
could effect thisis preposterous. Even if thearticle had legislative force, 
which it has not, the repeal of the act of 1879 did not revive the act 
of 1868. These are self-evident facts, and which would soon solve the 
question on an information filed by the attorney-general of the State 
of Louisiana in the nature of a writ of guxo warranto. 
We thus see that this lottery company is only sustained by the use of 

the mails in transacting its nefarious business, which supplies the means 
to employ a horde of counsel to conceal their utter want of legal entity, 
as also through its extensive advertising to evade exposure of the man- 
ner in which that business is conducted. I close with the hope that 
my unhappy State will soon be delivered from the poisonous fangs of 
the deadly reptile which has been fastened upon the body-corporate 
through so many dreary years, and that brighter prospects await her in 
the immediate future. ‘‘ Bow thy heavens,O Lord * * * cast 
forth lightning, and scatter them; shoot out thine arrows, and destroy 
them.”’ 

Its unscrupuicus audacity is only equalled by the secrecy | ; : a : : : i 
; . ; ’ | longed discussion of the tariff question during this session, mainly 

I have been arraigned as a troubler in Israel. my action de- | 

| Legislative 
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The Tariff. 

SPEECH 

OF 

HON. MILTON G. URNER, 
OF MARYLAND, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

or 
wie Tuesday, February 27, 1883, 

On the bill (H. R. 7313) to impose duties upon foreign imports, and for other pur- 
poses, 

Mr. URNER said: 
Mr. CuatrRMAN: I have not prior to this taken part in the pro- 

because I recognized the fact that the country expected seme tariff 
legislation at the hands of this Congress, and I was unwilling to do 
anything that would interfere with a realization of that expectation, 
as I plainly saw was being done, unintentionally of course, by those 
who consumed so much time in profitless discussion. In my opinion 
the tariff bill has been talked to death, and I now desire to submit a 
few remarks in memory of the deceased. I am compelled to differ 
with the great majority of the members of this House. I havea 
theory of my own which is in conflict with the theory upon which 
the Tariff Commission bill was predicated, in conflict with the theory 
of the report of the commission, and in conflict with the bill reported 
by the Committee on Ways and Means, now before the House. | 
concede that the country has desired a general tariff revision, bat 
that desire was due mainly to the fact that the revenues of the goy- 
ernment are in excess of its necessities. A too-full treasury of the 
government, like a too-full pocket of the individual, begets extray- 
agance and lavish expenditure, and so the people have properly 
demanded that the revenues should be curtailed. Now, I claim that 
cam be better done in another and more simple and better way than 
by a general reduction of the tariff duties. The Secretary of the 
Treasury, in his last report, gives the estimated receipts and expend- 
itures for the fiscal year endiag June 30, 1884, as follows: 

FISCAL YEAR 1884. 
The revenues of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1884, estimated upon the basis 

of existing laws, will be— 
235, 000, 000 

145, 000, 00* 

, OO, 00K 

9, OVO, 000 
From sales of public lands 
From tax on circulation and deposits of national banks - tS 
From repayment of interest and sinking-fund, Pacific Raihway Com- 
panies : 1, 

From customs fees, fines, penalties, &c pans 1, 400, 000 
From fees—consular, letters-patent, and lands . 2 650, 000 
From proceeds of sales of Government property. .-.....--.. 1 
From profits on coinage, &c ice 200, 
From deposits for surveying public lands 2, 400, 000 
From revenues of the District of Columbia 730, 000 
From miscellaneous sources 5 

750. 000 

70, 000 

Total estimated ordinary receipts...........-..-..++--+--++++-- 415, 000, 00 

The estimates of expenditures for the same period, received from the several 
Executive Departments, are as follows: 

$3, 274, 049 30 
18, 668, 595 78 

4028, 300 

1, 390, 905 00 
28, 01, 445 94 
23, 481, 078 54 

731 54 

Executive 
Judicial 
Foreign intercourse 
Military establishment 
Naval establishment i ‘ 
BGR BERING ooo. cocci ccsicccovcce Bvcbsrcessescsdasebied atbodoes ene 
Pensions 
Public works: 

Legislative 
Treasury Department 
War Department 
Navy Department 
Interior Department 
Department of Agriculture 
Department of Justice ..... es duct eaqubbessanenepes 

417, 100 00 
10, 500 00 
1, 000 00 

14, 361, 715 64 
20, 925, 003 14 
3, 550, 299 08 

ROR, cn dace ded cecccncdevetceoedncetsvcésesdducdionceouscce 
District of Columbia 
Permanent annual eae 

Interest on the public debt 
Sinking-fund 
Refanding—customs, internal revenue, lands, &c. . 
Collecting revenue from customs 
Miscellaneous 

$55, 877,410 72 
45, 072, 222 54 
7,417, 100 00 
5, 500, 000 00 
8, 151,305 00 

— ee 117, 018, 038 26 

340, 280, 162 22 Total estimated expenditures, including sinking-fund 

Or, an estimated surplus of 74, 719, 837 78 

Excluding the sinking-fund, the estimated expenditures will be 
$295,207,939.68, showing an expected surplus of $119,792,060.32. It 
will be seen the estimated receipts from internal revenue are 
$145,000, 000. 



Daring the fiscal year ending June 30, 1882, the internal-revenue 
receipts were: 

ST cnicancovecenune sunaubddibeassurenninnts case #00, 873, 408 18 
rom to See Ree ee eee eee renee sees eeeaseseeeseseseeeseeeseeseees 4, O91, VSe 

— fermented liquors ....... 16, 153, 920 42 

From adhesive stamps, (including bank checks, $2,318,455.14 ; frie- 
tion matches, $2,272,253; patent medicines, &c., $1,978,395.56) .... 

From banks and bankers 

, 569, 108 70 ~3 

WreU POMAIEES, BO... 20. 202. cecccee recess cvewcccccccecceccccceecess 199, 830 O04 
From collections not otherwise provided for .............--..-..--+- 81, 559 00 

SND Chintide asnsscvncces Sidi ohne AbERONSENane on cccwwnes 146, 523, 273 72 

Of this amount, it will be seen $86,027,328.60 are collected from 
spirituous and fermented liquors, and from all other sources the 
amount of $60,495,945.12 is collected. If the whole of the internal- 
revenue tax is abolished, except that on spirituous and fermented 
liquors, the revenue is at once reduced more than sixty millions of 
dollars. And why should this not be done? No good reason can be 
assigned against it. It is said tobacce is a luxury. If it is, it is the 

r man’s luxury, and should be given him as cheap as possible. 
It is an agricultural product, and there is no reason why this 

one article of all the agricultural products of the country should be 
singled out and taxed and hampered, while its growth and manu- 
facture are just as legitimate as any other vocations. 

But it may be said that, according to the Secretary’s report, after 
this reduction in revenue is made there would still be a surplus. 
That is true, and I would still further reduce by tariff revision. Not 
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5, 253, 458 47 | 

that kind of revision now proposed, which will in all probability | 
disturb values and bring disaster and ruin to many industries, but 
I would revise the tariff upon such articles only as will afford relief | 
to the people. I firmly believe in the principle of protection, and 
since the present tariff law was enacted industries have sprung up 
that were not in existence then, and which are not properly pro- 
tected by the present law and tie Treasury rulings thereunder. In 
such cases there should be revision to give more ample protection. 
That revision would be an increase of duty instead of a reduction. 
I do not wish to be understood as-not favoring reduction in certain 
cases. My theory is this: wherever it shall be made to appear that 
any industry is in its nature and of necessity limited, so that it does 
not and cannot hope to employ any considerable number of persons, 
or the investment of any considerable amount of capital, and the 
product is of general use, upon the principle of doing the greatest 
good to the greatest number, the tariff upon such product should be 
reduced or placed upon the free list. In other words, where there is 
no hope of the production being so increased as to approximate a 
supply of the demand for the article in this country, so that home 
competition would reduce the price, I would not consider such article 
entitled to special protection, and would impose a minimum duty. 
But where there is reason to believe fhat the industry, if fostered 
and encouraged, would grow and give employment to the people, so 
that the domestic competition would ultimately reduce the price to 
the consumer, in such case a tariff should be imposed that would 
givo the amplest protection. 
A reduction of duty does not necessarily reduce revenue; on the 

other hand, the tendency is toincrease it. The revenue from customs, 
now estimated by the Secretary of the Treasury at $235,000,000, is 
regulated by the importations. The effect of a reduction of duty 
would be to increase importations, and an increase of importations 
would increase the revenue, unless the duty is very greatly reduced, 

of America, could not compete in the markets of the United States 
with foreign manufacturers employing the poorly paid labor of Eu- 
rope. That would result in a destruction of our industries, in the 
closing of our machine-shops and furnaces, in disaster to all of our | 
manufacturing interests, in sending the honest laborer wandering as | 
a tramp in search of employment for the support of himself and loved 
ones, in financial panic and ruin; and the foreign manufacturer no 
longer having a rival here in our markets, would be master of the sit- 
uation and fix the prices of his goods to suit his own inclination. That 
& protective duty is a tax upon the people and necessarily increases 
the cost of the article to the consumer, is a monstrous though some- 
what popular fallacy. That protection, when it promotes home com- 
petition, reduces prices, is strikingly illustrated in the case of steel 
rails, which have been reduced in price more than one-half since the 
imposition of a protective duty. 
The country has now lived for twenty years under a protective 

tariff, and that time has been an era of unexampled prosperity and 
progress. Whyshould there be a change of policy now? 
vast domain and its exhaustless resources we should have a fixed 
and settled policy of protection known as the American system, that 
would cultivate that domain and develop those resources until we 
can be as we should be practically independent of the world. With 
our mountains filled with coal and iron and onr forests teeming 
With the best of lumber, and with a population of industrious, en- 
ergetic, and intelligent yeomen ready to explore and develop the hid- 
den wealth of the country, why should coa), iron ore, and scrap-iron 
be imported, the product of cheap labor abroad, and our own peo- 
ple be permitted to be idle or work for half pay? What prudent 

| cultural people, all of whom are interested in protection. 
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parent does not try to encourage industry in his children? He may 
educate them however highly, he may give them line upon line and 
precept upon precept, yet if he does not encourage them to be indus- 
trious, he may expect to have a family of drones. What is true of 
the individual is true of the Government. It should be the duty of 
every Government to encourage industry with parental care. 

It had been my intentiofi to submit some statistics of the coal and 
iron industries of ny own district, but that seems now to be useless. 
I will only say that I representa mining, manufacturing, and agri 

For by 
the employment of the people at well-paid labor the farmer has a 
good and reliable market for his produce, which my section so boun 
tifully yields. But I believe in and favor protection upon principle, 
and in my acts and votes as a member of the American Congress I 
have taken a broader view than one circumscribed by the limits of 
my own district or State. I see no prospect of the passage of this 
bill, and I can conceive of greater disasters that might befall this 
nation than the failure to pass this bill. It is well known that the 
Senate has about completed a tariff revision as an amendment to the 
internal-revenue bill passed this House at the tirst session of this 
Congress. Without knowing all of the particulars of that bill, and 
without attempting to discuss its merits, I respectfully submit that 

in my judgment that body has transcended its constitutional func- 
tions in attempting to originate tariff legislation. It is trne the 

| Constitution says: 

All bills for raising revenue shall originate in the House of Representatives 
but the Senate may propose or concur with amendments as on other bills 

It is interesting to study the history of the ingrafting of that pro 
vision in the fundamental law. The debates of the framers of the 
Constitution throw great light upon the true intent aud meaning of 
that instrument. It wascontended that the money-raising power of 
the government should be with the representatives of t 
not the re pre sentatives of the States. rhe revenues of t 

ment come trom the people, and it is presumed they are appropriate 
for the benelit of the pe ople, and so it was intended the 

representatives should originate all bills for raising and appropri 
ating the revenues of the government. Upon a fair ratio of repre 
sentation, the people of Rhode Island have no more nor no less voice 

through their representatives than the people of New York. But how 
is it in the Senate? There the little State of Rhode Island with its 
two Senators is just as potent as the great Empire State of New Yor! 
with its two Senators. 

he peopl ma 

he govel 

ad 

eOoDplasS peo] 

This is no new question. It has freqnently 
engaved the attention of the greatest statesmen of the country, and 

they have always held against this right of the Senate. In the Fort 
first Congress, when this question was raised, Mr. Gartield, then a 

| member, in an exhaustive speech, reviewed and discussed the ques 

With our | 

| 
} 
| 

| 

| bills for raising 
. . , 2 | repealing taxes, and that the same exclusive right extended also to all general 
in which case our own manufacturers, employing the well-paid labor | 

| that p 

tion in his masterly and inimitable manner, and after reviewing the 
history of this legislation in this country and England, summarized 
as follows: 

The results of the investigation are 
First. “¢hat the exclusive right of the House of Commons of Great Britain to 

originate money bills is so old that the date of its origin is unknown; that it has 
always been regarded as one of the strongest bulwarks of British freedom against 
usurpations of the King and of the House of Lords, and has been guarded with 
the mest jealous care; that in the many contests which havearisen on this subject 
between the Lords and Commons during the last three hundred years the 
mons have never given way, but have rather enlarged than diminished their juris 

Com 

| diction on this subject, and that since the year 1678 the Lords have conceded, with 
scarcely a struggle, that the Commons had the exclusive right to orivinate not only 

evenue, but for decreasing it; not only for imposing, BAt also for 

appropriations of money 

Second. The Constitution now under debate was borrowed from 
England, and was intended to have the same force and effect in all respects as 
the corresponding feature of the British constitution, with this single exception, 
that our Senate is permitted to offer amendments, as the House of Loris is not 

Third. In addition to the influence of the British example is the further fact 
that this clause was placed in our Constitution to connterbalance some special 

privileges granted to the Senate. It was the compensating rhit 

clause of ony 

wei thrown into 

the scale to make the two branches of Congress equal in authority and power It 
was first put into the Constitution to compensate the large States for.the advan 

tages given to the amall States, in allowing them an equal representation in the Sen 
ate; and when, subsequently, it was thrown out of the original draft, it came near 
unhinging the whole plan It was reinserted in the last great compromise of the 

Constitution, to offset the exclusive right of the Senate to ratify treaties, confirm 
appointmenta, and try impeachments. 

Fourth. The construction given to it by the members of the cons’ itutional con 
vention is the same which this House now contends for Lhe & s construction 
was asserted broadly and fully by the First Congress, many of the members of 

which were framers of the Constitution It has been asserted again and again, in 

the varions Congresses, from the First till now, and though the Senate has often 
attempted to invade this privilege of the House, yet in no instance has the House 
surrendered its right whenever that right has been openly challenged ; and finall 
whenever a contest has arisen, many leading Senators have sustained the right of 

the House, as now contended for. 

But in the Forty-second Congres in @ manner 
iton ‘all fours” with the present case. Then the 

y by way of amendment to a bill to repeal duties on tea 

and cotfee, to make a general revision of the tariff. If there is any 
difference, the amendments then proposed were more germane than 
in the present case. Then, the bill amended was one affecting impost 
duties. In this case, the bill proposed to be amended is one that 

affects internal revenue alone. Mr. Garfield then also made an able 
speech against the right of the Senate to so amend, and the House, 

38 the question arose 

laced 

rlit, 

Se 

ate sou 
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properly jealous of 
Garfield then said: 

The case now before us is new 
before come into controversy. 

its rights, agreed with him in his views. Mr. 

and difficult. I think the same point has never 
lt raises the question how far the Senate may go 

in asserting their right to propose or concur with amendments as in other bills 
We must not construe our rights so as to de sstroy theirs; and we must take 

care they do not so construe their rights as to destroy ours. If their right to 
amendment is unlimited, then our right amounts to nothing whatever. It is the 
merest mockery to assert any right. What, then, is the reasonable limit to this 
right of amendment?! It is clear to my mind that the Senate's power to amend is 
limited to the subject-matter of the bill. That limit is natural, is definite, and can 
be clearly shown. If there had been no precedent in the case, I should say that a 
House bill relating solely to revenue on salt could not be amended by adding to it 
clauses raising revenue on textile fabrics, but that all the amendments of the 
Senate should relate to the duty on salt. To admit that the Senate can take a 
House bill consisting of two lines, relating specifically and solely toasingle article, 
and can graft upon that bill in the name Of an amendment a whole system of tariff 
and internal taxation, is to say that they may exploit all the meaning out of the 
clause of the Constitution which we are considering, and may rob the House of the 
last vestige of its rights under that clause. I am sure that this House, remem 
bering the precede nts which have been set from the First Congress until now, will 
not permit this right to be invaded on such a technicality. 

I do not how this House, as the repository of the peoples’ 
rights, can, with a due regard to its responsibilities, treat the pro- 
posed revision of the Senate, in the shape of an amendment to the 
internal-revenue bill, as anything else than an infraction of the 
spirit of the Constitution, not to be permitted, and which might be 
made a precedent for repeated and further infractions.in the future. 
The people can afford to live longer under a tariff system that has 
made them the richest and most prosperous nation in the world, but 
they cannot afford to stand by and see a violation of that Constitu- 
tion which is the palladium of all their liberties. 

8e0° 

Lee vs. Richardson. 

SPEECH 
OF 

RICHARDSON, 
CAROLINA, 

REPRESENTATIVES, 

March 3, 

from the first Congressional district of South 
Carolina, 

Mr. RICHARDSON, of South Carolina, said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: Availing myself of the privilege granted me by the 

Iiouse to print some additional remarks upon the contested-election 
case of Lee 
strictures that were made during the debate on this case. 

I think I shall be able to show that the attempt has been made to 
have this case decided upon prejudices unfairly and unwarrantably con- 
jured up. The gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. PETtTrBone], in order 

HON. JOHN 3S. 
OF TH 

THE HOUSE OF 

SoU 

IN 

Saturday, 1883. 

On the contested-election case 

vs. 

debate on the case (which by the conception of all, as well as by the re- 
port of the Committee on Elections, turned upon the rejection or reten- 
tion of the Darlington poll) questions which had no more to do with 

| ton poll, 

| forced to admit did not oecur at the Darlington poll or in Darlingt: 

Richardson, I shall attempt to reply to some of the | 

the Darlington poll than they had to do with the transit of Venus or | 
the apostolic succession. 
in the 

He very well knew that unless the 
hurry of its closing hours and the limited time it had for the dis- 

cussion, could be misled by presenting to it false issues there would be 
no hope of overriding the majority report. And the contestant, follow- 
ing the example set by the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. PETTIBONE], 
raised and waived the ‘‘ bloody shirt.’’ 

This has been the contestant’s only stock in trade for years, and it 
was not to be expected he could give up the last plank left to his for- 
lorn hope 

In justice to my constituents, who I know will feel themselves slan- 
dered and traduced by these uncalled-for aspersions on their good name 
and character, I desire te notice some of their operations 

This case was most patiently, carefully, and laboriously considered 
by the Committee on Elections. The sub-committee gave it the most 
careful consideration, and after several arguments, pro and con, arrived 
at its conclusion. Then the full committee carefully and maturely 
considered it, and as the result decided that the contestee was entitled 
to retain the seat. 

This committee (the Committee on Elections), as is known, is com- 
posed of nine Republicans, of some at least of whom it can well be 
said they are ‘‘Stalwarts among the Stalwarts,’’ of one Greenbacker, 
one Readjuster, and four Democrats. Ofthese, two Republicans (Chair- 
man CALKINS and Mr, MILLER), the Greenback member, the Readjuster 
member, and all four Democrats united in declaring the contestee enti- 
tled to the seat. None other than the clearest and strongest case could 
have commanded or obt 1inedsuchadecision, The minority report, after 

House, | 

| elections as much, if 

The majority report, without going into all the points raised in the 
minority report, joins issue with the minority re port as tothe Darling. 

And why on that point only? Because if you can notthrow 
| out the Darlington poll, though you concede all the other points raised 
in the minority report, you can not seat the contestant. Those of th 
Elections Committee who believe the contestee entitled to the seat wer 
willing to rest the case on that issue alone; not because there were yo} 
other conclusions reached in the minority report to which they did not 
agree and which could not be contravened and easily ups¢ t, but he- 

cause the case of the Darlington poll was so clear and strong that ther 
was no use in wasting time in looking further. No one knew bette, 
than the gentleman from Tennessee that this was the point and th, 
only point at issue as presented in the majority and minority reports 
And yet how does that gentleman proceed to discuss this point? 

Without informing the House that he was speaking of transaction 
which in the testimony were alleged to have occurred over fifty miles 

away from the Darlington poll, he proceeded to discuss the question oj 
‘tissue ballots,’’ and endeavored to make the House believe that th, 

vote at the Darlington poll was affected by the use of ‘‘ tissue ballots 
He went even further than this. He not only left the House to infer 
he was speaking of *‘ tissue bailots’) as used at the Darlington poll 
but when asked what county he referred to he in terms stated to thy 
House that ‘‘ this occurred in all the counties.”’ 

No one knew better than this gentleman that he then and there de- 
liberately stated what was not true. There is no charge 
contestant’s notice of contest that there were any “tissue ballots ”’ 
anywhere in Darlington County, and none that there were any 
at the Darlington poll. There is not a single witness out of the five or 
six hundred witnesses examined for the contestant as to Darlington 
County who anywhere makes such a charge. The contestant himself 
has never made it, and it has been left for the gentleman from Tennes 
see alone to resort to this unfair and untrue declaration. If this was 
the only instance in his short speech in which he has applied to th 
Darlington poll things that had no possible connection with that poll 
we might, in charity, conclude it was done by mistake. But he made 
but two points in his speech, and both were equally unfortunate in their 
application and their truthfulness. 

After arguing the case, which, by his own report as well as by his 
admission, turned upon the legality or illegality of the Darlington poll 
and applying to that poll the tissue ballots used in Georgetown County 
he then proceeds to persuade the House to throw out that poll and un- 
seat the contestee on account of *‘ ballot-box stuffing.’’ And he brings 
up a case of ** ballot-box stuffing’? which he, on being questioned, is 

made in the 

used 

used 

! mn 

County. 
Without following this gentleman any further in the methods he re- 

sorted to to accomplish his purpose, I will simply repeat that there is 
not in the notice of contest or in all the testimony one single word of 
‘*tissue ballots’’ or ** ballot-box stuffing,’’ as applied to the Darlington 
poll. The ballots in the box at that poll corresponded precisely with 

| the number of names on the poll-list, and nowhere in that county wa 
to carry his poift by any means, whether fair or foul, lugged into the | a single “tissue ballot” voted or used. 

The contestant, following the example set him by the distinguis! 
Tennesseean, raised the ‘* bloody shirt ’’ and made the declaration t! 
the ‘‘ Republicans of South Carolina had met those rifles (Winchest 
rifles) at midnight as well as at noonday.’’ If such a declaration v 
to have any force, if it could orought to influence atall the decision of th 
case, the declaration must be meant to apply to the campaign whic! 
preceded this election, or to the election itself. Now, no one knew 
better than the contestant himself that there never was a more peac 
able, quiet, and orderly campaign than the one out of which thiscoat: 
grew. 

Not a single Republican meeting was prevented. Free discussioi 
was had evesywhere, and nowhere during the campaign or on the d 
of the election were there any Winchester ritles or other guns or rifl 
displayed or used. That there had been such displays of fire-a 
former elections could have no possible bearing on this election, and t 
least regard, for fairness or truth would have compe lled the contestant 
to have said to the House he was speaking of some former electio! 
And had he done so, truth would have compelled him to have added 
that these rifles were wsed at the polls in South Carolina in forn 

not more by the Republicans than by the Dem 

el 

ocrats. 
But I will not consume time in commenting upon such injustice and 

unfairness. Perhaps it was to have been expected and ought not t 
excite surprise. It was the only chance left by which to mislead t! 

| House and draw it off from the point at issue and have the case decided 

reducing the contestee’s majority by illegal and here stofore unheard-of | 
methods, in order to give the seat to the | contestant has still to throw 
out the entire vote given at the Darlington poll. This report (the mi- 
nority report) was written by the gentleman from Tennessee. 

se aA inrmnrwnmnmraoarTrrT =F. ~_s™\ ~~ eee. 

in favor of the contestant at any cost, by fair or foul means. [| wi! 
now content myself with printing as a part of my remarks the report 
in my favor made by the sub-committee. It embraces all the point 
at issue as made by Mr. PETTIBONE’S report, and embodies my vicws 
thereon as presented by me in the discussion of this case before t! 
sub-committee. 

Among other points it fully discusses the Darlington poll and ex- 
poses the utter groundlessness of the claim that it should be rejected. 

| lam willing that my claim to the seat and the justification of mysel! 

rr eae mi Be wes N se ee CO; == i GE th i tis 
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and my constituents shall rest on theargument and the facts presented | legal votes were cast for you by persons not qualities \ ors swho 

Z . . voted more than once 
in this report: Fifteenth. Thatat each and every precinet in th es e firs 

The Congressional district comprises eight counties, as follows: Georgetown, | Congressional district a large number of « ' { des \ a 
Sumter, Williamsburgh, Horry, Darlington, Malberough, Marion, and Chester- | tended to vote for me for Congress were denied \ a 
field. The pleadings in the case are as follows: sufficie it cause, by the managers of election 

‘** Notice of contest Sixteenth. That throughout the Congressi ‘ 
@ Rici . Spernad Ss 4 pointed by the reuit court of the | ted States re . I 

“To Hon. Joun 8S. RIcHARDSON, Sumer, narty, whose nominee for Congress I was. and the « 
' “SumTer, 8. C., Decem 15, LSso States were obstructed, hindered, and p i ther © : 

“Sir: You are hereby notified that I will contest your right to a seat inthe | porters fron y d freely perforn 
Forty-seventh Congress of the United States as a member of the House of Rep- | laws of 1 United States 
resentatives from the first district of South Carolina, for the following reasons Sevente Phat at each and every votir ) t 

* First. That a majority of the legal votes polled at the election held on the 2d | comprising t rst Congressional district tl wal 
day of November, 1850, in the first Congressional district of South Carolina were | known to po il partisans and sup; rs. and 
cast for me. cal par ' indidate for Congress you were; t ! 
“Second. That owing to frauds, violence, and intimidation committed in your | jection of votes and in the @weneral ma eme di | f the cle< 

interest by your partisans and supporters in each and every county in the Con managers of election afore Lat each p 1 vour P 
gressional district, the true result of the election was defeated and a pretended | for your | t; that at each and every precinet where ere W 1 exe 

and fraudulent majority made to appear for you baliots in the box the managers of ek is aforesaid ! ul 
“Third. That the returns made to the State board of canvassers by the com- | cess acted y nterest, manipulating the ts ‘ L way as t \ 
missioners of elections of Sumter, Williamsburgh, Georgetown, and Horry Coun- | out mostly tickets with my name for Co 
ties do not contain true and correct statements of the votes cast for a member of Lighteent hatin Darlington County t $ ‘ 
Congress in said counties. owing, first, to the repeating, illegal vo ind ot : . 
“Fourth. That according to the returns of the election made by the mana committed in your interest and by yv« and rs 7 a 

gers of election of the several voting precincts in the counties of Sumter, Will- | every voting pi net in the 1 sec ryat Da ri ( i poll 
jiamsburgh, and Georgetown, I received a majority of the votes cast in each of | Florence, Effingham, James Cross Roads,Gum Bra i Tim le. b 
the said counties. the poll-list being falsified by the insertion thereon une pea 

“Fifth. That in Sumter County the commissioners of election illegally refused | ing, violence, intimidation, illegal voting Lby the re f e number 
to count and canvass and include in their statement of the result of the election | of qualified voters whodesired and offered to ( where 
the vote cast, canvassed, and duly returned for a member of Congress at the fore, the ent vote returned as having been cast ‘ f the a e-named 
following voting precincts, to wit, Sumter No. 1, Carter's Crossing, and Rafting | polling precincts should be rejected and ent wr ome } 

Creek. Nineteent Chat in Darlington County, at the f \ precinets 
“Sixth. That in Williamsburgh County the commissioners of election illegally | to wit: Effingha James Cross Roads, Gum Bra I ‘ 

refused to count and canvass and include in their statement of the result of the | Lydia, Society Hill, Leavensworth, and Mech s\ { he ca et for 
election the vote cast, canvassed, and duly returned for a member of Congress | in paragraph No. 9, the vote actually cast for me wa urge und the e act 
at the following voting precincts, to wit, Salters, Gourdins, and Midway ally cast for you was smaller, than appears on the face of ret le 
“Seventh. That in Georgetown County the commissioners of election illegally | the managers of election at the voting precinets af I: w 

refused to count and canvass and include in their statement of the result of the | vote returned for me by the managers of election at « \ | i 
election the vote cast, canvassed, and duly returned for a member of Congress | should be added the ballots bearing my name which were drawn « \ ‘ 
at the following voting precincts, to wit, Upper Waccamaw, Lower Waccamaw stroyed, and from the vote returned for you at each of the polisaf ish 
Santee, Sampit, Choppee, and Pee Dee, or Birdfield be deducted a corresponding number 
“Eighth. That in Horry County the commissioners of election illegally refused I'wentieth. That at Graham's Cross Roads, Scrant and Cedar Swamp 

to count and canvass and include in their statement of the result of the election Williamsbureh County, the ballot-boxes were stuffed. the p ts f « d } 

the vote cast, canvassed, and duly returned for a member of Congress at the vot the insertion theron of fictitious names, violence, int da per 
ing precinct of Martin Hill. illegal voting committed in your interest and by your partisans and support 
“Ninth, Thatin Sumter, Williamsburgh, and Georgetown Counties at the fol- | to such an extent that it isimpossible to tell how , ul vot cast 

lowing voting precincts, to wit, Lynchburgh, Mayesville, Shiloh, and Privateer said voting precincts; wherefore the entire vote returned as hay een cast at 
in the county of Sumter, and Kingstree, Gourdins, Black Mingo, Greelyville said polls should be rejected and entirely excluded 
Salters, Cedar Swamp, Prospect Church, Pipkins, Anderson's, Scranton, and ro the notice of contest the sitting member filed exception nsw 
Graham’s, in the county of Williamsburgh, and Georgetown, Upper Waccamaw, | follows 
Sampit, and Carver's Bay, in the county of Georgetown, the vote actually cast Sir: In reply to your notice of intention to contest Vv seat he Forty 
for me was larger and the vote actually cast for you was smaller than appears | seventh Congress of the United States as a member fi the first dist t of the 
on the face of the returns made by the managers of election at the voting pre- | State of South Carolina, served on me on the 20th day of December, 1880, I ‘ 
cinctsaforesaid; that the difference between the vote as actually cast and the vote | to say 
as returned by the managers aforesaid arises from the fact that at each of the I. That I deny and exceptto your right to contest: seat, eithe ve \ 
aforesaid polls, numerous ballots bearing your name for Congress, were fraudu- | behalf or in the interest of the voters of the first Ce essional distr ‘ 
iently placed in the ballot-box, for the purpose of creating an excess of votes | State of South Carolina, for the reason that you we tat the time of t ‘ 
over voters and thereby compelling the managers to draw out and destroy the | eral election on the 2d of November, L880, either a lega 
excess of ballots thus created, in orderto reduce the number of ballots inthe box | said district or State Lallege that two years previous t l clection, w 
to the number of names on the poll-list; that in drawing out of the box at | intention of removing from South Cars you s« \ teve ‘ 
each poll the excess of ballots fraudulently created as aforesaid, numerous bal- | owned in South Carolina and removed with f | 
lots bearing my name for Congress, and which had been legally voted, were | said State, and returned to the said State less t twelve ont pre 
drawn out and destroyed, and in their place was counted a corresponding num- | said election 
ber of ballots, with your name for Congress thereon, which had not been legally fl. lobjectand ept to your notice so far ‘ ve f eandint 
voted ; wherefore, to the vote returned for me by the managers of election at tion on the part of my supporters, because you d pecif atl | ume 

each of the polls aforesaid should be added the ballots bearing my name for Con tice require, or pretend to specify, a single instance of f eo! midat ‘ 
gress which were drawn out and destroyed, and from the vote returned for you | mitted by any of my supporters anywhere in the Cor ol district « 
at each of the polls aforesaid should be deducted a corresponding number of the voters of said district. Nowhere in your notice do y ut 
“Tenth. That in Marion, Marlborough, and Chesterfield Counties, at the follow- | forced to vote for me, or who was intimidated by my s ‘ ul pore 

ing voting precincts, to wit, Marion Court-House, Berry’s Cross Roads, Camp- | from voting for you, or in what manner, place,or tow 
bell’s Bridge, Little Rock, Friendship, High Hill, Mount Nebo, Marsbluff, Aerial had, or by whom it was don« 
and Stones, in the county of Marion; and Bennettsville, Smithville, Adamsvill 11I. Beeause your specificat of grou of « 
Brownsville, Brightsville, Hebron, Clio, Red Bluff, and Red Hill, in the county | and do not set forth faets s or of ha < 
of Mariborough; and Chesterfield Court-House, Mount Croghan, and Hebron } test my rig l i not w 
Church, in the county of Chesterfield, for the causes set forth in the preceding para p sly s une ! I< i 
graph (No. 9) the vote actually cast for me was larger and the vote actually cast for | mati 1 beliet the « res and a : ! ‘ i 
you was smaller than appears on the face of the returns made by the managers of set { | I « you to prove the sa x ‘ 
election at the voting precincts aforesaid Wherefore to the vote returned for To the at ‘ a ‘ ‘ I. yt ‘ i 

me by the managers of election at each of the polls aforesaid should be added t t A t ed, On the « t I t ‘ 
the ballots bearing my name which were drawn out and destroyed, and from thy . dl { ‘ . ‘ 
vote returned for you at cach of the polls aforesaid should be deducted a corr 5 » 

sponding number. , : “Eleventh. That the polls required by law tobe held at Stateburgh. in Sumter alle 
County, and at Griers, in Georgetown County, were not opened, because the I ’ is « 1 ttot 
managers of election, who were your partisans and supporters, and member is i tin \ I ‘ ‘ 
the political party whose nominee you were for Congress, neglected and refuse: r alle ito l that 
to act, in consequence of which numerous voters who went to said polls for the te how « | { rid y rt truce t i ty 
purpose of casting their ballots for me for Congress were deprived of the oppor you rity - n < i ‘ ete 11 

tunity to vote for me for Congress, as they intended and desired vou, | et t { l d of cont ole 
“Twelfth. That at Black River or Brown's Ferry voting precinct, in George ne ' ele ' t t 

town County, two hundred and seventy-six votes were cast for me and twenty | to } ‘ true ‘ 1} | t 
votes were cast for you; that at the close of the poll, upon opening the ballot rybah je yottl es Cn it i elect 1 in i t 

box and counting the votes therein, the managers found that there were six hur in ref to the four d ‘ ‘ l ert I 
dred and two tickets in the box; that this excess of three hundred and six bal 4 tru zed by you the that ‘ 
lots was caused by your partisans and supporters fraudulently placing in the ties of S { \\ ul rah, and Geor ! t ti« 
ballot-box that number of small tissue ballots bearing your name for Congress aml exces » your specification a defin mea i t I 
that when it was ascertained that the ballot-box had been stuffed as aforesaid, | not state wh returns, fron hat voti mre t.h 
controversy arose between the United States supervisors and the managers as | turns are t 1¢ or correct, o1 t would be y« rit 
to the duty of the latter under the circumstances, and not being able to agre and I expre and emphatic deny that you f ' 
the managers sealed up the box and delivered the same to one of the sups were true, t re on of a i I i i i 
Visors without making a canvass and return of the votes required by law ero s¢ hia majority of vot iid t 
wherefore, the vote cast as aforesaid at said precinct should be added to the vot to said s 
returned for you and for me respectively by the commissioners of election of fo the fifth ground of your contest I ans that I do not 
Georgetown County, to-wit, twenty for you and two hundred and seventy-six , that in 8 ter County the « missioners of ele yas lle 
for me. sarac me ad i their statement the votes ca nd retur ‘ 

“Thirteenth. That at Cheraw voting precinct, in Chesterfield County, the | No. 1, Carte Crossing, and Rafting Cree I admit thatt 
poll-list kept by the managers of election and their clerk was falsified in your | voting precincts were refused and exclude 
interest by the insertion thereon of one hundred and sixteen fictitious names, | cinct No.1, 1 waive the question as to whether 
and for the names thus fraudulently placed on the poll-list a number of ballots | refused and excluded by said commissioners 

ring your name for Congress were surreptitiously placed in the ballot-box | counted And I allege id claim, if they be st 
and counted, canvassed, and returned for you: wherefore, from the vote returned | majority of all the votes cast in said distri ‘ ( 
for you atsaid precinct should be deducted the number of ballots so illegally | ¢ gand Rafting Creek, I deny, on it f,t 

counted, canvassed, and returned for you. illegally refused and excluded from the sa i ‘ 
“Fourteenth. That in each and every voting precinct in the counties of Ches- | if they be counted, | would still have a t! 

terfield, Horry, Marlboro’, Williamsburgh, Darlington, and Marion numerous il- | said eclectic: ys & 
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“To your sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth grounds of contest, on in- 
formation and bwlief, I deny the same and each and every allegation therein con- 
tained. 

** As to so much of the allegation contained in your ninth ground of contest as 
alleges that there is such a voting precinct as Mayesville in Sumter County, I 
deny the same; and though I received a majority of the votes polled at said sup- 
posed precinct, I allege that there is no such voting precinct established by law, 
and ask that the vote returned and counted from said supposed voting precinct 
be excluded. 
“To your eleventh ground of contest, on information and belief, I deny that 

the poll at Stateburgh, in Sumter County, and at Grier's, in Georgetown County, 
were not opened, I deny that said poils were not held because the managers 
neglected or refused to act. I deny that because said polls were not held nu- 
merous voters who desired to vote for you were thereby deprived of the oppor- 
tunity to vote for you 
“On the contrary, on information and belief, I allege that the poll at Grier’s, in 

Georgetown County, was held, and I charge and allege that your partisans and 
supporters, with force and arms, took from the possession of the managers of said 
poll the box containing the ballots cast for a member to Congress and carried off 
the same, refusing to allow the said managers to count the ballots and ascertain 
the result. And I further allege that no one was prevented from voting for you 
who desired to doso, by anything that was done at either of said voting precincts 
by my partisans and supporters, or by the managers at said precincts. 

“ To your twelfth ground of contest, on information and belief, Ideny the same, 
and each and every allegation therein contained; and I charge and allege, on 
information and belief, that your partisanaand supporters, with force and arms, 
took from the possession of the managers of said Black River, or Brown's Ferry 
precinct the box containing the ballots cast at said voting precinct, and refused 
to allow the same to be counted by the managers, as by law required to be done, 
“To your thirteenth, fourteenth, fifteenth, sixteenth, seventeenth, eighteenth, 

nineteenth, and twentieth grounds of contest, on information and belief, I deny 
the same, and each and every allegation therein contained, As to your seven- 
teenth ground of contest, and all other grounds where similar allegations are 
made by you, I charge and allege that the managers of the election were ap- 
pointed, and the purging of the ballot-boxes, where the same was found to be 
required by law, was done in strict accordance with the laws of South Carolina 
governing in such cases, and that said laws were framed and passed by the po- 
litical party of which you are a member, and the appointment of said managers 
and the purging of the boxes were done in strict accordance with the practice 
adopted and acted on by the party of which you are a member when said party 
were in power in South Carolina. I further charge and allege that the party to 
which | belong have not altered, amended, or repealed the said laws in one 
iota 

As to somuch of your allegation contained in your eighteenth and nineteenth 
grounds of contest as alleges that there is such a voting precinct as James Cross 
Roads, in Darlington County, | deny the same, or that there was any vote polled 
at or counted from any such voting precinct. 

Che undersigned alleges and charges that there is no such voting precinct 
established by law as Mount Clio, in Sumter County, and claims that the vote 
counted and canvassed as polled at said supposed voting precinct should be ex- 
cluded 
“The undersigned further denies that if the irregularities alleged by you to 

have been committed did occur (of which he has no knowledge or information), 
they were of a character in any degree to affect or invalidate his true and lawful 
election. On the contrary, he alleges and claims that, counting the entire vote 
polled at every voting precinct in the Congressional district, and accepting the 
returns made by the Republican supervisors, wherever they made returns, as to 
the number of such votes and the persons for whom they were cast, the con- 
testee received a large majority of all the votes cast for a member to Congress 
from the first district of the State of South Carolina at the election held for such 
member on the 2d day of November, 1880 

While the undersigned denies that there was any ‘force or intimidation’ 
whatever used or practiced anywhere in the Congressional district by his parti- 
sans and supporters, he alleges and charges that there was great force, undue 
influence, violence, and intimidation practiced by you and your partisans and 
supporters upon and over a large number of colored voters who desired to vote 
for him, and who in consequence of such force, violence, undue influence, and 
intimidation were prevented from voting for him, and forced by fear of violence 
and injury to their persons or property to vote against their wishes for you. 
Phat this was notably the case at each and every voting precinct in the counties 
of Sumter, Williamsburgh, and Georgetown. That to render this intimidation 
more complete and effectual you and your partisans and supporters caused large 
numbers of the colored people to be formed into clubs and appointed captains 
over them, who were charged to march their squads in a body to the polls, and 
there see that they voted the Republican ticket. That you and your partisans 
did so officer them and march them in squads to the polls, and by such means 
massed large bodies of colored voters at certain polls, thereby crowding out 
Democratic voters, and preventing them from voting thereat, and thereby over- 
awed, intimidated, and forced many colored voters to vote the Republican ticket 
who desired to vote the Democratic ticket. That you and your partisans and 
supporters procured certain little blank books, which you and your partisans 
and supporters caused to be placed in the hands of certain of your partisans and 
supporters, and gave out that these books were furnished by the United States 
authorities or by the national Republican party who were in authority, forthe 
»urpose of entering therein the names of all colored men who voted the Repub- 
ican ticket, to be returned to the said authorities as evidence that they had so 
voted 

“The undersigned further alleges and charges that you intimidated a large 
number of colored voters and prevented them from voting for contestee by pro- 
curing yourself to be appointed a United States deputy marshal, and acting as 
such in the interestof your own election. Thatyou and your partisans and sup- 
porters procured the appointment of a large number of special deputy marshals, 
whom you and your partisans and supporters caused to be stationed at each and 
every poll in the Congressional district without warrant of law, there being no 
city or town inthe district of 20,000inhabitants. That these deputy United States 
marshals had displayed on their persens the badges of their authority obtained 
from the United States authorities, and were active partisans and supporters of 
yourself, overawing and forcing many colored voters to vote for you who would 
otherwise have voted for him. 

“The undersigned further alleges and charges that in order the more effect- 
ually to intimidate and force the colored voters to vote for you you caused your 
name as a candidate for member to Congress to be printed on a thick, stiff, and 
striped-back card, easily-discerned at a considerable distance, thereby seeking 
to prevent, and in a great many instances did prevent, the colored voters from 
voting a secret ballot, as is contemplated by the law ; that many of these colored 
voters desired to vote the Democratic ticket, on which contestee’s name was 
printed as a « andidate, and would have done so could they have voted it without 
ite being known to your partisans and supporters for whom they voted; that 
many colored voters actually came to the friends and supporters of the under- 
signed and stated that they intended and desired to vote the Democratic ticket, 
but could not do so, for fear of your partisans and supporters, unless the Demo- 
cratic ticket could be pasted on the inside of your striped-back ticket, and these— 
when this device was resorted to to shield and protect them against the violence 
and intimidation of your partisans—voted the Democratic ticket. 
“The undersigned alleges and charges that your partisans and supporters 

armed themselves with guns and pistols, openly displayed on their persons, and 

went te the polls so armed and equipped, and there threatened and i ntimidated 
many colored voters who intended and desired to vote the Democ ratic tick 

| and prevented them from so doing; that this was so done at each and —e 
| ing precinct in the counties of Georgetown and Williamsburgh, and at Sumter 
| Court House, Carter's Crossing, and Rafting Creek, in Sumter County.” 

The issues raised by the pleadings and the arguments of counsel on both side. 
present the following prominent points : os 

First. The district comprises eight counties, in which were located one | ; ; : ; hun- 
| dred and one voting precincts, at which the election was held on the 2d of No. 
vember, 1880. 
Second. The election and the result thereof, as ascertained and returned by 

the officers or managers at seventy precincts, is not contested in the testimony 
or in the arguments by either party, and is, therefore, not in issue, but is = 

| mitted and accepted as lawful and just by both parties to this contest. ; 
| Third. The election and the result thereof, as found by the officers of the law 
at the thirty-one remaining precincts, is attacked in the pleadings upon the 
ground of fraud, violence, and intimidation, and various irregularities ip the 
conduct and return of the same. 
The result of the election, as lawfully ascertained at the seventy uncontested 

precincts, is as follows: 

As returned by election 
E , oflicers. 

Counties. Precincte. hiaaieees 

| Richardson. Lee. 
| i 

Georgetown......| Santee ...............00+++ 23 476 
Lower Waccamaw 45 oF) 
Choppee | 41 197 
Pee Dee x 469 

142 1, 292 
—S =} 

Sumpter Bishopville..... 353 | 9 
| Providence 137 40 
Swimming Pens.. 99 | 2X} 

| -Wedgefield................ 190 22 
Spring Hill..............<. 22 18] 

| Corbett Store 79 +45 

| Manchester. 28 ) 
| Sumter No. 2... 398 9] 
| Sumter No. 1 9 1. 499 

Rafting Creek 51 3 
| Carter's Crossing 29 wr 

587 | 3 49 

Williamsburgh. | Anderson.......... ae iiwantbddeceehbeniad 112 |} 9 
Graham's Cross Roads.... ! 563 "3 

ITT Titi oiesnectnhadsiisetnnsditink 18 8 
| Muddy Creek ... 117 0 
FE EN atnthcensnsentens 74 n 
| School-House.... 83 4 

| Seranton.... 333 | 0 
Sutton 75 % 

| Midway .... 72 
Salter's.... 49 } 
Gourdin’s....... 30 217 

1,544 

EES. Le 195 69 
ES ET Sl M9 

| Gum Branch 143 2 
| Effingham.... 142 i) 
Hartsville 187 4 

Marlborough..... 331 | 0 
214 59 

Red Bluff. 187 6 
| Brightsville - 181 

| 3S 
| : - 

DETER... .ccccccssnee | Hymansville 5 27 
| Evergreen.. | 214 | 0 
High Hill...... os | 350 74 
Kentyre Church . 190 74 
Stoney.......... 238 116 
Old Are 52 5 
Mullins... 438 | 18 
Little Rock... 469 | 230 
Mount Nebo. 126 | 105 
Mars Bluff......... pepeecoeces cocen 201 | 45 
BITTER cocnscsesscceseemencee “a . 192 | * 

2, 687 | 1, 505 
| _——— — 

Chesterfield ...... a teint 1,434 608 

Siiierat eer. ciabitdedelainiatomaitaniiings i 2, 186 Tal 

"SUMMARY OF UNCONTESTED POLLS. 

es 
Counties. | Richardson. Lee 

: oy, | 

IT a natimninicinencartencoanemntnntonneenivenvesten 142 1,302 
Sumter County........... 1, 587 3,420 
Williamsburgh County 1, 526 1,544 
Darlington County.. GUS — 
Marion County........ 2, 687 1, 509 
Marlborough County 969 | 3S 
Chesterfield County. — 1, 454 GOs 
Horry County 2, 186 | Til 

ue asinciesthansdeesebednianapetithennescaqpiebvesbinnmnasnin.qoectal 11,229 10, 211 

Majority for Richardson, 1,018. 
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The aggregate vote found at the foregoing seventy uncontested precinets com- 
yrises more than two-thirds of the votes cast in the entire district. 
At the remaining thirty-one precincts the result of the election as ascertained 

and returned by the managers of the election differs widely from the result 

claimed by contestant. — ; ; 

At two of these precincts, Darlington Court House and Florence, the con- 

testant claims there was intimidation and violence sufficient to exclude dhese 

polls from the count, and at Cheraw poll that there was fraud in falsifying the 
poll-list, and for that reason it should be excluded. 

At twenty-eight of these precincts the testimony in the record discloses the 
fact that there were found in the ballot-boxesan excess of ballots over the names 
on the poll-list, and contestant complains that in the process of drawing out this 
excess, in purging the boxes, under the statute of South Carolina, injustice was 

done to him. 
Much of the contest in this case has rested on the correct ascertainment of the 

vote at these twenty-eight precincts, but after argument the vote at nineteen 
out of these twenty-eight polls has been virtually settled. As to some of these 
nineteen polls, Mr. PETTIBONE, for the contestant, has decided not to disturb the 
returns made by the precinct managers, and in the others the contestee, while 
protesting against the mode adopted to purge the boxes, agrees that the vote 
shall stand and be counted as corrected by Mr. Pertisone. The following isthe 
vote at the polls thus settled as above stated, to wit: 

Counties. Precincts. Richardson Lee 

teal I os sconce venaseteoeneseetsocees 134 189 
I inci cittccierpalininnnyaowiiarcchichin 137 4-4 

eer 127 17 
Concord..... ....00:. 152 

Williamsburgh.., Black Mingo............. ; 71 120 
Cedar Swamp. a a i] 0 
Greeleyville.......... sdabeaeen ieornent +E) 41 
Kingstree*.. iciesiens so 309 502 | 
RIES, .cvcececsccese sdeiabia 82 149 

Darlington......... Leavenworth cael ; 226 308 
Lydia......... ah oeleibsdn 572 193 

RE i : . 278 25 | 

Marlborough..... Bennettsville ede ; ; 283 516 
Red Hill seertintanwaticel 330 205 

| EE 206 145 | 
IL sccmsnievanesanad ; . 167 295 

Marion ........ PIR ncascnnstnsccsces si 86 157 
Berry's Cross Roads .. ; 279 261 
Campbell's Bridge.. pia 254 lil 
Marion Court House. lea 520 576 

Total......... a 4,453 i, 64 

Majority for Lee in the twenty polls agreed on, 201. 

Contestant complains that a number of precincts were rejected on merely tech 
nical ground, and not counted by the managers, at which he received a majority 
of the votes cast. It is not necessary to consider the sufficiency of the reasons 
raised by the county and State boards of canvassers to the counting of these pre- 
cincts, as the contestee has insisted that all votes cast and legally or sufticiently 
ascertained shall be counted without reference to technical objections. Your 
committee has therefore restored and counted these rejected precincts through- 
out the district. 
There remain now in contest, first, nine polls at which there was an excess of 

ballots in the box over names on the poll-list; second, the Cheraw poll, contested 
for fraud; and, third, the Florence and Darlington polls, contested for violence 
and intimidation. The questions at issue in this case are thus limited to the 
above twelve polls. 
Now, as to the first class, to wit, the nine polls contested on account of an ex- 

cess of ballots in the box over the names on the poll-list. Five out of these nine 
polls are in Georgetown County; one in Sumter County, to wit, Lynchburgh; 
one in Marlborough County, to wit, Brownsville; two in Darlington County 
Timmonsville and Society Hill. 

GEORGETOWN COUNTY 

In this county the State board of canvassers rejected all the polls except one. 
Why they did this does not appear in the record, but it may be stated that this 
was the only county in which a real tissue ballot was used, and they were found 
in a number of the boxes. Why they agreed to count only one box, and that 
one a box at which tissue ballots were found, is not explained. But it may be 
said unless they had done this no county officers could have been declared 
elected. The box they agreed to count and did count gave the offices to the Re- 
publicans and a majority to the contestant. The contestant asks to have all 
these boxes counted, and the contestee has insisted that all precincts shall be 
oe without reference to technical objections. We have therefore reinstated 

em, 

Now, as to the five contested polls in Georgetown County. The precinct man- 
— returned the vote at these five contested precincts in this county as fol- 
OWS: 

Precincts. Richardson Lee 

ee i ececescnsunnbes 176 256 
Upper tensa. ; 90 1 
Carver's Bay.. 183 97 
Court House.. 2 617 

95 201 

846 1,512 
bbb 

In addition to the above, Mr. PerrrBone, for the contestant, insists that the con- | 
testant shall have given to him and added to his majority every Republican vote 
that was withdrawn in pursuance of the statute of South Carolina requiring the 

* Mr. Petrrpone decides in his report to count this poll as it was returned by the 
take he It was returned by the managers as 309 for Richardson, but by mis 
take Mr, Petrrinons carries to his table only 305. 
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withdrawal of the ballots in excess of the 

testee shall have the same number i d f w { 

R 
~ © 

‘ led 

Carver's Bay i9 
Sampit is 
Upper Waccamaw is ‘3 
Court House r69 

t I Y 

Is there a part f legal evidence on which this claim is based ‘ 4 84 

( s B 

lake the evidence relating to Carver's Bay pol \t this poll 283 votes were 

cast. Three hundred and seventy-seven ballots were found in the box There 
is no evidence in the record to show that the stuffing of this ballot-box was done 

more by one party than by the other The Repul slican United States supervisor 
in his official report (see record, pas S. Says In reference to this poll 

The number of Republican ball found with one or more Republican bal 

lots folded within the same was 31 
The number of Democratic ballots found wit ’ t re De ratic bal 

lots within the same was 24 

Here is evidence, unquestioned and uncontradicted, subs ted by the con 

testant, and given by one of his own witnesses, which pla shows that Re 

| publicans voted more than one ballot, and the stuffing was done by the Re pub 
licans as well as by the Democrats. From the evidence irs thatthe man 
agers destroyed all the ballots that were inclosed in oth that there was 

} an excess of 39 ballots left in the box These were w l ind 20 Demo 

cratic and 19 Republican ballots were drawn out and destroyed lo say thatall 
the managers were Democratic amounts to nothing, unless t e is ne evi 

| dence to show that they had a hand in this stuffing of the ba t x Ly the 
law of South Carolina the voters deposited their own ballots, and the managers 
have nothing to do with placing them therein rhe officers are strongly pre 
sumed to have done their duty, and the box having been purged, in pursuanes 
of the statute law, of the excess, the result thus obtained should stand We 

| therefore decline todeduct 19 votes from the contestee’s and add them to the con 
testant’s vote, and this box will therefore stand for Richardso 4 1 for 

Lee WT 
Sa pu po 

} rake the evidence relating to Sampit poll 
Che poll-list showed 437 ballots, and 495 ballots were found 1 the 

ballot-box ['wenty ballots called “tissue ballots’’ were found rhe 
| Managers promptly destroyed them 

Four Democratic ballots were folded together The 3 inclosed ballots were 
also destroyed This left an excess of 37 ballots in the bo» That excess was 

| drawn out and destroyed in pursuance of law; 18 were Repul i nd 19 were 
Democratic 

There were double the number of Republican ballots in the box that there 
were of Democratic ballots, and yet a majority drawn out were Democratic 

Not a syllable of direct or positive proof was offered to show who put this ex 
} cess in the box But the proof introduced in the record by the contestant tends 

|} to show that it was done fully as much by Republicans as by Democrats, The 
| two United States supervisors (Republican and Democrat page S10 of the 
} record, make their official report, in which they say 

“The number of mixed ballots found with one or mx Rey in ballot 
folded within the same was 20 tissue 

“The number of Democratic ballots found with one or more Dx cra ba 
| lots within the same was 4 
} There is no evidence inthe record to contradict this sworn return o 1¢ United 

| States supervisor Here again Republicans are found voting more ballots than 
one, 

Has not Richardson just as much reason to presume Republica imitted 
the fraud as Lee to insist that Democrats stuffed the box 

It is enough to say here, as we did as to Carver's Bay, that without proof no 
| presumption can be made either way, and the box having been purged, accord 
| ing to the statute law of South Carolina, of the excess, the result thus obtained 

must stand—Richardson, 176; Lee, 2 
Mr. PETTIBONE says in his report that 15 “ tissue ballot we i for 

Richardson The record shows that every tissue ballot was el ted and 
| rejected. His suggestion, therefore, is wholly without proo 

Upper Waccamau 

In this precinct there was on the poll-list 432, and 482 ballots were found in the 

box Phere was also found one Democratic ballot with 12 ballots inside, and 
|} one Republican ballot with one inside (record, page 812 rhese were destroyed 

| except the outside ballot in each case Phen the balance of the excess, 50, were 
} drawn out and destroyed, leaving the vote stand 341 for Lee id 90 for Richard 
| son 

Not a word of evidence is adduced to show how these ballo nh excess gotin 
the box Phere is no more evidence on which a guess could made thas, one 

party did it rather than the othe: 
Complaint is made that in drawing the cess 48 Republi ballots were 

drawn out and only 2 Democratic 

But remember when the drawing commenced there were in th x 389 Re 

publican and only 92 Democratic ballots And if they had been draw nm that 
proportion there would have been drawn 40 Republican and 12 Democratic 

ballots 

But at Sampit they drew just about as many ballots in excess of the propor 
| tion against the Democrats, showing that in both cases it probably arose fron 
the operation of chance in drawing by lot We can find no evidence as to th 

poll in the record which can justify us in changing the return made by the pre 
| cinct managers. This box should stand—Richardson, 90; Lee 1] 

Georgetown Court House poll 

At this precinct it appears from the evidence that there were 169 tissue ba 
in the box and 169 ballots in the box in excess of names on the poll-list, and t! 
these tissue ballots were not destroyed by the managers, but returned to t 

box and mixed with the other ballots and then the excess withdrawn Phe ce 
testee thinks that they should have been destroyed, and therefore we elin 
them, and then this poll will stand as corrected by Mr. Prerriront 
testant—for Richardson 190, and for Lee 729 

Brown's Ferry pol 

The result of the vote at this precinct was never ascertained by t 

or any of them The vote was nevercounted or reported by any one autho! 

to count or report the result rhe ballot-box was seized by an infuriated 1 
before it was counted and taken charge of by the Repub an sur 
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says he kept it in hisroom for months with the door unlocked and the aperture 
to the box unclosed, 
The contestant proposes to take the statement of a bystander, who says he 

saw two hundred and one persons vote the Republican ticket and ninety-five 
vote the Democratic ticket; but this is not the way in which the law requires 
a box to be counted nor the way by which a vote can be proved. Besides, by 
the law of South Carolina, the ballot must be voted folded so that it can not be 
seer, and as the witness did not and could not examine the face of the ballots 
to see who they were for or whether any of them were scratched, it is impossi- 
ble for the witness to say who they were for. How many may have been 
scratched no one knows. It seems therefore impossible to legally ascertain 
the actual result at this box, and we therefore reject it. 
The result, therefore, at the five contested polls in Georgetown County will 

stand 

Pre< incts. Richardson. Lee. 

ame, 190 F. vcecevsesencreusstecsconsssensyinebnisiinmebenseteiiiiesmeneentitt 176 256 
Upper Waccamaw 90 41 
a a ie ciate a elie eaaneiaeeiaial 183 o7 

Oourt Hons« 190 729 
SETS TOU ocoreunsisaccrtnennsstcntantasérensieinnaahbamenenevenaianbestaneasdadendbadeiniaiien 

Total , ee 639 | 1,423 
Add the result at the uncontested polls in this county 142 | 1,392 

78l 2,815 
Majority for Le« 2,034 

It is worthy of notice that the evidence (see record, page 677) shows that in 
1876, in a hotly contested election, when all the election officers were Republic- 
ans, and Richardson ran for Congress against Joseph H. Rainey, a native and 
resident of Georgetown Coun’,, Richardson received in this county 1,152 votes 
against 2,864 for Rainey, Rainey’s majority being 1,582. In this case we give Lee 32. > 

2,004 majority, and Richardson 371 less than he received according to the returns 
of Republican managers. 

It is also worthy of notice that in 1876 Richardson received at the Georgetown 
Court House poll (see record, page 677) 302 vetes, the exact number he was given 
in this election by the Democratic managers. It is true that at his request we 
have reduced his vote at this poll to 190, 

Next, as to the contested poll in Sumter County, to wit 

SUMTER COUNTY. 

Lynchburgh poll. 

The precinct managers and State board of canvassers give Mr. Richardson 319 
votes aud to Mr, Lee 181] at this poll. There were 107 more ballots in the ballot- 
box thas names on the poll-list. These were withdrawn and destroyed, as the 
statute of South Carolina requires. There is no evidence in the record to show 
how many Republican tickets or how many Democratic tickets were withdrawn 
and destroyed. Doubtless some of each kind were destroyed, but there is no 
evidence to show how many of each. Mr. PeTrrBoONE says ‘the record is silent 
as towhothey were for.’ In his report he says thatall the managers being Dem- 
ocrats, ‘it is difficult, not to say impossible, to believe that the fraud was perpe- 
trated in favor of Mr. Lee.” Is not this begging the question? 

There is no proof that the fraud was committed by the managers—not one 
word of such a in the record; and the officers are presumed to have dis- 
charged their duty. No presumption can be raised against them in the absence 
of proof. The ballots in excess of the poll-list were doubtless deposited in the 
box, in this instance, as in others proved in the record, by the voters; but whether 
it was done by the Democrats orthe Republicans there is not one word of proof 
in the record to show, unless it be the testimony of James Levy, to which we 
shall refer. Mr. Pettibone complains that the managers did not let the United 
States supervisor see the tickets they destroyed. We must not forget that the 
law of South Carolina requires that the ballots withdrawn “shall be immédi- 
ately destroyed” without being seen by any one, and we can not unite in cen- 
euring them for doingtheirduty. Ifthe law is wrong it is one thing, but whether 
the law is right or wrong the officers were bound to obey it. 

But it is claimed in that report that the contestant shall have his vote in- 
creased to 242, and that the contestee shall have his vote decreased to 258, This 
claim is made on the testimony, as we are told in the report, of one James Levy 
(record, page 25), whosays he kepta list of those who voted the Republican ticket 
and that there were 242 persons voted that ticket, 

In the first place, the said James Levy was not a legal witness; no notice was 
given the contestee that he would he examined,as is required in the United 
States statutes, and he was examined against the protest and objection of the 
contestee, (See record, page 25.) 

And in the next place, we do not know any law which authorizes us to set 
aside the sworn returns of the election officers upon such evidence. As we have 
said, there is no evidence to show who did the stuffing, or which party commit- 
ted the fraud. In fact, the only evidence in the record bearing upon the point 
would tend to show it was done by the Republicans, for this very witness (James 
Levy, page 25), in his testimony, makes the following answer to a question asked 
him about this excess of 107 votes: 

“Question. Was that excess made up by two or more tickets being folded to- 
gether, or by too many single tickets? 
“Answer. I did notsee butone case where two tickets had been folded together, 

two Republican tickets, and they were at once destroyed.”’ 
In the absence of proof to show which party should suffer for this fraud we 

conclude that this poll must stand as returned by the precinct managers, to wit: 
For Richardson, 319; for Lee, 181. 

Brownsville poll. 

This poll is located in Marlborough County. The precinct managers and the 
Siete ee of canvassers both return the vote as being 290 for Richardson and 
90 for Lee. 

There was not a single witness examined as to the vote at this poll, and there 
is no evidence at all in the testimony to question the accuracy of the precinct 
managers’ returns; but itseemsthe contestant put into the record, while he was 
taking testimony in another (Darlington) county, and before he took testimony 
in Marborough County, a private letter of the Republican supervisor to the 
chief supervisor, and also a statement purporting to be the report of the two 
supervisors for this poll. 

‘his letter and so-called report were not proved or attempted to be proved, 
and they were inserted in the record without the knowledge or consent of the 
contestee or his counsel (Mr. Knox Livingston), for the county and poll to which 
they relate, and after objection and protest of his counsel for Darlington County. 
The question naturally arises, why was the letter and so-called report not re- 
served and offered along with the other reports which contestant put in evi- 
dence, and introduced in the testimony when and while he was taking his test‘- 
mony in Marlborough County, in which this poll is located, and where con- 
testee’s counsel for that county would then have thereby had notice of it. 
The first question is, is such a paper evidence? We think not. But upon 
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inspection of the original of this so-called report it is evident, from marks a; 
erasures appearing on its face, that it has been tampered with and altered.  ,, 
one who inspects this paper can for a moment doubt this. a 
The contestee offered in evidence before the sub-committee the affidavit of both 

| supervisors, whose names are attached to this report, declaring that the report 
as published in the record is not the report they sigred; and though, perhaps 
itmay not be safe to rely on this affidavitif it stood alone, for the reason for de. 
ciding that the said report is not evidence, or at least not such reliable evidence as 
to justify the committee in relying on it to alter the return of the officers of th, 
law, yet as the said report bears on its face the marks of having been altered and 

tampered with, and was never proved or attempted to be proved, but was jp. 
serted in the testimony under the circumstances referred to, we insert the 
affidavit here for what it is worth : 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
State of South Carolina, first Congressional district : 

Samuel Lee, contestant, vs. John 8. Richardson, contestee.—Contested electio, 

Personally appeared before me William B. Drake and Moses W. Pearson, who 
upon being severally sworn, says, each for himself, that he was United State<c 
supervisor of elections at the general election in 1880 at Brownsville polling pre- 
cinct, in the county of Marlborough, in the State of South Carolina, the former 
acting as the Democratic supervisor and the latter as Republican; that he ep 
deavored faithfully to perform the duties imposed upon him by law, and in obe- 
dience to instructions inclosed with his commission the two supervisors united 
in a report to the chief supervisor of elections for said State. 
Deponents further say, on oath, that, owing to the manner in which the excess 

of ballots found in the box were drawn out and destroyed, deponents did not 
and could not see or tell the number that bore the names of the Republican and 
Democratic candidates, respectively, and consequently in their report to the 
chief supervisor they did not, because they could not, designate the number of 
ballots drawn out of the ballot-box and destroyed by the managers because o; 
excess of votes over names belonging respectively to the Republican and Den, 
cratic candidates. 
Deponents further say that they have been informed that while contestant 

was taking testimony in another county he introduced in evidence a report pu 
porting to be the report made by these deponents as supervisors, in which th 
number of ballots drawn out and destroyed for the Republican and Democrati: 
candidates, respectively,are designated. Deponentssay no such statement was 
contained in the report made by them, and that the report contained in thy 
printed testimony, and purporting to be a true copy of their report, is not in fact 
such a copy, but has been altered and changed since it left their hands 

W. B. DRAKE, 

MOSES W. PEARSON, 

Said 

Sworn to and subscribed before me May 9, 1882. 
[SEAL.] T. E. DUDLEY, Notary Publ 

Upon the strength of this so-called report alone, without one word of proo! 
even tending to show who or what party stuffed the ballot-box, if it was stuffed, 
Mr. PEetTrTiBonE in his report deducts 126 votes from the contestee and adds that 
number to the vote of the contestant. We can find no law or evidence in the 
record on which we can come to any such conclusion, This poll must stand as 
returned by the managers—for Richardson, 290; for Lee, 90. 

Cheraw poll. 

This poll is returned as 483 for Richardson and 458 for Lee. 
The vote at this poll and throughout this county shows that a full vote was 

polled. The contestant received several hundred more votes in the county tha: 
the Republican candidate for Congress did in 1876, when all the election officers 
were Republicans, and no one is produced who says he was refused the right to 
vote. The only charge made in the notice of contest is as follows: 
“That at Cheraw voting precinct, in Cesterfield County, the poll-list kept by the 

managers of the election and their clerk was falsified in your interest by the in- 
sertion thereon of 116 fictitious names, and for the names thus fraudulently placed 
on the poll-list a number of ballots bearing your name for Congress were sur- 
reptitiously placed in the ballot-box and counted, canvassed, and returned for 
you; wherefore, from the vote returned for you at said precinct should be de- 
ducted the number of ballots so illegally counted, canvassed, and returned for 
you,”’ 
There is no law which authorizes the committee to examine into any other 

matters. We are confined by the pleadings to this single charge. Is it true? 
The contestant examines but one single witness as to this poll, to wit, Thomas 

E. Smith, page 164. He testifies on this point as follows: 
‘Question. State the irregularities that you witnessed at that poll at the clos: 

of the election. 
“Answer. There was agreat many more names on the poll-list than there were 

ballots in the box ; how many I don’t recollect.” 
Not one word beyond this is found in all contestant’s testimony to substantiate 

this charge. 
In regard to the deficiency of ballots, as compared with poll-lists, there is no 

evidence as to numbers. No one says whether the excess was five or ten. Per- 
haps, as is often the case, clerks write down the name of a voter when he ap- 
roaches the polls, thinking he will vote, but for some cause his vote is rejected, 

But his name stands upon the list. The presumption is, the returning officers 
did their duty and can not be held responsible because the ballots which they 
did not handle until counted were short the names on the poll-list. How many 
persons may have presented themselves to vote, and their names taken down 
by the clerk, and then on being challenged may have been refused, but their 
names not erased from the list, no one knows. It is usual for the voting to be 
principally done during the forenoon; but we do find from Mr. A. A. Pollock's 
testimony, page 582, that after 1 o’clock p.m. a good many such instances bap 
pened at this poll, and out of the number some five or six were refused. 

A. A. Pollock (record, page 582): 4 
**About 1 o’clock I was called into the hall in which the election was held, and 

from that time forward I was principally in that room. I witnessed the voting 
from that time forward, and all that I saw I thought proper. There were som: 
voters challenged for cause; some as non-residents; some were challenged as 
minors; some, upon being challenged, satisfied the managers that they were 
entitled to vote, and were then allowed to vote; others again were rejected, 
the managers being satisfied they were not entitled to vote; and I do not think 
there were more than five or six rejected, if that many.” 
How can the committee tell how many ballotsthere were lacking? The con 

testant should have furnished the evidence if he expected the committee to 
sustain him in the charge quoted above; and, having failed to do so, we can do 
no more or less than to let the return stand as reported by the election officers. 

Mr. PetTrBone refers to something said in the testimony about tissue ballots 
being voted at this poll. If it were trye, there is nothing in the pleadings about 
tissue ballots being used here. But this witness, Thomas E. Smith, is contra- 
dicted by no less than nine or ten respectable witnesses on the part of the con- 
testee, who deny that tissue ballots were used, and though his witness was thus 
contradicted and he had the reply in evidence, the contestant has failed to even 
attempt to sustain his witness. : , 
As we have said, the witnesses for the contestee all deny that any tissue bal- 

lots were used. They say a ballot somewhat thinner than those furnished by 
the State executive committee of the Democratic party, and very nearly about 
the samersize, was used; and they furnish the reason why this ticket was votec. 
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They state that the ticket furnished by the executive committee did not have on 
it the name of one of the candidates running for a county office, and the ticket 
complained of was printed by the local committee to correct this defect. They 
further state that this ticket was generally voted. Noone contradicts this state- 

ment on the part of these witnesses. The contestant had the reply in evidence 
and did not attempt to contradict it. 
We do not see how this committee can come to the conclusion that these wit- 

nesses have borne false testimony, and if they did not there is nothing left on 
which we could stand to authorize any interference with this box. We let it 

stand. 
Let us now goto 

DARLINGTON COUNTY. 

There is a discrepancy between the result in this county as certified by the 
State board of canvassers and the vote as shown by the certificate of the clerk of | 
the county, and without a word of evidence, so far as we can see, Mr. PETTIBONE 
charges that ‘‘ Richardson's majority grew to the number of 104 votes by his own 
testimony after the polls were closed and the result declared. ”’ 
There seems to be no excuse for this charge. Mr. Richardson has nowhere 

asked or claimed that the vote should be counted as certified by the State board 
of canvassers; he was neither a witness in his own behaif in this case before 
the State board of canvassers nor during the taking of testimony, nor did he in- 
troduce any witnesses’ returns or papers before the State board of canvassers ; 
and the certificate referred to by Mr. PeTTrBone, as found on page 228 of the rec- 
ord, was put in evidence by the contestant. We are content, as the contestee | 
has been, to take the figures most unfavorable to Richardson, and have elicited | 
enough not to charge an honorable man for a gross fraud without proof. 

Society Hill poll. 

The precinct managers give Richardson 198 and Lee 337. 
lots in the ballot-box in excess of the names on the poll-list. 
supervisors’ returns, page 263.) 

There were 44 bal- 
(See United States 

This excess was drawn out by the managers and 
destroyed. There is no evidence to show who or which party placed them in the 
box. In Mr. PETTIBONE’s report he refersto the report made by the two United 
States supervisors, who unite in their report—and from that report he finds that 
there were 12 ballots drawn outand destroyed * which had Richardson's name on | 
them "—but he fails to state that by same report (see record, page 263) it isshown 
that there were 32 Republican ballotsdrawn out and destroyed. Wecan not see 
how, if this reportis good and sufficient evidence on which to find that 12 Demo- | 
eratic ballots were drawn out, why it is not equally good evidence to show that 
32 Republican ballots were withdrawn. 

If the method adopted by Mr. Petripone for purging the ballot-box was fol- 
lowed here, of course only 32 votes should be deducted from contestee, to wit, 
198 less 32=166, and a like number added to Lee’s vote, to wit, 337 plus 32 
But on the testimony of one of the managers, who testifies from memory, it is 

369, | 

claimed that the excess was 58 instead of 44, and that as 12 ballots were drawn | 
out with Richardson’s name on them there were 46 Lee ballots drawn out. This 
is only inferential and is not positive proof. Whereas we have positive proof 
in the joint eases the Republican and Democratic United States supervisors 
that 32 Lee ballots were withdrawn. If, then, the vote as returned by the pre- 
cinct managers is to be altered at all, it should stand, for Richardson, 166, and 
for Lee, 369; but in the absence of any proof to show who placed the excess in 
the ballot-box, and of any charge in the testimony of any unfairness in the 
withdrawal of the excess, we must let this poll stand as returned by the man- 
agers, to wit, for Richardson, 198; for Lee, 

99O" 
vi. 

Timmonsville pou. 

The precinct managers return 533 votes for Richardson and 75 for Lee. Mr. 
PETTIBONE says in his report that ‘“ United States supervisor (record, pages 68 
and 69) reports 608 votes as counted for Representatives in Congress,’ but he 

There were only four Republican ballots drawn out when the box was purged 
of the excess, and surely the actual count of the vote in the box is better evidence 
than the li } 

dence as to 

st kept by a bystander, especially when there i 
any unfairness in the ¢ this pol 

purging of the box 
But let us k 

sno char in the ev 
ection at m the 

ok a moment at the testimony of this J. E. Keel 

J. E. Keeler sworn (page 37 
Question. Where did you reside at the last general « 
Answer. At Timmonsvilie, Darlington County 

“QQ. Were you present at the polls; if so, in what capacity 
‘A. Ll was present from the time it opened until it closed. I was assistant 

pervisor a part of the day 
“Q. What do you mean when you say you were assistant supery 
“A. I mean that I assisted the supervisor in putting down the names 

voters in general! 
“Q. Did you keep a list of the voters, both Democrats and Republica 
‘A, No, sir 
*‘Q. What list did you keep 

““A. A Republican list 

*Q. Have you that list with yor 
‘A. Lhave 
Q. Will you turn to that bool 
‘A. Yes, sir, I will 
‘Q. Is that the list you kept”? 

‘A. Yes, si 
*Q. Does that contain the Republican votes cast at 7 t ’ le 
‘A. It does, of those I saw vote myself 

On his cross-examination he says 
Q. Where did you get this book 
\. It was given to me, 

‘QQ. When and by whom? 
‘A. It was given to me the day before election by Mr. Fb. H. D I I 
Q. Were you at the polls all day? 
A. Yes, si 

*Q. Did you keep a full list of all Republican vot 
‘A. I did from the time I got the book 
Here is a witness—a bystander—who says he began to make up his list ‘*{ 

the time he got the book,”’ and he says he got the book the day before the ck 
tion 

Will it be safe to rely on such evidence to set aside the returns of the inagers 
} and supervisors? We can not see our way to do this, and this x must stand 

| as returned by the managers—553 for Richardson and 75 for I 

Florence p 
Mr. PETTIBONE recommends that this poll be rejected 
First. Because the clerk of court did not certify to the correctness of the 

turns 
Second. Because the United States supervisor was unlawfully interfered with 

and prevented from discharging his duties 
Third, Because the poll-list was falsified by the managers by the insert 

thereon of fictitious name 
Fourth. Because men who voted at Timmonsville voted there for Richardson 
Fifth. Because 208 of Lee's supporters were prevented from voting there 

To the firstand second grounds stated by Mr. PETTIBONE it would be asuflicient 
reason to say that there are no such charges alleges ainst this poll in the plead 

omits to say that the same supervisor (pages 68 and 69) in the report he quotes | 
from confirms the return of the precinct managers, and reports that 533 votes 
were counted for Richardson and 75 votesfor Lee. Mr. Petripone further states 
that “the ballot-box was stuffed at Timmonsville, and the excess drawn outand 
destroyed ;"’ but though he had the reportof the United States supervisor (he 
refers to) before him he fails to say that the excess, as shown by that report, was 
only eleven ballots, and that in drawing out this excess only four Republican 
ballots were withdrawn, and seven Democrats. 

1, O. Byrd (record, page 568) also says : 
“Question. Was there present on that day a Republican supervisor who wit- 

nessed the balloting and the count at the poll? 
“Answer. Yes, there was—Townsend Rafra. He told me that it was the fair- 

est election he had ever seen in Timmonsville. 
“Q. When the ballots were counted, did they tally with the number of names | 

on the poll-list? 
“A, There were a few in excess. 
“Q. What was done about that excess? 
“A. They were dealt with according to law; that is, according to the in- 

structions the managers received. They were all put back into the box and 
stirred up and the excess were drawn out and destroyed.”’ 
We quote from the supervisor's report, pages 68 and 69: 
“The number of ballots drawn out of the ballot-box and destroyed by the 
— of elections because of the excess of votes over names on the poll-list 
was il: 
“Of which 4 ballots bore the names of the Republican candidates. 
“Of which 7 ballots bore the names of the Democratic candidates. 
“The whole number of votes counted by the managers of elections for mem- 

ber of Congress was 608: 
“Of which 75 votes were counted for Samuel Lee. 
“Of which 533 votes were counted for John S. Richardson. 

_.“‘The whole number of votes counted by the managers of elections for Pres- 
idential electors was 609: 
“Of which 75 votes were counted for T. B. Johnston. 
“ Of which 75 votes were counted for A. 8. Wallace. 
“Of which 75 votes were counted for W. A. Hayne. 
“Of which 75 votes were counted for E. A. Webster. 
“Of which 75 votes were counted for T. N. Tolbert. 
“Of which 77 votes were counted for Wilson Eark. 
“Of which 75 votes were counted for B. P. Chatfield. 
“Of which 534 votes were counted for E. W. Moise. 
“Of which 534 votes were counted for Samuel Dibble. 
Of which 534 votes were counted for J. S. Murray. 
Of which 534 votes were counted for Cadwallader Jones. 

“Of which 534 votes were counted for G. W. Croft. 
“Of which 514 votes were counted for John L, Manning, 
“Of which 534 votes were counted for William Elliott. 

J.T. RAFRA, Supervisor.” 

But Mr. Perrrsone claims that this sworn return of the election officers and of 
the Republican United States supervisor should be set aside and the statement 
of a bystander, one J. E. Keeler (record, page 373), who it sems kepta list of those 
he meaght voted the Republican ticket, taken in their stead. This man Keeler 

he kept a list of those who voted the Republican ticket, and that there were 
1 Me 0] this testimony alone he sets aside the returns of the managers and 
the United States supervisor, and deducts 124 ballots from Richardson and adds 
that number to Lee, making a difference of 248 votes in the count. 

ings, and by law we are not allowed to raise such issi 
are confined to those raised in the pleadings. B 
these two charges 

i¢s as we may select, bu 

it it is perhaps best to say, as t 

First, that there is no charge made in the pleadings, in the testimony, or it 

the briefs against the correctness of the count or the returns as made by tl 
managers; secondly, that the clerk of court could not and never does certify t 
the “ correctness”’ of returns filed in his office All he can do or is allowed by 
law to do is to certify that the copy of the returns furnished by him from the 
files of his office is a true copy of the returns as on file in his office. This the 
clerk did in this instance And, thirdly, that the proof contradicts the charge 
that the United States supervisor was unlawfully interfered with. Lemuel W 
Gadsden was the supervisor and Edmund Deas was one of the Republica 
leaders. From Gadsden's own testimony it is shown what interference he m« 
with 

Lemuel W. Gadsden sworn (page 

‘**Question. What position did you hold on the day of th t general electior 
‘Answer. United States supervisor at Florence precinct 
“Q. Please state what occurred at the poll during the day 
“A. Larrived at the guard-house lot where the poll was held about a few min 

utes after 5 o'clock a.m.; the manag 
leading to where the poll was; the p! was crowded with of Democrats 
I could not get within ten feetof the door; a few minutes before the time for the 
poll to open I attempted to go to the guard-house to go in that I might witne 

the opening of the poll and examine the box, but I was obstructed from getting 

in where the box was bya crowd of town authorities or policemen ; I pulled out 
my commission as United States supervisor and showed ittotl and told ther 
I was going in; they said I should not; they sa was allowed to go in 

and policemen ; that time Capta d asked 

what was the matter; I told that Iwas United and that 1 was 

prevented from going to the poll 

rs were there then 
we 

the door was guards 

4 lot 

dno one 

but constables n Gaillaid came up ar 
States supervisor 

i 

Q. Did you get in? 
“A, Yes, sir; lL gotin afterwards, Captain Gaillaid told me that I must wait 

until he saw Captain Blackwell to find out whether I had any right in there 
not. He came back and told me that it was all! right, I could go in I started 
and was stopped again. Captain Gaillaid thon got in front of me and told meto 
follow him, and I went to the poll with him When I got there the box v 
locked, and the voting had been going on for about ten or fifteen minutes, S 
persons had voted up to that tim« 

Surely this interference, not by the officers of the electi is too sl tt 
fect the polls. 

Z. T. Kershaw, a Northern man, who says he does not be iz to either 
Democratic or Republican party, but says he voted the Republican ticket whe 
he lived, in Paterson, New York (record, page 524), testifies as follows The 
paragraph of his testimony, as quoted, is very pertinent 

“Question. What poll did you attend on the day of the last general eclectic 
“Answer. Florence poll. 
“Q. State what was your official character on that day? 
“A. I was State constable 
“Q. Were you at the polls when Edmund Deas came up? Stat rether 

came by himself or with others, and what he did 
“A. He marched in the yard with a large crowd of colored men 

to take possession of the guard-house where the polls were; | 
in advance to take possession of the polls; he 
session of the polls. 

“Q. Was he checked by the proper authorities 

and started 
e ordered those 

with them att dto take p 

“A. He was, 
“Q. When he was restrained and removed. was there any furthe ttempt to 

take possessix f n of the polls? 
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A. There was not 
Q. Was there any other disorder at that poll that day except that caused by 

his attempt to take possession of the polls’ 
A. There was no further disturbance during the day 
Q State whether there were sticks or scantling held at that poll on that day, 

by whom they were held, and for what purpose’ 
A. There was such a large crowd trying to get to the polls that it was found 

necessary to putsome bar in front of the door. There were some scantling pro- 
cured and they were held up by the voters themselves, the marshals standing 
inside of the circle composed by the seantling, and allowing the voters to enter 
as fast as the managers could vote them 

*Q. Was this seantling held up by men ofany particular race or any particu- 

lar party 
A. They belonged to both parties. As they came up to vote they took hold 

of the scantling, and Republicans and Democrats alike held it up. 

Q. Did thatarrangement facilitate Republican and Democratic voters alike 
in reaching the box and casting their ballots? 

‘A. It did 
q. Was there any violence or intimidation on the part of any Democrats 

againstany Republicans at the polls on that day? 
A. Isaw none and heard none. I was at the pollall day 
Q. In their efforts to keep the entrance to the polling place clear was there 

any discrimination by the constabulary and the marshals against Republican 
voters” 

A. None 

stables 

Q. How long did you remain at that poll on that day? 
A. I remained until the final count was made and announced by the mana- 

gers 
Q 

that I know of. I was there all day, and was one of the State con- 

Was Lemuel W 
capacity was he there 

A. He was there as United States supervisor 
Q. Did he say anything in regard to the result’ 

ws 

Contestant objects to the question because it is hearsay, and because L. W. 
Cindsden has testified himself.) 

Q. After the count was closed, Mr. Gadsden, who seemed to be in very good 
humor, said to the managers that he was very glad that everything had passed 
off so peaceably and fairly 

Gadsden there when the count was finished; and in what 

And, if so, state what it 

Jerome P, Chase (page 516 
Question. What poll did you attend on the day of the last general election? 

‘Answer. Florence poll 
q. Was there any violence or intimidation on the part of Democrats against 

Republicans then and there? 
A. None that I saw or heard of. 

*@. Was there any discrimination against Republican voters by the constab- 
ulary or police force? 

A. It was currently reported here that the colored people had been told from 
the pulpits in their churches to get possession of the polls here the afternoon or 
night before the election and hold them, and that the Republican vote would be 
massed at this place; the Democrats, in order to get a chance to vote, went to 
the polls about half past 12 or 1 o'clock the night before, built fires, and staid 
there until daylight; the Republicans tried to get possession of the polls and 
the constabulary had to hold them back in order to protect the polls. The Re- 
publicans came in a body and marched around; they came up between 4 and 5 
in the morning 

‘Q. Was not this disorder caused by that attempt of the Republicans to take 
possession of the polls? 

\. Yes; this disorder took place before the polls were opened 
«). Was not Edmund Deas at the head of this body of Republicans? 
A. Yes, sir; he seemed to be in command of them. 

*“Q. When he was restrained and checked by the proper authorities did not 
the threatened trouble on the part of the crowd then and thereafter cease? 

‘A. So far as I know, it did 

Theodore 8S. Gaillard (record, page 514 
Question. State your age, residence, and occupation 
Answer. Thirty-seven years old; Darlington County; express agent. 

**Q. What poll did you attend on the day of the last general election? 
‘A. Florence precinct 

‘Q. Was there not an unusually large number of Republicans at that poll on 
that day’? 

A es; they massed here 
Q. Did you draw a pistol at any man during that day? 
A. I did not 

Q. State whether you had one at the polls 
‘A. I have not owned a pistol since the late election of Hampton, and I had 

none with me on that day. 
‘Q. Did those Republicans have in their hands sticks and clubs? 

A. Most of them had fresh-cut clubs 
‘Q. Was there any disorderatthat poll onthatday? And, if so, state its cause. 
‘A. There was but one effort at disorder, caused by one E. H, Deas attempt- 

ing to get to the polls 
*Q. Did he not with a crowd of colored Republicans attempt to take posses- 

sion of the poll? 
A. He did 

*Q. Was there any violence or intimidation on the partof Democrats against 
Republicans ? 

“A. None whatever 
The record contains much similar testimony, from pages 507 to 525. 

think the evidence sustains these charges if we could consider them. 
To the third charge made against this poll it is enough to say there is no proof 

in the record whatever that a false list was prepared beforehand, or designedly 
made during the election. It is not shown that any particular names were fic- 
titious, There were only afew names in excess of the ballots, according to the 
testimony, and this may have occurred without being designed. The proof is 
there was a very large crowd present and great crowding about the polls—1,030 
persons voted and 208 could notvote. Persons may have presented themselves 
at the polls and offered to vote, their names taken down by the clerk, and on a 
challenge and investigation they may have been refused ‘and their names on the 
poll-list not erased. 

To the fourth charge there is no legal evidence that a single man who voted 
at Timmonsville voted at Florence. There are only six men who are named 
and charged as having voted at Florence who came from Timmonsville, and 
there is no proof that they had voted at Timmonsville. 

Wedo not 

Lemuel W. Gadsden, the witness, referred to by Mr. Perrrponr (page 365), 
Bays 

“Question. Did you not keep any record of the voting that day? 
“ Answer, I did of a few names of persons that came from Timmonsville in 

the evening 
“*Q. Who were these parties that came from Timmonsville and voted here? 
“A, Alexander Taylor, Yanty Byrd, H. M. Oliver, Wm. Hand, W. J. Strad- 

ford, Geo. Montgomery, and several others I can not recollect.” 
rhis charge is flatly denied in the testimony of the contestee 

J. T. Jordon sworn (record, page 557 
‘** Question. State your age, residence, and occupation. 
‘Answer. Thirty-nine; Darlington County; farmer. 
“Q. Were you at the Timmonsville poll on the day of the election in 13899 ° 
“A. Yes, sir. 
“Q. Did you with a party of others on that day go onthe evening freight trai; 

from Timmonsvllle to Florence ? ; 
‘A. I did. 
“Q. Why did you go? 
“A. We had heard that the Republicans were about to take the Florence poll 

and not allow the white men to vote. 
*Q. When you got there did you find that that was true? 
“A. No; everything was quiet. 
‘*Q. What time did that train reach Florence? 
“A. About 4, I think. 
**Q. Did you go immediately near the poll? 
“A. Yes; we went immediately near the poll. After we gotto Florence ey. 

erything was quiet. 
“Q. Was there any violence or intimidation, or any interference whatever, 

on the part of those men that were with you against any class of voters at the 
Florence poll? 

“A. There was none. 
“Q. Did you vote at the Florence poll that day? 
“A. Idid not. I voted at Timmonsville, before I left there. 
“Q. Did you stand in a position near the Florence poll where you could see 

voters cast their ballots? 
“A. I did. 
“Q. Did you know all of the men who went on that train from Timmons 

ville to Florence? 
“A. Very nearly every one of them. 
“Q. Did you see any of those men vote at the Florence poll? 
“A. No; not one. 
*Q. If they had voted there, do youthink you necessarily would have known 

it? 
“A. I think I would.” 

W. A. Lester sworn (page 558) 
‘**Question. What poll did you attend on the day of the last general election”® 
“ Answer. I attended the poll at Timmonsville and voted there. 
“Q. Did you, with a party of others, go on the evening freight train that da) 

from Timmonsville to Florence ? 
‘A, I did. 
“Q. Why did you go”? 
““A We heard that the Radical party had gathered around the polls and were 

preventing the white voters from voting. 
**Q. When youreached Florence did you find that to be the case ? 
“A, I did not. 
“Q. Did you or your party commitany act of violence or intimidation against 

any class of voters at Florence, or in any manner interfere with the voters at 
that poll? 

“A. We did not. 
“*Q. Did you vote at the Florence poll? 
‘A. I did not. 
““Q. Did you know any of that party to vote at the Florence poll? 
"aan 

Reddick Langston sworn (page 559) : 
“Question. State your age, residence, and occupation. 
“ Answer. Sixty-two; Darlington County; farmer. 
*Q. What poll did you attend and vote at on the day of the last general « 

tion? 
“A. Timmonsville. 
“Q. Were you one of the party who went on the evening freight train from 

Timmonsville to Florence on that day? 
“A. I was one of a party of about seventy-five or eighty. 
“Q. Why did you and that party go to Florence that evening? 
‘““A. We heard that the whites were not havinga fair showing at the polls and 

we went to see that all, both white and colored, had a fair showing. 
*Q. When you reached Florence did you find everything quiet and orderly * 
“A. Yes. 
“*Q. Did you or your party commit any actof violence or intimidation against 

any class of voters or in any manner interfere with any voter or voters at the 
Florence poll? 
“A, I did not, and if any of the rest did I do not know of it. 
**Q. Did you vote at the Florence poll? 
‘A. I did not. 
“Q. Do you know that any of that party voted at the Florence poll” 
“A. Ido not.” 

J. H. Stokes sworn (page 560): 
* Question. What poll did you attend and vote at on the day of the last gen- 

eral election? 
** Answer. Timmonsville. 
“Q. Did you with a party of others go onthe evening freight train from Tim- 

monsville to Florence on that diy ? 
“A. Yes; I went with a party of about seventy-five. 
“Q. Why did you go? 
‘“‘A. We heard that the polls were crowded with the voters there. 
“Q. Did you hear that they were crowded in such a manner that any class 

-of voters were crowded out? 
A. Yes, the Democrats were crowded out, we heard. 

“Q. What did you go for? 
“A. To have a fair election. 
“Q. Did you vote there? 
~s. ae 
**Q. Do you know that any other of that party voted there? 
“A. Ido not. 
“*Q. Did you find when you reached there that the Democrats were crowded 

away from the polls, or was it quiet and orderly? 
“A. It was quiet and orderly.”’ 

W. F. Morris and J. R. Morris (page 561), K. R. Charles (page 566), and J. ( 
Byrd (page 568), all testify to the same effect. 
This charge seems to be utterly unfounded. 
Seeing “ seventy-five men on the topof box-cars going in the direction of Flor 

ence’ does not raise an inference that they voted there. And the fact that cer 
tain persons came from Timmonsville and voted at Florence is no evidence they 
voted at Timmonsville. To prove that persons voted at both Timmonsville and 
Florence the persons who did so must be named and they must be proved to 
have actually voted at both places. There is no such proof in the record 

Fifth. If voters areshown to have been ready and prepared to vote at Florence 
for Lee and could not do so, and have not voted elsewhere, give Mr. Lee their 
votes; but the vote of the precinct should not be rejected because they could not 
vote there. One thousand and thirty electors should not lose their votes becius 
two hundred and eight persons could not vote. ae 

Let the box be counted, but give Mr, Lee the 208 votes he has proven. 7) 
vote will then stand: for Richardson, 582; for Lee, 647. 
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| 

Darlington Court-House poll. | “Q. Have you not had occasion to certify to the correctness of the precinct 

The vote at this poll, as shown by the return of the precinct managers, as cer- returns, se ey various precincts in Darlington County, touching the last ele 

tified to by the clerk of court for Darlington County, was: for Richardson, 1,271; t A = . - ik ata te : : : 
e, 117. lor hink id, because ld not certify t a ‘ 

to Le. rtified statement wa; introduced in evidence by both the contestantand | TetUrns, as Itseenis to me that commis : ighttod 

the contestee—by the contestant as shown on page 406, and by contestee as shown Q. Did you or not 

on page 571 of the record—and is as follows | A. I did not 

SraTE oF SourH CAROLINA, Cross-examined by GrorGEe W. Browy, Es 
County of Darlington : | Q. You were asked about the correctness of the ret 4 ‘ 7 = 

Returns of precinct managers of results of the general election of 1880 in the county of by the commissioners of election and al «© as to the co tness of precinet 

. Darlington. managers’ returns in the boxes. While you could not certify t nt 

of either, are not the characters of the commissioners of « 

eral precinct managers sufficiently strong to give you faith ‘ ‘ al 

Congressional | fidelity of all of their official or private acts? 
| ‘A. Yes 

Box. | Q. Are y or t i sinted with ‘ e\ 

Richard ; of Dar! ton County 
a Lee. Potal 4. [am not tho y acq d, but per know 

any man in the county 
Q. Do y 1, « t } v th the « ss ~ id s pre 

: f 107 502 agers of the last election in this county were men of the highest } rity and 

Leavensworth a. ave — tegrity in the communities in which they respectively liv 
Cartersville ..........0-e-eceeeeeeees 69 264 Sa Sette eeiiiicah ate. alt oil tle Ocred as einen Sapetinn de t Mr. Me¢ 
Lydia 193 400 I k w them. but I nm not t} l fi} ~ { . 3 : 

Mechanicsville. 49 380 elie tiieete ae Shee caphepdireson thowarmnggne Wi rn nach sea ig a 
Timmoneville 

os eR menow’ ley wer [1 eCa sa gt nate. de a a ii t 

Gum Branch..... dukoadebonpecsoncsesnaqvenkese 29 172 og a 
etunssnicnsiectdonacchion 95 237 : — os 

Lisbon ........ 176 193 Oo I<] 7 : ; 

Society Hill.. 337 535 a wars : , , 
Darlington . 1, 117 a. . Thawed ie! Aleta T fot al ; . > have forgotten th iw ee i os re t he s 
Hartsville .... cule i4 231 c. Times ke. ce ned. do thaclerical work of Ghat ot e 
SE iesoesacessenseecesceseacscocs 136 1.018 é ; i 

Sf a aa gh Vision of it 

nan : ~ } A. Heh rener ery ! i es t ‘ } 
4,567 2,117 6, 684 Q. Does | or not, generally prepare certificat fy 

copies of such record to the originals f verifi« . t them t 

** Returns of county canvassers to the office of clerk of the court | you for your signature and se 
* Congressional.—Total co. vote, 6,788: Richardson, 4,671; Lee, 2,117 ‘A. He does 

“STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, Q Yo deputy is der oat = he 

“County of Darlington : | o — i hi ai a 

“J, J. N. Garner, clerk of the court of common pleas and general sessions in | eorre, Nae ne . an aH e. “ sarthe r< ni Hor ] i t ; he ag “ ' 
and for the county and State aforesaid, do hereby certify that the boxes returned | gio, a on = enatinn at angian® ra 
to my custody by the board of county canvassers for said county subsequent to wey mn and seal it without further quest 
the general election of 1880 contained the several returns of the precinct mana- What he savs about the ballot-boxes is not mate: 
gers at each and every polling-place in the said county of Darlington, and that | cyubstance of what he says: 
the foregoing schedule represents truly and correctly the result of the balloting ‘© Were the ballot-boxres ever filed or deposited ' 
for member of the Forty-seventh Congress by the voters of said county, as shown iT iw sna on thal uanalle have bean, tn mie other 
by thesaid precinct managers’ returns. ee ; : aoe aaa * sae ; ; 
“Intestimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal | p ees oe oan ne = a , ae es fot _ ee URECC by = 

this 12th day of January. A. D. 1881. en rof this poll in hes ade eecocgaall . Sckeneeae , ae = - 
“fer ‘ ow > > go us pol i Neadings b hie ontestee has hac 1 notices 
[SEAL.] J. N. GARNER, C. C, 1 that there was, or would be, any objection to the counting of this poll for any 

“STATE OF SouTH CAROLINA, such reason. If he had had notice, doubtless he could have proved le 
* County of Darlington } what the vote was; and, such being the case, we can not make up a plea y 

“I, J. N. Garner, clerk of the court of common pleas and general sessions in | for the contestant of which he gave no notice 
and for the county and State aforesaid, do hereby certify that the certified return We proceed, then, to consider the objections alleged in the pleadings against 
of the county board of canvassers for the said county of Darlington was duly | this poll, and shall confine ourselves to them 
filed in my office, as required by law, on the 10th day of November, A. D. 1880; In the notice of the contestant he alleges against this poll that tl pe ist 
that the same is made in proper form, and shows the result of the Congressional was falsified by the insertion thereon of fictitious names, repeating i gal 
election at the general election of 1880 to be 4,671 votes cast for John 8S. Richard- | Voting; "’ but there is no evidence in the record to sustain these charges, and 
son, and 2,117 votes cast for Samuel Lee. they have been abandoned, and are not insisted on. It is also charged that thet 
“Intestimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official | Wes 

seal this 12th day of January, A. D. 1881. | First. ** Violence and int lution 
“[SBAL.] J. N. GARNER, C.C.P.@4.8." | Second. “ The rejection of a large 1 ES een PUNE TREN a 
Mr. Perrreone claims in his report that the clerk of court did not “‘certifyto” | offered to vote for the pager neat : 

this statement of votes, and for that reason the box should be rejected. The rhese are the only two charges made ro adit adings that a ee 
box stands on the same basis as regards this objection as the other boxes of the | — we We Tees Os os our consideration. — . 
county, and asall the boxes of Georgetown and Williamsburgh Counties, where | See on ae the charge of Violence and ee , 
none of the precinct returns were forwarded to the secretary of state, and where | ) oa : harge =e d in the evidence and in the briefs _— 
the contestant received and has had given him large majorities. In order to | “*!"- Ir _ PETTIBONE’S report on two distinct allegations, wh 
count these boxes which were rejected by the State board of canvassers the con- am a i ‘ a : 
testee has insisted on disregarding all technical objections, and we have done | ae Bi sagen fy ngage tetra , ew an 
so, and it will not do now to adhere to technical objections where it affects the | eee eee ig ois 
contestant and disregard them where the contestee is concerned. | i wae cmmpenser pela ? , , 

If we are now to regard these mere technical objections to the counting of the | oe it to nol oe ; ; 
Florence and Darlington boxes, we should, in common decency and justice, re- | W nae the vestimony peer we a5: 
trace our steps and inquire whether the technical objections urged against the One Aimwell We meee. r. (record, p. 92) says that , 
eight boxes in Georgetown County, three in Sumter, three in Williamsburgh,and |, 7! te ght be ore the election two wagons loaded w F 
one in Horry by the county and State boards of canvassers pre valid and suffi- | 0&CS “Te ind they were carried dow re pisineneige . 
cient. But we can not think that this technical objection can be seriously in- | POT'O" W8s + ee = a ge set as . 
sisted on. Our answer to it is, that the foregoing certificates show what he "Th Se ' 1 sisevihrcenaodad ing 
did much better and more correctly than he (Garner) can explain. We repeat | ce ane oe oe ae aan a , oe 
here, as we did in reference to the vote at Florence poll, that the clerk is never oy - ¥ F ee ae a eee : : 
required or allowed by law to certify to the “correctness” of any paper on file © Wau + . . po deny y loly : ‘ ; 
in his office. All he does is to certify that it is a correct or true copy of a paper . Th ee ee rs ad ; 
or statement on file in his office. That is just what the clerk did inthis instance, . es Ba | . ; . , ; F 
and we do not understand him anywhere in his testimony to say the statement |“. Did Aged t a ‘ 5 = ales ‘ 
he certified to is not a true copy of the returns on file in his office. The ballot , 4 ue 14 oe ., 4" ; ' 
boxes are one thing, and the returns quite another. We must not confound | ,, ° ; nee ee . 
them. The ballot-boxes are usually merely placed in the jury room and kept a“ a a ¢} : 
under lock for a time, but the returnsare made out by the managers, and a copy rae et 1 ries : Sal ft ia 
of them filed with the clerk,and are kept by him in his office forall future refer- ‘} ee ear ; : _ a4 : - a stein 
ence. Here is what the clerk says as to these returns az te or bl] sale > — saat : i 

I, N. Garner (page 737) : A. I say I was busy looking after the wagons; n lea \ they were black 
“Question. Please state what, if anything, was filed in your office by the county | men; the wagons were loaded wit uns 

canvassers, or either of them, bearing upon the last general election for mem- Q. How many men were with those 
ber of Congress in Darlington County ? A. There was two with each wagon that I seen 

, Answer. Election papers were filed in my office by the commissioner of elec- | On further cross-examination, he says 
tion, J. G. McCall. Q. How many men did it take to unload those wagons 
<Q. Please state what those papers were. A. There was about eighteen or twenty to the two wagons, Democrat nig 
Ae I can not; I did not examine them. gers and Democrat poor buckrers unloading the wagon; Dorsey L« and 

flexi cee Pas wat had occasion to examine those papers since they have been | others shooting anvils with powder, « ng the attention of the rest of the y 
n your office? ple, while these men were unloading the wagons 

“A. Lhave not. *‘Q. You watched the wagons, did you not” 

“Q. Then you have no idea of what papers are filed in your office bearing upon |“! A. You bet I did , 
the election of member of Congress in Darlington County at the last election? | Q. How long did it take them to unload those wagons 

A. I know there were election returns bearing upon the last election. They A. I did not time them; I had no watch 
have been examined repeatedly by others, but not by myself. At first hesays there were two men with each wagon and then that there were 
2 Do you know if those returns in your office are correct or not? eighteen or twenty to the two wagons 
A. I do not know anything about them. One other witness (Burrell Melver, record, page 335), and only one other, tes 

“Q. Were those returns filed in your office delivered to you in or out of the | tifies to having se rms at Darlingt Court Hous s follows | tifies to having seen arms a arlington irt yuse, as follow 

ballot-boxes ? | _ “Question. Did you see any men with guns, and to what political party did 
A. They were delivered to me in an envelope outside of the ballot-boxes. | they belong 
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Answer. The Der 
2. Where were 

10crati I saw no arms but theirs 
these men with their guns? 

4. In a store in front of the court-house 

Mr. Perriaone, in his report, quotes this witness, but he 
nation he says 

). Who were those men that you saw with guns? 
4. IT could not tell that; I saw them through the window.’ 

Now, this is all the evidence in the record as to arms being seen by any oneat 
Darlington Court House, Arms, then, are claimed to have been seen by one 
man the night before the election *‘wrapped up in blankets,” and carried secretly 
through the streets, and on the day of election by one other man in “a store,”’ 
and he saw them “ through the window.” 
Suppose this was alltrue. Is this sucha display of arms at the pollsas “ to de- 

ter men of ordinary firmness from voting? If the testimony of these two wit- 
nesses is to be believed, the effort seems to have been to conceal the arms, not to 
display them. Who could possibly be deterred from voting by the arms referred 
to” Certainly no one, unless those who saw them, and the seeing of arms was 
confined to two men. There were no arms seen by these two men, or any one 
else, at or about the polls; no witness says there were. If there were arms in a 
store it must have been some distance from the polls. The court-house is de- 
scribed as in the center ofa public square with a street running all around it, and 
atores on the opposite side of the street from the court-house. If, therefore, Bur- 
rell Mclver saw any arms, they were some distance from the polls, and they 
certainly were not displayed, for he had to look through a window to see them. 

But it is strongly denied in the testimony for the contestee that there were any 
arms, even those referred to, about the polls. Here aresome extracts on this 
point from the testimony 

It will be remembered that the witness, Ainswell Weston, jr. (page 92), stated 

neglects to say that 
ose XAT) 

that the arms were carried to Mr. Earley’s store, and the witness, Burrell McIver 
hh? (record 

store 

page saysthat he saw men witharms through the window, “ina 
opposite the court-house.’ 

Dr. B, C, Normets (record, page 51 

Question. State your age, residence, and occupation. 
Answer. Forty-eight; Darlington Court House; physician 
Q. What poll did you attend on the day of the last general election? 

“A. Darlington poll. Just before sunrise I was waked up by a messenger from 
aman who was very sick at John Earley’s store, to come and see him. I went 
to see the sick man about sunrise; I went into see Mr. McSween., 
“a 

front of the court-house’ 
“A. Yes, sir 
**Q,. State who the sick ms 

than once during that day’? 
“A. The man was William McSween, and I went into the store three times 

during that day. 
“Q. Did you see any arms in that store on that day? 
“A. I did not.” 
On his cross-examination, he says 
“Q. Could there not have been guns stored in Mr. Earley’s store and you not 

have seen them? 
**A. I was in the three rooms of the store, and saw none; it is possible that 

they may have been stored there and still I might not have seen them; I was in 
the store half an hour at one time, and went into all three of the rooms; still I 
did not look for guns, and saw none 

“Q. Would you undertake to say that no guns were stored away by Demo- 
crats in the vicinity of the polls on the day of the election at Darlington? 

‘“‘A. None, to my knowledge. 
‘Q. Was there not a current rumor that there were such guns stored away? 
‘A. I heard such rumors subsequent to the election.’ 

1 was, and whether you went into that store more 

Philip Lewenthol (page 545) 
**Question. State your age, residence, and occupation. 
* Answer. Thirty-five; Darlington Court House; merchant. 
“Q. What poll did you attend on the day of the last election * 
‘A. Darlington Court House poll. 
“Q. In what capacity did you attend that poll? 
“A. Olerk of board of managers. 
‘*Q. Were there any Democratic arms stored away at any place within the 

pdling-place? 
“A. There were none. 
“Q. Do you know of any Democratic arms being stowed away, and where, 

within the vicinity of the polls? 
“A. Ido not know of any. 

**Cross-examined by SAMUEL LEE 
**Q. Will you swear that there were no Democratic arms stored away in the 

rooms of the court-house on the day of the election? 
‘A. I will most positively swear it. 
*Q. Did you go into each and every room in the court-house during that day? 
““A. There are but two rooms, and I went into both of them.”’ 
W. P. Cole, the sheriff of the county, on page 529 of the record, says: 
*Q. If you had believed that any particular class of citizens had stored away 

arms in the town of Darlington on the day of the last general election, for the 
purpose of violating the public peace, or otherwise to do injury to any other class 
of citizens, would you or not, as the chief executive officer of the county, have 
regarded it your duty to investigate the truth and prevent impending trouble? 

“A. I did on that night, as soon as I heard the rumor, examine either place, 
and was satisfied that there were no arms in either of them.,”’ 

©. S. MeColloch, page 527, says, in answer to Mr. Lee, on his cross-examina- 
tion 

“Question. Will you state positively that there were no arms stored in the 
court-house or any part of it on the day of election? 

Answer. There were none up there, and, as faras I know, none elsewhere.”’ 
There is much more testimony of a similar kind on this point in the record, 

but this is enough 
We can not conclude from the evidence that there was such a display or use of 

arms at this poll as will bring this case within the rule as laid down by McCrary. 
Sno. 416, The true rule isthis: “The violence or intimidation should beshown 

to have been sufficient either to change the result, or that by reason of it the true 
results can not be ascertained with certainty from the returns. To vacate an elec- 
tion on this ground, if the election were not in fact arrested, it must clearly ap- 
pear that there was such a display of force as ought to have intimidated men of 
ordinary firmness.”’ 

We come now to the only remaining objection to the counting of this poll, to 
wit, “ That a large number of qualified voters who desired and offered to vote 
for contestant ’’ were refused or prevented from doing so by the supporters and 
adherents of the contestee. 
the record ? 
sembled very early in the morning at and around the store where they expected 
the polls to be opened, and that they had complete possession of the supposed | 
poll. But the poll was not opened at the place they expected it to be. It was 
opened at the court-house, and it was fully a half hour after the poll was opened 
before the colored people were aware that it was being held at the court-house, 
and by that time the whites were assembled there in considerable crowds, and 
were not voting. As soon as the colered people knew where the poll was being 

the polls. 

| politics. 

It is what is known as John Earley’s store, a building just opposite the 

| them then. 
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held they tried to get to the box to vote, but the whites were already at the polls 
in such numbers that the colored people could not get to them at that time. 
Great excitement among them ensued and increased with the difficulty to get to 

About this time a difficulty occurred somewhere out on the public 
square between “two lads,” asthe witness forthe contestant says—a white man 
ora boy anda colored man ora boy, aboutsome private matter not connected with 

Blows were struck and the police interfered and arrested both of- 
fenders; and while taking them to the guard-house some resistance to their 
being carried to jail was made on the part of their friends, and certain persons 
drew their pistols in support of the police; but the offenders were lodged in the 
guard-house and the whole fuss was over in a few moments and no further dis- 
turbance occurred during the election. During this little disturbance there was 
considerable excitement, especially among the negroes, and just then J, A. 
Smith, the Republican county chairman, got upon a cart or wagon and ordered 
the colored people to go home, saying, “ they could not vote there that day.” 
Thereupon the colored people, in a considerable crowd, left the polls and went 
off. This occurred about half past 9 or 10 o’clock a. m. Now, as to the facts 
stated above, there is no dispute in the testimony. The contestant, however 
claims that his supporters left because it was evident that they could not vote’ 
or would not be allowed to do so, and the contestee denies that such was the 
case, and claims that had they remained all could have voted who cared to do 
so, and all would have been allowed to do so who presented themselves to vote. 

This is the point at issue, and it can only be determined by the evidence, and 
we therefore quote it. 

E. C. Baker (record, page 537) : 
“Question. State your age, residence, and occupation. 
‘‘Answer. Fifty years old; Darlington Court House; lawyer. 
“Q. How long have you resided in the town of Darlington? 
“A. Leame here in the fall of 1869. 
**Q. Where did you reside prior to that time? 
““A. Massachusetts. 
“Q. Did you hold any official position in Massachusetts? 
“A. Yes, sir; | was a member of both branches of the State Legislature at dif- 

ferent times, and was president of the Massachusetts State senate in 1856, and 
subsequently about three years a member of the State board of insurance com- 

| panies, and practiced as a lawyer for ten years in the State and Federal! courts 
“Q. Do you hold any commission under the United States Government, and 

what is it? 
“A. Yes; Lam United States commissioner. 

~ * * 7 4 * 

“Q. What poll did you attend on the day of the last election? 
“A. Barlington poll; I got there about 10 o'clock. 
“*Q. In what condition did you find the court-house steps when you came te 

them? 
| ‘A. There was no one on them at all when I came here? 

“Q. Was there notthen ample opportunity for any class of voters to come up 
and vote? 

“A. Yes; I came up the steps on one side of the door; there was nobody on 
I voted and stood and talked with managers for a few minutes, and 

to my recollection there was nobody in front of the door while I was there. | 
then went down the steps on the other side and saw nobody there. 

“Q. Did you know of any violence or intimidation on the part of Democrats 
toward the Republicans? 

“A, IT saw nothing ofthat kind. There was plenty of time from that time until 
the polls closed for any one to have voted who had chosen. 

“Q. To your best knowledge and information and belief were there not many 
colored men who voted the Democratic ticket here on that day? 

“A. I think so, sir. 
* ~ » . = = * 

“Q. Were you in your office the night prior to the last general election? 
“A. Ido not think I was; but I was there on Saturday night preceding the 

election at the request of one Edmund H. Deas, as being United States commis- 
sioner, to qualify various parties who had been commiasioned as United States 
deputy marshals and United States supervisors of election in this county. Mr 
Deas came in about dark with several parties; six or eight; I don’t remember 
now. Their commissions were produced, and I qualified them. After that Mr 
Deas proceeded to give them instructions. After making explanations of their 
printed instructions he proceeded to develop his plan for election morning, and 
among other things he stated that the colored people as they came in on differ- 
ent roads were to halt and concentrate, and as soon as it was daylight or at crack 
of day, as he said, the word would be passed to gather in, and then they were to 
lose no time, but rush for the polls and surround them. He explained to them 
where the ballot-box was to be atthe market-house. They were togather round 
the window in a solid body and stand their ground. He had a very large cane 
with him and advised them all to get good, large, tough sticks. He then showed 
them how to take hold of their sticks and form a line around the ballot-box. 
Heé told them to stand steady, and under no circumstances allow their line to be 
broken.” 

©. 8. McCollough (record, page 526) is asked what he saw when he went tothe 
place where the polls had been held in 1878, and he answers : 

“*I saw two or three hundred colored men gathered around the window 
“Question. Was that just before the opening of the polls? 
“Answer. Yes; they gathered there about 5 o'clock. 
“Q. If the poll had opened at thattime, would they not have had entire pos- 

session of it? 
‘“‘A. Yes; it looked like the whole window was crowded. 
“Q, Was the voting early in the morning rapid? 
“A. Yes, very rapid until 10 o’clock; after 100’clock any one could have voted 

who had chosen; about 8 o’clock the box was crowded by colored men. 
“Q. After 6 o'clock the pollsclosed; did the number of ballots in the box tally 

with the poll-list? 
“A. Ves, sir. 
“Q. Was the count fair, and the return made by the managers in accordance 

with that result? 
“A. It was.” 

On his cross-examination he says: 
“Q. Was not the court-house steps crowded wit/a men in red shirts and with 

red bands around their hats during the day? 
“A. Part of the day they were there and part of the day they were crowd 

with colored peqple who did not have on red shirts. 
“Q. What part of the day was it crowded with colored 
“A. About 8 o'clock in the morning. 
*‘Q. Did the men in red shirts prevent the colored men from reaching the 

| ballot-box while they were crowding the stairways? 

What says the testimony on this point as shown in | 
It is not denied that there was a large crowd of colored people as- | 

“A, No; theydid not. Every Republican in town could have voted that day 
if they had wanted to do so. 

ad *« * * + * * 

“Q. Do you not know thata large number of colored men left without voting? 
“A. No; Ido not know it; but I heard that Jack Smith advised the colored 
- to go home and not vote. They could have voted if they had wanted te 
0 80.” 

W. P. Cole (page 528): 
“ Question. State your age, residence, and occupation. 
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“ Answer, , thirty-five; Darlington Court-House ; and occupation, sheriff 
of Darlington Count 

“Q, Di Jack Smith, the county chairman, ever make any remark in your | 
regard to the result of that election ; and, if so, state what it was? 

nye poeta} a conversation between Rufus Vaun and Jack Smith, in which 

Jack admitted to Rufus that from 9 o'clock until the polls closed every man had 
an opportunity to vote, and that the election was fair. : 

“Q. Did you have occasion at any time before the opening of the poll to pass 
near the market-house, where the polls were held in 1878? f 
“A, There were about two hundred colored people in front of the window of 

the market-house in two or three lines, and in between each line I noticed that 
they held large sticks, and what the sticks were for I do not know, 
“Q. Did they occupy half of the space or the whole space in front of that 

window? 
“A, The whole s " 
“@. After the polls had been opened at that place would they not have had 

entire possession of it? 
“A, Yes, sir. : : : 
“Q. Has it or not been the custom or practice of Republicans in this county at 

previous elections to reach the polls before daylight in the morning and take 
possession of them? 

“A, It always has.” 

I. L. Ward (page 530): pee 
* Question. Did you go into the vicinity of the market-house, were the poll was 

heid in 18787” 
“Answer. I did. 
“Q, State what you saw there. 
“A, Atabout half past 5 o’clock a very large body of colored persons marched 

into the public square, each with a large cudgel in his hand. They formed 
around the window where the polls were held in 1878 and extended back to the 
drug-store. They formed in two ranks and crossed their clubs, which they had 
previously held on their shoulders as they marched. 
“Q. How many men do you suppose were around that window ? 
“A. Taking those who were formed in ranks and others around, I suppose 

there were between four and five hundred. 
“Q. Did they occupy the whole space or only half the space? 
“A, The whole space. Noone cduld have voted at that poll except by violence 

without their consent. 
“Q. When the polls opened at the court-house door, was there not a crowd in 

the early part of the day at the polls? 
“A. The polls were opened at 6 o'clock, and were crowded about two hours 

and a half before they were accessible to every one who wanted to vote. 
“Q. Were you in front of the polls when they were opened ? 
“A. No; I was in front of the market-house. 
“Q. About what time did the press of voters cease at the Darlington Court- 

House poll? 
“A. About two hours and a half after they were opened. I left the poll at 8 

o'clock, and got back at half past 8, and when I got back any one could have 
yoted that had wished. 
“Q. Did you hear any order given by Jack Smith to colored Republicans on 

that day? 
“A. Yes; he told them to go home about 8 o'clock, as near as I can recollect. 

I know it was before 10 o’clock. 
“Q. Did you talk to any colored Republicans here on that day in regard to 

that order? 
“A. Yes; I told them to go back and vote; that I had no doubt that their 

leaders had ordered them to go away, but that they could vote if they wanted 
to, and it would not benefit them to refuse. They replied, some of them, that 
they were not allowed to vote and they were going home. They did not vote 
after that in a body, but individuals of them did. They said they were not 
allowed to vote when they wanted to and they would not vote at all.”’ 

On his cross-examination he says: 
“Q. Do you swear that the Democrats did not take possession of both steps 

leading to the polls and prevent a large number of Republicans from reaching 
the polls to cast their vote? 
“A, When the polls were opened the Democrats were nearest to them and 

they made a rush for them, and both steps were crowded with Democratic voters 
for the space of about two hours; during that time I doubt if any Republican 
votes were cast, and I am sure no Republican made any effort to get to the box 
after that time; they had every opportunity to vote until the polls closed; the 
crowd upon the steps voted as rapidly as possible, and made room for others; 
the body of Republicans stood off during that time, paying very little attention 
to what was going on.” 

J, A. Law (page 532) the Democratic county chairman : 
“Question. Immediately after the polls were open did you go to or in the vi- 

einity of Trial Justice Warley’s office, where the polls were held in 1878? 
“Answer. I did. I heard a good many men laughing and going toward Cap- 

tain Warley’s window, and I asked if they were still holding the window. I 
then went around to the window and saw them standing there with theirsticks 
crossed, and I heard several say: ‘Close up and hold fast, boys, the Democrats 
are just trying to fool you. The polls are going to open here.’ While I was 
standing there J. A. Smith, the Republican county chairman, and several other 
prominent Republicans came from that direction, walking near by me. I said 
to Smith: ‘Why don’t you tell your people that it is no use to stay at that win- 
dow, forthe polls have already been opened for some time at the court-house.’ 
He replied, pointing to the court-house, ‘Look yonder, Is there any chanee 
for a Republican to vote there?’ I pointed to Captain Warley’s office and said: 
‘Look yonder, if that had been the right place, what chance would there be for 
a Democrat to vote there?’ 
..@ What time did the press of voters on the court-house steps cease? 
A. Before 9o’clock. As soon asIsaw that the press upon the steps was about 

over I went up home to breakfast. When I came back, about haif past 9, there 
was no press at all any more than at any ordinary election. They seemed to be 
voting about as fast as the managers could take them in. 

“@Q. From half-past 9 o’clock during the remainder of that day were the polls | 
easy of access? 

“A. They were. ‘There was steady voting up to about 2 o'clock. Th¢ 
were not blocked at all. 
ce Did you hear any order given by Jack Smith to Republicans on that day? 
A. No, I did not; I did hear him say that he would advise the Republicans 

togohome. I told him not todo so, for I would see that every man hada chance 
—— the Democrats now were voting, and the Republicans could vote 

ard, 

“Q. If the Republicans had remained at the polls, contrary to the advice of 
eir leaders, could they not all have voted without difficulty? 
> A. I think they could; the polls were almost clear from 2 to 6 o'clock. 

| 
| 

polls 

| 
| 

*Q. Did you hear any of them say why they would not vote after they had | 
&n opportunity to do so? 

. Yes, sir; as I wascoming from breakfast I saw a great many Republicans 
on Pearl street. As Icame through them I remarked, ‘ Why do you not go back 
and vote?’ phey said, ‘We have agreed not to vote.’ Lagreed at the time that 
if they woul go back I would see that they had a fair chance to cast any vote 
they pleased, hey refused to go, giving me the same answer as before 

101 

Democrats “Q. Was there any violence or intimidation on the part of the 
against Republicans at the Darlington poll on that day? 

“A. None at all. 
“Q. Did you know of any Democratic arms being stored away in the townof 

Darlington for the purposes of that election? 
“A. I did not 
“Q. Did you at any time during that day go into what is know is John 

Early’s store, opposite the court-hous« 
“A. I did once 
“Q. Did you see any arms there 
“*A. I did not.”’ 

I, Gregg McCall (page 110), one of contestant’s witnesses 
“Question. Did all Republicans, who wished to doso, have an opportunity of 

casting their ballots at this poll on that day? 
“Answer. Yes, sir; [ considered that everybody here on that day had ample 

time and opportunity to vote. Because the white people happened to get charge 
of the polls that morning first, they could not vote at the very time they came 
up, and they were advised by Jack Smith, just after that little difficulty, to ge 
home. I considered the polls was clear from about 9 o’clock in the morning; 
the white folks had charge of them up to that time, and any one could have 
voted after that time if he wanted to.”’ 
Other witnesses for contestee testify to the same facts and state of things. 

Their testimony is found in the record from page 526 to 54 
The contestant examines two hundred and forty witnesses to prove they could 

not vote at this poll. They nearly all say so, but none of these witnesses say 

they remained at the polls and tried to vote until it closed. Oneof them sayshe 
staid until 2 o'clock. A few say they staid until 1 o'clock, and a few until 12 
o'clock, but nearly all say they left the polls before or about 10 o'clock a. m 
The law nowhere guarantees to the citizen that he shall vote at or before any 

particular hour of theday, but it does undertake that he shall have the opportun- 
ity to vote some time between the opening and closing of the polls, that is, some 
time between 6 o’clock in the morning and 6 o'clock in the evening, but he must 
endeavor to exercise that right diligently during the hours the polls are open. 

It will not do for the voter to leave the polls before they are closed and then say 
he was deprived of the opportunity to vote 

As to this poll, no witness says that these two hundred and forty persons could 
not have had the opportunity to vote had they remained. None of them went 
to the polls and tendered their votes and were refused. Many witnesses say 
they could have voted had they remained, and that the pressure was over after 
2 0’clock p. m. at the furthest. J. A. Law says from 2 o'clock to 6 p. m. there 
was ample opportunity, and he is not contradicted 

It must be borne in mind that the contestant had the reply in evidence, and 
that he examined no less than thirty-two witnesses in rebuttal, fourteen of whom 
were examined in reference to Darlington County, and yet he has failed to con 
tradict the witnesses of the contestee on this point or even attempted to do so 
Not one of his witnesses in rebuttal says there was any difficulty in voting after 
2p.m. Let us now see what some of these two hundred and forty witnesses 
say on their examination. Here are some extracts from their testimony 

Wesley Dargan page IO 

“Question. Did you vote 
‘Answer. No, sir 
“Q. Why not? 
“A, There seemed to be a fuss, and as I met the Republicans going back home 

who said they could not vote, and when I got here I did not try 

* Cross-examined 
“Q. Could you have voted if you had tried 
‘““A. I think I could have if I had tried 

Henry Perkins (page 360 
**Question. Could you have voted after 12 o'clock had you tried? 
* Answer. I could have, but it was too late 
“QQ. Why was it too late? 
“A, Everybody had cut out and gone home 

Samuel Marshal! (page 361 
‘Answer. I did not stay around the polls all the time do not know if there 

was a chance to vote or not 

Dallas Dargan (page 362 
“Question. Why did you not try? 
““Answer. Because I had been prevented the first part of the day 

Simeon Jackson (page 385 
‘*Question. Was it impossible for a Republican to vote” 
‘* Answer. I did not notice the poll to that effect 

Toney Rhodes (page 396 
* Answer. After I heard what Mr. Smith said (Smith was the Republican chalr 

man who told them to go home) I never tried to go up the steps.”’ 

Peter Singleton (page 397 

** Answer. The cause of that order was a scuffle between two lads, one coel- 

ored and one whit« 

Caltin McIver (page 131 
“Question. Was it impossible to reach the polls 
“Answer. No; it was not so all the time 

Jacob Meclver (page 133): 
‘Answer. The steps were not so crowded all the tim sometimes it was v& 

cant.’ 

Alexander Thomas (page 319 
** Answer. I never tried but once 

Moses Wilds (page 32 
‘** Answer. Was crowded about 12 o'clock, but in the afternoon the; y did not 

hinder any one 

Joseph Marks (page 
** Answer. I will notswear it, for they left the steps some time during the day 
‘“‘Question. When they left the steps could not Republicans vote? 
‘*A. Some few of them could have, but the most of them had been gone home,” 

Ned Evans (page 358 
* Answer. I didn’t try 

Andrew Gitson (page 115 
“Question. Were you obstructed in getting upon the steps to get to the ballet 

box to vote 
“ Answer. I did not make any effort, for the steps were crowded 

Ben Alexander (page 309 
“Question. Did you try to get to the ballot-box? 
** Answer. I did not go near the court-house, as I saw no chance of voting.’ 

John Freeman (page 315) : 
‘Question. Did you make an attempt 
“ Answer. I went to the bottom steps. 

| * The “order” referred to was I. A. Smith’s order to the colored people to go 
} 1ome 

oe 
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Q. Did that crowd of 

and casting your ballot 
a. 

Henry 
Question 

Answer 

q. Te 
A. One 

Entri Pooler (page 328 
Why not 

Democrats prevent you from reaching the ballot-box 

wheeled away 

page 324 Tames 

What prevented you from voting? 
A ight took place betwixt a white man and a colored man 

what prevented you? 
of our leading men told me 

| me 
f 4 Pia x it was the best for us to go home 

“Question 

‘Answer. I heard the orde 
while, and I did not persevere 

Q. From whom did those orders come? 

A. I heard them from the Republican party, that we couldn't 
After such evidence as this from so many of these two hundred and forty 

witnesses of the contestant, can it be seriously contended that thers 
opportunity to vote 

There no proof that any one who offered to vote was denied or refused that 

right, and the returns for the poll show that 117 Republicans actually voted, 

We can not conclude from the testimony that there was such an exclusion of 
or purpose to exclude Republicans from voting as will justify usin rejecting this 
poll on this allegation 

These two hundred and forty men at Darlington who testify that they were 
prevented from voting no doubt lost their votes, but not by being rejected at the 
polls by the managers 
The facts disclosed by the testimony are that they never approached the polls 

for the purpose of voting. They made no effort to vote, but, having failed to 
get to the poll first in the morning, on account of the crowd already there, they 
acted upon the advice of one of their leaders, Jack Smith, and went away before 
10 o'clock in the day rhev made no “ diligent effort”’ to vote, and by their own 
act disfranchised themselves, But that is certainly no just cause for disfranchis- 
ing the 1,388 legal voters who did succeed in casting their ballots at that poll. 
But your committee does not consider it necessary to decide whether or not to 
count these 240 votes, as it will not change the result of the election in the dis- 
trict The vote cast at Darlington, as returned, wasas follows: Total vote, 1,388, 
of which Mr. Richardson received 1,271,and Mr. Leell7. Majority for Richard- 
son, 1,154 

Let us now sec« 

mittee 

after I wot to Darlington that it was not worth 

was ho 

how the vote of the district stands as corrected by the com- 

For Rich- 
For Le ardson Lec 

Total vote in seventy uncontested precincts 
Total vote in the nineteen precincts agreed on 
Total vote in the five contested precincts in Georgetown 
County 

Vote at Lynchburgh poll 
Vote at Brownsville poll 
Vote at Cheraw poll 
Vote at Society Hill 
Vote at Timmonsville 
Vote at Florence 
Vote at Darlington 

299 

453 
10, 211 

639 

319 

200 
iss 
108 

533 

582 

1,27 

Total vote in the district 19, 997 
Majority for Richardson 

Rivers and Harbors. 

SPEECH 
or 

VAN 
NEW YORK, 

HON. JOHN 
OF 

VOORHIS, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Wednesday, February 28, 1883, 

On the bill (H. R. 7631 
preservation of certain works on riversand harbors, and for other purposes 

Mr. VAN VOORHIS said : 
Mr. SPEAKER: The River and Harbor bill has for years been the 

great log-rolling bill of this House. It is composed, usually, of three 
hundred, more or less, independent measures, grouped together in one 
bill, in order to make its passage sure. 

It would seem that in preparing a river and harbor bill the first 
duty of the Committee on Commerce is to allot to each member of 
that committee the amount that he desires for his State or locality, 
and the next duty is to apportion the remainder of the bill in such a 
way as to secure votes enough to pass it. It is on this account that 
80 many useless and worthless and illegal appropriations find their 
way into the bill. 

I am in favor of proper appropriations for those rivers and harbors 
which are of national importance. I believe the sentiment of the 
country is in favor of such improvements. It is the dishonest 
features of these bills and the more than questionable methods 
adopted to pass them which has brought the whole river and harbor 
appropriation business into disrepute. At an earlier day an appro- 
priation for a river or a harbor was made upon its merits. Now the 
case is quite different. The river and harbor bill of the last session 
had in it items for many important and much needed improvements. 
While that is true, it is also true that more than half of the items 
of that bill were appropriations not fit to be made. 
the Committee on Commerce complain that the metropolitan press 

|is against the river and harbor bill. 

| press speaks the voice of the people on this measure, 

| times be wrong, but, generally speaking, when the press is substan- 
| tially unanimous, there can be no doubt but that it is right, ang 
| that the people are with it. 
| harbor bill is that there were too many Cheesequake Creeks and 
| too many Sacramento Rivers in it. 
| complains that the country is against improving the rivers and ha; 

| in and are continuing to put in. 

making appropriations for the construction, repair, and | 

| mining. 

Members of 
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They might have include 
almost the entire press of the country. Does it follow that a bil] jx 
a good one because the press is against it? In my judgment the 

The press is the great exponent of public opinion. It may soy 

The trouble with the last river aya 

The chairman of the committee 

bors. That gentleman knows well where the trouble lies. Fo; 
| example, there is found in the river and harbor bill of the last ses. 
| sion an item of $250,000 to begin a work estimated by the engineers 
to cost a million and a half of dollars. And what is this great work 
—this great national improvement. It is simply a job to take out of 
the Sacramento River the detritus which the miners of California put 

In order to get so odious an appro- 
priation as that, one hundred and fifty items, or thereabouts, wer 
put in, equally dishonest, and each of those was supposed to con 
mand a vote for the bill. 
The President, in mild but unmistakable language, in his veto 

message expressed his disapprovalof that bill. But there were votes 
enough secured for it to pass it over his veto. The press of the coun- 
try and the public sentiment of the country approved the President’s 
action. 
When the present session of the House convened, the chairman o| 

this committee, with a manner approaching to insolence, sought to 
catechise the Secretary of War in respect of some views that ofticer 
was supposed to entertain concerning the river and harbor appro- 
priations of the last session + and on his motion, on the 9th of Decem 
ber, 1882, this House passed a resolution requesting the Secretary o! 
War to report to the House, among other things, the 
formation : 

following 

Whether any moneys appropriated by the act of August 2, 1882, ‘“‘ making ; 
| propriations for the construction, repair, and preservation of certain works on 

rivers and harbors, and for other purposes,” were appropriated for works or ot 
jects that are not in the interest of or do not benefit commerce and navigatior 
and, if so, to name such works or objects, and the respective amounts so appr: 
priated. 
Whether any of the moneys appropriated by said act have been or are bei: 

used or expended under its provisions upon works or objects that are not in t 
intereat of or do not benefit commerce or navigation; and, if so, to name su 
works or objects and the respective amounts so used or expended. 

It had been bruited that the Secretary of War held views adverse 
to the propriety of some portions at least of the river and harboi 
bill, and the chairman of the Committee on Commerce thought to 
get the War Department in a corner by the astuteness of his ques- 
tions. The letter of the Secretary in reply shows how utterly he failed 
The Secretary says: 
My wish to give a satisfactory answer to the inquiries of the House has co 

ey me to make a new and very extended examination of the subjects covers 
»y the act. 
Having done this, it has appeared to me that, in many instances, the results of 

substantial benefit to general commerce were so obscure and apparently insignui! 
cant as to vindicate the doubt on the part of the House of Representatives in 
cated by the inqury presented in the resolution. 

He gives a list of ninety-one works appropriated for which are o 
the character mentioned in the resolution. Among these is th 

| provement of the Sacramento and Feather Rivers 
This is, as I said before, an appropriation of $250,000 to enable th 

United States to begin a work which will, in the opinion of the 
| Secretary of War, cost one and a half millions of dollars. It is : 
| sample of the bad items of that river and harbor bill. The & 
tary, referring to that work, states: 

IMPROVING SACRAMENTO RIVER, CALIFORNIA 

For improving and protecting pavigable channels of Sacramento and 
PORES VERE cenban dew adeonsse bieune oveces 

So far as appears from the reports of the engineers the main part of this appro 
priation, aad of expected appropriations for each one of eight years to come, w« 
seem to be intended to be expended in the protection not only of the Sacrament 
and Feather Rivers, but of large areas of adjacent arable land from the eff 
hydraulic mining ; but this particular item will be made the subject of some r 
marks in another part of this response. If it was the intention of Congress t 
protect these lands from the flow of detritus it would be, in my opinion, to that 
extent a local work and not in any way in the interest of commerce and navigati 

Balance in Treasury July 1, 1882 ...................-- ’ 
Appropriated act of August 2, 1882 ... 
Drawn on requisition, July 1 to Decem 

And the Secretary remarks upon it, in another plaee, as follows: 
The matter of the improvement and protection of the channels of the Sacrament 

and Feather Rivers in California requires a special remark. Previous appropria 
tions for the improvement of the Sacramento River have been mostly expended in 
dredging the channel, and of the present appropriation $40,000 have been allotted 
for the continuation of this particular kind of work. The project submitted to me 

| for the expenditure of the remaining part of the appropriation is for the erectiot 
of restraining barriers upon the Yuba, American, and Bear Rivers, tributaries of 
the Sacramento and Feather, to hold back the flow of detritus caused by hydrauli: 

In submitting the project, the Chief of Engineers makes a slightly quali 
fied recommendation, and I have therefore been led to examine with some care 
the papers in this Department relating to the project, which is the result of car 
ful consideration by the Engineer Bureau. The problem seems to be to prevent 
the injury caused by the dowuflow of about 38,000,000 cubic yards of detritus an- 
nually, caused by the artificial washing away of gold-bearing gravel-banks, in 
doing which 870,000,000 cubic yards of water are annually used. The records indi 
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cate that this downfiow is injurious, not only to the navigable streams below, but | ing, in tl the absen of official 1 

enormously destructive to agricultural lands, both directly and by raising the tlood | of the privileges t Hous s 4 S ‘ 

levels of the rivers, and that the owners of these lands are equally if not more | ignorance and falsehood and inspired by ma 
than any other class of citizens interested in preventive measures. Secondly. I fe md to say t L bx 
The streams cad the mining works are within the State of California, and it | Constituti t I d States } ‘ 

seems that in at least one instance a mining enterprise has been enjoined by a local | words spoken in debate in the House of R ‘ 
court from prosecuting its work in such way as to cause the injuries complained | I respectfully ca ttention to section 6, ar 1 ( ‘hale 
of, but I have not learned that it has been decided by the highest court whether | treats of 1 s s rs ar 
the injury to navigation and agricultural interests can be prevented by judicial | claase And fe 
action. in any ot rp ‘ 

The act of the Legislature of California, passed in 1880, the purpose of which rhe attack w you « : th making ) 
was the raising of funds by taxation for certain objects, described as ‘‘the control | the House on th th of J is In \ ( 
of débris from mining and other operations, the improvement and rectification of | yourselves into a tri il, you sit ulgment se 
river channels, and the erection of embankments or dikes necessary for the pro- | notice you me of your proceeding is t s 
tection of lands, towns, or cities, from inundation,’’ was, in the next year declared | announces verdict. You took no testimor You heard) \ 
unconstitutional by the supreme court of the State upon several grounds. One | allowed y lses to travel off wit ul nt. You did 
of them, as stated in the leading opinion, was— justified who belie n fair pl l spee mil M 

“ That the storage of débrisz is, in its nature, a private enterprise, in which the few | took an v L! to 
only are interested. * * * Topromote a public purpose bya tax levy uponthe | statements. Lk 3 not satisfied t. as | . . the con ee 

property within the State is within the power of the legislature, but the legislature | tinuously that you Et ction in or: to f his import ; 
- no power to impose taxes for the benefit of individuals connected with a private Again, yo rt ‘ terly ignorant of y rs 
enterprise, even though the private enterprise might benefit the local public in a | House Your nittee is a cre ire of t \ have 
remote or collateral way.” powers not conferred by law The rules bie 
Consequently the efforts of the State authorities of California to impound the | referred to 1 relating ‘‘to commerce 0 

detritus trom hydraulic mining enterprises were brought to an end. Chat isall. You ign ut ipposed that you ' i 
The work projected would involve the expenditure, within the next eight years, | arose in the House of Representatives between M at 

of nearly a million and a half of dollars, with doubtful results ; and, as the exact | yourcommittee, although it had \ eC 
character of the work to be done is not indicated in the act, in my hesitation as to | you has or ‘ personal ede ‘ 
approving the project I have thought proper to refer to the debate in the House | and mysé You relied sol n Mr. I . itemer i I A s i < b 

upon the passage of the particular cleuse in question. I have gathered from re him as to the truth of the cas« Here l Ye 
marks made in the debate, which seemed to receive the unqualified assent of the | made no legitimate inquiry into the facts, but a ‘ LY 
chairman of the Committee on Commerce reporting the bill, that it was not the in- | statements of the mostinterested party. ILcould . clair 
tention to commit the Government to the policy of providing reservoirs forthe stor- | by himself, if you had given me the opportunity to cross I do not 
age of detritus from future mining operations, it being thought that they were but | believe that more than one of you understand the 1 . Y 
a partial remedy, and would not accomplish the purpose designed if hydraulic min theret ignorant of the fa are, 

ing should continue, and it is stated that the committee did not adopt the plan | hav ing been deceived by false sta’ 
sketched in the engineer's preliminary reports. Lhe motive which inspires your action { 

The project now before me for the expenditure of the main part of the appro- | who procured it is too plain to need to be mentioned. You ‘ 
priation seems to be in exact accord with those reports which did not receive the | and you stand by one another, whether right or w 
approbation of the committee. I have not, therefore, yet considered it proper to rhirdly. You have given Mr. REAGAN a t ble i t 
do more than continue the dredging operations. If he don't lose it before | ( ck to Texas vill doubtless 

This is but a sample of the ninety-one items criticised by the Sec- oo tan tik th en ake eran ee inde 
. r . . oa * ° ol 1ave ludorsed » but who ia al t I ers 

retary of War. I have not time or space to give specific attention Taw leniee Wanked tan. cable ’ a 7 

to each item of the ninety-one. There are many other items in that | wash you 
billequally bad with the ninety-one mentioned that are not referred he river Rhine, it is well kr 
to in the Secretary’s letter, probably because the records of the War a oa a a , iL a ere 

. . oun 9 rut te ne ivmphs hat pow 

Department do not show their character. The ninety-one cases are Shall henceforth wash the rive 
shown by the records in the War Department to be of the character 
stated in the resolution. They are, in the opinion of the War Secre- mR t have constructed the wickedest river and harbor gh Snled vo Une 
tary, of no substantial benefit to general commerce. ces = Represen . TL Lou ioe also coudtices K ttl mig “ on bill 

vetns . . : “ : jevyond these exploits I know nothing exce heek”’ that e1 o bedeck 
his letter is carefully considered, is based upon the records of the | yourselves with such airs. It is my humble opinion t nal ‘ail 

War Department and the opinions of the engineers, and is a conclu- | be taken for just what it isworth. It is Reacan indorsing | ul 
sive condemnation of the river and harbor bill of L882. | there is of it. 1 ing an eee fo. ae on _—" ROE, 

Instead of compelling the young but able Secretary of War to sur- | "SS eniy. 7 iii tii coal ste T weal “i ' 
render, the Committee on Commerce were compelled to retire before justifiable attack” on your co vue, M1 ‘ It lain t ou dot 
his Gatling guns, routed and discomfited. derstand the ca You are ignorant of th par 
But there seems to be no end to the ambition of that committee. | 1«t - rare ——— Site , . . . . . i *COTC 

Notwithstanding the adverse sentiment of the country; notwith- | “y,0j, ration bill passed on J 19th. On June 21st es are 
standing the adverse opinion of the Secretary of War; notwithstand- | the House and said 
ing the adverse advice of the President, expressed in his message ‘rise toaquestion of privilege. House bill N tor te 
and in his veto, that committee, with a sort of unpleasant bravado, | eee ee eee eee Teeth acteow lames. ee es 

. 99 1© gentiemal on Yew ork i VCH ‘ me rer ¢ e com tt 
as much as to say “‘ we know how to get the votes, and we defy you,” | was authorized to report t] SO Rai one oc eeatnndinnan deat 
have reported the present bill calling for about eight millions of dol- | his absence the amended bill was brought to me purporting t 
lars, a bill only better than the bill of last year because the amount | With the report of Mr. Rich arpsoy, with the request I 
appropriated is ten millions of dollars less. I have had some expe- | P°P0rt the bill to the House. | Acting ou tinal suguestion. and 
rience with this Committee on Commerce; I know its “tricks and | ynder a suspension of the rule Phe committee, on ¢ 
its manners.” the House, have ascertained it is d ‘ 
To illustrate the powers which that committee has sought to ex- | material from the bill reported by them, ar 

ercise I will state an incident of that experience which is in point. er ick ais inca Eitencnnen Ghani ahi seemed 
I had the misfortune to incur the displeasure of that committee | to be the substitute bill, &c. The co 

in the last session, because I opposed the passage of their river and | tained it d el 180 respec rom t ) vt 

harbor bill. Happening to be concerned in a personal controversy | , Hye eee ee cloned ed | 
with a member of the House, arising out of matters which occurred | {5°} ' Ste ec 
on the floor of the House, the Committee on Commerce took up | Reacan knew or had heard of teration of 
this controversy, usurping jurisdction over it, and, without notic« On the 22d of Ju : committee of the Ce ( 

to me, placed upon its records a resolution, which it, ignorantly, | M'. REAGAN was a member, mare a report or st 
thought would determine the matter in controversy. That action |) °° °°) Sh acters «pharma il, 
was communicated to me by letter, to which I replied on the 27th On the follow Mo dur Mr. K tbs M 
of July. My reply, which will explain the whole matter, is as fol- | ! with the nt of certain other members of t : 
lows: REAGAN to report the committee's bill, but handed t D 

House OF REPRESENTATIVES aa’ “phe ‘ er Paid ota Bens wa a SAG conicee some 
COMMITTEE ON MINES AND MININ ally different bill from that which th as ; Nee ae 

Washington, July 27. 1882 : vas ~ ! > Ne +B cht ae tlee mae a it or eal M hk 

To the Committee on Commerce of the House of Representatives j ver the ' ant a ' te ree what he conceiv a - 

GENTLEMEN : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, signed | one or two amendments that he had himself offered and w 
by your clerk, dated July 20, 1882, informing me officially of the passage by you | in con ttes nged the phraseology to conform to recollect @« 
on the 7th instant of certain resolutions relating to what you are pleased to call | mittee’s a 1, and subsequently, still relying on the eof M 
an “attack” by me upon one of you (Mr. REAGAN) on the floor of the House of | His, offered the s bill and stated that ity 
Representatives. ‘The text of the resolutions is as follows the committe¢ 

“ Resolved, That the Committee on Commerce consider it a duty to take formal Here the charge is that I told Mr. REAGAN that the I ga ’ t 
notice of the unprovoked and unjustifiable attack upon their colleague, Mr. Rea- | rect copy of the agreed toby the said committee,” when in point of fact 
GAN, b Mr. VAN Vooruis. They desire to record their recognition of Mr. REA materially different Chis is a charge against we of false repre | 
GAN'S ntegrity and honorable conduct, and appreciation of the dignity, forbear made Up tot time 1 had not said a word in the He 
ance, and ability characterizing his conclusive, unanswerable, and truthful refuta On the 27th of June Mr. PAGE, chairman of your c« thee d 
tion of the statements made by the member from New York, in connection with the | charg: a report to the House as follows 
bill to regulate emigration. On Monday, the 19th instant, by unanimous consent, Mr. Ri of Tey 

Resolved, That these resolutions be entered upon the journal of the committee, | resenting the Committee on Commerce, moved tosuspend the rules and pass HH 
and copies of the same be sent to Méssrs. REAGAN and VAN Vooruis.” bill (H. R. No. 5669) toregulate immigration. The bill which he offered was handed 

In answer to this communication I have to say: to him by Mr. VAN Voonuis, of New York, and purported to be the bill agreed to 
First. I had seen some time ago in the pebtic newspapers these resolutions, | by the Committee on Commerce Mr. REAGAN andthe members of the con tte 

with the statement that you had authorized them. I preferred to wait until offi- | present were misled in regard to the bill which was passed, the pm g ) 
cielly informed before taking notice cf them. I did not feel warranted in assum- | be a true copy of the bill agreed to by the committee. The committer 
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mended and asked that (he House by unanimous consent do substitute the true 
bill, now in possession of the committee, for the one passed.” 

{ere the charge is repeated in a modified form, but it is just as obnoxious as 
before. It is that the bill which I gave Mr. ReEaGAN “ purported to be the bill 
wreed to by the Committee on Commerce” and that Mr. REAGAN was “ mislead in 
regard to the bill, supposing it to bea true copy of the bill agreed to by the com- 
mittes rhe charge was three times repeated before I said anything. The 
question is, did I state to Mr. REAGAN that the bill he offered “was a correct copy 
of the bill agreed to by the committee,” and did Mr. REAGAN suppose that the bill he 
offered was a “trae copy of the bill agreed to by the committee?" Ideny both 
propositions. I did not tell Mr. ReaGAN that the bill I gave him was ‘a correct 
copy of the bill agreed to by the committee,” and Mr. REAGAN knew when he offered 
the bill that it was not such copy. If I did deceive Mr. REAGAN with such a state- 
ment, then I deserve all the censure that can be heaped upon me. If I did not, 
then how unjust is your action in the premises! 
The evidence is clear, and so strong that I did not doubt that if Mr. Reacan 

should swear to his statement, in any proceeding where false swearing is perjury, I 
could convict him of perjury before any impartial jury of twelve men. 

If Mr. REAGAN did agree to a change of the bill before he offered it, in any par- 
ticular, then his charge is false. 1 assert that he did. I will refer to two items of 
evidence 

First. I quote from his speech (see Recorp of January 28, page 34) : 
**It is enough for me to say that he brought the bill purporting to be the bill of 

the committee and brought the report which had been prepared in writing by Mr. 
RICHARDSON, and delivered them to me with the statement that the bill was the 
committee's bill, except that a portion of it relating to immigration over the Ca- 
nadian border had, by consent of the committee, or members of the committee, been 
agreed to be changed from the committee's report if I assented to it. I said, ‘We 
did not discuss that in committee ; but if it is the wish of the committee to change 
it [have no objection 

Here the gentleman admits that I told kim it was not the committee's bill. It 
had an important exception. It had a provision which would prevent the flood- 
ing of the country with paupers through Canada. And that is all the difference 
there is between the two bills of any importance. He thus admits that the three 
several reports of the committee are false. 

Second. Mr. REAGAN told a distinguished member of the House [A.S. Hewitt] 
just before he offered the bill that in conference with me he [REAGAN] “had as- 
sented to such a modification of the bill as would protect the border districts from 
pauper emigrants coming in from Canada.” 

rhat modification is the only modification I desired. If he agreed to it, as I can 
show he did, how false and unjust is your action in the premises. IL refer to these 
two items of evidence. Ihavemuch more, Nothing would please me better than 
an Opportunity to present the evidence before some competent tribunal to show 
how talse is Mr RKAGAN’S charge 

Having raised that issue, what I did and all I did was to defend myself. My 
defense seems offensive to you. If I used the offensive-defensive, it was because 
I had a right to do so, and the occasion demanded it. No other honorable course 
was left open to me. Is it your position that if a member of your committee 
makes a false and mean charge against a member of the House he must submit to 
it in silence or incur your censure? If 1 deny a false charge, does that make me 
the attacking party? Your colleague, Mr. REAGAN, when I deny this charge, 
squeals and runs to the cover of his committee and opens fire from a masked bat 
tery. How brave! 

Fifthly. This is not the first time Mr. REAGAN's veracity has been questioned in 
the House of Representatives. He complains in his speech that I had sought to 
cast odium upon him byfalluding to him as the ex-confederate postmaster-general. 
I know such an allusion would be odious to him, but I did not make it. He him- 
self has brought his former official connection with the confederacy before the 
House. I shallmention, now that it has been introduced, a single incident. There 
were certain United States mail contractors in the Southern States who went into 
the rebellion, not having time to settle and get their pay. This comprises a period 
of time shortly prior to June 1, 186 The United States owed these contractors 
for services rendered just before their States seceded. Mr. REAGAN procured 
from the confederate congress the passage of a law authorizing him to pay these 
contractors, and an appropriation of $800,000 was made, and placed to his creditas 
postmaster-general of the confederacy to enable him to do so. This was on the 
13th day of October, 1862. Mr. REAGAN proceeded to pay these contractors, taking 
an agreement from them to the effect that if the United States Government should 
ever pay them anything, then these claimants should pay back to the confederate 
government what they had received. Mr. REAGAN himself prepared and issued 
instructions to that effect. On the 7th of December, 1863, he reported that he had 
paid out $502,017.19 of this fund. He took vouchers from the claimants. He re- 
ported to the confederate government from ttme to time what he had paid. These 
facts were only known to Mr. REAGAN in the House of Representatives at the 
time to which Iam about to refer. Now, what happened?! 
The sundry civil appropriation bill passed March 3, 1877, contained a clause 

appropriating $375,000 to pay these same mail contractors for services performed 
just prior to the war, and before their several States had engaged in the war, with 
the following proviso: 

Providing that any such claims which have been paid by the Confederate 
States Government shall not be again paid.” 

This was put into the appropriation pill on motion of Mr. ATKINs. 
The Secretary of the Treasury held that he would not pay any of these claims 

until all had been presented and audited, and then if there was not suflicient of 
the appropriation to pay all the claims, he would pay them pro rata. 

This ruling of the Secretary was not satisfactory to the gentleman from Texas 
(REAGAN), and on the 16th of November, 1877, he introduced into the House a joint 
resolution, requiring the Secretary of the Treasury to begin at once and pay these 
claims in full as they were presented. , 

This resolution omitted the proviso and authorized the payment of all claims, 
whether they had been paid by the confederate government or not. 

When the joint resolution came up for consideration, this omission was deemed 
a suspicions cireumstance. While it was under discussion, Mr. REAGAN, in order 
to induce the House to credit his statements, protested that he had ‘‘ never partici- 
pated in theft, wrong, swindling, orany dishonorable act." There were those who 
thought the gentleman did “ protest too much," and he was called upon to state 
why those words were omitted. In explanation of the omission he said: 

**In the preparation of this joint resolution those words were omitted because 
I knew there was no necessity for them.’ 

He was speaking of his personal knowledge as postmaster-general of the con- 
federate government. He preceeded in the most emphatic and solemn manner to 
assert that the confederate government never paid a dollar to a mail contractor 
that had been earned prior to the first of June, 1861. Ho said: “Now, upon the 
point that the confederate government has not paid their claims, I will state that 
the confederate government only undertook to pay for the services from the time it 
took charge of it on the Ist day of June, 1861, and tt had nothing whatever to do 
with the payment for services rendered previous to that date.” 

Again he said 
* The Confederate Government * * * 

which had become due before the Ist of June, 1861. 
If this statement were true the proviso was, as he asserted, unnecessary 

it was utterly false 

of the confederate congress. * * 

matter, and to have corrected any error into which we might have fallen. 

the confederate government, and are now 
tor’s office of this Government. 
some ae t 

Pe 8 that these payments shall be made under the — ious law, which itss 
n 

action—you were, without doubt, ignorant of it, all but one of you. 
that Mr. RRAGAN’s integrity needed some indorsement. 

as a favor to me. 

amendment struck this all ont. 

never paid a dollar to a contractor 
’ 

Bat 

Mr. REAGAN'S statement on the floor of the House that the confederate govern 
ment had never paid any of these claims was not credited. A postponement Wha 
had and its falsity conclusively established by his own reports, vouchers and ree 
ords, found in the confederate archives at the War Department, papers which he 
supposed were not in existence. 
The ro resolution ignominiously failed. But for the sagacity, the ability. an: 

the dil higan, gence of a distinguished lawyer and member of the House from Michigan 
Judge WILLETs, who examined the records and exposed the fraud, the Treasury 
would have been mulcted in the sum of $375,000, which, according to agreemen{ 
would have to be paid over to the confederate government, and the Texas gent 
man seems to be all there is left of that, and of course he would get the money. | 
aa ow. from the debate on that resolution a few words: ? 

‘*Mr. Concer. Now, sir, if I remember my remarks of the other day, T said that 
it did seem strange to me that a law appropriating $800,000 passed by the confed 
erate government, and a public report printed by the postmaster-general of that 
government, saying that o had appropriated over half a million of that $800,000 
to the payment of mail contractors for services prior to May 31, 1861, could have 
exis without coming within the knowledge or memory of my friend, the late 
postmaster-general of the confederacy, or of gentlemen who were then members 

* The gentleman's denial that he remembers 
such a law or such a report is the denial of one man, but the circumstance is 
still just as strong, just as unaccountable. And when we find that portion of the 
eighteen claims audited by the auditor of the confederacy and paid by the post 
master-general of the confederacy out of the $800,000 appropriated by that gov 
ernment; when I find that fourteen of those claims (I have a list of them here and 
will have it printed with my remarks) are on file in the auditor's department, and 
are among the very class of claims which this resolution proposes to pay, having 
been paid once by the confederate government, it does seem to me that I was jus 
tified in saying that, with all the intelligence and knowledge, and good memory 
and vigorous intellect of my friends on the other side of the House, there ought 
to have been some one of them ready to call the attention of this Congress to this 

I do not 
say that there is anybody here who has sought to have a claim paid twice. I make 
no charge of that kind; but I present fourteen claims that have once been paid by 

ressed for payment again in the andi 
Does not this require some explanation! At least 

‘‘Mr. REAGAN. The gentleman will allow me to say that this very resolution 
f 

eclared that no one who had already been paid should be paid again. 
‘‘Mr. ConcEr. Bat in this resolution that limitation is stricken out. 
‘“Mr. REAGAN. But the resolution directs payment to be made under the law 

already eee 
“Mr. Concer. The very agreement of the contractors whose names I have here 

provided, that if they could get this money from the United States they should pa) 
it back to the confederate government, and, therefore, it is a duty for them to fol 
low into the Government of the United States their claim, and recover it from the 
United States again according to their contract, in order that they may pay it 
back to the lost cause or some one else. [Langhter.] 

‘‘I do not blame the contractors, for they pledged themselves to the confederate 
government that if it paid out the $800,000 to them they would get it out of the 
United States and pay it back. They are acting honorably. [Laughter.} 

‘*Mr. TOWNSEND, of New York. That is high-toned—clearup. [Great laughter 
‘*Mr. Concer. Under the law passed last year, which provided that these claims 

should not be paid if they had already been paid, these claims were presented 
and filed for payment by the Government, and they had to swear that they had 
not been once paid. 
wish to make part of my remarks. 
claims. } 

Here are the papers to which I have referred and which I 
I hear no objection. [Here follows the list of 

“Mr. Concer. There is the list of ‘the twice-told tales’ of what came so near 
being ‘the twice-paid claims.’ There also is the circular of our Government, quot 
ing both the law of Congress and the opinion of the Solicitor of the Treasury, and 
in addition, the rules of the Department respecting these very claims, and yet these 
claims are filed, sworn to, and payment demanded. I have said enough. The 
matter tells its own story.” 

I allude to this incident of Mr. REAGAN's record only because it bears upon your 
You can see 

Sixthly. Mr. RgaGay, in his speech, said that he had offered the immigration bill 
If that were so, the presumption follows that it was the bill as 

I desired it to be. I could hardly be expected to ask him, as a favor to me, to pass 
a bill I was opposed to. The bill, as I offered it, contained a provision to prevent 
the immigration of paupers into this country through Canada. Mr. R&aGan’s 

It thus became REAGAN’s bill, and not mine. I 
might be sapposed to be anxious to keep that provision in the bill, but if Mr. Rra 
GAN supposed it was his bill, and not mine, that he offered, he could hardly have 
believed he was doing mea favor. If he thought he was favoring me it was be 
cause he knew the bill had been made satisfactory to me. 

Seventhly. You seem to have organized your committee into a ‘‘ school for scan 
dal," or literary bureau, for supplying the newspapers with news that emanates 
from you. Perhaps you will give this brief communication an airing in the same 
manner. Perhaps you will enter it upon the journal of your committee in order 
that it may enjoy an equal immortality with your resolutions. 

Very respectfully, 
JOHN VAN VOORHIS 

Upon this letter the Democrat and Chronicle contained the following editorial 

MR. VAN VOORHIS'S LETTER. 

Elsewhere is published the letterof the Hon. Jonn Van Vooruis in reply to the 
resolution of the Commerce Committee of the House, virtually censuring him for his 
action on the immigration bill. It isa caustic analysis of the impertinence and the 
injustice of the action of the committee and a most searching review of the record 
of Mr. REAGAN, not only in reference to the chief issue involved, but also in refer 
ence tocertain other matters which do not confirm whatever reputation for veracity 
that gentleman may have achieved. 

Mr. Van Vooruis, in that vigorous language of which he is a master, makes a 
strong, and, as we believe, an impregnable showing for his side of the case. As 
has been before stated in these columns, the issue is one simply of veracity be 
tween Mr. ReaGaNnand Mr. Van Vooruis, with the circumstantial evidence in favor 
of the version of the latter gentleman. This view is fortified by the presentation 
which Mr. VAN Voornis now makes, and which should commend itself to the 
judgment of fair-minded men; and certainly the usurpation of power on the part 
of Se aennEeS in attempting to censure Mr. Van Voonruis is clearly demon 
strated. 

To that letter the Committee on Commerce made no reply. It has 
by its silence admitted all that it contains. 

It is no compliment to the Speaker of this Houses that he made 
the mistake of placing the important powers and trusts of this House 
which relate to the commerce of the country in incompetent hands 

Mr. Speaker, I have not the slightest personal feeling against any 
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a comemnteie, nor the drivel of the gentleman from Maryland, 

now in his second childhood, has disturbed me. All this is to be ex- 

pected from this committee. I oppose this river and harbor bill be- 

cause it is not needed, L oppose it because it is an unnecessary bur- 

den upon the laborers of the country, who are taxed to raise the 

money which we are squandering. I oppose it because the people of 

my district and of my State are opposed to it. 

The Tariff. 

SPEECH 
OF 

HON. RICHARD W. TOWNSHEND, 
OF ILLINOIS, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, March 3, 1883, 

On the bill (H. R. 5538) to reduce internal-revenue taxation 

Mr. TOWNSHEND, of Illinois, said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: In the expiring hours of this session I feel no hesita- 

tion in hazarding the assertion that this Congress will go down into 
history as having done more harm and less good than any which has 
assembled since the Government was founded. The evil influence of 
monqpoly has hung over it and exerted a powerful influence over its 
action from its incoming down to this hour of its outgoing. The hired 
agentsof bank, railroad, and tariff monopolies have constantly crowded 
our lobbies and committee-rooms, and besieged members upon questions 
deeply affecting the publie welfare. 

The fell spirit of monopoly has paralyzed and defeated the most 
salutary and just measures in the interest of the people. I shall not 
dwell upon other measures but at once call attention to this. We are 
now brought directly to the consideration of the crowning act of wrong 
and injustice ofa Republican majority in thisCongress. This conference 
committee has aimed a fatal blow at the public good, and in its sub- 
serviency to the protected classes has exceeded its duty as a conference 
committee. Instead of confining its action to an adjustment of differ- 
ences between the two Houses, it has disregarded its instructions and 
set at defiance the action of both Houses. 1 will not stop to examine 
details, but for a moment will ask your attention to one or two items | 
in the metal schedule in order to show how it has exceeded its duty. 

Let it not be forgotten that the authority conferred on this commit- 
tee was that it should seek to harmonize the matters of difference be- 
tween the two Houses. Now, see how it has discharged its duty. The 
Senate fixed the duty on iron ore at 50 cents per ton; the House did 
the same. There was of course no difference between the two Houses 
for this committee to adjust, but this committee, without any ground 
for its action, raised the duty to 75 cents per ton. In whose interest 
was this done? Was itin the interest of the people? Of course not. 
It was solely in the interest of the owners of iron ore. When we re- 

of that committee ; neither the bulldozing of the chairman | 

member that iron ore lies at the foundation of all our iron industries, | 
and all the articles so universally used which are made from that metal, 
we can easily see how much the cost of iron ore affects the public inter- 
est. 

Take steel rails. The House fixed the duty at $15 per ton, the Sen- 
ate at $15.68. Now, did this committee, in the interest of harmony 
between the two bodies, divide the difference or adjust it? No. The 

tax over and above that established by the two Houses and placed it 
at $17 per ton. 
_ Sir, the members of this committee have ignored the will of the ma- 
jority in both Houses. In a star-chamber proceeding they have struck 
down the rights of the people. They have repudiated the action of the | | this bill, but Kansas enjoys but a very insignificant amount of protec 
Tariff Commission and of both Houses of Congress. 

It is claimed by the advocates of this bill that it greatly reduces tax- 
ation; but where does the reduction fall? The first lines of the first 
section read as follows: 
That the taxes herein specified imposed by the laws now in force be, and the 

same are hereby, repealed, as hereinafter provided, namely: On capital and de- 
posits of banks, bankers, and national banking associations, except such taxes 
as arenow due and payable; and on and after the Ist day of July, 1883, the stamp- | 
tax on bank checks, drafts, orders, and vouchers, and the t 
fumery, 
lowing 

ax on matches, per- 
medicinal preparations, and other articles imposed by Schedule A fol- 

section 3437 of the Revised Statutes. 

You talk about relief to the poor. 
for the poor manor thelaborer. Do theyown banks. Do they manu- 
facture matches or medical preparations. Do they manufacture or use 
perfumery. Money will be just ashard to borrow at just as high rates; 
matches and medical preparations will cost just as much after the 
stamp-taxes are off as now. None but the mannfacturersand bankers 
will be benefited by this reduction 
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This section takes the tax off playing-cards, and the fifth section im 
poses a tax of 25 per cent. on Bibles and school books. Does a bill 

afford wholesome relief to the masses which makes gambling free and 
taxes Christianity and knowledge ? 

The first section takes twenty-two millions off of banks and the manu 
factures I have mentioned, while other sections leave onerous burdens 
on food, clothing, and necessaries of life. 

But this bill to a most grievous extent bardens all agricultural in 
terests. As I have heretofore asserted, there is no relief or protection 

for the farmer. It is well known you can not protect or enhance the 
value of farm products. Their price is fixed in Liverpooland the mar 
kets of the world, far beyond the limits of your power. Wheat, corn, 
and provisions are only worth in my district what they will bring in 
Liverpool, after deducting the cost of transportation, insurance¢ 
missions, &c. 

Every farmer in the West understands this You can not humbug 
him into the belief that he is protected because you place a duty on 
wheat. He knows as well as you that but a trifling amount of wheat 
is importeddnto this country and that is contined tot he Canada border 
Our wheat is exported to the European and other markets of the world 
Our farmers have no fear that England, France, or Germany will bring 
their wheat across the Atlantic and undersell them on our shores, be 
cause they know full well those countries do not produce enough for 
their own consumption and that they depend greatly on th« 
producer for grain supplies. 

I am amazed at Republican members hailing from the West when I 
see them day by day casting their votes in favor of manufacturing 
which lives and thrives upon bounties extorted from their farming con 
stituents by the legerdemain of this tariff system. Those who so cast 
their votes can notescape the charge of infidelity to their trust and will 
be held to a gtrict accountability for such action. 

Now, sir, let us for a moment consider the effect of a protective tariff 
upon different communities or States, as shown by the census reports 
of 1880. We will, as an illustration, take the agricultural State of 
Kansas and compare it with the manufacturing States of Rhode Island 

, com 

American 

and Connecticut—the aggregate population of the two latter being 
within a hundred thousand of the former. 

The members from Kansas represent a State which has 
Population 0, ODO 

Number of farms 138, 561 
Total value farming interest $354, 728, 149 
Number mechanics of all sorts 1! ) 
Manufacturing establishments which are really protected (iron and 

stee}) 2 
Number of workmen in these two establishments’ employ 630 
Capital invested $450, 000 
Wages paid $166,500 
Product ©) 04, 100 

Now, compare Kansas with the States of Rhode Island and Connec 
ticut and you will find the representatives of the two latter 
resent— 

States rep 

Population 899, 231 
Number of farms 33. 814 
Total value farming interest $72, 457 063 
Number manufacturing establishments 6, 693 
Capital invested : r $196,056 178 
Number of laborers ; l 
Wages paid 

75, 683 

$64, 857 137 

These figures need no explanation. They plainly show how very 
small the protected interest of Kansas is in comparison to that of farm 
ing, which is not protected; and on the other hand how enormous is 
the protected interest of Rhode Island and Connecticut in comparison 
to their agricultural interest and to that of Kansas t is easy to un 
derstand from the foregoing figures why the members from Rhode 

Island and Connecticut can vote for a bill like this, which builds up 
| and enriches the owners and parties interested in the great manufact 

committee, in the interest of the steel monopoly, raised the amount of | uring establishments of those States at the expense of the Western 
farmers. But I find it difficult to discover the loyalty to his trust of 
the representative whom the farmers of the West send here when I find 
that representative giving his vote to those who plunder his constituents 

Rhode Island and Connecticut are royally protected and enriched by 

tion, being mainly confined to that of two establishments, and indeed 
her distance from all foreign markets, cost of transportation, é&c., fur 
nish sufficient protection for all her domestic manufactures. Yet in 
the face of these figures you find Republican members from the West 
zealously advocating a protective tariff on this floor who repre 

stituencies that are daily plundered by that system 
I shall not pause to criticise their motives but leave their constituents 

to judge whether they desire to continue the employment of Represen 

ent con 

| tatives who enact laws which, quoting the suggestion of Webster, u 

| 
| 

yy 

| crease the priceof ‘‘everything the farmer buys and diminish the price 
Is there any relief in that section | of everything he has to sell.’’ Sir, this is a system of laws which does 

not distribute the burdens of Government with an impartial haz 
makes it an instrument of oppression to the many for the benetit 
few, a system which by artificial sophistry gulls the masse: » they 
are plundered of their substance in order to fatten and pamper a privi- 
leged class. 

Mr. Speaker, the faithful representatives of the people who sit on the 

swirls 
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agricultural products and the other over $5,000,000,000 of manufact- 
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Democratic side of this House have courageously resisted such legisla- 
tion with all the power left them under the rules, not in a factious spirit 
and not by obstructive or dilatory action, but by fair argument exposing | 
the injustice and iniquity of this system, and by their votes; yet they | 
have been censured and calumniated by the advocates of monopolies 
who are actuated by no motive of public welfare, but who clamor for 
measures under plausible pretexts which conduce to their selfish inter- 

est 

We have been venomously pursued with misrepresentation and vitu- 
peration by their agents and advocates. But, sir, we are conscious that 
this is a part of the penalty paid by those whose regard for the general 
welfare raise them above the plane of selfish personal interest, and who 
possess the courage to denounce injustice in high places. We feel, how- 
ever, as Sir Robert Peel expressed himself, that we shall not go unre- 
warded when cherishing the reflection that we will ‘‘be remembered 
with the expressions of good-will in the abodes of those whose lot it is 
to labor and to earn their daily bread by the sweat of their brow when 
they shall recruit their exhausted strength with abundant and untaxed 
food; the sweeter because it is no longer leavened by a sense of injus- 

tice.’’ 

This bill could not pass if it were opened to debate. It would sig- 
nally fail if sufficient time could be had to expose the iniquities con- 
tained in it. Those who concocted it and who have inspired its adop- | 
tion by the conference committee knew full well they dared not permit | 
the representatives of the people to discuss this bill beyond the two 
hours which have been allowed us for debate, and therefore they have 
resorted to the desperate expedient of gagging the members of this House 

and by the use of party lash, tyrannically force a majority of this House 
to vote for a bill which they must know is an edict of the lobby and | 
an outrage upon the rightsand freedom of the people, and which I now 
predict will be followed by such atrainof evils as will make it not only 
odious to the people, but to most of those it is designed to benefit, and 
which will in the next national election contribute largely to the down- 
fall of the party which has enacted it 

rariff—Wool Interest of Ohio—Necessity of Protection. 

SPEECH 
on 

HON. ADDISON 8. McCLURE, 
OF OHIO, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Tuesday, February 27, 1883, 

On the bill (H. R. 7313) to impose duties on foreign imports, and for other pur- 
poses 

Mr. McCLURE said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: The long and exhaustive discussion of the tariff, 

both this session and last, would lead one to suppose that the two great 
interests of the country, the agricultural and manufacturing interests, 
had locked horns in this Hall and were engaged in a deadly war of ex- 
termination; that the legislation that wonld be beneficial to the one 
would necessarily be destructive of the other; that they are essentially 
repugnant and irreconcilable, and that the one was attempting to over- 
reach the other by foul and unlawful methods. Nothing ain be further 
from the truth 

These two great interests, the one producing over $7,000,000,000 of 

ured articlesin 1880, are not only not hostile, but friendly, cordial, and 
interdependent. A blow struck at the one hurts the other. Disor- 
ganize and unroof the manufacturing interest of the country—an interest 
which in 1880 employed 2,700,000 hands, paid $947,953,000 in wages, 
used $3,396,000,000 in materials, and produced $5,369,595,000 in man- 
ufactured articles—by destructive tariff legislation, and you will inflict a 
blow on agriculture that will be felt in every corner of the Union. 

Let the agricultural interests, on the other hand, suffer through the | 

| in its effects. It rescued the wool-growers from impending calamity, 

operations of nature, by heat or cold, drought or flood, by the ravages 
of innumerable insects that feed on the vegetable kingdom, or from any 
other cause, and the manufacturing interests will feel it at once. The 
grain grows more golden in the light of the furnace and the corn lifts 
up a prouder head in the music of the grim industries. The prosperity 
ot these two great interests is inseparable, and their calamities can not 
be disunited. He who seeks to array them in hostility to each other, 
to sow seeds of discord, distraction, and alienation between them, to 
reprobate the one by eulogizing the other, is the true friend of neither, 
but the dangerous enemy of both. 

Within the last twenty years this nation, in spite of the enormous 
waste of the war, has bounded almost at a single leap to be the first 
agricultural and manufacturing nation in the world. This double 
marvel is unquestionably the result of the protective policy so happily 
inaugurated in 1861. I believe in the sound, economic philosophy of 

protection. I believe in the protection of home labor against the cor 
petition of foreign labor, and that protection should be proximate rat}, 
than incidental, direct rather than oblique. I believe in the protection 
of our agricultural interests where they come into competition with 
foreign production, and I am therefore inflexibly opposed to any redu: 
tion whatever in the existing tariff on wool and woolen goods. 

This country has already had a most disastrous experience from th, 
| inadequate protection of its wool interest. The civil war stimulated 

this interest in amost unexampled manner. The national Army, num 
| bering over a million of soldiers, was clothed in wool—woolen blankets 
woolen great-coats, woolen dress-coats, woolen blouses, woolen pants, 
woolen shirts, woolen drawers, and woolen socks. Martial patriotism 
was clad in wool. When the war ended this stimulation to productio; 
was withdrawn. The Government ceased to beabuyer. The blockac 
of the Southern ports was removed and the cotton of the South was re- 

stored to the commerce and consumption of the world. This conjun 
tion of events caused the wool interest of the country to experienc: 
most damaging stagnation. 

The matter was discussed in Congress in 1865, 1866, and the levis 
lation of 1867 was the fruit of this discussion. 

That legislation was most opportune in its provisions and benef ial 
lal 

| and visibly reinvigorated a noble industry. Under its beneficent opera- 
tions our flocks, from Jess than 25,000,000 in 1867, multiplied to ove: 
35,000,000 in 1880. Tor the first time in the history of our country 
the 400,000 American flock-owners received adequate tariff protection 
and in 1880, of the 300,000,000 pounds of wool consumed by American 
looms, 155,000,000 pounds were furnished by domestic production. A 
wholesome competition was established between foreign and domesti: 
wools, and to-day you can buy for $25 a home-made wookn suit fit to 
appear on Pennsylvania avenue, Broadway, or the boulevards of Paris 

Ohio is the leading wool-producing State in the Union. Her farm- 
ers, with a native aptitude for progress, grow thoroughbred sheep 
The sweetest mutton and the finest wool in the United States ar 
produced in the valleys of the Killbuck and Muskingum. Ohio pro- 
duces nearly one-sixth of the aggregate wool clip of the country. Ther 
are more sheep in Ohio than in Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, Con 
necticut, Rhode Island, New York, New Jersey, Maryland, Virginia 
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida combined, wit) 
over a half million to spare. Thus, in the single State of Ohio, ou 
flocks outnumber the flocks in all the States, exclusive of Pennsy! 
vania, east of the Alleghanies, south of the Saint John’s River, and north 
of the Gulf of Mexico. 

We are ready to compete with the flocks that feed on the vast pra 
ries of Texas and New Mexico. We are willing to cross swords with 
Colorado with its golden climate; a State ably represented on this {loo 
by my genial, impetuous, bimetallic friend [Mr. BELFoRD]. We chal 
lenge the rivalry of California, where the sun shines, the birds sin 
and the grass grows through all the revolutions of the seasons. 

Ohio, hugging Lake Erie on the north, swept by polar storms for fi) 
months in the year, with the snow lying deep on her frozen hillsides 
with no music of birds in her leafless trees, fears no rival in the United 
States in sheep husbandry. 

But we do most emphatically object to competition with Austral 
That great continental island, situated between the tenth and fortiet! 
degrees of south latitude, divided in the center by the Tropic of Capri 
corn, is the Eldorado of the sheep-grower. There its flocks need no 
roof in the winter but the sky, and no food but its luxuriant pastures 
They multiply with abundant vigor, and are subsisted at a cost insig 
nificant in comparison with the cost of subsistence in Ohio. 

The flocks of Australia in 1880 numbered 73,000,000; of the United 
State 35,000,000. In the next decade Australia will astonish the worl 
with its pastoral resources,and I would not be surprised that the cen- 
sus of her sheep attained the enormous figure of 150,000,000 head 
Competition, therefore, with Australia is unequal. Tariff legislation 
alone can correct that inequality. The bill of the Senate, now on th 
Speaker’s table, would strike a million of dollars from the profits of th 
Ohio wool-growers each year, and cause the wool-growers of Queen’ 
Land, New South Wales, and South Australia to rejoice with exceedin 
great joy. I, for one, object. 

I have listened, Mr. Chairman, for days to the heated declamation 0! 
the professed champions of the farmers on the other side of this Cham- 
ber. Here is a case fit to wake up some agricultural Demosthenes on 
the other side and cause him to make this Hall ring with the silver) 
notes of pastoral eloquence. I notice, however, that when the real in- 
terests of the farmers are at stake, involving the practical application 
of the economic principle of protection, that the loudest champions 0! 
that interest do not embraces the opportunity with the alacrity and 
relish that should distinguish them. While Ohio is the first State in 
the Union in the magnitude of wool interest, it ranks second in th 
magnitude of its iron and steel interests. The Senate bill, in my judg- 
ment, would so seriously cripple the iron, steel, and wool interests 0! 
Ohio and of the whole country as to invite commercial disaster and 
ruin. If our great agricultural and manufacturing interests are to be 
disorganized and stricken down by injudicious tariff legislation, I insist 
that the Democratic party shall bear the sole responsibility. 
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Civil Service. 

SPEECH 

HON. WILLIAM H. CALKINS, 
OF INDIANA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Thursday, January 4, 1883. 

The House having under consideration the bill (S. 135) to regulate and im- 
rove the civil service of the United States, Mr. Kasson yielded three minutes | 

to Mr. CALKINS. 

Mr. CALKINS said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: In three minutes’ time one will not be expected to dis- 

cuss thé merits of a bill such as this is, or suchas this isdesigned to be. 

There must be a turning-point some time in the history of this country 
inits civilservice. I hope the passage of this bill will be the milestone 
that marks the turning point for the reformation of the entire civil | 
service of the country. 

If our Democratic friends can afford to vote for a civil-service bill, 

we on thisside can. They have been out of power for twenty-five years; 
their followers are clamorous for a chance to be appointed, and a dis- 
tinguished member of their party at the other end of the Capitol re- 
cently said if this bill passes it will bind the Democrats hand and foot. 

Mr. ATHERTON. Is that not the reason why you are in favor of | end in view 
this bill? 

Mr. CALKINS. Oh, no; not by any means. Of course the Demo- 
erats will vote for the bill. Mr. PENDLETON is its author and it must 
be supported by them. 

But seriously, Mr. Speaker, I should have been very glad to have 
had a bill thoroughly considered by the committee of the House and | 49g 3). upon wool and its manufactures, $29,253,016; upon iron and 
put in such a shape as would have accomplished the purposes of its 
authors. I do not believe they will. 
right direction. 
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from Indiana has ex- 

pired. 
Mr. ATHERTON (addressing Mr. CALKINS). You have fixed my 

vote on this matter by your speech. 

The Tariff. 

SPEECH 
or 

JAMES F. BRIGGS, 
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, 

HON. 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Friday, February 16, 1883, 

On the bill (H. R. 7313) to impose duties upon foreign imports, and for other pur- 
poses, 

Mr. BRIGGS said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: On yesterday I struggled for some time to get the eye 

of the Chair and the ear of the House, but failed. To-day, having been 
more successful, I will trespass briefly upon your time and patience 
while I submit a few suggestions upon the subject under consideration. 

If there is any one sentiment that pervades the public mind, any one 
pinion upon which all are agreed, any one great and universal demand 
coming up to us from the people of every section, it is for a materia] 
reduction of the revenues and substantial relief from the burdens of tax- | 
ation. 

The revenues from all sources for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1882, 
were $403,525,250.28. The ordinary expenditures for the same period 
were $257,981,439.57, leaving a surplus of revenue $145,543,810.71, 
which, with an amount drawn from the cash balance in the Treasury 
of $20,737,694.84, made a total surplus for that year of $166,281,505.55, 
which sum was applied to the redemption of the bonds, currency, and 
other obligations of the Government. The estimated revenues for the | 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1884, based upon existing laws, will be: 
a  scasennseseses : } . $235, 000, 000 

From internal revenue... Rasaviiepaprie ea 145, 000, 000 
From sales of public lands..............ss+0s0+0-sseseeeeeseeenees les a2 5, 500, 000 
From tax on circulation and deposits of national banks........ 9, 000, 000 
From repayment of interest and sinking fund, Pacific Railway 

lars ccsecssnns sivsosesevedgrecvecencccesveocee 1, 750, 000 
From customs fees, fines, penalties, &c................ ikaecheatnctladiabideboaeds 1, 400, 000 
From fees—consular, letters patent, and lands......... 2, 650, 000 
From proceeds of sales of Government property. 1, 000, 000 
From profits on coinage, &€........0..0c.ccsssesssesecesesesesssceesesseenees 4, 200, 000 
From deposits for surveying public lands............... 2, 400, 000 
From revenues of the District of Columbia. 1,730, 000 
From miscellaneous sources...............0.0.++. 5, 370, 000 

Total estimated ordinary receipts... vo _ =) , 000,000 

I shall vote for it as astep inthe | 
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The estimated expenditures for the same period will be as follows 
Legislativ« $3 974 O49 
Executive 
Judicial 
Foreign intercourse 

Mt 

LS, 668,593 7S 

408, 900 OD 

Ww), 905 00 

Military establishment e % OO1 445 OF 
Naval establishment 23.481. 0TS 54 
Indian affairs 6.725. 731 54 
Pensions 101. 575.000 00 

| Public works 
Legislative 
Treasury Department 
War Department 
Navy Department 

$6, 500 00 

5, 317,500 00 

4,753, 602 64 

3,855,515 00 

Interior Department 417, 100 00 
Department of Agriculture 10, 500 00 
Department of Justice : 1,000 00 

— 14, 361,715 64 
Miscellaneous ide 20, 925,003 14 
District of Columbia 
Permanent annual appropriations 

Interest on the public debt NS. 877.410 T2 

Sinking fund = £5, O72, 222 54 
Refunding—customs, internal revenue, lands, &« 7, 417,100 00 
Collecting revenue from customs 5, 500,000 00 

+ 550. 299 OS 

Miscellaneous 3,151, 305 00 
117. O18. O38 26 

Total estimated expenditures, including sinking fund $40, 280,162 22 

Or an estimated surplus of. 74,719, 837 73 

In view of our prosperous condition as thus shown, justice requires us 
to listen to this demand of the people, and the wisdom of Congress 
should be evoked to secure the necessary legislation to accomplish the 

An examination of the sources from which the bulk of these large rev 
enues are derived will suggest at once to the careful and prudent legis 

| latox upon what articles the necessary reductions should be made to re 
lieve the people of the country. During the last fiscal year there was 
collected from impost duties upon sugar, melada, and molasses, $47 

steel and the manufactures thereof, $24,175,547; upon the manufactures 

of silk, $22,633,137; upon the manufactures of cotton, $12,227,103; and 
upon spirits, $6,771,483; making a grand total from these six sources 

alone of $144,258,899, being nearly two-thirds of all the revenue col 
lected from impost duties. For the same year the collections under the 
internal-revenue system were as follows: From spirits, $69,873,408.18; 
from tobacco, $47,391,988.91; from fermented liquors, $16,153,920.42; 
from banks and bankers, $5,253,458.47; from adhesive stamps, &c., 
$7,569,108.70; from penalties, $199,830.04; and from all collections not 

otherwise provided for, $81,559; making a total of $146,523,273.72 

From a mere glance at these figures I believe you will concur with 

me in the conviction that there is no place where reduction can be made 
so well for every interest and for the good of all the people as in the 
reduction of the revenues derived from sugar. The average duty im 
posed by the present law, under which $50,000,000 have been collected 

during the past year, is equal to2} cents per pound, or almost 53 per cent. 
ad valorem 

Sugar, as has been frequently stated upon this floor, is an article of 
prime necessity. It enters every household and is consumed by all 
people; it yields to the Government a larger revenue than is derived 
from any other source, either under our impost duties or under our 
internal-revenue system, except that from distilled spirits 
Why is it sought to continue the high rate of duty upon this article 

For myself, I would be willing to see it placed upon the free-list. We 
have placed tea and coffee there, and I would place sugar beside them 
and thus give every man a “‘ free breakfast-table.’’ 

What, sir, is the objection to the removal of the duties upon sugar ? 
The answer is made that it is making war upon the doctrine of protec- 
tion. We are told that this sugar industry must be protected in the 
Southern States! But, Mr. Chairman, we were assured yesterday by 
the gentleman from Louisiana [Mr. EL.is] that 

‘*This industry has been fostered from the time that the very first hut was erected 
at New Orleans; from thetimethat adventurous Frenchmen and Germans went 
up the coast to what is still called the German settlement and began the produc 
tion of sugar. The French government, ata time when Louisiana was the child 
and nursling of France, was the first to advance bounties for the development 
of this industry. Louisiana became a Territory, and then by your mandate 
stepped into the Union with all the rights and dignity of asovereign State. From 
that time to this, under every administration—Federal, Democratic, Whig, Re 
publican—this industry has been steadily encouraged 

And by other gentlemen, that from that State alone the entire wants 
of the country can be supplied. 

I wish the bright pictures painted by gentlemen who favor a con 
tinuation of these high duties, of the ability of the Southern country 
to produce all the sugar needed by the nation, were warranted by the 
facts in this case and were verified by the history of the growth and 
development of this industry. We have been intormed by the gentle 
man from Louisiana [| Mr. Gipson] that in 1861 more than 50 per cent 
of all the sugar consumed in this country was produced in the State 
of Louisiana. The product of 1861, to which the gentleman alluded 
was the largest yield in any one year in the history of this industry, 
and conceding, for the sake of argument, that in that year Louisiana 
did produce over 50 per cent. of t! ! ie entire consumption of the country, 
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yet the increase in the production has not kept pace with the increased 
consumption. During the past year the entire production of the country 
was 200,000,000 pounds, while the entire consumption was 2,200,000, - 
000 pounds. 

If the product of 1861 was 50 per cent. of the amount consumed, and 
the product of the whole country was only 10 per cent. of the consump- | 
tion for the past year, at this ratio of increase will the advocates of high 
protection tell us inabout how many years we shall be able to produce 
all the sugar consumed in the country? 

For the purpose of comparison, I will here insert a table of statistics 
of the product of the sugar industry in Louisiana from 1849-’50 to 
1881-82, covering a period of thirty-three years: 

Quantities of sugar and molasses produced in the State of Louisiana during 
the years from 1850 to 1881, inclusive. 

Year. Molasses. Sugar. 

Pounds, 
269, 769, 000 | 

231, 194, 000 | 
257, 138,000 | 
368, 129, 000 
495, 156, 000 
385, 227,000 | 
254, 569, 000 
81,373,000 

307, 666, 700 
414, 796, 000 
255, 115, 750 
265, 063, 000 
528, 321,500 

Hogsheads. 
247, 923 | 
211, 203 | 
236, 547 
321, 934 
449, 324 
346, 635 
231, 427 
73, 976 

279, 697 
362, 296 

221, 840 
228, 753 | 
459, 410 
G...ccccces 

76, 801 
10, 387 
18, 070 
41,000 
37, 364 
84, 256 
87, 090 

144, 881 | 
128, 461 
108, 520 
89, 498 

116, 867 
144, 146 
169, 331 | 
27,753 

213, 221 
169, 972 

218, 314 
122, 982 

Gallons. 
12, 000, 000 
10, 500, 600 
18, 300, 000 
25, 700, 000 
31, 000, 000 
23, 113, 620 
15, 274, 140 
4, 882, 380 

19, 578, 790 
24, 887, 760 
17, 858, 100 

1849-50 

1850-51 .. 
1851-"52 ......... 
1852-63 .... 
1853-4 
i845 

1855-"56 
1856-"57 

1857-58 

1858-59 

Ik59-"60 
1860-61 
1861-62 ses 

a 
1863-64 
1864-"65 

1865-'66 

1866-'67 
1867-'68 
1868-'69 
1869-"70 
1870-71 .. 
1871-"72 . 
1872-73 
1873-"74 
1874-75 
1875-76 
187677 
1877-78 . 
1878-"79 
1879-"80 

1880-81 
1881-"82 

84, 500, 000 | 
10, 800, 000 | 
19, 900, 000 
42, 900, 000 | 
41, 400, 000 
95, O51, 22° 
99, 452,940 | * 

168, 878,592 | 
146, 906, 125 
125, 346, 493 
103, 241, 119 
134, 504, 691 
163, 418, 070 
190, 672, 570 
147, 101, 941 
239, 478, 753 
198, 962, 278 
272, 982, 899 
159, 874, 950 

5, 636, 
5, 724, 256 
10, 281, 419 

— 

8, 898, 640 
8, 203, 944 
11,516, 828 
10, 870, 546 
12, 024, 108 
14, 237, 280 
13, 218, 404 
12, 189, 190 
15, 255, 029 
9, 691, 104 

a No data. 

Notr.—The production of sugar and molasses in Louisiana is stated upon the 
authority of M, Champoiner for the period prior to 1861, and for the later years 
upon the authority of M. Louis Bouchereau and A. Bouchereau. 

These statistics form a far safer basis for legislation than the beauti- 
ful pictures and the extravagant rhetoric of the gentlemen who urge 
the continuation of high duties upon this article. They are not only 
interesting but instructive. They show conclusively that this industry 
is fluctuating and uncertain, the product of one year being no indica- 
tion of what the next will be. The largest product was in 1861-62, 
when it reached 459,410 hogsheads of sugar. The next largest product 
was in 1853-54, when it reached 449,324 hogsheads and 31,000,000 
gallons of molasses. In 1856-’57, within the two periods above named, 
the product was only 73,976 hogsheads of sugar and 4,882,380 gallons 
of molasses. The product in 1849-50 was 247,923 hogsheads of sugar 
and 12,000,000 gallons of molasses; while in 1881-’82, with all the pro- 
tection we have afforded, the product was only 122,982. hogsheads of 
sugar and 9,691,104 gallons of molasses, showing an actual decrease of 
124,941 hogsheads of sugar and 2,308,896 gallons of molasses. The 
product of 1849-’50 has not been equaled in any one year within the 
last twenty years. 

I have not time, Mr. Chairman, to dwell longer upon this table, and 
it is not necessary that I should; it speaks for itself, and illustrates 
how uncertain and unreliable the sugar product of Louisiana is, and 
how feeble this industry remains, notwithstanding the protection, en- 
couragement, and fostering care it has received from the hands of the 
General Government. 

No person, unless he has made this matter a study or given to it 
particular attention, can have any conception of the vast sums which 
the people have paid out in duties upon the articles of sugar and mo- 
lasses. The amount is truly startling. The duties paid upon these 
articles within the last twenty years have amounted to nearly one-half 
of the present bonded debt of the Republic. It is stated in the report 
of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue for the current year to be 
over $51,000,000, or a dollar a head for every man, woman, and child 
in the Republic. 
From the tables furnished me by Joseph Nimmo, jr., Chief of the 

Bureau of Statistics of the Treasury Department, which I append to my 
remarks, it will be seen that the estimated duty collected on sugar 
alone from 1863 to 1882, inclusive, amounts to the enormous sum of 

iw wmnwnmereeaearTrees —_—Oo,  ——— iim 
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$636,610,201.42; that the average annual rate of specific duty for tha; 
term was 2.53 cents per pound, ranging from 1.98 to 3.08 cents per 
pound; that the equivalentad valorem rate has run from 37.53 to 76.99 
per cent., or an average rate for the twenty years of 56.75 per cent 

| that the gross revenue for that period from importation of sugar was 
$636,610,201.42; from molasses, melada, and sirup of sugar-can 
$52,715,204.33, discriminating duties on the same, $15,256.30; mo- 
lasses, concentrated, tank-bottoms, sirup of sugar-cane, and melada 
$14,204,149.88, discriminating duties on the same, $1,756.86; making 
a grand total paid by the people of this nation to protect this uncertaiy 
and precarious industry of $703,546,568.79. 

It appears from the census of 1880 that the valuation of property for 
the purposes of taxation in Louisiana was as follows: Real estate, $122 - 
362,297; personal estate, $37,800,142; a total of $160,162,249; being 
less than one-fourth of the amount of duties paid upon sugar and mo- 
lasses during the last twenty years. 

Now, I disclaim any hostility to the sugar-producing sections of this 
country. My desire is to relieve an overflowing Treasury and an over- 
taxed people, and I find no source from which our revenues are derived 
that can be so easily and justly dispensed with as this; and I ask th 
careful attention of the House and the country to the cold, naked, and 
stubborn facts which I have presented, and leave the correctness of my 
conclusions to the considerate judgment of the American people. ; 

Statement showing the quantity and value of sugar imported and entered for 
consumption in the United States, with the estimated amount of duty col- 
lected thereon during each year from 1863 to 1882, inclusive. 

spe- 
ate of 
r 

i 
Year ended June 30— | Quantity. Value. 

valorem rate duty. of duty. 
collected 

cific 
Estimated duty Equivalent ad Average 

Pounds. , Dollars. | 
439, 090, 948 | 15,932, 856 | 
553, 850, 963 | 26,364,347 | 
577, 736,741 | 24,087,995 | 
889, 454, 992 | 35,799,471 | 
939, 686,008 | 38,477,523 

, 000, 841, 147 | 43, 421, 398 
018, 772, 624 | 48, 249, 358 

, 216, 396, 903 | 60,253, 015 
| 231, 836,550 | 60, 837, 635 
412, 854, 421 | 76,011,538 
485, 583,521 | 79,497, 837 | 
644, 709, 767 | 81,478, 083 

, 649, 039,083 | 71,781, 907 
, 658, 632,459 | 67, 011, 896 
, 505, 038,208 | 73,772,517 
, 589, 566,488 | 80,369,553 | 

1, 639, 614, 343 | 67, 153, 667 
1, 625, 971, 302 | 68,052, 640 | 

83, 436, 445 1, 889, 708, 744 
1, 927,531, 890 | 84, 823, 100 | 

Dollars 

| 11, 118, 544 
14, 301, 234 6 
17, 642, 958 &8 
27,312, § 

28, 570, 492 

30, 447, 970 8 

, 923, 907 
5, 819, O41 2 

tote 

Co Go oO 

toto ho toto ts go go Ge 
o 

to po tot | 46, 976, 834 sy | 
} 

Statement showing imported molasses and melada and sirup of sugar-cane entered | 
consumption during the years ended June 30, 1863-1882, both inclusive; also shou 
rates of duly and amounts of accruing duties, 

MOLASSES. 

and 

g 

Iminatin Quantity. 

June 30— 

Amount of duty 

received, 

Years ended Rate of duty. Additional 

Gallons. 
29, 993, 913 
29, 703, 899. 
$4, 532, 671 
43, 583, 568 
50, 116, 517. 
55, 006, 060 
52, 111, 252 
47, 768, 267. 2° 
15, 448, 713 
31, 811, 308 
42, 057, 924 
44, 112, 418 

7, 205, 641 4s 

Dollars. 
4,499,086 00 
Not given | 

| Se. 

Dollars. 
| 1,799,634 78 
1, 782, 233 97 
2, 762,613 68 |...... 
8,486,685 45 |...... 

.| 4,009, 821 38 

.| 4,400, 484 80 | 
4,168,900 16 
3, 821,461 38 
1, 235, 897 04 
1,590,565 41 

| 2,102, 896 25 | 
..| 2,205, 620 66 

.| 2,360, 282 05 | 
| 824,419 
1,670, 768 

12,818 
| 2, 434, 839 
1, 812, 524 

| 1,678, 485 
| 2,209, 599 
2, 464, 609 
1, 659, 064 
2,221, 478 31 

6c. per gal. 
do 

per gal. 
peice do 

25 
| 11,884,702 , 

11, 847, 827 06 |. 
11, 345, 630 41 |... 
3, 550, 887 3 
7, 402, 141 

31 

. 5 5 

BE SbSEI 
gusaas 8s Sepueeayy BE PFSRRRS 

* And 2 per cent. 
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Siatement showing imported molasses and melada, &c.—Continued. 

MOLASSES, CONCENTRATED, TANK-BOTTOMS, SIRUP OF SUGAR-CANE JUICE, AND | 
MELADA. 

act | > x 
° s = 

7 x. TS 2 
ad => ew © & 

8 ; : = o> aa 
© Quantity. Value. 3 Ss § 

— Ss . 

SB | : se 6 BSE 
| S S sae Q 3 z sce 

‘ } & < < 
nw — ™ 

409,078 00 | 2c. per Ib.. 54,543 84 | 
112, 662 30 |... cate 
SET BD Bivcnciewn scious 
185,621 62 | 
72,494 20 |. 
88,570 42 | 

278, 671 6 
113,629 50 
387,662 20 | 

| 1,231,427 23 | 32, 694 
| 270, 920 00 198, 354 
| 2,183,776 40 862,621 * 

2, 693, 239 50 |...... GO ......0.--} 988,678 07 | 163 68 
4,504,763 53 
5, 398, 380 12 

1, 606, 270 37 | 
1, 998,792 80 | 

aie 27, 207, 982 964, 242 07 | lic. per lb 408,119 82 
1875. { 43, 937, 157 1,525,655 57 | lic. per Ib.*.| 861,321 72 |......... 

‘ 198, 611 7,448 00 | lic. per Ib... 2,979 17 68 04 
96 553, 303 3,143,735 53 | lic. per Ib,*..| 1,810,374 51 
49, 650, 354 1, 923, 427 33 |......do 930, 944 20 
36, 691, 376 1, 383, 482 00 |...... do... 687,963 36 
41, 152, 357 1, 234, 736 00 |...... do... 771, 606 75 
83, 709, 344 1, 036, 808 00 ee do... 632,050 24 |..........00000 
20, 534, 846 715, 358 00 |...... do... 385, 028 40 |........ccc0008 
14, 135, 435 467,554 00 |......do 265, O39 42 |......c0creceee 

* And 25 per cent. 

Support of Common Schools. 

SPEECH 
OF 

HON. NEWTON C. BLANCHARD, 
OF LOUISIANA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Monday, February 26, 1883, 

On the bill (H. R. 6158) to aid in the support of common schools 

Mr. BLANCHARD said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: This subject is a growing one in the popular mind. 

For some time it has attracted the favorable attention of many of 
the best and most cultured of our people, including ministers of 
the Gospel, statesmen, philanthropists, and educators. The com- 
mittee which reported the bill embody in their report the memo- 
rial of the National Educational Association, and many eminent 
educators appeared before the committee and submitted their views, 

| colored and 16,377 are white. 
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By the census of 1880 there are in Louisiana 216,787 voters. Of 
these, 102,932 cannot write, and the number of those who can write 
is only 10,923 greater than those who cannot write. 

Of the 102,932 voters in Louisiana who canrot wr Al ite 86,555 are a aha 

It thus appears that nearly fifty per cent. of the voting population 
of Louisiana cannot write, 

The number who cannot read is not so great. Still, it is creat 
enough to be alarming, the census of 1880 showing that there are 
297,312 persons in the State ten years of age and over, out of a tot: 
population of 939,946, who cannot read. 

South Carolina makes even a worse showing. With 205,789 voters, 
it appears that 106,934, or 4.040, more than half, cannot write. Ot 
these 106,934 voters who cannot write, 93,010 are colored and 13,924 
are white. More than 50 per cent., therefore, of the adult popula 
tion of that State cannot write. 

Mississippi and Alabama come next, with nearly 47 per cent. ot 
their adult male population unable to write, three-fourths of which 

| are colored. 

Then Georgia, with more than 45 per cent. of her adult male pop 
ulation, or more than one-third unable to write. North Carolina 
with more than 42 per cent. Tennesssee and Virginia with mor 
than 39 per cent. Florida with nearly 39 per cent. Arkansas with 
more than 30 per cent. And so on down the list of the Southern 
States, Missouri making the best showing with 11 per cent. of het 

adult population unable to write. 
The committee show in their report that more than 32 | 

the adult males of the Southern States are illiterate, and that nearly 
half a million of the white, and almost a million of the colored 
voters in the South cannot read the ballots which they cast. 

Mr. Speaker, upon this million of illiterate voters citizenship ha 
been bestowed by national enactment. 
gift of instruction. 

Having given the ballot, let us now follow it up with the blazing ot 
the way to an intelligent use of the ballot, and the only true sign 
boards to mark the path in that direction are school-houses. And 
school-houses cannot be erected and filled with scholars and pro 
vided with competent teachers without means—money—and that 
the South, where all this illiteracy is, cannot supply equal to the 
necessities of the case. 

The voting of this appropriation would be an act of tardy justice 
to the lately enfranchised people of the South. Who here will claim 
that it would be just to them to stop short at the bestowal of the 
baHot? Who here will deny that a full measure of justice to them 
includes the providing of means for the acquisition of the intelli- 
gence requisite to the proper use of the ballot? The intention of this 
bill is not to supplant or supersede the efforts of the States and local 
communities in the cause of education, but to supplement thos: 

er cent. oi 

Now, add to citizenship the 

| efforts, to encourage and aid the States and local communities, to 

| strengthen their hands, to re-enforce them. 

all favorable to the enactment of a measure similar to the one under | 
consideration. As early as 1871 the National Teachers’ Association, 
at a meeting in Saint Louis, passed the following resolution : 
That this association will look with favor upon any plan giving pecuniary aid 

to the strugg!ing educational system of the South that the General Government 
may deem judicious. 

In his last report, that of 1879, the late Dr. Barnard Sears, agent 
of the Peabody fund, stated there were about two million children 
in the Southern States without instruction; and the committee of 
the trustees of the Peabody fund, to which was referred the subject 
of the special needs of education in the South, presented a report at 
the annual meeting, February 13, 1880, and offered the following 
resolution : 

Resolved, That it is expedient that this board should present a memorial to 

In the South the States are battling in the cause of education 
against a vast army of ignorance, and are hard pressed and unequal 
to the task. The General Government is a friendly force, an ally 
near at hand watching the conflict from the vantage-ground it occu 
pies, ready upon the tirst signs of wavering to go to the support of 
its friends. A weakening of the line is perceptible, and this bill is 
the trumpet sounding to the rescue. 

The support which the measure offers is only temporary. It is only 
to last during tive years, at the end of which time it is believed such 
headway will have been made that all the Stutes will find themselves 
able to cope single handed, and without further aid from the Goy 

| ernment, with the ignorance and illiteracy within their borders, 
By this bill the Federal Government undertakes in the States ne 

system of public-school education. It makes no pretense of inter- 
fering with the States in the matter of education. The money is to 
be paid to the proper oflicer of each State, and is to be expended by 
State officials under State laws, and in accordance with the system 
of public instruction peculiar to each State respectively, the only 
exactions being (and wise ones they are) that the money shall be 
used in the education of children without distinction of color; that 
it must be divided proportionally between white and colored schools 

Congress, praying that it may grant such aid as may be required to secure to the | 
colored population of the Southern States the education which is necessary to fit 
them for the discharge of their duties as citizens of the United States. 

Other evidences of the agitation of this subject by eminent men 
might be cited, but the foregoing will suflice. Mr. Speaker, I hold 
a8 & proposition that ignorence is not alocal but a national question. 
It may be confined to eaatitien, or rather may prevail only in locali- 

and pupils; and that none of it shall be used to build or repair 
school-houses, or to purchase sites, or to pay the salary‘of any officials 

except teachers. 
The measure contains in it no element of offense to any class of 

| citizens, for a clause in the bill considerately provides that separat« 

ties, but its effect is far-reaching, and permeates every part of the | 
body-politic. 
_As another proposition, I maintain that all history, and all expe- 

rience prove that the individual is not able to educate his children. 
Me has never done it in the history of the world. The State must 
come in and aid him in the work. A glance, sir, at the condition of 
the Southern States, as respects illiteracy, is alone sufficient to de- 

© every representative from that section on this floor to sup- 
port this bill, provided he sees no constitutional objection to it. 
Now, what is that condition? 

schools for white and colored children shall not be considered a dis 
tinction of color. 

Of the $10,000,000 appropriated annually for five years, it is esti 
mated that $7,556,773 will yearly go to the late slave States, and 
constitute a very important addition to the public school funds of 

| those States. 
This large preponderance to the South, for the education of thi 

illiterate, is for negro illiteracy; less than one-fourth because of 
white illiteracy. Were there no other illiteracy in the South except 
what the census shows to be white, I for one would not ask this, 
for the white people of the South, constituting, as they do, 99 per 
cent. of the property-holding classes, could easily take care of thei 
own illiterates. But when to these be added the millions of illiterates 

‘ among the colored people, the task is too great for the communiti« 
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of the South, impoverished by the war and not yet recovered from 
it, to undertake. The States of the South are doing all in their 
power for public education, but it is impossible for them, in their im- | 
poverished condition, to farnish adequate means for the education of 
the masses of the children, 

Hon. J. H. Smart, superintendent of schools in Indiana, bears 
willing testimony of the sentiment in the South on this question of 
the education of the colored people. He states he had made several 
visits to the South, had inquired into the matter of schools there, 
and expresses the opinion that the Southern people are willing to do 
all they can to cure this great evil, (illiteracy,) and that so far as he 
had observed, the work that has been done, under existing circum- 
stances, has been a marvelous work. Continuing, he says: 

The Southern people have made a heroic effort, certainly in three or four States 
that I have visited, to do the best that could be done for these colored people. I 
want to say that throughout the length and breadth of the Southern States, with- 
out one exception, the colored people are given the same advantages that the 
white people are given. No distinction whatever is made; and, so far as I was 
able to find out, there is an almost unanimoas, certainly an overwhelming, senti- 
ment in favor of educating the colored children equally with the white children. 

Rey. A. D. Mayo, D. D., told the committee that he was pretty 
well acquainted with the condition of education in our country and 
in other countries, and that he had no hesitation in saying that, 
‘‘never within ten years in the history of the world, has an effort so 
great, so persistent, so absolutely heroic been made by a people for 
the education of the children as by the leading class of the people 
in our Southern States.” ‘‘ There is no minority of people working 
so hard toovercome this terrible calamity of illiteracy anywhere in 
the world to-day as in the South.. I give this as the deliberate result 
of two years of observation in twelve States.” 

But, Mr. Speaker, while we of the South have the will to educate 
the colored people in our midst, we have not the means commensurate 
with it. There is no trouble on the score of the purpose to do so, but 
the ability to execute is lacking. And unless the Federal Govern- 
ment comes to our aid in the manner provided in this bill, or in some 
other way, I fear this generation will have passed away without any 
perceptible impression having been made on the ignorance in that 
section—an ignorance which is a power in the land, in that it wields 
the ballot, a blind power, which, as long as it continues in its present 
condition, must needs remain a standing menace to our institutions. 

Take care it may not in its blindness grapple, Samson-like, the 
pillars of our political edifice, and shake the whole to its very 
foundation. 

It has been a long time since William Penn uttered the words which 
I shall quote, but the observation is as true to-day as it was then. 
Said he: 

That which makes a good constitution must keep it, namely, men of wisdom and 
virtue; qualities which, because they descend not with worldly inheritance, must 
be carefully propagated by a virtuous education of youth, for which spare no cost, 
Jor by such parsimony all that is saved is lost. 

Hearken, legislators, to that! 
Hear, also, what was said by an eminent divine, Bishop Doane, to 

the people of New Jersey in 1838—words as true now as when ut- 
tered, and as forcibly apposite to this occasion as to that. Said he: 
We say that knowledge is the universal right of man; and we need bring no 

clearer demonstration than that intellectual nature capable of it, thirsting for it, 
expanding and aspiring with it, which is God's own argument in every living soul. 
We say that the assertion for himself of this inherent right, to the full measure of 
his abilities and opportunities, is the universal duty of man ; and that whoever fails 
of it thwarts the ddan of his Creator, and, in proportion as he neglects the gift 
of God, dwarfs and enslaves and brutifies the high capacity for truth and liberty 
which he inherits. And all experience and every page of history confirm the as- 
sertion, in the close kindred which has everwhere been proved of ignorance and 
vice with wretchedness and slavery. And we say further that the security of this 
inherent right to every individual, and its extension in the fullest measure to the 
greatest number, is the universal interest of man; so that they who deny or abridge 
it to their fellows, or who encourage, or from want of proper influence permit them 
to neglect it, are undermining the foundations of government, weakening the hold of 
society, and preparing the way for that unsettling and dissolving of all human insti- 
tutions vohich must result in anarchy and ruin, and in which they who have the 
greatest stake must be the greatest sufferers. 

Mr. Speaker, a well-authenticated account comes down to us of 
the opinions held on this subject by the illustrious hero of the Pee- 
dee, General Francis Marion, a patriot leader in the America= Revo- 
lution : 

In an interview, after the war, with General Horry, the great warrior ex- 
pressed his fears ‘lest the fruits of independence might be lost through the con- 
tinued ignorance of the masses of the people.” 

In that conversation General Marion said: 

We fought for self-government, and God hath pleased to give us a govern- 
ment better caloulated, perhaps, to protect our rights, to foster our virtues, to 
call forth our energies, and to advance our condition nearer to perfection and hap- 
piness than any government that was ever framed under the sun. 

But what signifies even this government, divine as it is, if it be not known and 
rized as it deserves? General Horry asked him how he thought this was best to 
xe done. ‘ Why, certainly,” said he, ‘ by free schools.” General Horry shook his 
head, and remarked that he was afraid the Legislature {if it were to-day he would 
say Congress) would look to their popularity and dread the expense. General 
Marion exclaimed: ‘‘God preserve our Legislature from such ‘penny wise and 
pound foolishness!’ What, sir, keep a nation in ignorance rather than vote 
money for education? * * God created men to be happy; to be happy they 
must have virtue; virtue is not to be attained without knowledge, nor knowledge 
without instraction, nor public instruction without free schools, nor free schools 
without legislative order. In short, my dear sir, men will always fight for their 
Government, according to their sense of its value. To value it aright they must 
understand it. This they cannot do without education. And asa large portion 
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of the citizens are poor and can never attain that inestimable blessing without 1), 
aid of Government, it is plainly the first duty of Government to bestow it freels 
them.” 

y upon 

What salutary truths were those uttered by the old patriot hero jy 
1779. And how they have descended to us through the flight of more 
than one hundred years, as pregnant with wise significance, wit} 
wholesome suggestion, and as pertinent to-day as at that historic time 
Let us, his countrymen of three and four generations later, heed the 
lesson he taught, the rehearsal of which is as applicable and neces. 
sary to-day as when expounded by him. 

Mr. Speaker, we appropriate millions upon millions for the sup- 
port of our military and naval establishments. We do this asa mat 
ter of course, and it is generally accepted as all right. I utter no 
complaint against it, but recall the memorable words of Lord Broue 
ham: x 

Let the soldier be abroad if he will; he can do nothing in this age 

And he added: 
. There is another personage abroad, a person less imposing; in the eyes cf some 
insignificant. Theschoolmaster is abroad, and I trust him, armed with his prin 
against the soldier in full uniform arrayed. 

Mr. Speaker, the schoolmaster was abroad in England, and le 
is abroad in numbers in certain favored sections of our common 
country ; but he is abroad in a very limited sense, and in small and to 
tally inadequate force to the south ward, and where he is most needed. 
too. The purpose of this bill is to send him broadcast throughout 
that section. Will you not doit? I ask this of the friends of edu 
cation, of progress, of enlightenment on this floor. I ask it of the 
Representatives of the great American people. The necessity for 
doing itexists. Onthisallareagreed. The ignorance and illiteracy 
to dispel are there. The ability to do it, in the sense of an abun- 
dance of means, exists. Why not doit, then? If you hesitate it must 
be because of some constitutional objection. Let us see as to that 
Are there doubts of the constitutional power of Congress to mak 
this appropriation? If made, would it, in any sense, be an invasion 
of the reserved rights of the States, or an intermeddling with the 
States or local communities? Is it that you are afraid of? 

Mr. Speaker, I believe as strongly as any man living in that good 
old Democratic doctrine that nothing should be done by the General 
Government which the States are competent to do, and nothing by 
any governmental power which individuals can do for themselves; 
and if the bill under consideration violated that (to me) cardinal 
gees of polity, I would have nothing to do with it, and should 

»© among the first to condemn it. 
But this bill does not violate that principle. It has already been 

shown that it merely proposes to appropriate money to the States, to 
be expended by the States, through State officials, under State laws, 
and to advance the efficiency of the system of public-school educa 
tion adopted by the States respectively. There can therefore be no 
intermeddling with the States in educational concerns if the bill be 
passed. It is, purely and simply, a donation to the States in aid ot 
a great cause. Let us now glance briefly at the constitutional phase 
of the subject. 

It is well known, Mr. Speaker, that the chief source of the perma 
nent public-school funds in many States has been the Federal Gov 
ernment. 

The United States has largely contributed already to the general 
enlightenment as a liberal patron of literature, science, and culture; 
the great school fund of most of the States; the endowments of 
State universities and agricultural colleges have come from the 
beneficence of the national hand. 
From the days of the American Confederation, antedating the 

present form of government, until now, the use of the national do 
main in support of popular education, at the will of Congress, has 
been unquestioned. Mr. Clay aided in the passage of a bill for the 
use of the receipts from land sales to a certain extent for the special 
benefit of certain specified States. Stephen A. Douglas, in the act for 
the organization of the Territory of Oregon, August 14, 1848, inserted 
an additional grant for school purposes of the thirty-sixth section in 
each township, with indemnity for all public-land States thereafte: 
to be admitted, making the reservation for school purposes the six- 
teenth and thirty-sixth sections, or 1,280 acres in each township of 
six miles square, reserved in the public-land States and Territories, 
and confirmed by grant in terms in the act of admission of such 
State or Territory into the Union. 

And Justin 8. MorriL1, of Vermont, championed in the Senate the 
act of July 2, 1862, whereby Congress enlarged the national educa- 
tional endowment system by the donation to each State of 30,000 
acres of public land for each Senator and Representative under the 
apportionment of 1860, for the support of colleges for the cultivation 
of agricultural and mechanical science and art. 
Thus have a great Whig leader, a at Democratic leader, and 

a great Republican leader, respectively, committed themselves and 
their party by the passage of those acts to this question of national 
aid to the cause of public instruction. 

The lands granted in the States and reserved in the Territories for 
educational purposes by acts of Congress from 1785 to June 30, 1880, 
were: For public orcommon schools, 67,893,919 acres(estimated). Fo! 
seminaries or universities, 1,165,520 acres (estimated). For agricul- 

| tural and mechanical colleges: lend in place, 1,770,000 acres ; land 
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scrip, 7,830,000 acres; total, 9,600,000 acres. In all, 78,659,439 acres 

for educational purposes under the hesds above set out to June 30, | 

nev. 

. The above figures are taken from chapter XIII of Mr. Thomas Don- 

aldson’s valuable monograph on The Public Domain. 
Considering these precedents, it is rather late to now raise a con- 

siitutional objection against the extension of aid to the States by 

the General Government in the cause of education. Sir, the four 
teenth amendment to the Constitution of the United States confers 

citizenship upon the eolored people of the South, and the titteenth 
amendment is, in effect, a perpetual grant of the ballot to them; 
and from the terms of these amendments I deduce the authority as 
well as the obligation of Congress to make appropriations, when and 
where needed, to the States to enable them to fit for a proper use of 
the ballot the newly-enfranchised people within their jurisdictions, 
| regret I have not the time now to elaborate this point. 

River and Harbor Bill. 

SPEECH 

HON. HENRY L MOREY, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Thursday, March 1, 1883, 

On the bill (H. R. 7631) making appropriations for the construction 
preservation of certain works on rivers and harbors, aod for other purposes 

Mr. MOREY said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: Improvement of the great water-ways of the coun- 

try, and of the harbors on our great lake and sea-shores, is the set- 
tled policy of our Government. For more than eighty years Con- 
gress has made appropriations for this purpose, without regard to 
the political party in power. On April 17, lss2, President Arthur, 
by special message, urged upon Congress the pressing importance of 
improving the great water-ways of the West, upon which the wealth 
of the great States which border upon them are destined to float to 
the sea, and thence to the markets of the world. The constitution- 
ality of such legislation, in the interest of commerce and cheap trans- 
portation for works of national character, is not questioned. Obio 
isa part of the great and fertile valley, which is watered by the 
great rivers of the Northwest, and its shores on the north ar hed 
by the waters of the great inland seas. 
The improvement of these great highways is of vital importance 

to the farmers and all engaged in the great industries in Ohio and 
in the other States of the Northwest, and, indeed, 
country. 
The vast surplus of these States is sufficient to supply the wants 

of the great cities of our own country and to send abroad millions 
of bushels of grain and millions in value of other products of her 
soil to supply the deticiencies of the nations beyond the seas. 
Cheap transportation for this great surplus, which must be carried 

long distances to reach its market, is an achievement worthy of 
statesmanship. 
The rivers and lakes are nature’s highways, and they are free to 

all the people. They are the only competing lines to the great rail 
roal corporations of the country. Destroy that competition, and 
the farmers and shippers of the country, and especially of the West, 
would lay prostrate in the grasp of the railroad mouopolists. 

Mr, Speaker, every legitimate appropriation for works of a national 
and general character, promoting the convenience of the people and 
cheapening the transportation of their products, would have the 
sanction of my vote. Or, if great works ef like character, already 
commenced by the Government, and partly finished, needed appro- 
priations for their preservation and continuation until further pro 
vision could be made therefor by a succeeding Congress, I would 
feel it to be my duty to my constituents, who are a producing peo- 
ple, to give them my support. But, Mr. Speaker, | apprehend that 
an appropriation is not needed at this time to carry out this policy, 
or to protect and continue the great works already commenced by 
the Government. 
A report made to this House by the Secretary of War, January 4, 

1883, shows that of the appropriation made for this purpose, August 
%, 1882, there will remain unexpended on June 30, 1843, the end of 
the fiscal year, the sum of $4,949,612.06, and that the same will not 
be expended, on an average, until about December, 1883. At this 
tune Congress will again be in session, and can make necessary 

appropriations for the continuance of necessary works of national 
importance. Mr. Speaker, 1 have examined the provisions of the 
bill, with a view to ascertain the condition of various works therein 
provided for, and the funds now available for their preservation a1 
continuation. I find, sir, that in few cases, if any, will 
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Long-delayed Justice—Mexican Soldiers. 

SPEECH 

ROBERT KLOTZ, 
PENNSYLVANIA, 

HON. 
OF 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Friday, Mare h Zz 1883, 

On the bill (H. R 7135) granting pensions to the survivors of the Mexican and 
Indian wars. 

Mr. KLOTZ said 
Mr. SPEAKER: I do not propose to occupy the limited time allowed 

for my remarks by repeating the oft-told tale of the hardships and ex- 
posure endured by our countrymen who volunteered under the call of 
the President to chastise a foreign foe in accordance with an act of Con- 
gress passed thirty-seven years ago. I have no desire to recapitulate the 
immense advantages resulting from the war with Mexico to the material 
prosperity of the nation by the acquisition of the richest territory on 
the face of the earth, nor to advert to the valor of our troops and the 
military renown of their leaders who shed undying luster upon the name 
and fame of American soldiers 

All these things have passed into history, and recent discussions on 
this proposition to pension the aged survivors have familiarized the 
present generation with the facts. Every sensible man will concede, 
even if he denies the justice of that war with our sister republic, that 
the interests of civilization demanded at the time the absorption of the 
vast territory stretching to the Pacific Ocean by a nation capable of con- | 
trolling its savage inhabitants, and utilizing its vast mineral and agri- | 
cultural resources for the benetit of the Christian world. The Govern- 
ment of Mexico was impotent for such an undertaking, and the hand 
of the Great Controller of human affairs is visible in every act from the 
inception of the war to itsclose, England would have done itand reaped 
the reward if the United States had not. 

Nearly ten years ago a convention of representative men of the sur- 
vivors assembled here at the Capitol and petitioned for the same recog- 
nition of their services that had been granted to other soldiers of pre- 
vious foreign wars 

1812 
had not the Pension Commissioner come to the rescue of the opposition 
with an absurdly extravagant estimate of the probable number of bene- 
ficiaries, stated at over 50,000. 

sition that one-half of all the men employed in the war were then still 
living, because he alleged the estimate of the survivors of 1812, prepared 
by the clerks in his office, showed that three-cighths was the ratio 
adopted in that case, when his office was called upon for an estimate, 
and that subsequent applications for pensions under the law of Febru- 
ary 14, 1871, proved, as he alleged, this ratio approximately correct, 
there being 42,000 applicants, while the estimate predicted 40,100. 

The Commissioner argued from these false premises that four-eighths 
would be a reasonable allowance considering the difference in time that 
intervened before the soldiers of 1812 were pensioned. But when the 
report of the Commissioner was subsequently analyzed by the friends 
of the petitioners, it was discovered that his alleged ratio of three-eighths 
was grossly erroneous in the 1812 case; that this ratio would have pro- 
duced far in excess of 200,000 survivors of that war, instead of 40,100. 
Chere were over half a million of men employed in the warof 1812. The 
blunder having been exposed, the Pension Office receded from that 
method of calculation, and has been ever since trying to cover up its 
mistake by other methods of interpellation. 

The latest document, No. 137, of last May, in reply to an inquiry of 
the probable number of survivors of the Mexican war who have attained 
to the age of sixty-five years exhibits an equally absurd total of 49,085 
at that advanced age, when according to the data contained in the same 
document there were only about 66,000 living when the war closed. 

The best and the briefest answer to this estimate may be found in a 
series of tables prepared by Captain George W. Davis, United States 
Army, compiled from the records of the War Department, showing the 
mortality among the officers of the Army for the period between 1828 
and 1878. These tables were printed in connection with a speech of 
my friend from Indiana [Mr. STEELE] and published in the ConGREs- 
SIONAL RecorD of the 5th of April, 1882, pages 12 to 20. From table 
No. 2 the following facts are culled: 

Of forty-two officers entering the service at 19, all but four had died before at- 
taining the age of 62. Of one hundred and ninety-nine entering at 22 years, but 
nine survived at 62. Of one hundred and twenty entering at 25 years, but four 
survived at 62. Of forty-two entering at 29 years none reached 62 years, Of 
twenty-four entering at 32 years none reached 62 years. Of thirteen entering at 
36 years, none reached 62 years, Of 1,398 officers (all whose ages were of record) 
who entered the service at various ages from 17 to 61, but eighty-four attained the 
age of 62 years, or almost exactly six in one hundred. 

The men who served in Mexico were of various ages, ranging from 
17 to 60 years, and a reasonable ratio for estimating the survivors would 
be six in one hundred. The Commissioner of Pensions, however, esti- 

the heroes of the Revolution and the survivors of | 
The proposition would have doubtless been at once acceded to, | 

The calculation was based on a suppo- | 

| clusive of the naval force) at 100,444 o = 
| been stated by the Pension Office at 5,000 officers and men, and were proba 
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mates the average age of thesoldiers who served in that war at 25 yea 
at time of service, which would make the average age at this tine 

| (thirty-seven years from the commencement of the war) 62 years. 0, 
thereabout. 

Dear Sie: The following table showing relative forces enlisted from the fre, 
and slave States during the Mexican war is compiled from tables published 
Executive Document No. 24, House of Represeatatives, Thirty-first Congress. fi;.; 
session, and Executive Document No. 38, Thirtieth Congress, second session. {}). 
latter tables relating especially to the regular Army, and the first to the volunt 
and regulars. The first states the nguregate of regular and volunteer forces (¢, 

« vers and men. The naval forces ha 

nearly all enlisted in the free States. 

States. Volunteers.) Regulars 

California samnieauudnanniie 571 
EIR GEIEIID .cccrascoceynseevenessevensnenenedsannnensnsnptoencepenasrncenarteliasseavecedecsces , 
Illinois....... 6, 123 | 
Indians 4.585 { 

eee 838 9 
SS pancsnsestiboeviehniabeabenidileben silssinbiaendliasdialin 
Massachusetts .. : ietentehtionanenteinaiinds ~ 1, 057 \ 
Michigan ...... mace 1,108 RC 
I inns an naiineiieennitisnienitanbiiitenneciaianiennaaaeaintaiNe 425 14 
New Hampshire wie ' 
SED TIE idinchsnthiceeddnuddnanninnnsustepiongnubinntnesenetonesetatinnsansens 2, 396 R¢ 
TED ccemeeemebeemnteates 5,536 2 
Pennsylvania............... . neni i 2,503 { 
Rhode Island............. snepenbulbiqneiabiideonipeusediiamnsabtian caine 8 
UII. idtlininntlahsahtcdesccunbeiansetpisdeenetnednnetieipealiverniiiiiiee : 
III iciins ceeuioaiineineesebeiaieinniebemneiiees 146 
Remustered..... a4 
I III setesnissisippiceiatindseiiostpbithinckenienbedeeeeeersennietendindiareenians Cn 

26, 127 i 

Total from free States.. 

REMARKS. 

Taking the aggregate (including Navy) at 105,454, and deducting enlistments 
as above, 54,424, leaves for enlistments in the South 51,080; showing a pre; 
derance of 3,394, in favor of the free States, notwithstanding the close prox 
imity of the Southern States to the seat of war. In the lists of the survivors 
ascertained by the national association for the past ten years, fully two-thirds 
are residing in the Northern and Western States—the Southern States from va 
rious causes being decimated in point of numbers. 

It is proper to deduct from the aggregate of men mustered into service to ot 
tain a basis for estimating probable survivors 9,749 persons discharged for 
ability (since dead or pensioned), 12,896 deaths from all causes during the w 
3,398 wounded in battle (who probably, if alive, are pensioners), 2,778 discha: 

| without proceeding to Mexico, 6,725 desertions not eligible to pension, 13,22! 
unteers, &c., who re-enlisted and whose names are duplicated; making a t 
of 48,762, which, deducted from 105,446, leaves 56,692 as a basis of estimat« 

But my individual opinion is that the aggregate forces who served in Mey 
for fourteen days (the length of service required for a land-warrant) do mn 
ceed 88,251, including Army and Navy, as those figures from an official « 
show the whole number of land-warrants since issued. And from this aggregat 
those should be deducted, if a correct basis is desired on which to build an e-=t 
mate of beneficiaries, the figures representing the persons discharged for ( 
bility, deaths, from all causes, wounded pensioners, and the vast majority 
those who served two enlistments and drew two land-warrants under the « 
rules, to say nothing about the wagon-masters and teamsters, who, it appears 
not included in the present bill. 

Yours, very respectfully, 

ex 

A. M. KENADAY 
Secretary National Association of V. M. \\ 

Hon. Rospert Koz, M. C. 

The gentleman from Indiana [Mr. BROWNE] stated in his remarks 
when the resolution of the committee fixing to-day for the considera 
tion of this bill was under discussion, that 106,000 men were in t!: 
Mexican war alone (the Commissioner states it 105,000), and that th 
bill would place 50,000 men on the pension-roll. Now, the best evi 
dence of an official character gs to the number of individuals who pa 
ticipated in that war may be found in a report of the Commissioner 0! 
Pensions, furnished to the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. YounG], show 
ing the number of bounty land-warrants issued for the Mexican wa 
prior to May 1, 1882, in which it is stated that 80,668 warrants for o1 
hundred and sixty acres and 7,583 warrants for forty acres were issue: 
a total of 88,251, including every officer, soldier, sailor, wagon-mast«! 
and teamster, living and dead, very many of the warrants being dup!! 
cated to men whoserved more than one term, the issue having been mac: 
before the rule was adopted forbidding more than one warrant toan ind 
vidual. 

This reduces the aggregate stated by the gentleman from Indiana 
[Mr. BRowNE] 18,000 men in round numbers. Further reduction ma) 
be found in a report of the Commissioner in 1877, to the Senate Com 
mittee on Pensions, of 6,458 pensioners on the rolls prior to 1861, and 
the War Department reported the number of deaths in Mexico from «| 
causes, 12,896; and 6,725 desertions. This reduces the survivors at th 
close of the war, in 1848, thirty-five years ago, to 62,072, and 6 yx 
cent. of that number would be a rational estimate of the number st! 
living, according to the tables compiled by Captain Davis, to which ! 
have referred. But leaving out Captain Davis’ estimate, and adopting 
as the ratio information that I have from five or six companies tha! 
went from Pennsylvania, who report an average of one-seventh of th« 
members yet living, the whole number still alive would not exceed 15, (0) 
in round numbers. 
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But this may be deemed an extremely high estimate, because Penn- | 
sylvania is known to be one of the healthiest regions of country on the 
continent, and her sons are among the hardiest of the population of the 
United States. From these should be deducted a number who served 
in the late war and are now on the pension-rolls for disabilities incurred 
in the war for the Union. 
The gentleman from Indiana [Mr. BRowNE] refers to the Revolu- 

tionary heroes not being pensioned until fifty years after their term of 
service expired. The fact is they received a service pension in 1818, 
about thirty-five years after the close of the war. There was a total of 
229,715 soldiers employed in the Revolution—largely more than three 
times a8 Many as were engaged in the Mexican war, taking the issue 
of land-warrants asa basis. The number of survivors found under that 
law amounted to 57,623, with none of the causes which operated to | 
decimate the ranks of the survivors of Mexico, like the malarial diseases 
which the latter brought home with them and which carried them off 
bv hundreds, and the great rebellion which attracted most of the sur- 
vivors again into active service. 
The gentleman from Indiana also spoke of this bill as requiring 

$100,000,000 before the last would be heard of thislegislation. 1 would 
beg to refer him to the report of the Commissioner of Pensions, which 
shows that $46,177,845 only were required to pay the entire Revolu- 
tionary pensions (57,623) during a period of fifty-one years after the 
passage of their relief, and much less than one-third of that sum would 
suffice for the Mexican soldiers, even should one veteran survive fifty- 
one years after the passage of this bill; or in other words, if the same 
proportion of longevity prevailed with the survivors of Mexico and the 
last man received his pension fifty-one years from the passage of this 
pill it would only take about $12,000,000 to pay the 15,000 pensioners. 

A bill similar to this passed the House without opposition from any 
source in 1877, and a much more liberal bill passed the Senate in 1879, 
extending the provisions of the act of March 9, 1878, to the soldiers and 
widows of the Mexican war (which is ascertained were about five to a 
company at the close of the war—those maimed since the close of the war 
are not included in this bill), though it was subsequently rescinded 
on the specious pretext that it would be of some benefit to Jefferson 
Davis. The refusal to do justice to these old soldiers, in view of all the 
money that has been lavished on others no better entitled to the nation’s 
gratitude, will be regarded as an act of injustice on the part of this 
House. The Legislatures of twenty-eight States have formally requested 
their representatives in Congress to favor its passage, and public opinion 
everywhere regards it as a just proposition. 

Education. 

A state without king or nobles; a church without a bishop; a people gov- 
erned by grave magistrates whom it had selected and by equal laws which it had 
framed,—Rufus Choate. 

SPEECH 

JAMES 
OF 

HON. M. 
VERMONT, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

TYLER, 

Thursday, February 22, 1883 wy , 

The House having under consideration the bill (H. R. 6158) to aid in the sup- 
port of common schools— 

Mr. TYLER said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: This bill proposes to apportion $10,000,000 annually 

for five years to the several States and Territories, according to their 
respective population, 10 years of age and over, who are illiterate as 
shown by the last census. The distribution is to be made on condi 
tion that the States and Territories provide at least three months’ school- | 
ing at their own expense for all their children of school age without 
distinction of color; and further, that no State or Territory shall receive 
@ greater sum in any year from the Government than it expended in 
the year next preceding from its own means, exclusive of the amount 
expended on school-houses and grounds. Also, if any State or Territory 
shall misappropriate any money received under this act it shall thereby 
forfeit its right to all subsequent appropriations. 

I had prepared an amendment to the bill to restrict the appropriation 
to thesixteen Southern States and reduce the entire amount to $7,000,000, 
which is substantially what they would receive under the bill as their 
share of $10,000,000. 

The bill was drawn to meet an urgent demand of the people, and is 
of the gravest consideration. Of higher importance than internal im- 
provements, than finance or the tariff, is the question what the people 
shall be, what degree of intelligence they shall possess. A distin- 
guished writer said: ‘‘ The true test of civilization is not the census, 
nor the size of cities, nor the crops, but the kind of men the country 
turns out.’? The extent of illiteracy in this country is sufficient to give 

apprehension to alllovers of free government nt Che subject rece 
wide and earnest attention, and is being pressed upon the consideratio 
of Congress with great force and in a spirit of the broad Dp p 

The demand to-day is for the better and more un ' 
the people, upon which subject there is no diversit XC 

as to the means by which the work shall be accomplish: 

He COLORED RAC! 

No natior guarded its liberties more jealously t] the S 

guarded her slaves from every ray of the light of education lt wou 

be idle for any one to deny that a condition ot enforced izgnoranc 

isted in the South previous to the wa for it has often been frank 

admitted by representative men of that section in both Houses of Cor 
gress while pleading for governmental aid in the cause of public e 

cation An eminent Sou ) Statesman said on the subject 

We had the large slav« nul hn rou nbers to fourml 

ions at the time they were « l le ’ as we kept 
and used them as slaves it was ‘ 

I mention this fact only rake ( ‘ imMcipation 
proclamation found this race of men an e them lil ev wert 
with but few ¢ cceptions, © ( t 

It would be of very li eC Set ct OW List ‘ ‘ é 

it was an act of justice to the white men of thi ui er it wa 

due to the colored people themselves, or whether it w itt 
of policy on the part of the (rovernment to invest tl ‘ pre 

ple at once with all the rights of citizenship rh 
settled by the tourteenth amendment to the Cor 

clares that ill persons born or naturalized in the | ~ 

subject to the jurisdiction thereof are citizens of the | is t 

of the State wherein they reside,’’ and forbids any State toa 

privileges and immunities of such citizens ind by the tifteenth amen 

ment, which declares that ‘‘the right of citizens of the United State 

vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United Sta ‘ va 

State on account of race, color, o1 previous condition ¢ ervitude 

The ignorance of the enfranchised race was equaled only by t 
poverty Into the new world of freedom they brought othing b 

health and an ability to labor (And when ren iby heir cone 

tion at the time of their emancipation and the fact that they began the r’ 

new life without the co-operation O1 ul will the whit : a 

whom they were cast, we can but wonder that they have mplished 
so much as they have done in the accumulation of propert the ac 

quisition of knowledge, and the improvem« it iT mmclit Phere 

are no reliable statistics to be obtained showing the tluation of the 

property now owned by the blacks in the Southern States It has been 

estimated, however, that in Georgia their property valuation is about 

six million dollars, and in all the Southern States trom thirty to’thirt 

five millions 
The following table shows the mumber and kinds of schools in the 

country for the colored people, and the number of scholars enrolies 

each: 

Class of institutions Scho 

Public schools ) “4 

Normal schools if ‘ 

Institutions for secondary mtructi« t 

Universities and colleges ,* 

Schools of theolk iM) 

Schools of law 
Schools of mec x7 

Schools for the deaf, dumb, and b ) 

Potal 800, 100 

rHRE WHIT? 

But illiteracy was by no means contined to the | Sani 

heritance from slavery and fell alike to both race Cone « he mo 

harmful resultsof theinstitution was to create a land-holding aristoe 

to place the land either by itheritan ‘ | hase, in th Posse 

ot a tew who represented the We th and } in ence ¢ the coun 

try, while the poo! whites were made more hopel« poo! ad co 

sequently ignorant, b the ystem that degraded them and caused 

them to de Spise labor Desi eri auca } ! ence 

among the whites were deemed dangerous to the pert ence of the in 

stitution There was no common-schoo!] stem} iV of the Southe 

States previous to the war, and educat n was p tically hevond the 

reach of the poor cla ses, even had public entiment tavored their ettort 

in that direction 

I have thus referred to the condition of the South re 
right of suffrage was given to the freedmen, to show t] the intere 

of slavery were directly opposed to the education of the blacl ind 

that, if the same interests wer: not equally opp ead } netion 

ot the whites. the imevitable re t wi: to keep the ) rm 

rance. and that none of the blessings that tlow from universal educati 

were enjoyed or |} own int lu 4 ( ind 

The tollowing table will show the re “) ) f 

in certain States unde the 1 t j ‘ “tute ( 

blacks considerably outnumbe« ihe i ih 1 Seve i ¢ I he 

former nearly equal the latter in population Phe colored people ha 
become so large an element in the country and are increasing wit! 
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rapidity that they must be recognized as a pow erful factor for good or 

evil. 

White popu- Colored pop- 
lation. ulation. 

Btates 

Alabama 
Arkansas 
Delaware 
Florida 

Georgia 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maryland 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
North Carolina 
South Carolina... 

Tenne saeco 

Texas 

Virginia 
West Virginia 
District of Columbia .. 

662, 185 

501,531 
120, 160 
142, 605 
816, 906 

1,377,179 
454, 04 
72A, 693 | 
479, 398 

2, 022, 826 
867, 242 
391, 105 

1, 138, 831 

1, 197, 237 . 
880, 858 631, 616 
592, 537 25, 886 
118, 006 59, 596 

12, 578, 253 

600, 103 
210, 666 
26, 442 

725, 133 

210, 230 
(50, 291 
145, 350 

Total. 

Table showing the illiteracy in the white and black population, over 10 years of age, 

in the sixteen Southern States and the District of Columuwia, 

White persons of 10 years Colored persons of 10 years 
of age and upward of age and upward. 

States . 

numer 
ated 

Returned as un- 
able to write. 

Returned as un- 
able to write. 

Enumer 
ated 

Num? 

Alabama 452,722 lll 
Arkansas 303, GOH Us. fi 

Delaware : 91,611 s 
Dist. of Columbia 91, 872 3,9 
Florida . 99, 137 19 
Georgia 7 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maryland 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
North Carolina 

South Carolina 
Tennessee 
lbexas 

Virginia 
Weat Virginia 

Number. 
321, 680 BO. € 
108, 473 75.4 
11, 068 57. 
21,790 48, 4 
6, 420 70. 

391, 482 81.6 
133, 895 
259, 429 

563, 97 128 
073, 275 

320, 917 
544, O86 

328, 200 

, 453, 
608 
oro 

425, 3s 
104, 3% 
351, 

272. 706 59, 34,7 

TW), 744 216, 27. 271,3 
, HI 123 15. ¢ 255, 265 

630, 584 114, 692 18. : 28, 
410, 141 75 18, 446 

SU6 

310, 071 
194, 495 
192, 520 

315, 660 

10, 139 

SOS 

237 18. 

Table showing the 

in the twenty-two Northern States and the eight Territories. 

White persons of 10 years Colored persons of 10 years 
of age and upward. . : of age and upward. 

Btates and Terri 

tones 
Enumer 

ated 
teturned as un- 
able to write 

Enumer- 
ated, 

Returned as un- 
able to write. 

Number Pr 

4,824 l 
214, O90 
900 

Number. | Pr. ct. 
1,018 | 23. 

27, 340 29. 
508 2. 

t 1, 661 17. 

. , 157 2 fi UE 44. 
idaho . 3 3,5 ut 28. 
Lilinois 2,23 34, 837 4 37 
indiana 2y, 140 35. 
lown , 578 2,272 30. 
Kansas , 176 14, 588 
Maine . , 658 412 
Massachusetts , 416 2, 322 
Michigan , 7380 4, 791 
Minnesota 2, 794 1,040 
Montana . 008 1,076 

Nebraska , 9 602 
Nevada O71 2,154 
New Hampshire .. 504 ot 
New Jersey 206 9, 200 
New Mexico , 199 7,559 
New York 3, 825 11,425 
Ohio a39 16, 356 

Oregon aes , 083 3,080 | 
Pennsylvania 64 18, O83 
Rhode Island 5, 303 1, 249 | 
Utah 1,318 689 | 
Vermont a 807 156 | 
Washington ...... , 451 2, 460 | 
Wisconsin .......... 279 1,33 
Wyoming ‘239 182 

Arizona 
California 

Colorado 
Connecticut 

Dakota 

26, 763 

neoan~ 
2 t 

"Weecowmet~ 

wOB-lISwWAIKBDeOomr 

Aqaoouc- 

= Om cor 

31.0 
14.7 oY 

The saying that a republican government depends upon the intel- 
ligence of the people has become a political maxim, and yet the census 

discloses the startling fact that of the entire 50,155,783 population of 
the United States and Territories, including the District of Columbia, 
there are 6,239,958 illiterate persons over ten years of age, as follows: 
Whites in the twenty-two Northern States.............. 
Whites in the eight Territories . 
Blacks in the twenty-two Northern St 
Whites in the sixteen Southern States and District of Columbia.. 
Blacks in the sixteen Southern States and District of Columbia 
Dliterate voters in the thirty-eight States 

69, 983 
156, 644 

‘a. 1,676,939 
. 8,064,5 

cevevoveee 1,871, 217 

126, 690 | 

- S | special attention to a table, furnished by the Census Office, showing 
83,659 | the per cent. of both native white and foreign-born white persons over 

6, 099, 253 | 

| Arizona 5, % 1, 225 8.1 
| Arkansas.................. 

, Connecticut..... 

| Delaware 

Per et. | . 
a GIR cresoncecnonsnn 

| Massachusetts 
| Michigan 

| Mississippi... 

illiteracy in the white and black population, over 10 years of age, . - 
; ae y “" | New Mexico 

| Pennsy!vania.......... 

} South Carolina.. 
| Tennessee .............. 

} Utah ..... 

|} Washington .. 

| South Carolina.......... 
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The illiterate white population in the States and Territories near), 
equals the population of the whole country at the time of the adoption 
of the Federal Constitution. Even in New England, the seat of learning, 

| the home of the arts and sciences, there are 204,000 persons over ten 
| years of age unable to write. 

Of course the great mass of illiterates in the North are of foreign birth. 
and therefore all the more dangerous because they come here with no 
knowledge of our traditions and are animated by none of the Spirit of 
our institutions, and under our laws it is easy for them to be natura)- 
ized and admitted to the right of suffrage. In this connection I invite 

ten years of age in the several States and Territories who can not writ: 

Foreign-born white persons 
of 10 years of age and uy 
ward. 

Native white persons of 10 
Ee Sth years of age and upward. 
States and Terri- 

tories. 

| Returned as un- | Enumer- | 
able to write. ated. 

Enumer- Returned as un 
ated, able to write 

Number. | Per ct. 
Alabama... 111,040 25.0 9, 395 

454 
9,845 

, 463 
, B24 
, 447 

7,119 
, 293 
, 47 
, 388 
208 

5, 470 

38, 204 
796 

340 

74l 
, O04 
317 

, 853 
, 389 

5, 607 

981 | 
56, 436 

3, O11 | 
3, 500 

9, 358 
, 413 | 

9,935 | 

2, 783 ' 

5, 444 
48 

4. 756 

502 
5, 670 
44 

, 108 
562 

7,350 
16, 328 

106, 962 
mina . 41, 932 »f 

Vermont... 224, § 4 ; 38, 884 , 327 
Virginia 14,270 

11, 991 534 
17, 899 411 

394, 688 42, 739 
4,782 197 

7, 990 25.5 

California.... 
Colorado......... -_<© 

Dakota 

tS ee Ito District of Columbia. 
ee 

woTIA se so 8 Idaho 
Illinois...... 
Indiana....... 

a 
Kansas... 
Kentucky.... 
Louisiana................. 
Maine 
Maryland 

~ 

ac 907 
2,612 

877 
, 068 

, 701 
, 690 

2, 983 

"289 
»i2 

, 1 
&35 
538 

, 61 
359 

S24 
, 675 
, 498 

3, 956 
3, 268 

SI ODOM Oe 

Minnesota.. 
ae 

Missouri 
Montana..... 
Nebraska 
Nevada 
New Hampshire...... 
New Jersey ............ 

Pee 
1. 
1. — 

2 ‘M41 
2,219 

, BAT | 
5, 244 

52,858 | 
9,028 

52, 458 
596 

265, 356 

411 
, 969 

2 
oe New York 

North Carolina..... 
659 

119 
2, 308 

o~Ibo bot 
~ 

Peon ss 

7 
CP eonma 

COREA, wcccccccecescccscoes 

Rhode Island 

Texas..... 

West Virginia. 
Wisconsin .. 
Wyoming 

The total colored population of the sixteen Southern States and this 
District over 10 years of age is 4,085,571, of whom only 1,021,337 can 
read and write; the remainder, 3,064,234, are illiterate. 

The tables from the Census Office show that the whole number of 
persons unable to read is some 1,300,000 less than the number unabl: 
to write, but the former are not divided, as are the latter, between 
whites and blacks. 

I next call the attention of the House to the illiteracy of voters, first 
in the sixteen late slave-holding States, and then in the twenty-two 
Northern States: 

Number of males 21 years 
of age and upward who 
can not write. 

| Colored. 
Total number 

ears of age 
and upward. of males of 21 y 

LATE SLAVE-HOLDING 8TAT 

I citar 
Arkansas.. 
Delaware. 
Florida.... 
Georgia.... 
Kentucky 
Louisiana. 
Maryland... 
Mississippi. 
Missouri.......... 
North Carokina.... 

34, 300 
3, 787 

19, 110 
116, 516 
43,177 
86, 555 
30, 873 
99, 068 
19, 028 
80, 282 
98, 010 
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ea a 
— ose 

ke ® . = . ofthe race. It isa danger t . 

N ~ 
: is a danger that lurks and hides 

¢ 

Se z= | Number of males 21 years power in every State. We have a “ 2s ; “ye . e sources and fountains 

Sauk of age and upward who — may be brought upon us by aes " . } te measure the disast 

States. e=2°o. can not write. “ corruption and fraud in the suffrage a a 

| ges | The voters of the Union. who make and 

| ee 
whose will hangs the destin i nates , © stit and 

$=3%5 | -~ | 
: es the destinies of our cov ; 

| & Ons White. |Colored.| Total. pe a to no successors save the coming wenerat > 3 oi 

© . rao oO r » . 
. avis ‘ cTs i y thre 

Se —--= cal ete note 
wag te = overeign power. If that generat or en thes a _ 

| 
- - | y ignorance and corrupted by vik t ‘ e¢ . at ed 

LATE SLAVE-HOLDING STATES—Cont'd. 
remediless alii By SS Sh OE Se ag wa el i 

TOTMMOCEBOCC......0000 seerevescercesceceeesees 5 ne e In his message to Congress on the 6t] f 

Texas..... mene 330, 305 46, 948 58, 601 105, 549 Art! ee © P i tts OM ie 6th of December, 1881, Presid t 

Virginia 
380, 476 33, 085 59, 669 92° 754 | 7 hur said 

; - $34,505 | 31,474 | 100,2 31 6 
Weat Virginia...... ..........+: 9° 16 ae 210 | 131,684 | There is now a special r , 

THUNIB...... serreeeessresereesenreesees coves 139, 161 19, 065 3,830 22" 885 wabdie ‘ = » w a special reason why by setting apart the proceeds of the sale 

Be ictntecss veccsccetecsceses 
on | aa enn nena educatior ae a ear at the Government should aid the work 

sssenecene| My 15H, 125 | 410,550 | 4,424 | 1,354,974 | should die ea en ee eee ee ee eee 

NORTHERN STATES. SSS SSS S| National Government ich aid as can be constitutionally afforded by ¢ 

California aeenet 
320. | 

Ti ie CQ 

eesesecceccess We veerreccoccees seseeses ceceses 329, 392 2 615 + one 4 — his Government 1s construc ae 

Colorado..... 
a 93. 608 = 4 29, 472 | tics within re nablic : nstru ted with wheels within wheels, repub 

’ 0, On as 916 - ] Hes, schoo aty be: earth? ‘ 
i 

Connecticut pecees prceocecosecscoseseecceces 177, 291 9. 501 rod = mas | anger i » SCD ol districts within towns, towns within coun 

en, cccscanastesressecel SORT et 0,197 | ties, counties within districts, districts withi: ' ' 

Indiana. 
796, 847 44,536 5, 27 49 S807 | : . 7 7 Within States, and States con 

— cee 498. 437 33. 757 345 = sam posing the grand Federal Union. Good citizenship requil t] “* 

OWB...++- 
‘ 416, 658 16. 202 1 009 ee peopl should not “hae : oe nship requires that tine 

Kansas... 265° 714 “goo 1, 009 17,211 | . ul ot Only unde! ind the rudimental branches taught 

ane Sia sanettsenmens yneesoonponerseeccoonse 187.323 a” ane iad 13, 621 | the public schools, but also the Constitution of the Gover ment ' 

——— ot 502, 648 | o4] aoe the relation of the various departments thereot t é } a” Wr 

eovcee 
see gece o 1, SVS | 

a > 1CTOCOL WO ch othet hey 

Minnesota... oeee a 1, SH2 28. [82 should have a knowledge of the polit historv of the country i : 

Nebraska... a a 12,736 | the general scope d tender ‘ DtTy SRG Os 

Jevada 
. 129, 042 6 1. 092 i an tendency Of Public heasure is all ting tl 

Nevada........... 
y 31 255 . oe 082 | public welfare. It is their duty to understand atlecting the 

New Hampshire... se 105" 138 , 194 2, 367 nd a . ; i rduty tounderstand someth r of the science 
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826, 577 7 O41 L,< officers of the Government. trom lowest to | } , eter 

Oregon.. 
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gather act ee v8 ee, the qualities of other men 

INTELLIGENCE THE SAFEGUARD OF LIBERTY ar a] eae ze of public affairs, yet masses oF lgnorant men 

: ‘ AABERTY. are always easily deceived, liabl be blown al 

J We boas t of the strength and trust in the perpetuity of republican | political doctrine om oo mae to be blown about by every wind o 

institutions, and we sometimes seem to think that their strength | danger i ee ee ee nt in a republic Phi 

perpetuit consist in the : . ‘ rength and | danger is too great to be long incur Mpegs a napralarr Behe 

rpe y ist in the largest liberty of the people to be and do what of a century ago " F: ee ee 

— oe — — we are in danger of neglecting the essential con i 

upon whic anenc . ay . : ee -opular educatio a : 

po € permanence of those institutionsdepends. The | than republic sn instituti ~~ "Sas anniities % ee ee eee ae ae 
ie ee — es wh 1b mg to high culture an 

fact tha i as re t the Government has recently endured so severe a trial has in- | W'ch may be dangerous when confined toa few, are of kabl 
arived ae wills sees confidence in its stability that we may forget that Ww h n dispersed among the many Ly i 1e3 are disar i when ¢ 

Ser J of its foundations rests in the intelligence of its people. a | ; 
as * 2 per gaan Old World have their sovereigns, who succeed to It is needless for me to occupy time howing by history, by stat 
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the people as the best means of cane intelligence among | the illiteracy of the North, the South has nota tithe of th ts if th . 
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The following 
Education: 

valuable table was compiled by the Commissioner of 

White. Colored. 

nditure for races, States 

Percentage en- 

rolled 

Sc hool popula- Enrollment. Percentage en- 

re 

both 

Total ex 

170,413 | 72,007 42 
54,332 | 17,7438 33 
3,004 2,770 70 | 

42,099 | 20,444 49 | 
197,125 | 86,399 45 | 
66,564 | 23,902 36 

134, 184 | 34,476 26 
63,591 | 28,221 | 44 

251, 438 123,710 4y 
41,489 | 22,158 53 

167,554 | 89,125 53 
144,315 | 72,853 5v 
141,509 | 60,851 

Alabama 
Arkansas 
Delaware 
Florida 
Creorgia 

Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maryland 
Mississippi 175, 2 
Missouri . 681,905 

North Carolina 291, 770 
South Carolina 83,813 
lennessee 403, 353 

lexas 171, 426 62,015 | 47,874 

Virginia 314, 827 240, 980 | 68,600 
Weat Virginia 202, 364 a8, 778 7,749 4,071 | 
Dist. of Columbia 29,612 13, 946 9, 505 

1, 803, 257 |784, 709 

238, 056 
207, 281 
114, 895 
471,029 
803, 490 
430, 320 

, 410 
236, 319 

478, 597 

830, 704 

946, 109 
716, 864 
438, 567 

3,899,961 (2,215, 674 rotals wveevee LZ, 475, O44 

In several States named above the school age extends to twenty-one 
years, and it is presumable that a considerable portion of the school 
population, not enrolled, has been in the schools and passed therefrom; | 
also that many of the white children, not enrolled, are in private | 
schools. 

The following table, taken from the last report of the Commissioner 
of Education, shows the amount expended by the several States for 
school purposes in 1880, which, including some ten millions expended 
for lands and buildings, aggregates nearly $80,000,000. The table also 
shows the share of $10,000,000 which each State and Territory would 
receive on the basis of illiteracy. 

Expenditure Share of each 
States and Territories. | in 1880, | im $10,000,000. 

$375, 465 
238, 056 

2, 864, 571 
395, 527 | 

, 408, 375 | 
207, 281 
114, 895 
471,029 

, 531, 42 

, 491, 850 
, 921, 248 
, SL8, 387 

803, 490 
480, 320 

1, 047, 681 
1, 544, 367 215, 527 09 

, 156, 731 9, 40 
3, 109, 915 2,120 87 

, 706,114 55, 362 55 
, 704 598, O82 58 
178 334,543 89 

Alabama 
Arkansas .. 
California 
Colorado 
Connecticut 

Delaware 

Florida 

Georgia 

Illinois 
Indiana 
lowa 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maine 
Maryland 

Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Mississippi 
Missouri 

Nebraska 
Nevada 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
New York 
North Carolina 
Ohio 

Oregon 

Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
South Carolina 
Tennessee 
rexas 
Vermont 
Virginia 
West Virginia 
Wisconsin 
Arizona 
Dakota 
District of Columbia 

Idaho 
Montana 
New Mexico 

Utah oe 
Washington 
Wyoming’ 

$694, 631 40 
323,744 14 
85, 625 56 
16,785 37 
45,551 59 
31,112 § 

128, 499 : 
834, 005 
233, 009 ! 

BS, 339 22,920 03 
374 | 

2, 882 
963 

54 70 

, 294 71 
314, 017 , 895 91 

, 449, 013 , 409 53 
544, 200 | 39,732 64 
324, 629 592,709 00 
724, 862 | 658, 212 81 
753, 346 507, 105 99 
454, 285 25, 379 98 
946, 109 689, 671 41 
716, 864 | 136, 821 42 

2, 230, 772 89,035 85 
61,172 | , 362 42 

124, 483 | , 726 O1 
438, 567 , 31 17 
38, 812 | 2,849 < 
59, 463 | . 735 
18, 890 , 596 

132, 194 , 144 8 
114, 379 >, 232 
22, 120 891 08 

The immediate wants of the South are more schools and longer terms 
for those already established. 
from eleven to sixteen weeks’ duration, others from twenty to twenty- 
four weeks, when every school should have terms of at least thirty-six 

| tion. 

| fallen, and place them on the highway of progress. 

$375, 465 | 

44, 367 | 

| which should, if possible, be avoided. 

7, 995 474 49 | 
, 245 5,520 88 | 

| the capabilities of their race. 

Nine of those States have schools of 
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weeks annually. The small villages and country districts are in th, 
greatest need of assistance, where teachers’ wages are from twenty-fiy > 
to fifty dollars a month. 

The assistance should be granted immediately, for hundreds of thoy 
sands of children are annually passing beyond the reach of public instru: 

The assistance should be temporary. Eventually the States an 
their towns and school districts must support their own schools. Aid js 
only required to lift the people out of the slough into which they haye 

On this subject | 
quote from a memorial to Congress by some very earnest and able ge) 
tlemen who are engaged in the cause of education in the South: 
We respectfully suggest : 
1. The help should be so given that it will stimulate rather than superse:|, 

the necessity of State effort. 
2. It should be help for the common schools; temporary aid in the trainin, 

of teachers, perhaps, but chiefly in giving them opportunity to teach. 
‘ The safety of the Republic is the supreme law of the land.”” Thisis the maxiy 

which not only justifies but demands action on the part of the General Gover, 
| ment; and it should also suggest the limitations under which the action show\d 
be taken. 

3. The help should be immediate and not remote. The fortunes of war. a; 
| the necessities of legislative action, have made citizens of a large mass of ign, 
rant men whose votes are to shape for weal or woe the character of our law. 

| Education alone can convert this mass of ignorance and element of danger i: 
one of enlightened strength and safety. 

Largely more than one-half of a fund for the education of the illiterate would 
go to the South for negro illiteracy; less tiian one-fourth because of white ili, 
eracy. If Congress should create a fund which would give $ per annum jx 
capita for the education of this class alone, it will require an aggregate annus 
sum of $18,719,958. Of this, Mississippi, e¢. g., would receive $1,119,603, but of this 

| $959,529 would be for colored illiterates, and $160,344 for white illiterates. 
Representing an educational work in the South chiefly for the negro race 

which have been expended about $10,000,000, and speaking with a wide know} 
edge of facts, we emphatically assert the impossibility of accomplishing this 

| great work uuless the General Government shall come to the assistance of thos: 
States in which this illiteracy is chiefly found. 
Every dollar we have expended expresses the conscientious and earnest ck 

sire of the donor that this work shall be done, and is an emphatic vote for tl 
action for which we ask. 

In the name of the millions of Christian citizens whom we represent, we ex 
nestly urge Congress to help qualify the ignorant voters who are intrusted larg: 
by Congressional action with the ballot for the duties with which they a: 
charged, believing the power to do this is co-ordinate with the power that «1 
franchised them. 

Rev. M. E. STRIEBY, D. D., 
American Missionary Association ; Congregation« 

Rev. J. C. HARTZEL, D. D., 
Secretary Freedmen’s Aid Society; Methodist 
Rev. H. L. MOREHOUSE, D. D., 

Home Missionary Society; Baptist 
Rev. SHELDON JACKSON, D. D., 

Home Missionary Society; Presbyteriu 
Rev. J. L. M. CURRY, D. D., 

Agent of the Peabody Fund 
Pror. C. C. PAINTER, 

Fisk University, Nashville, Tennesse: 
8. C. ARMSTRONG, 

Hampton Institute, Virgi) 
WasHINGTON, D. C., March, 1882. 

The above-named gentlemen and other leading educators, includi 
| Northern men who have spent years in the South, express the confident 
belief that the money will be faithfully applied to the purpose for whic! 

| it is appropriated and that no discrimination will be made against tli 
colored children. The bill is as well guarded in this respect as it « 
be without the employment of Government agents in the several Stat: 
to manage the distribution of the fund, the expense and machinery 

It is in the power of Congre- 

however, to protect this fund by ample safeguards. 
In illustration of the amount of good that can be accomplished |) 

comparatively small means, fifteen years ago Rev. Dr. Porter, of Charle- 
| ton, South Carolina, being oppressed by the fact that the sons of the be=t 
families of the country around him were growing up in ignorance {ov 
want of means to obtain an education, opened a school for them in thi 

| city and invoked aid from the.North and from friends in England in it- 
| Support. Now, in review of his work he finds that he has educate: 
2,150 boys and equipped them for the business of life. He express 
the belief that without his school at least 1,800 of them would ha\: 
been in no school at all. 

The income from the Peabody fund from 1868 to 1879, inclusive, was 
from $100,000 to $150,000 annually. As a means of awakening an 

| ucational spirit and setting good influences in operation its benefits «1 
immeasurable. 

The colored people are readily taught and are anxious for education 
If this were otherwise the duty of the Government to qualify them !o' 
the intelligent exercise of the right of suffrage and other rights of cit! 
zenship would only be the more imperative. In the North they hold 

| respectable rank in the various professiorn~ and pursuits, and we not 
| with pride the fact that in the South mauy men born in slavery hav: 
overcome the most adverse circumstances and reached positions of re 
sponsibility and distinction, and are examples before the country 0! 

The masses should emulate such exam 
ples, and understand that what they now require are habits of industr) 
and economy, lands and homes, mental and moral elevation, which s« 
cured, social and political recognition will be theirs. 

THE BILL CONSTITUTIONAL. 
If the proposition were that the Government should establish a sys 
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tem of schools, or interfere with State systems already existing, it would 
of course encounter constitutional objection. I shall not enter upon 
any argument to prove that the Government has a right to aid in the 
work of education and that this is not left exclusively to the States. 

j 
| 

| | | 
} 
j 

It would seem idle to address such an argument to a House that at its | 
Jast session wisely and humanely voted hundreds of thousands of dol- | 
lars for the relief of the sufferers from the overflow of the Mississippi | 
River. Each year there is paid from the Federal Treasury from six to | | 
ten million dollars for the improvement of rivers and harbors (this year | 
nearly $20,000,000), and as much more for the erection of public build- 
ings in various parts of the country. Congress has made grants of 
lands more extensive than the whole area of France in aid of the con- 
struction of railroads and canals. Whence comes the right to make 
these and like appropriations of money from the public Treasury and 
grants of lands from the public domain ? It comes from the power given to 
Congress by the Constitution and the duty therein implied to provide for 
the general welfare of the United States, which power is exercised upon 
the ground that such appropriations are for the public benefit and not for 
the exclusive benefit of the people of any particular State or section. 

In the year 1880 the trustees of the Peabody educational fund referred 
the subject of invoking national aid for the education of the colored pop- 
ulation of the South to a committee consisting of Hon. Alexander H. H. 
Stewart, Chief-Justice Waite, and Hon. William M. Evarts. Intheir re- 
port to the trustees those learned and distinguished gentlemen fully con- 
sidered this question. I have not time or space to quote their entire 
opinion on this point, but the following extract there from will suftice: 

The next point which your committee have felt it to be their duty to consider 
is, does Congress possess the constitutional power, not to control, but to contrib- 

ute to the education of citizens of the States? 
If doubts were entertained as to the existence of such a power in an unquali- 

fied form, it might well be contended that the case of the colored population is 
surrounded by such peculiar circumstances as to take it out of the influence of 
any general rule. 
not a new one, presented now for the first time to be decided. It may be re- 
garded as res adjudicata, The laws of the United States present innumerable 
precedents in which Congress has exercised the power to contribute toward the 
general education of citizens of the new States, and in no instance has its con- 
stitutional right to do so been questioned. 

If any authority is required to establish so plain a proposition I can 
content myself with the high authority just cited. 

Then, to summarize the arguments for this bill, the extent of illiteracy 
in certain sections of this country has been shown by facts and figures to 
be enormous. It is alarming in view of the theory that this isa govern 
ment by the people and thatits stability depends on their intelligence. 

It has been shown with equal clearness that the Southern States have 

But fortunately this question, even in its general aspect, is | 

not the means to provide a common-school education for their children; | 
that they are hardly able to educate the white children, much less the 
blacks in addition who have been cast upon them. 

It has been shown beyond all question that Congress has the consti- | 
tutional power to aid the States in this work of vital importance to the 
nation and that no greater duty rests upon it than to grant such aid 

If the appropriation proposed is too large or too long continued the 
bill can easily be amended to conform to the judgment.of the Hous« 
The committee are less strenuous as to the sum appropriated than they 
are that Congress shall give this subject its attention, trusting as they 
do that it will appropriate a sum adequate to the wants of the country 

The revenues to the Government during the last fiscal year from 
spirits, fermented liquors, and tobacco were $123,000,000, and as these 
articles are mainly used as luxuries the taxes that produced this vast 
sum oppressed no one. 
who believe that all these taxes should be removed and that the inte: 
nal-revenue system should be abolished. Though I believe that both 
the internal-revenue and the customs duties should be reduced, they 
should be maintained at a rate that will enable the Government to 
appropriate money for popular education. 

I am not one of that number who fear they will incur the dipleasure 
of the country by advocating the expenditure of a large sum of money 

And yet there are men on this side of the House | 

for this purpose. Though the people of this country desire and demand | 
economy, they do not desire parsimony in the public expenditure nor 
the withholding of it from any purpose that is necessary and that will 
inure to the public welfure. 
We expend $80,000,000 annually in pensions to those men now dis- 

abled who once composed the Army of the Republic and defended and 
maintained it by their valor on the field of battle; let us now expend 
something to qualify for intelligent citizenship the army of children to 
whom must soon be committed the destinies of the nation 

Is it objected that this bill will distribute money to New England, 
New York, Pennsylvania, and the States of the fertile West that do not 
require it? If this is a valid objection, let the bill be amended, as | 
would propose, so that aid will be granted only to those States that ab- 
solutely require it. The opinion prevailed in the committee that if 
the Government bestowed its bounty upon any States @ should bestow 
it upon all and upon the basis named in the bill. As the Northern 
States contribute more largely to the revenues of the Government than 
do the Southern, it seemed to a majority of the committee equitable 
that the former should have the small share of the fund that would fall 
to them under this apportionment. I can see no good ground for an 
apportionment of money to the rich and prosperous States of the North 

that neither ask nor require it. The demand for aid is in the South, 
and mainly by the colored people who are temporarily the wards of the 
nation and unable to educate themselves 
not ask aid in their own behalf alone 

What, then, is the objection to granting this aid Is it because there 
exists in some minds the feeling that men in ignorance 

he whites certainly would 

are more likely 
to follow the behests of party than if intelligent? I will impute such 
motives to no man for his action. I will cast on no man such suspicion 
as that. 

The press, the pulpit, the educators, all the besi public sentiment 
of the country demand an appropriation of money for this purpos 
The people in great numbers have petitioned for it. The Legislatures 
of several States have by resolution invoked this aid from Congress 
More than this, the condition of two millions of children in the 
demands the interposition of Congress in their behalf. The platforms ot 
both political parties have declared in favor of some measure of this 
kind. Presidents in their messages have recommended it, and yet th« 
representatives of the people, alone have power to grant this aid, 
withhold it 

Near the close of last session 

cibly stated the case as follows 

South 

Who 

ournal in Massachusetts for a leading 

Among the important measures which Congress apparently purposes to leave 
until cooler weather and a more convenient season is the utter of providin 
for national aid to education. This subject lies somewhat outside the domain 
of what is known in the current phrase as “‘ practical polities tis in the regi 
of broad and far-sighted statesmanship, and involves one of the most moment 
ous questions we have been called upon to face. When there are 5,000,000 of 
our population of 10 years of age and upward unable to read or write, when 
four-fifths of this tremendous mass of illiteracy is contained in a single secti 

| of the country, comprising the States lately in rebellion; when there are States 
in which only one child in five of school age is enrolled in any scho« and ot 

States in which the expenditures foreducation average lessthan a dollar forea 
} pupil, it is pretty clear not only that this great load of ignorance is a perilous 
thing, but that the evil is growing a g i deal faster than the means devised t 
cope with it. To shut our eyes to the existen« id magnitude of this ev and 

| to refuse to do anything to abate it, is to expose ir institutions to a stra 

hardly less serious than that which came to them from slavery and the ci 
war. It will be an ominous day for the Republic when men who can not rend 
the ballots which they cast come to hold the | ince of power 

This measure is by no means a mere local one It concerns New 

England, it concerns the North as well as the South, because it in 
volves the highest interests of the Rep Let no man oppose it be 
caus the money appropriated w 11} dis buted largely toa} irticular 

section of the country It the North w be less directly benefited by 

it than the South she should be thankful that the spirit ol freedom, 

‘‘which has a thousand charms toshow h ilw dwelt within het 
borders, has yrospered her industries, and rendered it both wssible | I | 
and easy for her to educate her children and placed her above the need 
ot governmental aid: and grateful for the high privileges she has en 

joyed, she should now from her abundance extend assistance to the 

South, which has so recently emerged from the barbarism of slavery 

and been scourged by the demon of wa 
lam aware that there are gentlemen here who, remembering the 

wrongs that the Southern whites have perpetrated on the blacks sinc« 

the war, are inclined, if not determined, to vote against this bill, clair 

ing that the South should educate her own people For those wrong, 

I have no words of defense, excuse, or palliation lo my mind th 

constitute one of the darkest chapters in American history And yet 

it is easy to understand that a race proud ot their ancestral blood and 

lands, to whom a white skin was a patent of nob lity hould revolt at 

another race, who had recently been their slaves, being suddenly made 

their political equals It was a wonderful change which Southern men 

were called upon to witness and endure en the freedmen carried State 

elections and controlled State aff ind the change was not the more 

endurable on account of the ignorance and untitness of the blacks for 

the political duties which they assumed For all this the white people 
should have remembered the causes which led to the nversion of then 

social system. submitted to the enfranchisement of the blacks, and, as 

a matter of wise policy as well as of right, accorded to them the enjoy 
ment of their political privileges 

And certainly we of the North, who have always lived with freedom’s 

soil beneath our feet and freedom’s banner streaming o’er us, must not 

now neglect the colored race to whom until twenty years ago freedom 

was only a vision It is enough for us to know that there are million 

of colored children in the South without education and without the 

means to obtain it 

Neither should we forget the white 1 people of that section, who seem 

to be earnestly struggling to rise above the cloud of ignorance that 

darkens their land. We must take the condition of society as it i 
and as le gislators, having in view the highest interests of the peopl 

forget the things that are behind, comprehend and meet this great want 

for the elevation of the people in order that the Republic may move 

onward to the high position it entitled to occupy among the nation 

of the earth 

Prussia learned that national greatness lay in the intellect of her 
people; hence she watched her children, discovered their aptitudes 
and educated them in the direction of their fitness, 

for literature, the arts or sciences, or the othe 

| Prussia, from being an insignificant nat 
1 in Europe. France plac es schools within the reach of all her children 

whether for war 

S. and pursuits of peace; 

on. has become a dreaded power 



11s 

their educat 

school children 

und compel ion. Denmark, witha popul 
has 200.000 ] all of 

ation of 2,000,000, 

as 

bes t 

with 

are mentally or physi illy 

ol 

sentiment ot 

incapacitated. Japan is studying the 
systems other countries, and strivmg to keep abreast 

best the age great subject. America 
gives freedom and citizenship to 4,000,000 of people, and leaves them 

In ignorance ty, with no provision tor their education. 

We are j to material interests. We build 

10,000 miles of railroad in a year and develop an immense internal 
network of water ways that are spread over 

re the heartof the earth for itst 

' ' 
SCHOOL 

the on this 

nd pove!r 

intense in our devotion 

means of the 

We exp 

commerce by 

the country reasures of coal 

gold The hu 

teed the nati 

there isa in th 

and fifty llars to apply to the reduction of the national debt. 
And yet h all this material prosperity and progress we suffer mill- 

of human minds, with all their latent faculties, with all their pos- 

and for lie waste and barren, wait- nt to | 

-for the transforming power that can 

n of our factories fills the land; the products of our soil 
ms of the wor After payment of all annual expenses 

irplus revenue 

million do 

wit 

1oOn 

sibilities for deve lopm 

let them not wait i 
quicken them to life. 

One remark further and I clos rhe Republican party has always 
been the avowed friend of the colored race. It is now neither kind nor 
wise for that party to lock up the doors of an overflowing Treasury, turn 
with indifference to the colored men who are struggling toacguire some- 
thing they can call their own upon the earth and to improve their men- 
tal condition, and say tothem that each State must provide for the ed- 
ucation of its people and that the General Government can not interfere 
in this matter, when we know that they have not the means and can 

rood ie 

vain 

not obtain them from their respective States to educate themselves and | 

their children 

Norge.—As the committee of which I am a member has been unable 
to get the bill before the House for final consideration, by the courtesy 
of the House I have printed the above remarks in the hope that the | 
tacts recited may be of some public service 

The Tariff. 

REMARKS 

or 

HON. COLUMBUS 
TEXAS, 

In THE HovuSsE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

UPSON, 

Saturday, February 24, 1883, 

On the bill (H. R. 731 3)to impose duties upon foreign imports, and for other pur- 
poses, 

Mr. UPSON said 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: I confess that I have not reached or discovered that 

exalted height of unsellish statesmanship which would justify me in 
forgetting, disregarding, or in being indifferent to important interests 
which particularly concern the people I have the honor to represent. 
Regarding this to be a representative Government, I believe the people 
of this country through their respective representatives have a right 
to speak and be heard as to legislation which concerns their particular 
interests. I do not, however, regard the obligations of a representa- 
tive to his constituents as requiring the advocacy or support of any 
local measure contrary to sound public policy or detrimental to the gen- 
eral good. Nor do I subscribe to the doctrine that the property of the 
many can be properly taxed to enrich the few, or that private enter- 
prises can be built up and made monopolies by the Government, legiti- 
mately, at the expense and injury of the people at large. Class legis- 
lation also, as well as favoritism in legislation, can not be too strongly 
deprecated 

PRESENT TARIFE SHOULD BE RETAINED 

I advocate a retention of the present tariff duty on wool because I 
believe it to be upon a revenue basis and within that limit will tend to | 
preserve and encourage an important American industry and promote the 
general welfare, and because it is demanded by a large number of my 
constituents 

It is my desire to have the tariff reduced to a revenue standard in such 

but, as far as may be practicable, fairly and wisely preserve the same. 
With that object in view, my votes on this bill, which have been cast in 
almost every instance for a reduction below the rates reported by the 
Ways and Means Committee, have been governed. 

{ desire to say here that I most emphatically dissent from the policy 
advocted in the interest of manufacturers that all raw material should 
be admitted free of duty. I insist that the American producersof raw 
materials should receive a fair proportion of the benefits to be given or 
arising from the incidental protection resulting from a revenue tariff as 
well as the manufacturers. These benefits should be distributed among 

whom are in attendance except such | 

| policy. 

| give to American manufacturers, to the extent at least of their manutict 
and iron, and the mountains pour out for us their wealth of silverand | 

l’ederal Treasury of nearly a hundred | 
| competition. 

| the district I now represent. 
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all classes of our people as justly and wisely as may be, and not bestowed 
upon a favored few. 

As long as the system of protection to American manufactures by o; 
under impost duties is maintained, I can not subscribe to the doctrine 
of free raw materials contended for as correct in principle or sound in 

The adoption of that policy by law I would regard as specia 
legislation in the interest of one class of our citizens to the injury o; 
another class, equally deserving of the fostering care of the Government 
and as of the most odious and objectionable character of the protectiy; 
system. The object of the high protectionist, as I understand it, is ty 

ured products, a monopoly and control of the American market. 
To effectually accomplish this object, the manufacturers must have t}, 

raw materials, out of which their fabrics are made, free of duty and hi; 
prohibitory duties imposed on the imported article to prevent for 

While the American manufacturer would shut out the ti 
eign competitor, he would have the home market under his exclusiy 
control, with his chance at the outside markets of the world left free and 
open; but would leave the American producer of the raw material pract 
cally confined tothe home market in an unequal competition with toreigy 
cheap labor and subject to the manufacturer’s will. Undersuch circum 
stances the American woolen manuiacturer would be secure behind })j 
wall of protection with the accumulating advantages which experienc: 
new inventions, and improvements might give him, while the Ameri 
can wool-grower, unaided and unprotected, with no possible advantages 
of machinery, human inventions, or superior intelligence over the ba: 
barian in the method of producing wool, which must grow in the san. 
old natural way on the sheep’s skin, must contend with the wool-growers 
of the world. 

AMERICAN SHEEP HUSBANDRY. 

Sheep husbandry has become a very important interest in this cou: 
try, and is rapidly increasing. 

Domestic wool productions in the United States during: three decades, { 
1850 to 1880. 

Pou 

52, 
60, 264, 91 

eae 163, 000 On 

264, 001 Un 

516. %o 

Increase in wool productions by decades 

Rate p« 
cent 

Pounds. 

1850 to 1860 
1860 to 1870 102, 735, 087 
1870 to 1880 101, 000, 000 

Increase of wool products under the taiiff of 1867 P 

137, 00 
290) OOK 

An increase of 111.7 per cent. 
Of thisamount Iowa, Missouri, Minnesota, and States east of the 

sissippi produced, in 1866, 120,000,000 pounds; in 1881, 164,000, 00 
pounds. California, Oregon, Colorado, New Mexico, and other West 
States and Territories produced, in 1866, 9,000,000 pounds; in 15:1 
87,200,000 pounds. Georgia and Lake and Southern States produce: 
in 1866, 2,000,000 pounds; in 1881, 12,200,000 pounds. 

Texas produced in 1866, 6,000,000 pounds; in 1881, 26,000,000 pound 
in 1882, estimated, 28,000,000 pounds—an increase of 4664 per cent 

It will be seen that Texas now produces about one-tenth of the wo 
product of the United States; fully one-half this amount is grown 

The wool interest in Texas, includ 
the value of lands used in the wool-growing industry, is estimated | 

exceed in value $50,000,000. This interest in Texas has increase: 
the last fifteen years over 450 per cent. With the natural advanta 
in climate, soil, grasses, and herbage which Texas possesses for wo 
growing, her people look forward to the day in the near future wh 
Texas will lead every other State or section of the Union in this gr 

| industry, and perchance bid defiance to all foreign competition. 
Sheep husbandry, however, is not confined toany particular Stat: 

tion, or locality inthiscountry. Itis carried on tosome extent in ey: 
State and Territory of the Unien, although more advantageously a 

| profitably in some sections than in others, consequent upon cheay» 
| lands, more favorable climate, and less expense in feeding and in cu 
| for sheep in some sections than in others. 

manner as will not seriously injure or destroy any American industry, | It is an industry in which the farmers of the country are direct 
and to a great extent interested. 

It is estimated that there are from 400,000 to 800,000 persons w! 
own flocks of abeep in this country, and that about $300,000,000 
invested in the production of wool in the United States. 

The popular cry ‘‘ the favored few’’—‘‘rich corporations’? can not ! 
raised against the hundreds of thousands of industrious and hard-worh 
ing American wool-growers scattered over the whole country from Main 
to California and Texas, nor can the odious stigma of ‘‘monopol) 

| be attached to this extended and individualized industry. .The flocks 
of the greater part of the sheep-owners of this country are numbered by 
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the tens and twenties and by the hundreds, and but few by the many | CRamber of Commerce, t ew 

thousands. Their habitations are not of palatial grandeur or regal Current, by Anisworth R. Spotlord, | 

splendor so much decried against, but humble farm cottages, rude cab- | age prices given embrace each period coy 
ins and huts, and rough jackals. Their paths do not run amid beds of | from the first laid on wool in 1824 down t 

’ { 

flowers, but wind their dreary way over the wild prairies and through | of the late war and the time directly atlected by it ym 1861 to 1863 
the mountain gorges. The bleating of the timid lamb, the howling of | inclusive 

the hungry wolf, and the whoop of the savage Indian often greet our Under tariff 1824-1828 

shepherds’ ears in quick succession. 
According to the statements before the Tariff Commission there are | Price per pound 

in one county, Washington, in Pennsylvania about 600,000 sheep, with _ 
an investment in sheep husbandry in that county alone of about 2 

- 7 - Of 

$3,000,000. a, os : ; Se 
Number of sheep in the United States e & oF 

BETD. .. cncseecsonceeseverseeccccoccnccccsousccneeees essceeceecseccesescvcsccocsecececse coos 21, 731, 880 5 = so 
1BBD.....ccoscceccorccnsesescesceseees eupenensasnhnanqneeereuenns 22, 471, 275 
1870... ' ope _ . . cvecececes Say Sd, aud | 

Si Sia iE Dachd pant oeoebacsnsnahedantevintebevseseis euncicobasecimnecsierseeeesessonocescey 42,381,389 | Cents. Cents. | Ce 
i II SI petiveenentuussinidoeenibensncuvianestsvevennhsesssenanseveesersencecents GOODRj OED | LORD 0 8 

: - - wan OOK ; | 1826 28 . 
Increase by decades, 1850 to 1860, 739,395—=3) per cent.; 1860 to | 197 20 5 ee 

1870, 6,006, 682 = 28 per cent. ; 1870 to 1830, 13,903, 432 = 48 per cent. = 20 \ June 30,18 ft at, 5 per cent 

Number of sheep in Texas estimated at from 5,000,000 to 7,000,000. | 5255 = <6 clditional annually until r 4 
We have foreign competitors in this great enterprise, who up to this | }3) 20 

time have kept far in the lead in the amount and quality of wool prod- | 1832 
ucts, and may continue to do so unless we duly guard and promote this | ae 
growing and important home industry. But of foreign wool-growing | ’ = = 
I will speak hereafter. maim tf 
From the data already given it will be seen that the wool industry | 

of the United States is of vast and rapidly-growing importance; not yet | 1233 7 5 : : 
equal, however, to our demands for home consumption by an average | 1854 25 35 eee eee oe 
of 60,000,000 pounds imported into the United States annually, not cane 7 = mound and 40 per cent. ad valorem, 

taking into account the many millions of pounds necessary to manutact- Saeed saae 
ure the large amount of woolen goods imported into this country an Average. 28 40 4 
nually, in value many millions of dollars. 

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER. Tariff 1836 

Without entering at this time into the disputation as to the opposing 1837 - an 
and conflicting theories on the tariff, I propose to discuss very briefly | 153s... 28 40 Less than 8 cents per pound in valu 
two questions, namely: 1839 7 40 free; exceeding 8 cents, 4 cents pet 

First. Is the present tariff on wool a revenue tariff, or a tariff for | ao = e pound and 38 per cent. ad va 
revenue ? anil 

Second. Should this tariff be retained, reduced, or abolished ? Average 21% ) 
The examination of these questions may disclose apparently some | 

anomalies and seeming inconsistencies. If so, it may show to some ex- | Tariff 1841 
tent the intricacies, and, I may say, strange and incomprehensible 
workings of our tariff system. 1842 18 22 20 | 4 cents per pound 2 per cent 

The prices given of wool in the United States and in Europe are so | 
varying and conflicting that I have found it quite impossible to obtain | ore 
accurate or entirely reliable information in regard tothesame. Hence | sos ; " 
it is very difficult, and, I may say, impossible, from the data within | ).4) 25 Under 7 cents, 5 per cent.; exceeding 7 
the reach of the public to determine with accuracy the effect of the | 1845 24 0 oo dand Sper cen 
tariff upon the price of wools. I will, notwithstanding, submit some | 1546 18 2S 
statements which are entitled to credit, from which we may approxi- Averese.| 3 ” 25 
mate the actual prices of wool. 

It is proper to state, also, that the great varieties in the kinds, qual- Tariff 1846 
ities, and conditions of foreign wools also add to the difficulty of as- 
certaining accurate prices, as well as the fraudulent undervaluations, | 1847 22 10 
which are believed to be carried on to a great extent, in consequence of | nr ») 0 
which our wool-growers believe they suffer no little damage. eo =n - 

TARIFF ON WOOLS. | 1851 E il 
= . sai ‘ : ' 1852 26 4 0 p ent. ad valorem 
lhe first tariff on wool in this country was laid, | believe, in 1824 1853 3 14 ; : oe 

Duty on wool. 1854 25 10 

1824—Not exceeding 10 cents per pound, 15 per cent.; exceeding 10 cents per | 15 a4 4 
pound, 20, 25, and 30 per cent. ad valorem. 1856 0 8 
_1828—4 cents per pound and 40 per cent. ad valorem to June 30, 1829; after that 1857 w 44 

time 5 per cent. additional annually until the whole ad valorem duty shall = ee 
! amount to 50 per cent. Average 27; 57 t 

1832—U nder 8 cents in value, free; exceeding 8 cents in value, 4cents per pound 
and 40 per cent. ad valorem. Tariff 
1836—Under 8 cents, free; exceeding 8 cents, 4cents per pound, and 38 per cent. 

ad valorem. - , | | 1841—Under 8 cents, free; exceeding 8 cents, 4cents per pound, and 32 percent. | 1858 27 2 ) 20 cents per pound or less in value, free 
ad valorem. 1859 +4 : exceed f 240 cents, 24 per cent. ad 

1842—Under 8 cents, free; exceeding 8 cents, 4 cents per pound, and 26 per cent. 1860 4 40 } valoren 
ad valorem. ma | 3 +n 
1842—Under ¥ cents in value, 5 per cent. ; exceeding 7 cents, 3 cents per pound, Average oly 3y 

and 30 per cent. ad valorem. 
1846—30 per cent, ad valorem, - Tariff 1867 
1857—Not exceeding 20cents per pound in value, free; exceeding 20 cents per 

pound, 24 per cent. ad valorem. Be - n 
1861, 1862, and 1863—Value less than 18 cents, 5 per cent.; value 18 to 24 cents, 1866 2 a 

8 cents; exceeding 24 cents, 9 cents per pound. 1867... ~) 5F 
1864, 1865, and 1866—Not exceeding 12 cents, 3 cents; 12to 24 cents value, 6cents | 1868 ~ + 
= pound ; 24 to 32 cents value, 10 cents per pound and 10 per cent,; exceeding | 1569 : ») 

se cents value, 12 cents and 10 per cent. ad valorem. 1870 ‘ 15 

1867—First class, 10 cents per pound and 11 per cent. ad valorem; second class, | 1571 65 . First class, 10 cents per pound and 1 per 
12 cents per pound and 10 per cent. ad valorem ; third class, 12 cents or less per | 1872 i o/ cent. ad valorem 

3 pound in value, 3cents per pound ; exceeding 12 cents in value, 6 cents per pound. a } » Second class, 12 cents per pound and 10 
rae . ; ; 874 6 8 t oaks : On the principal kinds of wool imported the rates of the present duty | js75 3 48 per cent. ad valoren 

s are On Coarse wools 25.4 to 31.3, and on clothing and combing wools 47 | 1876 a 
and 55.7 per cent. ad valorem; average on coarse wools about 28} per oe “ 4 
cent.; on first and second classes about 51} per cent. ad valorem 1879... 27 50 

PRICES OF WOOL, 1880..... ~ 45 
The prices of wool given below in New York are compiled from the Average.| 31 457, | 38) 

reports of the Secretary of the Treasury, the reports of the New York ! aed 
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Recapitulation. cs 

Years, inclusive <a General 
pound. ——- 

Cents. Cents 

1825 to 1832 21y, to 32, 2745 
1833 to 1836 23 «to 40 34 

L837 to 1541 21% to 39 BPs | 

Is42 18 to 22 20 

1843 to 1546 21: to 29} 25% 
1847 to 1857 27 to 377 32.9, 
1858 to L860 234 «to 39 354 

1866 to 1880 31 to 45 38} 

, } 
Clothing and combing wools, first and second classes, imported into the United States | 

in 1879, 1880, and 1881. 

7 si & | 
“ - % ~ & 

. ~ - am = | 
% = mn at = | 
a s Ss Ls > | 
cv Sg = oO < | 

| 
Pounds Cents, Cents. 

1879 l 5, 229,987.20 | $1, 114, 301 $648, 120 16 | 3375 | Lass 
1879 2 1, 709, 691. 25 413, 76 218,785 29| 37 |s°r 
1880 l 26, 785, 171. 58 6, 412 240 98 | 33} ' 37.8 j 
1880 2 13, 266, 856. 42 3, 801, 00 3,361 46 42 putts | 
L881 l 20, 009, 707. 30 4,751,453 79 S41 96 | B6yy I 9.9 
1881 2 4,421, 400. 50 1, 271, 382 39 585,499 93 42 os 

I submit a tabulated statement of the average prices of American 
washed clothing fleece wools from 1824 to 1881, inclusive, as given by 
General SPRINGER in his speech on the tariff delivered in the House, 

i882, from which it will be seen that the medium prices given 
by Mr. SPRINGER considerably exceed the highest prices given by Mr. 

May 3, 

Spofford during the same periods 

Statement showing the average price of medium American washed clothing 

Jleece wool from 1824 to 1881, inelusive 

Ui 

nished by Mauger & Avery, 49 West Broadway, New York city.] 
ted States Economist and Dry Goods Reporter, January 31, 1880, data fur- 

| pound for some heavy wasting wools, which lose in scouring some 60 to 70 

| close the factory at 2 

$3.36 to $4.32. 

Year & Year. & 2 
= > = | 
ix a" 

< < 

Cents Cents. 

1824 443 1858 N32 
182 2 184 43 
1826 39 1855 372 | 

1827 32} 1st6 45 | 

1828 36 | 1857 46} 
R20 36) 1858 364 

1830 45? 1859 ‘7 
1831 61} 1860 473 

1832 47} || 1861 38} 
IR33 ho) 1862 MO 

Iss4 MM 1863 753 

IS35 56) Isti4 87} 
1836 HO) 1865 ss 
1837 So} L866 6“ i 
[S38 42 1867 SO} | 
1839 493) «1868 46 | 
1840 41} 1869 49 | 
184] 44} || 1870 464 | 
1842 374. || 1871 55 | 
1848 ») Ti ii natinsied ncemiassnnbinetiii deanna FOL | 
1844 ty 1873 4 

1845 37) | 1874 54; | 
1s46 32) 1875 512 
1847 40 1876 44 
1848 S44 | 1877 423 | 
1849 34} 1878 40} 
1850 38) | 1879 37% 
1851 41) 1880 46 
1852 3R4 1881 40 

JOSEPH NIMMO, Jr., | 
Chief of Bureau. 

PREASURY DEPARTMENT, BUREAU OF STATISTICS, 
February 3, 1882. } 
oun | 

Average prices for the same periods as given by Mr. Springer and Mr. Spofford. 

. .. | Spofford’s | 
Years. Springer highest Difference. 

prices. a 
price, 

Cents Cents. Cents. | 
1825 to 1832, inclusive . 424 325 % | 
1833 to 1836, inclusive ... 555 40 154 
1887 to 1841, inclusive 455 39 6} 

np a la a TORE 37k 374 os 
DOGS Bo ROGG, BGP VO ..cccccccccscccccccccccccscccesesses 3 293 475 | 
BOGE 00 DENT, CRGIMEEVO crrcreccncscesecensesvccccescnseese 414, 37x | 4 
1858 to 1860, inclusive ............... 43} 39 4} 
1866 to 1880, inclusive SO} 45 5} 

General average ..... 43,5 | 37k 64 | 
| 

As to the fair market prices in London of the qualities and kinds of 
the first and second classes of wool which are imported into the United 
States, I have been unable to obtain satisfactory information. Accord 
ing to the table submitted to the Tariff Commission by Mr. William 
Whitman, of Philadelphia, representing the National Association 0; 
Wool Manufacturers, the average prices of these wools in London were 
as follows: 1868 to 1882, inclusive, average 26.8 to 38.8 cents; genera 
average, 32.8 cents. According to the statement given by Mr. Spofford 

; | the prices of American wools in New York were as follows: 1868 to 188\) 
inclusive, average, 31 to 45 cents; general average, 38.2cents; making 4 
difference in favor of American wool of 5.4cents. The manager of some 

large mills at Stroud, England, for the manufacture of woolen cloths 
states in a private letter dated August 28, 1882, which I have in my) 
possession : 

Wools used by us vary much in price. We pay as low as 8d. (16 cents) pe; 

cent. Australian wools range from ls, 3d, (30 cents) to 2s. 4d. (56 cents) per pour d 
fine German wool from 2s. (48 cents) to 3s. 6d. (84 cents) per pound. These fin, 
wools seldom weigh more than 16 ounces, to, say, 1} pounds to the fleece ; t} 
finest only 12 ounces to the fleece. 
From these wools we manufacture a variety of cloth, and on the other side | 

give you the wholesale prices of the leading makes. Our finer and best goods 
are dyed in the wool. 
Wool black cloth, 63 inches wide, Ils. to 26s., equal to $2.62 to $6.24 
Wool blue cloth, 12s. to 26s., equal to $2.88 to $6.24. 
Doeskin, 28 inches wide, 5s. 9d. to 8s., equal to $1.38 to $1.92. 
Browns, black, blue, middling, &c., 59 inches wide, 12s. 6d. to 15s., equal to § 

| to $3.00. 

Worsted coatings, 59 inches wide, 10s. 6d. to 14s. 6d., equal to $2.52 to $3.68 
Piece-dyed goods, cloth 60 inches wide, 9s. to 12s., equal to $2.16 to $2.88 
Doeskins, 28 inches wide, 3s. 9d. to 5s., equal to 90 cents to $1.20. 
Beavers, 59 inches wide, 9s. 6d. to 10s. 6d., equal to $2.28 to $2.52. 
Worsted coatings, 58 inches wide, &s. 6d. to 10s. 6d., equal to $2.04 to $2.52 
The wages we pay are given below. We havea foreman in each room or « 

partment, whose wages average from 2s, to 30s. per week, equal to $% to $7.20 
Our hours of work are from 7 a. m. to 6p. m., one-half hour breakfast and on: 

half hour dinner, making thus a working day of ten hours. On Saturday w 
o'clock for cleaning up and repairs. 

Wool-sorters, 30s. per week, equal to $7.20. 

Carding-room ; Foreman, 30s. per week, equal to $7 20; wnder helps, 12s. to 15 
per week, equal to $2.88 to $3.60; feeders, 7s. to 8s. per week, equal to $1.68 to $1.9 
Spinning-room : Foreman, 25s. to 3s. per week, equal to $6 to $7.20; men sp 

ners, 15s, to 18s. per week, equal to $3.60 to 4.32; womenspinners, 10s. to 12s. per 
week, equal to $2.40 to $2.88 
Weaving: Foremen or timers, 30s. per week, equal to $7.20; men weavers 

to 18s. per week, equal to $3.60 to $4.32; women weavers, 10s. to 12s. per week 
equal to $2.40 to $2.88 

Washers: First man, 20s. per week, equal to $4.80; second man. and so on 
to 12s. per week, equal to $3.36 to 82.83 

Tulling mill: Foreman, 30s. per week, equal to $7.20; assistants, 10s. to 15s. per 
week, equal to $3.40 to $3.00. 
Gigging-house : Foreman, 24s. to 30s. per week, equal to $5.76 to $7.20; men, |! 

per week, equal to $3.60; boys, 8s. per week, equal to $1.92. 
Culler-shop: Foreman, 25s. to 30s. per week, equal to $6 to $7.20: men, l5s. per 

week, equal to $3.60; boys, 8s. to 10s. per week, equal to $1.92 to $2.40 
Inking and burling: Women and girls, 7s. to 8s. per week, equal to N..68 to $ 

skilled menders and pickers, 8s. to 14s. per week, equal to $1.92 to $3.36 
Dye-house: Foreman, 30s. to 40s, per week, equal to $7.20 to $9.60; men, 1% 

week, equal to $3.60 
Pressing: First man, 25s. per week, equal to $6.; assistants, l4s, to 18s., equa 

These are rough but correct statements of wages paid to-day, and are th: 
average wages in the west of England. 
The difference between the manufacturer's price and the price to consumer 

considerably more than youimagine. We supply merchants and woolen draj« 
| and these must be large wholesale men. 

They keep travelers, or what you calldrummers, who call on every tailor a: 
small draper in the kingdom. This brings the price of cloth by the time 
reaches the consumer to an additional 20to 25 per cent. and oftentimes 1 
In finest goods it is more. These middlemen keep large and extensive } 
ness establishments and you will not be far wrong if asa rule you add 
cent. to the manufacturer's price to come out of the consumers. 

The writer of the letter just quoted from I am advised is a gentlema 
of high standing and that his statements are entirely reliable. Accord 
ing to his statement Australian wools rate in the English market fro1 
30 to 56 cents per pound, while, American wools rate in the New York 

| market from 31 to 45. 
In Consular Report No. 18, page 518, the prices of wool in Bedifor 

England, January, 1882, are as follows: 

Merinos: Washed, 32 to 48 cents and 32 to 60 cents; greasy, 18 to24 cents and 
20 to 32 cents; making an average of 53 cents and 23} per pound. 

Cross breeds: Greasy, 11 to 4, and 36 to 44; greasy 16 to 19, and 24 to 34 

The average prices of wool in Texas do not exceed for six months 
clips 22 cents per pound, and for 12 months from 28 to 30 cents pe! 
pound. Whatever the true difference in the prices of the same cha 
acter of wool may be between the home and the foreign market, | am 
confident the price of American wool is not increased to the amount o! 
the tariff levied on foreign wool. As to clothing and combing wools o! 
like kind and quality the American price does not exceed the foreig: 
more than from 5 to 6 cents per pound—about 8 cents per pound less 
than the amount of the duty. The average price of wool, it wou!d ap 
pear, for the first three years under the high tariff of 1867 exceeded 
the price under the low tariff of 1857 only five-sixths of a cent pe! 
pound, and that for thirteen years, under the tariff of 1867, the aver 
age price of American wool exceeded the price under the tariff of 1557 
by 4} cents per pound, according to the Spofford table, and 3 cents by 
the Springer table. 

Total amount of wool imported since 1867, 912,508,794 pounds 
total duty collected on the same, $62,189,027.72. First and second 
classes of total import, estimated to be about one-third, 304,169,595 
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pounds; total duty on same, first and second classes, say from 12 to 14 
cents per pound, estimated to be about $39,000,000. 

Admitting that the effect of the tariff has been to increase the price of 
wool from 4 to 6 cents per pound, which is disputed, since 1867 there would 
be of the duties collected to be credited to the wool interest $24,000,000, 
and chargeable $15,000,000, showing a balance in favor of the wool in- 
dustry of $9,000,000, and establishing wools imported of the first and 
second Classes even, to be a revenue-paying article to the advantage of 
the Government and the country generally. Thepresent tariff on these 
classes of wool pays into the Treasury at the rate of about 8 cents per 
pound, as appears over and above any increase of the cost of wool added 
by the tariff duty, while the low tariff of 1857 only paid about 6 or 64 
cents per pound. 

It would seem that since 1824, excluding the period of the late war, 
for over fifty years there have been from time to time fluctuations in 
prices, but no great changes in the general average price of wools in this 
country, but a slight and gradual increase. May not this gradual in- 
crease in the price of wool be attributable more to the improved quality 
of our wools, to the increased costof living and labor, and to the increased 
demand for manufacturing purposes and for consumption, than to the 
effect of our tariff laws? 

[ find no warrant for the assertion that the price of wool generally is 
materially decreasing either in this country or in Europe. The third 
class, or coarse wools, principally used in making carpets, are not grown 
in this country to any considerable extent. Ninety per cent. of our 
carpet wools are of foreign production, and therefore are almost wholly 
revenue-paying articles. They may also be classed among luxuries, and 
therefore should be subjected toa maximum duty for revenue. It is the 
rich and ‘* well to do’’ who mainly use carpets, and I see no reason why 
they should be relieved of this burden, which to the amount of several 
millions annually goes toward the support of the Government and the 
payment of the public debt. 

EFFECT OF THE TARIFF. 

Aside from yielding the revenue derived from these coarse wools the 
duty is a safeguard to our wool-growers in preventing our markets from 
being flooded and overstocked with the coarse, dirty, and inferior wools 
of South America, Turkey, Asia, Africa, and other coarse-wool growing 
countries, which, if admitted free, would to a considerable extent in 
manufactures of an inferior and undesirable quality take the place of 
our finer, better, and stronger wools, to the great injury of our wool in- 
terest. About two-thirds of the wool now imported into this country is 
of the character just stated. From all the information I have been able 
to obtajn, and from the thoughtful study I have given this question, in 
my candid judgment the benetits derived from a tariff on imported wools 
are not so much in increasing the price of our wools by preventing a 
healthy competition, if it does increase the price at all, which is seriously 
denied by many (besides the reason just stated as to coarse wools), as in 
giving our wool-growers a steady and reliable market and in preventing 
sudden influxes or extraordinary shipments of wools from foreign coun- 
tries, which would greatly crippleif not injure this at present prosperous, 
important, and growing industry. 
Whether or not the tariff of 1867 has contributed in any degree to- 

ward the prosperity of the great wool-growing industry of the United 
States, it is a significant fact that it gave confidence and cheer to our 
wool-growers and encouraged many to engage in the business, and that 
since that time sheep husbandry in the United States has continued to 
prosper. It is believed that any reduction in the tariff on wool may 
endanger the prosperity of, if not prove disastrous to, that industry, 
especially in the States where the sheep must be fed on hay and small 
grain and sheltered for from three to five months in the year. Notwith- 
standing the advantages of the present tariff, the wool-growers in the 
States last referred to, in consequence of the sharp competition forced 
upon them by the importers of foreign wools, are doubtful whether or 
not they will be able to continue this business much longer. They 
watch with great anxiety the action of Congress as to the tariff revision, 
believing that a material reduction of the present duty on wool will 
force them at a great sacrifice to abandon their enterprise of wool-grow- 
ing. I grant that the sheep-raisers of Texas do not run an equal risk 
of losses by a reduction of the tariff on wool as those in the Eastern 
and Middle and in some of the Western States; but they are also greatly 
alarmed at the proposed reduction of the present tariff on wool, believ- 
ing that it will greatly cripple their enterprise and may make it un- 
profitable. 

It must be borne in mind that the United States afford our wool- 
growers their only market for the sale of wool, while for our beef and 
pork and farm products Europe besides the United States furnishes a 
ready market. 
Without the safeguards and protection which a tariff for revenue 

gives to this industry, can it, under free trade, stand or survive the un- 
equal foreign competition? The answer is at least problematical. 

In all Europe, Asia, Africa, North and South America the number of 
sheep is estimated at about 600,000,000; in the United States (1880) 
about 42,500,000. Total wool production of the world, estimated, 
2,000,000,000 pounds; of the United States, 300,000,000 pounds. Total 
amount shipped from Australia in 1881, 329,000,000 pounds; exceeding 
our whole wool product by 29,000,000 pounds. About one-fourth of the | 

wool consumed in the United States is i ted L882, 67,861,744 

pounds, averaging annually about 60,000,000 pound 
England; with her seven Australasian colonies, tar oytrivals the United 

States in the great industry of she » husban \ in | ( op 

including Ireland and Scotland, the sheep in 1830 ered abou 
35,000,000; in the Australasian colonies wut 75,00 i) Canada 
about 2.000.000: total. 112.000.000 

Australia, in the production of w« 
quality, is taking the lead of every other country. Some of the Au 
tralasian colonies have superi ivantages as to soil, clin 
and water combined ovet re n the raising ep and 
in the producti mol pa l p ealand ihe Climate 

| mild and even, the land ri produci { sses, capable of main 

taining, without culture or cuttil om even large sheep on 
one acre a whole ear, while » Cc ind New Mexico it 

requires nearly as many acre ‘ thre 0 e acres—to 

furnish the necessary food 1 the nat ‘ id herbs tor one shee p 

an entire year; and no co Ol l tor the pro 

| tection of the sheep in those English « ’ i country is well 
watered Artesian p pes are di yen ‘ ind lrom HItyv to one 

hundred feet, and pure water gushes fi 1 im the itest abundance 
Some owners have as many as 212,000 p on ing run, the run 

averaging from 5,000 to 12,000 acre 

Hon. Robert Campbell sheared ther IS81, 363,00 » Mi 

Allen McLane sheared there in 1881, 516,000 sheep 

It is not only important to understand that at present the greater pot 
tionofthe sheep of the United States must be hand-t )) 
vided with shed cove ng for several mont] the ‘ t 

are raised upon farms worth from 325 to S100 pe Itt t 

that the sheep users Of this character Can n pete 

ket with the fine-wool growers of Australia or Buenos Ay1 
lands and labor are cheap and the climate and grasses are we pte 
to the extensive and successful growing of wool at low prices 

It is true that during the past filteen years the sheep-grow tiol 

of this country have been rapidly chan I trom the | ter! Middle 

and Western States to California, the Northwestern States and Ter 

tories, and to Texas, by reason of the per ‘ the old 

States tor wool-vrowing in cheap land 

nection with this fact it should be note ls « 
and Territories to which th industry transferred ) 

increasing in value, that provisions and 
pensive, and many of the I | ] | | \ 

these are important items to be ¢ sid ‘ ete tion of the 

tariff questio 

We are told b some that theta Tt do wo ‘ ethe price of wool 

or In any manner benetit the wool-g ‘ that it only adds to the bur 

dens of the consumer by increasing the ce of his clothing It ise 

insisted that past experience has demonstrated tl wool in this coun 
try brings a higher price unde t ( han und rh 1 tal 

It is also contended by some of our ma wtul umd I 

sented by Mr. William Whitman before the Tariff Commissio1 t 
*" no tore ign Wools compete | ( mb ‘ wo 

which are grown largely in the I - ‘ | 

Tariff Commission Re port, v« mie 

If that in fact, or logically, be true, | ! he ul whe 
tariffon wool adds to the | ul 

If it does not, or it Ss shown that o ‘ ¢ present tf 

proper revenue-paying article, I submit that t | ent tariff on wool 

should not be disturbed K hat that under the toste! 

ing care of incidental protection within ‘ ould be 

left unharmed to continue its iners ne } } lir ealth 

comfort, and greatness to our gloriou 

HEF i I 

Mr. J. B. Killebre ot ‘Tennesse } 0 Sheep Hus 

bandry, reminds us in some beautiful and touching allusions that the 
sheep is the first animal spoken of in the Bible as kept by man; that 
Abel found favor in tl ight of God } ( up the firstlings of hi 

flocks; that Abraham, the father of t \ a shepherd; that 
Rachel, the beautiful daughter of Lab ‘ ot} f Joseph 

| attended her father’s flocks; that Jacob w - thy shepherd; that 
Moses, the preat lawg Vt , atte led { ( ot lethro tl it Da (l 

the sweet singer of Israel, the reat« ( ‘ pt ! 

| father’s sheep; that the coming of the Saviour, who is called the 
Lamb of God, was first made known to the shepher that kings and 

| princes prided themselves in the number and \ ne f their fl 

that the shepherds watching their flocks were made the theme of some 
of the sweetest pastoral songs; that the Asiatics raised sheep pi 

for food; that the ancients used sheep-skins as clothing for thei 

and as shoes for their feet, and, after the fig-leave were al 

first things used by man to cover his nakedness and protect him f i 
the cold of winte! Job, whom the Lord answered out of the 

wind, the greatest of all the men of the 
upright, feared God and eschewed evil. had 7.000 sheep 

Dating back to the earliest history of man, and hav r been signa 

| recognized by the Angels from Heaven as the first towhom they appeared 
and announced the ‘glad tidings of great joy,’’ and selected of all men 

naan owas 3 stl 
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is the chosen instruments to proclaim to a “‘ fallen world”’ the glorious 
' of the birth of Christ the Redeemer, may we not regard the shep- 
herds, the keepers of sheep, with peculiar favor, and their calling, if 

wred, at least as deserving of *‘ incidental protection ?’’ 
Sheep were first introduced into the American Colonies in 1609, at 

Jamestown, Virginia. To prevent them from destruction by wolves 
und Indians required the greatest care. The growth of sheep in the 
Colonies was deemed of the greatest importance and made a subject of 
special encouragement and solicitude. 

not 

general court of Massachusetts declared its desire that, ‘‘ having an eye 
tothe good of posterity,’’ ‘‘all towns in general and every one in particu- 
lar will endeavor the preservation and increase of such sheep as they 
have already, as also to procure more with all convenient speed into the 
several towns by all such lawful ways and means as God shall put into 
their hands 

fo protect sheep from being destroyed a premium of £4 was offered 
for every wolt’s head. In 1657 the Assembly of Virginia prohibited 
the exportation of sheep, and in 1762 ordered that no wool should be 
exported under a penalty of fifty pounds of tobacco for every pound of 
wool exported In 1774 the General Congress passed resolutions re- 

On the 14th of May, 1645, the | 

| tol, and such is the site recommended to us by the bill from the Sx 

questing the people to use their utmost endeavors to improve the breed | 
nd increase the number of sheep, killing as few as possible and not ex- 

porting wny 

people to abstain from eating and the butchers from the killing of sheep. 
In 1774 the Congress of Deputies which met at Annapolis resolved to 
encourage the breeding of sheep and to promote the manufacture of 
wool. Likewise did the Provincial Congress of Massachusetts in the 
same year, as well as the Convention of Virginia in the year following. 
At this early date we find the American Colonies encouraging and fos- 
tering the growing of wool and woolen manufactures. 

I set up no plea of “infant industry ’’ in behalf of this interest. It 
was born at the creation ‘‘ when the morning stars sang together and 
all the sons of God shouted for joy,’’ but rather as an industry vener- 
able for its patriarchal and sacred antiquity—handed down from the 
‘fathers of old’’ to the “‘ fathers of the American Colonies,’’ and by 

them transmitted to us, deserving of our filial fostering care, conveni- 
ently denominated the ‘‘American system ’’ of ‘‘ incidental protection.”’ 

Congressional Library. 

SPEECH 

PH WHEELER, 
ALABAMA, 

HON. JOSE 
oF 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Monday, February 26, 1883, 

On the motion to suspend the rules and pass the bill (H. R. 3843) authorizing the 
construction of a building for the accommodation of the Congressional Li- 
brary. 

Mr. WHEELER said 
Mr. SPEAKER: When the motion was made to suspend the rules so 

as to take up the Library bill for consideration | voted against it, for 
the reason, chiefly, that the site of the building was not designated, but 
left to a commission instructed to locate the building somewhere on 
Government property. I am not willing to this; and upon further ex- 
amination of this subject I am the more convinced of the unadvisabil- 
ity of so leaving this most important question. It should not be left 
to the discretion of any commission; neither should it be restricted to 
(;overnment grounds. 

[am in favor of a separate library building, commensurate with the 
growing demands of this great people, to be projected and commenced 
ut once upon a scale, as to dimensions and proportions, as large as the 
present and prospective conditions and necessities of the library may 
authorize and require. 

From the best information I can get upon inquiry, I do not believe | 
that there is a piece of ground now belonging to the Government within 
reasonable reach of this Capitol in this District, not otherwise appro- 
priated or occupied, fit for the site of this new library building. For] 
maintain that the building should be conveniently contiguous to the 
Capitol, and not placed afar off out of the reach of the Senators and Rep- 

resentatives for ready examination, easy and quick references. Neither 
should it be put upon low grounds, nor in marshy or foggy bottoms, as 
it might be if left to a commission; and I am advised that most of the 
Government ground not otherwise occupied, employed, or devoted, or 
intended to be devoted, lies in low, marshy, and foggy bottoms, some | 
of itsubhject to everflow and consequent mildew and dampness, elements 
the most mischievous and destructive to books, papers, and gharts. 
Such a location should be the very last to be selected for library pur- 
poses. 

In 1775 the Assembly of Pennsylvania recommended the | 
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This new building should be on high ground, contiguous to the Capi 
> . . _ “nat 

east of the Capitol, suited for many reasons, not the least of which 
its requisite dimensions; for, as I propose to show, this library building 
to be at all equal to thedemands of the country, should not be confine: 
to a small lot of ground nor jammed in a corner. But before I go into 
this question of locality I call attention to other very material consid 
erations. 

GLOOMY CONDITION OF THE PRESENT SITUATION OF THE LIBRARY INTERN ALI 

Mr. Speaker, this new library building is one of the absolute neces 
sities of the nation. It is no time now to make an elaborate argument 
This want is universally admitted, and its pressing necessity may } 
best illustrated and demonstrated by a visit to and an observatio 
the condition of the present library apartments. But before visiti 
the locality let us take a glimpse of the situation through Mr. Spofford’- 
glasses. Mr. Spofford in his last report says: 
The enumeration has been attended with greatly increased difficulties, oy 

to the rapidly growing embarrassments in counting books and other publica 
tions, which can not be accommodated upon shelves. Upward of 130,000 yo 
umes are now necessarily stored in heaps in various rooms connected with | 
Library, or are placed in double rows. The daily increasing obstacles to th 
proper administration of the Library service have now reached a point which 
actually obstructs the prompt supply of books and information to both Houses 
of Congress, to the courts and Departments, to the many scientific bureavs , 
the Government, and to the public, who resort in increasing numbers to t! 
Capitol to make use of the rich repository of authorities inthe Library lo ret 
der these collections in the highest degree useful it is absolutely necessary t 

adequate room should be provided in a building planned and specially con 
structed for the puppets. To render them measurably useless no surer met! 
could be devised than the attempt to crowd half a million of books into ouas 
ters plainly inadequate for the proper arrangement and classification of half t} 
number. 

These observations of the learned Librarian show toa great extent th 
present condition of the Librarg; but thedemonstration would be mor 

satisfactory by a visitation, fof whoever attempts this visitation wil 
find that it is extremely difficult to get through the intricate and lab, 
rinthine aisles of the Library Gepartments—so choked up they are wit! 
mountain piles of literary lungber. Few of us are at leisure just nov 
to penetrate into its mysterious recesses. Therefore, in order to reliev: 
the members of this House from the tedious labor necessary to mak 
this visit of observation, I take the liberty to lay before the House an 
exact description of an ancient library, and beg the House to take this as 
a miniature picture of the present Congressional Library of the United 
States. 

MAGLIABECHI'S LIBRARY. 

Magliabechi was a distinguished collector of books. An authent 
literary history gives us concerning him and his library the followi: 
items: 

Heymen, a celebrated Dutch professor, visited this erudite librarian who wa- 
considered as an ornament to Florence. He found him among his books 
which the number was prodigious. Two or three rooms in the first story wer 

| crowded with them, not only along their sides but piled in heaps on the floor 

| to another. 

so that it was difficult to sit and moreto walk. A narrow space was contrived 
indeed, so that by walking sideways you might extricate yourselffrom one ro 

This was not all. The passage below stairs was full of books, and 
the staircase from the top to the bottom was lined with books. When yx 
reached the second story you saw with astonishment three rooms simi! 
those below equally full, so crowded that two good beds in these chambers w 
also crammed with books. 

Such is the graphic description of Magliabechi’slibrary. If any man 
here wishes to see the library above described on a somewhat grande: 
scale he has only to call at Mr. Spofford’s great lumber-house oi litera 
ture. 

Now, there is some excuse for Magliabechi. He had a perfect right 
to keep his library as he pleased. It was his private property. Every 
man, in private matters, is entitled to his taste. But besides this he 
must have been a poor man, his books perhaps his only or at Jeast | 
chief possession. It is said of him that— 

He ate on his books, slept on his books, and quitted them as rarely as pos: 
A little bread, a few eggs, and some water was his ordinary food. His dr 
equally denoted his disposition and his poverty. A black doublet which ¢ 
scended to his knees; large, long breeches, an old, patched black coat, « | 
very much worn and ragged at the edges; a large neck-cloth of coarse stuff and 
smeared with snuff; a dirty shirt which he always wore as long as it laste: 
and to finish this inventory, a pair of ruffles which did not belong to the shirt 

This picture of the keeper of this old library is by no means a ret): 
on our accomplished Librarian; and it is here given only to show that it 
was the poverty of the man that prevented him from preparing pro} 
accommodations for his books. I will not say that Mr. Spofford “eat 
on his books;’’ but it would be no scandal to suppose that like this 
learned antiquarian ‘‘he sleeps on his books.’’ Perhaps the fact tha 
he sleeps on his books may account for his very intimate acquaintance 
with them. 

Now, it is further said of Magliabechi—and this description fits M: 
Spofford admirably well: 

This apparent confusion did not, however, hinder Magliabechi from imme 
ately finding the books he wanted. He knew them all so well that even tot 
least of them it was suflicient to see its outside to say what it was. 

It was Magliabechi’s poverty that caused him to leave his books in 
the condition we have described. TheGovernment of the United States 
can not set up that as an excuse. Magliabechi’s books were his own 
private property, and he had a right to have them as he pleased. The 

‘ 
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Government of the United States dare not say this. I assert that the | one hundred years embracing the annual accumulations. we will ta 

hooks in the Congressional Library are the people’s books. The Con- | the half of 352,000, that is, 176,000, and multiply it by 100. wi aives 

cress is their trusted custodian, and is in duty bound to take proper | us of copyrighted books alone in 1983, 17,60 
g 
care of them and to provide for them adequate apartments, or else to be | growth of our Library it will appear from Mr. Spotl a S reports t ce 
visited with censure for the violation of a most sacred trust the copyrighted books are less, on an average, than one-t of tl 

With the amazing increase of books I propose to present some con- whole; so that adding the books purchased and otherwis ‘ 1 
siderations as to the size and architecture of the projected building. | the Library in its annual growth to 17,600,000 of copy ‘ . 

On this subject I submit some observations. in 1983 you have ef volumes 52,800,000. 
The rapid accumulation of books since the discovery or invention of Now, sir, it is difficult to conceive the existence of sucl Ss 

the art of printing is amazing. A curious bibliognoste in 1816 made a | books. It would be preposterous for this Congress now to attempt to 

calculation and found that up to that time in Europe there were in | plan, or even imagine the plan, of an edifice containing the s 

print 3,641,960 works. Upon this he remarks: would occupy But if you cut down the figures to one-fourth you st 
we 1°28 / 4 _ 1 > > 

Taking each work, on an average, to consist of three volumes, and reckoning have 13,2 W,000 volumes; and the British library, which now 

each impression at 300 copies, which is too little, the actual amount from the | ¢ ight acres of ground 
presses in Europe will give [1816] 32,776,410 volumes, each of which being an inch 
thick, if placed in a line would cover 6,006 leagues ! 

covers 

three times the inside space of th s capitol has 

not more within its space than nine 
unmies 

Now, itis reasonable to conclude that if in 1816 there were 3,641,960 | SIZE, ARCHITECTURE, AND DIMENSIONS OF TITE BRITISH LIBRAR\ 

works in print, the number of works would be double that in twenty- | The buildings occupied by the British Mus 

five years, so that in 1841 there were 7,283,980; in 1866 there were | acres of ground [ just the dimensions of the proposed east atte his 
14,567,960; in 1883 there are 21,851,940 works. ‘This is not by any | Capitol covers I believe. three and a h oe as. os 

means an overestimate, as will hereafter appear in these observations. | ¢)is British library, in buildings, occupies 

Now, Mr. Speaker, it is not easy to conceive how much shelf-room it | of this Capitol: and yet som caer s é 

would require to accommodate such a library as that. | within this buildin Pa 

THE RAPID GROWTH OF OUR NATIONAL LIBRARY I take it for granted that this B 

From Mr. Spofford’s last report I take the following table now crowded. It has alwavs been crowded: it an sa 

or perhaps ten millions of vol 

The aggregate of the collections in the Library now numbers 480,076 volumes illustration of he vy a great nation « rowd thir 

besides about 160,000 pamphlets. At the date of the last enumeration, one year | the same tin 

ago, the number of books in the Library was 420,092, besides about 145,000 pam eg 7 ; I ; 

phiets. The law department of the Library now numbers 57,233 volumes, in > pre —te iy, as L mdvised ittered 

eluded in the above aggregate, being an increase of 4,642 volumes in the law | @HIONS houses ne tall built or put t 

library. of a librarv. ba 

The entire additions to the collections during 1882 embrace 59,954 volumes of | yyy 4 ‘ +] : — 

books and 27,310 pamphiets, which were acquired from the following sources \ vO COntUrY, as tine rowing ¢ ty. rm of the library might demand 
, ; 3a matter o irse 1t has neither beauty of architecture ne 

B l Pam lence Of arrangement itisa huge congliome! 
00ks, 

phiets small piles of brick and mortar 
act lent nea revi met 

From purchases ............... dciniis aasiivasiaeiiian 11, 160 1,242 | happening to he adjac 

FrOUR GOMPTIGIG ....02220.0...cccescscesseoseccccees Setemnnsieahiiamniaatn ; storehor aa wma tes ' : 

From deposit by the Smithsonian Institution 7 > 310 ; , , ' S ite 

From donations ......................+« piaagie seal 6, 712 ; a so enure! l ! ru ] n 

Sa sad ncneueoedbecteseudcnssebvense 160 43 Phes t w | ) 

Toner collection (presented to the Government) 27,045 12,000 | the ] 

Total...... Sod 7 59, O84 7,319 | Must be a y m to Vil ‘ 

From this table it appears that the increase for the last year in books | ] 
and pamphlets is 87,294. With this proportion of annual increase | oj 
this Library would more than double itself in eight years. Now, fo 
the sake of even numbers and to give more force to the figures, | will 
assume that this library, at present 600,000, will in ten years have acen- | , 
mulated to 1,200,000; that would be cutting off 40,000 in the calcu 
lation as to volumes, and also shortening by two years of the period oi 
duplication. a eh ee oaune 

Taking, then, as a basis that the Library doubles itself every decade : 1 op itn ited 
in 1903 we have of volumes 2,400,000; in 1913, 4,800,000; in 1928, |) ~~ A this building, no to be ¢ d to its completion ina 

9,600,000; in 1933, just fifty years, 19,200,000. ee a eee ie ees eae ree ke eee oD mut let us oud tor 

It would be absolutely frightful to continue this calculation up to |" Siesta being aplenty Aptealleagetngmnay anganeatalest-walaperdes ay ud 

1983, one hundred years. So we will look forward only fifty years. | )- oA pele} acct’, “etal ; x the work 

If the present accommodations are totally unequal to the exigencies of | 7. , soybisenie i WO a tne bre 

600,000 volumes, as is self-evident, where are we to find space for} *, as , tel UN 

19,000,000 of volumes ? ee ee “% up ness, and } ui that time the har 

ACCUMULATION OF COPYRIGHTED BOOKS ALONE. eis ; wey _ - ee : 

From Mr. Spofford’s last report I take the following table: ed Saha a a 3 ' ae ane \ ‘ { i ATL l i ‘ i ‘ , OOo! ie exert 

ew present 

There has been a steady increase in the business of the copyright department 
during the year. The whole number of copyright entries in the office of the t lif ‘ | 
Librarian was 22,918, being an increase of 1,843 publications entered for copyright | “!’! : ee eee ae ; own Patent Unice 
beyond those of the preceding year. 

in th to him 

A ' 
The following is a statement of the special classes of publications, with th ail ideas ; a : 

number of each entered for copyright in 1882: es _ es vu for all time, and the 

Number of articles entered in 1882 origiD ert ae the central part—¢ whout one-fourth of 1 as it 

a idiied osiaskd veneesinncobandatipiossieconceeses ; g28 | DOW stand ous deriul ¢ So it It is sup 
eam 2 > , : 
Periodicals Maencoses sense eens 1,612 posed ento Db cdequate to the wants ol a century What a mistake! 
Dramatic compositions.. 98 | Tt nov ‘ 1] } 
Musical compositions 6.142 t now cove Vo en e blOCcKS Ol round ind thoudnh it snot vet half 

Photographs . REE a ae oe ae 684 | a century old, it is even now crowded If 50,000,000 of people: have 

qrames and CUBTAVINIZS..... 0... ceeceereccneres , seeceree : geoees 1,760 | crowded the Patent Office, as they grew up in less than half a century 
Maps and charts.................. ia capkabebent sieuliesubdisaatitcauedouson R47 
Prints 

i what will be the demands ot ROO, 000,000 

Designs..... ae ssthatiaianiinans 502 POST-OF FICE DEPARTMENT AND ITS GREAT BRIDGE 
Paintings... aa 50 ™ : - . ; 
Drawings. - The Post-Office building is another grand edifice, covering one entire 

aa * block of ground, erected on a magnificent scale as to dimensior and 1s 

_ Total ~....00--... pudennsecnccsocconsscvesconesouessosses wry eeeevenanees nebaeres . 22,918 really a splendid piece of tastetnl architecture But the demands « 

Now, judging from the past, our population duplicates itself every | that Department have so grown that it has become necessary to conne¢ 
twenty-five years. If we have 50,000,000 now we must have 100,000,000 | it with adjacent buildings, and it is worth a visit of observation to the 
in 1908. curiou traveler to go and note how cunningly these Post-Office peo i j 
Book-making isa craft, and the book-makers increase in proportion ple can expedite their business over a bridge ! It is verv po ble that 

as the population grows. Then if 50,000,000 of population furnish | this idea of the bridge over a street is borrowed from the B i ibrar 
22,000 books as copyrighted books, 100,000,000 must furnish 44,000. | buildings 
Taking this as a basis, in 1908 we have for that year alone 44,000; in THE CONGRESSIONAL BOOK FACTORY 

mens in 1968, 176,000; in 1983, 352,000 | In speaking of the accumulation of American books in this our day 
n er to find the aggregate accumulafidn of copyrighted books for | and generation I have made no reference to Uncle Sam’s great literary 
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emporium—the Congress of the United States. Not to mention this | 
would be a mistake in me, especially as | am attempting to account 
for the marvelous growth of American libraries. The honest truth is 
that in addition to our other important labors it would seem that one 
element in our business here is the manufacture of books. By day 
and by night we are turning out books We dream books, we speak 
books, and we prea h hool lt | were to put up a table of tivures 

exhibiting the annual manufacture of books by Congress, mankind 

would be amazed; but not wishing to take the world by storm I will 

contine mv estimates to one sing'e book—certainly a most useful one 

THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, | 

and leave the rest to the imagination 

We print now over 10,000 copies of this work for each Congress— 

perhaps many more—but I shall confine myself to 10,000 copies as the 
basis of my calculations 

Now, if 50,000,000 of people in 1883 require 10,000 copies of ‘et 
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, what will 800,000,000 require in 1983? 

Che answer is—for one year only—160,000. Now to ascertain the 
gyregate accumulation of Recorps for the century, up to 1983, we 

multiply 80,000 by 50 (inasmuch as we furnish the REcoRD bien- 
nially) and we have of CONGRESSIONAL RECORDS accumulated for the | 
at ntul y 4.000.000 

Keach copy ot a comple te RECORD measures about two cubic feet, so 

that in building materials we have of the RECORD 8,000,000 cubic feet. | 
Now suppose we build an edifice outof these blocks of books, in the 

manner of laying bricks or stone, one upon the other. We can hardly | 
conceive the immensity of the structure | 

In the presence of such a pile, the old pyramid of Egypt would hide | 
ts diminished head In height it would out-Babel Babel; and Mount 
Blane. celebrated by the poet as be ing the 

Monarch of mountains 

would have to strip off his purple robes of royal magnificence and sub- 

mit to subside into mediocrity, while the song and the shout would be: 

Mount Books is the monarch of mountains 

° A HOTSE OF VAST DIMENSIONS 

I think I have said enough to prove that it will require a house of 
vast dimensions to accommodate this American National Library. Cer- 
tainly the propriety of collecting a great library for this great nation 
is no longer an open question Wisdom is wealth, and every good book 

is equivalent to a wise head—the head may die, bat the book may live 
lorever 

Che man Homer, the man Demosthenes, the man Plato, the man 

Burke, the man Clay, and the man Webster may die, but their books 
will live forever 

PUBLIC EXPENDITURES 

rhe wise economist, when he invests his money, wishes first to be safe. 
Chere is no safer investment, for a private ora public man, than books. 

\ good book, in the hands of a studious and ambitious boy, is better | 

tor him than money at interest in a bank 

We are throwing off millions of money daily. Many of these mill- 
ions go down inte the waters of oblivion. We have millions of money | 

for rivers and harbors; let us make one safe investment for books. We | 
can do this by laying the foundation of this contemplated structure so 
deep and solid that it will endure for all time and still subserve the | 
holy purposes for which it was erected 

You give millions of money for a great ship of war; that is a public 
necessity No patriot complains at the cost. Yet that ship is a thing 
of frailty, and goes upon the waters with its doom written in advance, | 

in qurgite vasto It may or it may not make a history and save a | 
state; but history or no history, its end is inevitable—to be buried in | 
the deep or to rot in a dock lhe millions that built it are gone for- | 
ever, and there is absolutely nothing left of it but its name and the | 
history of its cruises 

Not so with a great temple whose foundation is upon a solid rock, | 
and whose materials are of imperishable substance. Old Cheops lives 
in every slab that, inch by inch, rears the colossal pyramid. Nor winds, | 
nor rains, nor storms, nor wars can move it from its base. There stands 
the original investment. Give us,—notsuch a temple as that, to be for- 
ever shrouded in impenetrable mystery,—but give a grand, solid, colos- 
sal structure, within whose marble arms we may safely hope to see, still 
preserved, in 1983, 17,000,000 of copyrighted American books. 

| have counted our population for an hundred years inadvance. That 
seems to be a long time, yet there are men living to-day who breathed 
the breath of life an hundred years ago. This is over the ordinary, al- 
lotted period of life, but it is no stretch of probability to say that in 1983 

there may be men living whose fathers now form a part of this Congress. 
And as we now look forward at the figured prospects of that day and | 
speculate as to what may then be, so they with equal curiosity may re- | 
call the statistics of 1883 with as much amazement at the retrospect as 
we feel in the prospect. 

NATIONAL MAGNANIMITY OF THE PROPLE, 

Che magnanimity of the American people is such that they applaud 
instead of condemning judicious expendituresof the public money. As 
they abhor reckless wastefulness, so they admire judicious investments, i 

either for public good or the national grandeur. Let no man tea 
constituents in voting for this Library building. The love of leay; 

is deeply seated in the American heart; and the young and the 0}, 
all the quarters of the nation will heartily indorse this tribute to s 
and learning 

I hope this Congress will be impressed with the necessity ot 
this important subject the consideration it should command, and 
before the completion of its present duties it will make a prope: 
vision for this long-neglected need of the country. , 

The Tariff. 

REMARKS 
or 

HON. RANDALL L. GIBSON. 
OF LOUISIANA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Thursday, February 15, 1883 

The House having under consideration in Committee of the Whok 
state of the Union the bill (H. R. 7313) to impose duties upon foreign imports 

| for other purposes— 

Mr. GIBSON said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: The sugar industry in Louisiana was the otis): 

of the war of 1812. In order to meet the burdens put upon the co 
| try by that war a tariff rate of 5 cents per pound was imposed by t 
Government upon imported commonsugar and 18 cents a pound up 
refined sugar. From that time until 1546 therate upon the lowest m 
of sugar never fell below 24 cents a pound, and upon the highe 

|} 5cents a pound. Inthe year 1846 the Robert J. Walker tariti 
adopted and 30 per cent. ad valorem was imposed upon all the prot 
industries of the United States. In 1857 24 per cent. ad valorem 

| imposed upon all the protected industries. Under the protective po 
of the tariff of 1516 capital and labor entered into this industry, « 
notwithstanding the Robert J. Walker tariff, until 1861 more than 
per cent. of the sugar consumed in this country was produced 
State of Louisiana—a rapid and unprecedented development ot 
dustry originating in and maintained by the fiscal policy of the Go 
ment. 

We know the history of legislation since 1860. From 1862 to 1% 
in order to meet the obligations of the Government, to maintai 
credit, 3 cents a pound was levied on the very lowest grade of sugar 
1 cents on the higher grade. That was the war rate—3 cents a j« 

| Gentlemen talk about the present tariff on sugar being a war tarifi 
| is not true. I hope never to hear this incorrect and misleading st 
| ment made to this House. Three cents a pound wasimposed upon 
commonest sugar by the Federal Government during the civil war. | 
in 1870, five years after the close of the war, the rate was reduced to | 
cents upon the commonest article of sugar, and in March, 1875, the dut 

| was advanced 25 per cent., and to-day the rate on the commonest art 
of sugar is 2.18 cents per pound. 

I repeat, the rate under all the tariffs prior to the free-trade poli 
| Robert J. Walker was never below 2.50 cents; that during the late: 
war it was 3 cents per pound; that in 1870 it was reduced to 1.75 ce: 
per pound; and that in 1875 it was raised to 2.18 cents per pound uyx 
the commonest article of sugar; that is, on sugar not above No. 7 Dut 
standard. - 

The Tariff Commission proposed to reduce this to 1.50, and so it 
until their final session when the Ways and Means Committee of t! 
House, ascertaining that they had not made sufficient reduction of th: 

| revenues, cut down the rate on sugar from 1.50 as proposed by the co 
mission to 1.25. This was rendered necessary in order to keep up t 
rates upon glass, iron, wool, and cotton manufactures. 
Why was no proportionate reduction made by the Ways and Mea! 

Committee upon these protected articles? More than halfof the ent 
reduction of all the revenues of the Government it is proposed by tl 
committee to be borne by the single article of sugar, and yet this is th 

| only article that at the present time has already been reduced trom t! 
war rates which the committee insist shall still be maintained {01 
most part upon all manufactures of wool, iron, and cotton, and ear 
enware and other necessaries of life. 

| wish the Committee of the Whole to observe a very important fu 
| namely, that the cost of the production of all common sugars, all sug 
below No. 13 Dutch standard, is the same. It requires the sam: 
chinery, the same labor, the same land and climate, the same appa! 
tus to make all sugars under No. 13, however much their market p 
may now differ. The differences in price are created by the discrimi! 
tions of our tariffand the refiners who have changed their machinery ' 
profit by the tariff. 

Hence, from the foundation of the Government until 1870 but t 
grades were recognized in sugar, the common and refined, for these m 
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be said to be the natural distinctions, while the others are created arti- 
ficially. So that from 1789 until 1870 the same rate of duty was laid 
upon all common sugar, and this rate was never lower than 25 cents a 
pound until 1870, when it was reduced from 3 cents to 1.75, and itstands 
to-day at 2.18 cents per pound. I hope gentlemen will not overlook 
these facts when discussing the tariff. 

But, sir, we have had this question before Congress at every session 
for many years. How have the revenue reformers dealt with it? 

In the Wood tariff bill, reported to the Forty-tifth Congress, the duty 
on the lowest grade of sugar was laid at 2.30. 

In the special bill, reported from the Ways and Means after the failure 
of the Wood bill, to regulate the duties on sugar, which I may call the 

‘‘ Robbins bill,’’ for it was reported from the committee by Mr. Robbins, 
adistinguished revenue reformer, the rate was laid at2.40. Andagain, 

in the Forty-sixth Congress, the whole subject was thoroughly discussed 

in the Ways and Means Committee, and a bill was agreed upon by 
Messrs. Garfield, FRYE, TUCKER, CARLISLE, and MORRISON and GIb- 
son, and it was reported through Mr. TUCKER to this House with a 
report which the late President Gartield declared was the most philo- 
sophical and satisiactory he had ever read. The rate levied on the 
commonest article of sugar was 2.18, just where it is in the existing 
tariff. The only changes made were in the higher grades fit for con- 
sumption. These were reduced with the hope that the consumer might 
be able to buy some sugars imported direct and not through the refiners. 

The present tariff on sugar and the tariff proposed by the Committee 
on Ways and Means, while reducing the rates on the common article so 
low as to afford the labor and capital engaged in the production of sugai 
wholly inadequate protection against slave and cooly labor, takes care to 
afford the refiners the highest possible protection, in fact, to continu: 
the prohibitory rates upon all sugars fit for consumption and to secure 
to the refiners an absolute monopoly of the American market. 
Why is it that the revenue reformers are more friendly to the sugar 

interests of Louisiana than the protectionists for the sake of protection ? 
I can not state their position better than to borrow the language of the 
distinguished gentleman from Illinois [Mr. Morrison]. He said last 
session: 
The whole increase in cost to the consumer resulting from the tariff, which on 

sugar and molasses is largely a revenue tariff, was 348,820,418, which was so 
divided that the Treasury received $7.51 of revenue whilethe planter received 
$i of bounty. The requirements of the Government neither demand nor justify 
the collection of such a tax on sugar, an article so generally used by all classes. 
The duty ought to be largely reduced; but it would be little less than a crime to 
reduce this duty which gives the Treasury $7 to $1 in bounty while we retain 
duties which give $7 in bounty and but $1 to the Treasury 

These are the sentiments of a statesman who grasps the principles of 
political economy and has the courage to insist upon their application 
in the true interest of the people. 
We are willing to make a reduction; we are willing to have this tax 

reduced from 3 cents, the war rate, not to 2.18 only, the rate established 
ten years after the war, the present rate, but we are willing to accept 

1.50 or even 1.40, an unprecedented reduction. But what are you 
willing to do, you gentlemen who represent wool and woolen goods, 
coats and blankets and socks and shoes, the absolute necessities of the 
poor; and you gentleman who represent iron and the manufactures 
thereof and cotton goods and glass and earthen ware? Do you yield to 
the demands of the consumers? No, you have in many instances raised 
the rates and piled up the burdens upon the shivering poor, raising the 
rates upon clothing and blankets and plates and saucers and even the 
window-panes of their humble dwellings. The ad valorem rates you 
now propose are over 60 per cent. upon some woolen goods, over 45 on 
some cotton goods, over 75 on glass goods, over 65 on earthen-ware, and 
as high as 75 on some iron goods, and over 500n common spool thread. 

Mr. Chairman, the revenue from sugar was not only the mainstay of 
the Federal Government in the second war of independence as well as 
during the civil war, but it is the mainstay of the revenues of every 
civilized government except one on the face of the earth; and the tariti 
on sugar to-day in the United States is lower than it is in France or 
Germany or the Netherlands. It is 5.73 a pound on the lowest grade 
in France,3.33 in the Netherlands, 3.25 in Germany, 4.20 in Belgium, 
cording to the official tables. But gentlemen insist that this industry 
to-day is insignificant. I admit, sir, that under the strokes of the civil 
war production fell from 250,000 tons to 5,000 tons. There is no part 
of this land which suffered so much as the sugar region in Louisiana 
during the civil strife. The garden spot of that State was made a scene 
of desolation, because, in addition to fire and sword, there came the 
floods, and the accumulations of many generations were swept away 
forever, almost in the twinkle of the eye. 
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman’s time has expired. 
Mr. KASSON. I will take the floor and yield my time to the gen 

tleman from Louisiana [Mr. Greson ]. 
Mr. GIBSON. I am obliged to the gentleman trom Iowa. 
Now, Mr. Chairman, instead of 3 cents a pound or 2} cents a pound 

or the Robert J. Walker tariff of 30 per. cent. ad valorem, which gave 
us ourmachinery and all we consumed, our hats, our clothing, our boots, 
our shoes, and everything we consumed, at 30 percent. ad valorem, we 
have had 1.75 cents only a pound from 1870 to 1875 on the lowest grade 
and only 2.18 since then. 

I submit if it is reasonable to expect that a people who had been ex 

hausted by civil contentions and whose whole social system was shat 
‘ Mt | tered and revolutionized should in a few years recover and keep step 

with the progressive developments of rich, prosperous, and homogent 
ous and triumphant communities? But already there is $100,000,000 
invested in this industry and more than half a million people « re 

in its pursuit. I beg gentlemen to remark how unequal the ta 
system has been applied since 1870, and how largely this industry | 
been discriminated against, and how steadily the rates have been r 
duced upon it, and how largely the importations have increased and ° 
the consequent revenues; while the rates have been steadily maintained 
upon iron and wool and cotton and all the other protected and bou1 
tied manufactures. Reduce the rates upon them as you have and pro 
pose again to do upon sugar and see how the revenues will increase 
But even under this untriendly policy to the producers, inaugurated 
to afford a monopoly to the refiners, and really adverse to the consum 
ers, instead of one-tenth, as stated by the gentleman trom Indiana [ M1 
BROWNE], fully one-sixth of the sugar consumed in this country during 
the past year was produced in Louisiana, although tl there was a loss ol 

one-third or one-fourth of the crop by the floods last spring 

rhere are not less than a million and a half acres ready tor the plow 
and adapted to the cultivation of cane in Louisiana Not wild lands 

but a million and a half acres that in a tew years might be converted 

into broad tields of waving cane if vou would g ve them protect on, oreven 

the Robert J. Walker tariffon everything, tor our compensation under thi 
system would be in an increase of consumption and in getting all we 
consume at a lower price The pure hasing power of our sugar wo ild 

be greater 
Do you gentlemen from New England and from Pennsylva and 

Ohio, who constitute almost the majority of the Committee on Way 
and Means, who framed this bill, intend that all you produce shall be 
protected at the highest rates and all you consume shall be tree ] 

that your doctrine? Can you afford to stand on so narrow a plattorm 
and expect the people of this country to commit its destinies to your 
keeping? Will the sacrifice of Louisiana meet the demand for reduc 

tion of taxation? I warn my friend [Mr. CANDLER]| from New En 
gland, who is seeking here to apply the ad valorem system to the othe1 

end of the continent—25 per cent. for the producer in Louisiana and 
3D per cent. for the refiner in Boston 

Mr. CANDLER I should like to ask the gentleman a question | 

say the refiners have but 10 per cent., and you charge them 25 per cen 

on the raw material. All we ask is 10 per cent. protection 
Mr. GIBSON There is no raw material in this thing 1 wish 

say to the gentleman the pig-iron, the iron ore, here the sugar-cane 
We ask no pre tection on the raw material: but the lowest grades ot 

sugar require Immense capitaleto prod ice then costly apparatus, and 

they are in no sense raw material. It is a question with the Cubar 
planter w he ther he boils h $s sugar to one Ti de or anotlh« Lhe rm 

no raw material in it The lower grades of sugar may be litted 

Boston as che iply is in Cuba to the higher grades nd no ditlerence 

protection are needed and none have ever been given in the histor ol 

the countt The same ad valorem should apply to | 

After the emancipation of slavery in Jamaica and the other Englis! 
possessions in 1834 $100,000,000 was voted the planter and when the 

question was presented to the English Parliament whether there should 

be discrimination in favor of free sugar and against slave sugar, there w 

no hesitation in determining it | wish gentlemen would read the de 

bate—Hansard’s Parliamentary Debates—I hold in my hand upon thi 

subject. I should like to read the ringing words of Thomas Clarkson 

the great leader of the Emancipation party in England I should like to 

read trom Gladstone, whose father was asugar planter, when he insisted 
on discriminating in favor of the free sugars of Jamaica I should like 

to read trom Disraeliand from Lord Bro iwhanrand Humeand Vee land 

Bentinck, if my time permitted Chey all united in the establishment 

of differential duties between foreign produce reared by manacled and 
fettered hands, and the produce of their coloni the industry of free 

men hey declared that if there was any conscience in emancipation 
they must discriminate; that the relation between Jamaica free and 
Cuba slave lifted the question out of the domain of political economy 

into the higher plane of morality What did the great Irish orator 
Daniel O'Connell say ? 
The CHAIRMAN The gentleman’s time has ex pired 

Mr. CANDLER. I will take the floor and yield my time to my col 
league 

Mr. GIBSON. I thank my colleague What did the Irish orator 

O'Connell say ? 

Mr. BAYNE I do not object to the gentleman going on, but I want 

to say that those who are opposed to putting a duty on sugar desire to 
he heard 

Mr. TUCKER. They will have full time to be heard 
Mr. BROWN] Ido not want toobject ; but I hope, when my friend 

from Louisiana has concluded, opportunity will be given to the gentle 

man from Virginia [Mr. TUCKER] and the gentleman from Kentucky 

[Mr. CARLISLE] to oppose this amendment. [ Laughter. | 
Mr. GIBSON. I hope, sir, that the gentleman from old Virginia and 

| the gentleman from Kentucky will be heard. But if they are heard I 
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think they will be heard speaking in the language of Gladstone and 

Robert Peel, and in the language of all the great statesmen and leaders 

who have illustrated the annals of British history, and of 
gentleman from Pennsylvania | Mr. KELLEY 

Mr. CALKINS. Let me ask the gentleman a question 

Mr. GIBSON. I would very much for the gentleman 
Indiana to give me his attention while [ read the 

the veteran 

: 
11Ke trom 

remarks of O'Connell 

he said, is cheap sug 
than the 

upon it, It 

ut the 

The question 
It is nothing ela 
the 

iw with slavery or dearer sugur without it 
f the children’s fab! the large and 

is a farce to propose to let in the sugar of Cuba and 
repetition loaf 

father’s curse 
of Brazil and simec time to continue emancipation in Jamaica, 

Sir, the ntleman from Indiana | Mr. CALKINS] said that he was in 
gap the free the United 

States and the oppressed labor of England, Germany, and France. But 
is the gentleman found when it is proposed now ‘‘to stop the 

gap’’ between slave labor abroad and his own countrymen, the poor, 
benighted freed people that are holding up their hands in appeal to 
this House not to sacrifice them to the degrading and cruel competi- 
tion of the slave and the cooly in the tropics, not to deprive them by 
this raid upon their industry of their hard-earaed competency and the 
opporvunity to fit themselves to discharge intelligently and with fide}- 
ity the duties of American citizenship? What is the response? 

Will not the gentleman from Indiana, always so fair, aid us to erect 

or rather to maintain a barrier against the product of slave labor, and that 
labor that is the most cruel form of oppression the ingenuity of man has 
ever devised—I mean cooly labor? We will keep the cooly out of Cal- 
ifornia, but admit the productions of his labor from the Pacitic Islands 

free, to oppress and overwhelm our own countrymen engaged in the 
sugar culture. We will keep peonage outof our own country, but by a 
treaty build up a vast industry in Mexico to compete with our own coun- 
trymen in sugar, an industry of peonsand Chinese to be imported. We 
stood by California in her contest for free and educated and Christian 

I know my candid and distinguished colleague [Mr. PAGE] will 
Louisiana now. 

{avol ‘ol t< pping the between labor ol 

where 

labor. 

stand by 

[ will say to the gentleman from Massachusetts, beware how you 
touch the system of equality as between the States in their burdens 
and privileges. I have seen at the wharf at the port of New Orleans 
ireights offered under the British flag for one-half of what they were 

offered under the American flag to convey our produce to the Eastern 
seaports, but the navigation act, passed in the interest of New Enghand, 
compelled us to ship every pound of sugar and molasses on New En- 
gland bottoms. What a bounty to our friends in the East! 

The CHAIRMAN Che time of the gentleman from Louisiana has 
expired 

Mr. WASHBURN. If I can be recognized I will yield the floor to 
the gentleman from Louisiana . 

Mr. BROWNI Oh, well; let us have something like an equal 

chance 

The CHAIRMAN Is there objection to the suggestion ol the gen 

tleman from Minnesota, that he yield his time to the gentleman from 
Louisiana 

Mr. BRIGGS i object 

The CHAIRMAN. 
[| Cries of *‘ Oh, no!’’] 

Mr. BRIGGS. I think we have had enough of this debate already. 
Mr. CALKINS 

ing a question for information in my own time, and I think the gen- 
tleman will not withhold the information now, inasmuch as I can not 
vield to him all of the time allotted to me under the objection which 

has been made 

rhe gentleman from New Hampshire objects. 

information, of producing sugar in Cuba under the present system in 
comparison with the cost in this country ? 

Mr. GIBSON. I was about to come to that 
Mr. CALKINS. I will yield so much of my time as is necessary to 

enable the gentleman to answer that question. 
Mr. GIBSON. I have a statement, and as this is the business atti- 

tude of the question | will dwell upon it somewhat in detail. I have 
here a statement made by the Committee on Ways and Means of the 
Forty-sixth Congress; and I think perhaps I will not violate any of the 
preprieties in saying it was made by a sub-committee of which General 
Garfield was a member. He said it was the most philosophical and 
satisfactory treatment of the sugar question that he had ever seen. | 
will say it was made by my friend from Virginia [Mr. Tucker]. I 
will therefore state, because this discussion is all idle unless we know 
exactly what the unit of value is, this in response to the inquiry of the 
gentleman from Indiana—— 

Mr. CALKINS. That is exactly what I want to know, because if I 

and under, by color, 

ihe committee tho 
{ eile rates nearly 

sllgars are atar 

thon of duties or! 

equivalent to 50 per 
revenue, reduc 

the various classes 

Per 100 pounds 

Present 
Proposed 

There were alternative propositions to this bill, 
for, of an ad valorem duty of 50, 45, and 40 per cent 

is 82 

ugrht that 

eeut 

end 

lada 

Me No 

under 

2. 183 

18} 

10 and 

under 
o 
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13 and 

’ 1 ) 

One authority places itas high as 4 But. « 
ing this with the test of the superior classes, the committee felt justit 
viding that any sugar of No. 7 and under by Dutch standard testi: 
strength should be cutiable 

Ing Ove 

in the next highest class. 

as the retining sugars now were dutial 
equivalent to about 50 per cent. ad valorem, and as t! 
te ranging up to 61, 64, and 68 per cent ad valorem, th 

1 the distributive or consumable sugars above 13 toa spex 
ad valorem would secure against fraud 

prices of the consumable sugars to the peopl 
much-vexed question on fair terms to all parties 

rhe committee will now compare the present and pr 
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Another proposition was made to put the same duty on all sugars of N 
Dutch standard and under. The objection to this, which had many adv 
was that thus the same duty was imposed on sugars ranging from 3 cents 

This was a flagrant departure from the ad valoren 6 cents per pound 
« iple 

The committee, therefore, report the accompanying bill to the Ho 
favorable recommen 

Date 

1871 
1872 
1873 
1874 
1875. 

| 1876 

1877 
1878 
1879 

| Total 9 years 

| Average, 1881 to 1882 

Chen I will take the floor for the purpose of ask- | 

I want to know what the cost is, if he can give the | 

ean know what that is then I will be able to determine how we can | 
regulate the duty upon it 

Mr. GIBSON. It costs to make melada in the producing countries, 

as shown by an investigation of the matter for eleven years, 3.3 cents; 
it costs to make No. 7 sugar, 3.9; it costs 4.5—but I will publish this 
table in my remarks and quote also from the report of the Committce 
on Ways and Means of the last Congress : 

| Louisiana. 

By evidence before the committee, as well as from the report of the late Pro- | 
fessor Henry, the test of average saccharine strength of sugar naturally of No.7 
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Where is the gentleman referring to? 
In Cuba. 

And about 3.5 in Cuba? 

Yes; between 3 and 4in Cuba. 
Now I want to ask the gentleman from Loui: 

It costs between 5 and 5.5 cents t 

another question: whether or not the sugar-planter in Louisiana or t 
laborer that works in the field wants a higher tariff than that 
closes up the difference between the two? 

The price of labor in Cuba and inthe countries w! Mr. GIBSON, 
produce the sugar that competes with ours is 2: 
we pay for labor on the sugar plantations in Louisiana is about a « 
lar aday. 

Mr. CALKINS. Now, what will be the difference so 

The » cents a day. 

as to put 

sugars of thoseother countries and the sugars of Louisiana inthe 1 

ket exactly on an 
Mr. GIBSON. 

cent. ad valorem or 2} cents a pound upon all sugars below 13, 
on all above. 

Mr. CALKINS. 
Mr. GIBSON. 

and Means Committee after a full hearing. 

equality ? 
I think we should have a protection of about 50 p: 

That is on sugars below 13 Dutch standard ? 
This is the rate, you will observ: 

the report and bill presented in the last Congress, allowed by the \\ 
On all sugars. 

| 1 think the refiners should have an equal protection, so that th: 

should be uniform and just to all. 
Some gentlemen have contended that sugar is a perishing product 

They are in error. The sugar-plant has become 

ai 
} 

ie 

mated and yields nearly twice as much to the acre in Louisiana : 
Cuba. 

Mr. CALKINS I want this information if the gentleman ca 
it: 1 want to know if in his calculation he includes simply the } 

' 

ao 

labor, or whether he includes the price of lands, the difference in © 
‘ 



mate, the difference in the cost of machinery, and the like; whether | 
his estimate of 45 per cent. ad valorem covers all this or only the price 

of labor. é , é ao oe 

Mr. GIBSON. I spoke of the difference im the price of labor. Sev- | 
enty per cent. of every pound of every ton of sugar represents labor. 

Gentlemen can readily ascertain the true and exact ad valorem rates 
on sugar, say, No. 7, worth, according to the above table, about 4 
cents per pound, with the tariff at 1.25, or 1.40, or at 1.50. Instead of 
50 per cent. valorem, it will be seen the rate is much lower. Some | 
of the imprudent agents and attorneys of the refiners have sought to 
make it appear, in conflict with these carefully prepared tables, that 
the cost of production of these very No. 7 sugars, the lowest grade, is | 
not over 2 or 2} cents a pound, with the view to influence the action of 
Congress and to force down the tariff on common sugar, and at the same 

time to secure prohibitory rates upon the refined grades. 
Mr. David A. Wells estimated the value of foreign sugars as follows: | 

Raw—Cost per pound in producing courtry. 
Cents, 

It will be observed that Mr. Wells puts the lowest grade of sugar, 
No. 7, at 3.50 per pound. It will not do now for the purposes of this 
Jegislation to throw aside values established by the Ways and Means 
Committee of the House and verified by the Departments, or to ignore 
the estimates of Mr. Wells in a paper prepared by him at the request 
of the refiners themselves and in their interest. We may safely assume 
that these estimates are correct. 

The gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. CANDLER], my colleague 
in committee and for whom I entertain the most cordial respect, would 
have us believe that labor is dearer in Cuba than in Louisiana, and that 
therefore the discrimination is not necessary, or at all events it should | 
be slight. What is the condition of Cuba? The last census, that of 
1880, shows the population to be—whites, 980,066; colored, 485,397; 
Asiatics, 43,228; total, 1,508,761. The statistics show that the Asiatics | 
or Chinese are all males and that they are steadily increasing by impor- | 
tation—I will not say by immigration. And as under our policy the | 
Sandwich Islands have swarmed with coolies, chained to the cupidity | 
of the sugar-planters, so I predict that under the same policy about to be 
applied by the dominant party in this country in order to build up and | 
foster great manufacturing monopolies at the expense of the consumers 
and the producers in our own country, you will see cooly labor, the 
severest form of slavery, thoroughly and widely established in Mexico 
and Cuba, in all the southern islands, as a substitute for African slavery. | 

Sir, civil war in Cuba began with the proclamation of Yara in 1868, 
and was ended by the treaty made by the captain-general, Martinez Cam- | 
pos, a statesman and soldier of equal humanity, firmness, and modera- 
tion, in 1878. One of the results of this rebellion, which was partly | 
against slavery and partly against the oppressions and exactions of Spain, 
was the declaration for emancipation by the Spanish Cortes, which re- 
ceived the royal signature on February 13, 1880. For slavery was sub- | 
stituted a patronate, which is tocontinue nine years from May 8, 1880, | 
when the legal tie of enforced labor is to be dissolved, unless longer pro- 
vided for by law. Under this patronate, which may be bought and 
sold in the open market, and which is in fact but another name for | 
slavery, the patron or master is obliged to pay to the laborers $3 per month 
wages, and to find food and clothing; but he may dock their wages for | 
absence or neglect, and he may even inflict corporal punishment with 
the assent of the local magistrate. 

Now, sir, this is the law and it will not do for gentlemen to institute | 
a comparison between such a system and that which prevails in the 
Southern States of this Union. Isympathize with the people of Cuba 
and I applaud the growing liberality of the Spanish Government. But | 
what is the present policy of that Government toward the people of this 
country? It isone of rigid exclusion. An immense burden, a debt of 
one hundred and fifty millions, rests upon Cuba, and a costly civil 
and military establishment weighs upon the energies of the ever-faith- 
ful isle. Hence the moment you reduce the tariff on sugar the export 
tax has been increased and you can not and you will not cheapen the 
price of sugar to the consumers in our country. The difference of re- 
duction, whether it be eleven or twenty millions, instead of going into 
our own Treasury will go into the treasury of Spain and the price of 
sugar will remain the same, controlled by the law of supply and demand. | 

The export duty was only $3 a hogshead, but when you reduced the 
rate on sugar it was increased and it is now $6 a hogshead. The tax 
on cigars was 75 cents per thousand; is now $2.25. 

| 

There is also a tax | 
of 10 per cent. upon the net yield of each plantation. Notwithstand- 
ing the free-trade policy of England nineteen-twentieths of the crops 
are imported into the United States and consumed here and these enor- | 
mous export taxes increase as you diminish the tariff on sugar and, vice 
versa, are really levied upon and paid by the consumers of this coun- 
try into the coffers of the Spanish treasury. But while everything 
produced in the island and imported into this country is thus ladened 
with taxation, what is the policy with regard to the productions of 
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| year for imported sugar to people who buy little or 

} necessary food for our whole people 

| leave to insert the memorial and call attention to it 
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there? It is one of absolute prohibition. The Cuban sells all he raises 
to us, but is permitted to buy little or nothing from us. I quote trom 
a distinguished American who recently visited the iskmd. Mr. Dana 
says: 

But where he sells his crop, he naturally looks for his supplies; yet the Span- 
ish colonial monopoly comes in to prevent his buying in this convenient and 
natural market, orto compel him, when he buysthere, todo so underthe oppres- 
sion of enormous and almost intolerable duties. For instance—I give the figures 
from an official copy of the tariff of 1873; but the rates on many articles have 
since been made higher—while Spanish flour imported into Cuba in a Spanish 
vessel pays $2.25 a barrel import duty, American flour in an American vessel 
pays $.50. Spanish lard pays2 cents and three-quarters a kilogramme 
ean lard 14} cents. Spanish cheese pays 3 cents and seven-twentieths per kilo- 
gramme; American cheese, 11 cents and four-fifths. From Spain, household 
furniture pays9 cents per kilogramme; fromthe United States, 32 cents. Corned 
beef from Spain pays seven-tenths of a cent; from America, 8 cents and seven 
twentieths. Salt fish from Spain pays seven-tenths of a cent; from America 2 
cents and nine-twentieths. Window-glass from Spain pays 1 cent and three- 
tenths; from America, 4 centsand seven-twentieths. A carriage with four wheels 
and four seats from Spain pays $72 duty; from America, $256; and so onthrough 
a tariff as minute and almost as extensive as human ingenuity is able to devise. 

; Ameri- 

The very latest report issued from the oflice of the State Department 
during the present year shows that the total imports from the Spanish 
West Indies is $66,864,000, and exports to the Spanish West Indies, 
$13,128,000. Are you prepared as American statesmen to adopt a policy 

| that shall intensify and consolidate this odious colonial system, resting 
like a blight upon one of the fairest islands in all the seas? Will you 
join hands with Spain in the attempt to establish the baleful cooly sys- 
tem, or even a modified form of African slavery, encourage the pro- 

| ductions of these forms of human contrivance, in the vain and futile 
| attempt to reduce the price of sugar and discriminat: against yourown 

countrymen in Louisiana who are endeavoring to build up their disor- 
dered society, to establish free schools, to erect churches, to elevate and 
reward and dignify labor and the laborer? 

According to the report of the Sugar Planters’ Asso iation the sugar 
and molasses produced the last year in Louisiana were worth in the 

| open market $25,000,000, and had an interchangeable value of fifty 

millions. This industry offers a market for the machinery, farming 
utensils, all the manutactured goods from the North and the mules, 

| horses, live stock, wheat and corn and meat, the food crop from the West, 
an interstate trade that promises to reach enormous proportions, to re- 

tain at home the eighty millions in gold, paid out of the country every 
r nothing from us, 

to afford steady and profitable employment for millions of our country- 
| men, and to render this nation in peace and in war independent of 
British or Spanish colonial dependencies for its 

at 

an article of 

Great Britain would 
supp/y ol 

Such ule 

go to war to gain or retain 
But I say to gentlemen as long as Spain fastens her rigid colonial 

policy upon Cuba you can not, if you would, discriminateagainst Louisi- 
ana in favor of Cuba. You can only discriminate against our own and 

in favor of the treasury of Spain. Louisiana will find her protection in 
this blind policy and in the energies and sagacity of her own people, in 
spite of your efforts to reduce her free laborers to the level of slaves and 

| coolies. 
Mr. Chairman, while I would myself have preferred the old-fashioned 

tariff, the schedule that prevailed, as I have before said, from the estab- 
lishment of our first tariff in 1789 until 1870, with one rate upon all 
common sugar and another upon all refined sugar, I am willing ina 

| spirit of fair adjustment to accept the tariff proposed either by the Com 
mittee on Ways and Means through Mr. TUCKER to the Forty-sixth 
Congress, or that proposed by the Tariff Commission to the present Con- 
gress. I well recollect that in the winter of 1879, when I had the honor 

to serve on the Ways and Means Committee, the honorable gentleman 
{Mr. CANDLER] who has so ably addressed the Committee of the 
Whole then appeared before the Ways and Means Committee to pre- 
sent a memorial containing resolutions adopted by the importers, refin- 
ers, and dealers in sugar in Boston, signed by sixty-six firms. I beg 

Boston, January 30, 1879. 

At an adjourned meeting of the importers, refiners and dealers in sugar, held 
this day, the following resolution was unanim usly adopted 

** Resolved, That the duties on sugar should be assessed by a graduated scale of 
specific rates, adjusted as nearly as possible to the ad valorem principle, and that 
this can be done by the use of the polariscope betterthan inany other way. Its 
general use in buying and selling in all eivilized countries proves that it is less 
complicated and more reliable than any other method of determining the actual 
value of sugar 

+ * ~ * ‘ * . 

JOHN W. CANDLER, Chairman. 
WM. Hl. GREELY, Secretary. 

This was the first introduction of the polariscope. It is the plan 
now proposed. It is the Boston plan brought here by the honorable 
gentleman from Boston, and yet he now disowns and repudiates it. In- 
stead of this plan he now urges us to adopt an ad valorem tariff upon 
all sugars, but insists that while the rate should be only 35 per cent. 
on common sugar it should be 45 per cent. on refined sugar, upon the 

ground that the refiners require a higherdegree of protection against the 
British refiners, 3,000 miles from our markets, than the Louisiana plant- 

ers against the Cuban producers, quite as near to the centers of trade 
and consumption in our own country—nearer to Boston than Louisiana 

this country that might go into Cuba for consumption by the people | and with cheaper freights. 
XIV—-245 
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In the first place, such a discrimination would be both unprecedented 
and unjust, and would create, or rather uphold, the existing monopoly 
of the refiners. 

When the ad valorem system was adopted in this country, from 1846 
to 1861, the same rate—30 per cent. to 1857, and after that 24 per 
cent, until 1861—was applied to all sugars, common and fine alike. 
The ad valorem rises with increased price in an ever-ascending ratio; 
30 per cent. ad valorem on common sugars, worth say 4 cents per pound, 
would be 1.20 cents a pound, but on sugars worth 8 cents it would be 
2.40 cents, double as much on the refined as on the unrefined sugars. | 
Is not that enough? Is not thatfairand just? Will nothing less than 
prohibition satisfy the refiners, nothing short of a monopoly of the 
American market? Shall all sugars fit to eat be banished from the com- 
merce of our country in order to satisfy the handful of refiners whose 
work is mainly done by machinery? Such a policy can not possess a 
table foundation, for it violates all our notions of the fitness of things 
and of the freedom of trade and commerce. No article of necessity 
should be thus eliminated from the field of commercial enterprise or 
denied admission to the consumers who may desire to purchase it. 

But, Mr. Chairman, I call to witness against the gentleman [ Mr. 
CANDLER] the gentleman himself. For atthe very timeof which I have 
been speaking, the gentleman [Mr. CANDLER] declared before the Com- | 
mittee on Ways and Means— 
We can manufacture sugars from No. 10 Dutch standard up at less than they 

can be made in any other country. 

Mr. Spaulding, of Boston, said: 
We refine cheaper than inany othercountry. The refiners of the United States 

do not ask protection, If you repeal all duties we can supply the world. 

Mr. Theodore Havemeyer, of New York, who must be accepted as a 
high authority both on accountof his success, his intelligence, and char- 
acter, and wide experience, declared: 

Refineries can give a cheaper refined article than it can be imported at. 

Mr. David A. Wells said: 
Refined sugars can be sold here cheaper than anywhere else. 

Mr. Perot said: 
The producer abroad can not manufacture high-grade sugars as cheaply as 

they can be manufactured here. 

These gentlemen are competent judges and witnesses. 
be contradicted. 

But while I might be disposed to adopt the ad valorem as the universal 
principle upon which to base a tariff system, it would be grossly unjust 
to apply it to one article only. In the first place, it would open the 
door to frauds innumerable and keep the sugar trade in constant fer- 
ment, while above all things stability is desired. How easy it would 
be (as has been done) for the planters to establish commission-houses 
in New York and to make up their own invoices of value on their own 
plantations and consign ‘the sugar to their own agents in New York? 
These would be the controlling evidences of the cost of production upon 
which the value of the sugar would be determined. 

Then, again, this system would afford the Louisiana industry high pro- 
tection against Cuba when prices were high, when no protection would 
be needed, and afford little or no protection when prices were low and 
when protection would be required, if required at all. When sugar is 
worth 3 cents per pound with the tariff at 36 per cent. the tariff would 
only be ninety-hundredths of a cent per pound, but when the price of the 
same sugar was 6 cents per pound the tariff would be 1.80, just double. 

The compensation to the producer of anything when the price of his 
produce is low is that everything else is low in price also, and the ad 
valorem system while it cheapens the produce of one tends to cheapen 
the produce of all, and thus the benefits or disadvantages are equalized 
and made uniform. 

Mr. Chairman, gentlemen have sought to create throughout the coun- 
try a vast amount of prejudice against the tax on sugar, and these ef- 
forts are put forth seriously by the representatives of industries thatclaim 
the highest rates of taxation and impose the heaviest burdens upon the 
people of the country. The statement has been made that the cost of 
sugar per capita and to every household is as great as the cost of flour, 
of bread. Nostatement could be more false and delusive. I find by 
reference to the regulations for the Army that a daily ration of flour 
or soft broad is eighteen ounces, while fifteen pounds of sugar are al- 
lowed to every one hundred rations of flour, showing that the propor- 
tion of sugar to bread or flour is as fifteen is to one hundred. If we 
adopt 4 cents per pound as the average price of flour, or of equiva- 
lent breadstufis, which is a low estimate, and one pound as the aver- 
age daily consumption, we have three hundred and sixty-five days— 
$14.60. While the average retail price of sugar is 10 cents per poand— 
the Louisiana crop does not average 5} cents per pound—the cost of 
sugar per capita is about $4 per annum, the consumption being, as I 
have shown, forty pounds per capita every year. 

The fact is sugar is not an absolute necessity to the poor; but blankets 
and clothes are. In winter many a poor man would dispense and does 
dispense with sugar entirely in order to save up from month to month 
little by little his hard-earned wages to pay the additional tax your 

They can not 

tariff imposes upon the blankets with which to cover the limbs of 
his little ones, articles are doubled in price by the tariff. And while 

| eral prosperity, is rapidly increasing. 
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gentlemen are commiserating the poor man because his cup of sugar 
costs him the twentieth of a cent more, an infinitesimal amount, incap- 
able of being reckoned in our rioney, they do not hesitate to tax the cup 
itself, so as to double its price, and the plain dishes and’saucers, kniy; 
and spoons upon his table, as well as the coat on his back and the shaw} 
on his wife’s and the spools of thread in herlap. There is not an article 
the price of which is so little affected by the tariff as sugar or one oy 
which the duty is so easily collected or which affords so certain a reve. 
nue and so little a bounty. 

The consumption in our country, owing to its cheapness and the gen- 
It is already over forty pounds 

per capita, and I venture to say to the people of Louisiana that they 
will find in the widely expanding American markets and in more eco- 
nomical methodsand better machinery and by raisingas much as possible 
of what they consume, asafer foundation for their industry than the un- 

| certain policy of this Government, controlled, as it may too often be, 

| markets yet to be filled. 

“sugars really fit for consumption. 

by more powerful interests ready at any time to sacrifice one another 
in order to gain greater advantages and larger bounties. The consump- 
tion is greater at present in England, over sixty pounds per capita, but 
it must be borne in mind that sugars from the distant East, half dirt, 
are often imported in ballast and fed to cattle, and that immense quan- 
tities are also consumed in making beer and in manufactures; but, after 
making allowances for these differences, I find a margin in the home 

With peace and prosperity the total consump- 
tion in this country will double in the next decade at the present rate, 
for there will be alsoa great increase of population. 

Our political situation is settled and improving, our laborers becom- 
ing more helpful and intelligent; better systems of cultivation and 
manufacture are coming into use, and our lands are unsurpassed in fer- 
tility, while the countries competing with us are depending upon a form 
of labor that must sooner or later involve their whole social organiza- 
tion in serious disorders and losses. No party can long maintain itself 
which proposes to establish or support by bounties out of the common 
treasury of the people of our country, either in the Hawaiian Islands or 
in Mexico or in Cuba, the cooly system of slavery. They will be con- 
demned by the moral sentiment of the people of this country, who wil! 
demand that whenever the treaties of this Government extend special 
bounties the principles of free labor and of political liberty shall be rec- 
ognized, and any alliance between the manufactures of this country and 
the slave-owners or cooly-owners of the tropics will surely bring dis- 
credit and losses to both. If sugar is to come in free from Mexico or 
the Hawaiian Islands let all grades come in, so that the consumers may 

| be benefited, and do not attempt while imposing all the burdens upon 
the planters to limit the benefits to the refiners alone by excluding the 

Let us have fair play. 

Support of Common Schools—A National System of Compulsory 
Education. 

SPEECH 

HON. WILLIAM R. MOORE, 
OF TENNESSEE, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Wednesday, February 28, 1883, 

On the bill (H. R. 6158) to aid in the support of common schools. 

Mr. MOORE said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: Whether we shall educate, even imperfectly, the pro- 

digieus masses of dense ignorance now located in many States of our 
American Union—notably in the late slave States—or whether we shal! 
permit these ignorant and unlettered masses, already provided (wisely 
or unwisely) with the high prerogative of the freeman’s ballot, to dan- 
gerously shape and mold the legislation of a great nation like ours of 
which we are in the habit of so loudly boasting, is a question so vast 
in its bearings that no man can fully estimate its ultimate importance. 
I shall therefore, without undertaking to occupy the valuable time of 
this House in making extended argument, merely content myself with 
announcing my approval of the present bill in its general scope and 
purposes. a 

It is not contended, I believe, even by its supporters, that its provis- 
ions comprehend all that the friends of education desire; I am sure 
that it is rot by any means what my own views would suggest. I, 
however, occupy more advanced ground than many upon the subject 0! 
American education. If in my power, I would, in brief, inaugurate 4 
purely national system of compulsory education, to be placed and held 
exclusively under the national control, with a national series of pt- 
mary text-books, in which the national idea should be kept always at 
the front. The late national arbitrament—the arbitrament of the 
sword—the last and highest mode of arbitration known to nations and 
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to mankind, decided, if it decided anything, that this is a nation, a 
single supreme sovereignty, and not, as our Bourbon ‘‘State-rights’’ 
friends so ardently advocate, an agglomeration of petty sovereignties. 

I would have our primary text-books written in harmony with this high 
decision, and our children taught to acquiesce in it. 

As it is to-day there are localities in our land where this decision is ig- 
nored; where children are being daily taught to antagonize the national 
sentiment; where the vicious and dangerous heresy is taught that the | 
State is greater than the nation, of which it isonly a very inconsiderable 

and where teachers deem it to be their first duty to inculcate in 
the schools under their charge local political theories wholly at variance 
with the idea of the future integrity and stability of this great nation. | 
I would prohibit all this by a well-regulated national law. While, 
therefore, I shall vote for this bill, I shall do so only because I may con- 
sider it to be astep in the direction of promoting that intelligence which 
is now so urgently demanded in many portions of our common country, 
and which can only be hoped for through the wise and generous inter- 
vention of a beneficent national and paternal Government. 

Let not any part of this grand Republic, no matter how seemingly 
safe, rest in fancied security while other portions of it are being domi- 
nated by the twin sisters of illiteracy and superstition. All are but 

of one stupendous whole, and it were worse than folly to even 
ope for a healthy body-politic while its legs and arms are being in- 

sidiously poisoned by the deadly upas tree ot ignorance. 
While under the provisions of this bill the late slave States may, if 

so inclined, receive the larger share of the benefits to be conferred by it, 
the other States are none the less interested in its provisions. Whatis 
good for one in this case is good for all. It will enable especially the 
negro race in the United States to become comparatively intelligent and 
educated, and if their education shall have, as it is believed it will, the 
effect to jostle its million and a quarter voters into the ranks of both 
political parties instead of substantially only into one of them as now, 
this single result alone would be a sufficient argument for the passage | 
of the bill, to say nothing of the higher reason that it would tend pow- 
erfully to strengthen the safety and stability of our noble and free in- 
stitutions. 

No thoughtful man can contemplate without alarm under our form 
of government the solid and undivided permanent vote of a whole 
race of people for a particular political party; and any legislation tend- 
ing, as this inevitably must, to encourage among the people a free dis- 
cussion and personal investigation of all questions affecting their polit- 
ical welfare, can not but in the very nature of things result in benefit 
to all the people of the whole nation. These, therefore, Mr. Speaker, 
are a few and only a few of the many reasons why I am heartily in 
favor of the passage of the pending bill. 

River and Harbor Bill. 

SPEECH 
OF 

SCAR TURNER, 
OF KENTUCKY, 

HON. O 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Wednesday, 

The House, in Committee of the Whole on the state of the Union, having 
under consideration the bill (H. R. 7631) making appropriations for the construc- 
tion, repair, and preservation of certain works on rivers and harbors, and for 
other purposes, Mr. TuRNER, of Kentucky, offered the following amendment: 

After the word “ dollars,” in line 372, add “ $50,000 of said $250,000 to be ex- 
pons at the Grand Chain, or so much thereof as may be necessary to provide 
ive feet of water at low-water mark.” 

‘ebruary 28, 1883. 

Mr. TURNER, of Kentucky, said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: Knowing the impatience of the committee to get 

through the consideration of this bill, I would not trespass upon their 
time if it were not that I regard the amendment which I have offered 
as of great importance tothe commerce of the country. It isnot local 
in its effects. It is topromote thenavigation of not only the Ohio River, 
but the Cumberland and the Tennessee. I am opposed to expending 
the public money upon streams that are local and not of a national 
character and that do not benefit the commerce of the country, many 
of which have been included in river and harbor bills since I have been 
amember of Congress, and many of which are included in this bill, and 
some of which have been condemned by the Secretary of War in his 
late letter in response to the resolution of inquiry of this Congress in 
regard to the insignificant streams included in the last river and har- 
bor bill, which excited the indignation of the tax-payers of the country 
and caused the veto of the President. 

I am in favor of improving the great navigable rivers of the country 
will give us cheap water transportation and break down the rail- 

road monopolies, and for that reason I shall vote for the improvement 
of the Mississippi, Ohio, Cumberland, and other navigable rivers men- 
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tioned in this bill; but when it comes to voting for the improvement 

| of the creeks mentioned in this bill, which are not navigable and which 

| never will be, I shall vote agninst them, and if they are no! 

eee EE 

Str 

I shall be compelled to vote against the bill on constitutional grounds 

I believe, sir, in the democratic doctrines in regard to internal im- 
provement by the Federal Government, the doctrines laid down 
veto message of President Polk which has been referred to 
bate, and in the views entertained by General Jackson 

But, sir, tl 5 

ken out 

n the 

1 tl ls ae 

the amendment which I offer is not subject to these obje 
tions. Let us look at it for a few moments, and I want th: attention 

Ohio River is 

states 

of those who are not familiar with the Ohio Rive Lhe 

of a national character; it bears the commerce of many ¢ 

is over 1,000 miles in length. The Grand Chain is a ledge of rocks in 
the Ohio River, beginning eighteen miles from its mouth and extend 

ing several miles up the river. Itis below the mouth of the Tennessee 
and the Cumberland. This barrier, as I have stated before, locks up 
not only the commerce of the Ohio, but that of the 
berland. 
rocks, 

reat 

rennessee and Cum 
Hundreds of boats and barges have been sunk on that ledge of 

Saint Louis, Louisville, Cincinnati, Evansville, Paducah, and 
all the cities on the Ohio and Cumberland are interested in removing 

this barrier or impediment to the navigation of the Ohio 
The farmers in the valleys of these rivers are forced to ship their 

produce in low water upon railroads that charge high and exorbitant 
freight, and have a deep interest in removing this barrier, and I hope 
yet to see the day when large boats can pass through this chain in low 

water. It ispracticable toimprove it, and it ought to be done. [have 
urged it upon Congress at every session. It is true we have had some 
appropriations for this purpose, but the werk is not yet finished. Now 
gentleman, look at this bill: only $250,000 are given by this bill for 
the improvement of the whole Ohio River, over eight hundred miles in 
length, and it is left discretionary with the engineers where they will 
spend this money. , 

We know, sir, that the improvement of the Davis Island Dam, six 
miles from Pittsburgh, has been for years the pet scheme of the engineers 
Why I do not know; but we know it is so At every tor five 

years the attempt has been made to swallow up the whole appropria 
tion for the Ohio River, or nearly so, for that improvement near Pitts 
burgh, and I and other members have fought it time and a 

session 

gain on this 

floor. In this bill, it is true, it is not said where this money shall be 
expended; but, sir, we have every reason to believe that it will go to 
Davis Island Dam. I do not want it left discretionary with the engi 
neers; I want it to be imperative upon them to expend at least $50,000 
this year toward the improvement at the Grand Chain; and I hope the 
amendment which I have offered will be adopted. 
Congress at every session the removal of this barrier 
ect of speculation; it is practicable, and can be done 
sary is to complete the dikes and blow out a channel 

Mr. Chairman, I shall append to my remarks the bill under consid' 
eration, for I desire that the country may see what its provisions are, 
and that I represent the bill fairly when I say it includes creeks and 
streams, local, insignificant, and of no benefit to the general commercs 
of the country. The bill will pass, but I can not indorse such appro 
priations by my vote, and I regret that the committee should tack on 
to appropriations for meritorious items such as the Mississippi, Ohio, 
Cumberland, and other great rivers useful to the people and commerce, 
such appropriations as the one to Cheesequake’s Creek 

I will also append an extract from the letter of the Secretary of Wat 
in regard to Cheesequake’s Creek, New Jersey, an item in the bill and 
a specimen of the character of the other items in this bill to which I 
have referred as local and insignificant 

1 have urged upon 

It is no wild proj- 

All that is neces 

tis as follows 

IMPROVING CHEESEQUAKE 8S CREEK, NEW JERSEY 

Continuing improvement $15, 000 

The purpose of this appropriation is to improve about three miles of creek by 
such dredging operations as will secure a navigable channel four feet deep and 
one hundred feet wide as far back as Whitehead 
The report of the Chief of Engineers shows that the original condition of the 

channel from the bar or jetty at the mouth givesa depth of one foot at mean low 
water for about three-fourths of the length to be improved, and for the remain 
ing portion a depth of from four feet to one and one-half feet at low water. The 
course of the creek is very crooked and requires to be straightened 
The project isa change of the outlet into a direction at right angles to the 

beach, to sustain this direction by jetties of stone, and to straighten the cours« 
of the creek and increase its depth in the upper portions 
The official reports furnish no definite information as to the amount of com 

merce to be benefited. 

Balance in Treasury July 1, 1882 $24,000 
Appropriated act August 2, 1882 ies a 15, 000 
Drawn on requisition, July 1 to December 31, 1882 15, 000 

IMPROVING MATTAWAN CREEK, NEW 

Continuing improvement 

JERSEY 

seveseooese _— encusnenbeccoecenes $6, 000 

From the report of the local engineer it would appear that the object of this 
improvement is to increase local developments. 
The present commerce is small, but he states that “ by the proposed enlarge- 

ment of the channel-way and increased facility for shipping goods it is computed 
that there would be a growth in the commerce of from one-third to one-half 
and that a large portion of Monmouth County would be benefited. Manufact 
urers would also be induced to locate there, as inquiries have already bee 
made as to whether the creek is easy of access by water.’ , 

Balance in Treasury July 1, 1882 
Appropriated act August 2, 1882 ; 
Drawn on requisition, July 1 to Dece 

S 

6, 000 

mber 31, 1882 6, 000 
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An act making appropriations for the construction, repair, and preservation of Improving harbor at Manitowoc, Wisconsin : Continuing improvement, $9,000 
certain works on rivers and harbors, and for other purposes. Improving harbor at Menomonee, Wisconsin: Continuing improvement. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of $6,000. 
America in Congress assembled, That the following sums of money be, and are ata te tee pene ong ontinuing operations, $50,000. _ 
hereby, appropriated, to be paid out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise ee meg ees ms Port Waal rn ontinuing improvement, $12,500, 
appropriated, and to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of War, t - or hatbor. $5,000 ‘ort ington, Wisconsin : Continuing improvement 
for the construction, completion, repair, and preservation of the public works OF CUSSE RAEOOE, Weyere, 
hereinafter named : Improving harbor at Racine, Wisconsin: Continuing improvement, $3,000, 

Improving harbor at Portland, Maine: Continuing improvement, $15,000. Seinliaemall ican titeisanier eteiiedetamaeet tes $20 
Improving harbor at Rockland, Maine: Continuing improvement, $20,000. Improving harbor of refuge at entrance of Sturgeon Bay Canal. Wisco 000 
Improving harbor at Burlington, Vermont: Continuing improvement, $4,000. Ccntineiing taponvennens $10.000 = y > ip OCR; 
Improving harbor at Nantucket, Massachusetts: Continuing improvement, hag cane $5,008 Improving harbor at Two Rivers, Wisconsin: Continuing improvement atthe 5 : + 

_ ee . . fn aes : piers, $3,000. 
Improv ing harbor at Newburyport, Massachusetts: Continuing improvement, Improving harborat Duluth, Minnesota: Continuing improvement, $30,000 

$20,000, : 2 = , Improving harbor at Grand Marais, Minnesota: Continuing improvement 
Improving harbor at Plymouth, Massachusetts: Continuing improvement, $5,000. 7 

$1,000 cael _ o ; ‘ Improving harbor at Oakland, California: Continuing improvement, $80,000. 
een rovincetown, Massachusetts: Continuing improvement, Improving harbor at Wilmington, California: Continuing improvement, 

000 , s z $50,000. 
Improving harbor at Wareham, Massachusetts: Continuing improvement, Improving entrance to Coos Bay and Harbor, Oregon: Continuing improve. 

$4,000 7 ment, $20,000. 
Improving harbor and breakwater at Block Island, Rhode Island, extending Improving Yaquina Bay, Oregon: Continuing improvement, $30,000 

main breakwater to afford increased shelter, $10,000. Improving Lubee Channel, Maine: Continuing improvement, $6,000. 
Improving Little Narragansett Bay, Rhode Island: Continuing improvement, Improving Merrimac River, Massachusetts: Continuing improvement, $3,000 $3,000 I 5 : . ‘ , so ‘ r q » 23,080, 

= ‘ i . mproving Taunton River, Massachusetts: aproveme 
Improving harbor at Newport, Rhode Island: Continuing improvement, s pace ry ng bees phe parser ne 

$15,000 $ , 
_ Improving Providence River and Narragansett Bay, Rhode Island: Continu- 

. : : | ing improvement, $50,000, 
Improving harbor at Bridgeport, Connecticut: Continuing improvement, improving Connecticut River, Connecticut : Continuing improvement below 

$10,000. ee Hartford, $25,000. 
Improving harbor at Milford, Connecticut; Continuing improvement, $3,000. Improving Housatonic River, Connecticut: Continuing improvement, $1,500. 
Breakwater at New Haven, Connecticut: Continuing construction, $50,000. Improving Thames River, Connecticut: Continuing improvement, $25,000 
Improving harbor at New Haven, Connecticut: Continuing improvement, Removing obstructions in East River and Hell Gate, New York: Continuing $8,000 , . . 4 : ig $8; . : . n _r . operations, $150,000, 
Improving harbor at New London, Connecticut: Continuing improvement, | Improving Hudson River, New York: Continuing improvement, $10,000 

23 ‘ , 7 ‘ ar ry ed . : : ‘ : ve $3,000. . . . ‘ ; Improving Newtown Creek, New York: Continuing improvement, $6,000. 
Improving harbor at Norwalk, Connecticut: Continuing improvement, $5,000. Improving Cheesequake’s Creek, New Jersey: Continuing improvement 
Improving harbor at Stonington, Connecticut: Continuing improvement, $7,000. x p . 

$6,500, I . dé Te - “om . — . es 
: = 7 . vee : mproving Elizabeth River, New Jersey : Continuing improvement, $5,000 

Improving harbor at Buffalo, New Y ork: Continuing improvement, $50,000. Improving Mattawan Creek, New Jersey : Continuing improvement, $4,000. 
an ing harbor at Ogdensburgh, New York: Continuing improvement, Improving Mantua Creek, New Jersey : Continuing improvement, $3,000. 
$12,000 ’ ’ 

. : ; ; Improving Passaic River, New Jersey : From Pennsylvania Railroad bridge to 
Improving harbor at Oswego, New York: Continuing improvement, $30,000, ssaaa of sites $15,000. p , - 
Improving channel between Staten Island and New Jersey: Continuing im- M aon cnn mproving Rahway River, New Jersey : Continuing improvement, $5 0x I Ral R N J Continui t, $5,000 

proveme nt, B29, m .~ . : ; : a Improving Raritan River, New Jersey : Continuing improvement, $10,000 
eapeee ing oe yf I ew Jersey ontinuing improvement, be ae Improving Shrewsbury River, New Jersey : Continuing improvement, $5,000. 

mproving arbor at Erie, Pennsylvania: ¢ ontinuing improveme nt, $10,000. Improving South River, New Jersey: Continuing improvement, $10,000. 
improving harbor at Delaware Breakwater, Delaware : Continuing improve- Improving Woodbridge Creek, New Jersey: Continuing improvement, $1,000. 

ment, $65,000. ‘ i : Improving Allegheny River, Pennsylvania: Continuing improvement, $5,000 
Ice harbor at Marcus Hook, Pennsylvania: Continuing construction, $6,500. Improving Schuylkill River, Pennsylvania: Continuing improvement, $13,000 

§ Improving harbor at Wilmington, Delaware: Continuing improvement, Improving Delaware River between Trenton, New Jersey, and Bridesburgh 
15,000, 

’ ) 
; ‘ a . Pennsylvania: Continuing improvement, $8,000, . 

Improving harbor at Baltimore, Maryland: Continuing operations for short- Improving Delaware River below Bridesburgh, Pennsylvania: Continuing 
ening and deepening the channel to twenty-seven feet at mean low water, improvement, $90,000 
$175,000. 

J \ 
re a Improving Delaware River near Cherry Island Flats, Pennsylvaniaand Dela 

Improving harbor at Breton Bay, Leonardtown, Maryland: Continuing im- aie Gealkendinn improvement, $30,000.. , 7 

provement, $3,000, : ; a i al od Improving Mispillion Creek, Delaware: Continuing improvement, $1,500. 
Improving harbor at Charleston, including Sullivan's Island, South Carolina: Constructing pier in Delaware Bay, near Lewes, Delaware: Continuing con 

Continuing improvement, $100,000, struction, $2,000. 7 ; 
. Improving harbor at Georgetown, South Carolina: Continuing improvement, Improving Delaware River at Schooner Ledge, Pennsylvania and Delaware ; 

99.000, d . . ar Completing improvement, $15,000. 
Improving harbor at Brunswick, Georgia: Continuing improvement, $6,500. Improving Corsica Creek, Maryland: Continuing improvement, $5,000. 
Improving harbor at Savannah, Georgia: Continuing improvement, $150,000, Improving Susquehanna River above and below Havre de Grace, Maryland 
Improving harbor at Pensacola, Florida: Continuing improvement, $25,000. Continuing improvement, $15,000. P 
Improving Tampa Bay, Florida: Continuing improvement, $10,000. Improving Upper Water Passage between Deal's Island and the mainland on 
Improving harbor and river at Mobile, Alabama: Continuing improvement, | parne’s Quarter, Maryland: Continuing improvement, $5,000, 

$100,000. ; i alts : Improving Appomattox River, Virginia: Continuing improvement, $5,000 
Improving Aransas Pass and Bay, Texas: C ontinuing improvement, $75,000. Improving <ilaieieanien River, Virginia: Continuing improvement, $5,000. 

_improy ing harborat Brazos Santiago, Texas: Continuing improvement, Improving James River, Virginia: Continuing improvement on the plan for 

$30,000. . al ek ad deepening the channel to twenty-two feet at mean low tide, $50,000. 
Improving harbor at Galveston, Texas: Continuing improvement, $200,000. Improving New River, Virginia and West Virginia; Continuing improvement, 
improving Passo Cavallo, Texas: Continuing improvement, $30,000. $8,000. 
Lmproving Sabine Pass, Texas: Continuing improvement, $75,000, Improving Rappahannock River, Virginia: Continuing improvement, $12,000 
Improving harbor at Ashtabula, Ohio: Continuing improvement, $10,000. Improving York River, Virginia: Continuing improvement, $12,000. 
Improving harbor at Black River, Ohio: Continuing improvement, $6,000. Improving Dan River, in Virginia and North Carolina: Continuing improve- 
Improving harbor at Cleveland, Ohio: Continuing improvement, $75,000. ment, $5,000. 
Improving harbor of refuge near Cincinnati, Ohio; Continuing improvement, Improving Great Kagawha River, West Virginia: Continuing improvement 

$17,000, . , Pay antl operation of works, $120,000, 
Improving harbor at Fairport, Ohio: Continuing improvement, $7,500. Improving Cape Fear River from the ocean to Wilmington, North Carolina 
Improving harbor at Huron, Ohio: Continuing improvement, 34,000. Continuing improvement, $50,000. 

Improving harbor at mouth of Muskingum River, Uhio : Continuing improve- Improving Currituck Sound and North River Bar, North Carolina: Continuing 

ment, $20,000. ae ; ee improvement, including Coanjok Bay, $6,000, 
Improving harbor at Port Clinton, Ohio: Continuing improvement, $5,000. Improving Pamlico and Tar Rivers, North Carolina; Continuing improve 
Improving harbor at Sandusky city, Ohio: Continuing improvement and ment, $4,000. > 

deepening channel to sixteen feet, $10,000. : Improving Trent River, North Carolina: Continuing improvement, $5,000. 
Improving harbor at Toledo, Ohio: Continuing improvement, $25,000. Improving Great Pedee River, South Carolina; Continuing improvement, 
Improving harbor at Michigan city, Indiana: Continuing operations at outer 

harbor, $50,000, 
Improving harbor at Calumet, Illinois: Continuing improvement, 950,000; 

$35,000 of which shall be expended for the improvementof the Calumet River in 
accordance with the recommendation of the board of engineers in their report 
dated October 6, 1882. 

Improving Wateree River, South Carolina: Continuing improvement, $8,000. 
Improving Altamaha River, Georgia: Continuing improvement, $10,000. 
Improving Chattahoochee River, Georgia: Continuing improvement, $20,000. 
wm Coosa River, Alabama and Georgia: Continuing improvement, 

000, 
Improving harbor at Chicago, Illinois: Continuing improvement, $75,000. Improving Flint River, Georgia: Continuing improvement below Albany 
Improving harbor at Waukegan, Illinois: Continuing improvement, $15,000. $15,000. 
Improving harbor at Au Sable, Michigan: Continuing improvement, $4,000. Improving Ocmulgee River, Georgia: Continuing improvement, $3,000 

Improving Oconee River, Georgia: Continuing improvement, $3,000, 
Improving Romley Marsh, Georgia: Continuing improvement, $9,000. 
Improving Savannah River, Georgia: Continuing improvement between Aw 

gusta and Savannah, $17,000. . 
Improving Choctawhatchee River, Florida and Alabama: Continuing im- 

provement, $10,000. ma 
Improving Escambia and Conecuh Rivers, Florida and Alabama; Continuing 

improvement, $2,000. 
Improving Saint John’s River, Florida: Continuing improvement, $100,000 
Improving Volusia Bar, Florida: To complete improvement, $1,000. 
Improving Alabama River, Alabama: Continuing improvement, $8,000. 
Improving Warriorand Tombigbee Rivers to Tuscaloosa, Alabama, and Ful 

ton, Mississippi: Continuing improvement, $20,000. - 
Improving Big Sunflower iver Mississippi: Continuing improvement, $5,000 
Improving Pascagoula River, Mississippi: Continuing improvement, $3,000. 
Improving Pear! Piver, Mississippi, $8,000, 
Improving Tallahatchee River, Mississippi: Continuing improvement, $3,009, 

$2,000 of which sum to be expended between Batesville and the mouth of th« 
Coldwater. 
Improving Yazoo River, Mississippi: Continuing improvement, $8,000. 
Improving Red River, Louisiana: Continuing improvemen‘ from the Atcha 

Improving harbor at Black Lake, Michigan: Continuing improvement, $6,000. 
Improving harbor at Charlevoix and entrance to Pine Lake, Michigan: Con- 

tinuing improvement, $6,000, 
Improving harbor at Cheboygan, Michigan: Continuing improvement, $8,000, 
Improving harbor at Frankfort, Michigan : Continuing improvement, $10,000, 
Improving harbor at Grand Haven, Michigan: Continuing improvement, 

$25,000, 

Harbor of refuge at Lake Huron, Michigan: Continuing improvement, $25,000, 
Improving harbor at Ludington, Michigan: Continuing improvement, $8,000, 
Improving harbor at Manistee, Michigan: Continuing unprovement, $10,000. 
Improving harbor at Muskegon, Michigan: Continuing improvement, $15,000. 
Improving harbor at Marquette, Michigan: Continuing improvement, $3,000. 
Improving harbor at Ontonagon, Michigan: Continuing improvement, $15,000. 
Improving harbor at Saugatuck, Michigan : Continuing improvement, $4,000, 
Improving harbor at South Haven, Michigan: Continuing improvement, 
8.000. 

* mproving harbor at White River, Michigan : Continuing improvement, $8,000, 
Improving harbor at Ahnapee, Wisconsin: Continuing improvement, $8,000. 
Improving harbor at Green Bay, Wisconsin : Continuing improvement, $10,000, 
Improving harbor at Kenosha, Wisconsin : Continuing improvement, $4,000. 
Improving harbor at Kewaunee, Wisconsin: Continuing improvement, $8,000, 
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falaya to Fulton, Arkansas, mcluding its tributaries above Black River, and for 
closing the outlet of the river known as “Sale and Murpli’s Canal,’ $50,000. 
Improving mouth of Brazos River, Texas: Continuing improvement, $30,000, 
Improving Buffalo Bayou, Texas: Continuing improvement, $30,000. 
Improving Arkansas River, Arkansas: Continuing improvement at Pine 

Bluff, $15,000. aie a 
Improving Black River, Arkansas and Missouri: Continuing improvement 

pelow the railroad bridge, $5,000. : ; 
Improving Fourche Le Fevre River, Arkansas: Continuing improvement, 

improving Ouachita River, Arkansas and Louisiana: Continuing improve- 

ment, $6,000. , : ‘oe ; 
Improving Saline River, Arkansas: Continuing improvement, $3,000. 
Improving White River, Arkansas: Continuing improvement between Jack- 

sonport and Buffalo Shoals, $12,000; continuing improvement above Buffalo 
Shoals, $4,000. : es ay 
Improving White and Saint Francis Rivers, Arkansas: Continuing improve- 

ment, $12,000. : : 
Improving Cumberland River, Tennessee: Continuing improvement above 

Nashville, $18,000; continuing improvement below Nashville, $16,000 
Improving Tennessee River, Tennessee : Continuing improvement below Chat- 

tanooga, Tennessee, and Alabama, $200,000. 
Improving Kentucky River, Kentucky: Continuing improvement, $51,000, 
Improving Ohio River: Continuing improvement, $250,000: Provided, however, 

That not more than forty thousand of this appropriation shall be expended on 
the Davis Island Dam; of whichsum not less than $25,000 shall be used in improv- 
ing the Grand Chain Rapids: And provided further, That an amount not exceed- 
ing $35,000 may be used for continuing the improvement of the Indiana chute at 
the Falls of the Ohio, and $10,500 may be expended for continuing improvement 
of ice-harbor at the mouth of the Muskingum River, Ohio. And the Secretary 
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to take such action as may be necessary 
for the reconveyance of Thomas Mulvehill, of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, of an 
amount of land erroneously conveyed by him to the United States, as set forth 
in a message from the President of the United States to Congress January 19, 
1883 (Executive Document No. 46). 
Improving Detroit, Michigan: Continuing improvement, $50,000 
Improving Hazy Lake Channel of Sault Saint Marie River, Michigan, via the 

Middle Neebish: Continuing improvement, $150,000, 
Improving Saginaw River, Michigan: Continuing improvement (of which 

sum 120,000 to be used opposite Bay City and for deepening the channel from 
the river into the bay, and $25,000for improving the river above Bay City), $45,000, 
Improving Chippewa River, Wisconsin: Continuing improvement, $2,500. 
Improving Fox and Wisconsin Rivers, Wisconsin: Continuing improvement, 

$150,000, $5,000 of this sum to be available for the improvement of the channel 
between Green Bay and Depere: Provided, That before any money shall be ex- 
pended the Secretary of War shall appoint a commission of three, to be officers 
of the United States Engineer Corps, but neither of whom shall be connected in 
any manner with any Government work in the State of Wisconsin, whose duty 
it shall be to carefully examine the improvement made and proposed and re- 
port to the Secretary of War whether in their judgment the interests of com- 
merce and navigation will be advanced sufliciently to warrant the continuation 
and completion of this project. If their report be favorable, and shall be ap- 

wed By the Secretary of War, this appropriation is made available. If in the 
udgment of the board the work should not be continued, it shall be their duty 

report to the Secretary, and he to Congress, what disposition should be made 
ofthe work. The Secretary of War is hereby authorized to expend a sum sufli- 
cient to defray all expenses connected with this examination, and such amount 
as necessary is hereby made immediately available out of the sum appropriated. 
And the said commission shall inquire and report the extent to which the pub- 
lic works on this river are used to furnish water-power to private persons and 
eorporations, and where and by whom so used,and whether such persons or 
corporations pay any compensation for such privileges. 
Improving Saint Croix River below Taylor's Falls, Wisconsin and Minnesota : 

Continuing improvement, $12,000. 
Improving Wabash River, Indiana and [llinois 

Improving Illinois River, Illinois: Continuing improvement, $50,000 
Improving Upper Mississippi River: Operating snag-boat, $25,000. 

: Continuing improvement, 

Improving Mississippi River from Saint Paul to Des Moines Rapids, Minne- 
sota, lowa, Missouri, Illinois, and Wisconsin : Continuing improvement, $225,000. 
Improving Des Moines Rapids, Mississippi River, lowa, and Illinois: Continu- 

ing improvement, $30,000, of which $10,000 to be used in construction of connect- 
ing pier at outer wall of Des Moines Rapids Canal, in accordance with project 
ofthe Engineer Corps. 
Examinations and surveys at South Pass, Mississippi River: To ascertain the 

: ° . . | 
depth of water and width of channel secured and maintained from time to time 
by James B. Eads, at South Pass of the Mississippi River, and to enable the Sec- 
retary of War to report during the maintenance of the work, $10,000. 
Gauging waters of Lower Mississippi and its tributaries 

gauging the waters of the Mississippi River and its tributaries, continuing ob- 
servations of the rise and fall of the river and its chief tributaries, as required 
by joint resolution of February 21, 1871, $5,000. 
Improving Mississippi River: That the sum of $1,500,000 be, and is hereby, ap- 
ropriated, or so much thereof as may be necessary, out of any money in the 

jury not otherwise appropriated, for the improvement of the Mississippi 
River from the head of the Passes to Cairo, including the harbors of New Or 
leans, Natchez, Vicksburgh, Memphis, and the reaches at Plum Point and Lake | 

vidence, and the deflection of waters of the Red and Mississippi Rivers from 
the Atchafalaya River; $500,000 from Cairo te the Illinois River, including Alton 
Harbor, and $150,000 from the Illinois River to the Des Moines Rapids, includ- 
ing improvement of Quincy Bar; which said sums shall be expended underthe 
direction of the Secretary of War, in accordance with the plans, specifications, 
estimates, and recommendations of the Mississippi River Commission, $2,150,000 
Provided, That no portion of the money hereby appropriated shall be expended 
atany other points than those herein specified. 
Improving Mississippi, Missouri, and Arkansas Rivers: Continuing removal 

of snags, wrecks, an 
continuing removal of snags, wrecks, and other obstructions from Missouri 

iver, $50,000; continuing removal of snags, wrecks, and other obstructions 
from Arkansas River, $20,000. 
For continuing the practical test of the flume invented by M. J. Adams, the 

sa test to be made under the supervision and direction of the said Adams, 
. 

Improving Missouri River, from its mouth to Sioux City, Iowa: Continuing 
improvement, including survey, from its mouth to Fort Benton, Montana, 

,000. 
Improving Missouri River, from Sioux City to Fort Benton, Montan: 

tinuing improvement, $75,000. 
Improving Yellowstone River, Montana and Dakota: Continuing improve- 

ment from Glendive to the mouth, $10,000. 
Improving Red River of the North, Minnesota and Dakota: Continuing im- 

provement, $10,000. 
Improving ¥ ississippi River above Falls of Saint Anthony: Continuing im- 

provement, 
Improving 

a: Con- 

000, 
Sacramento River, California ; Continuing improvement, for the 

Annual expense of | 

other obstructions from the Mississippi River, $50,000; | 
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Feather Rivers, $60,000 
Improving San Joaquin River: Continuing improvement, $30,000: Provided, 

| That $8,000 of this money may be used at the discretion of the engineer in charge 
| for improvement of the mouth of the Mokelumne River up to New Hope Land.-. 
| ing and Staten Island. 
| Constructing canal around Cascades of Columbia River, O us ( tinuing 
| construction, $125,000 

Improving Lower Willamette and Columbia Rivers, Oregon: ¢ ix 
provement, $0,000 

Improving mouth of Coquille River, Oregon: ¢ tin r imy Ox 
Improving harbor at Norfolk, Virginia: Co 1 nprove OO) 

Improving Cumberland Sound, Georgia ¢ Cont 1 improve 
ment, $25,000 
Improving Rancocas River, New Jersey: Continuing improvement, $6, 
Improving Maurice River, New Jersey : Continuing improve “1 

Improving Broad Creek, Delaware: ¢ tinuing improvemer mn) 
Examinations, surveys, and contingen f rivers and harbors, $25,00 

Improvement of the mouth of Columbia River, Oregon, $75,000 
| That the appropriations made by the acts of June 1s, 1S7S, and March s 
| for improving Harlem River, New York, be covered into the Treasury 
j Improving Monongahela River: Continuing improvement, $25,001 

That the officer of the United States engineers in charge of the improvement 
of the Tennessee River at Muscle Shoals and other pints between the towns of 

Bridgeport, Jackson County, Alabama, and Eastport, Mississippi, be required ’ 
from the surveys heretofore made and by such additional surveys as he may be 
able to have made by the force under his charge wit! hout interlerence with the 
progress of his present work in his next annual report, to give a statement of 
the condition of the streams which empty into the Tennessee River between the 
towns above mentioned and the cost of their improvement and the depth of 
water therein and their commerce 
That the Secretary of War shall prescribe such rules and regulations as may 

be necessary to secure a judicious and economical expenditure of said st ims, and 

shall cause to be made and submitted to Congress annual reports on or before 
January 1, giving detailed statements of the work done, the expenditures made 
and the effect of such work, together with such recommendations as he may 
deem it proper to lay before Congress. It shall be the duty of the Secretary of 
War to apply the money herein appropriated for improvements other than sur 
veys and estimates in carrying on the various works as far as can be without 
actual detriment to the interest of the Government by contract. Where such 
works can not be done by contract without injury to the public interest they 
may be prosecuted by hired labor. Where said works are done by contract 
such contract shall be made after sufficient public advertisement for proposals 
in such manner and form as the Secretary of War shall prescribe; and such con 
tracts shall be made with the lowest responsible bidders, accompanied by such 
securities as the Secretary of War shall require, conditioned for the faithful 
prosecution of the work according to such contract and for the proper payment 
of all liabilities incurred in the prosecution thereof for labor and material 

That the Secretary of War be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to 
make such regulations as may be necessary to preserve and protect the chan 
nels of the rivers and the harbors herein appropriated for from damage 
or impairment by the deposit of refuse or other matter or materials 

That no tolls or operating charges whatsoever shall be levied or cx 

injury 

sllected upon 

any vessel or vessels passing through any canal or other work for the improve 
ment of navigation belonging to the United States 

That surveys shall! hereafter be made upon application to, and authorization 
of, the Secretary of War, and in every case where surveys are made the report 
thereon shall embrace such information concerning the commercial importance 

present and prospective, of the improvement contemplated thereby, and such 
general commercial statistics as the Secretary of War may be able to procure 
Provided, That no survey shall be made of any harbors or rivers until the Chief 
of Engineers shall have directed a preliminary examination of the same by the 
local engineer in charge of the - t.and en only when such local Ineecr 

shall have made such examination and shall have reported to said Chief of En 

gineers, withthe approval of that officer, that inthe judgment of the engineers 

in charge said harbor or river is worthy of improvement, and that the wor 
a public necessity. 

That such parts of the loney appropriated by this or any pre usact forany 
particular improvement, whether requiring locks or dams or otherwise, as n Ly 

| be necessary i the prosecution of such improvement iy be expended in the 

purchase, voluntary or by condemnation, as the case ) f nece rv sites 
Provided, That such expenditure shall be ider the ction of the Secretary 

of War: And provided furthe Phat if the owners of such lands shall refuse to 
sell thean at reasonable prices, then the prices to be paid shall be determined 

| and the title and jurisdiction procured in the manner prescribed by the law f 
the State in which such lands or sites are situated 

That all moneys hereby appropriated shall be immediately available 
Passed the House of Representatives March 1, 18s 
Attest EWD. McPHERSON, Ch 

American Shipping. 

SPEECH 

HON. JO 

I 

) 
\ HN KR. THOMAS, 

IF ILLINOIS, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Thursday, January 11, 1883 | . : 

The House having under consideration the bill (H. R. 7061) to remove certain 
| burdens on the American merchant marine, to encourage the American fore gy 

carrying trade, and to amend the laws relating to the shipment and discharg 
| of seamen 

| Mr. THOMAS said 
Mr. SPEAKER: When this bill was r ported to the House, after giving 

it a cursory examination, I was disposed to support it. But upon fur 
ther investigation of the question I see that it is simply a question of 

| free trade or protection, that question that divides the two great parties 
as they are represented upon the floor of this Hou nd it is for the 
purpose of demonstrating this that I have been Jed to indulge in a few 
philosophic reflections, and will now give the House the benetit of them 

In looking back over the history of this country and of parties in years 
gone by I find that there were two different civilizations, one known 
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as the Southern civilization and the other knownas the Northern civili- 
zation. TheSouthern civilization was built upon (and its politics fol- 
lowed as a necessary consequence) the theory or idea of cheap slave 
labor, and that labor wasdegradingand dishonorable. Upon that theory 
the Democratic party of the South grew up. Upon that foundation the 
tree-trade principles of the Southern section of this country were built. 
On the other hand, the civilization of the North was built upon the idea 
that labor was creditable and honorable. 

The North built itself up into grand proportions by following the 
idea that education and honorable labor went hand in hand, and that 
with nations as with men educated ideas were more profitable to the 
nation than any other kind of wealth. And so we see how that civili- 
zation spread and grew strong. The Republican party laid its foun- 
dation upon the fundamental idea of the elevation of the laboring | 
classes of thiscountry. When the Southern Democracy discovered that 
the foundation stones of the structure they had erected were knocked 
away by the abolition of slavery, it picked up the crutch of English 
free trade, and we now find Democratic Representatives from all parts 
of the South hobbling along in the great race of life, supported by all 
that is left of their ideas of government, civilization, and politics; that 

is, English free trade. And we find them here to-day, as we have found 
this same Democratic party throughout its whole history, striking at 
the very heart of the developmentof thiscountry. We find them strik- 
ing at the laboring men, the producers of this country. We find them 
striking at everything that tends to aggrandize and to develop this great 
country of ours, and are attempting here to defeat this most wholesome 
measure by raising the false cry of ‘‘subsidy.’’ In order to make this 
measure offensive, a stench in the nostrils of the American people, in 
the hope of defeating that which would protect and encourage the labor 
of this country, they denounce it as a subsidy. Mr. Speaker, I de- 
nounce their statement, and say it is not only not true, but is in keep- 
ing with the action, charges, and doctrines of the Democratic party 
made under the influence of British agents of free trade from time im- 
memorial. While they have not the courage to wearthat banner openly, 
the “‘ gridiron’’ of the English Government, the Democrats as a party 
wear beneath their coat lapels the English flag, representing free trade 
and the degradation of labor. 

For these and other reasons I shall vote for this bill and shall oppose 
free ships. We are asked what ought to be done to aid the American 
carrying trade? In the olden time, Mr. Speaker, ships were built of 
wood, and America was in a position and condition where she could 
build them more cheaply than any other nation, for the timber on our 
coast was bountiful and could be cheaply obtained; therefore there was 
necessarily little expense in building ships. But anew order of things 
was entered upon during the war. Theold system of ship-building has 
been changed, and the vessels of the present day are constructed of iron. 
Now, let us see the difference in the cost between England and our- 
selves in reference to the manufacture of iron. The raw materials out 
of which iron is manufactured are the iron ore itself, coal, and lime- 
stone. The average distance that these three elements or materials have 
to be freighted and brought together for the manufacture of iron in 
England is only eight miles. Thatis for the transportation of the crude 
materials. How is itinthiscountry? The average distance apart here 
of the ore, the coal, and the limestone is one hundred and twenty miles. 

The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman has expired. 
Mr. THOMAS. I ask unanimous consent that I may have a few 

minutes longer. This is the first time with the exception of five min- 
ntes on a former occasion that I have sought the indulgence of the 
House. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair hears no objection to permitting the 
gentleman to proceed. 

Mr. THOMAS. I was saying, Mr. Speaker, that the average distance 
that the materials of which iron is manufactured have to be freighted 
in this country is one hundred and twenty miles. Hence we havea dif- 
ference in the cost of the transportation of the raw material as between 
England and this country of eight miles in her case against one hun- 
dred and twentyinours. This is oneof the causes of the breaking down 
of the American ship-carrying trade in iron vessels propelled by steam, 
because as & necessary consequence their iron is cheaper than ours. 

On the other hand when the iron is manufactured in England the 
average distance it has to be transported to the seacoast is but thirty 
miles. After it is manufactured in the United States the average dis- 
tance it has to be transported to the seacoast where ships are built is 
five hundred miles. 

Here, then, we have the difference in the cost of transportation be- 
tween thirty miles in England and five hundred miles in the United 
States. Is it necessary to ask further what causes the decay in the 
carrying trade of the commerce of the United States in American bot- 
toms as compared with the era of wooden ships? It is simply the dif- 
ference in the cost of the material out of which you build ships to-day 
and the cost of the material that they were built of when we claimed 
the proud distinction of being the Queen of the Seas. 

But, sir, I hope to see the American carrying trade restored in a 
measure by the adoption of this bill. It is a move in the right direc- 
tion. {t is prompted by the proper spirit. It encourages American 
labor, fosters American manufactures, is in opposition to the aggres- 

sion of England that solicits trade at the point of the bayonet and de. 
mands purchasers with cannon-balls and with shells. 

Sir, I want our people to be in sucha condition, should war arise, that 
we can build within our own ship-yards such vessels of war as we may 
need, or convert the vessels constructed within our own dominions into 
fast cruisers; and that can only be done by fostering the building of 
ships within our own limits and the possession thereby of a merchant 
marine which may be converted into cruisers in time of war. 

Originating Revenue Bills. 

SPEECH 
or 

HON. BENJAMIN BUTTERWORTH, 
OF OHIO, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Tuesday, February 27, 1883. 

The House having under consideration the following resolution : 
Resolved, That if this bill shall be referred to a committee of conference it shall! 

be the duty of the conferees on the part of the House on said committee to con- 
sider fully the constitutional objections to said bill as amended by the Senate 
and herein referred to, and to bring the same, together with the opinion of the 
House in regard thereto, before said committee of conference; and if necessary 
in their opinion, after having conferred with the Senate conferees, said conferees 
in said committee may make report to the House in regard to the objections to 
said bill hereinbefore referred to— 

Mr. BUTTERWORTH said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: I desire to say a word upon the pending question, not 

that I expect to change the vote of any gentleman. An eminent mem- 
ber of the British Parliament once said that he had often heard argu- , 
ments which changed his judgment, but never heard one that had 
changed his vote. Ido not expect, therefore, to change a vote; but I 
wish now to have the attention of the House a moment, because it has 
been whispered around among certain anxious brethren that the mem- 
bers of this House from Ohio and certain gentlemen from other States 
press this question of constitutional privilege with the view ultimately 
to defeat the Senate bill; and for no other reason do they press this 
constitutional question. If it is intended by that statement to say that 
the Representatives upon this floor from the State of Ohio oppose the 
revision of the tariff, that they are not anxious to secure a revision, 
then I challenge the correctness of thatassertion. If it is intended sim- 
ply to say that we would prefer no revision of the tariff to such a revis- 
ion as would leave no flocks upon our bills or in our valleys, which would 
send us home to stand amid the wreck of ruined industries, then let 
me say to the gentlemen that they may be correct. We desire a revis- 
ipn that will foster, and not destroy, our industries. Unfortunately 
we may be left to choose between two evils: either to vote against a 
revision of the tariff and thus continue the business stagnation which 
now prevails, or vote for a bill which will injure some one of our great 
industries. We will choose when the occasion requires. 

But this, Mr. Speaker, is a question above and beyond the mere pas- 
sage or defeat of any bill pending here. I am astonished at the earnest 
language of my friend from Kentucky, who suggests that even an idiot 
can see that his construction of the Constitution, namely, that the Sen- 
ate has the right to amend, to alter, to add to any bill originating in 
the House, even to the extent and in the manner presented in the bill 
I hold in my hand, in which the Senate has been pleased to add to a 
short revenue bill, containing a few items covering in all two pages, so- 
-alled amendments revising the whole tariff system of the country, 
striking out all the House did And originating an entirely new bill. 

If idiots who run may read what he states, it is because idiots are ac- 
customed to see things which do not exist and read that which is not 
written. 

I wish to call attention to the fact that the men whose names I shall 
read differ from the gentleman in his construction of that clause of the 
Constitution to which he has called attention; and if this House may be 
guided by the lights along the highway of precedent, there can be no 
doubt as to what our decision will be touching the question as to whether 
in the case under consideration the Senate has been guilty of infringe- 
ment of the rights, privileges, and prerogatives of the House in the mat- 
ter of right to originate money bills. Sir, Hamilton, Franklin, Mason 
of Virginia, Gerry, Sherman, Randolph, Webster, Clay, Benton, Man- 
gum, Forsythe, Sumner, Wilson, Seward, Garfield, and a host of others 
all along the line of distinguished statesmen have insisted that what 
has been done by the Senate in this bill is a plain, open, palpable vio- 
lation of the constitutional prerogatives of this House to originate money 
bills. What are we to understand by the term “‘ money bills?’ It 
used, sir, as it was used in the debates on the resolution fixing the rela- 
tions between the English House of Commons and the House of Lords 
** Revenue bills,’’ ‘‘ appropriation bills,’’ and ‘‘ money bills’’ are syn- 
onymous and express precisely the same idea. The House of Lords are 
prohibited from even amending in any manner a money bill; while the 
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Senate claim and has the right to amend such bills. 

clause of the Constitution under consideration should be construed in 
I hold that the | 

the light of precedent and in the light of the debates which took place | 
when that clause of the Constitution was adopted. The considerations 
which led to the adoption of the clause must serve as a valuable guide | 
in determining the measure and limit of authority intended to be con- 
ferred and fixed by it. 

The provision of the seventh section of article 1 of the Constitution was 
adopted as a compromise and adjustment of a controversy between the 
larger and the smaller States as to the power each should wield in con- | 
trolling the legislation of the country in matters of taxation, &c. The 
larger States objected to the small States having an equal voice in 
the Senate, Rhode Island and Delaware having the same power as 
Pennsylvania and New York. It was finally agreed that the smaller 
States should have the same voice and vote in the Senate as the large 
States, and in consideration of this concession the House had conferred 
upon itthe exclusiveright to originate ‘‘ money bills.’’ In other words, 
quoting the Constitution, ‘‘All bills for raising revenue shall originate 
in the House, but the Senate may propose or concur with amendments 
as on other bills.’’ 

It is claimed that the Senate has not infringed the exclusive prerog- 
ative of the Housein the matter of the bill now before us, but has sim- 
ply exercised the right of that body “‘to propose or concur with amend- 
ments as on other bills.’’ 

If this view is sound the prerogative which the House boasts and 
which was secured to it after a long and bitter struggle is not worth the | 
ink used in writing it. 

If the House in the exercise of its high prerogative—which implies, 
“if there be any meaning in that part of the Constitution which re- | 
quires that revenue bills shall be originated in the House, it is supposed 
to mean that the immediate representatives of the people shall be as 
well the judges of the proper objects of taxation as of the amount of | 
revenue, the selection of the objeets of taxation being not only the 
most undoubted but in fact the most important power of the House 
of Representatives’’—I say if the House in its wisdom is pleased to | 
originate and pass a revenue bill repealing the law imposing a stamp- 
tax on bank checks, and the Senate may, in the exercise of the right 

of the Senate ‘‘to propose or concur with amendments as on other 
bills,”’ strike out the item contained in the House bill, and proceed to | 
revise the internal-revenue system and also the entire tariff system of 
the country, thus determining both the objects to be taxed and fixing 
the rate and the amount of revenue, the mere right to originate the 
bill would be of no value; and if such a proceeding would not, in the | 
sense of the Constitution, be originating, practically originating, a rev- | 
enue bill, it would be difficult to determine what would. 

The history of the clause in the Constitution which secures to the 
House the exclusive right to originate ‘‘money bills’’ leaves no doubt 
as to the end sought, which was to secure to the immediate representa- 
tives of the people the determination not only of the amount of xevenue 
to be raised, but the objects which shall be taxed to raise that revenue. 

to add to the list of articles subject to taxation under the existing law, 
a hundred other and additional articles, and in the same bill provide 
a system of internal-revenue taxation ? 

Can it be doubted that the Senate, in the sense in which the term is 
used in the Constitution, does originate a revenue bill? Why, sir, there 
is not a trace of the House bill left. I repeat, in conclusion, that the 
spirit of the Constitution if not its letter is clearly violated by the Sen- 

ate in its action upon the bill now before the House. 
unless the exclusive right to ‘‘ originate money bills’’ is in its practical 
operation a delusion and a snare. For neglecting to maintain this in- 
estimable right of the representatives of the people to control the pub- 
lic purse we will be called to a severe account. 

It is the people’s prerogative, and we can not surrender it as against 
them if we would. They will sooner or later assert it even, if need be, 
to the abolition of the Senate itself. 

The SPEAKER 

This must be so, 

The time of the gentleman has expired I 

Importation of Works of Art. 

SPEECH 

oF 

HON. PERRY BELMONT, 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Monday, February 26, 183, 

On the bill (HL. R. 7417) in relation to the importation of works of art 

Mr. BELMONT said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: In order thatthe House may see who are asking Con 

gress to aid and encourage American art by permitting the importation 
of foreign works of art free of duty, I desire to print in the RecorD 
the following names, comprising a few of the artists, painters, sculptors, 
engravers, art students, manufacturers of art work, and designers who 
are petitioning for the passage by Congress of the bill in relation to the 
importation of works of art, H. R. 7417 

Albert Bierstadt, 127! Broadway Francis Lathrop, 80 E. Washington sq. 
Walter Shirlan, 51 W. 10th st. Hl. Pruett Share, University B’ldg 
Frederick Dielman, 51 W. 10th st M. J. Burns, University Bidg 
Wm. N. Chase, 51 W. 10th st Frank Fowler: 
Kruseman Van Elty, 51 W. 10 st A. J. Conant, 51 W. 10th st 

J.C. Nicoll 
Olin L. Warner, 80 E 
Wm, Gedney Bunce 
Frederick W 

A. D. Shattuck, 51 W. 10th st 
A. Carey Smith, 51 W. 10th st 
Frank Waler, 337 Fourth ave 

Freer, University J. W, Champney, 337 Fourth ave 

Washington sq 

Geo. F. Shelton, University Nicholas B,. Kittell, 337 Fourth ave. 
| R. W. Shurtliff H. R. Bischof, New York 
| Albert Ryder, 50 E. Washington sq Samuel P. Avery, New York 

But it is urged that the words ‘‘as on other bills’’ extends the limit | 
of the authority conferred by the clause, so that the Senate may in fact 
substitute another bill for that which originated in the House with 
possibly a single item, or a dozen items, if you please, and in that sub- 
stitute revise the internal-revenue and tariff laws of the country, chang- 
ing and fixing rates and objects of taxation as they will. I am not 
clear what ‘‘amendments’’ were allowed on other bills, when the Con- 
stitution was adopted. But one thing is clear, and that is, that it was 
the express purpose and intent of the convention which adopted the 
Constitution to withhold from the Senate the very power which that 
body has exercised in its action on this bill. 

Will it be claimed that the revision of the tariff as it appears in the 
bill sent to us by the Senate originated in this House. Is not the action 
of the Senate a plain, palpable violation of the spirit of the clause which 
denies to that body the right to originate revenue bills. The provisions 
inserted in the bill by the House have not been concurred in, but struck 
out entirely. Those provisions and items have in no proper sense been 
amended. Such a claim borders on the absurd. 
The prerogative which is secured to the House by the chuse of the 

Constitution in question is referred to by Mr. Justice Story (section 876, 
Story on the Constitution) in the following language: 
That it is fit the House should possess the exclusive right to originate money 

bills, since it may be presumed to possess more ample means of local informa- 
tion, and it more directly represents the opinions, feelings, and wishes of the 

ple; and being directly dependent on them for support, it will be more watch- 
land cautious in the imposition of taxes than a body which emanates exelu- 

sively from the States in their political capacity. 

In the same behalf, Judge Tucker (1 Tucker’s Blackstone, Appendix 
W5) says: 

Now, as the relation between taxation and representation in one branch of | 
lature was fixed by an invariable standard, and as that branch of the 

ure possesses the exclusive right of originating bills on the subject of rev- 
enue, the undue weight of the smaller States is guarded against effectually in 

imposition of burdens. 

But what becomes of thistight if the Senate may, in the form of what 
by grace is called an amendment to the House bill, which contains a 
single paragraph reducing the import duty on a single article, proceed 

Wyatt Eaton,Pres't Society of American L. P. Di Cesnola, New York 
Artists, 80 E. Washington sq Wm. L. Anderson, New York 

Richard M. Hunt, New York ©. Thaxter Hill, Art Students’ League, 
B. 8S. Walcott, 54 E. 43d st. Frederick Beadel, Art Students’ League, 
H. Vietor Newcomb, 683 Fifth ave Emil M. Allewelt, Art Students’ League, 
Logan ©, Murray, 37 Fifth ave John MacDonald, Ar* students’ League, 
Robert Lenox Kennedy, 99 Fifth ave Ernest L. Major, Art Students’ League, 
Jacob H. Schiff, 35 W. 57th st Henry Pulwitz, Art Students’ League, 
A. Wolff, 35 E. 38th st H. Bolton Jones, 58 W. 57th st 
Chas, J. Haskin, 119 Broadway Carroll Beck with, 58 W. 57th st 
Henry T. Drowne, 60 Wall st. and 147 Edron H. Blashtield, 58 W. 57th st 

W. 36th st kK. W. Van Boskerck, 58 W, 57th st 

Wim. H, Tillinghast, N. \ Rob’t Blum, 58 W. 57th st 
| Stephen G, Clarke A. H. Wyand, 58 W. 57th st 
W. T. Schley Phos. 8. Clarke, Union sq 
Carl Shurz, New York W. T. Smedley, South Union Sq 
Robert W. Weir, 24 E. 10th st Louis St. Gandens, 80 E. Washington Sq, 
J. Alden Weir, 80 E. Washington st Aug. St. Gandens, 148 W. 36th st 
Frank Hinsunit, 171 Tremontst., Boston.John Taylor Johnston 
J. Hopkinson Smith, 150 E, 34th st W. Cc. Prime 
Arthur Quartley, 1 Union sq Frederic LE, Church 
Dr. J. Lewenberg, 129 E. 63d st HL. HL. Chittenden, New York 

R. Swain Gifford, 152 W. 57th st Edward Jordan, New York 
F. D. Willet, 578 Fifth ave Thatcher M. Adams, New York. 
H. G. Philpot, 49 Fitth ave Ss. W. Evarts, New York 
Charlisle Truslow, 110 E. 57th st W. kk, Dodge, jr., New York 
Orrine Davis, The Burlington Kk. F. Butler, New York 

Tiffany & Co., Union sq George De Forest Lord, New York, 
Chas. 8. Ward, 18 W. 30th st Sam’'l Thorn, New York 
A. L. Abbott, 337 Fourth ave Willis K. Jessup, New York 
Benoni Irwin, 152 W. 57th st Charles Il. Holed, New York 
Wm. Sartain, 152 W. 57th st Hienry I’. Spaulding, New York. 
D. W. Tryon, 152 W. 57th st. Wim. Buchanan, New York 
Will. H. Low, See. Society Am. Artists, Wm. Hl. Fogg, New York 

152 W. 57th st. J. Paton, New York 
Wm. Bailey Faxon, 152 W. 57th st R. D. Coursy 
Walter Clark, 145 W. 55th st F, H. Church, 58 E. 13th st 
J.S. Hartley, 145 W. 55th st B. N. Mitchell, 58 E. 13th st 
Frederick A. Marquand, 119 E. 24th st. Jas. Symington, 58 W.57th st 
H. G. Marquand, 21 W. 20th st Ilarry Chase, 5S W. 57th st 

Luther Kountze, 120 Broadway Cc. B. Owen, 58 W. 57th st 
Charles Lanier, 26 Nassau st, S. H. St. John, 58 W. 57th st 

J. Pierpont Morgan, 23 Wall st Ir. W. Dewing, 189 W. 55th st. 
| J. Seligman, 19 Broad st Mrs. M. R. Dewing, 159 W. Sith at. 
Howard Potter, 57 Wall st Ella F, Pell, 139 W. 55th st, 
Jas. M. Brown, 59 Wall st. Dewitt C. French, 139 W. 55th st, 
Sam’! D. Babcock, 50 Wall st. Geo, Inness. 
William Alexander, 27 W. 35th st L. M. Niles, 52 E. 23d st, 
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Il. Amy, 21 Nassau st. 
J.B. Trenn, Yonkers, 
R. D. Sawyer, Art Students’ League. 
J. Lewis Webb, Art Students’ League. Chas. Harry Eaton, 52 E, 23d st. 
Carl A. Widner, Art Students’ League. P. FE. Rudell, | Union Square. 
John F. J. Fresch, Art Students’ League.C. G. Turner, 11 E, 14th st. 
Poultney Bigelow, 21 Gramercy Park. Wm. St. J. Harper, 11 F. 14th st 
Elliott Koosevelt, 8 W. 57th at. A. Seggin, 11 E. 14th st. 
Robert W. De Forest, 7 Washington sq. John L. Fitch, 51 W. 10th st. 
J. FE. Hindon Hyde, 152 E, 27th st. Henry A. Ferguson, 52 E. 23d st. 
Frederic H., Betts, 78 Irving Place E. D. Foster, Englewood, N. J. 
Horace Russell, 44 W. 34th st. J. W. Collender, New York. 
Duncan D. Parmly, New York Bernard Roelker, New York. 
J.L. O'Sullivan, New York. George Mosle, New York. 
Chas. Il. Ward, 193 Second ave Geo, A, Cusker, New York. 
Henry Marquand, New York. J. A. Roosevelt, New York. 
Park Godwin, 19 E. 37th st D. Willis James, New York. 
Neil M. Keating, Art Students’ League. J. M. 8S. Alexander, New York 
Jos. T. Clark, Art Students’ League. Kk. A. Willard, New York. 
Edgar 8. Cameron, Art Students’ League, 

ENGRAVERS, 

A. Irwin, New York. 
hk. H. Carson, New York. 
©, A. Powell, New York. 
J. A. Taylor, New York. 
A. Waldyer, New York. 
H. Davidson, New York. 
©, Schwartzburger, New York 
J.J, Blodgett, New York city. 
Jno, J, Level, 21 West 50th st., 

York. 
Chas, W. Larned, professor U 

tary Academy, West Point. 

W. 8S. Mary, 52 E, 23d st. 
A. F. Tait. 
John Peoli, 2 E. 74th st. 

T. Cole, New York 

John H. Whitney, New York 
Minna Williams, New York. 
Henry Vetten, New York. 
BE. T. Feinemann, New York 
W. H. Merse, New York. 
M. L. Owens, New York 
Wm. H. Lippincott, artist, 44 W 

st., New York. 
Gharies F. Ulrich, artist, 1155 Broad- 

way, New York. 
John H. Sherwood, 
New York. 

In order to meet the only objection that has been made against the 
bill, I would favor an amendment striking out the word ‘‘ lithographs’”’ 
from the second section. 
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Internal-Revenue Taxes. 

SPEECH 
or 

THOMAS M. 
OF ARKANSAS, 

HON. GUNTER, 

IN TEE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Tuesday, February 20, 1883, 

On the motion to suspend the rules and pass 4 bill to reduce internal-revenue 
taxes. 

Mr. GUNTER said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: On the 4th of March next, after ten years’ continuous 

service, I shall retire from this House. After having been honored by 
the people of my district—a brave, generous, and intelligent people— 
with five successive elections as their Kepresentative, I declined to again 
become a candidate, and desire here and now to express my profound 
gratitude to my constituents for their more than deserved favors. 

I came here, Mr. Speaker, as a Democrat, representing a district where | 
the Democrats are in a majority of at least four to one, and while I have 
never failed to advocate the principles of my party and advance its in- | 
terests, I have always felt that they were subordinate to my duty to my 
country, and were only worthy of support because, carried into effect, 
formulated into laws, these principles would make the country still 
greater and more glorious. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, in the close of my career as a member of this 
House, I desire to say a few words as to the present and future condi- 
tion of the country, of its needs, and what I believe should be done to | 
advance the interests of the people. 

There are but three great questions before the people, and the first of | 
these, of which I shall speak and that but briefly, is the improvement 
of the navigation of the Mississippi River. Thisisno local matter. It 
is one in which the people of the Eastern seaboard, ‘‘ the toilers by the | 
sea;’’ the men and women who work in the cotton and woolen mills 
and shoe shops of New England; who delve in the iron and coal mines 
of Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Ohio; who labor in the baleful light 
of their forge fires; the hardy lumbermen of Maine; the tobacco and 
cotton growers and manufacturers of Virginia and the Carolinas, all are 
equally interested with the inhabitants of the great valley; the farmers | 
who cultivate the fertile soil of the great West and from the teeming 
bosom of mother earth gather the breadstuffs to feed the world. 

A cheap method of transportation will cheapen the food of those who 
have to buy and at the same time increase the earnings of those who 
produce the food. The improvement of the navigation of the Missis- 
sippi River will give that cheap method. It will not only provide one 
cheap route, but many—tor the railroads which now control the trans- 
portation will lower their prices to compete with the river route, and 
five men can no longer meet as now in aluxuriously furnished chamber 
in New York and levy a tax of fifty cents ora dollar a barrel upon every 
barrel of flour consumed by the laborers of the Eastern States. 

But a few months ago the butchers in Chicago found it would be profit- 

able for them to slaughter beeves, hogs, and sheep in that city and send 
the beef, pork, and mutton to the Eastern cities in refrigerator cars, as 

| the freight was much cheaper on the meat than it was on the live anima)s 
This difference in freight enabled them to sell at but little more than 
halfthe price required by those who transported the live animals. But 
it decreased the profits of the railroads, and they at once put up the 

| charges on the refrigerator cars, and in doing it added from 5 to 10 cents 
per pound to the prices of beef, pork, and mutton. 

With the Mississippi River made navigable for boats of heavy draught 
| at all times and seasons the railroad monopolists could not do this 
Hence it is a great duty we owe to the people of the country to mak 
it navigable at any cost. 
The second great question in politics is the regulation of the tariff. 

the placing of such duties on imports as will at the same time produc 
the greatest amount of revenue to the Government, and will not oppress 
those who labor either in the workshops and mines or upon the farms 
in the forests or stores of the country. 

Ourduty, Mr. Speaker, is to legislate to protect the poor; the rich can 
care for themselves. I do not say this in any agrarian or communisti; 
sense, for I am as far from entertaining communistic or agrarian ideas as 

any gentleman on this floor, but we all know that capital cares for itself 
I am not one of those who believe that it is our duty to legislate money 
out of the pockets of men who have honestly made it, but I de believe 
that we should so legislate that capital can not oppress labor, the rich 
grow richer upon the labor of the poor, while the poor grow poorer and 
have to labor harder for the mere necessaries of life. 
Why, sir, what did it mean when but a few days ago the amendment 

offered by the gentleman from Indiana [Mr. HOLMAN] was voted 
down. 

It was claimed and shown that the duties on material entering into 
the building of a first-class iron steamship averaged $34 per ton, and 
it was proposed that to any one building a 4,000-ton steamship of 
American materials a subsidy should be given from the Treasury of 
the amount of the duties; that is, $136,000. Theseduties, itis claimed, 
are to protect the American laborer from the competition of the poorly- 
paid labor of Europe. 

Mr. HOLMAN’s amendment provided that one-half the amount of 
this subsidy should be divided between the laborers who built the ship, 
the sons of toil who forged the iron from which the mighty traverser ot 
the seas was made, the artisans who wrought it into shape and under 
whose skillful hands the unsightly ore blossomed into the magniticent 
vessel. But that amendment was voted down. The gentlemen on thx 
other side of the House—the Republicans, who advocate ‘‘a tariffto pro 
tect the laboring man ’’—were unanimous in opposing it, and Iam sorry 
to say were re-enforced by two calling themselves Democrats, and to my 
great astonishment by one elected as the special advocate and repr 
sentative of the laboring man. 

This vote proves the falsity of the Republican claim that that party 
represents the interests of the laboring ;men when it advocates a taritl 

The tariff as it stands isa monstrosity it oppresses the people to such 
an extent that it is a matter of wonder they have not risen in revoli 
tion against it; it protects the rich manufacturer and leaves the poor 

| artisan to protect himself, to work at such wages as his master chooses 
to concede or starve; it taxes the many for the benefit of the few; it 
impoverishes the great West, the granary of the world, and the South 
which produces the material for clothing the world, that the New En 
gland and Middle States may grow rich; not that the masses of the peo- 
ple of these States grow rich; but that the few who are rich may grow 
richen 

The tariff should be changed, and that can only be done through the 
triumphofthe Democratic party. I would not, Mr. Speaker, strike down 

| one single industry in this country. I would not vote to deprive on 
man of the means of earning an honest competence by honest toil. | 
would rather dive rsify labor, make our country so that everything th 
world needs could be produced from its soil and its workshops; but | 
do not believe that the present tariff leads to that end, and therefore | 
am in favor of changingit; not tinkering itas has been proposed in this 
Congress, but making such radical changes as will do justice to all th 
people of the country, will provide a revenue sufficient for the wants 
of the Government and at the same time levy the smallest possible tax 
upon the people. Such a tariff will be one based upon the principle of 
securing revenue with the incidental protection that such a tariff would 
give. 

But there is another question greater than these that must be dis- 
posed of. When all the citizens of the great republics of ancient times 

| were alike poor, while there were no millionaires and no tramps, tl 
people were free. In Rome when great wealth was acquired by som« 
and the massez became poor dependents upon the bounty of the rich 
the republic fell. And such has been the history of the world through 

;allages. The accumulation of wealth in the hands of the few impov- 
erished the many. 

| Louis the Magnificent, as he loved to be called, concentrated al! the 
wealth and power of France into the hands of the king and the nobles. 
He was warned, but only answered, ‘‘ After me, the deluge.’? Luxury 
such as the world never saw before and has not seen since until now 

| was the rule with the nich. Poverty, grinding poverty, was the lot of 
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the many. This continued fora time. The French people had never 
joyed the blessings of liberty and competence, and they merely groaned 

under their burdens. The world had notadvanced as it has now, when 
the harnessed lightning flashes intelligence around the globe and Shaks- 

gs Ariel is no longer adream; the tamed fire-fiend works the mighty 
ress and then with headlong speed carries the wet sheets whereon are 

impressed the vigorous words of the world’s best thinkers into every 
hamlet; and it took years for the people to realize their strength. 

But they did, and then the deluge came. It was a deluge of blood. 
Europe was almost a charnel-house, but from it has sprung the beauti- 
ful Republic of France. 

Now, sir, but a few years ago the millionaires of this country could 
be counted without exhausting the tingersof one hand, while the tramps | 
would not have required the thumbs. Now we have millionaires by 
the score and tramps by the thousand. Why isit? Why is wealth 
being concentrated in the hands of the few? ‘The answer can be found 
in our statute-books. Vicious legislation is the sole cause. The legis- 
lation to which I have already alluded—the unequal and unjust tariff 
laws are partly the cause, but there is another class of laws which are 
more directly responsible. When this Government was first formed and | 
was growing through two-thirds of a century to its present grand pro- | 

rtions, it was rich in lands and poor in all else. 
The great West and South were so sparsely settled that the people 

had no means of communication with each other or with ‘‘ the balance | 

of mankind.’’ The teeming soil gave forth its abundant fruits, but 
they were valueless; there were no mouths to eat them and no means 

of transporting them to where there were mouths. Neither the people 
nor the Government had money to provide routes for transportation or 
to improve those which nature had provided. But the Government 
was rich in lands, and it at once inaugurated the system of giving lands | 
to the States—mind you, Mr. Speaker, to the States—to aid in the con- 
struction of wagon-roads and canals. Six million acres of land were | 
given to five States of the West—Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, | 
and Michigan—tfor these purposes. 

But soon railroads came. It is not the life of an ordinary man, Mr. | 
Speaker, since the whistle of the first locomotive was heard in this | 
country; since the first mile of railroad was laid. It is not a genera- 
tion since the Government of the United States made its first grant of 
land to a State to aid in building a railroad. . 
The Democratic party inaugurated that policy and it may be proud of 

the results. From the time the first grant was made in July, 1850, to 
the State of Illinois to aid in building the Illinois Central Railroad, from 
the great lakes of the north to Cairo, and to the States of Alabamaand | 
Mississippi, to aid in building the continuation of that road, the Mobile 
and Ohio Railroad from Cairo to the Gulf, the party continued that | 
policy until it went out of power in blood and fire, and during the eleven 
succeeding years there had been grante to the States of Missouri, Ar- 
kansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, Wisconsin, Iowa, 
Michigan, and Minnesota 35,000,000 acres of land, six sections to the ov, 

mile, to aid these States in securing railways through their borders, and 
the result more than justified the anticipations of the grantors. The 
railroads in aid of which land was given were built, and thousands of | 
miles of other roads were built because of these. That my words may 
be verified, let me here present a table of the States to which grants 
were made by Democratic Congresses, the number of miles of land- 
grant railways in each State, the number of acres of land patented or | 
certified to each State, the number of acres of land to each mile of land 
grant railway, and the number of miles of railways in the States. 

= g 
2 & 
= a 

State. - es = =F 
= D a. 

= = 

2,595, 053 1, 320 1, 960 7,780 
1, 764,710 584 3,000 3, 740 | 
2,381,650 42 | 3.900 1,100 
1, 760, 468 247 7,000 600 | 
2, 825, 932 $22 3, 450 1,982 | 
1, 472, 405 152 7,000 950 

3, 413, 650 633 | 5,400 96 
2,580, 020 1,005 2, 600 wp i 

7, 360, 000 1, 800 4,100 270 | 

935, 158 406 2,500 1,140 | 
4,695,490 | 2,23:0 | 2,090 4, 898 
4, 158, 470 1,210 3, 430 3. 101 

mio panel ume aueeme | 

35, 938,006 | 10,971 34, 099 

Average number of acres for mile of railway, 3,273. 

Bat, sir, the Democratic party passed out of power, the scepter de 
parted from Judah, and the Republicans came into absolute control of 
the legislative, executive, and judicial functions of the Government. 
A new system was inaugurated; corporations were created to whom im- | 
mense subsidies were given in money and lands to enrich individuals. 
Where the Democrats had given six sections of land per mile to the States 
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to aid in road-building the Republicans gave twenty and forty sections 
per mile, and added to this immense bounties in money 

I have shown the amounts given by the Democ1 rats, and the results; 

now, sir, I will show you the amounts given by the Republicans, and 
the results in miles of railroad 

The Union and Central Pacific Railway and their branches recei 
33,000,000 acres of land, over $100,000,000 in money 

lay we have The States 

granted | rave us a mile of railway for 3,3 

ind for this out 

1,454 miles of railway 
Dem 

to whom land was 

Tuts "0 land acres ol 

| these Republican corporations gave us one mile of railway to each 7,50¢ 

acres of land and $25,000 in money 

But there are eight other corporations created under this Republican 
plan; they were to give 6,500 miles of railway for 111,000,000 acres ot 
land, that is one mile for each 17,000 a« res, but in tact they Only gave 

us 1,000 miles according to contract, and now demand the land, 110,001 

acres per mile 
Observe, Mr Sp ake , the diff rence between 

and the 

rue policy of the 

vy ot the Re 

ive 1ts 

Democratic party in giving to the State false polis 

g up rich corpo 

But, sir, I hear Republicans say that it w 
of the Republican party that secured for 

ways. t is not true Chis was the Democratic policy 
one of the greatest, noblest, and purest who « 
the walls of this building, Stephen A. Douglas, introdt 

lavors 

and wise policy 

us our transcontinental rail 

\ Democrat, 

» Seat within 

ed the first bill 
granting lands to aid in building a railway from the great lakes to the 
Pacific. A Democratic Secretary of War, aman whose name | shall ever 
revere as that of a patriot and statesman, Jefferson Davis, ordered the 
first surveys and examinations by engineers for railway routes Bi 

ver occupl ad 

} 1¢ 

ross the 

| continent. 
Go to your library, sir, and there you will find thirteen quarto 

volumes containing the examinations made and the reports upon the 
practicability of railways across the continent, and then, sir, take a 
map of the United States and you will find upon every route examined 
by the order of this Democrat a railway built or rapidly being built 
There, sir, you will see the Northern Pacific route, the Union and Cen 
tral Pacific, the Kansas Pacitic, the Atlantic and Pacific, and the South 
ern Pacific; the forty-ninth, the forty-first, the thirty-eighth, the thirty- 
fifth, and the thirty-second parallel routes were all selected by him and 
surveyed under his orders. 

But, sir, those railways were not built under the Democratic policy. 
The last Democratic President of the United States, in advocating the 
policy of giving aid toward building a transcontinental railway, said, 
‘*The construction of this road therefore to be to ought cominitted 

companies incorporated by the States; Congress might then assist them 
in the work by grants of land or money, or both.’’ This was in accord 

ance with the precedents set and with the Constitution. But the Re 
publicans disregarded the precedents and violated the Constitutior l, and 

in so doing naucurated a sat irnalia of I bbery They not only y 

mitted but they ence d and ited robbery, until the very floor 

of this House were ree] with the corruption that had overflowed from 
the corridors and contaminated the member 

The Credit Mobilier has gone into histor But the ld does not 

know a tithe of the corruption that was caused by these l gra t 

corporatiol Mr. Spe you can me lescend frot ‘ hair now, 

sir, and pass out into either of t o lors of this House ut find 

ing the agent or representative of d int railv I to greet 

you with a cordial smile and shal of th hand, ready to wh sper mn 

your eal me word of advi isto y t should be mein regard te 

them They come in more shapes than Proteus; they stand like Satan 

at the appl tree handing you the fru the even penetrate, as ex 

| members, upon the floor of this House; they infest your hotels and resi 

dences; are as numerous as the lice and repulsive as the frogs that cam«e 

upon Egypt at the command of Moses, and they all grew out of this 

system inaugurated by Republic of building up monster corpora 
tions and fathering them upon the people’s money and land 

Mr. Speaker, ther danger to the American people while this con 

dition of affairs exists, and the ré presentat’ ves ot the Amer in people 

| in Congress assembled should remove the cause of alarm It is their 

bounden duty to the people and to themselves his threatening cloud 

is the great political question of the time. We must recognize it as 
| such; we must accept and meet the responsibility 

Briefly, Mr. Speaker, | have alluded to what I consider the questions 

of-moment before the country. They areall cognate to each other and 
revert back to the one great question of taxation and reven With 

the Mississippi River navigable, railroad charges will be reduced. With 

railroad charges reduced the products of the farmer and manufacturer 
can be delivered to each other at lower prices with a greater profit 

With the public domain rescued from the monopolists, who are 
trying to seize it, and restored to the people, taxation will be lightened 
still further and prosperity accordingly enhanced 

Sir, for ist time, perhaps, in this House I desire to re 
turn my thanks for the uniform courtesy shown to me alike 
ical friends and foes, assuring you that in returning to my hon 
the pursuits of private life 1 shall carry with me many pl 

and 

to 

} ¢ ne li in rising 
by polit 

ie and to 

asant recol- 

warm friendships that will con- 
tinue during lift 
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Fitz-John Porter. 

SPEECH 

HON. RUFUS R. DAWES, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Thursday, February 15, 1883, 

On the bill (S. 1844) for the relief of Fitz-John Porter. 

Mr. DAWES said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: In the record of the proceedings of this House for 

Monday, January 15, 1883, occurs the following: 
Mr. Iunaco. I move to take from the Speaker's table the bill (S. 1844) for the 

relief of Fitz-John Porter. 
Mr. Dawgs. Lobject. [Cries of *‘ Regular order!"’] 

Owing to its parliamentary status this objection probably is, as it 
was intended to be, the death of the bill so far as the Forty-seventh 
Congress is concerned. It hasalways been my conviction that Fitz- 
John Porter interposed the “regular order,” to say the least, against 
the appeal for consideration sounding from the cannon and crashing 
from the muskets of his fellow soldiers engaged in deadly struggle 
on the field of battle. Justice to Fitz-John Porter in the way of re- 
lief from the penalties imposed by the court-martial that condemned 
him will be, | think, more poetic at the hands of the Forty-eighth 
Congress. I desire that that Congress shall have the satisfaction 
and the glory of granting such justice, if it is so inclined. The 
poetic justice due him from a soldier in the army of General Pope 
it was my desire to place upon the record. 

On the 27th Cay of November, 1862, a court-martial convened in 
Washington for the trial of General Fitz-John Porter. 
consisted of the following-named officers: Major-General D. Hunter, 
Major-General E, A. Hitchcock, Brigadier-General Rufus King, Brig- 
adier-General B. M. Prentiss, Brigadier-General James B. Ricketts, 
Brigadier-General Silas Casey, Brigadier-General James A. Garfield, 
Brigadier-General J. P. Slough. Colonel Joseph Holt, Judge-Advo- 
cate-General of the Army, was judge-advocate and recorder of the 
court. General Porter, the accused, was represented by Hon. Reverdy 
Johnson and Charles Eames, esq., as counsel. 

The court attracted the attention of the whole country to its de- 
liberations on account of the distinguished character of the accused, 
and on account, also, of the grave crime against his country and 
his comrades in battle with which an officer of unquestioned fidelity 
and approved valor on other fields of battle stood charged. The 
court sat about forty-five days. It sat with open doors and in the 
sunlight of public criticism. I find it impossible to doubt that there 
was willingness on the part of the court-martial to give the accused 
full, fair, and impartial hearing. It is impossible, alse, to believe 
that the men constituting that court would be willing to do less than 
justice on the side of mercy. In the name of the best, the wisest, 
the truest, and most charitable of the great men who stood our lead- 
ers in those dark days, I repel the degrading suggestion that this 
court was organized to convict. General Porter had, therefore, a 
trial according to the custom of war in like cases—a fair trial and 
by a court of the highest possible standing as to intelligence, char- 
acter, and integrity. He had before this court a powerful defense. 
Every witness important to his defense and accessible to the court 
was summoned, appeared, and testified. Only persons engaged in 
armed rebellion and restrained from attendance by that fact are lack- 
ing from the list of witnesses desired by the accused. If such wit- 
nesses could have appeared they would have known absolutely 
nothing of the animus or personal action of General Porter, for the 
plain reason that he did not get near enough for them to seehim. It 
was his first duty as commander of an army corps moving toward a 
field of battle where cannon were sounding and musketry crashing 
to possess himself by armed reconnaissance of information as to the 
force and position of the enemy in his front. 

But he had halted his column before a cloud of dust and recoiled 
from a slight and bloodless encounter with the enemy. For this very 
reason he was unable to prove to the satisfaction of the court his 
allegations as to the presence of Longstreet in superior force. His 
failure to have this knowledge was an essence of the crimé of which 
he stood accused, It was what he had not known that condemned 
him. The fact that he could not prove his allegations by a cloud of 
witnesses from his own line of battle, but was forced to rely in part 
upon a cloud of dust, was one vital point against his case. Had he 
shown the spirit, action, and inspiration of the soldier he was known 
to be, all would have been well for him before that court-martial of 
true patriots and gallant soldiers. An excellent soldier of that same 
campaign, when criticised as to his battle action, answered: 
My justification must rest solely upon the circumstances as they existed to my 

knowledge at the time. If these do not justify me nothing can. ~ Z 

The court-martial convicted General Porter of criminal insubordi- 
nation and disobedience of orders on the battle-field. The sentence 
was that he be cashiered and forever disqualified from holding any 

The court 

judgment on the nature of the act. 

office of trust or profit under the Government of the United States. 
It is the tradition of the court that the question was not between 
dismissal and a lighter sentence, but between dismissal and death, 
The sentence was approved by Abraham Lincoln, President of the 
United States. Hon. Robert T. Lincoln, in his testimony upon the 
subject, says: 
My father was exceedingly severe in his condemnation. 

As a soldier of the army of General Pope, and afterwards in the 
Army of the Potomac, I then accepted this action of the court-mar- 
tial as conclusive upon the subject. It was sustained by impres- 
sion, observation, and knowledge of events as they existed all around 
us. Iam proud to claim the honorable gentleman fram Wisconsin 
(Mr. BRaGG], who champions this bill, as my instructor in the battle 
duty of asoldier. He never flinched in battle nor in getting into bat- 
tle, and woe to the man under his command who did. From an old 
letter of my own, written from our camp near Belle Plain, April x, 
1863, I take these words as expressing the sense and indignant fee]- 
ing at that time of the soldiers of the regiment with which I was con- 
nected, and which the gentleman commanded : 

Shot to death by musketry for Fitz-John Porter would have been poor penance 
for the thousands slaughtered at Ball Run, and we, their surviving comrades and 
friends, would for their sakes rejeice at it. 

Lapse of time has cooled my feelings, but reconsideration has not 
changed my judgment. 

But, unless my memory plays me false, areconsideration has changed 
the judgment of my honorable friend, the gentleman from Wisconsin, 
He was my leader on many fields of bloody endeavor, and my Nestor 
in military law. It is my recollection that our opinions upon this 
case were not different in 1863. From his emphasis I think I drew 
in part my inspiration. The Army wanted victory, not a victim. 
Political discussions and disrespectful and treasonable language to- 
ward the Government and superior officers had proved a bane to the 
discipline of the Army of the Potomac, which a vigorous enforcement 
of the penalties could alone correct. In this conspicuous case the 
Army believed the crisis demanded the most vigorous exaction of the 
penalty. Perhaps we were mistaken, and soldierly instinct on the 
spot must give way to legal acumen at long range in passing judg- 
ment upon battle action. 

Sixteen years after these events the case was opened for rehearing 
before a board of three officers of the Army. They were gentlemen 
of high character, and distinguished in history. But this tribunal 
of three men, far removed from the events, of questionable legality 
in its constitution, anomalous in its character, without power to 
compel attendance of witnesses, is, I submit, not entitled to the 
respect due to the original court-martial whose conclusions it re- 
verses with entire completeness. Before this board General Porter 
came with an ex parte case, carefully prepared by sfxteen years of 
devotion to the subject—a devotion that is touching in its sincerity 
and earnestness—and he was represented by the strongest legal 
talent—* three skillful, able, and learned counsel.” With all respect 
for the recorder of this board, and admiration for his heroic struggle 
against odds, and full appreciation of his excellent conduct of the 
case, I must still say the Government had an unequal hearing com- 
pared’ with the trial of the issue before the original court-martial. 
A harsh criticism has said, ‘‘This board was a whitewash for Porter 
and a drag-net for McDowell.” The board found Porter’s conduct 
worthy of high encomium. It was ready to canonize him as a mar- 
tyr, and to place his name on the scroll of fame as a hero—God save 
the mark!—who saved an army by not fighting! Itreached, also, the 
conclusion that General Porter’s animus toward his commander, 
General Pope, which was granted bad, was of no importance in the 
case. 
What a proposition in military jurisprudence! The spirit and in- 

tention of the actor to be eliminated from consideration in passing 
On this point I will quote a dis- 

tinguished soldier and jurist. He says: 
The spirit and intention constitute the difference between a man's being fool- 

ishly captured by the enemy and his being a deserter deserving death. It consti- 
tutes the essential difference between an officer's doing some blundering or timid 
thing deserving only censure or contempt, and his being guilty of the highest of 
military crimes. The stern law of war punishes even cowardice with death when 
it sets a dangerous example; but if a hostile spirit of hatred and insubvurdination 
toward the commander produces the same results as cowardice would, the crime 
is exaggerated. In the one case it may be physical weakness, which we pity and 
despise while we punish it; in the other it is a purposed and willful wrong, allied 
closely to treachery. To say that malice makes no difference in offenses is merely 
to invert all rules. 

The animus of Porter will be the controlling consideration in the 
debate before the American people, as it was before the court-martial 
that condemned him. Says one whose judgment carries weight before 
the nation: 

It requires no oral testimony to establish that, as their intrigues, dispatches, 
and intercourse at that time establish that fact beyond any possible controversy. 

There was no darker epoch in the war than the summer and fall 
of 1862. The grand campaign against Richmond was a flat fail- 
ure. Upon the Army of the Potomac, the finest, most elaborately 
equipped, and completely organized army of the land, had been cen- 
tered and lavished the resources, the hopes—yes, the agonized prayers 
of our people. The power that swept the eagles of France to irre- 
sistible victory in the name of Napoleon had been invoked fer its 



commander by the worshipful devotion of his soldiers and the loud 
acclaim of a people new in war and hungry for a hero, The net 
result of its campaign of the fall of 1861 was « grand review at 
Ball’s Cross-Roads. The people were disappointed ; but the summer 

of 1862 had added disaster to disappointment. In the campaign 
upon the Peninsula priceless time had been lost in the ditches at 

Yorktown, and when the grand shock came in front of Richmond 

the army was found stradd ed across the Chickahominy, as President 
Lincoln said, “like an ox half jumped over a fence that could neither 
hook one way nor kick the other.” In this form McClellan had been 

attacked by his masters in war, Lee and Jackson, and despite the 
valor of his soldiers and the heroism and skill of his generals, Fitz- 
John Porter most faithful and conspicuous of them all in the desper- 
ate struggles, he had been driven back from Richmond and was on 
his defense at Harrison’s Landing on the James. Still McClellan’s 
soldiers and most of bis officers clung to him with an unfaltering 
faith and an unchilled devotion. But *Mac’s star” had set. The | 

ple could not be fed on husks; their hearts had turned elsewhere. 
he banners of the undrilled and undecorated Army of the West 

had flashed from Fort Donelson, and by vigorous action that army 
had wrested victory from the bloody field of Shiloh, and pushed 
southward the lines of invasion. The President, recognizing the 
stern logic of events, had looked to the West for a commander to 
defend the capital, threatened by the failure of the Peninsula cam- | 
paign, and he now ordered the humbled commander of the Army of | 
the Potomac to bring his army back to Washington, a rear guard for 
Pope. Let the hero and martyr, General Philip Kearney, tell in his 
own words the story of the situation, as one portion of the army and 
of the people regerded it at this juncture: 

{From Wilkes’ Spirit of the Times. } 

HARRISON'S LANDING, August 4, 1862 

Dear Pet: I thank you for your kind, long letter. You extend to me hope. 
You suggest withdrawing me and my division out of this ignoble position. With 
Pope'’sarmy I could breatheagain. * * * For McClellan, heis burntout. Never 
once on a battle-field, you have nothing to hope from him as a leader of a colamn 
How do they expect Pope to beat with a very inferior force the veterans of Ewell 
and Jackson? Peace! peace! but there is no peace. No, not even with a dis- | 
rupted Union. Let the North cast away that delusion. Draft we must, or the | 
disciplined thousands of the South will redeem scrip in Philadelphia, and yet the 
North must accept it, and quickly, to a man, or the moment it draggles in debate, 
Maryland, Tennessee, and Kentucky will cast past victories to the winds and rise 
with their nearly allied rebelkin. * * * Adieu. Getme and my fighting divis- 
jon with Pope. With best regards, 

KEARNEY. | 
To Mr. O. S. HatsTEap, Jr., Newark, N. J. 

Kearney may speak for those who distrusted McClellan. Fitz- | 
John Porter clung to McClellan, as his record abundantly shows, 
with a devotion passing the love of woman. With an unexampled 
indiscretion, General Pope had recognized this McClellanism of the 
Army of the Potomac, and defied it. In the following order he as- 
sailed both the Army of the Potomac and its commander: 

WasHINGTON, D. C 

To the officers and soldiers of the Army of Virginia: 

By special assignment of the President of the United States, I have assumed 
command of this army. I havecome to you from the West, where we have always 
seen the backs of our enemies, from an army whose business it has been to seek 
the adversary and beat him when found ; whose policy has been attack, not defense 
* * £ Meantime I desire you to dismiss from your minds certain phrases which | 
Iam sorry to find much in vogue amongst you. I hearconstantly of “ taking strong 
positions and holding them,” of “lines of retreat,” and *‘ bases of supplies." Let | 
us discard such ideas. The strongest position a soldier should desire to oceupy is 
one from which he can most easily advance upon the enemy. Let us study the 
probable lines of retreat of our opponents, and leave our own to take care of them- 
selves. Let us look before and not behind. Disaster and shame lurk in the rear. 
*e . 

, July 14, 1862. 

JOHN POPE 
Major-General, Commanding. | 

This was accepted and resented as an uncalled-for taunt by the 
Army of the Potomac, smarting already under unjust criticisms, | 
jealous of its honor as an army, and still swift to resent an insult to 
itscommander. If General Pope could have economized combat- 
iveness to the extent of sparing the Army of the Potomac from this 
ungracious assault it would have been better to have done so, The 
logic of the situation now became this: If Pope’s Army of Virginia, | 
aided by the Army of the Potomac, should defeat the enemy, should 
relieve the capital, and should lift the dark clond from the despair- 
ing hopes of the people, this “‘ braggart” Pope would displace Me- 
Clellan in command of the Army of the East and send him to the 
rear. The iconoclasm of a victory by Pope would shatter the idol 
of the eastern army. 
To Kearney with his “fighting division” and to Fitz-John Porter | 

with his splendid corps came alike the orders to leave the Army of 
the Potomac and go to Pope. Kearney, with enthusiasm and a sense | 
of relief to escape a ‘pent up Utica that restrained his powers,” | 
hastened with soldierly alacrity to duty and to death with Pope. 
Fitz-John Porter, with bitterness and gall toward Pope, moved in 
obedience of orders in the same direction. In the light of history I | 
have endeavored to define and restore the issue. On the part of some | 
officers of the Army of the Potomac there was criticism of orders, 

ee contempt for Pope, snail-like marching, excuses, haltings, 
delays, sneers for Pope’s soldiers, and a dull ear for the booming can- 
non of battle pleading for comrades to fly to the rescue. On the part 
of others, like Kearney, Hooker, and Reno, there was zeal to act and | 
anquestioning faithfulness to obey. History will recognize this de- 
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moralization as an important factor in shaping great events. It will 
say that a better union of the two armies was possible by more vig- 
orous effort of the commander of the Army of the Potomac and cer 
tain of his corps commanders. It will say that the armies, so united 
had power to defeat the enemy and prevent the invasion of Marv. 
land with all its bloody consequences; and it will say that the tardi- 
ness and heartlessness of commanders of their own fellew-soldiers 
betrayed to slaughter and defeat the faithful and gallant army of 
General Pope which had toiled and struggled with untlinching Valor 
and unquestioning fidelity. Here there were no wagons: there it 
was all wagons. Here mud was too deep; there the dust was too 
thick. There was nothing to eat; there was nothing to drink; they 
were so tired; the moon would not shine, and the nights were too 
dark, and Pope ought to be “left to get out of his scrape ” the 

he could. It was not their funeral. Oh! my bleeding country! 
We captured a straggler from Stonewall Jackson’s Flying Corps, 
which was now creating all the trouble. He said “old Jackson 
gave us a gum blanket and a hundred rounds, and he druv us so like 
hell on parched cornthat I couldn’t stand it.” Rain or shine, night 
or day, through dust and mud, “‘ old Jackson drnvy ” his column in that 

campaign, and his faithful vigor as a soldier stands in contrast to 
illuminate the dark record by showing what true men might have 
done, if they had tried, for our cause. 

best 

I have devoted so much effort 
| to restore the existing conditions of history to show that when the 
Schotield board ruled that “‘ evidence of bad animus in Porter’s case 
was not material,” it undertook a large contract. It reversed the 

t responsibility, by Abra- 
ham Lincoln and James A. Garfield, ourtwo martyred Presidents; it 
reversed the judgment of hundreds of dJeading men of that day, and 
thousands of soldiers, and it directly and severely censured the court 
martial that convicted Porter. On February 13th, 1380, General Gar 
field, then a Member of Congress, and gathering material for a speech 
upon the pending bill for the relief of Fitz-John Porter, wrote as fol 
lows: 

It is now perfectly evident that the Fitz-John Porter debate will arouse more 
bad feeling and awaken more war memories than anything that has occurred in 
Congress in a long time We are now called upon to defend the honor of the liv 

y of the dead heroes of the war who fou 

not only to their country, buat to their cammandersa 
bill passes it condemns hundreds 

sa blot on their names 

in 

ght with a spirit of an 
If the 

Lincoln Fitz-John Porter of le 

down, and leave 
iding men from 

General Porter says that he willingly acknowledges that he was 
of the Potomac should 

be removed from the Peninsula, and that he shared with others dis 
trust of Pope’s capacity to command. 

But he says his opinions on this subject were not asked by the au 
thorities; that circumstance did not restrain him from giving them 
with great liberality. There was certainly nothing mean about him 
in that direction. Let us follow the naked record of his official com- 
munication. He first reported to General Pope by note on August 
26, and in person on the morning of August 27, 1862, at Warrenton 
Junction. Ina brief and cordial (?) interview he acquired his knowl- 
edge of General Pope’s plans of campaign, purposes, and strategy. 
If we may judge by his complete and ready disclosures of them, bis 
power as a ‘‘soul reader” was quite equal to that of Lieutenant-Colo 
nel T. C. H. Smith, of whom he bitterly complains for being impressed 
by his own manners and bearing. What seems to strike him first 
are the excellent jokes on Pope, swiftly communicated to General 

Burnside in his first dispatch after the interview. General Porter 
says he was giving Burnside his * impressions :” 

Everything here is at sixes and sevens, and I find Jam to take 
respect. Our line of communications has taken of itself in compliance with 

orders. The army has not three days’ provisions. The enemy captured all Pope's 
and other clothing, and from McDowell the same, including liquors ; [McDowell 

a total abstainer] + and small 
ones guard bridges rhe w and 1 shall be here to-morrow 

Good-night 

sare of myself in every 
are 

no guard ace ompanying the train 

igons are rolling on 

F. J. PORTER 

inwardness of the whole situation, according to his 

Major-General 

The true “c im- 
pressions,” is given in a fulleg dispatch on the same day, as follows: 

AvuGuUsT 27—4 P. M 

To General Burnsipe, Falm uth, Va 
Wagons are rolling along rapidly to the rear as if a might 

propelling them. I see no cause of alarm, though this: 
moving to Gainesville, where Si ter 

time to put out the fire and | 

: . 2 VY power was 

Mc Dowell is 

md bridge in 
DAY Cause If 

cel pow is The lat got to Buckl 

cick the enemy, who s pursuing his route unmolested 

to the Shenandoah or Loudoun County Everything has moved up north 
I found a vast difference bet en these tr ops ours. but I suppose they were 

new, as to-day they burned their clothes, &« hen there was not the least cause. 

I hear that they are much demorali red and needed some good troops to give them 

heart, and, I think, head We are working now to get behind Bull Run, and I 
presume will be there in a few days, if strategy don't use us up rhe strategy is 

magnificent, and tactics in the inverse proportion I would like some of my am 
bulances I would like, also, to be ordered to return to Fredericksburg, to push 

| toward Hanover, or, with a larger force, to push toward Orange Court-House I 
| wish Sumner was at Washington, and up near the Monocacy, with good batteries 

I do not doubt the enemy have a large amount of pplies provided for them, and 
I believe they have a contempt for t} irmy of Virginia. 1 wish myself away 
from it, with all our old Army of the Potomac, and z lo our companiona | waa 

informed to-day by 
this army was p 
take care of itself 
* * * JT hear many of the sick of my corps are in houses on the road 

I think There is no fear of an enemy crossing the 
are all in the advance of the Rebel army. * * * 

the best authority that, in opposition to General Pope's view 
shed out to save the Army of the P otomac 

Pope says he long sines 

in army that could 
(> coquan 

very sick, 

Rappahannock. The cavalry 
If you can push up the grain 

is no grain here or anywhere, 

wanted to go behind the 

There 
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and this army is wretchedly supplied in that line. Pope says he never could get 
enough. Most of this is private, but if you can get me away, pleasedo so. Make 
what use of this you choose, so it does good. Don't let the alarm here disturb 
you. If you had a good force you could goto Richmond. A force should at once 
be pushed on to Manassas to open the road. Our provisions are very short. 

F. J. PORTER. 

In another dispatch to General Burnside, on the 27th of Angust, 
he says: + 

Please hasten back the wagons I sent down, and inform McClellan, that I may 
know I am doing right. 

And at 2 p. m., on the 25th of August, he dispatches— 
All that talk about bagging Jackson, &c., was bosh. That enormous gap 

Manassas, was left open, and the enemy jumped through; and the story of 
McDowell having cut oif Longstreet has no good foundation. * * * The 
enemy destroyed an immense amount of property at Manasses—cars and sup- 
plies. I expect the next thing will bea raid on our rear by Longstreet, who was 
cut of 

Also, in another dispatch, on the 28th, he says: 
I hope for the best; my lucky star is always up about my birthday, the 31st, 

and hope Mo's is up also. You will hear of us soon by way of Alexandria. 

At six o’clock in the morning of August 29th he telegraphs to 
Burnside— 

Heintzelman and Reno are at Centreville, where they marched yesterday, and 
Pope went to Centreville with the last two as a body-guard, at the time not know- 
ing where was the enemy, and when Sigel was fighting within eight miles of him 
and in sight. Comment is unnecessary. * * * I hope Mac's at work, and 
we will soon get ordered out of this. It would seem from proper statements of 
the enemy that he was wandering around loose; but I expect they know what 
they are doing, which is more than any one here or anywhere knows. 

At risk of throwing some defender of General Porter into the usual 
rage occasioned by it, I will again place before the country for a 
rehearing the conclusion drawn by Judge Advocate General Joseph 
Holt in his review of the case made for President Lincoln, at the 
President’s written request: 
The precise import of these remarkable words in their connection cannot be 

mistaken, nor can it fail to be observed how harshly they jar upon the proprieties 
of military life. It may be safely affirmed that they express, on the part of the 
accused, an intense scorn and contempt for the strategy and movements of the 
Army of Virginia, a weariness and disgust for his association with it, added to a 
bitter fling at his commanding general, as found in the extraordinary declaration 
that he had taken two divisions of his army as a “‘ body-guard to Centreville.” The 
words, as quoted, disclose also a looking by the accused not to General Pope, but 
to Generel McClellan, as his guide, and a reliance upon his exertion and influence 
to relieve him from his connection with the Army of Virginia, and an expectation, 
if ngt a hope, that they would all soon arrive at Alexandria. This, it is true, 
would involve the discomfiture of that army, but it would also involve the dis- 
credit of ite commander, and would restore the accused to his former position 
under General McClellan. Such must have been the anticipation, and such cer- 
tainly was the result. 

This is the officer who commanded ten thousand veteran soldiers, 
the freshest, best fed, best equipped, und highest-toned corps, on 
that day, at General Pope’s disposal. His column closed on War- 
renton Junction early in the evening of August 27, portions of the 
corps arriving during the afternoon. On that day General Joe 
Hooker had tired away, in battle with the enemy at Bristoe, all but 
five rounds of cartridge to the man. To the ears of the Fifth Army 
Corps and their commander the breezes had doubtless watted the 
sound of this distant battle. This is the man who was nine miles 
away, and who, at 10 o’clock that night, received from the com- 
mander of his army this order: 

LH EAPQUARTERS ARMY OF VIRGINIA, 
Bristoe Station, August 27, 1862, 6. 30 p. m. 

GENERAL: The Major-General commanding directs that you start at 1 o'clock 
to-night and come forward with your whole corps, or such partof it as is with you, 
80 a8 to be here by daylight to-morrow morning. Hooker has had a very severe 
action with the enemy, with a loss of about three hundred killed and wounded. 
The enemy has been driven back, but is retiring along the railroad. We must 
drive him from Manassas, and clear the country between that place and Gaines- 
ville, where McDowell is. If Morell has not joined you, send word to him to push 
forward immediately; also send word to Banks to hurry forward at all speed to 
take your place at Warrenton Junction. Jt te necessary, on all accounts, that you 
should be here by daylight. 

I send an officer with this dispatch who will conduct you to this place. Be sure 
to send word to Banks, who is on the road from Fayetteville, probably in the di- 
rection of Bealeton. Say to Banks, also, that he had best run back the railroad 
trains to this side of Cedar Run. If he is not with you, write him to that effect. 

By command of Major-General Pops. 
GBORGE D. RUGGLES, 

Colonel and Chief of Staff. 

P. 8.—If Banks is not at Warrenton Junction, leave a regiment of infantry and 
two pieces of artillery, asa guard, till he comes up, with instructions to follow 
you immediately upon his doing so. If Banks is not at the Junction, instruct Col. 
Clary to run the trains back to this side af Cedar Run, and post a regiment and 
a section of artillery with it. 
By command of Major-General Porr. 

GEORGE D. RUGGLES, 
Colonel and Chief of Staff. 

Major-General Portrr, Warrenton Junction. 

The judgment of the court-martial was that General Porter “ did 
then and there disobey the said order, being at that time in the face 
of the enemy.” It is urged vehemently by the defenders of General 
Porter that it would have made no difference in results if he had 
obeyed or tried to obey the order. All that elaboration does not 
touch the case. The order to march was urgent and imperative, ex- 
plicit, and glowing with the urgency of a call to battle. The ex- 
cuses are briefly summarized: ‘ The night was too dark ;” “the road 
was bad and obstructed ;” “the troops were tired ;” the subordinate 
generals, ‘“‘our companions,” advised against it. It was a foolish 
order anyhow, from a general who did not know what he was about. 

Let us consider whether General Porter could have marched in the 
darkness that night, approximately, ns to his orders, if he 
had tried. The rebel army could march and did march that night 
in its efforts to destroy our country. Do not say to me, a member of 
that corps who marched with it on the awful night of May 13, 164 
in obedience to orders of General Grant at Spottsylvania, that th. 
old Fifth Army Corps could not march to save their country on any 
night the enemy was moving to destroy it. Asa soldier, afterward 
attached to that corps and having an interest in the glory of its nan, 
I resent the imputation as an insult toits history. I cannot encum. 
ber the Record in my limited space with thrice-told tales of historic 
evidence, but it is not, cannot be denied that almost the entire rebe| 
army in that same campaign marched on the night of August 27 
General Taliaferro’s division, of Jackson’s corps, taking along a 
wagon train captured from the rear of our army. It was because 
they could march at night, and did march at night, that the enemy 
were able to so completely surround and defeat General Pope's dis- 
jointed and paralyzedarmy. Let me compare the march of the Fifth 
Army Corps, in obedience to the orders of General Grant, on the 
night of May 13, 1864, at Spottsylvania, with Porter’s pitiful record, 
That corps was under heavy fire on May 8, and also on May 9, and 
engaged in bloody assaults on May 10, and under fire on May 11, 
and in two desperate assaults upon the enemy’s intrenchments on 
May 12, 1864. After this continuous and bloody service by day, ac- 
companied by digging of trenches by night, with men living on half 
rations, and no fires to “‘cook coffee,” God knows they were tired and 
hungry. But I will give the naked record from oflicial reports and 
history of what soldiers of the Fifth Army Corps could do. I quote 
from the official report of a regiment of that corps, the Sixth Wis- 
consin Volunteers: 
About dark (May 12) we moved back again two miles toward the right, and 

the brigade was ordered to construct works. * * * Inthe midst of darkness and 
a driving rain-storm I proceeded to construct breastworks. In a short time we 
were ordered to leave this work and march back to our position in support of 
troops fighting along the line of captured intrenchments. My regiment was sent 
forward to relieve troops firing upon the enemy's works at the salient. In com 
pliance with instructions my regiment stood in mud more than six inches deep, and 
cept a continuous fire upon the enemy's work during the entire night. 

This night, at the so-called ‘‘ angle of death,” on the line of Spott- 
sylvania, was the most horrible conceivable. The mud was full of 
dead bodies of our own soldiers; and yet the report continues : 
During the night of May 13 we were on the march. 

Notice this is after five days of battle and nights of restless toil. 
The night was very dark, the roads exceedingly muddy, and the men were obliged 

to wade swollen streams, passing through water three feet deep. 

This regiment had been educated to soldierly obedience and faithful 
performance of duty by my friend, the honorable gentleman fron 
Wisconsin [Mr. BRAGG], who was then its colonel. Now let us tun 
to Swinton’s History, page 455, for what the Fifth Army Corps, in 
which my friend was commanding a brigade, essayed to do that night 
of May 13, 1864, after a campaign so continuous, so exhausting, and 
so trying, as I have shown, and then think of the insult implied upon 
that noble band of unflinching heroes, by the intimation that they 
could not march on the night ot August 27, 1862, for the flimsy reasons 
given: 
The Fifth Corps, during the night of the 13th, was ordered to march from its 

position on the extreme right, take post on the extreme left to the left of Burn 
side's corps, and assault in conjunction with that corps at 4 a.m. on the lth 
The march began at 10 p.m. The wet weather, however, had badly broken uy 
the roads, and the night being one of Egyptian darkness, the move was mac 
with immense difficulty. The route of march was past the Landrum House t 
the Ny River, which had to be waded. The narrow route afforded no read, but 
traversed the fields and a piece of woods where a track had been cut. Here, mic 
way of the journey, a dense fog arose and covered the ground 80 that not even the 
numerous fires that had been built to quide the column could be seen. The men, 
exhausted with wading through mud knee-deep and in the darkness, fell aslee} 
all along the way. 

I will quote the closing gentences of the official report of the Sixth 
Wisconsin Volunteers, as to all this service: 

These operations were the most exhaustive to the energies of the men, and per 
haps the most trying to their morale, of anything in the experience of the oldest 
in service. But the hardships and dangers were undergone with fortitude, and 
the men were always ready to put forth their best effort in the most perilous 
undertaking. 

Knowing so well his record, I may safely say that had my honor- 
able friend from Wisconsin [Mr. BraGG] had command of the Fifth 
Corps, they would have marched on that night of August 27, 1262, i 
he was then an officer in the ‘‘demoralized army of Virginia,” that 
needed some “ good troops to give them heart.” I have no doubt 
that that night was dark; nights are apt to be when there is no 
moon. There is unimpeachable evidence that the night was dark. 
I find evidence that it was “‘ very dark,” given by my gallant leader 
who fell at Gettysburg, General John F. Reynolds. He testifies: 

It was a very dark night, as was thesucceedingnight. I recollect both of them 
distinctly from having been about a good deal until after 12 o'clock on each night 

Ah, on the succeeding night I was about myself, and so was my 
honorable friend from Wisconsin. We can swear it was dark—very 
dark. At 6.30 p. m., August 28, General John Gibbon attacked two 
divisions of Jackson’s corps. In that battle six regiments of Popes 
‘‘demoralized” Army of Virginia, as history now shows, grapple 
and fiercely battled with thirty regiments of the enemy—regiments 
that were the flower of the rebel army—that formed the corps 0! 
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Stonewall Jackson. Go read the Confederate reports for tributes to 
their valor. Far into the night the desperate and unequal struggle | 

1. We lost a thousand men, but we held our ground. After 
this battle then, “at 1 o’clock, a. m.,” we marched for Manassas | 
Janction, “nine miles.” How strangely similar this sounds to the | 

situation of Fitz-John Porter on the night before, only he had 

fought no battle. We reached the Junction, nine miles away, ‘‘at 
daylight.” My friend, the honorable gentleman from Wisconsin, 
marched that night at the head of our column. There are others 
in this hall who marched that night. Hugh Lewis, an employé 
of this House, whose arm is off at the shoulder-joint, carried on 
that midnight march his shattered arm destroyed in the fight. 
Ask him whether soldiers could march on those nights. Ask the 
one-legged doorkeeper, Williams, now in attendance in your galle- | 
ries, who crawled over that road, coming safely through, whether 
soldiers could march on those nights. Take what lines of defense 
you can, but do not justify your recreant generals by impeach- 
ing the willingness and devotion of the soldiers of the line; and 
do not say the Fifth Army Corps could not aecomplish in 1862 
what it did in 1864. The difference was not in the men, but in 
the leaders of the men. I fancy that such excuse as I take from the 
record, as follows, would not have been accepted by General Grant 
for failure to march on the part of the brigade commanded by my 
honorable friend from Wisconsin [Mr. BraGG] on the night of May | 
1, 1564: 

It will not be necessary for me to explain to a soldier that every ditch, every 
bad place on the road, every bridge, every ford, operates as a serious impediment 
toa march at night. Soldiers stretch ont into single file and pick their way care 
fully at the slightest obstruction. If there was a little stream to wade, and a log 
lay across it above or below the ford, they will take to the log in single file until 
the officers, finding the column broken, ride to the rear for the cause and force 
them across the stream even at the risk of muddying their boots. 
follows the miring of a battery. 

Yet this is the gentleman’s excuse for Porter. 
It is not the consequences of disobedience that we are considering. 

Icare not whether they were damaging or not. It 
disobedience that is in question. Does any one suppose that if the 
soldiers had had the order to march at 1 a. m. they would have re- 
fused or hesitated? They did not have the order, and General Por- 
ter alone is responsible for the disobedience involved in that fact. 
I do not suppose that a general With the true spirit and inspiration 

rhe same result | 

| near the truth in his ‘‘impressions.” 

| intrench him in the gratitude of his country, the 

‘ ; ey arrival at Alex 
is the fact of | 

of a soldier and the true devotion of a patriot would have withheld 
that order. Ah! but you argue he consulted bis generals, took tes- 
timony, sought it, I think, as to the terrible darkness and formidable 
wagons in the road. I cannot forget that ugly sentence in Porter's 
dispatch about “our companions,” but I will do justice to these 
renerals. They were heroes on other fields. 

a measure, victims of their own heroism. General Porter in this 
midnight council of war that did not march, did not utter or make | 
known to his generals of brigade anything but the single fact that 
he was directed to march at 1 o’clock: 
He named the hour and invited their counsel, but said nothing of the urgency, 

hour the sneering or indifferent remark, ‘‘ There is something for you to sleep on." 
He handed the order to one of his generals with whom he was n:ost intimate, with 
this remark, and the result was that the one who received it, if he looked at it at 
all, glanced at it so slightly that he remained unacquainted with its terms. 

General Sykes testified: 

march at 1 o'clock. 
Question by the Judge-Advocate. Do you remember whether you were made ac 
uainted with the urgent language of the order, stating that by all means General 
orter must be at Bristoe Station by daylight the next morning? 
Answer. No, sir, I did not; for I am satisfied that if the emergency had been 

made known to us we would have moved at the hour prescribed. 

General Butterfield said: 
Question by the accused. Will you state what was said by General Porter in re- 

lation to that order, and what the order was? 
Answer. The order, I believe, was for General Porter to move his forces at 1 

o'clock to Bristoe. 
Question by Judge-Advocate. Did you see the order, the 27th, from General 

Pope, or know anything about the urgency of its terms! 
newer. I did not read it. 

General Morell says, in answer to the question as to “what oc- 
curred ;"’ 
General Porter said to us that he had received this order to march at 1 o'clock 

that night; we immediately spoke of the condition of our troops, they being much 
fatigued, and the darkness of the night, and said that we did not believe that we 
could make any better progress attempting to start at that hour than had we 
waited until daylight. fter some little conversation General Porter said, ‘* Well, 
we will start at 3 o’clock—get ready.” I immediately left his tent, &c. 

Itis qnite evident that General Morell was not stimulated to march. 
They got ready at 3 o’clock, but they did not go. This kind of alac- 
rity to obey battle orders reminds one of the tempestuous bully who 
stripped himself to the skin for fight and then said, “Just wait until 
I spit on my hands.” Ah! gentlemen, your action creates a bad 
impression as to what might have been your animus. 

reat merriment is made of the psychological powers of the wit- 
ness, Colone] Thomas C. H. Smith, who met General Porter on the 
afternoon of August the 28th, after this failure to march. Colonel 
Smith chatted with him for only ten minutes. It is not denied at all 
that General Porter said to Smith that the ammunition was on the 
Toad to Alexandria, “‘where we were all going,” and used other like 

So were Pope’s soldiers | 

eroes on Other fields, and on this field too where they became, in | 

| in that country 

and he encouraged them to the counsel he wished by adding to his mention of the | 

|} remained until after daybreak. * * 

complimentary allusions to the strategy of the army commander to 
a member of that commander’s personal staff. I incline to believe 
that while Colonel Smith was emphatic in expression, he was all too 

I can safely say that Colonel 
Smith told General Pope what he believed to be the exact truth, for 

I have personally known the gentleman for many years. I will quote 
from his testimony: 

**General, I saw General Porter on my way here,” said he Well, sir,’ I said 
“General, he will fail you.” ‘Fail me,” said he; “what do you mean! What 
did he say Said [, {tis not so much what he said, though he said enough; he 
is going to fail you.” These expressions [ repeat. I think I remember them with 
exactness, for | was excited at the time from the impression that had been made 
upon me. Said General Pope, ‘How can he failme? He will fight where I put 
him ; he will fight where I put him;” or, ‘‘ He must tight where I put him; he must 
fight where | put him’’—one of these expressions. This General Pope said wit! 
@ great deal of feeling and impetuously, and perhaps overbearingly, and in an 
excited manner. I replied in the same way, saying that I was certain that Fit 
John Porter was a traitor; that I would shoot him that night 
before God was concerned, if the law would allow me to do it 

1 speak of this to show the conviction that IL received from General Porter's 
manner and expressions in that interview 1} 

so far as any crime 

ave only to add that my prepos 
sessions of him were favorable, as it was at headquarters, up to thattime. [never 
had entertained any impressions against him until that conversation. I knew 
nothing with regard to bis orders to move up to Kettle Run; I knesv nothing of any 
failure on his part to comply with any orders 

Let me give some facts concerning this witness at that time. He 
was a lawyer by profession, a Democrat, a graduate of Yale College, 

1 believe, an earnest, sincere, devoted friend to the Government, and 
he was a gentleman of fine ability. He had convictions, and the 
courage of a man who had. Psychologist or prophet, call him what 
you choose, he had the courage to say exactly what he believed. 
‘‘Ay, there’s the rnb.” It cuts too near the line. Always toward 

Alexandria General Porter turns his longing eyes. There bis star, 

McClellan, was to rise; and if Pope , gained no \ , meanwhile ctory to 

commander of the 

Army of the Potomac, under the sixty-second Article of War, upon 
andria, where he was slowly moving, might becom 

commander of the united armies. It did not suit such cherished 

plans for General Pope to win a battle A battle is 
time. Giveme emphatic men for such a crisis 
Smith, who braved the incredulity of his harsh 
nouncing a laggard whom he had found, a 
lines were gathering for battle 

Writing in haste and earnestness it might well be i i Wel 

soldier on the fie 

nh emphati 

All honor to Colonel 

commander by de 

s he believed, when the 

! expected that a 

ld of battle would lay himself open to criticism in 

his documentary orde [It strikes me that the order is ve 
explicit ; that General Pope wanted General 

Bristoe by daylight in the 
could not get his whole corps to Bristo« 
ing to get any of it there 

ry clear and 

Porter’s whok corps at 

t morning. IJt is argued that because he 

Porter was justified in nottry- 
This is fine logic for peace, but it wins no 

battles in war. If the artilery stuck in the mud the infantry were 
not therefore necessarily and absolutely obstructed and detained, ac 
cording to my experience in night marching. There was room enough 

to get around all such obstructions, and there was wood 
enough in that country to build fires, as we did on the night of May 
13, 1864, at Spottsylvania. The true soldier exercises discretion on the 
side of action, not delay, when he is called toward the field of battl 
General Washington laid down the rules of obedience to orders 

Said he: 

It is not for every officer to know the principles upon which every order is 
issued and to judge how they may, or may not, be dispensed with or suspended, 
but their duty is to carry them into execution withthe utmost punctuality and 
exactness. Theyare to consider that military movements are like the working 
of a clock, and they will go quickly, regularly, and easily, if every officer does 
his duty; but without it, be as easily disordered 
like the stopping ofa wheel, disorders the whole 

because neglect from any cause, 

Mr. Samuel, 
law military 

in his historical account of the British army and of the 
, Says: 

Whether the orders of the superior enjoin an active or a passive conduct the 
officer or soldier subject to them is equally obliged to obey; otherwise, every 
military operation or enterprise would be made to depend not on the prudence 
or counsel of the commander but upon the caprice of the soldiery, either for th« 
furtherance or destruction of its object. 
The prompt, re ady, unhesitating obedience in soldiers to those who are set 

over them is so necessary to the military state and to the success of every mili 
tary achievement that it would be pernicious to have it understood that military 
disobedi« nee, in any instance may go unquestione 1 

Let us see exactly how General Porter obeyed his order I now 
quote from evidence given for his defense 

We had reveille about 1 o'clock, * * * ordered to move at3, and moved 

between 3 and 4 across the run, less than amile from camp, and halted there and 
I only knew there was some artillery 

and teams we had to pass by going through the field as we passed over that 
road, * * We encountered a difficulty in getting out of camp in the dark 
ness, and getting many ofour carriages stuck in the run near the edge of camp 

Some of them were not got out until after daylight, especially one battery 
wagor 

General Sykes speaking of the march from Warrenton Jun 

(court-martial record, pages 170, 171): 
teveille in my 

Tior S 

own division was beaten at 2 or 2.39 o'clock a. m nd the ad 
vance was sounded as soon as I could distinguish the road. * * Hefore I 
directed the advance to be sounded I sent an aid-de-camp to find the road, so as 
to lead the column upon it. He returned ina short time and told me the dark 
ness was so great that he could not distinguish the road. He also told me he 
was assisted in that search by several soldiers. * * * As I anticipated, we 

, as uns~ 

derstood in the british army, from whence came the American Articles 

: . ; . | of War and customs of the service 
General Porter informed me that he had received an order directing his corps to | 
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ran upon this train of wagons within two miles of my camp; they encumbered 
the road for miles. 

Now let us have evidence as to the road and its condition. 
Captain De Kay, of General Pope’ sstaff, testified (court-martial record, 

page 47): 

The road runs through the woods part of the way, through an undulating 
country of small hills and valleys, so that I could not tell whether troops were 
closed up or not. * * * General Porter then asked me how the road was. I 
told him the road was good, though I had difficulty in getting down on horse- 
back owing to the number of wagons on the road; but I told him I had passed 
the last wagon a little beyond Catlett from this direction, and as they were 
moving slowly he would probably get up with them by daylight. 

General Heintzelman, commanding a division in Pope’s army, who 
was over the road on August 27, testifies: 

It was a narrow road, in tolerably good condition. A part of it ran through 
some woods, * * * Troops could only march in one line. There wereafew 
little ditches that were bad crossings, and I think the road crossed the railroad 
once or twice, These crossings werebad. I donot recollect distinctly about the 
road, It was notavery good road, however. There wasa large train of wagons 
behind us—a considerable obstruction. The wagons were in front of the ac 
cused, 

Colonel T. C. H. Smith testifies: 
For the first mile and ahalf until you go to Cedar Run the road was bordered 

on either side by open fields or open woods over which troops could march 
easily in great part without going on the road. Indeed,I doubt if there is any 
regular road a good part ofthe wayup. The troops marched through the fields to 
Bristoe Station ; aroad has been worn by the troops, I suppose. At Cedar Run, 
on the west, just above the railroad, there is a bridge and a ford with it, and men 
coming from this side of Cedar Run soon struck a small piece of woods, which 
is, perhaps, less than a quarter of a mile. I give these things as I remember; 
I may be mistaken on this point. * * * At Kettle Runthere was another bad 
place. There was, however, a very practicable ford there; a narrow ravine, 
the road running down with high banks to it on either side. I should say that 
there was half or three-quarters of a mile of the road in which if there was a 
wagon train the march of troops would be badlyimpeded. The railroad track 
was good, all that I saw of it; men could march upon it, 

I find also that the Sixth Wisconsin Volunteers marched all night 
over this route June 14, 1863, on the way to Gettysburgh. We had 
no trouble, but we wanted to get there. I quote from the journal of 
that march: 
We marched at daylight Saturday and camped for night near Bealton Station. 

Marched Sunday morning and all day Sunday and all night and until the middle 
of the afternoon to-day, when we reached this point (Centreville), tired, sore, 
sleepy, hungry, dusty, and as dirty as pigs. Our army is ina great hurry for some- 
thing. 

There is great similarity in the conditions attending this night march, 
but great dissimilarity between the march itself and that essayed by 
General Porter. But then Porter had those terrible mules—stubborn 
and dangerous—in the way. He knew they were there, for had he not 
sent out for information as to the presence of this enemy in force. Mules 
and McDowell barred every road to action and to victory for poor Por- 
ter. A soldier with a ‘brilliant career’’ behind him and a battlefield 
before would rush forward to ‘‘ glory or the grave,’’ but mules were in 
the way. How it touches our hearts and appeals to our weeping sym- 
pathy. Why did not the commander of the Army get his mules out of 
the way of this impetuous hero? Porter’s idea of ‘‘strategy and tac- 
tics’? was that the Army commander should get the mules out of the 
way. This has only one parallel that I know of in history, and that is 
when General McClellan sent word to General Pope that he would re- 
enforce him with a wagon train if he (Pope) would send cavalry from 
the battle front to escort it. It seems that some generals of that day 
had wagons on the brain; they thought of them twice while they thought 
of their country once. Now, ifone of Pope’s ‘‘demoralized regiments ”’ 
had been there I could swear that they would have cleared the road if 
they had had orders to attack, or it would have been bad for the mules. 
They were no more appalled at mules than they were at rebels. There 
was plenty of time for one regiment to have cleared that road after Gen- 
eral Porter got his orders and before it was time to march under them. 
Three hours would have been enough for one regiment of ‘‘ good *’ troops 
to have cleaned the mules out. Ah, but says an experienced soldier, 
what would you have done withthe train? I wouldhavedriven itinto 
the fields, of course. Anywhere out of the road to let the column pass 
forward toward the battle ground. That narrow road was not all the 
territory in Virginia. There is abundant evidence of troops and ambu- 
lances marching in the fields, which shows that trains could have been 
everywhere driven off the road, at least until the column passed. No; 
history will say that General Porter surrendered to mules without an 
effort. 

The second branch of excuse, that the road was bad and obstructed, 
in the light of such facts as I have given, only brings us to the conclu- 
sion that it was General Porter’s business to act vigorously and clear it 
of obstructions and get along as fast as possible with his column. 

The third branch of excuse, that the troops were tired, I dismiss as 
an insult to the troops themselves. 

The fourth branch of excuse, that it was a foolish order from a foolish 
general, has been sufficiently considered. 

While the consequences of General Porter’s failure to march exactly 
at 1 o’clock on the night of August 27 may not have been serious in 
affecting the final results of the campaign, they are very serious in 
affecting a proper judgment upon his animus in the campaign. The 
gravamen of the crime charged was unwillingness to act and captious 
and obstructive tardiness to obey. That other generals under Pope in 2 ee 

that campaign may have failed is quite probable. It was a general fai)- 
ure all around, so far as resultsare concerned. Noother general faileq 
purposely, and none other gave ground for even such suspicion. Tp» 
assail other generals does not defend Porter. No one suspected that 
General Porter meant to be a traitor to his country. It has only been 
thought that if he had been such he could have hardly acted more in 
accord with sucha feeling. Now, ifloyalty to McClellan and disloyalty 
to Pope, which in a moment of haste General Porter acknowledged, in- 
fluenced him to act against the interest of his country and his com- 
rades, fine lines will not be drawn as to original motives. 

Let us now proceed to the action of August 29. Porter’s corps had 
a good rest all day and all night on the 28th of August, at Bristoe Sta- 
tion. I allude to this to show their fresh condition. General Pope, it 
seems, had curtly ordered him to stay there until he was called for, 
Early on the morning of August 29 he was called and moved toward Cen- 
treville until arrested by this order. General Gibbon said: 
General Pope on the morning of the 29th gave me a written order which ] 

delivered to General Porter. 

This is the order: 
HEADQUARTERS, ARMY OF VIRGINIA, 

Centreville, August 29, 1862. 

Push forward with your conne and King’s division, which you will take with 
you, upon Gainesville. 1am following the enemy down the Warrenton turn- 
pike. Be expeditious or we lose much. 

JOHN POPE, 
Major-General Command ing 

Now, let us see about King’s division. For here this division of 
Pope’s ‘‘demoralized’’ troops come into their first direct contact with 
Porter’s corps. I quote from a personal record made very shortly after 
the events: 
About midnight of the 28th, after the battle was fairly over and the wounded 

(all that could be found) cared for, the troops of King’s division marched for 
Manassas Junction, We moved very rapidly, reaching the junction about day- 
light. The fatigue, together with the excitement and horror produced by the 
first bloody battle in which the troops ever took part, almost prostrated them 
The men looked haggard and worn out. Fresh beef was issued and cooked for 
breakfast, and everybody laid down for a little rest. About 9 o'clock a. m. the 
corps of General] Fitz-John Porter came hurrying along by us toward the Bull 
Run battlefield, where now the cannon were roaring loudly. Thetroops looked 
splendidly that morning, 

Other little circumstances connected with this passing of Fitz-John 
Porter’s corps on that fateful day are remembered. Chaff like this 
came occasionally from their ranks to us soldiers of Pope’s army: 
‘*Where’s your man with his headquarters where his hindquarters 
ought to be?’’? The reference is to Pope’s fulminations about head- 
quarters in the saddle. 

This is not evidence illustrating Porter’s action; it is only an in@dent 
of the feeling toward General Pope and his army that prevailed in the 
Army of the Potomac. How they imbibed it the country may judge. 
It broke out into loud and open jeers at General Pope himself after his 
defeat, for I saw and heard the exhibition. It is an incident of the 
issue between the two armies, or rather between certain generals of the 
two armies, which was avowedly eliminated from the rehearing of the 
case. Thereis not the least in this to indicate that the soldiers of Fitz- 
John Porter were not ready to fight, forin their pride as superior soldiers 
they said, ‘‘ We’ll show you how to fight.’’ Every man in that column 
expected to fight, and every man of them heard the cannon roaring and 
saw, as we did, the smoke of battle rising. 

The first important question bearing upon General Porter’s action 
during the whole of that day is that of whether a battle was raging 
The evidences that there was were plain and palpable to every genera! 
and every soldier in the line. It is not my recollection that the army 
stood in quaking apprehension of the approach of Longstreet. Ther 
was nothing in the general knowledge of the situation that justified 
General Porter exercising any discretion against vigorous, aggressive 
action, which was the welleknown purpose of General Pope, the com- 
mander of the army. The joint order says: 
You will please move forward with your joint command toward Gainesville, 

I sent General Porter written orders to that effect an hour and a half ago. 

What General Pope had sent an hour and a half ago it will be re 
membered was this: 
Push forward with your corps and King’s division, which you will take with 

you, upon Gainesville. Be expeditious, or we lose much. 

With the announcement that he was following the enemy. 
order proceeds: 

I desire that as soon as communication is established between this force and 
your own the whole command shall halt. 

The joint 

But not halt until communication is established is the clear infer- 
ence. The order continues: 

It may be necessary to fall back behind Bull Run at Centreville to-night. | 
presume it will be so, on account of our supplies. I have sent no orders of any 
description to Ricketts,and none to interfere in ony way with the movements 
of McDowell’s troops, except what I sent by his aid-de-camp last night, which 
were to hold his position on the Warrenton pike until the troops from bere 
should fall on the enemy’s flank and rear. I do not even know Ricketts's posi 
tion, as I have not been able to find out where General McDowell was until 4 
late hour this morning. General McDowell will take immediate steps to com- 
municate with General Rickettsand instruct him to rejoin the other divisions of 
his corps as soon as possible. 

If any considerable advantages are to be from this order 

it will not be strictly carried out, One t 
ned by departin 

en n view, that the ng must be had 
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must occupy a position from which they can reach Bull Run to-night or to the head of the column to see what is passir 

by morning. The indications are that the whole force of the enemy is moving | will communicate with you. Had you not! 
iz and how affairs are going, and I 

tin back 

in this direction at a pace that wil! bring them here by to-morrow nightor next | EF J. yk ri R. nton.Cenaved 
day. My own headquarters will be, for the present, with Heintzelman’s Corps, Here is: her d } } . 
or at this pl ; ere 18 another dispatch ot the same purport 

JOHN POPE, GENERAL McDowELL: The firing on my right has so far retired that. as I can 
Major-General, commanding | not advance, and have failed to get over to you, except by the route taken by 

i > ‘ | King, J shall withdraw to Manassas, If youhaveanythingtocommunicate. pleas 
Stripped of all but the naked language, and the attendant circum- | do so. [ have sent many messengers to you and General Sige! ~ d a ‘ me a 

stances of a progressive battle, it is perfectly clear that General Pope ex- F. J. PORTER, Ge 

ed of General Porter @ general advance of hislines in foree until eom- | An artillery duel is going on now; been skirmishing for a long time 
munication was established. But General Porter never deployed his | FP. J.P 
corps in line of battle. I quote in full from the record an excellent ac- Now he sends to the commander at the battle front who has not y« 
count of his approach upon the enemy with 10,000 men at least under | been hurt by the enemy by the little trifling and contemptible sk 
his control, whether King’s division was with him or not: mishing and artillery firing that has been going on 

I ask you to join the Fifth Corps on its march from Manassas Junction. Gen- | GENERAL MoRELL: Push over tothe aid ofSigeland strikein his rear. If you 
eral Morell leads the column, followed by Sykes, Sturges, and King’s division; | reach a road up which King is moving, and he has got ahead of you, let h 
an effective force of fifleen thousand men ready and willing to fight under a corps | pass, but see if youcan not give help toSigel. If you find him retiring, move baci 
commander, whose name was a prestige of victory. We meet a mounted man | toward Manassas, and should necessity require it, and you do not hear from m« 
just from Gainesville; he tells us the enemy's skirmishers were there to thenum- | push to Centreville. If you find the direct road filled, take the one via Union 
ber of about four hundred, and their main body was not far behind them. If | Mills, which is to the right as you return 
we are to reach Gainesville it is apparent the sooner we get to work and clear | F. J. PORTER, Major-General 
the road the more likely we will be to reach the point of our destination, for we | 5 ; ; 
know that every moment increases the force in our front. Without hesitation | If all this does not indicate a clear and settled purpose to fall back and 
Griffin's brigade halts, throws four companies of the Sixty-second Pennsylvania | go to the rear without further communication with or information 
to the front with instructions to move on in advance about half a mile, throwing | 2. he c ander of the army hat d ; : . ; 
out flankers to the side and skirmishers to the front. We then move on until | {rom the commander of the army, what does it indicate Che part of 
we reach a cleared place, about five miles from Manassas Junction. Our skir- | the joint order that looks toward retreat he energetically seeks to en 
mishers have found the enemy's pickets and firing commences; the other eight | force. The part that looks to forcing a communication with Pope who 
companies of the Sixty-second Pennsylvania are ordered out to the front to sup- | <i» 1] see 4) 99 “Cina : 
port their comrades—there are twelve companies in this regiment. Our skir- | 8 following the enemy he enforces with the energy of a sucking 
mishers capture and send in to us three mounted prisoners, We are now on the dove. Now, General Porter says: 
crest above Dawkins Branch, and it is at least Ll o'clock, and General Porter imme- 
diately formed line of battle on the crest, General Porter examines the prisoners | ens we = aay ge uti = — ' — t him th a KG = a 
and learns they are Longstreet’s men. Griffin puts a battery in position, and Gen- |“. Gx ppat MoReELI Seg page pe _ ee rae =e oa a iene _ Wh 

> li =e sal rE t MOR re ) yf you can, to yo yresen rlace iat 
eral Porter receives the joint order. | passing ? 

There has been nobody hurt as yet under the first order. But now F. J. PORTER 
along comes McDowell and takes General King’s division away, and | “GENERAL MORELL: Tell me what is passing, quickly If the enemy is con 
the joint order is in operation = . | ing, hold to him, and I will come up, Post your men to oppose him 

. . : “F. J. PORTER, Major-General 
There have been maps and maps made of this battlefield, but the po- 

sition occupied by General Porter’s corps, now in the face of alleged, | | GENERAL Moretti: The enemy must be in a much larger force than I can see 
enormous, and accruing forces of the enemy, very much resembles in tein ena’ ea —— wei. ae y areend avor 

m : - “ a a 7 3 er, & é > been advan g ave also beard the nois« 

appearance on the Government map a 10-penny nail with the head | on left as the movement of artillery. Their advance is quite close 
toward the enemy and the troops strung along the road, stretching 
‘away to the rear, with their arms stacked, and the corps commander 
with his headquarters at Bethlehem Church, the rear of the column. This was the officer in command of the skirmish line, and the only 
A few skirmishers are scattered along the front, who fired a few shots | officer who on that day came in contact with the enemy at all. Now, 
during the day, and a few shots were fired by Porter’s artillery, which 
is the battle service, and the extraordinary record of strategic service, 
which I quote from General Porter’s own statement, was made during 
ihe day: 

kK. G. MARSHALL 
Colonel Thirteenth New York 

General Morell in swift haste sends back to General Porter upon this 
report: 

GENERAL PoRTER: Colonel Marshall reports amovement in frontof his left. J 
think we had better retire No infantry in sight, and I am continuing the novement 
Sts » YOU to ai i cess 

General McDowell decided to separate from me and turn his troops up the | ° may Where you are to ald me if m —_ MOREL 
Sudley Springs road toward Grovetown. Soon after 1 o'clock I sent Colonel | 7 
Locke, my assistant adjutant-general, to King’s division with instructions for | : 
it not to go away, intending to use it in extending my march to the Warrenton GENERAL MORELL: [have all withinreach ofyou. I wish youtogivethe enemy) 
pike. I received the following verbal reply. | a good shelling without wasting ammunition, and push at the same time a party 

° . . over to see what is going on We cannot retire while McDowell holds his own 
[The italics are mine. ] EJP 
From General McDowell to Porter, on Manassas road, delivered by 

Colonel Locke, between 1 and 2 o’clock: 
Give my compliments to General Porter, and say to him that I am going to 

the right, and will take King with me. I think he had better remain where he 
is; but if it is necessary to fall back, to do so upon my left. 

Five o’clock and forty-five minutes in the afternoon has now come 
and this is the record of the strategy of the commander of the magnifi 
cent Fifth Army Corps from the time he came in contact with the enemy 
at about 11 o’clock in the forenoon: 

The following was given early in the afternoon, and was followed | | GFXERAt Sykes: I received an order from Mr. Cutting to. advance and sup 
. . ° ° ort Jiore acer rout ane ut 8&0 soon me mri 8 brigade Line iwint 

by the dispatches and indorsements in the order now arranged, at vari- f 7 ao | by order of General More!)], who was not pushed out, but returning. I faced about 
ous hours up to 6.35 p. m., 29th August: and marched back two hundred yards orso, I met then an orderly from Gen 

[No. 30.] eral Porter to General Morell, saying he must push on and press the enemy ; 
eas | that all was going well for us,and he was returning. Griflin then fuced about, 

and I am following him to support General Morell asordered, None of the bat- 
| teries are closed up to me 

Respectfully, 

GENERAL: Colonel Marshall reports that two batteries have come down in 
woods on our right toward the railroad, and two regiments of infantry on the 

road, If this be so, it will be hot here in the morning. 
GEO. W. MORELL, Major-General. 

Now, see what General Porter sends back to hiscommander at the : en ae ; ae ‘ tle-front: ?ENERAL MORELL: Put your men in position to remain during the night, and 
battle-front: have out your pickets. Put them so that they will be in position to resist anything 

Move the infantry and everything behind the crest and conceal the guns. We must | 1am abouta mile from you. McDowell says all goes welland we are getting the best 
hold that place and make it too hot for them. Come the same game over them | 0! the fight 

they do over us and get your men out of sight. FJ. PORTER, | How this sounds like ‘‘ Betsey and I killed the bear.”’ 

Now comes word from the commander at the battle-front: 

(No. 31.] Thank God, there was somebody willing to push the enemy on that 
GENERAL PorTER: I can move everything out of sight except Hazlitt’s battery. | field 

Griffin is supporting it and is on its right, principally in the pine bushes. The | ie ; : 
other batteries and brigades are retired out of sight, Is this what you mean by Ricketts has gone, also King : 
everything? 

F. J. PORTER, Major-Geaeral 

GEO. W. MORELL, Major-General. - 

> |  GENERAI McDowWELL OR KiNG: I have been wandering over the woods and 

Now from the commander of the Army corps to the commander at | failed to get a communication to you. Tell how matters go with you. The enemy 
the battle front: | is instrong force in front of me, and I wish to know your designs for to-night. If 

GrxERAL Mo 1: think you can move Hazlitt’s or the most of it, and post left to me I shall have to retire for food and water, which I can not get here. How 
RELL: a A yon At, and post | goes the battle? It seems to got rear. him in the bushes with the others so as to deceive. I would get everything if possi- | 2°°° "© 0" Se ee ee eee 

G. K. WARREN 

I wish you would send me adozen men from the cavalry. Troops are passing 
up to Gainesville pushing the enemy 

ble in ambuscade. All goes well with the other troops. | Howanxious our friendseems to have thingsadvance toward the rear 

[No. 29.] F. J. P. The enemy are getting to our left 
F. J. PORTER, Major-General 

GexERats McDowELL AnD Kina: I found it impossible to communicate by — 
crossing the woods to Groveton. The enemy are in force on this road, andas | GENERAL McDoweELL: Failed in getting Morell over to you. After wander 
Gey appear to have driven our forces back, the fire of the enemy having ad- | ing about the woods for atime I withdrew him, and, while doing so, artillery 

and ours retired, J have determined to withdraw to Manassas. I have at- | opened upon us. My scouts could not getthrough. Each one found the enemy 
tempted to communicate with McDewell and Sigel, but my messages have run | between us, and I believe some have been captured. Infantry are also in front 
into the enemy. They have gathered artillery and cavalry and infantry, and | I am trying to get a battery, but have not succeeded as yet. From the masses of 
the @doancing tnasess of dust show the enemy coming in force. Iam now going | dust on our left, and from reports of scouts, think the enemy are moving largely in 
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that way. Please communicate the way thismessenger came. I have nocavalry 
ormessengersnow. Please let me know your designs, whether you retire or not. 
I can not get water and am out of provisions. 
firing. 

F. J. PORTER, Major-General. 

Meanwhile the commander of the Army of Virginia had been anx- 
iously watching and waiting for the sound of artillery from the splendid 
corps—the flower of the Army of the Potomac—under command of its 
best corps commander, whom he believed to be on the flank of the enemy, 
as he himself had secured as yet no reliable information to the con- 
trary, for Porter had used time enough to get to where Pope supposed him 
to be, and no sound of battle resistance reached the commander’s ears. 
General Pope can scarcely be criticised for sending at 4.30 p. m. this 
order on the ground that Porter was checked. There was no battle 
notice given of such a fact nor any other notice. 

MaJor-GENERAL Porter: Your line of march brings you in on the enemy's 
flank. I desire you to push forward into action at once on the enemy's flank, 
and, if possible, on his rear, keeping your right in communication with General 
Reynolds. 
The enemy is massed in the woods in front of us, but can be shelled out as 

goon as you engage their flank. 
Keep heavy reserves and use your batteries, keeping well closed to your 

right al the time. In case you are obliged to fall — do so to your right and 
rear, 80 as to keep you in close communication with the right wing. 

JOHN POPE, 
Major-General, Commanding. 

As a matter of course this officer did not attack. If anybody finds 
the least reason to suspect that he would after reading over the bare 
record of hjs communications with his generals of brigade and his action 
of that day, he must draw different conclusions from those I have been 
obliged to reach. It was too late for him to fight. 

Soldiers of Shiloh, of Cold Harbor, of Kenesaw, and of Mission Ridge, 
read this record of the service of a corps sent against an enemy with 
the battle roaring in their sight; remember your own service in like 
conditions and restrain your condemnation for this commander if you 
can. This is the hero who, as we see, first gallantly helted and hero- 
ically engaged in a bloodless reconnaissance of a cloud of dust; who 
next laid hour after hour under the shade of the trees two miles from 
the front, sending word to his troops to hide in the bushes, and who 
finally pocketed the express order from the commander of his army to 
attack the enemy, an order received before sunset on a summer even- 
ing. This is the hero who is crowned with glory for the service of that 
day by the Schofield Board because he ‘‘ saved the army.”’ 

Well might Pope’s army retort to the fling in the Burnside dispatches. 
‘‘We did take care of ourselves,’’ and we had to for all the good you 
rendered us. That army acknowledges its own good muskets as its 
saviors, not Fitz-John Porter’s pine-bush strategy. 

The night before, precisely as the sun was dipping below the hills, 
General John Gibbon commenced his attack upon the two divisions of 
Jackson’scorps. I need not repeat the history of that gallant struggle. 
Far into the night the battle raged. It illustrates what a few de- 
termined men could do after half past 6 p. m. when properly led by a 
determined and devoted soldier. I cast aside all such excuses as that 
the ground in front of Porter was impracticable, when over the same 
ground the rebel army moved with unbroken line to our attack and 
discomfiture on August 30. I remember also that on the night of Sep- 
tember 14, 1862, starting into action just as the sun was dipping be- 
hind the South Mountain, a line of battle was pushed right up the 
steep and stony slope, fighting for every inch of ground, reaching at 
midnight and carrying thecrest. I remember that this action was under 
the personal observation of General McClellan, the commander of the 
Army of the Potomac, and that he pronounced the troops engaged in it 
‘*equal to the best troops of any army inthe world.’’ It was the same 
brigade that fought with Gibbon on the night of August 28, 1862, the 
Iron Brigade of Wisconsin. I well remember that the resolute spirit 
who pushed the line up the slope of South Mountain, who held longest 
his line in front of the fierce assaults of Jackson the night of Gibbon’s 
battle, was none other than the honorable gentleman from Wisconsin 
[Mr. BRAGG], who stands upon this floor and before the country as the 
apologist for and defender of Fitz-John Porter. I can not agree with 
him. 

Achilles’ wrath to Greece, the direful spring 
Of woes unnumbered, heavenly goddess sing ; 
That wrath which hurled to Pluto's gloomy reign 
The souls of mighty chiefs untimely slain, 
Whose bones unburied on the bending shore 
Devouring dogs and hungry vultures tore. 

In the old story of Troy there is too much of the history of this ill- 
starred campaign of General Pope. The fact that we found our poor 
dead upon the field of Gibbon’s woods, some of them rooted from their 
shallow trenches and torn by hogs, completes the sad similarity. Is it 
surprising that the soldiers of the Iron Brigade of King’s division felt 
deeply on this question? 

I have spoken not for General Pope. History must attend to his 
case; it is not here for trial. I have no concern as to the plots or 
machinations of General Irvin McDowell. I know nothing of his per- 
sonal schemes, plans, or purposes in that campaign. I have spoken 
only as a soldier in the line of an army that obeyed cheerfully, toiled 

Have losta few men from infantry | 
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faithfully, and asked only to be led to battle to place their lives freely in 
peril for their cause and for their country. I respect General Porter 
tor his valor on other fields, but for his failure on this field I condemn 
him. I hold, indeed, the general condition of jealousy, intrigue, anq 
disaffection more responsible than Porter personally. That he is the 
one victim in no sense abates the justice of the decree against him, | 
remember that Benedict Arnold could not be restrained from leading 
the line in face of flaming death over the intrenchments of Saratoga 
and winning the finest victory of the Revolution: But in a moment 
of chagrin and disappointment he cast away every jewel of honor, faith 
and patriotism, and history brands him with eternal condemnation. | 
draw no comparisons, and would make no harsh judgments; but the 
cold calculation of General Porter, to put it mildly, so contrasts with 
the earnest, unselfish enthusiasm of the friends and comrades of my 
young manhood who died in battle at Bull Run, the second, that | 
dedicate this protest against Senate bill 1844, for the relief of Fitz-John 
Porter, to their memory. 

The Tariff. 

SPEECH 

or 

HON. WILLIAM H. CALKINS, 
OF INDIANA, 

In THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Tuesday, February 27, 1883. 

The House, in Committee of the Whole on the state of the Union, having 
under consideration the bill (H. R.7313) to impose duties upon foreign imports, 
and for other purposes— 

Mr. CALKINS said : 3 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: If this question is to be determined under the light 

of precedents which have occurred in this House, we have a line fora 
hundred years of unbroken authority one way; and while the Senate 
has often disagreed with the House in reference to the construction of 
the constitutional clause in question on certain bills, it will be found 
on examination that they have often agreed that to this House belongs 
the prerogative of originating all revenue bills. 

There is respectableauthority aside from the precedents of this House 
for the position assumed by the gentleman from Kentucky [ Mr. Knorr] 
and others in reference to the power of the Senate over the matter now 
under discussion. The whole question in this discussion and the prop- 

| osition before the House, and the construction of this clause of the Con- 
stitution is, Where does the power of the Senate end in making amend- 
ments to revenue bills proposed by the House? That is a line at once 
narrow and hard to define, but it has always been held that it was the 
prerogative of this House to say when the Senate had gone beyond their 
constitutional limit. This House has the exclusive right to decide that 
question. 

Now take an extreme case. Suppose this House originated a bill to 
reduce the postage on third-class mail matter and sent it to the Senate, 
does anybody say under the clause of the Constitution it gives it the 
right to propose and concur in amendments as on other bills not re- 
lating to the subjeet-matter of the bill thus sent? If so the Senate 
can not only revise the whole postal system, but add to it the internal 
revenue system, and the taziff system, and all other systems of taxation. 
That is an extreme case, but if the doctrine that the Senate can propose 
amendments and concur as on other bills without limit and are unre- 
strained except by their own will be true, then they can go the whole 
length, as I have suggested. 

This clause in the Constitution by the framers of that instrument was 
a matter of anxious solicitude, and it is called in contemporaneous his- 
tory the first great compromise of the constitutional convention. [°irt, 
the amendment allowing the Senate to propose and concur in amend- 
ments was offered for the purpose of compensating the larger States for 
equal representation with the smaller States in the Senate. This was 
stricken out after debate. A month of debate followed, and, as was 
well expressed, it came well-nigh stopping the whole process of the 
formation of the Constitution. And after a montl’s anxious debate it 
was again restored, asa compensatory measure, by giving to the Senate 
the sole right to ratify treaties; the sole right to try impeachments; 
and to the House was given the exclusive right to originate all measures 
for raising revenue. That right has been asserted in many forms and 
guises by the House ever since, and, as I said, there has been one con 
tinuous, unbroken line of preeedents from the foundation of the Govern 
ment to this time in this direction. Weought not to yield thisquestion 
or shrink from the responsibility committed to us by the Constitution. 

{Here the hammer fell. } 
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The Tariff. 

SPEECH 
. F 

HON. WILLIAM PITT KELLOGG, 
OF LOUISIANA, 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STat 
Tuesday, January 30, 1883. 

oe 

ES, 

The Senate having undcr consideration the bill (H. R. 5538) to reduce internal- 
revenue taxation— 

Mr. KELLOGG said: 
Mr. PRESIDENT: I understand that the Senator from Rhode Island, 

by hisamendment, aims to reduce the rate of duty, as proposed by the 

Senate bill, one-hundredth of 1 per cent. on a degree. 
Mr. ALDRICH. On a degree. 
Mr. KELLOGG. It does not refer to any other grade of sugar than 

that below No. 13 Dutch standard. 
Mr. ALDRICH. Notatpresent. As I stated and reiterated several | 

times, I intend to follow that up with an amendment reducing pro rata | 
the other grades. 

Mr. KELLOGG. I should like to hear what measure of reduction | 
the Senator proposes, because his present amendment strikes directly | 
and exclusively at the interest of the producer, the planter, and does 
not affect the refiner or any other interest. 

Mr. ALDRICH. The amount would be about 2.45, to preserve the | 
same proportions between 13 and 16, and 2.95 between 16 and 20, and 
3.25 above 20. 

Mr. KELLOGG. Mr. President, I wish the Senate to bear in mind 
that the proposition to reduce the present duty of 2} cents on sugar 
strikes directly at the planting interest not only of Louisiana but of 
other States, including all the growing and increasing sorghum interest 
in all the States of the Union. 

Sir, I think the Senate will be surprised at the extent to which the 
sorghum-producing interest has grown. In nearly every State of the 
Union it is beginning to be an important industry. The Senator from 
Illinois [Mr. LoGAN]} suggests that I show the extent of this industry | 
now. Ido not know any better way than by referring to an extract | 
from a lecture delivered by our Commissioner of Agriculture recently 
in Saint Louis, and I ask the Secretary to read it: 
The Secretary read as follows: 
During the season of 1882 twenty-four counties in Arkansas have produced 

729,500 gallons of sirup and no sugar, as returned; twelve counties in Alabama 
have produced 520,125 gallons of molasses and no sugar; five counties in Dakota 
have produced 139,648 gallons of molasses and no sugar; forty-two counties in 
Georgia have p uced 568,023 gallons of melasses and 5,150 pounds of sugar; 
thirty-five counties in Indiana have produced 618,410 gallons of molasses and no | 
sugar; thirty-two counties in Illinois have produced 660,633 gallons of molasses 
and 13,200 pounds of sugar; thirty-eight counties in Iowa have produced 491,949 
gallons of molasses and 731 pounds of sugar; thirty-two counties in Kansas have 
produced 950,947 gallons of molasses and 100 pounds of sugar; thirty-five counties 
in Kentucky have produced 853,700 gallons of molasses and nosugar; ten coun- | 
ties in Louisiana have produced 81,800 gallons of molasses and nosugar; thirty- | 
seven counties in Missouri have produced 1,408,350 gallons of molasses and 2,400 
pounds of sugar; twenty-two counties in Minnesota have produced 267,483 gal- 
lons of molasses and 100 pounds of sugar; sixteen counties in Michigan have pro- 
duced 46,508 gallons of molasses and no sugar; fifteen counties in Mississippi 
have produced 530,100 gallons of molasses and 2,200 pounds of sugar; one county 
in Maryland has produced 1,200 gallons of molasses and no sugar; two counties 
in New Jersey have produced 42,000 gallons of molasses and 319,000 pounds of 
sugar; eight counties in New York have produced 101,261 gallons of molasses 
and 90,150 pounds of sugar ; nineteen counties in Nebraska have produced 177,420 
gallons of molasses and 60,000 pounds of sugar; twenty counties in North Caro- 
lima have produced 371,300 gallons of molasses and 1,500 pounds of sugar; nine- 
teen counties in Ohio have produced 201,555 gallons of molasses and 275 pounds 
of sugar; one county in Pennsylvania has produced 1,200 gallons of molassesand | 
no sugar; six counties in South Carolina have produced 292,500 galions of mo- 
lasses and no sugar; thirty-one counties in Tennessee have produced 2,122,700 
gallons of molassés and 50 pounds of sugar; forty-seven counties in Texas have 
produced 958,940 gallons of molasses and 800 pounds of sugar; seven counties in 
Utah have produced 67,840 gallons of molasses and 10,000 pounds of sugar ; twenty 
counties in Virginia have produced 132,871 gallons of molasses and no sugar; 
thirteen countiesin West Virginia have produced 379,200 gallons of molasses and 
15 pounds of sugar; fourteen counties in Wisconsin have produced 281,300 gal- 
lons of molasses and 5,000 pounds of sugar. In all, 12,898,098 gallons of molasses 
and 509,731 pounds of sugar. 
This is but a small number of the counties in the States enumerated, and un- 

doubtedly some of the best sugar-producing counties have been omitted. 

Mr. KELLOGG. Dr. Loring, our Commissioner of Agriculture, fur- 
ther says: 
The prospect of the business in Kansas, Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Illinois is 

encouraging. 

He farther says: 
The fact that sugar can be made from sorghum has heen proved. That it can 

be yoeiiabiy made Professors Weber and Scoville have demonstrated, and have 
so declared to this association with their figures before them. That there is a 
market for the product no man doubts. Who can say, as yet, that this crop will | 
take its place among the special crops of our extreme Northern and Eastern | 
States or will occupy the place now filled by the sugar-cane of the South? 

_ Arecent report made by a committee of the 
Sciences says: 

It is from the States of New Jersey and Illinois that we are able to cite ex 
amples of success on so large a scale and attended with such an unequivocal re- 
sult as fairly puts to rest any doubts as to the production of sugar on a great 
scale in a northern climate with a commercial profit 
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National Academy of | 

| what it now is, 2 

' be remembered, 

Mr. President, within the last four or five years in the State of New 
Jersey there has been a refinery erected called, I believe, the Rio Grande, 
which is doing a very important refinery business, devoted exclusively to 
making sugar from sorghum. In the State of Illinois, at Ch unpaign, 
I am told, there is also a large refinery called the Champaign Sugar Sor 
ghum Refinery, now in a flourishing condition 

Mr. McPHERSON. If the Senator will allow me, Iwill say that 
we have commenced in New Jersey a large sorghum-sugar industry 
The State pays a bounty of $1 per ton upon sorghum-cane and | cent 
per pound upon sugar manufactured from the cane. We have devoted 
for that purpose in the past two or three years 7,000 acres of land upon 
which sorghum is now being successfully raised, and it is fast becom 
ing one of the great industries of the State, but largely under the bounty 
offered and given by the State itself. 

Mr. KELLOGG. Iam informed that the question is being agitated 
in several of the States of paying bounties to encourage this industry 
Just before the war Louisiana raised nearly one-half of all the sugai 
consumed in this country $25,000,000 alone 
this year. Encourage this industry as France encourages her sugar in 
dustry and in ten years there will be large growers of sorghum in nearly 
all the different States of the Union. And this with the sugar that 
can be raised in Louisiana, Florida, and Texas will supply the entire 

That State raises nearly $ 

| country with a home product. 
The war so nearly ruined this industry that only about 5,000 tons were 

produced the 'ast year of the war in Louisiana. Of course the plan 
tations were deserted, sugar-houses destroyed, levees dilapidated, and 

| the whole labor system changed by the abolition of slavery Chis was 
the opportunity of Cuba and other slave-growing countries to find a 
ready market here for their products, and fora time this country afforded 
a market for all the sugar produced in Cuba and its dependen Phe 
necessity of protecting the production of sugar was so apparent that Con 
gress wisely imposed a duty of 3 cents per poand upon the lower grades 
of sugar. The protection thus afforded this important indus 
manifest that in 1866 the crop increased to 20,000 tons, and in 1870 
75,000 tons were raised in Louisiana alone. The work of rehabilitation 

then commenced, and the planters began to extensively cultivate the 
land and purchase mules and machinery and build sugar-houses and 
improve their plantations. 

The duties on the lower grades were cut down in 1870, as the Senator 

from Ohio [Mr. SHERMAN], who was, I believe, their chairman of the 
Committee on Finance, will recollect 

try Was SO 

This reduction of a cent very 
| much crippled the planters, and besides they were embarrassed by the 
new problem of free labor growing out of the results of the war rhe 
crop of 75,000 tons, produced in 1875, fell to 45,000 tons in three years. 
This result very seriously crippled not only the planter, but many sugar 
commission houses in New Orleans, and it largely depreciated the value 
of all the sugar plantations of the State. It was impossible for the 
planter to produce sugar with free labor and pay good wages to the 
laborer and successfully compete with sugar grown abroad by slave and 
cooly labor. But Congress again in 1875 advanced the duty on sugar 

25 per cent Chis 25 per cent. protection immediately raised the droop 
ing fortunes of the sugar-planter occasioned by the reduction of | percent 

by the law of 1870. Tosuchan extent was the beneficent influence of 
this protecting law of 1875 felt that the crop amounted to 110,000 tons 

in 1880 and 124,000 tons in 1882 
Mr. President, it is the sugar below 

understand as the grade the Louisiana planter is especially interested 
in. Upon nearly all sugars above No. 13 the duties have always been 
practically proibitory. Under the law of 

cents per pound on sugars below No 

Louisiana sugars are now bringing about 2 und more than 
sugars grown in Cuba and elsewhere abroad of corresponding strength 
As I have said, the chief protection the Louisiana planter has is upon the 

lower grades. The Senator from Rhode Island [Mr. ALDRICH ], it will 
admitted a short time since that his amendment now 

pending strikes directly at these lower grades of sugars; that is to say, 
below No. 13 

The wise protection afforded by Congress has enabled the Louisiana 
planter to increase his planting interest largely, until to-day that inter- 
est employs over ninety millions of capital, and supports directly or in- 
directly over 400,000 people. The amount of sugar machinery is rep- 
resented by more than $10,000,000 in Louisiana alone, and there is a 

constantly-growing demand for machinery and supplies under the in 
fluence of this protection thus afforded the sugar-planters, the effect of 
which is felt all through thecountry. Their machinery was purchased 
from the North, principally Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, and elsewhere. 

Besides all this our planters use enormous quantities of Pennsylvania 
coal, cotton fabrics of all kinds manufactured in the North, and of food 
supplies grown in the Northwest 

The crop of this year is estimated at $25,000,000. Here is the pro 
ducing interest of this amount which reciprocates for the protection 
afforded it by sending the value of its products to the North, chiefly 
in payment of sugar machinery, cotton goods, agricultural implements, 

corn, and other articles of subsistence. Massachusetts, Penn 
sylvania, New York, New Jersey, Kentucky, Ohio, and all the North 
western States have thus a community interest and this interest is con 
stantly growing. 

No. 13 that I wish the Senate to 

1875 the duty 

N 13 

was made 

Ss cents a po 

mules 
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The value of foreign sugars consumed in this country is betweep 
ninety and one hundred millions. The Senator from Rhode Island 
| Mr. ALDRICH] has stated that it is about eighty-five millions, but I 
think it will reach nearly one hundred millions. There is no reason 
why in the near future this treasure should not be retained by a proper 
system of protection to the Louisiana and other producers of sugar, 
developing a,commerce between the States of nearly $150,000,000. 
Why should not the same protection be afforded to the Louisiana 
planter, to these agricultural interests, and for the protection of free 
labor as against slave labor that is given to the manufacturers of New 
England and to other great interests? This bill proposes, as I could 
show if I had the time, in the different schedules, with the exception 
of the metal schedule, a protection equivalent to or more than would be 
given to the Louisiana planter if the recommendations of the Tariff 
Commission were adopted. Indeed, so far as the schedule of pottery 
and glass-ware is concerned, the ad valorem rates are above that which is 
given to the sugar producer under the present tariff of 2} cents per 
pound. 

Sir, there is another aspect of this case that commends itself to the con- 
sideration of the Senate. Of the twenty-five millions of the estimated 
crop of the present year it is calculated 70 per cent., or nearly seventeen 
millions, has been expended for labor, and has been the principal sup- 
port of nearly 400,000 people that are directly or indirectly maintained | of 5 per cent., or $5 upon every $100 of goods at the place of shipment 
by this industry. These supplies come mainly from the Northern 
States, and, of course, contribute to the support, as they afford labor 
for hundreds of thousands of people engaged in the manufacture of the 

by the planter and his laborers. Thus there are 700,000 or 800,000 
people directly or indirectly interested in this industry. Again, by 
withdrawing the protection afforded by the duty on sugar from thx 
Lousiana planter, and thus aiming a blow directly at the wages of the 
freedman, you put the interest of slave labor in antagonism to free 
labor 

lake the manufactare of sugar in the British West Indies, commenc- 
ing at Demerara and ending with Porto Rico. Here are twelve or fif- 
teen islands, the population of which amounts to hundreds of thousands. 
lake Demerara, for instance, which has a system of cooly labor, author- 
ized by Parliament. 
two totive thousand every year 
and one and one-half foraman. Theyare letout by the colonial authori- 
ties to each planter and sugarestate. Itcosts them little tolive. They 
wear scarcely any clothing. It does not cost a sugar-maker in South 
(America $5 a year for clothing. They live on rice and pork chiefly. 
lake the labor of Brazil, which isslave. Take the labor of Cuba and its 
dependencies, which is purely slave labor; the amount paid a month by 
Cuban planters does not exceed 10 cents per day, or for labor and sub- 
sistence inclusive only $84 per year foreach laborer. Thestandard wages 
for free laborers is only 25 cents per day in the West India Islands. 

Mr. BLAIR. How much is paid for labor by the Louisiana planter? 
Mr. KELLOGG. The standard wages of Louisianaare from 85 cents 

to $1.25 per day. I will read an estimate given me the other day by 
Governor Warmoth, who works a large plantation below New Orleans, 
of the wages paid by him; of course skilled and mechanical laborers are 
paid a larger amount 

Per day. 
$1 00 For plowmen 

For hoe hands 
For women 

During the rolling season they pay: 

Cane-cutters 
Loaders 
Cartmen 
Sugar-house poopie 

This does not include rations. 
gardens, and fuel. Some planters pay cane-cutters $1.25 per day and 
75 cents a watch 

Why, sir, the average cost of the production of Louisiana sugar is, 
i am told, fully 54 cents. For much of this information that I am now 
giving the Senate [am indebted toa printed statement made some time 
since by a committee of planters of Louisiana, composed of John Dy- 
mond, Edward J. Gay, H. C. Warmoth, and F7 M. Ames, whichI had 
laid upon the desks of every Senator, and which has, I trust, fallen un- 
der the observation of Senators. The gentlemen say: 

A careful analysis of our expenses develops the fact that the cost of produe- 
tion is composed of 70 per cent. human labor and 30 per cent. supplies—such as 
feed, oil, coal, tools, implements, and machinery 

They say further : 

With the average cost of production at 5) cents, 70 per cent. thereof would 
show 3.85 cents per pound invested in human labor, and, as we have shown 
before, our free labor costs us three and one-half times as much as the slave and 
other labor of Cuba and the tropics, the Cuban would pay but two-sevenths of 
this 3.85 cents per pound supanded in human labor, and five-sevenths of it, or 
2 cents per pound, is the excess we pay, as compared with their slave and semi- 
slave labor. 

This committee go on to say in their statement: 
The Government is now collecting a shade under 2} cents on the foreign su- 

gars imported, and hence we now get less protection by one-fourth cent per 
pound than the excess of the cost of our free American labor over the cost of the 
‘lave and semi-slave labor of Cuba and the tropics. 

| while they themselves live in grandeur in London. 
articles used by the planters, or supplies of corn, pork, &c., consumed | 

| want a lower rate of duty on sugars below No. 13; at the same ti: 
| they ask for higher rates on the manufactured article. 

They are paid one shilling for a woman | 
These coolies are sent to Demerara at the rate of 
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There is another consideration I desire to call to the attention of the 
Senate, and that is the disadvantage the planter labors under in point 
of expense and labor in producing his sugar as against the expense j; 
curred by the foreign producer with slave labor in the production o; 
his crop. The Louisiana planter is compelled to go through the various 
seasons in this country, winter, fall, spring, and summer, and they » 
quire different clothes for their laborers. It is notso in the tropical ¢j 
mates of Cuba and South America. There no more clothing is required 
in January to make sugar than in July. There is still another point 
desire to make. Is the Senate aware of the fact that all the suvar pre 
ducing countries tax our products and domestic goods to the utmost 
I doubt if you could find in all the West Indies 350,000 of domest 
American goods. A barrel of flour is taxed $1; a barrel of pork, $3.5: 
a barrel of salmon, $2; a barrel of mackerel, $2; clapboards are tay « 
per thousand, $1.50; cordage is taxed, per hundred pounds, $1; hoo). 
(wood), per thousand, $1.50; rice, per hundred pounds, 25 cents; do) 
keys, per head, $1; mules, per head, $5; malt liquor, per hogshe« 
$5; cordials or bitters, per gallon, $2; resin, per barrel, 50 cents: « 
per gallon, $3; slates, per thousand, $1; staves of every description, ). 
thousand, $1.50; varnish, per gallon, $2; muskets and guns, each, + 
pistols, each, $1. For every case containing a gross of matches we 
a tax of $3.75. All other merchandise is taxed ad valorem at the rat, 

The sugar plantations of Demerara and of the West India Islands a), 
largely owned in England. The owners have agents or overseers ther 

They never do bu- 
ness in this country ; never have business relations with the United Stats. 
unless it be that they and their interests are often on the alert striy in, 
for the reduction of the tariff on sugar as well as on other commoditir. 
through their American connections. 

Sir, are we under any obligation to aid them in striking a blow at 
laborer and producer of this country ? 

Again the home producer has to encounter the opposition of the im. 
| ers and refiners of this country, some of whom are said to be interested! 
plantations in Cuba; I am told that one firm of refiners has several }) 
dred thousand dollars’ worth of sugar property inCuba. These retin 

They want hig 
rates of duties on grades above No. 13 and low rates of duty on gr: 
below No. 13. This is what the Louisiana planter does not want. || 
is interested in low grades. The Louisianaplanter gets for all his sug 
only the price paid to the Cuban planter for sugars of the same tes 
with the addition of a duty of 2} cents per pound. 

These foreign producers have been, as the gentleman from Ohio [ \ 
SHERMAN |} knows, coloring their sugars down, so that sugar prod 
ing 98° comes in at a duty of 2) cents. 

The only time that sugars are cheap in this country is when 1 
Louisiana crop is being marketed. The refiners are trying to mak: 
it appear that the duties are for the benefit of the Louisiana plant: 
They talk about high duties on a prime necessity of life which sho 
be removed. They are sending their circulars to Senators and delugii 
the Senate and House with petitions, which have been sent out heade« 
in the same manner and printed with the same type, and you will tin 
the first name on every petition from a city like Chicago and oth: 
large cities of the country to be the name of some large sugar import 
or dealer. 

See the effect of the refining interest on the Pacific slope. Sugars ar 
higher there than in New York, notwithstanding sugar comes into tl 
Pacific slope from the Sandwich Islands free of duty. The refiners co 
trol the market absolutely there. The Louisiana product does not rea 
the Pacific slope. It is the production of this country that keeps dow 
the price and the competition which grows out of that which keeps dow 
the price of the refined artiele in the East. To show how absolutely tl 
refiner has the market under his control, and how the sugar produce! 
abroad and by slave labor comes in competition directly with the hom: 
produced sugar, I call the attention of the Senate to the fact that ther 
was imported during the year ending June 30, 1882, tank-bottoms, m« 
lada, &e., 14,135,435 pounds; of sugar Dutch standard in color not abov: 
No. 7, 485,476,825; above No. 7 and not above No. 10, 1,305,991,75° 
pounds; above No. 10 and not above No. 13, 119,982,153; of sugars abov: 
No. 13 and not above No. 16 Dutch standard, 1,891,213 pounds; of suga' 
above No. 16 and not above No. 20 Dutch standard, 4,075 pounds; 0! 
sugars above No. 20 Dutch standard, refined, loaf, crushed, and grant 
lated, 50,432 pounds. From thisit will be seen that nearly two billions 
of the lower grades of sugars are imported, while of the higher grades : 
little over 54,000 pounds onlyare imported. The latter comes in direc! 
competition with the sugars produced by the refiner, while the two }!! 
ions imported comes in competition with the producer. 

It is estimated, I believe, that the entire tariff bill will reduce tlh: 
revenues from thirty-five to forty millions of dollars, and it is proposed 
to make this home-producing industry bear the burdcn of nearly elev! 
millions of this reduction; I am told by some Senators and by some mem 
bers of the House that the entire reduction proposed by the bill wil! 
not exceed twenty millions. 

Mr. MORRILL. I think that is the estimate of the bill of the Houve, 
and not of the bill as reported by the Committee on Finance. 
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Mr. KELLOGG. What does the Senator from Vermont estimate to 
be the total reduction contemplated by this bill? 

Mr. MORRILL. More than twice the amount the Senator has named. 
Mr. KELLOGG. The Senator stated it at $45,000,000 in his speech 

at the outset and when he reported the Senate bill, but at the same 
time he admitted, if I recollect aright, that the reduction on sugar would 
be $15,000,000. This is a third of the whole amount on sugar alone. 

Mr. MORRILL. I am free to say that I made an error in the caleu- 
lation on sugar, and did not discover it until after I had made my re- 
marks. 

Mr. KELLOGG. If it is $11,000,000 it is a quarter of the amount 
stated as the total reductions contemplated by the Senate bill. 

Mr. President, other manufacturing interests have been protected to 
the extent of at least 50 per cent. ad valorem duty, or it is proposed by 

the Senate bill to give them that amount of protection; and here is an 
industry that from its peculiar nature and its surroundings labors under 
disadvantages that the manufacturing interests of the country do not 
have to contend with, difficulties which will readily suggest themselves. 
The manufacturing interests have great advantages in the matter of a | 

better and more economical system of labor, they are supplied with bet- 
ter facilities for transportation, and yet it is proposed to reduce the pro- 
tection afforded this agricultural interest below that afforded to these 
other manufacturing interests. Is this right? Is it right to compel 
this industry to bear one-fourth or even one-fifth of the reduction con- 
templated by this bill? I have not examined the matter carefully, but 
I believe that at no time except under the Robert J. Walker schedule 
of tariff has the tariff been lower than that proposed by the Tariff Com- 
mission—2} cents per pound for the lower grades of sugar. 

The Senate bill proposes a still lower reduction, and the Senator from 
Rhode Island [Mr. ALDRICH] now proposes to reduce it in conformity, 
as I understand, with the bill reported by the Waysand Means Committee 
of the House, namely: one-hundredth of 1 per cent. upon every degree. 

Mr. ALDRICH. The amount is correct. 
Mr. KELLOGG. The Senator from Vermont [Mr. MorriLi] has 

offered an amendment which changes the Senate bill in regard to the 
higher grades, and itis altogether in the interest of refiners, I have shown, 
that the tariff on the higher grades, those which compete with the sugar 
manufactured by the refiners, is practically prohibitory, and that the 
refiner is interested while the duty is kept prohibitory on the higher 
grades in seeing the duty on lower grades of sugar reduced. 

Mr. FRYE. If the Senator will alow me right there. I never yet 
have seen a refiner in an investigation covering now nearly three years, 
and I have seen about all of them in the country, who did not say 
promptly that the duty on sugar in his judgment ought to come down 
one-half at least. 

Mr. KELLOGG. Precisely. The refiner is laboring with Congress 
to reduce the rates upon sugars, knowing well that if the duty on the 
lower grades of sugar is largely reduced it will strike down the produc- 
ing interest of the country; but if only a proportionate reduction is had 
on refined sugar, as proposed by the Senator from Vermont [Mr. Mor- 
RILL], the duty upon sugar above No. 16 will still be practically pro- 
hibitory. 

Now, is thisright? Is it right to discriminate in favor of the refiner ? 
Put down the price of the high grades of sugar and do not sacrifice the 
producer by unwisely reducing largely the duties on the lower grades 
in which he is interested. Tell the refiner to keep his hands off. Tell 
him that Congress is more interested in looking after the laborer in con- 
formity with the grand principles of the Republican party; that it will 
give the benefit of the doubtand the advantage of the rate of protection 
to the producer, who earns his living by the sweat of his brow. 

Mr. DAWES. That is right. 
Mr. KELLOGG. Yes; but my friend from Rhode Island [Mr. ALp- 

RICH] said that he thought the manufacturing interests of the refiners 
ought to be protected. Why? Because they work so many men? 
cause so many interests are involved? There are 400,000 people in 
Louisiana alone who subsist chiefly or exclusively upon this product. 

Mr. SLATER. If the Senator will allow me to interrupt him right 
there, I ask him if he has estimated or knows the cost of refining 
sugar, the comparison of flavor, the wages paid, or the amount of the 
product? 

Mr. KELLOGG. 
question asked by the Senator from Oregon, but I am quite certain that 
the refiners are very anxious to retain the tariff which is practically pro- 
hibitory, and under this operation their business is very remunerative 
indeed. 

Mr. FRYE. I deny thatemphatically. The refiners of this country 
are entirely content with one-eighth of 1 cent profit. 

Mr. KELLOGG. Well, do yousuppose that they would be contented 
with an amendment which proposes to make the rate 2} cents, or about 
what the Tariff Commission proposed upon all grades of sugar? 

Mr. ALDRICH. Will the Senator from Louisiana allow me to ask 
him a question ? 

Mr. KELLOGG. Certainly; but I will ask the Senator from Rhode 
Island, as he rises to put a question to me, to answer the question, will 
they be content with that rate of duty ? 

I have not the data before me in regard to the | 
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Mr. ALDRICH If the Senator w wi \ | I i 

question 

Mr. KELLOGG Certainly 

Mr. ALDRICH. Will the Senator state how ye ¢ \ 

engaged upon plantations in his State the busir sug 
Mr. KELLOGG L believe there OOO me 1 La 

ana alone Chere are probably 60,000 men, women, and « 
gaged in this industry, and there are, as | have stated 0 
persons d tly or indirectly supported by it 

Mr. ALDRICH Che number of acres of land used in the cult tion 
of suga 1¢ In Louisiana is 181,000. If there are 60,000 people e1 
ployed, t one person to every three acres 

Mr. KELLOGG Chat is a disputed fact 
Mr. ALDRICH I do not think the farmers of the North are in the 

habit of employing as many men as that upon farms 
Mr. JONAS Che Senator is mistaken about the number of acres ot 

land 

Mr. ALDRICH | am taking the figure in the census report 

Mr. JONAS [ have not seen that census report, but it must be 

accurate Chere are between 1,100 and 1,200 sugar planters in Louisi 

ana, and every man who knows anything about sugar-plant nows 

that a plantation of four hundred or tive hundred acres is a ill plan 
tation; so that it is absolutely impossible that the number of a stated 
by the senator is correct The plantat ons would averave sm ) } to 

the Senator's figure about eighteen acres apiece Phere no such plan 

tation in the State of Louisiana Eve ry colored iborer h ib eT 

garden patch 
Mr. KELLOGG However the case may be these acres ere 15.000 

| tons of sugar in 1882 and have turned out a crop values t about 

| $25,000,000 this year. The statement made by the Senator from Rhod 
Island [Mr. ALDRICH] I think is a mistake Besides he is to take into 
account the industry not only in Louisiana but throughout the wh 
country, including the sorghum industry his sugar inter 

| and is connected with every material interest 

Mr. ALDRICH If the Senator will allow me, I would like to 

the census reports show the number of acres in Louisiana to be 181,592 

used in raising su-rar-cane 

Mr. BLAIR I should like to ask the Senator [Mr. KELLOGG] a 

question, because he is informed upon this matter Che question to 
the consumer of the country is how he is to get the sugar any cheape1 
As I understand, the consumer buys of the refine The sugar goes 

from the producer, whether it comes from abroad or from the planta 

tions of Louisiana, to the refiner As the tariff now is it goes to the 

American refiner and the consumer buys of him at his pric No for 

eign refined sugar comes in. There is no competition at the present be 
tween the foreign refiner and the domestic refiner The refiner in all 
cases is the man next to the consume! What I want to understand is 

how, except by a reduction of the tariff, any competition is to be ere 

| ated between the foreign refiner and the American refiner, so that there 

| will be a chance for the American consumer to buy his su heaper 
Mr. KELLOGG. How is the American consumer to buy it cheap 

while he consumes chiefly what the refiner furnishes the market, and 

Be- 

| prohibitor) 
| because thi 

the refiner has the benefit of a rate of duty which, as I have shown 

practically prohibitory ’ 

Mr. BLAIR. He has got to buy it from the refiner after it is sub 
jected to the process of refining He now buys of the American refine 

and until there is such legislation as will secure competition either be 

tween American refiners or between American and foreign refiners the 

American purchaser or consumer can never get his sugar any cheaper 
Can he? 

Mr. JONAS 
I will answer the 

Mr. BLAIR 

Mr. JONAS 
upon refined 
never be « 

If the Senator from New Hampshire will permit me, 
question 

Certainly ; 
Chat comyx it 

all I want is an 
ion in be eltlected by 

es of sugar so as to permit free 

ANSW eT 

reducing the tariff 

importation It will 

ted by retaining the duty on the manufactured product 

of the refiner and permitting only raw sugars to come in. 
Mr. BLAIR hen I understand the Senator is in favor of a reduc 

tion of the tariff upon the high grades of sugar 

so that they may come in free. 
Mr. JONAS. Iam not here, I will say to the Senator, to fight or 

make war upon any particular industry, but I say to the Senator, and 
I say to the country, that the reason why sugar is dear and why we have 
dear sugar. and probably always will have it, is because the duties ar 

or practically so upon the importation of refined sugar, and 
American refiner controls the sugar market 

Mr. BLAIR I should like to ask the if he believes that 
reduction of tariff upon the low-grade sugars, enabling the American 

refiner to purchase cheaper abroad than. he can of the American pro 
ducer, would result in the cheapening of the article of sugar to the 

American consumer? 
Mr. JONAS. I donotbelieve it will. 
Mr. BLAIR. Will not the effect be as it was when we removed the 

duty on tea and coffee ? 
Mr. JONAS. Exactly 

ae! 

that is, refined sugars— 

senator 
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Mr. KELLOGG. Do you not know that when we removed the duty 
on coffee the Brazilian Government immediately imposed an export 
duty What have we to hope for from the West India Islands and its 
thirty-one dependencies? They tax every barrel of flour now, as I have 

3.50, and other articles in the already shown, $31; every barrel of pork $: 
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must rest with those who are acquainted with its details, and who have 
forced it upon us in obedience to the wishes of a powerful lobby and 
in direct opposition to the expressed dictates of both Houses of Congress 
I shall not vote for it. 

“ume proportion; and still you propose to put a premium upon their | 
products and say that they may import their products grown by slave | 
labor at a low rate of duty against ourfree-labor products. But the re- 
ult will not be the redaction of the price of sugar. It cannotbe. As 
| have said, the duty imposed upon all the high-grade sugars is abso- 
utely prohibitory, and it is really proposed to keep itso. That will 

not be denied, I think 

Now, Mr 

of the discussion. Itis evident that this subject is to be discussed pretty 
and my object at the present time has been chiefly to call the at- fully, 

tention of the Senate to some distinctive points connected with this great | 
I wish to say to the Senate that the duty on | 

igar below No. 13, in which the Louisiana planters are chiefly inter- | 
barely sufficient to properly protect that industry; | 

that when the tariff was low the sugar industry languished and was | 
nearly destroyed; as the duty was increased this great industry im- | 

agricultural industry 

‘ ed, 1s, I be lieve, 

proved, and with it a corresponding benefit accrued to all parts of the 
country his increasing production if fostered will produce in the near 
future a great interstate commerce that all parts of the country are 
directly interested in promoting. The present duty of cents, as I 
have said, is not a large protection, but the Senate bill proposes to re- 

duce the protection to 2 cents per pound for sugars below No. 13. 
Chere is an amendment which the Senate will probably be called upon 

to consider before this schedule is disposed of embracing the rate of 2} 

cents fixed by the Tariff Commission. With this rate and with th« 
improved machinery and improved facilities for transportation and the 
better disciplined system of labor which is coming in vogue the Louisiana 
planter may be able to maintain himself; but I fear a reduction below 
that will be a great hardship if it does not work great disaster to the 
Louisiana planter Che amendment of the Senator from Rhode Island 
[ Mr. ALDRICH], as I stated in the outset and as he admits, strikes 
directly at sugar below No. 13, and consequently strikes directly at the 
interests of the producer, while, as I have shown, the amendment of the 
Senator from Vermont [Mr. MoRRILL] from the Committee on Finance 
now proposes to increase the duty on the higher grades in the interest 
of the refiners. This I submit is unjust. 

Sir, what we ask at the hands of the Senate is that kind of protection 
only which will enable the Louisiana planter to maintain this great in- 

oi 
«a 

} 
it 

dustry which is now just beginning to fairly develop itself under the | 
beneficent influence of the tariff that Congress has wisely given it during 
the last fifteen or twenty years, which has enabled the planter to in- 
crease his production in a few years from 5,000 tons to 125,000 tons, 
and from four or five million dollars to twenty-five million dollars, and 
has created a great trade with the North and Northwest—a trade which 
is constantly growing. 

Do not reduce the present duty, which is barely sufficient to protect 
this great industry, and thus strike a blow at the immense interests 
involved in it; do not set a premium upon foreign against domestic pro- 
ductions; do not give slave labor an advantage over free labor. 

The Tariff. 

REMARKS 

HON. K. FLOWER, P 

OF NEW YORE, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, March 3, 1883, 

On the report of the conference committee on the bill (H. R. 5588) to reduce 
internal revenue taxation. 

Mr. FLOWER said: 

Mr. SPEAKER: As is well known Iam heartily and earnestly in favor 
of a reduction of taxation and of the revenues. I will go almost any 
length to that end, and I have repeatedly voted for measures which did 
not meet my views of what ought to be done and could be done sim- 
ply because they were in the line of reduction. But, sir, although Iam 
for reduction of revenue and of taxes, although I have been told that 
this bill materially reduces internal taxation, I can not give my con- 
sent to the tariff portion of it, of which I know nothing beyond the fact 
that it increases the burdens of the people in some instances and de- 
prives labor of its employment in others. 

The bill which has been brought to us from the conference committee 
is neither the Senate nor the Heuse bill, nor a modification of either to 
suit the provisions of the other. It issomething new, something which 
we have had no hand in making, which we are not allowed to amend, 
and which we are asked to vote for without a due consideration of its | 
contents. This is too important a measure to be decided without the 
most careful scrutiny of its provisions. The responsibility for its passage 

President, | have said about all I desire to say at this stage 

The Tariff. 

SPEECH 

or 

COLUMBUS 
OF TEXAS, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Monday, February 26, 1883, 

HON. UPSON, 

On the bill (H. R. 7313) to impose duties upon foreign imports, and for other). 
poses. 

Mr. UPSON said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: Feeling constrained by a sense of public duty 1 

oppose this bill, I avail myself of this opportunity to place upon recor 
some of the reasons which, in my judgment, justify such action on 1 
part. I desire also to refer to past legislation and to the settled opi: 
ions of a number of the most distinguished American statesmen in tly 
past and present history of this country to show the position of th 
Democratic party, and to express some of my own views and determined 
convictions upon the tariff question. 

I regret that the work of the Tariff Commission has not resulted 
the maturing of a bill which, if not to the full extent warranted an 
demanded by sound public policy, would substantially remove all, « 
the greater part, of the unnetessary and unequal burdens of taxati 
from the people, and to which I could give my hearty support. 
My opposition to this bill is not of a factious or pretended charac: 
Impressed with the great necessity of a thorough revision of the tari 

and a substantial reduction of the duties on imports, and sincerely ho} 
ing that such a result might be brought about through a commissiv. 
when no other method seemed practicable, I voted for the creation | 
the commission. While in many respects I do not approve of the } 

| recommended by the Tariff Commission, I am pleased to say that it- 
| work is justly entitled to much credit for the valuable information fu 
nished thereby to Congress and the country, and that from the facts 

| contained in the report of the commission and within the possession 
the Ways and Means Committee a fair tariff bill could and should ha: 
been presented. This bill, in my judgment, has been framed upou 
erroneous principles. 

The leading and controlling purpose of the bill seems to be protecti: 
to private industries and not revenue for the support of the Governmen' 
The true rule which should govern the framing of a tariff bill, as I un 
derstand it, has been reversed. Protection has been made the object an 
revenue the incident. 

DEMOCRATIC DOCTRINE. 

The well-settled theory of the Democratic party on this subject, whic! 
I believe to be correct in principle, looks to the raising of the revenu: 
necessary for the support of the Government, economically administered 
for the payment of the public debt; for the common defense and gen 
eral welfare of the United States; to the equal distribution of the bu: 
dens of taxation; and to the just promotion of the interest of each and 
every American citizen. As was stated by President James K. Poll 
in his inaugural address March 4, 1845, substantially as follows: 

It is the duty of the Government to extend, as far as it may be pract 
cable to do so, by its reventfe laws, and all other means within its pow: 
fair and just protection to all the great interests of the whole Union 
embracing agriculture, manufactures, the mechanic arts, commerce, «1 
navigation. A tariff should be for revenue, in adjusting which ther 
should be such ‘‘ moderate discriminating duties as will produce tl: 
amount of revenue needed, and at the same time afford reasonable in 
cidental protection to our home industries;’’ a tariff should not be to 
protection merely, and notforrevenue. ‘‘ Theraising of revenue shoul 
be the object and protection the incident ;”’ ‘‘ within the revenue limi! 
there is a discretion to discriminate; beyond that limit the rightful ex 
ercise of the power is not conceded.’’ ‘In making discriminations «! 
home interests should, as far as practicable, be equallyprotected.”’ 

Regarding the doctrine announced by Mr. Polk as embodying tl: 
true constitutional principles and a sound policy on the tariff, I hav: 
taken it as a guide in voting upon the various provisions and amend 
ments offered thereto of this bill which have already been acted ou 
and deeming the rates of duty proposed by the bill as too high, I hav: 
in almostevery instance voted for a reduction. I am reluctantly force: 
to the candid conclusion that the bill as reported by the Committee 0! 
Ways and Means, and as it now stands after being amended, material!) 
violates the principles and policy which I have indicated as my guid: 

| and that I can not, therefore, give it my support. Between the Dem 
ocratic doctrine as indicated of ‘‘ a tariff for revenue with incidenta! 

| protection’? and the Republican doctrine of ‘a tariff for protection 
|or a ‘protective tariff’? there is a plain, broad, aad unmistakable 
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issue u which the Democratic party should present a bold, solid, 
and unbroken front and wage an aggressive and an unrelenting war- | 
fare until the tariff is established upon correct principles and the peo- 
ple are thereby relieved from the unequal and unjust burde ns of taxa- 
tion, which under the Republican system of ‘* high protection ’’ are now 
inflicted upon them. 

It has been asserted that there was practically no difference between 
the doctrine of ‘‘ atariff for revenue with incidental protection ’’ and the 
doctrine of ‘‘a protective tariff.’’ This statement, admitting the same 
to have been candidly made, has arisen from not clearly understanding 
or in confusing the two theories. 

HIGH PROTECTION. 

| understand the doctrine of the ‘‘ protec tionists,’’ in effect, if not so 
broadly and openly declared, is in substance this: To lay such rates o! 
dutieson such foreign imports as will protect American industries, prin 
cipally manufactures, against foreign competition, or, in other words, 
as will give American manufacturers the exclusive control and privilege 
of the American market, to the extent at least of the entire amount of 
their products. This character of protection the protectionist would 
give by a rate of duty sufficiently high to prevent or to destroy foreign 
competition, regardless of the amount of revenue to be raised, or if no 
revenue at all was needed for the support of the Government. The 
high protective system is designed and intended to give to Americans a 
monopoly of the American or home trade. It builds up home monopo- 
lies in part—I will not say wholly—at the expense of the many. It is 
asystem of indirect taxation w hich forces contributions from the peo- 
ple for the benefit of afew without corresponding benefits being returned 
to the many. It is protection of private interests by indirect taxation 
for the purpose and for the sake of protection, and not taxation for rev- 
enue necessary to support the Government, which should be borne 
equally by all of the people in proportion to the property owned by 
each individual, corporation, or association. 

I will not deny that high tariff duties create and stimulate home 
competition, as well as raise the price of labor tosome extent, and that 
thereby the prices of manufactured products are reduced below what 
they otherwise would be without such stimulation in connection with 
foreign competition; but by the destruction of foreign competition th 
cost of the manufactured articles consumed by our people would not 

be reduced te the extent they otherwise would be under the system 
which enables the American manufacturer to obtain fiir living profits 
in his business, and at the same time gives to the American consume) 
the benefits of a healthy competition between the home and the for- 
eign manufacturer. 
The “‘protectionists’’ in order to carry out their theory of protecting 

\merican industries to the extent of giving them virtually the control 
of the home market for the full amount of their products, and at the 
same time raise revenue sufficient to meet the wants of the Govern- 
ment, would adjust the rates of duty as not to be entirely prohibitory 
of the introduction of the foreign article, but at such rates as would 
give the American manufacturer a profit far above the profit of the for- 
eign manufacturer. Leaving, however, to the foreigner, who will take 
the lowest if he can not get the highest protit, sutlicient inducement 
to import such an amount as by the duties on the same would raise the 
required revenue. 

In illustration of the propositions stated I submit some tabulated 
statements upon an assumed state of facts: 

A revenue tariff equalizing the cost of the foreign and domestic article 
Cost of article to foreign manufacturer......... ngueustes ‘ $5 00 

28 per cent. profit to foreign manufacturer......... ; 1 00 

Value in foreign market............... ‘es 6 00 
Import duty at 50 per cent. ad valorem........ 3 OO 
Cost of importation—freight, &c...... 1 00 

Cost of foreign article in American market 10 00 

Cost of domestic article to American manufacturer 10 00 

Prohibitory duty giving 30 per cent. profit to the American manu 
facturer : 

Value of article in foreign market, as above 6 00 
100 per cent.import duty......................... : 6 00 
Cost of importation—freight, &c........... ‘ 1 00 

Cost of article delivered in American market 13 00 

Cost to manufacturer of domestic article.................. 10 00 
®® per cent. profit to manufacturer on dome atic article 3 00 

Value in American market......... acide 13 00 

High protective tariff, not prohibitory, but giving 30 per cent. ad 
vantage to American manufacturers over foreign importe rs: 

Value of article in foreign market, as above............ ; 6 00 
MP UNNI SUMOED GUET,.........0.....0000..00sccrcecesessossosooes 6 00 
Cost of importation—freight, &e. = ; anaiies 1 00 

Cost delivered in American market. 13 00 
20 per cent. profit to importer... siden nilnatndans 2 60 

Price in American market.................. 1b 

Cost to manufacturer of domestic article............... . “ 10 00 
58 per cent. profit to American manufacturer.......... saat 5 60 

80 per cent. advantage over importer...............ccce00ececeeeeeeeee 3 00 

45 per cent. advantage over foreign importer 
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High protection, giving 74 per cent. profit to the A 
urer 4 ud 30 per cent, “vo the tmporter 

Value of article in foreign market 
125 per cent. import duty 
Cost of importation—tfreight, &c 1 

Cost delivered in American market 
20 per cent. profit to importer 

Price in American market 

Cost of domestic article 

74 per cent. profit to American manufact 

A tariff below the revenue 
foreign importer 

Value of article in foreign market 
Twenty-five per cent. import duty 
Cost of im portation—freight, &c 

Cost delivered in American 1 
Cost of domestic article 

Cost of foreign article delivers 
the cost of the American art 

It will be seen that as the rates of « 
nue point the tariff becomes proportionat: 

hibitory, and to the extent of the increas 
to and enrich American manufacturers 

large. On th other hand, in proport 
below the pe int which places home n 

foreign imports the tarill would be in 

can industries, and to that extent would be 

interest oft the eountry 

REVENTE SHOULD NOT RI LEVIED RF« 

The doctrine conte i ded tor bv SoOTneE thn it 

revenue, independent or regardless of its ef 

is equally erroneous and unsound with tl ut 

tection onlv 

It is an admitted and an undisputed 
ports coming in competition wit! 

ured in thiscountry give more o1 

That be ing conceded, and as it 1 

duties may be so laid as to afford 

adequate protect onto equa et! 

foreign product, there is no more 

ing a tariff for revenue in such 1 

or indirectly injure, seriously cripple, or de 

mestic industries which have been | t uy 

there is to lay a tariff directly for the protect 
industries at the expense of the consu 

I HT DISCRIMINA 

The right of discrimination was « 

in his second message to Congress. Deceml« 

language 

The right to adjust these duties witht 
mestic branches of industry is so comp 
difficult to suppose the existence of the 

This doctrine of discrimination is ver ( 
ator PuGH, of Alabam n hisspeech in the + ‘ ( 
which I heartily approve He 

The important questior 2 sl 1¢ 

duce the same amount of revenue 
degree of protection the duty afford I 

ld where Democrats 
stinctions, which ar i to 

ght and duty of ¢ re 
lecting those to be taxed are mind 

ity,and patriotism No Senator. w 

of tariff laws, whetherthey s 
rfor the double purpose of ra 

tection to American iu ri ‘ ! 

upon the different classes wl 

We all agree that it is right, just, and e that . f 

our constituents we should afl i all | 
a id poorer « asses by discriminating in 

those articles of nec« ery! I 

all of them we can on th ist d mal ‘ 
tliat must bear some tax for r only We 

tain what articles imported are raw mute l and 
ured, and to what extent they are produced or manufa red 
country Why do we make this « iminatior j 
ing y how much revenues only the est rate 

arti cle imported, whether it be a necessity or a luxu 
ufactured, or whether produced or manufactured 1 

America? 

After discriminating to acquir ~ f et 
effect the duty we impose will have upon the wantsof « 
war, or the industries or pursuil ple in t 

mly’’ was our sole aim, witl l to any 
produce, our work would be shor yle in { 

cles imported that enter into general and necessa 4 
sion a duty sufficient to raise al] the revenue needed f 
ernment Then it is untrue and misleading 
party inthis country, orany considerable numb 
for tariff laws passed to have no other effect tha . \ 
support the Government. The power to tax is a revenue power j 

But in exercising this power we, as law-makers, must open our ey: 
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vey with care and judgment the circumstances, conditions, wants, necessities, 
pursuits, and interests of the people to be affected by our tariff legislation. 

It must be admitted as beyond successful contradiction that no law | 
imposing duties on foreign imports has ever been enacted in this coun- 
try solely and exclusively for revenue without the exercise of any dis- 
crimination in adjusting the rates of duty for the purpose of affording 
protection and encouragement to American industries. 

The incidental protection which inevitably follows a tariff tor revenue 
levied on any article of import coming in competition with any other 
article manufactured or produced in this country has never been, and 
in reason never will be, disregarded or left to haphazard 1n the framing | 
of a tariff bill for revenue. It has always been considered, estimated, 
and regulated with reference to the real or alleged protection or encour- 
agement needed by the particular industry to be affected by it. Often, 
no doubt, and perhaps in most instances, as in the proposed bill, in vio- 
lation of the true principle, ‘‘ withinarevenuestandard.’’ It isa noted 
fact that in all of the tariff discussions in Congress, including the pres- 
ent, the condition and needs of our industries to be affected by the tariff 
have been considered. No one has openly advocated the reduction or 
levying of duties in such manner or at such low rates as would seri- 
ously injure or destroy any important American industry, at least ad- 
mittingly knowing such would be the result. On the contrary, all of 
the advocates of a tariff for revenue, and those favoring or inclined toward 
the doctrine of free trade, have acknowledged the great importance of 
American manufactures and industries, and expressed the strongest de- 
sire to do them no harm by tariff legislation, but to aid their prosperity 
by all legitimate means within the limits of a tariff for revenue. In 
no instance has the effect of the tariff, aside from the raising of revenue, 
been admittedly ignored or lost sight of. 

Both theories of ‘‘ high protection ’’ and ** free trade’’ are at war with 

the best interest of the whole country, and the adoption of either, if 
carried out to the fullest extent, would be destructive of the general 
welfare and prosperity of the whole people. One would build up vast 
monopolists of home manufactures, unrestrained in their greed of gain 
and unconscionable exactions to oppress and impoverish the people; the 
other would give a monopoly of our markets to foreigners, to eat out our 
substance and absorb the untold wealth springing from the endless prod- 
ucts of our hard labor and rich fields, and create at our seaboards a mon- 
eyed aristocracy of a few princely import merchants to manipulate a 
nation’s commerce, and fatten upon a nation’s riches. 

The advocates of a tariff for revenue, adjusted with a wise and mod- 
erate discrimination, strictly within the limits of that standard, insist 
that that is the only protection warranted; that it will afford all of 
the protection needed or required to give American labor constant em- 
ployment, with fair remunerative and saving wages far exceeding those 
of any other country; that it will foster and maintain, fairly prosper- 
ous and profitable, every important or desirable American industry, as 
against the competition of the world, and will likewise distribute the 
burdens of taxation more equally and fairly, and make them more easily 
borne, more certain of collection, and less annoying and harassing to the 
people than any other system. 

FREE TRADE. 

Those favoring free trade should remember that upon the adoption 
of free trade direct taxation must be resorted to, which, under the Fed- 
eral Constitution, would require the taxes to be apportioned among the 
several States according to their respective populations. This would 
be a most unjust system of taxation, as each State would be forced to 
pay its apportioned share of the taxes to support the General Govern- 
ment according to the number and not according to the value of the 
taxable property, of its people. Hence, under free trade, the people of 
one State might be required to pay a 10 per cent. tax on all of their 
taxable property, while the people of another State having double the 
wealth according to population would only pay a 5 per cent. tax. 

l‘urthermore, the millions of our people having no taxable property, 
such as spendthrifts, gamblers, sports, allowanced extravagants, and 
the “spend as you go’’ class, who squander their entire means in fine 
clothes, high living, gewgaws, costly trappings, debauchery, and articles 
of luxury or fancy, who thereby under our present system pay indirectly 
many millions of dollars for the suppert of the Government, under free 
trade would not pay one cent toward that object. In which case addi- 
tional burdens of taxation would be thrown upon the thrifty and sav- 
ing property-holders. 

ADJUSTMENT THE PROBLEM--LABOR THE KEY. 

\s stated by Senator CALL, of Florida: 
| regard the present question as one of adjustment and not of the adoption of 

a system, 

Labor, in my judgment, is the key to the solution of that question. 
Labor, the greatest source of all wealth, constitutes about 90 per cent. of 
the cost of the great body of all products; hence the equalization of the 
difference in the cost of American and foreign labor is the principal and 
controlling factor to be considered in adjusting the tariff as to the arti- 
cles to be taxed and the rates of duty to be levied within a revenue 
standard. As was very forcibly stated by the distinguished gentleman 
from Pennsylvania, Mr. RANDALL, when he said— 

I recognize the fact that there can be no free trade between nations where the 
wages of labor vary. And in so faras this tariff isconcerned, I desire to say that 
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| I wish to make it so that it will cover the gap between the foreign labor and t}- 
labor of the United States. * * * Having taken careof our own labor whic) 
comes into competition with foreign labor, we can then remit the manufactur; 
to the advantages of distance, freight, and the inconveniences of transportat iv, 

That the cost of labor in this country exceeds that of foreign coun 
tries from 50 to 100 per cent., after taking into account the differences 
in the cost of living, the advantages of machinery I believe can not }x 
successfully denied. Hence American manufacturers depending on th, 

higher wage-labor for the operation of their works must either hay. 
the cost of their fabrics equalized through the adjustment of the tarif 
to enable them to fairly compete with foreign imports, or the wages o; 
labor in this country must be brought down to a level with the «; 
based labor of Europe. A misfortune I earnestly hope may never bet 
American laborers. Beyond that point of equalization within the lim 
its of a tariff for revenue I would not go and see no necessity of going 

MY PURPOSE. 
I purpose to review at some length and with some particularity th: 

history of our tariff legislation and to present what I understand to }), 
the position of the Democratic party on the tariff question, as declared 
in national and State Democratic conventions and as expressed by som: 
of the most eminent Democratic statesmen and leaders of the past and 
present, confidently believing that I shall thereby fully sustain the cor 
rectness of the views I have heretofore expressed on this subject. 

To the oft-garnered field of the past and contemporaneous history 0: 
this vexed and much-controverted question I invite the careful stud) 
and candid judgment of all fair-minded men in vindication of the con 
sistency of my course and the Democratic orthodoxy of my principles 

In this connection a word more personal to myself may not be out o! 
place, as I have been charged with being a protectionist. 
My position upon the tariff has been positive and outspoken, is spreai 

upon the public records of the country, and admits of no misunderstand 
ing. While I have favored and do now favor the fostering of such do 
mestic industries as will profit the whole country by a wise and just 
discrimination under and within the limits of a tariff for revenue, | 
never have been a protectionist or favored the doctrine of protectio1 
ists. 

TARIFF HISTORY. 

Since the adoption of the Federal Constitution in 1789 there hav 
been passed eighty tariff laws, including general, special, and amen 
atory laws, under all of which more or less protection has been giv: 
to American industries, and the protective features or principle of t! 
same, in some form, have been recognized by all political parties 
though as to the rate of duty to be levied and the amount of revenue | 
be collected there has been at all times a great diversity of opinion 

Nineteen of these laws have been general tariff laws, intended t 
cover the entire listof articles to be subjected to import duties, of wh 
nine only are usually referred to as of special interest and importa: 
in the disputations upon the tariff policy of this country. These w: 
passed in the years 1789, 1816, 1824, 1828, 1832, 1842, 1846, 1857 
1861 ; four of which were passed under the administrations of LD: 
cratic Presidents, three under Whig Presidents, and one under a i 
publican President; in the latter, however, should be included sev: 
general acts passed during and since the war under Republican admii 
istrations. 

ORIGIN OF THE WORD. 
The term tariff is said to have been derived from a town by the nan 

of Tarifa, on the Barbary coast, where imports on goods passing w: 
exacted. It is also said that the royal house of Hohenzollern, or ‘*\ 
per toll-takers,’’ takes its name from the tariff system, as the anci: 
lords of that house kept the upper toll on the Rhine, from which the) 
derived their revenue. 7 

TARIFF DISCUSSION. 

After the adoption of the present Constitution in 1789, as has ) 
said, ‘‘ the necessity of providing a national revenue was the first co 
sideration with the new Congress.’’ 

The questions of ‘‘ free trade’’ and “ protection’’ are no new top 
in this country; thediscussion uponthem opened within seventy ho 
of the organization of the First Congress, and has been continued do\ 
to the present time. With but few exceptions all of our public n 
have favored a system of raising a revenue by duties on imports ne 
sary for the support of the Government and to discharge the nati: 
debts. Although some of the members of the First Congress desire: 
the system to be temporary, no doubt favoring the idea as soon as pra 
ticable of free commerce with all nations, others at that time ope! 
advocated a permanent system of laying discriminating duties for r 
enue 80 as to give encouragement and protection to American man 
factures. 

The power of the Government to give such protection was not, | | 
lieve, at that time questioned by any. 

In the discussion on the first tariff bill under the Constitution, M: 
Madison, one of the fathers of Democracy, who drafted the bill, said: 

I own myself the friend of a very free system of commerce. * * * If ™) 
meral principle is a good one—that commerce ought to be free, and labor «nd 

ndustry left at large to find its proper object—the only thing which remai!- 
will be to discover the exceptions that do come within the ruie I have laid dow! 

* * * that there are exceptions important to themselves, and whi 
claim the particular attention of the committee. Duties laid on imported art 
cles may have an effect which comes within the idea of national prudence. ! 
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may happen that materials for manufactures may grow up withoutany encour 

agement for this purpose. It has been the case in some of the States, but i 
others regulations have been provided, and have succeeded in producing some 
establishments which ought not to be allowed to perish from the alteration which 
has taken place; it would be cruel to neglect them and divert their industry to 
other channels. * * * There may be some manufactures which being once 
formed can advance toward perfection without any adventitious aid, while 
others, for want of the fostering hand of government, will be unable to go on at 
all, Legislative attention will therefore be necessary to collect the proper ob- 
jects for this purpose, and this will form another exception to my general prin 
ciple. * * * Theimport laid on trade for the purpose of obtaining revenue 

may likewise be considered as an exception. So far, therefore, as revenue can be 
more conveniently and certainly raised by this than any other method, without 
injury to the community, * * * I think sound policy dictates to use this 
means. * * ® So far as wé can enumerate the proper objects and apply spe- 
cific duties to them we conform to the practice prevalent in many of the States, 
and adopt the most laudable method of collecting revenue, at least preferable to 
laying a generaltax * * * upon the whole, as I think some of the propo 
sitions may be tore of revenue and some may protect our domestic manu- 
factures, thoug 
the former. 

Mr. Madison also said: 
The States that are most advanced in population are ripe for manufactures, 

and ought to have their particular interests attended to in some degree. While 
these States retained the power of making regulations of trade they had the 
power to protect and cherish such institutions; by adopting the present consti 
tution they have thrown this power into other hands; they must have done this 
with an expectation that those interests would not be neglected here. 

It would not be unreasonable to construe this language of Mr. Mad- 
ison as an admission that the power of protective legislation was granted 
in the Federal Constitution, or at least that it was so understood by its 
framers. But subsequently, in 1828, in his celebrated letter to Mr 
Cabell, he left no doubt as to his views on this subject when he said 
The Constitution vests in Congress expressly “the power to lay and collect 

taxes, duties, imposts, and excises,’’ and * the power to regulate trade.’ 
* + 7 7 * ? * 

It is asimple question under the Constitution of the United States whether 
‘the power to regulate trade with foreign nations’’ as a distinct and substan 
tive item in the enumerated powers embraces the object of encouraging by du- 
ties, restrictions, and prohibitions the manufactures and products of the country? 
(nd the affirmative must be inferred from the following considerations 

l. The meaning of the phrase “to regulate trade’ must be sought in the gen 
eral use of it; in other words, in the objects to which the power was generally 
understood to be applicable when the phrase was inserted in the Constitution 

2, The power has been understood and used by all commercial and manufuct 
uring nations as embracing the object of encouraging manufactures. It is be 
lieved that not a single exception can be named. 

3. This has been particularly the case with Great Britain, whose commercial 
vocabulary is the parent of our own. A primary object of her commercial reg 

a the latter subject ought not to be too confusedly blended with | 
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} Under this act duties were laid on some seventy ent articles 
among them boots, shoes and slippers, tallow candles, wool and cotton 
cards, cheese, cider, coffee, tea, fish, hemp, iron chains, nails, spikes, salt 
soap, steel, sugar, tobacco, snuff, twine, carriages, buckles, glass-ware 
stone-ware, buttons, clothing, hats, iron, leather, saddlery, && 

Thesecond tariff act, passed in 1790, added some articles to the duti 
able list and increased the rate about 2) percent. 1t passed the House 
by a vote of 39 to 13, all of the members from the Southern States, ex 
cepting two trom Maryland and one from South Carolina, voting in the 
atlirmative. The chief opposition was from Massachusetts 

The third tariff act, March 3, 1791, was mainly a modification o1 

change in the mode of levying the duty on distilled spirits. Averag 
rate of duty on dutiable imports for consumption in 1791 was 15.34 pet 
cent. 

Mr. Hamilton, then Secretary of the Treasury, in his report said 

AVG Gliicl 

ol 

The expediency of encouraging manufactures in the United States, which was 
not long since deemed very questionable, appears at this time to be pretty gen 
erally admitted. 

From 1791 to 1809 some seven tariff acts of minor Importance were 

passed, but somewhat increasing the rates of duty 
President Washington, in his last annual address, Decembe1 1796, 

said: 

Congress have repeatedly, and not without success, directed their attention to 
the encouragement of manufactures. The object is of too much consequence not qu 
to insure a continuance of their efforts in every way which shall appear eligiblk 

THOMAS JEFFERSON 

The great founder of Democracy, Mr. Jefferson, recognized 
trine of protecting manufactures. 

the do« 

In his message of 1802 he said 
To cultivate peace, maintain commerce and navigation, to foster o 

and protect manufactures adapted to our circumstances, are the 
guide ourselves in all our relations. 

irtisheries 

andmis irks t 

Jefferson In his message of 1808, speaking of manufactures, Mr 
said: 

And little doubt remains that establishments formed and forming will, unde 
the auspices of cheaper materials and subsistence, the freedom of labor from 
taxation with us, and protecting duties and prohibitions, become permanent 

ulations is well known to have been the protection and encouragement of her | 
manufactures. 

4. Such was understood to be a proper use of the power by the States most pre- 
pared for manufacturing industry, while retaining the power over their foreign 
trade. 

” - = * 1 * * 

But ample evidence may be found elsewhere that regulations of trade for the 
encouragement of manufactures were considered as within the power to be 
granted to the new Congress, as well as within the scope of the national policy. 

. + ~ 7 * = * 

if Congress has not the power it is annihilated for the nation; a policy with- 
out example in any other nation, and not within the reason of the solitary one 
inourown, * * * 

If revenue be the sole object of a legitimate impost, and the encouragement 
of domestic articles be not within the power of regulating trade, it would follow 
that no monopolizing or unequal regulations of foreign nations could be coun 
teracted ; that neither the staple articles of subsistence nor the essential imple 
ments for the public safety could under any circumstances be insured or fostered 
at home by regulations of commerce, the usual and most convenient mode of 
providing for both. * * * That the encouragement of manufactures was an 
object of the power to regulate trade is proved by the use made of the power 
for that object in the first session of the First Congress under the Constitution 
when among the members present were so many who had been members of the 
Federal convention which framed the Constitution and of the State conventions 
which ratified it. * * It does not appear from the printed proceedings of 
Congress on that occasion that the power was denied by any of them 
A further evidence in support of the constitutional power to protect and fos 

ter manufactures by regulations of trade, an evidence that ought of itself to set- 
tle the question, is the uniform and practical sanction given to the power by the 
General Government for nearly forty years with a concurrence or acquiescence 
come State government throughout the same period, and it may be added 
throug all the vicissitudes of party which marked the period. No novel con- 
struction, however ingeniously devised, or however reputable or patriotic its 
patrons, can withstand the weight of such authorities or the unbroken current 
of so long and universal a practice. And well it is that this can not be done 
without the intervention of the same authority which made the Constitution. 
If it could be so done there would be an end to that stability in government and 
in laws which is essential to good government and good laws 

If Mr. Madison intended to lay down the doctrine of a tarit? tor the 
protection of private interests independent of the raising of revenue, 
in my judgment he went beyond the admitted doctrine of the Demo- 
cratic party. In ascertaining the powers granted to the Federal Gov- 
ernment on this subject, we should bear in mind as a very important 
fact that previous to the adoption of the Constitution, when the several 
States had the sovereign power to regulate commerce, prohibit impor- 
tations, protect trade and industries, as concerned themselves, respect- 
ively, important manufactures in the States had grown up. Can it be 
believed that the States would have knowingly surrendered all legisla- 
tive power to encourage, foster, and protect their home industries and 
at the same time have withheld that power from the General Govern- 
ment, thereby leaving them helpless in this respect ? 

WASHINGTON'S ADMINISTRATION 

The first tariff act was approved July 4, 1789 
lowing preamble: 
Whereas it is necessary for the support of the Government, for the discharge 

of the debt of the United States, and the encouragement and protection of manu- 
factures, that duties be laid, &c. 

It contained the fol- 

The tariff actof July 1, 1812, under 

JAMES MADISON'S ADMINISTRATION, 

increased previous duties 100 per cent. It passed the House by a vote 
ot 76 to 48. Of the 48 nays, 32 were from New England States 
Pennsylvania, and 15 from the South. It was passed in consequence 
of the pending declaration of war against Great Britain From 181 

to1816 there were three tariff acts passed, but temporary in their chat 
ter. 

The tariff act of April 1816, was a general tariff law. It was advo 
cated by Mr. Calhoun and Clay, and passed as a protective tariff and 
considerably increased the average rates of duty 

by a vote of 88 yeas to 54 nays. 

Y trom 

It passed the llou Co 

JAMES MONROE'S ADMINISTRATION 

. rhe tariff acts of 1818 and 1819 were modifications of the then ex 
isting laws as to a few articles only. Mr. Monroe said 

It is deemed of importance to encourage our domestic manufactures 
There are strong reasons applicable to our situation and r« 
countries which impose on us the obligation to cherish and s 

itions with ot 

istain our manu 

factures. 

Mr. Monroe, in his message of December, 1823, recommended 
A revision of the tariff for the purpose of affording such additional prot 

to those articles which we are prepared to manufacture or which are immed 

ately connected with the defense and independence of the country 

Che tariff act of 1824 was a general revison of riff, increasing 
the duties to about 33.5 per cent. on dutiable goods and about 33.1 pet 

cent. total imports. The Committee on Manutactures, to whom *‘ had 
been referred sundry petitions and memorials praying for the adoption 
of measures calculated to afford encouragement and protection to the 
manufacturing interests of the country,’’ reported a ‘bill to amend the 
several acts for imposing duties on imports.”’ 

the t 

Mr. Buchanan, in support of the bill, contended that the duties pro 
posed were not prohibitory but protective and would at the same tims 

increase the revenue. The bill was also supported by Mr. Clay But 
Mr. Webster opposed the bill. W hile he contended that ‘‘ commerce be 

tween nations has the same character as commerce between individu 

als and between parts of the same nation,’’ and that the only object o 
commerce was to produce that exchange of commodities ‘* between in 
dividuals and between nations which would conduce to the advantay: 

and to the happiness of both,’’ he admitted that protection and encou 
agement may be and doubtless are sometimes wise and beneficial if kept 

within proper limits. It will be remembered at this time Mr. W 
ster was a strong advocate of free trade 

After a determined opposition the bill passed the House by a vote o 

107 to 102. It was afterward modified somewhat and became a law 

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS'S ADMINISTRATION 

The tariff of May, 1828, raised the duties on dutiable goods for cor 
sumption to an average of about 42 per cent., the highest before o1 
that time, until the Morrill tariffof 1861 and the other war tariffs which 
followed. From this and the act of 1824 in a great measure originated 
the doctrine of ‘‘ nullification.’’ 

Che *‘ high protective tariff system ’’ may be regarded as having been 

SL TICE 
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inaugurated under the tariff of 1816, and although under a Democratic 
President, Mr. Madison, it never was the declared or recognized doc- 
trine of the Democratic party. 

From 1816 to 1828, by the respective tariff acts during that time, the 
tariff duties continued to angment and incregse, until the popular and 
bitter outery against it resulted in the election of Old Hickory, Gen- 
eral Andrew Jackson, as a triumph over the “‘ high protective system.”’ 

The Southern States as a section and the Democrats generally were 
arrayed against the system, although some prominent Democrats fa- 
vored the tariff bill of 1828, such as Silas Wright, of New York, one of 
the most eminent Democratic statesmen of that day, who in advocacy 
of the bill said: 

It has been the object of the majority of the committee to frame a bill which 
should have in view the protection of the leading interests of the country. They 
believe that in all laws having reference to the protection of the domestic inter- 
ests of the country agriculture should be considered the paramount and lead- 
ing interest. This was the basis upon which the other great interests rest and to 
which they are to be considered as subservient. Still this is not to be considered 
as entitled to protection, exclusive of the manufacturing interest. I do not be- 
lieve that a law which would be injurious to manufactures would be beneficial 

ulture; but I do believe that protection to manufactures shouRl be given 
with express reference to the effect upon agriculture. 
to agrk 

If that was sound Democratic doctrine in 1828, is it not equally sound 
and orthodox in 1883? 

Mr. Buchanan, of Pennsylvania, in supporting the same bill, said: 

The American system consists in affording an equal and just legislative protec- 
tion to all the great interests of the country. Itis no respecter of persons. It 
does not distinguish between the farmer who plows the soil in Peansylvania 
and the manufacturer of wool in New England. 

Mr. Webster also supported the bill. A radical change had come over 
him; from a “‘ free-trader’’ he had become an open advocate of high 
protection In the debate on the bill he said: 

New England has not been a leader in this policy. * * * She felt a reluc- 
tance to trust great interests on the foundation of Government patronage. But 
the act of 1824 settled the policy of the country. What,then, was New England 
todo? Wasshetodeny herself the use of her advantages, natural and acquired ? 
Was she to resist what she could no longer prevent, or, seeing the policy of the 
Government thus settled and fixed, to accommodate to it as well as she could 
her own pursuits and her own industries? 

And may it not be asked with equal force, ‘‘ The policy of a tariff for 
revenue, adjusted to give fair protection to American industries and labor 
having been settled, what are the Southern States to do?”’ 

Mr. Mallary, of Vermont, chairman of the Committee on Manufact- 
ures, from which the bill was reported, in his advocacy of it stated 
some significant conclusions, to which I call special attention, as solemn 
truths which should be heeded by the people living in the great inte- 
rior of this country, not only in considering this important question 
but in the consideration of other great questions now agitating the pub- 
lic. He said: 

I maintain that the tendency of protecting domestic manufactures is to pre- 
vent a most dangerous and powerful monopoly—a moneyed aristocracy—that 
weuld be resistiess, overwhelming. I mean distinctly the mercantile interests 
on the seaboard 

lhe seaboard would be the place of exchange for domestic and foreign prodte- 
tions. This would be effected ata few points favorable by natur« Profits and 
gain would from necessity be confined to a few 249 4 

therefore, all the moneyed capital of the nation would concentrate 
rior would be in dependence, debt, and bondage. * * * 
policy to adopt such measures as will divide the moneyed capital of the nation, 

The inte- 

Instead of ite remaining confined to afew places on the seaboard the good of the | m . 7 : p : 
| destructive of their commercial interests and general prosperity ha nation requires that it should be distributed. 

JACKSON'S ADMINISTRATION, 

Andrew Jackson, in his message to Congress on the 7th of December, 
1830, said: 

rhe object of the tariff is objected to by some as unconstitutional and it iscon- 
sidered by almost all as defective in many of its parts. The power to impose 
duties on imports originally belonged to the several States. The right to adjust 
these duties with a view to the encouragement of domestic branches of industry 
is so completely identical with that power that it is difficult to suppose the ex- 
istence of the one without the other. 
thority over imports to the General Government without limitation or restric- 
tion saving the very inconsiderable reservation relating to their inspection laws. | 
rhis authority having thus entirely passed from the States, the right to exercise 

it for the purpose of protection does not exist in them and consequently if it be 
not possessed by the General Government it must be extinct 
Our political system would thus present the anomaly of a people stripped of 

the right to foster their own industry and to counteract the most seltish and de- 
structive policy which might be adopted by foreign nations. This surely can 
not be the case; this indispensable power thus surrendered by the States must 
be within the scope of the authority on the subject expressly delegated to Con- 
gress 
Washington, Jefferson, Madison, and Monroe, who have each repeatedly recom- 
mended the exercise of this right under the Constitution, as by the uniform prac- 
tice of Congress, the continued acquiescence of the States, and the general un- 
derstanding of the people. 

Mr. Clay’s tariff resolution, submitted in the Senate December, 1831, 
was adopted after full discussion, namely: 

Resolved, That the existing duties upon articles imported from foreign coun- 
tries and not coming in competition with similar articles made or produced 
within the United States ought to be forthwith abolished, except the duties upon 
wines and silks, and that those ought to be reduced; and that the Committee on 
Finance be instructed to report a bill accordingly. 

In discussing the resolution Mr. Clay said: 

Free trade! Free trade! Gentlemen deceive themselves; it is not free trade 
that they are recommending to our acceptance; it is in effect the British celon- 
jal system that we are invited to adopt. 

If this nation, great and extensive as it is and will be, were | 
composed of farmers and merchants alone, what would be the consequence? | 

On the seaboard, | 

The States have delegated their whole au- | 
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ENGLAND'S COLONIAL SYSTEM. 

What was the colonial system to which Mr. Clay referred? Let the 
destructive commercial warfare waged by England through her chartere 
‘* East India Company ’’ upon her Indian colonies and the acts of the Brit 
ish Parliament toward her American colonies answer. Mr. Clay’s ques 
tion was very forcibly answered*by Mr. Peter Cooper in a speech deliy- 
ered as well as in a letter written by him a few yearssince, from which 
I take the liberty of submitting in a summary way a few important 
facts bearing upon England’s commercial policy. 

It has been said, and with too much truth to add to the glory of Old 
England, ‘‘ that the wars of commercial interests earried on by England 
alone have led to and have caused a greater destruction of life and pro, 
erty during the last eighty years than has been occasioned by all thy 
wars of conquest that have taken place in the civilized world during 
that period of time.’’ 
When the East India Company, ‘‘ chartered and sustained by all th, 

power of Great Britain,’’ began its wild schemes of amassing fabulous 
fortunes through its commercial adventurers, by force, trickery, fraud 
and deception in Hindostan, that country with its then 150,000,000 j 
habitants was famed as the storehouse of the untold riches of the East 
and for its beautiful fabrics of the finest quality. ‘“‘ Though often ove: 
taxed and plundered by invading armies, the country continued rich 
and prosperous,’’ until invaded by English adventurers under the Brit 
ish policy, as Fox, in a speech on the East India bill, declared, ‘* th, 
country was laid waste with fire and sword, and the land once disti: 
guished most above others by the cheerful face of fraternal government 
and protected labor, the chosen seat of cultivation and plenty, is nov 
a dreary desert, covered with rushes and briers, jungles and wild beasts 

Macaulay says: 
The misgovernment was carried on to such an extent as seemed hardly com 
~—— = the existence of society. They forced the natives to buy dear and 

ne . 

The English Government became as oppressive as the most oppressive forn 
of barbarian despotism. 

It is said that— 
The poor Hindoo was not allowed to make salt from the waters of the ocean 

Every form of taxation and exaction was forced on that people in order to dr 
them to send all their cotton and wool to England (the great workshop of th: 
world) to be converted and returned. 
The great city of Dacea, that only seventy years since contained 90,000 houses 

and exported millions of pieces of the finest quality of goods, is now a mass 
ruins. 

The same authority says: 
For the accomplishment of this work of destruction, the children of La 

shire, England, were employed fifteen to seventeen hours per day during | 
week and until 12 o'clock on Sunday, cleaning and oiling machinery, for wh 
they received 2s. 9d. per week. The object was to underwork the poor I 
and drive him from the markets of the world. 

Sir Robert Peel says: 
The effects in India exhibit themselves in such ruin and distress that no | 

allel can be found in the annals of commerce. 
Of all the 1,700,000 slaves imported into the British West India Isiands o1 

660,000 were found living on the day of emancipation. This was the resu!' 
war of commerce. The planters on those islands had been deprived by lav 
all right to “refine their own sugar, or to introduce a spindle or a loom 
mine coal, or tosmelt their own copper.” 
On the island of Jamaica, with a population of 320,000 black laborers, and w 

inexhaustible supplies of timber, that island has been without a saw-mil 
It is thereforesound | 1860, 

Her policy toward the American colonies would have proved no les 

they not timely resisted and achieved their independence of Britis 
| oppression and rule. 

The first attempt on the part of the American Colonies to, esta)! 
manufactories was followed by prohibitory acts on the part of the Brit 
ish Parliament. 

In 1710 the House of Commons declared that the erecting manuti 
tories in the Colonies tended to lessen their dependence on Great [ri! 
ain. 

In 1732 the exportation of hats from province to province and t! 
number of apprentices was limited. 

In 1750 the erection of any mill or engine for slitting or rolling ir 
was prohibited. 

In 1765 the exportation of artisans from Great Britain was prohi) 
ited, under a heavy penalty. 

In 1781 utensils required for the manufacture of wool and silk wer 
| prohibited. 

In this conclusion I am confirmed as well by the opinions of Presidents | In 1782 the prohibition was extended to artificers in printing cal 
coes, muslins, or linens, or in making implements used in their ma! 
ufacture. 

In 1785 the prohibition was extended to tools used in iron and ste« 
manufacture, and to workmen so employed. 

In 1799 it was so extended as to embrace even colliers. 
England, now so boastful of her pretended free trade, which is on!) 

in part free trade, her import duties amounting annually to abou! 
$100,000,000, never hesitated to pass protective or prohibitory laws 2s 
to commerce when to her interest to do so. 

Englishmen freely admit that protection is necessary to the existen 
of our iron industry. Ata meeting of the National Miners’ Conference 
held at the Old Town Hall, in King street, in Manchester, England, in 
January, 1881, Mr. Macdonald, a member of the British Parliament. 
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encouraged the British miners by the declaration that ‘‘if America Schedule C.—Beer, German silver, articles embroidered with gold o1 

would remove her tariff of 29s. 4d. on our iron we should be able to 

close every iron-works east of Pittsburgh within three months.”’ 
English advice and solicitude, through her Cobden Club and»press, for 

our commercial welfare should be received with some grains of allow- 

ance, when we remember her long listof unjust wars, acts of oppression, 
and deeply laid schemes to extend her trade and control the commerce 
of the world. 

The tariff act of July 14, 1832, which went into operation March 3, 
1833, put tea and coffee when imported in American vesselson the free- 
list, and made a reduction of duties from 20 to 25 per cent. ad valorem 
er a number of articles. This bill, as all former tariff bills had done, 
retained the protective principle. It was discussed at great length, with 
great ability and much sectional feeling, being the last tariff act prior 
to the ordinance of nullification passed by the convention of South 
Carolina, by which it was declared *‘ that the tariff law of 1828 and the 
amendment to the same of 1832 are null and void, and no law, nor bind- 
ing upon this State, its officers or citizens.’’ The bill passed the House 
by a voteof 132 to 65, and the Senate by a vote of 32 to 16. 

MR. CLAY'S COMPROMISE BILL. 

February 12, 1833, Mr. Clay introduced a bill to modify the various 
acts imposing duties on imports. It passed the Senate by a vote of 29 
to 16, Mr. Calhoun voting in the affirmative. A bill was afterward 
introduced and passed in the House by a vote of 119 to85. It is known 
as the compromise tariff act of 1833, which included ‘* Mr. Clay’s com- 
promise bill,’? and was intended to gradually reduce the duties on 
imports and to serve as a compromise measure. It provided a sliding 
scale of reduction on all duties above 20 per cent., the excess over 20 per 
cent. to be entirely taken off by June 30, 1842. The average duties on 
imports for consumption by this act and the act of 1836 were reduced 
from about 42 to 31 per cent. ad valorem, and on the whole imports 
from about 35 to 16 per cent. ad valorem. Whether or not this reduc 
tion of tariff duties, in whole or in part, produced or contributed to the 
great financial crisis which swept over the United States in 18 
to the disputation of the protection and free-trade theorists. 

JOHN TYLER’S ADMINISTRATION. 

The tariffactof September 11,1841, provided that free articles and those 
at a duty of less than 20 per cent. ad valorem should pay 20 per cent. 
ad valorem, excepting certain specified articles; it fixed the duty on un- 
enumerated articles the same as on enumerated which they most re- 
sembled, and reduced duty on railroad-iron to 20 per cent. ad valorem. 

The tariff act of August 30, 1842, inereased the average of duties to 
about 324 per cent. The bill passed the House by 116 to 112, and the 
Senate by 25 to 23. 

Mr. Polk in his inaugural address of March 4, 1845, said 
I have heretofore declared to my fellow-citizens that in my judgment it is the 

duty of the Government to extend as far as it may be practicable to do so by its 
revenue laws and all other means within its power fair and just protection to 
all the great interests of the whole Union, embracing agriculture, manufactures, 
the mechanic arts, commerce, and navigation. I have also declared my opin- 
ion to be in favor of a tariff for revenue ; and that in adjusting the details of such 
a tariff [have sanctioned such moderate discriminating duties as would produce 
the amount of revenue needed and at the same time afford reasonable incidental 
protection to our home industry; and that Il was ‘opposed to a tariff for pro 
tection merely and not for revenue.” * * * The raising of revenue should 
be the object and protection the incident. * * * Within the revenue limit 
there is a discretion to discriminate; beyond that limit the rightful exercise of 
the power is not conceded. 
The incidental protection afforded to our home interests by discriminations 

within the revenue range is believed to be ample. In making discriminations 
allour home interests should, as far as practicable, be equally and fairly favored 

The tariff of July 39, 1846, under James K. Polk’s administration, is 
claimed as the model of a tariff for revenue. It was styled ‘‘ An act re- 
ducing the duties on imports, and for other purposes.’’ 

It was conceded by all that the revenue receipts were too large in 
amount for the good of the country and that the tariff should be modi 
tied soas toreduce thesame. Hence by the act of 1857 tariff duties were 
reduced generally, from 20 to 25 per cent. ad valorem. 

It passed the Senate by a vote of 27 to 27, the President of the Sen 
ate, Mr. Dallas, giving the casting vote in the affirmative. The vote in 
the House was 115 for to 92 against. The general average rate of du- 
ties upon the total imports under the act of 1846 as compared with the 
rates under the act of 1842 was decreased only about 24 percent. As to 
the duties on imports for consumption the decrease was about 8.4 pet 
cent. Yet as a revenue tariff it not only surpassed all expectations but 
astonished its authors. It produced in revenue from customs duties, 
in the ten years from 1847 to 1856, inclusive, $459,981,967, while the 
receipts from customs duties for the ten preceding years, from 1837 to 
1846, inclusive, were only $212,185,961, being an increase in the latter 
decade of $247,796,006; but this is to be accounted for mainly, if not en 
tirely, from the great increase in imports, which from 1847 to 1856, in- 
clusive, amounted to $2,205,160,187, and from 1837 to 1846 to only 
$1,164, 183,732, an increase of $1,040,976, 455. 
A glance at the classification of articles bearing the same rate of duty 

under the law of 1846 may cause some doubt as to its perfection. 

o~ 
od, I leave 

mere recital of some of the many diversified articles grouped together 
under the same schedule, as well as a lower rate of duty on some lux- 
uries than on necessaries, will carry with it its own argument without | 
comment. 

A | 

silver, asses skins, perfumes, bologna sausage, bracelets, ringlets, mo 

saics, pickles, hats, shell boxes, souvenirs, carpets, carriages pepper 

cheese, clothing, coal, confectionery, cutlery; diamonds, gems, rubies 
pearls, &c., set in gold or other metals; dolls, toys; earthen, china, and 
stone ware; epaulets, bonnets, hemp, honey, iron, jellies; manutacture 
of cotton, silk, linen, and wool, if embroidered; medicines, vuns, tire 
arms, nuts, plated and gilt ware, potatoes, silver-plated metals, to 
bacco, wool, &c., duty 30 per cent. ad valorem. 

Schedule E.— Acids and other chemicals, bacon, blankets, vegetables 
books, socks; ebony, mahogany, and other precious woods; copper ai 
ticles, hats of silk and cotton, Indian corn, jalap, coral, manuiacturs 
of flax, drugs, bronze metals, whipgut or eatgut, needles, oranges, lem 

ons, paints, pork, slate-pencils, steel, velvet of cotton or silk, 20 per 
cent. ad valorem 

The Morrill tariff, as to classification of articles, was certainly a great 
improvement over the tariff act of 1846 

TARIF? ISSUE 

The issue between the high protectionists and the so-called free-trad 

ers may be said to have been fairly tendered upon the adoption of the 
tariff of 1816, but not fairly joined until after the tariffs of 1824 and 
1828. 

The issue may be stated on the side of the protectionists as suecinetly 

put by Mr. Ingham, when, in the discussion of the tariff bill of 1816 
he said *‘the revenue was only an incidental consideration,’’ and upon 
the other side as afterward in 1845 formulated by Robert J. Walke1 
then Secretary of the Treasury under President Polk, in his celebrated 
report on the tariff, wherein he laid down six propositions, among them 
the following 

First. That no more money should be collected than is necessary for the wa 
of the Government, economically administered 

Second. That no duty be imposed on any article above the lowest rate wh 
will yield the largest amount of revenue 

* ° * * 

Sixth. That the duty should be so imposed as to operate as equally as poss 
ble throughout the Union, discriminating neither for nor against anv class o 
section 

Which propositions, it may be claimed, have been summarized in th 
Democratic platform of 1876 as ‘‘that all custom-house taxation shall 

be only for revenue,’’ and in the Democratic platform of 1830 as i 

tariff tor revenue only 

THE TARIFF OF 1857 UNDER JAMES RUCHANAN’S ADMINISTRATION 

This reduced the duties on the greater number of imported artic 
from 20 to 25 per cent. ad valorem to an average 
cles for consumption of about 19 per cent 
rate of duties from 1789 to 1811 

rate on dutiable arti 

, almost as low as the avera 

rhe principal object sought to be accomplished by the tariff of 1857 

was the reduction of the revenue from duties on imports, and thereb 

prevent the accumulation of a large surplus in the Treasury exceedin 
the of the Government 

In advocating a reduction of the tariff Mr 

referring to the tariff of 1846, said 

wants 

Hunter, of Virginia, wher 

Interests and investments have grown up under it, and it is ir duty to pro 
ceed in modifyin tastorespectthoseinterests. * * Independently of con 

siderations of justice, the dictates of policy should prevent us f ! 

thing to prostrate those interests by a sudden blow, as their ruin wo 

a great commercial revulsion and bring disaster upon all 

As to whether the tariff under the reduction proposed would produce 
the required quantity Mr. Hunter said that ‘‘the danger is, not that 
it will produce too little but too much For it is obvious that when we 

come to reduce the duties the consumption will be increased, and th 

again will have the etfect to add to the revenuc While this did not 

prove to be true under the tariff of 1857, there is no question but that 

the reduction of a tariff below the point affording fair protection will 
ordinarily greatly increase the amount of revenue over a tariff so hig! 
is to he prohi nto In its etfect 

In the four years, 1858, 1859, 1860, and 1861, the revenue from eu 

toms fell off a little over 560,000,000 as compared with the four pre 

ceding years, lé ing a deticit of some $20,000,000 annually as to the 

expenditures of the Government This deficit showed the necessity ot 

a revision of the tariff for the purpose of increasing the revenue, and 

resulted inthe Morrill tariff of Mareh 2, 1861. which consid bly 

creased the duties on imports. This tariff remained in operation but a 
few months, when in consequence of the late war the tariff duties were 
raised about 100 per cent. by the 1861, December 24 

1861, July 14 , March 3, 1863, and of April and June, 1864, to an 

average rate exceeding on dutiable goods for consumption by about | 

per cent onlv the 1229 to 1R3Y, 

Whether or not reduction produced, or in any manner contributed 
to, the financial disasters of 1857, I again leave to be disputed by the 

advocates of high protection upon the one side and by free-trade theo 

rists upon the other 
The act of March 2, 1867, was entitled ‘‘A bill to provide increased 

revenue from imported wool, and for other purposes.’ 
The act of July 14, 1870, was entitled 

taxes, and for other purposes.”’ 

August 5 acts ol ist 
1 
1-62 

average rate from 
+} 
tile 

inclusive 

‘* An act to reduce internal 
It reduced the rate of duty all along 
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from 12 to 75 per cent. on some forty different articles, among them 
tea, coffee, sugar, spirits, wine, brandy, and iron 

The act of May 1, 1872, put tea and coffee on the free-list, reduced 
salt to 12 cents per one hundred pounds, and made a general reduction 
of 10 per cent., principally upon cotton and woolen manufactures, iron, 
and steel. Whether this reduction produced or contributed toward 
the great financial crisis which followed in 1873 I will again leave to | 
be disputed pro and con by the contending theorists. 

By the act of March 3, 1875, the 10 per cent. reduction provision of 
the act of May], 1872, was repealed. Whether or not the prosperous 
times which gradually followed the act of 1875 were in whole or in 
part brought about by that act I again leave to be disputed by the ex- 
treme theorists of “high protection and free trade.’’ In my judgment 
the effects of a tariff, whether high orlow, are too apt to be magnified, 
and are often greatly exaggerated 

iverage percentage of customs duties. 

y on 

Administrations 

Rates of duty on 
total imports ates of dut imports for con- sumption. > ‘ I 

Washington and John Adams, 1791 to 1804, inclusive 
lefferson and Madison, 1805 to 1812, inclusive 
Madison, 1813 to 1816, inclusive 
Monroe, 1817 to 1820, inclusive 
Monroe, 1821 to 1824, inclusive 
1. Q. Adams, 1825 to 1828, inclusive 
jackson, 1829 to 1832, inclusive 
fackson, Van Buren, and Harrison and 7 
clusive . 

Harrison, Tyler, and Polk, 1843 to 1846, inclusive 
Polk, Taylor, and Fillmore, 1847 to 1857 
Buchanan, 1858 to 1861, inclusive 
1862 to 1871, inclusive 

1872 to 1881, inclusive 

yler, 1833 to 1842, in 

, inclusive 

DEMOCRATIC PLATFORMS 

Che first national Democratic platform of which I have obtained | 
iuny knowledge, adopted at a ratification meeting at Washington city, 
May 11, 1832, contained the following resolution: 

Resolved, That an adequate protection to American industry is indispensable 
to the prosperity of the country, and that an abandonment of the policy at this 
period would be attended with consequences ruinous tothe best interests of the 
nation 

Che second Democratic platform, which was adopted at Baltimore, May | 
», 1840, contained the following resolutions: 

4. Resolved, That justice and sound policy forbid the Federal Government to 
foster one branch of industry to the detriment of another, or to cherish the in- 
terests of one portion to the injury of another portion of our common country; 
that every citizen and every section of the country has a right to demand and 

sist upon an equality of rights and privileges; and to complete an ample pro- 
tection of person and property from domestic violence or foreign aggression 

5. Resolved, That it is the duty of every branch of the Government to enforce 
ind practice the most rigid economy in conducting our public affairs, and that no 
more revenue ought to be raised than is required to defray the necessary expenses 
of the Government 

In the Democratic platform adopted at Baltimore, May 27, 1844, the 
ibove-recited resolutions 4 and 5 were reaffirmed. 

In the Democratic platform adopted at Baltimore, May 22, 1848, said 
resolution 4 was reaffirmed, and for the eighth resolution of said plat- 
torm the fifth resolution above quoted with this language added, namely, 
‘and for the gradual but certain extinction of the debt created by the 
prosecution ofa just and necessary war,’’ wasadopted. Thetwenty-first 
resolution of the platform of 1848 included the following as among the | 

enumerations of the fruits of the election of Mr. Polk, namely: 

In the noble impulse given to the cause of free trade by the repeal of the tariff | 
of 1842, and the creation of the more equal, honest, and productive tariff of 1846. 

The Democratic platform of 1852, adopted at Baltimore, reaffirmed | 
said resolutions 4 and 5, and declared against ‘‘exclusive legislation 
lor the benefit of the few at the expense of the many.’’ 

In the Democratic platform of June 6, 1856, adopted at Cincinnati, 
said resolution No. 4 was readopted, and as bearing upon the tariff the 
following was embraced in an additional resolution, namely : 

iu favor of free seas and progressive free trade throughout the world. 

The Douglas and Breckinridge Democratic platforms adopted at 
Charleston, April 23, and Baltimore, June 18, 1860, reaffirmed the 
Cincinnati platform. 

Thenational Democratic platform adopted at New York, July 4, 1868, 
declared— 

A tariff for revenue upon foreign imports, and such equal taxation under the 
internal-revenue laws as will afford incidental protection to domestic manu- 
factures and as will, without impairing the revenue, impose the least burden 
upon and best promote and encourage the great industrial interests of the coun- 
try. 

| I would extirpate it root and branch. 

on the tax-payers, and as legislators that is what we should look to. ; 
| duties on imports you ean at the same time make foreign producers pay for thr 
| use of your markets, and in that way incidentally and properly give aid and 
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The Democratic platform adopted at Baltimore, July 9, 1872, coy 
tained the following : 

Recognizing that there are in our midst honest but irreconcilable differences 
of opinion with regard to the respective systerns of protection and free trad 
remit the discussion of the subject to the people in their Congressional distr a 
and the decision of Congress thereon, wholly free from executive interfere. 
or dictation. 

The Democratic platform adopted at Louisville, Kentucky, Septem 
ber 3, 1872, repudiated the Baltimore platform last referred to and 
passed among other resolutions the following : 

Resolved, That the interests of labor and capital should not be permitted 
conflict, but should be harmonized by judicious legislation 

It was silent on the tariff. 
The Democratic platform adopted at Saint Louis, June 27, 1876, con 

tained the following: 
We demand that all custom-house taxation shall be only for revenue 

The Democratic platform adopted at Cincinnati, June 22, 1880, « 
clared for ‘‘a tariff for revenue only.’’ 

I believe the foregoing are all of the declarations relating to the tarifi 
of the Democratic party contained in national platforms. 

A far greater variety of declarations may be found in the platforms o1 
the Democratic party of the different States. 

In the Virginia Democratic platform of August, 1881, may be found 
That special efforts be made to foster and encourage the agricultural, nx 

chanical, mining, manufacturing, and other industrial interests of the State 

In the North Carolina State platform, adopted in July, 1882, it is 
j 

| declared: 

Resolved, That we are in favor of the entire and immediate abolition of the in 
| ternal-revenue system, with its attendant corruptions, and that we denounc 
the present tariff laws as grossly unequal, unjust, and vicious. We favor such 
a revision of the tariff as will produce a revenue sufficient for the economica! 
support of the Government, with such incidental protection as will give to do 
mestic manufactures a fair competition with those of foreign production. That 
there should be an immediate repeal of all laws imposing a direct tax for th: 
support of the Government of the United States. 

The Democratic platform of Georgia for 1882 contained the fol 
lowing: 

1. Resolved, That the Democratic party of Georgia, through its accredited 
| representatives assembled, reaffirm with all emphasis and fervor the time-hon 
ored principles expounded by the sages, Jefferson and Madison, and illustrated 
and enforced by the pure and able men who have by their teachings and pra: 
tical enforcement of their political faith advanced the glory and promoted th: 
prosperity of this Union. 

The Democracy of Georgia reaffirm with all emphasis and fervor tl: 
principles expounded by Madison and Jefferson as their political faith 

The present Democratic governor of Georgia, the distinguished Alex 
ander H. Stephens, in a speech delivered by him in the House at th: 
last session (1882), thus stated his views on the tariff, in which I full 
concur: 

I think we ought to abolish the internal-revenue system of taxation entire!) 
Allow me to say to both sides of th: 

House that except jn time of war these internal-revenue taxes, excise and stam; 
duties, are in my judgment in principle anti-Republican, anti-Democratic, ani 
anti-American. They are in opposition to the general principles or policy ot 
this Government as taught by the fathers of the Republic. 
The best way to raise revenue is by duties on imports. They bear less hea, 

In levying 

protection to American industry. It is not true, as a general proposition, that 
| the consumer pays all the duty imposed upon commodities brought from other 
countries. Thisisa question that cannot nowargue. In mostinstances wher 

| the duties are judiciously laid they are borne partly by the importer and partly 
by the consumer. 
To allow Congress thus to raise revenue by duties upon imports was on 

| the main objects in establishing the Federal Constitution of #89. 

The tariff plank adopted by the Vermont Democrats in 1882 was 
tariff for revenue with just digcriminations favoring the agricultura 

industrial, and commercial interests of the whole country.’’ 
The Democratic platform of Indiana for 1882 contained the following 
We demand a revision of the present unjust tariff. The Constitution of tl: 

| United States confers upon Congress the power to establish a tariff for reven' 
and as a just and proper exercise of that power we favor such an adjustment 
its provisions, within the revenue standard, as will promote the industries of t 
country and the interests of labor, without creating monopolies. 

Ex-Senator Joseph E. McDonald, one of the most’ prominent and dis 
| tinguished Democrats of the day, was reported by the committee whic! 
| framed the platform containing the above quotation as having partic 
| pated in the deliberations of the committee. 

The Ohio Democracy at their State convention, July 20, 1882, adopted 
| the following: 

The time has come for the people of the United States to declare themselves Resolved, That we favor a tariff levied to meet actual! needs and so adjusted 
ts details with the view to equality in the public burdens, so as to encourage pro 

| ductive industries and afford labor just compensation without creatiag mono} 
} lies. 

In support of the views I maintain I again refer to the declaration= 
of eminent Democrats: 

Thomas Benton in United States Senate in 1842: S 
A cry was t up to alarm the manufacturers with the chimera of total 4: 

struction if it had not been for the compromise. But no such thing. In alx 
ishing and reducing duties and bringing down the revenue to the economics 
wants of the Government, General Tedecon end his friends meant to stand upo! 
the ground on which Jefferson and Madison had stood, and to make diserim 
nation and incidental protection the basis of their policy. In that way the) 
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would have settled the question then; in that way only can it be settled now 

and in that way the most sagacious of our public men have looked for it to be 

settled at this time. 

John C. Calhoun: 
Every instance which has been cited may fairly be referred to the legitimate 

power of Congress to impose duties on imports for revenue. It is a necessary 
incident of such duties to act as an encouragement to manufacturers, whenever 
imposed on articles which may be manufactured in our own country. In this 
incidental manner Congress has the power of encouraging manufactures; and 
the committee readily concede that in the passage of an impost bill that body 
may, in modifying the details, so arrange the provisions of the bill as far as it 
may be done consistently with its proper objectastoaid manufactures. To this 
extent Congress may constitutionally go, and have gone from the commence- 
ment of the Government, which will fully explain the precedents cited from the 
early stages of its operation. 

Free-trade convention held in Philadelphia in 1831: 
A numerous and intelligent portion of the American people believe that this 

view is applicable to the tariff of 1828. They admit the power of Congress to 
lay and collect such duties as they may deem necessary for the purposes of rey 
enue, and within these limits, so to arrange those duties as incidentally and to 
that extent to give protection to the manufacturer 

Andrew Jackson, letter to Dr. L. H. Coleman, of North Carolina 
gust 26, 1824: 
Heaven smiled upon and gave us liberty andindependence. The same Prov- 

idence has blessed us with the means of national independence and national 
defense. If we omit or refuse to use the gifts which He has extended to us we 
deserve not the continuance of His blessings. He has filled our mountains and 
our plains with minerals—with lead, iron, and copper—and given us a climate 
and soil for the growing of hemp and wool. These being the great materials of 
our national defense, they ought to have extended to them adequate and fair 
protection, that our manufacturers and laborers may be placed in a fair comps 
tition with those of Europe, and that we may have within our country a supply 
of these leading and important articles so essential towar. * * * 

In short, sir, we have been too long subject to the policy of British merchants 
It is time we should become a little more Americanized, and, instead of feeding 
paupers and laborers of England, feed our own; or else, in a short time, by con 
tinuing our present policy, we shall be paupers ourselves 

Senator Beck, of Kentucky, in 1882 

Au 

In adjusting taxation on imports with a view only to obtain revenue, or “ for 
revenue only,”’ we never thought of discriminating against American industries 
or of depriving them of the incidental benefits or protection a proper revenuc 
tariff would afford. I would adjust the revenue tax as far as possible to aid all 
of them in the proportion in which they could least bear foreign competition 
especially as past legislation has been of a character to induce our citizens to 
embark in enterprises under the belief that they would be fostered by ¢ 
gress. 

Senator Beck, of Kentucky, February 19, 1883 
I have shown no malice against any manufacturing establishment or against 

the manufacturers of this country. I voted, when the Senator from: Massachu 
seits —_— to reduce the tax on Russia iron from 2} to2 cents, against him, 
because I thought it wastoo low. When Senatorssought to bring in machinery 
at 10 per cent. or lower rates, I voted against it, thinking that too low. I have 
— to bring down no tax below the point where I believed the manufacturers 
of this country could live and manufacture their goods. 

Senator BAYARD, of Delaware: 
The power to tax by laying duties upon imports may be so exercised as to do 

what it has done ever since the foundation of the Government, and that is, to 
give an advantage equivalent to the amount of the tax to the American pro 
ducer or manufacturer over his foreign competitors in the same line of 
tion or manufacture, and this becomes his ** protection.’’ That is 
tifiable; it is all that ever was claimed until these later days. It is all that is 
warranted by the exercise of the taxing power of the Government. Its justifi 
cation and prime object must be, in thus compelling the payment of privat 
moneys for public use, to pay the expenses of the Government, or, in the lan- 
guage of the Constitution, ‘“‘ To pay the debts and provide for the common de- 
tense and general welfare of the United States." The incidental! results of such 
public measures, in fostering the industries of our own people, may be legiti- 
mately, wisely, and ae considered, not asthe chief object or controlling 
motive in laying such a tax or duty, but as one of its incidental, inevitable, and 
proper results. * * * Weshould consider the uniformity of the law, and its 
ustice to all interesta alike. 

Senator SAULSBURY, of Delaware, said: 
lam certainly in favorof giving to our own industries any advantage which 

such incidental protection can afford. 

Senator GEORGE G. VEST, of Missouri, in the Senate of the | 
States, Saturday, July 22, 1882, said: 
Within the scope of a tariff for revenue I shall vote to foster and protect by 

just discrimination in tariff duties the iron interests of Missouri. That is not 
only my duty, but one of paramount obligation, and I shall earnestly discharge 
it, but always and without exception I must adhere to the great principle that a 
tariff for protection to any interest over and above tlie limit of a tariff for reve 
nue isin violation of the Constitution. The Government has no constitutiona 
power to tax one class of its citizens simply to protect another. Congress has 
the power to impose tariff duties to raise sufficient revenue to carry on the Gov 
ernment, and within this limit can so impose these duties as to protect American 
industries and at the same time equalize the burdens of taxation; but the instant 
that duties are imposed beyond the necessity I have named, and only to protect 
certain class interests, the imposition is outside of the Constitution and antago 
nistic to the spirit of our institutions. 

Senator GARLAND, of Arkansas: 
What I am after isa fair and open investigation into the operations of the 

tariff upon all conceivable plans and upon every particular branch of the indus- 
tries of the country, so that when we come to make a tariff, having in view the 
revenue standard, we may make it advisedly; we may know just exactly what 
amount of tariff we need, and what requires protection and what not, because 

re is no concealing the fact that as every tax is discriminating in its nature, 
which can not be helped, so every tariff effort is to a certain extent protection, 
and it is the extent of that protection that it is as important to recognize and is to 
be ascertained in this investigation as anything else connected with the tariff 

Senator Brown, of Georgia, says: 
_ Leonfess I take a medium position here. I am neither a free-trade man, will- 
ing to collect all the money we have to raise by direct tax upon the people, nor 

on 

produc 

all that is jus 

nited 

[5:33 

am I willing to lay a tax simply for protection when the Government does not 
need the money. But if I had itin my power I would raise all the money neces 
sary to support the Government by tariff, and I would so adjust the which 
we have to raise to meet the necessary expenses of the Government as to afford 

tariff 

as far as possible an incidental protection to home industry and to American 
productions It seems to me that is common sense, and that patriotism and 
statesmanship alike require it 

Senator VANCE, of North Carolina, says 
A tariff for rev: e can be rightfully laid the exigencies of the public service 

require this. I am willing to aid in framing such a tariff Such protection as 

this would afford to the industries of the country all they are fairly entitled to 
have. Let th irn to be therewith content and to know that “ whatsoeve: 
s more than this cometh of ev 

Senator RICHARD COKE, of Texas 

No citizen can object to a tax on innported goods judiciously levied with an eye 
single tothe raising and collection of revenue for the support of the Government 

rhe Government must have revenue for its support, and the Constitution ex 
pressly grants to Congress the 

A tariff revenue, c t od faith only for the purpose of raising 
revenue, and which «« sue and place it in the National Treasury, isa 
legitimate and constitutional and necessary exercise of power. Asan inevitable 
consequence domestic he articles upon which such 
revenue-impost dut 

power to levy and collect such tax for that pur 
pose ructed in gx 

es Tuise reve 

manufacturers or producers of t 

ies are laid are to that extent protected against foreign com 
petition his species or extent of protection is necessarily an incident, a corol 
lary toevery laav which raises revenue through impost duties, but revenue should 

be the object and purpose in view and protection pro tanto only the incident 

Governor Hendricks, of Indiana 

y by the tariff 

isfolly ( 

All parties agree that the best way for us to raise revenue 
So far as we are concerned, therefore, all talk about free trade 
can not look torevenue only, but must exercise judgmentar 

nthe exercise thereof regard must be had to the 

sigress 

and that 
of each 

1d discretion 

interests and welfar 

particular object ixation and to its comparative importance in the country 
Che rates can not be niform 4 horizontal tariff is impossible 

Senator VoorHEES, of Indiana 

It is not within the range of human skill to so frame a tariff as rest 
nothing but the collection of revenue, nor can human wisdom separate its dire 

ind tremendous effects upon the industries and prosperity of the country fr 
the bare, naked existence of a tariff lt is at this point that the extreme and 

contrary views now before the country begin to assert themselves On the one 

hand there are those who declare their readiness to enact a system of tariff not 
so ch with a view to revenue as to the pron nand 4 ‘ 1 of 
rr t irsu our midst; while on the other we heara loud vl pe 

ry that i it revenue, revenue only in possibly enter 1 » the yt 

ration ofa sub vl h in fact, however braces directly re ly.i 

ddition to ‘ nofr enue, nearly ali the myriad int the labor 

grand ies asses of the United States Bet we th twoe es and 

wainst them both I take my stand on that sure and safe middle ground which 
l ‘ 1 t ts a ‘ ¢ I rpret ’ sot thet , stitu th tl ‘ pra COS ¢ 

the Gover Cl ‘ n it was administered by those who framed it he clea 

and exp t te sof the fathers, the history of tl reat party to which I 

belong, the independen and strength of the country id the we ire and hay 
piness of its px 

Senator LAMAR, of Mississippi, February 7, 1883, said 

If we could on the one hand have a bill which would bring the duties down 

to a revenue standard, arrangements in the details looking to protection as m 
incident would find, I appreh i, but few opy ents 

Senator JAMES Z. GEORGE, of Mississippi, July 17, 1882, said 

We have fostered manufactories I make no complaint now of that We are 

certain to cont ie this policy for many years The amount necessary to be 
raised to pay the national debt and for carrying on the Government is so large 

that it would | ilmos n possible > vv ad ind imposts without prot 

tion to manulactures 

Senator MORGAN, of Alabama 

lam not in fa r of the destruction of Americar idust sor American prod 

ucts [am favor issisting them t xtent w ur ompelled to raise u 

tariff for rever 

Hon. J. D. C. ATKINS, of Tenne May 5, 188 

The Democracy freely adi t 1 adjusting tail f any tarifl 
iw it must perforce afford rotection t« industries, but th 

purposes of the tariff laws ar revenue, W they in« l 
must afford pro tion to some ll those deta uld be so adjt 
practicable, as t ipply to those industries w h obviously most equitably re 

ilre it 

Hon. Ri ARD P. BLAND, of M ) January 188 

We recognize the fact that ler a system of prot« m capital has | it 

sted a | b y that n it not ha bee! sted under other circun 
tances And pg rning ou lv by the imstance all that we demand 

that this tariff shall be adjusted upon a system of ra y revenues sufli tt 

support the Government and pay the debt, and so adjusting that ‘ t 
ve due regard to the incidental protection that it will give 

Hon. JAMES H. McLEA of Maryland, January 27, 1883 

We can do « rything this Government requires to have done 1 less tha 
three hundred illions, and we can get that without going tothe revenue stand 
ird. But below that you can discriminate in the interest and to protect the in 
dustries of the country That isthe doctrine I have been taught I yo back over 
my life, and I have said it several times before, and I never knew aday when | 
would lay a duty above the revenue standard I have never known aday whe 

it required a maximum rate for revenuc I have never knowna day you could 
not go below the maximum and discriminate for protection below that—that v« 
could not go be ind select the articl you mean protect and give then 
sufficient protection . ) tariff controversies between political parti 
this country this was the policy of the Democratic party ‘ l go to th 
country in opposition to the bill because it does not reduce taxes I go there be 

cause in my judgment it accomplishes only the minimum of what it oughtto a 

complish. I goto the country in opposition because I believe inthe future [have 
the hope of seeing a more complete revision, and I have indicated what character 
of a revision I think should be had. I have left thatin no doubt. Itis a revis 
ion which while constitutional—while strictly constitutional —w ii} give the mar 
ufacturer protection and in a political sense will unite this great body of meu 

who have one-half of the voters of the country now 
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General WILLIAM STARKE Rosecrans, of California, chairman of | erty of the citizen and his rights as a freeman to a voice in its esta} 
the Democratic Congressional executive committee, January 27, 1883: 

We believe that government exists in order to substitute the rule of reason 
and justice for the rule of the strongest, and that its duty is to afford all the pro- 
tection to person and property which reason and justice demand. To that rule 
applied to ourcondition we appeal against the tyrannical theories of protection, 
the instrument of capitalists and monopolies on the one hand, and of arbitrary 
and regulated free trade on the other. * * * I think the present tariff should 
be thoroughly revised, simplified, and reduced te the smallest rates of duties 
which will produce the revenue required for an é¢vonomical administration of 
the Government, and so laid as to give just and reasonable protection to labor. 

Hon. J. RANDOLPH TUCKER, January 26, 1883, in the House of 
Representa tives 

Suppose there were no tariff, would the protective-tariff man demand a tariff? 
Yes. Why? Because under free trade, as labor here would be so much higher 
than it is abroad, capitalists in certain branches of industry could not afford to 
carry them on, could not go into these manufactures without a protection which 
would enable them to pay the wages demanded. Thusit will be seen that so far 
from the tariff being the cause of the high wages, it is the fact of high wages that 
imakes the occasion and creates the need for a tariff. Men want protection be- 
cause, as they say, the laborer demands higher wages here than he does in En- 
wiand, and they can not afford to carry on manufactures unless they get enough 
protection to give such price to the products as will leave a profit after paying 
he wages demanded by labor. Yet the protectionist turns the argument right 
around, and holds that the tariff is the cause of high wages, when in fact the 
high rates of wages in this country is the cause of manufacturers wanting and 
lemanding a tariff for protection 
But, Mr. Chairman, there is no man on the committee—and I speak not only 

for gentlemen on the other side, but for myself and I think for the distinguished 
friends who act with me on this question—there is no man on the committee 

the full measure of wages that the American laborer has a right to demand 
But what we desire is that afier we have made the tariff high enough to enable 
you to protect the laboring man in his wages vou shall not under the color of 
wetting a high tariff to protect the laboring man get a tariff which will enor- 
mously increase profits of manufacturing capital. 

Winfield 8. Hancock, in letter to Theo. Randolph, Morristown, New 
Jersey, October 12, 1880: 

lishment and administration. 
The highest economic questions, necessarily temporary and varyiny 

in consequence of the constantly changing circumstances of a great ani 
growing people, should not be forced into the lead and made to ove: 
shadow great cardinal principles of grovernment which should be jy 
flexable and preserved inviolate; nor should a lifelong devotion to, and 
the faithful services rendered in perilous times in the defense of, thos: 
great principles be swept away by a passing popular breeze, forgottey 
or despised amid the party struggles and selfish prejudices of the hou; 

While it is the undoubted, and should be the unquestioned, right 0; 
every freeman in this country to speak, vote, and act against any pul) 
lic wrong or that which he may honestly believe to be an unwise or a), 
unjust public policy, yet such opposition certainly should be limited }), 
adue regard for the peace and good order of society and the genera 
welfare. 

SECTIONAL LINES AND OFFENSIVE EPITHETS. 

In view of past sectional differences in this country, it is to be nm 
gretted that in the discussion of important questions, exciting great 
public interest, by the press, on the hustings, or in the forum, new party 
alliances, circumscribed by State or geographical lines, should be sug 

| gested or thought of. 
It is likewise to be deplored that in angry or deliberate debate upon 

national, party, or local measures irritating and taunting expressions 
| odious and offensive epithets, unpleasant reminders, criminations and 

who is not willing in the present condition of things to accord such a duty upon | 
il these manufactured articles as will enable the manufacturing interests to pay | . a . . ~ 

animosities, or create new and irreconcilable differences and antagonism: 
recriminations, which tend to revive and keep alive old hatreds and 

among the people, should be indulged in or encouraged. 

The ery of ‘‘ rebel brigadiers,’’ “ traitors and treason,’’ and boastfi 
| pretensions to superior intelligence, virtue, and wisdom will no more r 

Iam too sound an American to advocate any departure from the general feat- | 
ures of a policy that has becn largely instrumental in building up our industries 
ind keeping Americans from the competition of the underpaid labor of Europe. 
All parties agree that the best way for us to raise revenue is largely by the tariff. 
So far as we are concerned, therefore, all talk about free trade is folly. Butthe | 
tariff question will probably be treated with justice to all our interests and peo- 
ple by some such bill as Eaton's. I believe that a commission of intelligent ex- 
perts, representing both the Government and American industries, will suggest 
tariff measures that will relieve us of any crudities and inconsistencies existing 
n our present laws, and confirm to us a system which will be judicious, just, 
harmonious, and incidentally protective as well as staple in its effect. 

CONCLUSION 

I teel confident that my views on the tariff, as I have endeavored to 
clearly and distinctly set forth, are fully and overwhelmingly sustained 
by the highest Democratic authorities. 

The true Democratic doctrine on the tariff may be thus formulated: 

store ‘‘ brotherly love’’ and cement the Union, than the jeers ‘ iron 
mongers,’’ ‘* Pig-Iron Kelley,’’ ‘‘nabobs of the East,’’ and the wholesal: 
charges of ‘“‘robbery’’ and ‘‘legalized plunder’’ will settle the tariff 
question. 
We can not be too strongly impressed with the necessity of a fa 

candid, indulgent, and unimpassioned discussion of the tariff, whe: 
we remember that from the very adoption of the Federal Constitutio: 
it was the subject of much earnest and anxious debate, and has be« 
the source of much bitter sectional feeling, which at a very memora)h 
period in the history of this country almost culminated in an op 

| rupture and actual armed hostility between a State and the Gener 

} 

and within the limits of a tariff for revenue it is within the power and | 
should be the policy of the General Government to foster and protect 
\merican industries and labor by a wise and moderate discrimination 
in the levying of tariff duties. The constitutional exercise of this power 
should not go beyond, but should be confined always within the limits 
of a tariff for revenue 

NO SUBSTANTIAL DIFFERENCE AMONG DEMOCRATS 

Stripped of the speculative and impracticable theory of ‘‘ free trade,’’ 
| can not see and do not believe that there is any substantial differences 
of opinion among Demoérats as to what should be the true objects of, 
wnd the correct principles which should govern, the tariff system. Any 
seeming differences it appears to me to be more imaginary than real 
and may be wholly reconciled without the sacrifice of a single principle 
or of an honest conviction. I speak not of abstract and mere theoret- 
cal differences but of practical and substantial differences. 

But, if it be true that the differences referred to are real and irrecon- 
cilable, will true Democrats upon that ground alone disintegrate and 
disrupt the great Democratic party and seek new alliances with their 
political enemies as new converts and companions, or attempt the es- 
tablishment of a new party with but one plank and one idea? Im- 
nortal spirits of the departed ‘‘ fathers of Democracy ’’ rebuke such 
folly and madness ! 

OTHER ISSUES 

[ have yet to learn that the tariff constitutes the only or the control- 
ling issue between the two great political parties of thiscountry. I have 
helieved that there were, and I do now believe that there are, other 
greater and vastly more vital and important issues which have divided 
and which do now divide the Democratic and Republican parties; issues 
broad and distinct underlying and constituting the very foundation of 
our system of free government; issues which involve the liberty of the 
individual, the right of local self-government—constitutional law it- 
self—the Magna Charta of American freemen. 

However important the tariff may be as an economic question which 
concerns the price of the clothes that cover the individual’s shivering 
back or the food that feeds his hungry stomach, it dwarfs and debases 
into insignificant selfishness when contrasted with the great funda- 
mental questions of civil government, which concern the personal lib- 

Government, and that it performed no insignificant part in bringi: 
about the “‘fratricidal war of secession.”’ 

It is a question, without any other exciting cause than the person 
pecuniary interests involved and directly concerning every individual 
the country, that naturally arouses the deepest public attention 

| stirs up the feelings of the whole people. 
Kevenue should be the object and protection the incident. Under | I must and would not otherwise believe that it is the settled det: 

mination of the great mass of our people in every section, State, am 
| locality of this broad land that our past sectional controversies and t! 

‘ bloody ‘war between the States’’ whose ‘‘ wager of battle’? was 
Union, which for near four long years tremulously oscillated amid t!. 
contending armies of the North men and the South men upon a thousar 
fields of combat, shall be forgotten and left undisturbed in the ‘track 
less past.’’ 

But let us step gently over the graves of the soldier dead, still too 
fresh to bear the heavy tread without leaving its impress; let us not ex 
pose too roughly the battle scars fast growing old, lest they might gay» 
and bleed afresh; let us not blindly and foolishly nurse the delusion t! 
human pride is less sensitive, human passions lessstrong, human pr 
dices less bitter, or human ambition less dangerous and daring than t! 
were before our late conflict im arms began. No people on earth ha 
greater cause or stronger inducements to be forbearing, charitab|: 
spectful, and less intolerant, one to the other, than the American peo)! 
These have become injunctions enjoined by bitter lessons in the past 
an inspiration begotten by the brightest and grandest hopes in the futur 
Far be it from me to draw aside the somber curtain draped in a natio! 
mourning; let it hang motionless and sacred from human touch, co! 

| cealing from a fallen and a victorious people reunited the agonizi 
view of the rivuletand river crimsoned by brothers’ blood, and the val |: 
and plain, the hillside and mountain, dotted by the rde graves o! 
nation’s sons. But we can not guard too closely against the errors an‘ 
irritations of the past. If we would preserve the Union inviolate, 
must have substantial, bona fide, and heartfelt reconciliation; deal wi! 
each other fairly and frankly, in a spirit of compromise and mutu 
concession, yielding due respect and consideration to the opinions a! 
feelings of one another; sectional lines must be blotted out forever an: 
left traceless in the hearts of the whole American people; section 
issues and sectional parties must be abandoned; sectional creeds a1: 
dispensations must no longer bar the way to the “‘ holy communion 
and the church altar; the servants of God must preach ‘‘ Christ cru: 
tied,’’ and not sectional politics; stirring up strife and hatred amony 
men; sectional idolatry and sectional adoration must no longer be en 
ulated among us. 

I would that the fervid patriotism expressed by Mr. Webster, in his 
celebrated compromise speech of 19850, might sink deep and lasting!) 
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into the heart of every son and daughter of America, native and foreign 
born, when he said : 

Sir, my object is xe. My object is reconciliation. My purpose is notto make 
up @ case for the North or to make a case for the South. My object is not to 
continue useless and iritating controversies. I am against agitators, North and 
south. I am against local ideas, North and South, and against all narrow and 
jocal contests. Iam an American, and I know no locality in America; that is, 
my country, my heart, my sentiments, my judgment, demand of me that Ishall 
pursue such a courseas shal! promote the good and the harmony and the union 
of the whole country. This I shail do, God willing, to the end of the chapter. 

Yes, reconciliation! I would inscribe that hallowed word, big with 
meaning and freighted with every hope for the preservation of the 
Union, over the entrance, within and without, of every mansion, cot- 
tage, hamlet, and habitation in the land; I would stamp it upon every 
school-book, motto it upon the walls of every school-room and institu- 
tion of learning in the land; [ would letter it in every language upon 
every temple of justice and over every altar of worship in the land; 
with it I would encircle *‘in characters of living light’’ every star in 
the galaxy of States on every ensign, flag, and banner in the land; I 
would chisel it upon the tombstone and plantitin letters of flowers upon 
the grave of every dead soldier in the land; I would sink it deep into 
every living heart and proclaim it by every human tongue in the land; 
I would send it forth to every quarter of the world upon every out- 
ward-borne breeze, and bear it back upon every homeward-bound wind, 
gale, and storm; I would swear it in every oath, pronounce it 
benediction, and supplicate it in every prayer ! 

Ihave not made these reflections as an alarmist or as a prophet of 
evil, but being mindful of a growing tendency to divide our people into 
antagonistic classes, and of a disposition to encourage the formation of 
parties upon sectional lines, with the people of the Western, Pacitic, 
and Southern States upon the one side, and the Northern, Middle, and 
Eastern States upon the other, on the ground of supposed irreconcilable 
differences as to local interests, [ have made them from a deep sense of 
public duty as words of friendly caution and timely warning 

in every 

lo the 

scoffers at these utterances | have but to say, in the language of Job: | 
“Hear diligently my speech, and let this be your consolation: suffer me 
that I may speak, and after that I have spoken, mock on.’’ 

The Tariff. 

SPEECH 

OF 

HON. MARK L. DE MOTTE, 
OF INDIANA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, March 3, 1883, 

On the repert of the committee of conference on the bill (H. R. 9554) to reduce in- 
ternal-revenue taxation. 

Mr. DE MOTTE said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: I believe in the principle of protection, so far as | 

it tends to develop our natural resources and build up our industries, 
that we may be independent of other nations for the necessaries of 
life. 
There are some things in this bill which,in my judgment, do not 
centribute to either of these ends, The duty on sugar is one of then. 
lam not satisfied with the reduction on sugar, but would willingly 
stand for a tariff for revenue only upon that great necessity. The 
daty on lumber is another which does 1dt contribute to either of 
those ends, and ought to be stricken off entirely. 
The seventy millions of reduction is not enough ; it should be double 

that, To reach that amount a reduction is made on tobacco, which, 
in my judgment, ought not to have been reduced. I would vote 
willingly to take everything in the nature of a license from the 
laborer in tobacco, and to relieve the producer as provided in this 
bill, but no further. If I could have moulded this bill, I would have 
made much larger reductions upon iron and steel and their manu- 
factures—from sugar, and from woolen manufactures. But 
vidual preferences niust give way. 
While the great State which I in part represent is interested in 

everything affected by this bill, lam glad she has no pet industry 
for which she demands the sacrifice of every other industry, as do 
some of the States. 

I vote freely for this bill, because it reduces the revenues seventy 
millions of dollars. I wish it were twice as much, but because it is 
not I will not, with the other side of the House, say that no reduc- 
tion shall be made. 

It is apparent to the members of this House that but for factious 

indi- 

opposition from the Democratic members a better bill, securing a 
much greater reduction than that made by the present bill, would 
have been matured and passed, and I doubt vot it is apparent also to 
the people. 

I believe in it when it tends to give us control of the markets. | 

SIONAL RECORD. 
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SPEECH 
OF 

NATHANIEL J. HAMMOND, 
OF 

HON. 
GEORGIA, 

IN tHE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, March 3, 1883 

On the bill (H. R. 741 to unpose duties upon foreign lunports, and for othe 
p irp SON 

Mr. HAMMOND said: 

Mr. SPEAKER: The constant sessions of the House day and night 

have allowed po time for quiet Investivation, vet | wish to present 

a few thoughts upon a question of constitutional law which has 
arisen in the debate on this tariff bill 

On the 27th of January the gentleman from Maryland [Mr 
McLANE } made a Speec h upon the pending taritl bill in whieh he 

made the following remarks 

While my first and warmest sympathy is for the labore I have never antic 
pated the contingen¢ n which | would be willir © injure, muecl 4 lestroy 

those industries And my opposition to this bill I base upon the fact that the 
are not protected in pursuance of and in conformity with the ¢ 4titutiom, or in 

spirit of permanent and conservative equity. Ther ditticulty about protect 
ing them There never has been any from the foundation of the Gc rhnment 
our day rhe ulways have been p eghed and thre 1kwavs will le l eg 

tion is how they are to be protected. Sfail the Government avail itself of its cor 
stitutional right to levy a parti cimd of tax, that tl on po 
shall it confine itself strictly to the revenue standard and the revenue ‘ ’ 
shall it avail itself of that privilege in order to raise more mon mn the Govert 

| Ment wants, and to raise it from a particular « a8 of t der that \t ma 

protect a certain class of the co nunity without raising revenue My ob'‘ectio 

to this bill is that it does that, and I shall not vote for | prefer the origin 

law, and when I say | prefer the original Jaw it is but another form of expressiny 
| to the committee how odious the law i 

Soon after he ceased, Mr. BLAND, of Missouri, and Mr. RusseELL, 0 
Massachusetts, followed as to the policy ofthe bill proposed. The lat 
ter yielded to Mr. CONVERSE, of Ohio. He declined discussing the 
policy, but joined issue with the gentleman from Maryland [Mi 
McLANI | as to the source of constitutional power to legislate for 

| thereby afiect the values of the gold mines of Cal 

~~ protection.” 

His speech was published on the 6th of February He said that 
he understood Mr. MCLANE to find the power only in section 8 of 
article 1 of the Constitution, namely 

The Congress shall have poe to lav and ect taxe duties, imposts, and 

excises, to pay the debts and provide for the « defense and general welfare 
of the United States but all dutiec impo dad excises shall be uniforn 

| throughout the United States 

Commenting thereon, he sal 

Power is there ven to ¢ ivress to and collect taxes, duties, and imposts 

What for! The clause itself furnishes the an n plain and explicit language 
**to pay the debts and provide for the common defense and general welfare of the 
United States If the power to protect American manufactures onferred or 
Congress by that provision it must be embraced in the words provide ° 
for the general welfare of the nited States It we require a forced and un 
natural construction to place h a meaning « ‘ pyuage 

Denying that such authority can be found there, he proceeded 
? 

thus: 

The only other clause relating to this subjec the power to regulate commerce 
The language of thy Constitution is as foll 
“The Congress shall have pow 2» * * tor te commerce vith foreign 

nations, and among the several States nd with the It tribe 

In my humble judgment, the power and ithority to enact auch laws discrimi 
nating against fereign imports in favor ot own ind tries, whether comme! 

cial, agricultural, manufacturing, or mit nd tha directly protecting our 
own similar mdustries from foreign competit is conferred by the language “to 
regulate commerce with foreign nations 

He was asked, Why raise a constitutional question at this time? 

He had answered that in his introductory remarks by this language 

There can be no question of greater importance than t ettlement of differ 
ences in regard to the constitutional powers of the government under which we 

live. Erroneous opinfons on that subject entertained and promulgated by the 
leading men of the country mislead the public judgment he evils increase and 
multiply with the lapse of time, and are liable, as in our own recent history, t¢ 
culminate in political convulsions, the consequences of which may last for gen 
erations. 

Differing with him as to source of 
him in the importance of * the settler 
the constitutional powers of the govePfument under which we live,” 
I wish to review his argument. First, by ‘‘ power” we do not mean 
here capacity to do a thing by abuse or brute force. In that sense 
the commerce clause is broad enough for the purpose. Sut so also 
are others broad enough. Congress has the power ‘‘tocoin money, 
regulate the value thereof,” &c. Under that it might make gold or 
silver the sole standard of value to the exclusion of the other, and 

the sil 

the power, but agreeing with 
nt of differences in regard to 

liernia oF 

ver mines of Nevada. 
Under the powel ‘to establish post-offices and post-roads 7 posta 

facilities may be given to one place and denied to another without 

regard to the needs of eithe: ‘Tribunals inferior to the Supreme 



~~ 

26 

Court’ may be so located as to prove conveniences or burdens to he reached § 1076, on page 23, 
| Ohio [Mr. CONVERSE }. the people. In all regulations of the Army and Navy favoritism 

might be practiced. For instance, the soldiers might be required 
to be clothed only in wool or only in linen,or in cotton, and fed | 

only with bacon and corn bread, or only with beef and wheat 
bread. In either case some special industry would be helped and 
others injured. But by ‘* power” we mean capacity to do according 
to the scheme of equality and justice set forth in our Constitution. 
! will not repeat the well-known argument as to the power incident 

ally to protect, under article 1, section 7, as contended for by the 
gentleman from Maryland [Mr. MCLANE]. My purpose is not to 

' 
| 

| 
| United States. 
| clanses gave the right of protection. 

show where the power lies nor its extent, but to show that it does | 

not lie in the commerce clause as contended for by the gentleman from 
Ohio [| Mr. CONVERSE }. 

That under the commerce clause Congress has power to pass navi- 
gation laws, and the like, may not be denied. But I submit that 
extracts from the opinion of Marshall, C. J., in Gibson rs. Ogden, 9 
W heaton’s Reports, can have no relevancy here. That decision was 
simply that New York coald not grant to Fulton and Livingston the 
right to navigate the Hudson and other rivers (over which New 
York claimed jurisdiction) with steam-vessels to the exclusion of 
other steam-vessels licensed by the United States rhe question 

here is, where is theconstitutional power to pass this bill ° lo 11 pose 

duties upon foreign imports? 

Nor should any weight be given to the inquiry why 
voked the 

answered by 

none liats 1D 

decisions ot It Wis 

the suggestion of the gentleman from Kentacky [ Mr. 
CARLISLE }, bhamely, * but the courts cannot inquire into the purposes 
of Congress.” The gentleman trom Ohio | Mr, CONVERSE] replied : 
‘*Certainly not.” But he cited one or more statutes in the last cen- 
tury,in the preambles of which it was stated that the statutes were 
to impose duties and to encourage manufactures, and his contention 
was that here was in the law an avowed purpose to protect, and there 

tore courts might be asked to enioin their enforcement. If courts 
could inquire into the purposes of Congress how could they say what 
part of such acts were for legitimate, and what parts for illegiti 
mate purposes Such an effort by a court would be absurd. 

Even could the matter be gotten before a court, there would be 
the rule that no act of Congress can be declared unconstitutional! 
unless it is so beyondadoubt. And to that obstacle would be added 
the other grave difficulty of courts undertaking to control the tax 
ing power of the Government, It may be true that the First and 
Second Congresses each passed an act in the preamble of which it was 
recited that such protection was ‘‘one of the objects of its enact 
ment.” But that fact throws no light upon the issue as to whether 
this power of protection is found in the taxing clause or only in the 
commerce clause, and citing the long list of names of eminent men 
who participated in passing those statutes has no relevancy to that 
issue; it dazzles, but does not enlighten. 

Che gentleman from Ohio [Mr. CONVERSE] invoked the aid of 
Judge Story. I will show how garelessly he had read that eminent 
commentator; that he has attributed to Mr. Story words which he 
not only did not use as an expression of his own opinion but was 
guarded, before and after those quoted words, to say he was not giv 
ing them as his opinion on the subject, but only as the arguments of 
others. 

Mr. Story, after reviewing the history of the contention about the 
granting the taxing power to Congress, began the criticism upon its 
meaning in his first volume at section 949. Having shown the dis- 
tinctions between direct and indirect taxes, and that ‘duties, im 
posts, and excises” were indirect taxes, he proceeded to discuss why 
the Constitution required these to be *‘ uniform throughout the United 
States.” He said, *‘It was to cut off undue preferences of one State 
over another in the regulation of subjects affecting their common 
interests. Unless duties, imposts, and excises were uniform, the 
yrossest and most oppressive inequalities, vitally affecting the pur- 
suits and employments of the people of different States, might exist. 
Che agriculture, commerce, or manufactures of one State might be 
built up on the ruins of those of another; and the combination of a 
few States in Congress might secure a monopoly of certain branches 
of trade and business to themselves, to the injury if not to the de- 
struction of their less-favored neighbors,” &c. (/b., § 957.) 

In section 958 he first mentioned the question ** whether Congress 
can lay taxes to protect and encourage domestic manufactures.” In 

courts agaist protective statutes. 

section 959 he said, ‘‘ This subject has been already touched in con- | 
sidering what is the true reading and interpretation of the clause 
conferring the power to lay taxes. If the reading and interpretation 
there insisted on be correct, 
the question under consideration.” 

He continyed, giving the alleged reasons pro aud con, but no opin- 
on of his own, down to section 974, and then said, ‘‘ Such is a gen- | 
eral summary of the reasoning on each side, so far as it refers to the 
powerof laying taxes. It will be hereafter resumed in examining the 
nature and extent of the power to regulate commerce.” 

He then proceeded to discuss the powers as tothe appropriation of | the language quot 
money from the Treasury, questions as to internal improvements, 
&c., to the end of the first volume of his Commentaries on the Con- 
stitution. 

His second volume began with the power of borrowing money 
(§ 1055), and considered regulating commerce, &c. (§ 1056, &c.), until 

| Was suggested. 

| sumption of an article so taxed reduce the amount of their taxes 

| in the winter of 1831, and Mr. Drayton’s oration of July, 1831. 

| the purpose of revenue,” &c. 
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quoted in full by the gentleman froy 
Its pertinent point was, ‘‘ Many of the lik, 

powers have been applied in the regulation of foreign commerce. Tho 
commercial system of the United States has also been employed {0 

I will not stop to contend that Mr 
Story was simply reciting history, nor that he did not then embrace, 
the commerce clause as the basis of the commercial system of {}, 

But surely he was not then discussing which of thoy 
That had not been mentioned 

But in the very next section he said: 
A question has been recently made whether Congress have a constituti 

authority to apply to the power to regulate commerce for the purpose of enco 
ing and protecting domestic manufactures. 

by them. 

Why did he say “‘recently made?” Sergeant, on the Constitutio; 
published in 1822, had suggested no such thought. Rawle’s wor} 
on the Constitution was published in 1825. There no such thong 

He located the power in the taxing clause, and })js 
language is pertinent to this bill: 

Indirect taxes affect expenses or consumption. Those who reduce thei: 
(Page 80 

Mr. Story presented the arguments contained in the protest ot 
South Carolina in the winter of 1828 against the acts of Congress of 
May, 1e2~, the address of the free-trade convention at Philadelphia 

Chat 
took him to § 1079. To that section was a note citing those do 
ments, and this language, namely: 
The above arguments and reasoning have been gathered as far as could be fr 

documents admitted to be of high authority by those who maintain the restrict 
doctrine. 

The § 1080 began thus: 
Che reasoning of those who maintain the doctrine that Congress has th: 

thority to apply the power to regulate commerce to the purpose of protecting 
| epoouraging domestic manufactures is to the following effect &c 

| ulations of foreign powers when there is no design of revenue 

Then came § 1081, in these words : 
Indeed, the advocates of the opposite doctrine admit that the power ma 

plied so as incidentally to give protection to manufactures when revenue is t 
principal design, and that it may also be applied to countervail the injuriou 

T he mt 

sions admit, then, that the regulations of commerce are not wholly for purpo 
revenue, or wholly confined to the purposes of commerce considered px 
this be true, then other objects may enter into commercial regulations ; and 
what restraint is there as to the nature or extent of the objects to which th: 
reach, which does resolve itself into a question of expediency and policy ! 
be admitted that a power given for one purpose can not be perverted to pu 
wholly opposite or beside its legitimate scope. But what perversion 
applying a power to the very purposes to which it has been usually appli: 
der such circumstances does not the grant of the power without restrict 
cede that it may be legitimately applied to such purposes! If a dit 
had existed, would not thatintent be manifested by some corresponding | 

Mr. Story proceeded with the argument of those on the others 
citing Madison’s letter of 23th September, l62s, to Mr. Cabell, 

planck’s reply to Drayton, and the address of the New York conve: 
for the encouragement of domestic industries of 1831, &c.  T! 
tory shows that Mr. Story meant that then ‘‘ recently ” a part 
begun to contend for the Federal ideas of Hamilton in 1791. b 
when he hafl concluded giving their views, he ended with § 1005 
follows: 
Such isa summary (necessarily imperfect) of the reasoning on each side of 

contested doctrine. The reader will draw his own conclusions, and thes 
mentaries have no further aim than to put him in possession of the materials ! 
a proper exercise of his judgment. 

The gentleman from Ohio [Mr. CONVERSE] paraded § 1081 thus 

On this point Story on the Constitution, volume 2, page 26, says. 

It is plain that not only did not Story say that, but that in ad 
vance he announced he would give no opinion of his own, cited tlfos 
whose opinions he gave, and when done reminded his readers tha! 
he declined any opinion on the subject. 

Mr. CONVERSE’S quotation from the message of President Jacks 
to Congress, on the 7th of December, 1830, serves no valuable purpos 
in this discussion. Jackson said, ‘‘ The object of the tariff is objecte: 
to by some as unconstitutional, and it is considered by almost all as 
defective in many of its parts. The power to impose duties on in 
ports originally belonged to the several States. The right to adjus' 

| these duties with a view to the encouragement of domestic branche: 
of industry is so completely identical with that power that it is 
ficult to suppose the existence of the one without the other.” li: 
proceeded to say it was surrendered to the General Government; t! 

‘ | Washington, Jefferson, Madisen, and Monroe had “‘ repeatedly reco! 
t furnishes additional means to resolve | mended the exercise of the power under the Constitution,” &c.  & 

| how does that show under which clause of the Constitution the) 
thought the power must be formed? The gentleman from Mary!anc 
[Mr. MCLANE] admitted the power, and the only question is as to |! 
source. 

Nor does the letter of 28th September, 1828, from Mr. Madiso: 
Mr. Cabell help the gentleman from Ohio. Mr. Madison used th: 

by the gentlemen from Ohio. But he beg 

that letter by stating that he and Mr. Cabell had conversed **on the 
constitutionality of the power in Congress to impose a tariff for tle 
encouragement of manufactures.” He said, “‘ The Constitution vests 
in Congress expressly” the power to lay and collect taxes, dut 
imposts, and excises, and “‘the power to regulate trade,” said the 



latter included the former, and then used the language quoted. 
Later in that letter he said: “If revenue be the sole object of a 
legitimate impost, and the encouragement of domestic articles be 

not within the power to regulate trade, it would follow,” &c. It 

is plain that he derived the power from both, and did not, as does 
the gentleman from Ohio, insist that it stood upon the commerce 
clause only. (3 Madison’s Letters, 636.) 

I wish to notice this correspondence of Mr. Madison a little further. 

Mr. Cabell asked to publish that letter. Mr. Madison, on the 15th of 
October, 1828, declined because of the pending Presidential election, 

intimating that it was written for Mr. Cabell’s private benefit, and 

concluding thus: 

Arguments and evidence which after that event might be heard with patience 
and even candor by those appealed to, would in their existing excitement be re- | 
ceived with a prejudice and with perhaps hasty commitments very unfavorable to 
the result wisued for.—Jb., 647. 

He wrote another letter to Mr. Cabell on the 30th of October, 1828. 
Professor Davis, professor of law in the University of Virginia, de- 
delivered a lecture which was afterwards published in 1832. It was 
a masterly review of Mr. Madison’s letters to Cabell. To that Mr. 
Madison wrote a reply which has no date and was never sent off. 
In this last letter he discussed the relative status of citizens of the 
United States to their representatives and the duty of the latter in 
taxing the former. That letter had this language: 

The Constitution must have had this in view when vesting in the representa- 
tives of the sores. in exclusion of the representatives of the States, the right to 
originate bills of revenue.—4 Madison's Letters, 241. 

Had he, like the gentleman from Ohio, claimed that this power to 
protect home industries came trom the commerce clause, and not from 
the taxing clanse, such language would have been absurd. And this 
last was a careful and exhaustive letter. 

I will not say that no other commentator on the Constitution of 
the United States except Timothy Farrar, of Massachusetts, has con- 
tended for the doctrine of the gentleman from Ohio. 
But I remember none other. 
He does agree with the gentleman from Ohio. He says that Con- 

gress may regulate ‘‘under the commercial power of Congress what 
has been called the strictly internal trafic of the inhabitants of a 
State among themselves (Farrar on the Constitution, § 355),” and 
he cited the opinion of Hamilton on the United States Bank. The 
same author, by way of showing the absolute power of Congressional 

I do not know. 

power to tax, quoted, ‘‘ The power to tax involves the power to de- | 
stroy,” and cited Marsball, Chief-Justice, 4 Wheat., 431. 
tion is correct from McCullough vs. Maryland, but is made to mean 
exactly the opposite of what Mr. Marshall meant. Mr. Marshall added 
what the author suppressed : 

To carry it to the excess of destruction would be an abuse to presume which 
would banish that confidence which is essential to all government 

I will say nothing more against this book than these two speci- 
mens convey. I may remark that it was published in 1867, when 
madness ruled the country. So far I have been answering the views 
of the gentleman from Ohio. A word or two more upon the issue be- 
tween us. He says that the sole authority for this “ protective 
policy ” is in the power ‘‘to regulate commerce with foreign nations 
and among the several States and with the Indian tribes.” If under 
that this doctrine may be supported, how far may Congress go in 
protecting the industries of «ne State or section in our Union against 
those of another State or section in that Union? 

But, again, if this bill to levy imposts on foreign merchandise rests 
upon the commerce clause and not upon the taxing clause, the Senate 
may originate such bills. 
able here. 

In 1787 the House refused to report in favor of having the Secretary 
of the Treasury propose plans for raising revenue because they would 
keep that power intact in the hands of the representatives of the peo- 
ple. 

In 1833 Mr. Clay offered in the Senate a bill changing the tariff. 
Some sought to sustain the jurisdiction of the Senate to originate that 
bill because it reduced rather than ‘‘raised” revenue. Some said it 
was not ‘for raising revenue,” but for protection. But Forsyth, Dick- 
inson, and Webster brushed away such quibbling and the claimed 
jurisdiction was surrendered. 

Senator McDufiie, by a bill in the Senate in 1843, sought to re- 
vive the tariff of 1833, but its own Finance Committee refused to 
sustaiu it, because such bills must originate in the House. 
the House, for the same reason, refused to consider a Senate bill to 
repeal so much of the act of 1870 “‘ to reduce internal taxes, and for 
other purposes,” as continued beyond 1869 the incometax. In April, 
1872 the Senate substituted for a House bill to repeal the existing 
duties on tea and coffee a bill to reduce other taxes. And when 
this came to the House Mr. DAWES (now Senator) moved a resolution 
that it violated the spirit of the clause giving the House exclusive 
right to originate such bills. It was carried by 153 to 9 votes. And 
of those voting in the affirmative seven are now in the United States 
Senate. (See Record, April 2, 1872.) 
On one of these occasions Mr. Gartield prepare« 

speech, in which he used this language : 
The whole history of the subject leads to the inevitable conclusion that this 

clause of the Constitution [the taxing clanse) confers absolutely and exclusively 

an claborate 
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The quota- | 

A little history on that point will be valu- | 

In 1871 | 

the right to inaugurate all measures for the impositior latior 
diminution, or repeal of taxes 

In 1880 Mr. KELLEY, of Pennsylvania 
and pass the following resolution 

Reaolved 

Increase 

, moved to suspend the rules 

hat it is the sense of the House that the negotiation by the exect 
tive department of the Government of a commercial treaty whereby the rates « 
duty to be imposed on foreign commodities entering the nited States for ec 
sumption should be fixed, wonld, in view of the provisions of sect ' f artic 

los the Constitation of the United States, be an infract of the « stitutic 
and an invasion 6f one of the highest prerogatives of the House of Represent: 
tives. 

It was avreed to by yeas 175, nays 62 And the gentleman fron 

Ohio [Mr. CONVERSE] voted in the affirmative. I mention this la 
to show how jealous the House has been of the 
ters, and that, too, on the sol that such legislation invades 
“fone of the highest prerogatives of the House of Representatives 

Senate in these mat 
} 

yround 

And see the debate on this question, in the RECORD, on February 27 
1882. 

None will have failed to see the hnportance of this issue It the 

gentleman from Ohio [Mr. CONVERSE ] is right, there is no constitu 
tional limit to the powe 
limit upon the 
of power is the taxing clause, there is the limit of unit 

protection, ot for the Constitution puts ne 

‘“*to regulate commerce po Vel f the sources 

rmuty, equal 
ity of burdens, and that the Imposition shia be fo thre gvyenera 

welfare,” and not for particular persons or section 
I make no pology tor this tedious review As plain a t seems 

to be that the power to pass a bill to “‘impose duties upon foreign 
imports”? comes from the power to lay and collect taxes, imposts 

duties, and excises” and from no other part of the Constitution, hot 
orable gentlemen have contended otherwise 

With the issue bet ween myself andthe gentleman trom Ohio [M 

CONVERSE } I am done 
But the gentleman from Ohio [ Mr. CONVERSE ], though disavowi 

any purpose of ad vor ating the policy of protection, made this clos 

remark : 

Not only has this power been exercised for a idred vea but G ge Wasl 
ington, Thomas Je son, James Madison, James Monr l Andrew Ja 

| all of them recommended to Congress the propriect ty n ‘ 
| protecting the domestic industries of the United States. They were net gui 
bad reesoning in veighty matters affecting the pow soft (rove ent and t 

weltare of the American peop ind can not be accused of desire t i ul 
section Of this U nlon or any cia te 

Chere is nothing in that to decide the source of the power to make 

tarifflegislation. That is what he professed to be hunting for. That 
sentence (without lis intention, Is Ippose simply put the weight ol 

those names in the scales to overcome the opposition to this policy 
I venture a word of comment: Washington leaned strongly to Fed 

| eralism, yet he went not to the extent of the present protectionist 
In his message of 1796 he did recommend to Congress the encou 

| agement of manufactures; but why?) His language was 

| Ought our country to remain dependent on 1 n suppl precarious because 

j liable to be inter ipted lf the necessary article « din this mode cost more 

time of peace, will not the and independence thence arising form an ample 
compensation ! 

This admitted that pretection increased the prices to consume 
and it applied only to articles * ase ot w: 

was the spirit if not the letter of the advocacy 

hecessary th ind that 

| Jefferson, Madison, and Monroe in their messayves, so fa is Io ar 

informed. 
Mr. Jefferson’s opinions are fully set forth in ‘ Vie of the Pre 

dent of the United States on the subject of internal improvement 
published in 1822. In 1825 he denounced the supporters of the tarit 
of 1824 in a letter to Mr. Gil One sentence quite apt in th 

discussion : 

Under the power to regulate commerce the ved indetinitely that also ove 
| agriculture and manufacture and called it re lation, too, to take the ri) 

| one of those branches of indust and that,t th L put them int 

| the pockets of others, the most flourisl y of the 

Protectionists are entitled to all the comfort which can be taker 
from Mr. Jetterson’s name 

I submit, that what might have been the viewsof those men as te 

| a policy in the infancy of the country, when we were isolated b 
| distance and in constant danger of war, might not be thei ie 

| now (had they lived), when our normal condition is peace, and when 
| steam and lightning have annihilated distances and minade the nation 

| of earth familiar neighbors. General Jackson would doubtless ex 
press himself now with less warmth than in In32, when be was oy 

| posing South Carolina’s nullification 
In Madison’s letter to Professor Davis, he said 

For myself. although my name has been seen on the ultra tariff list, I have 
| adhered to the doctrine stated in my letters to Mr. Cale which concurred in tha 
of free trade as a theoretic rule and subject to ea eptions only tinconestatent wit 

the principle of %. And I cannot but say that I have not met with any dispros 
of the correctness of such exceptions Those who admit no exceotions to the rule 

and those who multiply exceptions into the rule, equally forget the prudent rule « 
avoiding extremes 

How like this were the remarks of Mr. Webster, in } speech o 
the 2d of October, 1820, at Faneuil Hal 

He certainly thought it might be doubted ether Ce 
acting somewhat against the spirit and intefit of the ¢ pat tior ,exe 

ing a power to control essentially the pursnits and occupatic of individ in 
private conce + powell to torce great a i daden hanue het rf woupat 
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and property upon individuals not as incidental to the exercise of any other power, 
but as a substantive and direct power. lf such changes were wrought incidentally 
only, and were the necessary consequence of such impost as Congress for the 
leading purpose of revenue should enact, then they could not be complained of. 
But he doubted whether Congress fairly possessed the powers of turning the inci- 
dent into the principal, and, instead of leaving manufactures to the protection of 
such laws as should be passed with a primary regard to revenue, of enacting laws 
with the avowed object of giving a preference to particular manufactures, with 
an entire disregard to all considerations of revenue; and instead of laying such 
imposte as would best answer the purpose of raising revenue with the least bur- 
den on the public, carrying the impost on certain articles to a burdensome excess 
with a full knowledge that the increase of duty wil diminish the amount of revenue 
raised 

And how nearly does that express the opposition to the present 
bill.. No man in the country advocates direct taxes. None advocate 
free trade. Most Democrats would greatly reduce internal taxation, 
and many would have it wholly repealed. All Democrats agree that 
protection will come under the taxing clause by duties and imposts 
They only ask that the purpose shall be to raise revenue, and the 
incident be encouragement of domestic industries. 

Rivers and Harbors. 

SPEECH 
oF 

HON. HORACE F. PAGE. 
OF CALIFORNIA, 

In tHE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Thursday, March 1, 1883, 

On the bill (MH. R. 7631) making appropriations for the construction, repair, and 
preservation of certain works on rivers and harbors, and for other purposes 

Mr. PAGE said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: Called by your partiality, and without solicitation on 

my part, to the chairmanship of the Committee on Commerce at the 
opening of this Congress, I accepted the trust with a determination to 
discharge its duties according to my best abilities, in such a manner as 
to protect and forward the great public interests placed in that com- 
mittee’s charge. Animated by a like determination and zeal for the 
best interests of the Government, the committee met, and after tour 

months of hard and incessant and studious labor, gave to the House a 
river and harbor bill aggregating $17,342,875 in amount. 

For the first time in the history of the nation the Committee on Com- 
merce had taken up and grappled with the various plans jor the im- 
provement of the Mississippi River, and had unanimously adopted the 
plan of the Mississippi River Improvement Commission, as indorsed by 
a previous Congress, which, however, failed to make suflicient appro- 
priations to carry on that plan or even for the purchaseof the ‘* plant’’ 
needed for the work. The committee was now confronted on the one 
hand by the fact that any appropriation to carry out the plans of the 
Mississippi River Commission would be the inauguration of a system 
of improvement on that great river involving an expenditure of from 
$37,000,000 to $38,000,000, On the other hand they had to face the 
facts that this great enterprise had been sanctioned and approved by a 
previous Congress; that it had been most emphatically indorsed by the 
President in his special message of April, 1882, to the Senate; that the 
Senate had indorsed it with such unusual emphasis as to pass a Senate 
bill appropriating some $6,000,000 for the Mississippi and Missouri 
Rivers; that the entire Mississippi Valley, through petitions referred to 
this committee, demanded liberal appropriations for the work, and that 
delegations representing almost every commercial interest, as well as 
all parts of the nation, appeared before the committee and passed res- 
olutions urging immediate, favorable, and generous action. 

Under this pressure, and in accordance with their own conscieptious 
judgment of what was just and right and proper, the committee ap- 
propriated for the improvement of these two great arteries of commerce 
nearly $7,000,000, which, added to the amounts appropriated for the 
usual river and harbor improvements through the Eastern, Middle, 
Southern, Northwestern, and Pacific coast States, and which were not 
proportionately greater than in the river and harbor act of 1881, made 
the bill an exceptionally large one. This bill having passed both Houses 
of Congress, was vetoed by the President, and subsequently, by a two- 
thirds vote of both Houses, became a law notwithstanding that veto. 
On its passage a howl went up from the metropolitan press of New 
York, Chicago, Cincinnati, and other great railroad centers, denounc- 
ing the river and harbor act as a *‘ huge steal;’’ but, in my judgment, 
it evoked no responsive condemnation of that act by the people, although 
everything that malignant perversion of facts could do to mislead and 
inflame the public mind was done by that press. 
When, therefore, the Committee on Commerce again met at this ses- 

sion they considered itnone the less their duty, under the constitutional 
prerogative of this House, to originate all bills carrying appropriations, 
notwithstanding the assaults of the press and of those in power, to meet 

of its great natural highways, and to prepare a river and harbor bj}! 
which, while it fell very far short of the requirements of the growth of 
the country and its fast increasing water commerce, was suflicient 
least to protect what had already been accomplished, besides afford 
some little aid to the future improvement of our harbors and sony 
our navigable water ways. 

This bill, aggregating only $8,000,000, after one of the severest st ry 
gles ever witnessed on the floor of the House of Representatives, was 
last passed and sent to the Senate within three days of the time fixe 
by the Constitution for final adjournment. Owing to the obstructiv; 
of its enemies it thus reached that body too late to receive the co: 
eration it required. As a direct consequence of this failure there y 
be scarcely any money to go on with on July 1, 1883, when the 
fiscal yearcommences. Whatever there isof responsibility for this 
dition of things must fall upon those who obstructed the passage of t}, 
bill, and upon the Executive, who proclaimed that no more money 
necessary for river and harbor improvements 

The time will come, Mr. Speaker, and at no far distant day 
the people of this country engaged in agricultural pursuits and pr 
ductive industries of all sorts, whether in the great valleys of the Mi: 
sissippi and Missouri, in the fertile regions of the Northern lakes 
rivers, on the Pacific coast, around the Gulf of Mexico, and thr 
all the Southern States of this Union, will, with no uncertain sound 
demand of future Congresses improvements of the rivers and harbors « 
this country in the interest of cheap transportation, and of protect 
from the undue exactions of railroad monopolists. 

For that time I for one can wait with patience, in the full co 
tion that the Committee on Commerce of this House, and all thos: 
supported them, will yet receive a triumphant vindication which 1 
the clamor of a portion of the press nor the interference of oth« 
prevent. Nothing can deprive them even now of the conscious 
duty well done, nor can army one rob them now or hereatte1 
knowledge that in the last river and harbor act, as also in the | 
this session, they embodied provisions so restrictive upon proposed 
veys for new works that the effect was immediately felt toa most m 
degree, obviating in fact the necessity of undertaking at this tim: 
than one new work—and that a most importantone to the general 
merce of the Columbia River—instead of the scores and scores o| 
works that had hitherto been pressed upon the committee. Had 1 
committee done nothing further than this they would still be en 
to the lasting credit of inaugurating this great reform which wi 
to the Government the unnecessary expenditure of millions of 
every year. 

ne 

Rivers and Harbors. 
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or 

HON. JOHN R. LYNCH, 
OF MISSISSIPPI, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Thursday, March 1, 1883, 

On the bill (H. R. 7631) making appropriations for the construction, repair 
preservation of certain works on rivers and harbors, and for other purposes 

Mr. LYNCH said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: Before the vote is taken upon the final passage of t 

bill I desire to make a few semarks in behalf of the section [1 
which I come and in behalf of the constituency I have the honor to ™ 
resent upon this floor. I desire to speak especially in behalf of the p 
posed appropriation for the improvement of the channel of the Missi- 

| sippi River. This is a measure which deserves and should receiv: 
united support of representatives of all parties and from all sectio1 
Is it claimed that this appropriation is not warranted by the Consti! 
tion? My answer is that it is supported by some of the ablest const 
tutional lawyers in the country; but even if it isa doubtful question t! 
people should be given the benefit of the doubt. Is it claimed that 1! 
appropriation should not be made for the reason that the owners 01 Pp 
vate property will be incidentally the beneficiaries thereof? My « 
swer is that the owners of private property along the lines of the ¢ 
Pacific railroads were no doubt the incidental beneficiaries of th« 
struction of said roads, and yet no one, I presume, claimed that the G 
ernment should not aid the construction of these roads for that reas» 
This work, Mr. Speaker, is not local but national; not sectiona! 
general. 

To the Democratic members of the House I feel that itis my duty to 
| address a few remarks. You have no doubt accepted the result of th: 
late elections as an expression of confidence in your party, if not an 
dorsement of your principles. So thoroughly convinced are you of th: 
that you will be sadly and seriously disappointed if the country is | 
turned over to your care and keeping at the next national electio! 

in some degree the demands of commerce for the proper improvement | Whether your expectations in this respect will be realized or not 
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must admit that important trusts have been confided to your keeping | 
and grave responsibilities have been placed upon you. So far as the 
colored peopleat the South are concerned, perhaps it is well that I should | 
frankly tell you that nothing you may do or fail to do willbe tothem a 
seriousdisappointment. But with a large majority of the white people 
of that section it is different. They have supported you with a self- 
sacrificing devotion which entitles them to your gratitude, your friend- 
ship, and your support. They have supported you when they believed | 
you deserved it, and they have stood by you when they believed it to | 
be to their interest to do otherwise. They have been true and faithful 
to you even when you were false and faithless to them. They have re- 
joiced with you in the hour of your victory and they have sympathized | 
with you in the hour of your adversity. 

If it is possible for any people to have a claim upon « party which 
ought not, can not, and must not be ignored, it must be admitted by 
all that the Southern white people have that claim upon the Demo- 
cratic party of this country. Will you ignore their wishes, disregard 
their claims, and reject their demands? If so, my prediction is that 
they will refuse to smile at the witticisms and facetious jokes of my 
friend from New York [Mr. Cox], nor will they be satisfied with the 
masterly eloquence of the gentleman from Kentucky [ Mr. CARLISLE], 
nor will they follow the sagacious leadership of the gentleman from 
Pennsylvania [Mr. RANDALL]. Already the murmuring sounds of 
discontent are distinctly heard and perceptibly felt throughout the 
Mississippi Valley. Southern white men did not receive the news of 
Democratic victories at the North at the late elections with the same | 
satisfaction and delight as at previous elections. Why? Because they 
saw that prominent men in both parties at the North had been defeated 
because they voted at the last session of Congress for the passage of the 
river and harbor bill, which bill, in their opinion, contained a just, fair, 
and equitable recognition of the claims of their section. When they 
saw that their friends in both parties had been slaughtered they re- 
ceived the news with many misgivings, with serious apprehensions, 
and in many instances with deep regret. 
upon their minds that the result was due in a great measure to hostility 

| be a greater monopoly than it 
| ferred by this bill that these several roads do not « njoy to day as to the 

The impression was created | 

to and a war upon their section and its interests, not by Northern Re- | 
publicans alone, but by Northern Democrats as well. 

But again, they do not believe that the late election was an indorse- 
ment of the principles of the Democratic party, but that it was, in ad- | 
dition to a feeling of hostility to their action, a condemnation of the | 
methods and practices of one party rather than an indorsement of the 
purposes and tendencies of the other. 
men at the South who have voted the Democratic ticket at every elec- 
tion since the war, not because they love Democracy but because they 
distrusted Republicanism. 
voted the same way during the same time not because they are Demo- 
crats but because they believed, as between the two parties, the Dem- 
ocratic was more friendly to their section and to theirinterests. I speak 
whereof I know when I say that this state of affairs is being rapidly 
changed; and it must be admitted by all that in proportion as these 
things change the white as well as the colored man will become more 
independent and the attachment of either to any political party will de- 
pend more upon the attitude of parties to the questions and issues of 
the day than upon the passions and prejudices of the past. 

To the Republican members, and especially those who through the 
partiality of your respective constituents will occupy seats in the Vorty- 
eighth Congress, I feel that I should makea few parting admonitory re- 
marks. Race prejudice and sectional hatred are not only on the wane 
throughout the South, but in spite of the fact that many grave frauds | 
are committed in the management and conduct of elections in some 
localities there is a strong sentiment, which is growing in strength 
every year, in favor of fair and honest elections and in opposition to 
political intolerance and proscription. 
the growth of this sentiment? I have only to point to the late election 
in the district where I had the honor of being the candidate of the Re- 
publican party. The registration books of the various counties in this 
district show that there are about 1,500 more white than colored voters, 
and previous elections show that the usual Democratic majority in the 
district is between 1,500 and 2,000; and yet at the late election one of 
the strongest and ablest Democrats in the district was elected by a 
majority of about 600. As the candidate of the Republican party, I 
am proud to be able to say that I was the recipient of the cordial and 

men in Southern Mississippi. 
Let the leaders of the Republican party pursue such a course as will 

satisfy these men that, while the Republican party will defend and 
protect all citizens in the exercise and enjoyment of their rights as far 
as it has the power to do so, and while it will not under any circum- 
stances countenance or encourage the commission of election frauds, 
yet under its administration justice will be done:to all sections of our 

There are thousands of white | 

Do you ask me for evidences of 

There are thousands of others who have | 

| 

Southern Pacific Railroad. 
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HON. GEORGE W. CASSIDY, 
OF NEVADA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Friday, March 2, 1883 

On the Southern Pacific Railroad 

Mr. CASSIDY said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: Norightof the peeple is affected by this bill. Itsim- 

ply seeks to extend to these corporations certain conveniences in the ad- 
ministration of their business. If it has a tendency at all it is in the 
direction of cheaper commerce between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. 
Seven or eight useless organizations and sets of officers are dispensed 
with in the event of the passage of the bill 
tions, ladmit, are not highly expensive 
tain them. 

hese several organiza 

, but it costs something to main 

The question of monopoly or anti-monopoly has no proper 
| place in thisdiscussion. That question is not directly involved. These 
railroads are practically consolidated now Che bill merely authorizes 
an existing fact. It is to bestow upon an existing consolidation a name 
and nothing mort Shorn of all outside issues, tis is the cas rhe 
several links or roads recited in the bill now form ral portions of 
a continuous and operated line practical] 

and management. 
unde! 

Manifestly when this line is consolidated it can not 

s to-day. Not ingle power 

ne ownership 

con 

matter of freight and passenger rates. In some of the States, and par 

ticularly the Territories, through which the lin 
rates are allowed by law. 

PASSE extraordinary 

Mr. Speaker, it has always been my aim in my capacity as a legis 
lator to be exactly just to corporations as well as individuals. Wecan 

| all afford to be fair. None of us, I hope, can afford to be unfiait This 
bill, considered, therefore, independent of prejudice as to the grasping 

| tendencies of all great railway corporations, contains nothing that should 
alarm any one. As I have already said, the rights of the people are 
well guarded in every particular By the express terms of the bill 

the land grant is left intact. Competing or parallel lines are forbid 
den to enter the consolidation As amended the right is reserved to 

the States and Territories to regulate transportation charges within their 
respective borders. On through or interstate commerce Congress may 
exercise its undoubted power to regulate charges. The right to sue and 

be sued in all State courts is also specifically provided for. What more 
then, can be required ? In what sense are the rights of the pe ople itt 

vaded or infringed? In my judgment the best interests of the peopl 
| both East and West will be promoted by this consolidation 

The Southern Pacific has many advantages over other transconti 
nental lines. The climate of the section through which it passes is un 
surpassed. It can never be obstructed by the deep snows of winte1 
And in this connection it is pertinent to say that if generally accred 
ited rumor be correct it is in contemplation by its managers to make 

| this the great cheap route from ocean to ocean. Californi great 
| wheat and wine products are to be moved by this route to the Atlantic 

| 

seaboard, and thence to Europe. It means cheaper fre 
hitherto obtained across the Continent; at least this 

agers assert through the newspaper pres 

The sole object, Mr. Speake i. of this bill one ¢ CONV eHLENnCE 

the companies in questi 
place upon the bill. 

hts than have 

; what the man 

to 

on They care not how man mita 

Congress has certain powers 

s you 

ovel Territories 

through which this line passes. The companies simp!y want to get 
| under one name without injury or prejudice to anybody or any existing 
legal right held by any State or Territor This is ail tl ask; and 
their object in desiring to form this consolidation is that they may 
stock and bond the whole route as one property. Ther positively 

| nothing else in the bill; and I submit that the request may be rea 

country and to all classes of our people—that the Republican party is | 
national and not sectional, that it is as much the party of the South as 
it is the party of the North, that every man, without regard to race or | 
color, who believes in the National Union, the equal rights of men, the 
urity of elections,and an economical government, will find in the 

Repuvlican party his friend, his advocate, and his protector. 

XIV: 247 

| ably granted without injury of any character to any inc 
hearty support of some of the most substantial and respectable white tion. The stocking of the road in eigl 

is not desirable, nor can its bonds be made as 

markets of the world. ‘To surmount these 

solidation is sought, and no other pows 

it sections under diflerer 

readil tilable in th 

diffiealti 

r whatever is« 

Mr. Speaker, if this were a proposition to regulate interstate cc 

merce, that would be quite a different thing. Nothing would afford 
greater pleasure than to give my voice and vote to thy pport of 

measure having for its object the lowering of rates on the it trun] 

lines of this country. I stand pledged, sir, before 1 people of m 
| State to vote for the Reagan bill or any kindred measure whenever the 
same shall be presented, and I shall ever hold mys readiness to 
redeem that pledge. Butthe measure under consider I nothi 
whatever to do with freight and passenger rate It in the dire 
tion of lower rates, ifanything. It is the experience of people of 
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my State that a divided ownership in the great through lines is not in 
the interest of cheap freights. 

The Union Pacific and Central Pacific may be cited in illustration of 
this idea. Whenever we in Nevada have arraigned the Central Pacific 
for high rates the answer has always been that the fault rested with 
the Union Pacific. Wewant noroom for pretexts. Hence lamstrongly 
of the opinion that all interests will be best subserved by permitting 
this consolidation to take place. The Northern Pacific is a single com- 
pany spanning the continent to the northward. Why not with equal 
propriety allow the Southern Pacific to become a continuous route in 
name as it is in fact between the Atlantic and Pacific along to the south- 
ward and then hold it to a strict accountability fer the exercise of the 
extraordinary powers with which all of these corporations are clothed ? 
I shall vote for the bill, Mr. Speaker, believing that there are no hidden 
dangers in its provision: 

The Mississippi River. 

SPEKRCH 
oO! 

WILLIAM 
oF 

HON. KR. 
TENNESSEE, 

MOORE, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Thursday, March 1, 1883, 

On the bill (H. R. 7631) making appropriations for the construction, repair, and 
preservation of certain rivers and harbors, and for other purposes. 

Mr. MOORE said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: At this late and very peculiar stage of the session | 

I deem it unwise to occupy needlessly the time of the House; and 
yet, as a citizen, living directly on the banks of the great river, I 
can not resist the impulse, amounting to a duty, to say at least some- 
thing. In treating of the Mississippi River we can not safely apply 
the ordinary rules which fit other rivers. It drains an area of coun- 
try larger than half a dozen of the nations of Europe; and every 
drop of water that falls between the Alleghanies and the Rocky 
Mountains—the richest, the largest, and the grandest vailey beneath 
the sun—finds its way to the Gulf of Mexico only through this most 
wonderful of all the wonderful rivers of the earth. If its course and 
current were through a gravelly or stony soil, like the Hudson, the 
Susquehanna, the Potomac, or some of the other ordinary rivers that 
run through the States farther to the north, then we might find an 
easy solution to the problem whieh is and has long been taxing the 
study and ingenuity of scientific men and engineers both of Europe 
and America; but such is not the case. Its whole length of thou- 
sands of miles, particularly the lower half, is through a rich, loamy, 
ashen soil, with not a stone or pebble the size of a pea for a thou- 
sand miles, and here comes in the difficulty which confronts those 
who would curb and control its gigantic currents. 

I know not, I am free to confess, although living on its banks and 
making it a study for twenty-five years, the best thing to do for it; 
and, indeed, I think there are few men, if any,:who do precisely 
know. I am persuaded, however, with great deference for the abil- 
ity and attainments of those who differ from me, that a residence 
upon its banks and a daily study and observance of its phenomena 
for the past twenty-five years are calculated to fit at least as well 
for the formation of a correct theory concerning it as an accidental 
trip or two of certain gentlemen upon its waters under circumstances 
so hurried as to make it impossible for them to do more than make at 
most even a cursory observation concerning its local peculiarities, 
and especially when much of said trip was made during the darkness 
of the night. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, this brings me to the point where I started 
for, viz, that inasmuch as no living man can solve this perplexing 
problem, we only know that there is an urgent public demand for a 
remedy of some kind, and that whatever may be done must be done 
largely, if not solely, as an experiment—an experiment that is likely 
to cost, indeed is certain to cost, very considerable sums of money. 
If this proposition be accepted, what is the experiment to be adopted f 
Some theorists insist upon a system of “levees;” others urge an- 
other theory, known as the “ outlet” plan. Iam not clearasto which 
one is the correct or likely to be the more successful theory ; but am 
irresistibly inclined to the view that a combination of the two is to 
be the ultimate solution to this great national problem. 

If it were possible to so build levees that there could be even a 
sasonable probability of their permanency, that they can be held 

firmly in their places, then I would have no doubt of the success of 
this generally-adopted plan; but when I know, as I do, from familiar 
personal observation, that a levee, no matter how well built upon the 
banks of its ashy, sugary soil, put up to-day, may, in a comparatively 
short time, have crumbled or fallen into the ever-changing river, 
and disappeared completely and forever from sight, I am forced to 
set to work to hunt up another theory to relieve my ever-inquiring 
anxieties, Besides, if we hold to the theories of levees only, we must 
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apply the system not only to the entire Mississippi River, but also 4, 
the numerous and large rivers emptying into it from both the eas; 
and west banks, else, these rivers, remaining unleveed, the water 
always seeking its own level must necessarily dam up back of and by 
hind the Mississippi, and thereby produce the precise effect upon the 

| adjacent territory as if the main river had never been leveed, 
Discarding for the time being, therefore, the levee theory, e+ , 

for a moment speculate upon the ‘‘outlet” plan. Suppose it be prac 
ticable—and I do not assert it—that one, two, or more openings could 
be made at convenient points along the lower river, through whic) 
can run only such surplus waters as are now overflowing, and last 
year devastated the country from Cairo southward for a distance 
thousand miles long and thirty miles wide, would or would not this 
be a means of relieving many thousand square miles of overflowed 
territory; and, if adopted, would it not greatly lessen the dangers o 
these annually recurring disastrous overflows? 

The questions are so momentous, and the answer so difficult, tha; 
I do no more than suggest them, leaving the subject to the wisdom 
of Congress, and feeling sure of my position upon only one propo 
sition, namely, that every commercial interest of this nation and 
the outer world demands the free and unobstructed navigability o/ 
the Mississippi River, and that to certainly achieve and permanent}; 
maintain such navigability, large appropriations by Congress ar 
now, and will continue to be, absolutely necessary in order to a 
complish the grand and eminently national work, and, finally, that 
there can be no such thing as rouncing up this question by a sing 
legislative act or appropriation. The Mississippi River questic 
to be with the nation for all time. Congresses may come and Cor 
gresses may go, but it will abide with the American people fore, 
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Oleomargarine and Imitation Butter. 

REMARKS 
or 

A. % PARBRER, 
OF NEW YORK, 

HON. 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday March 3, 1883, 

On the bills (H. R. 4909 and 6685) in relation to ole 

Mr. PARKER said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: I wish in the only manner now left me so to do, to 

call attention to two bills relating to oleomargarine and imitation but- 
ter. I have no question of their passage if by the rules of the House 
they could be reached. But as our work is hampered by these restric 
tive obstructions to legislation the friends of these bills are compelled 
to wait until another Congress can give that adequate protection which 
from the nature of the case can only be secured by national legislation 

The two bills to which I referare among the seven hundred and sixty 
bills favorably reported upon by committees and standing unreached 
upon the Calendars of the House. 

The first bill (H. R. 4909) was introduced by Mr. JAcoss, of New 
York, March 6, and reported favorably July 26, 1882, from the ‘Con 
mittee on Commerce. 

It provides for the marking, stamping, and branding of all imitation 
dairy products shipped to foreign countries, and also provides for th¢ 
inspection and consequently for the obtaining of full statistics of this 
commodity made in the semblance of dairy product and shipped abroad. 

The second bill (H. R. 6685) was reported by Mr. DUNNELL, of Wis- 
consin, from the Committee on Ways and Means, and provides for a tax 
upon the manufacturers of oleomargarine and other imitation, so-called 
butters, and also a tax upon the dealers therein, and also a tax upon 
the commodity itself to be evidenced by a stamp to remain affixed to th: 
package from which the thing issold. Section 3 is as follows: 

Src. 3. That oleomargarine, or any other article or compound made in imita 
tion of butter, shall be soid or offered for sale only in parcels or packages bearing 
the special stamp denoting the payment of the tax thereon; and the absence of 
the proper internal-revenue a? from any parcel or package of the said articl 
when sold or offered for sale shall be prima facie evidence of the non-paymen! 
of the tax thereon, and in addition to the other penalties herein provided thy 
said article so sold or offered for sale unstamped shall be forfeited to the United 
States: Provided, That nothing herein contained shall be held to prevent the 
sale of the article aforesaid at retail from a duly stamped firkin or other whol 
sale package. 

The principal elements of the fraud of palming off upon innocen' 
dealers and upon consumers at home and abroad as genuine dairy prod- 

uct the vegetable oils and the grease of animals, are the studied secrecy 
and false pretenses of those handling the spurious article as to th« 
amount manufactured and put upon the market, and as to the identity 
of the spurious article which the general consumer buys at retail as 
butter, not knowing the cheat to which he is subjected. 

The enactment of these two bills will provide for full statistical in- 
formation to the trade and the producer and honest notice to the con- 

nargarine, & 
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sumer. This legislation will establish a system giving the public full 

information of the amount of the spurious goods manufacturec! and the | 
roportion shipped to foreign eountries and that consumed at home. 
It will notify all consumers what dealers sell the false butter, and 

furnish such proof in the stamp upon the package that every purchaser 
will know what he is buying. 
The census of 1880 (preliminary statement) gives the number of 

oleomargarine establishments and the value of their products, as fol- 

lows: 

Num- 
Cities. haw Value 

WaT WORM .22...00ccrccccvercccesseoseccesccescvceees Silecaliiaad 38 

Philade] phia.. ila iiabadiaseiiesihaiieeienion 1 

Brooklyn .... l 
Chicago ... 
Boston ...... l 
Baltimore .........-.00+++ Scavccoccosescesoscccscescoseseccoceses l 

EE EI ia ictal on denbbvantinenuseseebubeneves caneveeiasnens l 250, 000 
LOUWISVINNC.........00.0ccrrserceceeeee l 250, 000 

ices penn ceseans 12 6,085, 753 | 

Mr. F. B. Thurber, in an address at Cortland, New York, in Decem- 
ber last, in trying toshow the farmers that oleomargarine was not in- 
juring the sale of butter, says: 
Thinking that figures showing how much oleomargarine is really manufact- 

ured might prove interesting to your association, and also feeling curious to know 
eg applied a few days since to Mr. Deen, the superintendent of the com- 

pany owning Mége patents, under which most of the oleomargarine butter is 
made, for an estimate showing the quantity of this article manufactured in 1881, 
and was kindly furnished with a statement as follows: 

Estimate of the manufacture of oleomargarine butter under the Mége patent for the year 
1881. 

Pounds. 

I citiveakuas 280 corcacese ceecsoccoccersceseces 1, 231,543 
SII dadanctaccesecmenedoccornesineetensepessoutosensctacenss secspeopesesers 1, 864, 319 

TET Jcncsecsncsonnhesccncetonsqavupnccnesnensereocoqncessecesecace 2, 892. 683 
STITT Aliih intisnasancninguunnactnebeuvatbeuveresobesetusontincunacesesesentpenee 1, 100, 000 
Louisiana........ 788, 091 

TE iicind dipeunsutenneupenretsdouesebearossccouerotesocesvescee *550, 000 
TAT. oo caiaandvskonncabyesebotessens 4, 646, 063 

ain Sin aninncaebenaupenzenngen ; ‘ 13. 072. 699 

*Estimate. 

To this should be added the oleomargarine butter manufactured outside of the 
Mége process which, from inquiries I have made, amounts to perhaps 4,000,000 
pounds, or say a grand total of 17,000,000 pounds of this form of artificial butter. 

Yet the Treasury Bureau of Statistics discovered that in 1881 over 
26,000,000 pounds ‘‘of this form of artificial butter’’ was exported, say- 
ing nothing about the immense home consumption. 

) 

Other cities and States producing large amounts are entirely omitted 
For instance, in California is now going on a sharp contest with the 
Pacific Mége Commercial Company and they | are charged by dai 
and consumers with fraud in selling spurious butt They ‘“h 
back’’ in the following language 

It istrue, however, that there are frauds in oleo: 
mitted by the tery commission houses who are crying 
home manufactured oleomargarine It consists in bring t 4 | 
ern oleomargarine to this city branded itter and s« 
ter. 

We really get only sample s of the manufac t i 

made and moved silently and surreptitiously, and our y 
tidians can give no approximate statement of the a¢ 
transit, or consumption. Like other counterfeits, it shuns publi 

The practical, skilled men in the trade, as well informed upon 
subject as 101s possible for men to be, are as ‘ eus ‘ 

| facts and figures of this ‘‘semblance butt as the dai and go 
ernmental statisticians 

As an example take the following letter from the New \ 

Exchange 
New \ 

Dear Str: Your communication of tl th instant st 
committee on information and statistics, and | ha | 
thereto. 

It is imp ble to furnish any reliable estimate of the a 
rine, butterine, and other imitations of (so call 
United States within any period 

That the manufacture thereof is largely increas 
The manufacture, transportation, and to a lar 

dealers and retailers, are so secret and misleadingt 

out the United States, with traders in this and other cities 
suffering severely 

In fact the decreased export trade in butter may be la 
imitation butters. 

It would seem that nothing short of national legislation r sever 
penalties for the unlawful and fraudulent issuance and represe ded 
or otherwise, of these manufactured imitation butters, would suflice for the pro 
tection of producers and dealers in pure butters 

A communication has been sent to Mr. Loring by the butter committee of th 
exchange covering to some extent your queries in this matt ind to whicl 
may have access - 

Very truly. vours 

INO. EH HODGSON 

S tary Committee l ia rand Statist 

Iion. A. X. PARKER 
House of Representatives, Washingto D. ¢ 

Upon my suggestion a clause was placed in the agricultural appro- | 
priation act of 1882 calling upon the Department to procure imitation- 
butter statistics. 

The following communication shows the results reached. 
The Department has been as powerless to measure the depth or vol- | 

ume of this polluted stream as individuals have been. 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, 

Division of Statistics, Washington, D. C., February 1, 1883. 

Str: The letter of Hon. A. X. PARKER, inquiring for the statistics of production 
of oleomargarine, required under the appropriation for statistics in August last, | 
having been referred to this division, I hasten to make reply. 
Soon after the passage of the provision above mentioned, an effort was made | 

to ascertain the place of business and address of proprietors of factories produc- 
ing oleomargarine oil or butter. 

et the effort was continued with some success, and is still in progress. 
As fast as addresses were obtained, circulars were sent inquiring for the ex- 

tent of production. Up to this date the sum of reported products of the year, in 
the places named below, are as follows : 

Pounds. 

It was found difficult to obtain such necessary | 

Now here are some figures as to exportsof this remarkable commodity 

The American Dairyman, which seems to have a tender regard for the 
interests of the oleo-manufacturers, gives in March, 1882, the 

statement of exports from New York 
following 

EXPORTS OF OLEOMARGARINI 

The following are the exportsof oleomargarine from New York to the unde 
mentioned ports since May 1, 1881, and for the week ending March 16, 1882, and 
for the same time last year 

rhis week otal same time 

ast year 

Pound Poun I nds 

Liverpool ™ 151,774 790, 250 
London. ' ‘ 13, 165 64, 180 
Glasgow. ' 1. 641,553 1. 380. 500 

| Bristol nine {7, 080 179,744 
Rotterdam 25, 000 5, 856, Ot 0, 180 
Antwerp 1, 447, 665 190, S75 
Hamburg 25, 430 75, 007 
Bremen ...... : 15, 850 1,712 
Other ports. 9, DOK 1,135, 585 161, 250 

Total 4,500 | 10,464 ) ~ OS 

a cant ieslensceebacsenvcessoisneveceoes 5, 660, 033 
SERED BOURINE, cn cccececesssccoccoscocseccccsssrsesecce 1,090, 200 
New York.... Sauna . 10,647, 767 
Philadelphia. 1, 083, 837 

os ecaatnlnielintnepaenntecenpent 1, 100, 130 | 
ee ssn esenssutntncnenentorenteess 1, 656, 433 

It is certain that this is but a small part of the product manufactured, as the 
export of oleomargarine oil for the year ended June 30, 1882, was 19,714,338 | 
pemaes, valued at $2,703,038, of which 19,440,873 pounds were shipped for New 
ork, 
The effort will be continued. If Congress would follow the demand with a 
penalty for refusal, as in the special work of the census, there might be a hope | 
of ultimately hunting up the details of a sort of surreptitious manufacture, 

h there would still an immense quantity of butterine, suine, and other | 
forms of fats of beeves and swine, including the deodorized products of animals | 

have died of disease, that would fail to answer to the official call for ‘ 
’ as spe 

With a determination to do all that is possible to obtain the data required, 
Iam, yours, respectfully, 

Hon. Gro. B. Lorine, Commissioner. 

= statements should be studied by the light they reflect on each 
oO » 

It will be noticed that Mr. Thurber omits Rhode Island and Penn- 
sylvania, and the Department has evidently no reports from Connecti- 
cut or Louisi while both fail to name Illinois or Ohio, shown to be 

J. R. DODGE, Statistician. 

much more now. 
— manufacturers by the foregoing census report in 1880, and they | 

e 

‘oleo- | 

Compare this with the report of Chief Nimmo, of the Bureau of 
Statistics, as follows 

Statement showing the quantity and value of butterine and oleomarqarine ¢ 
ported from the United States during the fiscal year 1882, by customs dis 

tricts. 

Fiseal year ended June 30, 188 

Customs districts 

Butterine Oleomargarine 

} Pounds Dollar Pounds Dollar 

| Baltimore, Maryland....... ietincilesaiabieny 1,759 280 9,470 16,72 
Boston and Charlestown, Massachu- 26, 699 4,013 126, lt 17, OK 

setts, 
New York, New York.. eibeiaieal tye 308,427 | 19, 440.8 666, 19 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania...............|.. ‘ 27, 892 » 406 I 3 
Richmond, Virginia......... 480 134 

Total 2, 157, 446 12, 854 19,714 2, 705, 038 

JOSEPH NIMMO, Jr., 
Chief of Bureau, 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, BUREAU OF STATISTICS 
7, I® January | , 13s 
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It must be apparent to any thoughtful man that the whole statistics | 
of the country relating to the consumption and the shipment of butter 
are confused and unreliable by reason of being ‘‘ mixed up”’ 
spurious imitations. 

The immense amount of this spurious product can not be even guessed, 

but is felt in the reduced prices and meager receipts on the part of the 
genuine producers, while the consumer pays for butter and eats grease, 
the origin of which he does not suspect and is powerless to ascertain. 
If any wish to make or use oleomargarine composed of wholesome ma- 
terials, no one has the right to object. 

But the great industry of the United States which furnishes the pure 
dairy product and the great mass of consumers who desire to use that 
product must be protected from the tricks of sharpers and the frauds 
of swindlers. This can be accomplished only by national legislation. 

Alabama Mineral Lands. 

SPEECH 

OF 

CHARLES 
OF 

HON. H. 
NEBRASKA, 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES, 

March 2 
” 
a Friday, 188 

rhe Senate having under consideration the bill (H. R. 4757) to exclude the pub- 
lic lands in Alabama from the operation of the laws relating to mineral lands— 

Mr. VAN WYCK said: 

The Senator was suggesting very properly that there were certain 
frauds connected with the administration either of the public surveys 
or the location of public lands. lagree with the Senator, and might sug- 
gest that not only there but also other matters connected with the Gov- | 

I would say incidentally | ernment are subject to the same criticism. 
that during the last session of Congress I was very much inclined to 
present a resolution looking to what were alleged to be some frauds in 
other Departments but desisted, fearing if I did an unjust motive might | 
be attributed. Therefore it was that I delayed until this session and 
until nearly its expiration before introducing a resolution calling upon 
the Secretary of the Treasury to inform the Senate how special district | 
attorneys were appointed, by what authority appointed, and by what 
authority paid. From reports already printed it appeared that there 
was more money paid to special assistants than to regular assistant dis- 
trict attorneys. 

While about $95,000 was paid for regularassistants, over $100,000 was 

paid for special attorneys, and then, strange as it may seem, of the 
$100,000 for specials $86,000 was in the District of Columbia. Hence 
it became an important question to know by what authority permission | 
should be given them to put their hands in the Treasury of the United 
States. That was one aspect of the case. 

There was another. The newspapers had been proclaiming through- 
out the land, and charging impropriety on the part of the Department 
of Justice, as it was said the Department of Justice allowed special as- 
sistants in some cases to receive $100 per day. I did not believe the 
charges to be true. I believed that the Attorney-General did not have 
time to answer all the injurious aspersions cast upon him, and there- 
fore, as a friend to the Department I felt it my duty to ascertain the 
truth of that matter. True, it might have been obtained by a per- 
sonal application to the Attorney-General, but I had learned that it 
was not often his duties allowed him to spend much time in his office, 
and it would be impossible probably to get informationthere. The only 
manner left was to apply by resolution, not to the Attorney-General, 
but to the Secretary of the Treasury, who audited the accounts, and 
yesterday the information was furnished. I desired it for the further 
purpose of removing aspersion which had been cast, from what motive 
I know not, upon the Departmentof Justice, and any aspersion cast upon 
him necessarily would reflect upon the administration with which heis | 
connected, and also upon the great party of which he is a representative 
and to which I also belong. ‘Therefore there was a double interest in 
this matter: first, to relieve the Attorney-General, next, to save these 
reflections from in any way attaching to the administration, and also 
to relieve the party, which would be injured thereby. 

that on every street-corner to hear made the statement that there was 
extravagance, that there was improvidence, that there was wasteful- 
mess in the management of public affairs. 

I desire this much in justice to myself. The information has been 

with the | 

I did not desire | 
that every newspaper reporter should catch at it all over the land and | 
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given by the Secretary of the Treasury. I do not propose to read the 
whole; only enough to show its nature. The few vouchers referred to 
are samples merely of the large number on file in the Department 

One point was by whatauthority the sptcial assistants were appointed 
The law authorizes the Attorney-General to appoint deputies to assist 
the district attorneys. That law really gave no power to the Attorney- 

| General to appoint special assistants, but by the Department was con- 
strued as authorizing that to be done. In 1870, however, Congress 
enacted: 

Sec. 365. Nocompensation shall hereafter be allowed toany person, besides the 
respective district attorneys and assistant district attorneys, for services as ay 
attorney or counselor tothe United States, ortoany branch or Department of the 
Government thereof, except in cases specially authorized by law, and then on|y 
on the certificate of the Attorney-General that such services were actually re; 
dered, and that the same could not be performed by the Attorney-General or 
Solicitor-General, or the officers of the Department of Justice, or by the district 
attorneys. E 

That was the law of 1870, passed io correct the abuse which had 
grown out of the construction of law of 1861 and 1869, to prevent this 
very thing which is being done now. The response was made by the 
Comptroller of the Treasury speaking of these two statutes, and in 
speaking of the one of 1861 and 1869 he says under that the appoint 
ment had been made when clearly it was not within the letter or spirit 

| of that act. 

VAN WYOK, | Then in further answer tothe resolution were also returned the vouch 
ers. It had been said that attorneys were each receiving $100 per day 

| I sought for these vouchers with a view of refuting and contradicting 
| that charge, so that we might say to the representatives of the press that 
they were mistaken and that they had either intentionally or otherwis: 

| maligned one of the principal officers of this Government; but found, to 
my surprise, and probably to the surprise of the Attorney-General if hi 
had read the paper before he signed it, that even more was paid. 

I do not know that he did read it; I query whether these vouchers 
| were really read; but there is the sign-manual emphatically ‘“‘Brewster.’ 

Mr. PRESIDENT: I do not intend to occupy much time, and might | Evidently, then, the signature must be correct. 
not avail myself of the opportunity to make a few suggestions except | 
tor the fact that it seemed incidentally to grow out of something that | 
was suggested by the Senator from Alabama [Mr. MorGan], probably 
more argumentatively than in regard to the merits of the pending bill. | say in justice to him that he probably had not seen or could not hav: 

It has passed under his 
supervision, and I say in justice to him—— 

Mr. DAWES. Does he not repudiate them ? 
Mr. VAN WYCK. No, he certifies them, approves them. I wil 

read over all these documents, but probably in his haste he gathered 
them up and signed ‘‘Brewster.’’ It is not to be expected that th 
Attorney-General—for that would be entirely too much—with the great 
duties of his public office and the duties of his large private practi: 
could devote much time to running over these papers. 
explanation and in a measure as an excuse for him. 

Mr. LOGAN. What is this? 
Mr. VAN WYCK. I will explain in a moment. 

evidently as much surprised as I was. 
Mr. LOGAN. I merely ask for information. 
Mr. VAN WYCK. The Senator from Alabama has a very impo! 

tant bill pending, and in connection with that he undertook to arraign 
some persons by charging fraud upon either the administration of th 
land laws or some practices connected therewith, and I called his atten 
tion to the fact that there were frauds in other departments of the Go 
ernment, and then I proceeded to explain how my attention had been 
called to this matter; that I had heard a similar aspersion cast upon 
the Attorney-General, that he employed special assistants, and the) 
were paid $100 per day. We denied it; we said it was mere abuse of 
the Attorney-General. It was the same cry the Senator from Alabama 
has made. In order to ascertain the facts and to know whether we wer 
right in defending the Attorney-General, I sought this information 
Now the Senator from Illinois will understand how this originated 

Here is a bill as presented by Mr. Bliss, to which the attention o! 
the Senate is called. It may not accomplish all that we wish. I may 
be disappointed, not finding in it a full justification of the Attorney 
General, but still we have the facts, and that is some satisfaction at 
least. 

I say this 

The gentleman 

The United States to George Bliss: To services as counsel in United States 
against Brady, Dorsey, and others, including trial, involving one hundred 
eight days, including Sundays, with opening and closing argument, prepara 
tion and examination of witnesses, $15,000. 

So that for one hundred and eight days, including Sundays, he 
$150 a day instead of $100. Thatled me further to examine, and M 
Blisssays ‘‘ including Sundays.’’ Whenagentlemanof his legal abilit) 
demands $150 a day, I do not exactly see the point of making out 2bi!! 
including Sundays. Did he discharge labor to the Government Su 
days for which he wanted a per diem? A lawyer worth $150 per d 
must have known that under the common law services performed « 
Sunday can not be recovered for. If it were an allowance for his Su 
day meditations and Sunday devotions it was rather extravagant to 
the people of the United States to pay $150 per day for that. 

At all events the bill is, “‘ including Sundays,’ for $15,000—$150 p« 
day. Itseems, upon perusing further, that was not all. There w 
charge for his expenses in coming from New York and going back a) 
subsistence here at $10 per day. And not only that, but postage every- 
where, stamps, ‘‘stamps, 10 cents,’”’ in another case 5 cents; and a! 
amount was charged for a fee to some messenger 21 cents, which was to 
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show that the amount was exact and 1 cent was added. Telegraphing | 
was charged for, whether 25 or 30 cents, as it happened. And toshow 
further the correctness and the honesty of this claim, on variousoccasions 

thereis ‘‘railroad-fare from Washington to New York, $8.50; sleeping-car 
fare, $2; fee to porter of sleeping-ear, 50 cents.’’ 
A person large enough to be a special attorney of the United States 

and to receive $150 a day, to havea parlor at the Arlington Hotel worth 
$10 per day, of course must charge 25 cents for telegraphing and *‘ fee 
to porter of the sleeping-car, 50 cents.’’ There he suffered the dignity 
of this great Republic to drop. Had he given the porter a dollar it | 
would have added respectability to the United States. [Laughter. ] | 
But he was economical there. 

So it runs along; the items were made and duly passed. If the At- | 
torney-General had the right to do this, the law said he should make a 
contract; but it does not anywhere appear that one was made. Strange | 
as it may seem, the Treasury Department rendered a full indorsement 
of the various bills until they came so strong and heavy that it became 
weary and halted at some minor details. When that fact became ap- 
parent my own judgment began to falter, because I was trying, as I said, 
to find something in vindication, and everything pointed the other way, 
and the further I proceeded the more I became satisfied that it was difti- | 
cult really to defend or explain or justify the Attorney-General. At 

| probably made equal between these gentlemen in t! 

last the Treasury Department paused for a moment and demanded an | 
explanation from Mr. Bliss, as follows: 
Your account is herewith returned to be sworn to by you. You are also re- 

quested to give an itemized statement of charges for traveling between Wash- | 
ington and New York, as in their present form they are deemed excessive. 

That was the first check after the accounts had been approved by 
the Department of Justice and the different branches of the Treasury 
Department; there for the first time it was intimated that they were 
excessive, and so Mr. Bliss mildly proceeds to verify his accounts and 
to explain why they were not excessive: 

a te . George Bliss being sworn, says That the charge for expenses in 
traveling to and from Washington are made upas follows: Railroad fare in case, 
$6.50; section in sleeping-car, $4; carriage in Washington, $1; that in New York 
when leaving there in the evening he is compelled to pay $2 for a carriage, but 
on arriving there in the morning he pays only $1.50; that this makes a total of | 
$13.50 in coming from New York and $13 in going there; that he now presumes 
that in the annexed account he has amply distributed the items 

No doubt about that— 

but the result is not changed. Deponent, however, begs to add that on four of 
the excursions charged for in the annexed account he did not travel at night, and 
a section should not have been charged for, but only a seat in parlor-car, being 
$1.25 instead of $4. Against that, however, there should be on those occasions 
charged 50 cents each time for carriages, making a net reduction each time of 
$2.25. Deponent further says that he iscompelled totravel at night; he can not 
do so unless he travels with such comfort as to be able to reach the same day; 
that if it is held he should not be allowed for such expenses the only result will 
be that he will travel in the day-time, which will render it necessary to charge 
for one if not for two more days in each week. 

The Department realized the force of the argument and audited the, | 
account because Mr. Bliss was able as Government attorney to satisfy | 
the Treasury Department that if he could not be made comfortable by 
the payment of a few dollars while traveling at night then he would 
have to charge one or two more days in the week and the result would 
be $150 for one day, or for two days $300 extra for getting this attorney | 
from here to New York and from New York back comfortably. 

This will be sufficient to illustrate this branch of the case. It is to 
be regretted that we have not the power to say these stories are not 
true; I mean the reports that the Attorney-General was paying $100 a 
day for special assistants. 

Here was a charge of $150 a day for one hundred and eight days, in- 
cluding Sundays, $15,000. Whereas the facts, under the sign-manual 
Brewster, clearly establish that the daily compensation was $150 for | 
one hundred and eight days including Sundays, $15,000, with the 
hotel and traveling expenses, including postage-stamps and fees to 
porter on sleeping-car, making about $170 per day. 

Mr. SLATER. May I ask the Senator a question? 
Mr. VAN WYCK. Certainly. 
Mr. SLATER. How much per annum would that be if carried out? 
Mr. VAN WYCK. From $45,000 to $50,000. 
Mr. SLATER. Something over $54,000 per annum, I make it. 
Mr. VAN WYCK. Very likely. I did not proceed so far as that. 

I thought possibly the Attorney-General might have time to aggregate 
the figures and give the amount in any explanation he might hereafter 
make. 

There are other special attorneys employed; time will not permit ref- | 
erence to all; one is sufficient as illustration, namely, Mr. Merrick, 
who, fortunately for the Government, resides in Washington. Evi- 
dently his sense of justice did not allow him to charge for board, as it 
does not appear in the bill that follows: 
To consultations as to new indictment, which was found by grand jury in | 

case No. 14336, under title of United States vs. Brady, Dorsey, Vaile, et al., prep- 
aration and trial of said case, trial concluded September 11, 1882, argument of 
motion for new trial, and other services in matters arising out of said case, 
$15,000 . 
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] ’ 
& Ssieeping postage-stamps, and at sundry times 50 cents to a porter on 

car, and at another time 21 cents for service of messenger: but that was 

nd of the At ne m 

torney-General by giving Mr. Merrick a trifle mor: per diem 
How many more persons were engaged in these pros ons at this 

rate I do not know; but now it is perfectly plain wh $s con- 
| tinue as longas they do—six months totry an ordinary case withsuchabk 
counsel. It is an invitation, an inducement * these men to continue 
them six months, and it is also a temptation to hanga S 
they did. [do not say they did, but there would be a t 
do it It justice were decently administered in the District of Colun 

bia or any other section of this country six months could hardly b 
quired by the trial of a criminal caus« It is an outrage which ou 
not to be tolerated in any country, and here the American Congr 
in session; here sit the President of the United States and his Ca 

| officers. 

I deem it my duty to say th the people should be protected fro 
outrages committed here. It has always been our boast, | to 

Republican friends, that we punish our own thieves. I have not un 
derstood why it was that Howgate had the prison doo 
vited to step out a free man. It seems Howgate is a 
we are only under obligations to punish Re p 

to depart in peace 
Washington is the best regulated city onthe globe, we told; yet 

| few days ago it was reported that there had been an indictment by th 
grand jury in that thieves and house-breakers had been invited by you 
police into this city, reecived with open arms, then « ted about in 
carriages, and aided to escape with their booty Is it any wonder when 
those connected with the Department of Justice are robbing the Gov 
ernment in an equally infamous manner, incurring, however, | risk 
in the de predations because not xposing the mselves to the h pitalite 

of the penitentiary 
Mr. President, without any doubt such charges as we read here ar 

| equally as infamous, and will be so considered by the Amer l ) 
ple, as the star-route methods. There was a conspiracy there to rol 
this nation by increasing and expediting the mail servic Chere 
equally a conspiracy here the consequence W hereof is to rob your Gov 

ernment in suits which ought to be forced to trial with the same energy 

| and expedition as ordinary criminal proceedings. In one case the plun 
der is by expediting, in the other by delay 

A platoon of lawyers are gathered together by the head of the De 

partment of Justice and allowed to place their hands in the Treasut 
to any depth they choose and to any extent of time they may prefer 
with nothing to limit them in their pricesand nothing to limit them in 
the term of their continuance in the service It was not believed when 

this statement was first made, and it seems almost incredible, but w 

| fortunately for the Treasury it is true 
The resolution further demanded by what authority these amount 

were paid. I venture no lawyer in this body will pretend that a district 
attorney has a right to call in assistant [ question if the Attorne 

| General, under the present law, has that power; yet we find thaé t] 

| very thing was done and the name of ‘Br el I ype 
| tach 1 to those pap | Examining Ye , hereit bre 

It passed the accounting oflicers of the Treasury, and \ 

member of Congress serving in the other branch 1 ! 

duties in the month of May last, and in May, Jun d J ! 

Congress was 1n session, and the Attorn General | that 

requ red him her The d rict at r! npl ia] 1k ba l 

duties required him here; the mem of Con I tha 
his duties 1 quired him here, and yet most of h 

| sistant was rendered during the actual m of ¢ | h 

services and for his expenses $6,000 paid and t lua 
** Brew apy 3on | | l ( 

ficers of the Treasur 

I ha a right to allude to tl i you he pr ect 

of the Treasury, wher the protection of the people « itr 

when the head of the Department of Justice himself not o t 

but inaugurates this outrage and tl fraud upon the peopl 

Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsy!var Do vou mean tosay th he er 

got a dollar? 

Mr. VAN WYCK Oh, no 

Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania. Then be « L he talk 

The PRESIDING OFFICER Does the Senator from N eld 
to the Senator from Pennsylvania ? 

Mr. VAN WYCK. Certainly; I am glad the Senator from Pennsy] 

vania comes to the defense of his friend 

Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania I do not come to anybod de- 

fense, except to say that the Attorney-General is an honest man; and 
to accuse him as you are doing is not prope! 

Mr. VAN WYCK. I accuse no one; the facts accus 
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania. Now, stop he1 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Nebraska yield 

The time involved in that is about one hundred days, including Sun- | 
days, so that really Mr. Merrick’s per diem was a little more than Mr. 
Bliss’s, while there was not this throwing in of expenses for board, 
travel back and forth, including now 5 cents, now 6, and now 10 for | 

to the Senator from Pennsylvania? 
Mr. VAN WYCK. Certainly. I like to hear th: 
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania. Then stop. 
Mr. VAN WYCK. Iam glad that my friend from Pennsylania comes 

“cCnator 
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to the reseur 

against him 
I tried to do it, but the facts certified to by himself are 

Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania. Oh, you are a—I will not say it. 
Mr. VAN WYCK. I have not said that the Attorney-General took 

any of this money. 
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania 

not talk any more 

Mr. VAN WYCK. I do not pretend that the Attorney-General took 
any of this money, but I say when he made a contract, as he did or ap- 
preved it, to pay $15,000 for one hundred days’ work including Sunday, 
that he did what he must have known te be wrong. 

Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania. He never did a thing in his life 
that he knew to be wrong, and he never did a thing in his life that any 
other gentleman knew to be wrong. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. ‘The Senator from Pennsylvania will 
not interrupt the Senator from Nebraska without addressing the Chair 
and asking whether the Senator from Nebraska will consent to be in- 
terrupte ad 

Mr. VAN WYCK. 

You have talked too much. 

I most cordially yield. I do not ask that the 

Do | 

Senator from Pennsylvania shall go through the courtesy of first ad- | 
dressing the Chair 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. 
rules of the Senate. 

Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania. 
means to make no harangue. He does not talk 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Pennsylvania will 
address the Chair, and let the Chair ask whether the Senator from Ne- 
braska will consent to be interrupted. 

The Chair sees proper to preserve the 

Mr. VAN WYCK. I desire to be interrupted, for it is information 
that Iam seeking. I said when the Attorney-General put his sign- 
manual ‘* Brewster’’ on the back of a voucher which gives only an 

The Senator from Pennsylvania | 

ordinary attorney, if I may be allowed the term, $150 per day, he did | 
what he knew to be wrong. When he put his sign-manual to a voucher 
which in addition to $150 a day allowed $10 a day for hotel expenses; 
when he allowed 25 cents for telegrams and 5 and 10 cents for postage; 
when he allowed just 21 cents for a messenger; when he allowed him 

in his senses does the thing that he knows to be right. 
that he obtained any of this money. He is placed there to protect the 
Treasury. I have said that this mode of extracting money from the 
Treasury is no better than the star-route methods. 

Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania. Iam afraid you know more about 
it than others. 

Mr. VAN WYCK. No, sir; only to communicate to the Senate and 
through the Senate to the country the facts in this matter approved and 
certified by ‘‘ Brewster, Attorney-General.’’ 

Now I start another point, to which the Senator from Pennsylvania 
will please give equally as much attention. I was stating when he in- 
terrupted me that a member of Congress was taken from his place in 
the month of May and June and July into the State of New York, 
transported back and forth, and although a few days were employed 
in vacation yet most of the time was during the session of Congress, and 
for which about $6,000 was appropriated. I said further that he was 
called into the service by an assistant district attorney, and here is the 
proof of it, if my friend from Pennsylvania will give me his attention 
for a moment: 

Ido not pretend 

For services in 1882. 

I call the attention of the Senator from Pennsylvania to the fact. 
Mr. LOGAN. Call the attention of the Senate to it. 
Mr. VAN WYCK. I call the attention of the Senator from Penn- 

sylvania, who will probably reply to this part of it. He may think he 
would prefer to do so: 

For services in the above-entitled actions, commencing May 2, 1882: In appear- 
ing before United States Commissioner Scroggs, at Buffalo, New York, in pre- 
liminary examination, at the request of Hon. Martin I. Townsend, United States 
attorney. 

This was done at the request of Martin I. Townsend, the United 
States district attorney, there being no pretext that he has any right 
to employ a special assistant. 

Mr. EDMUNDS. He may make the request. 
Mr. VAN WYCK. He may make the request to the Attorney-Gen- 

eral, but that does not appear in this case. It is stated that he was 
called to the examination by Martin I. Townsend, the date May, June, 
and July, some in October and November. 

Mr. LOGAN. 
this is so remarkable a proceeding, without any precedent whatever, 
that I must ask the Senator a question. Are these the original papers 
of the Attorney-General’s office? 

Mr. VAN WYCK. ‘These are the papers which were sent from the 
Department. 

Mr. LOGAN. 
question or two. 

Mr. VAN WYCK. Iwillanswer. The resolution required the De- 
partment to send copies of vouchers. It was a call on the Secretary of 
the Treasury, and the resolution required him to send vouchers, items, 
anil how much he paid, and the reason why he paid them, under what 

That is not the question. I merely want to ask a 

I do not want to enter into this discussion at all, but | 

.no report from any committee. 
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| authority of law they were employed and paid; and he sends these 
| papers as a reply to the resolution. 

Mr. LOGAN. The Secretary of the Treasury ? 
Mr. VAN WYCK. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LOGAN. The resolution called for these papers ? 
Mr. VAN WYCK. Certainly. Copies of vouchers and items. 
Mr. LOGAN. The resolution was introduced by the Senator? 
Mr. VAN WYCK. Yes. I will read it to the Senator. 
Mr. LOGAN. No; the Senator need not readit. These papers have 

not been referred to any committee ? 
Mr. VAN WYCK. They have not been referred to any committee 
Mr. LOGAN. They come to the possession of the Senator himself 

Is that the idea? 
Mr. VAN WYCK. They have come to the possession of the Senate. 

They are in the possession of the Senate. 
Mr. LOGAN. I mean in the possession of the Senate. The Sena- 

tor does not move to refer them to a committee to investigate the mat 
ter? 

Mr. VAN WYCK. [intend to do so. 
Mr. LOGAN. But he takes the opportunity of making a general 

attack upon the Attorney-General’s Office, without reference to or any 
examination by a committee, without any report, without regard to 
anything whatever, except to get this harangue before the country, this 
attack on the Attorney-General. Is that it? 

Mr. VAN WYCK. I will tell you what it is. 
Mr. LOGAN. I want to know. 
Mr. VAN WYCK. I will explain it. 
Mr. LOGAN. I want to know, because this is, I will not say so un 

dignified, but it is so far from the course that I have ever known pur 
sued in the Senate of the United States. Without having anything to 
say, for Ido not propose to enter into this discussion either to attack or 
defend any one, I must say that for a speech of this kind to be made 
without any investigation whatever, while this trial is going on here 
for the prosecution of men for robbing the Government of the United 
States—if a man outdoors had made the speech, the whole country 

| would have understood that he was the attorney for the defendants. 
not only for his transportation to New York but his sleeping-car fare, | 
and then 50 cents for the porter—when he does all that I say that no man | he appeared in the Senate this afternoon that on two occasions at the 

Mr. VAN WYCK. I will explain it to the Senator. I said before 

last session I felt it my duty to demand the same information that | 
have been seeking at this time, but I waited until nearly the end of 
this session hoping the Attorney-General himself would feel impelled 
to make answer to the many charges. Statements had been made as 
to the manner of conducting the Department of Justice in the payment 
of special assistants, and I desired to know the truth of these charges. 
If it were so that $100 was being paid daily to three or four attorneys 
I wished to know it; and when I called upon the Treasury Department 
and they sent their vouchers indorsed by the Attorney-General, it needs 

Here are the facts under his own sign 
manual, and when they show that $150 was paid daily to two or more 
attorneys it became my duty to make this ‘‘ harangue,’’ as the Sena 
tor chooses to term it, which I proposed to do and have done. 

TheSenator says that if this harangue was made outside, persons would 
suppose that it was made by one as an attorney for the defendant. Is 
it possible? Is thatthe way gentlemen would seek or that the Attorney 
General would seek tomeet thecharges? If the statements I have read 
are true, and they are, because he signed them, if these charges which 
he admits the truth of affect his management of that Department, then 
he must submit to the consequences. He must subject himself to any 
arraignmept, whatever that arraignment properly may be. And must 
we sit by and see the Treasury plundered, as plundered it is, no matter 
whether by the conspiracy of star-route men or in any other mode, and 
not raise our voice forsooth until the whole thing is ended? 

I said in that connection that the payment of such a per diem was a 
temptation, an inducement, to prétract the trial of a cause. I said fur 
ther that in any country where justice was decently administered it 
could not possibly be that an ordinary criminal prosecution could pro 
tract itselfas long as thisone hasdone. I speak in no connection, how 
ever, with that matter. The star-route frauds were exposed by the en 
ergy of a former Postmaster-General, and not by the money taken by 
these fees of lawyers at $150aday. That is my position, and I am 
ready and prepared to stand by it. I desire this matter of taking these 
extravagant charges from the Treasury to stop. 

Look at ita moment. Do you suppose that the Attorney-General in 
his own private business would employ an attorney at $150 a day and 
then pay all his expenses, aggregating about $170 per day? A public 
officer who will not administer his trust with the same fidelity, with 
the same honesty, and the same diligence that he would his own pri- 
vate matters is subject to the charges that may follow from pursuing 
such a course. This is the charge to be met. 

There was not time to have the papers in response to the resolution 
referred to a committee so as to have a report made on them at this 

| session. The only opportunity was to make just this explanation which 
has been made. I took occasion when the Senator from Illinois was 
not here to say that it was our boast that we had punished our own 
thieves, that we had stopped our own plunder, stopped our own pecu- 
lation. Had we remained silent until this matter had ended, and then 
when it became known that these outrageous charges, these wasteful 
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expenditures, had been made, it would have been good reason to arraign 
the Republican party, and men with an inquiring turn of mind would 
grope through dark and devious ways with a tallow dip in one hand 

and a microscope in the other trying to ascertain the cause of Repub- 
lican defeats. As the Senators from Pennsylvania and from Illinois 
made some question, I desire that my position shall be understood. 
The Senator from Illinois says that it would be supposed I was an at- 
torney for thedefendant. Will he tell us how these facts about the man- 
agement of the Departmentof Justice can affect the trial of any criminal 
prosecution ? Will gentlemen tell me, will any lawyer, will any judge, 
will any man of common comprehension tell me how this will affect 
injuriously any pending suits? 
“How will the continuance or cessation of these frauds in the Depart- 

ment of Justice affect the administration of the laws in this city ? 
Whatever may be the result, for myself I insist such outrages as 

certified by ‘‘Brewster, Attorney-General,’’ shall be ended. 
When the Attorney-General is willing to have paid, from money 

drawn from the pockets of the people, for one year’s service as much as 
he receives for his entire term of four years’ service, to an attorney who 
certainly is not hissuperior, does not that affect disastrously the admin- 
istration of justice? Under whatever exposure can it be worse by any 
possible means than it now is under the influences which surround it? 
Without doubt when the attention of the President is directed to 

this subject he will at least admonish his Cabinet officer and insist that 
prosecutions in behalf of the Government shall be conducted with more 
expedition and less expense. 

The Tariff. 

SPEECH 
or 

HON. ANDREW G. CURTIN, 
OF PENNSYLVANIA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, March 3, 1883, 

On the report of the conference committee on the bill (H 
ternal-revenue taxation. 

Mr. CURTIN said: 

> BRO t. 5538) to reduce in- 

Mr. SPEAKER: If it were not for the reduction of the internal-revenue | 
taxation this bill would not receive the serious consideration of this | 
House. 

I had the honor at the last session of Congress to address myself to 
the House when the bill was on passage for the reduction of internal 
revenue $17,000,000, and to say at that time that I was the advocate of | 
the entire abolition of internal taxation and the discharge of the public | 
officers who are engaged in its collection, except the taxation on whisky, 
distilled spirits, and tobacco, and whatever revenues were necessary in 
that way should be collected as the ordinary taxes are and by processes to 
which the people of this country are aceustomed, and thus be relieved 
of the espionage and inducement to fraud which surround all of the laws 
now in existence in the collection of such revenue. 

This bill makes a much larger reduction, but does not in that respect 
approach the expectations of the people, but it is no doubt the induce- 
ment to the passage of the bill in hot haste and without the considera- 
tion due to a measure of such importance and magnitude. It is the 
sugar-coating to the pill more than one member has declared nauseous 
and hard to swallow. I will refer especially to that part of the bill 
which treats of iron in which charcoal is used as fuel and as found in 

pleofPennsylvania. That part of the schedule inthe House bill, which 
was abandoned, gave comparatively just protection to that production 
of American industry, capital, and labor. It was provided that a duty 
of $22. ton should be laid upon iron in which charcoal was used as 
fuel, and it fell under the clause in that bill which provided that in 
no event should the duty be less than 35 per cent. ad valorem. It was 
further provided in that bill where two or more rates of duties shall be 
applicable to one imported article it shall be classified for duty under 
the highest of such rates. 
: The citizens who were in Washington representing the charcoal-iron 
interest had repeated interviews with leading Senators during the con- 
sideration of this bill through that body. They found in the Senator 
from Michigan and in the senior Senator from Pennsylvania enlightened 
and zealous advocates of a just protection to their industry. The Senate 
bill as it passed that body provided that on all iron manufactured with 
charcoal as fuel more advanced in manufacture than pig there shall be 
imposed a duty of $3 a ton more than on the same manufactured with 
other fuel, and that all iron in slabs, blooms, loops, or other forms more 
advanced than pig-iron shall not pay a less duty than 35 per cent. ad 
valorem, and then provided that on iron in which charcoal is used as 
fuel further advanced than pig there shall be $3 additional to iron 
manufactured with other fuel. That wasall that was asked, and to such 
moderate demand the Senate acceded. 

In the report of the conference committee, the provision that there 
should be an additional duty of $3 per ton on iron manufactured with 
charcoal as fuel is stricken outof the Senate bill. In the bill as reported 
by the conference the provision that all irons more advanced than pig 
except castings were to be rated as iron without any reference to the 

fuel used and to pay a duty accordingly, and that none of the above 
shall pay a less rate of duty than 35 per cent. ad valorem precedes the 
duty of $22 per ton as settled upon iron manufactured with charcoal as 
fuel, as will be found on page 29, lines 562, 563, and 564, and can not 
be applicable to charcoal-iron. In line 549 iron less than one inch wide 
the duty is eight-tenths of 1 per cent. per pound, but in line 553 iron 
not less than three-fourths of one inch square, 1 cent per pound; and in 
line 558 iron less than seven-sixteenths of one inch in diameter or less 
than one inch square, 1.1 cents per pound. On the first the duty would 
be $17.92 per ton; on the second $22.45, and on the third $26.76 \ 

portion of them as provided in line 562 shall pay a less rate of duty 
than 35 percent. ad valorem, that saving clause not being applicable to 
iron where charcoal is used as fuel. The Senate bill as it passed that 
body gave to iron manufactured with charcoal as fuel an additional 
protection of $3 per ton and the benefit of the 35 per cent. ad valorem 
clause, which the conferees on the part of the House have abandoned 

In line number 575 it will be noticed that iron rods less than seven 
sixteenths of an inch in diameter shail pay aduty 1.2 cents per pound, and 
the duty would therefore be $26.88 per ton. Thus it will be noticed 
that chareoal-iron, the most expensive to make and which commands 
the highest price in the market, the finest kind of iron m ifactured 

in the United States—the pions er iron business, and the cost of making 

which is nine-tenths labor, is denied the just protection which is only 
asked in the difference of the price of labor hereand in the foreign coun 

tries where it is produced. It only asks the protection which meets 

the difference in the wages of labor in this country and Europe It 
does not ask that there shall be duty to prohibit importation, but it 
does ask, and in justice, that it should have a protection adequate to 
the price of production and let competition lessen the price to the con 

sumer, no matter whether that competition is in home or foreign pro 

duction. This interest is largely diversified in this country Charcoal 

iron is produced in many of the States. It isnot monopolized; it is not 
controlled by large capital centralized or shielded by incorporated priy 
ileges. 

The American citizens engaged in this business only ask a just tax 
and a fair protection to their industry, and in this bill now pending be 
fore this House instead of protection there seems to be a disposition to 
leave that interest, its usefulness, its employment of labor in addition 

to its wealth and power inthis country to the tender mercies of the in 
terests which I fear have controlled this revenue measure in all the 

stages of its progress through Congress 
There are other interests of Pennsylvania which, in my judgment, 

are not properly protected in this bill, and it is to be hoped that inas 

much as the country has been waiting in expectation of some measure 

of relief, the interest I now advocate may struggle through the coming 
season and that the next Congress will correct the neglect of their inter 

ests in this bill and provide tor them a fair and reasonable protection 

In justice to my constituents, in justice to the charcoal interest of my ' 
State and of other States of this Union, I protest against the injustice 

this bill does them I would be unworthy to be their Representative if I 
| remained silent when I see, through ignorance or desig n, such a heavy 
blow struck at their interest and the prosperity of the localities in which 

| chareoal-iron is a staple production 
The Senate bill, although the duty on charcoal-iron is reduced below 

the rates of the existing tariff, seemed to be just considering the gen- 
eral reduction, and with it those engaged in the business were satisfied; 
but when the conference committee reported to this House the bill un 

| der consideration and virtually place this production below the rates 
the metal schedule, and leave the examination of other items to the peo- of protection given to the coarser and cheaper qualities of iron, itis not 

strange they should complain of such unjust and unwise d 

tion, or that members of this body should hesitate to fall i into any com 

bination of other interests as to do a serious injwm ri 

IscTIMINna 

y to a large and use 

fulbusiness. Pennsylvaniais not the only State to suffer in consequence 
of this legislation Nearer the markets of the country, long nd more 

skilled in the business, her people e1 red in it may survive what in 
my judgment may prove a calamity in other States where the business 
is now more distant from markets and less 

I have said that nine-tenths of the production of chat nD is la 
bor. The ingenuity which has so reduced cost of production of infe 
rior qualities of iron by machinery has not reached this production, 
which is a necessity. It is produced now by thesame processesas it was 
when our raw material was utilized with scarcely a change or material 
reduction of the manual labor employed in it, and | « this 
interest an equalization of the labor here and in foreign countries where 
it is produced. Ironis one great staple production in Pent inia, and 
as our capabilities do not approach those of other tes, 1 ill and 
enterprise of our people should excite admiration and challeng to the 

point of competition at home, instead of provokingthe manilest injus 
| tice which I attempt to demonstrate from the provisions of this bill. I 

| 
stand by the truth of my statements and believe inthe logicof my con 
clusions, and awaiting reswits can not but feel that my position will i ui 

| meet the approbation of my constituents 
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French Spoliations. 

PEECH 
or 

AM W. GROUT, 
ERMONT, 

ss 

HON. WILL 
oO! 

I 

IN tHE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, March 3, 1883, 

On the bil (S, 1465) to provide for the ascertainment of claims of American 
citizens for spoliations committed by the French prior to the 3lst day of Jufy, | 
180) 

Mr. GROUT said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: I intend to vote for this bill; but if it becomes a law 

it will take several millions from the Treasury, and the magnitude of 
the sum claimed, if not the difficulty of the questions involved in its 
allowance, is my excuse for a few words upon the subject. 

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF THESE CLAIMS, 

The French spoliation claims are historic. They acerued during the 
wars of the first French Republic under the Directory and Consulate, 
between the years 1792 and 1800. They are also intimately connected 
with our own Revolutionary period, as they grew out of an alleged 
breach on our part of the treaty between the French Government and 
the Colonies of 1778, under which France helped us in the struggle for 
independence 

These Claims arealmostone hundred yearsold. They have been before 
Congress continuously since 1801; and whatever else concerning them 
may be in doubt, this must be accepted as clear: it is high time they 
were disposed of. If just they should be paid. If unjust they should 
be refused by Congress and thus have an end of them in that way, 
though it is true if rejected by one Congress they might be presented 
toanother. Itis worthy of observation, however, that neither House has 
ever decided against theseclaims; but bills have repeatedly passed one or 
the other House allowing them, and on two occasions bills providing 
for their payment have passed both Houses concurrently, but each 
failed to become a law for want of the executive approval, withheld 
first by President Polk and then by President Pierce. These vetoes 
were principally upon the ground of an empty Treasury and insufficient 
revenues; reasons which are certainly no longer valid now that the | 
Government receipts are just about one and one-half million dollars per 
day, and an overflowing Treasury is as much of an embarrassment as an | 
empty one was under Polk and Pierce. 

During the eighty years these claims have been before Congress forty- | 
three reports have been made by committees concerning them, all favora- 
ble but three. The three unfavorable reports were all made prior to 
the administration of John Quincy Adams, during which a careful 
collection of all the facts pertaining as well to the history as to the 
diplomacy connected with them was for the first time presented to Con- 
gress. Since then there have been thirty-eight reports, and every one 
favorable. Of these Edward Everett made three, Edward Livingston 
three, Danie] Webster one, Caleb Cushing three, Rufus Choate three, | 
Hannibal Hamlin one, Homer E. Royce one, and Charles Sumner three. | 
Between the years 1852 and 1858 all the Legislatures of the original 
thirteen States, and some of them a second time, passed resolutions re- 
questing their delegations in Congress to vote for the payment of these 
claims; but they are still here. 
ef these remarkable claims; but in itself, exceptso far as it shows dili- 
gence on the part of the claimants, it is of no particular consequence in 
deciding upon their merits now. 

The opinion of the eminent public men just named, though uni- 
formly in favor of a prompt settlement of these claims, can not be ac- 
cepted by those charged with the duty of deciding upon them now as 
a present element in their favor. The opinion of these men, however, 
must always secure for them a respectful consideration both by Con- 
gress and by the country. 

MUST STAND UPON THEIR MERITS. 

This bill has come over from the Senate upon the unanimous vote of 
that body; nevertheless these claims must stand, if at all, upon their 
merits. What are their merits? What is their history? They had 
their origin amid the great events of the French revolution, but would 
never have existed only for one of the great events of our own revolu- 
tion, namely, the treaty of alliance with the French of 1778; and this 
opens to one of the darkest chapters of our revolutionary history. Af- 
ter three years of unsuccessful war the colonial forces under Washing- 
ton went into winter quarters at Valley Forge for the unusually severe 
winter of 1777-"78. The soldiers left blood from their bare feet upon 
the frozen ground as they marched thither from Whitemarsh. Here, 
half clad and half fed and without shelter except a rude covering of 
boughs, they spent the day gathering wood and the night without blan- 
kets by the great fires they built. Meanwhile the British army under 
Howe was wintering in the midst of plenty in the city of Philadelphia, 
whence the Continental Congress had fled, first to Lancaster, then to 
York. 
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Such in brief is the legislative history | 
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The situation was indeed most dismal; Washington himself mp; 
have felt it when he wrote Congress as he did, January 10, 1773— 

Unless some great and capita) change takes place, the Army must inevit ably 
be reduced to one or the other of three things—starve, dissolve, or disperse, ~ 

TREATY OF 1778. 

But a ‘‘ great and capital change’’ did take place. 
Suddenly amid the gloom that everywhere prevailed, the camp at 

Valley Forge, the Congress at York, and the whole American people 
| broke forth in rejoicing when they learned that Franklin, the Amer. 
ican agent at Paris, had concluded a treaty with France by which that 

| powerful nation bound herself to ‘‘ guarantee to the United States 

their liberty and independence absolute and unlimited.’’ This treaty 
was signed February 6, 1778. ; 

Under it France at once sent herea strong land and naval forces 
| which arrived in season for the campaign of the following summer. 
During the remaining four years of the war the French flag went res- 
olutely into battle beside our own, and French blood ran freely. 

France kept her treaty andstood by us to the last, the final surrende: 
at Yorktown being precipitated by the timely arrival of 5,000 fresh 
French troops from the West Indies, and the surrender being made to 
the allied American and French armies under Washington and Ro- 
chambeau, and to the French navy under De Grasse. What might have 
been the fate of American independence had not France assisted it were 
idle to speculate. It is sufficient for the purposes of this discussion that 
France kept her guarantee and the colonies.took their place among th: 
nations of the earth. This four years’ war in America cost the French 
Government, according to Calonne, the minister of finance under Louis 
XVI, $280,000,000, saying nothing of the valuable liveslost. Here the 
question naturally arises, what was the consideration that led France to 
enter into this treaty and make this heavy outlay? Neither sentiment 
nor traditional hatred of the English prompted her to assume these ob- 

| ligations and make this sacrifice. This treaty was purely a business 
transaction; one in which the United States assumed heavy obligations. 

OBLIGATIONS ASSUMED BY UNITED STATES. 

What were those obligations? In the first place the United States 
guaranteed to France forever her possessions in America at that time, 
which were the islands of St. Domingo, Martinique, Guadeloupe, St. 

| Lucia, St. Vincent, Tobago, Deseada, Marie Galante, St. Pierre, Mi- 
quelon, Grenada, and on the mainland Cayenne. This guarantee was 

| not only against England, but against the world, and was forever; and 
not only of the above, but of any future possessions which France might 
thereafter by treaty acquire upon this continent. Here is the lan 
guage of the treaty: 
The two parties guarantee, mutually, from the present time and forey 

aguinst all other powers, to wit, the United States to his most Christian Majesty 
the present possessions of the crown of France in America, as well as thos: 

| which it may acquire by the future treaty of peace. And his most Chri I 
Majesty guarantees, on his part, to the United States their liberty, sovereignts 
and independence, absolute and unlimited, as well in matters of government 
as commerce, and also their possessions, and the additions or conquests that 
their confederation may obtain during the war from any of the domains now o: 

| heretofore possessed by Great Britain in North America.—Treaty of allia 
ticle 2. 

But this was not the only obligation assumed by the United States 
at that time; not the whole consideration. The United States further 
agreed in the treaty of amity and commerce signed at the same tim 
to protect and defend by their ships of war any and all French vesse! 
‘against all attacks, force, and violence in the same manner as they 
ought to protect and defend the vessels and citizens of the Un 

| States.’’ (Articles 6 and 7.) 
They also agreed ‘‘to open their ports to French ships of war and 

privateers with their prizes and to close them against any power at 
war with France except when driven by stress of weather; and thei 
all proper means were to be vigorously used that they go out and retir 

| as soon as possible.’’ 
| They also agreed ‘‘to allow French privateers to fit their ships, to sell 

| what they had taken or in any other manner whatsoever to exchang: 
| their ships’ merchandise or any other lading; but privateers at enmity 
| with France were not to be allowed to victual in ports of the United 
States.’’ (Article 17.) 

These in brief were the obligations which the United States assumed 
in these two treaties, and which constituted the consideration upon 
which the French army and navy mustered in the cause of American 
independence, So long as France remained at peace these obligations 
slumbered, but in less than eight years from the surrender at Yorktow: 
the French people, instructed by the successful establishment of fr: 
institutions upon this continent to which they had largely contributed, 
themselves rejected the divine authority of kings and asserted the right 
of self-government. Louis XVI was beheaded, and the Directory and 
Consulate followed. Royalty was alarmed, and England, Holland, 
Spain, Naples, Austria, Prussia, and Sweden combined to crush th« 
French republic. To ordinary human judgment but one fate awaited 
her—she must be overwhelmed. 

PERPLEXING SITUATION OF UNITED STATES. 

Then it was that American statesmanship was confronted with the 
perplexing fact that France was our ally, that the United States by 
solemn treaty had guaranteed forever her possessionsin America, Shou! 

| these possessions be attacked by some one of the powers in coalition 
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against France, as they very soon were by England, the United States 
were bound to defend them. This is clear from the terms of the treaty; 
but let us see what view was taken of our duty by American statesmen 
of that day. 

Mr. Jefferson, in a letter to Mr. Madison of April 3, 1794, says: 
Asto the guarantee of the French islands, whatever doubts may be entertained 

of the moment at which we ought to interpose, yet I have no doubt but that we 
ought to interpose at a proper time, and declare both to England and France that 
these islands are to rest with France, and that we will make a common cause 
with the latter for that object.—Jefferson’s Works, volume 3, page 303. 

In reference to the guarantee, Mr. Morris, our minister to France, 
fully comprehending the difficulties that were threatening this country, 
thus wrote to our Secretary of State, as early as December 21, 1792: 
The circumstances of a war with Britain [by France] becomes important to us 

in more cases than one. The question respecting the guarantee of American 
ions may, perhaps, be agitated, especially if France should attempt to 

defend her islands. * * * JT will only pray your indulgence, while I express 
my wish that all our treaties (however onerous) may be strictly fulfilled, accord- 
ing to their true intent and meaning. The honest nation is that which, like the 
honest man— 

“ Hath to its plighted faith and vow forever firmly stood, 
And, tho’ it promise to its loss, yet makes that promise good.” 

—Senate Document, 1826. 

We have already seen what the promise was and the circumstances 
under which it was made. Did we ‘‘make that promise good?’’ Alas, 
that this page of our history must forever show that we shrank from the 
fulfillment of the guarantee! Our Government evidently felt that it 
would be better to meet the claim for damages than to undertake to 
defend the French islands, which would require our whole land and 
naval force and involve us in certain war with some one if not all of the 

at powers which had combined against France. Accordingly, on the 
22d day of April, 1793, President Washington issued his celebrated 
proclamation of neutrality. 

This must have cost Washington a severe internal struggle as recol- 
lections of our desperate condition in the winter of 1778 and of the 
treaty of alliance and of the arrival of LaFayette at Valley Forge under 
that treaty came thronging back upon him; and no wonder that after- 
ward in his farewell address he warned his fellow-countrymen against 
“entangling alliances’’ with foreign powers. 

This proclamation in the face of the treaties of 1778 of course looks 
bad. Much, however, could be said in extenuation of this apparent 
want of faith on the part of the United States toward the French, 
but it would be foreign to thisinquiry. It is enough to know that our 
Government saw fit to disregard both the treaty of alliance and of 
amity and commerce, and maintain a neutral position. 

FRANCE ENRAGED COMMENCES SPOLIATIONS. 

The French people were of course filled with disappointment and | 
rage, and on the 9th of the following May the French Directory issued 
a decree authorizing the seizure of provisions in the ships of neutrals, 
on the plea of necessity and with the assurance of compensation to the 
owners. 

This at once let loose the French cruisers upon our defenseless mer- 
chant-ships, and, with the exception of some unintentional trespasses | 
already committed, was the beginning of those spoliations of our com- 
merce which, before an understanding was reached with France in the 
year 1801, resulted in the loss of millions of dollars to our citizens, not 
one dollar of which have the sufferers ever yet received. This was the 
beginning; but in order to a right understanding of the obligations of 
the Government to these claimants, it will be necessary to follow a 
little further the history of these spoliations and to observe particu- 
larly the attitude of the Government toward these claims at the time 
they accrued, and the use made of them by the Government in the 
treaty of 1801, when they ceased to be subsisting claims against the 
French. 

POINTS STATED. 

Now, to anticipate a little, this examination will show— 
First. That the claims arose from the refusal of our Government to 

keep the treaties of 1778. 
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Second. That our Government took charge of these claims for the | 
professed purpose of collecting them for the benefit of the claimants. 

Third. That in the negotiations which followed, the United States | 
were confronted by France with a heavy claim for damages for not keep- 
ing the treaties of 1778; and in settlement of this large claim against 
the United States as a nation for disregard of her treaty obligations, 
our Government released to the French these individual claims of her 
citizens; in other words, appropriated the private property of these citi- | 
zens to her own use in discharge of heavy national obligations which | 
at one time seemed to threaten national ruin. | ° l 

| execution of the 

Fourth. It will be seen that to this day the Government has never | 
compensated the individuals whose property was thus appropriated to | | to carry whithersoever they please the ships and goods taken from their enemies 

her own use, but that in the persons of their heirs and representatives 
they are still appealing to Congress for relief. 

FURTHER HISTORY. 

Now let us see if the further history of these claims sustains these | 
several positions. 

On the day of the proclamation of neutrality news came that Genet, 

the new French minister, had landed at Charl ston. Charles Sumi 
in. his report upon this subject to the Forty-tirst SAYS 
Chief-Justice Marshall, whose opportunities for inform estiona 

ble, has let us know that the proclamation was “ intend Frenek 
minister from demanding the performance of the guarantee cont ed the 
treaty cf alliance 

As was suspected by our Government, Genet had come to iook after 

the guarantee. His instructions, dated January 17, 1793, wer 
To penetrate profoundly thesense of the treatiesof 1778, * * * and 

the Americans consider engagements which might appear onerous as t 
price of the independence which the French nation had secured tot 
and to negotiate a supplementary treaty, to fix more surely * the reciproca 
antee of the possessions of the two powers.—Gebhardi’s Americana I S 
Papers, volume 1, pages 9 and 10. 

Genet was astonished and perplexed by the proclamation of neutrality 
It was a complete surprise and had the effect intended by our Govern 
ment to close the door against all negotiation or demand touching th 

guarantee. All he could do was toscold, which he did most vigorously 
In writing our Secretary of State he charged— 

That the President, before knowing what the min ster had to communicate 

from the French Republic, was in a hurry “to proclaim sentiments on which 

decency and friendship should at least have drawn a veil that he took on 
himself to give to our treaties arbitrary interpretations absolutely contrary to 
their true sense, and that he left no other indemnification to France forthe blood 
she spilt, for the treasure she dissipated, in fighting for the independence of the 
United States, but the illusory advantage of bringing prizes into their ports with 
out being able to sell them.’’—American State Papers, Fi lA s, volume 1, 
page 172. 

French West In 

The islands appealed through: 

‘‘divers necessary succors of } 

and spoke ol 

About this time the English were threatening the 

dia Islands, thesubject of the guarantee 
Genet to our Government fo1 

ammunition, and even men,”’ 

rOVISION, 

England coming to take possession of French colonic 
without dominions, and North America unable to le 
the perfidy. imerican State Papers, Fore 1 Affairs, 

sin the name of al 

snd a helping 
volume 1, page 

tter In speaking of this application, Genet in a le 
State of September 18, 1793, petulantly said 

That the Secretary of War, to whom I communicated the wish of our Gov 
ernment of the Windward Islands, to receive promptly some fire-arms and some 
cannon, which might put into a state of defense possessions guaranteed by the 
United States, had the front to answer me, with an ironical carelessness, that 
the principle established by the President did not permit him to lend us so 
much as a pistol.—Ibid., page 219. 

to our Secretary of 

In another letter dated June 8, 1793, he reproached the I ed States 
as follows 

The Federal Government should observe the public engagements contracted 
and give to the world the example of a true neutrality, which does not consist 
in the cowardly abandonment of friends and at the moment when dange 

menaces.— French Spoliations, Executive Document, 1826, page 19 

And again, November 14, 1793, he made this demand of Mr. Jeff 
son, our Secretary of State: 

I beg you to lay open to the Pr lent the decree and the inclosed note, and 

to obtain from him the earliest de« mm, eitherasto the guarantee I have claimed 
the fulfillment of for our colonies, or upon the mede of negotiation of the new 

| treaty I was charged to propose to the United States, which would make of th 
two nations but one family Ibid., page 281. 

Genet proved so turbulent and offensive that Washington d issed 

him. But his successor, Mr. Adet, was hardly less impet i | 
demands He wrote our Secretary of State, November 15, 17 

lows: 
The undersigned, minister plenipotentiary of the French Repul now 

fills to the Secretary of State of the United States a painful but sacred duty Hh 
claims, in the name of American honor, in the name of the faith of t itic tl 

execution of that contract which assured to the l ted States their existence 
and which France regarded as the pledge of thet ed union ‘ iwo 
people, the freest upon earth Ina word, he nounces to the Secr« y of Stat« 

the resolution of agovernmentterrible to its enemies b enel l 
American Stute Papers, volume 1, page 359 

Meanwhile England had captured all t French W Ime Island 

almost without resistance, enabling one of her historians afterward to 
record: 

Thus, in little more than a month, the French \ e ¢ ‘ lisp essed of 

their West India possessions, with h i to th { itien 
Alison's Hist volume 3, page 396, chapter 1 

JAY'S TREATY 

The neutrality of our Government and the consequent loss of the 
islands, coupled with the dismissal of Genet, w of cou very i 
tating to the French; but when they learned of our treaty with Great 
Britain of November 19, 1794, known as Jay’s treaty, the rage Vv 
ungovernable. Not to dwell upon this point It 1 t ] ist ort] ot 

observation that the provisions of this treaty with England certain] 

appear quite remarkable when read in conneetion with the French 
| treaty of amity and commerce of 1778 still in force at the time of the 

The 

ART. 17. It shall be lawful for shipsof \ 

English treaty French treaty is as follows 

ir of either party and privateers free 

without being obliged to pay any duty to the officers of the admiralty or any 
other judges; nor shall such prizes be arrested or seized when they c« 
enter the ports of either party; nor shall the searchers or other oflice 
places search the same,or make examination concerning the lawfulness of such 
prizes; but they may hoist sail at any time and depart and carry their prizes to 
the places expressed in their commissions, which the commanders of such ships 
of war shall be obliged to show; on the contrary, no shelter or refuge shail be 
given in their ports to such as shall have made prizes of the subjects, people 
property of either of the parties 

ymetoand 
th sot those 

or 

but if such shall come in, being forced by stress 
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of weather or the dangers of the sea, ail proper means shal) be vigorously used 
that they go out and retire from thence as soon as possible. 

Arr, 22, It shall not be lawful for any foreign privateers not belonging to sub- 
jects of the Most Christian King nor citizensof the said United States who have 
commissions from any other prince or state in enmity with either nation to fit 
their shipsin the ports of either the one or the other of the aforesaid parties, to 
sell what they have taken, or inany other manner whatsoever toexchange their 
ships, merchandises, or any other lading; neither shall they be allowed even to 
purchase victuals except such as shall be necessary for their going to the next 
port of that prince or state from which they have thtir commissions, 

] 
ic By article 17 we agreed that no shelter or refuge should be given in 

our ports of the enemiesof France. By article 23 of the British treaty 
we agree that the ships of war of England, at that very time at war 
with France, shall at all times be hospitably received. It is as follows: 

Art. 23. The ships of war of each of the contracting parties shall at all times 
be hospitably received in the ports of the other, their officers and crews paying 
due respect to the laws and government of the country.—Jay’s Treaty. 

In article 17 of the French treaty we had agreed that French ships 
of war and privateers might carry whithersoever they pleased the ships 
and goods taken from her enemies. In article 25 of the British treaty 
we agreed that no shelter or refuge shall be given in our ports to the 
ships of war or privateers of the enemies of England; and in article 24 
that no privateers of any other nationshall arm their ships or sell their 
prizes in our ports. These articles are as follows: 

Arr. 24. Itshall not be lawful for any foreign privateers (not being subjects or 
citizens of either of the said parties), who have commissions from any other 
prince or state in enmity with ether nation, to arm their ships in the ports of 
either of the said parties, nor to sell what they have taken, nor in any other 
manner to exchange thesame; nor shall they be allowed to purchase more pro- 
visions than shall be necessary for their going to the nearest port of that prince 
or state from whom they obtained their commissions. 

Arr. 25. It shall be lawful for the ships of war and privateers belonging to 
the said parties, respectively, to carry whithersoever they please the ships and 
goods taken from their enemies without being obiiged to pay any fee to the offi- 
cers of the admiralty, or to any judges whatever; nor shal! the said prizes when 
they arrive at and enter the ports of the said parties be detained or seized; nei- 
ther shall the searchers or other officers of those places visit such prizes (except 
for the purpose of preventing the carrying of any part of the cargo thereof on 
shore in any manner contrary to the established laws of revenue, navigation, 
or commerce), nor shall such officers take cognizance of the validity of such 
prizes, but they shall be at liberty to hoist sail and depart as speedily as may 
be and carry their said prizes to the place mentioned in their commissions or 
patents, which the commanders of the said ships of war or privateers shall be 
obliged toshow. Noshelteror refuge shall be given in their ports to such as have 
made a prize upon the subjects or citizens of either of the said parties; but if 
forced by stress of weather or the dangers of the sea to enter therein particular 
care shall be taken to hasten their departure and to cause them to retire as soon 
as possible.—Jay’s Treaty. 

From the foregoing it is perfectly clear that Jay’s treaty was in plain 
violation of the French treaty of amity and commerce. Yet our Gov- 
ernment acted upon Jay’s treaty and closed our ports to the armed ves- 
sels of France and their prizes ata time when the stipulated use of them 
became of vital importance in consequence of the loss of her West India 
possessions. It is apparent that our Government so acted from the fol- 
lowing direction sent by the Secretary of State to Mr. Otis, district at- 
torney at Boston, on the 12th of July, 1796: 
Orders have been issued from the Treasury Department to the collectors not 

to admit to an entry any prizes taken by foreign privateers commissioned oy 
any prince or state at enmity with Great Britain.—American State Papers, vo 
ume 1, page 240 

Thus it appears that the privileges guaranteed to France were denied 
her after our treaty with her enemy. 

It isa clear principle of international law that a sovereign or state 
can not rightfully make a treaty contrary to one by which they are 
already bound. Vattel says: 

As the engagements of a treaty impose on the one hand a perfect obligation, 
they produce on the other a perfect right. To violate a treaty is then to violate 
a perfect right of him with whom we have contracted, and thusto do him an in- 
jury. A sovereign already bound by a treaty can not make others contrary to 
the first. (Book 4, chapter 3, section 9.) 

But it seems our Government did make a treaty with England con- 
trary to our existing treaty with France, whereat France was naturally 
enough thoroughly exasperated, the president of the French Directory, 
in a communication to Mr. Monroe, our minister at Paris, characteriz- 
ing not only the treaty but our whole policy as ‘‘a condescension to the 
wishes of our ancient tyrant.’’ 

With the combined powers of Europe against her France was in ‘no 
condition to seek formal redress, but took revenge upon our commerce. 
She talked of necessity; and it is true she was in deep distress because 
of the British embargo and blockade, and to what extent this may have 
controlled her conduct, and to what extent revenge, is not very clear. 
Meanwhile the capture of our vessels increased. 

NEW EDICTS AND FURTHER SPOLIATIONS, 

The Directory issued a new edict declaring that— 
The French Republic will treat neutral vessels, either as to confiscation, 

searches, or capture, in the same manner as neutrals shall suffer the English to 
treat them—the French,—French Spoliations, Executive Document, No. 1826, page 
434 

Our Government protested, but with nosuccess. The French colonies 
caught this marauding spirit of the home government and took a hand 
themselves. The French agents at Cayenne reported ‘‘that having 
found no resource in finance, and knowing the unfriendly disposition 
of the Americans, and to avoid perishing in distress, they had armed 
for cruising, and that already eighty-seven cruisers were at sea; and 
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that for three months preceding the administration had subsisted and 
individuals been enricked out of those prizes.’’ (Jbid., page 438. ) 

Not satisfied with the license already granted her privateers the 
French Government issued, March 2, 1779, still another edict, claiming 
as lawful prize all American ships if found without a réle de equipage. 
or a circumstantial list of the crew. But the navigation laws of the 
United States did not require among a ship’s papers any such list, and 
of course every American vessel was without it, and under this arbi- 
trary and wanton decree liable to seizure and confiscation. The havoc 
that followed was fearful, but French ingenuity was not yet exhausted 
nor French malice satisfied, and still another of these barbarous de- 
crees followed, January 17, 1798, which madesubject to condemnation 
‘every vessel laden in whole or in part with merchandise coming out 
of England or her possessions.’’ (Executive Documents 1826, 483. ) 

All these edicts against neutral ships were in plain violation of the law 
of nations and constituted at best but a system of nationalized piracy 
The great powers of Europe from the first having combined against the 
French Republic, expected as belligerents that their shipping would suf- 
fer from French privateering. 

But ourneutrality under international law should have kept inviolate 
our commerce and no doubt would only that the French were deter- 
mined upon revenge for our disregard of the treaties of 1778; and by 
plundering our commerce they not only had their revenge, but helped 
themselves to the very things which in their beleaguered state they 
most needed. ; 

AMOUNT OF LOSSES. 

It should here be remarked that the losses resulting from these spo 
liations were very great, estimated at one time by our Government at 
$15,000,000. (Wait’s American State Papers, volume 3, page 497.) 

Our Secretary of State in 1799 estimated them higher. In a report 
made to Congress he spoke of them as— 

Unjust and cruel depredations on American commerce, which have brought 
distress on n®ultitudes and ruin on many of our citizens and occasioned a total 
loss of property to the United States of probably more than $20,000,000.— French 
Spoliations, Executive Document 2826, page 480. 

There were eight hundred and ninety-eight vessels and cargoes cap 
tured, and probably $15,000,000 is a low estimate of the loss. It should 
be remembered that this loss was wholly by individuals; not a dollar 
of it came out of the National Treasury, but every dollar out of the 
pockets of individuals. 

DUTY OF THE GOVERNMENT. 

Now, what duty did the Government of the United States owe its 
eitizens whose property was thus taken from them upon the high seas 
by order of the French Government. These suffering citizens were 
wholly powerless to obtain redress without the intervention of their 
Government. The only relief known in the practice of nations is for 
the government of the citizens thus despoiled to take the matter in hand 
and compel recompense from the government of the trespassing citizens 
If restitution is not made it is just cause for war if the government of 
the injured citizens sees fit to carry it so far, or the government can if 
it so choose disregard the insult to its flag and take no notice of the 
robbery of its citizens; but who would want to live, and much less own 
ships under such a government? 

Now, what did our Government do? It is true the position of the 
Government was a peculiar one. Here were spoliations by the French 
cruisers of our citizens for which, under the law of nations, the French 
Government were clearly liable, and to which our Government must give 
attention and have redressed if it would not forfeit the respect and devo 
tion of its own people. Butour public men of that day must have fore 
seen that the moment they made claim upon France for these indi- 
vidual losses France would make claim upon our Government for viola- 
tion of the treaties of 1778; and so it was. 

PROMISE TO OBTAIN REDRESS. 

Sut let us first see what our Government did. As early as August 
27, 1793, Mr. Jefferson, our Secretary of State, addressed the merchants 
of the United States the following circular letter: 
GENTLEMEN : Complaint having been made to the Government of the United 

States of some instances of unjustifiable vexation and spoliation committed on 
our merchants’ vessels by the privateers of the powers at war, and it being pos 
sible that other instances may have happened of which no information has been 
given to the Government, I have it in charge from the President (Washington) 
to assure the merchants of the United States concerned in foreign commerce or 
navigation that due attention will be paid to any injuries they may suffer on 
the high seas or in foreign countries contrary to the law of nations or to exist 
ing treaties; and that, on their forwarding hither well-authenticated evidence 
of the same, proper proceedings will be adopted for their relief.—Senale Docu 
ments, first session Nineleenth Congress, volume 5, page 216, document 102 

President Washington, in his message to Congress of December 5 
1793, spoke of this subject as follows: 
The vexations and spoliations understood to have been committed on our ves 

sels and commerce by the cruisers and officers of some of the belligerent 
appeared to require attention. The proof of these, however, not having been 
brought forward, the description of citizens supposed to have suffered were not! 
fied that, on furnishing them to the Executive, due measures would be taken to 
obtain redress of the past, and more effectual provisions against the future 
French Spoliations, Executive Documents, 1826, page 253. 

Thus did our Government, in the person of Washington, recognize its 
duty in the premises and promise these losexs that on furnishing proois 
‘to the Executive due measures would be taken to obtain redress’? of 
their losses. Proofs were promptly furnished. 

powers 
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In the mean time our relations with the French had become painful | 
in theextreme. President Washington had sent away Minister Genet, 
as we have seen, and the French Directory in turn had recalled Min- 
ister Adet from Philadelphia, and refused to receive Mr. Monroe’s suc- 
cessor, Charles Cotesworth Pinckney. 

NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE FRENCH. 

Diplomatic relations between the two governments thus ceased, but 

the spoliation of our commerce did not cease. 
still continued their relentless reprisals. For these our Government had 
promised ‘to obtain redress,’’ and the ‘‘ well-authenticated evidence 
ofthesame’’ having been furnished, three special envoys extraordinary, 

were dispatched to France and instructed specially as to these spolia- 
tions by the Secretary of State, July 15, 1797, as follows: 

in respect to the depredations on our commerce, the principal object wil be to 
agree on an equitable mode of examining and deciding the claims of our citi- 
zens, and the manner and periods of making the compensation.—Senate Docu- 
uments, first session Nineteenth Congress, volume 5, pages 453-4, Document No. 102. 

But our Government knew that when our envoys should reach Paris 
the subject of the reciprocal guarantee of the treaty of 1778 would be 
sure to arise; hence the envoys were further instructed as follows: 
But if France insists on the mutual guarantee, it will be necessary to aim at 

some modification of it. The existing engagement is of that kind which, by 
writers on the law of nations, is calleda general guarantee; * * * the nature 
of this obligation is understood to be that when a war really andtruly defensive 
exists the engaging nation is bound to furnish an effectual and adequate defense, 
in co-operation withthe power attacked; whence it followsthat the nation may 
be required, in some circumstances, to bring forward its whole force. 
The nature and extent of the succor demandable not being ascertained, en- 

gagements of this kind are dangerous on account of their uncertainty; there is 
always hazard of doing too much or too little, and of course of being involved in 
involuntary rupture. Specific succors have the advantage of certainty and are 
less liable to occasion war. Onthe other hand, ageneral! guarantee allows a lat- 
itude for the exercise of judgment and discretion. 
On the part of the United States, instead of troops or ships of war, it will be | 

convenient to stipulate fora moderate sum of money or quantity of provisions, 
at the option of France; the provisions to be delivered at our own ports, in any 
future defensive wars. The sum of money, or its valvein provisions, ought not 
toexceed $200,000 a year during such wars.— Ibid. 

The envoys reached France in September, but the Directory insolently 
refused to receive them. 

Napoleon, at the head of the army of Italy, was threatening the | 
Austrian capital, and the Directory were busy with those negotiations 

The French cruisers | 

| in which she would be left by the present war.”’ 
Charles Cotesworth Pinckney, John Marshall, and Elbridge Gerry, | This was precisely the trouble with our Government; we were still 
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yields the exclusive privilege resulting from the seventeentii and twenty-second 
articles of the treaty of commerce, and from the rights <« ; é f guarantee of the 
eleventh article of the treaty of alliance.— Executive Document, 1826 pages 615 
629, 

The French Government was willing to square accounts with the 

United States, and let the ‘‘ indemnities which shall be due by France 
to the citizens of the United States be paid by the United States 

This the American envoys declared ‘‘ inadmissible’? under their in 
structions, but offered toleave the whole subject to a commission. The 
French plenipotentiaries urged this mutual set-off, ‘‘ giving as one reason 
the utter inability of the republic to pay any money in the situation 

(1bid., page 653 

involved on account of our war debt, and in no condition to assume 
the payment of the large sum of money which these spoliation claims 
called for. Our Government had promised ‘‘to obtain redress’’ for 
these sufferers, had taken charge of their claims for that purpose and 
demanded payment of the French; now, if the United States should 
barter these individual claims of her citizens to France in satisfaction 
of a claim which France had against us as a nation for the violation of 
treaties, then, upon the plainest principles of justice and law as well, 
our Government would be liable to these individual claimants for the 
claims thus appropriated to its own use, and in honor at least it would 
be obliged to pay them atonce. No excuse could be offered for delay 

Our Government was not prepared to settle on this basis. Our en 
voys held the proposition ‘‘inadmissible,’’ and yet we shall see that 
precisely this was the settlement at last. 

At this juncture our envoys, seeing that no money could be obtained 
from France and not wishing to fasten liability upon the United States 
for these claims, proposed: 

That the parties put off to another time the discussion of the indemmniti snd 
the treaties.—Jbid., page 687 

, 

Negotiations followed which resulted, September 30, 1800, in a new 

by which, at Campo Formio, October 17, Austria ceded to the French | 
Republicthe Netherlands and Lombardy. They were intoxicated with 
success, and had no time to listen to the American envoys. 

COUNTER-CLAIMS BY FRANCE 

Our envoys were not formally received, but Tallyrand, then at the 
head of French foreign affairs, communicated with them unofilicially, from 
which it will be seen that he was prompt to claim for the French Re- 
public ‘‘indemnities.’’ Inaletter to Mr. Gerry, June 15, 1789, he said: 
The French Republic desires to be restored to the rights which the treaties 

with your Republic confer upon it, and through these means it desires to assure 
yours. You claim indemnities; it equally demands them; and this disposition 
being as sincere on the part of the United States as it is on itspart, will speedily 
remove all the difficulties.’"-—French Spoliations, Executive Document, 1826, page 
529. 

Meanwhile the spoliation of our commerce continued as before, and | 
the United States began preparations for war. This restored the reason 
of the Directory, and our Government was informed that another em- 
bassy would be received. 
Whereupon Oliver Ellsworth, William R. Davie, and William Van 

Murray were sent with the following instructions, under date of Octo- 
ber 22, 1799: 

First. At the opening of the negotiation you will inform the French ministers 
that the United States expects from France as an indispensable condition of the 
treaty a stipulation to make to the citizens of the United States full compensa- 
tion for all losses and damages which they shall have sustained by reason of 
irregular or illegal captures or condemnations of their vessels and other prop- 
erty under color of authority or commissions from the French Republic or its 
agents, 

* * * ” 
The follcwing points are to be considered as wltimata : 
First. That an article be inserted for establishing a board with suitable pow- 

ers to hear and determine the claims of our citizens for the causes hereinbefore 

* 

expressed, and binding France to pay or secure payment of the sums which | 
shall be awarded. 
Second. As the French Government have heretofore complained of infringe- | 

ments of the treaty of amity and commerce by the United States or their citi- 
zens, all claims for injuries thereby occasioned to France or its citizens are to 
be submitted to the same board; and whatever damages they award will be 
allowed by the United States and deducted from the sums awarded to be paid 
oy, Fannes.—Semate Documents, first session Nineteenth Congress, volume 5, page 

> 

OUR ENVOYS OFFER $8,000,000 TO BE RELIEVED OF THE TREATIES OF 1778 

The Directory had passed away and Napoleon was now First Consul. 
Our envoys were cordially received and negotiations commenced at 
once. Several propositions and counter-propositions were made by the 
plenipotentiaries of the two sides, and finally, August 29, 1800, the 
American envoys offered $8,000,000 to be relieved from the treaties of 
1778, and that a commission should be established to ascertain the in- 
demnities due from the French Government to American citizens. 

FRANCE WILLING TO SQUARE ACCOUNTS 

In reply to this the French plenipotentiaries submitted the following, 
September 4: 
The indemnities which shall be due by France te the citizens of the United 

States shail be paid by the United States. And in return for which France 

| obligations. 

treaty—called convention—in which the difficulties between the two 
countries were for the time being amicably composed. 

These spoliation claims were disposed of as follows 
Art. 2. The ministers plenipotentiary of the two parties not being al 

agree at present respecting the treaty of alliance of February 6, 1778, the treaty 

of amity and commerce of the same date, and the convention of Mth of Novem 
ber, 1788, nor upon the indemnities mutually due or claimed, the parties will 
negotiate further on these subjects at a convenient time, and until they may 
have agreed upon these points the said treaties and convention shall have no 

operation, and the relations of the two countries shall be regulated as f 
Statutes at Large, volume 8, page 178 

**Indemnities mutually due or claimed,’’ namely, the claims of ou 

citizens for ships and cargoes captured and the counter-claims of France 
for violated treaty obligations were postponed, indefinitely postponed, 
and until they should ‘** be agreed upon’”’ the old treaties were to have 

no operation. 

abrogated. 

ble te 

llows 

If never ‘‘agreed upon,’’ then the treaties were forever 
By this arrangement our commerce was relieved from fur 

ther spoliations, our Government relieved from the treaties until it 
should free France from the claims due our citizens, and France was re 
lieved from these claims till she should demand of our Government com 
pensation for failure to keep the reciprocal guarantee. Thusatemporary 
understanding was reached which our envoys thought preferable to a 
final settlement by way of set-off, for then our Government could offer no 
excuse for not settling with these claimants. As it was the Government 
could pacify the claimants with the promise to reopen the matter at 
some more auspicious time. This convention was concluded at Mor 

| fortaine, the country seat of Joseph Bonaparte, the chairman of the 
French plenipotentiaries, and was made the occasion of an elegant enter 
tainment, at which Napoleon, still First Consul, was present. LaFayette 
also, whose release from an Austrian prison Napoleon had just procured, 
was present and shared in the festivities over this initial step in the 
reconciliation of the two republics. The First Consul 
could not forbear reminding us of the treaty « 

He proposed this toast 

The manes of the French and the 
the independens e of the New World Memoires Ot 

This was the first convention of the consular government, and was 
closely followed by several others with the European powers which gave 

howe ver, 1t se ms 

and of our early f alliances 

Americans who died on the field of battle f 
due R page 

or 

tome I i Joseph, 

the Republica brief day of peaci In speaking of this event, M. Thiers, 
as wasthe habit of Frenchmen of that generation, kept upin his history 

the reminder of Napoleon. He says 
It was natural that the reconciliation of Fran with the differ powers of 

the globe should begin with that republic to which she had in a measure ven 
birth. 

Of the terms of the convention itself, he say 

The First Consul had allowed the difficulties relative to the treaty « nee 
of 1778 to be adjourned; but, on the other hand, he had required the ad rn 
ment of the claims of the Americans relative to cap i vessels.—H du 

| Consulate, tome 2, liv. 7 

FINAL SETTLEMENT BY SET-OF!I 

Now, let us see what became of this convention It was of cou 
ratified by the First Consul and became binding upon Franc: 

| But when the convention was submitted to the United States Senate 

for ratification that body thought article 2 quite too indefinite, and ae- 
| cordingly expunged it and added a provision that the convention should 
| “*be in force only eight years.’’ (Statutes at Large , page 
| 192.) J 

volume 8 
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The convention as amended was returned for the concurrence of the 
French Government. On the 31st of July, 1801, that government rati- 
fied it in the following language 

Bonaparte, First Consul, in the name of the French people, the consuls of the 
republic having seen and examinedthe convention, * * * approves the above 
eonvention, * * * The Government of the United States having added to its 
ratification that the convention should be in force for the space of eight years, 
and having omitted the second article, the Government of the French Republic 
consents to accept, ratify, and confirm the above convention with the addition, 
importing that the convention shall be in force for the space of eight years, and 
with the retrenchment of the second article, provided that, by this retrenchment, 
the two states renounce the respective pretensions which are the object of the 
said artick Laws United States 

Here was an important modification, ‘‘ provided that by this retrench- 
ment the two States renounce the respective pretensions which are the 
object of the said article.’’ This was the old proposition of set-off sub- 
mitted by the French plenipotentiaries September 4, 1800, which our 
envoys held inadmissible. What did our Government say to it now? 
Jefferson, then President, submitted the convention with Napoleon’s pro- 
viso to the United States Senate, and it was ratified by 22 yeas to 4nays; 
and December 21, 1801, the President issued proclamation enjoining 
observance of the same and ‘‘every clause and article thereof.’’ (Ibid.) 

Here was at last a settlement of this vexatious controversy which 
had seriously threatened the peace of our country. France released 
the United States from the burdensome treaties of 1778, and the United 
States released France from the large sums of money due our citizens 
for captured ships and cargoes. The Government of the United States 
thus appropriated to its own use in payment of a debt against itself 
these claims which were the private property of its citizens, and for 
which the Government had promised these citizens when it took pos- 
session of them ‘‘to obtain redress;’’ not simply ‘‘redress’’ of the 
French, but ‘‘redress’’ for claimants, precisely as our Government has 
since repedtedly ‘‘ obtained redress’’ for our citizens from different for- 
eign powers for similar spoliations of our commerce. 

KIND OF REDRESS PROMISED. 

Since this treaty with the Frenchof 1801 wehave collected of France 
for spoliations of our commerce, at one time, $4,687,224, for 357 vessels 
captured; and at another time, $3,748,928, for 361 vessels; every dollar 
of which was distributed to the losers. We have also collected since 
that time, of Denmark, $664,872 for 112 vessels; of Naples, before its 
annexation to the kingdom of Italy, $1,924,995 for 51 vessels; of Spain, 
at three different times, a total of $5,385,440 for 380 vessels; of Mexico, 
$1,127,112 for 64 vessels; of Colombia, $57,372 for 5 vessels; of En- 
gland, in 1806, $6,314,724 for 217 vessels; and again, of England at Ge- 
neva, $15,500,000 on account of her responsibility for the insurgent 
cruisers which left her ports and laid waste our commerce during our 
recent rebellion. In all these cases the money thus collected has been 
distributed to those suffering the loss, except a portion of the Geneva 
award, which is now in the hands of a commission and will soon be 
distributed. This is the kind of ‘‘ redress’’ our Government promised 
when it took these claims, and the kind it has obtained for all other 
spoliations of our commerce. And yet these losers whose claims were 
bartered by our Government to France to buy up the treaties of 1778 
have never received a dollar of their losses; and their grandchildren 
and great-grandchildren are now before Congress asking for what has 
been due since the year 1801. What would be thought of the lawyer 
who should settle some claim against himself with the claim of his 
client left for collection, and refuse to account for it; or what of the 
trustee who should convert to hisown use trust funds and refuse to make 
restitution? And yet our Government has stood in this very attitude 
for the last eighty-two years. 

In the cases supposed the law would give the injured party prompt re- 
dress. All these claimants can do, however, is to appeal to the sovereign 
power of the Government as vested in Congress and the President. Thisis 
their only way torelief. The Constitution may provide, as it does, that 
‘‘private property shall not be taken for public use without just compen- 
sation.’’ International law may declare, as Vattel saysin book 4, chapter 
2, section 12, ‘that when the property of asubjectis disposed of by treaty, 
as the sovereign has a right to do, inasmuch as it is for the public ad- 
vantage that he thus disposes of it, the state is bound to indemnify the 
citizens who are sufferers by the transaction.’’ And yet these sufferers 
are powerless to obtain what the Constitution and public law thus plainly 
guarantee to them unless Congress provides the relief. If we refuse 
this relief we disregard not only the practice of nations but a plain provis- 
ion of our Constitution. We refuse to be just toour own citizens. Can 
we afford it? 

CONCLUSION, 

rhis whole business is anything but creditable to the American name. 
In the first place, our Government failed to keep its treaties, the obli- 
gations of which were solemnized by the blood and treasure of its ally 
and friend. And then when, as the result of this bad faith, our citizens 
were plundered by the privateers of the people thus outraged, our Gov- 
ernment took the claims of these plundered citizens, promising to obtain 
for them indemnity, but instead of doing so used them to pay a debt of 
its own, and ever since has refused these citizens any satisfaction what- 
ever, in disregard not only of our promise but ofour practice in all sim- 
ilar cases since the foundation of the Government; in disregard also of 

the plain requirements of our Constitution and of public law, no ), 
than of the plain dictates of common sense and common justice, _ 

Here is a twofold national disgrace—first, because of our faithless eon. 
duct toward the French Republic; and, second, because of the dishon- 

orable treatment of those of our own citizens who were the unfortun va 
victims of that faithless conduct. : 

Can we longer afford this standing scandal against our Government? 
Can we longer afford to keep the brief volume of our history open at 
this unsavory chapter? For one, sir, I am in favor of speedily and for. 
ever closing it by a prompt settlemertt of these claims. , 

SS 

The Tariff. 

SPEECH 
OF 

HON. ROBERT KLOTZ, 
OF PENNSYLVANIA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, March 3, 1883, 

On the report of the committee of conference on the bill (H. R. 5538) to reduce 
internal-revenue taxation. 

Mr. KLOTZ said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: It appears by the action of the House this morning 

that the committee has abandoned the tariff bill. It has been discussed 
in this House during the two sessions of this Forty-seventh Congress, 
and by the business community in the States, especially the manufactur 
ing portion thereof, who have had the Tariff Commission perambulat- 
ing over the whole United States taking the opinions of manufacturers 

tion on all subjects, with a view to make an intelligent and impartial! 
report to Congress. 
Considering the irregularities and hardships connected with our pres 

ent tariff system, made years ago, and which may at that time hav 
suited the country well enough, I state now, what everybody knows, 
that the country has outlived the usefulness of the provisions of that 
law. Distances have been shortened, space has been annihilated, ma- 
chinery has been improved, and cities have been built as if by magi 
The introduction of railroads, telegraphs, and theindomitable spirit of 
American enterprise have altered the condition of things to such an ex 
tent that what was equity then is not satisfactory now. 

Tariff, after all, is only a local question, forthe States of Texas and 
Ohio want tariff on wool; the Carolinas, Louisiana, and Mississipy 
want tariff on sugar, cotton, and rice; the tobacco-growing States want 
tariff on tobacco, while the States bordering on the lakes want protec- 
tion on grain, lumber, and salt; the Eastern States on their manuifact 
ured goods of all descriptions, while Ohio, New Jersey, and Pennsy!] 
vania insist on a protective tariff on their great staples, such as iron 
and steel in all its branches, from the time it is taken out of the ground 
until it has passed through all its stages of manufacture. 

Therefore I repeat that the tariff issue is a local matter, for each se 
tion or community seems to express a willingness to have a tarilf on 
its own productions, but not on what they are obliged to purchasé 
This is one of the reasons why it is so difficult for this body to pass a 
law that will satisfy everybody, each one feeling honor-bound to ad- 
vocate the interests of his own constituency. This, sir, has caused 
much agitation and delay, and finally disheartened the committee so 
as to cause them to abandon the House bill. 

The necessities of a revision of the tariff are acknowledged on all sides, 
and we have therefore to look to the Senate bill for relief in order, i! 
possible, to get a bill to come as near as possible satisfying the countr) 
and giving renewed confidence to the business community so that labor 
may be employed and prosperity may again reign in all our borders 
The interests of the State which I have the honor in part to represent 
must not and dare not be overlooked by this great body of lawmakers 

While I am willing to concede the just claims of all interests repre- 
sented in this great issue, I do insist that the schedule on iron and steel, 
in all its branches, is too low to permit of successful competition with 
foreign manufacture. 

As no one within the sound of my voice is willing to bring the earn 
ings of the laboring man and mechanic of this country on a par with 
that of those employed in Europe, why not, I ask, take up the Sen- 
ate bill and see whether it can not be amended so as to avert the disas- 
ter which now threatens to destroy our enterprise in which millions o! 
capital is invested and hundreds of thousands of men are employed’ 
Although within a few days of the end of this Congress, I confidently 
believe we can yet be brought together to pass a satisfactory tariff bill, 
which will, I trust, protect both capital and labor, but which will b 
so framed as to prevent monopolies and other institutions which hav: 
for their object personal aggrandizement. 



Anti-Monopoly Transportation. 

SPEECH 
oF 

HON. W. ROBERTSON, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

| 

KE. 

Wednesday, February 28, 1883, 

On the bill (H. R. 7631) making appropriations for the construction, repair, and | 
preservation of certain works on rivers and harbors, and for other purposes, 

Mr. ROBERTSON said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: During the six years that I have been a member of 

this House it has been my pleasure to give special attention to the im- | 
provement of the Mississippi River—a subject of transcendent impor- 
tance to the people of my State. In the performance of this pleasant 
duty I have favored and advocated separate consideration of the Mis- 
sissippi and opposed the principle of the river and harbor bill. I still 
think the true theory is separate consideration of the Mississippi, for 
it isan exceptional river, governed by natural laws of its own and en- 
titled to exceptional treatment. 

But theory and practice are two different things, particularly when | 
the water ways of nature and cheap transportation are antagonized by 
railway monopolies. The savage warfare against the river and harbor 
bill which the press of New York and New England inaugurated last | 
session, and which still continues, convinces me that a new principle | 
is involved, aconflict between monopolists and the people. I propose, | 
therefore, to take a practical view of this question and act in harmony 
with the new circumstances. 
Now, what are the facts? Take a recent map of the United States 

and you will find a network of railways spread over the length and 
breadth of this great country to the extent of about 110,000 miles. I 
make no complaint about this. On the contrary, I rejoice at the rapid | 
advance of these agencies of development, commerce, and civilization. | 
In themselves they are the greatest material blessing ever bestowed | 
upon a young and ambitious nation. But I do complain at the abuse | 
of this tremendous power by a band of grasping monopolists. 

In the hands of these expert railway princes a transportation map of | 
the United States is like a chess-board before an expert player or an 
army under the command of a great general; by skillful combinations 
they win every game in a contest with the producers and consumers. 
These combinations into great systems are not limited to States or sec- 
tions, but are transcontinental in extent; their capital, influence, and 
power is so enormous as to affect the legislation of both the State and 
Federal Governments; at times they influence the judiciary; by sub- 
sidizing the press they even distort public opinion. 

Until the people learn how to play a better game they must expect 
excessive burdens upon the transportation of their products. Thanks to 
the natural water ways of this country, the people have a transporta- 
tion map of their own—a chess board on which they can successfully 
compete with the would-be monopolists. The Mississippi and its forty- 
two navigable tributaries offer facilities for cheap transportation to the 
extent of 16,000 miles, intersecting some twenty-one States and Terri- 
tories. The other rivers of the United States are navigable to the ex 
tent of at least 10,000 milesmore. Tothis we mustadd the great lakes, 
the coast lines, and the canals, and we have facilities for water trans- | 
portation to the extent of at least 50,000 miles. 

These water lines may by wise management become the regulators | 
of the railways and check their abuses in the shape of excessive trans- | 
portation rates. Herein lies the power and usefulness of the river and 
harbor bill. It is a combination of the people’s highways against a 
combination of the monopolists’ highways. It is nature against art, 
cheap lines against costly ones. The people of this country know what 
they want, and are not afraid to ask for it, regardless of the clamor of | 
the press and veto messages. 

The representatives of the people during last session displayed a | 
courage and strength truly magnificent when they almost instantly | 
passed the river and harbor bill over the President’s veto. Then was 
unsheathed an anti-monopoly weapon more effective than interstate- 
commerce bills, resolutions for regulation of railways, granger societies, 
or anti-monopoly leagues and platforms. 
people publicly displayed in the Halls of the National Legislature and 
before the eyes of the pressand public. The peoplethereby proclaimed 
to the railway monopolists that they had transportation facilities of 
their own; that they would improve and protect them; that their prod- 
ucts should no longer be taxed to death on the way to the markets of 
the world; that thereafter they would not be slaves of common carriers. 

Rejoicing as I do over this great victory of the people, I regret that 
the representatives of the Northern wing of the Democratic party—a 
party in name, theory, and long-continued practice devoted to the liber- 
ties and welfare of the people—did not participate in this victory, but 

} 

| 

It was the majesty of the | 

where they form, in their ordinary condition by themselv 

oppressive transportation rates upon their produ 

HON. 

with five or six exceptions blindly played into the hands of their great 
rival—the monopoly party. And, strange to say, many of the great 

CHAR 
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es, OF by uniting 

other waters, a continued highway over which commerce is or m 

| leaders of the Republican or monopoly party } 1 n 
hands of the people. 

Had these Northern Democrats followed the t aching t 

most and wisest leader, ex-Governor Horatio Seymour. whose « 

advocacy of free canals in New York State resulted in a wh 
| straint upon the railway monopolists of that great Stat \ 
| have seen in the river and harbor bill a similar check upon t 
portation monopolists of the whole United States. If the p 
single State can regulate their local water ways, can 1 the G 
Government regulate national water ways? To ask the qu 
answer it. The law upon this subject is clear and explicit, { 
preme Court of the United States has said in unmistakable t 
the navigable rivers 

Constitute navigable waters of the United States within the mea 
acts of Congress, in contradistinction from the navigable waters of the St 

+} 
w 

ay be carried 
on with other States or foreign countries in the custom les in which such 
commerce is conducted by water 

This language is most emphatically cleat to the 

law. Northera Democrats can not dispute it, hence they st justify 
their opposition to the river and harbor bill onquestionsof policy. Can 
they do it? Is it policy, or good statesmanship, or Demo to vote 
against the interests of the producers and consum: who « IpTise the 

| people? Can they afford to stab the cause of cheap transportation, and 
train in the ranks of the monopolists? I think not. It is undemo 

| cratic. It isa blow atthe fundamental principles of their o ty 
a party which has always been proud tocall itself the party of t ple 

He has studied the history of this country to little purpo » does 
not see in railway monopolies a gigantic and grasping pow h, if 

left unrestrained by wholesome legislation ll continu n im 
pending danger to Democratic theories ot rnment yw 

far more dangerous and alarming than that of the natior a fa 
more insidious and unscrupulous. Nature herself has suy lus with 
navigable rivers to restrain this power. If we are truc velfare 

| of the people we will use the weapon thus given us to pr m from 

VAN WYCK, 

i 

oO! SRASK 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES, 

i lay, Feb 3, 188 

The Senate having under consideratio I Ht. R. 141 i 

sion laws by increasing the pension of sold who have lo ‘ i 
the service 

Mr. VAN WYCK said 
Mr. PRESIDENT: The Senate will indu me in st: r t} yn, 

substantially, why a portion of the Committee on Pensior ted i 
favor of the House bill. A majority of the committee wer favor o 

| an increase of pension to this class, and possibly to other classe LS 
| while a minority of the committee proposed an indefinite postponement 

Each of the other amendments has been fully explained \ e the 

bill as passed by the House is so plain and simp to need noexpla 
| nation, the principal object of myself and « ea nitter 

who recommended the passage was that if there ny 1 fin th 

direction, if at this session there should be any increase yuld be 

more certainly through the passage of the House bill 
Unfortunately this bill has been detained until the last « of the 

session. Itshould have been here earlier, and it is the ultof the major 
ity of the committee, ladmit; it isthe fault of the friends o sure 
on this side of the House that the bill was not promptly submitted fo 

| the consideration of this body during the ession My friend from 

Delaware [Mr. SAULSBURY] says that ther not icle rma 
| tion ahd he wants still further dela While not really opp the 
principle of the measure, he thinks he is not sufficiently informed 

whereas the committee have delayed, have sought all the information 

that could possibly be obtained, till we are near the end ¢ Congr 
and no further information can be procured 

We have the facts and figures spread out in the different rep 
have been presented. Then the only question that arises 1 lt 
be any relief of this kind, shall there be any increase of pe is? J 
friend from Kentucky [Mr. WILLIAMS] said ve prope! ind I cor 

| dially agree with him, that there is no mosity on his pa ertainly 
not. It will not be found, because he and oth ntlemen on that side 

| of the Chamber from the South have l with great liberality upon 
pension bills in special cases. I know my friend from Kentucky has 

| been earnest in doihg that: I know that he was so anxious to have special 



was the Attorney-General of the United States. 
right to claim that and be proud of it. 

The Senator says that pensions were not accorded to their soldiers. 
Certainly. They may be unfortunate; and I will say to my friend that 
had the confederate army succeeded in establishing a confederacy in 
the South, had they planted themselves where their brave soldiers 
sought 

So of course he has a 

the nations of the earth, I say to him and to his friends on that side of 
the Chamber that such confederate nation would never have suffered 

r 

bills passed that he was ready to vote double pension, as in the case of | thousand dollars yearly for repairs. 
General Burnett, and it was impossible to restrain him any more than it | twenty years after the war, ‘‘ This must be stopped; it is costing som, 
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They say to the veteran soldiers. 

money; tents are injured.’’ Gentlemen fail to remember the fact that 
these tents are mildewing and will injure more by mildew than by 
few days’ use. ; 

The Military Committee seemed to have thought this privilege, cr 

| ing the Government a few thousand dollars, must be denied at a tim, 

to plant them, and given them an independent existence among | 

a confederate soldier to have been begging for bread upon the streets; | 
you never would have suffered the widow or orphan children of those 
who fell to linger through life without shelter and subsistence. 
would never have allowed a crippled soldier with a hand-organ to be 
seeking a precarious subsistence upon the streets of your cities. While 
this misfortune may attach to the soldiers to which my friend refers, 
yet the chances of war were taken, and unfortunately for them, un- 
fortunately for him also; yet we have a right to refer to the fact that the 
portion of the United States that was successful pledged to those who 

ows of those who fell. That was the nation’s promise. The nation 
promised the soldiers when they went from their homes that those who | 
came back crippled and maimed should be protected and saved from 
want during the remnant of their days. 

The nation which made this promise exists to-day, and we have as 
much right to claim this promise shall be religious!y kept as the faith 
of this nation which was pledged to our public creditors. 
do for gentlemen on either side of the Chamber toset down in figures, 
in dollars and cents, what it will cost to do justice to this class of our 
veteran soldiers. You did not do it when we were in the struggles of 
war. You stood up boldly and manfully here and in every corner of 
this nation, and you pledged the last man and the last dollar to carry 
on the war. We did it here; we did itat home. This nation under- 
stood it; the people of the South understood it; the nations of the earth 
understood it; and when the proposition was made looking toward a 
repudiation of a debt which saved our nation, which was looked upon 

It will not | 

That promise which the nation | 
made was honestly made, and all we ask is thatitshall be faithfully kept. | 

atone time in the subjugation and defeat of the Southern army as im- | 
portant almost as the soldiery upon the field, and when attempt after 
attempt was made to repudiate that debt, even by reducing the inter- 
estor in any other way, the allegation was that the solemn faith of the | 
nation had been pledged. The solemn faith of the nation had been no 
more pledged to the payment of the public debt than it had been to the 
care and sustenance of the families of soldiers who might have fallen 
on the field or those who canie home crippled and disabled from the war. | 

We have a right now te ask this, because in the years gone by they 
needed not the same care as now. 
tlefields where they lost limbs or incurred disability. Every recurring 
year adds to the disability and makes it still more impossible for them 
to sustain themselves by the drudgery of labor. We promised them 
honorable positions in Government service. We have not kept that 
faith, although we on this side of the Chamber and our administrations 
have had the power to do it. That pledge, thatpromise, has not been 
kept. They have been turned away from the doors of our Departments 
when they were seeking positions which we honestly promised them. 

Take the list of the employés of your Government to-day and see 
how meager is the number of those who have received a part of the 
promise of this nation that after the war was closed they should be in- 
vited in to fill these placesand occupy those seats. 
on to fulfill the other part of the pledge. Wecan give them in money 
an addition to the pittance they are now receiving, so that they may be 
under no necessity to beg for bread. This much we can do, and in my 
judgment it is our duty. 

Gentlemen claim it will cost afew millions. I would say to my friend 
from Delaware it may cost $5,000,000. This Congress has been strug- 
gling in both branches for weeks and months to see how they could re- 
lieve an overtaxed people, an overflowing Treasury, by reducing receipts 
from customs and internal-revenue duties. 

A full Treasury has been the source of temptation for schemes of plun- | 
der, and the result wasthat at the last session $20,000,000 was generously 
appropriated in the river and harbor bill. When the people set their 

sal of condemnation Congress turned penitently tothem and said, “‘ We 
will do so no more; we will remove the temptation; we will keep 
money from flowing into the Treasury.’’ We have labored week after 
week to stop the inflow, and have not succeeded and probably shall not. 
As much will becollected from impost as has been in the years gone by. 
Unfortunately the money still flows into the Treasury. Let us make 
an effort to distribute it where it should properly go, redeeming the 
nation’s pledge, and beyond corrupting influence. 

Mr. President, it will not do for us to be higgling about the few mill- 
lion dollars these pensions will cost. With lapse of years should not 
come less appreciation. 

Strange, the Committee on Military Affairs lately reported denying 
the privilege of tents to the old veterans for reunions. The soldiers 
in some localities have reunions and are allowed the use of Government 
tents. At last these gentlemen discover it is expensive; it costs a few 

It is nearly twenty years from the bat- | 

You | 

| reason why there should be a denial of justice to those entitled 
entered their armies they would take care of the orphans and the wid- | 

when money in the Treasury is abundant. These tents are used prin- 
cipally in the frontier States, where are no large rooms for assemblin« 
You deny theold soldiers the enjoyment to gather around their camp-1 e 
and live over the years of war, and if the present tariff is retained 
lumber it will be beyond their ability to build barracks for tempora: 
purposes. 

Why now deny this privilege? Another twenty years from the y 
and this vast army of veterans will answer roll-call and gather 
unions with the patriots who have gone before. 

It is no answer to say that the pension laws now are unjust. 
doubtedly they are. It is no answer to say that there is improper dis 
crimination in the pension laws; as certainly there are. 

ires 

in re- 

That is n 

say there have been frauds, frauds in the last pension act. 
but that is no reason why there should be a denial of justice 
are frauds in the execution of all laws, and there may be in this. 

The Senate will excuse me for having occupied so much time. | 
merely wished to call attention to the fact that this body, the Hous: 
of Representatives, and the whole country should be willing that jus- 
tice be done a class of soldiers in the war who have become almost to- 
tally disabled, whether from loss of limb or from any equivalent disa 
bility which renders them powerless to obtain sustenance during lif 

Education. 

SPEECH 
OF 

HON. JUDSON C. CLEMENTS. 
OF GEORGIA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, February 24, 1883. 

The House having under consideration the bill (H. R. 6158) to aid in the supp 
of common schools— 

Mr. CLEMENTS said : 
Mr. SPEAKER: I would be very glad if it were possible that w 

could act in accordance with the suggestion of the gentleman fron 
Kentucky [Mr. WILLIS] who has jast taken his seat, and that th 
House might take a vote this evening, if not on the Dill, at least 

| upon ordering the previous question, so as to secure final actio1 
upon the bill. It may be that we can not in good faith ask a vot 
to-day in view of the announcement made by the chairman of th: 
Committee on Education and Labor [ Mr. SHerwin], who has charg: 
of the bill. I did not hear that announcement, and do not know 

| what it was, but unless the previous question is ordered this evening 
I very much fear that the measure will be antagonized by other bills 
having preference under the rules, and that we will not again be abl 

| to consider this bill in the few remaining days of the session. 
Now we are called | Idesire now briefly to discuss the general provisions and purposes of 

the proposed measure, and if it is intended that we vote this evening, 
I must not detain the House lomg. For several years past there have 
been measures proposed in each Congress looking to the education 
of the people. There has been a constant and growing public senti- 
ment in favor of this cause, and especially in favor of providing the 
necessary facilities for curing the present appaling illiteracy in the 
Southern States. This sentiment is not confined to that section, the 
one more directly affected, but exists in all parts of the Union, if w 
may judge from the many numerously signed memorials from the peo- 
ple, the memorials of State Legislatures and intelligent bodies of th« 
most efficient educators throughout the country, irrespective of 
political party bias, for this is a question far above political parti 
san considerations. It has not, therefore, become a hobby of any 
political party, but finds advocates among thoughtful, patriotic, and 

just men of all parties. The bill which has been read before tl 
House proposes an appropriation of ten million dollars a year for fiv: 
consecutive years, to be apportioned among the States and Territo- 
ries and the District of Columbia on the basis of illiteracy. It pro- 
vides that the share of each State shall be turned over to the prope' 
State officials for application and disbursement by them under th: 
State laws, wholly free from Federal supervision or interference : 
but requires the States to provide for the maintenance of schools tor 

| the free common-school education of all their children of school age 
for at least three months in each year. Then the bill requires re- 
ports to be made by the State authorities to the Commissioner 0! 
Education for the United States. These are the main provisions 0! 
the bill briefly stated. I will not now go into a more detailed stat- 
ment of its provisions. 
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That this aid is sorely needed in the States of the South is not | an open question in view of the many precedent 
denied. That those States are unable to afford the necessary facili- | lands to the States for educational purposes. \W 
ties for education to meet the necessities of the present in this re- | ence in principle between the appropriation of mo : 1 > es ots oney tor that purpose 
spect will hardly be denied. The reasons for this inability on their | and the donation of lands which practically are equ ‘nt - 

s donating publie 

here is the differ- 

uily al V L¢ to so 

part must be patent to all. much money, for the same purpose? We are eh argh 

That the Federal Government is morally and equitably bound to | priation merely as beggars, but we insist upon it on the broad groun 
grant assistance I think cannot be successfully denied. Toestablish | of justice and equity. 
the first proposition, as to the necessity—pressing necessity—ot aid, Some of the older States which would share largely the fun 

I need present no other evidence than the following statistics, | have peculiarly strong equitable grounds for asking for 

showing the frightful percentage of illiteracy among the voters of | priation. I refer to those States which have heretotore ceded lare: 
those States, the number of voters who cannot write, and yet upon | areas of territory to the general government, as many ef them have 

whose votes is to depend in a great measure the welfare of those | notably Vin » and Georgia Virginia ceded the ger 

States and of the whole country: western territory from which several great States have since lx 
. is. pena ‘ | formed. (eorgia on -owned ind cede to ‘ ve ‘ t 

Table showing percentage of illiteracy among th ters in the Southern on 5 : an \ l y iment \ 
Table showi gl « g Ri ms : or n i i ’ . all of that territory now compo ing the States of Alabama and M 

states. . ' + 3 S 
sissippi. Thus, in their generosity and devotion to the vernmen 

uo @ oo | these States, Virginia and Georgia, ceded t] nmense sources 

S3°32s | Number of males of oretty one years income and wealth; but they did it for cert ecific purposes, to 
GS-8 of Age and upwards who cannot | which I desire to ask the attention of the ] rhe : a 

: Se hoe write. . , , , ; (tes 
States. ASS 2& eral Assembly of Virginia of 1783, author at rtet 

Su ritory, required the tollowing to b f og 

oo~ W hite Colored Tota sion: 
H 

hat the lands within the territ 
: : served for or I ed t ‘ \ 

Alabama. .... 24, 450 6, 408 120, 858 | of in bounti reand sol = a 

Arkansas - oe 1, 349 +, 300 649 ’ 1 t se and f's : 
Delaware ...... 2, 955 187 $2 bers of ( 
Florida ....... 4 706 19,110 816 5 it 

(reorgla . 571 6. 5le¢ 14 a7 | : “s 

Kentucky 54, 956 13.177 1 } a 

Louisiana 16, 377 mi } ; 

Maryland sail 15, 152 7 Geo! ‘ d of cessic 

eee oot 541. 207 SS 13 ea hirdly. That all the lan all ie ‘1 WTnts 
teres ccee se “i 541, 207 40, 655 19. O28 3 | SoG all t ands ceded by this agre e! ft I ted 

North Carolina ..... sew ees 294, 740 44,420 80, 282 » | after satisfying the above-mentioned payment of $1,250 t ‘ \ ‘ 

South Carokina....... ae 205, 789 13, 924 93, 010 | gia and the grants recognized by the preceding condit ‘ sa 

DE tekbocsctccencocace 330, 305 46, 948 8, 601 | common ful r the use and benefit of the United States, ¢ vin d. a 

Ptidedesccecs aa A 380, 476 33, O85 59. 669 | shall be faithfully disposed of for that a 

Virginia ...... = 334, 505 1,474 100 ) | purpose 2 hate 

Vest vinis > 39, 16 19, 055 3, 830 | r <a a i ' 
West Virginia ; a 161 _ 3 ae. Notwithstanding the plain requirements in these clauses respect 

cst, « :atlais ‘ 4, 154, 125 410, 550 044, 424 ively, that in the uses and benetits of this public domain for all the 

ed States, those eeding it were to share equally but this they have not 

done), large quantities of it have again and again been given by the 
General Government to States formed upon it for ed 

ternal improvement purposes. 

rhe fearful and unprecedented loss of property by the people of 
those States during and following the late war, I need hardly say 
in this presence, left them without the means to provide adequate 

icational and in 

OY ee co “ . . > The following statement of the disposition of 1 ch of t} hlic 

facilities for education. It is difficult for those who were not eye- | 4 ; erill, ahve = . — : eee So or 
: sane t he conditi f the veow! € th: cane See domain will show how unjustly the older States, including those 

witnesses to the condition o 1e people of that section to realize that have ceded to the government so much, have 

whet that condition was at the close of the late struggle. Ou 
currency was destroyed; in many instances houses and farms de- 
stroyed. Farmers were without the ordinary farming utensils o1 
the means to buy them. Provisions were so exhausted in many lo 
calities traversed and re-traversed by the armies at different periods 

been discrimi- 
nated against. It is true that under the act of 1862 Georgia and 
Virginia received their quota of the land-scrip, under a general dis- 
tribution according to population in which all the States shared on 
equal terms, but this did not remedy the great inequality and in 

. me > . justice shown by these figures 
during the war that there was suffering for want of the actual neces- |‘ ae _ 
sities of life. Statement of the grants to States and reservations to Tt rrilories for school 

Then followed the tortures of the reconstruction period, greatly purposes. 
retarding the recuperation of the States and involving them in debt 
and discredit. But it is pot my purpose to dwell upon these points. States and Territories lotal area Dates of grants 

The wreck of property by the war in those States has no parallel in cera 
the history of the country. In 1860 the aggregate value of their prop- ——— 
erty, including slaves, was $5,426,041,724. In 1870, $3,553,757,000, | Obic 704,488 | March 3, 1803 
showing a decrease of $1,872,284,724. In 1860 the assessed value of all | — pe — ae bone 
property in Georgia, as shown by the census, was $618,232,387. In | Missouri 1.199139 | March 6 182% 
1870 it had fallen to $227,219,519, showing a decrease of $391,012,868, | Alabama .. 02,774 | March 2, 1819 
This is a fair illustration of the general loss of property in those | Mississippi 837, 584 | Mar. 3, 1803; May 19, 1852; Mar. 3,189. 
States. When we add to this the difficulties growing out of the | Paeene ; meee oa 2] cana February 15, 1843 
great enhancement of the public indebtedness of those States, and | Arkansas at )h hh 
the embarassments growing out of the same, as well as the embar- | Florida _ 908, 503 | March 3, 1845 
rassed condition of the individual tax-payers, especially the debtor — -< os 905, 144 Do. 
class, it is not strange that these States have not been able to do more — cocece 8,649 | August 6, 184¢ 

for the promotion of common schools within their borders. They SECTIONS 16 AND 36 
are making commendable progress in this respect. In nearly every | California 
one, if not in all of them, each year shows more gratifying results as | ; ee sote 
to the amounts devoted to this purpose and the number af children | S02 ----~ 
tanght. | Nevada 

At the close of the war nearly one-third of the population of the | Nebraska 
States referred to had been suddenly transformed trom a condition | eee eae 
of slavery to that of freedom and citizenship ; almost wholly illit- | yew Shove ferctters 
erate and without the necessary preparation for an intelligent and | Utah Territory ......- 

March 3, 1853 

February 26, 185 
February 14, 1859 
January 29, 1861 
March 21, 1864 
April 19, 1864. 
March 3, 1875 
March 2, 1853. 

September 9, 1850; July 22,185. 
September 9, 1850 

— discharge or appreciation of the duties, responsibilities, | Dakota Territory........... | March 2, 1861. 
and privileges of their new condition. The South is not alone re- | nd ee 
sponsible for the former slavery of the colored people; it is cer- | [daho Territory -........ | March 3, 1963. 
tainly not responsible for their emancipation and citizenship. I wish | Wyoming Territory = , 480, 281 | July 25, 1868 
to be understood. 1 am not referring to these things by way of com- Be a a 
plaint, but I am speaking plainly of them because we must deal with Speeeereen nee tienenes nando ntl 
facts as they exist. The Southern States are making a bona fideef- | Re es 
fort for the education of this race, but I submit that, in view of the i. ap ae a a eee Territories. = sg 
facts of history, it is not just to those States that the whole burden anual ee ee ee ee re 
should be cast upon them, nor would it be reasonable to expect them ~ Lands in place and indemnity for deficiencies in sections and townships, under 
very soon, in their impoverished condition, to accomplish the work. | acts of May 20, 1826, and February 26, 1859, included in above statement. 
an is objected that this would be a new departare on the part of 

€ government, and that it is not authorized by the Constitution, | 
but I will not discuss that question within the short time I wish to| The following statement shows the number of acres granted to the 
occupy the attention of the House, except to say that this is hardly | States and reserved in the Ferritories of Washington, New Mexico, 

UNIVERSITY GRANTS. 
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and Utah for university purposes by acts of Congress, the dates of 
which ate given in proper column: 

Grants and reservations for universities. 

Total 

area 
States and Territories Under what acts. 

Acres 
OY, 120 

Indiana 46, 080 
Illinois 46, 080 
Miasouri.. . 46, 080 
Alabama 46, 080 
Mississippi ; 46, 080 
Louisiana 46, 080 
Michigan : 46, 080 
Arkansas . 46, 080 
Florida 2, 160 
lowa 3, O80 

W isconsin 2, 160 
California 3, O80 
Minnesota 640 | 
Oregon . }, O80 
Kansas .. 5, O80 
Nevada 5, O80 
Nebraska 5, O80 | 
Colorado .... ik alin 5, O80 | 
Washington Territory 3 O80 
New Mexico Territory 3, OBO 

Utah Territory . 5, O80 

Ohio April 21,1 March 3, 1803. 
April 19, 1816; March 26, 1804 
March 26, 1804; April 18, 1818. 
February 17, 1818; March 6, 1820. 
April 20, 1818; March 2, 1819. 
March 3, 1803; February 20, 1819. 
April 21, 1806; March 3,1811; March 3, 1827. 
June 23, 1836. 

Do. 

March 3, 1845 
Do 

August 6, 1846; 
March 38, 1853. 
March 2, 1861; February 26, 1857; July 8, 1870. 
February 14, 1859; March 2, 1861. 
January 29, 1861. 
July 4, 1866. 
April 19, 1864. 
March 3, 1875 

July 17, 1854; March 14, 1864 
July 22, 1854. 
February 21, 1855 

December 15, 1854 

Lands in the Territories not granted, but reserved. 

In addition to this there has been allowed from the proceeds of 
lands sold by the government to the States wherein they lie, what 
is known as the three and five per cent. fund, making in some of 
these new States a large revenue for educational purposes, but no 
equivalent has been given to the older States where there is no pub- 
lic land, not even to those making liberal cessions to the general 
government, upon express stipulations requiring a faithful disposi- 
tion of the same for the equal benefit ofall the States, Many millions 
of acres have been given to railroad companies. 

Let me appeal to every gentleman’s sense of justice and ask if the 
Federal Government has faithfully performed its trust in a just dis- 
position of these lands for the equal benefit of all the States? When 
we were trying to have a day set apart for the consideration of this 
bill, some of the gentlemen from Illinois and perhaps Indiana object- 
ing to it stated that their States already had magnificent school sys- 
tems and that they were able to take care of their own illiterates. I 
doubt not this statement, nor would I detract one iota from the mag- 
niticence of their school systems. 1 congratulate these gentlemen. 
These systems are a part of the national pride; but I would remind 
these gentlemen that their magnificent school systems have been in 
a great measure founded and built up and are fostered by the gen- 
erous donations of lands from the government that were generously 
ceded by some of the older States. 

I am not going to enter further into a general discussion of this 
bill, but wish to say a word inregard to one question which has been 
raised here. Some of our friends on this side of the House particularly, 
or from the Southern States, have objected that under the provisions 
of the third section they would not perhaps be allowed to receive the 
amount they are entitled to, owing to the peculiar wording of that 
section. Inordertoremove any doubt upon that question, I desire to 
offer an amendment, which I now ask the Clerk to read. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Does the gentleman offer the amend- 
ment for information or to be acted upon? 

Mr. CLEMENTS. At present for information only, as a part of 
my remarks. 

rhe Clerk read the proposed amendment, as follows: 

In section 3, between the word ‘‘the" and the word “laws,” in the sixth line, 
insert the following: ‘‘ general municipal, county, district, and parish.” + 

Also, between the words ‘‘expended" and “during,” in the eighth line, insert 
the following: ‘‘under such general and local laws.” 

Mr. CLEMENTS. Now, Mr. Speaker, that section, after being 
amended, if that amendment should be adopted, will read as follows: 

Src. 3. That before any State or Territory shall be entitled to receive its share 
of said fund it shall have provided by law for the free common-school education of 
all its children of school age, without distinction of color, for at least three months 
in each year, from the funds provided for schools under the general, municipal, 
county, district, and parish laws of said State or Territory ; and in no case shall 
any State or Territory be allowed out of said fund a greater sum than such State 
or Territory shall have expended under such general and local laws during the 

previous year for the common-s hool education of the children of such State or 
Territory, &c 

Mr. DUNN. Will the gentleman from Georgia allow me to make a 
suggestion there? 

Mr. CLEMENTS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. DUNN. I suggest to the gentleman that he add to his amend- 

ment also to strike out the words “for at least three months in each 

year”; for this reason: The States must under this section have 
provided by law for the education of their children for at least three 
months in each year. They must have a law requiring a three- 
months’ school. Now, you may in fact have had schools open for six 
months ornine months under the local law when you have no provision 

of State law requiring even a three-months’ school; and you may 
thereby be cut out, though you may have had a six-months’ schoo) 
in fact. West Virginia has no law requiring schools to be kept for 
three months or any other period. Virginia has none, and a number 
of other States have no law requiring three months or any length of 
time; while in fact they have had more than three months of school. 
But under that section, unless the words I have indicated are stricken 
out, they will be deprived of their share of this fund on that account. 
when in faet they do comply with the spirit of the law. I ask the 
gentleman to make that addition to his amendment. 

Mr. DUNNELL. I desire to ask the gentleman from Georgia a ques 
tion: Whether the section, as he proposes to amend it, goes to the 
extent that the State shall not only by law provide for a school for 
three months at least, but does it go to the extent of saying that th, 
school shall have been taught that length of time? There may be a 
law requiring a three-months’ school and a tax levied, and yet no 
school be kept during that time. 

Mr. DUNN. Let me read: 
Before any State or Territory shall be entitled to receive its share of said fund j 

shall have provided by law for the free common-school education of all its childre; 
of school age, without distinction of color, for at least three months in each \ ea: 

It must provide by law for that school forat least three months. It 
may have provided under local regulationssufficientlyforsuch a school, 

Mr. CLEMENTS. Ido not yield further. I desire to say in respo 
to the gentleman from Minnesota [Mr. DUNNELL] that the purpose of 
the committee was to require each State to maintain public schools 
free to all children of school age, without distinction of race or color 
for three months, at least, as a condition. The intention of the com 
mittee was to have it done as a matter of fact, and not simply theoret- 
ically asamatterof law. Of course this does not imply mixed schools 

It is possible the language of the bill may not be strong enough to 
cover that. So far as I know, every member of the committee wi! 
be glad to accept an amendment which will make it sufiicient! 
strong, so as to require that in fact public schools shall be maintained 
within these States for three months in each year for all children « 
school age. 

This amendment can easily be framed at the proper time to 
move the difficulty suggested by the gentleman from West Virginia 
[Mr. KENNA] and the gentleman from Arkansas [Mr. DuNN]. I do 
not think the third section ought to be entirely stricken out. The 
States can afford to do their part. It was the purpose of this se 
tion to require that. Schools for less than three months are not 
likely to accomplish much good. 

Mr. RICHARDSON, of South Carolina. I would suggest to th 
gentleman that the words ‘‘ by law” might be stricken out, 
then the provision will be ‘shall have provided for the free com 
mon school education, &c., for at least three months in a year.” 

Mr. McMILLIN. Allow me to call attention to section 5 of the 
bill, which expressly provides as a condition precedent that a report 
shall be.made to the Commissioner of Education concerning the con- 
dition of the schools in the States, and the number of days actually 
taught in each State during the year. 

Mr. DUNN. Allow me a moment to explain. Suppose that w 
pass this bill as it now stands. Those States not having a law to 
the effect that schools shall be maintained for three months in each 
year will be deprived of the benefit of this fund for at least one 
year. They may during that time change their laws and conform 
to the provisions of this bill, but there is no provision making com 
pensation for their loss of this appropriation for that year. 

Mr. CLEMENTS. That can all be obviated by so framing the 
amendment as not to require any law to maintain these public 
schools, but merely to require the State to furnish evidence that 
schools have been maintained in fact for three months of the year. 

Mr. STOCKSLAGER. Will the gentleman allow me to ask him 4 
question for information? 

Mr. CLEMENTS. Certainty. 
Mr. STOCKSLAGER. This bill provides— 
That before any State or Territory shall be entitled to receive its share of said 

fund it shall have provided by law for the free common-school education of all its 
children of school age, without distinction of color, for at least three months in 
each year, from the funds provided for schools under the laws of said State or 
Territory, &. 

That ordinarily includes children of the ages between 6 and 21? 
Mr. REAGAN. It would include children of whatever age the law 

of the State may declare to be school age. 
Mr. STOCKSLAGER. I desire to inquire if this bill would require 

that all the children between these ages shall be kept at school for 
three months in each year? 

Mr. CLEMENTS. This bill simply provides that the States shall 
themselves provide the means of education for children of school ag 
for three months in each year. It isnot intended to require that all 
such children shall attend the schools for that period. It simpl) 
requires that the States shall maintain public schools for the term 
of three monthsin each year. It does not provide for compulsory at- 
tendance, nor do I think it would be wise to do so. I submit thai 
it would not be right for the Federal Government to give this assist- 
ance-to a State which was not willing to take upon itself the burden 
of maintaining its public schools for three months in each year. 

Mr. KENNA. Allow me tosay to the gentleman that a subsequen 
provision in the same section limits the amount to be contributed to 
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a State by the Federal Government to the amount which the State of Georgia illustrative of the deep interest felt i t l Leble 

itself may expend of its own funds. Now, if the amount to be con- | subject: 
tributed by the Federal Government to the State is to be measured | Whereas, as a result of the late war, the colored pe S a 
by the amount expended by the State, then what difference will it | free and made citizens ; and 
make whether the schools are maintained in the State for three | wa oa = State weft ee t 

- > 22,2 7 . . . » £4 a | Ponies 24 a 16 time oO 18lr emancipation were entire a { t\ 

months, or any other. pé riod ? I shall, at the proper time, if 1 get | and in very large numbers have continued so up to this ti 
the opportunity, move to strike out the words “for at least three | Whereas, the white people themselves were great 

months in each year.” a state of destitution very nearly as extreme as that of the « 
. sATTG po ._s ; " W berea: he fi: a here cited } y rendered it im: Oa 

Mr. CLEMENTS. That provision simply means that no State | ao oe an apranecuieer tar ve" aoe 
shall receive any of this assistance unless it shall itself provide facili- | and oe ee sie 
ties for at least three months’ schooling each year. If the State de- | | Whereas, wide-spread Mliteracy, conjoined with universal s 
sires to maintain schools for a longer time, all well and good; this ga pm ely ay — pete gl wt ng il: There = 

a“ sy: . . oa é eee s sé Uf resoived by the General Assembly of Georgia at we ) W } sy the 

bill W ill not prohibit that. But it prov ides that the State shall not | movement now being made in the Congress of the United Stat. raise a fund f 
receive assistance from the Federal Government without being will- | distribution for a term of years among the States in aid of popular educat the 
ing to maintain its schools for three months. distnbution to be made on the basis of illiteracy 

Mr. MACKEY. Allow me to suggest an amendment. It is to i — — the pony ea a this tund applied under State laws, and 
“ : ‘“ : : > a . ala . ae . »y 16 regularly constituted State authorities, to the sup i n aX ols 

strike out the words “* prov ide d by law” and to insert in lieu thereof | normal schools and other agencies for securing an adequate. wait iat 
the words ‘made provision,” so that it will read, ‘‘shall have made | fied common school teachers, meets our hearty appro ; 

provision for the free common-school education,” &c. Resolved, That our Senators and Representatives in | yr 
Mr. CLEMENTS. I have already suggested, in response to the quested to use their best endeavors to secure the pass ( bill 

. BS . } ¢ . : ~ > * » y ' \ } - ; ; es which shall be liberal in its monetary provisions, and w well rde« 
yentleman from Minnesota [Mr. DUNNELL], that I had no doubt the | gcainst improper Federal interference in the educat 
committee would be perfectly willing to accept an amendment which Resolved, That as our now limited fand is applied to t ( the 
would require that public schools, as the result of State law, shal] | children without discrimination as to race, so shall 
be maintained for three months in each year in fact. That covers | ™Sbed by Congress be applic S Wie eaynas npertiont . whale nati sneuneted + these ie ‘ lifficulty al : Resolved, Vhat his excellency, the governor, is hereby re« ies 
the whole ques lon suggested; there 1s no difficulty about it. of these resolutions made out and forwarded to Washiugton i be 
The purpose of the committee is clear, the purpose of the bill isclear; | fore both Houses of Congress as early as practicable after t t of 

and if it needs any amendment so as to more effectually carry out that eee oe 
purpose, there will be no objection on the part of any member of the Spysored Desemsher 16, 3588 
committee or any true friend of the bill to such an amendment. The following statistics, contained in the committee's report, show 

Let me now call attention to a memorial from the General Assembly | the illiteracy of the States and Territories : 

Illiteracy in the United States—Census of 1880. 

SE AS Sis aS $3 
zs a8 Bm > a5 3 

“ Bee | Be ass |3é = : 

pe a Bue (38 | Ee (22 z Z 
States and Territories. 3 sat oe =F o's ; : 

= Bee & aS & S = 2 
S A? o $s ae ; 
= 5 we B=.3 “se s 

& & ~ & E 

| 

The United States .........cccccccccccce) 50,155,783 | 4,923,451 9.82 | 6,239,958 12. 44 | 43,402,970 | 3,019, 080 6. 9¢ 6, 752, 8 47. 70 

oe ii caléeoecdcceces 1, 262, 505 370,279 | 29.33 433,447 | 34.33 662, 185 111,767 | 16.88 600 ( 2 
i Tkatcadebecedéebeess oddvecescssse 40, 440 5, 496 13. 59 5, 842 14. 45 35, 160 4,824 13. 72 4 11), 23 
Ee 802, 535 153, 229 19. 09 202, 015 25.17 91, 531 98, 542 16, 6 j ] 4 19. 04 

cn cpecegeuchochtadestaceneccee 864, 694 48, 583 b. 62 53, 430 6.18 767, 181 26, 090 { | 4 4 
GCs os esmouence soncunecedssceseess 194, 327 9, 321 80 10, 474 5. 39 191, 126 9, 906 6s i 

Nh we dsces cc cccsesncevensiocessssses 622, 700 20, 9x6 3. 37 28, 424 +. 56 610, 769 26, 763 : li 
0 Se ne bun pebeedeteudeeanéeeenae 135, 177 3, 094 2. 29 4, 821 7 133, 147 4,157 l 664 
Delaware. .... in tion alae nities Sw mana maine din 146, 608 16, 912 11. 54 19, 414 li 120, 100 8, 346 6. 95 14 11, 068 j 
Lo eee 177, 624 21, 41 2.13 25, 778 l4 118, 006 3, 988 x G18 

nhs Fasceees sedédedecnenects 269, 493 70,219 | 26.06 80, 183 9, 75 142, 605 19, 763 13. 8¢ 126, #88 i 17. ( 
SIN atin ows ccccccccs cccessccces Maecvecee 1, 542, 180 146,683 28.96 520, 416 33. 75 316, 906 128, 934 15 ’ 1,4 

aie dkccpen cankekhnonsneveenvénese 32, 610 1, 384 4.24 1,778 ». 45 29, 01 iy 04 f 
enc cc abeas eseaenRaceeecestneecs 3, 077, 871 96, 809 3.15 145, 397 4.72 3, 031, 151 4. 37 ' l ( 
tthe canes 6dbabeveceas séveevee 1, 978, 301 70, 008 3. 54 110, 761 5. 60 1, 938, 798 18 ) 
A Biber actslns cswonssccteesesiciasn. 1, 624, 615 28, 117 1.73 46, 609 2.87 1,614, 60 69 

Mc iucwewen veces scvsesccosccccccese 996, 096 503 2. 56 39, 476 3.96 952, 15 t 1 
EEE inst Rios cccqsamnneens cengue 1, 648, 690 86 15.66 348,392 | 21.1 1, 377, 179 7 8 

ented ctasdebécccetcvensody 939, 946 297,312 | 31.63 318, 380 33. 87 , 954 8, 951 12. % in4 wo 
TT cv anciscdvsvecsocteocsnucs 648, 936 18, 181 2. 80 22, 170 3. 42 852 21, 758 } RY 1 

ns cnincun dgnenensausweseue 934, 943 111,387 | 11.91 134, 488 14. 48 693 44, 316 6.12 ] ) $2. 9 
Massachusetts iia ch mnene ines Ho abaers emenee 1, 783, 085 75, 635 4. 24 92, 980 5. 21 l 782 0), 658 14 WW 12. { 

IES bnessacondasensenvesveccassecs 1, 636, 937 47, 112 2. 88 63, 723 3.89 1 50 8, 932 65 4] 
PETS EG i sn nesavoccsnccscoccesccoets 780, 773 20, 551 2. 63 4, 546 4.42 884 4.31 KAY i i4 

ee santos) eee 315,612 | 27.89 ,201 | 32.98 398 1. 5 ( ) $0 
(“a ---| 2,168,380 138, 818 6. 40 208, 754 9.68 | 2 826 7. 54 i i { 5. 64 

SEs a cannes scssunsnsesbsoaese Mla 39, 159 1, 530 3. 91 1,707 |, 4.36 385 1.78 4 o7t 1 
Nebraska ..... isecthecdeehonk a’ bin dey 452, 402 7,830 | 1.73 11,528 | 2.55 764 4 8 ( 82 
Nevada os oe peat whelitat adie ha , 266 3, 703 5. 95 4, 069 6.53 556 3. 58 154 1.73 

dein kcnhixawens pene kenn is 346, 991 11, 982 3.45 14, 302 4.12 , 229 4.1 ( M4 12. 34 
IE so wevanwtictes espnons es 1, 131, 116 39, 136 3. 46 53, 249 4.71; 1,092,017 4. ( , 099 1, 200 23. 53 

New Mexico. .. 119, 565 52,994 | 44.32 57,156 | 47. 80 108, 721 45.6 10, 844 7, 559 69.71 
New York..... 5, 082, 871 166, 625 3. 28 219, 600 4. 32 5, 016, 022 4.15 66, 349 1,4 17. 09 
North Carolina 1, 399, 750 367, 800 | 26.28 463,975 | 33.15 867, 242 22.14 108 271, 943 1. 07 
SN aaeews sc 3, 198, 062 86, 754 2.71 131, 847 4.12 | 3,117,920 70 ‘ 16, 356 41 

DER dvs cusvccece 174, 768 5, 376 3. 08 7, 423 4.25 163, 075 66 11, 693 6. 34 
ons sic cb sees sicceetes 4, 282, 891 146, 138 3. 41 5. 32 4, 197, 016 ». 00 KD, & ( 0 

EN Gs dea oas0tecsbeeescecere 276, 531 17, 456 6. 31 8 97 269, 939 8.7 ( A9 B. 9 
South Carolina ................ 995, 577 321,780 | 32.32 7.15 391, 105 15, 28 604, 4 ( ! 
-CNMESSCO.......... oe eer ee pia? 1, 542, 359 394, 385 19. 09 26. 6 1, 138, 831 18. 99 i x M, 4! in 

= i ai 1, 591, 749 256, 22: 16. 10 19.88 | 1,197, 237 10 4, 512 1H. 8 
UMEDD Siccea accede sceeee ‘ 143, 963 4, 851 3. 37 6.13 142, 423 5. 71 10 f $4.74 

ei spnansvevevessns-cecen 332, 286 12,993 | 3.91 4.77 31, 218 4.7 i 
Ds vies ss5- vie 1, 512, 565 360,495 | 23.83 2B. 45 820, 858 13.0 631, 707 15, 660 19. 9 

 hikescccsewsenseces 75, 116 3,191 4.25 5.18 67, 199 2.1 7, 917 2, 460 1. 0 
West Virginia ....... ieee 618, 457 52, 041 8.41 13. 80 592, 537 12.70 920 139 ). 12 

SR iiiiiedananns s00ins0sevescees 1, 315, 497 38,693 , 2.94 4.22 | 1,309,618 4.14 879 1, 325 i 
Ro cscscccuese : ' 20, 789 427 2. 05 2. 67 19, 437 1.9 1, 352 4( 

The above table, os at the request of Hon. H. W. Blair, chairman of the Senate Committee on Education, is respectfully sabmitted to the Superintendent 
» ect to such of the Census, with the statement that while its figures are believed to be in most instances correct, they are entirely preliminary , and therefore 

changes as may result from the final revision. 
HENRY RANDALL WAITI 

Speeial Agent Statistics of Education, Illiteracy, Libraries, Museums, and Religious Organizatioivs 
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The several States would share in this fund, on the basis of the 
pending bill, as follows: 

Table showing the proportion which each State and Territory would receive 
of $10,000,000 distributed upon the basis of illiteracy. 

| 
i 

States and Territories. | Population. Evepestien 
' 

—_ ~ — — | — ae —_—— 
| 

I. ies samiiin inlet ainaiaianiaiamael cnuebasvenben | 1, 262,505 | $694, 631 40 
NI (oo. eae aatinee Eeepeaaba heel | 802, 525 | 323, 744 14 

California. ..... ween eneeeeereeecseeeestecenesesees! 864, 094 | 85, 625 56 
Colormdo sewer eserese secees cesses seceesessees 194, 327 | 16, 785 37 

i ..  epened enbeinbenebtsabnee ehenee 622, 700 | 45, 551 59 

Delaware J chee phbbun cenvecuuatetssbasendeaanelenen 146, 608 | 31,112 39 
Florida snd penn pn neensesasees pnp Saaekrhewnedtl 269,493 | 128, 499 27 
Georgia APSA ER Ss RR 1, 542, 180 | 834, 005 M4 
Iilinvis sieavecutesiimiaay/etebicmnareiniadaeaaen ana ee | 3, 077, 871 | 233, 009 57 
Indiana . thd Kae eheenne hee wamniabad Biota 1, 978, 301 | 177, 502 76 
lowa ee sil: tiki maateresin eaten ena | 1, 624, 615 | 74, 694 42 
Kansas SSaeRenseucenccedensocnnsensinhoees 996, U96 | 63, 263 24 
Kentucky Ssceinteteiniaend Guamaaiacaiaiieiees cmtubil estimated one 1, 648, 690 558, 324 28 
Louisiana ..... uy anb pinned eerithntticeameh etnias 939, 946 510, 227 73 
Maive lath raion oe waveretine Kneeens eenaien RS a 648, 936 85, 529 08 
Maryland ace Sink inte av eee ecieig intl san -+| 34, 943 215, 527 09 
Mussachusetts seknu abbebeinanen annie otters ies 1, 783, 085 | 149, 007 40 
Michigan sie tiiennie mma adnatamamdne ee 1, 636, 937 | 102, 120 &7 
Minnesota ...... SOuhe cbaeneoeegEnhuslSh vaueseneees 780, 773 55, 362 55 
Mississippi . .. cine alice Shameniwe semainenee ; ; ; 1, 131, 597 | 508, 082 58 
Missouri ; enous Qabee@cudabed ' mm 2, 168, 380 | 334, 43 89 
Nebraska . veeoves ‘ont —— 452, 402 18, 474 42 
Nevada a puvuenhoeseasene iarpalvil | 62, 266 6, 520 88 
New Llampshire ibeeeree eine waa meine cil 346, 991 22, 920 03 
New Jersey seaiinteeneel nial elena 1, 131, 116 85, 335 50 

New York a Sata totais lei 6, O82, 871 | 351, 925 45 
North Carolina nspecnins deennwnsenne ‘es 1, 399, 750 743, 554 70 
Ohio 5560 ceseeudines sineenineks 3, 198, 062 211, 294 71 
Oregon ion shesenans ndiaestaianiaeieie eis 174, 768 11,895 91 
Pennsylvania ick as eeedluaiiadae alleen beeKeeneeel 4, 282, 891 | 365, 409 53 
Rhode Island Pe ee re : 276, 531 39, 732 64 
South Carolina......... she wetesesGenwtscotens 99», 577 | 592, 709 00 
Tennessee ...... Ventenithh bien i net jaws dane 1, 542, 359 658, 212 S81 
TD. cavesewoe 506 veeeoe ieean pneeheneeneh “ 1, 591, 749 507, 105 99 
Vermont oii anes Gatien wenn sewn » i 332, 286 25,379 98 
Virginia bi cnetinet sbbnbbenbtahsensttenntabeane 1, 512, 565 G89, 671 41 

I is ails ceca enna ee ienie’ i 618, 457 136, 821 42 
W isconsin pRReKeneesequshsaneness eo eleeaael 1, 315, 497 29, 035 8&5 
Arizona baked 0neens peaebusenedebeneensacdhabste } 40, 440 9, 362 42 
Dakota .... a Sdudic pipobibenienk chee ae Gia 135, 177 7,726 01 
SED Ce EEE... ccongse rncncenensecseneonnenees 177, 624 41,311 17 

a i i ee well SO AEe 32 610 2, 849 38 
POURED «. cvenssevenece cneces seepeesonseeeenbeoees | 39, 159 | 2,735 59 
New Mexico Jthibiseenuntiinhments chee — } 119, 565 | 91, 506 77 
MN: ddicthibeaietugtn bt scedeesanasnst eine oe cinta ese 143, 998 14, 144 32 

NN ee see 75,116 | 6, 232 41 
Wyoming 260500 6090ss coseeennoccecseeeces vn 20, 789 | 891 03 

NE bibbickenweebensbacese oetetsenenewntustenl 50, 155, 783 | 10, 000, 000 00 

Let me here present the views of some of the fathers of the republic, 
as briefly expressed by them, as to the importance of popular educa- 
tion as a means of preserving our free institutions, and as promotive 
of our happiness and prosperity as a people. Mr. Madison said : 

A popular government without popular information, or the means of acquiring 
it, is but a prologue to a farce or tragedy, or perhaps both. Knowledge will for- 
ever govern iguorance, and a people who mean to be their own governors must arm 
themerlves with the power which knowledge gives 

Again this same statesman said : 

The best service that can be rendered to a country, next to that of giving it 
liberty, is in diffusing the mental improvement essential to the preservation apd 
enjoyment of the blessing. 

Mr. Monroe, in his inaugural address, March 4, 1°17, said: 

Had the people of the United States been educated in different principles, had 
they been less intelligent, less independent, or leas virtuous, cap it be beligved that 
we should have maintined the same steady and consistent career, or been blest 
with the same snecess? While, then, the constitnent body retains its present 
sound and healthful state, all will be safe. It is only wheu the people become ig- 
nerant aud corrupt, when they degenerate into a populace, that they become inca 
pable of exerviaing sovereignty. Usurpation is an easy attainment, and a usurper 
soon found. The people themselves become the willing instruments of their own | 
debasement and ruin. Let us look to the great cause, and endeavor to preserve it 
in fulitoroe. Letus, by all wise and Constitutional measures, promote intelligence 
among the people, as the best means of preserving our liberties. 

Washington, in his farewell address, says: 

Promote, then, as an ohject of primary importance, institutions for the gencral 
diffusion of knowledge. In proportion as the structure of a government gives 
force to public opinion, it is essential that public opinion should be enlightened. 

In conclusion, let me state that it is not designed by this bill to per- 
manently est ablish a system of Federal aid to the States, but the object navigable in fact. They are navigable in fact when they are used orare suscep 

| tible of being used in their ordinary condition as highways for commerce ov«' of the measure is to meet the pressing needs of the present emergency 
brought about by the war. This aid is needed for the education of 
the white as well as the colored people. It is needed to remove tne 
existing dangers of the appalling illiteracy that exists in some of the 
States, with its present and threatened evils, not to those States 
alone, but to all the States of the Union. Let me again repeat that 
we ask it, not as beggars, but as au act of sheer jastice and equity. 

Rivers and Harbors. 

SPEECH 
or 

HON. J. W. DWIGHT, 
OF NEW YORE, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Thursday, March 1, 1883, 

On the bill (H. R. 7631) making appropriations for the construction, repair, and 
preservation of certain works on rivers and harbors, and for other purposes 

Mr. DWIGHT said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: I am opposed to this bill in its present shape and with 

many items in it, which are for harbors and streams too insignificant 
and unimportant to warrant any attempt at their improvement by the 
General Government. The Secretary of War, in his recent response to 
a resolution of the House, fitly characterized many of these streams as 
apparently so small that ‘‘the results of substantial benefit to general 
commerce’? to arise from their improvement ‘‘ were so obscure and ap- 
parently insignificant’’ as to ‘‘ vindicate a doubt’? whether appropria- 
tions for them were in the interest of commerce. 

Appropriations for the improvement of rivers and harbors are defensi 
ble only when they are national, not local, in the benefits they afford to 
commerce. When an improvement is national in its character, so that 
the aid it affords to commerce affects such large areas or numbers of peo 
ple as to distinguish it from a mere local convenience, Congress not on); 
has the power, but a wise public policy makes it its duty, to devote a 
part of the public revenues tocarryitout. But the cost to be incurred 
and the benefit to be afforded should be carefully considered. The power 
to regulate commerce reposed by the Constitution in Congress carries 
the power to regulate navigation, to protect it, and for that purpose to 
remove obstructions, to keep it free from dangers, and to improve fiucili- 
ties for carrying it on, not only on our ocean coasts but in our inland 
waters. 

But it seems clear to me that appropriations should only be mac 
for the improvement of rivers that are in the larger sense navigab| 
Unless the stream is of such importance as to be recognized as a high 
way of commerce it should be the policy of our Government to leav« 
its regulation to the State. It has been the rule that the States could 
permit dams to be built, bridges to be constructed, piers, booming 
works, fish-ways, and other hinderances to a general navigation. 1 
seems to me too plain for argument that streams too small and insiy 
nificant to be under the exclusive control of Congress are also too smai! 
to be subjects of improvement at the general expense. Why is it 
proper to put.money into these streams while the States are permitted 
to undo all that the use of the money can do to aid navigation? It has 
been held that a river entirely in a State and not navigable in fact, by 
reason of dams, was not within the purview of national contro]; that 
no State could grant the exclusive navigation of the river, at least as 
to its upper waters, to a private company, and that such grant did not 
conflict with the Constitution. (Veazie vrs. Moor, 14 Howard, 568. 

It follows from this decision that the States have such control over 
the rivers which constitute the larger number in this bill provided for 
that they can render nugatory to commerce or to general public us 
the very streams into which this bill pours money. This is true of man) 
of the streams liberally cared for in this bill. The States have au 
thorized them to be obstructed, and money is lavished in this bil! to 
clear out those obstructions; the States have granted booming privi 
leges of an exclusive character, and the bill is auxiliary to such privat: 
monopoly. It helps to improve the rivers for the benefit of privat 
companies which are granted the privilege of obstructing and of use 

| of an exclusive nature. 
When we consider what in the light of judicial decision is a navigable 

stream worthy the aid of Congress, it is manifest that the small wate! 
ways which are hardly worthy of mention in our geographies and find 
record only in river and harbor bills are not among them.. Chief-Ju~ 
tice Shaw well stated common sense as well as law when he said: 

It is not every small creek in which a fishing-skiff or gunning-canoe can M« 
| made to float at high water which is deemed navigable, but in order to give | 
| the character of a navigable stream it must be gencrally or commonly useful to 
some purpose of trade or agriculture. 

A later case decided in the Supreme Court of the United States stated 
| therule in determining what are navigable streams. Justice Field lays 
| down the law thus: 

Those rivers must be regarded as public navigable rivers in law which ar 

which trade and travel are or may be conducted in the customary modes of trad: 
and travel on water. And they constitute navigable waters of the United States 
within the meaning of the acts of Congress, in contradistinction to the navigable 
waters of the States, where they form in their ordinary condition by themselvr- 
or by uniting with other waters a continued highway over which cominerce ' 
or may be carried on with other States or foreign countries in the customs: 

| modes in which such commerce is conducted by water. (The Daniel Ball, 1! 
Wallace, 557.) 
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Apply this test and some of the streams of which this bill takes care | with items for streams too ridiculously smell to even approximate the 
are hardly deserving the name of navigable rivers, much less of large 
appropriations. ; 

The Secretary of War in a recent communication to this House 
Executive Document No. 34, second session Forty-seventh Congress) 
has let in a flood of light upon this subject. A numberof streams and 
harbors which figured prominently in the appropriations of last session 
have disappeared from this. But theré are several, some two dozen in 
all, which I shall here mention, which the Secretary of War and the 
engineers regard as obscure and insignificant and which the Committee 
on Commerce have reported in this bill for further appropriations. 
They are the following : 

WAREHAM HARBOR, MASSACHUSETTS 

The Secretary declares it to be the object of this improvement to af- 
ford a better approach to the town of Wareham, the commerce of which 
seems to be dependent on a few sailing vessels of a tonnage aggregating 
about 4,000 tons. The sum of $6,000 was voted last session, and $4,000 
more by this bill. 

HURON HARBOR, OHIO 

The engineers report that the records of the custom-house show thit 
the amount of commerce to be benefited is very small, but as a new 
railroad is now being built, with its terminus at this harbor, it is ex- 
pected that the commerce will rapidly merease. This harbor has had 
$6,000 prior to 1882, wants $22,000, and was given $2,500 last session 

and $4,000 by this bill. Its local character and object are too manifest 
tor discussion. It is not to aid commerce, but to put out a lure to call 
it where it would not otherwise go. 

PORT CLINTON, OHIO, 

This harbor has a commerce that yielded in 1s81 the sum of 323.25 rev- 
enue tothe Government. Thereupon the Government, grateful for this 
contribution, gave $6,000 at the last session and $4,000 are put into 
the pending bill. To nourish this commerce of twenty-eight small 
vessels clearing this port in one year, $40,000 had been used prior to 
1882 and $45,000 are needed. Congress deems this majestic commerce 
of twenty-eight vessels of such vast interest to the nation that $214 per 
vessel per year is not too much to pay to encourage it \nd how un- 
selfishly benign is the government which can cheerfully pay out $6,000 
and $4,000 per year to aid a commerce that returns a revenue of $25.25. 
Let it not be said that republies are ungrateful. 

sor 

WAUKEGAN, ILLINOIs 

“Very little commerce is carried on by water here.’” There are now 
no harbor facilities, and the sums put in here are spent to create a har- 
bor, so that there may a commerce be won from rail to water transporta- 
tion. In this work $20,000 were voted last session, and $15,000 goes 
by this bill to develop a business that does not now exist owing to the 
absence of a harbor. There are four places on the shores of our great 
lakes which can not claim to have a harbor built for them out of whole 
cloth, us it were, for precisely the same reason. Give them a good har- 
bor and possibly a commerce will be developed thereby. Fitteen thou 
sand seven hundred and forty-three dollars and cighty-two cents have 
been spent here prior to the appropriations of 1882, and $45,000 more 
are needed. 

PORT WASHINGTON, WISCONSIN, 

The Secretary tells us that this port has as small a commerce as ‘Two 
Rivers. The benefits to be derived trom expenditures here have only 
a local bearing. It has had, prior to 1882, $154,768.25, got at the last 
session $15,000, and wants $27,000 more. To get at the vast im 
mensity of its commerce we must refer to Two Rivers 

TWO RIVERS, 

Of this place the engineer says: ** [ts harbor is of no importance to 
the commerce of the lakes, its value being entirely local. The com- 
mercial statistics show a great falling off in the tonnage entering this 
harbor. Since 1879 steamers have vot run to or called at this place.”’ 
The commerce here and at Port Washington seem to dwindle undex 
the nourishment of appropriations, and if S174,982.64 given and ex- 
pended prior to 1882, $15,000 per last bill, and $3,000 by this bill, can 
only serve to drive steamers away, how much will it require to drive 
off sailing vessels and fishing smacks * 

WISCONSIN 

CHEESEQUAKE’S CRERK 

The last session zave to this creek a prominence which neither geog- 
raphy nor commercial statistics could give it. Prior to last session it had 
had $25,000 and $15,000 was voted last summer; $7,000 more are given 
by this bill. It is estimated that $1 )more will make the Cheese- 
quake’s one of the navigable highways of the country. At present it is 
about one foot deep at mean stages of low water for about three-fourths 
of its improvable length. The course of the creek is very crooked, but 
when it is straightened and a foot depth increased to four feet there will 
he afforded a navigable way for some 15,000 or 20,000 tons of clay and 
molding sand, and possibly a resulting increase of trade. But when 
we reflect how many millions of cubic feet of dredging must be done 
before this sand and clay can be floated sowud economy would dictate 
that the Government could save money by hauling this clay and swod 
by land. Thisstream has had much publicity. 

- one 
Dymwde 

It in One of those ples 

‘ ————— 

| to be insignificant. 

ing cases which illustrate the vicious system of loading down a bill | 

name of navigable stream. 
MATTAWAN CREEK, NEW JERSEY 

Six thousand dollars last year, $4,000 by this bill, making in all fon 
Mattawan $25,000, with an estimate that $12,120 or more will be 
needed. ‘‘The present commerce is small.’’ The object of the im 
provement is to increase localdevelopments. The engineer says: ‘' By 
the proposed enlargement of the present way and increased facility for 
shipping goods it is computed that there would be a growth in the 
commerce of from one-third to one-half,’’ its present smal! dimensions 
It is thought that ‘‘ manufacturers would locate there’’ if the naviga 
tion were improved 

SOUTH RIVER, NEW JERSEY 

has had $56,000, of which $10,000 was given last summer, and $10,000 
is given by this bill. It will cost in all $200,000 to help this little local 
trade in brick and molding-sand 

WOODBRIDGE CREEK, NEW JERSEY 

got $5,000 at last session, and $1,000 more by this bill, ina little stream 

floating clay and sand. It has had $19,000 and wants $4,000 more to 
complete the improvements 

BRETON BAY, LEONARDTOWN, MARYLAND 

with a population of 1,200souls, a tributary country of eighteen square 
miles. This town got forits harbor$5,000in 1882 to add to the 815,000 
previously appropnated, and is continued in the pending bill fors3,000 
more. The statistics of its trade for the year prior to last engineer's 

report show that the entire trade of this town, in all kinds of met 
chandise, amounted to only $176,100 See Engineer’s Report tor 1882 
part 1, page 1011 Seven thousand dollars more are led te 

plete the work on this little harbor 
OCONEE 

heed con 

RIVER, GRORGIA 

Five thousand dollars were given in the act of S82, and $35,000 more 

are proposed in this bill to help out the little trade of the town of Dub 
linand vicinity. Fifteen thousand five hundred dollars have } 
before, and the estimates to finish it are $42,000 more 

een given 

CHOCTAWHATCHEER RIVER, 

The Choctauwhatchee River, in Florida and Alabama, received 320,000 

last year, and is given $10,000 in this bill. The Secretary says that 
‘*there are from 1.500 to 2,000 bales of cotton sold at Newton, which 

would probably represent the local product seeking transportation down 
the Choctawhatchee River were it improved.’’ ‘The appropriations to 
keep a river of that kind in good order must of necessity be continuin 
and if they average $15,000 per year for the future, as by this bill and 
the last. it will cost the Government only 310 a bale to furnish nay 

igation tor the cotton supply of Newtor Prior to the act of last ses 

sion $36,571.07 had been expended and 316,400 are needed Che en 

gineer says the river is not susceptible of a permanent and complete 
improve nt owing to the continued washing of the banks 

EXCAMBIA AND CONECUNM RIVER 

Escambia and Conecuh Rivers, in Florida and Alabama, got 31.200 La 

year and 32,000 by this bill. The commerce to be benetited by thes 
appropriations consists of the tloating of about 5,000,000 feet ot lamlx 
yearly. The Government pays fully 10 per cent. ot the value of thi 
product in two years tor the prrpose of aiding it to get inte the cor 
merce of the country. ‘There are trout brooks in the States of Wiscon 
sin, Michigan, and Maine which float a larger crop of logs by ns of 
flooding dams, which the loggers build at their own cost 

FOURCHF LEFEVRE RIVER IN ARI 

We gave $4,000 last year, and $3,000 are putin this bill tor th al 

The Secretary says: ‘* Official reports state that this stream scems to be 

little more than 4 mountain torrent, and that it is not susceptible of a 
improvement admitting of a communication for stages approximating 

low water Phere is not sufficient water in the river to justify any at 

tempt to improve its navigability at the low stages It will need an 
unusual appropriation and a freshet to utilize this mountain torrent 

FOR IMPROVING THE MOUTH ot PHE COQUILLE RIVE! OREGON 

Seven thousand dollars for River; 310,000 last ye 

The Secretary tells us that 
the Coquille 

‘the present commerce of this river appears 

In the year 1881 it is reported that there were no 
Iwo small coasting schooners engage in the trade 

Heretofore the surplus produce of the valley 1 
eX ports or 1m ports. 

of that harbor. 1as found 

a market through the neighboring harbor of Coos Bay. It is believed 
that if an entrance to the river can be made in the channel over the ba 
the valley of the Coquille will develop « valuable trade with souther 
ports, which will invite settlers from other parts of the country The 

residents of Coquille Valley no doubt feel that it is the duty of the pec 

ple of the United States to assist their local development by large ap 

propriation. They reason that if they hada harbor they might have 
trade and some immigration. ‘Twenty thousand dollars have beer 

appropriated to date, and $144,200 are needed and $60,000 asked tor 

this year 

il i 

SACRAMENT RIVES CALIDOER i 

and the protectior wl thls ctiatite 

and 360,000 more are given 

War 

bor the itiprovément of this river 

we gave a quarter of a million last year 
by this ball This, as the See etary af renorts mp used in 
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preventing the injury caused by the downflow of about 38,000,000 
cubie yards of earth or détritus annually discharged into the streams | public expenditure. The same argument justifies, yes, imposes, as 
by miners, to the destruction of the navigability of the stream and the 
injury of the agricultural lands alongshore. In other words, the miners 
lawlessly so use the stream as to injure others, M violation of well-set- 
tled legal principles, and the Government steps in with a large annual 
appropriation to permit the cause of and prevent the mischief. This 
use of the river has been declared illegal by the courts of California, 
and it has been held that the State can not tax its citizens to remedy 
the evils caused by the use of thisstream. Hence to shoulder the bur- 
den upon the United States is in an eminent degree ‘ practical states- 
manship.’’ The Secretary says: 
The matter of the improvement and protection of the channels of the Sacra- | 

mento and Feather Rivers in California requires a special remark, Previous 
appropriations for the improvement of the Sacramento River have been mostly 
expended in dredging the channel, and of the present appropriation $40,000 have 
been allotted for the continuation of this particular kind of work. The project 
submitted to me for the expenditure of the remaining part of the appropriation 
is for the erection of restraining barriers upon the Yuba, American, and Bear 
Rivers, tributaries of the Sacramento and Feather, to hold back the flow of dé- 
tritus caused by hydraulic mining. In submitting the project the Chief of Engi- 
neers makes a slightly qualified recommendation, and I have therefore been 
led to examine with some care the papers in this Department relating to the 
project, which is the result of careful consideration by the Engineer Bureau, The 
problem scems to be to prevent the injury caused by the downflow of about 
4,000,000 cubic yards of détritus annually, caused by the artificial washing away 
of gold-bearing gravel banks, in doing which 870,000,000 cubic yards of water are 
annually used. The records indicate that this downflow is injurious not only 
to the navigable streams below, but enormously destructive to agricultural 
lands, both directly and by raising the flood-levels of the rivers, and that the 
owners of these lands are equally with if not more than any other class of citi- 
vens interested in preventive measures. 

rhe streams and the mining works are within the State of California, and it 
reems that in at least one instance a mining enterprise has been enjoined by a 
local court from prosecuting its work in such way as to cause the injuries com- 
plained of, but T have not learned that it has been decided by the highest court 
whether the injury to navigation and agricultural interests can be prevented by 
judicial action, 

Phe act of the Legislature of California, passed in 1880, the purpose of which 
was the raising of funds by taxation for certain objects, described as ‘the con- 
trol of débris from mining and other operations, the improvement and rectifica- | 
tion of river channels, and the erection of embankments or dikes necessary for | 
the protection of lands, towns, or cities from inundation,’ was, in the next year, 
declared unconstitutional by the supreme court of the State upon several 
yrounds. One of them, as stated in the leading opinion, was— 

That the storage of débris is, in its nature, a private enterprise, in which the 
few only are interested, * * To promote a public purpose by a tax levy 
upon the property within the State is within the power of the Legislature, but 
the Legislature has no power to impose taxes for the benefit of individuals con- 
nected with a private enterprise, even though the private enterprise might bene- 
fit the local public in a remote or collateral way.” 
Consequently the efforts of the State authorities of California to impound the 

détritus from hydraulic mining enterprises were brought to an end. 
Phe work projected would involve the expenditure, within the nexteight years, | 

of nearly amillion and a halfof dollars, with doubtful results; and, as the exact 
character of the work to be done is not indicated in the act, in my hesitation as 
toapproving the project, I have thought proper to refer to the debate in the House 
upon the passage of the particular clause in question. I have gathered from re- 
marks made in the debate, which seemed to receive the unqualified assent of the 
chairman of the Committee on Commerce reporting the bill, that it was not the 
intention to commit the Government tothe policy of providing reservoirs for the 
storage of détritus from future mining operations, it being thought that they were 
but a partial remedy, and would not accomplish the purpose designed if hy- 
draulic mining should continue, and it was stated that the committee did not 
adopt the plan sketched in the engineer's preliminary reports, 
The project now before me for the expenditure of the main part of the appro- 

priation seems to be in exact accord with those reports which did not receive 
the approbation of the committee. I have not, therefore, yet considered it proper 
to do more than continue the dredging operations. 

For some further information in relation to the third inquiry I beg respectfully 
to refer tothe above-mentioned report of the Chief of Engineers. 

It will doubtless be insisted that this appropriation is limited only 
to the improvement and protection of the navigable channel; but it will 
not, I think, be denied that the protection of the channel is from the 
downflow of this détritus deposited in the navigablechannel. The Chief | ments. 
Engineer in his report made, since the last appropriation, and the ex- 
pression of views of the committee that were made in debate indicate 
that the impounding of this détritus is essential to the protection of the 
navigable channel and that a portion of thisoutlay will be expended for 
such impounding; and inthe remarks of the honorable gentlemen from 
Califorma (Mr. Page and Mr. Berry], page 5046, Recorp, Forty- | 
seventh Congress, first session, it was urged that hydraulic mining was | 
working the ruin of this river. 

Mr. Speaker, such are some of the items included in this bill. They 
were especially reported upon by the Secretary of War, and his report 
has satisfied the country that many of the appropriations made at last 
session ought never to have been made. The same reasons make it 
equally clear that they ought not to be continued in this bill. 

To further illustrate the erroneous theory of such river and harbor 
appropriations I desire to make a few remarks more particularly perti- 
nent to the act passed at last session. 

Iam aware that it is urged by the friends of the river and harbor bill 
passed at the last session that although many of its items were for appro- 
priations on small, obscure streams, whose commerce, if any they had, 
either prospectively or in fact was small, yet that as the commerce of 
the country is the aggregate of the commerce of all its localities, there- 
fore all harbors and all streams, no matter how inconsiderable in size or | wanted. On the average, one vessel a week of about eighty tons burden 
capacity for navigable use, are proper subjects for improvement at the | touches at this port. 
public expense, because all local commerce is part of the general com- 
merce of the country 

—— 

If this broad ground is admitted, it opens up an unlimited field for 

national duty the expenditure of money for the improvement of roads 
and bridges in the most rural settlements; because, though their use js 

| local, yet products may be and are carried over them which, passing on, 
soon enter into the general commerce of the country. If we must im. 
prove the small stream for the benefit of raftsmen or lumbermen, wh, 
must we not build their roads from the forest to the river-side? Sure}\ 
we should benefit the commerce of the country as much by one expenid- 
iture as the other. The same argument to justify the one justifies and 
makes constitutional the other. 

But no one seriously contends that any such power resides in Con 
gress. The Committee on Commerce, which framed and reported this 
bill, declared in their report that they had ‘not placed in the bill ap 
propriations for small streams of no importance to commerce.’’ It js 
manifest that the committee were misled. 
To show the House and the country how just were the grounds o: 

the President’s veto of that bill and how unjustifiable the haste wit} 
| which it was passed over his veto, I call attention to some of the item» 
in the bill and some facts gathered from the engineers’ reports to show 
the character of the streams and harbors into which in such large vo! 

| umes the public treasure was poured. In the defonse of this bill upon 
the floor, and by its champions before the country, it was stoutly main 
tained that the Government engineers had recommended not only the 
sums in the bill but much larger sums, and the idea was industriously 
circulated that these appropriations were vouched for by the engineers 
as needful and beneficial to the commerce of the country. I dissent 
from and take issue with these statements. The officers of the En 
gineer Corps have not recommended, but on the contrary, in many in 
stances by their reports, have discouraged the work. True, they mad 
estimates of the cost; true, their estimates in most cases exceeded th: 
sum appropriated, because they figured on the total cost of improvements 
of such works as must be made to be of any benefit; but they did not 
recommend. 

The Secretary of War in his letter of January 4, 1883, in response to 
the House resolution of December 9, 1882, says: 

1 am advised that it has been the general, if not the uniform, custom of this 
Department, in reporting to Congress in relation to thisclass of works for which 
appropriatians were made in the above-mentioned (river and harbor) act, to r 
frain from any expression of opinion asto whether or to what extent works pro 
jected or in progress are in the interest of or benefit commerce and navigation 

One may search their reports in vain for a recommendation of tl. 
greater number of the items in the bill. 

ANALYSIS OF THE VETOED BILL OF AUGUST 2, 1882. 

There were in this bill three hundred and fifty-three separate item- 
Omitting the sum for the Mississippi River, $4,123,000, and the appro 
priation amounts to $14,123,000 in round numbers. Of this numbe: 
(three hundred and fifty-three) sixty-four items are classified by the 
engineer officers of the Army as ‘‘not yet commenced and not of well 
defined and national importance.’’ There are ninety-nine items where 
the works have been commenced and are of local importance only, and 
of slight, if any, importance to navigation, and eighty-eight items which 
they declare to be of local importance only. Thus from their reports 
two hundred and fifty-one items are outside the domain where such ap 
propriations are legitimate or proper. These items call for $3,790,575 
True, the appropriation in most cases is small, much smaller than tl 
estimates, but these amounts are only the nest-eggs for still greater ce. 
penditure. Before the next Congress and its successors these very ap- 
propriations will be urged as a reason for continuing appropriations to 
keep from utter loss the sums expended in beginning these improve 

To show as briefly as I can the nature of some of these items, I[ ask 
attention to the following cases. Note what the Secretary of War and 
the engineers of the Army say of them. Note how valid were thi 
grounds of that veto, so ruthlessly overridden in this House. The r 

| ports of the Secretary of War and of the engineers are my authority 

PLYMOUTH HARBOR, MASSACHUSETTS. 

Lighty-tive thousand dollars have been expended here previous tv 
the $14,000 given by this Congress. Benefits are local. The harbor is 
reported ‘‘so difficult of approach as to be useless to strangers.’’ 

i PULTNEYVILLE HARBOR, NEW YORK. 

Four thousand dollars are to be expended here in aid of a commerce 
| in which the arrivals and departures do not average over one a week 
| during the season of navigation of vessels of not over forty tons tonnage 

SHEEPHEAD BAY, NEW YORK. 

Three thousand dollars added to the $7,000 heretofore voted. Th« 
principal occupation is fishing, conducted by smal] sailing vessels, and 
the estimates call for $92,000. 

WILSON HARBOR, NEW YORK. 

| Forty thousand dollars have been appropriated here, and $60,000 is 

| Oak Orchard Harbor, on Lake Ontario, has had $163,500 and wants 
| $100,000 more, of which $3,000 was doled out by this Congress. ‘The 
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engineer’s report says: “‘ This harbor is of local importance only, one | and Obey’s River receive $4,000 and $5,000, respectively, continuing 
or two vessels a week visiting it during the season of navigation aver- 
aging not more than seventy tons each. 

FLUSHING BAY, NEW YORK. 

Five thousand dollars are given here. There is no commerce. The 
engineer surmises that ‘‘a development of trade by water might follow 
the improvement.’’ But as $120,000 more are needed to make the im- 
provement of any avail, even as an encouragement to a commerce not 
yet called into being, it will be at this rate of annual outlay twenty- 
four years before the locality will realize any other result or benetit | 
than that flowing from the expenditure of the money in the neighbor- 
hood. 

i } 
| 

Canarsie Bay, New York, comes in for $3,000 on an estimate of $88,000 | 
for the benefit of an undeveloped commerce which has already absorbed 
$5,000, a mere driblet of no benefit. 

The act known as the ‘‘river and harbor bill’’ actually declares a 
harbor to exist at Long Branch, and provides an appropriation for its 
protection. There is not, never was, and never can be a harbor there, 
and the provision in the bill is for ‘‘ shore protection,’’ and has not even 
the flimsy pretext that commerce will be benefited, unless the transfer 
of funds from the pockets of guests to the coffers of landlords can be 
called commerce. 

Vermillion Harbor has had $111,946.32, and must have $60,000 more. 
Nineteen vessels of small burden cleared this port in a year, yielding 
a magnificent revenue of $16.45. 

Michigan City, Indiana, gets $20,000 for the inner harbor, the prime 
benefit of which accrues only to owners of dock property. Waukegan, 

improvements. They each contain so little water that only three feet 
an be obtained at high water from February to June , 

In Alabama the appropriations are equally lavish and improvident. 
To improve the Cahawba River $20,000is given. This is the starter for 
an appropriation of $577,000 called tor by the estimates. It is ex- 
pected to get by this outlay a three-foot navigation for eighty-eight 
miles, There are only two insignificant villages on this river, and its 
use is obstructed by two railroad bridges. 

The Tallapoosa River receives $15,000 and needs $260,000 more 
The river can be navigated only with flat-boats, and the engineer says 
‘* its present commerce is not worth considering.”’ 

West Virginia comes in for her full share of this unwise appropria 
tion. Elk River gets $2,000 on an estimate of $100,000 for one plan ve) 

and $1,500,000 on another, for the improvement. The only navigation 
| possible is that of logs, canoes, and flat-boats, and the logs can not 

Illinois, without a harbor and with little if any commerce by water, | 
comes in for $20,000 on top of $15,743 already bestowed. 

For the harbor of refuge at Grand Marais, Michigan, where there is 
no local commerce, $40,000 is given. Theengineers report that the im- 
provement to be of value will cost half'a million, and until halfof thisisex- 
pended the money put there is merely sunk. Monroe, Michigan, comes 
in for an appropriation of $1,000. Improvements were commenced forty- 
six years ago and have not yet developed a commerce, but railroads have 
shorn it of all significance as a harbor. 
Wherever you turn in this list of three hundred and fifty-three items | continuing improvements are bestowed upon Choptank 

you strike harbors without commerce, or at best only an insignificant 
local trade, and rivers not only without commerce but almost without 
water. 

At New Buffalo, Michigan, an appropriation is made on an aban- 
doned harbor in which work years ago was discontinued because there 
was no commerce. At Cedar River, Michigan, $15,000 goes for what? 
To build a harbor at the mouth of a stream which can hardly float saw- 
logs and support one saw-mill. 
Among the rivers which afte the recipients of large sums is to be 

mentioned Rancocas River, which gets $10,000 added to $10,000 here- 
tofore received. This appropriation is in the interest of one single 
item of commerce, phosphate rock, which is carried to one factory for 
making fertilizers, on the river. Cohansey Creek, New Jersey, comes 
in for $5,000 to clear out material permitted to wash into its channel 
trom the streets of Bridgeton, New Jersey. Chester Creek, Pennsyl- 
vania, a drainage sewer for the town of Chester and of local importance 
only, is given $3,000 to add to $3,000 already bestowed. 

Virginia is generously dealt with in the bill. Pamunkey River is the 
recipient of $2,500, continuing improvement, because the citizens think 
improved navigation would ‘‘stimulate better tillage and would in- 
crease trucking business.’’ Totusky River has $5,000, continuing im- 
provement. This stream is navigable for small craft only tive miles, 

} 

and then is crossed by a permanent bridge. Staunton River gets $7,000, | 
continuing improvement. There is one small steamboat on it. The 
rest of its commerce is by ‘‘pole-boat’’ navigation. Archer’s Hope 
River gets $5,000 for a traffic carried on by ‘‘ one small steamer and two 
schooners.’’ Urbana Creek has no commerce, but it is thought she ean 
get one by putting enough money into the river. 

Tennessee is not forgotten in this wholesale distribution of money in 
small streams. ; 

Clinch River, ‘‘ used only for rafts and flat-boats at low stages,’’ and 
“blocked with mill-dams and fish-traps’’ and a railroad bridge. She 
has had $10,000, gets $3,000 from this Congress, and needs $13,400 
more. 

French Broad River came in for $5,000 on an estimate of $136,500. 
Its commerce is ‘‘ largely grain.’’ It is said 65,000 bushels were floated 
on its bosom in one year. When this river isimproved, and if it main- 
tain its present thriving commerce, it will cost only a little over $2 a 
bushel to furnish navigable water to get out this grain product. Mill- 
dams and fish-traps abound in this majestic national highway. 

Duck River gets $3,000, wants $25,000 to secure two and one-half to 
three and one-half feet depth during four to six months of the year. 
The State has given the exclusive monopoly of navigation in this stream 
to a private corporation. Hiawassee River maintains one small steam- 
boat. South Forked Deer River is blocked by several railroad bridges 
without draws, but she wants $19,200, of which this bill doles out 
$3,000, al “very little trade has been carried on of Jate years, 
for the reason that the country has had railroad facilities.’’ 

float unless a five-foot rise can be furnished. Fifteen thousand dollars 
has heretofore been appropriated. Guyandotte River comes in for 
$2,000, having already received $10,500 to clear out old artificial ob 
structions, such as mill-dams and locks now blocking up the river 

North Carolina has not been forgotten. On Lillington River $3,000 
goes after the $3,000 heretofore bestowed. Flat-boats and rafts floating 
cordwood constitute its commerce, which, present or prospective, does 
not seem to warrant expenditure above eleven miles from its mouth 
New River is given $5,000 to commence improvements, which to b 
effective must be costly, and, as the engineer reports, *‘ 
this time.”’ 

Georgia did not sleep on her rights to a share of this divide. Oosta 
naula and Coosawattee Rivers, with ‘‘but little commerce on eithet 
river,’’ get $1,000. No steamboat has been on the Oostanaula 

Kentucky was vigilant for her due proportion. Her Big Sandy gets 

not justitic dl ut 

325,000, has previously had $30,000, and wants $46,000 more for ** bet 
tering raft navigation.”’ Treadwater River has $3,500, but need 
$118,000 to procure available benefits. 

No part of the country appears to have been neglected. Maryland has 
her Choptank River. This river has a trade carried on by thre: 
of less than one hundred tons burden each. | Fiv: 

schooners 

thousand dollars fon 

Elk River 
receives $6,500, continuing improvement, although she is blocked by a 
permanent bridge. A channel must be excavated to Elkton, and ot 
course the people of the United States are profoundly interested in the 
increase of wharf facilities at Elkton. 

Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, and Connecticut have each 
their small rivers and these have come in for ashare to aid local develop 
ments, help a local trade, increase the value of sites along the rivers, o 
help the business of running small excursion steamers. 

Far-off Texas has her interests cared for. Trinity River had one 
steamboat in 1874 which was not expected to run in 1880, but $8,000 
is voted, and $26,500 has been given before. 

Neches River has been known to float a steamboat, and comes in for 
a permanent place in the annual bill. 

At Fort Brown $1,000 is bestowed, not to help commerce, but to 
keep the banks from caving into the river to the injury of the privat 
proprietors ! 

Delaware gets for her Indian River $10,000, and must have $40,000 
more. It is solely for the benefit of local trade, and the products ot 
the region are fruit, vegetables, and oysters, which can not be shipped 
as they are too perishable. 

Clinton River, Michigan, attests her watchful zeal. The enginees 
reported $10,000 necessary if any attempt at expenditure was mad 
here. The act gives $6,000. The commerce is only local, and in four 

| years has yielded a revenue of $297. 

Caney Fork | 

These are only a part of the items most manifestly misbestowed by 
this bill. The expression of public opinion which followed the passage: 
of this bill, condemning it and sustaining the veto, was just although 
severe. But the people then knew but little of the details of the bill 
and could point out but few of its objectionable items. I here make 
this allusion to a few out of many, solely to show the erroneous theory 
on which the bill was framed. 

Not only is the bill too lavish, putting money where it did not and 
could not benefit commerce or call it into being, but it has, in the at 
tempt to give something to all localities, in many instances wasted 
what it has given by giving too little to do any good. The following 

| are some of the streams to which a little was given, but not enough to 
be of benefit: 

Swanton, Vermont, gets $4,500 to build a breakwater 1,900 teet 
long, 260 feet of which have been built at a cost of $60,000. This will 
make the whole cost nearly half a million. The sum appropriated will 

| build about 20 feet, at which rate it will take eighty-two years to finish 
the work. 

Scituate, Massachusetts, is given $10,000. The engineers report that 
$280,000 is needed and that $100,000 is necessary to make a beginning 

| Canarsie Bay receives $3,000 to make a tidal basin; cost, 373,000 
| The appropriation of 1881 was $5,000, not used, as it was not enougt 
to start the work. 

Sheepshead Bay is given $3,000 where $92,000 is needed 
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Flushing Bay is given $5,000 on an estimate of $128,500, with the 
engineers asking $30,000 as necessary to do any good. 

Grand Marais, Michigan, gets $40,000; estimate, $450,000. 
Cahawba River, Alabama, gets $20,000 on an estimate of $577,000. 
Oconto Harbor, in Wisconsin, is doled out $15,000, while the engi- 

neers report that $50,000 must be given before operations can be profit- 
ably prosecuted. 

Again, the bill in several items, for some unexplained reason, exceeds 
the engineers’ estimates. 

Red River gets $75,000 on an engineer’s call for $28,000 
Yaquina Bay, in Oregon, gets $100,000 on an estimate of $60,000. 
To Providence River and Narragansett Bay $125,000 is given on an 

estimate of $100,000. 

Saint Anthony’s Falls, on the Upper Mississippi, gets $25,000 although 
the improvement is completed and no estimate shown, and the record is 
silent as to what shall be done with the money. Fj 

The act appropriates, exclusive of the Mississippi Valley amount, 
nearly fifteen millions. The estimates show that this expenditure in- 
volves further appropriations of not less than $63,000,000 to save from 
total waste the amounts already given. 

An analysis of the bill shows that forty-nine new objects are named 
for which appropriations are for the first time made. These items 
amount to $1,798,000. Careful estimates from part of these proposed 
improvements warrant the conclusion that they are the beginning of a 
series of appropriations which must aggregate fifteen millions. 

Moreover, engineers aver that the system of partial provision for 
. . . > i 

continuing improvements generally results in a cost of 20 per cent. more 
than if the work had been prosecuted on a sum covering the estimate. 
If this be true, these appropriations, exclusive of the work of the Mis- 
sissippi River Commission, must cost nearly ninety millions. 

With a few more observations I have done. The billof last year 
made an appropriation for a preliminary survey of the Hennepin Canal, 
in the State of Illinois. If there is power granted to Congress directly 
or by implication to appropriate money for such a purpose, I am unable 
to determine where it is vested. If building the Hennepin Canal may 
be done by this Government, I can not anticipate on what shore its power 
is limited or what public works are left for States and individuals and 
private corporations to create, manage, and maintain. 

In the light of history and the log-rolling tendencies apparently de- 
veloped by the passage of the bill passed over the veto last summer, the 
Hennepin Canal is specially obnoxious to every principle of justice and 
sound legislation. It has been probably more widely discussed than 
any like project for many years. If its construction would draw to it 
such an immense traffic, why fs it that [linois, with all its great cap- 
ital, could not find private enterprise sufficient to build it? Capital, 
where controlled by private individuals, rarely fails to engage itself 
with any valuable project, especially if it be so valuable as this is said | 
to be. Why did not the State of Illinois build it? Certainly no people 
knew its advantages better than those of that State, and yet in a con- 
stitutional convention held in that State in 1870, where the whole mer- 
its of the proposed canal were discussed, an amendment was proposed 
and carried, by 49 ayes to 11 noes, prohibiting the State of IMlinois, 
through its General Assembly, from ever voting to loan its credit to 
build this canal, and by a vote of 35 ayes to 25 noes prohibited the ap- | 

This amendment, when sub- 
mitted to the people for ratification, was carried by a vote of 142,540 
propriation of a dollar for the purpose. 

aves to 27,017 noes. 

It is opposed by those whom it would be expected most to benefit. 
I have listened attentively to all I could hear said by its most zeal- | 

ous friends and advocates, urging this Government to undertake the | 
unsavory work of building a local canal after the great State of Illinois 
has forbidden by a constitutional amendment an appropriation by its 
State Legislature of a single dollar for such purpose. 

The only reason I have heard that seemed to possess any force was 
thgt if such a policy as was being carried out by the river and harbor 
bill was to prevail, linois might as well come in for her part of the 
general divide. 

If this Hennepin Canal were built it would unquestionably afford 
large additional drainage to the sewers of the city of Chicago and ‘to the 
United States Treasury. 

The last but not the least objection that I shall now suggest to such 
river and harbor bill appropriations is improving the Upper Mississippi 
River for the professed object of storing water in reservoirs to let out 
in times of low water to improve navigation below Saint Paul, and im- 
proving Saint Anthony’s Falls water-power at Minneapolis. 

I understand that with all the large expenditures that have been 
made in constructing reservoirs no practical advantage has, been or can 
be derived by the shipping interests on the river where relief is needed. 
That good storage for logs owned by private corporations and individ- 
uals has been provided and is enjoyed by such parties I suppose none 
will question; and that this was all that the original zealous promot- 
ers and advocates of this scheme ever anticipated seems probable. 
The water-power at Saint Anthony's Falls is almost as famous and 

at State of Minnesota, of which it forms so con- 
This highly valuable water-power is owned, however, 

by private individuals or corporations, and why the United States Gov- 

well-known as the 
spicuous a part. 
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| tempt to explain, much less to make clear, why the Government should 

ernment should be called upon or consent to make large appropriations 
or indeed any appropriations toimprove property so owned and occupied 
I am unable to learn. 

The owners of this vast property do not, so far as I can ascertain, at 

improve, protect, and preserve their property any more than it shou} 
protect the private property of every other citizen in the country. 

Furthermore, there are hundreds, if not thousands, of streams in the 
country equally deserving of attention as those provided for by this 
legislation. Their improvement might benefit some local trade, possi 
bly facilitate the rafting of forest or field products. They can not be 
denied if such claims as are granted by the act of 1882 and by the bil! 

| we are now asked to pass are worthy. Equal justice and fairness to lo- 
cality and private individuals must accord to them ashare in this grea: 
| distribution. ‘The disastrous result, as in the case of all departures 
from a sound and wise policy, no man can foresee. 

Lee ys. Richardson. 

REMARKS 
or 

SAMUEL LEE, 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 

HON. 

IN THE Housk OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, March $, 1883, 

On the contested-election case of Lee rs. Richardson. 

Mr. LEE said: 
Mr. SPEAKER AND GENTLEMEN: I have, in the short time aiiowed 

| me, endeavored to prove to you that I have been elected to the Forts 
seventh Congress from the first district of South Carolina and I trust 
I have convinced every member without regard to his poli’ ical conv ic 

| tions that I am entitled to the seat I claim, and I earnestly look for « 
favorable vote from my political opponents who can rise superior to 

| party and decide this case upon its merits. I have confined iny remark- 
| to the Darlington precinct because the chairman of the Committee ou 
| Elections states that one to be the main cause that prevents him from 
| joining in the report made in my favor, but I refer you to the report 
| made by Mr. PETTIBONE and concurred in by six other members of th: 
Elections Committee for other startling facts in the case. 

There are one or two general features of the political situation in th: 
| South that I wish to refer to before taking my seat. The political con 
dition of the South is at present singular and abnormal. The relation 

_ of the races there is strained and unnatural, politically, while materi 
ally and in every other aspect it is comparatively harmonious. 

It is an unfortunate state of affairs, and I should despair of the futur 
did I not believe that time would work a beneficent change in th: 
temper and disposition of the Democrats in control there and induce 
them to fall in line with the progressive and liberty-loving spirit that 

_ has dominated this country for the last twenty years, and I trust will 
continue to control and direct its affairs through all its glorious future 

As a colored man and a representative of the race with which I am 
identified I have always done, and will continue to do, everything in 
my power to bring about such a state of things. 

If the Democrats of the South would acknowledge in a practical! 
manner the political rights and privileges of the colored voters there 
would be an end of all difficulties, and the colored voters would unit: 
in electing the best men to positions of honorand trust upon their merits 
only, and thus bring peace and contentment and prosperity to the South 

But as long as they see the Democrats as a party determined to de- 
prive them of their rights, either by brute force or clear violation o! 
law, or under the forms of law ingeniously and elaborately devised to 
neutralize the practical enjoyment of their rights, they wil] unite to « 
man to resist and oppose that party, and keep it in the minority where 
it so justly belongs. 

I trust the Republicans of this House will to-day administer a rebuke 
to the practices of the Democrats in their violations of law and justice, 
as shown by the facts in the election in the first Congressional district 
of South Carolina that I have described, by unseating the contestee in 
this case. 

I need not say to the Republicans of this House that it is essential to 
| the purity of elections that this be done and the safety of those princi- 
ples that underlie the very superstructure of our Government. You 
are well aware of this, gentlemen. I am satisfied that you will not 

| countenance by your vote the violations of law and the political prac 
| tices that prevail in elections in the South, as shown in this case that 
| is so repugnant to every sense of justice and fairness that it renders one- 
half of this country as unrepublican as despotic Russia, while the other 
half remains the most liberal and progressive of any land of ancient 01 
modern times. 
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When this House, representing the great Republican constituencies | 
of the North and West, shows its disapproval of the illegal methods | 
resorted to by the South to obtain a representative here, these practices | 
will cease, and not before. 

I need not dwell on the intelligent appreciation shown by the colored | 
people of the South, during the last twenty years of the eventful his- 
tory of this country, of the important issues at stake. 

It would be superfluous to state how deeply they sympathized with | 
the principles that animated the Republican party from the firing of 
the first gun on Fort Sumter, and how steadfastly they adhered through 
the war and subsequently to the cause of Republicanism. They have 
sealed their devotion with their blood on many battlefields, and have 
maintained their political rights at the ballot-box, braving assassinatior 
and intimidation that would have unnerved the stoutest hearts. 

I trust the action of this House to-day will demonstrate to their 
anxious and waiting hearts that such sacrifices have not been in vain 
1 ask that you examine the report referred to. 

Mr. Petrinone, from the Committee on Elections, submitted the following 

The Committee on Elections, to whom was referred the contested-election case 
of the first Congressional district of South Carolina, having had the same under 
consideration oe leave to report: 

The district iscom lof the counties of Georgetown, Suinter, Williamsburgh, 
Horry, Darlington, Marlborough, Marion, and Chesterfield 
The returns of the State board of canvassers give to 

John 8. Richardson...... Seendaadabteaeebaacsastidiianion tein 1, 142 
eal ialisdins cnkhaventtnonncennencenssecouwnetiesrseveres 11,674 
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The contest was begun by the contestant, Samuel Lee, against the sitting mem- | 
ber, John S. Richardson, and in his notice of contest he alleges the following | 

unds: 
“ First. That a majority of the legal votes polled at the election held onthe 2d | 

day of November, 1830, in the first Congressional district of South Carolina were 
cast for me. j 
“Second, That owing to frauds, violence, and intimidation committed in your | 

interest ay pot partisans and supporters in each and every county inthe Con- | 
gressional district, the true result of the election was defeated and a pretended 
and fraudulent majority made to appear for you. | 
“Third. That the returns made to the State board of canvassers by the commis- 

sioners of elections of Suinter, Williammsburgh, Georgetown, and Horry Coun- | 
ties do not contain true and correct statements of the votes cast for a member | 
of Congress in said counties. 
“Fourth. That according tothe returns of the election made by the managers of | 

election of the several voting precincts in the counties of Sumter, Williamsburgh, 
and Georgetown I received a majority of the votes cast in each of the said coun. | 

cs. 
“ Fifth. That in Sumter County the commissioners of election illegally refused to | 

count and canvass and include in their statement of the resuit of the election the | 
vote cast, canvassed, and duly returned for a member of Congress at the fel- | 
lowing voting precincts, to wit, Sumter No. 1, Carter's Crossing, and Rafting 
‘reek 
“Sixth. Thatin Williamsburgh County the commissioners of election illegally 

refused to count and canvass and include in their statement of the result of the | 
election the vote cast, canvassed, and duly returned for a member of Congress | 
at the following voting precincts, to wit, Salters, Gourdins, and Midway. 
“Seventh. That in Georgetown County the commissioners of election illegally 

refused to count and canvass and include in their statement of the result of the 
election the vote cast, canvassed, and duly returned for a member of Congress 
at the following voting precincts, to wit, Upper Waccamaw, Lower Waccamaw, 
Santee, Sampit, Choppee, and Pee Dee or Birdfield. 

- Eighth. Phat in Slerey County the commissioners of election illegally refused 
to count and canvass and include in their statement of the result of the election 
the vote cast, canvassed, and duly returned for a member of Congress at the 
voting precinct of Martin Hill. 
“Ninth. Thatin Sumter, Williamsburgh, and Georgetown Counties, at the fol- 

lowing voting precincts, to wit, Lynchburg, Mayesville, Shiloh, and Privateer, 
in the County of Sumter, and Kingstree, Gourdins, Black Mingo, Greelyville, 
Salters,Cedar Swamp, Prospect Church, Pipkins, Andersons, Scranton, and Gra- 
hams, in the county of Williamsburgh, and Georgetown, Upper Waccamaw, 
Sampit, and Carver's Bay, inthe county of Georgetown, the vote actually cast 
for me was larger and the vote actually cast for you was smaller than appears 
on the face of the returns made by the managers of election at the voting pre- | 
einct aforesaid ; that the difference between the vote as actually cast and the 
vote as returned by the managers aforesaid arises from the fact that at each of 
the aforesaid polls numerous ballots bearing your name for Congress were 
fraudulently placed in the ballot-box for the purpose of creating an excess of | 
votes over voters, and thereby compelling the managers to draw out and destroy 
the excess of ballots thus created, in order to reduce the number of ballots in the | 
box to the number of names on the poll-list; that in drawing out of the box at 
each poll the excess of ballots fraudulently created as aforesaid numerous ba!- 
lots bearing my name for Congress, and which had been legally voted, were 
drawn out and destroyed, and in their place was counted a corresponding num- 
ber of ballots with your name for Congress thereon, which had not been legally 
voted; wherefore, to the vote returned for me by the managers of election at 
each of the’polls aforesaid should be added the ballots bearing my name for 
Congres$ which were drawn out and destroyed, and from the vote returned for 
you at éach of the polls aforesaid should be deducted a corresponding number. 

7 . Thatin Marion, a renEn and Chesterfield Counties, at the follow- 
ing. precincts, to wit, Marion Court House, Berry’s Cross-Roads, Camp- | 

"s Little Rock, Friendship, High Hill, Mount Nebo, Marsbluff, Arieal, 
and in the county of Marion, and Bennettsville, Smithville, Adamsville, | 
Bro tsville, Hebron, Clio, Red Bluff, and Red Hill, in the county of | 
Marlborough,an Chesterfield Court House, Mount Croghan,and Hebron Church, 
in the county of Chesterfield, for the causes set forth in the preceding paragraph 
(No. 9) the vote actually cast for me was larger and the vote actually cast for you 
was smaller than appears on the face of the returns made by the managers of | 
election at the voting precincts aforesaid; wherefore, to the vote returned for 
me by the managers ef election at each of the polls aforesaid should be added 
the ballots aaeene my name which were drawn out and destroyed, and from 
the vote returned fo: 
corresponding number. 

Eleventh. That the polls required by law to be held at Stateburgh, in Sumter 
County, and at Griers, in Georgetown County, were not opened, because the 

of election, who were your partisans and supporters, and members of 

| owing, first to the 

r you at each of the polls aforesaid should be deducted a | 

party whose nominee you were for Congress, neglected and refused | 

purpose of casting their ballots for me for Congress were deprived of the oppor- 
tunity to vote for me for Congress, as they intended and desired 

“Twelfth. That at Black River or Brown's Ferry voting precinct, in George- 
town County, 276 votes were cast for me and 20 votes were cast for you; thatatthe 
close of the poll, upon opening the ballot-box and counting the votes therein, the 
managers found that there were 602 tickets in the box; that this excess of 306 
ballots was caused by your partisans and supporters fraudulently placing in the 

| ballot-box that numberof small tissue ballots bearing your name for Congress; 
that when it was ascertained that the ballot-box had been stuffed as aforesaid, 
a controversy arose between the United States supervisors and the managers as 
to the duty of the latter under the circumstances, and not being able to agree the 
managers sealed up the box and delivered the same to one of the supervisors 
without making a canvass and return of the votes required by law; wherefore, 
the vote cast as aforesaid at said precinct should be added to the vote returned 
for youand for me, respectively, by the commissioners of election of Georgetown 
County, to wit, 20 for you and 276 for me. 

“Thirteenth. That at Cheraw voting precinct, in Chesterfield County, the poll 
list kept by the managers of election and their clerk was falsified in your in- 
terest by the insertion thereon of one hundred and sixteen fictitious names, and 
for the names thus fraudulently placed on the poll-list a number of ballots bear- 
ing your name for Congress were surreptitiously placed in the ballot-box and 

| counted, canvassed, and returned for you; wherefore, from the vote returned 
| for you at said precinct should be deducted the number of ballots so illegally 
counted, canvassed, and returned for you. 

“Fourteenth. That at each and every voting precinct in the counties of Ches- 
terfield, Horry, Marlborough, Williamsburgh, Darlington, and Marion numerous 
illegal votes were cast for you by persons not qualified to vote and by persons 
who voted more than once. 
‘Fifteenth. That at each and every precinct in the counties comprising the 

first Congressional district a large nunrber of colored voters who desired and in 
tended to vote for me for Congress were denied that right, without good and suf- 
ficient cause, by the managers of election, 

“Sixteenth. That throughout the Congressional district the supervisors ap 
pointed by the circuit court of the United States to represent the Republican 
party, whose nominee for Congress I was, and the deputy marshals of the United 
States were obstructed, hindered, and prevented by your partisans and sup 
porters from fully and freely performing the duties required of them by the laws 
of the United States. 
“Seventeenth. That at each and every voting precinct in the eight counties 

| comprising the first Congressional district all the managers of the clection were 
known to be your political partisans and supporters and members of the polit 

| ical party whose candidate for Congress you were; that inthe reception and rejec 
| tion of votes and in the general management and conduct of the election the man 
| agers of election aforesaid at each and every poll acted in your interest and for 
your benefit; that ateach and every precinct where there was an excess of ballots 
inthe box the managersof election as aforesaid in drawing out such excess ucted 
in your interest, manipulating the ballots in such a way as to draw out mostis 
tickets with my name for Congress thereon 

“Eighteenth. Thatin Darlington County there was not a free and fair election 
repeating, legal voting, and ballot-box stu which was 

committed in your interest and by your partisans and supporters at each and 
every voting precinct in the county; second, at Dariingtow Court louse poll, Plor- 
ence, Effingham, James Cruss-Roads, Gum Branch, and Timiionsville, by the 
poll-list being falsified by the insertion thereon of ficti ious names, repeating 
violence, intimidation, illegal voting, and by the rejection of a larwe number of 
qualified voters who desired and offered to vote for me for Congress 

bhi 

wherefore 

| the entire vote returned #s having been cast at each of the above-named polling 
precincts should be rejected and entirely excluded 

** Nineteenth. Thatin Darlington County, at the following voting precints, to 
wit, Effingham, James Cross-Roads, Gum Branch, Timmonsy le, Lisbon, Lydia, 

| Society Hill, Leavenworth, and Mechaniesville, for the causes set forth in para- 
graph No. 9, the vote actually cast for me was lurger, and the vote actually cast 
for you was smaller, than appears on the face of the returns made by man 
agers of election at the voting precincts aforesaid; wherefore, to the vote re 
turned for me by the managers of election at each of the pous aforesa d should 
be added the ballots bearing my name which were drawn out ond destroyed 
and from the vote returned for you at each of the polls afUresaid 
ducteda corresponding number. 
“Twentieth. That at Graham's Cross-Roads, Scranton, and Cedar Swamp 

1 
(lie 

sould be cle 
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Williamsburgh County, the ballot-boxes were stuffed, the poll-lists falsified by 
the insertion thereon of fictitious names, violence, intimidation, repeating, and 
illegal voting committed in your interest and by your partisans and supporters, 
to such an extent that it is impossible to tell how many legal votes were cast at 
said voting precincts; wherefore the entire vote returned as Laving th custut 
said polls should be rejected and entirely excluded.” 
Tothe notice of contest the sitting member filed exceptions and 

follows: 
“Sir: In reply to your notice of intention to contest my seat in the Forty-sev 

enth Congress of the United States as a member from the first district of the 
State of South Carolina, served on meon the 20th day of December, 1580, I have 
to say— 

I. That I deny and except to your right to contest ny seat, either in yourown 
behalf or in the interest of the voters of the first Congressional district of the 
State of South Carolina, for the reason that you were not at the time of the gen 
eral election of the 2d of November, 1880, either a legal voter or a cilizen of the 
said district or State. 

*T allege that two years previous to said election, with the intention of remov- 
ing from South Carolina, yousold whatever property you owned in South Caro 
lina and removed with your family beyond the borders of said State, and returned 
to the said State leas than twelve months previous to said election 

“ITI. L object and except to your notice so far as you charge force and intimi- 
dation on the part of my supporters, because you do not specify, as the law and 
practice require, or pretend to specify, a single instance of force or intimidation 
committed by any of my supporters anywhere in the Congressional district on 
any of the voters of said district. Nowhere in your notice do youstate who was 

Lea 
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| forced to vote for me, or who was intimidated by my supporters and prevented 
from voting for you, or in what manner, place, or town such intimidation was 
had, or by whom it was done. 

“IIL. Beeause your specifications of grounds of contest are insufficient in law, 
and do not set forth facts sufficient or of such a character asto enable you to con 
test my right to said seat. And not waiving my aforesaid exceptions, but ex- 
pressly reserving and relying on the same, I do hereby expressly deny, ov in 
formation and belief, all the charges and allegations in your said notice contained 
and set forth, and require you to prove the same, except as hereinafter ad 
mitted. 

* To the firgt ground of your contest I deny the same, and each and every alle- 
gation therein cbntained. On the contrary, I allege that my official majority, a» 
found by the State board of canvassers for the State of South Carolina, was 8,464. 
“To the second ground of your contest I deny the same, and each and every 

allegation therein contained. 
*To the third and fourth grounds of your contest I object, and except to them 

as indefinite and insufficientin law. If true, asalleged by you, they do not show 
or allege that I am not entitled to said seat, or that you are; and they do not 

| state how or wherein the said returns are not true and correct, or what would 
to act, in consequence of which numerous voters who went to said polls for the | be your majority in said counties tf the said returns were corrected as claimed 
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by-you. In reference to your allegation in said third ground of contest, while I 
do not admit it, because I do not know it to be true, but, on the contrary, re- 
quire you to prove it, I claim and allege, if true, as alleged by you, I would still 
have a large majority of the votes cast at said election, and be entitled to said seat. 

“In reference to the fourth ground of your contest, I answer that I believe it 
is true, asalleged by you therein, that a majority of the votes cast in said coun- 
ties of Sumter, W dliamsburgh, and Georgetown were cast for you, but I object and 
except to your specification as indefinite and insufficient in law. It does not 
state what returns; from what voting precincts; how or wherein the said returns 
are not true orcorrect, or what would be your majorities in said counties; and I 
expressely and emphatically deny that you would, ewe said allegations were | 
true, thereby or by reason of anything allegedin said third and fourth grounds 
of contest, have a majority of the votes cast in said district, or be entitled to said 
seat 

“To the fifth ground of your contest, I answer that I do not know or admit 
that in Sumter County the commissioners of elections illegally refused to count 
and include in their statement the votes cast and returned at Sumter precinct 
No. 1, Carter's Crossing, and Rafting Creek. LIadmit that the votes cast at said 
voting precincts were refused and excluded. As to the votes castat Sumter pre- 
einct No. 1, | waivethe question as to whether the same were legally or illegally 
refused and excluded by said commissioners, and agree that the same may be 
counted, And [I allege and claim if they be counted I would still have a large 
majority of all the votes cast in said district. As to the votes cast at Carter's 
Crossing and Rafting Creek, I deny, on information and belief, that they were 
illegally refused and excluded from the said statement, and I allege and claim 
if they be counted I would still have a large majority of all the votes cast in said 
election 
“To your sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth groundsof contest, on infor- 

mation and belief, | deny the same and each and every allegation therein con- 
tained. 
“As to so much of the allegation contained in your ninth ground of contestas 

alleges that there is such a voting precinct as Mayesville in Sumter County, I 
deny the same; and though I received a majority of the votes polled at said sup- 
posed precinct, I allege that there is no such voting precinctestablished by law, 
and ask that the vote returned and counted from said supposed voting precinct 
be excluded 
“To your eleventh ground of contest, on information and belief, I deny that 

the poll at Stateburgh, in Sumter County, and at Grier’s, in Georgetown County, 
were not opened, I deny that said polls were not held because the managers 
neglected or refused to act. I deny that because said polls were not held numer- 
ous voters who desired to vote for you were thereby deprived of the opportu- 
nity to vote for you. 

“On the contrary, on information.and belief, I allege that the poll at Grier's, 
in Georgetown County, was held, and I charge and allege that your partisans 
and supporters, with force and arms, took from the possession of the managers 
of said poll the box containing the ballots cast for a member to Congress and 
carried off the same, refusing to allow the said managers to count the ballots 
and ascertain the result. And I further allege that no one was prevented from 
voting for you who desired to do so by anything that was done at either of said 
voting precincts by my partisans and supporters, or by the managers at said pre- 
cincts 

“To your twelfth ground of contest, on information and belief, I deny the 
same, and each and eveay allegation therein contained; and I charge and allege, 
on information and belief, that your partisans and supporters, with force and 
arms, took from the possession of the managers of said Black River or Brown's 
Ferry precinct the box containing the ballots cast at said voting precinct, and 
refused to allow the same to be counted by the managgrs, as by law required to 
be done 
“To your thirteenth, fourteenth, fifteenth, sixteenth, seventeenth, eighteenth, 

nineteenth, and twentieth grounds of contest, on information and belief, I deny 
the same, and each and every allegation therein contained. As to your seven- 
teenth ground of contest, and all other grounds where similar allegations are 
made by you, I charge and allege that the managers of the election were ap- 
pointed, and the purging of the ballot-boxes, where the same was found to be 
required by law, was done in strict accordance with the laws of South Carolina 
governing in such cases, and that said laws were framed and passed by the po- 
litical party of which you are a member, and the appointment of said managers 
and the purging of the boxes were done in strict accordance with the practice 
adopted and acted on by the party of which you are a member when said party 
were in power in South Carolina. I further charge and allege that the party to 
which I belong have not altered, amended, or repealed the said laws in one iota. 

* As toso much of your allegation contained in your eighteenth and nineteenth 
rrounds of contest as alleges that there is such a voting precinct as James Cross- 
Roads in Darlington County I deny the same, or that there was any vote polled 
at or counted from any such voting precinct, 
“The undersigned alleges and charges that there is no such voting precinct 

established by law as Mount Clio in Sumter County, and claims that the vote 
counted and canvassed as polled at said supposed voting precinct should be ex- 
cluded. 
“The undersigned further denies that if the irregularities alleged by you to 

have been committed did oceur (of which he has no knowledge or information), 
they were of a character in any degree to affect or invalidate his true and law- 
ful election. On the contrary, he alleges and claims that counting the entire 
vote polled at every voting precinct in the Congressional district, and accepting 
the returns made by the Republican supervisors wherever they made returns 
as to the number of such votes and the persons for whom they were cast, the 
contestee received a large majority of all the votes cast for a member to Con- 
gress from the first district of the State of South Carolina at the election held for 
such member on the 2d day of November, 1880, 
“While the undersigned denies that there was any ‘force or intimidation’ 

whatever used or practiced anywhere in. the Congressional district by his par- 
tisans and supporters, he alleges and charges that there was great force, undue 
influence, violence, and intimidation practiced by you and your partisans and 
ae upon and over a large number of colored voters who desired to vote 

for him, and who in consequence of such force, violence, undue influence, and 
intimidation were prevented from voting for him, and forced by fear of vio- 
lence and injury to their persons or property to vote against their wishes for 
you. That this was notably the case at each and every voting precinct in the 
counties of Sumter, Williamsburgh, and Georgetown. That to render this in- 
timidation more complete and effectual you and your partisans and supporters 
caused large numbers of the colored people to be formed into clubs and aj 
pointed captains over them, who were charged to march theirsquads in a body 
to the polls, and there see that they voted the Republican ticket. That you and 
your partisans did so officer them and march them in squads to the polls, and 
by such means massed large bodies of colored voters at certain polls, thereby 
crowding out Democratic voters, and preventing them from voting thereat, and 
thereby overawed, intimidated, and forced many colored voters to vote the Re- 
publican ticket who desired to vote the Democratic ticket. That youand your 
partisans and supporters procured certain little blank books, which you and 
your partisansand supporters caused to be placed in the handsof certain of your 
artisans and supporters, and gave out that these books were furnished by the 
Tnited States authorities, or by the national Republican party who were in au- 

thority, for the purpose of entering therein the names of all colored men who 
voted the Republican ticket, to be returned to the said authorities as evidence 
that they had so voted. eee CL LL 
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“The undersigned further alleges and charges that you intimidate< 
number of colored voters and prevented them from voting for conteste 
curing yourself to be appointed a United States deputy marshal, and 
such in the interest of your own election ; that you and your 
porters procured the appointment of a large number of special deputy mars}\o/« 
whom you and your partisans and supporters caused to be stationed at each a); 
every poll in the Congressional district without warrant of law, there being ;,,, 
city or town in the district of 20,000 inhabitants; that these deputy United Stat. 
marshals had displayed on their persons the badges of their authority obtaine, 
from the United States authorities, and were active partisans and supporters ‘ 
yourself, overawing and forcing many colored voters to vote for you who wou).! 
otherwise have voted for him. ’ 
“The undersigned further alleges and charges that in order the more ee. 

ually to intimidate and force the colored voters to vote for you, you caused yoy 
name as a candidate for member to Congress to be printed on a thick, stiff , 
striped-back card, easily discerned at a considerable distance, thereby see) \),, 
to prevent, and in a great many instances did prevent, the colored voters fro) 
voting a secret ballot, as is contemplated by the law. That many of these ¢ 
ored voters desired to yote the Democratic ticket on which contestee’s yy), 
was printed as a candidate, and would have done so could they have voted } 
without its being known to your partisans and supporters for whom they vote. 
That many colored voters actually came to the friends and supporters of the y:)- 
dersigned and stated that they intended and desired to vote the Democrat), 
ticket, but could not do so, for fear of your partisans and supporters, unless t}e 
Democratic ticket could be pasted on the inside of your striped-back ticket, and 
these—when this device was resorted to, to shield and protect them against the 
violence and intimidation of your partisans—voted the Democratic ticket 
“The undersigned alleges and charges that your partisans and supporters 

armed themselves with guns and pistols, openly displayed on their persons, and 
went to the polls so armed and equipped, and there threatened and intimidate 
many colored voters who intended and desired to vote the Democratic ticket 
and prevented them from so doing. That this was so done at each and every 
voting precinct in the counties of Georgetown and Williamsburgh, and at Sun 
ter Court House, Carter's Crossing, and Rafting Creek, in Sumter County.’ 
The issues between the parties are so clearly set out in their pleadings that 

little comment thereon is needed. 
We therefore proceed to examine the case according to the testimony found 

in the record, and the law applicable thereto. 
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GEORGETOWN COUNTY. 

It is agreed (Richardson's brief, record, page 92) by both contestant and eo 
testee that all the vote of Georgetown County was rejected by both the county 
and State board of canvassers save one poll, to wit, Georgetown pol!—that is, viz 
Santee, Sampit, Upper Waccamaw, Lower Waccamaw, Carver's Bay, Choppee 
Pee Dee, and Brown's Ferry, eight precincts thrown out and Grier’s not held 
The “ official returns” give to Lee 617 votes; to Richardson, 302 votes for the 

whole county; total, 919 votes. Thus giving to Mr. Lee a majority of 315 on! 
But Mr. Richardson admits (brief, page 10) that the total vote in 1876 in thy 

same county was 3,836, almost four times as much as in 1880, and this isexplaine: 
because of the throwing out of the eight precincts. Were these eight precinct- 
or any of them, improperly thrown out? 

But, first, as to Georgetown poll. It appears from the record, page 788 (L. I! 
Williams), and is not contradicted, that at Georgetown poll 923 votes were cast 
1,092 were found in the box, 169 more than there were voters (H.T. Herriott 
reeord, page 817), and these were Democratic tissue ballots, and all for Rich- 
ardson. Instead of rejecting these 169 tissue ballots, the managers, all Demo 
crates, returned all the tickets to the box and then withdrew 169 tickets and «: 
stroyed them (record, 798), but not one tissue ballot is shown to have been wit! 
drawn. Other honest ballots, which were honestly cast, were withdrawn sani 
destroyed. All the tissue ballots were counted for Richardson ; 112 honest Le: 
ballots and 57 honest Richardson ballots were withdrawn and destroyed 
Thus Richardson got 169 more votes than he was entitled toand 57 less, but hi- 

vote was increased 112 by the fraud and Lee's decreased 112 by the same fraud 
and it was so counted in the make up of Richardson’sassumed majority. ‘Thus 
as Richardson got by this fraud 112 more than he was entitled to and Lee ||: 
less, the difference is 224. And manifestly if there was no other fraud Richard 
son's majority is too great by 224 votes, and Lee’s true majority at Georgetown 
poll was 539 in place of only 315. 

Santee poll. 

At Santee an honest election was held; five hundredand one persons voted u- 
shown by the poll-list, and 501 ballots were found inthe box. (J. B. Lloyd, record 
804.) Two votes were only for Presidential electors; 499 votes were cast for Ke) 
resentatives in Congress, and of these Lee received 476 and Richardson 23, show 
ing a clear majority for Lee of 453. But this poll was rejected, not because ther: 
wasany fraud or any pretended fraud, but as J. W. Tarbox, the Democrat chair- 
man of the county board of commissioners swears (record, page 797), *‘ We threw 
out the Santee box because the box wassent without a written certificate author 
izing the bearer todeliverit.”’ But that the election was an honest one and that 
Lee received 453 majority is uncontradicted and unquestioned. 

Sampit. 
This precinct was rejected by the same board of commissioners for the sam 

reason, because “the box was sent without a written certificate authorizing thr 
bearer to deliver it.” 
At this precinct 437 ballots, as is shown by the poll-list, of which 482 were for 

Congress. (H. T. Johnson, record, page 815.) The poll-lists kept by the two 
supervisors agreed ; 4% ballots were found in the box when it was opened. 

Now, somebody committed a fraud by placing 58 fraudulent ballots in that box 
Two of the managers were Democrats and one a Republican. Twenty “litt! 
jokers,” tissue ballots, were found inclosed in another ballot. The manager 
destroyed the 20 tissue ballots and returned to the box the ballot inclosing them 
Four Democratic ballots were found with one or more Democratic ballots folded 

within them. These inclosed ballots were destroyed, and then an excess of 
ballots was still found. Then the managers drew from the box, in strict accord 
with the law of South Carolina, 37 ballots; 18 were Republican and 19 were Dem 
ocratic. The withdrawal was as fair as could ibly be. But the fraud prac 
ticed, it is as clear as sunlight, was a Democratic fraud ; yet this ballot-box wa- 
rejected, not because of the fraud, but on a purely technical ground. Mr. Le 
as both the Republican and Democratic supervisors, who were present, saw, and 
reported the result, swear (record, 816), got 256 votes and Mr. Richardso! 
176, a clear majority for Mr. Lee of 80 votes,as shown bythe managers’ returns 
But Richardson 18 more votes than he was entitled to and Lee 18 less, be- 
cause 18 “ tissue ballots” were counted for Richardson in place of 18 honest vote= 
for Lee withdrawn from the box, and then 36 yotes should be added to Lee's 
vote, and his majority is honestly 116 at this precinct. 

Upper Waccamaw. 
This precinct was rejected by the Democratic county commissioners for the 

same reasons—purely technical. The managers who held the election were al! 
Democrats. (Record, 810.) They were Mr. Richardson's political friends, 
and ought to have seen that no fraud was perpe , as against him at least. 
But Bently Weston and R. F. Johnson, the two su isors, one a Democrat and 
one a Republican, reported (record, page 814), and Johnson awears that there 
were 432 names on the poll-list; that an excess of 50 ballots were found in the 
box; this excess was drawn out and destroyed by a Democratic manager; but 
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by a singular perversity of fate 48 of the ballots were Republican and only 2 
Democratic! And, as a specimen, let the following testimony of R. F. Johnson 
show: 
a How many, if any, Democratic ballots were found together in one at the 

counting of the ballots at the close of the poll? 
“AL elve in one.” 
After this manipulation, the Democratic managers gave to Mr. Lee 341 votes | 

and to Mr, Richardson 90, which gave Mr. Lee 251 majority, and this was re- | 
jected by the Democratic county commissioners and utterly cast away. | 

Reversing this process of gross and palpable fraud, even the Democratic man- 
agers, whose business it was to see justice done, admitted and certified to ama- 
jority for Mr. Lee of 251; and remembering that 48 honest votes given to Mr. Lee 
were drawn out and 48 not honestly given to Mr. Richardson were left in the 
box, thus taking from Lee 48 votes which belonged to him and adding to Mr. 
Richardson's vote 48 votes which did not belong to him, Mr. Lee's vote isswelled 
to 341, plus 48, which makes 389, and Mr. Richardson's is 90, less 48, which gives 
him 42 votes; and this clearly gives Mr. Lee at this poll a majority of 347 votes 
instead of 251. 

Lower Waccamaw. 

The poll at this precinct was rejected forthe same flimsy reason. There is no 
dispute between the parties as to the vote actually cast. Two of the managers 
were Democrats and one epvieen (record, page 824). An honest election 
was had here; the vote was for Lee and 45 for Richardson. This fact is ut- 
terly unquestioned. This gave Lee205majority. Let usin conscience so count it. 

Carver's Bay. 

The managers here were all Democrats (record, 820). The poll-list kept by 
these Democratic managers and by the Republican supervisor both agree that 
only 283 votes were cast; 377 votes were found in the box when the same was 
opened, (Record, » 820, R. B. Anderson.) The box was in the hands and 
under the control of the Democratic managers. <A fraud gross and palpable was 
pe —4 fraudulent votes were found in the box. In one ballot 23 Dem- 
ocratic ballots were found inclosed, and also ‘tissue ballots’’ were found pro- 
fessing to be Republican ballots by having the honored names of Garfield and 
Arthur at the top; and then a lot of names of persons as electors who were not 
running; and then the name of Mr. Richardson as the Republican (’) candidate 
for Congress. Within one ballot alone 31 of these doubly fraudulent ballots 
were found. These 23 Democratic and 31 * so-called’ Republican tissue ballots, 
but all having the name of Mr. Richardson as a candidate, and the one which 
inclosed the 23 were destroyed; thus 55 fraudulent votes out of 04 fraudulent 
votes were destroyed by the managers. 
But 39 fraudulent votes were returned to the box; of this number was drawn 

out 19 Republican and 20 Democratic. The drawing out was as fairas fair could 
be. And the managers returned 183 for Richardson and 7 for Lee. (R. B. 
Anderson, record, pages 820-21.) This gave Richardson 86 majority. But the 
facts show the fraud was a Democratic fraud. The fraud was in favor of Mr. 
Richardson. Nineteen Republican votes were drawn out which were honestly 
cast. In their place 19 fraudulent votes were left in the box and counted for Mr. 
Richardson. He got 19 more votes than he was entitled to, and Lee 19 less. The 
difference is 38. Subtract this from Richardson's certified majority 86; lessen it 
by 38, and his true majority was only 48. 
And this would give a difference of 38 votes in favor of Lee over that certified 

to by the managers. 
Choppee . | 

This poll was thrown out for the same alleged reason above set forth as in the | 
case of Sampit. (Record, page 797.) The undisputed vote cast was 238. That 
number of ballots were found in the box. The managers were all Democrats, 
but they show in this return that the honest vote cast was 197 for Lee and for 
Mr. son4l. This gives a majority for Lee of 156. (E. J. Greggs, record 
page 823.) This result is undisputed; it should beso counted. 

Pee Dee. | 

Here the managers were all Democrats. Their returns and the United States 
supervisors testify to the same result. The vote stood 469 for Lee and 33 for 
Richardson, giving a majority for Lee of 436. This is not questioned or dis- 
puted. It was thrown out by the county commissioners for the same technical 
reason as Choppee and the balance. (Record, page 797.) We can notso report; 
because the messenger was not authorized to carry up the returns in writing 
we can not reject the entire poll. 

Brown's Ferry or Black River precinct 

At this precinct it appears to be admitted that a reasonably fair election was 
held. That is,every voter was permitted to vote as he choose. The poll-list of 
the managers showed (record, page 800) that 296 votes were cast, and the names 
of the voters are given. But when the box was opened 602 ballots were found | 
in that box. All the managerswere Democrats. (See record, page 790-2.) To | 
show these ballots were found in the box, the testimony of Joseph Dunmore, a 
United States surpervisor, is sufficient. We quote (record, page 74): 
“Q. Where in the box, in what quantities, and in what condition were these 

tickets found ? 
“A, About the middle of the box, inside of a larger Democratic ticket, in quan- | 

tities of ten or twelve. 
“Q. How many of these packages were found together in the box” 
“A, Five or six.” 
He also swears that “at the corner bottom of the box a large number of these 
tickets were found.” It appears that the voters were very much excited, as we 
think American citizens ought to have been, ** When they found that the mana- | 
gers attempted to throw the ballots found folded together back into the box and | 
count them.” (Record, 790.) 
The witness Dunmore beles asked why he objected to counting these five or 

six parcels of fraudulent tickets answered, ‘‘Because they refused to destroy all 
but one (as the law required), but attempted to put them back in the box and 
count them.” Isaiah James McCottru (record, page 810) swears that 201 Re- 
eae votes were castand % Democratic. _ In this he is corroborated by Joseph 
nmore, the United Statessupervisor. A greatexcitement naturally prevailed. 

A monstrous fraud was about to be perpetrated before their eyes. Joseph Dun- 
more swears 792) that Mr. Montgomery, one of the managers, suggested 
“to throw the whole box in the fire.” In this he showed his thorough impar- 
tiality (?), the Republicans being largely in the majority. The Democratic Uni- 
ted Statessu rsaid, ‘‘ No; throw them in Black River, asit wasa fraud, and | 
he would not stand and see them counted.” | 

All the tickets were placed back in the box, tissue ballots and all, and the box | 
locked and delivered to Joseph Dunmore (record,792), who next day offered the 
box and the contents to J. W. Tarbox, the chairman of the county commission- | 
ers of election, who would not receive it. The said box was by Dunmore trans- 
mitted to the Committee on Elections, and is now in the custody of the clerk of 
said committee. But as the names on the poll-list are printed in the record, page 
800, and the number not disputed, and as the proof is clear that 95 were Demo- | 
cratic votes and 201 Republican, and as “nothing short of the impossibility of | 
ascertain for whom the majority of the votes were given ought to vacate | 
an election” (McCrary on Elections, 230), we are co ed to count 9% votes 
for Richardson and 201 for Lee, since the witness McCottru swears he observed 
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the Republican ticket voted (page 810) bore the name of Samuel Lee for Congress 
and this would give Mr. Lee 106 majority at this poll ~ ; 
The result of this analysis shows that in Georgetown County, by the reeord 

evidence, enormous frauds were perpetrated ; that looking to the uncontradicted 
evidence as to the votes actually cast by the legal voters, the vote honestly east 
was as follows: r 

Vote of Georgetown County 

As returned to 

the State can as corrected by the commiittee 
vassers. 

Precincts. 

Richard- Richard 
7 Lee Lave 
son son 

Santee ............ : . ; 23 £7 
cn aenclsiees ination : ‘ 15s 274 

Upper Waccamaw................. i2 aNY 
Lower Waccamaw eee 45 250 
| hs 164 116 
Choppee ........ il 197 
BOO IBC evvscce.cocovee as 3 469 
Grier’s, no poll opened............ 
Brown's Ferry, or Black River ; o 201 
Court House precinct...... a 302 617 1%) 729 

71 3, LO 

Lee’s majority......... inv 2,31 

This gives a gross majority in Georgetown County to Lee of 2,310, in place of 
315 as allowed by the board of State canvassers, and deducting the admitted 
majority from the real majority of Mr. Lee, shows beyond cavil that Mr. Lee was 
defrauded out of 1,995 honest votes in Georgetown County 

SUMTER COUNTY. 

The board of State canvassers certify that Mr. Lee received in this county 
1,789 votes, and Mr. Richardson 2,560 votes (see record, page 228 We analyze the 
vote of this county as follows: 

Sumter precinct No. 1. 

Mr. Richardson, the contestee, in his answer to the notice of contest, on page 
4 of the record uses the following language : 

** As to votes cast at Sumter precinct No. 1, I waive the question as to whether 
the same were legally or illegally refused and excluded by the commissioners 
and agree that the same may be counted.” 
The proof shows that 1,499 votes were cast for Samuel Lee, and 9 votes for 

John 8S, Richardson. (Record, pages 44 and 245.) Since Mr. Richardson admits 
this vote to be correct, we may safely count it that way. This gives Mr 
clear majority at Sumter precinct No. 1 of 1,490 votes. 
The honesty of the contestee with regard to this precinct is certainly worthy 

of commendation; but what shall be said of or what language can characterize 
the partisan malignity of the commissioners who utterly ignored that poll” 

Lee a 

Sumter precinet No, 2. 

At this poll, which was in the same town as Sumter precinct No. 1, and about 
one hundred yards distant, the total vote cast “or Richardson was 398; the vot« 
cast for Lee was 91, making a total of 489 votes 

It appears clearly by the evidence that a great many voterstried to vote there 
who could not and did not. (See record, pages 29, 31,38, 41, 256, 258, 259, 52, 53, 
and 54.) It must be apparent to the dullest capacity that if 1,508 honest votes 
as Mr. Richardson admits, could be cast at Sumter No. lon the day of the elec 
tion, the same number of votes might have been cast within the same hours at 
Sumter No.2. The record shows that at Stateburgh precinct, a neighboring 

| voting-place, no election was held. The managers at Stateburgh were all Dem 
ocrats; necessarily the voters of that precinct had to goto a neighboring pre 
cinct or not vote at all. They went to Sumter, and A. Johnson Andrews swears 
(see page 42), “I saw about four hundred to five hundred Republicans leave 
town that day without voting.” Other witnesses prove that Republican voters 
were prevented from going to that ballot-box. Men and boys stood in solid array 
in front of that ballot-box. Democrats had free access tothe poll. One witness 
B. Spears (see page 30), swears as follows Every time I started I was pushed 
right back, but that colored men who had Democratic votes in their hands were 
given free passage.”’ 
Thomas R. Harney (record, page 32) swears that it was impossible for a col 

ored Republican to vote at Sumter No. 2, ‘‘ Because the stairway leading: to the 
poll was crowded with white men and boys, and when [ attempted to go up I 
would be squeezed and mashed so that I would be injured by trying t« 
there. I made three attempts to get up there, but failed each time.’ 

©, J. Croghan swears (see page 39) : 
* Occasionally they let one in after sticking him with pins, abusing him 

cursing him, and telling him this was no damned Republican poll 
Alfred Davis (record, page 52) swears he attempted to vote. Iwas prevented 

as I started up the steps; I was stuck with knives everywhere To the same 
effect is the testimony of Ancrum Slater, Ransom Dicks, Monday Bronson, and 
others (see pages 46 to 54). From all this testimony it must be clear that no fair 

»pret up 
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| election was held at Sumter No. 2. The frauds which were committed were in 
favor of Mr. Richardson. Allowing them to stand, we pass to 

Lynchburgh precinet 

The State board of canvassers report that Mr. Lee received USL votes and Mr 
Richardson 319 votes, making a total of 00 votes. (See record, page 227.) But 107 
more hallots were found in the box than were actually cast by thewoters. (See re« 
ord, pages 25 and 27—James Levy and R. A. Wilson.) All the managers were 
Democrats. By the law of South Carolina 107 ballots were drawn from the box 
and destroyed, and then the 500 ballots remaining were counted. ‘This would 
have been exactly just if the 107 fraudulent ballots had heen withdrawn, but 
they were not. The result, as stated by the State board of canvassers, was, as 
we have already seen, 141 for Mr. Lee and 319 for Mr. Richardson. But since it 
is evident that a gross fraud was perpetrated here as in other precinuets by the 
ballot-box being stuffed, and since all the managers whose duty it was to se« 

| that the box was empty at the outset and to see that a fair election was held 
were the political friends of Mr. Richardson, it is difficult, not to say impossible 
to believe that the fraud was perpetrated in favor of Mr. Lee 
We turn, therefore, to the positive testimony, and on page 61 of the record a 

| list is found of those whoexhibited Republican ballots, and who voted the same 
This list shows that 242 votes were cast for Mr. Lee at Lynchburgh precinet, 

and since the report of the board of State canvassers shows that 500 votes were 
cast for candidates for Congress, the true vote as actually cast was for Lee 242 
and for Richardson 258, in place of for Lee 181 and for Richardson 319 

By the official returns Richardson received 138 majority; but in truth and in 
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fact he received a majority of 16 votes only. (See testimony of James Levy, rec- 
ord, pages 25 and 61; also R. A. Wilson, page 27.) 

Now, it is clear that the 107 extra ballots found in the box were fraudulent. 
rhey must have been, for there were no voters behind them. Were they for 
lee? The record is silent as to who they were for. 

R. A. Wilson, United States supervisor, page 28, swears the managers would 
not let him see the tickets they eutouped In this he is corroborated by J. A. 
Rhame. (Reoord, 671 

Mayesville precinct 

At this precinct the State board of canvassers give to Mr. Lee 257 votes and to 
Mr. Richardson 274 votes. The total vote would thus be 5381. 

But the poll-list showed that 589 votes were cast, and there was found in the box 
760 ballots. It is thus manifest that there was a fraud perpetrated by stuffing the 
ballot-box with 221 fraudulent ballots. They were Democratic ballots, YV. 8. 
Johnson swears (record, page 19) that in not less than ten instances ** there were 
quite a number of Democratic tickets folded together,” and “the general appear- | 
ance was that they were laid in there before the voting commenced, and had not 
been put through the hole in the lid;’’ and also swears that Mr. Wilson, one of 
the managers and the one who counted the tickets, stated that * the tickets were 
hatching inthe box.”’ Johnson also swears that he saw the tickets counted, and 
no Democratic tickets were pasted upon the checked-backed tickets voted by 
the Republicans, and al) the managers were Democrats; and Mr. Cooper, one 
of the Democratic managers declared that the bundle of Democratic tickets 
could not have been voted in the box and have to be torn up.” 

| 

Mr. Johnson further swears that “there was one bundle which could not go 
through the hole in the lid.” H. H. Wilson swears (page 21) that he kept a book, 
which he produced, in which the names of the voters who voted the Republican 
ticket at that poll on that day were written down, and that 402 Republican votes 
were cast, upon which appeared the name of Samuel Lee for Congress. The 
names of all these voters are found in the record on page 58 and following, as 
sworn to by the witness Wilson. Wilson swears he saw cach of these persons 
deposit their tickets. (See record, page 22.) True it is that E. M. Cooper, one of 
the Democratic managers, swears, on page 698, that in bis jadgment Wilson could 
not know this fact, but it is evident that 221 fraudulent ballots were found in the 
box. They could nothave been put through the smal! hole in the lid of the box, 
They must have been placed in the box before the poll was opened 
They were all Democratic tickets. It is impossible to believe for an instant 

that it was a Republican fraud, since the whole advantage was in favor of Mr. 
Richardson and the Democratic party. It is clear as demonstration can be that 
it was a Democratic fraud. Under the law of South Carolina a number of bal- 
lots equal tothe frandulent Democratic excess was withdrawn from the box. It 
would have been honest if all the fraudulent Democratic votes had been with- | 
drawn, but the record shows they were not. Instead of this, 147 honest Repab- 
lican votes and 74 dishonest Democratic votes were withdrawn. Since 147 on 
est Republican votes were withdrawn and destroyed, and M7 dishonest and 
fraudulent Democratic votes were left in the box and were dishonestly counted 
for Mr. Richardson, the fraud consisted in giving to Mr. Richardson 147 more 
votes that were actually cast for him and taking away M47 votes which were 
honestly cast for Mr. Lee 
We must correct the result as declared by the board of State canvassers by de- | 

ducting from Mr. Richardson's certified vote 147 votes, and by adding to Mr. 
Lee's certified vote 47 votes, This will deduct 294 votes from Mr. Richardson's | 
certified majority, and shows that the true vote at the Mayesville precinct was 
44 votes for Lee and 127 for Richardson, in place of 257 for Lee and 274 for Rich- 
ardson. This shows that Mr. Lee's true majority at Mayesville precinct was 277 
in place of a majority of 17 votes for Richardson, as certified by the board of 
State canvassers 

Concord precinct, 

At this precinet it is claimed by Mr. Richardson and conceded by Mr. Lee that 
every honest vote cast was cast for Mr. Richardson. One hundred and fifty-two 
honest Democratic votes were castatthis poll. The Republicans refused to vote 
becaused they believed the ballot-box was already stuffed before the poll was 
opened, All who voted there voted the Democratic ticket. This is undeniable. 
(See record, page 54 But, strange to say, when the box was opened a fraudu- 
lent excess of 41 ballots was found in the box. They were all Democratic tickets, 
As no Republicans voted, and not a single Republican ballot was found in the 
box, it would seem to be plain that this fraud was a Democratic fraud. The ex- 
cess Was properly rejected; but Concord precinct may fairly be held forth asa 
specimen of the frauds perpetrated in thisdistrict. The managers were all Dem- 
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-= that while the managers were absent no one touched the ballot-box. 
he poll-list kept by the Democratic managers and the two United States super- 

visors exactly agreed. (See record, pages 23 and 249.) But because of the ad- 
journment by the Democratic managers for breakfast and dinner, E. P. Ricker 
one of the county commissioners, swears, on 48 of the record, that “ (ar: 
ter’s Crossing precinct was rejected on the ground that the managers adjourned 
for breakfast and dinner!” Since no witness controverts the facts as stated 
here, your committee is compelled to correct and count this poll and give to Mr. 
Lee 407 votes, and to Mr. Richardson 29 votes, thus counting for Mr. Lee a ma- 
jority of 378 votes at Carter's Crossing poll. 
We summarize, so far as Sumter County is concerned: The State board of 

canvassers (record, page 228) certify and give to J.S. Richardson 2,560 votes. 
and to Samuel Lee 1,789 votes. This would give to Mr. Richardson a majority 
of 771 votes, and this majority goes to make up Mr. Richardson's majority in the 
district of 8,468 votes. 

But since your committee have analyzed the vote of this county of Sumter 
so far as all the disputed precincts are concerned, they find and summarize aa 
follows: 

Vote of Sumter County. 

' 

As corrected and 
As returned to found by the 
the State can- committee to 

| vassers. be the actual 
Precincts. i vote as cast. 

| Pony tanere TT 

Richard-| ;,,. |Richard-| ; 
son | om. | ““ 

i | i 

Bishopville ......... — 353 9 353 9 
Lynchburgh.............. - | 319 181 2 242 
Sr TIIIIIIES ss cincnis incase itietistaseumiaiaiaiminiiniin | 127 40 | 127 | 40 
I eee near ane 190} 143| 134) 189 
Swimming Pens.................... 99 | 233 99 | 233 
Wedgefield ..... 190 | 232 | 190 | 232 
Mayesville.... 274 | 7 | 137 | 404 
Spring Hill ... 224 | 181 | 224 | 181 
Corbett Store.. | 79 | 346 | 79 | 346 

Manchester.. | 28 | 69 28 | 69 
Privateer a 137 7 27 17 
Concord..... dacioviaiieoneanens | . | ae 152 |. 
Sumter No. 2............. idiasteieeiiaunticmnnipestinil 398 | 91 | 398 | gh 

ee ee 
| 2,560) 1,789 2,306 | 2,054 

Add three polls not included in the returns | | 
made to State canvassers : | | 
EIA Tc isi enecnetelicheailitniasilinlediini Cs asensincibiadetd 9 1,499 
Rafting Creek.......... | 51 | 313 
Carter's Crossing... 29 | 407 

Lee's majority 

This gives a majority in Sumter County to Lee of 1,877 votes, in place of 77! 
majority for Richardson, as accorded him by the State board of canvassers, and 
shows conclusively the extent of the frauds perpetrated. 

Shiloh precinct. 

By the vote as declared by the State board of canvassers at Shiloh precinct 
Mr. Lee received 143 votes, and Mr. Richardson 180 votes. This gives to Mr 

| Richardson a majority of 37 votes; but there was found an excess of 168 votes in 

ocrats, Democrats alone voted, One of the managers, J. D. Wilder, testifies | 
record, page 692) that‘ the Republicans refused to vote, and that an excess of 41 
ballots were found in the box when the same was opened.’ He further swears 
that he “did not see a single person who was recognized as a Republican voter 
at that poll.” 
The only explanation of the singular fucts which stand out clear and apparent 

at Concord precinct poll is thata scheme had been formed and organized before | broken arm. (See record, page34.) Prince A. James, acolored man, was chosen 
the election came off to deliberately swindle Mr. Lee and the Republican party 
in the election in that district at that time. It istheonly explanation a reason- 
able mind can offer or suggest why sucha monstrous and patent fraud was per- 
petrated. And here we leave the consideration of the Concord precinct, with 
the consciousness of having exposed a fraud as novel as it is monstrous, 

Privateer precinct 

the box. This was a palpable and glaring fraud. But it appears by the testi 
mony of W. E. Boykin (page 28) that at least 189 votes were publican, * and 
Samuel Lee’s name was on every one of them ;"’ and that 134 Democratic votes 
were cast, making a total of 323 votes. But this gives to Mr. Lee a majority of 
55 votes instead of a majority of 37 for Richardson; and so Mr. Richardson's as 
sumed majority must be decreased by 92 votes. (See also record, page 26 

Rafting Creek precinct. 

Here, as usual, all the managers appointed by the county commissioners were 
Democrats. One of them, however, Mr. McLeod, did not serve by reason of a 

| by the other two managers, both Democrats, to fill his place. (See record, page 
15.) A fair election appears to have been held by all the testimony given in 
evidence. The result was that for Lee were cast 313 votes and for Richardson 51 

| votes. This gave to Mr. Lee a majority of 262 votes. (See record, pages 33 and 
| 249.) - 

At this precinct a comparatively fair election was held. The managers were | 
all Democrats (record, page 45). Seventeen Republicans only voted there, and 
127 Democrats; but when the box was opened there was an excess of 120 ballots. 
That they were fraudulent no man can deny, since there were no voters to cast 

The returns and ballot-box were placed by the managers in the hands of 
Prince A. James, to be delivered to the county commissioners. But on the pre- 
text that James had not been appointed by them as one of the managers, these 

| sternly righteous commissioners refused to count the vote at all, and threw out 

them. Under the law of South Carolina these 120 votes in excess had to be with- | 
drawn from the ballot-box. They were Democratic votes. In withdrawing 120 
votes 10 of the honest 17 Republican votes that had been cast were withdrawn, 
and only 110 of the 120 dishonest, corrupt, and frandulent Democratic votes were 
withdrawn. Believing that honest votes only ought to be counted, we must 
diminish the vote of Mr. Richardson by 10 votes, which are counted for him in 
his certified majority, but which were not cast for him by voters, and increase 
Mr. Lee's certified vote of 7 to the 17 votes actually cast for him, and this makes 
a difference of 20 votes which must be deducted in truth and all fairness from 
Mr. Richardson's certified majority. This makes Mr. Richardson’airue vote 127 
votes, in place of 137 votes. This result it would seem to be impossible to dis- 
pute, 

Carter's Crossing precinet, 

At this precinct, as in all the precincts of the county, the managers appointed 
by the ey commissioners were all Democrats. (5 record, pages 8 and 47.) 

At this poll Mr. Lee received 407 votes; Mr. Richardson received 29 votes. 
yy would give a clear majority to Mr. Lee of 378 votes. (See record, pages 23, 

2a. 
Dr. Henry Stucky, one of the Democratic managers, swears, page 18, that the 

election was fairly held; that the two supervisors, one a Republican and the 
other a Democrat, were present all the time; that the managers adjourned once 
for breakfast and once for dinner, about twenty minutes (record, 24, 18), 
and left the box in the custody of these two supervisors, one a Republican and 
the other a Democrat. 

J. Nelson Carter, one of the two United States supervisors, swears (record, 

the entire poll! (See testimony of John J.Winn, pages 7 and 8, and E. P. Ricker 
pages 47 and 48.) 
Your committee believe that an immense majority of all honest Americans 

would say at once, since no one questioned the integrity of the election at Rafting 
Creek poll, Mr. Lee's true majority ought to be counted for him. Your commit 
tee feel that they are compelled so to count the vote; and Mr. Lee’s majority o! 
the honest votes, honestly cast, honestly counted, bonestly returned, but rejected 
by the county commissioners, was 262 votes. 

WILLIAMSBURGH COUNTY. 

. ee secretary of state counts, in his report, the county of Williamsburgh, as 
ollows: 
For Mr. Lee 1,585 votes, and for Mr. Richardson 2,084 votes. This would give 

to Mr. Richardson a majority of 499 votes. But on page 228 of the record hecer- 
tifles that “‘no managers’ returns from any precinct in Williamsburgh County 

| are on file in his offiee;" that * none were sent by the county canvassers of said 
county.” 

But the tive statute law of South Carolina is that— 
“After final adjournment of the board of county canvassers, and within 

the time prescribed by this act, the chairman of said board shall forward, ad- 
dressed to the governor and secretary of state, by a messenger, the returns, po!!- 
lists, and all papers rtaining to the election. (See Statutes of South Caro 
lina, section 4, act of tee2, volume 15, page 171.)" , 

It appears that three of the precincts of this county, to wit, Gourdin’s, Mid- 
way, and Salter’s, were thrown out,and not coun’ by the board of county 

commissioners. it it by the testimony of Capers King, who was the 
Democratic clerk of the board of county commissioners (record, 
page 498), that ‘“‘the vote for member of Congress, as returned by the managers 
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of election for the precincts of Gourdin's, Midway, and Salter's, and who were 

all Democrats, was as follows: 

i ; Richard- Precincts. Lee. ones. 

217 30 
155 72 
426 49 

798 151 

Majority for Lee............ccsccccereeceseeresaeneeee ca Siemans . ae 647 

But the same witness swears, on record page 499, that— 
“The board of election commissioners adjudged the vetes cast at Gourdin’s, 

Midway, and Salter’s to be illegal, and in the exercise of judicial powers as elec- 
tion commissioners did not count the same.”’ 
Since the supreme court of South Carolina, politically opposed to Mr. Lee, 

have solemnly decided (Ex parte Mackey et al. vs. Carwile et al.) that the said 
county commissioners have no judicial powers in counting the vote fora Repre- 
sentative in Con; , your committee is constrained to say that the House of 
Representatives is not bound by their attempt to exercise judicial functions. 

he objections urged against the validity of these three polls, as the record 
shows, were not because of frauds perpetrated, but of informalities on the part 
of the managers holding the election, all && whom were politically opposed to 
Mr. Lee. (See record, pages 498 and 499.) Your committee here remark, with 
regard to the managers who held the election, that the presumption always is 
that a public officer legally discharged his duty until the contrary appears. 
They hold, as did the court in Biddle and Richard vs. Wing (Cl. and H _ , 504), 
that— 
“Nothing short of the impossibility of ascertaining for whom the majority of 

yotes was given ought to vacate an election, especially if by such decision the 
people must, on account of their distant and dispersed situation, necessarily go | wus Guapecmadiese. The clection wae held at a church three-fourths of a mik 
unrepresented for a long period of time.’ (See McCrary, section 304 
Your committee believe, and have acted upon the principle, that 
* Questions affecting the purity of elections are, in this country, of vital im 

portance. Upon them hangs the experiment of self-government. The problem 
is to secure first to the voter a free, untrammeled vote, and secondly, a correct 
record and return of the vote. But these rules are only means—the end is the | the box opened and the ballots counted 
freedom and purity of the election. To hold these rules all mandatory, and es- 
sential to a valid election, is to subordinate substance to form—the end to the 
means.” (McCrary, section 200.) 
The chief objection to Gourdin’s poll seems to be based on the testimony of N. 

W. Badget (record, page 717), who swears that he lived about fifty yards from 
where the votes were cast. Thathe went to vote at half past 5o'clock p. m.,and 
found the poll closed, and was thereby prevented from voting. He gives the 
names of four others who were there at the same time, and were likewise pre- 
vented from voting. He also swears that two of these persons lived within sev- | 
enty-five yards of the polls, and the others two hundred yardsaway. But A.M 
Gordon, one of the managers, who swears he was a Democrat, also swears that 
the polls were closed at Gourdin’s precinct at 6 o'clock p.m. by his wateh. Six 
o'clock was the legal hour for closing the polls. Since Mr. Lee received 217 votes 
and Mr. Richardson only 30 votes at this poll, and in view of the fact that all these 

out it was in the same condition as when he left it R | e 700 Reeord, pa ines 
there is no pretense that the election was not fair, since the box was not t imp 
ered with, and the result of the count was declared by the Democratic managers 
who held the election, your committee is constrained to count this preeinet just 
as the managers did, that is, 426 for Lee and 49 for Richards« giving Lee ama 
jority of 377 votes 

Black Mi ngo 

At this precinct there were returned for Lee LIU votes, and for Richardson sl 
votes, making 191 votes; and giving Lee a majority of 39 votes. (See record 
page 498.) And this is corroborated by the testimony of Isaac I. White, wh« 
swears that 191 votes were cast, and 110 counted for Mr. Lee, but that this w 
after 12 votes in excess of the poll-list had been drawn out These 12 votes were 
fraudulent votes. He further swears that he was a United States supervisor 
that he kept a little book to record the names; thatthe Republicans voted 6 
voters at a time; that they came with open votes for him to see, and folded them 
up and voted them; that he was present when the votes were counted 
“Q. Were any tickets found in the box compactly folded together? 
“A. There were. 
‘What kind? 
** All Democratic tickets 
He also swears that there was an excess of 12 votes 
*Q. Whose name was on the tickets for member of Congress so drawn out? 
“Ten for Samuel Lee and 2 for Richardson 
He further swears that the managers were Democrats: that 14 Democratic 

ballots were found with one or more Democratic ballots folded within them: that 
no Republican ballots were so found, and after destroying these 4 ballots there 

were still 12 ballots in excess of the poll-list. On page 500 of record he gives a 
list of 120 names who voted for Lee. 
Since his testimony is not traversed, the inevitable result is that Lee's vote 

should be increased 10, giving him 120, and Richardson decreased 10, giving him 
but 71, as the true result of the honest vote cast at this poll 

Cedar Swamp precin 

By the returns of the managers at this precinct Mr. Lee reecived 8 vot 
Mr. Richardson 107 votes 

rhe managers were all Democrats Phe regular place of holding the elect 

distant. J.T. Wilson, a United States supervisor, was at Grays nsas cary as 
, 2 o'clock in the morning. Before the polls were opened he found out that the 

| place of holding the election had been removed to the church, but he swears he 

tive voters lived so near the poll, and the question at what time the poll was | 
closed seems to be fixed by the watch of the Democratic manager, your commit- 
tee can not agree that Mr. Lee’s majority of 187 votes should be thrown away by 
the rejection of this poll. They therefore count the votes at Gourdin’s as 217 for 
Mr. Lee and 30 for Mr. Richardson, as reported by the managers who held the 
election, and who were politically opposed to Mr. Lec 

Vidway. 

The vote of this precinct was also rejected by the county commissioners. Levy 
Mouzon, one of the United States supervisors, page 492, swears that the mana- 
gers were all Democrats; that he kept a poll-list, as did the managers, and both 
listsagreed. As an exhibit to his deposition, he furnishes (record, page 508) the 
report signed by himselfand J. M. Kennedy, the Democratic supervisor, by which 
it appears that Mr. Lee received 155 and Mr. Richardson 72 votes. The only ob- 
jection to this poll is that the managers, all politically opposed to Mr. Lee, closed 
the polls at too early an hour. 
J.J. Morris, one of these managers, swears that this was done on the sugges- 

tion of Mr, Mouzon (record, page 717), while Mr. Mouzon swears (record, page 
493) that it was done “at the suggestion of some of the managers.” Your com- 
mittee think that even if Mouzon gave bad advice the managers were not bound | 
to take it, and since the contestee does not even pretend that any one was de- 
prived ef voting at this poll by reason of its too early closing, your committee 
ean not agree on such a technicality that the poll should be thrown out and Mr. 
Lee deprived of his majority of S38 votes. It istruc that one witness, R. K. Hurst, 
swears (record, page 717) that Henry Williams, a colored man, told him he in- 
tended to vote the Nocen anette ticket, but after Hurst voted and left he voted the 
other way. As Williams was not called, and the testimony is purely hearsay, 
your committce can not agree that this poll should be thrown out 

Salter’s precinet. 

At Salter’s previnct the managers, all Democrats, returned for Samuel Lee 
426 votes and for J.S. Richardson 49 votes. This gave Mr. Lee a majority of 
votes. (See record, page 498.) 

J. E. Singletary, United States supervisor, swears that he was present and saw 
the polls were opened from 6 o'clock a, m. to 6 o'clock p. m.; that there was no 

ce during the voting; that he kept a poll-list, andthat it agreed witha 
poll-list kept by the managers. (Record, page 476.) 
Julius B. Grayson, one of the Democratic managers, swears that he aud one 

B. O, Bristow were the only managers who held the election; that both served 
tilla quarter of an hour before closing the polls, when Bristow became sick and | 
had to lie down (record, e 708). On cross-examination he swears that the | 
election was tolerably quiet during the day til! about 6 o'clock ; that he closed 
the poll and refused to count the votes— 

"1 use I wasleft alone. ‘I then insisted on carrying it to my rooms to remain 
until Bristow was able to attend to his duties, and the negroes objected to my 
taking away the box or leaving it till they were counted.’ ’ 
It seems those negroes stuck by Mr. Grayson. 
Till I got Bristow out of bed; we then took the box into a little house aud 

counted the votes; we then made our report, and on the following day I brought 
the box over to Kingstree.”” (Record, page 708.) 

cross-examination he swears that the box was always in his sight until he 
went into a room to get Bristow to come out and assist him in counting the 
votes; during that time he left the box in the custody of the United States su- 
pervanor, Singletary, and one Walters McCullough. They would not allow him 

take the box into the house unless they could go in too, and so he left the 

sealing wax,” and he, Grayson, had the key,and when he and Bristow came 

arrived there seventeen minutes by the watch before 6 o'clock a. m rhe polls 

were already opened. He remained there till after the close of the polls; saw 

*Q. When the box was opened were there any ballots found with one or more 
hallots folded therein” 

“A. Yes, sir 
*Q. How many and what kind 
‘A. Six or seven bunches, Democratic ballots, all aggregating 40 
He further swears (record, page 486) that these 40 ballots were destroyed by 

the managers, but that 143 votes still remained in the box in excess of those who 
voted, and whose names were on the poll-list (record, page 486), which showed 
that only 115 votes were cast at that poll. Under the law of South Carolina, 143 
ballots had to be withdrawn to bring down the number left in the box ft aoeo;r 
respond with the number of votes actually cast 
The majority at this poll was honestly Democratic The managers w 

Democrats! 
The fraudulent votes found in the box were Democrati It was a Dem 

cratic fraud. And in the withdrawal 121 Democratic votes were withdrawn and 
22 Republican, Wilson swears that on the 22 Republican ballots withdrawn wa 
Lee’s name as a candidate for Congress. These 22 votes should be counted for 
him, because they were honestly cast for him 
Having been withdrawn, 22 fraudulent votes were left in the box in their plac 

and counted for Richardson, and his vote should be diminished by the sam 
number, since no witness contradicts the te stimony of Wilson Adding 22 votes 

to the S8counted for Lee will give him 30 votes, and subtracting the 22 fraudulent 
votes which were not cast for Richardson from the 107 counted for him will gi 
him &) votes 

‘ 

Cirecluville precin 

At this precinct the managers returned for Mr. Lee Li8 votes and for Mr. Ri 
ardson 117, giving Lee a majority of I 

All the managers were Democrats Record, page 195 

F. J. Felix, United States supervisor, was there at the opening of the polls and 
staid till the ballots were counted He swearsthat Samuel Lee received Lil votes 

and J. S. Richardson 95 See record, pages 495 and 508 Hle also swears that 
there was an excess of 30 more ballots in the box than there we het son the 
poll-list. In this he is corroborated by W. J. Ferrell, Mr. Richardson's witness 
who swears to the same fact, and who also swears that the election was peaces 
ble. (Record, page 7M Soth witnesses agree that 30 ballots were withdrawn 
from the box by the Democratic managers 

Felix swears, and is not contradicted, that 25 of the ballots withdrawn were 
Republican, and had Lee's name on them for member of Congress, and 5 were 

Richardson's tickets He also states (record, page 496) that ne Jim Leseone 
was detected in the act of voting two Democratie tickets 

It is evident that the fraud perpetrated at this poll was a Demoeratic fraud 
that 25 honest votes cast for Lee were withdrawn, and 5 votes cast for Richardse 
to equal the 30 fraudulent votes stuffed into the box, which were all Richardson 
tickets Thus Mr. Lee’s vote was decreAised 25 and Richardson's vote wus in 

creased 25 by this fraudulent stuffing of the ballot-box. Your committee purged 
this box by deducting 25 votes from Richardson and adding 25 vot »Tae, ard 

this would give at Greelyville poll a majority of 51 for Le 

Kingstree precinet 

The whole number of votes counted at this poll by the managers of election 
for member of Congress was 897, of which they certify that Sumuel Lee received 

5v2 and John S. Richardson 305. (Record, page WH 
This gave Lee a majority of 287. But, as usual, there was an excess of 110 bal 

lots found in the box. One Republican ballot was found with one or more Re 
publican ballots within the same, while 7 Democratic ballots were found with 
one or more Democratic ballots within the same 

The number of ballots drawn out of the ballot-box and destroyed by the man 
agers by reason of excess over the poll-list was 110; 71 of these bore the names 
of the Republican candidates and 36 bore the names of the Democratic candi 
dates. Itis evident a gross fraud was cominitted. It is equally evident that 
Mr. Lee was cheated, but your committce is unable to sav te what tent 
therefore do not undertake to purge this pol! 

Prospect preci 
At this precinct the managers’ returns gave Samuel Lee lo vot md Jol 

Richardson lil votes; Lee’s majority, 9 votes 
All the managers were Democrats. (Record, page 468 
As usual, there was an excess of ballots in the box overthe nar rua tha poll 

| list here tothe numberof 31. (John Roumond, record, page 466.) He alsoswears 
bex with them, but the box was locked and sealed ‘“ with a strip of paper and | that the Republican tickets were on much thicker paper and could be easily told 

(record, page 468); that on drawing out the excess 29 Republican and 2 Demo 
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eratic ballots were withdrawn and destroyed. (Record, page 466.) In this heis 
corroborated by A. A. Brown, one of the Democratic managers, who swears that 
he withdrew the excess from the box. Asked if he could tell a Republican from 
«a Democratic ticket in so withdrawing them, he answered, “I could not say 
positively.’ 

*Q. Was there not enough difference so that if you had been disposed you 
could have distinguished between them? 

“A. There was.”’ 
Asked whether the excess was drawn out fairly, or were Republican ballots 

fraudulently fished out, he answered, “They were fairly drawn out according 
to law.”” He also swore, “I claim to be a true Democrat.”’ (See record, page 
721.) Your committee think that little comment is necessary upon this testi- 
mony. 

It is evident a fraud was perpetrated by the stuffing of the ballot-box; it is 
equally evident that it was a fraud by which 29 votes honestly cast for Mr. Lee 
were withdrawn and destroyed; that Mr. Lee's vote should be increased by 29 
votes, which were honestly cast for him but were not counted by the managers; 
that Mr. Richardson's vote should be decreased by the same number of votes 
which the managers counted for him but which were not cast for him by the 
legal voters. 
Making this correction, it is evident that Mr. Lee received from the voters’ 

hands 149 votes, and Mr. Richardson, in like manner, 82 votes. Lee's majority 
was thus 67 in place of 9 votes, as was reported by the managers. 

In view of the above your committee correct the vote of Williamsburg County, 
as follows 

By the returns of the State board of canvassers Richardson received 2,084 votes, 
and Lee 1,585 votes. This would give Richardson a majority of 499, which it is 
evident goes to make up Richardson's assumed majority of 8,468. 

Your committee here summarize their correction of the vote of this county by 
precincts, as follows 

Vote of Williamsburgh County 

As returned to 
the State can- 
vassers. 

As corrected by 
the committee. 

Precincts 

Richard- ,,,. | Richard- a 
son. _ son, _ 

Anderson ‘ os 112 59 112 59 
Black Mingo........ : : ‘ sl 110 71 120 
Cedar Swamp hac iia iat tae 107 8 &) 30 
Graham Cross-Roads M3 78 563 738 
Greeleyville 117 11s w 141 
Indiantown ; 18 348 1s 348 
Kingstree..... ; 309 hg2 ue 592 
Muddy Creek 117 7 sate 
Pipkins . 74 Low 74 109 
Prospect : lil 120 82 149 
School-House seanis ; so 4 S83 4 
Scranton RSS 333 ais 
Sutton rt) 138 75 138 

2,013 1,778 
Add three polls not included in the return 
made to the State canvussers : 

Midway . . . 72 SS 
Salter’s enctenes 49 426 
Gourdin's - 30 217 

2 1H 2,576 

Lee's majority 412 

The above table shows the vote of this county, asshown by the testimony, and 
in place of a majority for Richardson of 499, as ¢.ven him by the State board of 
canvassers, your committee find a majority of 412 votes for Lee, and we so ac- 
cord it 

Muddy Creck precinet 

At this poll, by the returns, Mr. Richardson received 177 votes, and Mr. Lee | 
none, 8. G. Graham, a United States supervisor, swears (record, page 490) that | 
the election had theretofore been held at Ard’s store. That thi8 wasthe old vot- | 
ing one. The managers opened the poll at a school-house some two hundred | 
yards distant. In this he is corroborated by W. HT. Harmon, a witness for Mr. 
Richardson, and a Democrat. (Record, page 720.) Graham swears (record, 
page 488) that he showed his commission to the managers and asked permission 
to act as United States supervisor to the clection; that 
“Henry Harmon, one of the managers, drew his revolver on me and said my 

authority was no account; he put his hand in his pocket, drew cut his revolver, 
and presented it to me in a threatening manner.” 

He also states that Mr. Huggins, the other manager, when Harmon drew the 
pistol on him, went off, and Harmon sajd nothing, but shook his head. 
Huggins and Harmon both swear that Graham's statement is false, and Hug- 

gins swears that the Republicans did not vote at all; they went off. He also 
swears there were about thirty-five or forty negroes in the crowd, 

Your committee leave these meager facts without further comment 

HORRY COUNTY, 

The State board of canvassers certify that Mr. Richardson received in this | 
county 2,173 votes and Mr. Lee 599, giving Mr. Richardson a majority of 1,574. 
(See record, page 228.) But it appears from the record, page 236, that the board 
of county canvassers did not canvass or count the vote cast at Martin Hill pre- 
cinct in that county; their reason for so doing they state as follows: 

“In view of the facts as set forth in affidavits hereto annexed, to the effect that 
the polls were not opened at above a at the hour prescribed by law, the 
board of canvassers on motion decic 
vassed or included in the general statement."’ 
The ex parte affidavits referred to are found in the record on 237. 
Moses F. Sarvis swears that owing to the fact that Nimrod Davis, one of the 

managers, did not arrive till about that hour, the polls were not opened until 
about a quarter past 8 o’clock in the merning. 
John Martin swore he was there at 7 o'clock and could not deposit his vote be- 

cause the polls had not been opened. 
Frank Wilson swore that he was there at 7 o’clock and could not deposit his | 

vote because the polls had not been opened up to that hour, “and that he and 
others had to go to Cedar Grove to vote.” 
Upon this er parte testimony the poll was rejected. The three managers who 

ed that the vote of this precinct be not can- | 

held the election certified (record, 236) that Mr. Lee received 172 votes ang 
Richardson 13 votes, giving Lee a jority of 159 votes, which he lost in the count 
by the rejection of this poll. 
McCrary declares (section 114) : 
“ That a few minutes’ delay in opening the polls will make no difference, }y; 

several hours’ delay may render the election void, and certainly will have tha: 
effect if the party complaining of it can show that he has been injured thereby 

But when we analyze the case it appears that only 185 votes were cast at tia: 
poll; that the polls were open continuously from 8.15 a. m. till 6 p. m., and that 
some and probably all of the few persons there about 7 o’clock in the morning 
went to Cedar Grove and voted, It does not appear for whom they voted or 
wished to vote. This is one of the few polls at which there is no pretense of j;, 
tended fraud. There is not the slightest proof that either Lee or Richardso), 
lost a single vote by the failure to open the polls promptly at 6 o'clock in t}, 
morning. Your committee feel that the simplest statement of the facts atford, 
the strongest commentary. And we count this poll, as the managers did, and 
accord to Lee 159 majority, and, as the result of the foregoing, your committe 
add to Mr. Richardson's certified vote in this county 13 votes and to Mr. Le«’. 
172 votes, making the vote as actually cast by the voters and counted by th 
managers for Mr. Richardson 2,186 votes and Mr. Lee 771 votes, giving Richard 
son a majority of 1,415 votes, instead of 1,574, as allowed him by the State board 
of canvassers. 

DARLINGTON COUNTY. 

The State board of canvassers certify that Mr. Richardson received in this 
county 4,671 votes and Mr. Lee 2,117 votes, giving Richardson a majority of 
2,504 votes. (See record, page 228.) 

But the secretary of state certifies, on page 228 of the record, that ‘no maw 
agers’ returns from any precinct” in Darlington County were on file in his of 
fice, nor were any returns from any voting precinct in said county sent to his 
office by the county canvassers. It is impossible, therefore, to ascertain what 
was the vote at any precinct in this county by anything in the record from th. 
State board of canvassers. Only the gross resuit is given as above. 

But on pages 570, 571 of the record, the contestee, Richardson, for the purpos 
of supplying this deficiency, introduced in evidence a schedule showing the pre- 
cinct managers’ returns for each and every polling place in Darlington County 
by which it appears that according to the managers’ returns Richardson received 
4,567 votes in place of 4,671 votes, as certified to by the secretary of state ; in other 
words, the secretary of state gives Richardson 104 votes more than did the ma: 
agers who held the election. 

But section 4 of the act of 1872 of South Carolina made it the duty of the chair 
man of the board of county canvassers to forward by a messenger to the goy 
ernor and secretary of state ‘ the returns, poll-lists, and all the papers apper 
taining to the election.”’ We think it can not be questioned that the statement 
of the managers who held the election, verified by their returns and poll-lists 
&c., is better evidence than the certificate of the secretary of state, who certified 
that he never saw the returns and poll-lists, for they were never sent to him as 
the law requires. 

It is manifest that Mr. Richardson's majority grew to the number of 104 votes 
by his own testimony, after the polls were closed and the result declared 

Florence precinct. 

Contestant, in his notice of contest, distinctly charged that the poll-list at Flor 
ence was “falsified by the insertion thereon of fictitious names.’’ This is as «i. 
tinctly denied by contestee. L. W.Gadsden,a United States supervisor, swears 
there were 18 more names on the poll-list kept by the managers than there wer 
ballots in the box. (Record, page 371.) In this he is corroborated by W.J. Brad 
ford, who was present and kept the tally. (Record, page 176.) He swears there 
were 1,048 names on the poll-list kept by the managers, and only 1,080 ballots in 
the box. Both these witnesses were sworn and examined on February 25, |>s! 
On the 1ith of March of the same year, William McKenzie (record, page 7 

a witness for contestee, swore he was one of the ers at this poll, and 
that all the managers were Democrats. He was enasmingl at length, but he does 
not deny that the poll-list was falsified as above set forth. 
Captain E. W. Lioyd (record, page 518), also a witness for constestee, was «x 

amined on the 16th of March, 1881. He swore he was clerk of the board of ma: 
agers; he was also a Democrat. He ought to know all about the poll-list. Ii 
does not deny or even mention the alleged falsification of the poll-list by th: 
insertion thereon of eighteen fictitious names. No witness in all the recor 
denies the statements of Gadsden and Bradford in regard to the poll-list at Flor 
ence, though some sixteen were put upon the stand and examined by conteste: 
touching that poll. 

L. W. Gadsden, United States supervisor (record, page 365), swears that lv 
arrived at the poll a few minutes after 5 o'clock a. m. 
‘The managers were then there ; the door was guarded, where the pol! was 

the place was crowded with a lot of Democrats; 1 could not get within ten feet 
of the door.” 
He states that a few minutes before the poll was opened he attempted to go in 

to witness the opening, and to examine the box; that he was obstructed from 
getting in by a crowd of town authorities, or policemen ; that he showed his 
commission as United States supervisor, and told them he was going in; tha! 
one Captain Gaillard told him he must wait until he, Captain Gaillard, saw 

| Captain Blackwell, to find out ifthe had 7 right there or not. Gaillard cam 
back and said it was all right. He started, and was stopped again. Captain 
Gaillard then assisted him, and he then got in. 
The box was locked and the voting had been going on ten or fifteen minutes 

“T asked the managers to let me copy the names off their poll-list; they said 
| as had not time to stop and could not stop the clerk.”’ 

He further testifies: 
“T asked to be allowed to havea clerk and was refused and was not allowed to 

i sort those names on the managers’ poll-list that had voted. (See record, pag: 

He also testifies (record, page 369) on his cross-examination : 
“Q. Did you stay there all day? 
“A. Yes, sir; only absent for about three minutes. 
“Q. How do you account for the fact that you were there all day as a life-long 

Republican watching the election for there being more names on that poll-list 
| than there were ballots in the box? 

“A. They must have had a false poll-list prepared beforehand that they car 
ried in there and failed to put enough ballots in the box to tally with the pol! 
list. I was not allowed to examine the list. The box was closed before I wus 
allowed to go in. 
“Q. Did you witness the count? 
“A. I did. 
“Q. You stated that you were there all day except about three minutes. Now 

did you or not see the names that were written on the poll-list” 
“A. I did not, for I was not allowed to examine it. 
“Q. Did you ask to be allowed to examine that poll-list? 
“A. I did ask, and asked further to be allowed to copy from it. 
“Q. Who did you ask? 
“A. The managers. 
“Q. What time of day was it when you asked to be allowed to copy and ex- 

amine the poll-list ? 



“A. I first asked in the morning when the voting commenced, and again that | 
night when the polls closed. 
“Q. What did the managers say in reply to your request? ; 
“A. They said I could not be allowed to interrupt the clerk. That wasin the | 

morning. But at night when I asked to be allowed to examine the list they re- 
fused to let me examine it, but had no objections to the clerk calling the names 
so | could take them down, but said it was too late to remain 
“Q. Who was the clerk? 
“A. Captain E. W. Loyd.” 
On his cross-examination he further states (record, page 368 
“Q. What time did you reach the polls on the morning of the election * 
“A, Afew minutes after 5 o'clock. 
“Q. What did you see there? 
“4, Isaw a lotof Democrats around the polls and the door guarded by police- 

men and constables. : frais 
“Q. oe ee try to gain admission to the polls* 
“A. I did. 
“Q. To whom did you apply for admission ? 
“4. Istarted to the polls and was stopped by policemen and constables and 

told that I could not go up. 
“Q. What policemen and constables denied you admission * 
“A, T. D. Brunson, John Dockery, E. M. Selfe; those were the policemen, 

and Z. T. Kershaw was the constable. 
“Q. What did they tell you ? 
“A. That I could not go up to the polls. I told themt I was United States su 

pervisor, and showed them my commission, and told them I must go up 
“qQ. Is that all they said to you? 
‘A. Yes; that I could not go up, and shoved me out of the way 
“Q. Did they or not tell you that nobody but policemen and constables could 

yo into that house? 
“A. They had a line drawn and told me nobody else had any right in there. 
“Q. Did they or not tell you that nobody but policemen and constables could 

vo into that house? 
“(Counsel for contestee demands an answer, yes or no 
“A. Ihave answered it already. 
“Q. Did you show your commission to anybody? 
“A. I did, 
“Q. To whom did you show it? 
“A. I showed it to the very men that stopped me and Captain Gaillard 
“Q. Did they then admit you? 
“A, Captain Gaillard told me to wait until he saw Captain Black well 
“Q. Did he say anything else beside this? 
“A. Not until after he saw Captain Blackwell. 
“Q. Did he or not tell you to wait until he saw Captain Black well as to whether 

or not you had a right to go in? 
“A, He did; but Captain Black well is a private citizen, and I did not think he 

had a right to pass upon my commission.” 
He also swears (record, page 366) that three hundred or four hundred Repub 

licans were standing in line ready to vote when the polls closed, while the Dem- 
ocrats were allowed to vote freely and unobstructedly during the day ; that late 
in the evening sixty or seventy-five Democrats came in from Timmonsville ; 
that the line of Republicans that had been standing there all day were miuade to 
stand back by the constables and town marshals and those men from Timmons 
ville allowed to go upand vote. He is corroborated by 208 voters who were 
prevented from voting, whose depositions are found between pages 139 and 342 
of record, They all swear they desired to vote for Samuel Lee, but were forcibly 
prevented from getting to the ballot-box. Asked why they did not, the answers 
were, “ because the Democrats would not let me get to the polls.” Witnessafter 
witness swears that he was there from 6 o’clock a. m. to 6 o'clock p. m. trying 
to vote. What was done was excused by Mr. Richardson (bricf, page 148) on 
the ground that the Republicans intended to take possession of the polls and 
vote first, and asks— 
“Can the Democrats be blamed for standing their ground and voting tirstand | 

before they gave way to the colored voters, who had laid a trap in which they | 
were caught?” 
Surely not; but neither party had the right to prevent the other party from 

voting. 
Jenn T. Rafra was United States supervisor at Timmonsville, and swears (rec- 

ord, page 85) he saw a crowd of Democrats, he counted seventy-five on the top 
of the flat cars, ‘and the coach was full of them,” going in the direction of Flor- 
ence. He swears they all voted before Jeaving Timmonsville. In this he iscor- 
roborated by John E. Keeler (record, page 374), who testifies he counted seventy 
tive, and that every one of them had voted before they left Timmonsville. $8. W. 
Gadsden gives the names (record, page 365) of persons he knew who came from 
Timmonsville and voted at Florence, namely, Alexander Taylor, Yanty Byrd, 
H. M. Oliver, W. J. Stradford, and George Montgomery. Not one of these per 
sons were called in rebuttal. The few witnesses examined by Mr. Richardson 
touching Florence poll were the officers who held the election, the policeman 
who kept the colored Republicans from the polls, and a few active Democratic 

} 

We have seen (record, page 571) that the contestee puts in evidence a sched- 
ule of the vote at each precinct in Darlington County, accompanied by the cer- 
tificate or J. N. Garner, the clerk of the court of common pleas, that— 
“The schedule represents truly and correctly the balloting for member of the 

Forty-seventh Congress.”’ 
— as a witness, the same Garner testifies as follows (record, page 738, 

ttom) : 
“Q. Have you not had occasion to certify to the correctness of the precinct 

returns touching the last election for member of Congress? 
“A. I don't think I did, because I could not certify to the correctness of the 

returns, as it seems to me that a commissioner ought to do that. 
“Q. Did or not? 
“A. I did not.” 

_ Itappears further, by his testimony, that the precinct returns, instead of be- 
ing sent, as the laws requires, to the secretary of state, were with the ballot- 
See in the jury-room opening into the court-room, which was open for 
all public purposes, and only when not used was it locked up. Two terms of 
court were passed before he was examined. 
Your committee feel constrained to say we must reject Florence poll, because 

there was an unlawful interference with the United States supervisor of election, | 
whereby he was prevented from discharging the duties which were committed 
to his hands by the law of Congress; because itis clear that the poll-list at Flor- 
ence was falsi by the insertion thereon of fictitious names by the officers of 
the election; because it is evident that a crowd, the exact number of which it is 
impossible toes , who had already voted at Timmonsville, were permitted to vote 
at Florence for Richardson, while more than 200of Mr. Lee’s supporters, standing 
in line all day, were forcibly prevented from voting at all; and because the evi- 
dence as to what the actual vote at Florence poll was is so unreliable as to be 
utterly without credit. 
The conduct of the election officers was such as to destroy the integrity ef 

their returns, even if we had any means of knowing what those returns were. | 
here is no proof 

fair by reason of fraudulent voting and forcible preventing of honest voting as 
to give us no course but to reject the poll, which we acco ingly do 
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| tain, and have been lost since? 

aliunde how the vote stood. The election was so utterly un- | 

187 
Darlington precinct 

What the exact vote at this precinct was we have means Of determining 
other than the certificate of J. N. Garner, the clerk of the court of common pleas for 
that county, which was introduced by Mr. Richardson, on page 571 of the record 
But we have already seen in the case of Florence precinct that the same witness 
Garner, testifies that he never did certify to the correctness of the schedule found 
on page 571 of the record, in which Richardson is set down as having received 
1.271 votes and Lee 117 at Darlington precinct. On pages 7o7 and 738 of the rex 
ord, the same witness, Garner, testifies as follows, on the lth of Ap 18s 
when interrogated as to the returns of the precinct managers 

‘A. Election papers were filed in my office by the commissioner of election 
J. G. MeCall 

“Q. Please state what those papers were 
“A. Lean not; I did not examine them 
**Q. Have you not had occasion to examine those papers since they have been 

filed in your office? 
‘A. Lhave not 
*Q. Then you have no idea of what papers are filed in your office bearing 

upon the election of member of Congress in Darlington County at the last ele« 
tion? 

“A. I know there were election returns bearing upon the last election They 

have been examined repeatedly by others, but not by myself 
*Q. Do you know if those returns in your office are yrrect or not 
“A. Ido not know anything about them 
*Q. Were those returns filed in your office delivered to you in « the 

ballot-boxes 
A. They were delivered to me in an envelope outside of the ballot-boxes 
Q. Were the ballot-boxes ever filed or deposited in your office 
A. They were, as they usually have been in my office 

Q. Have youever had occasion toexamine the papers or seen in t e boxes 
‘A. Thave never examined the papers and have never seen in the boxes unt 

vesterday 
In this testimony he is corroborated by J.C. MeCall, who was cha 1 of the 

county board of commissioners, On page |l0of the record he testifiesas follow 
“Q. Did you make any returns to the secretary of state showing the votes cast 

at the separate precincts throughout the county 
‘A. We did not 
Q. What did your board do with the returns from the war | net 

throughout the county 
‘A. think those returns were put back in the ballot-boxes and turned ove 

to the clerk of the court 

*Q. Will you be positive that such disposition was made of then 
“A. That is my recollection of it 
On page 109 of the record, when asked if he « d state what was the vote at 

Darlington precinet for member of Congr he answered (page 110, toy 
cun not 

It thus appears by the testimony Me Cu the chairman of the board of 
county commissioners, who test sthat he made no return of what the vote was 

at Darlington precinet, either tothe secretary of state—which orroborated by 
the certificate of the secretary of state, who testifies that no such returns were 

made to him, page J28—or to the county clerk nd by the testimony of the clerk 
himself, on page 738, who also swears he ne rexamined the managers’ returns 

from the various precinetsof Darlington County, show y the results of the ele« 

| tion held in ISSO for member of Congress 

It further appears by the testimony of George W. Brown, Mr. Richardson’. 
own attorney, who was pul upon the stand by Mr. Lee, in rebuttal, that he found 

the precinet returns in the ballot-boxes in one of the jury-rooms of the court 
house Record, page 736 

On the cross-examination of Garner, the clerk, by the same witness, Brown 
neting as the attorney for Mr. Richardson, testifies as follows Record, page 

739 
“Q. You say that the ballot-boxes, with what they contained, upon being re 

turned to you after the last election, were deposited in a jury-room up stairs ir 
the court-h« 

‘A. They were 

“QQ. Have you m 1% charge, and do you not keep the keys of that court-hous« 

by authority 
‘A. Ido 

“qQ. The court-room proper leading to that jury-roorm is used for all publ 
purposes, is it not” 

A. Itis 
Q. When not so used, is it not kept locked 

‘A. Itis 
“QQ. Has it not been frequently used for public purposes since the t clectior 

and since those boxes were de posited in the jury-room 

‘A. Yes, sir 
“Q. When the court-room is used by the public, have they nota ess to 

the jury-room where the boxes were” 
‘A. They have 

**@. Were those boxes kept locked, and isthere any law requiring youto keep 

them locked? 
“A. They were not kept locked, and there 

locked 

“Q. Might they not, when returned, conta 
yesterday searched, and all other 

s no law requiring them to be kept 

ned the papers for which contestant 
papers which the law requires them to con- 

“A. They might.”’ 
We think the conclusively establishes that no « 

be placed in any so-called returns from Darlington precinct 
Brown testifies that he prepared the statement (record, page 736), which pur 

ports to have been certified to by the clerk, Garner, but which he testifies he did 
not certify to. The ballot-hoxes and their contents had been open to the access 
of any who chose to go and examine them,as the witness Browndid. Whether 
they had been tampered with or not, no one testifies,and noonecan. How the 
vote stood for member of Congress at Darlington precinct the of state 
does not know, for he certifies that no return of the 
cinct ever came to his hands 

Garner, the clerk, as we have seen, swears he does not know 
McCall, as we have seen, also swears that he does not know, and C. 8S. McCul 

lough, who swears he was chairman of the board of managers, testifies (record 
page 527) : 

above evidence ontidence can 

separate vote of that pre 

“Q. What was the number of votes cast for member of Congress at this pol 
‘A. Ido not remember 
And Philip Lewenthal, who swears that he was clerk of the board of 

gers at Darlington poll (pages 546 and 547), testifies that he does net how Li 
the entire record no witness swears how the actual vote stood at Darlingt 

| poll. This is one of the precincts especially attacked by Mr. Le« 
A vast mass of testimony was taken by both parties touching this yx KY 

the evidence in the record it is not possibl: to ascertain the true re t 
he rule, as laid down by McCrary (section 437), we think should be applied te 

| this case, and is as follows 
‘* Where the true vote can not be ascertained, either from the returns or from 

evidence aliunde, the vote of the precinct is to be rejected 
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But it is very evident from the testimony that intense excitement prevailed at Your committee are compelled to say, from all the evidence, that the case ,, 
Darlington on the day of the election. The polls were held at a different place | Darlington poll falls within the principle laid down by McCrary,as follows. _ 
than the usual one. “Sec, 416. The true rule is this: The violence or intimidation should be show: 

The witness McCall, a county commissioner of election (record, page 111), ad- to have been sufficient either to change the result or that by reason of it the tr, 
mits that the place was less convenient. It was up in the second story of the | result can not be ascertained with certainty from the returns. To vacate . 
court-house, fifteen feet above the ground, with two stair-waysleadinguptothe election on this ground, if the election were not in fact arrested, it must elensty 
hallot-box ; appear that there was such a display of force as ought to have intimidated m¢,; 

It appears from all the testimony that the Democrats, dressedin red shirtsand of ordinary firmness.” 
caps, took possession of the polls from the outset. Here it is proper to remark that up to 1878 Darlington precinct always y 

J. A. Smith (record, page 106) states that from 700 to 800 Republicans were pre- largely Republican. , 
vented from casting their votes by reason of intimidation. He says: A few years ago the Republicans used to poll 1,200 to 1,300 votes at that po)) 

“T made three attempts to reach the ballot-box—myself and others; I found it | See testimony of John G. Gatlin (record, page 79), John Lunney (record : si 
impossible to do so without a collision with the Democrats and red shirts, who 81), Jordon Lang (record, page 95). " etna 
had the steps packed from bottom to top.” At the election in 1880 Mr. Richardson is credited by the schedule, which pur 

Aimwell Western, jr. (record, page 92), states that from $00 to 1,000 Republicans | ports to be certified to by the clerk, Garner, but which he testifies he did not toe 
left the polls without voting. He also states that on the night before the election | tify, as having received 1,271 votes to 117 votes for Mr. Lee; and from the impos 
two wagous loaded with guns came on the back street and they were carried | sibility ofascertaining how the actual vote stood at Darlington poll, by the di, 
down the street next to the court-house. A portion was placed in astore of one | regard on the part of the county commissioners to forward the returns and po 

arly, and “some were put in the court-house, where the ballot-box was.” list to the secretary of state, in violation ofa plain provision of law, and fro) 
On record, page M, he gives the names of the men who unloaded those wagons: | the fact that intimidation and violence prevented hundreds from voting, you; 

Moses Bishop, Sam Hinds. Rosser Hart, and Charlie Bishop. He states that | committee reject Darlington poll from the count. — 
Moses Bishop and Sam Hinds carried a portion of those guns upstairs where the . ‘ 
ballot-box was. It appears from his testimony that guns were brought on the Lydia precinet. 
train about L2o'clock at night, which train neither blew a whistle nor rung a bell. All the managers at this poll were Democrats. 
rhe guns were tied up in blankets in large bales, As we have seen, no possible reliance can be placed on the statement in ti), 
None of the persons who handled the guns were called as witnesses to deny | schedule purporting to be certified by the clerk, Garner (record, page 571), sinc 

the statement. A great many witnesses were called by Mr. Richardson who did he swears he did not certify it. We therefore rely upon the report, sworn to and 
jot seeany guns and did not see any intimidation. put in evidence, of the two United States supervisors (record, page 113), )y 

Aimwell Weston, sr., swears as follows, among other things : which it appears that Richardson received 572 votes and Lee 193 votes. 
q. Did you vote there? An excess of 163 votes was found in the box, showing the box wasatuffed. \-. 
A. L could not vote there the election seems to have been fairly conducted after the arrival of the super 

«. Why could you not vote? visor, Robinson, which was just after the polls were opened, we conclude thy 
\. There was bulldozing, pushing, pulling, and blockading the steps, Some | box was stuffed in the beginning, and by the managers. But since the exces. 

of them had knives drawn; looked like they were drunk.” was drawn from the box, and seems to have been fairly withdrawn in propo: 
He also testifies they had red shirtson. (Record, page 116.) tion to the vote of each candidate for Congress, we think that both Lee and Ric! 
Kdward Williams, on same page, testifies to the same effect. ardson should each be credited by the number of votes which were counted fo; 
Simeon Saunders (record, page 117) saw men attempt to go up those steps and | them, as shown by the report of the two supervisors, namely, Richardsou 57. 

~uw them tumble back; they were pushed back by the Democratic crowd upon | Votes, Lee 193; majority for Richardson of 378. 
the steps + ot ° » 

[ sanaae Myers (record, page 105) testified ! ; Society Hill precinct. 
Q. What poll did you attend? For the same reasons as above stated no reliance can be placed on the clerk 
A. Darlington poll schedule, which the clerk himself rejects, as to what was the true vote at thi 
Q. Did you vote” ae. But on page 363 of the record we have the report of Z. W. Wines ani 

A. I did not. >. P. Cannon, the two supervisors, which, Wines as a witness (record, pay: 
Q. Why did you not? 338) testifies, gives a true account of the poll when the box was opened and t\\, 

A. They would not let me votes counted. ; 

Q. Who would not let you By it it appears that the poll-list kept by the managers and those kept by eaci 
\. The Democratic party. of the supervisors all showed that535 votes were cast, Extra ballots were foun 
Q. How did they prevent you” in the box. 

“A. I started up the steps, and they told me I should not go up. The box had been stuffed. John T. Prince, one of the managers, swears (re: 
*@. What did they do to prevent you from voting? ord, page 565) that 58 ballots in excess were found in the box. The managers 

“A. They pulled me back. I attempted to go up twice, and they pulled me | 8nd clerks were all Democrats. The excess of ballots was drawn out anil «i 
back by my coat.” stroyed, of which 12 had Richardson’s name on them. 
Noah Burch testifies (record, page 105) that he tried to vote; that the steps If the ballots destroyed had been the exact fraudulent ballots put in the hos 

were full from bottom to top with white men; that they shoved him down and this would have been precisely just. But this could scarcely be. 
told him he could not vote; that he tried again, and was again shoved back by It is not right that all the managers, in all the precincts of a county, should |» 
the Democratic crowd on the steps. 5 the partisans of one candidate. 

Simon Scott (record, page 136) testifies that a crowd of Democrats dressed in It is uot just that ballots should be honestly voted and then withdrawi 
red shirts prevented him from voting. He says: destroyed because other fraudulent ballots had been stuffed into the box 

“Il went up tothe steps of the court-house, and they said you can not vote Happily, we have the means to determine how many honest votes each 
here unless you vote a Democratic ticket.”’ didate for Congress received at this poll. In the record, page 118, is founda 

Burrell Melver (record, page 355) testifies that he did not vote list of 383 names kept by H. D. Kershaw and R. E. Postell, all of whom, the 

‘* Because the court-house steps were so crowded with Democrats that I could | SWear, voted for Mr. Lee. They saw them cast their votes. (Record, pages lIs 
not reach the ballot-box to cast my ballot. They would not let me go up the and 339.) Since 12 of the 58 votes drawn out were for Richardson, the other 4 
steps must have been for Lee; and adding these 46 votes to the 337 counted for Le 

“Q. Did you see any men with guns, and to what political party did they | We have 383 votes, which exactly corresponds with the list of 383 names of voters 
belong? who Kershaw and Postell testify voted for Lee. We therefore accord to Lee 5s 

‘A The Democratic: I saw no arms but theirs , Votes and to Richardson 152 votes, making a total of 555 votes, the nurnber 

Q. Where were these men withtheir guns” votes cast at this poll 

‘*A. In a store in front of the court-house.”’ Lisbon precinct. 

Peter White (record, page 384) testifies as follows This poll is in like strait as the preceding. We, however, find on page 235 of 
a Q. Did you vote record the report of the United States supervisors, H. C. Harroll and J, fi. Hug 
. A. No, sir. ging. This report, Harroll asa witness, on page 194, testifiesis correct. By it we 
“Q. Why not = , see that four hundred and ninety-three names were on the poll-list, and the man 

A. Because | was prevented by the Democratic party. The ballot-box was | agers counted for Richardson 317 votes and for Lee 176 votes. : 
in the court-house, and I tried to go up the steps and they would not let me go This box had been stuffed with 98 fraudulent ballots. All the managers wer: 
up; saw one man trying to climb up on the outside of the steps, and when he | Democrats. Ninety-cight ballots were withdrawn and destroyed of which a0 
got up his handhold was broken loose and he fell to the ground and was hurt were for Lee and 59 for Richardson. (Record page 238.) : j 

., Oross-examined by C. D, Evans: ; 7 If this was a Democratic fraud, then Lee was deprived of 39 votes, and Rich 
‘Q. What time did you reach the Darlington pol! that day ardson gained thatmany. That it was a Democratic fraud is manifest when w: 
“A. About Senet ofan hour after sunrise see that W. R. Dukes (record, page 201) testifies he was present and kept a list 
“Q. When dic you leave and saw 215 persons vote for tes. He furnishes that list of names. (Record 
‘A, About 2p. m., 1 guess. age 223.) There is no witnes® called to deny this. And when we add 39 Le 
Q. Did you hear Jack Smith's order for all Republicans to go home, and at Pallote, withdrawn from the box, tothe 176 which the managers counted for him 

what time did you hear it? | it amounts to exact!y 215. But subtracting 215 Lee’s votes from the whole vot« 
A, T heard it about 11 a, m : of 498 and it leaves 278 as Richardson's true vote. 

‘Q. You say it was impossible for you to vote from the time you reached Dar- 
lington until you went away ? Timmonsville precinct. 

“A. It was really impossible. I was very determined, and I saw no chance By the report of the supervisor (record, pages 68 and 69) 608 votes were counted 

without getting hurt or being killed.” for Representative in Congress. Themanagers counted 533 votes for Richardso! 
Alonzo Lewis sworn (record, page 387) : : and 75 for Lee. It was from Timmonsville that 75 or more Democrats, havin 
*Q. State your name, age, residence, and occupation, voted there, wentto Florence poll and again voted. The ballot-box was stuffe:! 

or “A. Name, Alonzo Lewis; 23 years old; residence, Darlington County; occr- | at Timmonsville, and the excess drawn out and destroyed. Rafra, the super 
pation, butler. visor, swears to his report. (Record, page84.) The managersand clerk were «) 
“Q. Were you at the Darlington polling precinct on the day of the last clee- | Democrats. J. E. Keeler testifies (record, 873) that he kept a list of th: 

tion? | Republicans; that they voted Republican tickets, and for Samuel Lee for (o» 
zs A. Yea, re | gress. The list is found (record, page 376) showing 199 names. 
“Q. Did you vote The contestee has not shown that a single one of these 199 did not vote for Mr 

A. No, sir, | Lee. We correct this precinct by giving to Mr. Lee 199 votes, and subtracti 
“Q. Why not? 
“A. Beeause I couldn't get to the polls; the red-shirt Democrats prevented me 

that number from the whole vote, 608, gives 409 as Mr. Richardson’s true vot 

trom getting to the polls; they were standing on the steps leading up to the box. Leavenworth precinct. 
I attempted to go up, and they said, ‘No radicals in here,’ ‘ No radicals in here,’ By the report of F. W. Prince, United States supervisor, made an exhibit | 
and all caught arms together and shoved me back. his deposition (record, page 98), it appears that the names on the poll-list kept 

“Q. Who did you intend voting for for Congress? by the managers of election were 54. That 239fraudulent ballots in excess we! 
“A. Samuel Lee.” found in the box. As usual the bex had been stuffed ; 239 ballots were wit): 
Phe above are given as specimens, taken almost at random from the printed | drawn and destroyed by the Democratic managers, 110 Republican and 129 Dev 

testimony. 5 s ‘ ocratic. W. H. Waddell testified (record, page 99) that he kept a list of the lt 
The depositions of two hundred and forty witnesses a in the record who | publican votes. That he saw the names of the candidates on the tickets, #! 

swear they were present at the Darlington poll and red to vote for Mr. Lee, that they all voted for Samuel Lee. 
but were prevented from so doing by threats or intimidation. Convinced they The list foots up 308 names. As this list is undisputed by any witness we 
could not vote without danger of riot and bloodshed, hundreds withdrew from | cord to Mr. Lee 308 votes at this precinct, and the balance of the 594 we cowl! 
the poll. There is counter testimony in the record, but it is from the very par- | for Mr. Richardson, to wit, 286 votes. 
ties complained of, and from comparatively few other witnesses, Correcting the vote at the precincts above set forth, as we have, and beay': 
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touched the other precincts of Darlington County, and coun them as 
aa ead by Mr. Richardson, and the result is as follows : ms 

Vote of Darlington County. at» 

As found by the 
comunittee. 

Precincts. pa 

' Richard- — 
| son. wee. 

286 308 
1% 69 
S72 193 
3l 39 

109 199 
143 29 
142 A) 

Lisbon .......- 278 215 
Society Hill 152 383 
Darlington.. ee “ sie ea, we 

tere. 187 4 
Florence ..... prpecuece a eneesee esinniaiatietictaele 

2,395 1, 884 

Richardson's majority......................... Sl 

We find for Mr. Richardson, in Darlington County, a majority of 511 votes, in 
place of 2,554 votes, as givento him by the returns of the State board of canvassers. 

MARLBOROUGH COUNTY. 

Bennettsville precinct. 

The secretary of state certifies (record, page 226) that Lee received 464 votes 
and Richardson 335. An excess of 61 votes was found in the ballot-box. That 
number of ballots were withdrawn and destroyed, 60 being Lee’s votes and only 
1a Richardson ballot. (D. D. McCall, United States supervisor, record, page 
253.) How this strange result happened McCall in histestimony explains. The 
tickets were easily distinguished by feeling. 
“When box was opened at close of polls there were 61 more votes in box than 

names on poll-list of clerk of managers, and in drawing out the clerk who did 
the drawing would carefully feel the ballotsand turn loose a Democratic ballot 
if he found on feeling that it was such, and continue to feel until he would bring 
out a Republican ticket. 
he made, this one being a Democratic ticket; the other 60 so drawn out being 
Republican.” 

jeatherby, a Democratic manager, testifies as follows (record, page 652) 
“@Q. Could he simply by the touch distinguish the tickets? 
“A. Yes, I think so; unless they were pasted together; one was heavier than 

the other.” 
He also swears the clerk seemed to be in no hurry, 
Now, adding 60 votes to the 464 counted for Lee and we have a total of 524 as 

Lee's true vote, if allthe Republicans voted for him; but McCall swears that 
5ll did vote for him whose names he gives (record, page 274), and Mr. Lee 
proves by five other witnesses whose names were not on McCall's list, that they 
also voted for him, (See record, pages 255, 259, 260, 263, and 273.) 
We therefore count for Lee 516 votes, and give the balance, 283, for Richardson. 

Red Hilt. 
The secretary of state returns for contestant 182 votes, and for contestee S56 

votes, but itappears by the testimony of J. W. Jenkins (record, page 270) that the 
ballot-box was stuffed. Jenkins was United States supervisor. He swears to 
the report found on page 290 of record, that there was an excess of ballots in 
the box over poll-list of 25. All the managers were Democrats. In withdraw- 

The second ticket drawn from box was only mistake | 

ing this excess, 24 ballots bore the names of the Republican candidates and 1 of | 
the Democratic candidates. 
William A. Rogers, an Independent, swears, (record, page 269) that the colored | 

voters all approached the polis by the back door— 
“And as one approached the door and made it known that he wanted to vote 
- ae prepared by the Republican party, I would fold the ticket and hand 
t to him. 
(Record, page 269.) 
And one of the Democratic managers, W. B. Alford, a witness for contestee 

(record, page 663), thinks there was an excess of about 24. 
tion, he testifies as follows: 

“Q. Can you account for how 24 ballots were in excess of the names on the 
poll-list ? 
“A. Only in this way, by finding two ballots folded together ; froin appearance 

they were supposed to be put in together when voted. 
“Q. When two or more ballots were found folded together, were not al) de- 

stroyed save one? 
“A. I don’t recollect about that, but I think they were returned to the box 

and the excess drawn out. 
“Q. Then the managers did not observe the law in that particular, did they? 
“A. Ido not remember the particulars in that regard; I paid more attention 

toward the ballot-box than anything else.” 
Since all the officers conducting the election were Democrats, since pains were 

taken to prevent the Republicans being charged with double voting, and since 
the excess of votes must have been a Democratic fraud from the evidence, and 
because it clearly appears that at least 24 honest votes were withdrawn and that 
at least 23 if not 24 were Republican tickets, we correct this poll by adding 23 
votes to contestant’s returned vote of 182, because 23 of his honest ballots were 
withdrawn from the box, and we deduct 33 votes from the 353 votes counted for 
Richardson, because 23 fraudulent ballots were counted for him. So correcting 
the vote and the result is: for Richardson 330, and for Lee 205. 

Brownsville precinct. 
At this precinct, by the secretary's report, Lee received 9 votes and Richardson 

290, but it appears by the report of the two United States supervisors, Moses W. 
Pearson and W. B. e, put in evidence and found on page 242 of record, that 
this ballot-box was stuffed by 129 ballots overthe names on the poll-list. To re- 
duce the number of ballots to correspond with the names on the poll-list 129 bal- 
lots were withdrawn by the managers, and the strange disparity occurred here 
as elsewhere in withdrawing the excess. The managers were all Democrats. 
Thy paghe to have guarded the box with zgalouscare. They withdrew 116 bal- 
lots which bore the name of the Republican candidate aud only 13 Democratic 
ballots, It was a repetition of what we have already seen occurred again and 
again. We correct this poll by adding 116 to the 90 votes counted for Samuel Lee, 

On cross-examina- 

en a total of 206 for Lee, and ucting 116 from the 290 which the managers 
counted for Richardson, which leaves him 174 votes. Lee honestly received 206 
votes and Richardson 174 at this poll. 

. Hebron precinct. 
At thik precinct the secretary returns for Lee 106, for Richardson 245; total ZL 

I did this so they should not be charged with voting double tickets.” | 

189 
There was an excese of ballcts in the box of 43 over and above the names on the 

li-list. See testimony of B. F, Hamer, United States supervisor (record, page 
58), his report (record, page 282 
All the election officers were Democrats. This box had also been stuffed; 43 

ballots were withdrawn anddestroved. How many Lee ballots were withdrawn 
the record failed to show, but Ennis Campbell (record, 263) and Crawford Tour 
nage swear about 30 Lee ballots were withdrawn and destroyed. Tournage 
further swears that he saw 145 Republican votes cast Adam Cook (record, page 
259) testifies that he made a list of 145 names of those who voted the Republican 
ticket; he furnishes that list in record, page 283. 

In this he is corroborated by Gibson Townsend (record, page 260), who testi 
fles he was acquainted with most of those voters. As none of the witnesses 
ealled by contestee deny the above statement, we think it clear that Lee re 
ceived 145 votes at this poll. We accord him that number, and the balance to 
Richardson, which gives for Lee 145 and for Richardson 206 votes 

Smith t ille precien 

By the secretary's table Lee received 229 votes and Richardson 233 
At this poll, as usual, all the managers were Demo 

was stuffed 
H.S. Grant, United States supervisor, testifies (re 

81 more ballots in the box than there 
was drawn out and burned 
for Congress, 

votes 

rats, and the ballot-box 

cord, page 23)) there were 
were nthe poll-list. That number 

Sixty-four of them bore the name of Samuel Lee 
Record, pages 26and 2 

H. E. Johnson, a white man, and an Independent Democrat, testifies (record, 
page 267) that Lee’s name was on all the Republican tickets drawn out 
William Pagues, a Democratic manager, drew out the ballots. J: 

record, page 267 
“JT told him that in the manner in which he was drawing out these ballots 1 

pronounced him a perjured man, and told him IT intended to indict him in the 

United States court.” 

HALES ¢ 

go 

hnson swears 

The reason given was because he evidently hunted for Republican tickets 
“It was so evident that I complained otit (Reeord, 267 

On page 256 he testifies to having detected one Williams in the act of voting 
two Democratic tickets at once 

Phe vote at this poll is proved and sustained by a list Kept and furnished by» 
Witness Benjamin Quick (record, page 202), whereby if appears the names of 295 
voters are given who voted the Republican ticket As this testimony is not re 

butted, we count, therefore, at this precinct for Lee 2 votes and for Richard 

son 167 votes 

We summarize the vote of this county by precinets as follows 

Vote of Marthorough County 

As returned by As corrected by 

the State can the commit 
vussers tee 

Precinets 

Richard ta Richard Sa 
Sor son 

Bennettsville » it 253 516 
Red Hill oK3 1s SiO 20 
Adamsville I “I ‘31 sO 
Brownavill HK) oO 174 6 
Clio 214 ”” 14 fy 
Red Blut? ; 187 65 Is 65 

Hebron i Log wi 145 
Smithville 233 mo 1 205 
Brightsville. 337 Isl , 1S} 

2,425 1,44 >, 129 1,75: 

Richardson's miajorilys 377 

The above table shows Richardson's majority in this county to be 377,in place 
| of 960, as allowed him by the State board of canvassers 

MARION COUNTY 

Marion Court-House precinct 

At this ballot-box, as at every one in the county, all the managers were Dem 
} Ocrates, 

| the appointment of a Republican manager at each precinct, but this was not 

B. A. Thompson (record, page 425) testifies that he was one of the county 

cominissioners of election for Marion County; that he demanded of the board 
t 

complied with, and the majority of the board appointed none but Democrats, 
At the court-house precinct the managers reported 522 votes for Mr. Lee and 

574 votes for Mr. Richardson. Asseemsto be the rule, this ballot-box was stuffed 

hk. B. Mullins, one of the managers (record, pages 682 and 685), testifies: ‘ There 
was an excess of about 50 ballots in the box over the names on the poll-list.”” 

J. HU. Holloway, a Republican, testifies (record, page 411) that 56 Republicar 
votes were thrown out at this precinet Rh. J. Blackwell, another Democratic 

} Inanager, testifies (record, page 657) that there wus an excess over the polllist of 
about 3) votes. ELE... Crawford, United States super sor, Whose report is putit 

evidence on page 247 of record, states that the excess was 55 votes, and of the 55 
ballots withdrawn and desiroyed 4 bore the namesof the Republican candidates 
and ‘one doubtful whether Democratic or Republican 
There seems to be no essential controversy, and your committee count M4 votes 

as having been withdrawn from Mr. Lee's honest vote Phev accordinely add 

54 votes to the number counted for Mr. Lee, and deduct that nuinber from the 

574 votes counted, but not cast, for Mr. Richardson This would give as the true 

result at this poll for Lee 576 votes and for Richardson 520 votes 
Rerry’s Cross-Roads precinct 

At this precinct the secretary of state reports that Richardson received 
votes, and Lee received 168 
The managers were all Democrats 
This poll was no exception to the fact of ballot-box stuffing AL] thre 

interrogated admit this. Gregg C. Crawford (record, page 427) testilie 
poll-list called for 541 votes; that 687 ballots were found in the 
fies : 

Witnesses 

% that the 
box, and he test 

“Joe Jarnegan put his hand into the box ninety-six times and took out the 
excess votes All he took out were Republicar They put them i » the tire 

place and burnt them 
B. F. Crawford, United States supervisor, whose rep. deee (recore 

page 248), states that 96 ballots were withdrawn—% Republican and 4 Demo 

cratic. The Republican tickets were thick like unto a card awd the Demoer 
ticket was a little thin ticket. (Record, pare 427 Sinee it i ident from tt 
testimony thatthe ballot-box was stuifed—that 4) fraudulent ballots were foun 
therein, and that 93 were at least Republican and Dew 
ifest thia fraud was a Democratic one. The disparity in dray ‘ 
mous. . 
We correct this poll by adding “to the number hich t) ‘ it 



— 
ee cae we: 

Fie 

a ee 
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for Lee and deduct a like number from the vote counted for Richardson. This 
xives 261 to Lee and 279 to Richardson. 

Campbell's Bridge precinct 

Phe secretary of state gives Richardson 244 votesand Lee 111 votes at this poll. 
Phe number of names on the poll-list was three hundred and ninety-five. (Rec- 
ord, page 42 his ballot-box was also stuffed. The managers here were all 
Democrats; Slextra ballots were foundin the box, The total Republican vote 
foundinthe box was Lil. (Brownhamer, record, page 431.) In this he is corrobo- 
rated by the deposition of D. I’. Murphy, the United States supervisor. (Record, 
pages 422 and 461.) How they were withdrawn is manifest from the testimony 
of Brownhamer Record, page 431 He testifies that the manager— 

* Was not blindfolded; just turned himself one sided and put his hand in the 
box and felt in there, and would take outa Republican ticket and hand it toJohn 
Henry, saying he was working for his country.” 
Witness adds 

I could take every Republican ticket out of that box if Ll was as blind as a 
bat; one was soft and thin, the other thick and stiff.” 

LD). P. Murphy (record, page 432) testifies 
* Tle turned his side to the table and drew them out very carefully, taking his 

time as if he was separating the Democratic tickets from the Republican tick- 
ets 

He further states that the Republican ticket was very thick, and the Demo- 
cratic tickets were very thin. In his report, to which he swears, 30 of the bal- 
lots drawn out bore the names of the Republican candidates, and 1 of the 
Demooraticcandidates. Edwin Bethea, witness for the contestee (record, page 

4), states that he drew the tickets out of the box. He testifies: 
I think LI can tell a Democratic ticket from a Republican ticket. The Repub- 

lican ticket was about one and a half inches shorter than the Democratic, a half 
neh wider, and two or three times as thick.”’ 

(i. J. Bethea states (record, page 628) that the excess was 31 votes; that 
hdwin Bethea was not blindfolded in drawing out the ballots; that the Re- 

publican ticket was thicker than the Democratic ticket.” 
John W. Gourdin (record, page 439) testifies that about 30 white men voted 

the Republican ticket; he testifies that Ed. Bethea, the manager who withdrew 

if white men would vote the damn nigger ticket he would throw their votes 
out 

APPENDIX TO THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 

It is manifest from the testimony that a gross fraud was committed atthis poll. | 
Republican tickets were delibrately withdrawn and destroyed, in place of the 
fraudulent tickets which had been stuffed into the box. We therefore correct 
this poll by adding 30 votes to Lee and deducting 30 votes from Richardson, 
which gives Lee 141 votes and Richardson 2)! votes 

Friendship precinct. 

Che secretary of state gives Mr. Lee, at this precinct, 139 votes and Mr. Rich- 
rdson 104 votes 
J. B. Hayne, United States supervisor, testifies (record, page 420) that there 

were 157 votes polled for Lee and 86 for Richardson; that he kept a poll-listand 
marked the Republicans ** R"’ and the Democrats “D.” That list he furnishes 
record, page 457), which corresponds with his sworn statement, to wit, Repub- 
lican 157 and Democratic 86. He states that the Republican ballots found in the 
box agreed exactly with his tally, namely, 157 votes, and in this he is corrobo- 
rated by John M. Mace, one of the Democratic managers (record, page 621). He 
states that 
“The tickets were emptied on the table, and we picked out the Democratic 

tickets and the Republican tickets, and opened them as we took them up so as 
to see if they were folded together. Wall, one of the Democratic managers, took 
the Democratic tickets to the fireplace tocountthem. The other manager, Mace, 
counted the Republican ballots in the presence of the supervisor and found they | 
agreed with his tally—157." 

He states further: 
* We got through with the Republican tickets before Wall got through counting 

the Democratic tickets. I turned to the fireplace to seo what kept him. When 
we counted the Democratic tickets, instead of 86 there were 1044. My tally of the 
Democratic votes was 86. All the tickets, Republican and Democratic, were 
then placed back in the box by the managers, and the excess of 18drawn out by 
the olerk, all of which were Republican ballots.” 

Wall, the Democratic manager, denies that he perpetrated any fraud, but the 
tally-list kept by the United States supervisor and by the managers exactly 
agreed. It is not denied that 157 Republican ballots were found inthe box. The 
supervisor furnishes a list of 157 Republicans who voted at that poll. There was | 
an excess of 18 ballots either in the box or added after the box was opened. It 
was a fraudulent excess, The managers deducted 18 ballots from Lee, giving 
him only 139 votes, and added 18 votes to Richardson's 86 votes, as found on the 
list furnished on page 457 of the record. It is, we think, too clear for argument 
that a monstrous fraud was attempted and carried out at this poll. We correct 
it by restoring to Lee the 18 votes, which gives him 157 votes, and deduct the 
same number of votes from Richardson, which gives him 86 votes; this exactly 
corresponds with the names found on the tally-list. 
Correcting the vote at the precincts above set forth as we have, and leaving 

untouched the other precincts of Marion County, and counting them as returned 
by the mannewe an the result is as follows: 

Vote of Marion County. 

As returned by | As corrected by 
the State can- the commit- 
vassers. tee. 

Precincts. olallieiees 

' Richard-| |Richard- 1. son. | Lee. eon. | Lee. 

= maelllicasemaneetliintniaialiecamanc ty ia 

TED... cvrccemnesensesrernnpsemsaneremnenn emai 167 277 167 277 
Evergreen .......... a aac a at 

Kentyre Church ome a 199 | 74) 19) 7 
SI in aitihiatieemdieaheeneeninanenmananeensitinmtes 238 | 116 | 238 116 
SE di nienecedsnnnanenpeunenareoenqueutmnemssnanameuaignens 52 5 52 | 5 
Mullin’s.......... os 488 153 488 | 153 
ee eee 573 | 522 | 520 576 
Little Rock. 469 230 | 469 | 230 
Mount Nebo.... 126 1065 | 126 1065 
SO 104 139 86 157 
Berry's Cross-Roads......... : 372 | 168 | 279 261 
SN ansintieaensonsetneiven - 201, 415) 201 | 415 

ere Bridge... wel 284 | lll | 24 M4 
i tcnehonatinesatintinrennnernnaaitians } 192 oe 192 56 | 

| 8,826 2,640 

Richardson's OA na i - -| 1,186 

} 

I 

—— 

We find a majority in this county for Richardson of 1,186, in place of 1,565. ; 
returned for him by the State board of canvassers. — 

CHESTERFIELD COUNTY. 

By the table of the secretary of state, Richardson received in this county | 9)> 
votes, and Lee 1,666 votes (record, page 228). Per 
The county board of canvassers did not transmit the poll-lists, returns and 

other papers appertaining to the clection to the secretary of state, as the law 
requires should be done (record, page 228). But the evidence found in various 
parts of the record goes to show that this is a Democratic county. : 
The only poll attacked by Mr. Lee in his notice of contest is Cheraw precinc 

Mr. Richardson shows (record, page 587) that the clerk of the coart certifies tha: 
the managers’ returns turned over to him correspond with the statement «/ 
the secretary of state. This certificate of the clerk is really of no force or effect 
He was not by the statute required or expected to make any such certificat, 
The law is well settled that— 

“ Statute-certifying officers can only make their certificates evidence of thy 
fact which the statute uires them to certify. And when they undertake t. 
go beyond this and certify other facts, they are unofficial and no more evidence 
than the statement of any unofficial person.’ (See McCrary, section 104.) 

But there was an election held at Cheraw, and Thomas E. Smith, who was 01: 
of the commissioners of election for that county, and was present at Cheraw 
testifies as follows: 

“A. There were a great many more names on the poll-list than there were 
ballots in the box, but how many I do not recollect. 

“Q. Was that defect remedied by the managers; and, if so, how? 
“A. No, sir; it was not remedied. The managers called on Captain A. \ 

Pollock, a lawyer, for hisadvice, and hesaid in a case like that he did not know 
whatto do. But if there were more tickets in the box than there were names 
on the poll-list, he could easily tell them what to do. 

**Q. How did the managers proceed to declare the result of the election under 
the circumstances? 

“A. They did not take any steps aboutthere beingany more names upon thx 
| poll-list than ballots, but just counted the ballots in the box. 

the tickets without being blindfolded, cursed them for doing so, He said that | *Q. Did they make any report in regard to their poll-list being in excess of the 
ballots in the box to your board as county canvassers? 

“A. They did not, sir. 
“Q. Did you see any tissue ballots in the Cheraw box while the managers 

were canvassing the vote? 
“A. Ves, sir. 
“Q. Did they count those tissue ballots to ascertain the result of the election” 
“A. Yes, sir; they did count all of them. 
Q. Were you present while the voting was going on during the day” 

“A. 1 was there from 7.30 a. m. until they got through at night. 
“Q. Did you see any tissue ballots voted during the day? 
“A. No, sir; there were none voted openly. 
“Q. When was the first time that you saw any of those tissue tickets” 
eS Not until the managers opened the box and commenced canvassing that 

night.” 
This testimony is not seriously controverted. A ticket printed upon thin tissu: 

»aper, and admitted in the argument to be a fac simile of some of those found 
in the Cheraw box, was putin evidence by contestant. It was larger in size tha: 
the other “little jokers.’ And some of the witnesses for contestee deny that 
tissue ballots were voted, evidently meaning the “little jokers,’ about 2 inches 
long by linch wide. But two kinds of Democratic tickets were found in th: 
ballot-box at Cheraw, and one was printed on very thin tissue paper. We hav: 
seen that the secretary of state had before him no statement of what the vot: 
was at Cheraw. The clerk's certificate is not evidence. How the vote actually 
stood we do not know, and from the evidence on file we can not know. It ap 
pears that the returns were deposited with the clerk, and the poll-lists turned 
over to the county anditor by the board of county commissioners. (T. W. Bou 
chier, record, page 590.) 

A manifest fraud was perpetrated at Chéeraw. It is impossible to determin: 
what the true vote was. 
Your committee have no alternative save to reject this poll. We therefor 

deduct the reported vote of Cheraw, as shown by Mr. Richardson—to wit, for 
Richardson 483 votes, and for Lee 458 votes—from the vote of the county, leav 
ing for Richardson 1,434 votes, Lee 608 votes, giving a majority to Richardson of 
826 votes, in place of a majority of 851 votes, as allowed him by the State board 
of convassers. 
Having gone over the entire district,and purged the polls, precinct by pr 

cinet, by the preponderating weight of evidence, and permitting every precinct 
to stand where the matter was doubtful, and not clearly made out, we tabulate 
the result as follows: 

| Actual vote cust 
| as found by Majorities. 

the committee. | 

Counties. a . 

| 
-  |Richard- Richard-| on. | Lee. son. | Lee 

- — _ | campus _ — ——— -_ 

PE | 791 | 3,101 |. 
Sumter ....... 2,395 | 4,272 |. 
Williamsburgh . 2,164 | 2,576 
SRG tsnhasiinins | 2,186 771 

| 2,395 | 1,884 | 
wate 2,129 1,752 

Wi atitintitintntnnvstanebiciectnipeninsiitnenciniines wecbeuil | 8,826) 2,640 
CRITI soos ee vseves vearesevscenesnsneane venient | 1,484 | — 608 | 

Majority for Mr. Lee in the Getta.) ss ee Dace ant 
| | ! 

From which it appears that Samuel Lee was elected by a majority of 244 votes 
We therefore recommend the adoption of the following resolutions : 
I, Resolved, That John 8S. Richardson was not elected as a Representative to 

the Forty-seventh Congress of the United States from the first Congressional dis 
trict of South Carolina, and is not entitled to occupy a seat in this House as such 

Il. Resolved, That Samuel Lee was duly elected as a Representative from tl 
first Co onal district of South Carolina to the Forty-seventh Congress «' 
the United States, and is entitled to his seat as such. ae 

A. H. PETTIBONE 
*, JACOBS, Jr. 
WM. G. THOMPSON 
J. M. RITCHIE. 
JNO, T. WAIT. ” 
GEO, C. HAZELTON 



Rivers and Harbors. 

SPEECH 

HON. RANDALL L. GIBSON, 
OF LOUISIANA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Thursday, March 1, 1883, 

On the bill (H. R. 7631) making appropriations for the construction, repair, and 
preservation of certain works on rivers and harbors, and for other purposes. 

Mr. GIBSON said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: It is believed by many gentlemen who have not them- 

selvesinvestigated the phenomena of the Lower Mississippi, or the reports 
ef the scientific engineers who have sought to ascertain the laws that 
control this inland sea, that the commission appointed by the President 
in conformity with the act approved June 28, 1879, have in view the 
reclamation or protection of the alluvial lands, while the act creating 
the commission declared its purpose to be ‘‘the improvement of the 
river.’’ 

It is true that the Mississippi River Commission, after a thorough ex- | 
amination of the whole subject, came to the conclusion that it was essen- 
tial as a partof their plan for the improvement of the navigation of the 
river to close the gaps in the levees, and that they estimated that the 
total cost of this work would not exceed $4,000,000. They show that 
over 2,000 miles of levees have alrcady been constructed by the people | 
andstand firmly to-day, confining the water to the channel and securing | 
the greatest velocity and the fullest (maximum) scouring power, and | 
that about one hundred miles will complete a continuous line from 
Cairoto the mouth of theriver. They do not propose to build one foot of 
the levees to protect or recover alluvial lands. They have not spent one 
dollar for that purpose. They have, it is true, made contracts for closing 
some of the most important gaps in the levees, and have co-operated 
with the State and local authorities for this purpose, but in every in- 
stance they have declared by unanimous resolution that it was for pro- 
tecting and improving the channel of the river, which within the last 
fifty years has widened an average of about 50 per cent., and shoaled to 
such an extent that navigation is absolutely suspended three or four | 
months every year, at the very time when it is necessary to move the 
wheat and cotton and other crops of the valley. 

I might defend the action of the Mississippi River Commission by re- 
ferring to the names of the gentlemen who compose it; to the able and 
clear reports they have submitted to Congress; to the action of the Com- 
mittees on Commerce and on the Mississippi River; to all the distin- 
guished engineers of the Army, without exception, who have had service 
on the river; to the opinions of all the celebrated engineers in foreign 
countries, and to the tact that the plan of the River Commission is pre- 
cisely the plan of which all the rivers of Europe, nay, of the civilized 
world, have been improved. But I beg now in vindication of the con- 
curring opinions of all these high authorities to refer to two facts, one 
ascertained by an examination of the recent flood on the river by the 
present Mississippi River Commission, and the other derived from the 
report of Humphreys and Abbott, who were for more than ten years 
engaged in the examination of the phenomena of the Lower Mississippi 
River: 

First. General Suter, when under examination by the recent inves- 
tigating committee of this House, declared, on behalf of the Mississippi 
River Commission of engineers, that the crest of the flood, which was 
= well defined and sharp and well marked, so as to be traced 

m gauge to gauge without difficulty when within the banks of the 
river, was just ten days in passing from Cairo to New Orleans; but that 
when the next rise took place, producing an overflow, the crest of the 
flood was so retarded that it was over one hundred days traveling the 
same distance. I beg to annex his testimony on this subject and to in- 
vite close attention to the fact. Nothing could show more plainly how 
much the velocity is increased and the scouring force of the current by 
holding the river within its channel and how much it is retarded by 
overflows, and how deposits or sand-bars, the great obstacles to naviga- 
tion, are produced by such overflows. 

. Second. I go back now thirty years, to the observations made by 
Humphreys and Abbott, to whom I have already referred. They found 
on the 19th of March, 1851, that when the river was 14.9 feet above low 
water it discharged 1,149,398 cubic feet per second, and that its mean 
velocity-was 6.19 cubic feet per second. On August 29, 1851, when the 
river was 8.1 feet only above low water, the discharge was only 572,383 
cubic feet per second, and its velocity was only 3.33 cubic feet per sec- 
ond; that is, a difference of only 6.8 feet caused a discharge of the river 
at Carrollton to double. The river here at the lowest stage was 115 feet 
deep; hence there was an increase of only one-seventeenth part of its 
total depth to produce this astonishing difference in the discharge. The 
velocity was at the same time increased 85 per cent. ‘These tables are 
accurate; they havé never been disputed. And they show that when 
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the river rose only 6.8 feet at Carrollton it would have required an 
outlet as large as the Mississippi itself to have reduced it 6.8 feet: 
that is, that an increase of 6.8 feet, when confined within its banks, 
made it equal in its discharging capacities to two Mississippi rivers at its 

| mean low-water stage. Hence it follows that in order to reduce the 
river even 6 feet by an outlet it would be necessary to make the outlet 

| equal to the Mississippi River itself at its ordinary stage. Such an out- 
| let or crevasse would in less than a fortnight put an average dk pth of 
| 3 feet over an ares greater than the State of New Jersey. 
| But the point I desire to establish by these two illustrations, taken 
from two commissions which were authorized by the Government to 

| examine the phenomena of the river, is this: ‘I hey concur, though made 
| thirty years apart, to show how the capacity of the river to discharge 
the floods is increased by confining them within the channel. 

| two important facts are borne in mind, it app 
can dispute the correctness of the theory of con’ 

1 

If these 
“urs to me that no one 

“an cor ontraction; that is, of con 
fining the river in its flood stages to a particular channel, in order that 

| the great energy which it then possesses may be applied to the task of 
conveying the détritus and débris with which it is charged to the sea 
How otherwise is the vast bunlen to be borne? By what force? If 
such energy may not be utilized, it is very evident that heavy deposits 

| must take place, and that so far from the local treatment at the reaches 
| being successful, the shoals will be merely transferred trom one point to 
another, and the conditions aggravated. 

| If it be demonstrated that levees are essential to the improvement of 

| the channel and navigation of the river, will g ntlemen deny to the 
engineers the authority to complete the line because the States and peo- 

| ple dwelling on the banks of this stream are seeking by the same in- 
strumentalities to protect the public health, their lives and property 
from disastrous overflows. Is the very fact that they co-operate suffi- 

cient of itself to condemn the engineers ? It appears to me that it would 
gratify every enlightened man in this House and in the country if it 

| were shown that while we were improving by the national 

| the navigation of this great highway we wereat the same tit 
the co-operation of the people dwelling upon its banks. For we thus 
accomplish a great national purpose and perform a great national duty, 
aided and assisted by interests that may be in one sense local, but are 
in reality of national importance. Should we not expend three or four 
millions of dollars to complete the line for the benetit of 1 

resources 

ne securing 

iVigation 

| when all the engineers concur in the opinion that it must be done, be- 
} cause it will reclaim incidentally an areaof the richest lands on the eon 
tinent, equal to the State of Indiana, wholly uninhabited to-day, and for 
the most part public lands, and protect the people who have already 
become farmers and planters in the valley, who are overflowed by 
breaks in the levees occurring not in the parishes or States in which 
they reside, but in the neighboring States above them at points where 
there are no settlements, no inhabitants, no interests of sufficiest mag- 
nitude to protect themselves; for it must be remembered that when we 
speak of the levees having given away, we do not mean that the whole 
line of levees 2,000 miles long have been washed away, but that breaks 
may have occurred in Arkansas, and the waters from them have over 
flowed a dozen or more parishes in the State of Louisiana in front of 
which the levees have remained pertectly secure ? Now, the questien 
is, who shall repair these breaks which occur at these points at which 
there is little or no population ? These are the points especially that we 
insist should be provided for by the Federal Government, when it is 
demonstrated that they must be closed in order to prevent the gradual 
but certain destruction of the river itself for all commercial purposes, 
converting it into a series of shallow lakes at one season and a mighty 
torrent at another. The March number of the North American Review 
contains an article on this subject to which I invite attention. 

But I do not propose at this time to enter into a general discussion 
of the whole question. I desired merely to place two important facts, 
taken from the reports of the engineers of the Government, before the 
public. 

I might show further how the causes that produced these floods were 
national, not local, but I content myself now by illustrating how they 

are in fact destroying the river, and how readily they might be con- 
trolled to improve the navigation of the river by levees on its banks in 
connection with the channel treatment, levees not of large proportions 
such as would be required to reclaim the delta, but of small dimensions, 
perfectly continuous and at an insignificant expense. If the people 
seeking protection should co-operate with us and enlarge these levees 
for their purposes nobody should complain. 

I beg to call attention to the following extract from the report of the 
commission, dated December 1, 1 signed by every member of the 
commission except its president, General Gillmore, who was ill, but who 
has perhaps more fully than any other member of the commission 
showed the disastrous results that would follow the application of the 
outlet system and the beneficial effects to navigation by confining the 
| waters to the channel. When General Gillmore was examined before 
the Committee on Commerce he declared substantially ‘‘ Levees were 
the proper and best instruments for confining the water, and that they 
were in his judgmentan essential part of the plan for the improvement 
of the navigation of the river, and that they should be applied not only 
where the river is unduly wide and shallow, but that they should be 
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made continuous from the head of the passes to Cairo; that the bar at 
the mouth of Red River and the other reaches or bars at Lake Provi- 
dence and Plum Point were caused by the breaks in the river below 
Red River as much as by those in the vicinity of these shallow, shoal 
reaches themselves, and that in order to remove these vast obstacles 
above Red River it was absolutely necessary to close the breaks and out- 
Jets below Red River; that justin proportion as the velocity of theriver 
was increased, even where the navigation was not now impeded, its 
ability would be increased and its power to remove the accumulations 
of sediment in the upper reaches of the river where the navigation is 
suspended—in other words, that the velocity of the river to be made 
effectual must be maintained not merely where the bars exist, but 
throughout its whole course.”’ 

APPENDIX 

REPORT OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER COMMISSION, DECEMBER 1, 1882—OUTLETS 
AND LEVERS. 

The commission, in its earlier reports, agreed in recommending the confine- 
ment and concentration of discharge by restraining and contracting works, in- 
stead of its diffusion and waste through lateral channels and outlets, as the un- 
derlying principle of any correct system of improvement of the Mississippi 
River. In this conclusion it was considered that flood conditions ruled in the 
determination of the capacity and in the formation of abnormal extremes and 
inequalities of width and depth, causing obstructions both to flood discharge 
and low-water navigation. Therefore, the plan of improvement should include 
the control of floods in order to succeed in such general improvement as is de- 
scribed in the organic act creating the cammission and in the river and harbor 
bill of August 2, 1882, This fact, characteristic to an unusual extent of the Mis- 
sissippi River, is apparent when it is remembered that the mean duration of 
overtiowing floods or those rising above the banks at the different gauge sta- 
tions is from fifty to one hundred days, and in many years, at many stations, 
from one hundred to one hundred and sixty days, md even more. Thus the 
flood conditions rule not only by their violence but by their duration. 

While it was believed that the studies and experience of engineers on sedi- 
mentary streams had collected much evidence in favor of such conclusions, it 
was still considered necessary by the commission to undertake a careful and ex- 
tensive project, first, of surveys (to be extended finally over the entire basin) ; 
and, second, of instrumental observations upon the size and form of the bed and 
the changes therein; the velocity and its distribution; the mutual relation of 
stage, velocity, area, and discharge; the phenomena of floods and low water; 
the amount and manner of transportation of solid matter, and other kindred 
problems, These surveysand observations had for their immediate object such 
accurate knowledge of the river and of its lawsas would enable the commission 
to devise the most sure and economical methods of applying the adopted prin- 
ciples to its improvement, Though yet incomplete, they have prog-essed far 
enough, when supplemented by the work of other observers, to add much tes- 
timony to the correctness of the theoretical conclusions of the commission, to 
establish important truths upon which any plan of improvement must be founded, 
and in general to enable the commission more safely to adopt the details and 
order of execution of improvement works. 

Itis known that the rate of progress of the apex of a flood-wave of sufficient 
height to allow escape by overflow is much slower than thatof a wave contained 
within the banks. The subsidence of an overflowing flood is also much re- 
tarded, as compared with one which has been restrained within either natural 
or artificial banks. Itis also known that a large part of the solid matter moved 
by the force of the stream from above, to form obstructing bars below, passes on 
or very near the bottom, and that outlets, therefore, while decreasing the ability 
of the stream to do its work, or its volume and velocity, do not proportionately 
diminish the work required to be done or the burden of solid matter to be moved. 
The commission is now prepared to recommend, as part of a complete system 
of channel improvement, levees of the following description : 
The standard of elevation for levees Should be sufficient to confine floods most 

frequently recurring, with the intention of producing the maximum effect of 
channel improvementata minimum of cost, The restraint of those great floods, 
which recur only at long intervals, would involve a cost disproportionate tothe 
injury which would be inflicted upon the maintenance and improvement of the 
channel by overflows occurring at such intervals, The system should be gen- 
erally one of restraint in the interest of navigation. The extent to which it 
should be carried with this object would be determined by considerations of 
economy, At outlets and depressions of the bank, where the height of levees 
would make them particularly important as a part of the plan, they are most 
liable to destruction and costly to rebuild. They have also particular impor- 
tance at the heads of the great basins, from the pressure upon them and from 
the destructive character of the floods, to the work below, which their loss would 
produce. At such localities entire security should be given by greater widths, 
and grades above any expected flood. 
The height of no one recorded flood can be adopted throughout the lower 

river as a standard of elevation, for all floods show local peculiarities of slope re- 
sulting from the causes combining to produce them ; and also because these re- 
corded relative elevations are liable to be further changed by the continuous 
erection of levees. Such a standard of elevation can only be judiciously adopted 
after the reduction and analysis of the surveys and observations of this and pre- 
vious years. From the same seurces will also be obtained reliable information 
concerning the cost of such levees. 

It is proper that this recommendation should be accompanied by the statement 
that while levees judiciously erected under the system we have indicated would 
produce the maximum effect in channel improvement at a minimum of cost, 
they would not be of a sufficient height to protect the adjacent lands from over- 
flow during great floods. 

A discussion of the physics of the river with particular reference to the topic 
of this part of the report has been prepared by Professor Mitchell. It is here- 
with submitted as Appendix S. 
Of the appropriation of $4,123,000 made by the river and harbor bill of August 

2, 1882, the commission considered, ata series of meetings ending August 28, 1882, 
that the sum of $1,300,000 could be judiciously expended in closing existing breaks 
in levees as a part of the plan to afford ease and safety to the navigation and 
commerce of the Missiselppi River, and to deepen the channel. vhile this 
amount was greater than the estimate for that Object accompanying the repert 
of November 25, 1881, it was largely within the recommendation of a supple- 
mentary report, dated March 22, 1882, and made necessary by the unprecedented 
flood of 1882, which greatly increased the gapsto be closed. This supplementary 
report was transmitted with a special message from the President. 

“he considerations controlling the use of this allotment of $1,300,000 were as 
follows: It was deemed expedient to apply it first upon the lowest parts of the 
river flowing along the fronts of the great basins wherever the State organiza- 
tions were unable to close the gaps, and thence upward, as far as the allotment 
would extend, with the intention that such enlargement and improvement of 
the channe! as would result from levees should be secured on the lower part of 
the river below Cairo, to prepare it for the accumulated waters from above, ex- 

cluded from the reservoir basins. For it was considered that in the progress o 
levee building the extension of the work from below upward would have less 
tendency to produce a temporary increase of flood height, and of overflow in 
the upper parts of the river below Cairo than would the extension of levees from 
above downward have upon the lower parts of the same river. The prudence 
of this method of procedure is clearly indicated in the history of levee building 
on the river. 

It was also thought expedient to first close new breaks, which presumably 
would inflict new injuries upon navigation if allowed to remain open, rathe; 
than old ones, whose effects had been to a certain degree uitimated. These 
new breaks had principally occurred in the fronts whose restoration is first un- 
dertaken. ; 

It was furthermore believed that a greater effect in channel improvement 
would be accomplished by giving the greatest possible development in length 
to the levees, even at grades no higher than those previously existing, and 
pee insufficient for great floods, rather than by giving an entirely secure 
1eight to a less length of new work. After mature deliberation the chance of 
an early repetition of so great a flood as that of 1882 was deemed to involve less 
prospective risk to channel maintenance and improvement than the incoatinu- 
ity of the line during an average flood. 
Under this project it was anticipated, with such prices as had heen ruling for 

State levee work, that the allotment made would be sufficient, in co-operation 
with the local and State funds, to entirely confine the river, in any ordinary 
flood, to its bed along the front of the Atchafalaya, Tensas, and Yazoo Basins 
It proved, however, in consequence of the very late period when the appropria- 
tion became a law, and of the large amount of work to be completed in a limited 
time, that higher rates were demanded by contractors, thus rendering it neces- 
sary that some gaps in the line should remain unclosed under the present allot- 
ment, Others were also left open by the failure of some of the local assistanc 
promised. 
To put this project into execution the Secretary of War was requested to con- 

vene in’ a board the executive officers of the several engineer districts of the 
river in which gaps were to be closed. It was the duty of this board, under the 
instructions of the commission, to ascertain the extent of the work and to apply 
the fund placed at its disposal by the commission proportionately to the amount 
of required work in closing the existing gaps in the fronts of the Atchafalaya, 
the Tensas, and the Yazoo Basins, omitting such parts of the work as could be 
undertaken by the States in which the basins lie, and, as far as fouad practica- 
ble and expedient, after the local information to be acquired, extending the 
work in each basin from below upward. 
Their investigations led to the final subdivision of the allotment by them as 

follows: To the Atchafalaya Basin, $110,000; tothe Tensas, $750,000, and to the 
Yazoo, $440,000. The action of this board in distributing the allotments and in 
deciding what gaps should remain unclosed in consequence of its insufliciency 
has been approved by the commission. The reportsof the board and the district 
engineer oflicers composing it are submitted as Appendices K, L, M, and R. 

An effort was made in September of this year by the State of Louisiana, the 
Mississippi Valley Railroad, and private parties to raise a sufficient fund to clos« 
the Bonnet Carré crevasse. They were successful to within $15,000 of the amount 
required, The commission was requested to supply the deficiency, and thus by 
the expenditure of a comparatively small sum secure the completion of a work 
costing $80,000 or $90,000, and closing an outlet which had been discharging for 
eight years at nearly all stages of the river. 
Under these circumstances the commission complied with the request, mak- 

ing a further allotment of $15,000 for closing existing gaps contingent upon the 
successfulcompletion of the Bonnet Carré levee by the other parties tothe work. 

In the work of surveys, location, and preparation of notes and maps for the c!los- 
ing of gaps the services and advice of the engineer bureaus of the States of Mis- 
sissippi and Louisiana, in charge of Mr.G. M. Helm and Mr. H. B. Richardson, 
were freely rendered and found of very great assistance. 

It will be understood from what has been said that the levees for the closure 
of breaks in which provision was made as stated were not in all cases such as 
would be recommended by the commission as part of a system of channe! im- 
provement. But as the breaks in them exposed the river to rapid depletion of 
its water along a portion of its course where such depletion would be, it was 
believed, specially injurious to navigation, it was thought to be in the interest 
of economy to attempt to close them as far as possible at once. 

C. B. COMSTOCK, 
Lieutenant-Colonel of Engineers and Brevet Brigadier-General, 

President Mississippi River Commission. 
CHAS. R. SUTER, 

Major of Engineers, United States Army. 
HENRY MITCHELL, 
Coast and Geodetic Survey. 

B. M. HARROD. 
ROBERT 8. TAYLOR. 

Nore.—General Q. A. Gillmore has been prevented by severe illness from par- 
ticipating in the preparation of this report, and is atthedate of signing unable 
to hear it read. ear 

Major Charles R. Suter was sworn and examined. 

By Mr. Roprnson: 
Question, Will you please state your name, age, and rank in the Army? 
oan Charles R. Suter, major of engineers, United States Army; my age 

years, 
Q. Prior to your connection with the Mississippi River Commission what ex- 

perience did you have in the investigation of work on the Mississippi River? 
A. Ihave been engaged on various improvements on the Mississippi River 

and some of its principal tributaries since 1866. 
Q. Your work as an engineer hes been confined to that region? 
A. Asa civil engineer, entirely. 
Q. Following the Mississippi River, commencing at Cairo, and going down to 

the outlet, to the mouth, I want to know, as a fact, which river contributes the 
greater amount of water, the Ohio or Missouri? 

A, The Ohio; it is about double. 
Q. Which one bears the greater amount of sediment? 
A. The Missouri. Pe: 
_Q. Does the Ohio perceptibly affect the quantity of sediment in the Missis- 

sippi? 
A. Very slightly, I think, so far as the suspended sediment goes. 
Q. And why is that so? 
A. Mainly owing to the different character of the rivers. The Missouri iss 

river of very strong current and heavy = and it brings down an enormous 
quantity of sediment of all kinds. The Ohio is a much more gentle stream, and 
its banks are harder. 
2. = banks are not so yielding on the Ohio as on the Mississippi? 

. No. 
Q. a - is mainly attributable to the character of the soil? 

. Yes, sir. ' 
Q. You have for years been dealing with the Mississippi as a stream bearing 

om gunn ities of water, and of water bearing a large quantity of sediment’ 
. Yes, sir. 

Q. From Cairo down you find a succession of pools and shoals, and bends to 
the right and left, do you not? 



A. That is the general character of the river. 
And the result of years is that that river has wound about over different 

points of the valley, sometimes forsaking for miles its former course’ 

A. Yes, sir. ; ‘ 
Q. And it is likely to do so for centuries to come? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The banks of the river are generally yielding and soft, and easily saturated 

with water, and then they break down in large quantities’? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that forms a heavy silt in the bottom of the river? 
A. Yes, sir; that forms a large portion of it; Ido not know what proportion 

of it, but a large proportion. _ f ! 
Q. What are the difficulties in the navigation that steamboatmen or naviga- 

tors have to contend with? 
A. Of course there are obstacles such as snags, but apart from that the obstruc- 

tions are shoals. 
Where there are pools there is no difficulty in navigation”? 

A. No, sir; the water is deep in pools. 
Q. And then you have, as you said before, a shoal, and then a pool, and then 

a shoal, in that order? 
A. Yes, sir. 

So we may infer that you have to correct that class of shoals? 
Yes, sir. That is the main difficulty. 
What other, leaving out the snags? 
The shoals are, of course, the obstacles. 
What is the condition of the stream as to width where you have the shoals? 
The width is excessive. 
And what are the conditions where you have the pools? 
There it is comparatively narrow. 
At the pools you would require no contraction? 
No, sir. 
You propose contraction on the shoals? 
Yes, sir. 
For what purpose ? 

. For the purpose of deepening the water. 
How? 
By concentration, increase of current, and scouring. 

. Will it increase by scouring, orsimply by laying water upon itself? 
A. It will have to do so by scouring; that would be the object of a rational im- 

provement fora stream of thischaracter ; it would undoubtedly be the way. Of 
_ course if the bottom were unyielding the water would have to be deepened by 

iling up. 
- is —_ theory that you can so control the river that you would remove 
the tendency to form shoals and pools? 

A. No, sir; that is not the object of the improvement. That of course would 
be carrying the improvement to a more perfect standard, but nothing like it is 
vontemplated by the commission. 
Q. That is to say, you would not deepen the shoals to correspond with the 

depths of the pools necessarily ? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You improve to what depth—the minimum depth? 
A, The commission have not decided upon any special depth as yet. 
Q. You neene something—I mean the commission ? 
A. The subject has not been seriously discussed, that is, so far as the limit of 

depth is concerned. 
Q. You were a member of a former board that investigated the subject ? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Youindividually and your associates proposed ten feet? 
A. I believe that was the limit fixed then as something attainable. 

How many shoal places do you find, stated approximately, between Cairo 
and Red River? 

A. The whole list, I think, is something between fifty and sixty; I have for- 
gotten the exact number; that is, of shoals on which there is less than ten feet of 
water. 
Q. It was said by General Comstock, I think, that no dredging had been done 

on the Mississippi to improve navigation between these points; is that correct? 
A, There has been no dredging m the ordinary acceptation of the term; that 

is, no actual lifting out of material; but there have been attempts made of which 
Thave had charge for the deepening of the channel by scraping. In other words, 
dragging the material from the crest of the bars down into the deep water, It 
was a much more rapid process than by the ordinary lifting dredges ; and ithad 
afurther advantage—in fact it depended largely on the loosening up of the bot- 
tom and letting the current carry the material off. These results were substan- 
tially attained, but the trouble with the Mississippi is that it carries so large an 
amount of sedimentand movesso great an amount of material along the bottom 
that it filled up the cuts as fast as they could be made. 
Q. This was equivalent to stirring up? 
A. That was the main principle. 
Q. At what point was this tried? 
A. It was never tried below Cairo. There has been nothing of that kind done 

that I know of below the Ohio, except that the same process was tried at the 
passes at the mouth of the river. 
Q. Notwitstanding the fact of the shoals between Cairo and Red River, there 

isa very large amount of commerce carried on the river? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. By means of boats? 
A. Yes, sir; by means of boats and barges. 
Q. Steamboats of considerable size run there all the time? 
~_ No, sir; they do not run in low water; they adapt themselves to circum- 
neces, 

Q. And how much of the year are they obliged to suspend? 
A, That is a variable element and depends on the character of the season. 

Some years there will be no obstruction to large boats; they can run all the year. 
At other times they will have to shift on to other classes of vessels for four or 
five months in a year. 
Q. What is the draught of the arger steamboats ? 
A. They usually leave the Saint Louis or Ohio River ports when the river is 

up with a maximum draught of fifteen feet. 
Q. Now, can they make that voyage—that trip—in low water? 
A. No, sir; that is only at the extreme high stages. 
Q. Well, on the average would it be more than thirty or forty days in the year 

that they could not make these trips? 
A. Yes, sir; I think it would. 
Q. What do you say asto the practicability of stirring or dredging during 

times of low water, so as to make a proper channe! ? 
A. The great trouble is that the river gets shoal throughout its whole length 

all at once, and there is a long period which precedes the really low water. It 
ns usually at about half stage, or one-half gauge height, and it is then the 
present the greatest obstruction. During high water all the channels of 
water are entirely obliterated. The sand moving forward fills everything 
, and remains there during the entire high-water period. Asthe river falls— 

as the surface lowers—these bars and shoals begin to act as dams, and, of 
course, approach the surface of the water. The low-water channel has to be ex- 
cavated through them; that is the general process and usually requires some 
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time for itsexecution. Sometimes it begins, as I stated, about the half stage, but 
the low-water channels are not fairly developed, asa rule, until the river has 
fallen so low that the depth on the crest of these bars is entirely insufficient for 
navigation. Asthe process continues the water finally breaks through on the 
line which offers the least resistance, and then the excavation goes on quite rap- 
idly in these contracted spaces, which become the low-water channels 

Q. That excavation then goes on without any artificial means; it ul s the river 
at work on itself? 

A. Yes, sir; it isa natural process 
Q. The deposits formed at the high stage of water are picked by the eur 

rent and carried on down the river? 
A. Yes; in these restricted portions or sections of the river 
Q. What is the difficulty, then, about letting the river do its own work, if 

conducts itself in that way 
A. It does not act rapidly enough, in the first place, and does not carry the prox 

ess to a suflicient extent, in the 
Q. And is there any difficulty in its not carrying it in any regular channel? 
A. That is a further difficulty. Wherever the bends in the river are well de- 

veloped there is not much shifting in the location of the low-water channel Al 
though it goes throu y year of filling upand cutting out, 
asarule the beach through the shoals is sensibly the same in 
year to year. But there are a great many places in the river 
where the most of the trouble comes—at which it can not be determined in ad 
vance where the low-water channel will cut out; and during the continuance of 
the low-water season this channel may fill upand cut out somewhere else Fre- 
quently at low stages of water there wiil be through some particular bar some 
five or six different channels of abou’ the sume depth. Sometimes one and 
sometimes another obtains a slight preponderance, which renders it the steam- 
boat channel; but this deepening is often only temporary, and the 
channel may change from one channel to another from day to day 

Q. Is it a correct inference, then, that there is suflicient water in the rive 

second 

h the same processever 
position from 

and that isreally 

steamboat 

r pro 
vided it is brought to bear upon a certain point? : 

A. There is plenty of water; that is made suiliciently plain by the action which 
takes place in those localities where the channel is sensibly constant 

Q. And when you say there is plenty of water, you mean at all shoal places? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So that if you could control the stream at low water, and confine and con 

centrate the current, there is no lack of force in the current to accomplish the 
purpose desired ? 

A, No, sir; no difficulty on that score 
Q. Well, thea, upon that rests your theory somewhat—na plan to contract in 

the wide places, drawthe water in within a space of 3,000 feet and holding it 
there? 

A. So far as the low-water improvement is concerned 
Q. And if you bring it into that limit you say there will be water enough to 

cause suflicient erosion to give a good channe!”? 

A. Yes, sir 
Q. Have youany doubt about that? 
A. None whatever 
Q. And that is the result of your observations? 
A. Yes, sir 
Q. Now, would you get that effect upon the bed of the river if the restraining 

works are put in before the river rises into a flood ? 
A. I do not exactly understand your question 
Q. Would you be obliged to wait until flood-time till you got that effect? 
A. That would depend entirely upon the character of the works 
Q. Drop a solid dam into the river, it will throw that much more 

the channel and scour it out? 
A. Yes, sir 
Q. You contemp! 

these works? 
A. The object is to build 

by making new banks 
Q. That is, it is equivalent to drawing the banks in? 
A. Yes, sir; equivalent to drawing the banks in 
Q. Then y 
A. Yes, sir 
Q. When these new banks form you have the river contracted between the 

water into 

ate the works thatare permeable and afterward followed by 

ip shoals by deposits of sand, causing an obstruction 

yur new banks are as durable as the old banks, we will assur 

| river banks to 3,000 feet? 
A. Yes, sir; at low water. 
Q. Now, will you be compelled to wait until the 

shows itself on the bottom? 

A. No, sir; as the river rises from low to high water it will undoubtedly scour 
out the channel. 

river rises in flood until it 

Q. That is if the river flows over the height of low water? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You are going to put them in at low water? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then you are going to put them in at low water—wil! you have the river 

at work on the bottom at low water or will you have to wait until flood? 
A. Wecontemplate that we will have to wait until flood, because the works 

themselves are not capable of accomplishing the results desired 
Q. Your work is for the construction of new banks? 
A, They will be formed after one or more flood stages are over 
Q. Will this scheme operate in the low stages of the water? 
A. Iean only repeat the previous answer, if | understand the question. If 

the results sought to be accomplished by the works are accomplished the banks 
will have been built up, and as a result the bottom will undoubtedly scour out. 
Q. And then withthe new banks formed it will keep that seouring in process, 

and so keep a good channel? 
A. Undoubtedly. 
Q. And that process will go on even at the lower stages of the river * 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And suecessfully ” 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, if that is so, what do you want with the levees on the banks of the 

river? 
A. That, of course, opens up another phase of the situation. According to 

my idea, the improvement of the river is not possible unless it is controlled at 
its high stages as well as at the low stages. The trouble lies in the character of 
the river itself. One of the essential conditions of the improvement is the ob- 
taining a coincidence in location between the high-water channel and the low- 
waterchannel. Otherwise, and it is frequently the case now in the present con 
dition of the river, they do not coincide, and at or during high water deposits are 
thrown down into the low-waterchannels. Then at low water, when the river 
has lost scouring force, it is obliged todig through these deposits left by the high 
water. If the low-water channel is so located and fixed as to coincide in dire« 
tion with that of high water, these deposits will not be found; but in ordertodo 
that you have to control high water also, because otherwise it can go anywher+ 
it pleases, and it may develop channels at other than the selected location. In 
this I am not speaking on theoretical or speculative grounds, for it has been the 
result of a great many improvements made in the West; thatthe work designed 
simply forthe restriction of the low-water channel may have been entirely buried 
up at high water, sothat when the river fell, instead of seeking the channel pre 
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pared for it, it cut down intothe works themselves, which thus were left directly an extensive character, will probably be about two hundred and fifty miles, 
That has occurred | There may of course be portions of the river besides that may require m inthe channel! and formed serious obstructions to navigation. 

at Horsetail Bar, below Saint Louis, and at other places. 
Q. How are you to get along unless you bring the levees up on your new 

banks’? 

A. That is where they ought to be. 
«. Then the levee system reduces itself to the confinement of the water so as 

to bring it up to the edge of the new banks? 
A. Yea, sir, 
Q. That is what you mean by your system? 
A. Yeas, sir; that is my personal opinion. 
Q. Then we have something new. That is your theory carried out to a logical 

end? 
A. Yes, sir 
Q. When you speak of the coincidence of high and low water channels you 

are necessarily brought to that conclusion? 
A. Yes, sir 
Q. Then a levee, as it is understood and regarded in the present position of 

the levee, does not answer the needs of your theory, does it? 
A. Not wholly. 
Q. Nor very remotely? 
A. Well, that depends on the distance from the banks; the nearer the banks 

the better. 
Q. You have been there and know the theory, and where they are now; can 

you tell me whether they answer the purpose of this plan? 
A. | began by saying that they did not answer it fully. Of course they are 

thrown back from the river as a matter of necessity, because they would other- 
wise be tumbling into the river every season; but the place where they should 
be built is on top of the bank, when this can be held. 

Q. With your channel three thousand feet wide the levees are how fur apart 
in many places? State the average from side to side. 

A. 1 do not think I could give you very definite figures; but, roughly speak- 
ing, a mile and a half. 

«. But some are more than that? 
A. Well, yousaid the average. There are some that are four miles apart, prob- 

ably, while the nearest, those below Red River, would be, I suppose, twenty- 
five hundred feet, or something like that. 

Q. Well, then, to repair the levees where they now stand, some of them all 
the way from two to four miles apart, is going to bring danger to the work on 
the banks; am I correct? 

A. No, sir; Ido not think so, so far as my own idea goes, 
Q. You say your high-water current, unless it coincides with the low water, 

is going to work disaster to your works. If you are going to confine the water 
within the levees, why are you not going to meet that difficulty? May I inquire 
whether you approve of the present plan of repairing the levees as they stand 
now as part of the channel improvement; that ts, in their present location 

A. Yea, sir. 
Q. Has it anything more than a remote connection ? 
A. That is a matter of difference of opinion. 
Q. I should like yours, 
A. My opinion is that it is quite an important factor in the channel improve- 

merit 

Q. Though, as you state in your report, it is nota necessary adjunct of channel 
improvement? 

A. That is the report of the commission. 
Q. You joined in it? 
A. Only generally; not as an individual. 
Q. Well, then, take that report as a whole, we are to average it to get the sen- 

timent of the commission? 
A. It is averaged already. 
Q. Where shall I put you; in the extreme view? 
A. In that direction. 
Q. Which end? 
A. At the levee end, sir. 
Q. And a pretty strong supporter of the levee end? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. But you contemplate the levees as standing on the new banks? 
A. That is desirable. 
q. What is your estimate of the cost of the river improvemerit from Cairo to 

Red River, completed according to that plan; what will it cost? 
A. I have never estimated the cost of the levees. My estimate for the improv- 

ment of the river without levees is about twenty-five millions. 
Q. Do you still hold to that estimate ? 
A. Yea, sir. 
Q. What will be the cost of the levees? 
A. Ido not know. 
Q. You want them the whole length, of course, on either side and up the tribu- 

taries? 
A. I do not care about the tributaries particularly. 
Q. You do not care about them; why not? 
A. That is not part of the Mississippi. 
Q. Would not the water escape around the levees and over the surrounding 

country? 
A. It would have to be shut off from them to prevent overflow, but as a mat- 

ter of fact they are all situated in such a way that you can not do it. 
Q. When you have your complete system according to your statement, your 

theoretical and ideal levee system close to the edge, 3,000 feet apart, are you go- 
ing to have difficulty in maintaining them? 

A. In the first place I wish to correct that idea of 3,000 feet apart. That 3,000 
feet mentioned in the reports of the commissson applies only to the low-water 
width, The statement made by the commission was that an approximation to 
low-water width of 3,000 feet would do. At high water it should be more than 
that. The low-water width named is only an approximation, because at the 
bends there has got to be greater width. It would only apply strictly to the nar- 
rowest places, that is at points of inflection. 

Q. Where your new banks are you would bave your levees ? 
A. Yea, sir, 
Q. In your judgment would they be easily maintainable there through the 

whole length? 
A. That will be a question of preventing the erosion of the banks. 
Q. What do you think of that? 
A. I think it carr be done. 
Q. But at what expense, on both sides? 
A. Of course that estimate I gave to you a while ago included that protection 

wherever it is needed, 
Q. By revetment? 
A. Wherever it is needed. 
Q. Do you think it will be needed if you bring your river and confine it within 

the space indicated? 
A. I think it will be needed in some places. 
Q. What portion? I shold like you to be as definite as you can, because we 

are seeking for information. 
A. My idea is that the portion of the river which will require improvement of 

an extensive character (I will not say expensive because that is implied), but of 
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less work. This is too early a date for us to undertake toanswer definitely such 
a question as that. The estimate is of course only approximate, and I gave it 
to you merely as my individual opinion. 
_ Q. The work that you have put in the river produces the effect speedily, does 
it not? 

A. So far as we have had any experience, yes. 
Q. But whether it will be permanent or not is a question largely for future de 

termination ? 
A. Yes, sir; it depends largely upon the judiciousness of the location. 
Q. Do you anticipate that when those levees are placed on your new banks, 

your walls raised on either side, that your flood-line is to be afterwards below 
the natural banks of the river? 

A. No,sir; I do not. 
Q. Do you not contemplate that as ever occurring in the future? 
A. Only as a remote possibility. 
Q. That it shall scour down—that the river shall sink below the surface of the 

river? 
A. Very remote, sir. 
Q. Has any member of your commission expressed that view ? 
A. I have heard that view expressed. 
Q. You did not express it? 
A. Only toa very limited extent. I might qualify that to make my meaning 

clear at once. I think it likely that in many places that effect will be produced. 
but Ido not anticipate any general lowering from that cause. Of course theoret- 
ically there would be; doubtless absolutely there will be; atany rate the expe 
rience on other rivers, both in this country and abroad, is to that effect, but it 
seems to me that it will be small and hardly worth talking about. But the river 
as it is now with the profile which it has now (and which you will find in the 
report of the last year.) The profile is from Cairo to Commerce, which lies some 
forty miles below Memphis, that is as far as we were able to supply the low- 
water slope, but as that covers three of the reaches where difficulties of naviga- 
tion are encountered it will answer the purpose of my explanation. You wil! 
find illustrated there that taking the lowest point and the highest, that is the 
extremes of the line, you will find that the straight line between these two 
points, and which of course is the mean slope, coincide very nearly with this 
profile, but you will also find that there are points which represent considerable 
lengths of river which stand considerably above it, which project out above 
this general line. For instance, the New Madrid Reach and Plumb Point Reach, 
my recollection of it is that the projection there above the general slope is about 
eight feet and the high-water slope, which is on the same profile, follows in a 
measure the same general form. It is, however, not quite so large, as I now re- 
member it. I think it is about six feet. That is the local elevation of this par- 
ticular reach above the main slope of the river; and you will find that the same 
thing holds at various points along the profile. These points indicate the loca- 
tion of the present shoals. When I speak of shoals I mean the bars which are 
found at the foot of bends in the crossings. They may not be obstructions to 

| navigation, but nevertheless at these bars occurs the change of slope between 
the pool above the bar down to the pool below. My idea is this, that the effect 
of contraction will be to cut down these high places, and to that extent the flood 
slope will be lowered. But of course it will be only locally. At certain points 
there will undoubtedly be a considerable depression. What the amount will be 
I could not say, and I do not think any one can answer that; but there will be 
some depression from that cause and probably a considerable one. 

Q. You spoke of the effect on foreign rivers; do you speak of your own obser 
vation? 

A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you notice in the last few days the accounts of floods there? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The Po seeths to be behaving badly there? 
A. Weare likely to have floods on any river, but when we speak of flood-line 

we mean the average. 
Q. There has been a depression of how much within the last four hundred 

years? 
A. I do not know how much; in the case of the Po there has been a depression 

ofthe bed, but not of the flood-line. Some explain this one way and some another. 
I think the most reasonuble explanation is that the height of the flood-line is 
augmented by the progressive deforesting of the mountains and that the water 
comes down faster. 

Q. Then, going below the mouth of the Red River, the navigation is good, is 
it not? 

A. Yes, sir; thereis good navigation below Red River. 
Q. State, then, what would be the use of levees, in connection with that theory, 

below that point for channel improvement? 
A. The effect of levees below there would be to carry off the water better and 

to preserve the lower trunk of the river in its present excellent condition. I 
cover here both branches of the subject; there is plenty of water for navigation, 
but if you do not get the water out of the river promptly you will have greater 
floods in the upper portion and corresponding deterioration of navigation. 
Q. But for navigation the floods are no damage? 
A. That depends. 
Q. On what? There have been floods from time immemorial in the Missis 

sippi and there has been good navigation all the way down below Red River. 
A. The floods have not been allowed to go out of the river below the Red 

River. The levee system has been constantly kept up. 
Q. But they have been badly damaged the last ten years? 

. A. They have been badly damaged the last ten years, but the system has been 
ept up. 

True, but serious crevasses have occurred there making great outlets to the 
flood-waters ? 

A. Yes, sir; of course there have been crevasses, 
Q. What work are you doing there now? 
A. Below Red River? 
Q. Yes, sir. 
A. We are closing crevasses. 
Q. You are closing up a crevasse where water has been escaping for many 

years; Bonnet Carré is the one I believe? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And still while that has been open navigation has gone on and been pur- 

sued there from Red River down, has it not? : 
A. Yes, sir; there has been no diminution of depth sufficient to obstruct navi 

gation. 
Q. Then if there has been no obstruction to aarintien, upon what theory of 

channel! improvement do you proceed to improve these levees? 
A. It is mainly for the effect it will have on the bars in the river above. 
Q. But the river you control by means of works above? 
= : you are referring to the recent action of the commission. 

am. 
A. In the first place the commission have stated pretty plainly in their report 

the idea which has controlled their recommendations as to preventing the c+ 
cape of water from the river. They recommend concentration in opposition to 
diffusion. The breaks which the commission authorized to bec below Red 
River, with the one exception of Bonnet Carré, which I will come to presently, 
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were the breaks leading into the Atchafalaya. 
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through these breaks tends to enlarge that outlet, which is something that the | 
commission think it extremely desirable to prevent. 

Q@. Did you understand that Congress intended that you should do anything | 
more in expending the money given you than to improve the navigation of the 
river? 

A. That of course is implied by the law, but as to the work bearing upon nav- 
igation improvement, that was left for us to decide, 
Q. True, and everything you did was in the direction of channel improve- 

ment? 
A. Solely for purposes of channel! improvement. 
Q. Now, your theory of concentration as applied was to be considered in con- 

nection with that improvement where improvement was needed, was itnot? In 
ether words, you were given $5,000,000 in round numbers to improve navigation 
between Cairo and the head of the Passes. Now, why would you spend any 
money where improvement of the channel was not needed? 

A. lt is impossible in a case of that kind to divorce the diverse interests along 
the river. 

What are those interests? 
A. In this particular case to which you refer, as I have before stated, the object 

was very largely if not entirely to prevent the admission of water into the 
Atchafalaya and the enlargement of that stream. 
Q. Was that the reason for closing Bonnet Carré ? 
A. Ihave not come tothat yet; Ihave referred only tothe breaks on the right 

bank below the mouth of Red River. 
Well, come to Bonnet Carré at your convenience 

A. Well, in the case of Bonnet Carré, that was a question of direct benefit to 
be received by navigation. In other words the Bonnet Carré break was at the 
foot of an extremely sharp bend in the river. Boats coming down stream have 
to come around a sharp point to get into the bend below, and as they goaround 
this point they are headed directly into the break. At high water there isa 
strong setof the current in that direction; and in case of foggy and dark nights 
there is danger of boats being drawn intoit. The risk to steamboats is not so 
great; but there is a case on record where one of the large New Orleans boats 
went into it at night. 
Q. Soon after the crevasse was opened? 
A. Yes, sir; soon after the crevasse was opened ; I forget the year. The cre- 

yusse was formed in 1874; I do not recollect the date, but there has been nothing 
to prevent them from going in since, Thedanger, however, was of course greater 
in the case of boats that had no propelling power—flat-boats and things of that 
kind; they have frequently been drawn in there, The case was drawn to the 
attention of the commission. They found that a small expenditure of money, 

000, would secure the closing of that break, and the remedy for that source 
danger would be secured. 
Q. Did it enter into your consideration at all that the value of levees was to 

protect lands from overflow ? 
A. That was a quality which they possessed which we could not well prevent. 
Q. Did you hold to that view? 
A. No, sir; that was not our object. 
Q. Did you work in connection with the board of State engineers of Louisiana 

in repairing levees? 
A. The work was undertaken by allotments, which were made by the com- 

mission after consultation with the State board of Louisiana, and also of the 
State of Mississippi, with regard tothe amount of money that they could furnish 
themselves, the amount of work they could do. 
Q. Why did you take that course? 
A. Because we had no surveys. 
Q. But you had the money; why did you ascertain how much money they 

could spend before deciding what you could do? 
A. The commission had decided to allow only a certain amount, and the ques- 

tion was where to spend it tothe best advantage and make it goas far as possible. 
We singled out the different States that were concerned in the matter and then 
we had to locate our expenditures where the local means were the smallest. 
Q. What had this improvement of the channel of the river to do with the 

interests of the State? 
A. Ido not know whether it had anything to do with it or not 
Q. Why did you have to consult? 
A. Our object was to close the gaps im these levees. 
Q. Your object was to improve the channe! of the river? 
A. Our object was to close the gaps in the levees, as one of the measures. 
Q. Did you proceed to decide what places ought to be closed chiefly because | 

they would mostly improve the channel of the river? 
A. No, I can not say that we did. The object that the commission had was as 

soon as possible, or as soon as they could get the money, to complete the line of 
levees throughout the whole length of the river. That was stated in the first re- 
port; that was what was meant when we referred to closing existing gaps in 
thelevees. When they came to actual work, the consideration which ruled them, 

e very natural one, wasto begin at the lower end of the river and work up 
Q. So your commission decided to build levees the whole length on both sides | 

ef the river, to begin with that 
A. Certainly. 
Q. The majority is in favor of it? 

That must form part of the system recommended. 
You propose to build the new banks? 

. We proposed to close the gaps in the levees. ‘ 
Then ederweed you proposed to build new ones on the new banks? 
When they arecompleted. I do not say that is the opinion of the commis- 

sion. That is ny own opinion, however. 
Q But you began at the lower part and worked up? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q Did you expend all your money in Louisiana? 
A. No, sir. 
Q Did you spend any part in Mississippi ? 
A. I said we began at the lower end and worked up. 
Q. How much did you expend in Louisiana? 
A. About $800,000, I believe. 
Q. Will you close all the gaps in Louisiana”? 
A. We do not attempt to. 
Q. Do you consider it necessary, according to your plan? 
A. I say we do not attempt to. Our first idea was not to go below Red River, 

that is your plan if you have the money? 

| 
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but on further consideration it was decided to allot a certain sum, $100,000, for 
work on the right bank below Red River, that is, to endeavor to close the vari- 
ous outlets leading toward the Atchafalaya. 

Q. Well, on the left bank of the river, did you apply some money there to 
some works? 

A. In Louisiany? 
Q. Yes, sir. 
A. Only to Bonnet Carré. 
- Then in Mississippi? 

In Mississippi the expenditures were along the Yazoo front. 
Q How much? 
A. I do not remember. 
Q. Have you got upas far on the right bank as Arkansas? 
A. We have closed some breaks in Arkansaa, 

| 
| 

1 
Of course any water that goes | Q. Have you come further in Misstssippi than the left bank? 

A. No, sir; there are no levees above Memphis on the left ban} 

Q. Then you have helped all the States that have fany levee work to do? 
A. Except Missouri. 
Q. You have really gone into partnership w 
A If you choose to apply that name i 

Q. For channel improvement? 
A. Channel improvement is our purpose 
Q. The difficulty I have is—the question I w 3, why you are 

working for cl nel improvement, and con nee ! wer ¢ i come 
up, why you did not finish at the ver end \ ! Ar a8 Ss ° 
and Mississippi some? 

A. Well, we were disappointed in some respects. There ar left 
open, but it was expected when the allotments we m that these w be 
closed. a 

Q. Inthe course of years back, say twenty twenty-live, has tl wivigat 

of the Mississippi deteriorated 
A. That is the common statement of pilots 
Q. Have you any information yourself as the resu rvation 
A. There is no other authority for i 
Q. Not as the result of measurement and sound 
A. Nothing on record; no, sir 

Q. How can you account for that fact, if it be af 
A. Itisa hard thing to account for rhere are many causes that might be as 

signed, but how far they are valid I should hardly like tosay ; but whatever may 
be the cause, I think that at least an accompaniment of deterioration has been 

the widening ofthe river. That has been establis! 
ing of that kind occursit simply means that the caving of t ! 

Where widen- 
one side hie MNKs On 

is more rapidthan the growth on the opposite by deposits 
Q. Then you do not speak of such widening as the water passing beyond the 

line of present levees? You do not mean in overflows? 
A. lL speak entirely of water within the banks 
Q. Then you think that the navigation has deteriorated because of the lack of 

maintenance of the levee system ? 
A. I think in some instances there is a good deal of evidence beari: that 

way 
Q. That is rather guardedly stated, major? 
A. In these long reaches where navigation is difficult it is, | think, in every 

case associated with absence of levees or breaks in levees. For instance, take 
one of the list of shoal reaches—Lake Providence we will say At the head of 
that reach is 
1862. It 
water. 

a large crevasse which, I think, was formed during the war, in 

is called the Ashton crevasse, It lies right at the head of the shoal 
The people who live in that neighborhood assert very confidently that 

the deterioration of navigation has been going on only since that crevasse has 
been in existence. I know nothing more about it than that The next reach 
in order as you go up the river is just above Arkansas City, what is known as 
Choctaw Bend. There you have a parallel case inthe outlet from the Mississippi 
that is known as Cypress Creek. it is reallyasmall drain coming down from 
the Arkansas; but in time of flood the Mississippi runs up this creek and passes 
out through a depression in the high ground which forms the southern border 
of the valley of the Arkansas Phe -vater runs through thisand then flows down 
into the Red River. It has always been quite a larwe outlet, and there has been 

no systematic maintenance of levees across it, although levees have been con- 
structed there 

Q. When? 
A. What year I can not tell you, but they have been down for some years, so 

as to leave open 4 continuous outlet and quite a considerable ic. Inthe other 
reaches, Helena, f instance, there you have large outlets into the basin on the 
other side, the Yazoo basin, the old Yazoo Pass, for instance Above there at 

Memphis, I 1 Point, and New Madrid vou have no leve« 
Q. This influence of the want of perfect levee system is not to be asserted 

with a great deal of contidence is it” 
A. No, sir; Lean not say that itis. It is of cor only an inference 
Q. Major, I have examined with m h terest your report of 1 I t 

find any such theory the 
A. No, sir; there is no reference made to it in that report 

Q. It is simply a conclusion of your own at the present time, as [ und tand 
you? 

A. Not exactly at the present time It has f din my mind as1 pp 
tunities for observation have been extended 

Q. Then you do account for deter ation of navigation ? 
A. There are some other causes mentioned in that report which seemed ¢ 16 

at the time, and I think still are, probably of more or less valu 
Q. Rather more likely to be sufficient than this other? 
A. Well, [should hardly give them the preponderance of t the present 

| stage of the question 
Q. Do you contemplate after the new banks are formed with the levees on 

them a revetment of the banks? ~ 

A. Wherever it is necessary Phe question as to whether it will be necessary 
is largely a matter of conjecture; yet, [think myself that with the river regu. 
lated, reduced in width in the way we have been speaking of, I think the neces- 
sity for revetment will be very largely reduced 

Q. Will there be any danger from the revetment on the bank 
A. I do not know that I understand what you mean 
Q. Would you expect any dangerous consequences from revet t 

way? 
A. No, sir 
Q. Well, Major, I read from your report After you have discussed sand bars 

and waves you say From what has been said it may be readily inferred that 
a wholesale revetment of the Mississippi banks would entail the gravest conse- 
quences; the bed would infallibly be raised by the accumulation of dep« and 
disastrous inundations would result 

A. That was written a good many years ago 
By the CHAIRMAN 

When was that 
Mr. Ropstnson. In 1875. I find that the comr n referred to your report ir 

1875 as their opinion at the time, and you subscribe to it yourself 
A. [think the commission only referred to that as an index to sho 

Q. Well, as an index to whatis sourd; bu u have abandoned that idea 

A. Yes, sit I gave that up some time ago 

Q. Then, there is room for information to be gained in connection with the 
Mississippi River” 

A. There is no mistake about that 
Q. And you would proceed with a great deal of reserve as to what would be 

proper? 
A. On a good many points 

Q. What do you say at the present time as to policy of closing chut 
A. My own opinion has not changed 
Q. You would not close them? 
A. I would. In other words, concentration must be carried to its legitimate 

| end, 
Mr. Rogrnson. Stil! 
The WITNESS 
Mr. Rorinson 

I read 

From that same report? 
From that same report 
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The Wrrwess. I shall have to say as I did before, my opinions have changed. 
Mr. Roprnson. But I will read: 
‘It must first be laid down asa cardinal principle that no work should be 

allowed which will interfere with the present navigation. As boats during high 
stages of water depend upon the use of the various chutes and other similar 
channels as an important means of saving distance it would manifestly be im- 
proper to project any works which would prevent this use, except in cases of 
absolute necessity, and it is thought that such cases will be very rare.” 

A. I must say in explanation of that, the plan of improvement recommended 
in that report, which is of course a very crude affair and written many years 
ago, was not such aplan as is recommended now. It was practically simply a 
low-waterimprovement, which at thattime I myself, and I think probably every- 
body else, thought was the only one possible. 

Q. Well, that is all that is needed for navigation, isn't it? When the river is 
confined within its banks, throwing out snags and the uncertainties of piloting, 
what is the trouble with navigation ? 

A. The trouble is not in navigation exactly, but the point is to retain control 
over the river At the time that report was written, from which you are reading, 
the only work done on the Mississippi anywhere was in the vicinity of Saint 
Louis, and the engineers in charge of that followed the German and French 
practice of building solid stone dams and attempted to control the river by these 
means. They were enormously costly and in the end proved a failure, but at the 
time that was written we did not know of anything else; but you can readily see 
that it was not desirable to go into experiments of high-water improvement with 
structures of that character. 

Q. You would consider work of revetment of the banks a very expensive one, 
would you not? 

A. That is expensive, of course 
Q. Because of the want of material? 
A. Yes; and on account of the extent. It isa character of work that is very 

expensive It is unquestionably the most expensive work that we have to do. 
Q. From what points do you get stone for revetment? 
A. At present from the Ohio River. 
Q. So the item of transportation is considerable? 
A. Yes, sir 

Q. There is no other point within more coavenient reach? 
A. Not at which we will be able to get better terms. 

on the Yazoo, in the vicinity of Vicksburgh. 
Q. Well, when you recall what you said in 1875 you probably did not overstate 

it at that time 

A. In that report I am alluding almost entirely to dikes composed almost en- 
tirely of stone. The plan that is described there is enormously expensive. 

Q,. Something like $100,000 a mile? 
A. Yeas, sir, formed in that way 
Q. There is lighter material, that is, hurdle and piles 

are they not? 
A, Yes, sir. 
Q. If the stone work was placed on a permanent foundation it would be per- 

manent without revetment, would it not? 

A. Well, the stone work so erected is in the naire of a revetment. 
Q. Well, your new works will require this storie revetment? 
A. No, sir; the banks we propose forming are on the concave side of the river. 
Q. But on the convex sides? 
A. There we have to take the banks that are already there. We do not 

sropose to furnish new banks, with the exception of a distance at Plum Point. 
tis very rare indeed, however, that we have to contract the river on both sides, 
Q. Does it ever happen that the water passes through the revetinents and the 

interstices and unsetties the banks’? 
A. Only experience can test that question 

brush mattresses it, is not to be feared. 
Q. Do you understand the commission in their report (Executive Document 

No. 58, Forty-sixth Congress, second session) as recommending that work should 
be commenced on one of the points as a test? 

A. No, sir; estimates were made for six different localities. 
Q. In the report of the commission of which General Barnard was president 

in 1879, in which report you joined, you recommend that work be commenced 
upon one of the bad places? 

A. Yea, sir. 
. Plum Point Reach is one of the worst reaches on the river? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Economically considered, when so much is uncertain, would it not have 

been better to have applied the $1,000,000 given you to some one reach rather 
fhan scatter it along in a number of reaches? 

A. No,sir. Thatisnotmyopinion. When yourefer tothe pages of the board 
of 1879, I will say that I thought at that time that it would be so, but that was sim- 
ply for the reason that the methods proposed by that board were at that time en- 
tirely experimental; in fact, so far as this improvement is concerned, with the 
exception of some of Mr. Eads's work at South Pass, nothing of the kind had ever 
been tried in this country to my knowledge, except some work I had done my- 
self on the Missouri River, and while I thought, and other members of the board 
thought, too, that it was a very promising experiment, and if it proved success- 
ful would be a very important one, yet none of us could feel the least assurance 
of it, It was with that idea in view that we recommended that one reach should 
be selected and the work tried there, But almost ae ee report 
was written the works below Saint Louis changed hands and the system was 
initiated there on a large scale. At the time that the commission made their re- 
port those works had progressed so farthat anybody could see what the results 
would be, and we considered that it had passed beyond the experimental stage 
and was a fixed fact 

Q. You said a moment ago, if I understood you correctly, that the whole of 
the work of the river could be done for $25,000,000? 

A. That is my own estimate. 
Q. How much has been spent at Plum Point up to the present time? 
A. IL do not know, sir; General Comstock gave you the figures the other day, 

I think 
Q. One million two hundred and fifty thousand dollars? 
A. Well, of course that is not all properly chargeable to Plum Point, because 

the plant, which forms a very large item in that sum, can be used in other places, 
Q. Then $1,839,875 more will be required, according to the local engineer's 

estimate? 

A. Ido not know anything about that. 
Q. You have no reason to question that, I suppose? 
A. No, sir: I should not undertake to question it, because I have not the data. 
Q. Then if revetment was also required, it vas stated by General Comstock 

that ®670,359 more would be required; that is, a together, $3,760,234 at that place ? 
A. Ido not know of course exactly of what those figures are composed. 
Q. And the estimate in the report which you signed was $736,000 for certain 

work, and to complete the works the same sum more, being $1,472,000? 
A. Yea 
Q. You will find it to be now $3,760,234 ? . 
A. Lsay I can not speak,for that estimate, because I do not know how it was 

made, Of course, in giving you a lump estimate for the cost of the entire im- 
provement of the river I should not be understood as meaning that you can di- 
vide that sum by the number of miles to be improved, thus getting the average 
expense per mile, and that by expending that sum onevery mile of the river you 

There are stone quarries 

These are much cheaper, 

I think with properly constructed 
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would get a complete improvement. I do not mean anything of that kind 
Some points will need no improvement at all, some will need a little, others « 
little more, and others a great deal; but so far as is possible forany man to Sain 
estimates for his own guidance that is my opinion. , 
Q. But my difficulty was, if on your statementin 1880, as forming a part of the 

$25,000,000, you allotted $1,472,000 for Plum Point Reach,and which now amounts 
to $3,760,234, whether you will proportionately increase your estimates of 
$25,000,000 for the whole? , 

A. No, sir. 
Q. Then you will leave other points a little short? 
A. No; for the estimate was made after the estimate to which you allude there 

and with that in view. 
Q. How do you get at that sum of $25,000,000? 
A. I can not give any details because I never made them, and that estimate 

was simply from my own experience in works of that kind. 
Q. Did you make any estimate as to details? 
A. The detailed estimate is impossible, that is, going over it mile by mile; of 

course a person in a case like that, forming a rough estimate, hasto depend upon 
their own general experience. 

Q. Did you make any figures at all? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Well, what figures did you make ? 
A. My idea was formed from the cost which I knew that work of a similar 

character had come to in other places, and that idea was formed at a very early 
stage inthegame. I saythatl have notchanged it, and Ihave not. I still think 
that would be enough, but that is merely a matter of opinion. 

Q. But are you now, with your present means of knowledge, able to state how 
much of the banks will have to be revetted? 

A. No, sir. 
Q. Tlow can you state about that cost, then? 
A. Merely as a matter of opinion. 
Q. \, hat proportion of the banks from Cairo down on both sides, in your opin- 

ion, will have to be revetted ? 
A. I think from Cairoto Red River the proportion of banks to be revetted wil! 

be between two and three hundred miles. 
Q. How much per mile would it cost? 
A. It is very difficult indeed to answer a question of that kind, because it will 

vary so much with locality; for instance, the protection of the bank for low 
water, as shown in the recent work that has been done at the points on the river, 
has averaged about $3 a foot. The protection of the bank above water, carried 
to the extent which they are doing it, as, for instance, near Vicksburgh at the 

| Delta ”oint, has brought the total cost up about $14 a foot. 
Q. « lineal foot, measured along the bank down the stream? 
A. Yes, sir; in other words, there has been a cost of about $3 for work below 

and about $11 for work above the water. On some of the other reaches the cost 
is a little less; the aggregate is about $12 in the little work that has been done 
at Plum Point and Lake Providence, but in any case this upper bank protection 
forms by far the largestitem. Now, anything that will diminish that cost wil! of 
course diminish very materially the cost of the entire work. My own idea isthat 
there is entirely too much attention being paid to that. I think that the experi- 
ence that will be developed will be in favor of droppinga good deal of that, but 
even taking it at $12 it isroughly about $60,000 a mile. 

Q. At $l4a foot it would be $73,920 a mile? 
A. Yes, sir; and that is for a revetment of a very substantial character 
Q. Such as you are putting in? 
A. At the Delta Point. 
Q. Did you take that into consideration when you made your estimate” 
A. No, sir; I did not. 
Q. Did you take that in when you got your $25,000,000? 
A. If you count those figures you will find that it will not be far from that. 
Q. I want the details of your estimate for the $25,000,000? 
A. (Caleulating.) The estimate which the commissioners made with their last 

report was for about $33,000,000. I believe that was taken, perhaps, in a way 
that would enable me to answer your question a little better than in the way I 
was trying; that was the cost that was estimated for the reaches of which we 
had maps approximately correct, at the time that first report was made. That 
cost was taken as the basis, and supposing that the cost per mile as given by 
those estimates was carried through the entire balance of the river as far as the 
mouth of Red River, would give that amount of $33,000,000, which was the esti- 
mate of the majority of the commission. 

Q. In which you concurred personally? 
A. Il concurred in it, although I thought it was a little large. 
Q. Did that include the repairs of levees, or is it only for the channel works— 

I will not put my question that way—say, works within the banks of theriver? 
A. Yes; it was only for them that the estimate was made. 
Q. You would not be able to give me the details of the $25,000,000, then? 
A. No, sir; that, as I say, was an estimate just formed from my own experi- 

ence. 
Q. I find that two hundred miles of revetment at $14a foot would cost $14,754,008 

and three hundred would be $22,176,000? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In either case you would want more to complete the other works? 
A. What other works? 
Q. The contraction works. ° 
A. They are not at all costly. 
Q. What do they cost? 
A. At Lake Providence they have cost inside of $4 a foot. 
Q. About $20,000 a mile? 
A. Yes; where you measure by miles. 
Q. How many miles of that work do you expect there will be altogether? 
A. That I do not know. 
Q. These reaches will all require it? 
— Yes; but it is not the intention to carry a line of works the full length of 
them. 

Q. How long is that longest one at Lake Providence ? 
A. I could not say. 
Q. That is several miles long now, is itnot? 
A. I think it is. 
Q. The work is going on at the rate of $20,000 a mile? 
A. That is about the figure. 

By Mr. THomas: 
Q. Suppose that there are $3,100,000 expended there; about a million of that 

would be for a plant, would it not? 
A. You mean if the work were starting anew? 
Q. Yes, 
A. Yea. 
Q. Including the money expended for plant and that necessarily to be expended 

fora mans, it would amount to a million of dollars, would it not? 
A. Very nearly. 
Q. When these works are completed at least half of that plant would be good 

for other purposes ? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then that would leave $2,600,000? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, that would test the work on thirty-eight miles at Plum Point reach? 
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A. Yes, sir. _ , ig ‘ j By Mr. THomMas 

Q. Two million six hundred thousand dollars divided by thirty-eight miles | Q. You say that you do not approve of the outlet system for the sare reasons 
ives about $70,000 per mile? that have been given at length. Will you state them briefly 
A. Yes, sir. A. The principal one is that the system as a whole is opposed to the system of 
Q. I believe the largest estimate of river to be improved is two hundred and | contraction and concentration, which is the main principle upon which the plans 

sixty miles, is it not? | of the commission are based 
A. I think about that. Q. That is the 
Q. That makes only $18,200,000 for the complete improvement” A. Yes 
A. I think so. 

whole thing in a nutshell, is it not? 

Q. Do you know whether this estimate that has been worked out here by Mr. 
Robinson is a fair estimate of the amount of money that will t t : a eceeummeven « i ! a fai ! f the anx : t ll be necessary to be 

By Mr. ROBINSON : expended at Plum Point 
Q. Captain Knight is one of your officers in charge there, is he not? A. Ido not. I have not seen the details of it 
A. Yes, sir. Q. It is 
Q. Is hea competent officer? 
A. I presume he is, 

an estimate that | understand was procured by Ger . / . Comstock 
from the officer in cha of the work there. Do you know w! ther that esti- 

‘ mate included the revetment and the work completed ? 
Q. Have you had any occasion to oversee his work ? A. I do not, but I presume that it did 
A. Only asa member of the commission ; he has only been on the work a short Q. Would youthink that the amount over and above $18,200,000 up to $25,000,000, 

time. which you estimate, would be enough to repair the levees, close the gaps, and 
Q. You have had no opportunity to examine his work? | restore a continuous line of levees? 
A. Only with the commission at the various inspections. | A. No, sir; I should hardly think it would. In the estimate that I said I had 
Q. Has he been so situated as to know what the work would cest at that reach? | made I had no reference to levees 
A. So far as his experience goes. Pretty much all the work done there has | Q. You left them entirely out. What length of river do you contemplate im- 

been done under his direction. proving—how many miles 
Q. So that of the work done under his direction he would be a competent | A. Well, the total distance is about eight hundres les 

judge and a good witness as to the cost? Q. I mean upon how many miles do you estimate that work would have to 
A. Certainly. be done? 

Q. And that would be better than mere speculation or estimates? A. About two hundred and fifty miles 
A. Yes. } Q. The balance of the river would require expense 

Q. Have you known of your own knowledge what it has cost? A. Little or no expense 
A. Only two little pieces of ‘revetment had been put in there the last time I By Mr. Ropinson 

was there, one at the head of Bullerton Towhead and the other near Ashport Q. How many of your corps are detailed to the service of the tnission ? 
Neither of them is completed, but from figures given us atthe time we estimated A. There are three from the Engineer Corps of the Army and one member of 
that the cost completed would be about $12 a foot. the Coast Survey 

Q. Do you know whether it is a fact that it has not cost double that sum ? Q. Please name them 
A. It certainly can not have cost double, because they had only expended up A. Of the engineers, General Gillmore, General Comstoc] limyself; and 

to that time $3 a foot. of the Coast Survey, Professor Mitchell 
Q. But of what it has cost Captain Knight would be a good witness ? Q. You four have no choice as to whether you are on the board or not, have 
A. That was the cost at that time. They had only finished a portion of the | you? 

work under water, and that cost $% a foot. A. No, sir 
Q. How much mattress work had they sunk there? By Mr. Burrows 

. <A. Ithink they had about 3,000 feet at Ashport and perhaps an equal amount Q. Your plan contemplates the protection of cavi ba 
at Bullerton Towhead. A. Yes, sir. 

Q. How often do you visit the work personally? Q. Those must be protected 
A. Whenever the committee on construction does. A. Yes, sir 
Q. Personally how often do you visit it? Q. Do you knowthe number of caving ban 
A. We have been down there pretty near once a month a portion of the time. | A. No; I attempted to do it once, but I have lost the figures and do not re 
Q. Yourself? member whatthey were, 
A. Lhave never gone alone. Q. How high up did you get inthe figures 
Q. Have you always gone when somebody else has gone? A. 1 do not remember, really. It wasnot a fair count, as I remember, which 
A. Yes, sir. some of my assistants were making; it took inevery bank that ever had caved; 
Q. And when you have gone has it been in company with a majority of the | but the point I am trying to make out is that in any one bend where caving of 

commission ? } the bank of the river is going on it is not all caving at once rhe caving goeson 
A. Yes, sir. pieceme al 

Q. So that the commission has been present every time? Q. When you say two hundred and fifty miles are to be protected, d d,do you mean 

A. Not every time; there was at least one trip—two trips, Ithink—when they | two hundred and fifty miles of caving bank? 
were not, | A. I should think they would aggregate that 
Q. How often in each year does the whole commission visit the works? Q. Would you say there are not three hundred ? 
A. There is no fixed rule about that. } A. Iwould notlike to swear that there are not 
Q. How often have you within the last twelve months? |} Q. Would you say there were not five hundred, taking first one side and then 
A. The full commission have made three trips since last May. | the other? 
Q. By what method of transportation do you go when you inspect the works? A. Ishould notthink it would run overthe figures I cave 
A. On our own boat. Q. Would you say there were not five hundred miles? 
Q. When was that boat obtained? | <A. ITshould say not; I am very sure of it 
A. During the course of last winter. | Q. The current of the river strikes one bank, does it not, and caves there, and 
Q. And used the last season for the first time? | then strikes over on the other side, and caves it thers 
A. Yes, in May. | A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was it built expressly for the commission? | Q. Does it not consume about half the length of the river in caving, counting 
A, It was built by the commission. both sides ? 

Where? | A. No, sir; Ithink not. Oh, certainly; Ithink I misunderstood you; of course 

At Saint Louis. it would approximate to one-half the entire length of the river 

At what cost? Q. Would it not approximate to the entire length of the river? 
The total cost I believe was $60,000; I would not be positive about that. | A, I think not 
That is a boat for the accommodation of the commission? | Q, How much short of it would it fall? 
No, sir; itis a tow-boat. | A. That would be something I should dislike to make a close guess at; Icould 
What is the name of it? not make a close guessat it. The point isthat even in the banks that, from their 
The Mississippi. position, are liable to cave, it is a very rare thing to find that the Whole length 
It is used in the construction of part of the work? does cave. 
Yes, sir. Q. But you have been down the river and noticed the caving; wherever the 
It is not then entirely for transportation of passengers? river strikes the bank as a rule the banks cave 
That is merely an incident. A. A portion of it does, but not the whole, as a rule, of any one of Lhose caving 

Q. In your very last report, which is now in process of printing, is there any | banks; the caving is at least initiated at one point 
revision of your estimate of that whole cost? Q 

A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you had that under consideration since last year? | 
A. No; I felt, and I think the whole commission did, that there was not enough 

Oropererere 
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Did you not find at different places where the current strikes the banks for 
a mile that there is caving and that trees were falling into the stream? 

A. Oh, yes; for longer places than that; some of those bends are twelve or fif- 

teen miles around. 
data from the work that has been done to make an estimate, and, moreover, | Q. And the current eroding the bank all the way 
the maps of the river are not completed yet. | <A. No, sir; that is the point I stated 

Q. With the $5,123,000 already appropriated there is not enough dataandex- | Q. Well, I want to know, now, if you are prepared to say that there are not 
perience so that you can say what will be the limit of cost in the future? | five hundred miles to be protected ? 

A. No, sir; you see there is very little work done of the kind that is goingto | A. Yes, I think I could assert that pretty confident!) 
be costly. Q. Have you ever made any measurement to ascertain the fact” 

Q. For how long a time must your work at Plum Point have to stand before | A. No, I have never gone into it in much detail 
you can tell about its success ? | Q. Then it is guess-work ? 

A. Do you mean the revetment? | A, Itis guess-work 
All that is necessary; and if that includes revetment, how long will itstand Q. Well, if five hundred miles of bank is to be protected the cost would be im 

ore you are certain it will be permanent? creased, would it not” 
A. So far as the revetment is concerned, I should say that atest of one flood A. It would cost whatever the cost would be jut even supposing the revet- 

would ae pouty good evidence of that, at least for the portion below water. | ment had to be extended over a longer distance than that I am speaking of the 
Q I gat Spiveun peurtestimony that youapprove of the plan that is now being | cost of it would not come up to that $7(\000 a mile, because that is only a very 

pursued? | exceptional case 

A. Yes, sir. Q. Does not the current change frequently 
Q. And have confidence in its successful result? A. At certain localities it does 
A. Yes, sir. Q. Suppose you have a concave bank protected from the course of the current 
Q. What do you think of the outletsystem? and the current should change and strike above your bank protection? 
A. I do not approve of it, sir. | A, It would very soon disappear 
Q. For much the same reasons that have been gives quite at length by other Q. What would disappear? 
Pee here? A. The bank protection 

- Yes, sir. Q. How would you save it? 
Q. Have you examined the works at South Pass known as the jetties? A, It would have to be extended up-stream 
A. T have been there once. I was down there in 1879. Q. And as the course of the current extended up-stream you would have te in- 
Q. Not later than that? crease your bank protection? 
A. No, sir. | <A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you ever made any soundings of the South Pass into the Gulf,and | Q. Then you can not estimate the cost even by your present banks, can you? 

Rave you ow asan engineer about the deposition of sediment there ? A. Yes; the caving of the banks, wherever that does oocur, is due as a rule te 
0, sir. ' the caving above, because usually bends follow eachother. As the water crosses 
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mext; it can not shift up in the second bend unless it is given such a direction 
by the bend it leaves; and that change occurs, asa rule, from the caving of the 
bank 

Q. Then your idea is— 
A. That one bend will protect the next. 
Q. That involves the doing of this work all at ence, does it not? 
A. Well, of course it would be much better to do it so, but that is impossible. 
Q If you are going to keep the protection at one bend you must put these 

protections all down at the same time? 
A. It isdesirable but it is not absolutely necessary to push it to that length. 
Q. Suppose the current should leave the bank that you have just protected 

and strike the other shore immediately opposite, what would be the effect? 
A. You mean if that bank were protected, or unprotected. 
Q. It leaves the protected and strikes the unprotected bank directly opposite ? 
A . It would be very apt to start it to caving. 

Q. And cause the sediment to fall in front of your work? 
A. Yes, sit 
Q. And leave it inland a mile or two perhaps? 
A. That would be rather excessive. 
Q. Well, quite a distance? 
A. Yes, there would be a deposit there. 
Q. What are we to understand by “ revetment"? 
A, It is a mattress protection for the bank. 
Q. Under water? 
A. Under and above also. 
Q And of what material’ 
A. Brush. 
Q And on top of that? 
A. Above water some portions of it would be covered with stone. 

By Mr. RoBrNnson : 

Q. You find hard clay at certain depths in the bottom of the river, do you not? 
A. I could hardly say that we do. I have not found any. 
Q. There are instances within your observation in which portions of the bank 

of the river behind the front portion will go aown, break down behind the front 
portion and disappear, trees and all? 

A. Yes, sir 
Q. How do you account for that? 
A. Wherever we have made borings we find areas of greater or less extent, 

where there is a pretty well defined stratification of clay and sand. sometimes 
quite a considerable area; layers of clay are a considerable feature, but with the 
layers interpolated with beds of sand; and the only explanation that I can give 
for a phenomenon of that kind is that from the action of the water the sand is 
washed out and then the whole mass sinks in the way you state. 

Q. What would become of your works if located in such a place as that? 
A. They would be washed out. 
Q. That is not a very unusual occurrence on the river, is it? 
A. Yes, it is rather unusual. 
Q. One sees it in innumerable places in going down the river, does he not? 
A. No, sir. If Ll understood correctly the phenomenon you referred to, where 

the bank some distance back from the river sinks, I have only seen two or three 
instances of it. Perhaps you refer to whatare called slides, in which a portion of 
the bank, in greater or less extent, will begin to go down, with the trees and all 
standing, and gradually go down deeper and deeper, and finally go out into the 
river. 

Q. No, sir. Iam aware of that occurrence, but also I refer to that which you 
first alluded to 

A. That is a very rare occurrence, Of course if it should occur it would take 
eut anything in front of it 

Q. Do you recollect any point on the left bank pretty well down the river—I 
should think perhaps two hundred miles above New Orleans—where it has hap- 
pened in behind the bank at least a hundred feet, forming quite a lake there? 

A. No, sir. 
Q. Such localities as that would, as you said before, disturb any works that 

you might put in front of them? 
A. Of course it would be necessary to find out what was the true cause ef such 

action asthat. The explanation I give may be a good one, and it may not; but 
of course it would be very difficult to prevent anything of that kind. For the 
erdinary slides that I spoke of, the best protection against them is in grading 
the bank 

Q. From your observation is the breaking down of the bank perpendicular or 
inclined? 

A. Both, but the perpendicular is the most common. 
Q. You gpeak of it as perpendicular; do you mean down to the water-line? 
A. To tite water-line; below {hat itis only a slope. It is caused by the under- 

mining action of the current at the toe of the bank, It cuts in a few inches at a 
time, and then a slice falls 
Q It is because the soil is so soft and yielding that there is nothing to sustain 

ur 
A. It is sandy generally 
Q. Does the bank go down under the line of the water perpendicularly ? 
A. No, sir. 

. In no case? 
. It must be a very rare occurrence; I never saw it. 
. What isthat angle? 

A. I think in the steepest places it is about two to one, but it will run, even on 
eoncave banks, as high as three to one, 

bre 

Q. What will you state isthe height of the banks of the river above low-water 
mark’? 

A. I think the average height will probably be somewhere in the neighbor- 
hood of fifty feet—forty-five or fifty feet high. 
Q. What isthe range given in the height of water from low-water mark to high 

flood, on the vertical line? 
A. The average approximates the same height. 
Q And what was that’ 
A. Forty-five or fifty feet. 
Q. How wide over the valley does the flood extend at its height? 
A. A flood like this last one would extend over the whole area of the valley. 
Q. And what is its depth over beyond the crest of the banks? 
A. That I do not know, but of course it is not a level line; the surface of the | you the general results. They show that from low water up to high water there 

water as well as the surface of the ground slopes very rapidly from the banks of | is a gradual increase in the rapidity of transmission of the crest of floods until a 
the river. 

Q. But stating it roughly, about what? 
A. My recollection of that is that it conforms pretty nearly to the slope of the | begin to draw off water from the river. At that point the rate of progress be- 

ground, and that slopes back at the rate of about twelve feet to the mile. 
Q. Then you find over the soil of that valley when the rivers are in flood a As the river rises the outlet Tndenes becomes larger and the curve shows & 

th of water of twelve to twenty feet? 
1 have no doubt you would in places, 

Q And extended twenty miles wide? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And your plan contemplates bringing that all togethe: within a space of | will say that prior to the great flood of last year 

3,000 feet, and keeping it there? 
A. Not 3,000 feet, 
Q. How many feet? 

out from the foot of one bend, it strikes over obliquely and downward into the A. That is not a settled point yet. 
Q. Twice 3,000 feet? 
A. I could not answer that, 
Q. It contemplates bringing it somewhere within defined lines and kee 

there, does it not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you believe in the efficacy of that plan, do you? 
A. Yes, sir. 

ping it 

j 

Q. And you believe it is economical to carry it out as a work for the people of 
this country to engage in? 

| A. Yes, sir. 

| By Mr. Tomas: 
| Q. This report of 1875 that you wrote was based mainly on the report of Hum. 
| phreysand Abbott, was it not; that is, in reference to blue clay substratum under. 
| lying the bed of the river? 

A, Certainly. 
Q. And from Humphreys and Abbott's report up to the time that an examina. 

tion was made by your commission that statement of theirs that there was a} 
clay substratum was accepted as a fact? 

A. I think it was. 
Q. Investigations made by you have shown that they were altogether at « 

on that point? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How deep is the average alluvial deposit from Cairo down? 

| A, About one hundred and thirty feet. 
| Q. Isnotthe bottom of the river as easily eroded if the scouring force is brought 

»lue 

“a 

to bear upon it as the banks? 
A. So far as the erosion is concerned I presume it is; but in the case of the 

banks you have the weight of the overhanging banks to assist the caving. 
Q. You have the atmospheric influences also; what I meant is they are made 

of the same material? 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. As to the length of caving banks: suppose the bend is twelve miles around 

on the line of concavity, the point where the caving occurs is where the current 
finally culminates, at the point of the bend, is it not? 

A. The point most generally attacked is the upper portion where the water 
begins to draw into it. 

Q. That is where the greatest force of current strikes it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, in case of modification of the current above, it works down instead 

of working up, as suggested by Mr. Burrows? 
A. It can not work up unless there is some obstruction. 
Q. The working is almost always down? 
A. Yes, sir, 
Q. The tendency of the river being to cut deeper into the bend? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then it has happened that having cut through at one point they wil! drop 

the — of impact on the bend below? 
A. Yes, sir. 

WasuinoeTon, D. C., Monday, January 15, 1882. 

The committee met at 9.30 a. m. in the room of the Committee on the Terri- 
tories, House of Representatives, 

Present, the chairman, Mr. Burrows of Michigan, Mr. Ropryson of Massa- 
chusetis, Mr. Htscocx, Mr. Eviis, Mr. HOLMAN, and Mr, THomas. 
The examination of Major C. R. Suter was continued, as follows : 

By Mr. Evuts: 
Question. Have you devoted much time to studying the effect of floods and 

overflows upon the progress of the current of the river? 
Answer. Yes, sir. 
Q. Please state in detail what effect an overflow has upon the progress of the 

current. 
A. The general effect is one of retardation. My attention was first attracted 

tothe subject in the spring of 1881. We hada very remarkable flood on the 
Missouri River, of which I have charge, and I noticed it then for the first time. 
I do not know that any one had ever called attention to itbefore. I never found 
it mentioned. I thought it was soremarkable that I called the attention of the 
commission to it, and a special report was made, which was published in our 
annual report of last year. The general effect was this: As soon as the banks 
were overflowed, that is, when a general overflow of the valley began, the prog- 
ress of the flood down the valley, as indicated by the progress of its crest, as 
determined by the hydrographs or records of gauges at the stations kept along 
the river, showed that up to the time at which the overflow began, that is, up to 
the top of the banks, the progress of its crest was one of increasing velocity as the 
river rose. The moment the overflow began, and culminated in a genera! over- 
flow of the banks, the conditions were reversed. 

Instead of being accelerated, the velocity was retarded so,that the progress of 
the whole flood down the valley was much slower than would have been antici- 
pated from the known rate of progress before the overflow began. We had a 
continuous supply coming in from above, while the progress of the main body 
of water was retarded. This caused a piling up of the water, as the supply from 
above was greater than could be carried off below. In that particular case there 
was no question whatever but thatdh abnormal height was reached by that flood. 
It varied at different points from fiveto eight fect. The actual height attained by the 
flood was greater by the amount flowing in theriver. LIreported thatto the com- 
mission, and it was a subject of special report in the last annual report. After 
that I looked into the matter in connection with the gauge records of the Mis- 
sissipi River to see whether the same thing was noticeable there, and I found at 
once that it was. We have records of gauges which have been kept up by the 
Engineer Department on the river ever since 1871. I got all these records and 
selected from them the data concerning all well-marked floods or rises. 

I wanted to get at the law if possible. From these records we were able to 
trace the progress of each flood from the head of the valley down and to ascer- 
tain its rate of progress from gauge to gauge, all platted in. These rates of travel 
or times of transit from Cairo to each particular gauge were then platted to the 
gauge height reached by the rise at that gauge, and the mean curve was com- 
puted for that station. From these curves the mean rate of travel of crests of rises 
or floods of greater or less degree coming from above may be ascertained. | 
have had these diagrams prepared, but I have not gotthem here. Still I can give 

ES 

certain limit is reached, varying in different localities, which corresponds, as 
nearly as I can find out, very nearly with the point where the larger outlets 

gins to show atendency to slow u 

further slackening. Then when the top of the bank is reached, or when a gen- 
eral overflow begins, there is an abrupt change, and from that on I find that as 
the river rises there is a constantly increasing retardation. The motion in ¢x- 
treme cases becomes very slight indeed. To give an illustration in figures I 

in November, there was asharp 
and sudden rise which came out of the Ohio. Its elevation was just about the 
crest of the banks, about forty feet at Cairo; it was just about within its banks 

' all the way down the river. The crest was perfectly well defined and sharp, 
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and well marked, soas to be traced from gauge to gauge without difMiculty, 
i from Cairo to New Orleans in just ten days. The next rise was much 

higher and produced overflow. I do not now remember the precise figures, but 
it was slower in its rate of transmission to New Orleans, and so on with each 
succeeding rise until finally the crest of the highest rise of all was over one hun- 
dred days in traveling that distance. 
Q. The crest that was within the banks wentfrom Cairo to New Orleans inten 

days, and the crest of the flood-wave that wasover the bank was one hundred 

days? au 
A. Yes, sir; and that of course indicates an obstruction, an eng 

some kind, There is an obstruction caused in the overflow by the falling silt 
Q. Then according to that, it retards the current 1,000 per cent. at that rate? 
A. Yes, sir; but I would not venture to say that the deposit of silt by slacker 

ing the current caused retardation to that extent; the figures given only 
the rate at which the mass of water is transmitted down the valley. ‘The se- 
uence of thatis justhere. If you have water in any channe! like that of a river, 
owing off at the lower end as fast as it is supplied at the upper end, you will 

have no rise of the surface at all. If the channel is obstructed, you will have 
more or less rise depending upon the extent of the obstructing. The explanation 
of this is that when the river is within its banks, even in those portions where 
ite condition is the worst, you have a channel which is certainly better for pur- 

3 of discharge than when it extends more or less across the whole valley, 
and a large part of the section is obstructed by trees, bushes, and the thousand 
and one things which influence the flow of the water under these conditions. 
That being the case you must have retardation. 
thing else. 

That 

rreemet 

how 

: It is impossible to expect any- 
The conditions are precisely the same, though vary in ce ing gree, 
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as they are between a wide and shallow section where the relative proportion | 
of resistance or frictional surface to area is greatest and what it is in the cas 
a narrow and deep section where the relation of area to frictional resistance is 
aminimum. When you have an overflow of the valley this frictional resistance 
is largely increased both absolutely and in its relation to the 

» at ot 

increased area. 

The area is not proportionately increased, and consequently you must have a | 
retardation of the water. This study that I speak of has not been followed up 
to its logical end, which can only be done when we have the records of last 
year’s observations. But from analogy and from the records of those floods on 
the Missouri, about which I have at present much more definite information, 
Iam disposed tothink that the height of floods which overflow the banks can be 
considered as an abnormal height. 
Q. Are you very positive of that? 
A. Yes, sir; Lam very positive of it. 
Q. Am Ito understand you that the current increases from low water as the 

river rises, as it is piled up, until it reaches the banks, when it is still within 
them? 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. Are you able to fix the percentage of increase? 
A. No, sir; because that varies at different places. We have already the rec- 

ords of a large number of observation stations, not only upon the Mississippi 
River, but upon its tributaries. These observations have been in progress four 

rs or more, but they have only been published in part; they have not yet 
en put in proper shape forthorough study, Ihave been studying them myself 

with the object of ascertaining the law, if there isone, which governs the whole 
subject—that is, the discharge of the river. I shall speak now only of such facets 
as have been sufficiently well established to admit of statement with any degree 
of accuracy. 
We find that, taking the results of all our observations at any one station, 

and platting them so as to establish the relation between these velocities, areas, 
or discharges, whichever they may be, and the height of the gauge at the date 
of the observation, we find that they group themselves according to law, and 
thatthis law shows a progressive increase from the low stages tothe high stages, 
which is quite regular. In this way can be ascertained the law of increase of 
velocity and area, and also the increase of discharge. 
(Major Suter here referred to Appendix D, Plate 4, figure 1, under the title of 

“Relations between gauge heights and mean velocity water, and datum areas, 
and discharges” and explained: These were taken in 1879 and 1880 at Fulton, 
the lower end of Plum Point reach, It is in the Report of the Mississippi River 
Commission for the year I88l, found in Executive Document No 
seventh Congress, first session.) 
The Witwess (continuing). From this you will see,taking the discharge at 

the higher portions of the gauge, that is, when the river is near the top of the 
banks, that a very small increase of gauge-height makes a very k 
th the discharging capacity, and it seems a legitimate course of rea O Say 
that if this law of increase of discharge holds within the limits of the actual 

10, Forty- 

> Increase 
‘ 

A. I think they are. 
Q. What effect has this retardation of current upon the bed of the river? 
A. Any retardation of velocity in a river like the Mississippi n ust ne : 

produce a deposition of sediment Phat is t law of the river. W 
river is charged with sediment, as long as the current is kept i 

tains a uniform velocity the sediment will be carried ak Phe me 
sla Rens t , I t se ‘ i is 

Q. 1 m what you say, it is hardly any to ask you w Ww be the 
ts \ i tlood © above 
tot outiets, crevass¢ or a ‘ g e th ‘ ws { : 

e adeposit« Lire the: rent t irded 
). ) I <x there iy doubt that? 

A. No, Ido t think there is ar oubt of that 
Q. Then, as I rstand you, r whole theory of the rev tof ‘ 

Mississippi River that of holding the banks 
A. That is re vt key to the whole matt 
Q. Do you t eve that it can be d 
A. Yes, sir; Lam positive of it 
Q. Why are you positive of it? 

A. I have seen a number of successful examples, and I have based my faith 
upon them. 

Q. State any experience with ire familiar in connection with hold 
ing the banks of the river; t ‘ ont Mississ River, or 
streams of kindred character, an iat pl t w long since this has been 
done, 

A. My own personal experience lies on the Mis River 
Q. Is there any material differe ithe t »Y 

A. Nothing, except in degree. The Missouri Rive re diff ttodoany 
thing with on account of the current 7 

Q. Then the Mississippi River is larg but rea I ents nod sas 
great as those on the Missouri’? 

A. That is true. 
Q. And thatis on account of the greater rapidity of th rentoft Missouri 

River? 
A. Yes, sir; mainly on account of the greater rapidity of the current 
q. State your experience in connection w 1 work on the Missouri River 
A. I began that work in the summer of 1877 I began at that time put rin 

these brush mattresses—revetments, Some of the work done that year is still 
| standing. 

By the CHAIRMAN 

Q. Do you say that that was in 1877? 
A. Yes, sir; at Saint Joseph,in the year L877; and every year since I have had 

| 

measurements, which in the present case do not exceed the height of the exist- 
ing banks, then if the banks were higher, so as to prevent any overflow and to 
keep the whole amount of water within their limits, the same law would hold 
as you wentup. When we know the amountof water that passed down during 
the last flood, when we collate that information from the record of the various 
stations, we will know of course from the measurements what the actual amount 
of water was that passed down, and from the computed curves we can tell, of 
course, what the elevation of banks would have had to be to pass it off under the 
conditions assumed. 
Q. What are the conditions of the riverabout Forts Jackson and Saint Philip‘ 
A. We have there 4 very perfect river. It is about as nearly an ideal river as 

itis possible to imagine. The depth is great and the width issmall, the s« 
presenting great facility for discharge. 
Q. What elevation of banks would be necessary to secure a greater increase 

of discharge? 
A. Lam not prepared to say. My understanding of the matter—I am not en- 

tirely familiar with matters so far down the river—but I understand that the ex- 
treme rise of tloods passing through that section is about five feet 
Q. By increasing the banks five feet what would be the effect ? 
A. The effect would be that it would carry off all that water. 
Q Inyour judgment, how much would the discharge be increased by 

ing the height of the banks five feet? 
A. I could not answer that. That depends on local circumstances. That 

question could only be answered by knowing what the arca and velocity are, 
and by knowing what is the law of their increase. 
Q. Have you any information about it? 
A. No, sir; Ihave not. I should be perfectly ready to say, however, that from 

the information which I have increase of bank height would increase the cur- 
rent. You have a low-water discharge there of about 100,000 cubic feet, and you 

<cul0on 

y increas- 

have a high-water discharge at New Orleans of very nearly 1,000,000, and that we | 
now will pass off with an elevation of the water surface not exceeding five feet. 
Q. It would discharge the entire river? 
A. Ali that we know is that it will pass off ten times the amount of the low- 

water discharge with an increased elevation of water surface of only five feet. 
Q. Then the elevation of the banks five feet would increase the discharge ten 

times? 
A. Probably much more than that, if you propose to increase it five feet more. 
Q. Do you believe it possible to confine the river within its banks? 
A. Following out the line of argument I have been indicating to you this morn- 

. [think unquestionably that it is possible. 
Is there any question between the members of the commission ? 

A. I do not think there is. 
Q. The commission are unanimous on that point? 

| 

| tionsthat I made and contrary to my oj 

more or less work of that kind goi ugon. I would notlike tosay that all the work 
has stood, because it has not; but it has stood | izh for me to feel pretty 
sure of the reasons why some of it has be en lost 

adverse to the employment of that method of i t 
the work has been carried on on the Missouri has had much to do with the re- 
sults. The appropriations were made for specific points 
propriated in small amounts, and that was done contrat 

‘reasons have not been 

tection The way in which 

Phe mor 
to th 

cy was ap- 

recompmenda- 

: inion. We were obliged to spend small 
iumnounts of money year aller year, and were often ob) dlto go over the same 
ground year after year. Asa result we were not gener yable to putin enough 
work to prot s already done,as we had no cl ect t work that w unce or funds 
todo it. In the Missouri River, if you have a piece of caving bank and you go 
and put down one hundred or two hundred feet of revetment and leave it for a 
year, when you go back aguin you will not be likely to find it ther The banks 

| may be a quarter of a mle behind wher Consequently there has been 
a great loss of actual work put in, owing: ether to its incom teness. But 
there never has been a case of loss i hih not been able to trace it up 

| to its true cause,and know why it t 
Q. Why was it lost? ; 

A. Owing to incompletenes But I can savt t wherever a work has been 

carried to completion there h I I ia lo fhe work, o ne of the 

worl in IS77is there to-day; that is on the Missouri, and in the vicinity 
of Sain on the Miss pi, work has be« putinofas lay wter, 

butt Phat see to stand 1 righ On the Lower Mississippi 
in IS becun at M phis he tection 1 1 ther Vis « mat 

tr tuched sect Ls ls ru t tl ban i ew no 
protection tothe upper bank itself, but that work is subst ifmet We 
had it examined ear i it was for that about th wre that 
had been dor Ww t th yy edge, where steu wots Ihact la i rv t 

and torn it. But the w k which stands t to-dav i ; { evidence of 

| the fact that when in a completed state it will rema Phe j { ‘ ive 
built an enormous elevator right on the bank which, ; rtot ‘ tion of 
the work, ! l been cavir y pric The i { vat it faith of 

that revetment. There was w« al Vi \ d th er part of 
that has stood very well I believe tl was ‘ i I that has 
been explair I M r tlarrod l t »>wn v x to incompleteness 

Q. At what point was that 

A. That was at Delta Point l te Vieksburgh Phe was a gap leftin 
revetment, I the work t en tt th uring in atthe two 

of the detached portion ButiIa not vare ¢ y having been lost at Vicks- 
burgh by any legitimate cause; that is, by scow thr 1 it or under it All 
damage has been done by the ver attacking tl revetment on top or at the 

lends. Iam sp \ of the Mi ypi Riv below Cairo I spoke before 
of work in the vi Saint Louis, but [should have also said that there 
were several other ke the river above Cairo where similar work has 

been done and proved successful. Ther one in the rear of Cairo which has 
been alluded to here several times, and © ar other points along the river 

Q. Your experiments, then, have led you to believe in the eflieacy of these 
works? 

A. IThave no doubt of it tever 

Q. What would be the result of leaving these works on account of failure to 

appropriate money ? 

A. I think it would be a very unwise thing to do, because the works would 
almost certainly be sacrificed. But not only that, for if the work was begun 
again at these points it would have to be he 
cause conditions might, probably would, h 
there isanother point of considerable importance 
channel which might result while 
result in throwi 

gun on anentirely d 
ed completels 

ithatis, thatany 

the works were in an incomplete ; 
hese works into the channel and cause t! hem to become dan- 

gerous obstructions to navigation 

Q. The idea of the commission in desiring the closing of the outlets and ere 
vasses below Red River I suppose is to facilitate discharge? 

A. Unquestionably. 
Q. Do you regard the construction of artificial banks as absolutely necessary 

to your plan? : 
A. I think itis. In view of the continuity of discharge I think there no pos 

sibility of avoiding the necessity of it 

3y Mr. Evuis 
Q. There isa single question which I would like to ask you: Have you any 

separate estimate of the number of miles of banks that are to be 
perfect this plan of yours? 

A. It is merely a guess. 

held in orderto 
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Q. What have you guessed? 
A. J} gave you that the other day 
Q. Well, I was not present. I will not trouble you to repeat it 

By the CHAIRMAN 

Q. I understood you to say that the key to your improvement is the holding 
of the caving banks? 

A. Yes, sir 
Q. If that fails your work fails? 
A. Unquestionably. 
Q. There is no question about that? 
A. No, sir; no question whatever about that 
Q. Why? 
A. Well, sir, we are agreed as to the means to be employed to get deep water 

for low-water navigation; we have got to have concentration and contraction. 
We can not possibly have contraction unless we have something to contract 
against, It means that we must cut offa certain portion of the present river bed, 
and that necessarily throws the whole river either against one side or the other, 
and the bank on that side must be held. 

Q. And if you can not hold the banks the whole thing will be a failure? 
4. Yes, sir 

Q. That depends upon the strength, the efficacy, and the durability of your 
works? 

A. Yes, sir 
Q. You say that work of a similar character was tried in 1877? 
A. Yes, sir; the instance I mentioned was on the Missouri 

Joseph 

Q. Was that on a caving bank? 
A. Yes, sir; that was on a caving bank; avery rapidly caving bank. 

Q. And a bank that was overflowed? 
A. Notas a general rule. There has only been one instance of its overflow 

within my knowledge. The banks of the Missouri River are as a general rule 
above overflow. 

Q. The caving banks at Plum Point reach and at Lake Providence reach we 
are protecting. Are they subject to overflow ? 

\ Yes, sir 

». Then in that river they are different? 
A. They are different in that respect. 
2. Were the worksthat you put in at Saint Joseph the same as the works that 
u put in at Plum Point? 
A. The same general character of work, although the details are different. It 

was not nearly as perfect work as we do at the present day. 
«). You put down mattresses? 
A. Yes, sir. The mattresses used at Saint Joseph were made of fascines; that 

is, bundles of willows, willow saplings tied up in bundles and fastened together. 
Q. How thick? 
A. About ten inches 
Q. How much ef that work was put in at Saint Joseph? 
A. Ido not remember. I think that particular year we put in about half a 

mile, perhaps. We only had a little money to spend and could not go very far, 
and I do not think there was more than half a mile put in at that time. 

Q. What was the character of the bank as compared with the character of the 
bank at Plum Point? 

A. Do you mean with regard to stability? 
Q. Yes, sir. 
A. Very much softer. 
Q. Has that work, since 1877, been overflowed? 
A. Yes, sir; in the great flood of 1881. 

River at Saint 

Q. To what extent? 
A. The water was seven or eight feet above it. 
Q. You say that such work has been lost in the river? 
A. Yes, sir 
Q. How much? 
A. I would not umdertake to say that 

year we lose pieces here and there 
Q. Did you lose any there in 1877? 
A. No, sir 
Q. In 1878? 
A. No, sir; in 1879 was the first loss 
Q. How much bank-work did you lose that year? 
A. Several miles. The pieces of work done along the river rarely exceed a 

mile in length 
Q. Now, if you will tell methe number of miles of bank-work lost in 1879, and 

the reasons for the same, I will be obliged to you? 
A. The total amount did not exceed two miles, That is, there was about one 

mile lost opposite Omaha, and a similar amount at Nebraska City. 
Q. There was a mile lost opposite Omaha? 
A. Yea, sir 
Q. Which bank ? 
A. The left bank of the river 
Q. What kind of a bank was that’ 
A. It was nearly pure sand. 
Q. It was a caving bank? 
A. Yea, sir. 
Q. Does it overflow? 
A. It does in great floods. In fact, at Omaha it overflows every year to a cer- 

tain extent, a foot or two feet, perhaps. 
Q. Was this a protection by a mattress? 
A. Yea, sir. 
Q. How wide was the mattress? 
A. The mattress was about forty feet in width 
Q. How high was the bank above the water? 
A. The bank was about fifteen feet high above low water 
Q. When was that work begun ? 
A. If was put in in the previous fall, in 1878. 
Q. Was it completed ? 
A. No; it was not completed, When I speak of completion I mean the whole 

bank that wascaving was not protected, because we had not money enough to 

It extends over several years and every 
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the channel, that the pools the banks of which needed protection were exca- 
vated to the greatest amount that they ever would be, ool that at high water | 
would get seven or eight feet fill, so that there would be no necessity of provid. 
ing for greater depth. After I had built several miles I found that I was mis. 
taken. At Nebraska City I had put in revetments at a low stage, the water 
being about fifteen feet Sony. I put in revetments forty feet wide from low 
water down, and I thought I hadample margin. The first flood that came the 
next spring the bottom scoured out forty feet below the mattresses, and natur 
ally the whole revetment slid into the hole. Before I got through I had mat. 
tresses one hundred and forty feet wide at the same place. 

Q. Then, in other words, you went to work and made this expenditure with. 
out making an examination of the real situation of affairs? 

A. I[hadnochance, I made what investigation I could. 
Q. Then, without making a personal examination? 
A. There was no personal examination of any kind that I could make that 

would have thrown any light upon the subject without losing at least a year. 
Q. Without determining the question scientifically whether the high Water 

would lower the bed or elevate it, you took the common statement of pilots and 
worked upon that principle? 

A. Yea, sir. 
Q. The theory of the commission is right with reference to that subject now 

I re : ? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The high water lowersthe bed and low water lifts it up? 
A. Yes, sir; that is the general rule. 
Q. The higher the water the lower would be the bed? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did that work go out at once in a single day or night? 
A. No, sir; it was of course progressive, but it went preity rapidly. 
Q. Were you present at the time? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. What information have you about it? 
A. Ihave the information of my assistant, who was on the ground at the time 
Q. Did he explain to you how it went out? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The river cut in from above, as I understand you? 
A. Which are you referring to now ? 
Q. Iam talking of the one opposite to Omaha. 
A. In that ease the damage was principally from above, from the upper part 

of the bank. The water cut in on top of the revetment. 
Q. The water then overflowed this work ? 
A. No, sir; it did not overflow. 
Q. How could it cut in then? 
A. The flood which came in brought down the ice from the upper portion of 

the river, great masses of ice, and very heavy ice at that, and when they struck 
the upper bank, which had been but lightly protected, it cut right through the 
light protection which was all that had been thought necessary above low wa- 
ter. We had merely puta thatching of brush on the bank, and the fields of ice 
cut through this. Then the water, flowing along the upper edge of the mat- 
tresses, as the river was still rising, cut in behind them and they were finally 
all carried away. 

Q. In other words the mattress was cut in behind by the flood? 
A. That was the ultimate result; yes, sir. 
Q. Now you have completed the explanation of the manner in which that went 

out? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then their going out was not by reason of the mistake of the ancient mar- 

iners? 
A. The case which I gave you as an illustration was at another place. 
Q. Well, l am talking of this place. 
A. Well, I do not think it was. I think it took place before that cause had 

time to act. 
Q. Has that work been put in again? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And any more? 
A. Agood deal more. 
Q. How much? 
A. Well, nearly three milesin nearly the same locality, extending up the stream 

from the old works. 
Q. Then the old work has been renewed? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When was that work completed? 
A. It wascompleted about two years ago; the last work was put in about two 

years ago. 
Q. Is that built of the same kind of mattress used at Plum Point? 
A. Not exactly; the same general character. 
Q. How does it differ? 
A. That particular mattress is com of wires that run the whole length 

of the revetment. It is built on continuous wires, which run out over reels on 
the mattress boat, and brush is laid on them and sewed down to them with wire. 
It is a continuous mattress. 
Q. How thick were those mattresses? 
A. About eight inches. 
Q. How wide? 
A. About ninety feet. 
Q. And this extended down for a distance of three miles? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Suppose the current should cut in at the head of that? 
A. It would undoubtedly go out the same way that the other did. 
Q. How is the mattress protected above the bank ? 
A. On the upper portion of the bank a woven mattress is made, lapping over 

the lower one and extending up to the crest of the bank. It is made something 
like basket-work. 

Q. And that extended to the crest of the bank ? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In the last flood did the water overflow that bank? 
A. In the great flood of 1881 it did, 
Q. It extended over the crest of that bank? 

doit. The work as far as it went was completed A. Yes, sir. 
i Q. When did it go out? Q. How much? 
i A. In the spring following. A. I think about four feet deep. 
i Q. Did the entire work go out? Q. Do you extend the works at Plum Point to the crest of the bank ? 
i A. Well, it was so seriously damaged that we had to rebuild it A. Well, that is a matter that has not yet been fully settled upon, I do not 
H Q. Where did it go to; did it go down the stream ? think that it will be necessary. 

A. Yes, sir; it went down the stream. Some of the mattresses were caught I Q. Well, you have not done so? 
believe at Memphis, That work was built upon the theory of the pilots. A. No, sir. 

; Q. What was the cost of that work? | Q. What was the value of the work that went out? 
‘8 A. The cost of it was about $2.25 a foot. I wish to explain the remark which A. It cost about $2.50 a foot. 
; Imade a momentago, There is a common superstition among the pilotson | Q. That would make it about $15,000? 
3 the Mississippi River that at high-waterthe whole bed of the river comes bodily | A. In that neighborhood somewhere. 
; up, and at low water it goes bodily down. That is a fixed belief among them, | . That was independent of any plant? 
£ } and prior to our beginning the works on any of these rivers, we had always ac- | A. Yes, sir; that is just the net cost of the work itself. 
= 8 cepted it as an article of faith, and on the strength of that, when I began the Q. Have you lost any at other places on the river? 

he work on the Missouri, I built several miles of revetment with that understand- | A. There has been some lost at other places, 
{t ing. 1 suppose, in other words, that in low water, when the water waslowin! Q. Where? 

— 
b aS Remit aban A: 
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A. There was a piece of work lost at Nebraska City dying the great flood of 
issl. : 

Of the same kind? 
No; that had been lost, as I told you before, in 1879. ro 

Q. It was renewed then? 
A. Yes, sir. | 
Q. You say there had been work lost at Nebraska City in 1879" 
A. There was about a mile lost in 1879. 
Q. Was that of the same kind and character of work? 

. Yes, sir. | 

By Mr. THOMAS: 
The same kind of what? 

. It was of the same general character. 
Q. The same general character of the work that had gone out in the flood be- 

fore it? 
A. Yes, sir; in the flood of 1879. 

By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. What caused that to go out? 
A. That wascaused by underscour. 
Q. That lifted the mattress out—took it out? 
A. No, sir; it went down into a hole. The water washed the ground away 

underneath and the mattress went right down. 
Q. Well, that was done upon the theory of the mariners, too, was it not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did it all go out together? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did the work cost? 
A. That was cheaper; that only cost $1 a foot, there was a loss of some five 

or six thousand dollars there. 
Q. Do you know where that went to? 
A. No, sir; that was heavy wood that would not float, and I think it staid 

there. 
Q. You built another work there? 
A. We were working at it while the other was going out. 
Q. When was it completed? 
A. The same season—in 1879. 
Q. Where is that? 
A. That is gone too. 

Q. How much? 
A. The same amount—about a mile. 
Q. You are still working on the theory of the “ancient mariners?’ | 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You did not put in the second work upon the theory of the ‘ 

iner,”’ but upon the theory of the commission ? 
A. Yes, sir; the reason in this case was that the river cut in far above it, and 

the whole thing was flanked out. 
Q. It does that, then, sometimes? 
A. Yes, sir. : | 
Q. Then the second work, completed in 1879—that went out in the flood of | 

1881? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The whole thing ? 
A. The whole thing. 
Q. How did thatgo out; just explain it? 
A. Well, sir, during that flood the whole country was overflowed, 

was eight feet under water. The work lay at the foot of a long bend twelve or 
fifteen miles around. The river began cutting a mile anda half or more above 
where the works terminated. This cut went on widening as it came down 
stream. When it reached our works it was a quarter of a mile or more wide, 
and as that slice came down it took the work out. 
Q. Did it take it out and carry it down the stream ? 
A. Well, I do not know aboutthat. When it disappeared I lost all interest in it. 
Q. You do not know what became of it? 
A. I presume it is buried somewhere in the bottom of the river. | 
Q. Could you stop the flood from doing that? 
A. Well, we might of course have stopped it if we had had the money; but 

that is a contingency that we have to encounter in this work. 
Q. Well, what should you have done provided you had plenty of money—you 

had the Treasury at your back; what would you have done if you saw it was 
cutting in a mile and a half above your works? 

A. We would have begun revetting the banks atthe point where it was caving. 
That is what we did in 1879. 
Q. And commenced sinking mattresses at the bend ? 
A. Yes, sir; in that way we should have attempted to arrest it. 

} 

>o > 

That went out in 18381. 

“ancient mar- 

The work 

Q. Suppose you had work on hand at a dozen different bends, and the river 
should attempt to cut in behind, could you take care of it all. 

. If we had money enough we could take care of it. 
That is if you had money and men and plant and time? 

. Yes, sir. 

. [think you stated what the cost in the first place was? 
Yes, sir; that was about $,000. 
And have you put in any other? 

. No, sir. 

. You concluded to quit with that? 

. We concluded to wait until we had money enough to extend the works a 
little further. 
Q. Did you think, when you had the work done a second time, that it was done 

far enough? 
A. It was done as far as our money would allow us to go. 
Q. Well, when you laid the mattresses down you thought it was liable to go | 
out? 

A. Ifthere was any change in the direction of the current higher upstream. 
Q. Were you compelled to spend this money? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You were compelled to spend this money, then, even if you knew that it | 

was liable to go out? 
A. Ido not mean to say that I knew so. 

certain contingencies. 
Q. You had already had experience, and yet you built it in accordance with 

your first theory? 
A. In the first case it was lost by such very obvious means, and we thought 

that by extending it and making it wide and allowing for scouring it would be 
successful. 
Q. When you made the first work you had reasonable belief that it would 

° 

A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you have continued work at that point? 
A. At that point? Not exactly at that locality. We have been working this 

season in the same bend, but we began at the otherend. I did not propose to 
let it get in behind me. I began at the upper end and I worked down. 
Q. Well, then, you suppose that if you could begin at the source of the river— 

is, if you could find the spring—and follow the river down to the Gulf, and 
build these works all the way, as long asthe water would not get behind it would 

It would only be liable to go out in 

| here and there, 
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be all right? Now, is it not true in the case of any of these works that if the 
water gets in behind it will take it out? 

A. There is no doubt of that, 
Q. Did you lose mattresses at any other places? 
A. Another place was at Leavenworth 
Q. When was that built? 
A. That was built in 1878 
Q. How much? 
A. Two miles 
Q. When did it come out? 
A. Eighteen hundred and eighty-one 
Q. The whole of it? 

A. No, not all of it; I think about one mile and a half 
Q. What made that go out? 
A. That was buil so on the pilots’ theory 
Q. That was built on the pilots’ theory instead of on the theory 

mission ? 
A. Yes, sir 
Q. That was before the commissio 
A. Yes, sir 
Q. Did that go out” 
A. That was scoured underne 

I said two miles 
balance was built 

of the com 

n had any theory? 

ith. Thad some more work in the same place. 
I had three miles in place, and about half of it was lost. The 
on sounder principles, and that staid 

Q. That was built at the sametime? 
A. No, sir; the next year 

By Mr. Roprnson: 
Q. That was built after the fall of 1877? 
A. Yes, sir; all these works were done after that 

By the CHAIRMAN 
Q. How much did that work cost? 
A. About $2.30 or $2.50 a foot 
Q. Anda mile and a half of that went down” 
A. Yes, sir 
Q. Have vou rebuilt that? 
A. No, sir; I have not had any money 
Q. What became of the balance; did that stay there? 

A. Yes, sir; that is there yet. 
Q. Is that on the upper or lower portion? 
A. That is on the upper portion 
Q. And have you lost mattresses in any other places? 
A. No, sir; not of any consequence Phere have been slight damages done 

but that has generally been done by ice 
Q. How is it done? Have you lost mattresses at other places? 
A. No; it was do in the manner I have been describing 

damages from various causes; for instance, the lower 
attacked and a pocket formed and cut in 

ne There have been 
end of the work would be 

Q. What would be the resultof that? 
A. It would result in cutti ritout 

Q. How many instances are there of that sort? 
asionally A. That occurs ocx A pocket is formed at the lower end of the work 

and cuts in behind ; when it does that it takes the works outas far as it extends; 

it does not generally extend very far 
Q. You spoke of some works being k 

the works lost ther« 
st at Memphis; what was the extent of I 

A. I would not be able tostate positively. I said there had been some damage 
done. 

Q. How was that done? 
A. The steamboats land against the work, and as the y came in at low water 

they would punch their bows through the mattresses 
Q. Then it would not do for steamboats to land where this work is built? 
A. That could have been prevented by covering the work with stone 
Q. Well, has there any damage been done at Vicksburgh ? 
A. Yes, sir; in the way I have described. The work was isolated 
Q. Who built that? 
A. Major Benyaurd had it in charge 
Q. Do you know how much was lost there 
A. Ido not 
Q. And you do not know personally how it was lost ” 
A. I have always understood that the work was isolated, and that it was at- 

tacked from above and below and lost in high water 
Q. You do not know the extent? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You speak of danger to these banks, these revetments, by reason of steam- 

boats landing at their sides; they generally land, do they not, whenever there 
is a barrel to be taken on or put off? 

A. That does not constitute any very great danger 
Q. At these places where they land, would it be 

tection strong? 

A. Well, if you should put on a little stone at that place it would be all right; 
it would overcome that difliculty 

Q. It is your judgment, you say, in reply toa question that has been asked, 
that if you leave these works, say at Providence reach, at the close of this fiseal 
year, they will be in danger of being destroyed ? 

A. I shou!-t consider so; yes, sir 
Q. Could you not put it in a condition that it would be 

further was done? 
A. I should consider it very doubtful; 

available 
Q. Well, could you by any process of engineering, without extending the work 

necessary to make the pro- 

protected if nothing 

that is, with the money we now have 

| of bank protection, tie it up as it is in its present shape and preserve it? 
A. Ido not think we could 
Q. Well, then, another point: Having put in a piece of work, you must com- 

| plete it, or it will be in danger of being destroyed? 
A, That is my idea 
Q. What will it cost to complete the work | ifier you have used the present ap- 

A. lean hardly answer that question. Ido not rememberexactly the amount 
of work that has to be done Without knowing that, I could not at this mo 
ment answer the question; but it certainly is necessary to protect those two 
bends lying above the Lake Providence reach; I mean the Louisiana bend and 
Carolina bend 

Q. In order to protect these would it be necessary to go through the Lake 

Providence reach and construct the works commenced ? 
A. The works at the upper end are still in an unprotected condition, and 

there is danger arising from the causes I have suggested above. 
Q. Can you tell the amount that it will cost to complete 

bends which you have mentioned ? 
A. No, sir. 

Q. You do not know what the damage would be if it should not go on? 
A. The damage would occur at points below. Ifthese bends are not protected 

the river will cut in behind the piling, you have seen, and destroy the work al 
ready done. 

the works at the two 
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Q. Have you any data as to the probable cost of completing the works at these 
two bends? 

A. No, sir 
Q. How about the work at Plum Point; what will it cost to complete that 

after the work for the pre t fiseal year is completed; how much will it take 
to complete that work 

A. At Plum Point there is a considerable amount of bank revetment that will 
have to be done in order to complete the work that is in, and also to protect 
some extensions that will have to be mad I shall have to give the same an- 
ewer that! gave in referen » Lake Providence; I do not think I could an- 
sewer it from my presentinformation. In the first place, I do not know how far 
the work is lik to be carried this season; but there are several miles of work 
yet to be don 

Q. Some o I think, has testified that three-quarters of a million of dollars 
would complete the worl it Plum Point? 

A. I did not testify that; I have never heard suchastatement. I donotknow 
the estimate on which it is based 

Q. It would not be necessary to commence work at other reaches or districts 
in order to complete the work at Plum Point 

A. No, sit 

Q.-If you do not commence the new work you will not have to buy new plant? 
You will save in that way 

A. Yes, sir 
Q. Now, if the work at Lake Providence reach can be protected, what would 

you think of the wisdom of completing the work at Plum Point according to 
the ideas of the commission, and giving it a test of one or two floods; what 
would you think of it as a matter of wisdom? 

A. I should consider it entirely unnecessary 
Q. Your theory is to go on the whole length of the river and commence im- 

proving the caving banks, wherever that may be necessary ? 
A. I think that it is perfectly safe todo so 

Q. So far as you are concerned you want no further trial of the efficacy of the 
plan? 

A. No, sir; but I, of course, expect that experiments and further experience 
will reduce the cost 

Q. You say thatan outlet decreases the current and forms bars below? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is this statement true that General Humphreys made before the House 

Commerce Committee in 1882, speaking of Bonnet Carré outlet and the shoal- 
ing, wherein he says That matter was very carefully examined into by my- 
self when I took charge of the surveys of the Mississippi River. There is nota 
single fact that goes to show that any shoaling whatever has been made below 
any of these crevasses? ”’ 

A. I know that was the opinion held by General Humphreys. 
q. Is he correct’? 

A. I would not undertake to say so, but I think he is mistaken. 
Q. Is this statement correct: * The Bonnet Carré crevasse was a great one, and 

it was stated that the river had shoaled below the crevasse; but there is no doubt 
that it had not?” 

A. That has been denied by perfectly trustworthy and well-informed people. 
Q. Then he was in error about that? 
A. I think that probably he was 
Q. Is this statement correct The whole discussion as to the shoaling of the 

river between an opening grew out of certain theoretical views propounded 
by Malian philosophers?" 

A. 1 do not know that that can be said. The views have been advanced on 
both theoretical and practical grounds, and I think there is a great deal of prac- 
tical evidence tending in the same direction in which the theory tends 

By Mr. Evuis 
Q. You started at one point of your cross-examination to give some reason for 

the loss of the mattresses in the Missouri River; will you recur in this connec- 
tion to that point and give the other reasons for the loss of these mattresses? 

A. I gave it substantially; it was caused by being attacked from above, and by 
the fields of ice that were coming down the river. 

Q. If the work had been completed above the point of impingement would 
that loss have occurred ? 

A. If it had been more substantial it would not 

Q. Are the banks of the Lower Mississippi as liable to destruction as on the 
Missouri? 

A. No, sir 

@. And there is less danger 

A. Yea, sir; there is less dancer 
Q. You spoke of a bend where you lost mattresses by the caving of the bank 

above? 
A. Yeas, sir 

Q. If the work had been commenced above the point of impingement would 
it have been lost? 

A. No, sir 
Q. If it had been completed it would have resisted the action of the cu 

would it not? 
A. Yes, sir 
Q. Have you ever lost any work at points where the current took the works 

themselves? 
A. No, sir; not where it was properly finished. 
Q. Then all the loss you have had has been upon uncompleted works that 

were built upon false theory ? 
A. That is about it 
Q. Il suppose that men navigating the Mississippi River would be supposed to 

know something about this marvelous uplifting ? 
A, I supposed at first that they had means of knowing. 
Q. The consequence of leaving these works, then, inan uncompleted condition 

would be the same as that which attended the uncompleted works on the Mis- 
souri River? 

A. There would be great liability to that. 
Q. And the prime cause of the loss was the folly of the Government in giving 

you an insufficient amount of money to do miles and miles of work? 
A. Yes, sir; that was the cause 
Q. And is not that rather singular conduct on the part of the Government that 

has given $423,000,000 to aid in building railroads in different sections of the 
country? 

A, It is not my place to criticise the action of the Government, sir. 
Q. Have you ever estimated the carrying capacity of that river; and have you 

ever estimated how much it would be greater than that of ten or fifteen tracks 
of double line of railway ? 

A. No, sir; I have not 
Q. That is all I have to ask 

WASHINGTON, D. C., January 27, 1883. 

Mr. James B. Eads sworn and examined. 

By Mr. Rosrnson 
Question. You are a member of the Mississippi River Commission f 
Answer. Yea, sir. 
Q. Have you been such since the organization ? 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You constructed'the works at the South Pass known as jetties? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When was that work completed and the channel secured ? 
A. In July, 1879. 
Q. Since that time your work has been for the maintenance of the channel? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Under the provision of the contract requiring maintenance for tw, nty 

years? 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. Since July, 1879, have the jetties been extended in length out into the Gulf? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. They have been raised in height? 
A. Some parts of them. 
Q. For what reason ? 
A. To prevent the deposits of the shoals on the outer side of the jetties frem 

being brought over by wave action into the channel. 
Q, Has the water of the Gulf setting around behind the jetties and forcing yy 

against them in the rearthrown a shoal on each side of the jetties, on the , sh 
side particularly ? 

A. There is an extensive shoal on the east side. During heavy storms waves 
roll over that shoal and stir up the deposit of which it is composed, and in that 
way a very considerable quantity of material was brought into the jetty chan 
nel which the current of the river was required to discharge again; and to ! os 

vent that, a line of concrete work on top of each jetty was built in conform) , 
with the original design of the works. It was raised on the east jetty from two 
to five feet above high tide. Onthe west side the storms are not so severe, and 
owing to the prevalence of the easterly wind the currents of the Gulf sweep the 
deposit to the west. Storms rarely come from thatdirection. Consequently the 
work is not so high above the surface of the water as it is on the east, and it 
not necessary to make it so, as the servitude to which it is exposed is much | 

is 

hh less 

on that side. 
Q. The shoal you speak of on the east side of the jetty is how far distant from 

the outer end of that jetty line? 
A. The outer end of the jetty line forms what might be called the apex of a 

triangle. It is very narrow there and very close to the jetty, but does not extend 
out to the end of it. In factthere is deep water around on the outside of the east 
jetty for some considerable distance—at least a few hundred feet. The shoal 
grows wider and wider as it approaches the land, and the west side of it is close 
to the jetty. 

Q. Was that shoal there in position before the jetties were built? 
A. Yes, sir. It has altered the shape somewhat since the jetties were built 
Q. Been enlarged? 
A. Ithas been enlarged toward the land and reduced in width toward the sea. 
Q. That is owing to the action of the waves of the Gulf? 
A. Yes, sir; Ithink thealteration is caused by the modified effect of the waves 

under the influence of the jetty line. If the waves come atall diagonally against 
the line of the jetty they have a tendency to be depleted along the line of the 
jetty (shoreward | mean), and that creates & wash and tendency to lift the 
sediment and deepen the shoal and carry the material further back Jand- 
ward. This shoal has come above water. It was not in sight at the time that 
the jetties were first built. The east jetty was commenced from the point 
where the land in sight terminated, and it extends out about two miles. Since 
then this wave action, together with the escape of water through the willow 
work of the jetties, which occurred during the construction of the work, has ir 
creased the area of the shoal and the land, which is now above water and which 
is covered with vegetation, extends above one and a quarter miles further down 
the line of the jetty, leaving a mile or thereabouts of the jetty line beyond it as 
the only thing in sight in the sea. This shoal tends of course to consolidate and 
protect the upper line of the jetty through this mile and a quarter. It has done 
so to such an extent that I have thought proper to take the stone off that part 
the work and transfer it to where it was more needed, further down at the sea 
end, The vegetation and deposit has acquired such height and depth upon it 
that this new land is above high tide, and being out of reach of the waves of the 
sea the stone is no longer necessary. 

Q. That land-buiiding process outside and east of the jetty line is, in your 
judgment, a continuation of the building process that was going on |x 
jetties were built, is it not? 

A. Not exactly, sir; before the jetties were built a comparison of maps thirty 
or forty years old with those of 1874 and 1875revealed the fact that the bar in th 
South Pass was extending at the rate of about one hundred and ten feet an: 
ally (I think some three inches per day onan average). The eng I 
ofthe Government bave made surveys annually to ascertain whether this bar 
was still advancing. The prevalence of the east winds there creates a current 
in the Gulf which sweeps the sea-water to the west ward, and the river discha: 
meets that at right angles and the sea-water passes under the river discharg: 
and it has the effect of deepening the outside of the bar in front of the river an 
beyond the jetties. In meking these surveys the engineers have taken a very 
large area. Atthe mouth of the jetties it is 3,000 feet across, 1,000 feet being t 
jetty channel, and here this area extends a thousand feet on each side of « 1 
jetty, widening out seaward until it has attained a width of a mile and a quar 
ter, the distance across this arca from the end of the jetties to the outer line of 
observation being about one mile, thus inclosing probably an area a mile or a 
mile and a quarter square, in whfteh they have made annual surveys to asx 
tain the average amount of deposit. 

You will remember the fact that thisarea extendsathousand feet on each side 
of the mouth of the jetties. Here a kirge portion of the deposits of the river are 
naturally thrown to the west over this area by the cross-current of the sea ; and 
I maintain that it ought not properly to be brought into thés examination. | 
make no objection to it at all, but to ascertain really whether any deposit has 
formed outside of the mouth ofthe jetties; it seemsto me that it would have been 
proper to have started the side lines of this area right at the ends of the jetties 
spreading them out a mile or a mileand a quarterand taking that area. If that 
were done I think there would be no average increase of deposit over the area 
So far as my recollection serves me, Captain Brown stated in one of his reports 
that the soundings on this area, especially on the outer margin of it, were in 
material so soft that it was very difficult to arrive at any accurate conclusion as 
to whether a deposit in excess of that which was there when we commenced 
had really occurred, because the plummet went into the bottom in some places 
ten feet; it sunk down into the mud, because it was so soft. Then there are 
Gulf currents there that are not visible on the surface, caused by the tides and 
winds, These currents prevent the lead-line from being exactly vertical. You 
will see the difficulty of making an accurate sounding under these conditions 
Atone time of the year those currents may be quite different and the lead-line 
may be quite plumb. Atanothertime it may be swept off by them out of plumb 
very much without the knowledge of the engineer. 
Q. I suppose it is within reasonable probability that engineers can ascertain 

whether there is a deposit there or not, is it not? 
A. When you reduce the results obtained over this large area during six ot 

seven years, and only get a difference of one or two feet, I think any careiul 
engineer would hesitate to say positively that there has been an average shoal- 
ing on this area. 

Q. You are aware that Captain Heuer states that duringthree years there has 
been a deposit of four feet? 

A, I don’t remember his stating so much as that; but I think that involves 4 
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larger area than what I allude to. Recently the soundings have been extended 
out four or five miles. P 2 ; 

There must be, according to the nr ture of things, a deposit there of greater 

or less depth? a : : 
A. Most assuredly. Ultimately the Alleghany and Rocky Mountains will | 

probably be washed down and carried into the Gulf. 
. So that in the future, more or less distant, it will require an extension of 

the jetties or clearing out at the mouth? 
A. I think thatis likely. Although where jetties have been used in the Baltic 

and in front of silt-bearing rivers, such extension as that has not appeared nec 
essary, especially in the mouth of the Dvina, in Russia, I was told in the de- 
partment of public works at St. Petersburg that those jetties were so old that 
they had no record in the department of the time they were built—certainly one 
hundred years ago, but they maintained the channel without any extension. 
The bar outside of them had six feet on it before they were built, and the depth 
when I was there was eighteen feet. 
Q. Those are matters of record in scientific reports, and although they may be 

used as illustrations, still there are varying conditions in every stream, and we 
may expect different results in the Mississippi, where tothe casual observer the 
conditions were the same perhaps? 

A. At the mouth of the Coatzacoalcos River, on the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, 
which I have had occasion to examine, it is a well-established fact that the bar 
has not advanced materially since the white man knew it, since the earliest sur- 
veys have been made. Some of the Spanish surveys date back many hundreds 

years— 
5 . (Interrupting.) If you will, please keep to the Mississippi River—— 

A. If you will pardon me a moment, I willsay that that river discharges quite 
asmuch sediment in proportion to its volume as the Mississippi does. There 
are conditions there in the Gulf that prevent the delta of the Coatzacoalcos from 
extending; there is a sea current in front of it. 
Q. It is a fact that the bar, previous to the building of the jetties, was advanc- | 

ing in the Gulf? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The land was advancing in front? 
A. Yes, sir. 

| 

Q. And it appears that there is a land-building process going on? | 

| 

A. lam not willing toadmit thai there is any yet ascertainable in front of the 
tties. 
a If the engineers certify so upon their measurements and you have not 
measured it, do you believe them? 

A. I have not the least doubt about their measurements being taken in good 
faith and as accurately as possible; but I claim that a large portion of the area | 
examined ought not to be included. There is a very large portion of the dis- 
charge from Pass A l’Outre that is swept by the sea current westward in front of 
the small pass at which I was compelled to place the jetties. During one year 
there was a difference of eleven feet of deposit discovered off to the seaward and 
eastward corner of the area under examination, and the discharge from the South 
Pass certainly could not produce any such deposit there. Thatdeposit can only 
be accounted for as coming from Pass A l'Outre, as it is entirely out of the line 
of the discharge of the little pass. My opinion is that the effect of the jetties is 
to stop the advance of the bar at the mouth of the river, or to greatly retard its 
advance. 

Q. Still the shoals on the east side of the jetties have been growing and ad- 
vancing northward all this time, as I understand you” 

A. That shoal is made up more largely from the deposits from the Pass a 
rOutre than from the South Pass. 
Q. It is from the deposits that accumulate in the Gulf from the various passes? 
A. I think it is from the South Pass and Pass a l’Outre. 
Q. Your theory that it comes from Pass A Outre may mainly be asound one, | 

and may operate ifthe currentsetsthat way. Withregard to the rate of advance 
of deposit in front of the jetties, and a probability that the extension of the jet- 
tics will be required, what is your judgment as to the time inthe future thatany 
such work will be necessary ? 

A. I do not think that the extension of the jetties will be required in one hun- 
dred years. 

Q. What has been done since 1879, if anything, toward the protection of the 
jetty works against damage by storms or wave action? 

A. A very large amount of work has been done in that direction. During the 
last twelve months I have expended $110,000 in that way, in the neighborhood 
of $20,000 more than I was paid by the Government. In other words, i have been 
charged with certain little deficiencies of the channel for which my annual pay 
for maintenance has been reduced. Supposing that this payment which is now 
withheld and submitted to the Attorney-General as to my obligations to main- 
tain the channel in the pass itself. 
Q. (Interrupting.) We will come to that. I asked youabout the work that had 

been done on the jetty walls, if any, since 1879 for their protection against the 
effect of storms or wave action. 

A. You do not want anything about the cost of it, but the extent of the work? 
Q. Yes, sir. 
A. Since 1879 a large amount of concrete work has been done. I am unable 

to state from memory the exact extent of it. On the east jetty it extends one 
mile in length. On the west jetty it extends halfa mile. 
Q. When was that done? 
A. My recollection is that part of it was done in 1878 and it was finished in 

1879. Youask what extent of work has been done since. I have put out some 
fifty groins seaward from the east jetty. They may be called short spur-dikes 
Segre with very heavy blocks of concrete weighing perhaps eighty or one hun- 

tons cach. 
Q. On the inside or the eutside ? 
A. On the outside, the sea side. I did that because in 1879 or 1880 (I forget 

which) a severe hurricane attacked that side of the work and injured some part 
of the concrete capping of the jetty and broke some portions of the parapet and 
disturbed some of the foundation blocks of the concrete. This I repaired, and 
then placed these groins out to break up the force of the waves and to stop the 
racing of the waves along the outside line of the jettiesshoreward which occurs 
in severestorms. Afterthat work had stood fora year or more—up to last spring, 
I think—I ordered a new line of jetty to be built on the batture or deposit which 
formed on the inside of the jetties, about one hundred and twenty feet from the 
line of the east jetty, and this forms a new line of jetty inside next to the chan- 
nel. I had this line of work extended down to probably within 2,000 feet of the 
end of the jetties, when this terrible hurricane occurred last year, in September, 
1882. lIordered this work to be done in the spring of 1882, previous to my going 
to Europe for my health. I did it thinking that if another hurricane should 
occur that would damage any part of the original jetty line, this interior line of 
work would arrest the transportation of any sediment over into the channel and 
thus insure the maintenance of the channel and give mea new line of work stil! 
more substantial than the outside line to resist these storms. And I had that 

work, fortunately, completed so far down that when this hurricane came in Sep- 
tember, 1882, it did protect the channel from the damage which I had foreseen | 
might occur. During this hurricane the wind attained a velocity of over one 
hundred miles an hour. A United States signal station is at the jet This | 

of new work has been extended down as far as the weather would permit 
me todo it. I will have to wait until calmer weather now, because it has ex- 
tended so far down seaward. 
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Q. That was put inside one hundred and twenty feet distant from the east jetty * 
A. Yes, sir. The original jetties are about 1,000 feet apart. 
Q. If I recollect the act, they must be seven hundred feet apart? 
A. But the jetties are 1,000 feet. 
Q. But if you keep them seven hundred feet apart you are within the terms of 

the original act, as | understand it? 
A. I do not think the original act now has any bearing on the maintenance of 

the channel. The channel which I am to maintain is of specified width and 
depth, and if it should be found that the volume flowing into that pass is not capa- 
ble of maintaining thirty feet deep and of specified width without being reduced 
to six hundred feet, I don’t think there is any question of my right to do it 

Q. You think, then, that you are not confined by the terms of the original act 
of 1875 to keep the jetty walls seven hundred feet apart? 

A. The original act provided for the construction of the jetties and required 
them to be built at least seven hundred feet apart. 

Q. And provided for the maintenance also? 
A. They were built a thousand feet apart. The work to a great extent was 

experimental. It was impossible for me or any other engineer to have told ex 
actly how wide a channel! could be maintained of thirty feet deep. The ques 
tion of putting more water into the pass was one that was very seriously dis- 
cussed by committees in Congress, and they took agreat deal of expert testimony 
on the subject, all of which went to show that it would be injudicious and dan 
gerous to increase the flow intothat pass. It discharges one-tenth of the water 
of the river and it would be dangerous to make it discharge more. It. is abso 
lutely necessary to make it discharge more if you have to maintain a channel 
of more than thirty feet of water. 

Q. We will come to that later. But you have built an inner wall, and, with- 
out going into the reasons for your opinions, it is your view that, 1 
ing the terms of the act of 1875, you could bring in the walls of the 
to a distance of five hundred feetapart if in your opi 
essary to the maintenance of the channel? 

A, If it were necessary to maintain the width and depth required by law. There 
is no reason why the jetty channel should be any wider than the pass channel 
The pass is ten or twelve miles long, and as longas the jetty cha 

iotwithstand- 

ties even 

iion yqu thought that nec 

elis as wide 

| asthat there can be no injury to commerce. I do not suppose the Government 
would require me to do an impossibility; but there is no necessity of reducing 
the jetty width to six hundred feet, or even to seven hundred 

Q. What work have you done in or abont the jetties since 1879 to maintain 
the prescribed width and depth of channel? 

A. I have built some wing-dams and repaired others that were buil nd en 
deavored to correct the alignment on each side of the channel, and to encourage 

the deposit of sediment on the sides of the channel, so as to maintain the depth 
within it. Occasionally I have had to dredge the channel where the required 
depth was not sufficient In respect to dredgir I will say that my recollection 

is that the dredge-boat has not been used once d he lastfourmonths. We 
have not had to dredge the channel at all in that time 

Q. Prior to the four months ago, during the year 1882, was the dredge-boat 
used in the jetties? 

A. Yes, si Allinformation of that kind will be found in the engineers’ re 
ports 

Q. These reports state the factsinr ird to the jetties, You find it necessary 
to use a dredge-boat more or less inthe jetties i 1intainthe channel? 

A. I have found it necessary up to within the st four months to do so occa 
sional] The work which I have been putting in the channel] on each side of 

the jetty channe!] between the original jetties | iced with a view tothe 
maintenance of the channel without the aid of re-boat ll 

Q. Whether that will obviate the necessity of using the dredge-boat hereafter 
will be determined by experience 

A. Yes,sir. If I did not believe it would save me the expense of using the 
dredge-boat, I should not put them in 

Q. What has the dredge-boat been made to operate upon? 
A. The bottom 
Q. And is that the deposit formed by the stream? , 
A. We find by observations made by the Mississippi River Commission in the 

main river a phenomenon not previously noticed, or in fact known, viz, that 
sand waves move alongthe bottom of the ‘ver. That phenomenon I have no 
ticed in the jetties. When the riveris largely charged with sediment, sand will 
accumulate in the form of a wave two or three feet high at places on the bottom 
and move along down the river much slowerthan the current It may be com- 
pared to the movement of the sand dunes or hillsin Egypt or Holland, or places 
where the sand is exposed to the winds. Hills of saud form, and the wind pre 
vailing in one direction carries the sand over the top of the hill and deposits it 
on the leeward side, and in that way the entire hill many feet high moves along 
slowly. The sand is meved by the current in contact with the bottom, and it is 
transported up on the upper side of the sand-wave and dropped below ; and by 
that process it moves on down. It will take probably a week or two for one of 

those waves to pass through the length of the jetties. Such deticiencies of the 
channel as have occurred have been from that cause. When the slightest de- 
ficien< y occurs my pay is stopped by the Government, and to prevent su h loss 

of pay I use the dredge-boat and remove thedifliculty. It isan error to suppose 
that the channel is enlarged by dredging. The size of the channel] depends 
wholly on the xolume of water flowing through the jetties. This volume does 
not always maintain the form of cross-section required by law, and the dredge 
is then used to correct it. 

Q. Now you are putting in the wing-dams with a view to contract the chan- 

nel and securing a greater force of water that will remove those waves more 
rapidly? 

A. It is with a view of further contraction of the width of channel, and a 
better alignment of it, that is, of the sides of the channel, to make it more regu 
lar. This line of work which I put in one hundred and twenty feet from the 
east jetty gives a straight alignment instead of the irregular one which was 
caused by wing-dams five hundred or six hundred feet apart 

Q. In the case of wing-dams in the space of 1,000 feet, it wou!4 not without the 
of the water give a channel parallel with the sides of the jetties, would it? 

A. No, sir; for the reason that 1 would like to explain Your supposition 

would be that it was owing to the want of volume passing through the jetties a 
thousand feet wide; but it is because of the tendency of silt-bearing streams to 
form their banks and to reduce their width in proportion to suit the volume 
But unfortunately near the sea we have the effect of strong winds and waves 
inside of the jetties, and when these battures or deposits are formed on each side 
of the channe!] in calm weather and thus narrow the channel, they are awept up 

by the waves in storms and the material is taken up and carried into the main 
channel. This givesthe force of the river s0 much more work todo. Now 

to protect these natural deposits on each side of the jetty channel, and to allow 

the jetty channel to take that shape which it would naturally take in the upper 
river of that size and protect it against the action of the waves ot the 

these damsand interior works are being built 

Lis 

and depth of the channel required in the jetties under 

A. A channel twe hundred feet wide on the bottom in which there shall be no 
depth less than twenty-six feet, and through the center of that channel there 
shall be thirty feet of water 

Q. That channel will be more or less a winding channel through the jetties, 
even after the wing-damsare put in? 
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4. No, sir; it will not bea winding channel, it will bea very direct channel with 
a very slight curve due tothe original alignment of the jetties to bring the dis- 
charge of the river at right angles with the shore current of the Gulf. 

Q. If you were constructing the work over again, would you build the jetties 
much nearer together? 

A. I should not put them more than eight hundred feet apart, because it would 
be cheaper to get the specified channel with eight hundred feet than to get it with 
athousand, But, having placed them a thousand feet apart, the work will be 
much more substantial and permanent in character by being afterward reduced 
within the original line of the jetties to the width required for the volume of 
water discharged by the pass. 

Q. On that I would like to know your judgment better. If the jetties had 
originally been placed five hundred feet apart with the same degree of strength 
of construction, would they have been as permanent? 

A. No, sir; they would not be, for the reason that that would create too deep 
a channel and be in danger of being undermined. I would place them a thou- 
sand feet apart again for the greater safety. 

Q. Putting works inside of the present line of jetties would secure the same 
results? 

A. Yes, sir. I had the jetties a thousand feet apart originally to prevent any 
possibility of undermining them by too deep a channel. The material upon 
which they are built is, of course, the most recent deposit of the river, and is un- 
stable in character, If you piled too much weight upon it, and got too great an 
angle of slope upon the sides, the banks would be in danger of sinking. 

Q. Since your works were finished in 1879 the question of whether you could 
within the terms of your contract use the dredge-boat as an instrument of main- 
tenance of the channel has been submitted to the War Department and the At- 
torney-General? 

A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And it has been decided that that may be considered as one of the auxiliary 

works for the maintenance of the channel? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And so in the line of that construction you are continuing to use the dredge- 

boat? 
A. Whenever it is necessary. 
Q. Payments are deferred over the number of days in which you fail to main- 

tain the channel of the jetties of the required width and depth? 
A. Yes, sir 
Q. Have there been such failures in each year during the terms of mainten- 

ance so far? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That deferring of payment by the construction of law is to require you to 

give twenty full years of maintenance, without regard to the time of failures ? 
A. Yea, sir. 
Q. Sothat you do not get your pay at regular recurring periods except that dur- 

ing the time you have maintained the channel, as, for instance, in any six months 
if you fail for fifteen days to maintain the channel you would not receive your 
pay until you had maintained it for fifteen days longer? 

A. That is so, sir; | have maintained the channel from July, 1879, three years 
and six months, and supposing that this payment was made to me, which is now 
in dispute, I should have been paid for four months less time than I have made 
a substantial maintenance of the channel, I have been discounted in this pay 
for the most trivial deficiencies, There were no injuries in the world to com- 
merce, and I consider ita hardship that no other person occupying a similar 
position toward the Government has ever suffered from. For instance, if you 
made a contract to deliver a lot of square piles to the Government with clean 
aquare edges there is some one in the employ of the Government who hassome 
discretion in the matter, so that if there is a little deficiency in some one or more 
of them which does not unfit them forthe purpose intended they are not rejected. 
Ship timber is purchased by the Navy Department with the distinct declaration 
that it shall be clear of all sap, yet there is some one who has the authority to 
say,” There is a little sap on this piece or that, but it will be cut off in the con- 
struction of the vessel,”’ and it is accepted unless grossly defective. But if there 
is an inch of deficiency in my channel in a single sounding through the whole 
length of it my pay is deducted 
On one occasion, over a mud lump which I had twice dredged down tothe re- 

quired depth about half an hour with the Government launch was required to 
get one single sounding eight inches too little. That was the only sounding that 
could be found where it lacked the required depth. Any ship's bottom would 
have swept this off if it had touched it. But it was three feet deeper then than 
the draught of any ship that has used the channel. I think my deduction for 
that was about $2,500 or $3,000. 

Q. You think that the Government officers there are faithful? 
A, Certainly. 
Q. They watch closely ? 
A. They have to report just what they find. 
Q. And they watch closely to find ? 
A. Yes,sir, they do, I will state that this whole proceeding in the discharge of 

this obligation of mine to thé Government, has been characterized very much 
as though the Government was betting against me that I could not do this thing, 
and taking every means to hold me up to the strictest letter of the law; to the 
very pound of flesh, instead of giving a liberal construction to the law. 

Q. It is the fact that under the act of 1875 you did leave in the hands of the Gov- 
ernment as a guarantee $1,000,000? 

A. Yea, sir. 
Q. That you were to maintain the channel for twenty yearsjand if you did 

you were to receive a certain sum semi-annually, with interest at a certain rate, 
and if you did not maintain it, for so many days as you did not maintain the 
channe)} at the prescribed width and depth you were to have no pay? 

A. No pay for maintenance 
Q. Now, the Government, through its officers, requires you to live up to your 

contract ? 

A. They require me to live up to the exact letter of the contract, and wherever 
the spirit can be construed against me it is done. Wherever the letter of the 
contract can be quoted against me I have no benefit of the spiritof the law. The 
letter and spiritare both construed againstme, You alluded tothe million dollars 
that was reserved as a security. The law distinctly says, in one article distinct 
from the others, thatthe Government will pay me 5 per cent. semi-annually upon 
that million dollarsso long as it or any part of it remains in the hands of the Gov- 
ernment, It declares that I shall have $100,000 per annum forthe maintenance and 
be only allowed for the exact time I maintain it. The law is so construed that 
the interest on this million dollars is stopped also, which I think is a gross injus- 
tice, I have no appeal except to go to Congress for it, andany gentleman who is 
familiar with Congress knows the difficulties that beset one in doing that. I came 
to Congress in 1865 to get a balance of $60,000 on two gunboats, which is still un- 
paid, though fully certified to. 

Q. Lobject to that. I wish you to confine yourselftoanswering my questions, 
not for the purpose of preventing you from saying anything you wish to say, 
but I have a course marked out in my own mind, and I will give you an oppor- 
tunity afterward. I wantto bring your attention s.mply tothe elements of width 
and depth in the channel in the jetties, The Government officers, as to these 
two points alone, require you to maintain, according to the terms of the contract, 
a channel of the prescribed width and depth before they pay you; is notthatit? 

A. It is more than that. The law says I shall be paid if this width and depth 
of channel through the jetties is maintained. They declare that through the jet- 

time of your visit I think I had put in some of those only at once place. 
member correctly, I have since ordered some in another part of the pass. The 
pass is unusually wide at these two places. Those were put in for the purpose of 
reducing the width of the pass. You will understand that they were not put in 
from any obligation on my part to maintain any specified depth in the pass 

ties means through the pass, and my pay is stopped if the depth fails to exist in 
it also. 

Q. We will go to the pass. What work have you done since 1879 from the head 
of the passes to the upper end of the jetties? 

A. Lhave put in some wing dams at two places in the pass itself. Up to the 
If I re- 

Q. That is your construction of the law? 
A. That is my construction of the law. 
Q. But the Attorney-General’s Department construes it differently. 
A. These works were not put in because I recognized any obligation to main- 

tain the depth in the pass, but to facilitate the flow of the water through tho 
pass. When you come to discuss the question of the improvement of the Mis 
sissippi River, I desire to explain the influence which the friction of the bed of 
the stream has in retarding the flow of the water through it, and if it is brought 
to a uniform width the friction is decreased, and in that way I will increase th, 
flow and get a more rapid current in the pass, and so will be able to maintain 
the channel required by law through the jetties without using the dredge-boat 
Q. That is, you regard whatever you have done in the South Pass, under your 

construction of the law, has been done for the improvement of the jetty chan- 
nel, precisely as you did at the head of the South Pass and Pass A l’Outre when 
you put sills there? 

A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What channel do you understand that the Government officers insist that 

you should maintain in the South Pass itself? 
A, They require me to maintain twenty-six feet of water. 
Q. A navigable channel of twenty-six feet? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Without specifying any width? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And has that channel been maintained since 1879, through the South Pass? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. With some interruptions? 
A. The present payment is withheld on account of a question of that kind, 
Q. Were there any interruptions up to this present time? 
A. No, sir; there was claimed to bean interruption because the plane to which 

the soundings were measured was an incorrect one, and the level was made 
higher, or proved to be higher than the one referred to. 

Q. Has the dredge been used any since in 1879, in the South Pass? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In each year? 
A. Lam not able to say that; I do not think it has been during the past year 
Q. Was it last year, 1882? 
A. I do not remember, but I think not. 
Q. What was the object of its use? 
A. I forbid its use in the pass. 
Q. When? 
A. I do not recollect exactly, but soon after the decision was made that I must 

keep the channel through the pass. I have been sick so long I have forgotten 
the exacttime. It was before I went abroad. 

Q. During the last year? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Up to that time you had used the dredge-boat and conformed tothe require. 

ments of the War Department in keeping anavigable channel of twenty-six feet 
in the South Pass? 

A. No, sir; Lam not willing to admit that. 
Q. Without making any admission, what is the fact? 
A. The fact is just as I stated it. 
Q. That you had used the dredge-boat ? 
A. Yes, sir; but very seldom. 
Q. For what purpose ? 
A. For a very small period of time. 
Q. For what purpose in the South Pass? 
A. Asamatter of course, to deepen the pass at the point where it was used. 
Q. And to secure the navigable channel of a certain depth? 
A. It was used as a part of the method of facilitating the flow in the pass, and 

because there was a move on foot to get the Great Eastern to come to New Or 
leans, and I was anxious to have ample depth in the pass for her. 

Q. This controversy about your payment upon the condition of the mainte- 
nance of the South Pass is not a new one this year, is it? 

A. No, sir; it arose last February, I think, sir. 
Q. The engineer, in reporting upon the maintenance of this work, has reported 

also upon the condition of the channel in the South Pass as well as through the 
jetties, has he not, each time? 

A. Yes, sir. My counsel, Mr. Cochran, calls my attention to the fact that the 
earlier reports only report the depth of water through the jetty channel and 
through the shoa) at the head of the pass. It is only more recently, I think, that 
instructions were given to report the depth through the pass itself. 

Q. This question in controversy was submitted to the Department of Justice 
as far back as 1881, was it not, by #im? 

A. Yes, sir; not by him, but by the Secretary of War. 
Q. It went through the Attorney-General’s Department, and there was an 

opinion rendered recently, and your counsel, Mr. Cochran, has filed a protest? 
A. Yes, sir; he filed at that timea protest against the decision of the Attorney- 

pean, that I was under obligation to maintain the channel through the South 
"Ass. 
Q. Have you received your pay ever since until the present time? 
A. Yes,sir. There has been no deficiency in the pass since then until the 

present time, 
Q. Because you have used the dredge-boat to the present time? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. The pass has been satisfactory to the officers, has it ? 
A. Yes, sir; they reported that there has been twenty-six feet of water in it 

Recently they reported six-tenths of a foot short for eight days and one-tenth of 
a foot for twenty-three days, and that is what my pay is stopped for now. 

Q. Do you take issue as to their right to retain the payment because of any 
failure, as they assert, in the South Pass? 

A, I take issue with the Government that they refuse to pay me because I have 
not maintained twenty-six feet for certain days. : 
‘ Q. But you assert that you have maintained a channel of at least twenty-six 
eet? 
A. Most assuredly, and because the South Pass was twice reported upon by 

two different commissions as entirely adequate for the purposes of commerce. it 
is evident that it was not contemplated by Congress or myself that I was to main- 
tain any specific depth of water in it. 

Q. What was the determination by the acts of Congress, and the contract made 
in pursuance of it? 

A. Theacts of Congress constitute the only contract. The evidence that is used 
against me upon all occasions when it can be to my disadvantage certainly should 
be used in my favor when applicable. General Barnard, president of the com- 
mission of 1876, declared that there was nothing in the act that related to the eb 
taining of a channel at the head of the pass, except in the forfeiture proviso of 
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the act, that if I did not have a channel twenty-six feet deep through the pass, 

which they construed to mean through this shoal at the head of the pass, Congress 
might fo eit the act, and Attorney-General Taft declared that there was nothing 

in the act which required me to secure a channel through the pass, except that 
roviso for forfeiture ; thatif I did not have it within thirty months after the sign- 

ing of the act, Congress might forfeit the grant. 
Q. Don’t you understand that under the act of 1875 alone, if that had not been 

changed, you would have been required to maintain that depth ? 
A. No, sir; never. It was never contemplated by either committee charged 

with the bill. 
Q. Don’t you rely upon the amendment that you say was adopted in the year 
879? 

: . Yes, sir; because this question of maintenance through the head of the pass 
or shoal at the head of the pass had been raised, and, to make that perfectly clear, 
that language was used in framing the bill of 1879, namely, that my payments 
should depend upon the depth and the width through the jetties. It wasclearly 
shown to the committee that the pass had been declared to be entirely adequate 
for the purposes of commerce, and there was nothing in the report of the com- 
mission that indicated any improvements would be required in it ‘he commis- 
sion of 1874 and 1875spoke of ashoal at the head of the pass, and estimated some 
$380,000 for the reduction of that shoal; and it was understood that I took this 
work at the estimate of that commission. Five millionsand a quarter was what 
I was to be paid for the work, and their estimate was almost identically the same, 
being $5,340,000, Their estimate contained no estimate or amount whatever for 
work in the pass itself, that having been declared by this commission to be en- 
tirely adequate, and it was explained to the committees in Congress that it was 
dangerous to put more water in the pass than naturally passed in it, which it 
was necessary to do in order to get greater depth in the jetties; and for that rea- 
son the act was changed regarding the size of the jetty channel. Instead of re- 
quiring me to maintain an enormous channel thirty feet deep and three hundred 
and fifty feet wide through the jetties it was reduced for the safety of the jetties 

I stated to the committees that framed the bill of 1870 that I had the sills laid 
across both of the great passes, and, if they insisted, very little expense would 
enable me to throw more water into this pass, which it would be danger- 
ous todo. Generals Barnard and Wright and other engineers were called to 
testify, and the commission of 1874 was referred to in proof that it was not ad- 
visable to put more water in the pass. Unless I put more water into the 

or did work in it there is a possibility of its getting at times an inch ortwo 
jess than twenty-six feet deep, and that happened to occur a short time ago. 1 
will state further that the estimate of the commission of 1874 for the maintenance 
of the jetties was $130,000 a year; there was not in it a single item that referred 
to the maintenance of the pass itself or to the channel through the shoal at the 
head of the pass, and I agreed to undertake that maintenance (that is, of the | 
jetties) for $100,000, thus saving the Government $30,000 on that estimate for do- 
ing the special work of maintaining the channel through the jetties; and the 
law says when I maintain the specilied channel through the jetties I should be 
paid, and now the Attorney-General states that it was undoubtedly the inten- 
tlon of Congress to have a deep river from the Mississippi Rivér to the Gulf, 
whereas the words of the act are “‘ from the South Pass to the Gulf of Mexico.” 
K is going directly in violation of the letter of the law. Under this ruling I 
would be bound to maintain a deep channe! if it should be less than twenty-six 
feet anywhere up the river. I feel the decision is most unjust and that I have 
been wronged by it, and I can not speak calmly upon the subject. 

Q. I would like to ask a question. I read a section from the act of 1875; but 
before I read that, I will say we agree, as I understand it, that in 1878 there was 
a modification as to width and depth, 

A. They were modified in 1879. 
Q. Not a less depth; giving a less width? 
A. Thirty feet was the depth; yes, sir. 
Q. Was that not intended to be thirty feet on the bottom over the whole width 

of the channel? 
A. No, sir; the thirty feet was to be three hundred and fifty feet wide origi- 

nally. 
Q. Now it isto be only two hundred feet wide? 
A. No; itis to be thirty feet, without respect to width; it is a 30-foot channel. 
Q. But itis only twenty-six feet all through that channel, except in certain 

places, now ? 
A. Probably I can make that plainer with a diagram. 
Q. You just state in your own words what the former act required in depth 

and width, and then what the amended act requires 
A. It required a maximum channel of three hundred and fifty feet wide which 

should not be less than thirty feet in any part ofits width. It was shown to the 
committee that that could not be, without greater flow in the pass 
Q. And the act of 1879 amended it so asto give the channel the width and depth | 

indicated by you formerly in your testimony? 
A. Yes, sir. It did not reduce the depth; it simply reduced the width of the 

channel, but it did not reduce the central depth of it. In other words, a 30-foot 
channel was required through the jetties; the other required a 30-foot channel 
three hundred and fifty feet wide, and now it requires also thata 26-foot depth 
shall be maintained that shall be two hundred feet wide 

. Lread from the law of 1875: ‘ That after said channel of thirty feet in depth 
and of not less than three hundred and fifty feet in width shall have been se- 
cured, $100,000 per annum shall be paid in equal quarterly payments through 
each and every year that said channei of thirty feet in depth and three hundred 
and fifty feet in width shall have been maintained by said Eads or his associates 
the effect of said jetties and auxiliary works aforesaid in said pass for a period b 

of toente years, dating from the date on which said channel of thirty feet in | 
depth and three hundred and fifty feet in width shall be first secured ; provided, 
however, that no part of suchannual compensation shall be paid for any period 
of time during which the channel of said pass shall be less than thirty feet in 
depth and three hundred and fifty feet in width as hereinbefore specified.’ Isn't 
that petty plain that it referred to the channel in the pass? 

A. You are reading from the act of 18757 
Q. Yes, sir; that is very plain. 
A. If] am required to maintain a channel through the pass under that clause 

which you have just read, Iam required to maintain a 30-foot channel three 
hundred and fifty feet wide through it, Is that not equally plain? 
Q. That is from the act of 1875? 
A. You are reading from that. That is a very strong argument in my favor 

and it has been totally ignored in the recent decision of General Brewster. If | 
am required to maintain that channel through the pass at all, then I am required 
to maintain a channel three hundred and fifty feet wide and thirty feet deep in 

. Now, Lhave never been required to obtain a channel over twenty- 
six feet through the shoal at the head of the pass by any construction, and Attor- 
ney-General Taft says that the only clause in the act requiring me to maintain 
aan six feet through the shoal is in the proviso of forfeiture. That clause 

curea navigable channel twenty feet deep through the pass within thirty months 
from the a of the act, and unless [ secure two feet additional depth each 
year thereafter until twenty-six feet shall have been secured, Congress may an- 
nulthe act. General Taft says“ through the pass’’ meansthrough the shoal at 
ite head as well as through the pass, in which there was already over twenty- 
six feet, and if I have done this within the time specified I am then entitled to 

paid for the jetty channel of the specific width and depth required. 
never forfeited my grant by failing to secure twenty-six feet in time through 
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the shoal. the channel through the jet- I am entitled to my pay for maintaining 
ties. The maintenance of channel relates wholly to the channel through the 
jetties he forfeiture clause relates wholly to the constructik 
you will see | y the plans and estimates of the commission of | 

Q. Coming to the act of March 3, 18/9, which moditied the 
former acts, I will read the section Phe $100,000 per annum ‘ 

recited act to be paid to said Eads and his associates during the period of twenty 
years, shall be paid at the times and in the manner therein provided, upon the 
maintenance by said Eads and his associates of a channel through the jetties of 
not less than two hundred feet in width and having throuch it a cent: depth 
of thirty feet without regard to width Then followsa section w 1 provides 

that in all other respects than as amended by this act, the original act of 18 
shall be held to be in force You maintain now that that lang ‘ 
makes it very plain? 

A. It was in part intended to correct and make plain the question of t 
| tenance of the channel through the pass and torelieve me wholly from it i 

clause you first read from the act of 1875, relating tothe maintenance of the channel 
fortwenty years, made the meaning obscure because it used the words * throug 
said pass" instead of “through said channe I was relieved from it becaus« 
First. If I had to maintain the channel through it I must necessarily maintain on 

thirty feet deep and three hundred and fifty feet wide through it, which was ab 
surd, Second. Because it was explained tothe committees in L879that there would 
not be any less channel through the pass than then existed, because I must have 
that much water flowing in it to maintain the requisite channel through the jet 
ties. Third. Because the pass itself had been declared entirely adequate for the 
present and prospective wants of commerce by the commission whose advice 
was followed in framing the act of 1875. Fourth. The co sion furnished a 

plan and estimates to show the extent of the contemplated improvement, and 
this plan and estimates simply referred to the jetties and to the removal of the 
shoal at the head of the pass. Nothing can be plainer No fair-1 ded man, 
with that question fairly and fully before him, can fail to coincide with me on 
this point rhe :mission submitted two estimates, one for the cost of the 
works, and the other for the cost of maintenance of the jetties, their extension 
and the possible dredging away of mud lumps There was ne ce ul the 

estimate for work in the pass itself, which is ten 1 es long, nor for t t ' 
tenance of the “adequate” channel through it 

Q. When this act of 1879 was under consideration by the two Houses the 
debate that was had upon that bill, was the change of languag: the wor 
‘through the pass”’ to the words “ through the jetties"’ y stated 
A. It was clearly understood by every member of each ittc« 
Q. Without regard to the committee, was it alluded to in the deba 

A. Do you mean in the House and Senat« 
Q. Yes 

A. I don’t know rhe reports of the debates wi l show 

Q. Were you present at the Capitol during the time the subject was under cor 
sideration by the committee, while it was pending before the two Houses 

A. Yes, sir 
Q. The payment that is now deferred or withheld was due, according to your 

understanding, at what date? 
A. On the 9th of December 
Q. Was there any failure to maintain the channel dur the time ] t 

that through the jetties? 
A. No, sir; not during that quarter 
Q. So that entirely rests upon the ce« tr tion of the law with reference 

the pass? 

A. Yes, sir; entirely so 
Q. In connection with the claim for the payment which is now withheld, has 

the opinion of the present Attorney-General, as you understand it, been required 
A. Yes, sir 
Q. And you understand that he has also decided that you are requested t 

maintain the navigable channel of twenty-six feet through the pass 

A. Yes,s I 

Q. What is the number of days that it is asserted there was a failure dui 
the last quarter to maintain the channel through the pass? 

A. Twenty-three days when the deficiency of depth was one and one-eighth 
inches (one-tenth of a foot) over a space of two hundred and fifty feet, I think, 
and eight days a deficiency of six-tenths of a foot over the distance of five hun 
dred feet, throughout the entire channel, and about twelve anda half miles long, 
from the river to the Gulf 

Q. In all, thirty-one days? 
A. Yes, sit ounting to nearly $13,000 
Q. That is to say, if a ratable deduction were to be made 

A. Yes, sir 
Q. But under this construction by the terms of the contract it m} post 

poned for thirty-one days? 
A. It is an absolute loss of nearly $13,000 to me 
Q. Yes, it works that way—a lossto you of $13,000. But the Government does 

not make a payment to you pursuing the policy of making a ratable deduc 

but allows the quarter to go on until so many more days have elapsed’ 
A. Yes, sir ind right there Iw 1 be glad to say that it ot simply the 

ruling of the Department that works mea great hardship, but for these ninety 

days, if it tinued, I would get nothing at all with which to pay the expense 

of maintaining the works during that time but if the deficiency alone 

ducted and I was paid at the end of every quarter, I would 

Lion, 
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were de- 

be certain of re- 

ceiving more or less during each quarter 
Q. That course was adopted upon the opinion of Attorney-General Devens, 

was it not? 

A. I think it was That $13,000 that I allude to ot only the maintenance 
that is deducted, but the interest on the $1,000,000 also, both amounting to about 
Mila day 

Q. During thirty-one days” 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In the language of the original act of 1875 with regard to interest, I think 

there has been no modification of that provision ? 
A. No, sir; I was to be allowed “ interestat 5 per cent. perannum on the same, 

being payable to said Eads, his associates and legal representatives, semi-an 

nually, from the date when a channel of thirty feet depth and three hundred 
and fifty feet in width shall have been first secured, so long as said money or 

| any part thereof is held by the United States.” 

istinctly, unless [ commence the work in eight months, and unless I se- | 

I have | 

Q. And your theory is that under that provision you should be paid the intez 
est, notwithstanding that there is a failure to maintain the channel? 

A. Yes, sir; so long as this money is in the hands of the United Stats it should 
pay that interest 

Q. Suppose you decline to go any further inthe maintenance of that channel, 
would you consider that you had a permanent lien against the Government for 
that interest’ 

A. If I should decline to maintain the channel it would be a fraud, and I sup 
pose the Government would have a right to confiscate that million dollars. The 
act in effect declares that it is so much money loaned by me, and it belongs to 
me; and so long as the Government has use of it it should pay interest on it as it 
promised. It has reserved the right to pay it off whenever it pleases, and your 
idea of my having ‘‘a permanent lien against the Government for interest,” if I 
ceased to maintain the channel, is, I think untenable. 

Q. And would it not also have a right to stop the interest? s 
A. It would have a right to apply that million dollars to the maintenance of 
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the channel if I forfeited my agreement by gross neglect, probably, but I hold annual report of November, a year ago, show that there was one-si 
that I would be entitled to interest upon the money, just as though it held a mill- 
ion dollars in bonds drawing 5 per cent. interest as a security instead of furnish- 
ing bondsmen. I would be entitled to the interest so long as the Government 
held it. I did not agree to put up a million dollars and the interest on it also as 
security. On the contrary, the act expressly stipulates that the interest shall be 
maid to me on the million every six months, and I have been mulcted out of at 
coal $16,000 of this interest by this decisionalready. The Government agrees to 
pay me $100,000 per annum or $274 per day, for maintaining the channel. For 
every day I have failed to maintain the channel I have been made to lose $411. 
This is the kind of justice that is meted out to me, who saved the Government 
from going into the costly blunder of the Fort Saint Philip Canal, and whose 
jetties are saving at least $100,000,000 annually to the country. 

Q. Passing from the consideration of the jetties to the general work of the 
improvement of the Mississippi River from Cairo to the head of the passes, does 
the committee understand that you approve of the plans and works of the Mis- 
— River Commission ? F 

A. L approve of the general plan adopted by it. 
Q. Without going into details at length, your views are stated clearly and 

fully in the minority report which you made last year? 
A. Yes, sir; and at the meetings of the commission. 
Mr. Ev.is. Your minority report, dated April 12, 1882, signed Washington, 

D. C., appears as Executive Document No. 10 of the Senate, part 2, Forty-seventh 
Congress, first sesssion ? 

A. Yes, sir; I understand the last question to relate to the general plan of im- 
provement adopted by the Mississippi River Commission ? 

Q. Yes, sir; and you also testified at length in the last session of Congress, be- 
fore the Committee on Commerce and the Committee on Levees and Improve- 
ment of the Mississippi River, of which Mr, Tuomas is chairman? 

A. Yes 
Mr. Exxts. I only want to ask you if you reiterate that report? 
Captain Eaps, Most assuredly Ido. There are some matters I would like to 

have an opportunity to speak to the committee about. But I now ask to be ex- 
cused to-day, and I will appear before the committee some other day when it is 
convenient for the committee 

Adjourned to Monday, 9.50 a. m., January 29, 1883. 

Wasninoton, D. C,, January 29, 1883. 

The committee met in the room of the Committee on the Territories, House 
of Representatives 

Present, the chairman, Mr. Bcrrows of Michigan, Mr. Roninson of Massa- 
chusetts, Mr. THomas, and Mr. Hiscock 
The examination of Mr. James B. Eads was continued, as follows: 

By Mr. Ropinson 
Question, In your majority report you stated your views, and those views you 

now reaffirm in regard to the importance of levees in connection with the im- 
provement of the low-water channel of the Mississippi River, do you not? 

Anawer. Yes, sir 
Q. And you state them at length in that report, because you differ from the 

other members of the commission in regard to the degree of their importance ? 
A. I think you are stating the case rather strongly as regards some of the other 

members of the commission. I don't understand that my position is different 
from General Gillmore’s, Professor Mitchell's, Major Suter’s, Major Harrod’s, 
or Mr. Taylor’son the importance of the levees. Lhaveseen nothing to indicate 
such different views recently When my minority report was written nearly a 
year ago, there was some difference of opinion as to the importance of closing 
the gaps in them, but I believe all that I have named were convinced that the 
retention of the flood waters within the levees would accelerate the progress of 
channel development. I think my views and those of General Gillmore (the 
president)and Major Suter have, on the levee question, been in full accord from 
the first day the commission met. I have, however, never advocated raising 
them, but simply closing the gaps in them. 

Q. Your views are quite different from those of General Comstock ? 
A. As you will see by my minority report, it was written partly because a 

paragraph in the report of the commission was to the effect that further study 
was necessary in determining the real value of the levees as a factor in this im- 
provement, I will state that Il returned from Mexico two or three days after the 
report of the commission had been sent on to Washington, and too late to dis- 
cuss the matter with the commission, As I thought it was very important that 
the gaps in the levees should be closed, I at once wrote my report on the sub- 
ject. Another reason why I prepared the report was that it was suggested in 
the majority report that further time should be taken for the study of the treat- 
ment at the mouth of the Red River; whether it would not be proper to divorce 
the Red River altogether from the Mississippi River and turn it down the Atcha- 
falaga 

Q. Has that been determined upon by the commission ? 
A. Ido not think ithas. My health broke down after having to testify here 

at considerable length before the Committee on Levees and the Improvement 
of the Mississippi River, and the Committee on Commerce. I was urged most 
strenuously by my physician to give up all work and go abroad. I left here in 
the latter partof April, and since then I have been unable to attend any meet- 
ings of the commission. 

Q. Below the mouth of Red River there is at preseat no practical difficulty 
in the navigation of the Mississippi River, is there, until you reach the head 
of the passes? 

A. Yes,there is. I was told by the commander of one of the largest cotton- 
boats some three years ago that he could not take full loads of cotton down from 
Vicksburgh and Natchez during the lowest stage of water because of some of 
the bars below the mouth of Red River, 

Q. The universal testimony of the steamboat captains on the river is that at 
all stages of water there are ten feet of water, or more, and that they find no diffi- 
culty in navigation. Are you so informed? 

A. No, sir; my information is that at extreme low water there are bars on 
which there are not more than ten feet of water, and thisis not sufficient for the 
largest steamers when fully loaded, I don't know ofthis depth ofmy own know!l- 
edge, but I have been assured of it by what I consider very reliable authority. 

Q. Do you advise building levees below the mouth of Red River in order to 
remove these bars that you have now alluded to below Red River? 

A. I have never advised building levees. I have wees the great importance 
of closing the gaps in the levees now built, above and below Red River, for the 
purpose of improving havigation, 

Q. Below Red River? 
A. Yes, sir 
Q. The levees that are below Red River extend far down below the position of 

any bar that has been alluded to? 
A. I think the proper correction of the river involves the controlling of the 

flood-waters of the river within its banks, or within the levees, until the banks 
are high enough, or rather until the service of the river is low enough, to dis- 
pense with the use of levees. 

Q. Are the levees below Red River solely forthe improvement of the portion 
of the Mississippi River below Red River, or will they have a beneficial effect 
at all above Red River? What is your theory about that? 

A. That involves the question of the advisability of closing Bayou Atchafa- 
layn. I will state that the measurements of the commission, as given in their 
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| examination of the jetties has not satisfied him that the depth and width o 

volume of the Mississippi River passing out through Bayou Atchafalaya wire 
in flood. Now, I presume that there is not agentleman on this committee whose 

: f 
channel there is due to the volume of water that o out through South — 
and that if that volume is diminished the channel which is formed by the dis- 
charge of South Pass through the jetties will be diminished also. The discharge 
of South Pass is about one-tenth of the volume of the Mississippi River passing 
New Orleans, and if that volume be diminished one-sixth it must follow, I think 
without any argument to show it, that one-sixth of the volume that would oth« rn 
wise go through the South Pass has been lost. I see by a chart here, prepared 
recently by the Mississippi River Commission (it is the first time that I hay e had 
an eee to see it), that the loss of flood water at Red River Landing is 
placed at 550,000 cubic feet per second. That is over 40 per cent. of the total 
flood discharge of the Mississippi River. I state very emphatically in my mi- 
nority report that it isa matter of vital importance, in my judgment, to close 
the Atchafalaya for the benefit of navigation. I believe now if it is left alone 
that the whole Mississippi River will go out through it. Such radical changes 
in the principal mouths of rivers are by no means uncommon. The Vistula is q 
notable instance of it; the Adour is another, and many other instances could be 
cited if my memory served me at this moment. There are some matters con. 
nected with the principles which control this question that are necessary for the 
committee to understand clearly in order to havea proper comprehension of the 
dangers that are to be looked forward to if the Atchafalaya is left unclosed. 

I wish to draw theattention of the committee to the diminution of the size of 
the river bed which results from a diminished flow of water through it. In the 
minority report I call attention to the two forces which are in opposition to each 
other in the flow of water in all streams: one is the force which creates the cur 
rent and which results from the fall of the water from a higher to a lower level, 
and the other is the force of friction, or the resistance which opposes the flow of 
the water, This friction is unlike the friction of solids. It increases just in pro- 
portion to the surface in contact with the water which is flowing, regardless of 
the weight or pressure on the bed, and this is proven by the fact that you can 
not discharge as much water through a pipe, with agiven slope, when it is quite 
fullas you can when it is nearly full. 
. %; You mean that a pipe half full of water will carry more water than a pipe 
ull! 
A. No. sir. Imean that when itis nearly full it will discharge more than when 

it isentirely full. I submit this diagram forthe purpose of proving the fact that 
the friction increases in proportion as the surface in contact with the water in 
creases. The flow of water through a partially full pipe and through a full one 
demonstrates this [pointing tothediagram). This curve will show the increased 
flow which occurs when a portion only of the whole frictional surface is in con 
tact with the water; when the water is about twenty-two and a half inches deep 
in a pipe twenty-four inches in diameter it will discharge more water than it 
will when it is entirely full. 

Q. Do you ever have a condition of the channel of the Mississippi River so 
that you can say that a pipe is a fair illustration of it? 

A. If you will excuse me until I have finished the answer to your question 
You asked me what my theory is as to the use of levees below Red River. | 
wish to submit another diagram to show that the ratio of friction increases as 
we diminish the size of a river's channel. [Pointing to the second diagram.]} 
These two circles represent the diameter of two pipes, one one foot in diameter 
and the other four feet indiameter. The frictional surface in contact with water 
flowing through the two pipes would be as their circumferences, that is, as one 
to four; but the quantity of water held by each pipe isasthe square of its diam 
eter, or as one to sixteen. It follows, then, that there will be really one-f 
as much friction in proportion to the volume in the large pipe as in the smaller 
one, because it has sixteen times the capacity and but fourfold friction. if we 
give to these two pipes the same inclination and let each be kept half full of 
water they will fairly represent the beds of two rivers, and it will at once x 
found that the current in the smaller one will be more sluggish than that in the 
larger one, because the ratio of friction is greater in the small pipe. To make 
the current in each the same you must make the slope of the small one steeper 
This steepening of the slope is precisely what all silt-beai ing streams have the 
power todo, because certain velocities of current are required by them to carry 
the silt on to the sea, and if the stream fails from any cause to have that velocity, 
partof the silt is left in the bed and it is raised higherand higher until the neces 
sary velocity is attained, and then the steepening process stops. The sma!! pipe 
in this illustration will fairly represent the South Pass and the larger one the 
Southwest Pass. South Pass falls three inches per mile and Southwest Pass but 
two inches. South Pass discharges but one-quarter as much water as Southwest 
Pass, and it has 50 per cent. geater fall to overcome the greater frictional resist- 
ance init. Now, it is awell-known fact that as a channel in asilt-bearing river 
is robbed of its volume (as by the Atchafalaya outlet) the flow is more sluggish 
below,and the river proceeds at once to diminish the size of its bed below the 
outlet. Each flood extends this diminution of its size down toward the sea. 
The ratio of friction increases as the diminution extends, and causes the water 
to flow more slowly in it. This sets at work the steepening of the slope process 
The navigation suffers by the reduced channel and the height of the floods is in- 
creased. 
This process is now going on below the mouth of Red River to the injury of the 

river navigation, endangering at the same time the jetty channel and involving 
additional heights for the levees, I am safe in saying that those levees will re- 
quire to be at least six or eight feet higherthan they are atthis presentday. D- 
minishing the volume of the main river will increase the amount of shoaling and 
lessen the depth of water over the bars tiow existing below the mouth of the 
river. But thisis notall. The slope of the river can not be steepened below Red 
River except by raising the Red River end of the slope, as the other end is fixed 
by the Gull of Mexico, If it be raised at Red River it will react to the injury of 
the river all through the alluvial basin above Red River. If you raise the flood 
line (or slope) say five feet at Red River, you will have just that much less slope 
in the river above. I think there is no problem before the Mississippi River Com 
mission, or before the country, or before Congress, connected with the Missis 
sippi River, that is more important than the closure of Bayou Atchafalaya, for its 
discharge is rapidly increasing and will continue to increase, and, if it be not 
promptly checked, the whole Mississippi River will go outthrough it. I speak 
with all the earnestness I can comsenaanl on this matter. I will now be glad to 
answer any other questions, 

ourth 

By Mr. Tomas: 
Q. If the Atchafalaya be closed, and all the volume of the Red River turne d 

into the Mississippi River below that point, what effect would it have on the Mis- 
sissippi River above the mouth of the Red River? 

A. It will have the effect to ultimately lower the slope of the river or flood 
line from Red River up through the alluvial basin of the river wherever its chan 
nel is not controlled by a rock bottom, for the reason that the restoration of the 
volume of the Red River into the Mississippi River will reduce the ratio of fro 
tion (as just explained), which will induce a more rapid discharge of the river 
A stronger current will be maintained, and this will carry more sediment. The 
excess of silt due to the increased velocicy will be taken up from the bottom of 
the river, and thus it will deepen its bed and lower its slope until this abnorma! 
velocity is reduced to a velocity only sufficient to carry the sediment without loss 
orgain. When this velocity occurs the lowering of the bed will cease. The re- 
sult of this will be, in my judgment, a lowering of the flood line at Red Rivet 
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fully five feet, and this reduced elevation will extend on up through the alluvial 
basin of the river and make the necessity of levees to control the flow of the 

river for the benefit of navigation so much less necessary. I will state thata few 
years ago the Atchafalaya was practically closed by a floating raft which ex 
tended many miles down through it. In this condition it furnished an illustra- 
tion of the flow of water through a full pipe, and through one partially full 
The water had the friction on the top as well as inthe bed, in passing under this 
raft, to diminish its discharge, and then it discharged very little in comparison 
to whatitisdischarging now. This raft was removed by the Government afew 
years ago, and since then that much frictional resistance to the flow of the wate 
through it has been removed, the current has been greatly increased in it, andit 
is now rapidly enlarging. 

Q. Is it not true that the Mississippi River reaches the Gulf by the shortest 
route known, to deep water? 

A. No, sir; it would reach it through the Atchafalaya ; the water coming down 
from the Atchafalaya would be a shorter route. 

Q. To deep water in the Gulf? 
A. Yes, sir; I think to deep water. a at the mouth of Although there is a delt 

the Atchafalaya, it is like the delta in front of the Mississippi; it extends out 

only a few miles to deep water. I think the route through the Mississippi from 

ted River to the jetties is probably twice as long as through the Atchafalaya to 
equally deep water. 

By Mr. Roprnson 

Q. What you stated in regard to pipes and the flow of water through them is 

quite elementary knowledge, is it not? 
A. I would like to know what you mean by “elementary 
Q. If you do not know, I will not ask any further questions upon that 
A. If you mean that it is didactic in me to give such an explanation, lam will- 

ing to admit it, because I am before such an intelligent committee, and of course 
it is familiar with these principles. But I presume this testimony will be for 
the use of Congress and a large portion of the public who, I take it, are not all 
so familiar with the science of hydraulic engineering as you are. As familiaras 
lam myself with these principles, I had quite forgotten the fact that a full pipe 
does not discharge as much water as it does when it is only partly full, until my 
attention was called to it by a very able hydraulic engineer, Colonel Flad,a few 
days ago. 

Q. Is it or is it notelementary knowledge in the science of hydraulics” 
A. The question of friction ? 
Q. The flow of water through pipes, such an illustration as you have given 

here this morning’? 
A. I do not think it can be called elementary, asI understand the term. The 

force of gravity is elementary, and friction is elementary rhe knowledge that 
the first causes the current and that the last retards it is certainly ‘‘ elementary 
knowledge.”’ But the knowledge which is acquired by, or deduced from, an 
observance of the various phenomena resulting from the varying relations of 
these two elements or forces, as exhibited in the flow of water in pipes and in 
river channels, and which knowledge can only be understood, even after explana- 
tion, by those who have an elementary knowledge of hydraulics, should, I think 
be estimated as at leasta few degrees beyond mere ‘‘clementary knowledge 
Q. The Mississippi River channel is bounded by sides and bottom, is it not” 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. It has no top over it? 
A. No, sir; it has asurface not in contact with anything to resist its flow 

the air. 
Q. It has no top over it, has it, as it has bottom under it? 
A, No, sir; none. The Atchafalaya had, however, when the raft existed 
Q. Taking the whole Mississippi River, then, your illustration of the pipe will 

answer only so long as you keep up to what you may consider the horizontal 
diameter of the pipe, will it? 

A, Oh, no, sir. 
Q. Do you ever in the Mississippi River find a condition of things in th chan 

nel which will answer to a pipe? 
A. Not to a pipe full of water. 
Q. To a pipetwo-thirds full of water”? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. To a pipe more than half full of water 
A. No, sir. 

. Then of what use is your illustration as to the whole upper portion of your 
pipe, the portion above the horizontal diameter, with reference to this problem ? 

A. Simply to furnish a proof that the increase of frictional surface in contact 
with the water increases the resistance to its flow. 
Q. There could be no doubt about that in anybody's mind 

of surface would give an increase of friction, and that an in¢ 
would retard the current? 
A. I think that such a doubt might very reasonably come into the mind of any 

one, I think it would be a naturakconclusion in the mind of any one that the 
greater the depth of water, and consequently the greater weight on the bottom 
the greater would be the friction. 

Q. How in speaking of the sides and bottom of the channel? 
A. There is no better illustration of friction acting in proportion tothe surface 

in contact with the water than is shown in this diagram [pointing to diagram 
In my own study of the river problem [ could notat first believe otherwise than 
that the weight of water modified the amount of friction. If this were so, then 
doubling the width of the bed, or wetted perimeter, would not double the fric- 
tion of the water, and it was only after a study of the flow of water through 
pipes and the results of experiments made with them that the conviction of this 
act was forced upon me. This isa graphic illustration of the fact in question 
and I wish to submit the diagram with my testimony. 
Q. More graphic than pertinent to the case in hand, is it not? 
A. That is for the committee to decide. 
Q. You are not contemplating a channel in your illustration of the pipes that 

will have a top as well as a bottom, are you? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You always contemplate an open and exposed surface of the Mississippi 

River? 
_ A. Most assuredly. Iam not contemplating anything that would be deemed 
impracticable by others. But I wanttomakethe statement tothe committee that 
if we double the width of the surface of the bed of the stream we will double the 
friction ; and I want to present this diagram to prove it, so that the statement 
will not simply rest on my word, but that it can be demonstrated scientifically, 
and therefore that there is no getting over it. 
Q. Doubling the width of the stream doubles the amount of friction, you say? 
A. No, sir; I do not say that. 
Q. What did you say? 
e Doubling the surface in contact with the water—doubling the wetted perim 

eter. 

Q. But that perimeter, that circumference, will never be so much that it will 
me a complete circle, in connection with your theory? 

A. No, sir. 
Q. Then what I want to know is, how is your illustration pertinent at all 

when you speak of a pipe two feet in diameter, in one condition full, having 
twenty-four inches diameter of water, and the other condition twenty-two and 

that an increase 
rease of friction 

& half inches of water; why is it pertinent in this discussion to present that illus- | 
tration when you never pass in this problem a horizontal diameter? 
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not prevent deposition from the great tributaries flowing from it over the coun- 
try, and which generally have an effect upon the stream ? 

A. When the discharge from the tributaries is large it creates a greater current 
in the main trunk ofthe river. It gives itagreater sediment-carrying capacity, 
and when the discharge is small it has a less sediment-carrying capacity. My 
own opinion is that as the river begins to fall half a foot, there is a general de- 
position as far as the reduced current extends of the excess of sediment which is 
in the water, and which the slackened current is unable to carry. This deposi- 
tion may occur within a few days throughout the entire length of the river; but 
it amounts to very little, and is no doubt nearly all taken up again in floods 
when the current is accelerated. Now, I know that the river will act in this 
way from my own experience at the South Pass and elsewhere on the river. I 
am putting in to-day in two places, where the pass is unusually wide, works to 
reduce the width of the pass at these two places. The reduction of the width 
will reduce the frictional resistance of the water because it will make a smaller 
wetted perimeter or cross-section of channel, 
The acceleration of the current will cause a removal of the shoals which exist | 

at these two places. They are the only two places in the pass where the water 
gets so shoal as to have only twenty-six feet of depth. I think probably out of 
the whole ten miles there are certainly seven mies through which there are 
from thirty-two to thirty-five feet of water inthe pass. [am very certain thatif 
{ reduce the width of the pass at these two points 1 will increase the depth to 
thirty-two to thirty-five feet. The works havealready produced an effect which 
justifies me in this belief, if I needed any additional assurance, I am very cer- 
tain that when I reduee that width to the width of the pass, where thirty or 
thirty-five feet of water exists, I will have equally deep water. How can it be 
possible to get this increased scouring power in the pass when I do not turn any 
more water into it? Because I lessen the friction of the water now flowing 
through it, and this gives me the scouring power. By lessening the friction the 
discharge of the pass will ultimately be increased, because at each one of these 
wide places in the pass the slope of the surface is unquestionably steeper to over- 
come the greater frictional resistance. It requires a steeper slope over them to 
overcome it, andI know that that exists. Now, if I reduce that friction steeper 
slope falls, because it is no longer needed to overcome the extrafriction. Asthe 
channel deepens through these wide places thus narrowed the surface above 
each one falls until the sameslope exists throughout the pass. The gaininslope 
reduction extends from the first up to the next wide place where there is another 
one of these steeper slopes or grades in the slope of surface. But when that is 
narrowed also and deepened, there will be an additional gain in the direction 
of lowering the surface, and that will extend up to the river. What is the re- 
sult? More water will flow in from the river to the pass, because the surface of 
the pass will have been lowered clear up to the river. I will thus have lessened 
the resistance of the flow out into the Gulf, and will thus get a greater volume 
through the jetties. 

Q. At what stages in the water do you get the deposit? 
A. The greatest deposit is of course in flood times in places where the current 

is sluggish. 
Q. Does that continue along down after the flood has receded, we will say to 

a depth of perhaps ten feet below the crest of the natural bank ? 
A. Well, you would have to locate the place where you would apply the ques- 

tion, because the rise and fall of the river is so great that ten feet at New Orleans 
would be two-thirds, almost, of the total flood of the river, while ten feet at 
Natchez would be only one-fifth. 

Q. That is the object of my question—that it shows a condition of things vary- 
ing at different points of the river, does it not? 

A. The rise and fall of the river is less as you go down toward the lower end 
of the alluvial basin. Not to any greatdegree, however, from Cairoto Natchez, 
seven hundred and fifty miles. My recollection is that the rise of the river is 
equal to fifty-two feet at Cairo, and I think # is about fifty at Natchez. 

Q. What is the fall from New Orleans to the Gulf? 
A. From New Orleans to the Gulf it isonly about sixteen feet. 

Q. Do you expect to have a fall from New Orleans to the Gulf greater than 
seventeen feet? 

A. 1 have no question that it will be greater than seventeen feet, if the volume 
of Red River is allowed to be obstructed from the Mississippi River. 

Q. That is, it will increase the flow if you turn the Red River away from the 
Mississippi River? 

A. No, sir; it will increase the slope of the river, and the same height of levees 
will not retain the floods, 

Q. If you take the water out of the Mississippi River the slope will be raised? 
A. Yes, sir; ultimately. If you take the water-escapes by an outlet, the first 

effect is to lower the surface of the river in the neighborhood of the outlet. The 
vermanent effect is, however, just the opposite, as it was in building the jetties. 
“he first effect of the contraction of the outlet there was to raise the surface of 

the water above the jetties in the pass. If we had depleted the pass by an out- 
let in its side, the first effect would have been to lower it, of course. Here it is 
the opposite. We narrowed the outlet, cramped it in width, and the first effect 
was to raise the surface above it. That gave a greater force and a greater cur- 
rent through this contracted part, and what it lost in width it recovers by deep- 
ening; and when it is deepened down it letsdown the head of water which was 
above, that isgone; butan abnormal current still remained, because in contract- 
ing the mouth of the pass by the jetties we reduced the frictional resistance, 
and the old slope was then sufficient to maintain a more rapid current than be- 
fore the jetties were built. I am satisfied that the South Pass er with the 
same quantity of water passing through it, does not attain as great a height, by 
several! inches, at the head as it did before I commenced the work, because of the 
reduction of frictional resistance to the flow over the bar. 

Q. The effect of the work in the South Pass, the jetties, has been to take hold 
of the banks and build them up closer together and pile the water on itself and 
make it deeper? 

A. Not in the pass. 
Q. The jetties have contracted the channel to 1,000 feet in width? 
A. You speak of the pass, or of the bar in front of the pass? 
Q. I oii to the jetty works. 
A. The contraction was not made in the pass, you understand. 
Q. It might be said to be equivalent to it, because it is made on the end of the 

pass. You may draw together, as it were, the banks of the river as making a 
narrow channel for the water? 

A. There were no banks where the jetties are located. 
Q. Might they not be the same if you really had built the jetties in the lower 

part of the pass itself and contracted the water way there? 
A. The pass if contracted would have recovered in depth what it lost in width, 

or 80 much as would be sufficient to re-establish the normal velocity. 
Q. By contraction of the river you pile the water on itself? 
A. Yes, sir; it is backed up toa certain extent, according to the contraction. 
Q. And make it deeper? 
A. Yea, sir. 
Q. And that acts with a scouring force upon the bottom ? 
A. Yes, sir, 
Q. Below the city of New Orleans do you contemplate putting in the banks of 

the river any works of that kind for contracting the natural banks? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Then we will assume all the time the present width of the stream? 
A. Yes, sir, below Red River. 
Q. With the current of the surface of the water below the natural banks of the 

river, how could you get an acceleration of the current if you have no narroy 
ing of the water way? I am asking the question with reference to flood time 

A. I explained that an increase of volume decreased the ratio of friction, and 
we can increase the current in two ways. We can increase it by increasing the 
slope of the surface, the fall from a higher to a lower level, which we do by in 
creasing the volume, Thisincrease of volume can be obtained in two ways also. 
first, by closing the gaps in the levees; and, second, by closing Atchafalaya and 
making the Red River discharge mto the Mississippi. The second way of in. 
creasing the current is by decreasing the friction. When we narrow the river 
(as before explained) this is done. F 
Q. You are not to contract at New Orleans, so we will leave that element out 

if you please? 
A. Lam not prepared to say that there are no placesin the three hundred 

miles below Red River where it may not be necessary to make contraction to 
secure twenty fect at low water, but I think not. 

Q. I say from New Orleans down? 
A. Ido not know of any place where it wi require any contraction below 

New Orleans. 
Q. Then, there being no contraction from New Orleans down, how will you 

get acceleration of the current, when the river is not above the crest of th: 
banks? 

A. Suppose that one-sixth or one-third of the river escapes at Red River, j; 
one case we get an acceleration of current, if we prevent that loss of volume by 
the levees now existing if they are intact. . 

Q. Now, the water being in this condition at all times, while below the natu- 
ral banks, and accelerated, you say, by the inflow of the current from Red River 
by one-sixth of one-tenth, you will then have an increase of scouring at the bed 
of the river, resulting from the acceleration, and then a retardation of that y< 
locity, and a tendency to deposit, but not a deposit; is that your theory ? 

A. A retardation would occur as the channel was enlarged tosuit the increased 
volume; but the retardation would not go to the extent of a deposit. That j 
what I mean, because there would be nothing to carry it beyond that point 
But it is proper in this connection to explain that the magnitude of the channe|! 
is determined by the maximum floodsof the river and not by ordinary stages o 
water. When I speak of the water being within the river banks, it is notin tha: 
condition always to increase the magnitudeof the channel. The great scouring 
force or excavating force of the river is exerted with the greatest energy during 
the maximum floods, and then it produces its maximum channels. 

Q. I thought you said a deposit was going on at the time of the flood? 
A. Excuse me, I did not make such a statement. I said that during floods the 

largest amount of sediment was transported, as the river was then most high|y 
charged with sediment; but the deposit was not made then except at p'aces 
where the current was slackened ; the current in flood, if che-ked Sy any means 
whatever and in the slightest degree, will throw down some portion of its bur 
den of sediment. I stated six or eight years ago that the friction of a fish-nei 
stretched across the channel would cause a deposit. This was verified a few 
years later on the Missouri, where wire screens with meshes one foot squar 
have been stretched across the current to induce deposit with great success. 

Q. Does the river run faster when it is at the height of the flood, or when it is 
at the medium stage? 

A. It runs faster in flood, of course, than it does at the lower stages of th 
water. 

Q. Does it when it floods so that it is over the bank; if the force is being lost 

over the bank? 
A. I am not prepared to say that it will run faster than it runs when bank 

full; but if the flood be retained within the levees it will undoubtedly run faster 
I show in my minority report facts that prove undoubtedly that the river with 
a difference of only 6.8 feet in its height, when it was above the banks within 
the levees, doubled its discharge, the river being at the time about 115 feet deep 
This isa stubborn fact and is on record as one of the results of careful meas- 
urements made by Humphreys and Abbott over twenty years ago. 

Q. A river filling its channel pursues a meandering course so long as it keeps 
within its natural banks, does it not? 

A. Yes, sir; generally speaking. 
Q. The general course of the river is very winding, is it not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. With a river bank full, the current is confined to the channel, and so winds 

about, going, you mightsay, ata rough estimate, two miles for one over the whole 
valley. If you put on five feet of water above that level of the natural banks 
will the water then run faster on the surface than it did run when the water was 
confined within the natural banks? 

A. Yes; not only on the surface, but all through to the bottom in the channe! 
Q. Is it not a fact that when the river rises over the tops of the natural banks 

it begins to slacken the current at once? 
A. Are youspeaking of its being confined within levees? 
Q. It may be confined within levees and yet not be withinthe natural banks. 
A. Thatistrue. And whenever the levees are unusually wide there will bea 

more sluggish current in the shallow water over the natural banks. If th« 
levees followed the curvature of the river and were near the banks, the current 
in the channel would be more rapid. 
Q. Is the water more sluggish than when it passes the limits of the natura! 

banks, and there is water enough not only to fill the natural banks but to over 
top and run down the whole length? 

A. No, sir; it would not be more sluggish, because it would have a greater 
depth within the channel as the result of confinement of the river by the levees 
and that is just the force that I wantto retain. Thatis why I advocate the main 
tenance of the levees during the process of this river improvement. The result 
to which I look forward, and which I am confident will follow the complete im- 
provement of the river, will be the lowering of the flood within the banks above 
the Red River so that the levees will be absolutely unnecessary, and below Red 
River down they will be only necessary to a limited extent. 
Q. Let me suppose two conditions to illustrate it. Take the distance between 

New Orleans and Vicksburgh. A steamer shall start, carrying one hundred and 
fifty pounds of steam, if you please, to make the trip upthe riverata time when 
the water is just even with the natural banks. To make the passage between 
New Orleansand Vicksburgh with that pressure and that stage of water, the same 
steamer shall later, when the river has risen into flood, and the water is eight 
feet higher and above the natural banks, with the levees as now located, and the 
ope closed, with the same pressure—I say she shall make the same journey 
Vhich one will she make the quicker? 
A. Against the current? 
Q. Against the current. 
A. She will make the one quicker when the river is lower and within the nat 

ural banks. The higher the river rises the greater the velocity of current that 
she will have to contend with, other things being equal. 

Q. Other things being equal, you will expect her to have to struggle more with 
the current when the river is in flood? 

A. She will not make it so quick, because the slope from New Orleans to the 
sea will be increased nearly one inch per mile, which of itself is sufficient to 
greatly increase the current, and the increased volume reduces the ratio of fric- 
tional resistance, which is another element to increase the current. In Hum- 
hreys and Abbott’s report of measurements at Carrolton it is stated that on 
farch 19, 1851, when the river was 14.9feet above low water at that place, it dis- 

charged 1,149,398 cubic feet per second, and the mean velocity was 6.19 feet per 
second, When it was 6.8 feet lower, and discharged only 572,388 cubic feet pet 
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second, not quite one-half what it discharged at the higher surface, the velocity 
was only 3.38 feet per second, which was a loss of over 40 per cent. of that veloc- 
ity. A diagram and complete statement of this is shown in my minority report 
of the River Commission above referred to. 
Q. Lincludedin my question the condition of the levees in their present loca- 

tion, with the breaks closed; would there be an acceleration of velocity, leav- 
ing out that element in your consideration, when the water was eight feet above 
the crest of the natural banks? 

A. With the levees conforming to the curvature of the river 
@. With the levees in the condition they were in last year, for instance, before 

any repairs were made on them? 
A. Wherever an escape of flood volume is made through any of the breaks in 

the levees there would be a loss of current, 
Q. Just as at that place? 
A, Below that place. 
Q. But that won't affect them sensibly the whole length of the riverat, for in- 

stance, between New Orleans and Vicksburgh? 
A. Of course one crevasse would not immediately affect that, buta permanent 

outlet kept open at Vicksburgh would undoubtedly affect the velocity of the 
current all the way down, until] deposits in the bed of the stream raised it and 
gave that part of the river a steeper slope, and thus restored the velocity. 
Q. Suppose there were no levees at all now; we wipe them all off, and take 

the channel and fill it up with water, and it has a certain velocity, and then we 
have a flood eight feet above the crest of the natural banks. Now, which sur- 
face will move faster, the one which is even with the natural banks, or that 
which is eight feet above? 

A. It will be impossible to get such a condition, because the flood volume 
could not escape eight feet over the natural banks throughout the whole length 
of the banks. 
Q. It was eight feet over the Mississippi Valley last year, was it not? 
A. It might have accumulated in the swamps and lowlands eight feet deep 

after passing through some of the crevasses; but that would produce a different 
effect from that of an overflow over the banks having no levees whatever. 
Q. But without levees there is sufficient water in time of flood for the water 

to pass over the banks and form a much wider stream of greater depth than it 
is within the natural banks? 

A. A stream of greater depth? 
Q. Yes, sir. 
A. Iam not prepared toadmit that. 

basin outside of the channel. 
Q. We have a map here which shows the overflowed region during the last 

flood—the ground covered. Now, from the point a little below Memphis it is 
apparent that the flooded portion covered a space, by the scale of the map, 
varying from twenty to seventy miles in width. You have information, prob- 
ably, to the effect that it was to the depth of a good many feet over a large por- 
tion of that flooded space? 

A. Yes, sir; there were places where it was very deep, no doubt, in the de- 
pressions in this area; but you speak of forming a river outside of the river 
outside of the Mississippi itself. 

Q. You misunderstood me. Take it as represented by the colored portion of 
the map and the width shown there, covering not only the space the natural 
channel occupies but also miles on either side of it. I would liketo know when 
the water is at that stage of flood whether it is moving down the valley as fast 
or faster than the water is moving within the natural channel? 

A. The overflow water moves much more sluggishly than the water in the 
ehannel. 
Q. How does the water just above the channel move at times of flood? 
A. It has the velocity of the water in the channel. 

A greater depth is possible in the alluvial 

Q. Then that runs as fast at least as the water in the channel? 
A. The water immediately above the channel? 
Q. Yes, sir. 
A. That is part of the channel water, I should call it. 
Q. No matter if it is above the actual banks, it partakes of and shares the mo- 

tion? 
A. Water will flow through banks of water as easily as it will through banks 

of earth. 
Q. Sure? 
A, I feel quite sure of it. 
Q. Then if anybody should call that statement into question you would doubt 

his knowledge, would you not? 
A. I know that we have the best illustration of water flewing through banks 

of water in connection with the Gulf Stream. The direct contact of flowing 
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4. It would have a greater scouring force 
Q. And wouldn't that be sufficient without building up levees for the improve 

ment of navigation? 
A. It would be impossible in that condition of things to have permanence in 

the channel. So long as the wide places exist it would be eternally caving its 
banks and creating new shoals at new places My views upon the levee ques 
tion are easilv stated, and I think they can be readily understox 

I do not pretend to say that the impr ment of the river for navigat 
and independently of any protection of t banks against overfl n 
accomplished ultimately without the maintenance of the levees Iw aveven 

more, nat ely, that if the re were no levees to day inexistence be w Iw idl 

not recommend the building of them as a part of the syst t 
adopted, because to rebuild the 2,000 miles of them asthey now ex 
height would cost from sixty toseventy million dol'ars. Buta 

| built, and three or four millions wil close the gaps in them and thu 

much greater scouring force to deepen the channe! through our we 
maintain and deepen other parts of the river that would become tr 
navigation if the crevasses are left open and which are not yet under tre 
I feel fully warranted in urging with the greatest « tness the « 
gaps in them and their n tenan in good con rd rt ‘ 
the improvement of the chs el I urge thi 3a sure of e | 

very important one. I feel perfectly sure that the cost of the cl ‘ 
ment will be three or four told greater than the « of this ee Vv ft 
levees are allowed to remain in bad repair or such ¢ tionast ve 
ago. In this condition the effect of the crevasses reas th 
channel and make many miles of channel works neces \ i 

| otherwise be needed, and this in portions of the river now l i 
treatment As the places now under treatment are dee} it I 

| fall, and in a few years the maintenance of the levees \ ‘ ry , 

Red River. Below there some small height will probably be need fterth 

improvement is completed, but the maintenance of th: \t il v bn 
closed, will be very inexpensive I have no personal t it 
matter. I have no lands to protect with these leve« s a ve} { t 

in the restoration and maintenance of them than that of any one r of t 
committee I have my reputation as an engineer at st ike in expre th ‘ 

views, and will be gladto have it judged of in the future! er vhiecl ll 
follow a rejection or acceptance of them Ido not ady te the ra f the 
levees toa greater height than they were at the close of t war 

Q. Do these banks cave during floods 
4. Tosome extent 
Q. Much? 
A. No, sir: not much during the flood, but during the subs of tl od 

During the flood the bottom at certain localities is deepened make the 
bank steeper, and when the water falls the bank loses the su] x pressure 
of the water, and, being too steep, caves in 

Q. Then there is no danger from caving banks during floods ? 
A. Notmuch. It is not when the river is high but when it is low that difficul 

ties occur in navigation 

Q. But if the current is aecelerated when it gets above the banks without 
| levees, and gets greater scouring foree, why do you not build levees to restrain 
the water for the purposes of navigation ? 

A. In the first place you could not get the water a foot or two higher on an 
average than the banks are without levees. You would have 1,000 mileson each 
side of the river for the water to go over, and it would be simply impossible to 
get an average of over a few inches, and this would be but a small increase of 
scouring force 

Q. It is not square miles, I suppose you mean” 
A. No, sir; a thousand lineal miles measured along 

it over which the flood water would be escaping, 

six inches deeper than bank full on an average, without levees, consequently it 
would make very little difference in the acceleration of current in the main 
stream. It is when the stream isin flood that it exerts its greatest channel-mak 
ing power \ big stream makes a big channel, anda little stream makes alittie 
one, If its flood waters are not permitted to escape the bed will be deepened. 
If you rob it of its quota of water, its channel! at once begins to diminish. Its 
cross-section becomes smallé@f, and, like a smaller pipe, it will require asteeper 

the stream on each side of 

and you could not maintain it 

| slope to produce the same velocity. 

| river, if it could be kept within its bank 

water with quiescent water or with permanent banks of earth would create no | 
more friction between the water confining the stream than would exist between 
the stream and the banks of earth. The quiescent water, however, in contact 
with the stream in the first case, would have a motion imparted to it by the cur- 
rent, and whether the force taken from the current to do this would be greater 
than what the same stream would have to lose by overcoming the cohesion of 
ite atoms with the fixed banks of earth, is a question I can not answer positively, 
but I do not believe it would be greater in the one case than in the other. Hence 
I believe that water will flow through banks of water as readily as it will through 
banks of earth. I do not know the fact positively, nor do I know of any dis- 
proof of it. 
Q. But you have no doubt that that statement is sound which you have just 

e? 
A. I believe it to be so. 
Q. That water will flow through banks of water as easily and rapidly as 

through banks of earth? 
A. Ihave no doubt of that fact myself, but I do not know that it has been dem- 

onstrated asa scientific truth; I merely give my opinion. Water from the Mis- 
sissippi River, that passes out through the jetties in flood-time, bas its current 
well defined in the Gulf of Mexico for many miles out; but the waters of the 
river being lighter than the water of the Gulf, they have a tendency to rise and 
spread orerthe Gulf water, and as it spreads the frictional resistance to its flow 
increases and it gradually loses its velocity. 
% Taking the height indicated by this map, and the space from New Orleans 

to Vicksburgh to be made by that steamer I have spoken of, and there are no 
levees we assume, will she have to contend againsta stronger current at that 
time of flood than if the water was just even with the banks? 

A. I think she would. 
Q. No levees at all? 
A. No levees at all. 

more rapid that current will be, whether it is owing through banks of earth 
or banks of water on each side. Ifit have banks of water to flow through, there 
is a tendency to drag that water along with it and give it motion, and if it is 
shallow water laying over the banks of the river, it will have so much friction 
it can not move with the velocity of the other; therefore, this water will drop 
its sediment on the natural banks which it covers, and in that way the river 
builds up the banks within the levees. 
@. Then there is no doubt that the water above the natural channel at the 

time of flood, without regard to levees, moves with a greater velocity than when 
the water is just even with the banks? . 

A. i think it would move with greater velocity, of course. 
Q. And so would have a scouring force greater on the bottom of the river, 

would it not? 

In other words, the larger and deeper the channel isthe | 
deepens in certain places where the channe! is conf 

Q. The river would do good scouring work; that is, 
would it not? 

A. Yes,if its floods were not permitted to escape 
Q. Bank full of water, it will do good, will it not, digs 

A. Under certain conditions. You may h 
three or four miles wide, and it won'td 
to a norma! width, say half a mile, or 3 
the whole of the water through the cor 

bed of the good on the 

out the bottom? 
ive it bank full, where the water is 
dl digging If you have 

le, then it will, if 
it confined 
you carry 

4 

tract 

feet wide 

Q. But the water within the natural banks will be doing it naturally, even if 
the other is loafing around? : 

A. Yes, sir; in proportion to the volume 
Q. That in the central portion of the river is attending to the bottor no mat 

ter what the rest is doing? It may be at play; but that water in the middle or 
center of the stream is doing its work 

A. tL admit alli that 
Q. Ilaven’t you got an effect on the bottom, a scouring force of the water or 

the bottom ? 
A. That would be sufficient if the width of the river is confined to 3,000 feet 
Q. But suppose that that overplus of water is not confined? 
A. Then there is a loss of that much channel-making force The overpl 

would not be at work in the interest of navigation. It would simply be devas 
tating the lands adjacent to the river and leave the channel works to mor« 
slowly effect their object 

Q. Why is not that condition of channel sufficient to do the work when the 
channel is full of water? 

A. Because it is not sufficient in flood time. There is no law that is more 
clearly established in silt-bearing streams than the fact that the s lope diminishe 

with the increase of volume, and the reverse is equally true. that the slop 
steepens with the reduction of volume. 
Q We understand that. If I get your idea, it is that with this increase of v« 

r of char t} locity and so great a scouring force there is a deep« * 
a retardation of velocity there is a stopping of s« ring and possibly 
and so the bed is formed, a seesaw down and up, or up and down, 
fluctuates; am I right? 

A. You may be right, but I don’t clearly understand you 

nel, then wi 
a che posit, 

1s the wa 

The bed of the river 
ined, that is,where it is nar 

row, asis the case at the piers of the Saint Louis brid; In flood the bottom of 
the river between them is considerably lower, many feet lower than when it i 
low water. The bed fills up then. The bottom comes up as the surface of the 
water goes down. Itis not a seesaw; the bottom and the top of the river come 
together during low water, and they are wider apart by the lowering of the bot 
tom of the river in flood time as well as by the rise of the surface of the river 

Q. Then there are two seesaws instead of one; the bottom goesdown and up 
and the flood comes up and then down, so my illustration is a good one? 

A. The trouble is in the wide places of the rive 
are sources of disturbance in the chan 

Q 
We 

r; as long as they remain they 
nel 

Now we havesupposed in my last discussion th: 
wil now return to the condition of thing 

t there 
ith the levees 

would be nolevees 

n their present. s¥ 



locations and in good order intime of flood. If the levees are of sufficient height 
ou will have the water confined within these artificial banks, and so you ex- 

pect to have a greater current and a great scouring force” 

. me ! 
q. That great scouring force will be exe rted all over the space between the 

ces, will it not, however far apart they might b« 
A. No, sir 

Q. Why not? 
\. Because the water over the natural banks is less depth, and is therefore 

ore retarded bv frictional resistance 
q). It is a question of degre 

\. Yes You never find the water flowing over the banks with anything 
k the velocity that you do where the stream is deep and as the stream 

rises up and sprea ls over such wide places as may exist within the levees it has 

no scouring pow On the contrary, there is a deposit occasioned, because the 
water i overcharged with s nt as it overflows, and it loses its velocity and 

dey ont banks with levees, and thus e overfiow has a tendency 
to build up these banks between the levees higher 

qQ. I ll of that space 
Certainly In all the space between the levee ul the river 

‘ Supposing the levee to be set back some distance from the river rhe 

ke sare two or three miles apart, are they not, sometimes, where the river may 
not be more than a quarter of a mile wide 

A. expect there are instances where that distance between them exists; but 
none where the river isonly one quarter of a mile wick The norma! high-water 

width of the river from Cairo to New Orleans is about 3,500 feet 
Q. So you expect that intervening space to be filled up in course of time be- 

tween the natural banks and the levees? 
\ Che witness here illustrated by the first diagram in his minority report, 

and in explanation said My view of the levees is that the maintenance of the 

leve intact (not the raising of them) is all that is necessary to cheapen and ex- 
pedite the work of channel improvement so far as the levee question is con- 

ed; and every year, as this work progresses, it will be less and less neces- 
sary to maintain them By keeping them intact you will facilitate the improve- 
ment of the river by bringing greater scouring power within the line of the works 
fimprovement, You will hasten the improvement and very much lessen the 
Ost ot t 

©. You look forward to the time when in the greatest floods of the Mississippi 

I r the water will all be below the natural banks’ 
\. Yes, sir; | have no doubt that if the greatest flood that ever occurred be re 

peated the surface water will be entirely within the banks from Red River up 

‘ i the proposed improvement is completed 

4). And now vees will be required” 

i. to hasten the improvement . 
). In saying that you now contemplate a flood as great as that which extended 

‘ ‘ nty miles in width, and you expect to get all that water within the 
pace of the width of the natural channel and to keep it there 

A. It is evident, from the height of the river above Memphis, that that flood 
reater than other floods, and not even as great 

Leaving that out of the question, take that flood as being one of the great- 
est, yet you look forward to the time when you can take all that waterand keep 
it there within the natural banks so that the house of the cottager may be as safe 
mmediately on the banks as houses that are built on the Chickasaw bluffs? 

\. Lhave no doubt of it, 

Q. How much will it cost to bring about that condition of thin 
A. That will depend upon the skill that is exercised in the location of the works 
Lin their « I think it ought not to cost over 330,000,000 

And that will give you how much water to Cairo? 
\. I do not think there will be less than twenty feet 

And that will give vou a ship-canal all the way to Cairo 

ar onstruction 

) 
A. Not nec ssarily Ldonot think that it would be necessary, or that it would 

pay to have a ship goup toCairo. Theyare so vastly more costly than the river 
erat 

Q. It would be safe for them to co P 
»> then; it will, however 

the safest for barge transportation Lie 

A. Yes 
cheaper channel for river craft, and be one of 
that can be found in the world 

With respect to lowering of the surface of the floods within the banks, I call 
your attention to the fact that from New Orleans to Red River the slope is only 
one and eight-tenths of a foot per mile. That is three hundred miles and over 
[speak from memory. I think it is three hundred and thirty miles from the 

tties or from the head of the passes 

sir make a ocean steamers could go up to ¢ 

Q. To the mouth of Red River 
\. Yes, sir. In the sixty-nine miles immediately above Red River the slope 
ilmost double in steepness. It is three and two-tenths inches per mil 

Q. Now, you speak of (he slope of the surface at flood ling 
A. Atthe hich stawe; yes, sir. That is from Red Riverto Natchez. Now, 

there isa reason for this, undoubtedly, and the reason is found in the number- 
less obstructions to the flow of the waterabove Red River. I would like to call 
your attention to the maps of the river recently published by the commission. 
The first maps, which show the river below the mouth of Red River, exhibit a 
very remarkable uniformity of width of river. But above Red River the char- 
acter of the river changes; from there up the greatest irregularity in its width 
is to be seen, and the multitude of islands, chutes, and bayous constitute the 
bed of the river. From Natchez up the slope is still greater. Now it only re- 
quires a lowering of one-quarter of an inch per mile inthe slope from Red River 
to Cairo, eight hundred miles, to lower the flood at Cairosixteen feet. At every 
one of these wide places we find a steeper grade to the slope, owing to the fric- 
tional resistance the flood has to overcome. It deposits its sediment and builds 
up its bottom and gets a steeper slope at every island and wide place in the 
river; andeach place you correct will produce just the effect that I shall accom- 
plish by narrowing the two wide places in South Pass. It will produce a low- 
ering of the flood slope at each one which will extend above all the way up to 
the rocky bottom at Commerce, thirty miles above Cairo, where the Ozark spur 
once barred the river, and which constitutes the upper limit of the Mississippi 
Delta or alluvial basin. Ihave no question inthe world of the fact that this 
cumulative lowering of the slope will bring the floods down entirely within the 
banks of the river during the greatest floods that will occur. From Red River 
down the gain must necessarily be less because it is so near the sea 

Q. What is the reason the water runs from Cairo into the Gulf of Mexico‘ 
A. The force of gravity. Because it is flowing from a higher to a lower level. 
Q. You mean by that what you say in popular language is water running 

down hill? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. If it were not a winding stream, but were a perfectly straight line of a cer- 

tain slope, you would have a certain velocity of that stream? 
A. You would have a greater increased velocity, yet the result would be that 

it would dig itself a deeper channel and destroy navigation above, and the ex- 
cessive velocity would tone down to the normal. 

Q. If the lower end of that channel should be fixed, as I suppose it is, by the 
level of the Gulf of Mexico, then all the digging out process would result in 
lowering the upper portion? 

A. Yes, sir 
Q. That would retard the current, would it not? 
\, There is no man living who can retard the current of the Mississippi River 
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permanently. Engineers can increase or decrease it temporarily. 
given it the power to regulate its own current. 
depositing action. 

1 Nature has 
It does it by this scouring ang 

It does it because it carries this sediment in proportion to 
| its velocity, and if its velocity is too great it will take greater loads, deepen its 
j bottom, lower its slope, and thus reduce its current. 

Q. Then the Mississippi River having by nature been provided with that power 
to regulate its own current, don’t you anticipate that it will deal somewhat w ith 

| the works that you have put in the stream, and that it will thus give an exhib; 

| charge of sediment; and being charged with that it can not carry more, ; 

tion of its power? 
A. Yes, sir. There is no doubt it will act precisely in this way 

are designed to make the river do what we want. 
Q. And in asmall degree you count on this tremendous power of wate: 

time of flood? 

A. Yes, sir; we limit the degree of the force in the plan of the works. Whe; 
we get the river to a comparative uniformity of width we will get a comparatiy 
uniformity of depth, and that will give us a comparative uniformity of velocity 
and that comparative velocity of current will give us a comparatively unifor 

The works 

In 

orm 

id it 
can not therefore attack the bottom or banks, and therefore they will cease t 
cave in and thus form new shoals. 

Q. Now, you propose to create a uniform width of 3,000 feet? 
A. Three thousand or three thousand five hundred feet at low water 
Q. Yousay if you make a comparatively straight and direct channel of 2.000 

feet wide, all the way from Cairo to the Gulf, the water will not after that 1 
tain that same channel and preserve it? 

A. It will lower it so much that you will have enormously high banks on ea: 
side and destroy their utility. 

Q. More than that, with the soil peculiar to the valley of the Mississippi, it wi! 
throw itself into the wandering course it has now and assert its power laterally’ 

A. It is a doubtful question to what extent it will do that. To straighten th 
river as you are proposing is an impossibility. 

Q. lam supposing what engineers suppose. They are in the habit of assun 
ing something which pleases their fancy and making their plans to suit them 

A. You are building a man of straw then and asking me to knock it down 
Q. Lam building you banks of earth that shall be separate and uniform i: 

width, Isit not a fact well stated by the best engineers, as applied to such a 
| channel as that, that through such a soilasthe Mississippi River flows, the river 
would go across from side to side, as it does now, wandering over the valley, and 
then strike against the banks and carry them away and take an entirely new 
cours , 

A. I think to a great extent that would be so, because of the different chara 
ters of the soil through which the river runs, 

Q. It not being entirely homogeneous? 
A. Yes, sir. 

Q. When you have your banks only 3,000 feet apart will not the river assert its 
power to meander? 

A. We can only judge by the facts which exist. There is, as you will see, a 
very great bend [referring to Coast Survey chart No. 94, Mississippi Rive: 
Fort Jackson. There is a place where you would naturally expect the Missis 
sippi River to cut away its bank, because the whole volume of the river is ther 
directed against that very short bend. Since the white man has known it, hov 
ever, there has been no change in it. Why? Because the river iscomparativ: 
uniform in width above, and it is so charged with sediment that when it comes 
down here it can not pick up any more from the bottom or undermine the bank 
It is simply because it isof uniform width of body for many milesabove. If y: 
had just above it a wide place, some of the lake-like places which are common « 
the Upper Mississippi, it would be cutting away that bend immediately. It 
one of she most recent deposits of the river, and of the most unstable character 
yet with a uniform width of river above it, this bend is almost as stable as 
rock 

Q. There is comparatively little erosion of the banks below New Orleans? 
A. Very little; very little below Red River, because of the great uniformity 

the depth and width of the river. 
Q. And there is a little less current there, is there not? 
A. Very little less current. 

is 

Q. It runs slower down above New Orleans than from Cairo down, does it not 
A. The difference in the velocity is very little. I do not think it is one quarter 
Q. The difference in slope is how much 
A. Very great. 
Q. Doesn't that make a difference in velocity ? 
A. It would, were it not for counteracting forces. The slope of the South Pass 

is three inches per mile, and the slope of the Big Pass two inches. The Sm 
Pass being smaller, has a greater ratio of friction to overcome, and needs 
steeper slope. 

Q. From the mouth of the Red River down to the head of the passes, the slop: 
is not so great as from Cairo to Red River? 

A. No, sir; it is not. 

Q. Doesn't that slope down from Red River give greater velocity than it does 
above? With a much greater slope between Cairo and Red River than between 
Red River and the head of the passes, isn’t there much greater velocity of th« 
stream above ? 

A. Not much greater. The mean velocity down here would probably be six 
or six and a half feet per second; and up in the upper part, where the slope is 
nearly two and a half times greater, it is only about eight feet per second 

Q. I thought the whole theory of this improvement was, that by increasing 
the slope you were thereby going to have a greater velocity, and now we find 
that we have a greater slope and not so much velocity? 

A. There are some things that look like paradoxes in nature, but which admit 
of easy solution. 

Q. Well, we will have the solution 
A. The question you have raised is one often discussed by hydraulic eng 

neers ; that is, that the slope of a river is always less near the sea than further 
from it, and a satisfactory solution of it I do not think has ever been published 
The question was raised in the commission one day, and I proposed a theory 
to explain it. Lattributed it tothe acceleration of velocity in falling bodies 
All water falling from one level to another acquires this acceleration, other 
things being equal. In one second of time it fallsa certain distance, the second 
second through a greater one, and the third through a still greater. Th's 
acceleration of velocity, and is easily noted in waterfalls. If we consider that 
the water up the river above Cairo once fell over a precipice three hundred and 
fifty feet high, there must have been an enormous acceleration of velocity in 
the lower part of the fall. If you slant out from the precipice a vast deposit of 
earth, we would bring in the element of friction to retard the velocity, but th 
accelerating force would remain. There would be still a greater velocity at th 
lower end of the incline, if it were straight, than at the upper end, and this 
would be due to thisacceleration of velocity ,as exhibited in bodies falling through 
the air. 

Q. Is that a good illustration—the fall of a body through the air? 
A. Yes, sir; itis. Then comes in the silt-bearing character of the stream, by 

which it regulates its own current and produces that current necessary to pre 
serve its channel from being filled up or too deeply excavated. Asthisaccelcra 
tion of velocity is felt on down toward the lower end of the river, a lower slop 
will produce that normal velocity which is necessary for the stream to have in 
its higher reaches. When I speak of normal velocity, I mean the yelocity neces 
sary to carry sediment without loss or gain. 

san 
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Let us suppose the incline from the top of our ancient precipice to be a perfect | rivers; and I recollect distinctly that he said tl works on the Rhine 
plane to the sea; thatis, a regular slope from a height of three hundredand fifty | would yet require some eight or ten year i e of I fc 
feet tothe Gulf. The accelerating force alluded to would create a more rapid | get how many million of marks 
eurrent as it traveled ontoward thesea. This would give too greata silt-carrying Q. How does the Rhine compare in \ um M Rive 
power to the water, and the result would be a deepening of the bed at the lower A. Itis very much smaller, of course 

endof the riverand a lowering of itsslope. The slope would not remain uniform Q. Not one of these rivers which you hav nt . an the Mis 

from the precipice to the sea, but if the width of thestream was uniform the slope | sissippi | I 
would doubtless be a parabolic curve, with its flattest end at the Gulf, and the bed A. Ithink n I Danube dr s P 1 ly 
at that end would have greater capacity with less current the Mississ 

Q. What is the average velocity of the current from Red River to the head of Q. Then what would ans‘ ras ‘ k ‘ 
the passes? : : ’ insuflk t for the Mississip} 

A. I think in flood-time it would be about six and a half fee A. Very 
Q. What is the average velocity of the river at the same stage of water from Q. The tests upon a small stream of w ‘ 

Cairo to Red River. rent like that of the Mississippi River ‘ 
A. The average would not be over seven andahalf feet ; but from Cairo down A. The cu the Rhine and Danube are vid \ 

to Memphis it would probably be eight feet per second. It is not materially | sippi. Th« vy means of judging of t pro $ ar a 

greater. When you get up intothe Missouri you have a fallthere of tenortwelve | which a produced upon smaller streams i bya thorough k ‘ 
times as great as it is here per mile, but the mean current is but rarely, I believe laws which ce rol all river 
more than eight or nine feet per second. Q. Would it t be a better to} wh wor \ 
Q. All this velocity gives greater increase in scouring power? instance, at Plum Point reach ' ) ) > the 
A. That depends upon where it is located plans of the co asion. and t t a 1 tent the 
Q. Well, we are talking about this Mississippi River now I will stay right | efficacy of this work 

in that river. | A. If there were any doubt as to the ‘ te re I 
A. You lose sight of the power of the river to produce its own velocity be some wisdom in doing that itt \ 20 t 1 bes ry 
Q. 1 do not think so. lIadapted your statement to the conduct of the river | tions and by s { deductions from we . ilaw a ae . a 

itself. as certain of producing their results as certain t ‘ 
A. Tam at a loss to see how you come to such a conclusion, because you say | in the park and the sun shines upon t w t ca 

although the slope from Cairo to Red River is much greater than from Red River Q. You do not ant te any fail ‘ 
to the head of the passes, yet the velocity from Cairo to Red River is substan- A. Notata I think it would be \ to ies 
tially no greater than from Red River to the head of the passes | points whet has been commenced, | tin | leh 

Q. Your theory is that you increase the slope, and by that you get accelera- | cause a d v of plant,a disorga ‘ \ i \ 
tion of velocity whereby there is no increase, and there is no acceleration of | other expensive t os 
velocity. If you increase the slope you said you would get an acceleration of Q. If the vy k ona g 2 = s 

velocity? probably drift into cd i \e 

A. That is one way to increase the current, but we get our acceleration by de other day 
creasing the friction ; that is, by contracting the narrow places. We want to A. Ther } st ‘ 
lower the slope, not to raise it. One reason of the greater slope above Memphis | sion 
and above the mouth of Red River is because of obstructions to the flow of the Q. Your commission are not unan 
water—those islands and wide places. There is no possible explanation in the | absolute perfection of their theors 
world of such an increase of slope as exists from Red River to Natchez and on A. They a with t exception of General ¢ I 

up to Cairo, except these obstructions. We propose not to increase the slope he goes so far tocondemn the w < In the firs | ‘ 
but to reduce the resistance to the flow of the water by reducing the wide places. | he thought there we certain principles laid down int \ did 
This will give us a more rapid current, and it will deepen the stream through | think had been sufliciently demonstrated to be re ed ‘ ed f 
these wide places, where the obstructions to navigation also exist. I will state | but I think that General Comstock has not had that exp ‘ the str 
in this connection that at Karlsbad, last summer, I had the pleasure of meeting | tion of works of this sort that some other members of t ‘ » have 
the chief hydraulic engineer of the Prussian Government, Mr. L. Hagen, to | had, 
whom I submitted my minority report and also the first report of the commis- | Q. He does notagree with some of yo regard t ‘ ance 
sion. I have a letter from him, in which he says thatthe principles on which | of the levees in connection with the low-water navigat 
the plan of improvement adopted by the commission is based are recognized by A. No, sir; he does not think they are an essential fa rovement 
the engineers in Germany as correct, and their works for the rectification of the | of the navigation 
Elbe, the Rhine, Weser, and other rivers, are based upon the same theories | Q. During the last year, did you participat ’ 
Q. There is considerable controversy between foreign engineers with refer | mission in regard to tle works 

ence to river works, is there not? | A. No, sir; Iwassick andabsent 
A. I think so. Q. Youdid not take any part, then, in theirdelibe: 
Q. That last collection of works translated by Lieutenant Merrill of the distin- | A. No, sir; I wasout of the country at the tir 

guished Russian engineers, Janicki, Jacquet, and Pasqueau—do they not ques Q. So you only know by hearsay why allotme: ' le in place o1 
tion a good deal the system of rectification of water ways in France” | another; you only know from what other members of t co 1 have 

A. I have not had the advantage of reading them yet | told you? 
Q. That is a work that you will find, and for free distribution, atthe War | A. I know by what I have read in their proceedings. 1 seth eceived 

Department ; and I have no doubt that you will find it very interesting, and | and read But you have had all that informa mm from those ers then 

that you will ta great deal of information out of it selves in t r testimony hers 
A, Is ita recent publication? Q. So you would not be able to give any additional information o row! 
Q. Yes,sir. Last year, upon the examination of all these theories, these promi- | knowledg 

nent engineers considered the plan of rectification as applied to several rivers A. No.sir: nothing so re ble as that The reasons for the allotn ts. [think 
and they have finally returned to the old system of canalization. are given in their report 

A, Ihave personally examined at least eight hundred miles of the improve By the CHAIRMAN 
ments of the Danube and one hundred and fifty miles of the Theiss River, in Q. Take ay e where the river OOO fe \ nd ba i | poe 
Hungary, and portions of the Elbe, the Rhone, the Oder, the Vistula, the Rhine you could bring the banks to within 3 ) feet instant ‘ t we { ti 
and several other riversin Europe, and the rectification of these rivers is con- | effect? 
ducted upon very similar methods to what we are using, except that they do not A. The raisin Ve a l ring it b t i 
use brush mattresses to any great extent; they use more expensive stone dikes of the yply of rt of t ild lo 1 t 
Q. Referring to your anticipation respecting the works to be done on the Mis- | the damming ¢ Lto ra \ i 1 therefore 

sissippi River, and to your belief that you have a lowering of the bed, and so | greatly increase the slope between t p ye t ‘ ind the par 
bring the water down to the level of the natural banks, will you permit me to | above it 
say that I think you have on other occasions instanced the Rhine as an example Q. That increase of slope would produce a very rapid labne ent 
of what might be accomplished in the way of the avoidance of floods in the Mis- | Wouldn't that scour out the channel and bring in into t 
sissippi River to the extent that they have been avoided on the Rhine. The A. I presume it would, as you say the river would | 
late accounts which we have from the Rhine would lead me to judge that that Q. Now, when that is accomplished there be ' 
river has failed to keep its contract. They have had a very large inundation in | between a stream 5,000 feet wide and ) fer 
that country, and it would appear that these works have failed to meet the de 4 velocity which would be pr 1 vald | that 
mands of the flood. is, that velocity w Lis licient t 

A. That is a failure of the levees. Q. Wouldn't the velocity be the s ‘ 
Q. But yourtheory is that the levees will not be necessary when the works ar A. Practica t would be the sar I on to er 

completed: and these have been completed a long time, have they not? bank-t { ! of the \ educ 
A. No, sir. They will require cight or nine years to do that. I think the | to the raising « I lof | er 

dikes in Holland have not given way, and there is where the levees and dikes | flow the banks ‘ \ » the 
are the highest. Iam unable to speak with any accuracy or from any personal | contra on tl 
knowledge of these inundations on the Rhine. The inundation at Szegedin, on I Ir. I 
the Theiss, in Hungary, by which that city was destroyed, was investigated by ‘ i to ‘ ‘ 
me. of the Mississi} I « \ i i h 

Q. (Interposing.) I want you to keep to the Rhine or after you pri ‘ 1 par 
A. With respect to the Rhine, the improvement I alluded to was below Co rw é t 

logne. It extended some forty miles, I think. I remember loaning one of my ; hwest P LOW ] { ' o< 
essays to Colonel Flad, explaining my plan for improving the Mississippi River, | tion, where I laid a sill acrossit, than it w I it ut the 
seven or eight years ago; and, when he returned it to me, he said that it was | jetties,and Pa \ Outre isa little la ( eer 
similartothe plan by which the Rhine was improved below Cologne When he | at the jetties last year, I und tood f ' rt ithe fact 
came out of school, that was the first work he was employed on. He proposed | that there was about t! same quan of ter } t - ht 
to get me the official account of it and its results. Ile said it produced remark now that there was previously—tha befor t that if 
able results; and the report showed that the surface of the river in floods had | lessshould gothrough the Southwest Pass there mu ‘ ther 
been lowered six feet, and the depth of the channel! had been increased about Q. Isthere a sill now in position at the South Pa 
two meters, or six and a half feet. A. ¥ re is a sill across the d of each « 
Q. These observations were taken at the time when there were no floods Q. Vv ight of that sill 
A. They must have been taken at the time of floods. There is one there al \ t 

most every year. Q ' he purpose isto cause a grea ‘ er ti outl 

Q. And this year it has gone all over the country, destroying the habitations | Pass 
of the people along the banks, inundating towns, and rendering the people A. No, sir; the purpose was to hold these two pa in the pe | the 

meless, so that all America has been called upon for contributions to aid the | in when I commenced the wor! 
sufferers. And this effect, it seems to me, shows apparently that that work is Q. Was there any purpose to furnish more water for the South Pas 
not at all sufficient for any such results as you anticipate here A. No, sir. It was never my intention to put mor ate thar 

A. The work Colonel Flad referred to was below Cologne. These recent | naturally flowed into it when I commenced the work And thes« 3 wer 
sare, I understand, far above there, Itdoes not follow that they have car- | placed there purposely to prevent any enlargement of these two passes, so t! 

ried the works to completion there. On the contrary,the chief engineer of the | I should have no less init. The worksthatI! I he pa r the 
ian Government, to whom I referred, gave me two official reports on these | purpose of deepening the shoal that obstruct to the South Pass 

rivers (which I have had translated for the Mississippi River Commission), de- | were of such a character as to form an obstruction to the fl f the water 
scribing the improvements on the Rhine, the Vistula, the Elbe, and some French ! Water follows by “the line of least resist ‘ nd that was down these twe« 
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passes after the werks were built. They stood on each side of these works with 
their el hannels wide open to reecive the slightest accession, and I found that the 
Southwest Pass and Pass A |’ Outre had both deepened under the influence of it. 
An enlargement always occurs at the upper end and works down; and this 
enlargement had commenced there, and to prevent any further enlargement I 
put these sills in, and it practically resulted in causing the same sized cross- 
section as when the work was commenced, because they had only deepened 
about two feet, which was the thickness of the sills 

Q. No damage could result to the Southwest Pass by being deepened? 
A. No 

Q. And therefore it was to hold it in proper shape? 
A. Yes,sir; the South Pass under the influence of this loss of water had lost 

a part of its cross-section at the upper end, and it was officially reported by en- 
sgineers hostile to the work down there—Major Howell, who had charge of the 
dredging operations at the Southwest Pass and who originated the Saint Philip's 
Canal—that the South Pass had been seriously reduced in its capacity as the re- 
sult of the jetties checking the flow of water into it, and that the whole thing 
woule be a failure from that cause. It did lose 6 per cent. (I am not sure but it 
was 10 per cent.) of its cross-sectional area under the influence of the works at 
the head of the South Pass, which prevented the water from coming in freely. 
I received letters from General Barnard and from General Alexander, in Cali- 
fornia, Colonel Merrill, and other of my engineering friends, urging me to re- 
move the works at the head of the pass and let the water in, as otherwise they 
feared I would have serious trouble 

sir 

Q. But instead of removing the works at the head of the pass—— 
A. (Interposing). I left them intact. 
Q. The object in putting the works there was to deepen the shoal that was 

there? 

A. Yes, sir 
<2. And that was done about the time you made the jetties? 
A. It was commenced very soon after 1 commenced the jetties 
Q. Asa part of your jetty contract work? 
A. Il recognized it as a part of my duty to deepen that shoal, because an esti- 

mate for it of $380,000 was contained in the estimate of the commission's report, 
which Congress adopted as the basis of their contract with me. 

Q. If you regarded that work as necessary at ihe head of the pass; if you re- 
garded that as a part of your contract, and also regarded the work at the outer 
end of the South Pass, where you put the jetties, why is not the entire South 
Pass asmuch a part of your work as the two ends of the pass? 

A. If it is a good reason to assume that I was bound todo that because it was in- 
cluded in the estimate, it is an equally good reason, I think, to suppose that Con- 
gress did not intend me to maintain the pass channel also, because it was notin 
the estimate. The commission made an estimate for the cost of the works, and 
they furnished a plan, and the plans and estimate showed just exactly what 
work was contemplated to be done, and the maximum depth to be maintained, 
by the advice of the commission, was twenty-five feet, and they estimated that 
it would cost $380,000 to reduce this shoal; and they estimated that it would cost 
$130,000 to maintain the jetties and extend them, I took the work of mainte- 
nance for $100,000, $30,000 less. There was not a single item that showed an esti- 
mate for the maintenance of any channel through the pass, nor the maintenance 
of the pass. On the contrary, they declared that the pass when improved was 
entirely adequate, and the improvement which they alluded to was shown by the 
plans. It was to deepen that shoal; not to deepen any part of the pass at all. 
And I think that it is a gross injustice that I am required to maintain a channel 
through the pass, because I am not paid for that work. 

Q. The consideration of your obligation to maintain a channel through the 
shoal was early maintained, was it not, by the Department? 

A. No, sir; the question never came up about my obligation to maintain a 
channel through the shoal or through the pass until it wasdecided by Assistant 
Attorney-General Philipsa year ago. The question of my obligation te secure 
the channel through the shoal was passed upon by Attorney-General Taft ; that 
is, to obtain it 

Mr. Ropinson, That is what I meant to say. 
The Wrrness, Attorney-General Taft said in his decision substantially that 

there was no clause in the entire act that required me to deepen the shoal atthe 
head of the pass, except that which was contained inthe forfeiture proviso, and 
that is, if I did not have a channel through the pass at a certain time Congress 
could forfeit the grant. 

The committee adjourned to meet at the call of the chairman 

Professor Henry Mitchell was sworn and examined. 

By Mr. THOMAS: 
Question. I will get you to state your name, age, and business 
Answer. My name is Henry Mitchell; my age is 52 years; my business thatof 

purveyor. 
Q. Are you a member of the Mississippi River Commission ? 
A. Yea, sir. 

Q. How long have you been a member of that body? 
A. Since its organization. 
Q. What was your business prior to your appointment as a member of that 

commission ? 
A. I have been about thirty-one years in the United States Coast Survey. 
Q. Had you experience on the Mississippi River prior to your appointmentas 

a member of the Mississippi River Commission? 
A. Yes, sir; I had been a member of the jetty commission. 
Q. Since you have been a member of the Mississippi River Commission how 

often have you been up and down theriver examining its condition? 
A. Well, we usually have had meetings out there about ten times in the year. 
Q. What do you mean by “ out there?" 
A. I mean at Saint Louis, on the river, andat New York. We receive reports 

of the officers in charge of the surveys and works of the river, and go over their 
balances 

Q. Are you a member of the executive committee or the committee on work? 
A. No, sir 
Q. Were you a member of the sub-committee to formulate a plan for the im- 

provement of the Mississippi River, or was that determined by the whole com- 
mission? 

A. I think by the whole commission; but I am not sure. 
Q. Since the adoption of the present plan by the commission have you had 

reason to doubt its efficacy, orare you yourself satisfied that the plan of the work 
for the improvement of that river is the correct one? 

A. I think my confidence in the plan has steadily augmented with our exper- 
iments, The theory that we had for the care of that river is no new theory. It 
has been used from time immemorial, as far as Iam aware. 

Q. You speak of time immemorial, Will you be more specific and give us in- 
stances—where it wasemployed first, and come along down the pathway of time 
since that immemorial period you speak of? 

A. I think I could earry it back to Alexander's mole across the chute at Tyre. 
Q. Well, that is beyond the Constitution, and I will not ask you to go as far 

back as that, 

By Mr. Evutis: 
Q. Was a similar plan to this tried at that early day? 
A. Ido not know the details of that time. I only knowof works at that time, 

The Dutch have always used these methods on the Lower Rhine. 
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By Mr. THomas 
Q. Successfully? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are the methods substantially the same as those employed by you? 
A. Yes, sir; and the English have used it on the Thames. 
Q. How about the Austrians on the Danube? 
A. I have never been on the Danube. 
Q. Have you observed these works personally in Europe? 
A. Yes, sir; not intimately; I have not examined them professionally in many 

places. . 
Q. Have you examined the Mississippi River below Cairo with a view to deter- 

mining the extent of the river that will need treatment by your plan? 
A. I made a little study of that kind two or three months ago and reported to 

the commission that about one-third of the whole distance from Cairo to Red 
River would require full-bank work. 

Q. That is, on one side or both sides? 
A. Two hundred and sixty miles of river; that is, making five hundred and 

twenty miles of bank work. 
Q. What is your estimate as to amount per mile which # will cost to put in 

foot mattresses, revet the bank, and narrow the river according to your plan at 
the wide places? 

A. I have made a very liberal estimate in this way: I have taken Mr. Mar- 
shall’s estimate for all the varieties of work in his district, which is $15, I think 
a running foot, and then I have doubled that and multiplied it by the five hun. 
dred and twenty miles, making $41,000,000, and that sum I consider excessive. 

Q. Why did you double the estimate of Mr. Marshall, who I believe is one of 
the officers in charge of one of the reaches on this river ? 

A. Because he was not working at full bank-work on both sides of the river. 
Q. But his estimate included full bank-work. Was it made on that basis? 
A. Yes, sir; this $15 per foot covers full bank-work. 

By Mr. Eu.is: 
Q. What do you mean by “full bank?” 
a I mean all the work that is executed, and all the essentials of the entire 

plan. 

By Mr. Tuomas: 
Q. That involves the improvement work and revetment up to high-water 

mark? 
A. I believe it does. 
Q. Ans you double his estimate for that work in making the estimate which 

you do? 
A. You do not understand me. I take my 260 miles and multiply it by 5,230 

for the feet, and I then multiplied by $15, which gave me $20,522,000, and then I 
doubled that. 

Q. Do you think Captain Marshall's estimate would be a reasonable one? 
A. Well, I find that the engineers are inclined to base their future estimates 

upon their past experience, and not assume anything for future improvement 
of skill, so that I presume that that is a full estimate. 

Q. Then why do you double this? 
A. Because I want to include both banks. 
Q. Does not his include both banks? 
~ No, sir; he has work on both banks, but the worksare not opposite to each 

other. 

Q. As I understand you, you say that his estimate for completed work on the 
bank is $15 per lineal foot? 

A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then you say that includes all the work according to the plans, that is, the 

estimate for the work according to your plan; then you say that you multiply 
that by the number of feet. You first reduce the five hundred and twenty miles 
to feet, and you multiply then the cost per lineal foot by the number of miles? 

A. Ido not multiply by two twice. IfI multiply 520, I have already doubled 
my banks. 

=, Seen what do you base your estimate of one-third the distance requiring 
work? 

A. I base it wpon such surveys as we have already made, and such reports as 
we have from steamboatmen who have had considerable experience with the 
bars, but mostly upon the studies and the maps of that portion of the river 
which we have carefully surveyed. 
Q. Do these maps show acurately the extent of the caving banks? 
A. No, sir; but they show the extent of the curves in the course of the river, 

the length of the pools, the length of the bars; and from that one may easily 
judge, who has experience of the river, about what amount of caving is going 
on. 

Q. What is your experience as to the extent of caving in bends, the average 
extent between the mouth of Red River and Cairo? Is it1, 2, 3, 4,5, or 10 miles? 

A. I can not answer that question. There are bends where there is no caving 
atall. There are some where there is occasional caving, and there are others 
where the caving has been going on for a great length of time. 
Q. Take the length of the bars and the present and past cavings, as shown, 

do you think that 520 miles is a reasonable estimate of distance that would have 
to be improved by your plan’ 

A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you think that $15 per foot will be the average cost of that improve- 

ment, or is the work of Captain Marsfiall the most expensive ? 
A. I have considered this full-bank work. 
Q. Is it true that full-bank work will have to be done on this full stretch of 

five hundred and twenty miles? 
A. I do not think it is. 
Q. What proportion of it do you think will require full-bank work ? 
A. I have estimated upon all requiring it; but I have no doubt that we shall 

discover that a portion does not require it, and that other portions will require 
only partial work. 

Q. So that you think that would be a fair average? 
A. That is a fair statement, I think, of the case. 
Q. What is your minimum? If I get you aright, your minimum and your 

maximum are the same. 
A. Lhave neither, because I have based it upon an average. 
Q. What is your estimate as to amount of bank that will require the first or 

primary work? How much do you estimate will require the foot-mats, and how 
much will require revetments, and how much will require half revetments and 
how much full revetments? 

A. I do not know, sir. 
Q. You have never made an estimate on that basis? 
A. No, sir; not on that basis. 
Q. Do I understand you that you think this estimate you have made will cover 

the full cost of the completed works on the river, excluding levees, from Cairo 
to the mouth of Red River, or throughout the entire extent of the rive 

A. From Cairo to Red River. 
Q. Why do you state that this is an excessive estimate? 
A. Because I have made no allowances for incomplete work at those points 

where completeness will be necessary. 
Q. Then I want to know what would be a reasonable estimate? 
A. I think this a safe estimate, but I have never seen any occasion to doabt 

that our original estimate of $33,000,000 would be a reasonable one of the cost of 
the work to the mouth of Red River. 
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Q. AsI understand it, you have no reason to change your opinion as to the 
reasonableness of that estimate? | 
A. No, sir. 3 
Q. Has your experience in the work, as far as progressed, taught you how to | 

save money—that is, how to improve the character of the works at a saving of 
° | 

” think that would be the experience of the executive committee. 
Q. Are you not a member of that executive committee? 

. No, sir. 
2° If that is the experience of the executive committee it is the experience of 

the commission ? 
A. Yes, sir. t - af 
Ql understand they are simply the agents of the whole commission ” 

. Yes, sir. 
o What effect do you think outlets have on the navigable channels of the | 

Mississippi River above the mouth of Red River or from Cairo down to Vicks- 
burgh? and by outlets I mean the overflow of the river into the Saint Francis 
basin and the other basins of the alternate sides of the river. 

A. Ihave no doubt they are a source of injury. 
Q. Give us an instance. 
A. Those in the locality of which I have been speaking, on which I have based 

my figures between Cairo and Memphis 
Q. (interrupting.) Was it upon that stretch of the river that you based your 

A. Yes, sir; largely. 
Q. I thought Marshall was in charge of the section between Vicksburgh and 

Plum Point? 
A. Yes, sir. | 

Q. Did he make the estimates for the section between Cairo and Memphis? 
A. No, sir; his estimates were the largest ones that I had. 
Q. And that applied to work in points known as the Vicksburgh reach? 
A. In the Lake Providence reach. 
Q. In the Lake Providence reach, I mean. Nowgo on. I did not understand 

the connection of the estimates made in one section with those made in another. 
Now go on. | 

A. I was going on to say that the great trench which the Mississippi River is | 
plowing through its own débris, and those great banks which separated it on 
either hand from the adjacent swamps, are the works of its floods, That is pat- 
ent. Now the maintenance of these great banks is essential to the retention of | 
this flood river in its present location. This flood river predetermines, in a very 

neral way, the position of the low-waterriver. Where this flood river is very 
ide its floor is flat, and the low-water stream meanders over it in a thin sheet. 
here it is constrained it has a hollow bottom more or less acute, and the low- 

water river, while still having the same amount of water, furnishes greater 
depth. You have observed in your recent visit that when the stream goes 
around a bend it plows into the bank, and into the bottom, and in that opera- 
tion it loses its power, it loses the continuity of its motion and its acquired ve- 
locity ; it loses what is technically called its energy, and immediately beyond 
such a bend the river throws down its load of material which it has dug out of 
the pool above. Thus the bar is a legitimate product of the turn in the river's 
course and these bars are found all the way to the Gulf of Mexico, although in | 
the lower portion of the river they are submerged, it may be, sixty feet. | 
Whatever changes the straight direction of the stream consumes its energy, 

breaks up the continuity of its motion, reduces its velocity, and is a source of 
bar building. Now this change of direction may be induced by a crevasse—a 
break in this great natural levee—which influences the stream to the very bot- 
tom of itschannel. Theoretically, this influence extends to the bottom of its 
eaannel, be it ever so deep. The movement of water at all depths is dependent 
upon the surface slope, and the direction of that movement is dependent upon 
the direction of that surface slope. Now, the river along its proper course has 
a slope of three to five inches to the mile. The slope on either hand toward the 
swamp is from four to fifteen feet to the mile. Wherever the flood river makes 
or discovers a break in the bank it is tempted toward the swamp. Ifthe break 
be only six feet deep, and the river be one hundred feet deep, every particle of 
water down to the bed of that channel will feel that impetus and tends toward 
that bank; and, impinging somewhat upon this bank, it loses its power of car- 
rying much further its load of sediment; it may even raise its water as a direct 
consequence. The result is that there is a deposit of material below the cre- 
vasses, and this, reacting, ponds back the waterand increases the flooding of the 
bottom lands. In looking around for an illustration of this thing, it occurred to 
me that I had a very familiar one before me. I had made a study of Cubitt’s | 
Gap before the formation of this commission, and had reached just this conclu- 
sion at that time, namely: that the great river had been turned against its bank 
by this crevasse. 
Now, this crevasse, Cubitt’s Gap, was an artificial one. 

passage to an oyster-bed ; sothat we can notassumethatthere was any previous 
tendency of the river in that direction. This crevasse was surveyed in 1866 and 
again in 1876, and during that period it was infulloperation. The greatriver was 

estimate between Cairo and Memphis? | 
' 

| 

It was simply a boat 

turned by this outflow so that at forty-five feet deep the thread of the river chan- | 
nel turned toward the bank. Now, by reason of this turning of the river to- | 
ward the artificial outlet, there was brought about an impact upon the bank of 
the stream, something more than ordinary scour. It was an impact which 
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| amination of Professor Henry Mitchell was continued, as follows 

| ward, the loss of area amounts to 30 per cent 

caused the stream immediately to exhaust itsenergy in excavation one hundred 
and twenty feet below the surface of the natural bank. 

Its waters then poured through into the sea over a sill three to five feet deep 
at high water. 

By Mr. Tuomas: 

Q. What do you mean by the “sill?” 
A. The sill was where the pre-existing earth had never worn away. Now, 

the turning of this stream and the loss of this water caused the great river below 
to shrink upabout three and eight-tenths feet in the average for over two miles. 
Q. Then that is a clear loss of sectional area? 
A. Yes, sir; for over two miles; sothatthe river gained nothing, for there was 

no more outlet now than there was before. But the great point in the illustra- 
tion is this: that this river did turn in its bed with this water flowing over a sill 
only five feet deep. If it is necessary to complete the banks of the river it must 
be done in such a way as to provide against any sudden bursting open of cre- 
vasses. We happened to have the history of Cubitt’s Gap, but for another cre- 
vasse, Bonnet Carré, we have not. Bonnet Carré happened long ago, but River- 
ton has opened during the last flood, and we may be able to trace its effect in 
our present surveys. One observes at Bonnet Carré, in the form of the bottom, 
precisely what exists at Cubitt’s Gap; the same shoal makes out from the oppo- 
Site shore, and the same deposit appears below. This turning of the river is 
really an important point, because it does not admit of any doubt theoretically, 
and is only doubtful in its magnitude. This report that I have here is from Mr 
Marindin, of the Coast Survey, to the superiatendent of that service, and is to 
be found in Appendix No. 10, “ Report of the United States Coast and Geodetic 
Survey for 1880." I read from it: “The notable feature in front of the gap 
{referring to Cubitt’s Gap], and one which in a great measure must be traced 
to it as its cause, is the formation of the shoal on the west bank, as shown by the 
> contours, the 24-foot curve more especially.” 
Tle observes this very thing there, but perhaps he had seen my previous re- 

port, written several years before, in which I had expressed much the same 
idea. At the Jump we know nothing of the history of the crevasses; but it will 
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be observed, on looking at the chart, that the riverruns close in against the bank 
below and more sharply there than at any other point 
The committee adjourned to 9 a.m. Friday morning, January 12, 18 

WASHINGTON, D.C 

The committee met on Friday morning, a quorum bei ing present 

, January 12, 1883. 

rhe ex- 

By Mr. Trromas 
Question. Have you anything further to state reletive to ¢ 

fect on the lower part of the river? 
Answer. I referred yesterday to a repo 

ubitt’s Gap—its ef 

~¢ of mine written in 1876 and never 
| published, to show that my view as to the action of Cubitt’s Gap was the same 
then as now, and long before there was any connection of ideas between that 
and the improvement of the upper portion of the river. I would now like te 
introduce an extraet from that report, and I will read it 
[Extract from a ‘* Review of surveys and gaugings of Cubitt's Gap made in 1868, 

1875, and 1876, November 16, S76.’ 

“The stage of the river to which these figures correspond was flood, the sur 
face elevation at the head of the passes being about one-tenth of a foot below 

| the bench at the center of the flat circular foundation of the old light-house (the 
astronomical station occupied by the Coast Survey in 1857 
“The section found for Cubitt’s Gap, 119,000 square feet, is 70 per cent. of that 

of the main river a short distance above this crevasse. This, however 
means represents its true capacity as an outlet, for within 150 feet, as we go sea- 

, and within a mile from the cen- 
ter of the gap the sum of the sectional areas of all the passes amounts to but 58,748 
square feet, or only 34 per cent, of the main river s« 
“Our conclusion from these results is that the gap has been cre 

impact of the main river current upon the slender bank, « 
give way as it became undermined. The section of th 

by no 

ction 

ated mainly by 
this bank to 

it had been due gap, if 
to the scour of the outflow, would have had less area than the sum of the see 
tions of the passes beyond instead of having three times as much. One may 
easily conceive that a cut having been made through the natural bank, it mp 
idly enlarged, because the river, expanding into the opening, impinged upon 

ol the lower side of the cut which presented abrupt 
speaking). 

** Thus in Cubitt’s Gap it was the lower side (down river) that ¢ 
to enlarge the extreme opening between 1868 and 1876 The islands u 
lar influence of impact also crumbled away and increased the clear w 
in still greater proportion 

»ybstructions (te hnically 

ive Way 80 aS 

ider simi 

\ler-way 

Very respectfully, yours 

HENRY MITCHELL, 
United States Coast Survey 

CARLI . PATTERSON, Esq 
“Superintendent U. S. Coast Survey 

The above is cited to illustrate the mannerin which a crevasse turns the river 
toward the bank—it being held that this turn involves a loss of energy in the 
stream and the slackening up of the river's flow, followed by a deposit below 
the crevasse.—H. M.”’ 

Q. Is there anything further that you would like to say? 
A. I do not think that I have anything further to say about Cubitt's Gap 
Q. Suppose an outlet could be maintained near New Orleans, what effect would 

it probably have on the river above 

A. You will remember thet the river presents a series of poolsand bars. Now, 
I have conceived this series of pools and bars to be, in effect, a staircase of locks, 
the pools representing lock-chambers, the bars representing their gates, and the 
great flood filling the chambers and overflowing the gates. Now, there are sev 
eral hundred of these locks, and the opening of the lowest gate in the scheme me 

could not affect the upper locks any more than in ordinary canals. Conceive of 
the flood overflowing the Caledonian Canal at the “* Neptune Staircas« You 
would not expect to relieve that canal by opening the lowest gate, but by open 
ing in succession all the gates. It is possible thatthe gates or bars are so low 

| in the Mississippi River below Red River thatan outlet near New Orleans might 
extend its influence to Red River. Theoretically it seems to me that it would, 

|} but ITean not conceive of its ameunting to over an inch, perhaps, at that dis 
tance; and I have no figures to back that statement 

Q. Have you made an examination of the river from the mouth up to the 
mouth of Red River, from the head of the passes, with a view to ascertaining 
whether there have been outlets or mouths higher at one time? 

A. No, sir; I never made any such inquiry 
Q. Have you ever made any examination toascertain whether there 

an outlet near the proposed Lake Borgne outlet, an extinct outlet? 
A. I observed these extinct outlets upon the chart, but never exar 
Q. What do you think of the probability of maintaining an outlet at Lake 

Borgne suffic 

has been 

ied them. 

ient to permanently reduce the float-line, say four feet, or any 
other number of feet or inches ? 

A. I have very little idea that an outlet could be maintained; but the Missis- 
sippi isa very uncertain river. I should have said, for instance, ten y« irs age, 
thatthe Atchafalaya could not become an outlet of the Mississippi River, but to- 
day it is an outlet, and may become a channel of the main river to the destruc 
tion of the present one, as far as maritime commerce is concerned 

Q. Unless the outlet is stopped? 
A. Yes, sir 
Q. The commission, asI understand you, has taken steps to stop some of the 

outlets that flow into the Atchafalaya? 
A. Yes, sir 
Q. With what success have you met in that work ? 
A. Ido not know what the last reports indicate. It was undertaken under 

this appropriation 
Q. Recurring to the subject we had up a little while ago vr of the 

Coast Survey what has been the opportunity afforded by y« ind study ? 
A. My department is called physical hydrography, and it i tudy 

of the movements of waters relative to the bottoms of rive and harbors, dnd 
of the movement of the sands along the coa 

Q. To what extent has your study been given to the form of r | what 
rivers have been embraced in your investigation ? 

A. I have made studies and reports upon the Hudson, Delaware, Savannah 
Alabama, and upon numerous smaller streams 

Q. And the lower part of the Mississippi R r 
A. Yes, sir; and the lower part of the Mississippi 
Q. How doesthe Mississippi River compare with the other rivers as to the pos- 

sibility of improvement? 
A. I don’t like to belittle at all this problem of the Mississippi I prove- 

ment, and that estimate which I gave yesterday is ba ir fours 

than my hopes. But there is one respect in ich the Mis ppi r is sa 
perior in the prospect of improvement to any other sedim cu ream 

with which I am familiar, and I have seena great many in this and othercoun 
tries. It is in respect to its great average depth of water I ha ‘ ble of 
the average depth for short reaches from Cairo to Council Bend ince of 
two hundred and sixty-seven miles. Now, in thisdistance of two hundred amd 
sixty-seven miles, which includes the notorious New Madrid, Plum P aad 
Memphis reaches, the average depth is thirty-three feet at low water, or if we 
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take the worst half of th Plum Point reach (twenty-three miles) the average 
depth is twenty-seven fer t. The very worst place is near New Madrid, where 
between Shotwell and Po'nt Pleasant (twenty-cight miles) the average depth is 
twenty d one-fourth feet [hese are pretty close figures, and I offer this table 
in evidence 

Thalweg depths by mean of short reaches 

[From re ne data compiled by L. C. Jones, assistant engineer. Notes derived 
from thalweg profile, compiled by R. E. MeMarth, assistant engineer. | 

4 , - —s — 2 : . — lax ality 

- a A 

1 60.5 8 6. 7 23. 000 Is'and 1 

2 69.0 8 6.2 63, 000 Islands 2, 3, and 4 
75.0 | 82.8 12.2 on. 000 

‘ 63.0 1.1 1. 118, 000 Island 5 

" 61.0 1.1 20.9 147, 000 os 

6 61.0 1.4 29.6 142, 000 ‘ Hickman 
q 8.5 |) Si.4 27.1 L06, 000 
8 63.0 | 29.6 4 228, 000 Island § 
Q 5 vo 5 °6.0 206, OOO 

Ww 85 | 20.4 29 7 1, 000 Island 10 
il 5 | 29.8 7.7 28. 000 
i2 63.0 | 29.8 33.2 $53, 000 | New Madnd 
13 wo 20 6 ‘4 so, OOO ; 

14 5 | 30.6 28.9 28,000 | .; Island 12 
lS 7.5 | 30.6 26.9 169, 000 Island 13. 
16 4.5 10.6 23.9 508, 000 Island l4 

° 69.0 | 23.6 10.4 44, 000 Gayoso. 

9.5 | 28.7 0.8 71, 000 ; 
0) 30.0 7.0 196, 000 Islands 16 and 17. 

62.0 0.1 1.9 623, 000 Island 18 
61.0 | 29.6 1.4 656.000 | a Islands 20 and 21. 
72.5 ” 6G 12.9 698,000 | bt o 

70 = 5 3.2 727, 500 

o6.0 26. 2 tS yO, 000 

25 1.5 | 26.1 5.4 775, 000 Islands 26 and 27 
26 17.0 | 25.6 31.4 B04, 000 Ashport bar. 
27 %.5 | 26.6 29.9 832. 000 Island 30. 
28 0.5 | 27.7 8 857,000 | Plum Point 
29 6oL.O 5 3.2 BOO. O00 ~ 

0 {7.0 | 27.8 19.2 925,000 | & Island 34. 
a1 0 | 27.4 12.6 051, 000 
v 67.0 | 27.4 9.6 990,000 | } Island 35. 

33 61.5 | 27.4 1,036,500 | J Island Deans 
uM 66.0 | 27.3 1,077,000 | \- Island Brandywine. 
t5 17.0 | 28.2 1,125,000 | * Island 40. 
36 61.0 | 28.2 1, 158, 500 

37 63.0 | 28.9 1, 180, 000 Island 43 

338 86,0 | 28.0 1, 202, 000 Memphis. 
39 16.0 | 27.4 1, 230, 000 
10 2.0 | 28.9 1,264,000 4 
41 17.0 | 29.8 1,308,000 | 
42 19.5 | 20.8 1,337,000 | * 
43 11.5 | 29.5 1, 372, 000 

44 %.0 | 29.5 6. 5 1, 407, 000 Council Bend 
4 60.1 

46 RZ. 0 

47 “0 

As HO.5 

49 oo0 

~ 63.5 

Sl 5 

82 65.5 
53 78.5 
bd 7.0 

SS 71.0 
56 96,5 

o7 SS, 0 

NOTES 

Proportion of length in which thalweg depth is less than mean, fy 
Longest continuous stretch in which depth is less than mean, 11 miles. Long- 

est continuous stretch in which thalweg depth is less than 20 feet, four miles. 

Average thalweg depth in New Madrid reach, 20 feet. (Sections 104-163.) 

Aggregate distance for which thalweg depth is less than 20 feet, 30 miles in 150. 
The aggregate distance for which the depth is less than twenty feet is thirty 

miles in the first one hundred and fifty, or one-fifth part. That is what I am 
able to obtain from the surveys and the data that Ihave with me. Now, in the 
Rhine and the 
water. There was no great difficulty about the engineering. The banks were 
made to stand; but there was lack of water. When they made contractions so 
as to let down the bars they let down also the surface of the pools and developed 
new bars. Now this you perceive is impossible in the case of the Mississippi 
River rhere would be very few cases where new bars would be disclosed by 
the letting down of the surface of the river. I have made an estimate of how 
much the flood-line will be lowered, or rather how much the low-water line will 
be lowered (they will be nearly parallel) at the bars. In Plum Point reach and 
in New Madrid reach there are perhaps six feet of water on the bars in ordinary 
low water. If we produce ten feet of scour on these bars the effect will be only 
in the direction of an equalization of slopes. 
lock ten feet, and we have so far an equalization of slopes.) This will amount 
in the New Madrid reach to one footin ten onthe worst bar. Thatisto say, in- 
stead of realizing sixteen feet you will realize but fifteen on that bar. 
to show the committee a tracing of the bottom profile of the river from Cairo 
down as far as New Madrid. 

(The witness here laid before the committee a tracing which he explained in 
detail.) 

Q. The plan of this improvement, as I understand it, is to direct the scouring 
force of the current against these locks, or bars, so as to regulate and equalize 
the bottom ofthe riverand its depth? 

A. Yea, sir. 
@. Do you think that the plan of the commission will accomplish that result? 
A. Lsee no reason why it should not. ~ 
Q. But that is a negative way of answering the proposition. I want to}know 

what you think about it® 

Rhone there were some failures to get the expected depth of | 

(We let down the gates of the canal | 

I would like ' 
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A. But I think so. I would like to make an explanation just at this point as 
to that word “ equalization.”’ It conveysa little too much, An equalization of 
the water in the portion of the river 1 have just described would give thirty 
three feet of depth. That is impracticable; not impossible, but impracticab}; 

| because the turns are necessarily followed by bars, and it is hardly likely that 
we should succeed in so narrowing the river at the bars as to exactly con pen 
sate for the loss inthe turn. But I have made u calculation which I think js 
suggestive without being entirely conclusive. In the lower section of the riy: 
where the navigation is perfect as regards depth of water—between Point Hou 
mas and the forts (one hundred and fifty miles), the average channel depth js 

| ninety-eight feet, and the depth in the shoalest bar fifty-four feet at low wate, 
(for I find the same series of bars here as in the upper river), while the chara, 
teristic depth on the crest of the bar is equal to the average depth of the riy 
from shore to shore throughout the whole section. Carrying this prin< iple i 
the portion of the river which hasto be regulated if we succeed in imitating n 

ure closely, we should get on the bars by our work at least the average depth 
from shore to shore, that is, say fifteen feet. Now, in this process of equaliza 
tion we do not widen the river where less than the mean width, but we narrow 
it at the broad places, so that our result mustadd to the stated depth. We must 
have more than fifteen feet as a legitimate result. I concludethen that we hav: 
more than fifteen feet as one limit and less than thirty-three feet asthe othe: 
and I give it as my opinion that we shall not reach twenty feet for navigation 

Q. What is your opinion as to the minimum depth? 
A. It should exceed fifteen feet; it can not reach thirty-three feet (the 

mean depth), and it will not, in my opinion, reach twenty feet. 
Q. Were you a member of the jetty board that existed for making the est 

of the cost of that work ? 

A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What were the circumstances under which these estimates were mack 

reference to data on which they were based ? 
A. Much the same as those for the enterprise we have now on hand. T) 

work was not new in theory, but the scale of the work was greater than anythin 
that had ever been undertaken before, and we varied very much in our est 

| mates—we varied millions in our estimates, and finally compromised our dif 
ferences. 

Q. You mean the board”? 
A. Yes, sir; we compromised finally on $5,000,000, and the result of Mr. Eads’s 

work is to indicate that it was in excess of the cost; very much in excess of thx 
actual cost in labor and material. 

Q. About how much? 
A. Mr. Eads is coming before this committee, and he can be called upon fi 

that statement, 
Q. That will probably be a great deal better. Now, yesterday, in discussing 

the plan of your improvement and the extent of the work, you stated, as 1 now 
recall your testimony, that the work in all its parts, excluding levees, would 

| cost probably $15 a linear foot for the worst partsof the river. Is it not true that 
a large portion of the five hundred and twenty miles will only require half th 
amount of work that is required at Delta Point? 

A. I have not so regarded it. I have taken the five hundred and twenty miles 
as requiring full-bank work in that estimate. 

| Q. You think that there will be that many miles which require that full-bank 
work? 

A. Well, I can hardly say that I think there will be as much work as that 
but I put that as an outside estimate, 

Q. Then I want the inside estimate. 
A. That I can not give you. 
Q. You can not give me your opinion? 
A. Lsaid yesterday that I thought the estimate in the report of the commissi 

of $33,000,000 was reasonable. 
Q. For the whole work? 
A. Yes, sir; for the whole work. 
Q. But I mean as to minimum distance ? 
A. I should not like to reduce that minimum distance. I have had that dis 

tance lower than it is, but I have brought it up, after further study, to the tw 
hundred and sixty miles. 

Q. Five hundred and twenty miles of shore line? 
A. Yes, sir. Aslam not a member of the committee on construction (and 

| never made any such constructions), my testimony offered to that committe 
was simply with the understanding that I had gathered this data in extrenx 
fear, and to express this to them. 

ilk 

present 

Q. You are referring now to the cost of the work? 
A. I fear it is going to cost $41,000,000 to complete the work. 
Q. That will secure, as 1 understand you, at least fifteen feet of water to Ca 
A. It ought to, and I think it will. 
Q. How long do you think it will require to complete this work? 
A. I can form no idea, 
Q. It will depend upon so many contingencies that itis a mere matter ofspecu 

lation? 
A. Yes, sir; we have in fact just begun work. Weare called upon for est 

mates before we have had sufficient experience to make them, and just after ate: 

rible flood which has upset a good many of our calculations. 
Q. Are you satisfied with the plans of the commission? 

their efficacy in improving the Mississippi River? 
proposed? 

A. Yes, sir. At one of the meetings f introduced a resolution providing that 
any member, not on the committee of construction, should spread upon th: 

| record at his own option any criticism or protest against the work of that com 
| mittee, or against any of its plansor operations, I myself introduced that reso 
lution, and I have had no occasion to make use of the privilege thus accorded. 

Q. That resolution was adopted by the commission? 
A. Yes; it was adopted, and I have had no occasion whatever to make use of 

| it. There was a majority of the commission then sitting on this committee ot 
construction, and I wanted to restrain any tyrannical disposition they might 

| evince, 

By Mr. Evwis: 
Q. Has any one protested under that resolution? 

tage of that privilege to protest? 
A. No, sir; no one. 

By Mr. Tomas: 
| Q. The maximum and minimum depth of the river which it is expected 
| be obtained by this work has the depth at low water? 

A. Yes; at low water. 
Q. Does your completed plan involve the revetment of the shore from the bot- 

tom of the river covered by the foot-mat back to the levees, supposing them to be 

situated five hundred feet from the top of the bank? 
A. No, sir; I think there is nothing in our plan that includes any revetment 

| on the surface where it is already revetted by nature. 
Q. You were present, were you not, when Major Harrod testified the other 

evening when that subject was under discussion ? 
A. Yes, sir. : 
Q. The revetment referred to by him as sloping back was the sloping back of 

the natural bank. By that I mean the part below the low-water mark and the 
level of the earth. This being the bottom of the river peg and that the 
low-water mark and this the top of the bank, the sloping bank and revetment 

Have you faith in 
Do youapprove the wor! rR OS 
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contemplated in that plan issimply the revetment from that point and that point 
[indicating]? 

A. Yes, sir. 
Q. It is not contemplated to revet the surface of the earth? 
A. Yes, sir. It is not contemplated to revet the surface of the earth which is 

already reveted by forests and grass and other vegetable growths and held by 
the roots of trees. So far asmy observation goes (and that is not very intimate, 
because in our journeys up or down the river we only travel on steamboats) there | 
is no abrasion of the surface of the earth between the levee andtheriver. Ihave 
never seen a case of abrasion along the surface of the earth between the levee 
and the river. There are traces of old barrow-pits to be seen, filled up with the 
river deposits. And Mr. Ockerson, one of ourassistants, contends that the pres- 
ence of the levees a quarter of amile back makes no difference in the rapidity of 
the bank’s growth. 

Mr. Tuomas. I believe that is all I wish to ask, Mr. Mitchell 

By Mr. RoBrnson : 

Q. In your last statement do you indorse that yourself—that the presence of 
the levees makes no difference in the rapidity of the bank’s growth 

A. [have no knowledge to contradict it. 
Q. Asa scientific observer and engineer, do you believe it to be so 
A. Ihave no other evidence but his; I have no memory or observation o 

own to contradict it. 
Q. I mean upon theory; do you subscribe to that idea? 
A. Well, I will say I was surprised at the result. There is no question about 

its being true, because it is actual observation, and he is employed to make just 
such observations. 

Q. Does the presence of levees assist in the land building 
A. It does not lessen the rapidity of the bank’s growth. 
Q. Then the bank’s growth goes on just the same with the levees constructed 

as without them? 
A. In the department of labor in which he is engaged 
Q. We may infer that it will be so throughout the whole extent 

where he is engaged, may we not? 
A. I don’t know anything about that. 
Q. What part of the river was he engaged in? 
A. Between Saint Louis Landing and Red River 
Q. If the presence and maintenance of levees makes no difference in the rapid- 

ity of the bank’s growth, how, then, do you sustain the theory of the scouring 
power with the maintenance of the levee? 

A. You observed, I think, if you were down the river, that at high water the 
water does not abrade the levee at any point. The levee is simply the shore- 
line of the riverat which all motion ceases. As your observations extend across 
the river, as you cast your eye over the scene, you find the velocity is strength- 
ened where there isthe greatest depth, and that it diminishes again as we ap- 
proach the opposite shore, If I draw these levees together I make shore-lines, 
say half the distance apart; I increase the velocity (double, say) over the deep 
water, and I increase the scour by the square of the velocity, say four times 
along the channel which lies between. Now, thereisa movementof the water— 
of course along the levee and going toward the river you will find this movement 
increasing—but there isso little that the amount of deposit is small, and the bank 
rises as rapidly perhaps as if there was no levee there. 
Q. The effect of your levees in connection with this plan is to na 

within these banks? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that really causes a deepening of the whole river between the levees, 

does it not? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Is not the water deeper because you confine it within these levees 
A. You mean on account of the increase of height, or do you mean on account 

of the increase of scour? 
Q. You have the water arrested, and a greater depth of water may be the result 

of confining them within the levees? 
A. Yes, sir; as an immediate result. 
Q. Then, to illustrate, it would be reasonable to expect that at places where 

there was no water you would, as an effect of the levees, have water from twelve 
to twenty feet deep? 

A. In the bed of the river. 
Q. Inside the levee? 
A. Between the natural banks? 
Q. Yes, sir; if you choose, 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then that would be so. 

Pmy 

f it be tru 

rrow the river 

> 

Does water twelve to twenty feet de« I p move with 

any great velocity? 
A. No, sir. 

Q. At what velocity? 
A. That I can not tell you. 
Q. This fact, you, say, is determined by the square of its depth” 
A. No, sir; the square of its velocity. 
Q. You can not tell what the velocity is? 
A. No,sir; I can only say that it is greater in the channel— 
Q. (Interrupting.) But there is considerable velocity between the natural banks 

of the river and the levees? 
A, No, sir. 
Q. When the water is ten or twelve feet deep there? 
A. I have never seen water ten or twelve feet deep betwee he nat Il banks 

and the levees, 
Q. In flood? 
A. Myself, no, sir. 
Q. What depth have you seen” 
A. The average height of the levees is six or seven feet 
Q. In these long reaches, where the river is quite wide and 1 are putting 
our restraining walls so as to have a channel only 3,000 feet wide, there will be 
between your natural banks and the new walls quite a space, say of several 
hundred feet, which will be lower than the general surface of the 
is so, is it not? 

A. Ido not think I understand your picture of the river. 
Q. You will findin these long reaches placesa mile and half or two miles wid 

which seem to be out of the natural banks—real wide reaches, long shoalin 
places; all parts of these placesare considerably below the general surface of th 
soil in the valley at that point. Now, when your new walls only 3,000 feet apart 
are built, all this space is occupied by your new channel? 

A. But we have no walls 3,000 feet apart. Three thousand feet is the limit 
which we have agreed upon for low water, and then the sides are sloped away, 
as well as we can make them, toward the high-water lines, which lie perhaps 
4,000 feet apart. 
Q. But you have places where you are preparing your works; you drive your 

lines of piles and maintain your new works so as to confine the waters withina 
channel of 3,000 feet ? 

A. But I do not understand your word “ walls.’ 
Q. I mean these new works which you call restraining works 
A, Yes, sir; or new slope of repose. Of course that is really what it is 
Q. It has not, been called a slope before. But you have the low flat stream 

t punt Phat 

flowing along from a wide path, and that produces great difficulty in navigation” 
A. Yes, sir. 
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comes within the natural banks, acts upon the newly formed bar and carries it 
away? 

A. Yes, sir; of course it must tend to carry it away. 
Q. When the water comes below the natural banks the river then proceeds to 

carry out that deposit? 
A. Yes, sir 
q. And restore the bed of the river to its former condition? 
A. It does not usualy succeed in making that restoration after a great flood. 

I believe, as the general testimony and the result of inquiries that I have made, 
that after a great flood the bars at low water are worse than at any other time, 
but the restoring power of the water does not ensue until the river subsides 
somewhat; at least, until it comes down to the level of the natural banks. It is 
greatest at high water, and if by reason of any deflection or coming into a par- 
ticularly wide space it has been slackened and its sediments thrown down, this 
bank of sand must remain until there is accumulation enough behind it tomake 
a guzzie through it 

Q. Have not the members of the commission testified that within the low- 
water bed of the river the deposit is formed, and that it always begins to work 
at that time’? 

A. I have seen evidences of that; but I have recently studied up the pointand 
I find that the testimony isnot steady upon it; different observers give different 
results, 

Q. Then there is at present need of considerable information more before we 
can declare anything about it? 

A. There are a great many phenomena in the Mississippi River. 
4). L understand the phenomenon you refer to has reference to the exact time at 

which the water begins to cut out the bar, and it is at low-water stage, as I un- 
derstand you. That is one of the phenomena? 

A. We all agree that at the low stage of the water the water is making this 
guzzle there 

Q. But you say that one of the difficulties you meet with is the exact time dur- 
ing low water at which the water begins to cut through the bars. There is no 
difficulty in determining that the water, when there is sufficient depth of it, cuts 
away the bars, but simply the time in the low-water stage at which they begin 
to cutaway. Is that the point? 

A. Yes, sir 
q. It is at some period of low water that this cutting begins? 
A. At some period of falling water 
Q. After it leaves the surface of the natural banks, and before it reaches the 

low water? 

A. I have only reference to the surface of the bank in this connection; under 
the action of a crevasse my bar is formed of which I am speaking. 

Q. But I wish you toalso now apply yourstatement to bars that may be formed 
independent of any crevasse, by which I understand a break in the levee. 

A. A break inthe levee and natural banks. 
Q. Independent of that, how does the current act upon this deposition; how 

does it remove the bars within the channel of the river? 
A. As I say, our testimony is not concurrent. The river does not always be- 

have itself in the same manner, We can furnish you with data, but we can not 
make the deductions 

Q. You make no statement giving data? 
A. There are plenty of physical data, but we have not been able to reconcile 

them; we haven't the key to the inductions yet 
Q. Therefore it is not safe to make any positive declaration on that point? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And then it is hardly safe to say, is it, that for the purposes of the removal 

of the bar you need no greater depth of water than what will be contained in 
the natural banks of the river? 

A. Our very theory of work depends upon the securing of the water and the 
discharge. If you take the Lower Mississippi River and compare it with other 
rivers, you will find it a better river than others. It is on the whole one of the 
finest rivers on the globe as a navigable stream. 

Q. Yes. But no such works have ever been produced on a river of the mag- 
nitude and the character of the Mississippi River? 

A, No ; but the general principle has been applied in many similar cases. 
Q. But what may be necessary in a smaller case may not answer in a larger 

case 7 

A. Certainly not. 
Q. In the estimate of the cost of your works did you include the levee work ? 
A. No, sir 

Q. So that you will add to that amount whatever is necessary to repair or re- 
build the levee system ? 

A. To repair the levees; yes, sir 
Q. You would expect, therefore, that if the levee system was a necessary part 

of it to keep them in repair and rebuild them in case they were washed away ? 
A. I suppose so 

Q. If they are a necessary part of the improvement, you would expect to re- 
tain them at all the works in the bed of the river? 

A. It has never been presented to my mind in that way. 
Q. They are either of importance or they are not of importance. 

an important adjunct for tt 
will take care of them? 

A. Yes, sir, I do consider them important, and I do say that no alluvial river 
on the face of the globe which has been improved is without them as far as I 
know 

Q. It will be a matter of no consequence whether States or individuals furnish 
the expense or not? 

A. IL think the people who are benefited ought to pay the larger amount. 
Q. But suppose they decline, will you go on all the same? 
A. That is a matter for Congress to determine. That will depend upon the 

policy of Congress. We shall execute the will of Congress at any time. 
Q. But Congress has given you $5,122,000 without indicating to you how you 

shall spend it,and you have spent a million and more for levees. Suppose in 
time of flood these levees should be washed away for many miles, would you not 
consider it your business to rebuild them in case the States in which they were 
located declined to contribute toward that end? 

A. 1 do not know what our authority would be under the law, but under good 
sense it would be the proper thing to do. 

Q. But under the law you have found no restraint upon that exercise of good 
sense as far as you have gone? 

A. The law as expressed is quite complicated. 
able fully to comprehend it 

Q. It has not operated to prevent the commission from spending the amount 
of money which they have expended upon the levees? 

A. I think that the riparian property-owners ought to pay their proportion of 
the improvement. It is as incidental to the improvement of their property as 
the improvementof a street in a city is incidental to the inrprovement of the 
property along the line of that street. 

Q. Then the improvement of the rivers is merely beneficial to the riparian 
property-holders? You are talking of good sense. 

A. And I think that betterment is good sense. 
Q. Then it would not be good sense to improve the levees unless the better- 

ment principles applied? 
A. I think they ought to be applied. I trust the Government may require 

these individuals to pay these betterments 

sir 

If they are 
1¢ improvement of the navigation of the river, you 

I confess that I have been un- 
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Q. You understand that there are other difficulties that may be included ie 
that suggestion? The matter of State and Federal authority is not so well de. 
fined as perhaps it might be. 

A. I understand that, sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 

Q. I understand you to say that your confidence in the policy and plan of the 
Mississippi River Commission has steadily increased ? 

A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You had doubts once in respect to these plans? 
A. I have doubts always in particular projects. 
Q. My question was, have you had doubts once about these? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And has all doubt been removed? 
A. No, sir. I have never engaged in amy project in which my doubts were re- 

moved until the work contemplated by that project had been completed. 
Q. And then you have some doubt about the policy of building a stone wal]! 

on a solid foundation ? 
A. I might have some degree of doubt; for instance, an earthquake might 

throw it down. 
Q. Well, do you anticipate an earthquake in the Mississippi River? 
A. Well, it happens that Madrid is an earthquake center. 
Q. That has not entered into this question. But you still have doubts, of 

course? 
A. Iam not entirely confident that our plans are going to be successful. 
Q. We will take a stretch like Plum Point, for instance. Now, suppose you 

are to complete the work there, making it as perfect as labor and money could 
make it, and then it resists an assault of two or three severe floods, would it in- 
crease your confidence in the stability of the work ; would it be an evidence te 
your mind ofits efficacy ? 

A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Your confidence would then be increased ? 
A. Yes, sir; but my confidence would not be entire. We should not have 

demonstrated that our plan contained all the elements of success by one example 
~ should prefer to have another illustration, I should say, below Arkansas 
River. 
Q. But even with that test you would not be confident, would you? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. In your estimate of cost of bank revetment do you include the dike work 

the closing up of chutes, and so on? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. All that kind of work? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, suppose this stream at some place at low water extended over a 

space 10,000 feet; is there any such width as that? 
A. Yes, sir; I think there is such a width—at low water; I am not sure 
Q. At low water what is the greatest width ? 
A. Something over a mile; something over 5,000 feet; and if you take certain 

stations you might measure eight thousand or nine thousand feet, for instance 
at Plum Point. 

Q. It is there where you have shoal water? 
A. Yea, sir. 
Q. Suppose ata low stage of water by contraction works you bring the water 

within a space of 3,000 feet, you anticipate that that will deepen the channel, do 
you not? 

A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then scouring would take place at low water in a narrow channel? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Youare just on the threshdid of this work, are you not? 
A. We have just really entered upon it seriously. 
Q. = there has been appropriated something over $5,000,000? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Will you go much beyond the threshold of the work when you use the 

next appropriation of $7,500,000, if it should be made? 
A. I trust we shall. 
Q. You will get inside the door, will you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The jetty plan is similar in principle to the plan of confining the waters of 

the Mississippi River toa narrow channel? 
A. Yes, sir; the principle is the same. 
Q. Has there not been developed since the construction of the jetties a tend 

ency to shoal above and below the works? 
A. On the other side of the bar 
Q. (Interrupting.) But I ask you, has there not been a constant tendency to 

shoal above and below the works of contraction? 
A. I believe there is a great variation of depth, although I have not read the 

reports for some time. 
Q. Do you know whether a dredge-boat has been used, of powerful pattern, 

at least three months of the year to remove sand from the jetties ? 
A. There was one used; but when I was there it was not in use. In our orig 

inal plan we recommended a dredge. There occur at the South Pass mud 
lumps, which are like little voleanoes—— 
Q. (Interrupting.) You do not understand my question. Has there not been 

a dredge-boat used at least three momths of the year to remove sand from the 
jetties? 

A. Yes, sir; but I know thereis a channel five fathoms deep from the Missis- 
sippi River (South Pass) to the ocean, and that is something which very few 
rivers enjoy. 
Q. Is there more than twenty-six feet of water in the South Pass? 
A. I understand at the upper end of the pass there is twenty-six feet of water 
Q. Has there ever been more? 
A. I believe that is all that was required by law. 
Q. But I asked you if there had been more than twenty-six feet? 
A. At the upper end of the pass, I think not, 
Q. How is it at the jetties? 
A. Thirty feet; thirty-one feet often. 
Q. Do you know how wide? 
A. No, sir; I do not remember the width. 
Q. I understood you to say, as a matter of fact, that there had been a constant 

tendency to shoal above and below the works of the jetties? 
A. I will explain that entirely: When I was on that jetty board I called the 

attention of the board to the bad character of the South Pass, although I may 
say 1 was in favor of putting the jetties there. The South Pass was subject to 
changes of depth, and I referred to the fact that there had been an eighteen-foot 
bar across the middle of the South Pass within ten years before that time, and 
that it was subject to a variation of depth. 

By Mr. THomas: 
Q. You mentioned a while ago thatthe plan had not demonstrated with math- 

ematical certainty; in other words, that the results were not of a suflicient 
character to shake your confidence in them, but that they lacked physical 
demonstration to make them an absolute certainty. Do I get your idea? 

A. Yes, sir; thatistrue. It was the same in the case of the South Pasa. 
never knew what the works would do until they were proved. 

Q. But then this did not shake your faith in the plan? 
A. No, sir. If you take Major Suter's estimate, based on more knowledge 

than that of any person, and compare it with my estimate, you wi'! discover 

We 



that Iam an alarmed party, for the reason that I think the problem isa greater 
one than he does, and he has a much greater knowledge of thin river than I 

ve. 
= State what results have been obtained on other rivers by levee in the direc- 
tion of improvement of the channel ? 

A. Besides the case of the Po (which was mentioned by General Comstock in 
his evidence, and which was new to me, for I had never been there), I would 
mention the Rhine, and also the river Thames. The river Thames is a more 
striking instance, because the improvement of the navigation was not the ob- 
ject of the levees, but the improvement of navigation followed the erection of 
the levees. 
Q. What was that improvement? 
A. These were begun before the beginning of this century 

for agricultural purposes only. 
Q. Recite what advantages, if any, are to be obtained by carrying on the 

works simultaneously at Plum Point and Lake Providence reaches. 
A. The only advantage is in the distinctive character of the two reaches. 

There is no remarkable difference between the two, except that one is below 
great tributaries, 

By Mr. ELLs: 
Q. You stated that you want a test below the Arkansas River. 

the reasons why? 
A. Ido not know the reasons, I have orfly an apprehension that we can not 

determine all the evidence for our problem until we get below the Saint Francis 
basin and below the Arkansas River. 
Q. Do you think that the added volume of these tributaries will create such a 

They were built 

Can you give 

condition of things as to render it necessary in order to demonstrate the abso- | 
lute certainty of your plan? 

A. I think the influence of these tributaries will be considerable. 
Q. So if you went on at Plum Point and finished your work in that isolated 

place, and time demonstrated it as true and stable, you would still be lacking 
an absolute test because you had not improved the river below these tributaries ? 

A. I should feel very nearly certain of a grand success for the whole river. 
But another point is that the difference between the two places might indicate 
the solution of the problem by the success of one place by a certain class of 
works not tried in the other. Moreover, we should have two locations which 
are rivals to each other. We should have the officers and men all the way down 
to the lowest workmen engaged in this work interested in its success. This 
competition is an important matter. 
Q. Is not the key to the whole pian your ability to hold the banks? 
A. That is the most important one. 
Q. Has not that been already demonstrated and tested by years of flood at 

other points on the river, notably at Delta Point and Horsetail Bar and on the 
rivers of Missouri, for instance ? 

A. That has been indicated; I do not know that anything has been demon- 
strated relative to the perfect character of our plan. 
Q. Well, we speak of a demonstration which shall consist of the completion 

of works of this character, and then subject them toa test of several floods. 
Now, has not work of that kind been finished at points sufficiently to indicate 
their value by a test of severe floods? Take the great flood of 1882 for instance. 

A. The work below Saint Louis would seem to be a demonstration of the effi- 
cacy of the plan. It was not affected by the flood of 1882. 

Q. Ifow near do you regard that as a demonstration of the ability of these 
works to hold the banks? Can you give an approximate estimate? 

A. I should think 90 per cent. had been proven in the case of Horsetail Bar. 
By Mr. THOMAS: 

Q. State the difference between the bar at the jetties and the bars in the rivers 
above; I mean the difference in the character of these bars, 

A. The bars at the mouths of rivers are inevitably the consequence of a sud- 
den emergence of the water upon the ocean, In the first place the waters of 
the river are lighter than the waters of the ocean. The waters of the river run 
over the sea as they come out; They expand and lose their velocity and throw 
down all their load ofsediment. The bars at the mouth of the Mississippi River 
have been brought down apparently along the bottom as sand waves, and rolled 
out continually, so that the bar that was in front of the South Pass was not the 
work of a year but it was the work of centuries and centuries. It has been 
coming down the river all the time. Oneof the first things we observed in re- 
gard to these jetties was that they created a race acrossthe front of them in the 
sea. There was soon more water in front of the jetties than when they were 
commenced. Moreover, this bar did not reform immediately because the sedi- 
ment was swept away by the race. 
Q. Will you explain the phrase ‘‘ mud lump?” 
A. I have seen no explanation. They may start up in the middle of the chan- 

nel—they will start up in a night ten feet high, and in a short time will emerge 
from the water and rise ten feet above it. When we used one of them for a sig- 
nal station down there and sunk a gas-pipe into it, that pipe began to come out. 
There was a real eruptive influence from below. 
Q. How do you account for that? 
A. I do not pretend to be able to account for that. It is supposed to result 

em a sort of vegetable fermentation and be due to the existence of gases down 
ow. 

Q. This dredge-boat was placed there for the purpose of removing these lumps? 
A. It was an auxiliary boat to the whole operation of the jetty plan. 

By Mr. Rosinson: 
Q. You allude to levee works on the Thames for agricultural purposes, and 

you say that that resulted in the improvement of navigation. I think that you 
said that it produced this result. 

A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Does that include the details of all works done on levees? 
A. This information in regard to the Thames I got from a great French au- 

thority, M. Bourniceau. These works occurred between 1780 and 1820, 
Q. And does he give the details of all the work that was done? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Are you informed, then, that ever since 1820 there has been no work on 

that river to maintain the channel? 
A. Since 1820 there has been an immense amount of work on the river of all 

sorts. Bridges have been built and rebuilt, and the river has been dug out. 
Q So that the present condition of the channel may be due to many other 

causes? 
A. I did not mean to imply that the magnificent channel up to London was 

wholly due to levees built for agricultural purposes. 
Q. And this fact is only described in light terms in the book which you have 

‘quoted from? 
A. Not in light terms, but in rather heavy terms. I will read it, if you wish 

reads]: 
“Finally the river Thames, considered in 1767 and 1802, gives a more complete 
. id of instruction for the observer. 
“We have said that the shoresof this river were lined by reclaimed landsand 

that their reclamation had reduced the space heretofore covered by the tides. 
conquests must have increased each year from 1767 to 1802, andthe Thames 

must have been more and more reduced in width. 
‘Thus, comparing the observations obtained in 1767 with those of 1802, we 

find that the channel-way has sensibly increased in depth during this interval 
of time, and that reaches which bad a depth of twelve feet in 1767 had eighteen 
feet in 1802. And further, the difference of level between London and Sheer- 
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ness, which in 1767 was somewhat more than three feet was found in excess of 
four feet in 1802 
“This comparison of two different conditions 0" a stream being made in the 

| Same river, no one could argue a difference of weight of sediments. We can 
therefore safely conclude that the successive reduction in width due to the ree 
lamation of land along the shores is the cause of the increased channe] depth 
of the Thames, but also the difference of level at London 
“Now, if such important improvements in navigation have followed the re 

ductions in widths and other regulations accidentally, for the benetit of agri 
culture, what could aot be expected from systematic works under the m lance 

of learned English engineers? The sand-bar at Woolwich and others of same 
kind would certainly vanish without the use of dredges.’ 

By Mr. Tomas 
Q. Was he a French engineer of distinction? 
A. Yes, sir; he was a scientific writer, an engineer of the Ponts et Chaussc 

By Mr. Rosryson 
Q. That was published in 1845. But since that time 

it seems, have continued to adopt that theory 
A. Yes, sir; I believe they have 
Q. And they do at present? 
A. Ihave no doubt there is a difference of opinion 
Q. The Rhone is now in one of the greatest floods that it has ever expe 

rienced, and great disasters are occurring, as you probably have 
the newspapers. 

A. Yes, sir; and I believe tha, is true. 
The committee adjourned to7 o'clock p. m 

gineers inthis country 

learned from 

WASHINGTON, D. C., January 19, 1383 

The committe room of the Committee on the Territories, House of 
Representatives 

Present, the chairman, Mr. Burrows of Michigan, Mr. Eiuts, Mr 
of Massachusetts, and Mr. HOLMAN 

Professor Clemens Herschel! was examined, as follows 

By Mr. Exuts: 
Question. Will you please state your full name 

fession, &c. ? 
Answer. Clemens Herschell; 

and hydraulic engineer 
Q. And have been for how long” 
A. For twenty-five years 

met titi 

ROBINSON 

place of residence, y pro 

I live in Holyoke, Massachusetts; I am a civil 

By Mr. Roprnson 
Q. What efficial position do you hold in the State of Massachusetts 
A. Lam one of the railroad commissioners 

By Mr. Evuis 
Q. By appointment or by election® 
A. By appointment. 
Q. By the governor? 
A. Yes, sir. I studied my profession in Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Germany and France 
Q. Have you had much practical experience in hydraulic engineerin 
A. Most of the work I have done for the past twenty-live years has been of 

that nature. I have been a hard-working man 
Q. Have you had any experience on the Mississippi River? 
A. I have done no work there. I have traveled on the Mississippi River. I 

went there for the purpose of looking at the works going on 
Q. When? 
A. I was there in 1877. Ihad a boyhood acquaintance with the Mississippi 

tiver from Saint Louis upward; butof late years the only personal view I have 
had of it was in 1877, which was from a short distance above New Orleans down 
tothe Gulf. My other knowle of the river is derived from study and from 
the reports and writings of others 

Q. As you know, we are tryingto find out the best plan to improve the naviga 
tion of the Mississippi River and cure the many ills from which it suffers, and I 
believe everybody is united in the wish that plans may be discovered by which 
the floods can be prevented from devastating the alluvial regions, I do not 
think there is a member of Congress or a man North or South, whatever may 
be his opinion on the subject of levees, who does not hope that some plan may 
be found for the improvement of the navigation of the river that will result in 
protecting these rich lands. Directing your attention to that, | would ask you 
what, in your judgment, is the cause of those features of the river thatinterfere 
with navigation; I refer especially to the caving banks, the bars, the shoals, the 
shifting of the current, &c. To what do you attribute the cause of those re- 
sults? 

A. I should say the feature of alternate pools and shoals i 
the rivers in their natural untrained state. It is one of the irdens of civiliza- 
tion that rivers in that state no longer suffice rhe experience of all countries 

is that large expenditures must be incurred in training rivers so asto fit them 
for the amount of navigation that becomes necessary as population and civiliza 
tion increase along the banks. And by training of rivers | mean keeping them 
within defined limits both at high-water and atlow water. Itisa< 
in training rivers to have high-water channel 

“# common one in 

ommon method 
s marked out by low levees or 

banks and a low-water channel likewise marked out by other artificial works, 
which in times of high water are entirely submerg 

Q. Isthatan old system—of having well-defined, permanent, well-located, low- 
water channel, anda permanently-located, well-detined, high-water channel? 

A, Ishould say it was forty or fifty yearsold. I donot know whether itis older 
or not. 

Q. Have you had experience or observation in Europe 
A. Yes. sir. 
Q. Do you know whetherthat s; stem has been pursued in Europe i rivers? 

A. I knowthat it has 
Q. What river? 
A. The Rhine isa good example of it, the upper reaches of It isa regu 

lated and trained river from Switzerland to the mouth, to the Ge n Ocean 
Q. How has it been regul 

A. Generally by the ve 
ated and trained ? 

ry system [ have described In time of flood its waters 

are limited and defined. In time of low water they are likewise marked out 
within the high-water limits 

Q. A channel within a channel? 
A. Achannel withinachannel; th sely 
Q. Is it regarded in streams that to food periods as yte 

have the high-water channel well defi 
A. I think that is the general opinion among engineers, It certair ne 
Q. What is that; is it a protection to the inner channel, the low iter chan 

nel? 
A. I should say the principal reason was to keep the river from abandoning 

entirely its former channel 1 striking out in for itself, as it would 
be likely to do, guide during reason is that 
the very material that the river erodes or tukes up is one of the chief causes of 
its forming shoals. That is where the most of the material that makes shoals 

comes from. It comes from being picked up in one place and deposited in an 
other. In order to have ariver of proper navigable depth—a reliable na 

a new cours 
a times of flood An unless ther 

yable 
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stages it is necessary that it shall pick up material as little as pos- 

however, that those high-water banks can not provide 
occasionally a flood will come that will go over them ? 

they liable to floods such as occur, we will say, 
“abouts. They will be higher than has been provided 

it does not pay ally to provide against exigencies of this sort, that 
ible to occur more than once in a hundred or two hundred years. At 

ter part of Central Europe is recovering from the effects 
flood from both the Danubeand the Rhine, the like of which I am informed 

has not been seen fortwo hundred years. To make the river works on those 
rivers sufficient to gwuard against grossly exceptional floods of that character 
probably would not pay It is practically impossibl A contingency of that 

idured 
Like the flood of 

opinio it Is 

uppose, 
tevery rency 

In ofriver works 
ia century or there 

“xl 

us are 

commer 
are not lis 

this very moment the gre 
ota 

sort must be « 

Q 
generally 

period 

A. IL think it is 
Q. And thi 

commerce 

A. I think it is 
Q. Have you had occasion to examine the 

improvement of this river? The air has been full of theories; we have hada | 
reservoir theory, we have had an outlet theory and the theories of the commis- 
sion, and I don’t know how many others, but I think those are the principal 

the three I have mentioned—the reservoir, the outlet, and the system as 
finally determined upon by the Mississippi River Commission. Have you had 
occasion to examine those 

A. L have posted myself pretty fully about the last two mentioned, the outlet 
theory and the works of the rhe reservoir plan as regards the 

Mississippi River I have not looked into 
Q. What is your judgment of the proposed outlet plan? 
A. I think to indulge in it would be a great mistake. I should regard it 

calamity to yield to the arguments of those who believe in it 
Q. Why Give us the reasons upon which you base that opinion 
A. I think thatit is going inthe wrong direction; and when any work is done 

in the wrong way, I think it is impossible to predict the full extent of the evil 
that may Phe tendency of diffusing the waters of the Mississippi are to 
produce shoals below the point of diffusion. Neither the old channel nor the 
new channel formed are likely to be of proper service, and the water above the 
point of diffusion is liable to higher than it ever did before. I think, in 
brief,those are the objections to what is called the outlet system 

Q. Why do you think that the flood is liable to rise higher than the 

account of this diffusion ? 
A. On account of the obstruction to its flow below the point of diffusion 

Q. How is that obstruction caused? 
A. By shoaling. It is one of the laws of hydraulics, as well as of many of the 

other sciences—piysical and moral forces take the paths of least resistance. If 
any obstruction is putin the way of a flowing river the tendency is to go off in 
some other direction If that kind of work is indulged in the evil is constantly 
increasing, and if carried to its extreme limit it would break up the Mississippi 
River into 10,000 small channels, no one of which would be good for any purpose. 

Q. The outlet theory, then, in your judgment, a result of constantly 
increasing evil? 

A. I think so 
Q. Is it your opinion that the more outlets that are made the more will be de- 

manded ? 
A. I should say the more outlets made the 

lets. Perhaps that means the same thing. 
The result of an outlet, then, in your judgment, 
I think so 
The river below shoals and readjusts its regimen 

Yes, sir 
And makes it commensurate with the decreased room that is required, 

flood rises as high as ever? 
A. Yes 
Q. By continuing that theory when the flood again, make another out- 

let; when the river readjusts, make another Wouldn't that be the consequence, 
and wouldn't it result in filtering the water of the Mississippi River all over the 
country and absolutely destroying it at highway of commerce if it were 
persevered in? 

A. The tendency would be in that way; and if prosecuted to its full extent 
and if the river were allowed to open up all the channels it pleases it would de- 
stroy it an avenue of commerce. That is the extreme limit following in the 
line that such a theory would mark out 

Q. Have you partic ularly studied the plan of an outlet 
Orleans at a point known as Lake Borgne ‘ 

\. Not particularly, although I know of it and have seen the maps. I should 
haps say that I have forgotten what I once particularly knew of this place. 

Do you think that an outlet such as is proposed there, a mile wide and fif- 
1 feet deep, would have much effect on the flood-line above, and if so, how 
above? 

A. 1 should anticipate that it would have 
raise the flood-line 

Q. Immediately oreventually 
A. Very soon after; within ha 

Within a year? 
Within a year 
lts temporary effect would be to lowe r it, would it not—its first effect? 
lam not sureastothat. You have given the size of the outlet; but Lwould | 

be prepared to say atpresent. It might have that temporary effect to begin 
with 

®. Then what would be the result? 
2 next result would bea huge shoal immediately below the outlet inthe | 

channe! of the river, and the outlet itself would tend to shoal up and the river 
water would flow off less freely than it did before the outlet was formed, thus 
causing a damming up of the water above the point of outlet. 

Q. The result then would be shoaling below, a current decreased in velocity, 
and consequently in the end a raised flood-line ? 

A. I think so 
). Is that the law of outlets in sedimentary streams’ 
A. I thoroughly believe it is. 

Q. Have you had occasion to investigate the plans of improvement proposed 
by the present Mississippi River Commission? 

. Yes, sir 
Q. Have you scen 

. No, sir 
Q. Is their plan a new one, or is it an old plan? 

I should say the general features of the plan were old; but the means and | 

suld not 
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necessary 
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any of its works? 

methods used by them in carrying out their works present a great many novel 
features, and to my mind valuable ones. I think they have gone ahead of what 
has been hitherto accomplished in that line, and are making progress in that | 
branch of engineering work. | 

Q. What do you understand to be their theory ? | 
Practically, what I stated a shorttimeago. For that part of the river which 
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| flood was seventy miles wide 

| the low-water channel? 

RECORD. 

is troubled by shoals, to improve the navigation by having adefined high-wate, 
as well as low-water channel, one within the other, confine the waters of th; 
stream, train it, and thereby cause it to excavate its own channel, having 
channel of proper and reliable depth at all seasons of the year. These training 
works are built out from the shore, and they include in certain cases widening 
some parts of the river, other parts contracting; but the object sought to be at 
tained is to obtain a regular systematic channel which the river isto be kept in 

| and which it will maintain of its own accord. 
Q. Do you believe it is feasible to confine the ordinary floods of the Mississip, 

River within channels within the banks, artificial banks? 
A. I believe it is, for that part of it the navigation of which is now obstructed 

by shoals. Ido not know enough about the lower reaches of the river to by 
able to give an opinion as to whether that part could be kept within levees dur 
ing its floods or no, 

Q. I speak particularly of that portion of the river between Cairoand Natche; 
Mississippi, or the mouth of Red River. 

That part I think could be trained 
Q. You think it could be trained? 
A. Yes; although in working on a river of such magnitude it is necessarily 

matter to some degree of experiment. I believe in the motto of the Enginee: 
ing Corps of the United States, which is, ** Let us try.”” Ina case of this sort 
there are reasonable grounds for believing that success is attainable, and all that 
can be done is to go ahead and endeavor to achieve that success. 

Q. Do you know the means adopted by the commission to hold the 
banks of the river? 

A. IL do not in detail. 
Q. Do you know the means that are being used by them in making contrac 

caving 

| tion works in the shoal places at the head of towheads and along bars, for the 
purpose of creating a filling, making an artificial low-water bank by the means 
of wing-damsa, the jetties, foot-mats, watling, &c.? 

A. L understand in a general way what has been done in that direction. 
Q. Do you think that is feasible ? 
A. IL think that work has been very well done. I had that work in mind wh: 

I spoke about their doing better than had been done in the same class of worl 
elsewhere, and I regard it as a marked progress in that branch of engineering 
work 

Q. It looks like a mammoth undertaking, does it not, to gather up the flood 
waters that extend, for instance, fifty or sixty miles wide and three or four feet 
deep? For instance, take this point where, according to the section lines, th« 

It looks like a huge undertaking to propose t 
control all that water and keep it within the channe! of the river and compel th« 
river to discharge it. 

A. Well, sir, it does not look so very formidable to the hydraulie mind 
«. To the unprofessional mind I confess it looks like a big job. 
A. If the river discharged it it would not spread out. 
Q. That is true. 
A. There would be nothing to gather up, as it were 
Q. Under what law of hydraulic engineering or dynamics would the riv: 

ever control and discharge that immense flood? 
A. It is one of the most notable laws of hydraulics that the channel, with a: 

| increase of depth and only a slight increase of slope, discharges so much mort 
water. Five feet increase in depth when the depth is already eighty feet, s 
may double the discharge. 

Q. Five feet increase in depth may double the discharge? 
Those are mere random figures to illustrate that a small 

will very greatly increase the discharge 
@. Is not that the law? 

It is the law. 
a: Itis a well-ascertained, incontrovertible law 

It is a well-ascertained law that one he andling water becomes very familiar 
w ith, and is not surprised at when he sees it in practice. 

Q. 1 want you to elaborate that thought as applied tothe Mississippi River 
A. I think that has been so well done by Captain Eads that, did I wish to stat: 

this fact in the tersest and strongest way, I think I should quote his very words 
on that subject. 

Q. To what utterance of Captain Eads do you refer? 
A. Lrefertoa pam phle tof his in which he gives some diagrams showing th« 

Mississippi River at various depths, the amount of discharge it had at various 
depths and various slopes, he illustrating how the discharge is so greatly in- 

increase in dept 

| creased by comparatively small increase in depth of river. 
Q. Had you studied that question before 

about it? 
A. Yes, sir, 
Q. Was your opinion influenced by his, or 

you saw his statement? 
A. Lheld that opinion before I saw hisstatement. But I admired the terse and 

strong way in which he put it and brought it, as I thought, within the compr« 
hension of everybody. 

Q. Then your opinion was not at all influenced by his 
A. Not at all. 
Q. (Handing document to witness.) 

document to which you refer? 
A. (After examination.) That is thte document, as I remember by the drawings 

on page 5. 
(The witness referred to the minority views signed by Captain Eads in the r 

port of the Mississippi River Commission of 1881, known as Senate Executiv« 
Document No. 10, part 2, Forty-seventh Congress, first session.) 
Q. You believe, then, that if the Mississippi River is confined in a high-wate: 

channel by artificial banks, with a low-water channel well defined in a perma 
nent place, that it will discharge its ordinary flood of water without overflowing 
the country? 

A. 1 think it will. 
Q. Under the law which you mention? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And fora full elucidation of your opinion you refer to this document of 

Captain Eads? 
A. I do for a strong way of putting it. 
Q. Have you had any other observation or experience with European rivers 

than the Po and the Rhine? 
A. Yes; there are other rivers with which I am familiar with the works on 

them, from study of books, hydraulic works, describing the training works on 
those rivers. The Danube isanother river that not so much work has been don 
on as on the Rhine. The Mosell is a trained river, and various smaller r.vers | 
know of in Europe. 
Q. Have these rivers of which you speak a defined high-water channel withi: 

you saw Captain Eads’s utterance 

did you hold that opinion befor 

Will you look at that and see if that is tl 

A. Yes, sir; in smaller rivers especially ; there is no question that the way to 
train them is in the manner stated, and that it can be done very readily. In 
those cases the shore between the low-water channel and the high-water bank, 
if I may so call it, forms some of the richest meadow land that can be found any 
where usually cultivated. 
Q. They get the crop up before the floods come? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is your opinion as to the effect of crevasses and outlets upon the prog 

ress of floods; that is, upon the march of flood waves? 



A. That is a subject I have not studied. I should not want to give an opinion A. Not for purposes of navig atior 
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upon that, ; ; Q. Then you do not regard the maintenance of levees ww Red I is of 
Q. Is the law exactly the reverse of that to which you have justalluded? AsI | any consequence at all for navigation? 

am informed, you believe that by confining the waters to a well-defined high- A. Not for that part of the river, as I understand 
water channel by artificial banks it will discharge according to the increase of Q. You make that statement upon the assumption t} at clow 
depth given by those banks; it will discharge with twofold or threefold rapid- | Red River is good at all stages of water 
ity, according as depth is increased. The r rse of that is the destruction of A. Yes, sir 
these artificial banks, and allowing the river to wander all over the country, is Q. In regard to the river from Cairo to Red Riv y Dy th 
it not? sake of improving the bad places in navigation 

A. Lam afraid that I do not catch the drift of the question A. rovin i maintaining 
Q. You have just stated that if the waters of the river were confined within Q nfine it to the shoal places of the rive 

well-defined high-water banks permanently located the discharge would be two- A x the improvement, will you please say 
fold or threefold in rapidity as a consequence of the increase of depth occasioned Q. Do you contine the works to the shoal places of the river 
by those high-water banks; then I say the reverse of that would be the destruc A. No, sir; that can’t be done. To improve shoal places it is ‘ do 
tion of those banks and allowing the water to run all over the country. That | work on either side of the shoal places 
would be the reverse action, would it not? Q. Above and below 

A. Yes, sir. A. Above and below 
Q. Then, does it not follow that crevasses and outlets and a general overflow Q. By narrowing the channel in shoal places do you expect a deeper 

retard the progress of a flood? channel at those points? 
A. Yes; that is as I stated before. Outlets destroy channels instead of mak- A. I do if properly supported by the other works above and below 

ing them. Q. What will become of the effect of a scour 
Q. What is the general angle of slopes in sedimentary rivers? A. Pass on down the stream 
A. It is very varying; there is no rule about it. Q. It will have to stay somewhere 
Q. Do you know of any such thing as a perfectly perpendicular bank below A. Not necessarily; it should reach the Gulf of Mexic 

the water-line ? Q. And you anticipate that it will always go to the Gulf of Mexico without 
A. I thought you meant slope of the water's surface. making a call anywhere 
Q. No, sir; I meant of the bank below the water-line A. It will get there in course of time hat is the object of training works, to 
A. Some kinds of earth will stand up for a certain length of time almost or | prevent the sediment which is rolled along the bottom from accumulating at any 

entirely perpendicularly. point in the shape of shoals. They are detrimental to navigati ithe object 
Q. What kind of bank would that be” of these works also is to take this material from time totime, from flood to flood, 
A. I could hardly say; soils act very curiously about that. A perpendicular | and pass it along down the am with some de e of ‘ rity | system 

bank without sufficient slope is only a temporary thing; it is a question of time | until it is finally ejected at the mouth of t river 
whether it willcave in. But for a short time earths will stand up occasionally Q. Are you looking to the maimenance of a channel that 1 well 
quite perpendicularly in running water. defined and uniform depth throughout? 

Q. Would the soil of the character of that which composes the banks of the A. No, sir; but to have a channel whose least depth at ‘ hall be no 
Mississippi River stand up perpendicularly below the water-line for any length | less than the amountaimed at or desired, What t ept t feet and 
of time? inches shall be is something that 1 do not pretend t now I tecdly 

A. It would not for any length of time; it might temporarily been settled on by the Mississippi River Commission, and they rata 
Q. The general law, however, requires a sloping bank’? channel which shall never be less than the depth ! At Ly 
A. Asloping bank is necessary for any degree of permanency) ular river channel is nota uniform depth; it is still a succession of | sand 
Q. And that necessity is greater in sedimentary streams where the bank is | shoals. The crests of the shoals are no higher than can properly a ely l 

soft, is it not? allowed 
A. A soft bank would need a slope to be at all permanent Q. If you had a channel of uniform depth over soil of the character you \ 
Q. I will ask you one more question, and that is ifthe plan, the theory, and | is in the bed of the river, would it maintain at orm depth 

the works of the Mississippi River Commission, as far as you understand them, | A. 1 do not think a channel of precisely uniform depth thre hout ib 
meet your approval as a professional man—as an engineer? constructed and maintained if incidentally existir It is me he \ t me 

A. They do most decidedly. andering river in, They always have pools d shoals, and the only object 
Q. If it were a private investment of your own would you hesitate to go on | of river training is to cause those shoals not to reach up h er tha esired i 

with the work? If the results to be achieved were as great proportionately to | the interest of navigation 
you as an individual as they will be to the Government would you hesitate to Q. It is apparent that the river is making fro le t Probably 
go on and prosecute them? always pursued that course, has it not ‘ 

A. I should go on with them. A. Yes,s 
Q. I understand you to say that you had given them a good deal of considera- Q. Is ita fact that there ar milar dula s vertica e bed of 

tion? the river 
A. I have given them considerable thought and study. A. The line of deep ) le | ! ed 
Q. Had you studied the problem presented by the Mississippi River Commis it, that would bea si hoals 

sion before the organization of the commission ? Q. You contemy hig] er channe he low 
A. Somewhat, though not very much. water channel shall coincids 

By Mr. Ropinson: A. I think they woul - vy; the h erta es 
Q. You visited the Lower Mississippi in L877 Q. Is the object of t raction works to secure scouring force on th 
A. Yes, sir. bottom? 
Q. How long a time were you there then? A. Yes, sir; principall 
A. Something like a week or ten days Q. Is the object of the contineme: t t 1 wes re a 
Q. Have you visited it since’ greater scouring force 
A. No, sir. A. Not so much as in the « of t \ ’ Lining Vv ] 
Q. And prior to 1877 you went there to make an examination of the river Q. I understand you to say that an increase of five feet would very uch 
A. Not since I was a boy. crease the scour force of the stream? 
Q. Atthat time you had no scientific knowledge or attainments that would | A. Itwould. B vhat I said was that a sl tinerease in depth very largely 

assist you very much in the investigation”? nereased the carrying capacity of the river to carry wate 
A. No, sir Q. Because it increases the velocity 
Q. Have you had any experience in the regularization of rivers, as an eng A. Because nereases the velocity 

neer? Q. An incre of scouring force would accompany 

A. Ihave done no work in handling large river channels A. It would accompany it 
Q. What rivers in this country have you trained? Q. And then the piling of the water upon itself by: Main t inks fora 
A. None at all. high-water channel, preventing dispersion over the \ ‘ uld giv reater 
Q. You are at present the engineer for the Holyoke Water Power Company depth, greater velocity, and greater scouring force 

in Massachusetts, are you” A. It would in high water, This very material that has be« poken of would 
A. Yes, sir. d further toward the Gulf 
Q. And that is a work of different character from that in this schem«e inks is in general above low-water 1 it what height 
A. Yes, sir. 1 1 iver 
Q. And you have not seen, as I understand you, any of the works that have i not ite understand 

been done by the commission since the commission was formed yw rh is tl irface of the s ! ‘ bank above 
A. [have not seen the actual works. the stage of low water in the river 
Q. You have read their reports,and you pass your opinion on their reports A. Leould not say 

as applied to what you have known of the river before? Q. Assume it to be fort t; then would y vatic ead ito believe 
A. Yes, sir. My knowledge on river works is, I may say, mainly gained from | it to be tha 

the study of the works of others. A. Iti Pp 
Q. What is the object that you understand the commission to be aiming at? Q. When the river is bank-full, then, you have depth of your stream 
A. I understand thatthe commission is trying to make a channel of a proper | forty feet to below low water 

and reliable (I mean by that, permanent) depth in all that part of the river which A. I do not understand that the Mississippi River at any place ha range of 
is now subject to shifting shoals; that is to say,from Cairo down to the mouth | forty feet between high or low water 
of Red River, roughly speaking. Whether or not they are to train the river be- Q. If it is at low water when it runs over the banks and fills t banks, it is as 
low that point and confine its flood-waters is a thing, as I understand, that is a | much higher as the banks of the stream? 
matter of discussion. A. Ido not understand that the range forty feet 

Q. They are aiming at training the river in the shoal places: but for what Q. What range do you put it? 
purposes? A. Ido not kno the figures have passed from my 1 vd 

A. For the purposes of navigation Q. Assumi ‘nty-five feet ; would that be a too violent u 1 fo i 
Q. Solely? A. We not at the upper end 
A. Solely. Q. When the er is bank-full we will have an increa f depth of twenty 
Q. You do not contemplate any works for the protection of lands from over- | five feet? 

flow? A. Yes. sir 
A. I do not, unless they at the same time act as improving the navigation of Q. Now take the difference of high flood, and you are going to bring the water 

the river. that flowed over the valley, to the extent described in that map there before you, 

Q. Do you understand that the condition of the water at all stages below Red | somewhere from forty to seventy miles wide; and you anticipate bringing all 
River is sufficient for navigation ? that flood in within those new banks? 

A. Yes, air. A. L anticipate discharging it into the Gulf of Mexico before it can spread over 
Q. Can you conceive, then, of any need of an application of the plan of the | the land 

commission below Red River? Q. How high necessarily would they be to hold that flood 
A. Not for purposes of navigation, unless it is down atthe passes possibly A. There is such a variation I could not say; Lam not sufficiently posted in 
Q. If they are limited in their jurisdiction tothe head of the passes, you would | the details of the question 

not then consider it necessary? Q. You anticipate that it would require pretty high banks, do you not 
A, No, sir; not in that case. A. Ido not remember any banksthat have ever been proposed of whatan en 

Q. The navigation is good, on the statement of al! river men, from Red River | gineer would cal! an unreasonable height 
to the head of the passes; you see no necessity or propriety in continuing any Q. But could the flood of 1882, extending down in the valley, ranging from 
works below” r ; twenty to seventy miles in width ned ia pth yrver the land from five to ten 
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feet, be confined in that space? Do you look forward to it as a practical scheme 
that by any walls of earth in the bed of the river, or on the banks, you could 
confine that flood and carry it out to the Gulf without disturbance? 

A. Certainly. The width of a flooded district and the moderate depth over 
which it has flowed are alarming-looking figures. But if that water, instead of 
standing still and flooding the land, had been enabled to pass on, it would not 
have assumed thisalarming proportion. Itislikethe genii in the Arabian Nights 
Entertainment. So long as it was kept within the bottle it was all right, but 
when it got out it looked very formidable and impossible to get it back again. 

Q. You think you could keep this spirit of the Mississippi Valley within a 
bottle? 

A. I see nothing alarming in the propositior 
Q. Did you see the flood of 18827 

A. No, sir 

Q. Did you ever visit there when the river was at high flood since your boy- 
hood? 

A. No, sir; I have seen no very high floods. I have seen crevasses and ordi- 
nary floods 

Q. If the river had this great increase of depth and augmentation of velocity, 
and so of scouring force, will you tell why it will not proceed to scour down be- 
hind the contraction works that are within the bed of the river. 

A. May I ask does that refer to the low-water training works or the high 
water? 

Q. It refers to the effect of the greatly deepened river in time of flood when 
confined within the high-water banks, the effect upon the low-water works. 

A. Yes, sir. All I can say is that experience on that subject does not lead one 
to anticipate any such trouble." The works that are built to guide the low-water 
channel are of such a natur@that they can stand a great deal of scour; they nec- 
essarily must in the execution of the work that is put upon them. The bed of 
the river is not deepened to any great amount except at the crest of the bars. 
The line of the channel, as I have said, assumes the form of a succession of 
shoals and pools; and I do not anticipate that the bottoms of the pools will be 
scoured atall, Itis simply taking off the top edge of the water. I might call 
it the saw-teeth, as that is what this profile would look like on a distorted scale, 
and these teeth would be chopped off by the training works 

Q. But you have now confined your explanation entirely to the effect in the 
low-water channel, I want to lead your mind to the space between the con- 
tracting works on the one side of the low-water channel and the levee on thetop | 
of the bank of the same side of thestream. lI want to know if there will be any 
scouring between those two lines when the water is deepened twenty-five or 
forty feet? 

A. That space between the low-water marks and the high-water levees must 
be protected and guarded in some way. It would not do, for example, to plow it 
up and cultivate it. It ought to be allowed to grow up there in underbrush, or 
certs a nothing less than grass. It will have to be taken care of; it is one of 
the burdens of a civilized channel of the river 

Q. How with regard to its width? 
A. Its width will be a determined measure 

Q. But it will vary in places? 
A. I presume so 
Q. You do not understand that it is proposed to continue these works in par- 

allel lines? 
A. Roughly speaking, I think they would be parallel; but speaking strictly 

mathematically they would not be 
Q. It is a fact that the levees are in no sense parallel, are they? 
A. I think that is one of the defects of the present haphazard system. 
Q. What would you recommend in place of them? 
A. I would recommend a system of levees to guide the high waters of the 

river that are in some remote degree of uniform width, 
Q. Then you understand that it would be necessary to build new levees in 

order to have a proper high-water channel? 
A. Ido in suc f places where they do not already exist, and are not already 

on a proper line 

Q. What do you mean by “ not on a proper line?”’ Be more definite. 
A. Lean not very easily, except to say that the works which guide the river 

in the high water must be, roughly speaking, parallel to those that drain it at 
low water 

Q. And the variation of the width of the space between them of a mile would 
not be sufficiently near the parallelism to answer the purpose? 

That must be studied and answered for each particular locality. 
Q. Your information would not enable you to answer now 
A. I could not lay out here a line of levees for guiding the high waters of the 

Mississippi, and describe them merely in lang 
The committee adjourned to 7.30 this evening 

FRipay, January 19, 1883, 7.30 p. m. 
Mr. Rontnson in the chair. 
Testimony of Clemens Herschel continued 

By Mr. Rorryson (in the chair 
Question, You understand that the effect of these works that are put into the 

bed of the river is to assist the river in forming new banks, do you not ? 
Answer. Yes, sir; generally it is 
Q. And you expect, then, to have a deposit and so the process of bank build- 

ing going on after those works are completed ? 
A. ¥ es, Sir 

Q. Now, my question is, why will you not have, as a certain result when the 
river is raised in flood to the top of the high-water banks, a scouring over that 
newly formed bank? 

A. Well, sir, another reason besides those that I mentioned is this: That on 
this fore shore, which is the technical name of that part of the shore between 
the high-water and the low-water bank or shore, the depth of water in time of 
flood will be comparatively small, and the depth being small the velocity will 
be small also, and that prevents erosion in that part of the high-water channel. 
Where the depth is greatest the velocity is greatest and then there will be the 
greatest amount of erosion. 

Q. Then it is measured by the same law as to the depth? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So that you will have with the same depth the same effect of increased ve- 

locity and increased power of current? 
A. If the depth is uniform; if itsdepth is nothing buta hole dammed updown | 

the stream it will make it a still pool. 
Q. If it is in the ordinary course of the stream and going along the extended 

line of the river you expect results of the same character? 
A. I would. Iwill call attention, though, to the object of these very werks, 

which is to arrest the current and build up the shore, and which is diametrically 
opposed to any digging out or erosion. 

Q. But these works are not greatly permanent, are they, in themselves; they 
ere made there from materials which will perish ? 

A. Yes, sir; the idea being that they will have achieved their object before 
shey perish. 

That is, they will have built up the bank ? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then when they decay they leave nothing but the bank? 
A. That is it, 

| 
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Q. And then you have the bank to be attacked; is that so? 
A. Not exactly. 
Q. Why not? 
A. For the reason that I havegiven. The bank will be but toa comparative sly 

smull extent under water, and such whoal-water may not assume any great v< 
locity. 

Q. But it has no protection in the perished dike work? 
A. It has no artificial protection. 
Q. Then it comes down substantially to the soil which forms the new bank ° 
A. I can say on that point that there is little or no fear of any erosion of those 

banks after they are formed; all experience proves that. I am not confined to 
reasoning on that point; it is a matter of experience. 

Q. Do you regard it as within reasonable expectation that the banks must bx 
revetted ? 

A. In certain portions they probably will have to be revetted, especially durin g 
the first stages of formation of the new channel. The formation of the new 
channe! is the work of several years; it can not be achieved all at once. River 
works always extend through a series of years before they are completed, and 
they must be watched after ‘that and ke pt in repair. 

Q. There is a danger all the time, is there not, that the river may setin behing 
and flank these works ? 

A. Yes; works of this sort must be protected and taken care of constantly 
Q. So that while they might be succe ssfully constructed there would afterward 

be a necessity for maintenance constantly ? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And in avalley and ina bed like that we havein the Mississippi River prob- 

lem, that would not be an inconsiderable item either, would it? 
A. It would not. Handling a river is like handling a living organism. You 

build up a bridge; it is handling dead material, comparatively speaking; onc 
put there it w ill stay there, and it is very much more so in works of this sort 

Q. Asa living organism, to carry out your simile, the river oftentimes seems 
to manifest a will of its own and do very strange things? 

A. Apparently so, although when its laws are well understood there is little 
or none of this sort of action. 

Q. In other words, many things which are counted great wonders cease to be 
such when we understand them ? 

A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The river is performing remarkable feats as observed with our present 

knowledge ? 
A. Yes, a river of this magnitude. 
q. You are aware that the river has run about over that valley to the extent 

of many miles in some parts of it? 
A. That is a feature of untrained rivers. 

And particularly with the soil of the character of this—so easily moved as 
that of the Mississippi Valley 

A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The more yielding the soil the more susceptible it is to the action of the 

water? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then will not—in these great bends that are plainly seen to every passer, 

which extend sometimes five or ten miles, after you have prepared your works 
in them, if the river suddenly concludes to cut off these bends—your works | 
left to one side? What would you do about that? 

A. In its trained state the river would not have these extremely sharp bends 
that it forms now. 

Q. You propose to cut across and shorten the river? 
A. It would have to be done in certain cases, I presume; I am not acquainted 

with the whole length of the river. 
Q. In your theory of the river would it remain shortened after you had cut 

across these bends? 
A. The artificial channel, such as is built by training works, would have to lx 

maintained. 
Q. Is it not a well-observed fact in such a river, through such a bed, that when- 

ever a shortening is made the river begins to compensate for that shortening by 
lengthening either above or below? 

A. It does attempt to do so. 
Q. So that you practically would in the end have the sume distance from Cairo 

to Red River that you have now? 
A. Practically the same distance would have to be maintained unless am in 

crease in depth and an improvement in the discharging capacity of the rive: 
would change that length. 

Q. Do you contemplate any particular increase of depth so that you can stat 
it in feet? 

A. No, sir; I could not state it in feet. 
Q. Have you an impression that you would get a depth of twenty feet at low 

stage of water from Cairo down? 
A. No, sir; I should say not so much. 

As much as ten feet ? 
A. Possibly that. 
Q. That would be the outside, would it? 
A. I don't think my judgment on that point is very good; I have not fixed 

my ideas of channel-way in feet. 
Q. If you were to drop the bed so that you would have ten feet of water from 

Cairo down, do you expect that that increased depth would give sufficient chan- 
nel to carry all its waters below the natural banks of the river, even in time of 
flood? 

A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then your idea is that, with a ten-foot channel secured, you would have 

no water to overflow the valley? 
The depth of channel is one element and the height of levees is another. 

Those two together must be so constructed that they will carry off all but the 
most extraordinary floods. 

Q. What is it that makes the water run into the Gulf of Mexico? 
A. The slope of the water surface. 
Q. Now, if you lower that slope will your water run faster or slower? 
A. I nu urdly know what is meant by “slower.”’ 
Q. If you drop the upper portion of the slope it is like an inclined plane with 

a broken surface. Now, drop the upper end of that inclined plane; will th¢ 
water run faster or slower? 

A. That would decrease the slope and the water would run slower. 
Q. Now, an increase of depth of that upper portion does really drop the upper 
— ? 

No, sir. 
3° What does it do? 
A. It increases the slope of the surface of the river. 
2. Then you do not mean the slope of the bed? 

No, sir; that is of little consequence as regards flow of water ; it is the slop< 
of ine surface of the water that makes the water flow. 

. The lower end of the slope is fixed? 

. Fixed. 
Q. That can not be raised much ? 
e No, sir. 

What object is it to lower the bed of the stream if the lowering does not a 
aleana the current? 

A. Lowering the bed of the stream improves the navigability of the stream 



Q. Yes; but how does it affect the current if you say it does not accelerate it? 
A. I have said that it needed to be lowered in the channe!, or on the crests of 

the shoals, and that this will not necessarily lower the surface of the water, al- 
though it will improve the navigation. 

Q. Well, illustrate it with a book held on an inclined plane [illustrating] of 
which the upper portion will represent Cairo and the lower the Gulf of Mexico. 

A. Yes; roughly. 
Q. Down that slope the water runs with a certain velocity. Suppose that I 

cut the plane from the upper portion down greatly [suiting the action to the 
word] so that I have lowered the slope; in other words, sunk the bed; will I 
get more rapid discharge of water down that new slope, or less rapid? 

A. If these things are done as you have described them the water will run 
slower. 

Q. In the upper portion of the river, from Cairo to Red River, in what way 
does it scour out from what I have supposed in this instance ? 

A. I do not understand that it is the intention to lower the slope, or to make 
the slope flatter, rather. 

Q. To lower the slope of the bed? 
A. Lower the slope of the water surface. I do not understand that this is to 

be done. The only thing! understand to be done is to make a regular channel, 
and one of such a depth at its shoalest parts as to improve the navigation, and 
that that depth shall be found there at all seasons of the year. 

Q. With a given quantity of water in the channel of the river, enough just to 
fill the natural banks, if you lower the bed of that stream it is admitted that the 
water will fall below the natural crest of the bank? 

A. It wouldif the whole bed were lowered. 
Q. Then if the whole bed is lowered and the quantity of water has fallen toa 

corresponding depth, why do you not get a slower current? 
A. You would in that case, 
Q. And why is not that just where you are coming to as the result of these 

works? 
A. Becxuse these works are not intended toand need notappreciably lower the | 

whole bed of the stream or lower the water surface, at Cairo we will say, for the 
same stage of water. 

Q. Is it not, afterall, a relief from that perplexity that may exist, in my mind 
if not in yours, to keep separate the consideration of the channel for the purposes 
of navigation and the lowering of the flood-line for the protection of the valley ? 

A, It would be well enough to keep these objects separate, but, practically, it 
can not be done. I think improvement of the river for the purposes of navi- 
gation usually brings with it a lowering of the flood-line. 

Q, Well, for any purpose of navigation it would be all-sufficient, would it not, 
if you could puta deoden up and down that river with sufficient frequency to 
keep these tops of the shoalsall scraped off and the burden carried into the pools 
so that boats could pass up and down withoutstriking those shoals; that would 
be all that would be necessary, so far as navigation alone was concerned, would 
it not? 

A. That would not be practicable. 
Q. If, that were practicable, like the farmers breaking out a path through the 

snow, if you could break down the tops and put the contents of them into the 
pools you would have a channel for navigation purposes, which would be all 
that you want? 

A. Certainly. 
Q. If you use the power of water toaccomplish the same thing, thatis all you 

want to seek for, so far as channel improvement is concerned? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then all other considerations and desiderata may be omitted in the con- 

sideration of that problem? 
A, Is that a question? 
Q. Yes. 
A. What considerations are referred to? 
Q. The other question was the one to which you gave assent that the force 

of water as a scouring power, instead of a dredge, if it carried off those obstruc- 
tions would be all that would be necessary so far as channel improvement was 
concerned, 
considerations and desiderata? 

A. Yes. 
Q. You advanced the belief that the result, in an outlet of any considerable 

volume from the Missiscinpi River, would be ashoaling below, and hence an ob- 
strucfion to navigation. 

A, Yes. 

river that below the Bonnet Carré crevasse, the crevasse having occurred in 1874, 
no perceptible shoal of the river had occurred—none that had affected the navi- 
gation of the river? 

A. I should want to distinguish between “ perceptible shoaling ” and **shoal- 
ing that had not affected the navigation of the river.” [ean conceive ofa river 
so deep that it could shoal very much without affecting navigation ; but it un- | 
doubtedly has shoaled, or I am very much mistaken in facts and theories, 

Q. You would be mistaken as to the theory if it had not shoaled? 
A. If it had not shoaled I should be very much surprised; at least I should 

want to seck a cause for such an exceptional state of aifuirs. 
Q. That crevasse having been open for eight years, and it having been found 

that during that time there had been no shoaling sufficient to operate as any 
obstruction to navigation, from the great depth of water or otherwise, should 
you say it was necessary to close the Bonnet Carré ¢revasse for purposes of nav- 
igation ? 

A. Well, the question seems to be like this: If the crevasse has been opened 
eight years, and has produced in that time no shoaling to such anextent that it 
is detrimental! to navigation, need it be closed in the interest of navigation at 
that point? and I should say of course not. If there is no detriment to naviga- 
tion there is nothing to be cured at that particular spot; at the same time there 
undoubtedly was shoaling there, and the river discharges less freely below that 
crevasse now than it formerly did, and that amounts to the river being on the 
road to ruin, although it has not got there yet. 
Q. The ruin don’t quite stare us in the face yet? 
A. It don’t quite stare us in the face, but I think it isin an evil way 

the wrong direction. 
Q. Well, it is a fact in the behavior of the river that it makes shoals one day 

or one month and removes them the next, and makes new ones in other places ? 
A. In certain parts it undoubtedly does that, 
Q. So that you might find a shoal there now, and perhaps in three months you 

would not find it there? 
A, I don't agree with that exactly; as long as there is a crevasse there would 

be a shoal not far below. 
Q. That is the tendency undoubtedly, but when the water is fifty feet deep do 

you expect such a shoaling as to interfere with the navigation for boats that draw 
eight or ten feet? 

A. I don’t mean to be understood that shoaling, as applied to those places, isa 
shoal that interferes with navigation; where there has been one hundred feet 
and only fifty feet is there now, I call that a shoaling, although there are still 
fifty feet of water left. 
Q. In order to make these works of improvement in the channel ofthe river a 

success, al] the caving banks must be protected, must they not’ 
A. I should say so. 
Q. Over any shoals the banks must be created and maintained" 

gong in 

Now, I said, working to that end, you may safely omit the other | 
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| years, and yet 

| not pay to grapple 

A. Yea. 
Q. And you expect a very large amount of revetment to be required toacoom: 

plish these results? 
A. Yes, sir; especially during the first year of the work 
Q. Practically, in your judgment, it would amount to about the len 

river from Cairo to Red River, would it not, continuously, taking « 
that is, putting two sides together you get as an effect about one 

A, I should think that might be a fair estimate. 
Q. You have said, as I understand you, that you have 

of the commission? 
A, I have. 
Q. And that you would recommend it to be undertaken and continued 
A. I do think that inasmuch as it has been begun it should now b« 

and finished. 
Q. Is it a fact that scientific gentlemen like yourself like to see these prob! 

solved and settled for the benefit of science? 
A. Well, I should hardly go in my devotion to science to that extent. I be 

lieve this, that the training of the Mississippi River and other navigable rivers 
has got to be undertaken at some time in the history of this country rhe Con 
gress of the United States in its wisdom has seen fit to commence that work in the 
year 1882rather than in the year 1900 or in the year 1932, and now that the work 
has been begun I certainly believe that it should be finished 

Q. Whatever the cost? 

A. No, sir; but if not too largely in excess of sucl 

sth of the 
ie side alone 
neth 

connhade nee in this plan 

Ins 

f such estimates as were made 
| previously to the beginning of the work 

Q. If you knew that the members of the Mississippi River Con ion esti 
mate the entire expense in amounts differing with the individuals ng from 
$25,000,000 to $66,000,000 for the whole work, omitting all « ideration of the 
construction, repair, and maintenance of leve« ind you con r that the plan 

| included works upon several distinct reaches of the river, t you not con 
sider it the part of prudence as an engineer or as a practical man in any other 
branch of employment to confine your work to one of r res until the 
work there had stood the test of the flood season and d rated success 
You may consider in that connection Plum Point reach thr ha igth of 
about thirty-eight miles upon which the works are now in prog 

A. I should say that thirty-eight miles would be a little short f L pic 
which to test works of this character; say one hundred miles would be perhap 
a goodtest. Worksof this character might achieve little orno result over thirty 
eight miles, when they would achieve appreciable results onastretch of a hun 

| dred miles or one hundred and fifty miles 
Q. But it appears to be the fact, as you perhaps are informed, that the Plum 

Point reach is the worst point on the river between Cairo and Red River; so 
that when made as good there as the river above and below the navigation 
would be satisfactory to those who use the river for navigation purposes; do you 
not understand it so” 

A. I have not so understood it; but if it isso, what I meant to say was, that 
| in order to permanently improve Plum Point reach it may be necessary also to 
keep under control a certain stretch of the river above and below that particu 
lar reach of river 

Q. Taking, then, your assumption of it as part of the necessary working out 
of the theory, you would be of the opinion that that would be the more econom 
ical and safer course to pursue than to apply the work to the whole of the river 
at once, taking the chances of failure if the whole of it should result dises- 

| trously? 
A, It may be judicious to confine the works in that way 
Q. Because, I understand you to say, after all, in such an undertaking as this 

there must be a very large element of experiment? 
A. Yes. There are very few Mississippi Rivers in the world 
Q. As you spoke of foreign rivers, have you any one of them that is up to the 

Mississippi problem ? 

A. No, sir; certainly not 
Q. The Rhine does not approach it? 
A. No, sir 
Q. And you alluded to the overflows of the Rhine at present; there you have 

a regularly trained stream with levees upon the banks, maintained for many 
you have an overflow that is disastrous ? 

A. Yes,sir 

Q Therefore the training of the river and the maintenance of the banks has 
| not so deepened the channel there as to carry away the flood waters without 

; | their doin 
Q. What should you say if you were told by experienced navigators of the | 

» damage? 

A. I stated that floods have occurred there though the banks have been graded 
and known for two hundred years; but those very works have been of an im 

mense amount of benefit for the last forty years, and the moment these floods 
subside they will again take up their beneficent work 

Q. That is, when the water is within the natural banks the lev« 
work? 

A. Oh, there are floods on the Rhine every year, but there 
floods and floodsthat might be termed extraordinaril 

a good 

1e are extraordinary 
y extraordinary, and itdoes 

with freaks of nature that only come once ina century. 
Q. Wel 1e river Po is avery much smallerstream than that we are now con- 

templating; that has levees and works within the banks, and yet it is subject to 
overflows, is it not? 

A. There has a great de 
have seen that m: 
thing about 

ul been said about the river Po, yet very littde that I 
y be termed reliable. I have never seen, myself, or read any 

it that I could say were facts and figures 
Q. It is thought that those works have been maintained somewhere about four 

hundred years, is it not? 
A. It has yng a period of time as that 
Q. Youare aware thatthe bed of the river is claimed to be only one foot lower 

than it was four hundred years ago 
A. I think the Po ought to be left out of the discussion until we get some data 

I have heard almost everything about the Po 
Q. So you will omit it because it is an uncomfortable factor in the discussion 

been under s« yme sort of training foras | 

A. No,sir; itisquoted in support of almostevery theory that has been brought 

rward rhe reason I say it ought to be left out of the discussion is that we 
e 

know so little about it that is reliabl 
Q. Well, how is it about the river Rhone 
A. Tam not posted on that. 
Q. Have you had time to examine the translation by Lieutenant Merrill, of 

the United States Engineer Corps, of the work on improvement of non-tida 

rivers? 
A. Yes, although I have not read it very carefully yet 
Q. Those engineers who are prominent and distinguished abroad discredit 

very largely this theory for the regularization of rivers? 
A. I find a Russian engineer is quoted there. 
Q. Janecki? 
4. Janecki does abandon it and believes in canals, which are, however, e1 

tirely impracticable for a river of the size of the Mississippi. 
Q. Oh, yes; but he proceeds to show that as to the Rhone this training and 

regularization has not been a success, does he not? 
A. Yes. 

Q. And that is the most recent work that we have by authority upon the 
works in French and German rivers? 

A. Well, I think not; take the river Loire, for instance, which is a very su 
cessful case of river training—and the Garonne, 
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Q. How do they compare in size with the Mississippi? 
A. Weil, those rivers are smaller than the Mississippi. 

q. Hiow do they compare in size with the Connecticut River? 
A. I think they are larger than the Connecticut 

q. Not very much, are they? 
A. Leould notsay. The Rhone is, certainly 

Q. Do you contemplate as a necessary result of the completion of the works 
on the Mississippi River that there should be any such protection of the bottom 
of the river as has been applied in the regularization of the German rivers? 

No, sir. A 
q. Why not? 

A. Those German rivers are cases of small rivers, with much steeper slopes 
2. You mean slope of bed now, do you? 
A. Both slope of bed and slope of water surface 
Q. You would not anticipate, even with the yielding soil of the Mississippi, 

that you would have in that increased current so great a force as to perceptibly 
affect the bed of the stream’? 

4 

A. I should think not 
Q. Would it not be sufficient, possibly, to undermine the very works that have 

been put against the banks as a retaining wall? 
A. Ishould not anticipate anything of that sort in the stretch of river from 

Cairo down 

By Mr. Evuts 
Q. Mr. Herschel, Mr. Robinson asked you that question there again that I was 

directing your attention to. 1l want to again carry you down to the Bonnet 
Carré works referred to in yourgxamination this morning. You stated thatfor 
purposes of navigation alone you see no use of any work below the mouth of 
Red River. There are three or four large crevasses below the mouth of Red 
River, as you probably know. Is it not consistent with the entire plan of the 
commission for obtaining the greatest discharging capacity and for stopping 
whatever shoaling may be going on down there to close those crevasses? 

A. I think it is consistent with the work of river improvement and river train- 
ing to close accidental outlets of this sort 

Q. Do you not regard it as necessary to the plan of the river commission to 
close those crevasses”? 

A. I think that! could hardly say it is necessary 
able 

Q. The surveys made by Professor Bailey after the Bonnet Carré crevasse of 
1874, and also the surveys made by Professor Forshey after the Bonnet Carré 
crevasse of 1850, showed the contraction of the sectional area below the pointof 
outlet to be about 75,000 feet; now will it not very greatly facilitate the river's 
discharyre if that contraction can be undone and the bar which was formed washed 
out’? 

A. Yes, sir 
Q. The theory of the river commission is to obtain the greatest discharging 

capacity Now, in order to do that, is it not necessary to close those crevasses? 
\\. It is necessary in order to obtain a river of greatest discharging capacity. 

Q. And while it might not affect the navigation at that point forever, that cre- 
vasse might remain open forever and never affect the navigation below, and 
yet as long as it remains open it must pro tanto impair the discharging capacity 
of the river? 

A. That is correct 
Q. Suppose it were shown to you by the testimony of the engineers who had 

done the works, and by the official reports, that works similar in character to 
this being done by the river commission had been done at other points in the 
river where the river features were bad, and similar to those at Plum Point 
and Providence reaches, though the rivers were smaller—done under the theory 
and by the same means now being used by the Mississippi River Commission ; 
and that these works had stood the test of several floods and were unimpaired 
and had accomplished the purpose for which they were created; would you 
not consider this test as sufficient to warrant the Government in going ahead 
with the plan of improvement adopted by the commission? 

A. Lshould regard these as experiments of sufficient weight and value to 
warrant proceeding with the work 

Q. People aregenerally prone totalk about the Mississippi River asa mystery, 
as presenting features never presented by any other river, as having crooks and 
whimsand moods that are unknown in any other stream in the world, and that 
itis a vast complex problem. Is it not exactly likeany other sedimentary river, 
only on a larger seale? 

A. I think the novelties the Mississippi presents are those of size 
Q. It is exactly as any other sedimentary river? 
A. I think so 

By Mr. Rorrnson 
Q. Now, Mr. Herschel, suppose you knew that works of the character con- 

templated by the Mississippi River Commission had been put.into a stream that 
carries very much less volume of water, had been built in the same form, and 
they had undertaken to maintain it in the same way; and it had been found in 
numerous instances that the floods had gone in behind those works, swept out 
the mattresses and carried them into the stream; had gone under those large 
works on the tops of the banks, dug through and tumbled them into the river; 
and you knew that the commission contemplated going on with the expendi- 
ture of $50,000,000 or $75,000,000 over the entire Mississippi River from Cairo 
down to Red River, when it could be as well tested in the space of one hundred 
miles; would you not say it would be best to try it on the one hundred miles 
before you went into the expense of trying it upon the whole river? 

A. Isee no necessary connection between the failure of certain works and 
hesitating about doing this work. Failure of work is sometimes caused by im- 
perfect workmanship 

Q. You say you don’t think the failure of any one place should be taken as an 
argument against the application of that same kind of work to any other place 
under different circumstances? 

A. Isee no connection between failures such as are described as bearing on 
the question as to whether these works should be continued. 

Q. Well, are you able to see any greater connection between these successes 
and circumstances and the necessary continuance of those works? 

A. Yes; I think the successes prove a good deal, Incase of a failure it is well 
to question whether it is the general plan of the work itself at fault or whether 
the particular construction at a single point has failed. 

Q. But being a single question as it is, you go on and settle the doubt in favor 
of continuing the work, do you”? 

A. I have not said that. 
Q. Do you say it: 
A. I would not say that 
Q. There is a point, then, where you would want to wait and see, and try it 

a while to begin with? 
A. Yes, sir. I will say that in doing river work it is not to be expected that 

every single training wall and pier that is put down—dunes as they are some- 
times called—will necessarily stand. <A certain amount of so-called failure must 
be expected in works of this sort. 

Q. And you are only testifying, then, whether in response tothe question Mr, 
Ellis asks you or the one that I ask you in a general way, as I understand it; 
the judgment must come in to determine after all how much weight must be ap- 
plied to the cases supposed ? 

A. Yes; and I think there is a question for expert judgment as to whether 
training works are proving a success, or in case they fail in any one point 

I should say it was desir- 

jurors; they are incompetent as witnesses in those courts. 
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whether they fail on account of the defect in the general system or plan or the 
defect in that particular system of work. 

Q. And hypothetical cases that are putto you merely in the form of questions 
in one way or the other do not form much of a basis for you to express any 
opinion upon? 

A. They do not form a basis for opinion on the actual work in full. yc ' t ctu I will just 
add that it is not well to judge of work until it is finished. 

Deficiency Appropriation Bill. 

I weuld rather be a FREEMAN than to be a KING and rule the WORLD. 

SPEKCH 

or 

HON. JAMES H. McLEAN, 
OF MISSOURI, 

IN THE HOUSE oF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Thursday, March 1, 1883, 

On the bill (H. R. 7637) making appropriations to supply deficiencies for the 
fiscal year ended June 30, 1883, &e. 

Mr. McLEAN, of Missouri, said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: I rise in my place to offer this amendment in the 

interest of 30,000 negro people, the former slaves of the Choctaw and 
Chickasaw Indians, who are virtually as badly, if not worse, conditioned 
than prior to the war for the Union and human freedom. By solemn 
treaty stipulation the Government agreed with these tribes in the year 
1866 that for a consideration certain lands should be ceded to the Uni 
ted States. They also agreed in the same treaty to secure to those n¢ 
groes their emancipation and induction into Indian franchise and citi 
zenship before the expiration of two years subsequent to the ratification 
of the treaty referred to. The Indians failing to keep their compact 
in the treaty within the time above specified, the Government agreed 
within ninety days thereafter to come forward and use moneys other 
wise held in trust for said Indians, for the removal of those negroes 
from the midst of the Indian tribes. 

Now, sir, neither the Government nor the Indians have kept faith in 
this matter of solemn treaty stipulation. The result is that 30,000 
negroes dwell in that section in a condition nondescript, a state virtu 
ally that of human slavery to semi-savage Indians. These negroes 
are without schools; they are without any recognized rights in the In 
dian courts. They cultivate in commonalty the lands of that Territory 
but to have their improvements confiscated at the unfair and absurd 
complaint of any individual Indian. These people have no rights as 

Indeed, they 
are without protection of law for civil, religious, or personal rights, and 
this amendmentis intended to relieve them. I hope for the honor and 
good faith of the nation that the House will accept it. 

That these negro people did not make application to Government to 
be removed at the expiration of the two years mentioned and prior to 
the time when the ninety days stipulated had elapsed would not seem 
to bar these freedmen from their rights as stipulated for on any reasona- 
ble ground of negligence or lack of due diligence. It will be seen that 
at the time of the formulation of that treaty those negro people were 
slaves, and therefore property. . Hence, they could not be and were not 
in any sense a high contracting party to the treaty. They were prop 
erty so far as any preparatory agreement to the stipulations of that 

| treaty was concerned. 
Therefore it would be as consistent in the light of the terms of the 

treaty to require that the lands whose cession back to the Government 
was provided for at the same sitting and in the same treaty should 
come forward and claim that the Government should keep a stipulation 
as to require that those slaves, treated for as property, should have de 
manded before the expiration of the ninety days that the Government 
should execute those conditions which the Indian tribes had evaded 
and neglected to execute in the fulfillment of the promise to emanci 
pate and enfranchise those negroes. Had the negroes been emancipated 
and standing nondescript before the law, then it would have been pos 

| sible for them to have slept upon their rights, and those rights would 
have expired by “limitation ’’ with the close of the ninety days. But 
the fact is that these people were property and therefore incapable o! 
becoming a party to thetreaty. Theirvery emancipation was attempted 
to be provided for in the treaty itself; hence the responsibility of neg 
lect rests with the Government and the Indians. The Indians having 
forfeited all right to the consideration named and the Government 
having neglected their duty, the trust fund in all equity forfeits or 
escheats, so to speak, to the negroes referred to. 

I therefore urge upon this Congress the wisdom of securing to these 
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negro people their just rights without further delay. And these are 

my reasons for asking the adoption of this amendment. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, Washington, February 28, 1883 

Sir: I have the honor to invite attention to the inclosed copy of letter of the 
gith instant from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, presenting an item for 
insertion in the deficiency bill now before your committee, appropriating the 
sum of $25,000, to become immediately available, to enable the Secretary of the 

Interior to settle persons of African descent noted in the treaties of 1866 with 
the Seminole, Creek, Choctaw, and Chickasaw Nations of Indians upon lands 
ceded for such and other purposes to the United States by the Seminole and the 

14, 1866, respectively. (See third article treaty of 1866 with Seminoles, 14 Statutes, 
756; third article treaty of 1866 with Creeks, 14 Statutes, 786.) 

I approve of the object of this appropriation, and respectfully urge the early 
and favorable attention and action of the committee and of the Congress to the 
subject. 

Very respectfully, 
H. M. TELLER, Secretary. 

Hon. FRANK Hiscock, 
Chairman House Committee on Appropriations. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, February 27, 1883. 

Sir: By article 3 of the treaty of 1866 (14 Stat., 756), in compliance with the de- 
sire of the United States to locate other Indians and freedmen thereon, the Sem- 
inole Indians ceded to the Government their entire domain, &c. 
By the third article of the treaty of 1866 with the Creeks (id., 786) said Indians, 

in compliance with the desire of the United States to locate other Indians and 
freedmen thereon, ceded and conveyed tothe Government the west half of their 
entire domain, &c. The eastern portion of these two cessions is what is under- 
stood to be the Oklahoma district. 
There is now in this city a delegation of colored persons representing the 

various classes of freedmen mentioned in the several treaties of 1866 with the 
five civilized tribes, which freedmen, the delegation represent, are now anxious 
to avail themselves of their right to settle in the country ceded by the Seminole 
and Creek Indians in the treaties aforesaid, 

I think there can be no doubt as tothe right of the United States to settle them 
in the country referred to, and believe that the best interests of the freemen will 
be subserved by settling them there. 

I have therefore had prepared and submit herewith a draught of an item in- 
tended to be inserted in the deficiency bill now before the House Committee on 
Appropriations appropriating $25,000, to be immediately available, to enable the 
Secretary of the Interior to settle inthe couniry named such persons of African 
descent, and their descendants, asare mentioned in the treaties with the Semi- 
nole, Choctaw and Chickasaw, Creek,and Cherokee Indians of March 21, April 
28, June 14, and July 19, 1866, respectively, with authority to the Secretary of the 
Interior, upon application made and proof submitted to his satisfaction that the 
— is entitled thereto, toassign one hundred and sixty acres to each head | a 

of a family, eighty acres to each single person over 21 years of age, and eighty 
acres to each orphan child under 21 years, which item, if you coneur with the 
views herein expressed, I have the honor to recommend be transmitted to the 
chairman of the House Committee on Appropriations, with the request thatthe 
same be placed on the deficiency bill. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
H. PRICE, Commissioner 

Hon, SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 

THE AMENDMENT. 

For this amount, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to enable the Sec- 
retary of the Interior to settle such persons of African descent, and their de- 
scendants, as are mentioned in the treaties with the Seminole, Choctaw and 
Chickasaw, Creek, and Cherokee Indians dated, respectively, March 21, April | 
28, June 14, and July 19, 1866, upon the lands ceded to the United States by the 
Seminole and Creek Indians in their treaties dated, respectively, March 21 and 
June 14, 1866, for the location of other Indians and freedmen thereon: Provided, 
Thatof the lands referred to in said treaties with the Seminole and Creek In- 
dians, upon application made and proof submitted, to the satisfaction of the 
Secretary of the Interior, that the applicant is entitled thereto, there shal! be 
assigned to each head of a family of the class of persons herein named one 
hundred and sixty acres, to each person over 21 years eighty acres, and to each 
orphan child under 21 years eighty acres, the sum of $25,000 to be immediately 
available, out of which sum there shall be paid the necessary expense incident 
tocarrying out these provisions. 

The Tariff. 

SPEECH 

HON. CLEMENT DOWD, 
OF NORTH CAROLINA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, March 3, 1883, 

On tho bill (H. R, 5538) to impose duties upon foreign imports, and for other 
u ses, 

Mr. DOWD said: or 
Mr. SPEAKER: At the last session I voted for the bill reducing internal 

revenue, the substance of which is included in the bill now before the 
House. In fact that bill isthe nucleusor comet to which this gigantic 
tail has been attached by the Senate and the conference committee. I 
voted for that bill upon the principle that half a loaf is better than no 
bread, and that if we can not get all we want in the way of reduction 
we had better take all wecan get. Being pledged to the extermination 
of the whole internal-revenue system, I felt that if we could not get it 
all destroyed at once we should take off a branch. a limb and root | 
wherever we could. 
A few weeks ago when the same bill was up for consideration in this 
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oh > ; : ; . |} hot pause to 
Creck Nations of Indians in their twoseveral treatiesof March 27, 1866, and June | I 

House I again voted in its favor, this time having the satisfaction of 
the concurrence of every one of my colleagues 

But the Senate took this internal-revenue bill and ingrafted upon it 

a tariff bill, and after discussing it for months sent it to this House for con- 
currence. Here, without consideration, and without even be 

it wasreferred just two days betjore the end of the session to aco 
committec, with the 

ing a new Dill 

Z read, 

erence 

her hav 

I shall 

the Capitol, 

» the army of lobbyists that are thn 
corridors and restaurant of 

avowed purpose of having it doctored, or rat 

fixed up in the interest of certain monopolists 
re] the rumors that are floating through 

nor to do tore than refer t 

the hotels and 

the poppi 

tracted b 
But the bill, doctored and fixed up so as to please certain manufact 

uring interests, was presented to this House this day at about 12 o'clock. 
It consists of about one hundred and twenty pages of printed matter, 
and embries all the various schedules and articles of merchandise that 
are imported into the United States, there being in fact more than 

4,000 of these items or classes of articles. Neither the Senate nor the 
House had considered the rates of duty proposed in this bill, and we 
are obliged to vote upon it without the opportunity of even reading it 
or hearing it read. We know by the concessions of its friends that it 
raises the duty on steel rails and other articles upon the iron schedule 
That it raises the rates on cheap woolen goods, while there is quite a 
variety of opinion as to its effect upon sugar, cotton goods, band-iron, 
cotton-ties, &¢ 

Upon articles of luxury we are told the rates are reduced, whil 
ticles of necessity are left to groan under existing burdens 

I should be glad to vote for a reduction of taxation, and | 

wut 

onging 

the House, where it is said 
nd ilying of corks trom champagne bottles represent a pro 

le of musketry 

ar 

should be 

| especially pleased to vote again for the bill for which | have already 
voted twice But Iam unwilling to vote for a bill that I do not and 

can not understand because I have neither read it nor heard it read I 
do not believe that we should refuse to reduce taxation because we can 

not get all the reduction we want, or can not get it in the way we want 
it. But no prudent man, no wise and sale legislator can afford in any 

| case to vote for a measure that he has not had an opportunity to con 
sider carefully and intelligently 

Jefferson said that no bill should be passed until it had been en 
grossed and allowed to remain on the table for at least twelve months, 
unless passed by a two-thirds vote. 

Such hasty legislation as that which gallops this bill, which is of 

more importance to the people than any that has been passed for years, 
into a law, without consideration in either House of Congress, should 

| receive the emphatic condemnation of every man who holds the sacred 
trust of the people 

against it 
‘sright. And this is my sufficient excuse for voting 

Fitz-John Porter. 

SPEECH 

EDWARD 
OF 

HON. S. 
WISCONSIN, 

BRAGG, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Thursday, February 15, 1883, 

On the bill (S. 1844) for the relief of Fitz-John Porter. 

Mr. BRAGG said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: By permission of the House I submit my views on 

Senate bill 1844, for the relief of Fitz-John Porter. Did I not know 
him to have been a soldier unfaltering in duty, energetic and faithful 
in the execution of every trust, lion-hearted in battle, and true to his 
flag as the needle to the pole, and did I not feel and believe that he 
was sacrificed when excitement was great and the passions were hot 
by a cunning blending of truth with falsehood that in calmer times 
would not have the weight of a feather against the unsullied honor of 

a soldier, I should not be found raising my voice in his defense. But, 
sir, I speak the sentiment of men learned in the law, of military savants 
in Europe as well as America, of that body of brave men composing 

the Fifth Army Corps, and of impartial history, when I say Fitz-Joln 
Porter was unjustly condemned for the blunders and incapacity of 
others, and that an American Congress, with the record before it, is an 
unworthy representation of a chivalrous, generous people when it hes- 
itates to give him full and ample reparation. 

It is my purpose to discuss the case in detail from its inception, and 
though my argument may be dry and uninteresting to many it may 
give new light to a few. 

_ My first proposition, sir, is: 
The proceedings of the court-martial are void. 
3efore taking thisextreme ground I have consulted civil and military 
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authority, and find my convictions sustained by jurists of great ability 
ind by military men of high rank and distinction. 

lt is provided in section 1, chapter 179, of the Laws of the United 
States, approved May 29, 1830, as follows: 
Wher ever a general officer commanding an army * * * shall be the ac- 

uset or prosecutor of any officer in the Army of the United States under his 
command, the general court-martial for the tria] of such officer shall be ap- 
pointed by the President of the United States. 

The sixty-fourth article of war provides: 
(reneral courts-martial may consist of an 

from ii 

when 

number of commissioned officers 
e to thirteen inclusively; but they shall not consist of less than thirteen 

that number can be convened without manifest injury to the service. 

lhe seventy-fifth article of war provides: 
‘oO officer shall be tried but by a general court-martial, nor by officers of an 
ferior rank if it can be avoided. 

Under these provisions of law the court-martial which tried and con- 
icted General Porter was convened and organized, and it is upon them 

that 1 make the pointagainst the legality of the court-martial in its origin, 
organization, and composition; and most surely, if I can maintain my 
position, the whole proceeding, judgment, and sentence were absolutely 
void and of no effect, and Major-General Porter in law never lost his 
standing in the Army. 

The proposition is a bold one, perhaps a startling one to minds edu- 
cated to the idea that a Secretary of War and a court-martial are above 
the law and can do no wrong, but I maintain it to be true upon the facts 
of the case under consideration and the law applicable thereto. 

it may seem by my presentation of this point that I desire to rest 
my case upon a technicality. Not so. Such an intention is furthest 
from my purpose. But it is claimed that the judgment of this court is 
« finality and beyond the reach of proper Congressional action. Hence 

demonstrates there was no court and could be no judgment in law, and 
what was done has none of the qualities of a proceeding that can ever 
be a finality. This follows from well-known principles alike applica- 
ble to military as to civil tribunals: before there can be a judgment 
there must be a legally constituted court and that court must have ju- 
risdiction of the subject-matter as well as of the person, or its proceed- 
ings will be ‘‘coram non judice’’ in all places and under all cireum- 
stunces 

[ will proceed to the discussion of the proposition enunciated under 
three subdivisions: 

First. The authority convening the court. 
Second, The number of officers constituting the court. 

Third. The rank of the office rs composing the court, 

It should be always in mind during this discussion that courts-mar- 
tial are creatures of Statute defining how and by whom they may be 
‘alled into existence and what powers are vested in them when they 
re so created, And the statute quoted heretofore, in most explicit lan- 

guace, declares that— 

Ifa general officer commanding an army shall be the accuser or prosecutor of 
any oflicer of the Army of the United States under his command, the general 
court-martial for the trial of such officer shall be appointed by the President of 
the United States, 

Now, it is submitted, and probably will not be denied, thatin any given 
case within the limitation of this statute, if an officer so accused or pros- 
secuted were convicted by a court appointed by any other authority 
than the President of the United States, such conviction would be a 
sheer nullity in law. 

General Porter commanded an army corps assigned to the Army of 
Virginia under command of General Pope; he was accused of grave 
military offenses in the execution of his office as corps commander 
while attached tothe Army of Virginia under such command, and was 
tried for such offenses before a court-martial appointed November 25, 
1862, by Major-General Halleck, was found guilty, ‘‘and sentenced to 
be cashiered and forever disqualified from holding any office of trust or 
profit under the Government of the United States.’’ 

And in view of the premises, it logically follows, if General Pope 
was the accuser of General Porter and brought him to trial for the of- 
fenses committed while under his command, and such trial resulted in 
the conviction and sentence stated, such conviction and sentence never 
had any legal force whatever. 

Let us then critically examine and ascertain who was the accuser of 
General Porter within the meaning of the statute; and when we are 
prepared to answer that question we are prepared to say whether 
Major-General Halleck had any authority to appoint the court-martial. 

The violations of duty specified under the charges upon which General 
Porter was tried and convicted were in substance as follows: 

Disobedience of an order given by General Pope to him on the 27th 
day of August, 1862, to move his troops from Warrenton Junction to 
Bristoe Station, starting at 1 o’clock on the morning of the 28th. 

Disobedience of an order of General Pope, dated August 29, 1862, 
directing Generals McDowell and Porter to move their joint commands 
toward Gainesville. 

Disobedience of an order dated August 29, 1862, 4.30 p. m., direct- 
ing Porter to push forward into action atonce upon the enemy’s flank. 

Disobedience of an order dated August 29, 1862, 8.50 p. m., direct- 
ing General Porter to march at once to the field and report in person 

| the campaign. 

I make this point, which, if well taken, dispenses with the need | wrageadborsaneipensatin 
arguing this claim, to see whether or not it be well founded, because it | 
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for orders, in allowing Generals Griffin and Piatt to march their com- 
mands to Centreville, instead of bringing them to the field. 

Disobedience of the 4.30 order of August 29, by falling back with 
out fighting or trying to assist Federal troops contending against great 
odds. 

Neglect of duty on the 30th August, 1862, by feebly attacking th, 
enemy, and drawing back unnecessarily his troops without making 
effort to rally his men. 

Having stated the gist of the accusations upon which Genera! Porte, 
was tried I will now endeavor to show their paternity. 

It will be seen by reference to the exhibits attached to General Pope's 
official report (Executive Document, third session Thirty-seventh Con- 
gress, volume 8, page 256) that after his disaster at Bull Run he reached 
Ball’s Cross Roads and established his headquarters there on the 2d day 
of September, 1862. Ball’s Cross Roads are not to exceed four and on 
half miles from Washington. 

Turn now tothe Report on the Conduct of the War (first session Thirty 
ninth Congress, supplement, volume 2, 1865-’66) and read from Genera! 
Pope’s report: 

I made my personal carp at Ball's Cross Roads, and on the morning of t)x 
— day of September * * reported in person to the General-in-Chief, the s« 
retary of War, and the President. * * * Great indignation was expresse: 
the treacherous and unfaithful conduct ‘of officers of high rank who were « 
rectly or indirectly connected with these operations, and so decided was 
feeling and so determined the purpose to execute justice upon them that | 
urged to furnish for use to the Government immediately a brief official report 

So anxious were the authorities that this report should bx 
their possession at once that General Halleck urged me to remain in Was! 
ton that day to makeit out. I told him that my papers, dispatches, &., we 
my camp near Ball's Cross Roads, and that I could not well makea report \ 
out having them by me. He still urged me to remain, with great persist 
but I finally returned —— camp and proceeded to maké out my report 

it to Genera) Halleck. 

The question may well be asked, What precise day did this inter, 
take place? Ianswer September 3, the day after General Pope reac! 
his camp, four and one-half miles from Washington, he most undou 
edly reported in person to explain the victory he had reported by t 
gram on the night of the 29th of August, and to make excuses to | 

| Secretary of War and the General-in-Chief for disaster, when he 
led them to believe a glorious victory crowned his arms. Who n 
the report of the treacherous and untaithful conduct of officers of |} 
rank which led to the great indignation expressed, and the determ 
tion to execute justice upon them? I answer, unhesitatingly, Gen 
Pope! 

And here comes a piece of unwritten history, which may have s 
significance to those, and they are not a few, who believe that Mr. Sta 
ton did not hesitate, under his power as War Minister, to select agenv ir 
to crush at his bidding those whom he disliked or who stood in 
way of his desires; and that he was not overscrupulous in his selecti 
of the means, if the end he desired was thereby assured. 

On the 3d day of September, 1862, the very day on which | thir 
this conference referred to took place, and the very day the brief 
port bears date, Major John F. Lee was removed from the position « 
judge-advocate, and a bitter partisan and follower of the Secretary was 
named from civil life, Colonel and Judge-Advocate General Joseph Hol! 
of Kentucky. I do not deny his ability, but must say if the aim of tl: 
Secretary was to reach ends regardless of judicial impartiality he was 
fortunate in his selection. If the selection was made in view of subs« 
quent events culminating in the prosecution and conviction of Porte 
the result showed the unerring sagacity of the Secretary in his choic 

On the next day General Pope, in compliance with the request 0! 
General Halleck, submitted his brief official report, to the end I su 
pose that ‘‘justice might be executed’’ speedily. That report bears 
date September 3, 1862, and contains the gist of all the charges against 
Porter. It will be found, by such as desire te peruse it, on pages 10 
1039, 1040, and 1041 of the new record. 

In a more extended form, with accompanying documents in Gener: 
Pope’s official report, the same charges are made. His report will !» 
found in volume 8 of executive document of third session Thirty-sc\ 
enth Congress, on page —, on which appears: The charge against (v1 
eral Porter of disobeying the order to march from Warrenton Junction 
August 27, 1862; the charge of disobeying the joint order of Augus 
29, 1862, and the charge of disobeying the 4.30 order of the same (1:\) 
the charge of permitting Generals Piatt’sand Griffin’s brigades to go t 
Centreville in disobedience of orders; and the crowning charge ‘': 
failing to attack with vigor’’ onthe 30th August, 1862, all are ther 
And they are the accusations of General John Pope, commanding th 
Army of Virginia, against General Fitz-John Porter, a subordinat 
commander in that army. 

The first action taken upon these charges was the change in the offic 
of Judge Advocate of the Army, already commented upon. The next 
step was an order by the President of the United States, dated Septem 
ber 5, 1862, directing ‘‘ An inquiry as to Major-General Fitz-John |’o" 
ter.’’ ‘‘ Whether he was with his command in the battle of Frida) 
August 29, 1862, and if not, where was he, and why was he not in suc! 
battle?’’ This order, like others issued by the President of the United 
States, was buried in a pigeon hole of the Secretary of War, and only 
saw the light at the sessions of the West Point board, in 1878. Why 
was it not obeyed’? Porter had asked for an inquiry, and there was no 
objection to it, except if carried into execution the Secretary would 
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have been thwarted in his purpose of immolating Porter as a sacrifice | 
to atone for the blunders of others. 
On the same day this order bears date Mr. Lincoln confided the care 

of the defenses of Washington to the so-called traitor, Major-General | 
Fitz-John Porter. 

Porter continued with his command through the Maryland campaign 
and until November 12, 1862, when he was relieved at Warrenton. As 
the enemy were driven from the presence of the capital, so came to the 
front the enemies of the chief of the Army of the Potomac. Absence of 
extreme danger revived internal plotting. Thesnake had been scotched, 
not killed. The victories in Maryland, received in grim silence by Gen- 
eral Halleck and the War Secretary, had created a popular sentiment 
that they dare not face. McClellan wassafe from prosecution, but their 
power could reach a subordinate—his known friend. 
On the 17th day of November, 1862, a military commission was crea- 

ted by the command of Major-General Halleck for the trial of General 
Porter, on charges made by General John Pope. 
The Judge-Advocate General states (court-martial record, page 11) 

that in point of fact no charges were ever preferred by General Pope. 
Think of this declaration. Porter was relieved of his command on 

the 12th, and on the 17th a commission was detailed of five officers to 
try General Porter upon charges preferred by General Pope. Colonel 
Holt was named as Judge-Advocate—Porter was in arrest—and on the 
25th of November, 1862, the prisoner and the world are coolly informed 
that the official orders and records of the War Office are false; and to 
make the pantomime complete General Pope swears (court-martial rec- 
ord, page 21), ‘‘I have not preferred charges against him; I have merely 
set forth the facts in my official reports.’’ 
What necromancy was at work to produce such a sudden change in 

the line of operations? I think it can be easily answered, and the an- 
swer supported by the strongest kind of circumstantial proof. 
A military commission was one of those arbitrary tribunals that the 

Secretary of War delighted to indulge in; the limitations and restric- 
tions of the written law were thrown off and the law of might was too 
often their rule of action. The article of war which required the 
President to convene a court-martial was avoided by selecting a mili- 
tary comission as the tribunal, ‘‘ to execute justice’ I believeis General 
Pope’s term, upon the alleged offender, and hence there was no hesita- 
tion in boldly stating upon the record ‘‘ that it was for the trial of 
Porter on charges made by Major-General Pope.’’ But General Porter 
was an Officer of the Army. The offenses of which he was charged were 
defined by the articles of war, and the method and trial of them was 
prescribed by the military code. Presumably this was overlooked in 
the haste of the newly-made Judge-Advocate to win his spurs, by ‘‘ ex- 
ecuting justice,’’ and when reflection showed that Porter must be tried 
for violation of the articles of war it was necessary to abandon the 
avowal that he was to be tried upon charges preferred by General Pope, 
for that would oust the cabal from the power of making the detail for 
the court. Hence we find the distinction made between charges in the 
official report and the charges and specifications and accusations drawn 
thereon, and the avowal both of the Judge-Advocate and of General 
Pope that General Pope had not in fact preferred any charges; and it 
was upon this flimsy technical distinction that the Judge-Advocate pro- 
ceeded and declared to the court-martial (court-martial record, page 11): 
There is no reference in the order appointing this court to General Pope at all. 

I wish to state distinctly that Major-General Pope is not the prosecutor in this 
case; nor has he preferred these charges; nor do I present them as being pre- 
ferred by him. 

And upon this statement the court, acting presumably under the ad- 
vice of the law officer of the Government, overruled the objection of 
General Porter: that the court was not appointed by the President, as 
required by law. 

It will be seen the language of the judge-advocate is guarded. He 
does not say that General Pope is not the accuser, but says ‘‘ he is not 
the prosecutor.’? The law which I have cited uses both terms, ‘‘ accuser 
or prosecutor.’’ 
Whenever a general officer commanding an army 

accuser or prosecutor * * * the general court-martial 
appointed by the President of the United States. 

It is true the charges and specifications were signed by ‘‘B. 8S. Rob- 
erts, Brigadier-General of Volunteers and Inspector-General Pope’s 
Army,”’ but they were the same charges and accusations made by Gen- 
eral Pope against his subordinate, the same charges and accusations 
upon which the commission was assembled by General Halleck to try 
General Porter as upon charges preferred against him by Major-Gen- 
erel Pope; but on the 25th day of November, 1862, this commission 
was dissolved and a court-martial was detailed to try Porter instead of 
& military commission, and then the charges became the charges of 
Pope’s Inspector-General, to defeat the right of the accused secured to 
him by law of a trial before a court appointed by the President of the 
United States. 

_ Was not General Pope the real accuser? Can anofficer be cheated of 
his rights guaranteed him by law by such jugglery, for I know no bet- 
ter term to describe it? And can the signing of General Pope’s accusa- 
tion by General Pope’s staff officer so far change the nature of the accu- | 
sation as to deprive the accused of his reliance upon the President, far 
removed above any cabal, when heshall be accused of offenses not only 
affecting his character and office, but his life? 

| 

« a * 

* * 
shall be the 
* shall be 

it was intended as a protection. 
commanding an army, or colonel commanding a department, wt 

of the War, 
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If this thing may he done, we nullify the law in the very cases where 
With such a precedent any general 

ho may 
wish to strike a man down has but to signify to his staff officer his ae 
cusation and procure his signature to the charges 
his own court to carry into execution his own desire 

And he may appoint 

But we are not left to the argument from inference that General Pope 
was the accuser. General Popehimself, by his own declaration, made 
subsequent to the trial, confesses that he was both the ‘accuser and 
prosecutor.’ He says to the committee on the conduct of the war, in 
bold and distinct language (Supplement, volume 2, Report on Conduct 

first session Thirty-ninth Congress, page 190): 
I considered it a duty I owed to the country to bring Fitz-John Porter to 

justice, lest at another time and with greater opportunities he might do that 
which would be still more disastrous 
With his conviction and punishment ended all official connection I have hed 

with anything that relates to the operations I conducted in Virginia, 

There can be no mistake in this avowal; ‘‘ he brought Porter to justice 
and he did it officially;’’? but, more than this, he claimed the price of 
blood, for he says in the same connection: 
When the trial of Fitz-John Porter had closed and when his guilt bad been 

established I intimated to the President that it seemed a proper time then for 
some public acknowledgment of my service in Virginia from him 

Modest man! he had finished the work; the ‘*‘ Mordecai’’ of the Gen- 
eral-in-Chief andof theSecretary had beenstricken down and he claimed 
the reward! The President did not seem to appreciate his genius and 
services, for he banished him from the field and located him at Mil 
waukee for the remainder of the war 

But we have another significant declaration. On the 16th day of Sep 
tember, 1867, General Pope, having learned that General Porter had 
appealed to General Grant for a review of the proceedings of the court 
martial, addressed a letter to General Grant and commenced it with the 
use of the following words: ‘‘General, as lam one of the principal par 
ties concerned in the case of Fitz-John Porter,’’ declaring himself a party 
in the case. When and how did he become so if he were not 
cuser or prosecutor ? 

In the light of this new evidence, added to the facts patent upon the 
record, who was Porter’s accuser, who was his prosecutor ? 

Major-General John Pope, commanding the Army of Virginia, says 
he was. If he is a credible witness when he speaks against his own 
interest, this House must believe and the country will believe that 
the declarations of Judge-Advocate Holt were the declarations of an 
attorney to serve his client, and that the declarations of the client are 
true. 

It then follows logically that the law required in this case a court 
convened by the President, and as there was nosuch court the proceed- 
ings had were coram non judice. And it would seem to follow that an 
intrigue among persons high in position was in operation to produce a 
conviction of Fitz-John Porter. 

I will now proceed to discuss the second subdivision of my proposi- 
tion: 

The number of officers constituting the court. 

Lhe ac- 

The court consisted of nine members instead of thirteen, as the sixty- 
fourth article of war requires; but the detail concluded with the formal 
declaration: 

No other officers than these named can be assembled without manifest injury 
to the service 

It is claimed, and such has been its usual construction, that article 
64 in its mandate is directory merely, and that the words ‘‘ without 
manifest injury,’’ &c., leaves the number above five and less than thir- 
teen purely a matter of discretion resting in the officer convening the 
court. 

I do not believe such should be the construction given to the article. 
I believe that to constitute a legal court the number must be thirteen, 
unless in fact that number can not be assembled; and that whenever 
the fact appears that the certificate appended to a detail is one of form, 
because it might be inconvenient to assemble the full number, that such 
fact goes to the organization of the court and affects the validity of ita 
proceedings. 

This, of course, is contrary to the tenets of military teaching; but I 
am not addressing military men, but the law-making power of the coun- 
try and the legal profession, who form public opinion on matters of legal 
construction. 

If the mere certificate of an officer calling a court may limit its num- 
ber from thirteen to five upon his own volition, and that volition is con- 
clusive, then it is in the power of such officer to deprive the accused of 
a trial by a full court and opens the door for malice or jealousy under 
cover of discretion to work a most foul and grievous wrong for which 
there is no remedy. 
Attorney-General Wirt declares (1 Attorney-General’s Opinions, pages 299, 

300). in speaking of this article of war, ‘‘ The phrase is not where that number 
(13) ean be conveniently called, but where they can be convened at all, not only 
without probable injury but without manifest injury to the service ; 6 * and 
if a smaller number act without such manifest emergency, I repeat ‘that they 
are not a lawful court and an execution under their sentence would be mur- 
der ao 

Major-General Gaines declares his views to the same effect, with clear 
and cogent reasons therefor (first session Twenty-second Congress, report 
of committee No. 269, page 11). 

* 
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ib e opinion of the Attorney-General cited was given when partisan 
s formed no constituent element in forming the opinion of the great } 

law officer of the Government; when the Government was young and the | 
despotic discretion of arbitrary power was looked upon with distrust and 
fear I commend it and the views of General Gaines to your careful 
consideration 

In Martin vs. Mott, the language of the court would seem to imply | 
th 

il at the formal certificate was a final adjudication by the officer call- 
ing the court, which could not be questioned. But when the facts are 
critically examined in reference to which the language is used it will 
be found that the case goes no further than to hold upon demurrer that 
the declaration of the officer that the emergency authorizing a lesser | 
court than thirteen could not be examined dehors the record, and the 
opinion in that case means that and no more—applying the rule to public 

via rite esse acta prxsumuntur; and within the same limits, 
upon careful construction, isthe opinion in Dynes vs. Hoover, 20 Howard, 
and to the same effect are the opinions of the Attorney-General, vol- 
ume 10, page 67, and cases cited. But where the record itself disproves 
the existence of the emergency, the sentence is not conclusive if the 
want of jurisdiction appears on the face of the record, but is an absolute 
nullity 

olcers ow 

destruction, and so is within not only the views of Attorney-General 
Wirt cited, but of all the cases and opinions. 

rhe order recites, ‘‘ No other officers than those named can be as- 
sembled without manifest injury to theservice.’’ Butthe record itself 
impeaches the certificate, a certificate of form and not of fact, in a case 
where honor and life were in jeopardy. 

By reference to the proceedings of the court-martial (court-martial 
record, page 5) it will beseen that on the 26th day of November, 1862, 
Brevet Lbrigadier-General Morris was relieved from the court and Brig- 
adier-General J. P. Slough was detailed as a member of the court in 
his {nd upon December 2 the judge-advocate stated to the 

court, and he was the representative of the General-in-chief who called 
the court, and made the statement by the authority of the General-in- 
chief, and it is part of the record (court-martial record, page 6)— 

He had« 

and hist 

‘ } 
stead 

onsulted the General-in-chief, by whom thiscourt-martial was ordered, 
vy was that he did not consider any further order necessary to en- 

able this court to proceed to business, but that General King was expected by 
every 

plied 

This declaration impeaches the certificate out of the mouth of the | 
man who made it. He certifies, ‘‘ No other officers can be assembled,’ 
but upon the same record, and before the court is organized and pro- 
ceeds to business, he announces his ability to fill vacancies. It may be 
said this mere declaration. 1 answer, his certificate was a mere 

One declaration says he can not and the other says he 
can, and the record should be construed most favorably to the accused, 
every presumption being in favorem vilx. 

But we are not confined to declarations to impeach this certificate. 
The order substituting General Slough shows by official acts that the 
certificate was untrue. If no other officers but those named in the de- 
tail could be assembied how comes it that General Slough could be 
spared without injury to the service and that there were other oflicers 
from whom General King’s place could be supplied ? 

rhe record shows one additional officer assigned and a declaration 
that others were at hand to fill vacancies. Had this court condemned 

Is a 

declaration 

Porter to have been shot, as it ought to and would have done had he | 
been guilty, I say, in the emphatic language of Wirt, ‘* The execution 
of such a sentence would have been murder.”’ 

Hence I say the court was defective in its organization as to the num- | 
ber of officers composing it, and its proceedings were null and void. 

The third subdivision of the proposition rests upon 

The 1 

It is an old truism that every man is entitled to betried by his peers, 
and nowhere should the doctrine be more strictly held than in the 
military code; and it was to prevent any infringementof it that it was 
made the subject of statutory enactment in prescribing the rules and 
regulations for the organization of courts-martial. The seventy-fifth 
article of war declares: 

ink of the officers composing the court. 

No officer shall be tried but by a court-martial, nor by officers of an inferior 
rank if it can be avoided. 

Mark the language and see the difference between it and the lan- 
guage of the sixty-fourth article, which defines the number of officers 
of which a court shall be constituted. Thenumber is fixed at thirteen, 
“‘when that number can be convened without manifest injury to the 

service.’’ The rank is fixed in the seventy-fiith article by more re- 
strictive and imperative language: ‘‘ nor by officers of inferior rank, if | 
it can be avoided.’’ 

The change of language is significant, and while ‘* manifest injury’ 
to the service gives a discretion to call a court of a less number than 
thirteen, ‘‘manifest injury’’ is not sufficient to deprive the accused of 
the benefit of a trial by his peers; the law enacts he shall not be tried 
by officers of an inferior rank “‘if it can be avoided,’’ that is to say the 
trial of a superior before a tribunal composed of inferior officers, if it 
is possible, ‘‘ must be avoided.”’ 

General Gaines, in the paper heretofore cited, insists that whenever 
there are officers of equal or higher grade than the accused sufficient to 

In the record under consideration we find the seed of its own | 

irrival,and if he did not reach here very soon his place would be sup- | 
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| form a court or at least a majority of a court in such case, the trial of g 
superior bya tribunal composed of inferior grades can always be avoided 

The reason of the difference in phraseology is this: Congress recog 
| nized the weakness of human nature, and the dangers arising from t], 
trial of a man for his commission by acourt the members of which may 
be advanced in grade by the conviction of the accused and the making 
a vacancy to be filled from the lower grade. 

The court which tried General Porter was composed of nine member. 

| seven of whom were officers of a lower grade than he. Could not this 
be avoided? The General-in-chief does not even certify it cou!d not}, 
avoided, but he uses a certificate under the sixty-fourth and not th: 
seventy-filth article which fixes the rank of the court. There is a di: 

tum cited from 20 Law Journal, treating the words of the two articles 
of warassynonymous; but the facts upon which the dictum rests are noi 
stated; and I protest that nowhere in the legal profession will it be 1 
ceived as good law that the important change of the language of the s« 
tions does not require a construction giving a different effect to the words 
**cannot be avoided’’ from the words ‘‘ manifest injury.’’ And | 
peat that for the violation of the provisions of the seventy-fifth ari ic 
of war the judgment of this court-martial lacks every quality whic} 
is an attendant upon a judgment entitled to be spoken of as a finalii. 

Before leaving the discussion of this branch of the case I can not \ 
frain from further comment upon certain circumstantial evidenc 

| should go to the country with the history of this case. The records ; 
the War Department show that when the detail for this court was m 
there were forty-five major-generals in commission in the United St 

| Army. Surely seven of these could have been spared from their }. 
without “‘ manifest injury to the service’’ even. Notably three m 

| generals—Dix, Wool, and Cadwallader—exercised no field commun 
They were men ofbrainsand character. Had these threeeven been m 
members of the court in lieu of its three junior members, Major-Gen 
Porter would have been tried by a court in which his peers were a1 

| jority. 
But such was not the will of the War Secretary. Whether ther: 

| occult reasons governing him, and what they were, the judgment of | 
| tory will determine. The Secretary possessed great brain power « 
| bined with energetic force, but coupled with them was a cold, 
| despotic, and crafty nature, crowned witha gfeed for power that « 
| quest could not glut nor enjoyment cloy. 

General Grantis accredited at a later period with having said of bh 
His greed of power prevented the Commander-in-Chief of the Army { 

controlling the minutest details without interference. 

The popular mind was wrought almost to frenzy by the repeated ¢ 
asters which had befallen our Army under his administration. W!} 
an hour for the execution of a grand coup de main, by turning the wr: 
of the people from himself in holding up another and having him j 
dicially declared to be the cause of all our woes! How propitious 1 
time to hold out the glittering stars ‘‘ as a reward for faithful perfor 
ance of duty in striking down treachery and treason and uphold: 
loyalty!’ And how easy the task at such time by subtle and insid 

| ous influence to control and direct the mind, unconsciously to its jx 
sessor, to an honest belief in a conclusion that after-generations lo 
at with wonder and astonishment. History is full of such instance 
and it is not to be expected that during the exciting hours of the gr 
rebellion our history should fail to swell the number. 

It was in the sacred name of liberty that the horrors of the Fren:! 
Revolution were committed. Can we be so blind as not to see and 
dull as not to know that ‘in the name and for the preservation of t! 
Union’’ men were stricken down, and rights of person and propert 
were ruthlessly trampled under foot? 
The past is gone; its record is made up for history. The present 

ours, and if we are worthy¢o represent a free, magnanimous peop): 
we can not shirk our duty by talking of our reverence forthe memo: 
of the living or dead. The American people are too practical to |. 
gulled by any such nonsense. Ifa citizen was illegally deprived of h 

| rights, if a soldier was unjustly degraded and dishonored, they wan: 
| to know what all the facts and circumstances were, not only the fix 
which were put forth as a justification, but all the facts, without ™ 
gard to men or memories; and believing this, I have described some «' 
the attributes, as I believe, of the War Secretary, Mr. Stanton, ani 

| have referred to the felicitousness of the occasion for the exercise « 
| those attributes. And I now supplement this with a statement of wh: 
the records of the War Office show, and leave to the judgment of tl 
present and the future to determine whether the doctrine of rewar« 

; and punishment had anything to do with the judgment of the court-mar 
| tial in the Fitz-John Porter case: 

Brigadier-General N. B. Buford, appointed major-general Januar 
| 16, 1863, with rank from November 29, 1862; Brigadier-General Sila- 
| 4 

i 
| 

Casey, appointed major-general January 22, 1863, with rank from No 
vember 29, 1862; Brigadier-General B. M. Prentiss, appointed majo! 
genera) January 22, 1863, with rank from November 29, 1862. Thes 
were three members of the court-martial which convened November 27 

| 1862, and convicted Porter January 10, 1863. The president of th« 
court, Major-General Hunter, had been relieved from command at Hil- 
ton Head, South Carolina, for an alleged fiasco before his detail on this 
court. He was restored to his command after the court was dissolved. 
Brigadier-General Rufus King had been relieved from the command of 
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his division after the battle of Bull Run; and was restored to command 
after the court-martial. 

Colonel Thomas C. H. Smith, a witness whom the judge-advocate 

finding made a brigadier-general to date from the 29th day of November, 
1862, having seen little if any service except for the few days of Pope’s 
campaign in Virginia, upon whose staff he was and as a witness before 
the court-martial. 

These rewards may have been for merit, but none of the beneficiaries, 
either before or after, except General Prentiss, can be said to have done 
anything which would justify the promotion so given. 

There is still another circumstance worthy of note in reviewing the 
history of the personnel of this court. 

Brigadier-Generals King and Ricketts, who were members of the court, 
seem, from the official reports of McDowell and Pope, te have removed 
their commands from between Longstreet and Jackson on the night of 
the 28th of August, 1862, in violation of positive orders. 

| him from Manassas. 

| gling detachment of Porter’s command at Bristoe, jaded and weary, 
deemed important by reason of his psychological powers, was after the | 

| result could be accomplished was best known to the corps comm 
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take part in the pursuit of Jackson and in the battle necessary to drive 
It was not General Pope's desire to secure a strag 

insufficient in number and unfit in condition to pursue and give battle 
to Jackson, but it was to secure the presence of Porter's corps of all 

arms, with legs to march and spirits to fight at Bristoe so soon as it 
could be done and fulfill these conditions, and no sooner. How that 

nae! 

who knew the condition of his troops, their capacity, their situation 
and the difficulties to be surmounted to accomplish the end in view 
all of which were unknown to the officer issuing the order nine miles 
away and atotalstranger tothe command. And herein from necessity 
springs the discretion which is recognized and must from the very na 
ture of things exist in a corps commander at a distance from his chiet 
Else why the difference in grade and rank of subordinate officers? Why 

| is skill and experience sought for when corps commanders are selected 

And I will add yet one more fact, which can not fail to shock the | 
honest sentiment of every lover of law and justice. For forty-tive days 
the judge-advocate was engaged in hot conflict with Hon. Reverdy 
Johnson in the trial of this case, and when the case was concluded he 
(the counsel) wrote what he called an impartial review of the proceedings 
todirect the President’s mind toa fair and impartial judgment; andit was 
upon his statement and argument that Mr. Lincoln approved the tind- 
ing; upon his statement and showing that Mr. Lincoln believed the ac- 
cused guilty. How unsupported by fact that statement was the world | 
knows, and it will stand a marvel of specious sophistry, mingling tact 
and fancy, ‘‘ adder’s fork and blind-worm’s sting,’’ a perversion of truth 
for the subversion of justice. God forbid that ever again in this land 
of freemen shall we see a prosecutor pronouncing judgment upon his 
victim, and grant that day is at hand when this judicial outrage shall 
fail to receive asingle voice of approval in the legislative halls of America 

I have not made this review of the court-martial with a purpose to 
stand upon this strong position alone and give the enemies of Porter an 
opportunity to cavil at what they may not answer. 
stated, this is far from my purpose; but I desire the country to know 
the true history of the case, and having shown the disregard of right 
and law in the inception of the proceeding, I now cast aside the legal 
shield and without other armor than truth will defend the justice of 
my cause against all comers. , 

Mr. Speaker, before entering into an analysis of the evidence in the 
record before us it may not be amiss to call to mind the rules, or some 
of them, which experience has established for weighing evidence; the in- 
terest of the person testifying; the facilities for information upon the 

| ring in cotemporaneous history, demonstrating the correctness of 

if they are to be mere automatons? but | forbear to enter upon the 
discussion of the questions of ‘‘ blind obedience’? and “ wi 

tion’’ at this branch of the case. 1 will return to it later 
Having stated what the face of the order shows its 

to be, I shall endeavor to show from the evidences 

St discre 

} 
spirit and purpose 

and examples occur 

my 

deductions: 

I. That a literal obedience to this order was not only impracticabl 
but was a physical impossibility 

II. That General Porter promptly advised General Pope of the situa 

| tion and of his proposed action, ond that General Pope acquiesced in 
his decision 

Ill. That General Pope recognized not only in General Porter, but 

As I have betore | 

subject with regard to which he testifies; the consistency of the state- | 
ments made with known facts; the manner of the witness, his tendency 
to quibble, his anxiety to volunteer irrelevant matter to distract atten- | 
tion, his substitution of opinions and inferences for facts, his contradic- 
tion of himself upon material facts, the difference of his statements at 
different times; the general character of the witness for truth; the lia 
bility of witnesses to err in the repetition of a conversation; the motive 
of the witness, if any, to lead him to exaggerate or suppress; the loss of 
memoranda in writing, whether properly accounted for; the suppression 
and fabrication of evidence, and the like, for we shall have occasion to | 
apply them all in sifting out the truth in this complicated mass of testi- 
mony. 

It is also proper to recall certain well-known maxims of the law alike 
applicable to all courts. 

All presumptions are in favor of innocence. 
To establish guilt the facts must be inconsistent with the hypothesis of inno- 

cence, and when the facts proven are consistent with the hypothesis of inno- 
cence, a8 well as with the hypothesis of guilt, no conviction can be had 
leaf on Evidence, volume 3. 

Major-General Porter was tried, convicted, cashiered, and debarred 
the rights of citizenship for alleged disobedience of orders issued on the 
27th and 29th days of August, 1862, by Major-General Pope. [ will 
consider the charges, with the proofs touching the same, in their order: 

First. Disobedience of orders under the ninth article of war. 
(Order No. 1.] 

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF VIRGINIA 
Bristoe Station, August 27, 1862—6.30 p. m 

GENERAL: The major-general commanding directs that you start at | o'clock 
and come forward with your whole corps, or such part as is with you, so as to 
be here by daylight to-morrow morning. Hooker hashad a severe action with 
the enemy, witha loss of about three hundred killed and wounded. Theenemy 
has been driven back, but is retiring along the railroad. We must drive him 
from Manassas and clear the country between that place and Gainesville, where 
McDowell is. If Morell has not joined you send word to him to push forward 
immediately ; alsosend word to Banks to hurry forward with all speed to take 
your placeat Warrenton Junction. Itis necessary on all accounts that youshould 
be here by daylight. I send an officer with this dispatch who will conduct you 
to this place. Be sure and send word to Banks, who is on the road to Fuyette- 
ville—probably in the direction of Bealton. Say to Banks also that he had best 
run back the railroad trains to Cedar Run. If he is not with you write him to 
that effect. 

P. 8.—If Banks is not at Warrenton Junction leave a regiment of infantry 
and two pieces of artillery as a guard till he comes up, with instructions to fol- 
low you immediately. If Banks is not at the junction instruct Colonel Cleary 
to run the trains back to this side of Cedar Run and post a regiment and sec- 
tion of artillery with it. 

The spirit and meaning of this order was to get Porter's troops at 
as soon as practicable, or I may say possible, conditioned to 

—(ireen- 

in many other officers, the existence of the discretion used by General 

Porter in this instance 
IV. That the evidence given to the court, to give anair of importance 

to this order and its violation, was sheer afterthought and to make 
weight to the other charges. 

Before proceeding further let us look at the State of Porter’s com 

mand and his conduct in the movement of it to join General Pope 

Porter’s command had marched continuously every day from the 14th 
of August, with the exception of one day, and one day and night on 
transports; the 25th of August it rested, but marched all night and all 
day of the 26th, and on the 27th of August Morell’s division marched 
one brigade nineteen o1 twe nty miles. and the other two sixteen to 

seventeen miles Court-martial record, page 145 

They were very much exhausted when they arrived at Warrenton 
Junction on the evening of August 27 Court-martial record, page§ 

139 and 144.) 
While we were marching Porter was constantly urging us forward and was 

always attentive to see that our supplies were kept up as well as they could pos 
~ bly be 

This is the testimony of General Morell, who commanded one of Por i: 
ter’s divisions, and against whose integrity and loyalty no caviler has 

yet ventured to breathe a suspicion 
General Sykes, who commanded the other division under Porter, had 

marched twelve to fourteen miles that day 

page 170. 

General Burnside says of Porter (court-martial record, page 176 
He moved his troops off rapidly and marche 

(Court-martial record 

ind eve d them at night rything 

within my limits appeared to me that he was determined to get his troops up 
there as soon as possible 

This brief statement of the evidence shows that Porter was no lag 

gard; that he faltered not in his duty to his country, though he dis 
trusted Pope’s capacity It shows also the condition of the tr ops that 

General Pope continually refers to as fresh 
But there is another piece of evidence in this same direction (court 

martial record, page 232 
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF VIRGINIA 

Warrenton Junction, At (27, 1562 
‘ * * * ‘ * 

Major General Fitz-John Porter will remain at Warrenton Junction until he 
is relieved by Major-General Banks, when he will immediately push forward 

with his corps in the direction of Greenwich and Gainesville to assist the opera 
tions on the right wing 

The precise date of receiving this order is not stated, but it was re 

ceived before the Drake de Kay order of 6.30, for Porter acted under it 
as soon as received 

Captain Monteith testifies (page 123): 
On the evening of the 27th of August General Porter sent Captain McQuade 

and myself to look out the road to Greenwich 

Here we have an order from General Pope to General Porter lat 
on the afternoon of the 27th of August, and find Porter promptly send 
ing out his aid upon a reconnaisance to learn the roads that he might 
move not only promptly but expeditiously to the support of the chief 
that we are gravely told three hours after he resolved to betray, becaus« 
it issaid the reasons which in his judgment and in the judgment of his 

chiefS of brigade and divisions were sufficient to delay the hour 
march, in the judgment of a non-combatant in 1883 are insufilicient! 

Desirous of attempting literal obedience (General Butterfield, court 
martial record, page 179): 

ol 

Porter upon the receipt of the order handed it to General Morell or to General 
Sykes and said there was a chance for a short nap, or something of that sort 
* * * General Sykes or General Morell, do not remember which, spoke 
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with regard to the fatigue our troops had endured, and the fact that in their 
judgment the troops would be of more service to start ata later hour than they 
would be atthe hour named. In reply General Porter spoke rather decidedly ; 
that there was the order; it must be obeyed; that those who gave the order 
knew whether the necessities of the case would warrant the exertions that had to 
be made to comply with it. That is the substance of what he said. Captain De 
Kay, who brought the order, was asked some questions about the road. He 
stated *‘that it was very dark, and that the road was full of teams.’’ General 
Porter called twoaids and sent them off to investigate the condition ofthe road, 
and to ask General Pope to have the road cleared so that we could come up. 
When we got outside the darkness was so apparent (to use such expression) and 
it seemed to be such a matter of er to move that General Porter said, 
**In consideration of all the circumstances, I will fix the hour at 3 instead of 1; 
you will be ready to move promptly;”" and I subsequently wrote an order in 
General Porter's tent for my command to be in line at 3 o’clock. 

After stating circumstances of General Porter's sending for him on 
receipt of the De Kay order, General Sykes says (court-martial rec- 
ord, page 170): 

I inet General Morell, General Butterfield, and Captain Drake De Kay. * * 
We talked it over among ourselves, and thought nothing was to be gained by 
moving at midnight, or La. m., rather than dawn. I was very positive in my 
opinion, and gave General Porter my reasons. They were: First, that a night 
march was always exceedingly fatiguing and injurious to troops; that my com- 
mand had already marched from twelve to fourteen miles that day; that I 
thought the darkness would cause confusion; that a constant stream of wagons 
had passed ahead of us, from the time my command reached Warrenton Junc- 
tion until dark; and, above all, that as but two or three hours at most would 
elapse between | o'clock and daylight, we could make the march in better order 
and much more rapidly by starting at dawn than by starting at the hour pre- 
scribed. 

After stating the presence of other general officers, General Morell 
says (court-martial record, page 140): 

General Porter said to us that he had received this order to march at 1 o’clock 
that night. We immediately spoke of the condition of our troops, they being 
very much fatigued, and the darkness of the night, and said we did not believe 
we could make any better progress by attempting to start at that hour than if 
we waited until daylight. After some little conversation General Porter said, 
“Well, we will start at3 o'clock; get ready!"’ 

At the hearing before the West Point board, General Warren said 
(West Point record, page 91): 

Iie was present at the consultation on receiving this order, and repeats the 
statement made by Generals Sykes and Morelland concludes: ‘* Finally General 
Porter said, after considerable discussion and with a good deal of reluctance, 
that he would defer the starting for two hours.” 

It is submitted that this evidence proves that Porter acted upon the 
advice of his officers, men of experience and of known attachment to 
the Union cause, and for the best of reasons that the troops would reach 
the objective point stated in the order just as quick and in much better 
plight for action. Certainly the most zealous opponent of Porter can 
not say that in following that advice he so grievously sinned that the 
cry should rise at the mention of his name, *‘Crucify him!”’ 

These general officers gave their reasons. Were those reasons well 
founded? Was the night dark? The three general officers who con- 
sulted together touching the question of moving, and weighed the cir- 
cumstances and surroundings, say it was a very dark night, and assign 
that as one of a combination of reasons against a night march. 

General John F. Reynolds, than whom no truer soldier ever sat in 
saddle, and who gave his life to his country at Gettysburgh, says (court- 
martial record, page 164): 
He was on the Warrenton pike at Buckland Mills on the night of the 27th Aug- 

ust; it wasa very dark night. 
Question. Did you consider it too dark a night in which to move troops in 

masses over an unfamiliar country? 
Answer. I do not think it possible to have marched troops on such a night 

without having a good guide or marching on a-road, if the road were obstructed 
in several places, I should not have considered it practicable to march that 
night; 1 should have considered it a very precarious undertaking. 

General Charles Griffin bears witness the night of the 27th and the 
morning of the 28th August, 1862, was very dark. (Court-martial rec- 
ord, page 155.) 

Colonel Cleary had charge of the railway transportation. He was 
up all night and says the night was dark and cloudy. (Court-martial 
record, page 118.) 

Captain Fifield was attached to General Pope’s headquarters in charge 
of the transportation and railway for the Department of the Army of 
Virginia, and up most of the night and on the road from Warrenton to 
Bristoe On horseback. He says (court-martial record, page 352): 

The night was very dark, and it was like a man groping his way in darkness 
wages being able to see his hand before him much of the way through the 
woods, 

Captain Monteith, who was sent out just before sundown to find the 
road to Greenwich and was not able to return to camp without difii- 
culty on account of night-fall, says it was very dark. (Court-martial 
record, page 123.) Colonel Locke declares (court-martial record, page 
133) that one great difficulty about movement of troops was the dark- 
ness of the night. I received a very severe injury groping about in the 
darkness. This officer has an especial reason for remembering the night. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Joseph P. Brinton testifies (court-martial record, 
pages 197-200) to the darkness of the night, and that it was so dark 

ne lost his way on horseback, going from Catlett to Warrenton Junc- 
tion. ‘‘I do not think I could distinguished a wagon five yards off. I 
left Porter’s headquarters about midnight. I should think it would 
have been very difficult to move a body, either of infantry or cavalry, 
over that road at night—almost impossible. Artillery could not have 
been moved without moving the wagons. 

General Pope testifies (court-martial record, page 14): 
It was a clearnight; there was no difficulty in marching so faras the night was 

concerned. * * * There was some obstruction in a wagon train stretched 
along the road * * * marching in the rear of Hooker's division, not sufi. 
cient in my judgment to have delayed for a considerable length of time the pas. 
sage of artillery; buteven had the road been entirely blocked up the railroad 
track was clear, and along that trac’: had passed the larger portion of Hooker's 
infantry. There was no obstruction to the advance of infantry. 

The utter worthlessness of this testimony deserves immediate criti- 
cism. The witness neglected to state that his knowledge was derived 
from a ride over the road the afternoon before in broad daylight. He 
omits to state that he was not with Hooker’s column and therefore did 
not know on what road they marched. He forgets that his order to Por- 
ter directed the trainsto be run on the railway, and thereby occupied it. 
He forgets that Hooker’s column moved in advance of the trains and 
gave battle, and he ignores the fact that he, in company with his escort, 
were from 12 o’clock m. on the 27th till 6 o’clock in the evening in get- 
ting over the road from Warrenton Junction to Bristoe Station, and 
when his attention is called to it attempts to explain and account for 
the loss of time in stopping to see the wounded and in looking up strag- 
glers. 
Who believes that a general-in-chief, riding to his column that had 

just been engaged and was in pursuit of the enemy, dawdled by the way 
two, three, or four hours hunting up stragglers and sympathizing with 
the wounded? It is too diaphanous. He was six hours going over a 
road on horseback by daylight that he says Porter ought to have passed 
over in the night, and could have done, with a corps of troops, accom- 
panied by its artillery, in three hours. Let his acts stand as answer 
to his words. But he says infantry could have moved; he knows that. 
His order does not call for infantry, but in plain terms calls for all arms. 

Captain Drake De Kay is the next witness for the Government. He 
declares (court-martial record, page 48) the night was not dark and 
that there were no serious obstructions; but still he bore an order bear- 
ing date 6.30 p. m.,and he started soon after its date, but did not reach 
Porter until 9 p. m., and accounts for his delay only that he was ob- 
structed by wagon trains, and states that he passed the last train east 
of Catlett, in which he was clearly mistaken, because Colonel Brinton, 
as I shall show, ran into a train west of Catlett as late as 10 o’clock 
the same night. 

General Heintzelman testifies (court-martial record, page 80) that the 
night was very dark. 

Colonel Fred. Myers, chief quartermaster of the Army of Virginia, 
testifies (court-martial record, page 106) he was up nearly all night 
on the 27th, and it was quite dark—no moon; it was quite dark. 

Major Barstow, adjutant-general to General McDowell (court-mar- 
tial record, page 109) thought the night of the 27th was not different 
from other nights. He experienced no difficulty in marching troops. 
It wiil be noted that this gentleman was an adjutant-general of a corps, 
riding at the head of column, on the Warrenton Pike, without obstruc- 
tion. Let me call the attention of the House to the statement of old 
General Patrick, of the regular Army, who commanded a brigade in that 
column, on the subject of that march (West Point board, page 223): 

It was one of the darkest nights, thet night of the 27th. When I came in with 
McDowell I got lost on account of darkness; it was a very dark night to march 
so much so that we stretched men across the road quite a distance each side 
lest they should pass by the bivouac. It was so dark that the openings on the 
side of the road where the men were could not be seen. I recollect they were 
calling out to the men as they came up through the night to their respective 
commands, not being able to see. 

I let this evidence answer the testimony of the man who rode at 
the head of the column. Lieutenant Edward P. Brooks says (court- 
martial record, pages 112, 113): 
The night of the 27th was not very dark. It presented no unusual difficulties 

for marching troops. It was not so dark but that I could find my way through 
the wood, It was starlight. > 

Here is one witness who recollects, as General Pope recollects, but 
he was mistaken. And if he had been examined by one who knew the 
facts, [have nodoubtit would have been shown that he incurred dangers 
to life and limb by riding against trees in the darkness. He was acting 
adjutant of the Sixth Wisconsin Volunteers, and I think I know wherof 
I speak. He was acting as courier for General Pope, and he rode fast, 
for a commission in the regular Army was the prize he desired to 
win. But scale down his evidence, and see what it in fact aggregates. 
He rode from Bristoe to Greenwich, in a direct line across the country, 
leaving Bristoe at 9 o’clock and not reaching Greenwich until 12.10, 
three hours and ten minutes, in a starlight night, making six miles! 
Verily, his was not a steed that rode on the wings of the wind! 

Captain W. B. C. Duryee, an assistant adjutant-general in Rickett’s 
division, says (court-martial record, page 113): 
On the night of the 27th Au we halted I should think some three or four 

miles this side of Warrenton, about midnight. Did not experience any unusual 
difficulty growing out of the character of the night. 

Oh, no! 
But it was a very tedious march, and I should think they halted every ten or 

fifteen minutes. 

In the new record it appears from the evidence of General Pope’s 
chief of staff, concerning the night of August 27, as follows (new re- 
cord, page 307): 

I know it was very dark, so dark that I lost my way going a few hundred feet 
from the bivouac. 
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Colonel Buchanan, commanding the First Brigade of regular infan- | 
try, testifies that the delay in marching on the night of the 27th of 
August, 1862 (new record, page 250)— 
Was on account of the excessive darkness of the a 

movement to be made at that hour or during the night. 

Without further presenting in detail the evidence on this point, I 
submit that any candid mind must concede that not only does it estab- 
lish a condition of things making an attempt at a march at 1 o’clock 
under the 6.30 order impracticable by a great preponderance of testi- 
mony, but by an overwhelming preponderance. 

Next let us consider the nature of the road and the obstructions to 
be overcome in this dark night, impracticable for military movements. 

Colonel Brinton says (court-martial record, pages 197, 198): 
1 left Catlett at about 10 o’clock on the night of the 27th and went to General 

Porter's, where I arrived about 12 o’clock. The road from Catlett for a half- 
mile westward was blocked up with wagons. We ran into them constantly. 
The road is there a narrow one, leading through a wood, and it was difficult for 
us to get along on that account. We ran intoatree upon the one hand ora 
wagon on the other, without being able to distinguish until we were upon it 
The railroad bridge over Cedar Creek is onewhich I think it would be difficult 

to pass a party of infantry over at night; almost impossible, certainly with dan- 
ger. over it, I think, two days before and led my horse across it, but 
that was in the day-time. Even then it was a difficult matter. Infantry could 

over it well in the day-time, but the planks were thrown loosely on and 
they would be likely to fall through at night. As I was leading my horse across 
I saw one fall through that was being led over. 

General Ruggles, chief of staff to General Pope, testifies (new record, 
page 307) in answer to his question: 
Does your experience enable you to form a judgment as to the practicability 

ofan army corps, with a road obstructed as you understand this to have heen, 
starting from Warrenton Junction at 1 a. m., to reach Bristoe by daylight? 
Answer. I don’t think it could have been done. I recollect that road as I came 

through; it ran part of the way through groves or woods, and | recollect that 
there were stumps of trees and saplings in the road; that the road was filled 
with these little stumps; that the road itself was tortuous. I think the men 
would have been impeded on the road by the trains, by these stumps, and by the 
crookedness of the road. According to my recollection there were several runs 
that cross the railway between those two points, and over these runs were open 
bri I think the men could not have marched upon the railway, because in 
the darkness they would have fallen through these open bridges. 

Colonel Chauncey McKeever, chief of staff of the Third Army Corps, 
Heintzelman’s division, rode over this rode from Warrenton Junction 
with Generals Pope and Heintzelman on the afternoon of the 27th ot 
August, 1862. He says (new record, page 191): 
The road was obstructed; a great many wagons on it andstragglers. The en- 

emy had torn up the railroad track for some distance between Warrenton June- 
tion and Bristoe Station, and che ties and rails piled up in some instances on 
the road. It was a narrow country road. 

General Heintzelman, called by the Government, passed over the road 
from Warrenton to Bristoe on the afternoon of the 27thof August. In 
speaking of the road at that time he says (court-martial record, page 
79): 

It was a narrow road, in tolerably good condition. A partof it ran through 
some woods. * * * Troops could only march in one line. There were afew 
little ditches that were bad crossings, and I think the road crossed the railroad 
onceortwice. Thesecrossings were bad. I donot recollect distinctly about the 
road, It was nota very good road, however. There wasalarge train of wagons 
behind us—a considerable obstruction. The wagons were in front of the ac- 
cused. 

Captain De Kay, of General Pope’s staff, testified (court-martial record, 
page 47): 
The road runs through the woods part of the way, through an undulating 

country of small hills and valleys, so that I could not tell whether troops were 
closed up or not. * * General Porter then asked me how the road was. I 
told him the road was good, though I had difficulty in getting down on horse- 
back owing to the number of wagons on the road; but I told him I had passed 
the last wagon a little beyond Catlett from this direction, and as they were 
moving slowly he would probably get up with them by daylight. 

That this witness was mistaken as to the last wagon the testimony of 
Colonel Brinton clearly shows, for he passed from Catlett to Warren- 
ton Junction much later that night and found more wagons! 
General B. S. Roberts, on General Pope’s staff, testified (court-martial 

record, page 49): 

and inability for proper 

IS 

The condition of the road was good generally; the first three or four miles of | 
the road passed Seong open country, some wood intersecting it. Some bridges | 
had been burned, and the passing the streams were the only difficulties I now 
remember, and they were not material, a large number of wagons having passed 
them without any difficulty. | a tendency to impede but would not obstruct the road for marc! 

If this officer had ever moved troops ina dark night, in an unknown | 
country, he would have found ‘‘some woods’’ a great annoyance, and 

infantry several hours, which could be readily pass. 1 indaylight, and 
had he campaigned any considerable time in Virginia in that section 
he would have known that the greater the number of wagons that had 
passed through the stream the deeper and more inextricable would the 
mire become for the batteries moving with the column. 

Colonel T. C. H. Smith, on General Pope’s staff, the psychologist, 
who read treason in General Porter’s eye, says of this road (court-mar- 
tial record, pages 69, 70): 

on either side by open fields or open woods— 

Query: How much by fields and how much by woods? 
over which troops could march casily in great part without going on the road 

Idoubtif there is any regular road a good part of the wayup. Thetroops 
through the fields to Bristoe Station ; a road has been worn by the troops, 

Isu . At Cedar Run, on the west, just above the railroad, there isa bridge 
and a ford with it,and men coming from this side of Cedar Run soon struck a 

| intersecting the road that runs by the 
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small piece of woods, which is, perhaps, less than a quarter of a mile. I 
these things as I re member; I may be mistaken on this point. At Ket- 
tle Run there was another bad place. There was, however, a very practicable 
ford there; a narrow ravine, the road running down with high banks to it on 
either side. I should say that there was half or three-quarters of a mile of the 
road in which if there was a wagon train the march of troops would be badly 
impeded. The railroad track was good, all that I saw of it; men could march 
upon it, 

Mr. Speaker and gentlemen of the House, I now desire to call your 
especial attention to certain testimony which, I find in the Conares 
SIONAL REcoRD of January 6, 1883, is cited as proof not only of the 
condition of that road, but also as proof absolute that there were no 
obstructions by wagon-trains, because they were all parked. Perhaps 
you may find some difference in the testimony as I shall read it from 
the statement in that RECORD purporting to state it. I think you 
will; and that the newly discovered part of it will lead to the opposite 
conclusion from that deduced in the REcoRD to which I refer. In ad 
dition to the evidence cited in that RECORD to prove that the trains 
were parked I wish to add Colonel Myers’s evidence touching that 
point, contained in another part of his evidence, which is as follows 
(court-martial record, page 107): 

I think all my train went into park; the wagons were coming in all night, 
and I could hear the wagons rolling all night. No trains passed me that night 
* * * There were no wagons whateverinfrontof me. I was with the head of 
the train. There might have been a good many inrearof me. ThatI could not 
tell about 

give 
* *« «¢ 

If the train was ‘‘parked’’ and the road was unoccupied, where did 
the wagons come from ‘‘that were rolling all night?’’ That presents 
a question that I do not believe the Atlanta campaign can furnish a so 
lution for! There can be but one explanation as it occurs tome. The 
general commanding having adopted the military theory of the Bed 
ouins, headquarters in the saddle, the commentator, on the evidence 
of his chief quartermaster, may have thought the quartermaster had 
fallen back upon the tactics of the ostrich. 
parked. Ergo, &e. 
How much of a train was that? 

martial record, page 108) : 
Question 

night? 
Answer. Yes, sir. Coming into park as they got along all night 

wagons take a long time to come up in a long train of 2,000 or 

The head of the train was 

Hear what the witness says (court 

You have been understood to say that the wagons were rolling all 

rhe 

1,000 wagons 

If you will turn to General Heintzelman’s evidence you will see that 
he was at the head of the column, and he says (court-martial record, 
page 80) : 

Our wagons— 

rear 

Referring to headquarter wagons— 
did not come up for an hour or two, perhaps more, after night. 

Where probably was the rear of the train at 8.30 p. m.? If Captain 
De Kay is correct he passed the rear wagon near Catlett Station at that 
hour. Catlett Station is about six miles from Bristoe. If what is 
said in the record referred toabout the distance such a train would occupy 
well closed up is correct (and I think it is), if the wagons were three 
abreast, the rear would have been beyond Catlett Station at the hour 
named by Captain De Kay. 

This proves to my mind beyond question that the witnesses who seek 
to have an unobstructed road in order to prejudice Porter made the 
facts yield to their wishes, and the more they struggle against the facts 
the more they show themselves unreliable as witnesses 

Perhaps if we had before us a witness who was there, who knew that 
General Pope commenced a retrogade movement from White Sulphur 
that afternoon, and that each corps, division, and brigade commander 

was directed to and very generally did order his trains to Warrenton 
Junction and Bristoe, to get them safety to the rear, we should under- 

| stand that each train struck for the road leading to Warrenton June- 
tion, and stood not much upon the order of their going; and if some one 
could explain to us how quick a mule would become panic-stricken 
when Jackson or Mosby was reported in his rear, we could form some 
proper estimate of the value of the evidence which intimates that a 
train of 3,000 wagons, drawn by such animals, guided by panic-stricken 
drivers, ina dark night, upon a narrow road, or any road, might have 

hing ! 

AsI said, if we understood the order about sending back the trains 
| we could readily appreciate the testimony of Captain Monteith when 

the fording ‘‘streams ”’ a check that would delay e column of 10,000 | he relates his experience on the evening of the 27th of August, which 
he reported to General Porter (court-martial record, page 123 
We found wagon-trains on the road from Warrenton Junction going by Cat- 

lett’s Station. We also found wagon-trains coming in on the Warrenton road, 
railroad just below Catlett's Station 

I will now refer to the evidence of Colonel Robert E. Clary to show 
that the railway was in use running trains to the rear until afte 
o’clock a. m. of the 28th; to show the nonsense of talk about movin 
troops on the grade, and the condition the witness found the road 

° 

or 

| riding to Bristoe after that hour (court-martial record, page 118 
For the first mile and a half until you goto Cedar Run the road was bordered | At 100’clock on the night of the 27th I received a note from General Porter to 

move the trains eas* on the railway (this was by General Pope's order) beyond 
and east of Cedar Run toward Bristoe Station. I gave the orders to the proper 
persons connected with the trains and they commenced immediately to move 
* * * The removal! of the trains occupied me from about 10 o'clock till about 
2 o’cic ck in the morning, at which time or perhaps a little iater I myself left for 
Bristoe. * * * The road for some three miles, I think, was occupied by 
wagons and was obstructed so as to render it very difficult for me and my party 
to pass along. 
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And to the same effect Captain Fifield, who had charge of railway 
transportation, testifies (court-martial record, pages 120-122): 

I left [Warrenton Junction] myselfabout 2 o'clock, in advance of one train that 
was left behind, while an engine had to run down withatrain andreturn. * * * 
Loaving the last train I mvself left on horseback about 2 o'clock, * * * It 
must have been near 4 o'clock 1n the morning when this train reached its desti- 
nation. * * * I should think it was three or four miles from the place where 
I first struck the wagons to where Il passed the main body. * * * Theculverts 
on that line of road are all open culverts. I can not state the number between 
Warrenton and Bristoe, but there were several of them. * * * The wagons 
were very much jammed and remaining stationary. I found agreat deal of dif- 
ficulty even in getting through on horseback. * * * The jam was just after 
leaving Catlett's Station, between thatand Kettle Creek. * * * Atthe time 
I saw the wagons the railroad was on one side of them, and for some portion of 
the way where this jam occurred was timber country. * * * In some places 
it would have been very difficult to move these wagons without great trouble. 

I believe I have now stated all the evidence, in substance, given to 
the court-martial in relation to the darkness, the nature of the road, 
and the obstructions in it up to the time Porter’s troops attempted to 
move. 

It will not be necessary for me to explain to a soldier that every ditch, 
every bad place on the road, every bridge, every ford, operates as a 
serious impediment toa march at night. Soldiers stretch out into sin- 
gle-file and pick their way carefully at the slightest obstruction. 
there was a little stream to wade, and a log lay across it above or below 
the ford, they will take to the log in single-file until the officers, find- 
ing the column broken, ride to the rear for the cause and force them 
across the stream, even at the risk of muddying their boots. The same 
result follows the miring of a battery. 

But for the benefit of such as have had no experience I beg leave to 
read an account of what took place upon a broad turnpike in daylight 
the following day to a column of General McDowell’s troops, that all 
may understand what the effect of such a train as it must be conceded 
was on Porter’s road would have produced had he started trom War- 
renton Junction at 1 o’clock in literal obedience to General Pope’s 

order. 
inquiry sitting at the same time Porter was being tried: 

The orders I gave General Sigel to march on the turnpike from that place 
directed him as follows: “* No wagonsbut forammunition will accompany your 
trains on this road; your baggage trains will immediately proceed to Catlett's.” 
* * * General Sigel had, notwithstanding this order, nearly two hundred 
wurons, which kept blocking up the road and retarding the movement, and not- 
withstanding I had seen him on the morningof the 28thandI had urged on him 
personally to march immediately and rapidly, * * * yet his advance was so 
slow that the note written by meat 10.15a.m, * * * reached him * * * 
about three miles from his biveuac of the night before. His division had been 
on their feet since 2 a. m., over nine hours, and in that time had not gone twice 
the length of his division front. * * * Foran account of the efforts to get 
troops over this fine road see testimony, &c. * * * Iknew well the difficulties 
in moving so large a body of men and artillery over the same road under the 
most favorable cireumstances, and wished therefore it might be unobstructed. 
The first battle of Bull Run was seriously affected by a small baggage train get- 
ting into the column. * * * We had great delay and confusion on account of 
baggage wagons at Culpeper and on the march to Warrenton. 

A layman who reads this statement of history, and learns that this 
nine-hofirs’ delay was of a column pursuing Jackson under Generals | 
Pope and McDowell, will wonder why Porter was cashiered, because 
he said, under the advices of his general officers, that he could not ex- 
pedite a march by mixing his column with the wagon train of the 
Army of Virginia in a night so dark that you could scarcely see your 
hand before your face. 

It seems clear that I have sustained my position, that it was not 
practicable to march at 1 o’clock, and that Generals Reynolds, Sykes, 
Morell, Butterfield, Griffin, Heintzelman, and Colonel Buchanan were 
correct in their evidence. 

I will next show the result of an actual attempt to march in the 
dark, and establish, | think, conclusively that no matter what some- 
body else thinks he did under just such circumstances (but which are 
sure to be different when investigated) this army could not make the 
march until daylight, and that General Porter's error was, he did not 
let his men sleep until 3 o’clock before he sounded reveille! 

The troops attempted a start before daylight, and I will permit the 
officers to detail their experience. 

Captain A. M. Randol says (new record, page 142): 
I was first lieutenant First Artillery, commanding Battery E of that regiment, 

assigned to Sykes’s division. * * * On August 27 I received two orders to 
march—one to hitch upat tattoo and be ready to move at midnight. That order 
was countermanded to move with batteries at 3 o'clock. 

Note this evidence, as it corroborates Porter’s statement, showing 
an original determination to move at 1, but which he changed to 3 on 
advice of his officers. 

Witness continues his statement (page 143, 144): 
It is my recollection we remained hitched all night. At3 o'clock we moved 

out in accordance with orders, * * * Wagons were constantly passing or 
attempting to pass. They had blocked the ford so that they were jammed at 
the place where our batteries were parked, filling the space between us and the 
creek. * * ® Riding to the front I found that the ford across Ow! Run, a 
branch of Cedar Run, was blocked by wagon-trains, as I understood at that 
time, of Sigel’s Corps. Captain Weed, myself, and other officers endeavored 
to make an opening by forcing teams across, but we found it impossible. I re- 
membered that I had seen a ford higher up the creek. * * * I turned the 
head of my battery up the creek toward the railroad crossing. Arriving at the 
ford I found it was blocked also. There wasa part of a battery and some wagons 
in it. Ithen moved higher up and put my horse in the stream, until I found a 
place I thought we could cross. We cut down brush and filled it in the stream 
and cut out a roadway, and then cuta roadway ontheotherside. * * * After 
this was accomplished, we crossed our batteries, my battery leading. * * * 

If 

I read from General McDowell’s statement betore a court of 

’ 
ests 

It must have taken two hours or more to cross this stream. Our ow. ; . © 7 5 nm teams — in crossing the ford. * 1t was not five hundred yards from our 

And here let me pause and inquire: Would not Porter’s artillery have 
been found, had they started at 1 0’clock, within five hundred yards of 
theirown camp at daylight, instead of being at Bristoe, as General Po 
ordered? And would not thesame have been the result had they started 
at 10 o’clock the night previous? There may have been officers in 
other sections of the army that would have carried these batteries over 
on their shoulders, but such prodigies were few, and they were all ab- 
sorbed elsewhere. 

After we got started our next difficulty was at Cedar Run, not over a mile and 
a half ortwo milesfrom camp. * * * Here the approaches to the creek were 
abrupt, and the bank on the other side was very abrupt. Here we found the 
creek blocked again on both sides. The wagons going up were stalled in the 
creek four or five deep, and the drivers watering their teams, and it was almost 
impossible for us to getthrough. * * * At last we managed to mount the 
hill, and when we got near the station (Catlett) we found difficulty again in pase- 
ing through the teams which had halted to feed, and wagons and stragglers 

This, it will be remembered, is the particular part of the road that 
the last team had passed off from at 8.30 the night before, if you credit 
Captain De Kay’s evidence. Does it not show how utterly he failed to 
appreciate the condition of things on that road and how little credit 
should be given his opinions: 
Ateach of the crossings, of which there were some dozen little branches- 

rc4s, as we call them in Virginia—at each of these nearly every one of the teams 
was stalled, We would have to make new crossings. The soil was a kind of 
quicksand. I know on one occasion we crossed in almost battery front, so that 
each piece would have a crossing of its own, so that the ground would not be 
cut up. Under this water the bed was clay, then built over with sand. The 
wheels would go up to the hub. We had difficulty constantly until we arrived 
at Kettle Run. 

This is the actual experience of an officer of the regular Army. Not 
opinion or guesswork. He was from 3 o’clock a. m. until noon in 
making the march to Bristoe. About what probability is there that it 
could have been made in the darkness between 1 and 4.30 in the morn- 
ing? Notashadow. But Porter was found guilty of a grave offense, 
because he had sense enough to know it could not be done! But it is 
said he should have marched his infantry and let his batteries care for 

| themselves! What, leave all the artillery of the Fifth Army Corps and 
| the reserve artillery sent forward by Burnside, and ordered by General 
Pope to report to him, without infantry in a neighborhood overrun with 
Jackson’s troops and Stuart’s cavalry? Had lorter done such an act 
he would have not only disobeyed General Pope’s written order, but he 
would have violated every military principle and convicted himself of 
being a dolt without sense enough to be trusted with a squad ! 

Having read to you the experience of an officer in the regular Army, 
now listen to the commander of Morell’s artillery, a volunteer officer, 
Colonel Martin (court-martial record, page 136): 

We had reveille about l o'clock, * * * ordered to move at 3, and moved 
between 3 and 4 across the run, less than a mile from camp, and halted there and 

| remained until afterdaybreak. * * * I only knew there was some artillery 
and teams we had to pass by going through the field as we passed over that road 
* * * We encountered a difficulty in getting out of camp in the darkness, and 
getting many of our carriages stuck in the run near the edge of camp. Some of 
them were not got out until after daylight, especially one battery wagon. 

These were the batteries probably that Captain Randall found stalled 
when he went up the creek and found the new ford, as related by him. 

Having heard from the artillery of the two divisions of Porter, we will 
now see how the infantry column progressed. 

General Sykes, speaking of the march from Warrenton Junction, says 
(court-martial record, pages 170, 171): 

Reveille in my own division was beaten at 2 or 2.30 o’clock a. m., and the ad 
vance was sounded as soon as I coulddistinguishthe road. * * * Before! di 
rected the advance to be sounded I sent an aid-de-camp to find the road, so as 
to lead the column uponit. He returned in a short time and told me the dark- 
ness was so great that he could not distinguish the road. He also told me he was 
assisted in that search by several soldiers..* * * AslTanticipated, we ran upon 
this train of wagons within {wo miles of my camp; they encumbered the road 
for miles. Myself and staff officers were constantly engaged in opening the way 
for the head of my column. On several occasions I had to take my mounted es 
cort and place them on the road with drawn sabers to prevent the wagons from 
closing up any intervals that occurred, I do not think that in my military life I 
had so much trouble with a train as I had thatday. The wagon-masters and 
teamsters were alike insubordinate. About two miles from Bristoe Station a 
stream crossed the road. On the Bristoe side of the stream General Porter and 
his staff officer directed and compelled all their wagons to be parked so that 
none of them should precede my troops. * * * Iwas compelled to halt the 
head of my command on the Bristoe side fully an hour that my rear brigades 
might be united with a brigade in advance, and the cause of this separation was 
the train or trains on the road. 

Question. In your judgment could anything have been gained by starting at 
1 o'clock in the way of early arrival or efficient service at Bristoe’s Station? 
Answer. Nothing whatever. 

In the citations of evidence I have confined myself to witnesses of 
known character and standing, and have principally made the selec- 
tions from the records of the original court-martial. But I can not in 
justice leave this branch of the discussion without showing the wholly 
unreliable character of the evidence on the part of the Government by 
its new evidence given before the West Point board. I find in the CoN- 
GRESSIONAL RecorD of January 6 copious extracts of what is termed 
evidence attempting to disprove the condition of things as stated in 
the evidence which I have quoted. I shall only refer to one or two as 
types of all that class of evidence the maligners of Porter give to the 
country as proof of the correctness of their assertions. On page 16 of 
the CONGRESSIONAL ReEcorD of January 6 I find published the evi- 
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dence of Major J. H. Duvall, of the First West Virginia Regiment, be- 

longing to Ricketts’s division, who swears: 
On the evening of August 27, 1862, I was with my brigade; we were four 

miles northwest of Warrenton at that time—north or northwest—and I was di- 
rected by my colonel to carry a letter that he handed me from General Ricketts 
to General Pope. * * I found General Pope near Manassas Junction 
* * * There werea sees many wagons along the line, but I wentalong with- 
out any particular obstruction. 

This is the evidence; that because one man on horseback swears he 
rode through without obstruction all the other witnesses who were 
obstructed on the same road were mistaken; that is the logic. 

Now, it is mater of history (vide General Ricketts’s official report, 
executive document, third session Thirty-seventh Congress) that Gen- 
eral Ricketts was not at or near the point designated on the night of 
the 27th, but he was in the rear of King, near New Baltimore 
Warrenton pike. 

It is true that he moved to the point designated on the afternoon of 
the 28th of August to defend Thoroughfare Gap, and that on the even 
ing of the 28th he sent two different messengers to General Pope 
On his cross-examination (new record, page 821) this man Duvall 

fixes the date of the receipt of the letter from the fact that General 
Ricketts was ordered to Thoroughfare Gap. Ricketts was not ordered 
to Thoroughfare Gap until the afternoon of the 28th, as will be seen 
from General McDowell’s official report (executive document, third ses- 
sion Thirty-seventh Congress). 

Witness further says (new record, page 822): 
He delivered the message to General Pope between Centreville and Manas 

sas Junction, near to Manassas Junction. 

Who in this land at all familiar with the events of those days does 
not now know that General Jackson’s troops occupied Manassas Junction 
the night of the 27th of August and extended their lines toward Centre- 
ville, and that General Pope claimed they went to Centreville? 
eral Pope was at Bristoe Station. But the witness, in the face of these 
facts, insists that it wasthe 27th. Why? He was brought toswearthat 
what he did was on the night of the 27th, and he swore to it. The use 
of such evidence and imposing it upon the country for truth ought to 
bring the blush of shame to the cheek that would give itcurrency. One 
more witness, Colonel McCoy, of Pennsylvania—his evidence appears 
on page 14 of the CONGRESSION AL RECORD referred to—he testilied (new 
record, page 632) that he belonged to Ricketts’s division, marched till 
1 o’clock that night of 27th August, and had no difficulty in marching 
His cross-examination shows that he marched on the broad turnpike 
running from Warrenton to Centreville; that his commund passed 
through Warrenton between 4 and 5 o’clock in the afternoon and halted 
at New Baltimore at 1 o’clock the next morning. 
The distance is between five and six miles, and the time taken to 

march it was eight and one-half hours! And this, too, when I am told | 
the troops were kept under whip and spur in pursuit of Jackson. 
What cause kept those troops that length of time on an open'turnpike? 
It was the darkness and difficulties attending this night march on an 
open road, The words of the witness are for the Government, but the 
facts which he gives are for the accused and corroborates General Pat 
rick, who marched on the same road a little in advance of him. And 
these facts answer the testimony of every witness in Ricketts’s division. 

Next come Haddon, Tiffany, and Beach (page 16 of the Record 
What did they do? They went from Bristoe on the road by Catlett, 
eight miles and back, on the 28th, making sixteen miles; they started 
very early in the morning and got back at night. ‘*‘ We must have 
had three ambulances.’’ They were empty when they went out and had 
stores when they returned. They moved by daylight and avoided 
troops by going out into the fields. And this,ve are told is proof that 
Porter could have moved his corps on the night before. 

O Prejudice, where thy reason; where, O Bigotry, thy b sh? 

This summary contains substantially all the evidence touching that 
night march; and I will go to the country upon it as establishing the 
fact that no guilt of either intent or act attaches to General Porter by 
reason of what he did or what he did not do. 

Porter had no cavalry, and that nine miles of road filled with insub- 
ordinate mules of both species, running away from danger with their 
trains, could not be cleared by infantry moving from their rear except 
by forcing them from the road and filling up the vacated space by a 
column of troops. These trains were not Porter’s; they were not under 
his control, but they belonged to General Pope and his army, and were 
subject to his orders. 

At 12 0’clock at night Porter learned that Lieutenant-Colonel Brinton 
had a detachment of cavalry at Catlett Station. He applied to him 
at once for a force to clear the road. Colonel Brinton says (court- 
martial record, page 198): 
He uested me to try and have the road cleared, stating his intention to pass 

along with his corps. n my return I told the adjutant to send out some men 
to get these men out of the way. 

He sent out his own aid, and like a faithful, vigilant officer as he was, 
he reported the situation with the line of action he thought wisest to 
pursue to General Pope for approval or disapproval, and asked assistance 
to be applied at the Bristoe end of the line in clearing the road that he 
might quicken his arrival at the point he was ordered to reach. I make 
this statement arguendo from the data we have furnished us by General | 
Pope, for itis a curious circumstance, and one that lawyers always draw | 

, on the 

Gen- 
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inferences from, not wholly consistent with the integrity of parties and 
witnesses, that in this case every paper, every dispatch, every written 
communication sent by General Porter to General Pope or General Me 
Dowell which would tend to explain Porter’s action and show his true 
purpose—were lost, and only such as would make cok ir against him un- 
explained by others were preserved and presented to the court. Por- 
ter’s lips were sealed, his correspondence lost, and he stood voiceless 
at the mercy of his enemies 

General Pope says (court-martial record, page 14) 

He wrote me a note, which I received on the morning of the 28th—very early 
in the mor x, perhaps a little before daylight; I am not quite sure about the 
time. The note I have slaid. I can give the substance of it—I remember the 
reasons given by Genera! Porter 

Before I conclude I expect tosatisfy this House that the memory of this 
Witness is so treacherous that it is not sate to rely upon his memory at all 

Again, inthe testimony of this witness (court-martial record, page 28 
I find in answer to this question 

Did you rect ve from the accused, after you sent him the order just referred 

to (the 6.30 order of the 27th), a note or messa requesting you to have yourend 
of the road cleared, so as to enable the accused to get to you as rapidly or as fast 

as he could with 3 COr] 

Answer, I received at least one such request, probably more than that. Iam 
inclined to thin} vyo—one I am sure of, to that etlect On the contrary, 
from a note that I received from him | did not understand that he would march 
until daylight 

In the record 
dispatches. ‘The 

| ean not ”’ is the answer to the question to produce the 

idence proves my statement, and toa mind in search of 

truth is evidence of zeal and desire to conform to the requirements of his 
chief: but so bitt are Porter’s enemies, so malignant in their assaults, 

and so persistent in the effort to deceive the country, that within a 

few days past it has been public ly announced and has been sent broad 

east over the country in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD 

Phat from the days of Cyrus and Alexander down to the pres time this is 
the only instance i vhich a subordinate oflicer ever sent to a superior officer 
to clear the road f so that he could marel nd there was me 1con 

manding oflicer yet, unless it was Pope, who would not have retires ch a 
ofticer from his com unithat moment . Ss hat very fact, that very act 

in itself shows that n li not intend to obey the order 

If the case against Porter requires such & distortion of ¢ vidence and 

such illogical conclusions to sustain it it must be weak indeed We 

have seen trom Genet Pope’s evidence that he was promptly advised 

by General Porter of the situation and his conclusion thereon, and are 

left to present now the remaining branch of the proposition: Did Gen 

eral Pope acg wlesce 1 the correctness of the decision? Consider the 

following acts and conduct of General Pope, and you have an affirma 
tive answel 

General Pope swears (court-martial record, page 19) 
I saw Porter at Bristoe Station about & o'clock on the morning of the 28th 

* * * J do not remember having an. versation wit him in reference to 

obeying or disobeying the order, although I had mu nvers 1 with him 
* * Jam very sure I did not complain | am not sure that he gave me any 

explanation I have a genera! recollection that he spoke to me of his march and 

the difficulties, &« 

General Po describes himself puge ee is a frank, open man 

When this frank-spoken gentleman learned of General McDowell’s d 

obedience of orders and being absent from his command, he freely ex 

pressed himselt . subordinate of General McDowell (new record 

in pretty harsh language General Pope was prejudiced against Porter 
long betore Porter joined him Hlesaid toh hief of staff (new record 

308), ** Porter will fail me,’’ or ** Don’t you think Porter will fail1 

What are the corollaries from these premises? 
It is submitted, they 
Had Pop notacgu 

ure 

iesced in Porter's action upon being advised of what 

he contemplates and the reasons for it, he would have signified his dis 

sent by a response, More irrespective ol the difficulties you state 

Had not Pope acquiesced in the correctness of Porter’s action; this 
frank man,’’ who did not hesitate to use harsh language to a subordi 

nate, touching the action of one of his « orps comm inders, would have 

reprimanded him at once, instead of receiving Porter without a syllable 

of dissatisfaction 

I now desire toshow, in support of this acquiesence of General P ype 

that he recognized and acquiesced in the right of h 3 corps commande 

to the use of discretion when detached from him all through this cam 

paign, and I giv sever il of the more prominent instances. General 
Pope, on the night of 27th August, 1862, the same night he sent to Porter, 
gave McDowell this order he port on Conduct of the War; first session 

Thirty-ntnth Congress, volume 2, page 145 
MaJsor-GrxeraL McDowens At daylight to-1 TrOW N iorning march rapidly 

on Manassas Junct iw ith your whole fores Jackson, Ewell, and A 
P. Hillare between Gainesville and Manassas Junction If you will 
march promptly and rap idly at the earliest dawn of day upon Manassag June 
tion we shall bag the whole crowd, I have directed Reno to march from Gaines 
ville at the same hour, . and Kearney, who is in his rear, to march on 
Bristoe at daybreak Be expeditious and the day is ours 

General McDowell disobeyed this order General Pope savs ip hi 

official report (Report of the Committee on Conduct of the War, first 
session Thirty-ninth Congress, volume 2, page 147) that— 

General Sigel, who commanded McDowell's advance, instend of moving for 
ward from Gainesville at daylig cht, as he was ordered, was absolutely with his 
advance in that town as late as 7} o'clock in the morning 

And of McDowell’s personal action he says: 
He had, without my knowledge, detached Rickettas’s division in the direction 

of Thoroughfare Gap 
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We hear nothing of a court-martial for this double disobedience of 
orders, but on the contrary General Pope testifies before the court of 
inquiry, sitting in Washington at the same time Porter was being tried | 
and found guilty, because he had no discretion but literally to obey 
the order to march from Warrenton Junction. (Proceedings of the 
McDowell’s court of inquiry, page 307.) 

I sent nothing to General McDowell concerning Thoroughfare Gap, and 
regretted afterward that any portion of his forces had been detached in that 
direction. General McDowell had the discretion, however, necessarily incident 
to his position and to his distance from me, to make such a disposition to cover 
his rear from the direction of Thoroughfare Gap. 

Again, upon the night of the 28th of August, 1862, after King’s di- 
vision struck Jackson near Groveton and occupied the road between 
Longstreet and Jackson, General Pope, in his official report heretofore 
cited in the report of the Committee on the Conduct of the War, says 
volume 2, page 147): 

I felt sure then, and so stated, that there was no escape for Jackson. I accord- 
ingly sent orders to General McDowell, as also to General King, several times 
during the night, and once by his own staff officer, to hold his ground at all haz- 
ards and preventthe retreat of Jackson to the west, and that at daylight in the 
morning our whole force from Centreville and Manassas Junction would be up 
with the enemy, who must be crushed between us. 

Surely these were orders given upon the field of battle, the execu- 
tion of which was vital to the success of our arms and the disobedience 
of which lost many hundred lives and brought disaster to the Union 
cause. McDowell was absent from his command and could not be found 
until the next day. King abandoned his position without a shot (I 
mean after receiptof these orders), ‘‘ thus leaving open the road to Thor- 
oughiare Gap.’’ (See same report, page 148. ) 

And now I can not pass without glancing at the sequel. Bull Run 
was lost, and the court of inquiry summoned at the request of General 
McDowell (see report of McDowell court of inquiry) find that he was 
unjustifiably absent from his command, and that— 

The misconduct of his own corps thwarted a plan the execution of which 
sfYorded an opportunity for easy victory. * * * His subsequent efforts on 
the 29th to repair the consequences of that unfortunate movement of his corps 
ind to press them forward into action were earnest and energetic, and show 
fully that the separation of which the court has just stated its disapproval was 
inconsiderate and unauthorized, but was not induced by any unworthy mo- 
tive, * * * His commanding officer, General Pope, not only omitted to hold 
him culpable for this separation but emphatically commends his whole con- 
duet while under his command, without exception or qualification. 

McDowell was exonerated and excused because of his conduct on the 
next day, when he, in fact, did nothing but interfere with Porter and 
prevent his movement on Gainesville, and because General Pope did 
not blame him. General King was recognized and placed upon the 
court-martial that tried Porter. Porter offered to prove his conduct on 
the following day, when his troops bore the brunt of the battle, and he 
was personally present on the field under fire to disprove ‘‘any un- 
worthy motive ’’ attributed to him for his non-action onthe29th. But 
no, one rule of military law would do for McDowell, but another one 
must answer for General Porter. He was denied the privilege under 
Colonel Holt’s declaration of the law and General Hunter’s adminis- 
tration of it. 

Here is another case. General Pope on the29th of August, 1862, at 
 p. m., gave the following order 

HEADQUARTERS BRISTOE. 

Masor-GENERAL KEARNEY: At the very earliest blush of dawn push forward 
with your command with all speed to this place. You cannot be more than 
three or four miles distant. * * * I want you bere at day~<dawn, if possible, 
and we shall bag the whole crowd. 

General Pope says (Pope’s report, Committee on the Conduct of the 
War, first session Thirty-ninth Congress, page 146): 
This latter order was sentto Kearney to render my right on Bristoe perfectly 

secure against the probable movement of Jackson in that direction. Kearney 
arrived at Bristoe at 8 o'clock in the morning. . 

Kearney was three or four miles from Bristoe; hada clear road, but 
delayed the movement until 6 on account of fatigue of his troops, and 
arrived at 8a.m. (New record, page 807.) Porter, nine miles away, 
with an obstructed road, as we have seen, arrived at 8 a. m., the head 
of his column halting at the run to close up. Kearney received noth- 
ing but encomiums. Porter was charged with disobedience of orders, 
of failure to support his chief. Comment is unnecessary. 

Here is another order: 
Near Buu. Rus, August 28, 1862—9.50 p. m. 

GENERAL: General McDowell has intercepted the retreat ofthe enemy and is 
now in his front. * * * I desire you to move forward at 1 o'clock to-night, 
even if you can carry with you no more than2?,000men. * * * The enemy is 
not more than three and a half miles from you. Seize any of the people of the 
town to guide you. Advance cautiously and drive in the enemy's pickets to- 
night and at early dawn attack him vigorously. Besure to march not later than 
I with all the men you can take 

> . > . >. . 

JOHN POPE, 
General Commanding. 

To Major-General KEARNEY. 

Here is an order for battle, positive in its terms, and showing on its 
face the emergency requiring immediate action. Does anybody ques- 
tion Kearney’s fidelity ? 

Kearney, notwithstanding the pressing necessity and imperative char- 
acter of the order, did not move till after daylight. 

General Heintzelman testifies (new record, page 605): 
Kearney did not get off untill after daylight. We were all detained by him 
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| Here we have instances, repeated in the same campaign, of the exer 
| cise of discretion on the part of the several commanders under Genera) 
| Pope, men who knew and practiced the rules of the military code, and 
| in every instance their right to exercise such discretion was recognized 
| and Aequiesced in. 

The West Point board, who will be recognized by the country as be- 
ing authority on this point, say: 
Abundant experience in situations similar to that above described leave no 

room for doubt what General Porter's duty was. He exercised only the very 
ordinary discretion of a corps commander, which it was his plain duty to exer. 
cise, in delaying the march until 3 o'clock, and in his attempt to move at that 
time instead of at 4 o'clock he only showed too auxious a desire to comply with 
the letter of his orders. 

I will recur toand discuss the questions of discretion, literal and in 
telligent obedience, more fully in another branch of the case. 

And now I come to the last proposition: That the evidence given to 
the court to give an air of importance to this order was sheer after- 
thought. 

This Order No. 1 describes the enemy fleeing before Hooker. That 
is the military situation at Bristoe as it is described by General Pope 
in his order. Now, to give this order an air of importance there is in 
jected into the case upon the trial a mental condition of General Pope’s 
mind not disclosed to any one, to wit, that he thought that perhaps 
Ewell or Jackson was not running away quite so much as he had given 
Porter to understand; and Hooker being out of ammunition, General 
Pope says (court-martial record, page 13): 
That made him so anxious that General Porter's corps should be present by 

daylight, the earliest moment at which the attack (Jackson's attack) would be 
made. 

It was certainly a strange way to apprise General Porter that he feared 
an attack and was out of ammunition, to tell him ‘‘ The enemy has 
been driven back and is retiring along the railroad. We must drive 
him from Manassas’’ (not from Bristoe)! 

General Pope’s chief of staff (Colonel Ruggles), who wrote the order, 
says (new record, page 301): 

I knew nothing more than what is set forth in that dispatch of the military 
situation at thattime. I heard nothing of an anticipated attack in the morn 
ing. * * * IT understood the enemy had been driven back and was retiring 

—— That order states we must drive the enemy from Manassas. * * * 
Did you understand that was the purpose? 
| Answer. Yes, I understood that from the instructions given me by Genera! 
Pope to write the order that way. 

| Now, before we go any further let us understand. Hooker was in 
command of the troops that fought at Bristoe. He commanded tl: 
second division of the Third Corps—General Heintzelman’s corps. His 
division was alone engaged, and the battle was principally between the 
Excelsior brigade in his division and Early’s brigade. The loss was 
some three hundred killed and wounded, principally of the Excelsior 
brigade. (See General Heintzelman’s official report, executive docu- 
ment, third session Thirty-seventh Congress. ) 

This left the first division of the Third Corps in front of Early, who 
had a single brigade, so that Hooker may have been short of ammuni 
tion, but the first division was ample to meet Early’s brigade, which 
was only in position to cover Ewell’s retreat and after dark was with 
drawn to Manassas, which proves for a wonder that General Pope stated 
the military situation in his order to Porter correctly. 

Now, supplement this with the testimony of the chief of staff of 
Heintzelman’s corps, Colonel McKeever (new record, page 193): 
Hooker's division was not at Bristoe that night wlren we arrived. They had 

gone off to the northward in pursuit of a force of confederates that he had been 
having a fight with. There was no large body of troops at Bristoe when we 

| reached there. 

Now, bear in mind, General Pope arrived at Bristoe with General 
Heintzelman and Colonel McKeever, and it was there and then that he 
had the order written for Porter to come up. 

Colonel McKeever also states (page 200): 
| I did not hear anything of an anticipated attack. I saw nothing thatgave me 
the impression thatany attack was expected. There was no disposition of troops 
made to meet any attack of the enemy. I understood they were in retreat. 

| Here, then, we learn that no attack was expected and no disposition 
of troops made to meet any ! 

General Pope’s acts at the time are better evidence of what he thought 
and expected than his declarations made long afterward! His action 
shows his subsequent declarations were a makeshift! But I will not 
stop here in exposing this pretense. When did General Pope first learn 
that Hooker was out of ammunition? General Pope says (court-martial 
record, page 13): 
Just at dark Hooker sent me word, and General Heintzelman also reported to 

me. 

General Heintzelman says: 
A portion of Hooker's division was nearly out of ammunition. It was made 

known to General Pope late in the afternoon. 

General B. S. Roberts testifies (court-martial record, page 14): 
That the order to Porter was written about sundown. 

Now, it will be seen the order was written before dark, and the in- 
formation as to the scantiness of ammunition was ‘‘just at dark.’’ But 

| there is another piece of evidence which came to light after the court- 
| martial trial which shows almost conclusively what General Pope would 
have embodied in his order had he been possessed of the information 

. when he sent the order to Porter. Here is a dispatch found in one of 
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General Pope’s dispatch-books, which was not sent, presumably because | 
he had received information from Porter of his approach: pp 

BRISTOE STATION, August 28, 1862—6.05 a. m. 

GENERAL: Major-General Pope directs me to say that General Hooker reports 
his ammunition exhausted. General Pope desires, therefore, that you come 
forward with your command at once, with all possible speed, and that you send 
back to hurry up your ammunition train. 

If anything had been needed in addition to the other evidence to dis- 
prove the idea that the order of the evening before had been written in 
view of Hooker being out of ammunition, this is certainly conclusive. 
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Here we have General Pope’s alter ego in the Bull Run and court- 
| martial campaign denying all knowledge of Pope’s plans; and the other 
corps commander, General Heintzelman, also in ignorance, leaving only 
Sigel, who was not questioned on the point, and Reno, who fell on the 
field before the court was held. Was not General Pope a little unfort- 
unate in presuming that Porter knew his plans because his habit was 
to talk so freely with officers of high command? Now, let us see what 
General Pope’s chief of staff knew of the plan of thiscampaign. Speak- 

| ing of the conference between Generals Pope and Porter on the morn- 

Porter’s action under the order to move from Warrenton Junction at 1 | 
o'clock a. m., August 28, 1862, I deduce the following corollaries: 

I. That there was not, ina military sense, any violation of this order. 

it was damnum absque injuria, tor which a reprimand would have been 
the gravest punishment under the military code. 

Ill. That a corps commander, situated as Porter was, had a discre- 
tion, and though he may have erredin judgment, such an error might 
disclose weakness or incapacity, but not a crime. 

matter. Perhaps so; but my purpose is to commence at the root and 
show how utterly groundless all the charges of misconductare, that the 
country may the better know the great wrong done one of its most faith- 
ful soldiers. We have now reached Bristoe, and have 

POPE AND PORTER IN CONFERENCE. 

It was a pleasant conference, without any bitterness or accusation; 
and we may naturally suppose that the commanding officer of a veteran 
command like the Fifth Army Corps upon joining a new army with 

| with General Pope some five or ten minutes after I left. * * 

| paign. 

II. That if the failure to obey the letter of the order was an offense, | 

. . a ru mci | ing of the 27th at Warrenton Junction, Colonel Ruggles says (new rec 
From the evidence sustaining my several propositions, referring to | ord, pages 306, 308): 

General Porter came in and reported to General Pope, and asked him the sit 
uation of affairs and what was proposed to be done and the future of the cam 

General Pope was rather reserved in his manner; he was reticent and 
uncommunicative,as itseemed tome. * * * I thought possibly my presence 
might be an embarrassment, so I leftthe room. General Porter remained alone 

* When Gen 
eral Porter,came out he asked me what was the plan of the campaign. I told 
him that if there was a plan of campaign it had not been communicated to me; 
that so far as I understood, the enemy was threatening and occasionally turning 

| ourflank ; that we had been getting out of tight places as fast as we got intothem, 

which he was to co-operate or of which he was to become a part on the | 
eve of an impending battle would inquire something as to the plan of 
campaign, that he might understand the military situation and be ready 
to co-operate in bringing toa successful termination whatever plans his 
new chief had determined to execute. 
sought this information that he might act understandingly when his new 
chief was engaged with other detachments of his army and not present | 

But General Pope gave him no information | with Porter upon the field. 
concerning nor insight into proposed future operations, but rode away 
leaving Porter with 10,000 men at Bristoe utterly in the dark as to 
General Pope’s-plan of action, if he had one. Ofcourse Porter knew 
that Pope had an army scattered about somewhere and knew the con- 
federate army, or a part of it, was roaming around loose, striking from 
time to time Pope’s disconnected divisions. He forecast the result in a 
communication to Burnside, and his gravest sin is that he forecast it 
truthfully. 

I have had occasion to allude to the bad memory of General Pope and 
am here obliged to recur to it again. Upon the trial before the court- 
martial he was asked this question in relation to what took place at that 
conference (court-martial record, page 18): 

uestion. Will you state tothe court whether or not you had made known 
to General Porter the position of the enemy's forcesand your plans and intentions 
so far and so es that he knew the critical condition of your army and the im- 
portance of rapic 
supplies and guarantee your success? 

as General Pope describes himself to be, ought to have had no difficulty 

we find him evading a direct answer, and by a multitude of words cov- 
ering up a fact and conveying an impression contrary to the fact. 
his answer: 

It has been my habit to talk very freely with all officers having large com- 
mands in the army which I commanded. How far I informed General Porter I 
am not now able to say. 

Now, hear him. 
But I should presume from my habitual practice and from conversations | 

It will be manifest that Porter | 

| and that we had been doing it with eminen 

It may be said that Ihave consumed too much time on animmaterial | 

success, and that as far as I under- 
stood we were to keep communication with Alexandria. I think I told him we 
were gettingalong as best we could until the Army of the Potomac all came up. 
That was my impression. Perhaps I may have derived that from general con- 
versation, but I had no plan of campaign to communicate. 

This was all the knowledge General Porter received, and he gave 
Burnside, for the President, the benefit of the information, as he had 
been requested to do. And it was this sort of information, conveyed 
in pungent style, that made Porter, in the eyes of the judge-advocate 

and the court-martial, to be held up to the country ‘ 
dum, ingens nefas.”’ 

This information, coupled with the knowledge that Sumner, Frank 
lin, and Couch, with their veteran troops, were on the march from 
Alexandria to Centreville, is especially important when you come to 
consider the joint order to McDowell and Porter and the construction 

to be put upon it by an officer having this light to guide him in under 
standing its purpose. 

But before going to the events of the 29th of August, 1862, there are 

two unfortunate statements of General Pope in his oflicial report that 
deserve attention in chronological order. In speaking of General Por 

*monstrum horren 

| ter’s arrival at Bristoe, he says (see Report on Conduct of War, Sup 

movements and prompt and energetic action to secure your | 

Read | 

had with him that he understood pretty fully the condition of the army and the | 
position of the various corps of the army. What I regarded as a necessity, it is 
altogether possible he might have had a different opinion about. Therefore I 
can not say that he understood the necessity that I understood. 

This I call an adroit evasion, swearing to no fact but containing a 
fling at Porter. 
through the proceedings. 
Now I propose to show, to discredit this witness, that the facts do 

not support him and his statement rests in his imagination. 
The Army of Virginia consisted of McDowell’s command, Sigel’s 

command, Banks’s command, Porter’s command, Reno’s command, and | 
Heintzelman’s command; Banks’s was not engaged at Bull Run. 
McDowell swears, referring to the morning of the 29th of August, 

1862 (new record, page 715): 
I had no knowledge of General Pope’s future policy. 
uestion. What knowledge did you then have, if any, of General Pope's plans 
the changes likely to occur through any possible concentration of the 

enemy? 
Answer. I could not know them and I did not know them. 

General Heintzelman says (court-martial record, page 80), in answer 
to this question: 

plement, volume 2, 

147): 
The moment he (Porter) found that Jackson had evacuated Manassas Jun 

tion he requested permission to halt at Bristoe and rest his men * * * I 
sent orders to General Porter, whom I supposed to be at Manassas Junction, 
where he should have been in compliance with my orders of the day previous 

first session Thirty-ninth Congress, pages 146 and 

The facts, when considered in connection with these statements, show 
them not only grossly incorrect, but tend strongly to show a design to 
cast a cloud and suspicion upon Porter on the part of General Pope, 
irrespective of the truth. The purpose being, it seems, to show Porter 
adopting pretexts to avoid coming to the front and supporting General 
Pope, and so making evidence to sustain the charge of improper inac 
tion on the 29th of August, when the truth is that Porter was anx 
ious to move forward and solicited orders to move; and when he heard 

’ . , _. | the firing in the battle of Gibbon’s brigade with Ewell on the after 
This was not a difficult question to answer, and ‘‘a frank, open man,” | | noon of the 28th sent a written request to General Pope for orders, 

: ] : Y | but received in reply notice to remain where he was (Bristoe 
in promptly responding yes, as it seems to me he would have done if | : | was sent for, and he was not notified to leave Bristoe until the morn 
“*yes’’ had been the truth. But ‘‘yes’’ was not the truth, and so | 

until he 

ing of the 29th; all of which General Pope ought not to have forgotten 
(nd now I will give you the undisputed evidence to support what | 

have said. (General Sykes, who commanded Porter’s advance division 
Says: 
My commapd was thrown in position a little in advance of Bristoe ; remained 

there allday. We camped there that night and we did not leave until an early 
hour on the 29th. General Pope being there in person, the only inference was 
that he sanctioned ourcamping atthatplace. My men, when we reached there, 
were fresh and could have gone wherever it was desired 

Lieutenant Monteith, of the Fourth Michigan Infantry, aid to Gen 
| eral Porter, says (new record, page 333): 

And this style of answer will be found all the way | 

General Porter sent me, between 1 and 2 o'clock that day, August 28, to Ma 
nassas Junction with a message to General Pope. * * * General Porter sent 
me to say his troops were resting at Bristoe and to inquire if he hadany orders 
I found General Pope and gave him my message. He replied that he had no 
orders for General Porter and for him to remain where he was. 

Lieutenant Weld, of Massachusetts, who was also an aid to General 
| Porter, testifies (new record, page 291) that on the afternoon of the 25th 
of August, 1862— 

I was sent by General Porter to General Pope from Bristoe Station. General 
Porter told me he thought I would find him in the direction of BullRun. * * * 
I met General Pope I should think a mile to the west of Bull Run. I gave him 

| General Porter's message, which was “to ask if he had any orders.’ * * * 

Were you made acquainted by General Pope with ordid you know what were | 
plans? 

. I did not know what his plans were. 

They were using field-glasses, looking at a fire going on at Groveton 

That was Gibbon’s battle, when McDowell got lost looking for Pope 
at Manassas, and did not get back until next day. 

He told me to tell Porter to remain where he was; that he would be sent for 
when wanted. * * * My opinion is that this was between 5 and 6 0’ clock. 
I went back and gave that message to Genera! Porter. 

Now, I fancy I can see a sneer upon the face of some unbeliever, ac- 
companied with an ejaculation, ‘‘ This evidence has been trumped up 
after sixteen years’ preparation, and an official report written at the 
time is much the most reliable.’’ Well, I am prepared for just your 
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case, and ask you to turn to page 339 of the new record and find some 
more ‘‘ trumped-up’’ evidence; but this time the evidence is written, 
and is found among General Pope’s miscellany: 

HEADQUARTERS FirtH ARMY CORPs, 
Bristoe, Virginia, August 28, 1862—5 p. m 

CoLoya. (RUGGLES): I send Lieutenant Weld, of my staff, for orders, if any 
there be 

lam, your obedient servant, : 
F. J. PORTER, 

Major-General, Commanding. 

What lingering shadow of doubt can there be that the official report 
is a —— mistake? 
Who now can believe Porter hung back that day, and who can be- 

lieve General Pope thought he was at Manassas? Why, Mr. Speaker, 
General Pope’s order to move from Bristoe was not dated until August 
29, 1862, at 3 a. m. (see page 151, Report of Committee on the Conduct of 

War, Supple ment, volume 2). And to conclude upon this day § Opera- | i¢ any considerable advantages are to be gained by departing from this order jt 
tion and show how all these charges against Porter for misconduct and 
unwillingness to act on the 27th and 28th were fiction, I cite General 

We have now reached in chronological order the second order set out 
in the charges and specifications, known as the joint order, which is jp 
the words and figures following: 

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF VIRGINIA, 
Centreville, August 29, 1862. 

You will please move forward with your joint commands toward Gainesvil|e. 
I sent written orders to that effect an hour and a halfago. Heintzelman, Sige). 

| and Reno are moving on the Warrenton Turnpike and must now be not far from, 
Gainesville. I desire thatas soon as communication is established between this 
force and your own the whole command shall halt. It may be necessary to fa]! 
back behind Bull Run at Centreville to-night. I presume it will be so on ac 
oount of our supplies. I have sent no orders of any description to Ricketts, and 
none to interfere in any way with the movements of McDowell's troops, except 
what I sent by his aid-de-camp last night, which were to hold his position on 
the Warrenton Pike until the troops from here should fall on the enemy’s flank 
and rear. Ido noteven know Ricketts’s position, as I have not been able to 

| find out where General MeDowell was until a late hour thismorning. Genera! 
McDowell will take immediate steps to communicate with General Ricketts 
and instruct him to join the other divisions of his corps as soon as practicable 

| will not be strictly carried out. One thing must be held in view, that the troops 

Pope’s order detaching King’s division, which contained, as Generals | 
Pope and McDowell each bear witness, ‘* some of the finest men in the | 
Army,’’ from McDowell, an especial favorite, and placing them, unso- 
licited, under Porter’s command on the morning of the 29th of August, 
1862. 

I must believe, then, and the country will believe, that Porter on 
the 29th of August, when he received the order to move on Gainesville 
it 9 o'clock, was a soldier with record as unsullied as when he turned 
hack the tide of battle at Malvern and received the plaudits of his coun- 
irymen everywhere, except in and around the War Office of the Govern- 
ment whose battles he was fighting. 

Next in order is the movement on Gainesville. General Pope sent to 
McDowell an order on the morning of the 29th day of August, 1862. 
This order was delivered to McDowell at about 9 o’clock in the morn- 
ing. It was carried by an aid of General Pope. This aid met Porter 
at the head of his column near Bull Run Creek, moving to Centreville, 
having marched from Bristoe under General Pope’s order of August 29, 
>a.m., which reached Porter about 6 a.m. The aid in passing Gen- 
eral Porter stated to him the purport of the order, which was: *‘ An 
order to McDowell, directing Porter to take General King and move 
toward Gainesville.’’ (See Captain Piatt’s statement, new record, page 
1064, ) 

General Gibbon says: 
General Pope, on the morning of the 29th, gave me a written order, which I 

ielivered to General Porter. This is the order 

* HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF VIRGINIA, 
“ Centreville, August 29, 1862. 

‘Push forward with your corpsand King’s division, which you will take with 
you, upon Gainesville. Lam following the enemy down the Warrenton turn- 
pike. Be expeditious or we lose much 

“JOHN POPE, 
Major-General Commanding.”’ 

General Pope in his official report thus speaks of this order: 

must occupy a ition from which they can reach Bull Run to-night or by 
morning. The indications are that the whole force of the enemy is moving in 
this direction ata pace that will bring them here by to-morrow night or the 
nextday. My own headquarters will be for the present with Heintzelman’s 
corps or at this place. 

JOHN POPE, 
Major-General, Commanding 

Generals McDoWELL and PorTEr. 

General Pope between the issuing the Gibbon order and this one 
seemed to have undergone one of those sudden mental transitions so 
peculiar to him in this campaign, and which made it so difficult for 
subordinate commanders, receiving an order at one moment and a dif- 
ferent one immediately following, to have any distinct idea either of 
the position of the enemy which they were to attack or of the troops 
they were to act in concert with. One would think, reading the mass 
of orders, that the general commanding had no defined plan of opera 
tion nor certain information as to the location or position of the ene 
my, but, acting on impulse instead of information, fired off a new order 
on the report of each straggler or contraband that might find his way 
past headquarters. 

General Pope seems infatuated with the idea that Jackson was in 
full retreat. King’s division had found him near Groveton, and lett 
him there on the morning of the 29th, but still this order informs the 
officers to whom it-is addressed that Heintzelman and Reno are moy- 
ing on the Warrenton pike and must be now near Gainesville, when 
in fact Jackson’s whole force lay between them and Gainesville, at 
least three miles east of Gainesville, with his right resting near Grove- 
ton and commanding the Warrenton pike! A junction of two Federal 
columns, one moving fromi Manassas Junction on the Gainesville road 

| and one moving on the Warrenton pike from Centreville, reads well in 

I also sent orders to Major-General Fitz-John Porter at Manassas Junction to | 
move forward with the utmost rapidity, with his own corps and King's division | 
of McDowell's corps, which was supposed to be at that point, upon Gainesville 
by the direct road from Manassas Junction to that place, I urged him to make 
all speed that he might come up with the enemy and be able to turn his flank 
near where the Warrenton turnpike is intersected by the road from Manassas 
junction to Gainesville. Shortly after sending this order I received a note from 
General McDowell (whom I had not been able to find on the night of the 28th) 
dated at Manassas Junction, requesting that King's division might not be taken 
from hiscommand. I immediately sent a joint order toGenerals McDowell and 
Porter 

General Gibbon says (new record, page 277): 
I delivered the order to Genera! Porter, and almost immediately General Me- 

Dowell made his appearance. General Porter placed the order in his hands; he 
read it and expressed dissatisfaction that a portion of hiscommand was assigned 
to Porter, and he requested General Porter to place King's division on his right 
when he formed line of battle 

This order brings Porter into contact with General McDowell, or, to 
usea very common expression, made Porter cross his track, for it stripped 
him of his favorite division, and the scheming to regain that command 
on the part of McDowell began at once. McDowell has been held up 
as a very model of official propriety; a Chevalier Bayard in honor—faith- 
ful, watchful, and energetic. This orderdeprived him of King. Rick- 
etts was at Bristoe, six milesaway. Reynolds was over near the War- 
renton pike; and Major-General McDowell was at Manassas without 
a command. Porter marched away toward Gainesville, and King’s di- 
vision closed his column 
his command? No 

to Pope, and waited for a reply; and when he succeeded in getting it, 
rode to the front, found Porter deploying for battle under the order 
brought by Gibbon; but McDowell assumed authority under the joint 
order; directed Porter to discontinue offensive operations, rode back to 
King’s division detached it from Porter. and rode away; sending his 
compliments to Porter, and saying he was going by another road and 
would take King with him. 

From this time on we shall find McDowell a central figure in this 
prosecution. But learned and polished as he is, if we criticise his con- 
duct and testimony we shall find his tongue as subtle as the poison of 
a Borgia, and be led to wonder— 

That deceit can steal such goodly form, 
And under a virtuous visor hide deep vices. 

What did McDowell do? Go andsearch for | 
He staid at Manassas Junction and sent a note | 

| combined army under General Lee. 

an order where Jackson’s part in the piece was left out; but with Jack- 
son lying across the route of the Centreville column it was easier to 
write the order than to execute it, as General Pope soon found to the 
sorrow of his troops. 

This order has no indication of battle in it, and is one of the few 
orders issued about that time that leaves out the “‘ bag’’ that Jack- 
son and his troops were to be stored in and carried off the field. This 
order upon its face would seem to indicate that at last the general 
commanding had begun to perceive that the enemy could not be van- 
quished with orders, and to realize that there should be a junction 
of his forces preparatory to action, and that behind Bull Run would 
give him a better line and at the same time give the troops marching 
from Alexandria time to come up and take part in the general engage- 
ment then impending. And for that reason it will be noticed, while 
he gave discretion to deviate from the terms of the order ‘‘if any consid 
erable advantages are to be gained,’’ the order is explicit upon one point, 
from which there must be no departure, ‘‘ that the troops must occup) 
a position from which they can reach Bull Run to-nightor by morning.’ 

This is the way I read the order; this corroborates the idea of the 
campaign given by Pope’s chief of staff at Bristoe, and this, I believ: 

| is what General Porter understood and had a right to understand that 
order to mean. Take a view of the situation and see if this construc 
tion is not borne out by the lack of readiness for battle of the Union 
forces. Banks at Bristoe, and not under marching orders, with 10,000 
Ricketts was near Bristoe, with a division of worn-out men, 8,000 
King’s division was jaded and weary, 7,000. Sumner, Franklin, and 
Couch were on the march from Alexandria. Thedictates of sense and 
ordinary prudence at once answer that it would be foolhardy to imperil 
the Union cause by delivering battle under such conditions against the 

But some one may say, why did 
General Pope deliver battle if he had no design to do it when he issued 
thisorder? I answer, he lost his head, and this court-martial that is 
now under consideration was to punish somebody else for it 

I remember full well how the country was electrified by the follow- 
ing address: 

Wasuineron, Monday, July 14, 1862. 

To the officers and soldiers of the Army of Virginia: 

By the special assignment of the President of the United States I have assumed 
command of this Army. I have spent two weeksin learning your whereabouts 
your condition, and your wants, and preparing you for active operations, and 
n placing you in positions from which you can act promptly and tothe purpose 
I have come to you from. the West, where we have always seen the backs of 

our enemies, from an army whose business it has been to seek the adversary and 
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to beat him when found, whose policy has been attack and not defensive. In 
but oie instance has the enemy been able to place our Western armies in a de- 
fensive attitude. I presume that I have been called here to pursue the same sys- 
tem and to lead you agains! the enemy. Itismy purpose to do so and that speed- 
ily. Iam sure you long for an opportunity to win the distinction you are capa- 
bie of achieving; that opportunity I shall endeavor to give you. In the mean 
time I desire you to dismiss from your minds certain phrases which I am sorry | 
to find in vogue among you. I hear constantly of taking strong positions and 
holding them, of lines of retreat and of bases of supply. The strongest position 
a soldier should desire to occupy is one from which he can most easily advance 
against theenemy. Let usstudy the probable lines of the retreat of our opponents 
and leave our own to take care of themselves, Let us look before us and not be- 
hind. Success and glory are inthe advance. Disaster and shame lurk in the 
rear, Let us act on this understanding, and it is safe to predict that your ban- 
ners shall be inscribed with many a glorious deed and that your names will be 
dear to your countrymen forever. 

JOHN POPE, 
Major-General, Commanding. 

But before this proclamation was made I find that General Pope, 
under oath before a committee, described his method of accomplishing 
these grand results foretold in this order (supplement report Com- 
mittee on Conduct of War, volume 2, page 107): 

By laying off on their flanks if they should have only 40,000 or 50,000 men I 
could whip them; if they should have 70,000 or 80,000 men I would attack their 
flanks and force them, in order to get rid of me, to follow me out into the 
mountains. 

Bull Run was evidently lost while General Pope was studying the 
line of the enemy’s retreat, and Porter was derelict because he did not 
strike Jackson’s flanks! Our lines of retreat took care of themselves, 
and on August 30 were occupied by the greater part of our soldiery, in 
compliance with the precept ‘‘ Sauve qui peut.” 

Really we are so remote from the war that we may indulge in a little 
amusement over the ‘‘fustian’’ of such orders and such evidence. 
And perhaps when the promises are compared with results it will not 
be treason to say, in the words of Jomini: 

I have seen many generals, marshals even, attain a certain degree of reputa- 
tion by talking largely of principles which they conceived incorrectly in theory 
and could not apply at all. I have seen those men intrusted with the supreme 
command of armies and make most extravagant plans, because they were 
totally deficient in good judgment and were filled with inordinate self-conceit. 
(Jomini, Art of War, page 345.) 

I commend this declaration to the consideration of such as are looking 
for the cause of disaster in the Bull Run campaign of 1862. 

Until the rennaissance of fustian on the discussion of the Porter case I 
had supposed that ‘‘ The Life of Napoleon and his Marshals,’’ by Headly, 
had been laid aside to fire the ambition of some bucolie youth who 
might seek glory in the next war. But, sir, I find myself mistaken, 
for I read in the CONGRESSIONAL REcORD of January 6, 1883: 
One of the great leading maxims in Napoleon's military experience—you 

will find itin all his campaigns, and it was astanding order to all his corps com- 
manders—was that when the general of the army was not present to give orders, 
each corps commander shall march to the sound of the enemy's guns, That 
was a general order in all his campaigns. 

This is nearly as good as Gencral Pope’s address to the Army of 
Virginia, and is fully up toit instyle. There isbut one thing omitted 
to complete its dramatic effect—a battle-scene, with a drummer-boy 
leading a charge. 

Blind obedience is a favorite maxim of military writers, and I con- 
cede that an indiscriminate questioning of orders would be wholly sub- 
versive of discipline in peace, and in war fatal to the success of many 
acampaign. But, sir, in war, in the handling of large bodies of men, 
that doctrine implicitly followed would lead oftentimes to death and 
disaster. No general commanding understandingly issuesan order that 
would defeat the purpose he seeks to obtain by the destruction of his 
troops. If he be present and direct a movement he must be blindly 
obeyed, irrespective of consequences. Not so if he be absent, in a dis- 
tant part of the field. The reasonismanifest. With a line of battle of 
100,060 men, extending across a country miles in length, with country | 
broken and view obscured and hidden, the general commanding sends | 
an officer from the right to the left of his line with an order of move- 
ment; an hour, two hours may intervene before its delivery. In the 
mean time the whole condition of the left is changed. The enemy, 
weak at the giving of the order, at the time of its reception may have 
massed his force on his right, and the attack which an hour earlier might 
have been practicable has become utterly hopeless; and a failure in it, 
followed by an ‘‘offensive return’’ of the enemy, be the loss of the field 
that might otherwise have been won. What would be expected of an 
officer in command of the left under such circumstances? Archduke 
Charles answers this question for me: 
Jourdan’s army having forced the passage of the Lahn (July 7, 1796) the first 

intention of Wartensleben, who commanded the Austrian corps left before it by 
the Archduke Charles, had been to fall back behind the Widda. * * # 
But the 9th of July “having received a dispatch, in which the Archduke wrote 
to him to withdraw from the environs of Friedburg only after having-tried 
the fortune of arms, he changed his design and resolved to attack Jourdan the 
same day. However, Wartensleben should not have attempted an attack. He 
could in fact direct it only against the center of the French army. * * In 
Can of these dangers he had the temerity to attack, andin what a situation? 

ith forces inferior in number, in a position in which his wings deprived of 
support and threatened with being constantly outflanked. had no reserve. 

n vain will it be said thatthe order which the Archduke Charles had sent him 
was the ground of his resolution. Wartenslcben bad the right not to execute it. 
The Archduke Charles, then near Pforzeim, did not know his situation when 
he gave him the order. A general-in-chief who indicates to subordinates de- 
tached afar their lines of operation and the strategic points of their defensive 

ions, has performed his duties. One can not expect from him precise and 
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detailed orders when their execution depends not only on the circumstances of 
the moment, but also on the actual position of the trox 

I 

rs lor 

ARCHDUC CHARLES 

tf his A reprimand of one of his own office 
own orders! 

The Duke of Wel 
sen, L803, cor 

obedience to one 

} } he camp at Jan lington issued a general order from t 
+} 
t followin iMaiming } Fenunciation of n itary LW 

Major-General Wellesley thinks proper to ain to the t ' 8 nex 
essary to well distinguish the cases in which it all ble or not for an office 
to act at his own will. It may frequently happen that an officer receives an 
order which, through circumstances unknown at the moment of giv ne it by hin 

who gave i i 5 to ex i } < < .of which would be sod 
ficult or so dangerous that there would be a mor impossibility to conform to 

| it. Inacaseofthisnature Major-General Wellesley would be very far from wish 
ing to prevent detached officers froma ng treely But Capt was not 

| in that situation; he had, and has had » private information which the office 
| who had given him his orders did not also have, and then it was hisduty toobey 

ARTHUR WELLESLEY 

In a little work translated from the French by Colonel D’ Aguilar 
entitled Napoleon’s Military Maxims, I find under maxim No. 52 

A blind obedience is due only to a military cor and given by a superior pres 
ent on the tthe mo it of acti Being in } cs .of the real stat 
of things, the superior has it then in his power to ath the necessary explana 
tions to the person who executes his orders 

In a translation from the French of ‘* Dupareq by General Cullum 

entitled Elements of Military Art and Histor 1 read from the chapter 
on battles, page 310 

The order of the day, often completed by verb nstruct so exhibit 

each person’s part in the attack, develops and ¢ ns th pal cuver 
~ in order that each general may inte ently per 1 | I »ward 
the suecess of the maneuver, even should « instances o re hit » depart 
from his orders and t ke use of the large discretionary power necessarily in 
trusted to him 

General Grant has given his recognition to the same principl Ger 

erals Schofield, Terrv, and Getty in the case unde CODSLUCTALION eX 

pressly recognize and approve it and declar 
Itis a well-established military maxim that a corps commander is not justifiabk 

in making an apy ntly hope Sattack in« nee to a rder from a supe 
rior who is not on the sjx« i sevidently inerror in respect to the essen 
tial conditions upor hich the order is based 

But, sir, we are told that the great Lord M field and Chancello 
Loughborough, in the ¢ ‘ “sutton ohnstone 1 Term, 548 cle 

clared that the doctrine of ** blind obed e’’ was milit law, ‘‘and 

that nothing but physical imyx bility can excuse n performanes 

I answer yes, so the iid; but that does not cit military law. The 

question before them was, how f: in officer was prot ed from civil 

action for damayes sustained by ¢ vet de under ot office in at 

| resting and sending before a court-martial thordinate for eged dis 

obedience of orders Che court-n liound the disobedi« istifia 

ble; whichestablished by the onl ti ithority in that case that it 

is justifiable under certain circumstances it to blindly obey But the 

court held, in the civil action for mali ( 1, the of whiel 

every lawyer knows is ‘‘ probable cause hat ne of the court 
that the disobedience was justifiable howed tl yl DiC CATISE 

and hence the action would not lic, overruling the unanimous judgment 
of the exchequer delivered by Baron } e (1 ‘I n, 493 

The language used not relating to the points involved } ‘ 

and no more establishes a rule of military code t! t would have se 

| tled a theological dogma, if the learned court had di sed it and given 
their views upon it. Napoleon, Wellington, Archduke Charles, and 
General Grant, may not equal Lord Mansfield in knowledge of com 
mercial Jaw; but their opinions upon the duties of a subordinate to his 

chief on the battle-field are infinitely preferable to h I would not 
break down the discipline of a command depending largely upon the 
rule of ‘‘ blind obedience,’’ but I say there are perio the field when 

from necessity the subordinate must use his judgment: and the sub- 

division of troops into corps, divisions, and brigades, px its the invest 

| ment of discretion to men of experience, courage, and fidelity, when 

| ever the corps is absent from the general-in-chief, whenever the division 
is absent from the corps and the brigade from the division, which will 
in no sense impair the discipline of the service, but will, on the contrary, 
advance its best interests 

Having reviewed to some extent the recognized rule of the military 

code, defining the powers and duties of a corps commander, I ask you 
to join the Fifth Corps on its march from Manassas Junction. Genera 

| Morell Jeads the column, followed by Svkes, Sturges, and King’s di 
vision; an effective force of 15,000 men read nd willing to fight un 

der a corps commander, whose name was a prestige of victory. We 
| meet a mounted man just fron Gainesville: he tells us the enemy 

| skirmishers were there to the number of about four hundred, and their 
main body was not far behind them General Morell’s evidence, page 
141, court-martial record If we are to reach Gainesville it is appar 
ent the sooner we get to work and clear the road the more likely we 

| will be to reach the point of our destination, for we know that every 
Without moment increases the force in our front hesitation Griffin’s 

brigade halts, throws four companies y-second Per 
to the front with instructions to move on in advance about half ; 
throwing out flankers to the side and skirmishe1 fror We then 
move on until we reach a cleared place ut five miles from Manas 
sas Junction. Our skirmishers have found the enemy’s pickets and 
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firing commences; the other eight companies of the Sixty-second Penn- 
sylvania are ordered out to the front to support their comrades—there 
are twelvecompanies inthis regiment. (General Griffin’sevidence, page 
156, court-martial record.) Our skirmishers capture and send in to us 
three mounted prisoners. (Griffin’sevidence, court-martial record, page 
159.) Weare now on the crest above Dawkins Branch, and it is at least 
11 o’clock, and General Porter immediately formed line of battle on the 
crest. (Morell, new record, page 431.) General Porter examines the 
prisoners and learns they are Lonstreet’s men. (Lieutenant Weld, new 
record, page 292.) Gritlin puts a battery in position. (Griffin, court- 
martial record, page 156.) And General Porter receives the joint order. 
Let us see where Butterfield is. He has an order from Porter to move 
his brigade across the branch and take position in the vicinity of the Car- 
raco house. He puts his brigade in motion and then rides forward to 
make a personal reconnoissance of the ground. McDowell comes up in 
his absence, the order he gave his brigade is countermanded without his | 
knowledge, and he soon rides back in a rage to find out who gave orders 
to his troops without sending it through him; and found his brigade had | 
gone to the right in the woods. He complains of the method used in 
changing the direction of his troops. He inquires for General Porter 
and finds that he had gone into the woods on the right with General 
McDowell, and learns that the change in the direction of his troops was 
a sudden movement in consequence of something that had occurred be- 
tween McDowell and Porter. (General Butterfield’s evidence, new rec- 
ord, pages 467-468. ) 

M'’DOWELL HAS COME AND TROUBLE BEGINS, 

Porter is made a subordinate. His orders to advance are counter- 
manded, and we withdraw from the head of the column and let the wit- 
nesses who remained tell what took place. 
general of General Porter, testifies (court-martial record, page 131): 

First saw General McDowellat Dawkins Branch. Porter was forming his corps | 
inline of battle. He had made considerable progress in the disposition of his 
troops; a battery was in position and the troops were being deployed. General 
McDowell said; “ Porter, you are too far out already ; this is no place to fight a 
battle." McDowell remained some little time in private conversation with 
Porter. They then mounted their horses and rode off across the railroad toa 
woods upon our right of the road. I was sent by General Porter with a message 
to General King. General McDowell answered, ‘Give my compliments to Gen- 
eral Porter and say to him that I am going to the right and will take General 
King with me. I think he had better remain where he is, but if it is necessary 
for him to fall back he can do so on my left.” 

Captain A. P. Martin, who commanded the artillery of Morell’s di- 
vision, saw the meeting between McDowell and Porter on the morning | 
of the 29th at Dawkins Branch. These two officers met at the head 
of Porter’s column about 11 o’clock. After the formal salutation, Gen- 
eral McDowell said (court-martial record, page 136): ‘‘ Porter, this is 
no place to fight a battle; you are too far out.’’ This evidence was un- 
disputed before the original court-martial, but was ignored by the judge- 
advocate in stating the case to the President. It is undisputed still. 

Before the West Point board the following cumulative evidence was 
given on this point: 

Captain Earle, Morell’s acting adjutant-general, formerly adjutant of 
the Fourth Michigan Infantry, testifies (new record, page 421): 

Between 11 and 12 saw McDowell come on to the field. The remark which 
General McDowell made when he came up attracted my attention from the 
abrupt manner in which he spoke. His remark to General Porter was, *‘ Porter, 
you are too farout.”’ I saw him make a motion with his hand back and heard 
the word “ back.”’ 

Walter Scott Davis, First Lieutenant Twenty-second Massachusetts, 
acting staff officer of Martindale’s brigade, testifies (new record, pages 
405-406): 

We marched directly down here (pointing on the map), near Dawkins Branch, 
on the right of the Manassas and Gainesville road; it was 11 o'clock at least. 
After forming line of battle there we were moving slowly forward. * * * 
General Porter was therein person. General McDowell rode down there rapidly 
and rode up to General Porter * * * and said “ Porter, you are wo far out; 
move your troops back into these woods."" Then in an undertone he said, ** This 
is no place to fight a battle.” 
Question. You have useda gesture. Wil) you describe that gesture? 
Answer. With his thumb pointing back ward over his right shoulder. General 

Porter spoke to me and asked to have the brigade moved back. Witness then 
recites circumstances impressing the facts on his memory. 

General Patrick says: 
McDowell said to him as he turned back his brigade, “‘ 1 am going to take you 

away from Porter." * * * “ Porter has gone as far as he can go,” or “‘ Porter 
is as far as he can go." General McDowell's reply to all this is the Italian's 
shield, * Non me ricardo.” 

If we believe it, we have Porter at noon of the 29th day of August 
pushing forward to engage the enemy under the Gibbon order, that he 
might strike connection with General Pope’s troops moving up the 
Warrenton pike. This proves him no laggard. This disproves the in- 
sinuation he had no stomach for battle. This proves his willingness to 
fight under Pope or any one else who carried the Union flag. Who, then, 
was responsible for halting the troops and allowing the enemy to mass 
his forces across the way? It was Major-General Irvin McDowell, who 
said ‘‘ Porter, you are too far out; this is = to fight a battle.’’ 
This man’s testimony convicted Major-Gen Fitz-John Porter of neg- 
lect of duty; it was the keystone of the arch that held all else of the 
prosecution in position. It was upon him Pope relied; it was upon 
his statements the court-martial relied. It was to his declarations 

Colonel Locke, adjutant- | 

the judge-advocate pointed as absolute verities, and directed the mind 
of Mr. Lincoln to an approval of conviction. 

And now, sir, I will consider his evidence—I will compare his state- 
ments to the court-martial with his statements to the West Point 
board, and with printed circulars distributed by him. I will read dis. 
patches produced after sixteen years’ concealment. I will separate his 
facts from his insinuation. I will point to his evasions, misstatements. 
and equivocations—to his manner in testifying and to his conduct in 
the dissemination of untruthful statements, tending to mislead and 
deceive the public to the injury of a former companion in arms, and 
when I have done, if I shall repeat my former declaration, ‘‘ That his 
tongue is as subtle as the poison of the Borgias,’’ I thoroughly be 
lieve the country will respond, Amen ! 

General McDowell commenced his evidence, by putting forth the 
absurd pretense that General Porter’s corps and King’s division wer 
under his command by virtue of the sixty-second article of war. Prior 
to the receipt of the joint order, he made this absurd claim, to a 
count for his absence from his troops while he was scheming to get 
back King from Porter. He says (court-martial record, page 81) 

On arriving at Manassas Junction I met Major-General Porter's corps coming 
up, and saw Major-General Porter. Soon after he showed me an order from 
Maior-General Pope to himself, directing him to make a certain movement and 
to take with him King’s division. * * * Some conversation took place lx 
tween General Porter and myself concerning this order, I feeling some embar 
rassment at one of my divisions going off, as it seemed to me, under his com 
mand, He mentioned, as I was the senior officer I naturally and necessarily 
commanded the whole, his force as well as my own, and with that understand 
ing the division followed after his corps on the road he was ordered to tak 
toward Gainesville, I think. 

In this statement he would seem to imply that General Porter con 
ceded the command to him, which General Porter has always denied 
and ‘‘ that with this understanding King’s division followed after Por- 
ter’s corps;’’ impliedly insinuating that if it had not been for this under 
standing King’s division would not have followed Porter; and this in 
the face of a direct order from General Pope to General Porter to tak« 
King’s division with him. The order in effect detached King’s division 
from McDowell and placed it under the command of Porter, but Gen 
eral McDowell seems hardly satisfied himself with his first statement 
and on page 82 (court-martial record) he says: 

In starting out on this road, as I mentioned before, General Porter had started 
out ahead of me under the order he had himself received to move with his corps 
and one of my divisions. * * * Atthat time I conceived General! Porter to 
be under me. 

On his cross-examination he still insists upon his theory, and says 
(pages 88 and 89, court-martial record): 

I came down to take King’s division and bring it up along with my other di- 
vision, that is, with Reynolds’s division then engaged at Groveton. I found 
it with an order to go with General Porter in another direction ; that was what 
produced the embarrassment. * * * Ido not know that embarrassment is 
the proper word; what I meant was that I found things different from what ! 
expected. When I spoke of one of my divisions going under him he suggested 
that I was senior officer and that I could take command of the whole force, * 
* * and we went forward at first in that way before the joint order reached 
us, * * * The order wassent by General Pope upon the receipt ofa note from 
me in reference to this matter of my division. 

Again he says (court-martial record, page 90): 
General Porter and myself started out from Manassas with the understand- 

ing that, under the article of war applicable to such cases, I had the command 
of the whole force, his own and my own. 

Now, what are the undisputed facts? Porter and McDowell did not 
start from Manassas togethet; McDowell did not assume nor seck t 
exercise any control over the Fifth Corps and King’s division or eithe: 
of them, after the Gibbon order and before the joint order. He did 
not even accompany the troops on the march, but he staid behind and 
wrote a note complaining of his loss of command and sentit to Genera! 
Pope at Centreville, and waited dntil he received in reply to it the joint 
order. Then he rode forward and overtook the Fifth Army Corps de 
ploying into line of battle, and under the joint order assumed command 
There is not asingle particle of evidence in the case that sustains his 
statement; but, on the contrary, all the evidence proves the facts as ! 
state them. I will go further than this, and assert that General Mc- 
Dowell knew better when he made the statement. General Gibbon 
swears (new record, page 177) that when he delivered the order to 
General Porter ‘‘General McDowell requested General Porter when | 
formed his line of battle’’ ‘‘ that he would place King’s division on his 
right, so that he (McDowell) could have his command together, it being 
known at the time that Reynolds’s division, a portion of McDowell s 
command, was out in that direction somewhere, presumably on the right 
of what would be Porter’s line.”’ 

On page 328, Senate Executive Document No. 37, first session Forty- 
sixth Congress, will be found a portion of a dispatch from McDowel! to 
Pope, with this postscript: 

I have just seen your last orderto take King. Of course this is but temporary 
and J have asked Porter to place King on his right that I may have him when 
you say so. iin 

I. McDOWELL 

Verily out of thine own mouth art thon condemned ! 
But look at it from another view, and you will see the hollowness of 

theclaim. If McDowell retained not only command of King’s division, 
despite General Pope’s order, but became commander of the Fifth Corps 
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as well, by virtue of his seniority as he puts forth claim, why did he 
write to General Pope complaining because King’s division was taken 
from him and given to Porter? 
The case briefly stated isthis: The general commanding upon the field 

issued an order transferring a division of troops from one command to 
another. The commanding officer from whom the troops are detached 
still claims them to be under his command and insists that, by following 
them in person, he acquires command of the corps to which they were 
transferred, if he happens to be senior in rank, thus defeating the very 
purpose, presumably, which led to the transfer. It seems tome to bean 
absurdity that a pleb at the academy would not commit! 

But it may beasked, what motive could have led General McDowell 
to make a fictitious claim? I answer, a very strong motive. And here 
we find it. 

guage, ‘‘ because I thought J could get my troops into action quicker 

that way.’’ Now, notice the following questions and answers: 

Question. Did you then have any idea how long that movement would take 
you? 

Answer. No; I don’t know that the question came intomy mind 
it took long or short, 

7. * 

it was a moveraent I wanted to make 
* * + * 

but whether 
New record, 758.) 

7 

Q. Did you know how far you would have to take your troops to get around 
where you believed Reynolds to be? 

A. I had only a general knowledge I had not ridden over the road the dav 
| before. 

Here, then, we have presented the curious spectacle of a brave man 
| and zealous officer who was excused for negligence, criminal in its char- 

On the night of the 28th, by his absence from his troops, | 
he permitted Kingand Ricketts toabandon the lines between Longstreet | 
and Jackson, for which we have seen the court of inquiry severely cen- | 
sure him. Reynolds was then engaged with theenemy at Groveton, so 
McDowell says. McDowellsaw the order transferring King at9 o’clock | 
a. m. 
when hesays hisdivision under Reynolds was struggling with the enemy 
over at Groveton? None, unless one was manufactured to order. And 
his imagination seems felicitousin that direction. Gibbon fought Jack- 
son on the night of the 28th; McDowell was absent looking for General 
Pope, because he wanted to tell him something. He heard the sounds 
of the battle, but got lost moving to the sound of the guns. Reynolds 

What excuse could he make for absenting himself from the field | 

engaged Jackson in the morning, but McDowell left him and turned up | 
at Manassas looking for King—he was performing the duty of an aid-de- 
camp. He finds King sent to Porter as early as 9 o’clock a.m. And 
he can only account for his continued absence from Reynolds and the 
field from that hour till 12 o’clock by alleging that he was in command 
of the Fifth Army Corps. It is apparent, then, that his motive was 
strong to shield himself from the charge of being absent from his com- 
mand when engaged, a second time, within the limits of twenty-four | 
hours. 

But as I have said, the real object of his maneuvering was to get King 
back under his command and take his division back and connect it 
with Reynolds, resting near the Warrenton pike. He used the joint 
order for that purpose, and never thought of doing anything under it | 
but that. Let ussee. Before the court-martial he says: 

Icame down to take King’s division and bring it up along with my other | 
division—that is, with Reynolds's division, then engaged at Groveton. (Court- 
martial record, page 88.) 

There he avows his original purpose. Before the West Point board, 
upon being examined with reference to the movements going on in | 
Porter’s command, relative to an offensive movement against the enemy 
at Dawkins Branch, when he rode to the head of the column with the 
joint order, General McDowell was asked this question (page 758, new 
record): 

Question. Did you make any observation at that time as to what his troops 
were doing? 
Answer. No,sir! * * * 
Q. Did not you understand that one of his brigades was deployed? 
A. I don’t know whether it was a brigade, division, or regiment. I was not 

there for that purpose. 

But if General McDowell’s testimony is to be believed these troops 

joint order, were at this time unquestionably subject to his command 
and were preparing for battle. 
inquire as to the preliminary dispositions. ‘‘ He was there for another 
purpose.’’ What did he do indicative of that purpose ? 
move to the front. No, but he rode down on tothe woods on the right, 
in the direction of where he supposed Reynolds was, to see if he could 
get through. Failing in that he decided to take King and Ricketts 
over the Sudley Springs road. What for? 
them on the left of Reynolds.’’ (New record, page 759.) 

I wasexcessively anxious tojoin Reynolds. (Newrecord, page 759.) I thought 
I could get my troops into action quicker that way than I could by bringing 

corps. 

General Reynolds says (court-martial record, page 167): 
I knew that troops were over at Manasses, and was expecting to have them 

brought upon my left. I was informed such would be the case. 

Who but McDowell, his corps commander, gave him the informa- 
tion ? 

Here we find another of these blunders that a man makes when he 
abandons himself to his imagination. He feels it incumbent upon him, 
when he finds his acts criticised, to constantly iterate and reiterate ex- 
= of zeal to get engaged with the enemy. 
‘ore to mislead and cajole, but we can not let it pass now unchallenged. 
Let. us weigh it for what it is worth. The enemy were then in his 
front, the skirmish firing was going on, and the batteries were exchang- 
ing salutations—these troops were not Porter’s, they were McDow- 
ell’s. Under the joint order he had control of his own corps and Porter’s 

He was general commanding the left wing of Pope’s army. 
He stopped that preparation for battle and decided to take King and 

He did not | 29th, which has been spoken of and which led the court of inquiry un 

** With a view of putting | 
| 

: ; : | Pope countermanded the order 
had been under his command since 9 or 10 o’clock, and they, under the | 

. | fight at dark under General Pope’s order 
He did not even pretend to know or | 

i | them; and here again he proves himself a swift witness 
them in the rear of Genera) Porter, because the road was blocked up with his | 

| the enemy? 
This has served be- 

acter, on the night of the 28th, on account of his heroic conduct this day 
leaving a field within range of artillery and musketry and moving 
where he did not know, to some point the distance to which he did 
not know, with a body of 15,000 troops, in search of an enemy to en 
gage. He was so impatient that he could not wait for the deployment 
of a corps under his command in front, but was so zealous and anxious 
to fight that he gave up the command of the left wing of Pope’s army 
and went off overan unknown route with two divisions in quest of some 
enemy that his force might be applied against The reasons General 
McDowell assigns for his action place him in this ridiculous attitude, 
when a frank and ingenuous statement would not have made him sub 

ject to criticism, and would have furnished General Porter a full and 
complete justification. He went after King to put him in on the left 
of Reynolds. He obtained the joint order putting Porter under his 
command. He found Porter confronted by Longstreet. He knew it 
was not the purpose to bring on a general engagement from the terms 

of the joint order if from no other sourc« Hence, finding Porter’s 

roadway cut off he directed him to rest his line there and took his 

division and moved to the rear and right to go round the road and come 
in on Reynolds’s left, fulfilling the condition of the joint order making 
a continuons line from the east to the west. 

Porter, McDowell, Sigel, Reno, Heintzelman, and if there needed 

anything more to settle this construction as the true one, General Pops 
gives it to us, before he had started ovi on the prosecution of Porter 

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF VIRGINIA, 
August 29, 1862 

To Generals Heintzelman, Reno, and Sigel 

If you find yourselves heavily pressed by superior numbers of the enemy, you 
will not push matters further; Fitz John Porter and King’s division are moving 
on Gainesville from Manassas Junction and left. They will come in on your 

have about 20,000 men turn to this place to-night or by rhe command must re 
morning on account of subsistence and forage 

JOHN POPE, 
Major-General, Commanding 

The ‘‘ this place’’ mentioned was Centreville, from which point it was 

sent. The existence of this order was not known until after the court 
martial closed itssession. (Senate Executive Document 37, first session 
Forty-sixth Congress, page 329. 

This order to the right wing corresponds with the construction Porter 

has always given to the joint order to the left wing 
But we have not yet done with General McDowell’s zeal to attack 

the enemy which led him away from Porter. He did not get over on 
to the Warrenton pike till nearly if not quite 6 o’clock with the head 
of his column, and he moved it toward Reynolds’s left, but General 

One brigade was sent in one direction 

King’s division went into the 

Ricketts’s division did not 

get farther than the Henry house, and only three brigades of King at 
most were engaged. This is 

and one in another; and the balance of 

a summary of that hero’s record of the 

der Pope’s evidence to excuse McDowell's delinquency. But there are 
other meshes in the net woven about General Porter by this witness to 
be unraveled. 

General McDowell was permitted by the court-martial to testify as 
to the meaning of the joint order, which was a question arising on the 
face of the order to be determined by the court having the facts before 

He says 
(court-martial record, page 82): 
That order contemplated a line being formed, which was to be joined ontoa 

line that was to come up from the east to the west 

That is just what we claim the order contemplated as is patent on its 
face. _But that did not suffice this witness. He injected into the or 
der the following additional meaning (court-martial record, page 82 

And have the troops on the Gainsville road attack the flank and rear of the 
enemy, as I understood it. 

Is there a word in that order about attacking the flank and rear of 
I submit there is not. Nor do I believe General McDow 

ell so understood it. Let hisactionsspeak. If he understood that the 
troops on the Gainesville road were by that order to attack the flank and 
rear of the enemy, why did he stop Porter from making the attack, and 

| why did he take two-thirds of the force off the Gainesville road, where 
it was to attack on flank and rear, and move it to the rear and west 

| five miles away from the Gainesville road, leaving 10,000 troops to do 
the work assigned by General Pope to 25,000? Actions speak louder 

| than words! 
Ricketts over onto the Sudley Springs Road, ‘‘ because,’’ to use hislan- | In looking over the evidence I discover where General McDowell 
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received his idea that the joint order contemplated an attack in flank 
and rear of the enemy. 

General Pope says (court-martial record, page 31) in reply to this 
question: ; 

Will you state asaccurately as you can recollect from the information that you 
have received up to the present time from any quarter, in what particular or 
particulars the aceused failed to carry out that joint order? 
Answer. I have stated that the accused had failed to carry out that order; 

first, because I believed if he had attacked the enemy on the flank as he was | 
directed, && 

Here is where General McDowell obtained his light, which he blindly 
followed as his polar star through the whole case. He understood 
General Pope to testify to that construction and he echoed it! But 
General Pope did not intend to so testify. It was one of his hasty, ill- 
considered statements. He was chock-full of desire to show Porter 
disobedient, and he fired off answers irrespective of questions. Gen- 
eral Pope’s answer related to his 4.30 order and not to the joint order, 
and this is apparent from the context, for immediately following the 
declaration stated and in the same answer he says (court-martial rec- 
ord, pages 31, 32): 

In relation to the joint order of the 29th, | have General Porter's note to Gen- 
erals McDowell and King, in which he himself states vhat he has not fully 
obeyed the joint order of the 29th of August, 

Now is it not apparent that although the question related to the joint 
order the witness answered as to the 4.30 order as well as to the joint 
order? His testimony reads: 

If he had attacked the enemy on the flank, as he was directed, I should have 
known it, being myself on the fleld of battle and near to the front. 

He states why he knows he did not attack the flank, because he was 
there to see; but when he speaks of the joint order he says: 

In relation to the joint order of the 29th, I have General Porter's note, 
in which he states he has not fully obeyed. 

One order he swears disobedience to from personal knowledge; the 
other, the joint order of the 29th (he specifies it by date), he knows 
he did not obey, because he has written evidence from the accused him- 
self. 

Now where is the motive that could lead General McDowell to fol- 
low General Pope’s lead blindly? It was his self-interest, his self- 
preservation. It was freely charged that his neglect of duty permitted 
the junction of Lee with Jackson that brought disaster upon our 
arms. He occupied the position of a suspected witness who must con- 
vict another to save himself, and his safety in any event rested on the 
preservation of his relations with General Pope, who had the power to 
save or destroy him. And here in this motive we shall find the key 
to his whole evidence, and to his conduct afterward in attempting to 
injure Porter when he was sti ling for a rehearing. 

Having injected ‘‘ the flank and rear’’ into an order that had no allu- 
sion to either of them, but directed the formation of a line of battle 
simply, and having himself clearly violated the order by the removal 
of the troops that were to strike ‘‘ that flank and rear’’ from the Gaines- 
ville road, he commences to throw up a line of defenses to shelter him- 
self. He says (court-martial record, page 84): 
Genera! Porter madea remark that showed me he had no question but that 

the enemy was in his immediate front. I said to him, “You put your force in 
here and I will take mine up the Sudley Spring road,”’ on the left of the troops 
at that time engaged with the enemy. 

It is shown by the evidence of General Patrick, Colonel Locke, Cap- 
tain Martin, Captain Earle, and Lieutenunt Davis that he said just 
the contrary; that instead of an order to go in, he gave the order to 
come out. We have shown by his action a denial of his words, in cor- 
roboration of these witnesses. Why did he make this statement except 
to cover his own failure to fight by charging it upon some one else? 
He fell back like the captain in the story who said he was lame. But 
he says he ordered somebody else to fight. But this witness is not 
content to stop here. He seems to desire to fan public prejudice, and 
by gentle insinuations brand Porter as a coward, for he knew that what- 
ever else the American people might condone, cowardice placed an officer 
beyond the pale of sympathy. Hear him: 
Question. You have said that the accused made an observation which showed 

be was satisfied that the enemy was in his immediate front; will you state what 
that observation was? 

Behold the hesitating, doubtful réle assumed, as he says but little 
and implies so much: 

Answer. I do not know that I can repeat it exactly. I don’t know that the 
accused meantexactly what the remark ee seem to oe The observation 
was to this effect, putting his hands in the direction of the rising above the 
tops of the trees, * We can not go in there anywhere without getting into a t.” 

What reply did you make? 
A. I think to this effect, “ That's what we came here for.” 

He don’t know exactly what Porter said, and he thinks what his 
reply was. More of this occurs on page 92 of the court-martial record: 
Q. When the accused said to you there he could not go anywhere without get- 

ting into a fight, did he or not appear to be averse to engaging the enemy? 

This question came from the court, who seem from the form of the 
question to desire a categorical answer. The witness dare not say yes; 
he knew Porter too well. He dare not say no, for he knew what 
expected of him. See how nicely he goes between the rain-drops: 
A. T can not say that it made that impression on me. 

But he can not stop after answering this question, and must put 
addendum to it: _— 

Though in my answer I t the made 

He can not stop here with safety, but in an additional addendum— 
I mean by that, that that was not seriously a question with me, for when | 

left him It t that he was going to engage and would engage the enemy. 

Translated it reads: ‘‘ I can’t say that it did, but still I gave you to 
understand that itdid. I did not think he was, meaning by that, I did 
not think of it at the time.’’ 

But we have some more light on this question of what Porter said. 
On page 88 of the court-martial record General Porter asked General 
McDowell in referenee to his conversation with General Porter at the 
interview between them at Dawkins Branch, on the 29th of August, 
1862--the identical conversation of which McDowell has been speak- 
ing—the following question: 
Say ae: copsaien. that Paton, did the Lenaeed say anything or do 

| Htti@mbtitummdioaaa: 
Answer. No, sir. What he said was the reverse. He lessed to have but 

was said, I think, in | one feeling, and that 
| reference to the em 

And yet, sir, thissame man insinuates that Porter was afraid to fight, 
| that he neglected willfully his duty, that he was treasonable to his flag 
| and aided purposely in bringing defeat upon our arms, and the judge- 
advocate caught up the refrain, and made the executive office resound 
with its notes. 

Had the judge-advocate scanned the evidence to arrive at the truth 
| rather than to convict he would not have made this testimony pivotal, 
but would have answered it with his favorite maxim, ‘‘ Falsus in uno, 
Jalsus in omnibus.”’ 

, Justice compels me to follow the tortuous trail of this witness to the 
|end. He has testified, as we have seen on page 82, that the joint order 
contemplated an attack upon the ‘‘flank and rear’’ of the enemy. We 
have shown that such a construction was not a legitimate one, and have 
said he knew or ought to have known it was not. He confirms what 

| we have said. Look at page 86 of the court-martial record: 
Question. When did you first see the order of which you have spoken in your 

testimony in chief, that of 4.30 p. m., August 29th, which directed the accused to 
turn the right flank and attack the rear of the enemy? You,have been under- 
stood as saying that was the effectof the jointorder. That is not your meaning, 
is it? 

The witness is quick to perceive the blunder made by him in his zea), 
and he answers: 

It was the effect of the joint order as modified by me, when I left Genera! Por 
ter—so far as I apeiepower to modify that order, and so far as the understand 
ing with which I left him at the time. 

Are you to be understood as saying that before you saw the joint order 
of 4.30 of the 29th of August you, under the discretion yOu supposed was reposed 
in you by the joint order to yourself and General Porter, had directed him to 
at the enemy’s right flank and rear? 

This seems to be a simple question calling for a direct answer; but it 
will be borne in my mind one of the rules for the detection of spurious 
evidence is the unwillingness of the witness to permit his answer to 
stand without voluntary explanations, and reciting other matters not per- 
tinent to the question to distract the attention. This system of tactics 
marks all of General McDowell’s evidence, and I give his answer to this 
one as an illustration: 
To that effect, yes, sir. I knew 1 had the discretion, and I did not suppose. 

This is the clause under which I suppose, if you prefer that term, I had that dis- 
cretion: ‘If any considerable advan are to be gained by departing from 
this order, it will not be strictiy out.’’ That 
General Porter's and my own to be “employed 
had when | left General Porter, wh 
them, lea him alone on the Gainesville 
Springs re 

The rule for detection of fraud im evidence which I have stated never 
had a happier illustration. He statesin an ad caplandum sort of way to 
the first question: 

It was the effect of the joint orderas modified by me, so far as I had the power 
to modify it. 
That was intended to convey the impression that he had “‘ ordered 

Porter to attack flank and rear’’ without saying so, for he left his 

was the success of his country. T 
t, &e. 

int order contemplated 
ifferently from the way | 

arrangement was to separate 
road while I went up the Sudley 

power of modification but when pressed with the second question, 
to make it certain that to say that, he answers, “To that 
effect, yes.’ He follows in the same breath and as of his answer, 

an issue on the word en then cites his authority, running 
t matter, but before he gets + oe ope 

he says, referring to what he ar- 
(now recollect that was the time he has 

giving you by his former answer to understand he directed the 
and rear attack), ‘‘ which arrangement was to separate them, leav- 

road,”’ &c., commencing by stating 
concluding by stating the fact showing he did 

for Porter had been to wet he 
his arrangement was to leave 

is a mild way of designating this 
showing he gave no 

to the evidence of General and the others pri 
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On 85, court-martial record, the witness, speaking of whether 

he told Porter he was too far to the front, says: 
Something may have been said about not going further toward Gainesville 

with reference to falling behind Bull Run that night. * * * It was hardly 
a question of going further on; it was morea question of turning to the right 
and going against the enemy passing down the Warrenton pike. 

He admitssomething was said about not going further toward Gaines- 
ville, but why was it hardly a question of going further on? General 
Pope had designated the road. It reached Warrenton pike, and the 

int of intersection was several miles in rear of Jackson’s line; but 
General McDowell has said that off from that road troops could move 
on the flank and rear of the enemy. There was no road to the right 
except the Sudley Springs road that General McDowell selected for 

his line of operation, leaving the Gainesville road to Porter. Now, | 
repeat, what made it ‘‘hardly a question of going further on?’ | 
answer it was the enemy in front, which made it as early as 12 m. of 
the 29th of August impracticable for the troops of Porter and McDowell 

combined to attempt the passage of the road. And, hence McDowell 
left Porter to hold the enemy on that road, while he went around fo | 
come in on Reynolds’s left and make a line that he could not otherwise 
make because of the lion in his path. 

Again, McDowell says ‘*‘ turning to the right’’ was the true move- 
ment and the only one to be made. Turning to the right carried the 
troops away from the right of the enemy, who prevented McDowell’s 

command (Porter, King, and Ricketts) from moving as General Pope 
directed. So that when he says ‘‘ attack flank and rear,’’ and defines 
the movement to be to the right, his orders are the reverse of his move- 
meat. But to cap the climax of this pretended order to attack ‘‘ the 
flank and rear,’’ the witness states, at page 213 of the court-martial 
record, ‘‘I do not know where the right wing of the main body of the 
enemy was at the time.’’ And yet this was the flank he says he or 
dered the attack to be made upon. It is entirely consistent with the 
facts and the situation that McDowell moved to the right; but it is 
equally certain that a movement by Porter in the same direction must 
have resulted in leaving his rear and the left wing of the army uncov- | 
ered, to be enveloped by theenemy’s right, or he must have undertaken 
a flank march in the immediate battle-front of the enemy in position, 
moving through tangled thickets, wood, and ravine, to get to the War- | sons held the extreme left 

| and he says: renton pike, either of which movements on the 29th would have spared 
the country the battle of the 30th, for we would have been sans men, 
sans guns, sans everything to fight a battle! 

There is still another evidence that General McDowell gave no such 
order. It is not hinted at even in his official report! And there is no 
specification charging General Porter with violating any such order. 
The crime charged against Porter which struck more keenly the | 

American heart than any other was that he held his corps idle all day 
within the sound of the guns of his comrades in arms and refused to 
give them his support. 

It was a most heinous charge, and I have no language to express my 
condemnation of it if it were true. That he was under orders not to 
move until he received the 4.30 order I think is settled beyond ques 
tion, unless you believe McDowell. I will now show you that General 
MeDowell was one of the principal agencies in creating that impression 
and procuring Porter’s conviction for it, and that he did so by the use 
of the same tactics that have been discussed, and that he did so pur 
posely. 
On page 54, speaking in reference to the time when the supposed 

order was given by him to Porter to attack, he says: 
Question. Were there any obstacles in the «way of the advance of General Por- 

ter’s command upon the flartk of the enemy ? 
Answer. That depends upon what you call obstacles ; 
Q. I mean insuperable obstacles in a milit=ry sense. 
A. Ido not think we so regarded it at the time. I did not 
Q. Was or was not the battle “ raging ”’ at the time? 
A. The battle was raging on our right * * * at Groveton 

l ask you to scan the board map No. 1, which I here attach and make 
partof my remarks. General McDowell says there was a ‘* battle rag- 
ing at Groveton at the time.’’ ‘‘ Reynolds’s division was engaged,”’ 
one of his own divisions. And in order to reach it and give succor to 
his comrades in arms he neglects to go across the country over which 
he says it was practicable to move troops, but goes off down the Sudley 
Springs road to the Henry house, and does not reach that part of the 
field where the troops are said to be engaged until after 5 o'clock, 
then with only a part of King’s division. What became of the com- 

batants in that ‘‘raging battle’? during that five hours? As I have 
said, scan this official map and tell me where the road lies for Porter to 
move upon that McDowell could not and would not have taken if he 
was pushing his troops rapidly to the field of battle to assist troops then 
engaged. General McDowell convinced the court that there were woods 
Porter could have made his way through. Just where they were it is 
not clear, for in his testimony at West Point, on page 775, he admits he 
had no reference to these woods extending across to Five Forks, a 
shown uponthismap. ‘‘Medon’tknowanythingaboutthem.’’ ‘They 

* were not before the court.’’ On page 91, court-martial record, General 
McDowell gives some very peculiar reasons why he knew the face of 
the country and was competent tb give an opinion. | can not avoid r 
ferring to them, as it shows what passed for evidence im the hours ot 
passion and excitement. He enumerates: 

First. Because he had been over the railroad to Gainesville 
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was so busy he did not notice the country through which the track 
passed. 

Second. By marching from Buckland Mills to ¢ S d trom 

Gainesville east a mile or so (this was four miles from t country 
question), the turning off to the night and sot d cross the 
country to Bethlehem Church and t ce to Mar : ot 

carried him right away from the country under cot wouk 
seem to indicate that the d s made be se of t tica 

bility of marching through t s broken wooded section 

Third. Because Reynolds had gone nearer Groveton t witnes 
had and had then made a détour to the right Recollect these troops 

were coming from Gainesville and each dctour to the right carried ther 

south from these woods 
Fourth. Beeause King had turned south from beyond Groveton an 

found his way to Manassas Hence he thinks himself compet t 
speak of a section that neither he nor King had passed o 

The judge-ad vocate seized ipon This¢ dence 1d ( witli 

the evidence of Lieutenant-Colonel T. ¢ een H. Smith, who had never I 
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itary Operations 
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What the judve-advocate understood by that evidence is apparent 

from the picture drawn by him in his review presented to the Prest- 

dent, where he \ 

The aceused | i i 4 fiv ind been listening to the sound 

of the batt raging to his t ° Piat a ' rous attack atany tUume 

between 12 o'% cK a the vt | dark, when it closed, would 

have secured a triu i toc i rnd the overthrow of the rebel 

forces b probal th les a jure of Jackson's army, the record 

fully justilies u ‘ 

This presentation of the case contains the germ of the theory upon 
which the court acted; a battle commencing at 12 and raging till dark; 

Porter lyin hile ”) I arms, when had he attac ked, the rebel forces 

would have been ove nd Jackson’s army eaptured. It con- 

forms to General Pop: und McDowell's theory, that it was Jackson, 

and Jackson alone, that \ pon the field, and that the attack Porter 
should have mace 1 il Was an atlack upon Jackson 

What McDowell meant to give the court to understand was exactly 
that thing Not artillery here and there breaking the silence with 

irregular firing, but a raging battle of the troops of all arms, such as 

occurs at every general engagement \nd that he, present with Porter, 
heard the sound and rushed to the ficld; while Porter inertly and list- 

leasly loitered away the day and let defeat attend our arms and death 

rke his com ule 

McDowell, in his official report, speaks of Gibbons’s fight, wherein he 

had his four regiments, supported by two regiments of Doubleday’s, and 

engaged Ewell’s and Taliaterro’s divisions of Jackson’s army as ‘an af- 

fait we Executive Document, third sion Thirty-seventh Congress, 

volume & prcagre 14, for McDowell sTepo { mad tor Jac kson’s report see 

volume 6, Confederate Reports, page 225), which is the language used to 
distinguish it from battle 1 the sense which he understands the word 

battle’? when applied to t operations of an army Now, I maintain 

ind prove by the official records that there were not more and I think not 

somany tt including both 

of August until al 

MoT +, engaged at any one time onthe 29th 

er half past 5 o'clock p. m.; and that from 12 0’clock m. 

until late in the afternoon there was nothing that could be called more 

than askirmish here and th and that the sounds of that skirmishing 

were inaudible to Porter or | oops. Lalso think, Il may say without 
fear of being contradicted by any one who is conversant with the evi- 

dence, that the sounds of whatare called battle on the right by portions 
of the commands of Hooker and Kearney were at no time audible to 

Porter or his troops 

But we have General McDowell's evidence on this *‘ raging battle,”’ 

that he conducted before the court-martial with greater success than 

ever attended his operations in the tield 

Called before the West Point board (on page 781 , In answer to the 

question, ** Did you hear any infantry firing at that time?’’ 
“*[ do not think I did 

or not,.”’ 

he says: 
I can not recollect at this day whether I did 

Now, he can not plead excuse that time has dimmed his recollection, 
because he has been for years engaged in discussing this campaign and 
his part in it, as I shall hereafter show tle has manifested the deepest 
interest, his reputation as a soldier and as a man of honor depended on 
his sustaining himself; and 
is that, with memory dimmed, int 
favorable to one 

to th 

strength, unimpaired by his excus 
memory 

Now, I submit if the 

erest makes imagination supply facts 
Hence I say if he dare not trust himself to say 

question put, his negative answer should be given full 
of lapse of time or dimness of 

’s self 

yes ual 

firing of artillery means battle, in the sense of an 
army’s engagement, the Army of Virginia was ina ‘‘ raging battle’’ from 
Kappahanock Station to Falls Church, and by the same token General 
B.S. Roberts speaks truthfully when he says (page 10) in a pamphlet 

entitled Pope’s Campaign in Virginia; its Policy and Results:”’ 
In all these operations of Pope's on the Rappahannock, running through eight 

days, a confederate general of high rank has said “that Pope had not once 
been diverted into the smallest blunder and had been guilty of no mistake.” 

Who was he? 

His indomitable energy and vigilance defeated every purpose 
of a bold, determined, and crafty enemy, 
destroy or capture his entire army 

endurance 

or 
wd And describes Hooker's engagement at Kettle Run on the 27th, where 

the loss was three hundred killed and wounded, in his following strictly 
truthful, barren style 
Forming his columns for this purpose, he pushed at a double quick through 

an extension of open fields swept by the fire of more then 10,000 muskets and 
carried the position of every battery with the bayonet. Having driven every 
piece of artillery from the fleld, he changed his direction by his right flank and 
forming his line under a heavy musketry fire fell with fury on triple linesof the 
enemy's infantry, filling a railroad cut of athousand yards, scattering their force 
in every direction and putting to rout Ewell's entire army. (Page 13.) 

And also in the following description of Pope’s battle on the 29th of 
August, 1862: 

His attack was successful, and he carried at great cost the wood where the 
enemy had massed their forces and at dark was in the possession of the field 
with the enemy's dead and wounded, (Page 19 

But this historian does not confine himself to dry statements of facts, 
such as I have quoted; butin describing the characteristics of his hero 
he is seized with poetic fervor and breaks forth (page 31): 
General Pope and General Lee are not the type of opposing generals who 

throw large armies into combat without great losses. None will deny to Pope 

the natural sequence from these conditions | 

| decisive battle begins. 

APPENDIX TO THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 

the imperium of a general (? sic.) He was supreme in command and the 
trolling magnetism of every battle and combat. * * * All his moveme have been calculated with mathematical certainty and executed with a prec tom 
and exactness that has few examples in any war—none in this country Within twenty-three days he fought seven important battles without mistake or diss : 
ter, and ended his campaign without a surprise or blunder, sia 

con- 

I have digressed to give this piece of history, because its author, 
eral Roberts, is the officer who signs the charges against Genera] P. 
and is a witness in the case whose opinion as an expert upon the opera 
tions at Bull Run are cited as strong and reliable evidence against Porte, 
by the judge-advocate in his paper laid before the President. 

But to return. General McDowell testifies before the West Poin; 
board (new record, page 780) that— 

(re lh 

orter 

Porter was too far off to know whetherthere wasa contest of musketry gy: 
on on the right. : 

Hlow does this leave McDowell? His ‘‘ raging battle’’ dies down to 
some artillery fire without musketry, so far as he knows, with the ad- 
mission that Porter’s position wassuch that hecould not hearmusketry' 

General Pope, touching this *‘ raging battle,’’ says, in his official re- 
port (supplement report of the Committee on the Conduct of the Way 
volume 2, pages 153, 154): 

ring 

L arrived on the field from Centreville about noon, and found the two armies 
confronting each other. * * * linformed General Sigel that | 
would not again push his troops into action. * * * Lrode tothe front of our 
line and inspected it from right to left, giving the same information to Genera] 
Heintzelman and Reno, who were accordingly suffered to rest in their positions 
From 12 o'clock until 4 o'clock, very severe skirmishes occurred constant|y 
various points in our line 

Note what made them 

and were brought on at every indication the enemy made of a disposition 
retreat, 

. * * 

Now, then, we have ‘‘this raging battle,’’ as it was described ofii 

cially by General Pope, who rarely omitted to describe his battles iy 

as high coloring as the pen and ink at his command would permit 
Think of it, when you are told by the judge advocate that Porter sat 
unmoved as his comrades were stricken down in this raging battle! 

General Pope says, on page 154 last cited, that ‘‘about 5.30 p. m 
‘I directed Heintzelman and Reno to attack the enemy.”’ 
General Heintzelman in his official report says Kearney did not en 

gage until near 6p. m.4 that Hooker had previously engaged Grover’s 
brigade of 2,000 men doing the fighting (the engagement lasting not 
more than twenty minutes), but they were repulsed before Kearney 
moved (see Executive Document, third session Thirty-seventh Con- 
gress, page 55); and being called as a witness before the West Point 
board, testified (new record, page 606): 

There was no continuous battle on the 29th—just spurts. There was no ge: 
eral attack; the attacks were generally by brigades and regiments, not mad 
by divisions—two divisions. 

This officer commanded the right center. 
Colonel McKeever, his adjutant-general, says (new record, page 197 
I don’t think there were more than 3,000 to 4,000 men engaged at any one tim: 

* * [could see the right of the line and center. 

I need not remind those who have seen battles that this officer's po 
sition made it his especial duty to know and see what was being don 
and hence his testimony is entitled to great weight, because we all 
know from experience the general tendency of officers engaged to mag- 
nify the part taken by their commands, and that great battles on paper 
sometimes dwindle down to insignificant nothings in fact. 

This battle was fought and lost, as many others have been and wil! 
be, by pounding the life out of regiments and brigades before the 

Every officer and man of the Fifth Army Corps 
who has ever spoken on the subject bears ‘united testimony that no 

+ 

| sound of infantry battle reached their ears until the last assault at dark 
| made on the left of the Warrenton pike. 
| concede the correctness of General McDowell’s evidence ‘‘that Porter 

With such corroboration | 

was too far off to hear musketry on the right.” 
The next thread is the location of Porter’s troops at a point in reat 

and to the right of Jackson’s flank and within striking distance, and 
| this is most stealthily spun and deftly woven. 

who had calculated with certainty to | General McDowell says (court-martial record, pages 83, 84): 
The country in front of the position where General Porter was when I joined 

him was open for several hundred yards, and near, as I supposed, by seeing th+ 
dust coming up above the trees, the Warrenton pike. I had an impression at 
the time that these skirmishers were engaged with some of the enemy near that 
road * * * the dust ascending above the trees seeming to indicate that force 
to be not a great distance from the head of Porter's column. I am speaking 

| now of that force of the enemy referred to by General Buford as passing down 
the Warrenton turnpike toward Groveton. 

This statement ingeniously puts Porter’s skirmishers over near the 
Warrenton pike and the head of Porter’s column across Dawkins Branch 
and near the enemy moving down the pike, but it is all done quali 
fiedly under a supposition or impression. But General McDowell b« 
fore the West Point board, testified on page 758 of the new record, 
‘**that he made no observation as to what Porter's troops were doing, 
except there were some few persons out in the bushes and he heard a 
shot or two.”’ 

On page 93, court-martial record, he says: 
The rear of Porter's column reached a distance from Bethlehem Church sut- 

ficient for the larger partif not the whole of one of my brigades to occupy that 
road. I should suppose this column occupied perhaps three miles of the road. 
* * * I considered him in the presence of the enemy. 
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On page 210 he fixes the distance from Bethlehem Church to the pike 

at three and a half or four miles. Here there isa basis for calculation 
Porter’s corps extended three miles and a brigade front beyond Bethle- 

hem Church. Itis three and a half to four miles from the church to the 

Warrenton pike. Hence the head of Porter’s column would be in the 

neighborhood of a half mile from the Warrenton pike, and his skirm- 

ishers preceding his column would naturally be firing upon the enemy 

on the pike. Now, please turn to the Government map No. 1, and 

make the measurement by the scale and you find this calculation on 

McDowell's premises brings the head of the column near Hampton 
Cole’s, beyond the old Warrenton, Alexandria & Washington road, 
which you see places Porter in the desired position necessary to charge 

him with the loss of the battle. The court found the head of his col- 

umn there and judged him accordingly. By reference to Longstreet’s 

map of his line of battle hereto attached, made part of my remarks, 

you will see it crosses the place where Porter’s head of column was 
located by the court and by Generel McDowell. (It will be noticed that 

Wilcox with three brigades, located on this map in rear of Longstreet’s 
left. were transferred to the support of Jones on the right, and there re- 
mained till between 4 and 5 o'clock p. m., when they were sent back to 
support Hood, but took no part in this fight. ) 

This was a foul blow dealt Porter, and was all the evidence which 

placed him in striking distance of Jackson’s line, and taking no reck- 

oning whatever of Longstreet’s troops, but leaving him a clear field to 
make the assault, which they all swear in their opinion would have 
been fatal to the enemy, and the judge advocate tells the President, 

would have captured Jackson. 
That there may be no mistake in this view that I have given you of 

the understanding of the court of Porter’s position, [ here insert as ex- 
planatory of and make part of my remarks General Pope's map, sub- 
mitted to the Committee on the Conduct of the War, where it will be 
found in supplement volume 2 of the report of that committee. Map 

No 1, between pages 190 191 and tl I } 
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Let these inconsistent statementsstand a monument to the uncertainty | 
of memory when controlled by interest or malicious intent. 

The court-martial having by McDowell’s estimates established Por- 
ter’s troops at Hampton Coles’s and his skirmishers over on the’ Warren- 
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We are m la 

sidered in referen 

he know it at the 

LONGSTREET a I »N : \ \ PORTER THEN KNEW IT 

‘ 
is Iam not yet done th General Me 

he knew it and pr \ricates mmodat« 

ation 

Before McDowell 
re | 

ll, I shall first show that 

himself to Pope’s infatu 

Dow 

er had captured three scouts, who 

said they wel! n The countrymen who met Gen- 

eral More 1] it the enemy had reached Gainesville, 

with skirmishers to the front of about four hundred men, and the main 

body close bel l kson was known to be near Groveton, with his 
right resting near Warrento c McDowell was handed, on his way 
to the | umn, this dispatch (court-martial record, 
page 82 ral Buford, who had been left to watch the approach 

. Gar of the p enemy 

AVALRY BRIGADE—9.30 a. m 

cavalry 

road 

passed through Gaines- 
I think this division 

wuld 

Genel 

IBS 

I saw tl 

martial record, pages 182, 

ould average eight hundred 

I thought the: men each ; A t \ na irticular estimats 

were 

Phis is 1 
moving up 

time mentioned, 9 o’cloc! ere is one |i 
the 

the troops there were 

ul passed Gainesville at the 

ttle circumstance in the pro- 

column seen that shows it was but 

One battery is hardly a com- 
plemen itry of 13,600 muskets 

General McDowell, bore i i iartial, declared: 

put il 

portion of arms of the service in 

part of a colu n I the whol umn 

t ol art 

l have 
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to Groveton lo 

matter of which J 
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and 

whom 

Seventeen regwiments, one 

live 

they el Kz he was nota 
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rTrers THIRD ARMY CoRPs 
1 Mills, August 27, 1862 

» enemy under Longstreet left 
: near Manassas, through Thor 
iminary movements, &« 

McDowell Sigel’s corps and one of his 
guard Thoroughfare Gap against Longstreet. 
the next day, the 28th, and upon receipt of 

atch from his ; \ sk tain, &c., dated the 28th, 10.15 

detaches 

ivisions to hold and 

} nis orde!l was changed 

in these wo! 

olonel Wyndham will 
McDowell sent Ricketts 

valry and 
And in defense of 

enemy is adv g through t as ‘ 
forced 

two brigades of ca 
» + 7 

tion he r tol { i : Ge 

fare Gap; did hok 

Avain he 

street ’’ 

luring the day 

the 

ys, & See McDowell’s statement 
What did the term Longstreet mean, and 

rv commanding ofiicer to have known when he was in- 

says, ‘‘It ill be en 

to Sige 

provisions I 
was owing l’s del: 

before his court of inquiry. ) 

what ought eve 

1O! med l ongstreet was approacl le 

General Pope, in his re port to the Committ 

War, on page 139 (supplement, volume 
Waterloo Bridge, August 26, 1862, 2 

e on the Conduct of the 

, annexes a dispatch from 
15 p. m., which informs him: 

A deserter has just come in Save I 

Kemper's, Anderson's, W hiting’s, and Evans's divisions are located in the woods 
back of Waterloo Bridge 

ongstreet’s corps, embracing Jones's, 

Here is information of the body of troops composing Longstreet’s corps. 
Certainly it isa body to be overwhelmed with 10,000 men. Gen- 
eral Pope testified before the McDowell court, July 14, 1863: 

1 advance of Longstreet, 
f the enemy, that by using our whole 
sh Jackson completely before Long- 

hed the seene of action 

not 

I believed then and believe now we were sufficiently i: 
who was supposed to lead the main bo« 
force vigorously we should be 

street by any possibility could have re 
able to crt 

I will read General Ricketts’s official report of his operations at Thor- 
oughfare Gap (executive document, third session Thirty-seventh Con- 
gress, volume 8, page 170 

he men moved forward gallantly, but owing to the nature of the ground 
when I ascertained the enemy in superior force were turning my right 

surround us * * I dispatched two messengers to 
with this report. * * While considering the posi- 

and left in the endeavor to 
you (General McDowell 

| evidence and conduct in this case. 

neral Ricketts went to Thorough- | 
os . ” ©” | struggle with the enemy 

| pressed forward as if determined by force of numbers and fury of assault to drive 

made for Long- | 

| ing 

| the attack of the Fifth Army Corps, Porter commanding in person. 

| ing the error, ‘‘that he did not think it in his province.’’ 

| province’’ to undo the evil he had done. 

1estions of importance to be con- | tion critical * * * ordered that retreat, which defeated their anticipations o¢ 
enemy was in his front, and did | capturing the entire division by their overpowering numbers outflanking us 

And now, sir, in the face of this evidence, who can be expected to 
believe General McDowell, who had made these provisions againg 
Longstreet, and had learned that his division of 8,000 infantry, six bat. 
teries, and two brigades of cavalry were in danger of being captured 
by overpowering numbers, when he says he does not know what troops 
they were; that he does not know anything about Longstreet’s corps? 
Tell it to the marines! 

General Porter in one of hjs letters to Burnside had predicted ey. 
actly this thing when he says, under date of August 28: 

I expect the next thing will be a raid on our rear by way of Warrenton 
pike 

by Longstreet 

Porter had struggled with Longstreet on the Peninsula. He knew 
as every private soldier knew, that Longstreet was pushing to support 
Jackson. The pickets and skirmishers at Sulphur Springs knew Long. 
street was following Jackson’s trail. Longstreet meant Lee and th; 
combined confederate army. The Union divisions were marching and 
countermarching to bag Jackson, while the combined confederate fore, 
was stretched out in connected line for battle. Longstreet’s corps lay 
idle all the day until nightfall, when Hood met a part of King’s divis 
ion and sent it reeling to the rear. 

Porter sent messenger aiter messenger to find the location of our 
troops on his right, but failed to find them. So he stood on the ex 
treme left flank of our army unable to make connection or learn th, 
plans or designs of the commanding general other than as explained by 
the joint order. This was his position; responsible that the flank of th 
Union army should not be turned; responsible that the lives of his mer 
should not be ruthlessly sacrificed. 

The West Point board, composed of officers of distinction, have found 
that he did his full duty under this joint order. It is a work of as 
sumption on the part of a civilian to attempt to add to the force oj 
their finding We submit questions of the civil and common law to 
the opinions of men learned in the law, and their judgment is accepted 
as conclusive. Questions of military law, the force and effect of mili 
tary movements, the discussions of campaigns, and the causes of success 
or failure, from the military standpoint, can only be properly deter 
mined by men learned in military science 

rhe character of evidence offered to sustain conclusions is within the 
province of my profession, and I have not hesitated to examin« 
this case. 

it i 

The testimony of the Government in the case against Porter 
I have always believed entirely failed to support a conviction. The 
principal witnesses I have always believed were unworthy of credit in 
their statements affecting the action of Porter. It is for this reason | 
have so carefully held up to view their inconsistencies and the proba- 
bilities of the truth of their statements. I may have done it too un 
kindly, but I have done it from a conviction that the wrongs of an in 

jured man and the truth of history demanded it. 
But I have digressed too far from my review of General McDowe! 

If it were consistent with my sens 
of duty, I would gladly leave him here. But having entered upon th¢ 
review of his evidence and conduct, I must not shrink from any part 
of the task. In 1870, to prejudice the public mind, when Porter was 
asking to have his case reopened and examined, General McDowell as- 
sisted in widely circulating an extract from General Jackson’s report to 
support his statement of ‘‘ raging battle’’ on the 29th of August, 1862, 
and, as proof that Porter must have known it and coldly turned away 
and refused assistance, this history: ~ 

Ina few moments our entire line was engaged in a fierce and samguinary 
As one line was repulsed another took its place, and 

us from our position. So impetuous and well maintained were these onsets as 
to induce me to send to the commanding general for re-enforcements, but the 

| timely and gallant advance of General Longstreet, on the right, relieved my) 
troops from the pressure of overwheiming numbers. As Longstreet pressed 
upon my right the Federal advance was checked and soona general advance of 
my whole line was ordered. 7 

To make the blow more deadly there was appended the certificate o! 
the Adjutant-General of the United States Army to the correctness of the 
extracts. When that was done Major-General McDowell put on a head 

** Operations of the 29th of August, 1862,’’ although the report from 
which the extract was copied showed this statement to relate to the 
action of the 30th of August, 1862, and the battle therein described to be 

Col- 

onel Smith called attention to the error, but no correction was made, 
and this major-general at West Point gave as his reason for not correct 

Yes, sir, # 

major-general put forth a report sanctioned by the certificate of Adju 
tant-General, United States Army; altered its entire scope and meaning 

| by a heading, circulated it among brother officers indorsed by himsel! 
as true, and when the error was detected ‘‘did not think it within his 

Ay, his sin was greater than 
that. He circulated a history from confederate sources of the deeds of 
bravery of the Fifth Army Corps on the 30th of August and changed its 
date so as to make it evidence of supineness and lethargy on the part of 
General Porter who led his men against Jackson in the conflict de- 
scribed 
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LETTER-PRESS DESCRIPTIVE OF ILLUSTRATIVE MAP No. 1 

The contours on this map correctly represent the directions and positions of the ridges and valleys and their approxim 
arbitrary. National forces are delineated in blue, and 

(‘This map has been prepared at request of the president of the board, after argument, to represent the views of the counsel for Gov 

NATIONAL FORCES COMMANDED BY MAJOR-GENERAL JOHN I 

f { B, Butterfield’s brigade 

| M, Morell’s division. < b*, Martindale’s brigade under Barnes, R. Rickette’s division 
| { (ys, Griffin’s brigade. ’ 

| ( W, Warren’s brigade. - Se 

| S, Sykes’s division -. B*, Buchanan’s brigade, K, King’s division (Ha 
(C, Chapman’s brigade. : commanding). 

| Sturgis’s division P', Piatt’s brigade K', King’s division (Ha 
r. Petitioner’s corps 

T, Taylor’s squadron of Ist Pa. Cavalry. commanding), at 12 
Smead’s Battery K, 5th U. 8. Artillery. 

| Weed’s Battery I, 5th U. S. Artillery. 
| Davis’s Battery E, Ist U.S. Artillery, under Randol 
Griffin’s Battery D, 5th U.S. Artillery, under Hazlett. ) 
Martin’s Battery C, 3d Mass. Independent Artillery. 

| Waterman’s Battery C, Ist Rhode Island Artillery. 
| M P—McDowell and Petitioner at 12 mi. 

in retreat. McDowell’s Corps. + 

. Attached to Reynolds’s division 
Sykes’s division. , 

{ Attached to 
j Morell’s division. 

Buford’s cavalry --- 

i Sehnre'adivision _ { S*, Schimmelfenning’s (Ist brigade). Hampton’s Ind. Pa. Battery. | These batteries belong to 

, \ K°, Krzyzanowski’s (2d brigade). Romer’s Battery. } porarily attached to Scl 
| Shenck’s division { M', McLean’s (2d brigade). De Beck’s Battery, lst Ohio Artillery. 

(ist). { 8*, Stahl’s (1st brigade 

S*‘, Steinwehr’s (1st brigade). 

Sigel’s corps. .....--- 4 M*, Milroy’s Independent brigade. 
S°, Sigel’s reserve. 

S°, Sigel’s artillery. 
( Ist Pa. Cavalry, Colonel Jones. 

Ist N. Y. Cavalry, Colonel Windom, 
B°, Bayard’s cavalry, 

under Beardsley. | 1.¢ Maine Cavalry, Colonel Allen. All the batteries of artillery with the several divi 

CONFEDERATE FORCES, COMMANDED BY GED 

H 

Co!) ( a 

7 ( el Hi on. } 

J, Jackson's f 

n all 

1B 

} f t] ! fe arm f t} » Virginia which did not arrive on ti 

Arrived on the fieédd at 3 a. m. August 

ic Arrived on the field at 3 a. m. August 30 

wit 1 I } the march to join Arrived on the field in the afternoon of 

igades) on the march to join. Arrived on the field in the afternoon of the 30th. 

Fote by counsel fo Government.— While the enemy's forces are given a position in line of battle west of Pageland Lane, at 2 p. m., it ig considered very do 
ind extend below the pike, as early as this time. When Jackson's right was threatened and attacked by Reynolds's division of Pennsylvania Reserves attache: 
Jackson's right, to move up to near Pageland Lane from the “defensive"’ position taken at Gainesville (part of Hood’s division in advance). That “ defensive’ 
of the Potomac,would come up from the Rappahannock,via Warrenton, on the Warrenton, Gainesville, and Groveton pike, instead of landing a: Alexandria, an 
overwhelm it before the third of his army, then absent, could arrive. Jackson's cavalry, under Stuart, were down in the indicated direction in order to watch t! 
General Banks's corps could have advanced and interposed at Gainesville between the portion of Lee’s army under Major-General Longstreet and his re-enforce: 

AUTHORITIES FOUND IN THE GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL AND ARMY BOARD’S RECORDS USED IN PREI 

National officers. 

Major-General John ye Brevet Major-General N,. C. McLean.* Brevet Brigadier-General E. D. Fowler. Majo 

Major-General Irwin McDowell Brigadier-General John F. Reynolds.* Brevet Brigadier-General Charles Rarnes.* Majo 
Major-General S. P, Heintzelman Brigadier-General John Buford Brevet Brigadier-General J. P. Taylor. Majo 
Major-General Abner Doubleday. Brigadier-General Charles Griffin Brevet Brigadier-General T. F. McCoy. Capt: 
Major-General 8, D, Sturgis Brigadier-General M. R. Patrick. Brevet Brigadier-General W. P. Richardson.* Capt 
Major-General Franz Sigel.* Brigadier-General A. 8, Piatt Colonel B, F. Smith. Capt 

Major-General Z. B. Tower Brigadier-General Thomas C. H. Smith.* Colonel E. G. Marshall. Capt 
Major-General R. C. Schenck.* Brevet Brigadier-General R. R. Dawes. Major G. B. Fox.* Capt 

Brevet Major-General H, G. Sickles Brevet Brigadier-General J. M. Deems. 

OMicial reports of Generals 8. P. Heintzelman, J. F. Reynolds,* J. C. Robinson, C. Grover, Philip Kearney, Franz Sigel, R. H. Milroy, J. Stahel, N. C. McLe 
riek and Dilger 

Confederate official reports of Generals R, E. Lee, James Longstreet, T. J. Jackson, J. B. Hood, A. P. Hill, J. E. B. Stuart, and subordinate reports. 

*These witnesses more particularly as to position of Reynold 



No. 1 OF. COUNSEL FOR THE GOVERNMENT. 

pproximate relative elevations. They may be in error from five to twenty feet. ! The datum plane is 
ue, and the Confederate forces in red. 

for Government, who attempted to locate positions with a pointer on the large official map.— Vide argument | 

JOHN POPE, UNITED STATES VOLUNTEERS. 

(D, Duryée’s brigade, Ist Leppein’s Maine Battery 
oso | Tower’s brigade, 2d Hall’s Maine Battery (en route from Bristoe to Manassas 

division --1H Har Me tutenta % ‘acs sep Ries se grey egy oe tT eee 
| H, Hartsuff’s brigade, 3d. Mathew’s Pennsylvania Battery F, Ist Penn. | Artillery. 
C', Carroll’s brigade. 4th. Thompson’ Independent Pennsylvania Battery ( 

ision (Hatch { H', Hateh’s brigadk 

ling D', Doubleday’s brigade. Gerrish’s battery of howitzers 

vision (Hatch |} G', Gibbon’s brigade 

ling), at 12m. | P*, Patrick’s brigade 

{ S', Seymour’s brigade R', Ransom’s Battery C, 5th United States Artillery 
ivision «J, Jackson’s brigade. A, Battery A, Ist Pennsylvania Light Artillery Simpson’s). 

( M2, Mead’s brigade. )} B', Battery G, Ist Pennsylvania Light Artillery (Kearn’s 
ith N. Y. cavalry. {C, Battery B, lst Pennsylvania Light Artillery (Cooper’s). 

| 9th N. Y. cavalry. 
TN oie ceertenabies 6th Ohio cavalry. 

| Ist Conn. cavalry. 
Ist R. I. cavalry, of Bayard’s cavalry. 

belong to Banks’s corps, tem- 
thed to Schurz’s division 

K2.K r- ( % Poe's brigade. 
,°, wearney 'S > . } 

: ; . Birney’s brigade. 
division : 

B 
k', Robinson’s brigade Heintzelman’s | ( 

corps } : { G*. Grover’s brigade M*. ist Mass. Volunteer Infantry 
| H, Hooker’s cu an Rll 

4 , Carr’s brigade 
division. mn va ° 

{ ] : laylor’s brigade. Bt. Batterv E. 2d U. S. Artillery Lt @ 
" . . : i rmALle ig th rtiie . it. 

ms‘, Stevens's brigade. , > 1 . 
> say — ’ ee eae ) N. Benjamin commanding, with We 
surnside’s corps, R?, Reno’s< F', Ferrero’s brigade. 2. : ; : 

: 9 : drick’s Battery of Sigel’s corps and 
division { N'!. Nichol’s brigade. ; 

part of Stevens’s brigade. 

sveral divisions are not noted and only those which are considered necessary to describe the map. 

BY GENERAL R. E. LEK 

A Pp }f ad q 

T 

} eries | | 

*. after t} j ; | St. SO 

t 24) 

ternoon of the 30th ° 
30th. 

ed very doubtful if they had advanced from a point just east of Gainesville, in force, to the indicated position, so as to form complete line 
res attached to McDowell's corps, and Schenck’s division of Sigel’s corps, the confederate force under Longstreet had, in order to relieve 
‘defensive” position, it is believed, was taken because the enemy did not then know but that Sumner’s and Franklin's corps, of the Army 
randria, and thus strike in the rear of so much of Lee’s army as was on the field, and in conjunction with the national forces on the ground 
to watch the Manasses and Gainesville road, and were subsequently moved further down to watch the road from Bristoe, from whence 
} re-enforcements then on the march via Thoroughfare Gap. (Vide argument, board’s record, page 1439.) 

) IN PREPARATION OF THE TWO ILLUSTRATIVE MAPS OF GOVERNMENT COUNSEL 

Major 8S. N. Benjamin. 
Major W. H. Hope.* 
Major George Hyland, jr. 
Captain J. J. Coppinger. 
Captain Henry Geck. 
Captain E. P. Brooks. 
Captain R. J. MeNitt. 
Captain Douglas Pope. 

. O. McLean, Car! Schurz, R. C. Schenck (by Colonel William H. Cheeseborough*), Colonels J. 

f Reynolds’s and Schenck’s divisions. 

Lieutenant J.S. Hollingshead.’ 
Lieutenant B. T. Bowers. 
Private William Ready, Ist Pa. Cavalry. 
Private Charles Duffee, Ist Ohio Cavalry. 
Private Archelaus Dyer, lst Ohio Cavalry 
Private William Bayard, Ist Pa. Cavalry. 
Private John Hoffman, Ist Pa. Cavalry. 
Private William H. Ramsey, Ist Pa. Cavalry 

$m, 

Confederate officers. 

Major-General C. M. Wilcox 
Brigadier-General T. L 
Major B. 8. White. 
Major Henry Kyd Douglas 
Captain R. McEldowney. 
Captain James Mitchell. 
Rev. John Landstreet. 
Citizen W. B. Monroe, 
Citizen L. B. Carrico. 
Citizen W. B. Wheeler. 

Rosser 

B. Carr, W. Kryzanowski, Captains Wied- 
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APPENDIX TO THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 

But he did even more than that. On this rehearing he produced three 
dispatches from Porter to him, telling his situation and asking for infor- 
mation, the last being a summary of all, in these words: 

GENERAL McDoweE vt: Failed in getting Morell over to you. After wander- 
ing about the woods for atime I withdrew him, and while doing so artillery 
opened on us. My scouts could not get through; each one found the enemy be- 
tween us, and I believe some have been captured; infantry also are in front. I 
am trying to get a battery, but have not succeeded as yet. From the masses of 
dust and from the reports of scouts, think the enemy are moving laryely in that 
way. Please communicate the way this messengercame. Ihave no cavalry or 
messengers now. Please let me know your designs; whether you retire or not 
I can not get water, and am out of provisions. Have lost a few men from in- 
fantry firing. 

F. J 1, Volur PORTER, Ma jor-Genera tee 

AUGUST 29—6 p. m. 

Which had lain for sixteen years in his archives. 
Porter was convicted of disobedience of an order which he denied the 

receipt of untildark. He wasconvicted of retreating betore the enemy. 
He was convicted of inaction and lethargy amounting to crime. His 
claim that he received no orders from McDowell was found against him. 
His assertion that McDowell left him to come in on the other side of 
the wood and make connection was denied and found against him. He 
held out his hands to his brother officer and besought him to speal 
He begged for the production of his communications. He received no 
response; and now, sir, comes this mute witness to prove all that he 
said. 

“Failed in getting Morell over to you.’’ What does it mean? It 
means that he thought McDowell had done as he said, and he had been 
struggling to join hands withhim. Itshowsthat there was no forward 
movement in contemplation, but a lateral one to make a union of lines, 
and that when he failed he notified McDowell and asked for informa- 
tion. It shows he did not retreat, because it McDowell for his 
designs; and lastly, it shows Douglas Pope and his orderly testitied 
falsely when they fixed the time of delivery of the 4.30 order earlier than 
6 o’clock, for it bears date at 6 p. m., and its contents are conclusive to 
prove the 4.30 order had not yet been delivered. 
What excuse for this? I did not know I had it, and for that reason 

did not search for it, is the substance of the answer of the witness. 
Didn’t know he had it! He did not forget to remember the dispatch 
that was thought damaging to Porter by showing a retreat. Oh, no. 
I wish every man in this broad land would read Mr. Choate’s examina 
tion of this witness before the West Point board, and see him writhe 
and wrimgie as if he were roasting upon a spit, until he cried out in an 
guish, ‘‘'‘This campaign has been a nightmare to me! 

asks 

Conscience hath administered but gentle punishment if that be all 
the pangsit hath imposed. Let the opponents of this measure affect to 
believe McDowell if they will. To my mind his evidence is broken, 
discredited, and worthless, and his conduct ‘‘ unbecoming an officer and 
a gentleman.”’ 

THE FOUR-THIRTY P M. ORDER 

ILEADQUARTERS IN THE FIELD 
August 29, 1862—4.30 p. m 

MAJsor-GENERAL PoRTER: Your line of march brings you in on the enemy’: 
right flank. I desire you to push forward into action at once on the enemy's 
flank, and if possible on his rear, keeping your right in com vith 
General Reynolds. The enemy is massed in the woods in front of us t can 
be shelled out as soon as you engage their flank. Keep heavy reserves and us« 
your batteries, keeping well closed to your right all the time. In 
compelled to fall back, do so to your right and ré 
communication with the right wing 

JOHN POPE, Major-G 

ir ir, so as to ke you iu close p 

} neral Commandi 

The language and direction of this order show fully General Pope’s 
view of the military situation. He places Porteron the enemy’s flank, 
meaning Jackson, not Longstreet. He directs an attack upon Jack 
son, not Longstreet, and in making it he directs Porter to preserve his 
right in communication with Reynolds. He directs heavy reserves, to 
use batteries, and if compelled to fall back to keep in close commmunica- 
tion with the right wing. There is not one single movement therein 
described which Porter could execute, and it shows a complete ignoranee 
of the situation of the Fifth Corps. 

I havesaid that order relates exclusively toan attack upon Jackson, 
and not upon Longstreet; and to refute the idea that because it calls for 
an attack upon the flank of the enemy it was an execution of it in the 
sense which it wasissued toattack any enemy that might be in reach and 
trust in Providence for the result, I will show the military situation 

+ as General Pope understood it, and construe the order by the light of 
his understanding, and show if his facts were correct the order would 
have had the effect that was claimed for it had it been obeyed. The 
court-martial found that the military situation was as General Pope 
assumed it to be, and convicted Porter. How did General Pope under- 
stand the military situation at 4.30 p. m., August 29, when he dictated 
that order; and what did he mean Porter todo? Let him answer for 
himself (court-martial record, page 35): 

The accused was expected to attack, if possible, and asI understood to be prac- 
ticable, the right flank of Jackson's forces, and if possible, the rear of his forces 
to prevent, if it were practicable, the junction of Longstreet’s forces with Jack- 
son, and to crush Jackson's flank before Longstreeseould effect ajunction with 
him. I did not then believe, nordo I now believe, that at that time 
erable portion of Longstreet’s command had reached the vicinity of the field 
7. = It is altogether likely that some of Jackson's troops were in presence 

¥ consid- 

2433 

| of General Porter's advance, though of y own knowledge I do not know 
that 

General Pope, in his report to the Committee on the Conduct of the 
War (first session Thirty-ninth Congress, supplement, volume 2, page 
154), Says: 

ot hesitate to say that if |! P rad ‘ } vas becan 

{ er under the « umstan ne { av sa zk on the 

emy, as he was expected and i to « any 1} 8 o'¢ k tha 

night, we sh dad 11 utte v « shed or te) 7 Tach 

son's forces before | av yany possib ¥ sufliciently 1 foreed 

to have made eft ive res i 

Page aiter page from Gen wl Pope n be found to the same etfect 

‘his suffices to establish my p lle swears in language too plain 
to admit of a doubt ‘‘the order cc ited an attack upon General 
Jackson's right tlank.’’ he ore ‘ emplated no intervening con 

siderable force, and was in ided exct ion before ‘* Lon ostreect 

arrived.’’ 

That you may thoroughly unc imine board map No. 3, off 
cial, which I attach as par | bear in mind that Rey 
nolds was opposite Jackson’s 1 t h divisions lying obliqued 

trom the Warrenton pike on Sige Che order uu will see by its 

terms, meant commul on W Ley lopment ot 

the right of Jackson by Porter i ESE } t his bat 

teries. With that construction upe ( r, coupled with ability 
to execute, which you will see by Porte: pposed locat f marked 
he could execute had he | n ited ( \ wsed he 

was, we can anticipat \ \ ‘ potl \ 

put to each of the Government ‘ Ol opi ind that opi 
ion is conclusive in the mind \ wate Holt, and he presses it 
with vigor upon Pre t a on of the 

federates to the failure of Porter r« u! movement dese ed 

in the hypothetical « ise It is rea Vv ct ded that the name « the 

officer commanding the confederate troops had no turther effect than to 

designate the location and body of tro to Db tackes and if that 

body of troops indicated had been pos n indicate was Porte 
duty, had he received the order e, to ( wked if Longstree 

had been transferred to the con dl Jackson p ly had gone 
away But when ppe t] | no commu it witt 

Reynolds, that between h Jive on ! i wari orp 

not known to be upon the eid ‘ " I ed the order 

had intervened, the movement have en would result 
victory becomes chat red to a ( not ended, and al yt 

at its execution would result in gre ter witl prot 

ol beneht, expected OI hoped 

his latter condition is now | existed by every reader 

of military history Porter de t it so existed trom the 
data before him. The court-mart ‘ ‘ ed h but history h 

proved the truth of his assertion 

But, sir, the bitterness of Ports ‘ it] reading toma 

tain themselves by ‘* fair means ( manifest than in 
the change of front on the qui I ‘ presence on the field 

August 29 Chey lack the) | ( dye tI error and re 

JOLCE ¢ ra brother officer reli 1 ! t with the 

vasto.”’ the po pie + }hy¢ hu po } : 

t yV may still pu ‘ 1@ O ‘ ‘ ‘ 

Longstreet is now ad d to} t eld Wi! er denied it 

say they And there is prey lvocate Gardiner a map 
which was published in the Co L Recorbof t orty th 
Congress, March 26, 1880 ! } 1 the Co 
GRESSIONAL RI rof, ‘ the country 

as official and truth Bu i t } i} m ip 

but a m2p Of positions and irpument nex 

essary to be made by t t ( hing weig! 

of the fixcts. I her 7) i ‘ heet beiong 

ing to it (illustrat may | ook at it l exnlail 

it, and then « le he ! I o be p ed upon it 

Longstreet’s troo} t 1 eland ne Inimmed 

ately in front of the center of tua ane ou will see 

you apply a rule upon i S ‘ rods, lies nof Fedewml 

troops, with the Warrento1 t aul pa t thei nmimecdiate tront 

Longstreet’s line of battle is ! h the 1 ym dir \ 
the rear of the left flank of the | n lin ou have a batt marked A 

It south of the troops a distance of ¢ rod d thrown a lit 

tle forward of a line dropped ) the | the troops, and 

has no support In the rear t matte yu see a of ca 

pp kets of the enemy, marke ] i t y ng M 

» Lane You will pal ( t \ i} I 

en a picket or skirmish line te e« it 
The first brigade lying in that po on is under 

eral George Meade, the successful comman of the Art 

mac, and the division wascomn led by General John I 

that battery wasSimpson’s Fifteenth Penns nia Light 
purports to give their positions for 2 o’clock p.1 One 
that at this day a major in the United States Army, eve 
to a non-combatant corps, would ifficient resp 
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of two soldiers such as Meade and Reynolds were not to deliberately 
place them in a position where the enemy could roll them up like a 
string upon a spo 1, and leave them thus <« x posed without even an out- 

post Chat might do for a battle of McDowell’s, but will not answer 
for Meade and Reynolds. Their reputation is well 
known and uppreciat d 

as soldiers too 

But suppose these trox ps were px rmitted to lie thus « xposed, within 

rifle shot, what has Longstreet ever done to deserve such a fling? Here 
he was, Lee with him. The judge-advocate has placed Reynolds’s di- 
vision where he (Longstreet) can roll it up and turn the whole line, and | 

given him a broad turnpike to operate from, and he lies still and fires 
not a shot He never ‘** Yankee 
troops ’? before nor 

was so considerate of the welfare of 

since ! 

It will not do to say that Longstreet overlooked them, for he says he 

made a reconnaissance in person, with the view to making an attack, 
and found the position too strong to attack in front. 
page 1240). ) 

New record, 

But this is not the only ridiculous thing apparent at a glance upon 

this map. Reynolds’s position flanks Jackson, and Porter could hardly 
pass Reynolds’s flank, between him and Longstreet, a space of eighty 
rods, and come down on Jackson’s flank. This is not accidental, but 
is the result of a well-planned scheme to keep off popularcensure. The | 
genius that planned this map (I do not attribute it to Major Gardiner) 
conceived the idea of throwing back Longstreet’s line nearly two miles, 
so that the Manassas Gap Railroad may furnish a resting place for the 
right of the line, to conform to the evidence in that particular, and 
throwing the whole line back so that Longstreet’s right flank would be 

three miles from Porter, but in a direct line, and then Reynolds is 
brought forward from behind Lewis lane, where he belongs. Now 
we have the troops manipulated upon paper—with Longstreet’s flank 
all arranged for Porter to attack, and that places Reynolds on the right 
of the Fifth Army Corps, and by holding well to the right the condi- 
tions of General Pope’s order are complied withand Longstreet’s flank 
is the one to be attacked. The judge-advocate at West Point en- 
deavored to support this theory by an examination of General Long- 
street, who promptly replied to his question: ‘‘ No, sir! My line was 
drawn back away beyond the railroad. They would have had to make 
a considerable détour to strike my flank.’’ (New record, page 124.) 
Now, if you will cast your eye upon Longstreet’s map, you will see 
the détour carries Porter away from Reynolds, and leaves nearly fou 
miles of uncovered front between them. 

But while on this subject let us locate Longstreet’s troops on his line 

of battle. On hisextremerightis D. R. Jones, 6,300 men, extending be- 

yond the railroad; Kemper, with three brigades, 6,100 men, was thrown 

out in that direction so as toe be in easy supporting distance in case of 
need by Jones, all arranged in double line 
in rear 

W ileox, 

tirst formation 

, two brigades in front, one 
Hood was deployed across the turnpike, with Evans in rear, 

with three brigades, 6,300 men, covering hisleft. This was the 
New record, page 117 

Wilcox with his three brigades went tothe support of the right under 
Porter's approach was reported by General Stuart. 

New record, page 120 

Jones as soon as 

Charles Marshall on General Lee’s staif testifies that General Lee per- 

sonally examined Longstreet’s right and ordered Wilcox to its support 

New record, page 211) about 2 Thisgives us in Porter's front 
alone 18,700 infantry, with General Robertson on the extreme right flank 
with 2,500 cavalry (new record, page 215) in advance of Jones and some 

distance to his right, south by west of 
217.) Longstreet’s whol 

on the field 

That there may be no loophole left in conneetion with this force, to 
show that Porter was advised of the true condition, in addition to what 

has been said on that subject, I beg to trespass on your patience by re- 
ferring to the evids of Colonel E. G. Marshall, a graduate of the 

Military Academy, who had charge of Porter’s skirmish line and per- 
sonally inspected the front, who testifies, on pages 129 to 137, inclusive, 
in new record, that he crawled out on to the skirmish line and saw 
large bodies of troops in line of battle, and that a force extended be- 
yond his left and his line was under cross-fire; that he reported his 
condition and the constant arrival of new troops on his front to Gen- 

erals Morell and Porter, and was carefully examined by Porter per- 
sonally to learn the situation on his front; that he (Colonel Marshall) 
protested against attack and characterized it as an act of insanity to 

put troops in that position 

o'clock. 

‘* Vessels.”’ New record, page 

ivailable force on the 29th was 25,000, and all 

nee 

And the witness corrects an impression 

derived from his testimony before the court-martial as to the time he 
heard infantry firing, and fixes the time at sundown. 

Lieutenant James Stevenson testitied (court-martial record, 194) that 

on the 29th of August, 1862, he went from the left flank of General 
Pope’s army to his regiment, Colonel Marshall’s regiment. ‘‘I could 
see the enemy.”’ ‘] judged him to be between 12,000 and 15,000 

strong, of allarms.’’ ‘* I should judge the length of his lines was about 

a mile.’’ 
Colonel Holt in his review of the evidence disposed of Stevenson’s | 

evidence by saying, ‘‘ He was a young man of limited experience, and | 
when he stated the enemy’s line of battle was but a mile long (which | 
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he did not state), it is evident that a large abatement must be made 
from his estimate.’’ 

Colonel Marshall, on page 134 of new record tells us who ‘ 

man of limited experience’? was. He says: 

Private Stevenson had been on duty before the war. I had known of his bx 
ing with General Warren. * * * I placed great confidence in him. * * 
Ilis general duties were to bring me any information he could. He wasa quiet 
man; more like a man who has served against Indians in the far West. Hy, 
would never overstate ; he would rather understate anything he had tosay, and 
you would have to draw him out, 

‘this young 

Major Hylands’s testimony was rejected, as well as Colonel Marshall's 
because they judged from indications, without actually seeing lang 
bodies; and then Colonel Holt states the evidence on the other side 
We learn from General Buford that the enemy’s forces passing through Gaine~ 

ville that day from Thoroughfare Gap, as counted by himself, did not exceed 
14,000 men 

I have read General Buford’s dispatch and evidence to you, and hy 
made no such statement. General Buford states that number to hav. 
passed before 9 o’clock a. m., and at 9.30, the date of his dispatch, h 
moved toward Bristoe. The judge-advocate divides 14 by 2, and con 
cludes that there were not to exceed 7,000 confederates in front of Por 
ter, and so tells Mr. Lincoln the proof establishes, with a strong prob 
ability it was not so great a number. Is it to be questioned that Mr 
Lincoln was not deceived as to the evidence by the judge-advocate » 
The evidence after the fact shows that Porter’s information was true 

Now, I submitin all candor to laymen whether the facts are not suf 
ficiently plain for you to see that if Porter had received the 4.30 orde: 
in time to have made an attack, that an attack upon Longstreet, a new 

factor intervening without General Pope’s knowledge, would have been 
a sacrifice of life not expected nordesired by General Pope. And that it 
would have been no military offense to have neglected to make the at 
tack, I refer you to the military savans, Wellington, Napoleon, Arch 
duke Charles, General Grant, and the West Point board. 

PORTER DID NOT RECEIVE THE 4.30 ORDER 

until too late to attack; and here, sir, I must digress to notice a state 
ment of the evidence on this point which has just been given to the 
country in the CONGRESSIONAL REcorD of January 6, 1883, and has 
been put in book form for circulation. The evidence upon this point 
is thus summarized (CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, January 6, page 26) 
The order was sent by Captain Douglas Pope, the brother of General Poy 

Ile passed down this open country from Pope's headquarters, rode rapidly, and 
he swears that he brought that order to General Pope and delivered it to him 
by 5 o'clock p.m. General Sykes was there with him and quite a number o 
his officers. He delivered the order to Porter. Porter read the order and pi 
it in his pocket. Two other witnessses, Charles Duffie and Archelaus Dyer, sup 
port Pope in this statement and state that Porter was sitting under a tree 

This statement of the evidence of these witnesses, so far as it goes 
probably true. But the mass of evidence that proves the statements o 
those witnesses as absolutely false is omitted. General Sykes swears 
‘this order was received as near sunset as I can remember.’’ Colone! 
Locke swears *‘ this order was delivered between sundown and dark 
Captain Monteith swears ‘‘the order was delivered about sundown 
Lieutenant Weld swears *‘ the order was delivered after sundown 
Lieutenant Ingham swears ‘“‘ the order was delivered after sunset.’ 

Captain Moale, of the regular Army, testified in substance that in 
1867 upon the frontier he had heard Captain Douglas Pope speak of hi 
ride with this order. Of this conversation he said (page 560, new re: 
ord): 

It is only a matter of recollection. Iam very sure I heard him say “it took 
him one or two hours to go through; that he had got lost on the road, and whe: 
he reached General Porter it was very near dark.”’ 

Lieutenant Jones, of the regular Army, in speaking of what Captai 
Douglas Pope said of this order, says: 
My recollection is that he said he was directed to carry an order from Gene: 

Pope to General Porter, and that in going from one headquarters to the othe: 
he got on to a road and traveled it for some distance unt,) some women ani 
children told him if he wanted to go in a certain direction he was on the wron, 
road; and also to the best of my recollection he said, in my presence, in carr) 
ing that order he came out through the woods on a hill or eminence and saw 
rebel troops—saw a large body of rebel troops—and therefore turned back 
that direction and went in some other direction. 

It is omitted to be stated that Duffie and Dyer showed on their cross 
examination that they had been coached as to the roads to enable them 

| to swear, and that Duflie stated he had always thought he had gone » 
different route until he was coached; and that Dyer identified the road 
by a house, which it was proved was not built until a year after th: 
time, and recognized the place where he found Porter by a church wit! 
a steeple, when at that time there was no steeple upon the church at 
all; and this man Dyer found Porter in a tent, but Duffie and Pop: 
found him in bivouac, showing clearly, and the beard so find, that thes 
had been tampered with, and rejected their evidence. But, sir, ther 
is an Omission of two pieces of written evidence produced by the Gov 
ernment which are conclusive against Captain Pope, Duffie, and Dye! 
if their evidence was not otherwise fully broken down 
produced before the board this dispatch (new record 329): 
GENERAL MoReELL: Send down some energetic men to General Pope at Cen 

treville; get hold of Colonel Beckwith and get some rations; bring beef up to 
kill, we have nothing else, and get enough to last two or three days. 

F. J. PORTER, Major-General 
Ricketts has gone up—also King. 

There was 
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echinacea 

This dispatch was before the original court-martial, but no notice of That dispatch was held as pro ‘ ve of a retreat fact: and 

jt was taken in the record. it was furnished Mr. Lincoln with rT | n fact fi 
General Zealous B. Tower, who commanded the rear brigade of Rick- | back while the storm of bat i 

etts, passed Porter atabout dusk on the 29th. (New record, page 452 of his dying and wounded « ul ‘ 
This dispatch, not prepared for this case, but written in the ordinary | this piece of evidence Mr. R | 1 40 
course of business, shows that Ricketts’s command had passed at the by his father when he ey CO moor P \ 
date of writing. They passed at about dusk, says the oflicer in com- | sir, to complete this ch 
mand; hence the dispatch is proof that at about dusk the 4.30 order had | mony and ia accord with 
not been delivered, because he sends to General Pope at Centreville, | Porter to the general com 

showing clearly that he had not been advised of his change of head Ciera Mines 1 ‘ 1 ‘ 
quarters, which would have been the case had he been in receipt of the | enemy a good shelling . : edahein, eondipenhh on 
j.30 order; and the other dispatch, newly produced by General MeDow- | ® party over to see w < y We can ew MeDow 
ell, which I have already read, commencing: oe 

GENERAL McDowELL: Failed in getting Morell overto you. * : WE CAN NOT 1 i v 3 HIS OWN 
*. J. PORTER, Major-General, } teers ; 

AvuGusT 29, 6 p. m Faithful and fearl isolat \ dw; pon the ex 

which will be found in the new record, page 776. And this, sir, flank, with the right seem eur ind leaving him exposed to b 
shows how wholly unreliable are the statements assumed to be the facts | ‘ ntirely enveloped the ¢ ec, | nh this dispaten 
of the Porter case, which are prepared and distributed for political | W lon ss Ay Whik McDowell 1 
effect. ‘* How did he know that MeD \ I heard asked 

The evidence, when massed upon this point, is incontrovertible, and | the other day in sonor Me Iw wel 
proves beyond a shadow of doubt that , that que an, a 

PORTER DID NOT RECEIVE THIS ORDER TILL DUSK 8: ns " , , ; ae te oa : de a 
manded King’s d SLO1 t i el ‘ t 

With this fact so clearly established, the allegations occurring in the | pike. This message came 1 | nd a vetore K 
specifications under the second charge, that General Porter, alter re- were engaged in the nigh dark. MeDow ht th 

ceiving this order, did shamefully retreat and fall back from the ad- | enemy were running awa) his troops we marehin vn the 
vance of the enemy, of necessity falls, for there is not one syllable of | Sudley Springs road I have told b | o he t of 
evidence nor shadow of pretense, even in argument, that Porter fell | authority that on passing the S \ 
back after 6 o’clock p. m., August 29. But justice to Porter compels | teers that afternoon, ( ell 

me to go further and show by the evidence that he not only did not | with Hatch’s division, General Mel Lsaid to t 1 t 
fall back after the receipt of the 4.30 order, but he did not isil ba: rhe enemy is falling bac] H cat the stomac! 1 
or retreat at all after General McDowell left him; and here again we | got his belly full.’ ** Move on ly d ense ¢ 

have a glaring illustration of the effect of the prejudice and passion of | In further p oof that this was McDowell's i e the te 

the time, in biasing judgment and forcing illogical conclusions from | Captain Judson, pa 156 | | ‘ ‘ ‘ 
given facts. The following dispatch is the principal evidence eral Hatch’s adjutant-ge 

GENERALS MCDOWELL AND KING: I found it impossible to communicate by A short time before « : ( I 
crossing the woodsto Groveton. The enemy are in great force on this road, and n effect that General McD ( i 
as they appear to have driven our forces back, the fire of the enemy having ad enemy wer 1 retrea ( 
vanced and ours retired, I have determined to withdraw to Manassas. I hav ve him battle. Gens il to the 
attempted to communicate with McDowell and Sigel, but my messages haverun | road and | in a i \ 
intothe enemy. They have gathered artillery and cavalry and infantry, and whed th inction 
the advancing masses of dust show the enemy coming in force. Lam now going the p nd wed \ 
to the head of the column to see what is passing, and how affairs are going,and | When we reached } 1 
I will communicate with you. Had you not better send your train back ‘ vy were in retre 

F. J. PORTER, Major-General division and attack | 

What does this often-paraded dispatch mean? To give its proper and At about the time th 7 A 
legitimate meaning, we must remember the joint order contemplated | gtaff was there looking for MceDow: i . orderly to Pos 

a connected line from east to west to be made by Porter and McDowell | ter. informing him into the wood Court 
with Heintzelman and the forces moving up the Warrenton pike; that | martial reeord, page 126 | ' ; om Porter received 
the forces under Heintzelman and Reno and Sigel were operating un- | jyformation of MeDo : MI 

5 der an order of General Pope, which I here read: Dalia ae 

If you find yourselves heavily pressed by superior numbers of the enemy aie ; a led 
you will not push matters further. Fitz-John Porter and King’s division of Is, and attack | L tat 
McDowell's corps are moving on Gainesville * * and will come in on your | } ooks well « ry 
left. * * * Thecommand must return to this place to-night, or by morning Give the enemy a good she ry ' 
on account of subsistence and forage EJ. Pol 

This order was before McDowell and Porter’s command were con- Which answers th that Porte d 
solidated under the joint order to execute the same purpose. We have | then received the 4.30 | 
seen McDowell leave and move a portion of the troops to go around and | ¢ensequence of th MeD is 6.20] 
come in on the left of Reynolds. Now we are prepared to understand) which is so much « | 
this dispatch, ‘‘ Porter says he has failed to reach over and find Me-_ d to on pas ~ eta the thi 
Dowell’s left,’’ soas to make the contemplated junction. The artillery) advanced but ab 
booming now and then on the right of the proposed line indicates a In connection w | 
“retiring of the right’’ of the line he was endeavoring to connect | ment on the enemy lt the pike.”? ¢ ei Mo 
with. ‘I have therefore determined to withdraw to Manassas,"’ which § shall. who had comm of the ( General M 
was a corresponding movement of the left with what he supposed was) gaye him the or ( { 
being done on the right, drawing the lines back to Bull Run, as directed ents’’ (new re 
in the joint order. But mark ye, this is no evidence that he has rr martial record, 154 (; 
tired or did retire; it is the expression of an unexecuted determination the enemy was 1 { ‘ ‘ { 
formed from what he supposed the military situation required to fulfill And to sho lel 
General Pope’s order. s Porter was inform 
One thing must be held in view, that the troops must occupy a position fre counterma ed, J on testi (rer | 

which they can reach Bull Run to-night or by morning ‘ed the enemy wer posted , ‘ 1 

The dispatch to McDowell and King reached General McDowell at sed Porter, and he sent ba t » MeD 
5.45 p. m., as appears from General Heintzelman’s diary New re McDowell's only respons \ 1) ( 
ord, 605.) General Porterdid not even know there had been engagement | ‘Tell him the enemy are in treatand to ] (Nev 
enough to kave brought the general commanding on the field, tor we have | ord, page 155 
seen by the order to send to Centreville tor beef and rations sent late: his brought on the engage Lloo t d i ler 

than this hour, General Porter thought General Pope at Centre sulting from men in the rear a ‘ ‘ ‘ 
The face of the dispatch to McDowell and King distinctly repudiates the front than the men in co Lo The « 
the idea of any construction contrary to the one | am giving it, for it | be | Hatch’s and King’s div l i | ( he had 
contains this significant sentence: ‘‘ I am now going to the head of the | not been guided by the knov 
column.’’ What for? Not to retreat, ‘‘ but to see what is passing and | front line, who took note otf 
how affairs are going.”” Whatthen? Beataretreat? No. ‘‘And I So much for the written « 
will communicate with you.’’ ‘‘ Had you not better send your train portant part in the case against Port 

I 

back? But I m Ly be told, as th ¢ tent told | 1vax 
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that General Griffin and a Colonel B. F. Smith testified before the court- 
martial that a retreat in fact took place. Let us see upon how slighta 
foundation this claim rests. 

General Griffin in his examination before the court-martial did say 
(court-martial record, page 158): 

APPENDIX TO THE CON 

We had started back toward Manassas Junction when the order (referring to 
the order to Morell. to attack) came down the road. The order was carried by 
an orderly, and was stopped by Colonel Warren, who read it. 
command aboutand immediately started back. 
a half or two miles from the position occupied by the battery. I rode ahead to 
General More}ll and asked him if he was going to attack, and he said: ** No; 
it is too late, and this order has been given under a wrong impression.”’ The 
substance of the order was: ** The enemy are retiring or retreating; attack and 
pursue him vigorously General Morell said to me: ** Colonel Marshall, who 
commands the picketsin front, states the enemy are receiving re-eaforcements 

Question by the court (court-martial record, 162): 

Did you understand your corps to be retreating at all that night? 
Answer. No, Ido not know thatI did. 1 supposed we were going to change 

position somehow ; that we had failed to get through on the right during the day, 
and that we were going to shift to some other position, where I did not know. 
We did not connect with anything on our right or on our left. 

General Griffin had no idea of a retreat, he says, 
the judge-advocate knew better about it than he. 
‘shamelully retreated,’’ and cite Griflin to prove it. 

It is strange, knowing the facts, that General Griffin should 
have fallen into such an error as to the distance of his retrograde move- 
ment; and shows how immaterial this statement was deemed to be at 
the time that its error was not fully corrected. Let us see: 
a half or two miles would have carried the brigade past Sykes’s divis- 
ion and by Porter’s headquarters, leaving Gene eral Morell in command 
of a division at Dawkins Branch, and the brigade composing the head 
of his column moving to the rear away from the division, and leaving 

but the court and 
They say Porter 

to one 

oes 2 | 
another division between this brigade and its own division occupying 
the front. This suggestion of itself ought to be sufficient toshow how 
badly he was mistaken. But, in addition to this, Generals Morell, 
Sykes, Butterfield, and every brigade commander testify there was no 
retreat, or any movement partaking in any manner of the nature of a 
retreat. General Morell swears (new record, page 435): 

I had no orders for him Griffin) to retreat or retire, and I gave him none 
> > * rhere was no order to leave the front, except to get under cover of these 
bushes. 

There now appears written evidence from General Warren, whom 
Griffin says was with him, which closes the door to all doubt. Gen- 
eral Warren commanded the head of Sykes’s column, and that column 
was lying between Bethlehem Church and Dawkins Branch, Morell’s 
division tilling the distance between it and the branch. General War- 
ren, it seems, had been ordered to support Morell, which gives us in- 
formation that Porter in his proposed attack intended to use Morell’s 
division supported by Warren, holding two brigades of Sykes’s in re- 
serve with Piatt’s two regiments. I need hardly suggest to any one 
who knew the Fifth Army Corps that this disposition meant ‘* music 
by the full band,’’ if 1 may be pardoned the expression, in reply to the 
statement in the record on page 29, which charges the order to Morell 
to attack as a shallow pretense. Morell says (new record, page 436): 

I immediately gave orders to my whole division to the front to support the 
four regiments 

AUGUST 29, 1862—5.45 p. m. 

GENERAL Sykes: I received an order from Mr. Cutting to advance and suppor} 
Morell. I faced about and did so. I soon met Griflin’s brigade withdrawing, by 
order of General Morell, who was not pushed out but returning. I faced about 
and marched back two hundred yards or so. I met then an orderly from Gen- 
eral Porter toGeneral Morell, saying he 
Griffin then faced about, and I am following him to support Morell, as ordered. 
None of the batteries are closed upon me 

G.K. WARREN. 

There is the retreat, with its history written at the time in an official 
dispatch. It proves Griffin's error as to distanee and corroborates him 
that there was no retreat. But Porter was convicted of ‘‘ shamefully 
retreating !’’ 

I mean to be frank and attempt to conceal nothing, and I therefore 
give you another piece of evidence which covers every scintilla of proof 
given to the court-martial tending in the most remote degree to sustain 
the allegation 

Captain B. F. Smith testified that he belonged to Chapman’s brigade 

of Sykes’s division, and in describing the operations of the brigade to 
which he belonged on the 29th di iy of August, 1862, at Dawkins 
Branch, says (court-martial record, page 110): 

While we were halted a battery of the rebels opened upon us. * * * 
brigade then mar hed into a field and the regiments were 

hattle. © * © Morell’s division was in our advance on lowerground. * * * 
Probably half an hour afterward we received orders to retrace our steps and 
march back in the direction we had come, Wethen marched back to near Ma- 
nassas Junction and camped in the woods alongside this ranch railroad, and 
that night I was placed on duty as the field-officer of the vickets of Svkes's di- 
vision. 

Our 

Here is another case of mistaken distance patent on the face of the 
evidence. On his cross-examination this witness discloses his mistake 
in this wise: 

His camp was near the junction of the Gainesville and the Sudley Springs road. 

| Sudley Springs road, a mile or two from Manassas Junction. 

| Says * 

| go forward ”’ 

| retr 

A mile and | 

placed in order of | 

NGRESSIONAL RECORD. 

He thought it was a mile or two from the Junction (Manassas) (page 111, court- 
martial record). 

This evidence, condensed, then proves that his camp was near the 

If you 

will look at your map you will see that was Porter’s headquarters, and 
there General Sykes had his headquarters and the field officer of divis- 

| ions, pickets covering the rear and flank of Sykes’s division, marched 
We faced our | 

We were probably a mile and | 
back far enough to reach the exact position that his duty as field officer 
of pickets required of him; but the court thought that was evidence 0; 
a retreat. But I should call your attention to the rank by which this 
witness is styled—colonel—as it may perhaps be said he marched his 
regiment back. His coloneley was volunteer rank, to which he was 
appointed atter Bull Run and before he was sworn as a witness. On 
the 29th of August, 1562, he was a captain in the Sixth Infantry, and 

‘he had permission from the officer commanding his regiment to 
(page 110, court-martial record). 

This witness unquestionably intended to speak truthfully, but had 
only a confused impression of distances. But he puts the question ot 

at at rest, for he says (page 111): 
I did not receive any impression that we were retreating from the enemy 

But the judge-advocate told Mr. Lincoln this officer testified tha 
Porter retreated. As I have before said, it seems to have been the ides 
of the prosecutor before the West Point board that he could justify the 
tinding of the court-martial without evidence if he could now produc« 
evidenee to show that the court-martial could have found Porter guilty 
upon proper evidence if they had known where to find it. 

General Sturgis is called before the West Point board for said pur 
pose and testifies that he halted his troops (Piatt’s brigade) in rear ot 
Porter’s column and rode on to the front and reconnoitered the situa 
tion— 

Watching the skirmishers, and among other things I took a glass and looked 
in the direction of the woods, about a mile beyond, which seemed to be the ob 
ject of attention. There I saw aglint of light on a gunand I remarked to Porter 
that I thought they were puttinga battery in position at that place, for I thought 
I had seenagun. He thought I was mistaken, but I was not, for it opened in 
afew moments and fired four shots,as I recollect. * * Then when they 
had fired, as near as I can recollect, about four shots from this piece Genera) 
Porter beckoned to me. I rode up to him and he directed me to take my com 
mand to Manassas Junction and take up a defensive position, inasmuch as th: 
fire seemed receding on our right. By firing I mean the cannonading that had 
been going on for some time on our right, probably in the direction of Groveto: 
(new record, page 689). My impression is that this wasabout 1 o'clock. Ihave 
no way of fixing the time of day. The order was obeyed. He afterward o: 
dered my brigade to be brought forward and I brought it to Bethlehem Church 
and arrived about dusk. 

It is not for me to question the correctness of this statement, for I bx 
lieve it a probable one. General McDowell had checked Porter's ad 
vance and directed him to remain until he went around and came in on 
Reynolds’s left. Manassas Junction was the key to his position. If th: 
enemy extended his right and struck Manassas Junction while our right 
was receding on the pike, he could have swooped down upon Porter's 
rearas wellastfront. This position, to beheld to avoid this contingency, 
was not more than two and one-half miles from where Sturgis’s com 
mand, eight hundred and twenty-three strong, as General Piatt’s offi 
cial report shows, was lying. Porter threw back this force to hold th: 
junction to gu: urd against disaste r; but when he received information 
that the enemy were retreating it relieved him of the necessity of cover 
ing his rear, and he immediately ordered the command back. 

It is well perhaps here to remark that the cannonading, now moviu 
forward and then receding, indicated not battle, but a feeling the way 

| shelling woods, and endeavoring to draw fire, to find the location ani! 
must push on and press the enemy. | strength of lines preparatory totaking position. AsGeneral Morell say- 

be could see shells in the air off to his right, but it was slow firing, ani 
I supposed at the time, what men called firing at long range. It wis 
not at all like the —s fire of a battle. (New record, page 438. 

But, sir, I can not leavé this question of retreat without quoting « 
statement from the unl iation of Porter in the RECORD of the 6th 01 
January, 1883, page 26, which shows either gross ignorance of the fact- 
or a willful perversion of them. I read: 
When General Griffin was directed to move forward at one time he received 

an order sent to him by an orderly from General Porter to move to the rear, and 
that officer moved clear back to Centreville and stnid there, not only all night o 
the 29th, but during the whole day of the 30th while the battle was going on 

General Griffin did not leave the field on the 29th. General Grifiin 
remained at Dawkins Branch as rear guard for Porter, when Port 
moved in compliance with this order of 8.50, which was delivered 
Porter early on the 30th and immediately obeyed. Griffin’s brigad: 
supported Hazlett’s battery at Dawkins Branch on the 29th (court-ma: 
tial record, page 142). Thisstatement, therefore, isnot only untrue, }u! 
it is as absurd as General Pope’s allegation in his brief statement, put 
in circulation and vouched for by McDowell (new record, page 727 

But Lee, according to the testimony of the chief engineer on his staff, took 
breakfast that morning (the 29th) on the opposite side of Thoroughfare Gap, (u!! 
thirty miles distant. 

It is true, however, that Griffin, moving on the morning of the 30th, 
was so far in rear, covering the column, that he missed the road taken 
by the troops and went direct to Centreville, and the court-martial ac 

quitted Porter of the charge. 
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But sir, we are asked why should General Pope have sent such a 

peremptory order as the following one: 
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF VIRGINIA, 

IN THE FIELD NEAR BULL Kvn, 
August 29, 1862, 8.50 p. m. 

GENERAL: Immediately upon receiving this order, the precise hour of receiv- | 
ing which you will acknowledge, you will march your command to the field of 
battle of to-day and report to me in person for orders. You are to understand 
that you are expected to comply with this order and to be present on the field 
within three hours after its reception or after daybreak to-morrow morning. 

JOHN POPE, 
. Major-General Commanding 

F. J. Porter, Major-General. 
Received 3.30 a. m., August 30. 

This is an order on its face imperious in language and distrustful in 
import. It came from Pope’s headquarters on the field or near where 
the 4.30 order was issued; but the latter it was claimed was delivered 
in an hour or less, and one of the strongest arguments in support of its 
delivery at that time, made by the judge-advocate, was on the short 
distance it had to be carried, and the opinions of Pope, Roberts, and 
others, that one hour was ample time in which to carry it, while this order, 
carried from the same place to the same place, and more imperative 
than the former order, was by the official receipt shown not to have 
been delivered until six hours and forty minutes hadelapsed. Again, 
Captain Pope, the bearer of this 4.30 order, did not know Porter's 
position, while the latter 8.50 order was sent after the place of Porter's 
headquarters were known to General Pope. Is not this a strong cir- 

cumstance tgghow that the 4.30 order was not delivered so early as it 
was claimed 

If General Pope would produce the receipt for the 4.30 which Porter 
gave, all would be settled; but General Pope says of this and of all other 
communications received from Porter, which would tend to show the 
truth of Porter’s statement, that he does not know as he ever had them, 
or they are lost. The only communication which could be tortured 
into evidence against Porter is preserved. Comment is unnecessary. 
The suppression speaks for itself ! 

But to return, why should General Pope send an order of such tenor 
as the last one to Porter? I have said and the record shows General 
Pope to be an impulsive man. He was misinformed as to Porter’s po- 
sition during the day. He was surrounded by his satellites, who catered 
to his weaknesses and advanced themselves by feeding his prejudices 
They had all expressed the opinion that ‘‘ Porter would fail him.’’ His 
suspicions and jealousy were inflamed. Smith had seen treason in Por- 
ter’s eye, and reported it to General Pope, and McDowell, as insidious 
as Iago, was at his elbow to make insinuations; and this order was the 
result of the passion inflamed. 

Porter came to the field. General Jackson describes his assault in 
his official report as follows (ReportofConfederate Military Operations, 
volume 6, page 231): 

In afew moments our entire line was engaged in a fierce and sanguinary 
struggle with the enemy. As one line was repulsed another took its place and 
pressed forward as if determined by force of numbers and fury of assault to 
drive us from our position. So impetuous and well maintained were these on- 
sete as to induce me to send to the commanding general for re-enforcements; 
but the timely and gallant advance of General Longstreet on the right relieved 
my troops from the pressurg and gave to those men the chances of a more equal 
conflict. 

The alleged traitor of August 29 was the Achilles of August 30! 
On that field the Fifth Army Corps, having neither Piatt nor Griffin 

with it, entered the fight 6,000 strong, under Porter, and sustained a 
loss of 2,471, of which 112 were officers! And still, sir, so bitter was 
the feeling of General Pope, and so unwilling to do justice was he, that | 
in the charges against Porter he is accused of proceeding with ‘‘ unnec- 
essary slowness, and by delays, giving the enemy opportunity to watch 
and know his movements and prepare to meet his attack; did finally so 
feebly fall upon the enemy’s lines as to make little or no impression on | 
the same, and did fall back and draw away his forces unnecessarily ;”’ 
and in his official report puts this base libel upon record: 

The attack of Porter was neither vigorous nor persistent and his troops soon 
retired in considerable confusion. 

No slander more foul upon brave men living and dead ever polluted 
a lip; no libel more base and malignant ever suilied the face of paper ! 

Breasting a storm of artillery and musketry in front, torn with an 
enfilade fire of artillery, the soldiers of the Maltese cross, but 6,000 
strong, unmindful of danger and death, threw themselves again and 
again like a thunderbolt upon the enemy. 
Court-Honse, Gaines’s Farm, and Malvern Hill were there; and their 
trusted leader, Fitz-John Porter, cool and collected, guided that thun- 
derbolt in the storm of battle, breaking and staggering the ‘‘ Stone- 
wall’’ line, until its leader cried out, ‘‘ Save me, Lee, or I perish!”’ 
When Longstreet heard the cry and swept his legions across the field 
from Jackson’s right, then, but not till then, was the Fifth Corps forced 
back, leaving more than one-third its number dead, dying, and bleed- 
ing upon the field in testimony of the bravery and devotion of its men 
and commander to the cause for which they fell. 
Now, sir, the inquiry becomes pertinent, why was it that Longstreet, 

with his line of battle formed and complete, as the map now used by the 

The heroes of Hanover | 

enemies of Porter concede (see map of Major Gardner, marked illus- | 

trative map No. 1), at 2 p. m., August 29, 1862, did not sweep down 
upon Pope while Porter’s corps was detached and at Dawkins Braneh 
and McDowell was wasting the afternoon in a march down the Sudley 
Springs road? It would certainly have been a much easier task to have 

turned Pope’s flank and driven him trom the field on the 29th, in the 
absence of Porter and McDowell, than on the 30th, when MeDowell thea 

Perter were present on the field 
I answer, without fear of contradiction from any man whoever saw a 

battle and who understands the position of the troops on the 29th, that 
had Longstreet attempted to have enveloped Pope’s left on the 29th as 
he did on the 30th he would have exposed himself to an attack on flank 
and rear from Porter, which he was too much of a soldier to risk, but 
waited until Pope relieved him trom Vorterthreatening his right, and 

left him unembarrassed to advance his troops on the 30th 
country crossed by the old Warrenton, Alexandria, and Washington road 
from his right, and throw them upon Pope’s flank, resulting in the rout 
of Pope’s army. And here, sir,-] am called again to correct st 
lately given to the country as facts touching 1 

over tl 

tlements 

His case I may not say 
who made them without trenching upon the rules of the House, but | 

may say they will be found on page 20, CONGRESSIONAL Recorp, Jan 

uary 6, 1883, in these words 

In General Longstreet's testimony is where he makes a mistake He aay 

does not remember distinctly, but makes a statement il Wileox was \ 

over by Jones's command at 4 o'clock in the afternoon to support him a 
Porter, when the fact is that late in the aflernoon General Wileox, wi CVeEPA 

brigades besides his own, were thrown over in the directio G nand 
went into the battle at Groveton,and staid there until Ll o'clock at h i 
moved back at 11 o'clock to his position upon the Warre i ri} 
front of Porter, but he came in to the rear of Hood nea Warre | 

And to prove how utterly reckless of faucet the ithor of the 

ment quoted is, | read from the sworn testimony of General Cadmas 

Wilcox himself, touching the subject-matter of the statement In 
speaking of the operation of his three brigades on the afternoon of the 

20th of August, 1362, he says (new record pages 264, 265 

In the afternoon about half past 4or5 [was moved over to th right of 

pike. One brigade stopped not over three hundred yards from the pike 
There was probably a half a mile between that brigade and the other twe 

Those other two extended to the Manassas Gap Railroad : I was in rear 

of the other troops. I did not see the troops. I knew the v wer n front i 

saw General Jones at a distance I suppose they were eight hundred or nine 

hundred yards in front of us on the field. * I was ordered over there 
meet an emergency and to support those in front in anticipatio ft ubl 

a fight 

Chis witness has thus described his transfer to the support off. R 

Jones, whose division, supported by Ke mper, as we have seen by Long 

street’s evidence, was in the afternoon re-entorced by Wilcox so as to 
check Porter in his advance from Dawkins branch 

Witness says (new record, page 266 

T came from the second position almost ina right line until we got across the 
pike Then I think my line would have been probably in about that direction 

south) down the railroad (rear of Hampton ¢ 1 formed it in line of battle 
the r‘ght resting on the Manassas Gap Railroad. * * I remained there, I 
think, until near sundown Meantime there had been some musketry heard on 
the p.ke in the direction of Groveton and some little artillery I went down to 
that [I got there about dark rhe flash of musketry looked red. My thre« 
brigades did not fire ashot Lheard no infantry firi until that fightla ina thre 
evening with Generals Hood and Evans 

The battle at dark that so much is said about was an accidental col 
lision between the Texas brigade and Law’s brigade of Hood's division 
with Patrick’s, Sullivan's, and Doubleday’s brigades ot King’s division 

Longstreet ordered an advance of his line at dusk, not to give battle 

but to obtain position for battl Hatch, with his three brigades, wa 
ordered \0 pursue and overtake a fleeing enemy The forces collided 
in the dark, and after a few minutes’ conflict of the intermin 

Hatch withdrew and Hood had the best of the mé/ée; tor 

ing but a mélée, and not a battle in any military 

Of a verity, the RecorpD of January 6 >, Should be bound with 

General Pope’s official report and General Roberts’s pamphlet cited 
supra, and be entitled, ‘‘ Fictions by Great Commanders.”’ 

A single illustration (court-martial record, page 17 

rled MaSSES 

It was noth 

sense 
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more of General 

Pope’s habit of reckless statement and I have done with him as a wit 
ness. It relates to the 4.30 order: 
Question. Did or did not General Porter obey the second order to which you 

refer, issued at4.307 * * * 
Answer. He did not, so far as my knowledge of the fret goes 
Q. You have stated that General McDowell obeyed that order so far as to ap 

pear upon the battlefield with his command ? 
A. Yes, sir; he arrived on the battlefield I think about 5 o'clock 

This is a deliberate assertion that McDowell came from the left to 
the right on the 29th in obedience to the 4.30 order, when there is nat 

the least pretense but that McDowell left Porter and went down the 
Sudley Springs road at 12 o'clock m., four hours and a half before the 
order was written. What motive had General Pope for making such 
a willful misstatement of fact? I will show you his purpose by his 
answers to succeeding questions (court-martial record, page 17 

Question. To reach the battlefield had or had not General McDowell as great 
a distance to march as General Porter? 

Answer. Yes, sir, fully as great. 
a « * - * * * 

Q. In pointof fact, did or did not General McDowell in obeying that order 
pass General Porter and his command onthe way’? 

A. I so understood; General McDowell can tell that better than I can myself 
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Che purpose is patent. The witness tells the court that McDowell 
received the 4.50 order and obeyed it, and in doing so he marched by 
Porter's troops. It is so gross a falsehood upon a most material ques- 

tion that | may best answer it by saying, ‘‘If the place held by the 
lather of all lies shall ever be filled by selection on the score of ability 

there can be no doubt to whom the place will be awarded.”’ 

I will now pass to General B. 8. Koberts, whom I have often referred 
to, and whose reputation for veracity may be determined by reference 
to the statements from his book which I have repeated, my purpose 

now being to show how utterly ignorant he was of the field, and hence | 
how incompetent to testify as to the effect of any movement. On pages 
52 and 53 of his testimony (court-martial record) he fixes the arrival of 
the troops reported by Buford ‘‘at about dark, 6 or 7 o’clock,’’ and puts 
their number ** between 4,000 and 5,000 men.’’ On the same page he 
gives the grounds of his opinion that Porter could have struck Jackson’s | 
flank. They are these: That Porter received the 4.30 order at 5 o’clock 
p. m., and that at that time Porter was within an hour's march of Jack- 
son’s flank, which would have brought him on to Jackson at 6 p. m., 
which was not too late to attack. 

rhis witness was recalled by the Government to strengthen his evi- 
dence, and he then gives an additional reason for knowing there were no | 
troops in front of Porter He says (court-martial record, page 206): 

I sent cavalry there (to the right) twice and found only a force of mounted men, 
with some light artillery, who were watching all our movements on our right 
flank, and | inferred that it was a similar force to that which was upon our left 
watching our movements there, which were in front of General Porter 

How logical this deduction may have been I leave you to consider. 
Chere was no heavy force guarding Jackson’s left flank; hence there was 
none on Longstreet’s right! I have but one witness who appeared be- 
fore the court-martial whom I have not specifically considered, Colonel 
r. C. H. Smith, who saw a sneer on Porter's lip and a gleam of treason 
in his eye. 
to be dignified by a review 

It appears from an examination of the proceedings before the West 
Point board that he was the Atlas, in his own esteem, on whose brawny 
shoulder General Pope’s defense rests. He commenced his statement 
by an argument from the witness-box to show that he should be per- | 
mitted to vindicate General Pope in reference to the address to the Army 
of Virginia, by explaining that anonymous articles were written and 
published in the newspapers, to show that nothing offensive was in- 
tended by it. Poor soul, he seems to have honest instincts, but lacks 
mental force to save himself from being a dupe. He testifies in his 
honesty to one fact that should be carried to the home of every man 
who formed his judgment upon the Porter case upon the evidence pub- 
lished and circulated at the time. Read it and ponder upon it, for the 
tactics then adopted to deceive the public have been continued on the 
same line from thence till now. Whatisit? Thepamphlet is entitled 
‘Proceedings of General Court-Martial at the Trial of General Fitz- 
John Porter, United States Army It was prepared and printed at 
General Pope's headquarters, and omitted all the evidence of the ac- 
cused. It was sent toevery Senator and Representative and sent broad- 
cast over the land to form public opinion, and the reading men in civil 
lite who think they have read the record now should know that they 
have been deceived into forming an opinion upon the evidence of the 
prosecution instead of the evidence in the case. This man’s honesty 
was shocked at the fraud and he tried to correct it, but was overruled. 

(See pages $66 67, new record 

Pope’s conduct at and immediately after the battle disproves the 
charges. Porter continuously disobeyed General Pope’s orders through 
the 27th, 28th, and 29th of August, 1862, which was the result of cow- 
urdly instincts or the base and treacherous purpose of bringing defeat 
toourarms. Such is the charge upon which Porter was convicted. 

I say that Pope’s conduct at and immediately after the battle dis- 
proves his beliefin the charges which he supported by his evidence. 

According to all rules established by the experience, not of one man 
but of all men, we feel safe in saying that if General Pope had believed 
General Porter betrayed him and lost the battle of the 29th from evil 
purpose and cowardly holding back, he would not in the attempt to 
retrieve the disaster on the following day have retained Porter in 
command of the corps that was specially charged to break the enemy’s 
center. Such a course is not consistent with our knowledge of the 
springs of action which control the human mind, but is consistent with 
the idea of confidence and trust in Porter. Pope’s act, then, contradicts 
his subsequent declarations. 

But this is notall. 
hack to Centreville and Pope was suffering all the bitterness following 
disappointed ambition, Porter was taken to hiscounselsand given the post 
of honor—to cover the retreat of the shattered army, pressed on every | 
side with the enemy exultantin victory. (See the testimony of Colonel 
O. D. Greene, assistant adjutant-general of the Sixth Corps, on pages 
1022 to 1026, inclusive, new record. ) 

Again, at Fairfax Court-House on the 2d of September, 1862, Colonel] | 
Ruggles, Pope’s chief of staff, says (pages 149-150, court-martial record): 

I was present at Fairfax Court-House, in a room in a private house there. 
* * * Theseveral commanders had been sent for, General Porteramong the rest 

All of his sayings and thoughts are of too little consequence | 

After the battle was over and the troops had fallen 
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I was engaged at the time writing orders for the position of the troops. * * * 
While I was writing these orders General Porter and General Pope had a con- 
versation lasting about twenty minutes. * * * While studiously avoiding 
overhearing the conversation, I heard scraps enough of it to know that they 
were talking about the incidents of the few days previous. Atthe conclusion of 
the interview General Pope and General Porter got up, and I heard Genera! Pope 
say to General Portar that his explanations were satisfactory, with the excep 
tion of the one brigade. I think he said entirely satisfactory, though as to the 
word “entirely "1 can not swear positively. I knew the matter of the one bri- 
gade meant Griffin's brigade. I think Porter replied,‘ That can be easily ex 
plained.” P 

The one brigade, you will understand if you have followed the case 
| was Griffin’s, who by mistake went to Centreville in violation of Por 
ier’s orders on the 30th. The court-martial acquitted Porter from blam: 

| on that charge. Here, then, we have both action and declaration ot 
| General Pope showing confidence and trust in Porter and satisfaction 
with the manner of his execution of the trusts reposed in him. 

Colonel Ruggles states further that when solicited by General Poyx 
| to become the principal witness in the case, on the 5th or 6th of Sep 

tember, 1862, he reminded General Pope of thisconversation. Frank 
| ness compels me to state that General Pope substantially denies this 
| evidence in an equivocal sort of way, on page 20, court-martial record 
and alleges ‘* that there were no explanations,’’ ‘‘ no time for explana 
tion,’’ ‘‘that five minutes at the outside would cover all the time hy 
saw Porter, and persons were coming and going all the time, and all was 
in confusion;’’ and he does not remember of Ruggles speaking to him 
about it. 

But immediately in this same connection, in reference to a conver 
sation concerning the McClellan dispatch, General Pope says (page 21 
court-martial record 

I told General Porter that I had not reported him to the Department in Wash 
ington, and that as matters stood I thought I should not takeany action in refer 
ence to his case, though I felt bound to do so in the case of Griffin. 

Now, it would seem to follow, when he avowed his satisfaction with 
Porter on the 2d and his determination to prosecute Griffin, that som« 

| Strong cause must have intervened between the 2dand the 3d day of Sep 
| tember, when he drops Griffin and turns his wrath upon Porter and 
charges him with Griffin’s sin. 

That metamorphosis was wrought in the interview with General Ha! 
leck and the Secretary of War referred to in General Pope’s official re 
port, when it was determined ‘‘to execute justice.”’ 

The agencies used manifestly were disappointed ambition and pet 
sonal vanity. It was for that purpose Porter’s dispatch was brought 
into requisition. General Pope was shown a pen photograph of his 
campaign, taken while it was in progress, and its results faithfully 

| sketched days before its end. His vanity was wounded, his passion 
was aroused, and he became a tool to work out the purposes of others 

And in this connection, sir, I will speak briefly of those telegrams 
and letters. They were truthful and foreshadowed results that wer 

| the inevitable consequence of a campaign conducted as that one was bh 
ing conducted. They betray no indication of a purpose to shirk duty 

| They are no evidence of duty neglected. They are the free criticisms 
of an officer upon the methods of the campaign. Had these telegrams 
and letters been circulated among the troops of the Army of Virginia 
they would have been censurable as tending to destroy the morale o! 
the army. But, sir, in Porter’s connection with his subordinates not 
one word of criticism ever fell from his lips. His military mind saw 
disaster, but his military duty sealed his lips. These letters and dis 
patches were to an old and trusted friend, under whose command Porte: 
had been, and who did not belong to the Army of Virginia; and the) 
were furnished by him to the President of the United States, who 
sought information and could obtain none from General Pope. 

They are in no sense a breach of discipline or duty. Their sin is 
found only in their truth. Iam no believer in the doctrine that inca 
pacity in high places can be hedged about by rules that make ita crime 
for one to see it and bring*the attention of the supreme power to it, to 
the end that a remedy may be applied to prevent great evil resulting to 

| the public therefrom. 
That the Government did not believe in Porter’s cowardice or un 

| faithfulness is apparent from the act of placing him in command of the 
defenses of Washington on September 5, 1862, with a full knowledg: 
of his alleged sins of omission and commission. Would any but a most 
trusted soldier have been assigned to this command in the dark days 
succeeding Bull Run? No; the act of Porter’s assignment to that high 
trust is proof conclusive that, no matter what they may say, they did not 
believe nor think Porter a coward or unfaithful. 

| General Pope’s conduct from the date of Porter’s trial to his ex 

| oneration by the West Point board is a confession of Porter’s inno 

| cence. 
There is implanted in the breast of man a monitor called conscienc 

| Its prickings may be deadened and itsvoice stifled for the time, but its 
| presence and power will ever and anon proclaim itself. 

The secret which the murderer possesses soon comes to possess him, and lik« 
the evil spirit of which we read it overcomes him and leads him whithersoeve: 
it will. He feels it beating at his heart, rising to histhroat, demanding disclosur« 

| He thinks the whole world sees it in his face, reads it in his eyes, and almost 
hears its workings in the very silence of his thoughts. It has become his 
master. It betrays his discretion, it breaks down his courage, it conquers his 
prudence. When suspicions from without begin toembarrass him and the net 



of circumstances to entangle him the fatal secret struggles with greater vio- 
jence to burst forth. It must be confessed, it will be confessed there is no refuge 
from confession but suicide, and suicide is confession 

Thus spoke the immortal Webster while painting the powers of con- 
nt Trace its workings in this case: The publication of a fictitious 

record of the court-martial soon after the close of the trial and its cir- 
culation from General Pope’s headquarters; the protest of General 
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Pope to General Grant, September 16, 1567, against allowing General 
Porter a rehearing (new record, page 1126); the brief statement of the 

case of Fitz-John Porter prepared and published in 1868 by Genera 
there 

te 

Pope, with a map, hereto attached, marked Map A, still insisting 

was no junction with Longstreet, and filled with the 

ments and falsely quoting from confederate reports 
728 General Pope's letter to the secretary ol War 

grossest missta 

new record, sNive 

December 1869 

MAP 

ee Sretloy Springs 

Rebel Lines. 

a 

(new record, page 1129); General Pope’s letters to M. le Comte de Paris, 
May 29 and December 21, 1876 (new record, page 1143 to 1149), review- 
ing the history of the ‘‘ Civil war in America’’ and attempting to bully 
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| sion no delay, as I could not leave here for two or three days on account of im- 

this author into support of Pope’s statements in reference to Porter at | 
Bull Run; the document filed in the War Office in June, 1878, marked 
“memoranda concerning second Bull Run battle’’ (new record, page 
1133), which contains the modest statements that Porter had for two 
hours nearly 26,000 men to have attacked Longstreet, and that at that 
time, 12 m., the battle was the hottest, and if McDowell had not been 
behind Porter there is no doubt but McDowell would have 
forgetting for the purposes of that statement that McDowell! was not 
behind, but was in command, under his (Pope’s) orders, of the whole 
column. 

All these manifestations show conscience 
free himself but adds to hisentanglement. The knowledge of his crime 
committed ‘betrays his discretion, conquers his prudence,’’ and be 
bravely challenges (new record, page 734): 
The very fullest examination of the case is earnestly desired and invited, asit 

is beyond doubt. The more the question is looked into the worse it will prove 
for Porter. 

at work. Every plunge to 

The opportunity is given by President Hayes for him to make good his 
bold defiance. A board of distinguished officers is appointed, and when 
they meet at West Point the representative of the Government refuses to 
summon General Pope. The petitioner, conscious of the justness of his 
case, asks that his accuser be demanded to testify. The president of the 
board, on the 17th of October, 1878, notifies General Pope that General 
Por‘er desires his presence as a witness; no response. On the 
October the following dispatch was sent: 

West Pornt, N. Y., October 18, 1878 

General JouHn Pore, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas: 

The board has adjourned to meet on Tue sday next, the 24th, when we expect 
tohear your testimony in the Porter case. 

J. M. SC HOF IELD, Major-General 

On the same day General Pope replies, ‘‘ Your dispatches of 17th 
18th received ;’’ but gives no other answer. Conscience was at work and 
his courage was oozing out. But, like Bob Acres, this conscience- 
stricken coward wants time and a pretext. Three days’ reflection and 
he sends the following: 

and 

Fort LEAVENWORTH, 

General J. M. SCHOFIELD, United States Army: 
I transmit a telegram in answer to yours of the 17th. 

KAns., October 21, 1878 

I presume it will occa- 

18th of 

attacked; | 

portant public business relating to Indian affairs, so that I could not reach New 
York before Saturday night in any case 

INO. POPE, 

R et Ma ve United States Ar 

And this is the telegram 

Fou i PNWORTH, KA detol 187s 

To General J. M. SCHOFIELD 
West Point, Ne York 

I have received your dispatch of the 17th, in whi i state that “in view of 
the fact that the counsel for the petitioner have stated that they believe that 
justice to their client requires your presence here the bourd request that you 
appear as a witness before them at Governor's Island next Thursday, 24th in 
stant In reply I have to state, if the petitioner cx ders my presence neces 
sary he should apply to have me subpcensed as a witness for him. Only asa 
witness for him or for the Government can | be expected with any semblance of 
legality to appear as a witness in the case fo do so on a mere request of the 
board would be to place myself in a position not only fi 
respect extraordinary and unknown to the laws of or to the 
and military tribunals of the country 

While I stand ready to appear before your board i 
or practice, I can not appear as a volunteer witness 

and without knowledge whether I am called for the 
As you state that lam requested to appear asa witne 
or suggestion of the petitioner, it is to be inferred I 

but in every other 
practice of the cis 

se 

mkn 

1 the case on 

ny posit own to ine 

mere request 

Girovernn nent or petitioner 

use of the statements 38 be« 

am called as a witness for 

him. But this fact is not definitely stated nor does your telegram convey a s\ 
pcena; only a request. To a subpana regularly issued for either side I 
cheerfully and promptly respond. lam entirely willing to appear as a witnes 
in the case, and desire simply to be placed in the 
and the parties in controversy as that oceupied by 

relation to the board 
all the other witnesses 

Sime 

JNO. POPI 
Brigadier-General, United States Ariny 

On the same day the board, in reply to this dispatch, sent the follow 
ing subpeena by telegram: 

West Porxt, N. Y., October 21, 187% 

General Joun Popr, 
United States Fort Leavenworth 

You are hereby required, on behalf of the United States, to 
board of officers appointed by the President to examine the e 
of Fitz-John Porter, late major-general of volunteers, at Gov 
York Harbor, on Thursday the 24th of October instant 
practicable, to give evidence in said case. 

Army, Kansas 

appear before the 
vidence in the cas 

ernor’s Island, New 

or as soon thereafter us 

J. M. SCHOFIELD 
Major-General, United States Army, President of the Board 

After waiting two days without reply, Genet 
dispatch asking when the witness would come 

al Schofield sent another 

On the 24th General 

' Pope replied that he had received instructions to remain at Leavenworth 
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until further orders. On the 27th October, 1878, General Pope procured 
from 4 the War Department the following: 

\iter full consideration the President declines to order you eitherto appear or 
not to appear as a witness before the advisory board in the case of Fitz-John Por- | 
ter, and says you will determine for yourself what action to take, and advise Gen- 

Schofield promptly by telegraph of your decision 

GEO. W. McCRARY, 
Secretary of War 

On the 29th General Pope announces his determination : 

lam informed by Secretary of War in telegram of this date that the President 
dec! rder me to appear or not to appear before your board as a witness, 
but matter tomy discretion. In view ofthis fact and of the telegraphic 
instructions of the Secretary of War forthe guidance ofthe board, copy of which 
Secretary has sent, I must adhere to my position taken in my telegram of 2ist 

it to General Schofield. Nevertheless, although the counsel for the Govern- 
ment has refused to subpcena me as a witness for the Government and the peti- 
tioner declines to subpcena me as a witness for him,and therefore I am sub- 
panaecd by neither party, .f the board require any information in my power to 

mes to « 

leaves the 

1nsta 
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with being unfaithful to Pope. In the midst of the trial, he, protesting 
the charge was untrue, came, it is said, to his room and in an excited 
manner broke out, in the presence of these men and without addressing 
them, ‘‘I was not loyal to Pope. I was loyal to McClellan.”’ That 

| these men—one of whom was a reporter for a newspaper and unknown 

give on any point brought out in this investigation I will cheerfully give it by | 
sworn replies to written interrogatories, or, if the board deem it necessary, by ap- 
pearing before it for this purpose, on due notification to that effect 

JNO. POPE, 
Brevet Major-General, United States Army. 

He dare not come He would not come. He sought the protection 
of the President against the subpcena, and the President refused to 
shield him by an order not to go. Left to his own discretion this man 
forgot that he claimed to be heard before General Grant in 1867 ** 
cause he was one of the principal parties in interest in the case.’’ 
torgot that he courted the fullest investigation in 1869. 

he tiled a brief in the case in 1878. He forgot how 

dished his sword when no combatant was present 
embarrassments, conscience made a coward of him 

examined in his own case! 

sion ! 

But, sir, | am reminded by the opponents of this measure that Gen- 
eral McClellan sent the following dispatch 

be- 

He 
He torgot that 

bravely he bran- 
Entangled in his 
He dare not be 

He fled examination, and flight is confes- 

WAR DEPARTMENT, September 1, 1862—5.30 p. m 
Major-General PORTER 

Lask you for my sake, that of the country, and of the old Army of the Peto- 
that you and all friends will lend the fullest and most cordial co-operation 

to General Pope in all the operations now going on The distresses of our coun 
try, the honor of our arms, are at stake, and all depends upon the cheerful co 
operation of all in the fleld Phis week is the crisis of our fate. Say the same 
thing to all my friends in the Army of the Potomac, and that the last request I 

have to make of them is that for their country's sake they will extend to Gien- 
eral Pope the same support they ever have to me 

« * - . « * 

McCLELLAN 
Major-General 

GEO. B 

Ah, say they, even McClellan thought Porter wasderelict. General 

McClellan replies, ‘‘He never distrusted Porter, nor any of his old 

to Porter—should have imagined for a moment that a man situated 
as Porter was, on trial for his life, should confess his crime to them, is 
strange enough, but that a grave Senator of the United States (Senator 
Chandler) should have caught it up as proof strong as ‘* Holy Writ 
is beyond the measure of my comprehension. It does not seem to « 
cur to any of them that a high-minded soldier, cut to the quick by th 
imputation of disloyalty to one commander and loyalty to the other, 
should in his indignation, brooding over the insult to his honor, repeat 
to himself as he paced the floor, with the sting still rankling in his 
heart, the words of the charge! Ah, no! No inference, no constru 
tion, was admissible that did not tend to prove the guilt of the accused 
Each vied with the other to have their garments sprinkled with his 
blood. It isa pleasant reflection that such distortion of meaning and 
misconstruction of action only survive to mark the extent of prejudic 
and passion in the dark hours of 1862. 

And now, Mr. Speaker, I have done with the evidence in this case, 
and can not summarize that part of it touching Porter’s actions on Au- 
gust 29, 1862, better than by adopting the conclusidns of the West Point 
board: 

Not one among all the gallant soldiers on that bloody field was less deserving 
| of condemnation than he 

It is the unanimous verdict of a board of officers of acknowledged 
learning in military law, of distinguished service, and of high charac 
ter, one of whom at least entered upon his duties protesting that his 

| convictions of Porter’s guilt were so strongly settled that he questioned 
the propriety of his going upon the board by reason of such bias, and 

officers,’’ but Pope’s reflections and insinuations had alarmed Mr. Lin- | 
coln, who urged him tosend the dispatch, and he sent it to allay arising 
fear in Mr. Lincoln’s mind. Listen to Porter's patriotic reply, which 
not one in ten of you who have talked about McClellan’s dispatch 
ever saw 

B 

You may rest assured that all your friends, as well as every lover of his coun 
try, will ever give as they have given to General Pope their cordial co-operation 
and constant support in the execution of all orders and plans. Our killed, 
wounded, and enfeebled troops attest our devoted duty 

General Grorat McCLeLLAN 

Major-Ce neral, 

PORTER, 
Commanding 

Has thisdispatch any ringof treason, cowardice, or lack of fidelity in it? 
You may jeer at the expressions of the dispatch from Porter to Burnside, 
‘hoping Me. is at work;’’ but here you have ‘*‘ Mc.’’ to Porter and 
Porter to ‘* Me.’’ Judge them both by their utterances 

I have not referred to much rubbish put in this case at West Point 
which to me is only indicative of weakness. The dragging of brush as 
a ruse has wholly lost its effect when the Government puts in a map to 
support the argument of its counsel, showing Longstreet’s full corps in 
line of battleat 2 p.m. And ifit were not so rendered the positive evi- 
dence of General Longstreet, General Lee, and all the officers of their 
commands that they were in position not later than 12 o’clock, and were 
in supporting distance as early as 10 o'clock, would render it immate- 
rial. But the evidence of General Rosser puts the locus in quo of this 
exploit on Meadowville lane, which was to the right and east of Por- 
ter’s front and more nearly in front of Reynolds and Sigel. 

Bowers, the spy, was so effectually broken down that I pass him, and 

the doctor, Faxon, I believe, as | would have passed the chaplain, who 
wrote his letter in one of the Massachusetts papers stating that ‘* Por- 
ter and Lee had a conference on the night of the 28th.’’ Such evidence | 

results from a disordered intellect or from a total want of moral sensi- | 
bility. In either case the antidote comes with the poison, and the evi- 
dence soils the hand that attempts its use. 

But, sir, there were two witnesses sworn at West Point for the first 
time that I shall allude to in all kindness, Messrs. Lord and Ormsby. 

I do it, not to treat their sayings as evidence of any facts, further than 
to show to what extent the fears, the passions, and the excitement of the 
times seized hold of all minds and colored all mental visions. A state- 
ment of the facts are sufficient. Porter was on trial for his life, charged 

only accepted the position upon the express request of thé accused, hay 
ing full knowledge of his bias. By permission I read a letter from him 
after the finding of the board was promulgated: 

SAINT PAUL, MINN., 

Deak GENERAL: Soon after the publication of the report of the Schotiek 
board you wrote to me thanking me as one of the board for our action in y: 

* * * I write now to say it is not thanks but pardon I should ask fr: 
For years I did you wrong in thought and sometimes in speech. It i 

true that this was through ignorance, but | had not the right to be so ignorant 
I might have learned something at least of the truth had I diligently sought 

If you find anything in my action as a member of the board which you « 
accept as an atonement for the wrong which I did you I shall be more tha 
gratified 

With great respect and admiration, I am, yours, most sincerely, 
ALFRED H. TERRY 

August 26, 1879 

cuse 

you 

Major-General Frrz-Joux Porter, New York 

There speaks the hero of Fort Fisher. General Grant, the great cap 
tain of the rebellion, frankly acknowledges his error of judgment, and 
like a true soldier vindicates his brother in arms. Lawyers, statesmen 
publicists, all who have studied the case by other than partisan light 
pronounce Porter innocent. The finding of the West Point board relieves 
Porter from all moral stigma, and is accepted as conclusive in Europe and 
America by all save the few who resist to shield themselves from dishonor 
and the politicians who hope to fatten upon war prejudices revived 

The honor and good name of the Republic are at stake. By its powe: 
an honored name was degraded, by its power a soldier with a brilliant 
career was stricken from one of the topmost rounds of the ladder « 
fame and for sixteen years lived a living death. But unfaltering | 
his belief of ultimate justice, he has been unceasing in his prayer for an 
opportunity to be heard. His step has not been heard in legislati 
halls, his prayers have not been poured into the legislative ear, but 
soldier as he is, he sought his relief through military channels, to 
obtained by military methods. His prayer was heard, a day in court 
was given him, and he vindicated his innocence. The President of th 
United States submitted that vindication to Congress for its actio! 
thereon. And the honor of the nation requires that we speedily mak: 
amends for the wrong done in its name. 

The laws of the land require of the citizen compensation for injur) 
done. Shall a more lax rule prevail where the nation itself hath don 
a wrong to a citizen greater in degree, more ignominious in its chara 
ter, than was ever inflicted by any Christian government, affecting not 
liie it is true, but blasting name and fame, destroying citizenship, and 
greatest of all, branding a soldier who periled his life for its flag and 
covered its arms with honor, with the burning words of infamy 
ardice, treachery, and dishonor?”’ 

Let us not be unmindful of our duty as representatives of a magnan 
mous, justice-loving people. Let us make haste to make public repara 
tion for the wrong now so clearly shown to have beendone. The wealth 
of the Indies can not compensate for the sufferings undergone, but 
we may do partial justice by restoration of rank and position and by 
compensation for losses sustained and for moneys expended in Porter's 
years of struggle for justice. 

In the name of justice and honor I ask it. For the good name of the 
Republic I urge it upon you. In the name of the living and the dead 
whom he led in battle I demand it! Fiat justitia, ruat celum. 

“cov 
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SPEECH 

OF 

HON. JOSEPH WHEELER, 
OF ALABAMA 

In THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Thursday, February 15 1883 

On the bill (S. 1844) for the relief of Fitz-John Por 

Mr. WHEELER said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: As regards the conduct 

command given is that he do unto others even as he 
of nan to mnan, the highest 

would tha 

others should do unto him; and when wrong is done to any man it 
should be restored to him twotold. 

If this mavdate should be observed by men, how imperatively 
should it be the law to govern sovereignties of men! And if repara 
tion must be made to all men, by what rules of measurement should 
anation make restitution for the wrongs inflicted upon a public sery 
ant whose patriotic, faithful, and heroic 
her military renown? 
General Porter does not ask that the Scriptural precept be meted 

to him—that to him should be restored twofold for the wrong that 
hasbeendone him. The demand for justice does not come . 

itcomes from the people. Let me express myself clearly. I do not 
rise, Mr. Speaker, to make an appeal tor Fitz-John Porter. That he 
has been the victim of wrong, great wrong, has been incontrovertibly 
proven to the American people. He has “sufie red, and his family ha 

shared hiscup‘of bitterness. Yes, Mr. Speaker, for the fifth of : cent- 
ury the pangs of a living death have been tlicir portion, but his 
grandeur of character, sustained by Christian virtue, has proved equal 
to the emergency. 
What he now endures, what he has borne for twenty years, he can 

still support for the short term God may will that he remain with us ; 
and then the grass, perchance rose-bedecked, may grow over a grav: 
marked by a broken shaft on which will bee the Wort 

service has given luster to 

irom hil 

graved only 

FITZ-JOHN PORTER 

Passion, prejudice, and falsehood may poison the first impressions 
of the most earnest seeker for truth, but the 
the American people will always crystallize around right and 
The fabric of injustice which the enemies of this great 

sober second thought of 
just 

cr soldier have 

reared by suppression of facts and distortion of truth will prove fu 

tile to withstand the evidence which, accumulating day by day will, 

like the steady current of the Mississippi or the thundering torrents 
of Niagara, sweep every vestige of their work, 
it, into the ocean of oblivion. My appeal, Mr. 
honor of our country; that so far as lies in our 
stigma which must inevitably rest upon her 
refuse or hesitate in the rectification of this gre 

and themselves 
ope aker, is for t 

power we vel thie 

escutcheon should ‘ 

at wrong 

THE PEOPLE HAVE VINDICATED GENERAL PORTI 

The honor of Fitz-John Porter is no longer in your hands, In their 
own high court the American people have reversed the decision of 
1363. We now call upon you to register the popular decree, 
Individual considerations are lost in the presence of the 

pendous question ef principle which we feel should guide this grea 
nation in its dealing with its servants. 

more stu 

PORTER DELIBERATELY SELECTED FOR IMMOLATION 

The subject we are called to discuss leads us to make this inqnit 
Is the life, or, what is dearer than life, is the honor of 

safe in times of great public excitement when his destruction will 
aid the purposes of partisans? 
Inacountry where there isso much virtue and intelligence at 

justice we would readily conclude that generally Americans, whether 
officers or citizens, might depend upon being awarded justice in our 
courts, either civil or military, but the evidence presented by this 
case to the House and the investigation of other similar cases ar 
startling reminders that we cannot always depend upon t] 
certainty of this proposition. 

Fitz-John Porter—the brave soldier—the beau ideal of « 
the only member of his class who won on the plains of 
the brevet of a field office:—the man selected to instill 
chivalry into the minds of the military students of our country 
the Chevalier Bayard of the Army of the Potomac—the man who, 
already covered with glory on twenty fields of bat le, we ected 
to command McClellan’s rear-guard from June 26, 1é 2, the darkes 
hours seen by the 100,000 men that the gallant and skillful MeCh 
lan had pressed to the very inner gates of the confederate « apital 
Fitz-John Porter, the man who in those desponding hours rallied 
and aligned the dispirited troops, and owing to whose skill an 

the sun went down the night of July 1 upon the trinmph 
alvern Hill, a victory so brilliant and so signally due to that office: 

as to call for the thanks of the nation, this is the man deliberately se- 
lected for immolation! The disaster to Pope’s army, which occurred 

an othicer 

1] 
maiovedl 

e truth 

hivalry 

Mexico 
al ad hono! 

AS SFE 

ad cou! 

ol 

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 

within sixty days from this victory at Malvern Hill, required a scape 
goat and a sacrifice. 

Fitz-John Porter had refused or had failed to assist n tomenting 

unjust accusations against General Patterson, and had ther 
curred the ill-will of that officer’s enemies He had spoken hi 

of McClellan and Buell, and it was charged that he had used ex 

pressions which could be interpreted us indicating that the otlee: 

ho escorted President Lincoln while en route te Washi rbon, wie 

10 Was then commanding fifty thousand men in the defense of the 
national capital, was not endowed with all the attributes of agrea 
col pander 

lhese otfenses, together with assertions (devoid of foundatic tha 

rivate conversation he had used utterances which indicated t 
e did not approve certain views that the Administration regarde« 

ivorablv, added fores to the incentive to char re General Fit ir 

Porter with cowardice before the enemy; and a specifieation of ta 

diness was sufficient in that time of great excitement to cause 
court, without a secintilla ef credible evidence, to brand that awt 

word upon the name of a distinguished American general whose il 

epidity and courage were winning from rhe s the se rig 

of the Marshal Ney of the American co t 

When a man in the high places of 1 tary power needs a victin 

one can be tound Pope needed a { mad i found « ‘ bale 

helieve that if such a towering military genius as Alexander, or Han 

mal, or Cyesar, or Marlborough, or Napol inv o1 v hi ! 

ied the high qualities of all these 10 i ) the exe 1 

( e of overshadowing ¢ Sself-supposed 0 le ene ot dol 

Pope, that, as tl situation then existed, he i } 

Victiin even in such an illustrious personag Not on ‘ ‘ 
have found his victim, but he could have t L ibe rt ry 

his p Poses mal Vite ‘ ‘ ch ad apt ‘ | i 

Hnecessil to conviel hilt 

re s KA I A Al 

The taunts so often hurled at men from a certain section « 

United States, who, in compliance with ofticial obligations, presume 

to ex] sthe results of their investigations a id reflections « th 

subject, l not drive us trom our duty 

In ve} to their question as to what we have to do with it t 
i il ! lation of a cial nat ( eto act wit 

pas ‘ i ] desire to tl the ] or of an A i 
oldie ~ dear ‘ ere oft a portic of « 

vhet rhe belong to iof the | ort t ! 

] ili endeavor to cor self to a ais ‘ he ect 

ta ind historical vie us 1 Wis 
i 5 (ne ral Brac I ’ 51 hye \ ’ 1 

m to tl eg rere of the case 

6 ' M 

I re if one purpose condueting militar pera 
| i S i i is ‘ ~ 

Decided victory at one pointof battle will often determine the 

t, and where the armies are about equal in strength, morale, and 

yo tion, this sso yvenerall true that it is rece eda i recog oe 

aXxlom ot wal 

Victory ata point of | ittle is attained by accumulating a predomi 

ance ot toree ata iveh Place, 

lhis involves manv elements but s ipposi other thin to be 

equal the problem resolves itself into the concentration of men at 

the point indicated allot whic is modified by ‘ rious elements 

vhich enter into wartare eh rength of position, morale of com- 

batants, resolution, ability, and vigorolf attack; determination, skill, 
na ibboruness of defense 

Ne in order to fight w h the necessa elements of advantage, 

‘ st know substantially and practical the strength and posi 

o of the army we propose LO assi 

rhe commanding general cannot be evel vhere, and cannot know 

the cc inually changing condition of the opposing army. 

I \ h ntelligence his army i divided into corps, euch of 

I S Uldie the orders of a man who is and ought to be equal 

ua ie wcts to the army commande 

Hi $a man whose reputation and renown is national 
While he ~ primarily respousivie to his comma ider, he Iso 1¢ 

xil fo the ¢ puntry and to the government he has sworn to serve 

Such chief of corps has not yr rformed bis duty unless he has ke pt 

f fully advised regarding the enemy, bich information he 

should transmit frequently and rapidly to the general of the army 
ll orders he receives should be obeyed with promptness and intel 

nee, and an 

NTELLIGENT OBEDIENCE OF OF ERS 

comprehends an obedience which irry out the purposes of the 

commanding general. 

A iteral compliance with au order which it is ¢ ident would defeat 

the designs of the general, and which it 1s evident was written vith 

‘ ous impression regarding the situation, would be base and erin 

i dis rhedic nce, 

lo win battles you do not want subordinates who with the acu 

nen of a lawyer will justify blunders and unskillful manmuvers by 

strained, critical construction of words or phrases 
Victories are attained by simpler principles than these 



6) 
at OF me 

| 
Every corps commander knows the position of the enemy’s troops. 

He knows the general plan of battle; he knows the point of attack 
proposed for the other corps; he knows the general principles which 
govern operations on the field, and the officer who keeps these views 
uppermost in his mind will generally construe orders as his com- 
mander intended he should 

If a chief of corps receives a written order which he knows to be 
based upon a status which has changed, and he knows that compli- 
ance with it will cause useless slaughter to his men and insure dis- 
aster, can any one justify the officer who blindly and like an an- 
tomaton mechanically obeys the literal direction ? 

I say emphatically, no! and military history fortwothonsand years 
sustains me in my assertion. 

So, too, if any order has been 

DELAYED IN [TRANSMISSION 

so that when received the time has passed for subserving the intended pur- 
pose, the same discretion should be used, and failare to use it would 

be base and criminal. 
I not only admit but I must insist that any non-compliance with 

orders in battle is at the peril of the officer who assumes so grave a 
responsibility. 

If by neglect of his duty be has failed to inform himself sutfti- 
ciently of the situation, that subsequent events show his action was 
not in all respects proper, he is and ought to be held to the highest 
responsibility. 

So, too, if his meptal comprehension is so weak or obtuse that he 
can not instantly discern his duty, be is not the man designed by 
nature for a valuable tactician at the supreme moment of battle. 

It may be said by some that this test is too severe, but the friends 
of Fitz-John Porter ask no relaxation of its stringency. As the re- 
ward of the successful chieftain is imperishable renown, they admit 
that the country has a right to correspondingly exacting require 
ments. But still that 

MODEUN GOLD OF WAK NAPOLEON 

made no such rules for his marshals and generals 
If literal compliance with the words of his orders had been in 

variably followed, history would now record disastrous deteats in 
place of many of the brilliant victories which have entwined imper- 
ishable renown with the uame of that greatest of commanders. 

Such arnule would have made the exercise of two of his most valued 
maxims of war impracticable, nugatory, and impossible 

There is a moment in battles when the smallest mane 
ber of troops decides and gives the superiority, 

iveror the smallest num 

BECOND 

In war, aa in politics, the lost moment never returns 
it If hecessary to pront boldly by every opportunity 

Fortune is i woman 

I read these two maximsof Napoleon from the very excellent work 
ot Edward Yates, B. A., of King’s College, London, page 38. The 

work is specially commended and indorsed by Professor Narrien, of 

the Royal Military College, and alse by Lientenant-General Sir Wm. 
Napier, K. C. B 

1 will now read from Baron de Jomini, page 70, on this subject of 

THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF WAR 

It is proposed to show that there is one great principle underlying all the opera 
tions of war, a principle which must be followed in all good combinations. It 
embraced in the following maxims 

is 

gic movements the mass of an army, successively, upon the 

decisive points of a theater of war, and also upon the communications of the 
enemy, as much as possible, without compromising one's own 

to engage fractions of the hostile army with the bulk of one's 

To throw by strate 

To manmuver 
forces 

il! 

throw the mass of the forees upon the decisive point, or 
the hostile line which it is of the first importance to over 

On the battlefield, to 

upon that portion of 
threw 

IV. 

To #0 arrange that these masses shall not only be thrown upon the decisive point, 

but that they shall engage at the proper times and with energy. 

From Military Maxims of Napoleon, as translated by Colonel 
D’Aguilar, adjutant-general to the troops serving in Ireland, the 
seventy-secoud waxim is: 

A general-in-chief has no right to shelter his mistakes in war under cover of 
his sovereign or of a minister when these are both distant from the scene of oper 
ation, and must consequently be either ill-informed or wholly ignorant of the act 
ual state of things 

Hence it follows that every general is culpable who undertakes the execution of 
a plan which he considers faulty. It is his duty to represent his reasons, to insist 
npon a change of pian, in short, to give in his resignation rather than allow him- | 
self to be made the instrument of his army's ruin. Every general-in-chief who | 
fights a battle in consequence of superior orders with the certainty of losing it 
is equally blamable 

In this last-mentioned case the general ought to refuse obedience, because a blind 
obedience is due only to a military command given by a superior present on the spot 
at the moment of action Being in possession of the real state of things, the 
superior has it then in his power to afford the pecessary explanations to the per 
son who executes his orders. But supposing a general-in-chief to receive a posi 
tive order from his sovereign, directing him to fight a battle, with the further in 
junction to yield to his adversary and allow himself to be defeated, ought he to 

Sused to obey 

| tary maxims of this and past ages, 

and i 

| tion : 

| Me Dowell i. 
| mediately 

| — e at Warrenton J anction. 

| probably in the direction of Bealeton. 
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obey it? No 

of such an order 
In 1793 General 

army harassed 

If the geveral should be able to comprehend the meaning or ut 
he should execute it, otherwise he should refuse to obey it 

Hoche, having received orders to move upon Treves wit} 
by constant marches in a mountainous and titi ult country 
He observed, with reason, that, in order to obtain possession 1 

unimportant fortress, they were exposing his army to inevitable ruin. He caused 
therefore, his troops to return into winter-quarters, and preferred the preser 
of hisarmy, upon which the success of the future campaign depended, to his « 
satety 

Another quotation from an American edition of this work reads 

A military order exacts passive obedience only when it is given by a superior w) 
ix present on the spot at the moment when he gives tt. Having then knowledze of | 
state of things, he can listen to the objections and give the necessary explanat ix 
to him who should execute the order 

The maxim which enjoins us to 

ATTACK THE WEAKEos?r POINT 

of the eneny’s position is much older than Napoleon. It is as old 
the military artitself. Atleast, wecansay it was known and practice, 
at the siege of Troy, as is proven by the following passages from tly 
grand old Homer, to whom we are indebted for nearly all the mi] 

We perceive herein that » 
only did the Greeks attack the weak point, but also that the Troja 
had an eye to its defense. The verses below are a part of the ea 
nest and eloquent appeal made by Andromache to Hector, urginy 
among others this reason why he should remain within the city 

Here is full work for thy majestic soul 
For hitherward the waves of battle roll 
Here, by the fig trees, feeblest is the wall ; 
Here plant thy standard, here thy heroes call 
Thrice here, the towering Greeks their strength have tried 
Here Ajax stormed with Diomede allied 
Assisted by the matchless king of Crete 
And Atrens’ sons, in war-gear clad complete ; 
Hither directed, by their skill to see 
Our salient points, or led by prophecy 
Perhaps some God points out the dangerous way 
Chen oom dear Hector, dearer husband, stay 
So that th’ Atridw and their Grecian braves 
In their next onset, here embrace their graves 

his maxim was known to Alexander, to Seipio, Hannibal, Cis 
vnd Pompey. 

It was known to Marlborough, Wellington, Washington, and N 
poleon. 

It was known to Andrew Jackson, and was known to Lee and Gra 
and Sherman and to Fitz-John Porter. 

fHE CHARGES UPON WHICH PORTER WAS TRIED EXAMINE! 

The specitications to the charges upon which General Porte: 
tried, after divesting them of verbiage, were, in substance, these 

First. Disobedience to the order of August 27th, requiring him te march f 
Warrenton Junction at one o'clock on the morning of the 28th, and be at Bristi 
Station by daylight. 

Second. Disobedience on August 29th, while in front of the enemy, to th: 
order to McDowell and Porter, directing them to march toward Gainesvill 
establish communication with the other corps. 

Third. Disobedience on August 29th, while in front of the enemy, to what 
known as the * 4.30 p.m. order,” requiring Porter to attack the enemy's flank a 
rear, 

His prosecutors of the last few years have made the additions 
| charge that he violated a maxim of war, and, as some term it, one o! 
the great leading maxims in Napoleon’s military experience. I w 
endeavor to discuss these matters in their order, and we will first ex 
amine 

THE ORDER DIRECTING PORTER TO START AT 1 A. M 

on August 28, for Bristoe Station. 
Porter's corps had marched all day. A portion of the troops we! 

just going into camp when the order which is referred to and whi: 
| constitutes the gravamen of the first specification reached hi: 
This was at 9.50 p. m. on the 27th. I will read the entire specitica 

SPECIFICATION IsT.—In this: that the said Major-General Fitz John Porte: 
| the volunteers of the United States, having received a lawful order, on or about 
| the 27th August, 1862, while at or near Warrenton Junction, in Virginia, fro: 
Major-General John Pope, his superior and commanding officer, in the followin 

| figures and letters, to wit 
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF VIKGINIA 

August 27, 1862—6.30 p. m., Bristoe Statior 
GENERAL: The major-geveral commanding directs that you start at one o'clo 

to-night and come forward with your whole corps, or such part of it asis with yor 
so as to be here by daylight to-morrow morning. Hooker has had a very severe 
tion with the enemy, with a loss of about three hundred killed and wounded. 1 
enemy has been driven back, but is retiring along the railroad. We must ( 
him from Manassas and clear the country between that place and Gainesville, w! 

If Morell has not joined you send word to him to push forward i 
also’send word to Banks to hurry forward with all speed to take yo" 

It is necessary, on all accounts, that you should ly 
I send an officer with this dispatch, who will conduct yout 

Be sure to send word to Banks, who is on the road from Fayettevill: 
Say to Banks, also, that he had best rv 

rere by daylight. 
this place 

“In the campaign of 1697 Prince Eugene caused the courier to be intercept: 
who was bringing him orders from the Emperor forbidding him to hazard a batt! 
for which everything had been prepared and which he foresaw would _ ae 
cisive. He considered, therefore, that he did his duty in evading the orders ot ! 
sovereign; and the victory of Zanta, in which the Turks lost about thirty th: 
sand wen and four thousand prisonerr, rewarded his audacity 
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back the railroad train to this side of Cedar Ru: If heis not w ou, write {. He wrote me a te, W I I 

to that effect. very cnt = soraine. \ ; 

By command of Major-General Pope ti I aoe le 
or i T ~ ‘ I 

Co s ¥ General 3 
Major-General F. J. Portir, Warrent J t s 1 t'S REQUEST } 4 LEMOVI 

P.S.—If Banks is not at Warrenton Jun: tio le ear " e af ‘ | respectiully tibmit that there was no 4 

two pieces of artillery as a guard till he comes up, with instructions t 3 1re est for assisgance from the : 

immediately. If Banks is not at the junction instruct Col ( 
trains back to this side of Cedar Run, and posta regiment and s ot On the contrarv. it w a a ine toile 
with it. 

Crary -Rntenad ely ut anny 

By command of Major-General Pope ( ‘ oflicer should have done 

EO » RUG ‘ Vas \ hout yea wry mil | ct s We \ 

‘ ( S | ms ¢ er he road belonges oO the resthe 

Did then and there disobey the said order, lx ‘ ; 

memy. This at or near Warrenton, in the Stat Virginia or abou 3 ‘ ortion of the t ‘ Sid thin weed baleen to P 

of Auguat, 1862. 
ur 

The distance was nine or ten miles, the hight was dark, and Io ) r e ord ¢ . on-masters over who ' in 

narrow road, badly cut up with ditches and gullies, was tilled with | concrol, while proper en : : 

the general supply train of the Army. ded. w ' 
{1 will have published in the Recorp a series of maps istrat 

the geography of the country and the several positions of the t ; : - te bhdee ; | 

armies. | 
a woe tn ) ent en . : 

Most of Porter's corps had marched Is miles a hot stuimmer da er ‘ end 

and all of them as much as 12 miles. 1 ice 4 
Porter had a right to suppose that if Pope knew these facts he a . i .o panna ‘ owe 

would not have tixed 1 o’clock for his command to move He. how ; , ; : cane 1 

ever, directed the order to be complied with, and his subordinate io 4 \ om ‘ | 

generals joined in an appeal that the tired men should be allowed a oe ane peetanyre: Saad 2 l prow n 

little much-needed sleep. : of — a ‘ : | 

Porter immediately sent a dispatch to General Pope stating the s a aaa cl oe ai ey i eculibgg 

facts, together with the information that the road was so bk ave re —~ : ‘, mS 
aded with wagons that progress would be difficult, suggesting a cd " a Cs on) te as ia : 1 ae 

until 3 a. m., also respectfully requesting that he would send aoe sa at a ; : F : ; 

of his staff to a d him in moving the wagons out of the road { eoese ‘ , ‘ 
~ " y oved to 1) ‘ 0 ‘ ’ ‘ ' ordet ot 

could march. 1 . , ; , oe 
The fact that General Pope sent officers to aid in clearing the mae mt ate re o> 

shows that the commanding general recognized the diftticulty of Pon ‘ eat aa epee aig : . on 
ter’s immediate and literal compliance with the order, by reason of wed. Se a paca gsepcba dpa da 
the impediments suggested in Porter’s request. The commanding ¢ MATTASS The } co 

veneral makes haste to aid in thus clearing the way. Porter’s1 lest I 
tor aid to clear the way was but a part of his request to Pope, t tf to appreciate such ¢ ’ unl t for ‘ edG 
other part being for two hours’ delay (from 1 to 3 o'clock). Now, t | { in of of | { erstoor T 
fact that Pope sent ofticers to aid in clearing the way, thus a { yn nLity « 1 | tert 
knowledging its necessity, was quite suflicient to assure Porter | es of the rear eal 
the general had recognized the difticulty of an immediate movem: t ‘ tor ‘ era o ' 

This was sufticient to lead Porter to suppose that Pope in comply | 40 dl eh ry cle ‘ itt { 

with the chief part of the request signified his assent to the othe t ose their bear dl ‘ 
And this suggestion becomes irresistibly forcible when coupled wit vy the wage » 80 is to Pope wo 
the fact that upon the arrival of Porter the next day the comma ye just Lin reli of 20 itt mione 

ing general expressed no displeasure, and that, in fact, if he felt a Chis effon ow that at eonent ; 

displeasure it was concealed from Porter for nearly three months, rertinene \ 
hearing nothing of it until the charges were preferred agains i i t \ en 

I do not mean to assert that Porter's letter to Gener Pone c \ ( et Ceneral } 

tained a request, in so many words, for authority to delay che mar ’ re isa M 
until three o’clock. Porter explained the situation to General Po hardly 3 ‘ 
and stated that therefore (meaning, of course, that unless the co 
manding general otherwise directed) he would start at three o’ clo | experienced ofticer knows how fa nia ‘ 

A CORDIAL AND SOLDIERLY MEETING ' d road stopped up wit vagon wid t Lio awaken we at 

Not only was there no suggestion of displeasure on the part of Ger : Ops in time to start on U ; ub Lor — he them J 
eral Pope at this meeting, but there was a remark made by him to aes a WO u Porte ron | ub iat 
Porter which conclusively shows that there was no feeling of dis- | ' —— 
pleasure. He said to Porter that there had been no necessity fo t ' 

earlier appearance of his corps. \ thi ommander’s purposes as 

Now this meeting of Pope aud Porter isextremely significant. Here his tired soldiers a tw 0 r hh ricles 
we see the chief and the subordinate face to face on the morning of t ode from his ¢ uri prepared the road so that 

28th. The mer ting is cheerful, soldierly, and cordial; just such a meet 5 ut \ 

ing and greeting as should be between brave men in the harnessof wv tion that the troops cou rout ul dor 
fighting for their country. It must be remembered, too, that bot not help the matter, for ten thousand men afte thling ove 
these generals had in their minds at that moment the corresponde ties a tles on a ¢ night for nine miles would be of | , 
of the previous night; that is, the order to move by Pow ~ ane the ext ¢ \ 

request of Porter for aid and delay. And with all these transactions N ea i that on the opening of Porter's trial, Genera 
fresh in the mind of each they met on the square; and there is not the | Pope swore as follows (page 13, Ex, Doc. No. 71, Thirty ent 
slightest hint of disapprobation, but, on the contrary, the high eour- | Cong s, third session, recor | I Porte rt-tmartia 
tesies of gentlemen with social and official cordiality. Three mont the Jupar-At ATH 
afterwards Pope was a witness against Porter on the court-marti: ‘ m. ¥ ¢ was the character of the nicht: was it at ' 
In reply to a question from Porter he testifies (see p. 19, margina! \ Ye + 1 rem twas acl t - 7 
p. 18, Ex. Duc. No. 71, Thirty-seventh Congress, third session, recon arching, so far as the night 
of Fitz-John Porter’s court-martial): Major-General Heintzelwnan, a witness for the prosecution on Pe 

I saw him (Porter) at Bristoe Station I think it wa ibout & o'clock ter trial, testil r(see proceeaings oF court cited, se hofield |} 

morning of the 28th pa RO), = 

And in further reply to most searching interrogat: General It very difficult to march on the railroad in t hime oh Grae 'en 
Pope says (see p. 19): FO torn up, thee piled on the track, culverts destroyed, and bridges | 

I am therefore very sure that I did not complain to Porter ae rr aes at ; ; sinrtepcaienns me 
Iam not sure that he gave me any explanation. Ihavea general recollect that General Reynolds (page 169 court-martial record) testific 

he spoke to me of his march and the difficulties that he had in get ! t 
of the road, * * * and the difficulty he had in getting t) 1 
trains. I t have consid i ave 

On page 13 General Pope, in testifying about this ord nre} to Saree be S Very precal ng 
a question from the judge-advocate, said : These distinguished officers, Major-General Heintzelman and Ge 

Q. Did he at that time, or at any time before his arrival, explain to you the | ©! ul Reynolds, are sustained in their testimony that the night wa 
reason why he did not obey the orders | very dark by the following array of witnesses (I will cite the House 
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to the pages where their evidence can be found in the court-martial 
records ; the pages referred to are the marginal pages in the Scho- 
field board record): Col. Robert E. Cleary, page 121; Capt. B. F. Fi- 
field, page 123; Capt. George Montieth, page 126; Col. Frederick T. 

Locke, page 134; General Charles Griftin, pages 160 and 161; Col. 
J. P. Brinton, page 205; Geueral Robert C. Buchanan, page 214; 
General George D. Ruggles, page 279. All these witnesses testify that 
the night was very dark, and some of them swear that it was rain- 
ing. And the substance of all their testimony shows that to have 
made the march either on the railroad or the dirt road or across the 
fields would have been almost impossible, and would have destroyed 
the efficiency of the army corps tor any service the following day. 
This evidence also flatky contradicts the evidence of General Pope. 
Now, as General Pope is tlatly contradicted by this array of wit- 

nesses upon an important point, and as we have seen that he contra- 
dicted himself on another important point, and as this is but a sam- 
pleof the want of accuracy in very many points in his evidence, can 
the American people allow the bonor of Fitz-John Porter to be affected 
by any statement of such a man? 
When Porter reached Bristoe Station the next morning, about 8 

o'clock, he received no order to proceed farther 
l'o show that 

XO ATTACK WAS EXPECTED 

I will read General Pope’s orders to his other commanders: 

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF 
’ Bristoe Station, Auguat 27 

Major-General McDowr.t 

VIRGINIA 
1862—9 o'clock pm 

At daylight to-morrow morning march rayndly on Manassas Junction with your 
whole force, resting your right on the Manassas Gap Railroad, throwing your lett 
well tothe east. Jackvon. Ewell, and A. P. Hill are between Gainesville and Ma 
nassas Junction We had a severe fight with them to-day, driving them back aecveral 

miles along the railroad. Lf you will march promptly and rapidly at the earliest dawn 

of day upon Vanaseas Junction, we shall bag the whole crowd l have directed Reno 

to march from Gainesville at the same hour upon Manassas Junction, and Kearney 
who is in his rear, to march on Buistoe at daybreak. Be expeditious and the day 
wm OoUurT OWL 

JNO. POPE 

Vajor- General Commanding 

HEADQUARTERS, BRISTOR 
f{uquat 27, 1262—9 o'clock p.m 

Major-General KEARNEY 

At the very earliest blush 
speed to this place 
eon, A. P. Hill 
them to-day 

tf dawn push forward with your 

You cannot be more than three or four miles distant. Jack 
and Ewell are in front of us. Hooker bas had a severe tight with 
McDowell marches upon Manassas Junction from Gainesville to 

morrow at daybreak; Reno upon the place at the I want you 
here at day-daw and we shall bag the whole crowd Be prompt and 

expeditious, mind wagon trains or roads till this affair is over. Lieu 
tenant Brooks will deliver you thi He has one for General 

Reno and one for General Me Dowell Please have these dispatches sent forward 
inatantly by a truaty atalf otticer, who will be sure to deliver them without fail ; 

and make him bring back a receipt te vou before daylight. Lieutenant Brooks 
will romain with you and bring vou to this camp. Use the cavalry I send you to 

aff officer to Me Dowell and Reno 

command with all 

same same hour 
f possible 

ibd pevel 

a communication 

eacort your st 

JNO 

r-trenerad 

POPE 
Commanding Ma} 

DRIBIOE STATION, August 27, 1862—9 p.m 

lo Major-(reneral REN March at earliest dawn of day, with your whole command 

on Manassas J unctior Jackson 
that place, and if you are prompt and expeditious we shall bag the whole crowd. Me- 
Dowell advances upon Manassas Junction from Gainesville at the same hour ; 
Kearney on Bristoe. As you value success, be of at the earliest blush of day. Ac 
knowledge the receipt of this, and do not stop to look for roads, and, if neces 
sary, leave guards with your trains. Push across the country wherever artillery 
ean be hauled. 1 rely on your speed 

JOHN POPE 
Major-General Commanding. 

It will be observed that the other troops of Pope’s army were or- | 
dered to march at daylight, and all were notified that the movement 
proposed was an aggressive one. 

I would here call attention to what ILregard as an 
IMPORTANT FACT 

Ihe order to Kearney said: 

At the very earliest blash of dawn push forward with your command with all 
apeed to this place You cannot be more than taree or four miles distant. 

It also contained these words: 

I want you here at day-dawn, if possible, and we shall bag the whole crowd 

Although Kearney had but three or four miles to travel, while 
Porter had to travel nine or ten miles, Porter reached Bristoe Station 
at 8 a. m., at the same time that Kearney arrived. Kearney, up to 
the day of his death, was so commended as to cause him to be con- 
sidered a proper officer to be put in command of the army. 

The nextday Pope, over his own signature, informed Kearney that— 
McDowell had intercepted the retreat of the enemy 

And in the same communication he said: 

I desire you to wove forward at 1 o'clock to-night, even it you can carry with you 
po more than 2,000 men. * * * The enemy 
miles from you. Seize any of the people of thetown to guide you. Advance can- 
tiously and drive inthe enemy's pickets to-night and at early dawn attack him 
vigorously. Be sure to march not later than 1 with all the men you can take. 

The evidence of Major-General Heintzelman, witness for the pros- 
ecution (marginal page 610, Schofield board report) is : 

Direct-examination : 
Question. Will you read to the board those events which you noted at the time, 

August 29, 1862! 

Ewell, and A. P. Hill are between Gainesville and | the 6.30 order of the 27th. 

is not more than three and a balf | 

| of troops ; 

| in the narrow road, so that the officer who conveyed this order to General Porter 
| was over three hours on horseback, in making the distance of ten miles. 

Answer. Centreville, Friday, August 29, 1862; Kearney did not get off until aft 
day-light. * * * In the night an order came for Kearney to advance at | a 
and attack the enemy. Hooker, at3 a. m., was to sper him. The report was thar 
Generel Mc Dowell had intercepted the enemy, and the next morning I started 
daylight as I was directed. When I got to where Kearney was bis division had n 
started. 

Now, bear in mind that while General Kearney was delaying s 
or seven hours, in complying with a most positive and perempto: 
order to move at 1 o’clock and attack the enemy at daylight, Porter 

as we shall soon see, was obeying Pope’s order to march at 3 a. m.. 
with most implicit accuracy and promptness. As not even an ex 
planation was required of Kearney, it must be presumed that Pop. 
recognized that he made the delay for good reasons. 

I am not permitted, under the rules of Congress, to allude to th: 
able speeches of Senators, but I am authorized to refer to their pub 
lished letters, one of which, under date of November 23, 1882, I find 

in the Chicago Tribune. 
General LOGAN, in this letter, under the heading 

POPE'S ORDER TO PORTER, 

Says: 

Anticipating au attack from the confederate forces on the morning of the 2st) 

General Logan commits an error here, because Pope’s order to Porter 
directed him (Porter) to start so as to be at Bristoe Station the mor 
ing of the 28th; not for the purpose of resisting an attack, but quit. 
the contrary, for the purpose of inaugurating an aggressive mov: 
went. I will give the exact language of General Pope in his order 
to Porter: 

The enemy has been driven back, but is retiring along the railroad. We must 
drive him from Manassas and clear the country between that place and Gainesvi 
where McDowell is 

In this connection, I will state that all the proof shows that at th: 
hour Porter left Warrenton Junction there was not a confederate at 
Manassas, nor between that place and Gainesville. 

General LOGAN, in his letter, also uses these words: 

Hooker's command being about out of ammunition 

If it was true that Hooker was about out of ammunition, Genera 
Pope did not know it when he made the 6.30 order of the 27th, an 
therefore it could not have entered into his reasous for sending th: 
order. a 

The proof shows that the report regarding the searcity of amn 
nition did not reach Pope until after dark, and it appears that 
Hooker did not get through with his fight until dark, which was 
sume time after Pope wrote the order, and so far trom its being 
proven that he was out of ammunition, distinguished officers ot 
Hooker's corps say that there was no scarcity; and if Hooker ha 
needed ammunition is it not probable that General Pope would hay 
ordered supplies from General Kearney, who was but four miles dis 
tant, and whom Pope ordered to start at daylight to Bristoe Statior 
In addition, it must be remembered that General Pope's general sn) 
ply train was then in the road which led to that place. 

Lhe tirst allusion I find to this matter is in General Pope's oftic: 
report, 

General LOGAN also gives another reason why General Pope mack 
General LOGAN’s words are: 

Inasmuch as he desired to send a portion of his forces in the direction of Gaines 
| ville and on to Thoroughfare Gap, so as to impede the advance of Longstreet 
who was then marching rapidly to join Jackson. 

This could not have been General Pope’s purpose, because his co! 
respondence shows that he had no idea at that time that Longstreet 

| was anywhere near Thoroughfare Gap, marching to join Jackson. 
It was two days after, that is, on the 29th, that General Pope says 

he learned of Longstreet’s advance. 
The words General Pope used on the 29th were: 

The indications are that the force of the enemy is moving in this direction at a 
pace that will bring them hese by to-morrow night or next day. 

But, in passing, let me make this comment. If General LOGAN is 
| correct in his assumption that the purpose of Pope’s order of the 27th 
was for Porter to impede the advance of Longstreet, and if it was 
true that Longstreet wasthen marching rapidly to join Jackson, how 
can General LOGAN or General Pope, or any one else, deny that on 

| the 29th Longstreet was in front of Portier? 
But as a conclusive answer to the prosecutors and persecutors of 

General Porter, who still say that he should have literally complied 
with the order, and started to march at 1 o’clock in the night, I will 

| read the opinion expressed by General Grant upon this subject, and 
will not weaken his forcible way of treating the matter by any further 

| remarks of my own: 
His troops had been marching all day, were very much fatigued, some of then 

only having just arrived in camp and had their supper, when the order to marc! 
at | o'clock was received. The night, as shown in the testimony before the court 
which tried Porter, and as confirmed by the evidence given in what was know! 
as the Schofield board, was extremely dark ; the road very narrow, with pume! 
ous cuts and streams passing threugh it; bounded by woods on both sides i) 
many places, with no place where the open country could be taken for the marc! 

and blocked up with about 2,000 army wagons, many of them mire 

Porter 

was expected, with fatigued troops, worn with long marcgs, on scanty ations 
to make a march on a very dark night, through a blockadtd road, more rapid!) 
than a single aid-de-camp, unincumbered, had been able to get through 
back 

a horse 
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When he received the order he showed it to his leading generals, and, appar 
ently with one accord, they decided that the movement at that hour was impossi 
ble; further, that vo time could possibly be gained by so carly a start, and that 
if they should start at that hour and get through to Bristoe Station at the time 
designated, the troops would not be fit for either fighting or marching on theit 
arrival at that point. Porter replied, however, ‘‘ Here is the order, and it must be 
obeyed ;” but, after farther consultation, he decided, as did bis generals, that a 

tponement of two hours in starting the march would enable them to get through 
as quick as ifthe men were aa on foot and under arms while the road was being 
cleared, and that the men would be in much better condition for service on their 
arrival at their destination. Lic was entnely justitied in exercising his own judg 
ment in this matter, because the order shows that he was not to take part in any 
battle when he arrived there, but was wanted to pursue a flecing enemy. He did 
not leave the commanding general in ignorance of his proposed delay, nor of the 
reasons for it, but at once sent a request that the general commanding should send 
pack cavalry (he had none himself) and clear the road near him of incumbrances, so 
that the march might be unobstructed. 

It is shown that a literal obedience of the order of the 27th ef August was a 
physical impossibility 1t is further shown that Genoral Porter was desirous ot 
obeying it literally, so far as was practicable, but was prevailed upon by his lead 
ing geverals—against whom a suspicion of disloyalty to their commander or to 
the cause has never been entertaincd—to do what his own judgment approved as 
the best thing to do, to make a later start with a view of arriving at his destina 
tion as early as it was possible for him to arrive there, and to give to his jaded and 
worn troops two hours more of needed resi. If the night bad been clear and the 
road an open one there would aot have been as much justification for the exercise 
of his discretion in the matter; but there is no doubt but that he would have 
arrived at Bristoe Station just as early, and with his troops in much better condi- 
tion, if he bad started at early dawn instead of at the hour he did, and the inter- 
vening time had been used in clearing the road for his troops when they did march. 
Where there were open spaces along the line of the road they were either marshy, 
filled with stumps of trees, and impossible to march over, or were crowded with 
army wagons, so that the track of his army was hwited to the incumbered narrow 
cad batiroee the two points designated in the order, which could be cleared onl 
by the wagons being moved ahead, as requested of Pope 
“Much of the testimony before the court and before the army board might b« 

quoted to contirm what is here stated; but as this is all accessible to the reader | 
will not lengthen this statement by quoting it. 

SECOND SPECIFICATION. 

We now come, Mr. Speaker, to the second 
fers to what is called the joint order. General Porter received it 
abont noon, 12 o’clock, on August 29. The entire specitication reads: 
SPECIFICATION 2D.—In this: That the said Major-General Fitz-Jobn Porter 

being in front of the enemy, at Manassas, Virginia, on or about the morning o! 
August 29, 1862, did receive from Major-Geneial John Pope, bis superior com 
manding officer, a lawful order, in the following letters and tigures, to wit 

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF VIRGINIA, 
Centreville, August 29, 1862 

o- 
“/ 

tion, specifica which re- 

Generals McDowELt and Porter : 

You will please move forward with your joint commands towards Gainesvill 
I sent General l’orter written orders to that effect an bour and a half ago. Leint 
zelman, Sigel, and Keno are moving on the Warrenton turppike, and must now be 
not far from Gainesville. I desire that as soon as communication is established 
between this furce and your own the whole command shail halt, Lt may be ne« 
essary to fall back behind Bull Run at Centreville to-night, 1 presume it will be 
80 on account of our supplies. I have sent no orders of any description to Ricketts 
and none to interfere in any way with the movements of McDowell's troops, except 
what I sent by uid-de-camp last night, which were to hold his position on the 
Warrenton pike until the troops from here should fall on the enemy's flank and 
rear. I do not even know Ricketts’ position, us | have not been able to tind out 
where General McDowell was until a late hour this morning. General McDoweil 
will take immediate steps to communicate wiih General Ricketts and instruct him | 
to join the other divisions of his corps as soon as practicable. Lt any considerable 
advantages are to be gained by departing from this order it will not be strictly 
carried out. One thing must be heli in view: ‘hat the troops must occupy a posi 
tion from which they can reach bull Run to-night or by morming. ‘The indications 
are that the whole furce of the enemy is moving in this direction at a pace that 
will bring them here by to-morrow night or the next duy. My own headquarters 
will, for ihe present, be with Heintzelman's corps or at this place 

JOHN POPE, 
Major-General, Commanding 

Which order the said Major-General Porter did then and there disobey. This 
at or near Manassas, in the State of Virginia, on or about the 2 29th of August, 1862. 

The charge that Porter delayed in obeying this order directing | 
that McDowell and himself march towards Gainesville is certainly 
without foundation. 
He did not receive the order until 12 o’clock, and all the proof 

shows he had anticipated the order and had tully executed it. He 
had *“‘moved forward with his command toward Gainesville” as far 
as he could go, and he had fully complied with the part of the order 
which said— ° 

I desire that as soon as communication is established between this force (that on 
his right), and your force, the whole command shall halt. 

He had established communication with the force on his right, 
and he had formed line to engage Longstreet, whose forces were 
drawn up in his immediate front. 
Even General McDowell testifies that Porter had complied with the 

directions of the order before it reached him, and all the facts show 
that General Porter gave an intelligent and prompt compliance with 
this and the two preceding orders which be received that day; and 
the proof also shows that General McDowell, who was senior to | 
Porter, was present when Porter received the order; that he assumed 
command and became responsible for the movements of General 
Porter’s corps. 
To use the 

LANGUAGE OF THE SCHOFIELD BOARD : 
McDowell arrived on the field, * * 

ter's advance. 

General McDowell’s exact language while testifying upon this 
point against Porter was (see record, page &): 
At that time I conceived General Porter to be underme. When the joint order 

XIV 253 

assumed the command, and arrested Por- 
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reached us we were doing what that joint order directed us to do That joint 

order found the troops in the position in which it directed t n to le , 

I cannot do better than to read an extract from the report of the 
Schofield board, which explains these views very fully 

These charges and specifications certainly bear no discernible resem 
the facts of the case as now established Yet it as been our dut to can 

compare with these facts the views ecutertained by the court-1 } 
in the findings and in the review of the case which was prepared for t 
tiow of the President by the judge-advocate-ceneral, who hod cond 
prosecution, and thus to clearly perceive every error into which the co: 
was led. We trust it is not necessary for us to submit in detail the res 
comparison, aud that it will be sutliciert for us to point out the fund 0 

ud to say that all the essential facts in every instance stand out in ar and abs 
te ntraat to thoae supposed facta vpon which General Porter was adjudged quilty 
rhe fandamental errors upon which the conviction of General Porter depended 

may be summed up in few words. It was maintained, and apparently established 
to the satisfaction of the court-martial, that only about one-half of the contederate 
army wWeson the ficlk( of Manassas on 29th of August, while General Lee 
with the other half, wasstill beyond the Bull Run Mouatains ; that General Pope's 
army, exclusive of Porter's corps, was engaged in a severe and nearly equal con 

test with the enemy, and only needed the aid of a tlank attack which Porter was 
expected to make to insure the defeat and destruction or capture of the confed 
erate force iu their front under General Jackson ; that McDowell and Porter, with 
their joint forces, Porter's leading, had advanced towards Gainesville until the 
head of their column had reached a point near the Warrenton turnpike, where 
they found a division of confederate troops veventeen re ment which Ba 

ford had counted as they passed through Gainesyill I rehing along t road 

across Porter's front, and going toward the tield of tile at Grovetor that 
McDowell ordered Porter to at once attack that coluron thus m ng to join Jack 
sou, or the flank and rear of the line if they had f ed line, \ would 
tal sown troops by the Suc Springs road and t ) mh typ hie € mys 

cente ar Groveton; that Porter, McVowell bay y then separated from bim 

dis d that order to attack, allowed that « sion of tl \ p ) pass 
m unmolested, and then fell back and retreated toward Manassas Junct that 

Porter then remained in the rear all the afternoon, listening to t! ounda of battle 
ind coolly umed defeat of his « rades i ( ‘ md 

ght of sion of the ener i massedl I 4s column 

ui fo ekson's line ne ui et n order \ 4 sent to 
Porter t or re of the ene y's nh WwW i» his own 

i t3 hat he ha fu ‘ ad il 1 
attempt to execute that order; that this way waslostt opportunity to destroy 

. tached fores before th wi f ¢ 1 La my « «join 
t wit tthis junction having been cilect ‘ 1 i nh . 

defeat of General Pope’s army on t h thus resulied from Gene I I 
ect and disobedience 

N 1contrast to th inda al err f ‘ \ it ts 
re fully established 

\s Porter was alvancing toward G 3 ind whil tn r miles 
from that plac nd more than two miles from the nearest point of the Warren 

ton turnpike, he met the right wing of the cent rate a », Of t ig hich 

vl arrived on the field that or nd was a i line ol Not be 
it moment quite fully informed of i nemy's movements, and being 

then under orders from Pope to push ray toward Gaineaville, Porter was 
press ng forward to attack the enemy in | tron 1 McDowell arrived on 

the tleld with liter information of the ene vl é nad different orders 
trom Pe issued the comman |, and arrests Port + advance his latter 
information left no room for doubt that the 1 vol L, 4 ar y , ady 
on the field and far in advance of Pope's arm i] aration for battle Gen 
eral Me Dowell promptly decided not to attempt to go farther to the front, but to 

| deploy his column so aa to form line in conne mn ith Gen 1 Popo's right 
| wing, which was then engaged with Jackson lo do thia Gen 1 McDowell 

separated his corps entirely from General I vl is relinquished the 
comman mil all right to the command of 3 p Meb oll did not 
give Porter any order to attack, nor did he give Lim any order whatever to gov 

ern his action after their separation 
| It does not appear from the testimony that he conveyed to General Porter in ary 

way the erroneous view of the military situation which was afterward main 

tained before court-martial, nor that he suggeste| toGeneral Porter any expecta 
tion that he would make an attack On the con ul th testimony of all the 

| witnesses as to what was actually said and done, the information which MceDow 
| ellend Porter then had respecting the enemy, and ths ement which MoDow 

ell decided to make, and did make, with bis own troops, prove conclusively that 

| there was left no room for doubt in Porter's mind that s duty was to stand on 

| the defensive and hold his position until McDowell's movement could be com 
plete It would have indicated a great error of military | gment to have done 

or ordered the contrary, in the situution as then fully known to both McDowell 
and Vorter 

General Pope appears from his orders and from his tes ony to ha been at 
that time wholly ignorant of the true situation. Le had « pproved of the send 
ing of Ricketts to Thoroughfare Gap to mect Longstreet on the 28th, believing 
thatthe main body of Lee's army could not reach the field of Manassas before 
the night of the 30th Llence he sent the order to Porter dated 4.30 p. m. to attack 
Jackson's right flank or rear Fortunately that order did not reach Porter until 
rbout sunset, too late for any attack to be mad Anyattack which Porter could 
have made at any time that afternoon must necessa: have been fruitless of any 
good sesult 

Porter’ « faithful, subordinate, and intelligent luct that afte aved the Union 
irmy f t the defeat which would otherwise have resulted that day from the enemy's 

more speedy concentration. The only seriously critical period of that campaign, 
namely between 11 a. m. and sunset of August 29, was thus safely passed. Porter 
had understood and appreciated the military situation, and, so far as he had acted 
upon his own judgment, bis action had been wise and judicious. For the disaster 
of the succeeding day he wae in no degree responsible Whosoever ehe may hace 
been responsible, it did not flow from any action or inaction of his 

The jadgment of the court-martial upon General Porter's « onduct was evidently 

based upon greatly erroneous impressions, pot only re specting what that conduct 

really was and the orders under which he was acting, but also respecting all the 
circumstances ander which he acted Especially was this true in respect to the 

chara ter of the battle of the 29th of Aug Lhat battle consisted of a number 
of sharp and gallant combats between small portions of forces. 
Those combats were of short duration, and were separated by long intervals of 
simple skirmishing and artillery duels. Until after 6 o'clock only a small part of 
the troops on either side were engaged at any time daring alternoon. Then; 
rbout sunset, one additional division on each side w near Groveton. 
‘The musketry of that last ccntest and the yells of the confederate troops about 

| dark were distinctly heard by the officers of Porter's corps; but at no voiher time 
during all that afternoon was the volume of musketry such that it could be heard 
at the position of Porter's troops. No sound but that of artillery was heard by 
them during ail those hours when Porter was understood by the court-martial to 
have been listening to the sounds of a furious battle raging immediately to his 

the opposing 

the 

as engaged 
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right. And those sounds of artillery were by no means such aa to indicate a gen- 
eral battle. 

The reports of the 29th and those of the 30th of August have somehow been 
strangely confounded with each other. 
the termination of the war been similarly misconstrued. Those of the 30th have 
been misquoted as referring to the 29th, thus to prove that a furious battle was | 
going on while Porter was comparatively inactive on the 29th. The flerce and 
gallant struggle of his own troops on the 30th has thus been used to sustain the 
original error under which he was condemned. General Porter was in effect con- 
demned for not having taken any part in his own battle. Such was the error upon 
which General Porter was pronounced guilty of the most shamefal crime knajyn 
among soldiers. We believe not one among all the gallant soldiers on that bloody field 
was leas deserving of such condemnation than he 

This board, whose material was of the very best, composed of men | 
of character, learning, and integrity, not only acquits Porter, but 
passes upon him and his gallant conduct the highest eulogy. They 
show a generous eagerness to publish these exculpatory facts, recog- 
nizing that it is their great privilege to help to lift away the obloquy 
which has so long rested upon the name and character of a great and | 

noble man. Their deliberations were attended with fairness, can- 
» 4 

Even the confederate reports have since | 
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it in writing to Porter to avoid any excuse on Porter's part. The order was in the 
following language : 

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF Virernra, 
Centreville, August 29, 1862. 

| To Major-General Fitz-Joun PorrTeRr: 

Push forward with your corps and King’s division, which you will take with 
you, upon Gainesville. I am following the enemy down the Warrenton turnpike 
Se expeditious or we will lose muck. 

JOHN POPE, 
Major-General, Commanding 

The order was handed to General Porter about 9 o'cleck. His troops were then 
ready to move, 

This last expression would indicate that Porter had not yet left 
his camp, near Bristoe Station, when in point of fact he was six 
miles away, two miles beyoud Manassas Junction. 

General LOGAN then says that Porter did not move in complianc: 
with that order until 10 o’clock, and that— 

He moved slowly and leisurely and arrived at Dawkins Branch at 12 o'clock 
> +4 

distance of five miles. 

tion, energy, and openness, such as to exclude the idea of prejudice 
on one side or partiality on the other. And the conclusion reached 
by this board has been indorsed by the American people. 

This beard, in addition to what is set out in the foregoing extract, 
as the conclusion of its labors,.after the most patient and solemn 
deliberation, under the guidance of the truths of history and the 
testimony before them, elaborately examined and compared with 
the testimony upon which the convicting court-martial had acted, 
proceed to recommend in these words: 

Having thus given the reasons for our conclusions, we have the honor to report, 
in accordance with the President's order, that, in our opinion, jus‘ice requires at 
his hands such action as may be necessary to annul and set aside the findings and 
sentence of the court-martial in the case of Major-General Fitz-John Porter, and 
to restore him to the positions of which that sentence deprived him —such restora- 
tion to take effect from the date of his dismissal from service 

MORE OF GENERAL LOGAN'S MISTAKES 

General LOGAN, in the newspaper article, in discussing the opera- 
tions of August 29, says: 

Pope issued an order at 3 o'clock a. wm. for Porter to move at daylight to Centre- 
ville. This order being a verbal order, Porter did not obey it 

General LOGAN is again mistaken. This order was not verbal; it 
was written, and appears in records of the court of the Schotield 
board, and in all the proceedings. LIread from the proceedings of 
the Schotield board, page 18, and I also tind it in the CONGRESSIONAL 
Recorp of January, lse3: 

HEADQUARTERS AKMY OF VIRGINIA, 
Near Bull Run, August 29, 1862—3 a m. 

GENERAL: McDowell has intercepted the retreat of Jackson. Sigel is imme- 
diately on the right of McDowell. Kearney and Hooker march to attack the 
enemy's rear at early dawn. Major-General Pope directs you to move upon Cen- 
treville at the first dawn of day with your whole command, leaving your trains 
to follow. It is very important that you should be here at a very early hour in the 
morning. A severe engagement is likely to take place, and your presence is nec- 
essary 

Iam, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
GEORGE D. RUGGLES, 

Colonel and Chief of Stag. 
Major-General PoRTER 

General Porter obeyed the order promptly, and marched at least 
six miles to a point beyond Manassas Junction. 

It is not surprising that an experienced soldier like General LOGAN 
should get an impression that the order was not obeyed. No doubt 
his study of the campaign convinced him that Porter might have 
doubted its authenticity and hesitated a moment to inquire into its 
integrity before rousing his tired troops for a march, pursuant to an 
order which showed inconsistency upon its face. 

This order informed Porter that asevere engagement was likely to | 
take place near Centreville, and therefore he is told that “ his pres- 
ence is necessary.” 

Now, General LOGAN’Ss study of the case no doubt convinced him 
that so eminent a soldier as General Porter could see in a moment 
that the order was devoid of purpose; that it carried him away from 
the field of action, and not towards a point where ‘a severe engage- 
ment was likely to take place.” 

General LOGAN’s study of the case showed him that Porter knew 
Jackson’s corps was not at or near Centreville, but that the bulk of 
his troops were between Groveton and Sudley’s Springs. 
General LOGAN'S study of the case also showed him that Porter 

knew of the contradictory orders which General Pope sent to Gene- 
ral McDowell the day previous, viz: 

First. To march with his whole force to Manassas. 
Second. To march upon Centreville. 
Third. To march upon Gum Spring. 
It is possible General LoGan felt that if he had been in Porter’s 

place he would have asked explanations before obeying the order. 
But, as I have asserted, General Porter obeyed the order without 

hesitation, and continued to march as directed, until General Pope, 
eonvinced that the order was wrong, hastened to countermand it, 
and to direct Porter to march upon Gainesville. 

General LOGAN, continuing the narrative, says: | 

General Pope in the mean time, finding that Longstreet was moving to the sup- | 
port of Jackson and that Porter was still not moving, changed his order and put | 

| 

I admit that this was not rapid marching, bat without any orders 
to hasten, it was fair speed for a hot August day, and it must be re- 
membered that these troops were up before day and had already 
marched six miles before commencing the five-mile march referred to 

General LoGaN further says: 

At Dawkins Branch General McDowell came up to the head of Porter's column, 
having what is known as the joint order, or an order to McDowell and Porter both 
to proceed to Gainesville. 

* . . * * * . 

At this point McDowell showed Porter the joint order to proceed to Gainesville, 
at the same time giving him the information sent to Pope by Buford of the pas 
sage of the fifteen regiments of infantry and five hundred eavalry through Gaiues- 
ville that morning. This was the only information that Porter had on the subject 
of Longstreet's forces, as he stated himself. 

General LOGAN is certainly mistakea in this last statement, for the 
proof shows that Porter obtained his information from various other 
sources, among Which was the fact that he had taken prisoners be- 
longing to Longstreet’s corps. 

General LOGAN also sayse 
McDowell finding that it was impossible to pass Porter's forces in the road with 

his command went back and took his command on a road off to the right, reaching 
| out to the rear of Pope's forees that were then engaged in battle. He marched 
| and arrived in time to put his forces in action and fought them until 9 o'clock that 
evening. 

The proof shows that he is mistaken on this point. General Me- 
Dowell says that the fight commenced abont sundown and lasted 
nearly an hour. What was called General Pope’s fight of the 29th 

| was on Pope’s right, fully three miles off. The tight on the Warren- 
| ton pike was part of King’s division, under Hatch, engaged with 
Hood’s two brigades. 

THIRD SPECIFICATION. 

We now come, Mr. Speaker, to the third and last specification, which 
|embodies what has been termed the 4.30 order, and charged that 
General Porter received and failed to comply with the directions it 

| contained. f will read: 
SPECIFICATION 3D.—In this: That the said Major-General FitzJohn Porter, 

having been in front of the enemy during the battle of Manassas, on Friday, the 
29th of August, 1862, did on that day receive from Major-General John Pope, his 
superior and commanding officer, a lawful order, in the fullowing letters and tig 
ures, to wit: 

HEADQUARTERS IN THE FIELD, August 29, 1862—4.30 p. m. 

Major-General PORTER: 

Your line of march brings you in on the enemy's right flank. I desire you to 
pa forward into action at once on the enemy's tlank, and, if possible, on his rear, 
eeping your right in communication with Genera) Reynolds. The enemy is 

massed in the woods in front of us, but can be shelled out as soon as you engage 
their flank. Keep heavy reserves, and use your batteries, keeping well closed to 
your right all the time. In case you are obliged to fall back, do so to your right 
and rear, so as to keep you in close communication with the right wing. 

JOHN POPE, 
Major-General, Commanding. 

Which said order the said Major-General Porter did then and there disobey, and 
did fail to push forward his forces into action either on the enemy's flank or rear, 
and in all other respects did fail to obey said order. This at or near Manassas, in 
the State of Virginia, on or about the 29th of August, 1862. 

General LOGAN insists that Longstreet was not in Porter’s front, 
and that he could easily have complied with the order and attacked 
the enemy’s flank and rear. He says: 

General Grant says: “And now it is known by others, as it was known by 
Porter at the time, that Longstreet, with some 25,000 men, was in ition con- 
fronting Porter by 12 o'clock on the 29th of August, four and a half hours before 
the 4.30 order was written.” 
Upon what this statement of General Grant is based it is impossible for me to 

understand. In the tiret place Porter did not know that Longstreet was there 
with 25,000 men, nor did he know, unless he made a false statement, anything 
about the force, except what General McDowell told him was his information re- 
ceived from General Buford. Nor was Longstreet confronting Porter. He was 
two and a half miles away from Porter; was noton the same road that Porter wae, 
but was forming west of the old Manassas Kailroad, on Pageland Lane, to the 
right rear of Jackson's forces, fronting the forces under Pope, on Pope's left tiank, 
that were then attacking Jackson. His front was entirely in a different direction 
from Porter. 

The evidence is so clear that General LOGAN is mistaken regarding 
this matter that I might be excused if I did not sustain the assertion 
by reading evidence upon the subject. 

General Robert E. Lee says: 

rting distance of Jackson tho 29th 
is lines were formed by noon. 

Longstreet’s command arrived within ougee 
of August, 1862, between 9 and 10 a. m., an 
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General Longstreet says: 
My command arrived 9 a. m., the 29th August, near Groveton. ¢ My 

command was deployed in double lines for attack between 10 a. m. and 12 m. on 
the 29th, extending from Jackson's right across the turnpike and Manassas Gap 
Railroad. * * * My command was ready to receive any attack after 11 a. m., 
and we were particularly anxious to bring on the battle after 12 m., General Lee 
more 8o than the rest. 

What I have just read is from letters written by these officers since 
the war closed. 
To show that their memory was correct, I will now read extracts 

from official reports which were indited while these events were 
trauspiring. 

I will first read extracts from a letter written by General Lee to | with the 4.30 order by an attack on General Longstreet’s 
President Davis: 

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF NORTHWESTERN VIRGINIA 
Chantilly, Va., September 3, 1862 

Mr. PRESIDENT: My letter of the 30th ultimo will have informed your excellency 
of the progress of this army to that date. General Longstreet's division, having 
arrived the day previous, was formed in order of battle on the right of General 
Jackson, who had been engaged with the enemy since morning, resisting an attack 
commenced on the 28th. 
leaving his numerous dead and wounded on the field. His attack on the morning 
of the 29th was feeble, but became warmer in the afternoon, when he was again 

The enemy on the latter day was vigorously repulsed, | 

repulsed by both wings of the army, his loss on this day, as stated in his published | 
report, herewith inclosed, amounting to 8,000 killed and wounded. 

. * . * * * . 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant 
R. E. LEE . General 

To His Excellency JEFrrerson Davis, 
President Confederate States of America. 

I will now read an extract from the 

REPORT OF LIEUTENANT HAZLETT 

who commanded the battery in Pope’s army: 
Mrvnor’s HILL, Va 

Chief of Division Artillery : 
* 

September 3, 1862 

Captain Martry, 
7 . 7 . + - 

We took up a position on an eminence* opposite to where the enemy were ascer 
tained to be, and in a short time they opened on acolumn of our infantry with one 
run, a 6-pounder. 
heenemy were concealed in the woods. The enemy kept up their firing fora very 
short time, none of their shots reaching us, and then ceased, but shortly after 
opened upon us again with two rifled guns, one of them being a 10-pounder Parrott. 
None of their shots took effect in the battery, though some of the infantry soime 
distance in the rear were injured by ricochet shots. At this same time clouds of dust were 
seen rising in woods near the enemy’s batteries. J directed part of the guns of the 
battery on this dust and part on the enemy's batteries. The effect of none of these 
shots could be seen for the woods, but shortly after a large column of infantryt ap- 
peared inan opening in the woods, on which the guns, which could see into this 

lace, were immediately turned with very good effect, as the shells could be seen 

We replied, but with what effect could not be ascertained, as | 

If so, then why not attack Longstreet, whose flank was aticking out in air 
where Porter could have attacked it, as it was the only flank that presented itself 
where he could attack? How, then, was be to construe the order? 
order his men to attack Jackson when the order did not say so? 

Longstreet's flank is sticking out there; I can see it; but I 
that; he is not the enemy; the order says to attack the enemy ¢ 
does not mean to attack Longstreet ? 

This is the logic of General Grant's position 
General Grant also assumes that to have attacked nnder that order would have 

taken Porter until 9 o'clock, inasmuch as he would have to make disposition of 
some of his troops, issue orders, &c. 

Was he te 

Was he to say, 

am not to attack 

Will he say that 

Now, admitting, for the sake of argument, that it was received as 
claimed, I will explain why General Porter could not have complied 

flank and 
rear as urged by General LOGAN. 
The very order we are considering directed something besides an 

attack on the enemy’s flank and rear. It directed Porter 
his “right in communication with General Reynolds;” 
‘‘well closed to the right all the time.” 

And, again, the same order closed with an admonition that, if com 

pelled to fall back, to keep ‘‘in close communication with the right 
wing. 

to ke « Pp 

also to keep 

Now I submit this diagram which proves that an effort to attack 
| Longstreet’s right would have cut Porter loose frony Pope, and he coulda 

ursting directly in the column, which broke and ran into the woods for shelter, but | 
soon again formed, only to be again dispersed. 

* . * * 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

* * * 

CHAS. E. HAZLETT, 
First Lieutenant, Fifth Artillery 

The report of General M. D. Corse, in whose brigade these shot 
fell, corroborates the statement of Lieutenant Hazlett. 
Lieutenant Hazlett also made a report to Captain Perkins, assist- 

ant adjutant-general, an extract from which I will read: 
The effect of our firing on their artillery could not be ascertained, but several 

times their infantry made their appearance, when the effect of our fire on them was 
plainly visible, causing them to et and seek shelter out of sight. 

From an array of evidence which cannot be refuted, the adv isory board 
found and asserted (see page 1710) : 
The fact is that Longstreet with four divisions of full 25,000 men was there on 

the field before Porter arrived with his two divisions of 9,000 men; that the con 
federate yeneral-in-chief was there in person at least two or three hours before 
the commander of the Army of Virgihia himself arrived on the field, and that 
Porter with his two divisions saved the Army of Virginia that day from the disaster 
naturally due to the enemy's early preparation for battle. 

This and much other conclusive evidence to the same effect is now 
available to every one, and it shows beyond question that Porter 
could not, at 6 o’clock, when he received the order, have attacked 
Jackson’s flank or rear. It shows he could not have done so at 4.30 
when the order was written, nor for five hours prior to 4.30. 
Therefore, yielding every other point for the present, Porter was 

excused from any effort at executing the 4.30 order, because it was 
absolutely impossible for him to have done so. He was two miles and 
a half from Jackson’s flank ; the country was rugged and ditches and 
other obstacles intervened, and in addition the presence of Longstreet 
with 25,000 men was a conclusive obstacle. 
The distinguished writer of the Tribune article, apparently finding 

that he could not maintain the position that Porter could have at- 
tacked Jackson’s flank, changes his line of argument and attempts 
to show that even under such a state of facts Porter was wrong. 
He says: 
Thus General Grant puts Porter squarely in front of Longstreet with his 25,000 

men. and says that he could not have obeyed the order without first whipping | 
Longstreet’s 25,000 with 10,000 men. 

General LOGAN, then, arguing from Genera] Grant’s standpoint, 
says: 
He was only required to attack the right flank of the enemy, and the right flank 

of the ey was the right flank of Longstreet’s command. He was part of the 
enemy, his flarrk being in the direction of Porter. 
General Grant says: ‘‘ He was three miles away from Jackson's flank.’ 

LE » 

* Dawkins Branch. | Longstreet’s. 

not have complied with the three last imperative injunctions of the 
4.30 order 
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These points having been disposed of, 

THE ASSAILANTS OF GENERAL PORTER MAKE A NEW ATTACK 

One justification for Porter not attacking pursuant to the 4. 
order is this: 

That General Pope issued the order under a wrong impression of 
the status, that is to say, Pope ordered Porter to attack Jack 
right flank, under the impression that Longstreet did not i 

Porter’s assailants say have no right to any such assumption. 

They say, admitting it to be established that Longstreet was in front 
of Porter at 11 a. m., we must assume that Pope knew it, and there 
fore we must assume that when he issued the order for Porter to at 
tack the enemy’s flank, he intended him (Porter) to attack the flank 
of General Longstreet. 

To show the error of this position it is only necessary to again 
allude to what I have just shown. If General Pope had intended 
Porter to attack Longstreet he would not have added the require 

ment for him to keep ‘ well closed to the right all the time.” 
But there is other incontrovertible evidence that General Pope 

did not know that Longstreet was on Jackson’s ri 
front. 
The evidence of the prosecuting witness who testified on the trial 

of General Porter in 1862 was such that the majority of the court saw 
fit to find that at 4.30 o’clock on the 29th the position of the two armies 
was substantially as shown by this diagram: 

ov 
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Pope, 
33,000 men. 

and it also appears that they saw fit to find that Longstreet was at 
least twenty-four hours’ march distant. 
That General Pope regarded the status at 4.30 as is shown by the 

| diagram is further proven by his joint order to McDowell and Porter, 

} 
\ 
} 

received by Porter about noon on the 29th. 
In this order General Pope said: 
The indications are that the whole force of the enemy is moving in this direction 

at a pace that will bring them here by to-morrow night or next day 

We thus see that onthe 29th Pope thought Longstreet was march- 
ing ata pace which would bring him on the field on the night of the 
30th or on the following day (the 31st). 

General Pope also said in the order: 

oa 

Che enemy is massed in the woods in front of us. 

Bear in mind that he says “ the enemy.” 
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As there was no pretense that Longstreet was massed in front of 
Pope, and as he alludes to no other force of the enemy being near, 
he must have supposed such to have been the fact. In addition to 
all this General Pope testified, December 4, 1862: 

lad General Porter fallen upon the flank of the enemy, as it was hoped, at any 
time up to 8 o'clock that night, it is my firm conviction that we should have de- 
stroyed the army of Jackson. 

Again he testified, December 6, 1863: 

General Porter was expected to attack if possible—and as I understood it to be 
practicable—the right flank of Jackson's forces, and if possible the rear of hie 
forces, to prevent, if it were practicable, the junction of Longstreet’s forces with 
Jackson's, and to crush Jackson's flank before Longstreet could effect a junction 
with him. I did not then believe, nor do I now believe, that at that time (4.30 p. 
m.) any considerable portion of Longstreet’s corps had reached the vicinity of the 
field. “I do not know that General Porter, between 5.30 p. m. and 7 o'clock, had the 
enemy immediately in his front, though I would think it altogether likely that 
Jackson would have pushed out some force to observe the road between Gaines- 
ville and Manassas Junction. It is altogether likely, therefore, that some of Jack- 
son's troops were in presence of General Porter's advance, though of my own 
knowledge I do not know that 

It is hard to conceive how the most prejudiced mind conld want 
anything further on this subject, but 1 will add one word from no 
Jess a distinguished soldier.than General and Ex-President Grant, 
who said: 

But, even if the position of Lee's army had been thirty-six to forty-eight hours dis- 
tant, as asserted in the joint order to McDowell and Porter, it would have been im- 
possible for Porter to have obeyed the 4.30 order, because it did not contemplate a 
night attack, and was not received by Porter until about dark. To have obeyed it 
would have required some little preparaticn, movement of troops, and distribution 
of orders, so that it would have been some time after dark before he could have 
moved from the position he was then occupying, and at least as late as 9 o'clock at 
night before he could have reached Jackson's flank to engage it. His efforts to 
execute the order, notwithstanding its apparent inappropriateness, demonstrate 
this assertion 

I feel, with all this proof, that no one will any longer contend that 
General Porter was in any way censurable for anything connected 
with the 4.30 order, of which so much has been said. 

Yet in the face of all this General LOGAN says: 

At 5o’clock (one hour later) General Porter received the 
the enemy's right and rear at once. At this very moment when he was ordered to 
attack, the larger portion of Longstreet’s forces were engaged against Pope's 
forces in front of Jackson, leaving but a small force back under Longstreet for 
the protection of the flank of the army. 

** 4.30 order" to attack 

It is clear that there is error in the statement that Porter received 
this order at fire o'clock. It was written at 4.30, and copies taken of 
it, and it was carried five and a half miles, 

It was positively proven before the Schofield board that this order was 
not received by Porter until after 6 p. m. 

In fact, General McDowell there produced a dispatch from Porter, 
dated 6 p.m., which shows that Porter had not received the order at 
that hour. Porter claimed and proved in his defense to the same 
effect on the trial in 1862, but the court disregarded this testimony. 

I here call attention to the difficulty experienced by Porter’s assail- 
ants in fixing the locality of Longstreet’s corps at this hour. One 
witness puts him thirty-six hours’ march from Jackson’s right flank, 
another puts him near Gainesville, another to the right and rear of 
Jackson, another directly on Jackson’s right, and here we have the 
remarkable assertion that at this hour “ Longstreet’s forces were en- 
gaged against Pope's forces in front of Jackson.” 

Does he mean to say that Longstreet was in front of and between 
Jackson’s and Pope’s forces? 

All accounts say both Jackson’s and Pope’s troops were firing. 
If it was true that Longstreet was between the two, receiving fire 

from both front and rear, some report of the many officers engaged 
would have alluded to it, and our first information upon this subject 
would not have been found in a letter to a Chicago paper twenty 
years after these events transpired. 

GENERAL LOGAN'S REMARKS ON NAPOLEON'S LEADING MAXIM EXAMINED. 

Having in the beginning of these remarks read some uncontro- 
verted maxims, I will, now, Mr. Speaker, allude to that maxim of war 
enunciated by the author of the article in the Chicago Tribune, and 
I beg to state that I make nocriticism upon the very creditable mili- 
tary career of this distinguished soldier. 

The history of General LOGAN evidences that he never failed to 
conform to the military maxims I have cited, and 1 am justified in 
giving this as one of the reasons for his remarkable and successful 
career; and while facts show that General LOGAN at the head of an 
army in battle was right inthe theories he putin practice, I must at 
the same time insist that the same eminent American, while in the 
heat of debate, allows his enthusiasm to carry him away, and thus 
cause him to announce principles that are clearly wrong. 

In the published argument, he does not allude to the maxims I 
have quoted, but gives this as 

NAPOLEON'S LEADING MAXIM: 

One of the great leading maxims in Napoleon's military experience—yon will 
find it in all his campaigns and it was a standing order to al) his corps command- 
ers—was that when the general of the army was not present to give orders, eech 
corps commander should march to the sound of the enemy's guns. That wasa 
general order in all his campaigns. 

In reply, I beg to state that I have searched in vain to find any 
such principle laid down as a maxim of Napoleon. 

| 
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Mazim, as defined by Webster: 
A MAXIM is a guiding principle, ever to be received and admitted in the prae 

tical concerns of life 

Also, continues Mr. Webster: 
The greatest sentiment, sentence, proposition, or axiom, ¢. ¢., of the greatest 

weight or authority. An established principle or proposition ; a condensed propo 
sition of important practical truth ; an aziom of practical wisdom. 

Axiom, as defined by Webster, is: 
An established principle in some art or science 

As defined by Worcester : 
A self-evident truth or proposition ; an established principle not requiring proof. 

This idea of marching to the sound of guns very probably arose in 
this way: When a boy, I, in company with our many patriotic citi- 
zens, onevery Fourth of July morning, hastened to the point where we 
heard the sound of guns, and after the exhaustion of all available am- 
munition, as well as the strength of the cannoneers, we listened to 
what is called 

FOURTH OF JULY ELOQUENCE, 
in which, of course, much was said of Washington, Napoleon, and 
other distinguished gentlemen. 

No doubt General LOGAN’s experience was very like mine in this 
respect, which may account for the apparent confusion of war 
speeches with war principles. I admit that when I read what is al- 
leged to be a Napoleonic maxim, it sounded so familiar and patriotic 
that I was obliged to reflect for a moment before I could see the ob- 
jections to adopting it as a military maxim. 

The very definition of the word mazim shows that for a proposition 
to become such it must be one that will hold good under all circum- 
stances, and not a proposition which could, with propriety, only 
sometimes be adoped. In illustration, I recall this incident: A young 
physician determined to practice from personal experience. His 
first patient recovered rapidly from pneumonia, and learning that 
he had eaten freely of pork and beans, he writes in his note-book : 

** For pneumonia—pork and beans,” and adopting this as a medical 
maxim, he prescribed the same diet for his next pneumonia patient, 
The very prompt death of the sufferer embarrassed the young doctor, 
and below the former entry he wrote: ‘For pneumonia: Pork and beans 
sometimes.” Weall admit that to “ march to the sound of the enemy’s 
guns” would sometimes be a very good movement. It was the proper 
thing for Grouchy at 11 a. m., June 14, 1815, but it would not do to 
make this an invariable rule. 
We are all familiar with the fact that the sound of guns is loudest 

where there is the most artillery, and that strong redoubts are fre 
quently built where batteries are congregated. 
We are also familiar with the fact that prudent commanders keep 

heavy reserves to defend concentrated artillery ; therefore to ‘‘ march 
to the sound of the enemy’s guns” would sometimes involve an at- 
tack upon the very strongest and possibly impregnable positions, and 
it must be remembered that 

NAPOLEON MODESTLY SUGGESTED 

the propriety of seeking to pierce lines at the weakest, not the 
strongest point. 

Again, if we admit this to be a maxim, let us see to what it might 
lead. 

If you, Mr. Speaker, were commanding an army and knew your 
adversary would follow this alleged maxim, would you not be in- 
duced to cause the sound of guns at a point where an attack would 
be least detrimental to your army ? 
Now, if in future, our military gentlemen in following the ‘‘ march- 

to-the-sound-of-the-enemy’s-guns” maxim, should strike an impreg- 
nable position, much as mankind is dazzled by the display of heroic 
courage, would not we all, even General LOGAN, while witnessing the 
terrible shock and inevitable recoil of broken, shattered, and deci- 
mated columns, involuntarily exclaim: It is magnificent, but it is not 
war? Or ifacunning fob by the sound of guns should lure us from 
the pvint we should attack, would we not finally be compelled to 
modify this proposition so that it would read ‘‘march to the sound 
of the enemy’s guns” sometimes, and having done this, the proposition 
would no longer be a maxim, and much less a Napoleonic maxim ? 

I beg here to be permitted to suggest that “‘to always, in the ab- 
sence of orders, march to the sound of the enemy’s guns” is not a 
maxim, for the reason that it conflicts with several undisputed maxims 
which were enunciated and adhered to by Napoleon, 

1. 
It would conflict with the maxim which directs corps command- 

ers— 
To profit boldly by every opportunity. 

2. 

And which admonishes them that— 
The lost moment never returns. 

: 3. 

And which commands them to seize— 
A moment in battle when the smallest manceuver decides superiority. 

4, 
And which commands them— 

To manouver to engage fractions of the hostile armies. 
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And which commands them — 

To throw the mass of their forces upon the decisive point. 

These purposesand many others essential to success might or might 
gzot be attained by ‘marching to the sound of the enemy’s guns.” 

There is another, the sixteenth, maxim of Napoleon: 

It is an approved maxim of war never to do what the enemy wishes you todo 
for this reason alone: that he desires it. 

To march to the sound of his guns might be just what the enemy 
wished. I will alse read Napoleon’s tenth maxim: 
When anarmy is inferior in numbers, inferior in cavalry, and in artillery, it is es 

sential to avoid an action. 

For commanders of divisions and corps of such an army to ‘ march 
to the sound of the enemy’s guas”’ might seriously conflict with this 
maxim. 

I might continue this investigation through very many of the re- | 
maining seventy-eight maxims of Napoleon, but I will conclude by 

remarking that as this supposed maxim, ‘‘ march to the sound of the | 
enemy’s guns” was made the basis and foundation and starting point 
of all the voluminous arguments against General Porter, and as we 
have clearly demonstrated that it is not, never was, and never can 
beeither a maxim or an axiom of war, much less a Napoleonic maxim, 
and still much less (as claimed bythe prosecution) Napoleon’s leading 
maxim, let me ask, Mr. Speaker, is there any foundation upon which 
the fabric of the opposing argument can stand? 

It is evident, as before stated, that the commanding general can- 
not be at the head of every corps ‘‘to profit boldly by every oppor- 
tunity.” If hecannot doit, and corps commanders are simply to liter- 
ally obey orders, how then are they to take advantage of those ‘‘ mo 
ments in battles which never return to be profited by ?” 

I think, Mr. Speaker, that what I have said explains that “ to profit 
boldly by every opportunity” corps and division commanders must 
often strike when, in their discretion and judgment, circumstances 
make itadvisable. This must be done with orders or without orders. 

If a corps commander is right in attacking without orders, so he 
must in his discretion 

DISSENT FROM ATTACKING, 
even though ordered by his commander to do so. 

If the army commander is fully possessed of all the facts—if he is 
fully apprised of the military status, and with that knowledge issues 
an order, it would be hard to justify a subordinate officer who hesi- 
tates to obey. A case of that character comes to my mind. 

General Reilie commanded Napoleon’s largest corps. He was with 
the Emperor early on the morning of June 16, from whom he received 
orders to march with Ney to Quatre Bras. Reille was fully apprised of 
Blucher’s position, and thought it strange that the attack upon 
the Prussians was delayed. He knew fully the plans of battle for 
both Ligny and Quatre Bras. His duty was to fight under Ney and 
attack the force Wellington had thrown forward from Brussels. 
Written orders show that early on the 16th Soult ordered Reille to | 
report to Ney. 

At 9 a. m. Ney is ordered to combine the corps of D’Erlon, Reille, 
and Kellermann and move on the enemy in front of Quatre Bras. 

At the same time Napoleon wrote amplifying the instructions, 
both of which letters Ney received at 11 a. m., and immediately sent 
orders directing the rapid march of these troops. At 10 a. m. Na- 
pesen's orders were repeated and received by Ney at 11.30, but he 

ai previously received dispatches from Reille, dated Gosselies, | 
10.15 a. m., stating that in consequence of Prussian forces at Fleurus, 
he would not move until further orders from Ney. This helped to 
delay Ney’s attack until after 2 o’clock. 
Had he made the attack two hours earlier, he wonld have easily 

driven every opposing force beyond the heights of Mount St. Jean, 
and the battle of the 18th would have been fought nearer Brussels 
and on less favorable ground for the allies. 

General Reille has never been blamed for this very brief delay. 
I say he did wrong, because he knew Napoleon was to attack 

Blucher near Fleurus. He was marching to Genappe under orders 
received from Napoleon and reiterated by Ney, and information re- 
ceived from General Gérard, of facts which Reille knew, and which 
Napoleon certainly knew when he gave Reile bis orders, was no 
justification for a moment’s delay. Jf General Reille was not censured 
for delay in that case, then how entirely justifiable was Fitz-John Porter. 
The proof shows that during all this campaign there was but one 

order that Porter hesitated a moment in obeying. It also shows 
that immediate compliance with the order was impossible, and that 
he did immediately comply, by taking measures to prepare the road 
80 that he could march on it. 

I therefore say that he gave immediate intelligent compliance with | 
the order, and that this so-called delay was based on the best of 
judgment, and resulted favorably, while Reille’s delay was unwar- 
ranted by the facts, and, if I am correct, in its effect on Ney it was 
the beginning of the events which changed Waterloo from victory 
to defeat; and since I have touchi-d upon this matter, I will give 
the most noted instance I can recall of literal, instead of intelligent, 
obedience to the orders of a commanding general. 

NAPOLEON AND GROUCHY. 

I select this because the superior genius of Napoleon so over- | 
shadows a)] others that if any such case could arise this certainly ' 
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| would be the one where a blind literal obedience of orders could be 
| justified. At the risk of being tedious, I will recite sufficient of the 
events which preceded June 18, 1815, to illustrate what I believe all 
will admit was the duty of Marshal Grouchy von that eventful 

| day. 
Napoleon landed in France March 1, 1315 Hie marched in tri i 

to Paris and asumed the government on Marcls 13; he proceé ! 
establish his power at home; to create armies and war mate ) 
rest ore the broken tinances; to re-establish so far ‘S POSS | 

matic relations. 
FORCES AT WATE! 

On June 1, the allied armies menacing France wer 
Anglo-allied army, under Wellingt 
Prussian army, under Blucher 
German corps d'armée, under Kleist. ( 

| Army of the Upper Rhine, under Schwartzenberg 4.4 
Russian army, under Barclay de Toll) I 
Army of Italy, under Frimont ; ( 

Total allied armies in the ld, June, 1815 0, 249 

Wellington was the recognized leader of the combined ferces 
Napoleon had not more than 200,000 men in all th« France 
His forces were: 

irmies of 

Grand army, under the Emperor 116, 801 
Army of the Rhine, under Rapp 000 
Army of the Alps, under Suchet . : ah 000 
Army of the Jura, under Lecourbe...... ; . naomi 4, 500 

| Army of the Var, under Brune ............ siaieil ) 
|} Army of the Eastern Pyrenees, under Decaen 000 

Army of the Western Pyrenees, under Clauzel. . 3, 000 
| Army of La Vendée, under Lamarque 16, 000 

198, 601 
| April 1, Napoleon’s circular letter to the sovereigns of Europe ap 
pealing for peace, commencing ‘‘Sire, my brother !” had been re- 
ceived, only to be ignored. 

There was no way to defend but by attack, and the Emperor d: 
termined to fall upon the nearest advance of the menacing armies 
which were upon the Belgian frontier. 

He caused the election of deputies to the Chamber of Representa 
tives. This body convened, and it was soon evident that there was 
not only a lukewarm support, but that there was an evident deter- 
mination to throw obstacles in the way of the Emperor's ambition. 

On June 11, Napoleon issued a moderate but earnest farewell ad- 
dress to the deputies, appointed his brother Joseph president of a 

provisional government, before daylight on the 12th left Paris, and 

on the 14th reached the theater of war in Belgium, making his 
first halt at Beaumont, about fifty-three miles from Brussels, the 
headquarters of Wellington, and about forty-two miles from Namur, 
where Blucher was located. Zieten’s large corps 
but eighteen miles from Beaumont 

When Napoleon arrived he found about 60,000 of his men in front 

| 

was at Charleroi, 

of Beaumont about 14,000 to the right or southeast, and about 
40,000 on the Sambre to the left of Beaumont. 

Though physically indisposed, Napoleon directed in person the 
preparation for the movement of the several corps. By daylight on 

|} the 15th, Prince Jerome struck the enemy’s outpost at Thurin, and 
| General Pajol, commanding the first corps of cavalry, fought for twe 
| miles, from Marchiennes to Charleroi. 

This point was thirty-five miles from Brussels, and twenty-four 
miles from Namur Namur is thirty-five miles from Liege, where 
Bulow was located, and twenty miles from 
ters of Thielmann. 

I will here give in detail the organization and strength of the two 
opposing armies: 

Ciney, the headquar- 

{1LLIED ARMY UNDER THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON 

First Corrs.—The Prince OF ORANGE 

First Division, Major-General Cooks 
Mer 

First British Brigade, Major-General Maitland 1, 997 
Second British Brigade, Major-General Sir John Byng > 064 

Artillery, Lieutenant-Colonel Adye 

ruirp Diviston.—Lieutenant-CGeneral ¢ ALTE 

| Fifth British Brigade, Major-General Sir Colin Halkett . 2, 254 
Second Brigade, King’s German Legion, Colonel von Ompteda 1, 527 

| First Hanoverian Brigade, Major-General Count Kielmansegge , 189 

Artillery, Lieutenant-Colonel Williamson 

SECOND DUTCH-BELGIAN DIvision Lieutenant-General Bal I I 
CHER 

| First Brigade, Major-General Count de Bylandt 
| Second Brigade, H.S. H. Prince Bernhard, of Saxe-Weima 4 

Artillery, Major von Opstal. 

THIRD DUTCH-BELGIAN Division.—Lieutenant-General BAKON CHASS! 

| First Brigade, Major-General Ditmers 8 
Second Brigade, Major-General d’ Aubreme 

| 669 

Artillery, Major Van der Smissen 

Total First Corps, guns 48; men 5, 233 

This corps was stationed as follows 
Quatre Bras, Nivelles. 
Roeulx to Binche. 
Soignies to Roeulx, Braine Enghien. 
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Seconp Corps.—Lieutenant-General Logp HIL.. 

SeconD Divisiox.—Lieutenant-Goneral Sir H. Ciorron. 

Third British Brigade, Major-General Adams 
First Brigade King's German Legion, Colonel du Plat 
Third Hanoverian Brigade, Colonel Hew Halkett 

Artillery, Licutenant-Colonel Gold 

Fourts Division.—Lieutenaat-General CHARLES COLVILLE. 
Fourth British Brigade, Colonel Mitchell .... 
Sixth British Brigade, Major-General Johnston 
Sixth Hanoverian Brigade, Major-General SirJames Lyon. ... 

Artillery, Lieutenant-Colonel Hawker 

First Dutrcu-BeL_oe1an Diviston.—Lieutenant-General STEDMAN. 

First Brigade, Major-General Hauw 
Second Brigade, Major-General Berens... .. 
Artillery 
Dutch-Belgian Indian Brigade, Lientenant-General Anthing. 
Detachments, &« sen see08 sadeiebanen 

Total Second Corps, guns 40; men . pis . 24, 037 

weed. of Grammont to Ath, This corps was stationed as follows: Oudenarde, 
Ghent, thence te Alost 

RESERVE. 

Firtu Division.—Lieutenant-General Sir Tuomas Picton. 

®ighth British Brigade, Maj. Gen. Sir James Kempt 
Ninth British Brigade, Maj. Gen. Sir Dennis Pack 
Fifth Hanoverian Brigade, Colonel Von Vincke 

Artillery, Major Heisse 

Sixtu Division.—Lieutenant-General Hon. Sir L. Cote 

Tenth British Brigade, Maj. Gen. Sir John Lambert 
Fourth Hanoverian Brigade, Colonel Best ...................-.- aie 

Artillerv, Lieutenant-Colonel Bruckmann. 
British Reserve Artillery, Major Drummond 

SEVENTH DIVISION 
Seventh British Brigade 1, 216 
British garrison troops ' 2,017 

Brunswick Corps.—H. 8. H. the DUKE 

Advanced guard, Major von Rauschenplat ..... 
Light Brigade, Lieatenant-Colonel von Buttler . 
Line, Lieutenant-Colonel von Specht 

OF BRUNSWICK. 

Artillery, Major Mahn 

HANOVERIAN RESERVE CORPS. 

First Brigade, Lieutenant-Colonel von Benningsen 
Second Brigade, Lieutenant-Colonel von Beaulieu .... 
Third Brigade, Lt. Col. von Bodekin . 
Fourth Brigade, Lieutenant-Colonel von W issel . 
Nassau Contingent, General von Kruse 

Lieutenant-Colonel von der DECKEN. 

9, 000 

2, 880 

. 32,796 

was stationed around Brus- 

Total reserve, guns 64; men..... 

This corps, together with the Drunewie k ¢ avelry, 
sels 

CavaLry.—Lieutenant-General the Ear. or Uxnriper, British and King's Ger- 
mau Legion 

First (household) Brigade, Maj. Gen. Lord E. Somerset 
Second (Union) Brigade, Maj. Gen. Sir W. Ponsonby 
Third Brigade, Maj. Gen. Sir W, Dornburg... 
Fourth Brigade, Maj. Gen. Sir J. Vandelear 
Fifth Brigade, Maj. Gen. Sir C. Grant 
Sixth Brigade, Maj. Gen. Sir H. Viwan ' 
Seventh Brigade, Col. Sir F. von Arentaschildt 

Six British horse batteries attached to the cavalry 

HANOVERIAN. 

First Brigade, Colonel Von Estorff 
Brunswick cavalry 

DuTCH-BELGIAN. 

First Brigade, Major-General Trip... éwoew 
Second Brigade, Major-General De Chig mey ame 
Third Brigade, ‘Me ajor-General Van Merlen. 

Artillery. 
lotal cavalry, guns 44, men. ... 

The main body of the cavalry was at Grammont and Ninhove, 
Two brigades were thrown forward from Roeulx to Mons and one 

brigade was still further thrown forward opposite to Maubeuge and 
Beaumont. 

ARTILLERY 

men 

men 

British 

British, 

10 foot. batteries 

8 horse batteries 

guna, 54; 
guns, 48; 

3, 630 

s German Le 
King's German Legion 
Hanoverian 
Brunswick, 

King gion, 1 foot battery; guns, 6; men ............ 
2 horse batteries; guns, 12; men 

2 foot batteries; guns, 12; men 
1 foot battery; guns, 8; men 

Brunswick, 1 horse battery; guns, 8; men 
Dutch. Be! cian, 4 foot battery; ); men guna, 32; 
Datch- Belgian, 2 foot battery; guns, 16; men... 

Total artillery guna, 196; men 

| PRUSSIAN ARMY.—FIELD MARSHAL PRINCE BLUCHER 

TO THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 

VON STA DT. ON WAHL. 
Finst Corrs—Lieutenant-General von ZIRTEN, headquarters Charleroi. 

First Brigade, General von Steinmetz 
Second Brigade, General von Pirch LI 
Third Brigade, General von Jagow...................-....-eee- 
Fourth Brigade, General von Henkel .... 

RESERVE CAVALRY—Lieutenant-General von Roper 
Brigade of General von Treskow 
Brigade of Lieutenant-Colonel Lutzow 

RESERVE ARTILLERY.—Colonel von LEHMANN. 

Eight foot batteries. . 
One howitzer 
Three horse 

Total First Corps. . 

SEconD Corps.—General von PIRCH, headquarters Namur. 

Fifth Brigade, General von Tippelskirchen 
Sixth Brigade, General von Krafft 
Seventh Brigade, General von Branse 
Eighth Brigade, Colonel von Langen 

RESERVE CAVALRY.—General von JURGRASS. 

Brigade of Colonel von Thumen 
Brigade of Colonel Count Schulenburg 
Brigade of Colonel von Sohr 

RESERVE 

Seven foot batteries ... 
Three horse batteries 

ARTILLERY—Colonel von ROuL. 

Total Second Corps, guns, 80; men.... 

Tuairp Corrs.—Lieutenant General von THIELMANN, Headquarters, 

Ninth Brigade, General von Borcke 
Tenth Brigade, Colonel von Kumpfen 
Eleventh Brigade, Colonel von Luck 
Tweltth Briga ule, Colonel von Stulpnagel 

RESERVE CAVAL 

Brigade of Colonel von der Marwitz 
Brigade of Colonel Count Lottom 

RESERVE ARTILLERY.—Colonel von MOHNHAUPT. 

Three foot batteries 
Three horse batteries . 

URY.—General von Hose. 

Total Third Corps, guns 48, men 23, 980 

Fourtu Corrs.—General Count BULOW VON DENNEWITZ, Headquarters, Liege 

Thirteenth Brigade, Lieutenant-General von Hacke rsksvess QOD 
Fourteenth Brigade, General von Ryssee 6, 953 
Fifteenth Brigade, General von Losthin 5, 851 
Sixteenth Brigade, Colonel von Hiller. ... 

25, 381 
RESERVE CAVALRY.—General Paince WILLIAM of Pruasia. 

Brigade of General von Sydow 
Brigade of Colonel Count Schwerin 
Brigade of Lieutenant-Colonel von Watzdorf 

RESERVE 

Eight foot batteries 
Three horse batteries 

ARTILLERY.—Lieutenant-Colonel von BARDELEBEN. 

Total Fourth Corps, guns 88; men.... 

Grand total of allied army. 

Infantry. | Cavalry. | Artillery. | Guns. 

eee 5, 080 | 102 
King’s German Legion.... 526 | 18 
Hanoverian bes 465 | 12 
Brunswick 5, 37 2% 510 | 18 
Nassau 
Dutch-Belgian ian &Cous 
First Prussian Corps ...........-. 
Second Prussian Corps 
Third Prussian Corps 
Fourth Prussian Corps 

British 5, 913 
2, 560 

3, 405 , 635 | 48 

1, 925 | | 
4, 468 
2, 405 | 

3, 081 | 

181, 777 26, 361 | 

SUMMARY. 
Infantry 
CET 2665 bu ounces sons 
Artillery 

NAPOLEON'S ARMY COMMANDED BY THE EMPEROR IN PEKSON. 

Second in command, Marshal Ney, Prince of Moskowa. 

First Corrs.—Lieutenant General Count D'Ervoy. 

First Division, General Alix 
Second Division, General Donzelot 
Third Division, General Marcognet 
Fourth Division, General Durutte 
First Cavalry Division, Lieutenant-General Jaquinot 
Artillery 

Total First Corps, guns, 46; mon............-.+0. 
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Seconp Corps.—Lientenant-General Count -REILLE. 

Fifth Division, General Bacholu ..........-.-++----++-++--+- -+) 

Sixth Division, Prince Jerome Napoleon.........-..-.-+-+--++--2-2++-255 19 435 

Seventh Division, General Girard ............0..-.00+-s0000 2-222 = 
Ninth Division, General Foy... .........-----.-----+++esse++-s0ees- ae 
Second Cavalry Division, Lieutenant-General Piré............-..- ona: ane 

1, 861 

Total Second Corps, guns, 46; men.........-.+-.-..-++++---- 23, 161 

Tuinp Cores.—Lientenant-General Count Vandamme. 

Tenth Division, General Hubert..............-------++---- ieeeréetecwess 
Eleventh Division, General Barthezene. ..................-..---------- 13, 200 
Fighth Vivision, General Lefol ....... Te ac. ee aa 
Third Cavalry Division, Lieutenant-General Domont............-....- 1, 400 

Artillery ........--.--.-- ie tei iaohiven duceenseveinineecenecueeen 1, 292 

Total Third Corps, guna, 38; men .................0.e.s00 «<- 15, 892 

Fourtu Corrs.—Lieutenant-General Count GeRarp. 

Twelfth Division, Lieutenant-General Pecheux.............. 
Thirteeuth Division, Lieutenant-General Vichery 
Fourteenth Division, General Hulot ...... Sree eebace cesses . 
Sixth Cavalry Division, Lieutenant-General Morin................-...-.-. 1, 400 

i abiavinis cus qevernak ane bbebaccnind6s0bss cncaceccssecccueessecee 1, 292 

Total Fourth Corps, gans, 38; men ...........-...-+--++--- s 14, 792 

SixtH Corrs.—Lieutenant-General Count LoBau. 

Nineteenth Division, Lientenant-General Simmer ................ ’ 
Twentieth Division, Lieutenant-General Jeannin,........ 9, 900 
Twenty-first Division, Lieutenant-General Teste.--..........-. 5 
Artillery........... Sab tAebSeNéG SUSE hesESD CodeeSsrcvscoeccesousece 1, 292 

Total Bixth Corpa, guns, 88; MOM. 2... ...226 cccccccccccccccses 11, 192 

IMPERIAL GUARD.—Commanded by Marshal Mortier.* 

Old Guard, Lieutenant-General Friant....................-..-.....--- 4, 000 
Middle Guard, Lieutenant-General Morand .....................---...+--- 4, 000 
Young Guard, Lientenant-General Duhesme...................- 4, 0v0 
Firet Cavalry Division, General Guyot ........................--- 2, 0008 
Second Cavalry Division, General Lefeyvre-Desnouettes .......... »' 000 
Artillery, General Devaux... ... Wd isk hdwaeestesedivacanbes 2, 400 

Total Guard, guns, 95; men 18, 400 

RESERVE CAVALRY UNDER COMMAND OF MARSHAL COUNT DE 
GROUCHY. 

First Corrs.—Lieutenant-General PAJOo. 

Fourth Cavalry Division, Lieutenant-General Soult .................. -> ean 
Fifth Cavalry Division, Lieutenant-General Subervic...... ee oe 
TITIES «252 oc cccccccccccccccnccccece Sétedunsenceucensces 300 

Szeconp Corps.—Lieutenant-General EXCKLMANS. 

Ninth Cavalry Division, Lieutenant-General Strolz..................-. -> osm 
Tenth Cavalry Division, Lieutenant-General Chastel .............. . SF 
i tvindobetkinasveneugeds cdeeWitehashdéubacaesect ssecce ceceee css 300 

Turrp Corps.—Lieutenant-General KELLERMANN. 

Eleventh Cavalry Division, Lioutenant-General L'Heritier.............. ? ) 
Twelfth Cavalry Division, Lieutenant-General Roussel........ on , 
EE cb einossciwa carver ednecinys crbadeesaneassoens baencnasaubhbesae : 300 

Fourtn Corps.—Lieutenant-General MILHauD. 

Thirteenth Cavalry Division, Lioutenant-General Wathier..... 2 on 
Fourteenth Cavalry Division, Lieutenant-General Delort ..... a 
ST cisnttecnektnecanmasetesedshesntéereetecccocste 300 

Total Reserve Cavalry, guns 48; mon..............cccceseeesccces 12, 800 

Grand Total. 

| Infantry. | Cavalry. Artillery. | Guns 

First Corps d’ Armée iacameeeel 17, 660 1, 400 1, 564 46 
Sevond Corps d Armée ..........--.| 19, 435 1, 865 1, 861 | 46 
Third Corps d' Armée .............. 13, 200 1, 400 | 1, 202 | 8 
Fourth Corps d' Armée ............-. | 12, 100 | 1, 400 | 1, 292 38 
Sixth Corps d’Armée.............. Ps cecsoneeun 1, 292 | 33 
Imperial Guard.................-.. 12, 000 | 4, 000 | 2, 400 | 96 
Men ve Cavalry. .........ccccese. |Jeenwee eeeee. 11, 600 | 1, 200 | 48 

in tieipeasencaetr> s 84, 235 21, 665 } 10, 901 0 

SUMMARY. 
ETL Le Dade SoadehmavadsaelGskehisddees shans secant 84, 235 

i chess wees ee ddiaies das mdsivebdecssebanwodeat cues 21, 655 
IN £2. nkesUcdbticekddhsdwevdpecssousevbaid 10, 901 

116, 801 

Napoleon also had a corps of engineers with wag 
bering about 5,000 men, which I do not include, nor have I included 
the engineers or wagon-trains of the allied ariny. 

I give the figures of Napoleon’s force as stated by those who argu: 
against him and in favor of Marshal Grouchy, and who, as part of 
their argument, put Napoleon’s forces as high as possible. 

I have given the names of his corps and division commanders to 
show that but asmall number of the greatest of his generals were with 
him. 
of triumphs shared his world-wide renown, as participants in th 
victories he had won, were with him, and what was worse, nearly al! 
his generals a year previous had left him with his fallen fortunes, | 
and given unqualitied adhesion to the Bourbon dynasty, and but three | 

* Mortier stated he was ill on the 14th at Beaumont and retired from command. 
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months gone had turned from their Bourbon masters to bow again 
at theshrine of the Imperial eagle, and undaunted genius of Napoleon. 

The organization of the several brigades and divisions was changed, 
the old regiments were reformed, old numbers replaced, and eagles, 
which reealled past glories, were restored. While these changes 
tended to enthuse the troops, their advantage was in a measure neu 
tralized by their placing troops under new commanders, and toa con- 
siderable extent separating soldiers who had learned by experience 
to rely upon each other. 

These facts show that Wellington and Blucher had ample informa 
tion regarding Napoleon’seftorts. Surrounded by the embarrassments 
to which I have alluded, this great leader, on the 16th at the head 

| of 69,000 men, consisting of the Guards and tive corps, hurled him 
self against the corps of Zieten, Pirch, and Thielmann, in all, 86,560 
men, under Field Marshal Prince Blucher, and after aterritic engage 
ment, which lasted from noon until dark, the Emperor gained a 
complete victory, driving him from the field of Ligny, and inflicting 
upon him a loss which Blucher reported at 3,507 killed and 8,571 

St) 

wounded, besides a great number of prisoners At2o’clock the same 

day Marshal Ney, with 17,615 men, increased at 5 p. m. to 20,000, at 
tacked the allied troops at Quatre Bras,on the road from Charleroi 
to Brnssels, and by dark had won a victory, inflicting a loss on the 
enemy of 5,200 killed, wounded, and missing, and himself suffering 
a loss of 4,140 killed and wounded 

Now, Suppose Napole on’s loss ilk kille dl and wounde d to have been 

equal to that of Blucher, then his army after the engagement would 
be 100,585, while Wellington and Blucher had 203,829, But every 
one who has had experience in war knows that such conflict will 
reduce an army at least 10 per cent. in addition to easnalties, 

} caused by those who leave the field from fatigue, to care for the 
wounded, and from other less creditable reasons 

Therefore, the next day, the force may be said to have been, 

Wellington’s 1833, 17, N ipoleon’s 90,425. No one knew better than 

Grouchy the critical position of the French army, and the necessity 
for most prompt and intelligent obedience to orders 

Even without orders he should have never ceased to press, upon 
the retreating Prussians, at least ho should have kept his advance 

hin cannon range of their rear; but he attempts to justify this 
neglect by certain verbal orders which he says were given him by 

cron-trains num- 

Very few of those leaders who had during his eighteen years | 

the Emperor, and which he contends were capable of being literally 
coustrued so as to justify his mo and marches with 34,000 men vement 

more than one-third of Napoleon's force), and for half a century he 

bas found those who sustain him 

HY LOBES Ft A A OBEY ‘ 

Now admit for Grouchy 1] lesires and the rbal ord e re 

ce Ve iron Napoleon Ww 

lr. M.. J 17 

Pur 6 the Pruasians; ce t ‘ ut t cing them as soon 44 you 

cor ip with them, and ‘ ett i out of ur sight m going to unite the 
remainder of this portior bh M al Ney's corps, to marck 

igainst the English and t ht f they should hold their ground between 
} this and the forest of Svicnic You 1unicate with me by the paved road 

W leads to Quatre Bras 

Also Grouch 3 iriene ‘ it Napoles Lick ft him 

The Prussians are put to rout, and are flyin 1 the roa » Nami il 

Also that Grouchy appealed to the Emperor to allow him to irch 

to Quatre Bras, and that Napoleon replied 

Marshal Grouchy: Proceed to d ! ) ! it 
s on the Meuse thatt 1 . l 1 th ad { a 

will find thea that ye t 

Grouchy himself says 

] T a¢ N ( x i } the Prussiar com 

T eir ce it j t ( | join them, and pever lose 

sig em I » we r to 6 to f Mare 1 Ney th opal 

< I with me, to march upon ] - i t i th villstand thiae 

sic of the forest of Soigni You will correspond with me by the od road 

W l 3 to Quatre | ] i ) © were his own 

expre that I recei l1 ‘ 

lar from modif } iS first ¢ t } per corroborated them, 

Marsha ou iy to} " t t fense that rd to all 
pro l the Pruasiar i retu ere! sau 1 that you 

l them an ) ) Li 

N Crrow so justifies himse Decn on June 17 ipoleon 

en en ronte to Quatre J l ) : tten orc (; ch , 
‘ * | 

t lor l le ‘a ar { ' 
pursue 6 elke 

find ont if the « myare * f rating i ithe Eng } rr are 

ent « l ‘ cL 1 the f of an 

oO ittie 

| orde! ( ed, was from Marba i little to half 

Ly 1 Lign 1 Qvatre Bras, and Grouchy’s fi LisO In 
t tha vhen Napoleon sent the order he had informatic hat the 

Prussians had passed Tilly, in the direct road to Wa 

These orders Murshal Grouchy claims are his justification for 

| te 

J 

and a portion of it through and om 

4, these movements extending into the 

moving his army to Gembloux, 
Sul » Sart-les-Walhain and Perwe c 
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night of the 17th, so that the rear did not reach Gembloux until as 
late as 10 p.m. 
The march was fortunately only about eight miles for the most 

of the infantry and about fifteen for the advanced cavalry, which 
camped on the night of the 17th at Perwez. 

After revolving these matters for four years, Marshal Grouchy pub- 
lished a work entitled ‘‘ Observations sur la Relation de la Campagne 
de 1815, publiée par le Général Gourgaud; et Réfautation de Quelgques- 
anes des Assertions d’Autres écrits relatifs & la Bataille de Waterloo. 
Par le Comte de Grouchy. A Paris. 1*19,” in which he says [page 
12]: 

I told him [Napoleon], that the Prussians had commenced their retreat the even- 
tag before at 10 o'clock, and so forth, These observations were not well received. 
He repeated to me the order which he had given me, adding that it was for me 
to discover the route taken by Marshal Blucher; that be was going to fight the 
Baglish ; that Lought to complete the defeat of the Prussians in attacking them as 
soon 18 I should have joined them; and that I should correspond with him by the 
paved road, which leads from a point near where we were to Quatre Bras. Some 
moments of conversation which | had with the chief of staff [Soult] regarded only 
the detaching of certain of my troops which were to be sent to Quatre Bras. Such 
are, word for word, the only dispositions which were communicated to me, the only 
erdors which | received. 

Now take every assumption, just as Marshal Grouchy’s ex parte 
statement would have us believe, and what is the attitude? 

Six days before Napoleon was in Paris manipulating the wires of 
foreign and domestic diplomacy, creating and organizing armies, 
and in those six days he had traveled 150 miles, had conceived and 
partly executed a plan of campaign; he had fought and defeated 
slucher, and then relying upon his generals to manage minor details, 
he had fallen exhausted, and was taking a little rest. 
Grouchy was the commander of four army corps of cavalry, each 

one of which had a lieutenant-general. 
No duty ever devolved on a general more imperative than now 

devolved upon Grouchy, and that duty was to press vigorously the 
rear guard of each of Blucher’s columns and dispatch Napoleon every 
hour of their location. 
Grouchy should have known every movement of the enemy, and, 

in the very nature of military precedents, orders given to such a 
commander of cavalry would in all probability have been based upon 
information given by him to the Emperor. 

If Napoleon gave any such orders as Grouchy alleges, it was 
Grouchy’s fault and neglect that they were so given. 

The orders, if given at all, were given upon incorrect information 
as tothe enemy’s movements; and Marshal Grouchy defends his 
march toward Namur and Liége solely upon the ground that he 
complied literally with orders. 
We might have the miserable excuse for him that he did not know 

himself where the enemy was; but he deprives us of that by ad- 
mitting that he knew at 2 o’clock on the 17th that the Prussian 
troops had gone through Tilly to Wavre, and he admits, too, that 
this was discovered by the Emperor and communicated to him. But, 
says the marshal of France, I obeyed orders literally, and, although it 
cost an empire, I must be exoncrated. 

Even upon Grouchy’s own statement of the wording of the orders 
he received, it is very clear that he did not comply with them in the 
spirit intended by Napoleon. 

This is conclusively shown by the correspondence between Mar- 
shal Grouchy and the Emperor, most of which was not published 
antil years after the events transpired. 

Before I read these letters, I want to call attention to the fact that 
Grouchy was in command of Napoleon’s cavalry. It was his special 
duty to keep Napoleen informed regarding the position and move- 
ments of the enemy, and any orders given by Napoleon must have 
been based upon Grouchy’s statements regarding Blucher’s move- 
ments. 

I will first read an order written before Napoleon left Ligny for 
Quatre Bras. 

Liexy, June 17, 1815. 

March to Gemblonux with Pajol’s cavalry. You will explore in 
the dirvotion of Namur and Maestricht, and you will pursue the enemy; explore 
his march and instruct me as to his movements, so that I can find out what he is 
intending todo. Lam carrying my headquarters to Quatre Bras, where the Eng- 
lish still were this morning. Our communication will then be direct, by the paved 
roal of Namur. If the enemy has evacuated Namur, write to the general com- 
manding the second military division at Charlemont to cause Namur to be occupied 
by some battalions of the National Guard and some batteries of cannon which he 
will organize at Charlemont. He will give the command to some gencral oflicer. 

It is important to find out what Blucher and Wellington are intending to do, and 
¥ they purpose to reunite their armies to cover Brussels and Liége in trying the fate of 
@ baitie. in all cases, keep constantly your two corps of infantry united ina 
league of ground, having several avenues of retreat, and post detachmegts of 
cavalry intermediate between us, in order to communicate with headquartefs. 

Dictated by the Emperor in the absence of the chief of staff. 
The Grand Marshal, BERTRAND. 

Marshal Grouchy replied to this order at 10 o’clock; I will give 
exact language. 

To do him no injustice, I will first give his letter in French, and 
then give what I think is a correct translation. 

Gembloux, le 17 Juin, a dix heures du soir. 
Sire: J'ail'honneur de vous rendre 

compte que j'‘occupe Gembloux et que ma cavalerie est A Sauveniéres. L'ennemi, 
fort d’onviron trente mille hommes, continue son mouvement de retraite; on lui 
a anisi ici un pare de 400 bétes A cornes, des magasins et des bagages. 

li parait d’aprés tous les rapports, qu'arrivés A Sauveniéres, les Prussiens se 
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sont divisés en deux colonnes; l'une a dh prendre la route de Wavre 
par Sart-&-Wallain, l'autre colonne parroait s‘étre dirigée sur Perwes. 

On peut pentétre en inférer qu'une portivn va joindre Wellington, et que le 
centre, qui est l'armée de Blucher, se retire sur Liége; une autre colonne avec de 
l'artillerie ayant fait son mouvement de retraite par Namur, le Général Excelinans 
a ordre de pousser ce soir six eecadrons sur Sart-&-Wallain et trois escadrons aur 
Perwea. ai 

agate leur rapport, si la masse des Pruasiens se retire sur Wavre, je Is ani 
vrai dans cette direction atin qu'ils ne puissent pas gagnor Broxelles, et de | 
séparer de Wellington. 

Si, au contraire, mes renseignemens prouvent que la principale force Prossienne 
a marché sur Perwes, je me dirigerai par cette ville A la poursuite de leunemi 

Les Généraux Thielman et Borstell faisaient partie de larmée que Votre 
Majeaté a battue hier; ils étaient encore ce matin a 10 heures ici, et ont ann 
que vingt mille hommes des leurs avaient 6t6 mis hors de combat. 

Ils ont demandé en partant les distances de Wavre, Perwos, ct Hannut 
Blucher a été blessé légérement au bras, ce qui ne l’a pas empéché de continuer 

A commander aprés s‘étre fait panser. 
I] n’ a point passé par Gembloux. 

Je suis avec respect, de Votre Majestd, sire, le fidéle sujet, 
Le Maréchal Comte DE GROUCHY 

GEMBLOUX, June 17, 10 p. m. 
Sire: I have the honor to report to you that I occupy Gembloux and that my 

cavalry is at Sauveniéres. The enemy, about thirty thousand strong, continues 
its retreat. We have seized 400 head of cattle, some magazines, and baggage. 

It appears from all the reports that, arriving at Sauveniéres, the Prussians 
divided into two columns, once taking the route to Wavre, and passing by Sart-los 
Walhain, the other seems directed upon Perwee. , 

It may perhaps be inferred that one part is going to join Wellington, and that 
the center, which is Blucher'’s army, is retiring on Liége; another column, with 
artillery having retreated by Namur, General Excelmans is ordered to push to-night 
six squadrons of cavalry on Sart-les-Walhain and three squadrons on Perwez 
According to their report, if the mass of the Pruss:ans retire on Wavre, I will follow 
in that direction to prevent their reaching Brussels, and separate them from Wel 
lington. If. on the contrary, information shows that the principal Prussian force 
has marched on Perwez, I shall pursue the enemy towards that town. 
The corps of Generale Thielman and Borste!l formed part of the army which 

your Majesty vanquished yesterday. They were still here this morning at 10 
o'clock, and announced that twenty thousand of their men were disabled. They 
inquired, on leaving, the distances of Wavre, Perwez, and Hannut. Blucher was 
slightly wonnded in the arm, which did not prevent his resuming command, after 
having his wound dressed. He did not pass through Gembloux. 

Iam, respectfully, sire, your Majesty's faithfal subject, 
Mayshal Count DE GROUCHY. 

I now read two letters from Napoleon which show clearly that the 
verbal instructions, with which Grouchy seeks to screen his error, 
were accompanied by other words, explanatory of them, and showing 
that the colar was strictly in accordance with the military principles 
which should have been followed by Grouchy : 

n passant 

4 

MCs 

EN AVANT DE LA FERME DE CAILLOU, 
le 18 Juin, 1815, @ diz heures du matin. 

MONSIEUR LE MARECHAL: The emperor has received your last report, dated from 
Gembloux. 

You speak to His Majesty of only two Prussian columns which have passed at 
Sauveniéres and Sart-A-Walhain. Nevertheless, reports say that a third column, 

was a pretty strong one, has passed by Gerry and Gentennes, directed on 
Vavre. 
The emperor instructs me to tell you that at this moment His Majesty is going 

to attack the English army, which has taken position at Waterloo, near the forest 
of Soignies. Thus His Majesty desires that you will direct your movements on 
Wavre, in order to approach us, to pat yourself in the sphere [en rapport) of our 
operations, and keep up your communications with us; pushing before you those 
troops of the Prussian army which have taken this direction, and which may have 
stopped at Wavre, where you ought to arrive as soon as possible. You will fol 
low the enemy's columns, which are on your right, by some light troops, in order 
to observe their movements and pick up their stragglers. Instruct me imme- 
diately of your dispositions and of yourmarch, as alsoof the news which you have 
of the enemy, and do not neglect to keep up your communications with us. The 
Emperor desires to have news from you very often. 

The Marshal DUKE OF DALMATIA 

18 Juni, ane heure aprés midi. 

MonsiguR Lt Martcuac: You have written to the Emperor at three o'clock 
this morning that you would march on Sart-A-Walhain; your intention, then, is to 
goto Corbaix and Wavre. This movement is conformable to His Majesty's arrange- 
ments which have been communicated te you. Nevertheless, the Emperor orders 
me to tell you that you ought always to maneuver in our direction, and to seek to 
come near to our army, in order that you may join us before any corps can put itself 
betweenus. Ido notindicate to you the direction you should fake ; it is for you te 
see the place where we are, to govern yourself accordingly, and to connect our 
communication so as to be always prepared to full upon any of the enemy's troops 
which may endeavor toannoy our right, and to destroy them. 

At this moment the battle is in progress on the line of Waterloo, in front of the 
forest of Soignies. The enemy's center is at Mont. St.Jean; maneuver, therefore, 
to join our right. 

The Marshal DUKE OF DALMATIA. 

P.S.—A letter which has just been intercepted says that General Bilow is 
about to attack our right flank ; we believe that we see this corps on the height 
of St. Lambert. So lose not an instant in drawing near us and joining us, in order 
to crush Biilow, whom you will take in the very act. 

The Marshal DUKE OF DALMATIA. 

It will be observed that Grouchy admits that at 1 p. m., June 17, 
Napoleon ordered him to 
Pursue the Prussians, complete their defeat by attacking them as soon as you 

come up with them, and never let them out of your sight. 

Grouchy also admits that Napoleon said: 
It was for me [Grouchy] to discover the route taken by Marshal Blacher; that 

he was going to fight the English; that I ought to complete the defeat of the Prus- 
sians in attacking them as soon as I should have joined them. 

He also admits that the order dated Ligny, June 
the Emperor and signed by Bertrand, said: 
You will pursue the enemy ; explore his march, and instruct me as to his move- 

menta, so that I can find out what he is intending to do. 
2 . 7 . 7 

7, dictated by 

* * 

It is important to find out what Blucher and Wellington are intending to do. 
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Yow observe that Grouchey’s letter to the Emperor, written at 10 N ) I 
eclock that night, said: 
The Prussians divided in two columns, one taking the route to Wavre 

> . * - . 

If the mass of the Prussians retire on Wavre, I will follow in that direction 

Also bear in mind that at 10 o’clock the morning of the 1*th 
Napoleon acknowledged the receipt of this information, at the same 

time saying: 
A third column, which is a pretty strong one, has passed, directed on Wavre 

This order also says: 82) 

The Emperor instructs me to te ll yon, that at this moment His Majesty is going 

to attack the Engtish army, which has taken position at Waterles, near the for 

est of Soignies. Thus His M: ajesty desires that you will direct your movements 

en Wavre, in order to approach us, to put your: 
tions. 

the i sphe re Of Our Ope 

Te show that Napoleon expected Grouchy to be close upon the 

Prussians, remember that the Emperor’s letter of 1 p. m., of the 
18th said: 
You ought always to maneuver in our direction, and to seek to come near to 

eur army in order that you may join us before any corps can put itself between 
us. 

This letter also informed Grouchy that Biilow was about to attack 
Napoleon’s right, and it closed with these words 
We believe we see his corps on the heights of Saint Lambert. So lose not an in 

stant in drawing near us, and joining us, in order to crush Bilow, whom you will 
take in the very act. 

It does not matter whether we take what Grouchy claims to be his 
verbal orders, or the authenticated official letters of instruction. In 
either case it is clear that he did not give an intelligent obedience | 
to Napoleon’s directions, although he did comply with the literal 
language of certain phrases that the order contained, 

It might be interesting to proceed with an account of the sublime 
heroism which Napoleon instilled into his soldiers and which they 
evinced on June 1s in their attack upon Wellington, and in resisting 
the assaults of Blucher upon their right flank and rea But I have 
no heart to discuss an engagement which, with all its brilliancy of | 
conception and courage and intre pidity of execution, was lost by the 
misjudged action of a man who owed his rank and honors to the im- 
perial leader whose fame and power ceased to exist when the charge 
of the imperial guard of France was checked, and they were com- 

sled to recoil from a carnage too bloody for humanity to endure. 
tis painful to go further. ‘The battle of Waterloo was lost when 
Grouchy failed to intelligently comply with the Emperor's orders ; 
and no heroism could have compe snsated for the great disparity of 
numbers which existed between the contending armies 
Begging the House fo excuse my long digression for the purpose of 

illustration, I now return to the subjects, leav ing the events of June 
18, 1815, to consider those of 

AUGUST 29. 

General LOGAN now admits that L ongstree t was on Jac kson’s right, 
but he insists that Porter ought to have complied with the literal 
langnage of one phrase of the 4.30 order, although 1 yy doing so he 

, 1862 

would have been drawn away from Pope, which would have caused 
him to disobey three other phrases that the order contained. 
This is precisely the way that Grouchy justities himself in disobey- 

ing the order toapproach Napoleon, and to put himself in the sphere 
of Napoleon’s operations, and to draw near to Napoleon “ before any 
corps of the enemy can put himself between us’”—that is, between 
Napoleon and Grouchy. 

Does not this illustrate that corps commanders must use discre- 
tion, and that they must obey orders so as to successfully carry out 
the purposes of the commanding general? 

I will place in the record a map illustrating the relative location 
of the places I have mentioned. 

PUNISHMENTS FOR INSUBORDINATION. 
The course pursued towards subordinates by nations and com- 

manding generals who have sustained reverses has varied greatly. 
Passion and not reason has often guided their action, and when sov- 
ereigns anid generals of armies have found themselves involved in 
difficulties by reason of their own derelictions and false movements, 
they often attempt to shift censures and fasten responsibilities upon 
subordinates, and in these efforts they have too frequently allowed a 
mean and despicable selfishness to control their actions, regardless of 
the better dictates of the heart. 
Many cases have arisen where rulers have sought to inflict punish- 

ment for example’s sake, and where packed courts have been used for 
the purpose of branding stigmas upon rising men, whose talent and 
courage were making them so prominent and popular as to create 
Jealousies which deve loped into envy, batred, and malice. This 
spirit is not confined to rulers and to persons in high places alone. It 
develops itself in all circles of society, and in all the seasons of life. 
Some children, with more of pleasure than pain, cause the infliction 
of punishments upon their fellows, their schoolmates, and even npon 
their brothers and sisters, by withholding truth, and sometimes by 
wicked falsehoods. 
“the child is father to the man,” it hardens and matures itself into 
cold and deliberate cruelty, so that commanders are found to create 
courts for some particular and selfish end, to construct them of trucu- 
lent officers to be swayed too often by perjury. I desire to say, 

This inclination grows with the growth, and, as | 
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bet« proceeding, that I do not apply these terms to the Porter 

court The primary eviden sto the location of the confederate 
army \‘ sno placed before it, t at eo eten t ss to tes 

tity on the po being « ott e lin at t a dl 
the « tending al of what we then two sep ialities 
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In ec tion, however, with this obse1 ™ 1 

Po r rt-mat 1, I feel it my duty to ca { ont 3 ¢ 
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The facts here stated have become historical, and it may be de- 
’ : . 

clared to the world, that in this great case of the trial of | John 
Porter for his life, as a coward, some ot lis adecusers were his pudie 

hay, more—some of his judges were oflicers whose military morementi 

had brought about the very mischief for wh’ h he is em cen 

demned!! And one of these was produced as a witness ag t him 

at the trial, and having testilied as such witness, gravely resumed 
his place on the board as a judge! 

THE IMPATIENT JUDGES 

Another thing is disclosed in the conduct of this Porter court 
martial. They were in haste to get ont of the judicial harness. Lhey 

were needed in other quarters, and for other purposes. 

It is wu matter of record in the proceedings (see pages 218 and 219) that when the 
case was closed and the accused read his defense, th “+ the judge-advocate declined 

to reply ting: To prepare a writte! ply, in k ping ith th ravity of the 
proceedings to the argument of the accused, would requi ‘ ral days, thus in 

volving a delay which it is most important teu avoid. From the consideration and 
trom the gent demand which iste for the services of members of this court in 

other j { more active fields of duty, it is felt that the publ interests will be beat 

su ved by asking, as I now do, that 1 Will proceed at once to deliberate upon 
and determine the issues which are before you 

Now, Mr. Speaker, a judge who las in his hands the life of a haman 
being 

I8 NOT PERMITTED TO BR IN A HURRY 

He may grow weary under long and laborious toil in listening to evi 
dence and in examining facts, but when he reaches the solemn mo- 

ment of judgment he must deliberate unembarrassed by the hurly- 
burly of the outside world, and not allow himself to be led away by 
any extraneous matters. But in this case, involving the life and 

honor of this distinguished American general, the ay ulvocate 

gravely says to the court: 

lo prepare a written reply in keeping v l é i of the 7 con 1 to the 

argument of the accused would 1 ulre several a thu s delay 

Ww it is most Important te avoid 

And again this same jud ulvocate, er thus acknowledging ; EIng 
the gravity of the proceeding , perhaps shaking iis finger at the 

court, makes this further impressive observation: 

From the gent « ind which « for the services of members of thie 
court in ot 1 lm ictive ficlds of duty t is felt thatthe public interesta 

W be better subserve by askin I now «do, that you will proceed at once to 
deliberate upon and determine the issuc v hare now before you 

Aly : 1 ’ . 
Mr. Speake r, I have a faint recollection of a sarcastic line of En- 

glish poetry, something like this 

Bat men must hang, that jurymen may dine 

A stroke of satire leveled at the proverbial impatience of English 
juries, 

I do be liey e 

arise who will 
abundant 

he may 
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when some American Juvenal will 

of the trial of Fitz-Jobn Porter 
hing song, and I earnestly hope that 
occasion to lash all 
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take of the 

IMPATIENT JUDGES 

whether 

head. 
found on the bench, the the on wool-sack, or on drum- 

JUDICIAL HASTE AN ELEMENT OF 

voracious judicial vulture, Lord Jeffreys, was always ina 

When he convened his grand jury at Bristol, in his bloody 
in England, memorable in the judicial history of that 

country, he glared and stormed at the jury, and exclaimed: “ J am 
here to do the King’s business.” Everybody knew what that meant. 
He had come to repeat his sanguinary role—to hang fifty men a day! 

It is fair evidence of haste 

TYRANNY 

That 

| hurry. 
ridings 

N 

80 

Ina judge to hanq fifty menina day. It 

| would seem that at that time men were merely cattle in England. 

Bat they are not so considered in America. Heie, the life of an 

individual, however humble, can be taken by a court only after the 
| most solemn consideration. Here, too, we pretend that — 
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HOXOR I8 DRARER THAN LIFE. 

Certainly, to a soldier whose dream is of glory, honor is dearer than 
life. 
Certainly, toa commanding general of an army corps, whose plume 

is already glittering with the rays of glory, won on the fields of bat- 
tle in the service of his country, honor is dearer than life. 

Certainly, to Fitz-John Porter, as he stood that day before that 
court-martial—having uttered a defense which put that staggered 
judge-advocate to the heavy task of several days’ labor to answer—cer- 
tainly to him, honor was dearer than life. 

NEVERTHELESS, 

as it appears from the facts above referred to, that very court- 
martial had not time to give to that defense the consideration that its 
gravity demanded, for the court was advised, and, as it appeared, 
acted upon the advice, ‘‘to come at once to a determination of the 
matters before it.” 

The writer of the Tribune article does not, however, appear to 
entertain my idea of the official integrity of officers of the Army, as 
is shown by histhrust at Generals Terry and Getty, in his statement 
that Terry was Pope’s competitor for the anticipated vacancy among 
the major-generals, and that Getty was an applicant for promotion 
to brigadier-general. 

I regret that he made the allusion, as I feel he did both these 
officers great injustice; but it is not surprising that, in the study of | 
a case which shows the use of so much selfishness, treachery, and per- | 
fidy to destroy Porter, he would be led to believe that integrity and 
honor had become in a measure supplanted by the baser instincts of 
humanity. 

This yielding to popular passion is no new phase in the history of 
men. 

The cry of 

Crucify him ! crucify him! 

by the raging multitude could not be resisted by Pontius Pilate. 
The trial and acquittal of our Saviour had taken place. The ver- 
dict was: 

: 

things wherein you accuse him. No, nor Herod neither. 

Subservience to those who dispense office was at that time not an- 
like it is to-day, and all hesitancy ceased when he heard the thre 

If thou velease this man thou art not Caesar's friend, 

and this judge and ruler, giving him over to death, satisfied himself 
with the pusillanimous expression: 

rt: 

IT am innocent of the blood of this jast man. 

Magistrates and judges of all times, including those of to-day, are 
so disposed to yield to the clamor of popular fury that in all States 
and all nations it has been found necessary to incorporate in written 
statutes provisions for removing trials from the scene of excitement 
and prejudice. 

If such a law had existed in 1865, the records of 
would not show that 

our country 

IN A PERIOD OF EXCITEMENT MRS, SURRATT WAS TRIED, 

sentenced, and executed on the charge of barboring her son, who was 
charged with a crime of which, upon his subsequent trial, he was 
acquitted. It requires no argument to demonstrate that the mother 
could not have possibly been guilty of crime in harboring her son, 
when the facts finally showed that the son himself was not guilty. 

MILITARY DISCIPLINE AMONGST THE BOMANS. 

No nation ever exercised military subordination more rigidly than 
the Romans. Their armies were models of discipline in the most 
enlarged sense of that phrase. But military punishments were en- 
forced with the greatest caution, and, excepting afew rare instances, 
with humanity. The Romans are known, In one instance at least, to 
have rewarded with honors and congratulations the greatest military 
blunder ever perhaps committed by any of their generals. When 
Varro fought and lost that most disastrous battle of Cana, in which 
he displayed the greatest want of capacity and evinced the utmost 
ignorance of military affairs, the magnanimous people of Rome went 

out to meet him, upon his return to the city after the disaster, and 
warmly congratulared him ‘that he had not despaired of the Repub- 
lic.” Why was this? Simply because they knew that Varro was 
honest and patriotic, and that what he had done was done through 
ignorance, untainted by a corrupt intention. 

On this subject a very learned and distinguished writer on the his- 

chapter on that phase of Roman heroism: 

The Romans were not only less ungretefd than other republics, but were also 
more lenient and considerate in the pnnishment of the generals of their armies. 
Yor if their misconduct was intentional, they punished them humanely; and if it 
waa caused by ignerance, they not only did not punisn them, but rewarded and 
honored them nevertheless. This mode of proceeding had been well considered 
by them ; for they judged that it was of the greatest importance for those whocom 
manded their armies to have their minds entirely free aud unembarrassed by any 
anxiety other than hew best to perform their duty, and, therefore, they did not 
wish to add freah difticulties and dangers to a task, in itself so difficult and peril 
ous, being convinced that, if this were done, it would prevent any general from 
eperating vigorously. 
Greece against Philip of Macedon, or into Italy against such tribes as had at first 
gained some victuries over them 
would naturally feel the weight of all the cares attendant on such enterprises, 

I have examined him before you and find no cause in this man touching those | 

tory of the wars and customs of the Romans gives us this enlightened | 

Suppose, for instance, that they had sent an army into 

Now, the commander of such an expedition 
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and which are very great. But if in addition te these anxieties the mind of th 
general had been disturbed by the examples of other generals, who had bee . 
tied or otherwise put to death for having lost battles, it would have 
ble for him, under the influence of such apprehensions, to have proceeded vigor 
ously. Judging, therefore, that the ignominy of defeat would be sufficient punist E 
ment for such a commander, they did not wish to terrify him with other pen sities 
The following is an instance of how they punished intentional faults: 
‘Sergius and Virginius were encamped before Veii, each commanding a 

rate division of the army, Sergius being placed on the side where the Tuscans 
could make an attack, and Virginius on the opposite side. It happened that — 
gius being atgacked by the Faliscans and other tribes, he preferred being beaten 
by them and put to flight rather than apply to Virginius for assistance: and on 
the other hand, Virginius, waiting for his colleague to humble himself, was will. 
ing rather to see his country dishonored and the army of Sergius routed than 
march unsolicited to his succor, Certainly a very bad case and worthy of note 
and well calculated to cause unfavorable conjectures as to the Roman Republic, if 
both these generals had not been punished. It is true that whilst any other re 
public would have inflicted capital punishment upon them, they were subjected 
by Rome only to a pecuniary fine. Not but what their misconduct merited ge. 
verer punishment, but because the Romans, for the reasons above explained 
would not vary from their established custom.”— Machiavelli. . 

“n cruci- 
been impossi- 

sepa. 

But the Roman generals-in-chief, and the Roman consuls and dic- 
tators were not alwaysso generous or 80 lenient as the Roman people. 
The rigid sternness of some of these military-civie superiors led to 
he commission of acts the most savage and revolting, one of which 

| tshall here notice: 

HOW TORQUATUS MANLIUS EXECUTES HI8 BON, 

In the war between the Romans and the Latins the consuls issued 
orders that ‘*no person should fight with anyof the enemy, except in his 
post.” 

It happened that among the other commanders of the troops of horsemen which 
were dispatched to every quarter to procure intelligence, Titus Manlius, the con- 
sul’s son, came with his troop to the back of the enemy’s camp, so near as to be 
scarcely distant a dart’s throw from the next post, where some horsemen of Tus- 
culum were stationed under the command of Geminius Metrius, a man highly dis 
tinguished among his countrymen, both by his birth and conduct. On observing 
the Roman horsemen, and the consul’s son, remarkable above the rest, marching 
at their head (for they were all known to each other, particularly men of any note), 
he called out, ‘‘ Romans, do ye intend,” with one troop, to wage war against the 
Latins “and their allies? What employment will the two consuls and their armies 
have inthe meantime?" Moenlius answered: “They will come in due season, and 
with them will come one whose power and strength is superior to either—Jupiter 
himeelf, the witness of those treaties which ye have violated. If at the lake of 
Regillus we gave you fighting until ye were weary, I will answer for it that we 
shall in this place also give you such entertainment that for the future it will not 
be extremely agreeable to you to face usin the field.” To this Geminius, advanc 
ing little from his men, replied: ‘* Do you choose, then, until that day arrives when 
with such great labor ye move your armies, to enter the lists yourself with me, 
that from the event of a combat between us two it may immediately be seen how 
much a Latin horseman surpasses a Roman!” Either anger or shame of de 
clining the contest or the irresistible power of destiny urged on the daring spirit ef 
the youth, so that, disregarding his father's commands and the edict of the consula, 
he rushed precipitately to a contest in which. whether he was victorious or van 
quished, was of no great consequence to himself. ( The other horsemen removed to 
some distance as if to behold a show. 

THE DUEL ENSUED AND YOUNG MANLIUS TRIUMPHS 

|} Then, collecting the spoils, he rode back to his men, and together with his 
troop, who exulted wit: joy, proceeded to the camp, and so on to his father, with 
out ever reflecting on the nature or the consequences of his conduct, or whether 

| he had merited praise or punishment. ‘ Father,” said he, ‘that all men may 
justly attribute to me the honor of being descended of your blood, having been 
challenged to combat, 1 bring these equestrian spoils, taken from my antagonist, 
whom I slew; which, when the consul heard, turning away instantly from the 
youth, in an angry manner, he ordered an assembly to be called, by sound of 
trumpet, and when the troops had come together in fall numbers, he spoke in this 
manner: 

‘Titus Manlius, forasmuch as you, in contempt of the consular anthority, and 
of the respect due to a father, have, contrary to our edict, fought with the enemy, 
out of your post; and, as far as in yon lay, subverted the militiry discipline by 
which the power of Rome has to this day been supported, and have brought me 
under the hard necessity either of overlooking the interests of the public or my 
own and those of my nearest connections, it is fitter that we undergo the penalty 
of our own transgressions than that the commonwealth should expiate our offense, 
so injurious to it. We shall afford a melancholy exemple, but a profitable one, to 
the youth ofall future ages. For my part, Lown, both the natural affection of a 
parent and the instance which you have shown of bravery, misguided by a false 
notion of honor, affect medeeply. But since the authority of a consul's orders must 
either be established by your death or, by your escaping with impunity, be an 
nulled forever, I expect that even Sou yourself, if you have any of our blood in 
you, will not refuse to restore by your punishment that military discipline which 
has been subverted by your fanlt. Go, LIcTroR; BIND HIM TO THE STAKE 
Shocked to the last degree at such a croel order, each iooking on the ax as if drawn 
against himself, all were quiet, through fear rather than discipline. They stood, 
therefore, for some time motionless and silent; but when the blood spouted from 
his severed neck, then, their minds ewerging, as it were, from the stupefaction in 
which they had been plunged, they all at once united their voices in free expressions 
of compassion, refraining not either from lamentations or execrations; and cover- 
ing the body of the youth with the spcils, they burned it on a pile, erected without 
the rampart, with every honor which the warm zeal of the soldiers conld bestow 
on a funeral. From thence “* Manlian orders” were not oaly then considered with 

| horror, but have beon transmitted as a model of austerity to future times. 

It should be here observed that upon the suecessful closing of this 
| war, when Torquatus Manlius returned to Rome, that only the aged 
people went out to meet him, the young refusing to join in doing him 

| honor, and ever after continued to execrate and curse him. ‘Philosophers 
and historians, in succeeding ages, have been found to commend this 
conduct of Torquatus Manlius. For myself, I have no hesitation in 
expressing my intense aversion to the act. It was atrocious, becanse 
it was unnecessary; it was cruel, because it was unnatural; it was 
tyrannical, because it exercised paternal authority in conjunction 

| with military power; and it was hypocritical and mean, because it 
| was a strained effort to distort the heart and to substitute Romanism 
(so called) for humanity, and thus to contribute to the personal re- 
nown of the imperious parricide. I would rather a thousand times be 



the young Manlius dead than the old Manlius living. From this 
tragic picture of horrid war I turn for relief to the contemplation of | 
another, wherein I behold the grandest of all the monarchs of this 
earth, the illustrious David, the God-appointed King of Israel, la- 
menting over the dead body of his erring son Absalom. Absalom had 
rebelled and waged war against his father, and was slain, as a cun- 
sequence of that war. Nevertheless, the heart-stricken, good old 
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monarch, precipitated by natural emotions, falls into the most violent | 
lamentations, seeing nothing before him but the breathless beauty of 
a darling son, whose grievous sins were all forgotten in fhe agony of 
a father’s grief. 

In the one picture I see humanity deformed by the god of war into 
a demon; in the other, I see humanity in its godliest aspect, assert- 
ing Christianity a thousand years before its advent into this world. 
This stupendous parricide of Torquatus was 

PROMPTED BY MILITARY AMBITION 

The love of personal renown had crushed out all the other loves in 
that man’s heart. The long contemplation of war and blood had 
made of hima brute. Personal glory had become his god, and the 
god of personal glory is a demon. 
The same awful mischief which military ambition perpetrated in 

this particular case, envy and jealousy have perpetrated in a thou- 
sand others, Between the chiefand subordinate commanders of the 
Roman armies, in ail the ages of the kingdom, the republic, and the 
empire, there 

EVER EXISTED A PERVADING PERSONAL JEALOUSY. 

The chief would not allow his lieutenants to tight in his absence, 
because a victory might have redounded to the glory of the lieuten- 
ant, thus stripping the chief of so much coveted renown. This jeal- 
ousy, however applicable to the earlier chieftains in the Roman 
wars, became especially conspicuous in the days of Marius, Sylla, 
Cesar, and Pompey. 
is found in the person of Cincinnatus, for the simple reason that he 
did not allow glory and ambition to play their vicious roles in his 
immortal career. 

ANOTHER CASE OF ROMAN FEROCITY. 

In connection with the foregoing reflections I give a brief account 
ef another leading case of the furious determination of a Roman dic- 
tator to punish a lieutenant who had fought against orders. 

THE CASE OF QUINTIUS FABIUS. 
In the war with the Samnites, Cursor, the dictator, having ry occasion to go to 

Rome, left strict orders with the master of the horse to remain in his post, and 
not to engage in battle during his absence. After the departure of the dictator, 
Fabius, having discovered by his scouts that the enemy were in as unguarded a 
etate as if there was not a single Roman in their neighborhood, the high-spirited 
youth (either conceiving indignation at the sole authority in every point appear 
ing to be lodged in the hands of the dictator, or induced by the opportunity of 
striking an important blow), having made the necessary preparations and disposi- 
tions, marched to a place called Imbrinium, and there fought a battle with the 
Semnites. His success in the fight was such that there was no one circumstance 
which could have been improved to more advantage if the dictator had been 
present. 

The fight resulted in a splendid victory for Fabius, and the slaughter 
of 20,000 of the enemy, and had been fought upon the discovery of a 
certain feeble situation and condition of the enemy which had been 
developed after the dictator had left, and which authorized and called 
for a fight; a general of our day, refusing to take advantage of such 
a situation, would be covered with merited disgrace. 

Now, when the dictator heard of this victory he flew into the 
greatest rage, for he considered that he had lost just so much renown 
as Fabius had achieved for himself. He hastened back to the army 
and placed Fabins in the hands of the lictor, and was about to in- 
flict upen him the penalty of death, when the offending ofticer fled 
from the camp to Rome, and appealed for protection to the senate and 
to the people. But the raging dictator followed him to the senate 
and was inexorable, though the senate and people with great unanim- 
ity interceded for Fabius, 

In this famous controversy the dictator planted himself upon the 
precedent which Torquatus had made in the slaughter of his son, 
and insisted that the splendor of the victory was no offset to the 
breach of Roman discipline. His arguments and invincible resolu 
tion prevailed, and Fabins was forced to submit on his knees to the 
inexorable will of the dictator. But seeing that all the people and 
the senate of Rome were undisguisedly on the side of the young | 
herv, the dictator so far relented as to grant Fabius his life, assert- 
ing to the last that the public submission of Fabius had re-estab- 
lished the Manlian edict, and that his pardon was dictatorial mercy, 
persuaded by the prayers of the people. 

POLITICAL JEALOUSIES AND ASPIRATIONS 

Another peculiarity cropped out in the Roman wars—political am- 
bition built upon military success. Marius, by all odds the greatest 
man of his day, was early penetrated with a desire to achieve mili- 
tary renown as a foundation of civil powerat Rome. He succeeded. 
Sylla, his lieutenant, followed in his footsteps. Having supplanted 
Marius to acertain extent in war (for it was Sylla’s strategy that closed 
the Numidian war by the pertidious capture of Jugurtha), Sylla re- 
solved to supplant Marius at Rome in civil authority. t} Hence Lic 

stupendous civil wars between Marius and Sylia, which were the be- 
ginning of the end of the grand old Roman nation. 

Perhaps the solitary exception to this remark | 
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10 was in the way of the rising of either of these bloody aspirants. 
To suspect a subaltern was to execute him, if 
wl 

THE EXIGENCIE 8 RIZED TUR SACRIFICI 

Now, it is quite evident that this political ambition which so eu 
grossed the old Romans is a prominent 

politics. 
War made George Washington President of the | so 

it made Andrew Jackson, so it made Harrison, and Taylor, and Grant. 
This war clement had its intluence in making Pierce President; so 
also it extended into the election of Hayes and Garfield; each had 
been military men with more or less renown. This element extended 
also into the nomination of Generali Hancock; and it is well known 
that it was the mythical idea that Richard M. Johnson, ot Kentucky 
had killed Tecumseh that made Johnson Vice-President. 

rhisspirit is especially recognizable as a part of American politics 
from the persistence with which General Sco 
for President, without a record ex« ept 

4) feature at this day tu Americar 

re ‘ 
liled States, 

te’ s friends pressed him 
ing his military renown, Now, 

Mr. Speaker, I really doubt, and I express it here freely in my place, 
whether there were many successful generals in our late terrific wat 
who did not feel in their captivated ears at some exquisite moment 
of sweeping triumph the unutterably harmonious humming of that 
ineritable bird, better known as the ** Presidential ” 

rhe use of these observations in this place is simply to give me the 
liberty of suggesting that in the sacrifice of Fitz-John Porter by 
that cruel court-martial the evil spirit of military and political jea! 
ousy and ambition entered fearfully and most eflectually 

ut 

ir 

be 

THE TRUE ENDS F PARTY tGANIZA NS 

Is this louse now willing to make a political matter of this que 
tion? 

Phe legitimate ends of political parties are the urging and establish- 
ing of great principles; the meaus of preserving the free institutions 

of one’s country; of promoting the prosperity of the people, and 

working for the amelioration of mankind; to tind the best means to 

protect personal liberty and private property ; to bring about the 
vreatest good to the greatest number, and to throw around the citi 

zen an wgis broad enough to shield him, not only in the enjoyment 

of property and liberty, but to guard and defend his honor; these 

are the ends of party, and in this view of it 1 too ama party man. 
But rather than carry my partisan feelings into a contest whieh in 

volves the honor of a gallant soldier, who had fought bravely for 

his country in the face of danger and death, Ll would see my right 

irm severed from my body 
If you are disposed to make this a party question, I member two 

things 
1. It was under Republican rule that th reat wrong was com 

mitted 

2. A Republican Congress has the power to undo this mischief, and 

refuses the last opportunity to relieve its party from the obloquy of 

having done a great wrong 

GRNERAI ANT'S MAGNANIMITY 

On this very subject, in this very case, vou have before you a 

splendid example in your own gallant and honored leader, General 
Grant With a magnanimity that does honor not only to him but 

| to the whole human race, his mind being disabused of error and 
rises supe prejudice by the revelations of the truth of hi 

rior to party, and asserts the grandeur of a real 

claiming to the world not 

expresses genuine and honorable and manly grief 

he has done this injured man by having refused 

mischief which 

story, he 

heroic nature in pro- 

rave error, but he publicly 

for the mischief 

to undo the gre 

to him by this cruel court-martial ; 

only his own £ 

ater 

h id been done 

lamenting that when he had the power to undo the mischief, his 
mind labored under the belief of this man’s guilt upon a false theory 

and a fatal delusion, 
As much honor as General Grant has won in the service of his 

country, bis glittering plume is yet brightened in its gleamings by 

this other ray of glory, coming, not from a victory on the field of 
battle, but from that greater victory over self, over party, and over 
prejudice, 

Every point now and heretofore claimed by Fitz-John Porter to prove 

his innocence of all wron tentional or otherwise, under the charges 

‘ hich he was tried, is 

FULLY ESTABLISHED 1° rHE ¢ I I AL RI I 

if the court-martial, printed and shown in his defense at the time 

| The subsequently presented newly discovered evidence confirms the 
original testimony given in his behalf, and disproves that of his ac- 

cusers and prosecutors. 
Ov x to circumstances best known to the court, the. lence in his 

defense was not credited, while that of the p ‘ 1, now fully di 

pro ed, was received as correct 

Most of the new evidence was documentary i tten on the ground 

during the events inquired into 
rhe War Department exercised an espionage over all of Porter’s cor 

| respondence, and he complained to the co hat letters to him from 

| the Army were withheld and pilfered 
| Complaint was made and made again to the Post-Office Department; 

In these wars, growing out of political jealousies, every man fell | but it was months before he received even a portion of the abstracted 
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and withheld documents, which when presented with other evidence 
contirmed the old testimony and 

ESTABLISHED HIS INNOCENCI 

ivy on all points. Other documentary evidence was withheld or mislaid by 
his accusers; some of this has not come to light, though its tenor is 
known. Other papers proving essential facts asserted by him but de- 
nied by his prosecutors were brought forward in 1878, by one of his 
accusers, from the secret recesses in which they had been held since 

1862—brought out to prove a *‘ point’ in favor of the accusing witness, 
and they proved Porter’s entire innocence of one of the gravest charges, 
and would have done so in 1862, when they were asked for. I refer to 
Porter’s letter, which showed that he received the 4.30 order after 6 
o'clock, and which had been in General McDowell’s possession for six- 

teen years. 

The minority report of the Senate, submitted by Senator LOGAN on 
May 31, 1882, as if feeling the necessity of asserting a full and fair 
trial, says that for forty-five days the court-martial was in session and 
that after a ‘‘ patient investigation,’’ during which many witnesses 
were examined, Porter was found guily. Nothing, however, is said of 
the fuct that only thirteen days (four being Sundays or holidays not 
used) of the forty-five were given to the defense, and that those were 
cut short by the one idea of 

EXPEDITING THE TRIAL, 

that the service might not be inconvenienced, no matter how the ends | 
of justice might be perverted, which seems to have actuated the Secre- 
tary of War, who issued a peremptory order to the court to sit without 
reference to hours. When Porter was required to enter on his defense 
notone of his important witnesses had been summoned or notified that he 
was to be a witness, although at the beginning of the trial Porter had 
been required by the judge-advocate to furnish a list of his witnesses— 
an unusual demand, the plea for making it being that the trial would be 
expedited and the service put to less inconvenience; and further, one 
witness, General Pope’s chief of staff, held for the prosecution, was or- 

. , . . . 1 

dered away from Washington so soon as it was found that he was to be 
a witness for the defense. Eminentstatesmen, honored jurists, and law- 
yers as able and distinguished as are in our country have declared after a 
careful and ‘‘ patient study ’’ of the records of that court-martial that 

FITZ-JOHN PORTER SHOULD HAVE BEEN ACQUITTED. 

Conscious of his innocence, and as preparation for an appeal, almost 
simultaneously with the publication of the sentence, Porter asked for 
the publication of the record by the Senate. His ap;al was met by 
Senators presenting a volume, which had been surreptitiously published | 
and hastily issued, which contained only the evidence for the prosecu- 
tion, not one word for the defense. And so 

SUCCESSFUL WAS THE DECEPTION 

in creating the impression that the whole evidence had been published, 

that the Senate denied the motion to print. 
Senator Fessenden said, holding the volume up to view: 
He was rather in favor of having the record printed and go to the country. 

But the record had been printed; he had received a copy and read it. He be- 
lieved that the result arrived at was amply justified by the facts, and no other 
results could have been reachedin any court. Butthe record was very volumi- 
nous: it would create a vast expense under the present circumstances, and asit 
was already printed he did not think it best to adopt the resolution. 

That volume, bound with other anonymously written and surrepti- 
tiously printed pamphlets of the prosecution, furnished to Senators, is 
new in existence. 

THE PRESS ALMOST UNANIMOUSLY 

The press of the country, that had carefully watched the proceedings 
of this court-martial, and which had all the evidence, almost unani- 

FAVORABLE TO PORTER, 

mously announced their opinion, a fair sample of which is an article in | 
2 the New York Times January 12, 1862, from which I quote: 

It is very certain that the trials (General McDowell's and Porter's), although 
the impeachments of each officer were so grave, have not resulted in establish- 
ing any startling and terrible crimes to shock the country and disgrace the serv- 
ice, 

In the minority report of the committee of the Forty-sixth Congress, 
page 29, ‘‘the opinionof a careful military historian, the author of per- 

haps the best history of our civil war that has been written’’ and writ- | 
ten without ‘‘ prejudice or passion,’’ is given, but if the members of the 
committee had turned to the appendix, pages 761-763 of the history by 
the Comte de Paris, from which the extract was taken, they would have 
found the amended opinion, and 6a page 292 of the later American 
edition they would have found all trace of it gone and commendation 
substituted; and they no doubt would all have been as much astonished | 
as was one of the minority when this appendix and the new addition | 
were shown to him, unfortunately not until after the report had been 
made. If the minority still retain their exalted appreciation of this 
author, then certainly when they find passages derogatory to Porter 
changed under new light to commendations, in justice they should give 
him the benefit of this high opinion. 

I give the exact words of the Comte de Paris (Appendix, page 761): 

We shal! pass over in silence the charges of incapacity, cowardice, and trea- 
son. These are belied by Porter's whole career, who, both as a soldier and a 
chieftain, had been tried on more than one battlefield, and whose devotion to 
the cause he served can not be called into question. * * * After his defeat 

APPENDIX TO THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 

| General Pope censured his lieutenant for not having prevented the junction of 
Jackson and Longstreet by placing himself between them on the Gainesville 

| and Groveton road. He asserted that this maneuver was practicable and that 
it would have assured the defeat of the confederates. It was in consequence of 
this accusation that Porter was tried and condemned. Ata later period when 
the facts became more fully known and the official reports of the confederate 
generals were given to the public it was shown that the junction of the two con- 
federate corps was effected long before Porter could have reached the point 
which had been indicated to him. c 

. “ - ~ * ~ * 

General Pope has weakened the effect of this charge by his immoderate course 
and by presenting the facts in a light which does not bear investigation, On 
the one hand he asserts that he ordered Porter to attack the enemy's ri rht, and 
assumes that he willfully disobeyed him in not fulfilling his instructions. Now 
this order, as we have already stated, was only dispatched at half past 4 o'clock. 
and Porter declared that he did not receive it until the moment when night 
rendered its execution impossible. The movements of the several corps had 
been so frequently countermanded that the officers of the general staf¥ were 
unable to ascertain the exact position of each, so that the delay in the trans. 
mission of that order is not to be wondered at. On the other hand Pope, in his 
anxiety to prove that Porter's inaction had permitted the enemy to concentrnite 
all his forees upon that portion of his line which was defended by Jack son, 
quotes the official report of the latter. But he made a mistake in the dates, as 
we have ascertained by examining a collection of confederate reports on the 
campaigns of Virginia, published in Richmond in 1864 (volume 2, page 96); the 
quotation he produces has reference to the 30th of August, and not the 29th. 
‘This explanation will suffice to show how important it is to be circumspect in 
examining the various documents that have been published on both sides if one 

| wishes to arrive at the exact truth. 

In the stress laid on the fact that Mr. Lincoln, then President, ap- 
proved the sentence of the court, it should be remembered that the 
proceedings of the court were never examined by him, and that he ap- 
proved the sentence mainly on the argument of the judge advocate, 
which misrepresented the evidence. Never wasa great-hearted or great- 
minded executive more grossly betrayed by the servants in whom he 
trusted. Mr. Robert Lincoln’stestimony plainly shows that his father 
was misled by the Judge-Advocate-General’s interpretation of Porter’s 
dispatch to Generals McDowell and King; nor should Governor New- 
ell’s letterand testimony, showing that President Lincoln acknowledged 
to him that he believed himself misled and would be glad of an opportu- 
nity to reopen the case, be forgotten. 

It has been said that Porter should be judged on the 29th of August, 
1862, by what he knew of Longstreet to guide his acts; also, that Long- 
street was not in his front, and if so, that he did not know it. In this 
connection, [ referto Porter’s letter of January 9, 1871, to the honorable 
Secretary ef War, and to a dispatch of August 29, 1863, from General 
McDowell to General Pope, both accompanying this letter. It will 
there be seen that for the purpose of assuming a great success after a 
severe battle on the 29th that General Pope claimed in his dispatch 
from the battlefield that he had been fighting the combined forces of 
Longstreet and Jackson; but in order to convict Porter, who acted on 
a positive knowledge of Longstreet’s presence in his immediate front, 
General Pope testified in 1862 that Longstreet had not arrived up to a 
late hour in the evening and subsequently reported him coming on the 
field all that night and next day. 

Again, General McDowell testified in 1862 that he knew nothing of 
Longstreet or of the cause of the falling back to Manassas of I Ricketts 
and King, and that he did not meet them until after parting from Por- 
ter. Yetin part of that dispatch, written before seeing Porter, he says 

| he had met King, had heard of Ricketts, and that they had fallen back, 
** being overmatched ’’ by Longstreet. The record of McDowell's court 
of inquiry, sitting in the same building with Porter’s court, shows that 
he was proving that he knew all about Longstreet, and had arranged 
to prevent him coming through Thoroughfare Gap, only nine miles 
from Porter, on the morning of the 28th August. In 1878 he testified 
that he had imparted his information to Porter. 

ANIMUS, 

The charge that Porter exhibited ill-feeling toward General Pope is 
not sustained by the proof. But we see scattered through the testimony 

| very strong evidence that General Pope entertained both jealousy and 
animosity against Porter. 

In his first report of the battle of August 30, he said: 
The attack of Porter was neither vigorous nor persistent, and his troops soon 

retired in considerable confusion. 

Porter lost about 2,100 out of less than 8,500 men for the fighting 
that General Pope styles ‘‘ neither vigorous nor persistent.’’ 

Other corps of General Pope’s army lost from August 16 to Septem- 
ber 2, inclusive—Sigel 2,087 out of 9,000, Heintzelman 2,238 out of 
9,000, Reno 1,523 out of 7,000, McDowell 5,469 out of 18,000; and of 
these 5,469, more than 2,000 of McDowell’s losses were reported as 
**missing,’’ while Porter’s ‘* missing’’ was only 458. 

It will therefore be seen that in the fight that General Pope says 
was ‘“‘neither vigorous nor persistent’’ Porter’s loss in killed and 
wounded on that afternoon was, in proportion to the strength of the 
various corps, | 

NEARLY DOUBLE THAT OF ANY OTHER CORPS 

during all the battles of the campaign, which lasted eighteen days. 
In describing the attack of General Porter, which General Pope says 

was neither vigorous nor persistent, Stonewall Jackson uses these words: 

Ina few moments our entire line was engaged in a fierce and sanguinary strug- 
gle with the enemy. Asone line was repulsed another took its place and pressed 
forward as if determined, by force of numbers and fury of assault, to drive us 



from our positions. So impetuous and well sustained were these onsets as toin- 
duce me to send to the commanding general for re-enforcements, but the timely | 
and gallant advance of Genera! Longstreeton the right relieved my troops from | 
the pressure of overwhelming numbers, and gave to those brave men the chances 
of a more equal conflict. As Longstreet pressed upon the right, the Federal ad- 
vance was checked, and soon a general advance of my whole line was ordered. 

The Schofield board, after describing Porter’s conduct on this occa- | 
gion, comment upon it in these words: 
Thus did this gallant corps nobly and amply vindicate the character of their 

trusted chief and demonstrate to all the world that ‘* disobedience of orders” 
and “misbehavior in the presence of the enemy'"’ are crimes which could not 
possibly tind place in the head or heart of him who thus commanded that corps. 

. * * * * - = 

Porter's faithful, subordinate, and intelligent conduct trat afternoon saved the Union 
army from the defeat which would otherwise have resulied that day from the enemy's 
more speedy concentration. 

~ * = * = * 

Whoever else may have been responsible, it did not flow from any action or 
inaction of his. 

* = + * * * 

We believe not one among all the gallant soldiers on that bloody field was less 
deserving of such condemnation than he. 

Now, when we recall General Pope’s testimony against Porter on his 
trial, contradicted as it was in many material points by an array of wit- 
nesses, many of them called by the prosecution, does it not appear that 
General Pope was possessed by some personal and malignant animus 
against Porter? 

On January 15, the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. DAwes], by inter- 
posing objections, prevented the consideration of the bill for the relief 
of Fitz-John Porter. He afterward obtained leave to address the House, 
and, by unanimous consent, I was granted the same privilege. 
lay until this time made it necessary for me to proceed without a knowl- 
edge of the positions he would assume or the line of argument he would 

the House, so as to give me an opportunity to reply. 
It would seem, Mr. Speaker, that what I have already said has an- 

ticipated every material point in the speech of the learned and distin- | 
There were, however, a few assertions and insin- | guished gentleman. 

uations in his speech to which I will briefly allude. He states: 
General Porter had, therefore, a trial according to the custom of war in like 

cases—a fair trial and by a court of the highest possible standing as to intelli- 
gence, character, and integrity. 

It had not been my intention to discuss the legal features connected 
with the court, as I did not feel such a course was at all necessary to 

PORTER'S VINDICATION, 

It had been my impression that all persons who had examined the 
matter admitted the illegality of the proceedings under which he was | 
tried; the matter of contention being that his conduct was so exem- 
plary that no honorable court could hesitate a moment, after hearing 
the evidence as now presented, to entirely exonerate him from any and 
all blame or censure. 

But as General DAWEs has stated that Porter had a fair trial accord- 
ing to the customs of war in like cases, I will reply by asserting that | 
the court, as constituted, Was in violation of the sixty-fourth article of 
war and the sixty-fifth article as modified by act of Congress May 29, 
1830. 
if the statements of those who still assail General Porter are correct 
some of its members have disregarded the requirements of the sixty- 
ninth article of war, which, if true, would involve those gentlemen 
in the turpitude of disregarding the oath that-is recited in said article. 
I will first call attention to the sixty-fifth article of war, as modified. 

I read from the Army Regulations of August 10, 1861, page 495. The 
act referred to is an amendment to the sixty-fifth article of war: 
Whenever a general officer commanding an army, or a colonel commanding 

aseparate department, shall be the accuser or prosecutor of any oflicer in the 
Army of the United States under his commar4, the general court-martial for 
the trial of such officer shall be appointed by ihe Cresident of the United States. 
' The proceedings and sentence of the said court shal! be sent directly to the 
Secretary of War, to be by him laid before the President, for his confirmation 
or approval, or orders in the case. 
So much of the sixty-fifth article of the first section of ‘‘ An act for establishing 

rules and articles for the government of the armies of the United States,"’ passed 
on the 10th of April, 1806, as is repugnant hereto, shall be, anc! the same is hereby, 
repealed. (Act 29th May, 1830, sections 1, 2, 3.) 

Pope was a general officer, commanding an army, and Porter was an 
officer in the Army of the United States, under his command. 

It will therefore be observed that the act of Congress modifying the 
sixty-fifth article of war directly applies to a case like this. 

General Pope and General Halleck could not be ignorant of these pro- 
visions, but is it not probable that they feared the inquiry which would 
have come {rom President Lincoln had they asked him to order the court ? 
Did they not apprehend he would have hesitated before ordering a court | 
to try the hero of Gaines’s Mill, Cold Harbor, Chickahominy, Malvern 
Hill, and the brilliant victory of August 30 at second Manassas? Isit 
not possible that Lincoln was asked and either hesitated or refused to 
order the court ? 

Certainly these men would have made some effort to procure a legal 
tribunal before resorting to violation of law in their efforts to crush a 
man whose reputation they sought to destroy 

His de- | 

It was also in violation of the seventy-fifth article of war, and | 

APPENDIX TO THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 
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It is true that they give the face of the paper an appearance of legali- | 
ty, Pope’s name not being signed to the charges. The signature reads: 

ree B. 8. ROBERTS, 
Brigadier-General Volunteers aid Inspector-General Pope's Army. 
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When this point of illegality was suggested, Judge Holt said: 
There is no reference in the order appointing this court to General Pope at alt 

I wish to state distinetly that Major-General Pope is not the prosecutor in this 
case, vor has he preferred these charges, nor do I present them as being pre- 
ferred by him. 

It is true that General Pope swore before the court-martial that he 
was not the prosecutor, but his reportof the battle of August 30 clearly 
showed that he was the animating cause of the prosecution; and when 
it became no longer necessary for him to fire from under cover, he ac- 

knowledged or rather boasted that he was Porter’s accuser and prosecu 
tor. 

In supplement to Senate Report No. 142, Thirty-eighth Congress, sec- 
ond session, volume 2, I find on page 190 extracts from a letter written 
by General Pope, which I will read. It is addressed: 
Hon. B. F. WApE, 

Chairman of the Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War 

It says: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 18th May 

1865. 
2 * . * * 

Within two months it was actually found necessary to depose General McClel- 
lan from his command, and bring Fitz-John Porter to trial 

* ® > 

In the last days of January, 1863, when the trial of Fitz-John Porter had closed 

and when his guilt had been established I intimated to the President that it 
seemed a proper time then for some public acknowledgment of my services in 
Virginia from him 

. ‘ 4 * * , e 

I considered it a duty I owed to the « 

tice, lest at another time and with gre 
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| had with anything that related to the operations I conducted in Virginia 

pursue, and it was not until to-day that his views were presented to | Although this is conclusive, it is only a part of the abundant evidence 
that General Pope was both the accuser and prosecutor of Porter, and 
13 the court was appointed by General Halleck and not by the President, 
it was an illegal tribunal from the inception of its proceeding, and 
findings were void, even if all else had been legal 

In discussing this feature of this arti 
martial, 24 

cle | quote O’ Brien on Courts 

page ° ] 
WHO MAY ORDER GENERAL COURTS-MARTIAL 

By the sixty-fifth article of war, any general commanding an army, or colonel 
commanding a separate department, may appoint general courts-martial when 
ever necessary. 

But, by the act of 29th May, 1830, section 1, whenever said general or colonel 
shall be the accuser or prosecutor of any officer in the Army of the United States 
under his command, the general court-martial for the trial of such officer shal 
be appointed by the President of the United States 

It is intended to prevent the packing of a court and still more, perhaps, to pre 
vent the suspicion of such packing 

rhe effect of this article is, first, when an army is assembled in a body, to pre 
vent any other than its commander from ordering general courts-martial and to 

limit this privilege, even in such cases, to commanding officers having at least 
the rank of general. The second effectof thearticle is, whena territory is divided 

into different departments, to confine the right of ordering general courtemar- 
tial to the commanding officer of a department, and to grant this privilege to 
him only when he has, at least, the rank of colonel. 

With regard to the value this distinguished gentleman placed on him 

self, in his conversation with Mr, Lincoln in January, 1863, I will sim 
ply suggest that if he had only put himself on the New York Stock 
Exchange and bought himself for what Mr. Lincoln seemed to estimate 
his worth to the country and then sold himself for what he thought he 
was worth it would have required but few deals for his wealth to have 
exceeded the colossal fortunes of Stewart, Vanderbilt, or Astor. i will 
now read the sixty-fourth article of war, from page 495, Army Regula- 
tions, of August 10, 1861: 

Art, 64. General courts-martial may consist of any number of commissioned 
officers from five to thirteen, inclusively; but they shall not consist of less than 
thirteen when the number can be convened without manifest injury to the 
service, 

This article applies to all courts-martial and is intended when possi 
ble to give an officer a full court even when tried for a most trivial 
offense. That being true, why should the law be disregarded in the 
trial of such a man as Porter upon charges involving life and honor? 
Washington city was at the time filled with high titled military men, 

| and with all this array couldnot Halleck and Pope find more than nine 
officers whom they could trust with their commission ? 

I do not mean to say that a court would be illegal composed of less 
| than thirteen members, nor shall I discuss the question of what should 
1} be regarded as 

MANIFEST INJURY TO THI 

But Ll insist that the spiritand letterof the sixty-fourth article of war 
were grossly violated by ordering Major-General Porter to be tried in the 
city of Washington by a court consisting of nine members, with the thou 
sands of officers of all grades in and about Washington; and it is im 
possible to ascribe other than improper motives in providing for less 
than thirteen members of the. court. 

In 1 Attorney-General’ s Opinions, page 299, Mr. Attorney-General Wirt, 
in referring to this provision of the sixty-fourth article of war, after 
stating that it does not refer to convenience, nor is the injury alluded 
to only a probable one, but it 
uses these words: 
And if a smaller number act without such manifest emergency, I repeat “ that 

they are not a lawful court and an execution under théirsentence would be mur- 
der.” 

SERVIC 

nust be a manifest injury lo the service, 
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I will now read the seventy-fifth article from page 497: 
Art. 75. No officer shall be tried but by a general court-martial ; nor by offi- 

cers of an inferior rank if it can be avoided. Nor shall any proeeedings of trials 
be carried on excepting between the hours of 8 in the morning and 3 in the after- 
noon, excepting in cases which, in the opinion of the officer appointing the court- 
martial, require immedjate example. 

Of the nine officers appointed by the court only two held commissions | 
of the same grade as Porter, all the balance being brigadier-generals. 
There were at this time more than thirty officers in the Army who were 
superior in rank to General Porter. Is it possible for any one to con- 
tend that the officers ordering the court could not have avoided naming 
eight officers of a grade lower than that held by the accused? Comment 
upon this matter is unnecessary. 

I will now allude to another action on the part of the prosecution, 
and remark that they may select that horn of the dilemma which best 
suits the purpose of their effort at justification. The seventy-fifth 
article of war provides that trials shall be carried on between the hours 
of 8 a. m. and 3 p. m., except in cases which 

REQUIRE IMMEDIATE EXAMPLE. 

General Porter’s friends have insisted for twenty years that one pur- 
pose of his immolation was, because the disasters of others required the 
punishment of some officer for an example. 

The proceedings of the court show that orders were given for its ses- 
sions to be held regardless of hours, so that either it was considered 
necessary to make an immediate example or this law was grossly violated 
by the action of the official who issued the order. 

It is certainly not creditable to the Government that documentary 
evidence was 

WITHHELD 

or mislaid by General Porter’saccusers. Some of this has not yet come 
to light, but other papers which prove essential facts, which were in- 
sisted upon by Porter at his trial, but denied by Pope and the prosecu- 
tion, were brought forward in 1878 by General McDowell, he having 
secretly withheld such papers since 1862. These papers were brought 
forward by McDowell to prove a point to sustain his assertions as an 
accusing witness; but the effect of said papers was to sustain and con- 
firm other proof which General Porter had insisted upon and which dis- 
proved one of the strongest points insisted upon by the prosecution in 
1862. 

In the elaborate and well-arranged speech of the distinguished gen- 
tleman from Ohio [ Mr. DAWEs], he hasapparently selected every particle 
of alleged proof and every point which could be brought against this 
unfortunate soldier. 

Unlike, however, General Pope, he is not universal in his condemna- 
tion. He says: 

I respect General Porter for his valor on other fields, but for his failure on this 
field I condemn him. 

His allusions to Porter’s accusers do not show that his opinion of those 
gentlemen is very exalted. I will read: 

I have spoken not for General Pope 
here for trial 
McDowell. 
campaign. 

General DAWEs also sustains General Porter and contradicts General 
Pope inmany points of evidence. The night of August 27, it will be 
recollected, Pope testifies was starlight. General DAWEs’s recollection 
is very different. He says: 

I have no doubt that that night was dark; nights are apt to be when there is 
no moon. There is unimpeachable evidence that the night was dark. I find 
evidence that it was “ very dark,”’ given by my gallant leader who fell at Get- 
tysburgh, General John F, Reynolds. He testifies: 

“It was a very dark night, as was the succeeding night. I recollect both of 
them distinctly from having been about a good deal until after 12 o'clock on each 
night,” 

Ah, on the succeeding night I was about myself, and so was my honorable 
friend from Wisconsin. We can swear it was dark—very dark. 

History must attend to his case; it is not 
I have no concern as to the plots or machinations of General Irvin 

I know nothing of his personal schemes, plans, or purposes in that 

General DAWEs’s recollection that this was a very dark night is also 
sustained by a number of other witnesses whose testimony I have cited to 
this House. He, however, commits agrave error when he makes this 
statement, which I will read: 
The sentence was approved by Abraham Lincoln, President of the United 

States. The Hon. Robert T. Lincoln, in his testimony upon the subject, says: 
“My father was exceedingly severe in his condemnation.” 

Had he looked into the record of the Schofield board he would have 
found on pages 320 and 321 the evidence of Governor Newell, who tes- | 
tifies that he had seen General Porter only twice, and that his per- 
sonal and political relations with President Lincoln were intimate and 
friendly and that he had a conversation with President Lincoln regard- 
ing Porter’s case. In answer to adirect question from the court regard- 
ing Mr. Lincoln’s statement on this occasion, Governor Newell said: 

Mr. Lincoln stated that he had not been able to give that personal attention to 
the cause which its merits required; that he had accepted the opinion of the 
Judge-Advocate-General and of the War Department as the basis of his action ; 
that if any evidence exculpatory of General Porter could be introduced he would 
be very glad to give him an opportunity to have it presented ; that he had a high 
regard for General Porter personally and as a soldier, and that he hoped that 
he would be able to vindicate himself in that way. I had at least two conversa- 
tions with the President on that subject, t.c import of which I have given you. 
I do not recollect the precise language, but it made a special impression upon 
my mind at the time, and my recollection has been fortified by a letter which I 
wrote to Governor Randolph, and which reminds me of this particularly. 

APPENDIX TO THE CONGRESSIONAL’ RECORD. 

General DAWEs and others of Porter’s assailants make assertions re- 
garding General Garfield which I hope are equally erroneous. In their 

| earnest efforts to argue what they seem to choose to regard as their side 
| of the question they do not apparently reflect upon the great injury 
| they were inflicting on the great and 

DISTINGUISHED DEAD. 

If it was true, as stated by some of General Porter’s assailants, that 
information had been received by them regarding the opinion of any of 
the members of the court or ary intimation as to how any member voted 
upon any of the charges or specifications, then it is also true that the 
member of the court who, they say, gave them information in the mat- 
ter was guilty of violating the oath which he took not to divulge said 
facts. The letter alleged to have been written by General Garfield I 
hope and trust was imposed upon the gentlemen by some enemy of our 
martyred President. 1 hope General Garfield’s friends will come to his 
rescue and prove, what I believe they will be able to prove, that this, 
like the Morey letter, was a forgery. 

I can not conceive that after reading Mr. Lincoln’s views, to which 
I have alluded, General Garfield would have used an expression to 
injure Porter and at the same time pervert the position of Mr. Lincoln. 
If he had in a thoughtless moment written such a letter or uttered 
careless expressions of the same character to confidential friends, he 
certainly had too much confidence in them to believe that his reputa- 
tion would be assailed by their publication to the world. 
My very high opinion of General DAWEs convinces me that he was 

ignorant of this testimony regarding President Lincoln when he put on 
the first page of his speech the eight words taken from an expression of 
Hon. Robett T. Lincoln. These unexplained words standing alone do 
injustice to both the living and the dead. They misrepresent Mr. Lin- 
coln and make his distinguished son appear to attribute to him views 
very different from those expressed by him when first informed of the 
wrong done to Porter. 

It seemed that Mr. Lincoln evinced a great pleasure in learning of 
Porter’s ability to vindicate himself, also remarking that “‘he hada very 
high regard for General Porter personally and as a soldier.’’ 

Of course the distinguished Secretary of War, in the phrase of eight 
words attributed to him by Mr. DAWEs, referred to the ideas which his 
father derived from the review placed before him by Judge Holt. 

I feel confident, when my gallant friend, General DAWEs, learns that 
his expressions did injustice to the magnanimity and love of justice of 
both President Garfield and President Lincoln, that he will hasten to 
correct the error into which he has been led. 

General DAWEs seems to be a gentleman whose mind was made up 
on this matter twenty years ago. His language on this floor is: 

As a soldier of the army of General Pope, and afterward in the Army of the 
Potomac, I then accepted this action of the court-martial as conclusive upon the 
subject. 

Is it not probable that this fact, together with his acknowledged ability, 
was the reason why he was selected to combat this cause against General 
Porter on this floor? General DAWEs also says: 
That other generals under Pope in that campaign may have failed is quite 

probable. It wasa general] failure all around, so fur as results are concerned. To 
assail other generals does not defend Porter. 

The intensity of DAWEs’s feelings he does not attempt to conceal. 
Because of the disastrous results of the campaign, he seems to think 
the immolation of some one is due to the country; but in all his long 
speech I can not see that he gives any reason why Porter should be the 
one selected for sacrifice. His own wishes on the subject are very tersely 
and forcibly expressed. I will read his exact words: 
From an old letter of my own, written from our camp near Belle Plain, Apri! 

8, 1863, 1 take these words: 
. 

eee LL eee 

~ * x - 

“Shot to death by musketry for Fitz-John Porter would have been poor pen- 
ance for the thousands slaughtered at Bull Run, and we, their surviving com- 
rades and friends, would for their sakes rejoice at it,” 

| I respectfully submit to this House that in the trial of this cause a 
member who admits such prejudice should be struck from the panel of 
jurors. We will not object to the use of his great ability as counsel 
against the accused; but I feel confident from my knowledge of his bet- 
ter feelings he will of his own motion decline to stay with us in the 
double capacity of judge and juror. But whatever may be his dispo- 
sition in this regard, the friends of justice will certainly appreciate his 
incapacity to give this case an impartial consideration. 

General DAWEs’s effort to prejudice the case by alluding to the time 
that has elapsed since the court-martial met in 1862 is a point hardly 
worth considering. The entire country knows that General Porter 
has been during all the time assiduous in his demands ior a proper hear- 
ing of his case. The effort to sustain a wrong by such a plea would 
meet with no favor from the people. Another effort is made to detract 
from the dignity of the Schofield board, by assailing them with the 
statement that they ‘‘ were without power to compel the attendance of 

| witnesses.’’ This is an equally unfortunate allusion. The record 
shows that the only witnesses wanted by the Government or by Por- 
ter’s accusers were easily procured, and it also shows that this want of 
power to compel the attendance of the witness was only made apparent 
by the court’s strenuous efforts to bring General Pope before it to tes- 
tify. Pope’s appeals to the Government to 

* 



SAVE HIM FROM 

the severe examination and confusing inquiries to which he would have 
been subjected is now a matter of history. 

Again, General DAWEs, wincing under the overwhelming proots de- 
veloped by the Schofield board, as a last resort attempts to weaken its 
findings by speaking of its constitution as of questionable legality. 

This attack upon President Hayes would have come with better grace 
from some one else than the distinguished member from Ohio. The 
board was, in fact, in the nature of a court of inquiry, which is espe- 
cially provided for by the articles of war. Even if it should be said 
that a ceurt of inquiry has no jurisdiction to report upon a citizen, it 

many gentlemen who still bore commissions in the Army. 
already considered what the evidence shows regarding the animus of 
the parties, but as General DAWEs states that *‘ the animus of Porter 
will be the controlling consideration in the debate before the American | conviction of the most honorable and innocent men: and some of these, 
people,’’ let me ask what animus was in Porter’s heart when he hurried 
trom the Peninsula tothe support of Pope, not even waiting for orders but 
anticipating them? What was his animus on August 30, when by gal- 
lantry he saved Pope from disastrous defeat? What animus was shown 
in his reply to a letter from General McClellan which that officer wrote 
to him at the earnest solicitation of President Lincoln? The animus 
of Porter during all this time is the same as that which he exhibited 
from June 26 to the night of July 1, when by his great gallantry and | 
skill he won those 

VICTORIES 

to which earlier in these remarks I have alluded. 
Mr. Speaker, we accept this question of animus, and we inform Gen- 

eral Pope and his friends that they shall not retreat from the position | 
which they have taken. Let us consider Pope’s animus and that of the 
Government officials in their treatmentof Porter. What was the ani- 
mus inducing Pope to testify that he had nothing to do with the charges 
against Porter? He knew that statement to be untrue, and has subse- 
quently made statements that proved that it was not true. He also 
knew that if he admitted before the court that he was Porter’s accuser 
he would have destroyed the legality of the proceedings. What animus 
was exhibited toward Porter by the Judge-Advocate of the Army? 
He had prosecuted Porter before the court as judge-advocate. He then 
reviewed the proceedings of the court in the capacity of Judge-Advo- 
cate-General of the Army. 
When Porter completed his defense Judge Holt was invited by the 

court to reply, but he declined te do so; yet under an order of the Pres- 
ident he revised the proceedings in the capacity of Judge-Advocate- 
General of the Army, preparing a most elaborate argument against Por- 
ter, in which he canvassed and reviewed the evidence; and this was 
the paper which was placed before President Lincoln. 
My iriend, Mr. DAWEs, knows that this argument of the judge-ad- 

vocate of the court should have been made before fhat body so that 
General Porter could have had opportunity of replying thereto. On 
more point on animus. If Mr. DAWEs will read the proceedingsof the 
Porter case, page 489, he will find that during the trial Major-General 
William B. Franklin informed Porter that, if requested, General John 
F. Reynolds, General George H. Thomas, and himself would go before 
the court and swear that they would not believe either Pope or Roberts 
under oath. 
Such evidence would have instantly crushed the prosecution, and 

Porter knew it, but he declined to have these distinguished gentlemen 
testify, giving as a reason thatit would give rise to bad feeling. Could 
there, Mr. Speaker, be a more glaring case of animus than was ex- 
hibited by McDowell when he cireulated what he represented to be a | 
copy of Stonewall Jackson’s report of the battle of the 29th, when in 
truth and in fact the report referred to the battle of the next day, in 
which Porter was so distinguished? What kind of animus was it, Mr. 
Speaker, which induced the ordering of an 

ILLEGAL COURT? 

Illegal because it was not ordered by the President as required by 
law; illegal because it was in violation of the articles of war. It con- 
tained but nine when it should have contained thirteen members. _Ille- 
galagain, Mr. Speaker, because two of its members were not disinter- 
ested in the result of the trial. Illegal also, Mr. Speaker, because one 
of these interested judges was placed upon the stand as a witness and 
resumed his place upon the bench as a juror and judge. 

But I am wrong, Mr. Speaker, in detaining the House any longer in 
regard to the argument of the gentleman from Ohio. I hope upon 
further reflection that he will be led to do this wronged man justice. 

In closing, Mr. Speaker, let me say that I have never seen General 
Pope in my life, and my knowledge of General Porter is limited to the 
short time that he was my instructor in artillery at West Point. In 
common with all men who were thrown under his influence, I recog- 
nized in him those elements of which honorable and brave soldiers are | 

During the last quarter of a century I have not met him | constituted. 
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ject in saying these words to the lovers of right throughout our land is 
to add my feeble mite toward the establishment of truth, the vindica 
tion of honor, and the upholding of the sublime principles of justice. 

in order to illustrate some of the foregoing remarks and positions, I 

take the liberty of adding a number of curious and instructive cases, all 
| historical, involving and elucidating the subject of military punishments 

| 

| sways the judgment involving the | 

} 
} 

| slaughter 
must be remembered that its report and inquiries were with regard to | 

I have | 

for insubordination and dereliction of official duty rhese « 
the danger of hasty trials in times of great tumult and of tho 
and turbuient excitements which usually 
nations are 

show isncs 

e high 
exist In times ol 

contending in arms on the field of battle, amid 
and the thunders of artillery; when the nerves of 

strained to the utmost, and their minds are thrown out of that quiet 
equilibrium so necessary to weigh with deliberation the testimony which 

war: when 

scenes of 
men are 

ife or honor of eminent men 

The history of wars is full of gloomy records which show the hasty 

to which I here call attention, show that time has exculpated many a 

victim of injustice, where history in dis innocence had to 
weep over the dead who had passed away from earth under clouds of 

infamy, too far removed to hear the voice of vindication 
over the grasses and turfs of the def: 

covering 

as it swee ps 

smed grave t Vindication power- 

less to do aught but to revive the melancholy memory of a blasted 

name 

All the persons were very distinguished officers, all were convicted 

upon evidence which time showed was either false or and 

liorts 

insuflicient, 
all have been vindicated by history, notwithstanding reat ¢ on 

the part of the prosecutors to re press nd hide the deve lopmx nt of 

| trut! 

APPENDIX. 

ADMIRAL BYNG 

Eneyclopzedia Britannica. } 

Che celebrated British Admiral Byng entered the navy at an early 

age, became captain in 1727, and in 1745 was made rear-admiral of the 
red. In the year 1755 the British Government received intimation that 
the French were fitting out a naval expedition in Toulon 

them to attend to the defenses of Gibraltar and Minorea 
ever, was done until the intentions of the Fri 

and Byng was then intrusted with ten miserably c« 

and it behooved 

Nothing, how 

nch were too apparent, 

juipped ships of war, 

and set sail from Spithead on the 7th of April, 1756. He put in at 
Gibraltar to receive stores, and there learned that the French had mad 

good their descent upon Minorea. Onthe 19thof May he came in 
ol St. Philip’s, still held by the British, but file establ re Md 

| cations with the governor. 
On the following day he engaged with the French fleet, which 

inferior in number of vessels but vastly superior in armament and equi 
ment, There seems no doubt that the division unde Byng ce] 

did not second with sufficient eagerness the bold attack made by Ac 

miral West. The action was indecisive, and next morning Byng « l 
a@ military council, and it was resolved that, under the circumstances, it 
was hopeless to attempt anything further, and that Minorca must be 
left to its fate The fleet returned to Gibraltar The indignation ot 

the English at the transaction was intense, and the g: 
advantage of it to avert 

Vvernment t 

from themselves the charge of incapac 

| Byng was at once superseded and brought home under arrest A 
martial on his conduct sat during December, 1756, and January, 1757 

| and found that the admiral had not done his utmost to relieve St 

Philip’s or to defeat the French fleet, though they fully acquitted him 
cowardice or treachery Che only punishment open to them to inflict 

as that of death, and they passed their sentence with the utmot re 
luctance, coupling it with an earnest recommendation to mercy No 
attention was paid to this or to other attempts to mitigate what was 
felt to be an unduly severe punishment for mere incapacity. The un 
fortunate admiral was shot on the 14th of March, 1757 

ROBERT CLIVI 

Robert Clive, Baron of Plassy, in the peerage of Ireland, was the 

| these three 

| hammed Ali against Sahib in the province of the Carnatic; 

founder of the empire of British India before he was 40 years of age. 

At 18 he was sent to Madras in the civil service of the East India Com- 

pany. He was just of age when in 1746 Madras was forced to capitu 
late to Labourdonais during the war of the Austrian Succession. The 
power of the Great Mogul was at that time in the hands of three pro 
vincjal viceroys, the nawabs of the Deccan of Bengal and of Oudh 
Clive successively established British ascendency against the French in 

great provinces. The English supported the claims of Mo 
and ¢ 

| with a small force and only three tield-pieces gained possession of its 

| 

but once, and that for a single moment, and in the presence of those | 
who demanded his attention, so that he did not recognize me as one of | 
his pupils at the Academy. I have no prejudice for Porter, nor do I 
desire to criticise his assailant. Every word that I have said I feel is 
justified by evidence. I have not sought to vindicate Porter. My ob- 

capital, Arcot, and there sustained a siege of fifty days against th 
forces of Sahib, supported by the French. He was finally relieved by 
English troops from Mahratta. 

In all history there is scarcely a parallel to this exploit of 1751, un 
til the siege of Lucknow in 1857. When war again broke out in 1756 
Clive’s efforts helped to drive the French from their settlements, and 
the treaty of Parisin 1765 confirmed Mohammed Ali in the position Clive 
hed won for him. Two years after the British possessions in Southern 
India were formally recognized by the Emperor of Delhi. The siege 
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of Arcot gave Clive a European reputation. Pitt pronounced him al 
‘*Heaven-born general.’’ He returned home early in 1753. He was 
sent out in 1756 as governor of Fort St. David, and on his way out he 
took Bombay and captured Gheriah, a piratical stronghold. He took 
his seat as governor on the very day on which the nawab of Bengal capt- 
ured Calcutta. 

On the 5th of August Suraf-ab-Dowlah took the old fort of Calcutta 
and plundered it; the English fled, many jumping from the ships into 
the river. Of one hundred and forty-six who were forced into the 

| 

‘*Black Hole’’ in the stifling heat of that sultry season only twenty- 
three came out alive. Disembarking below the city, Clive marched 
throngh the jungles, invested Fort William and by the assistance of 
the fleet reduced it, January 2, 1757. A month later he defeated the 
nawab and forced him to conclude a treaty favorable to the English. 
Clive then sent a fleet up the river against a French settlement, when 
the treacherous nawab refused to be bound by the treaty, and Clive 
was compelled to treat him as an enemy. 

On the 2ist of June Clive arrived on the bank opposite Plassy with 
1,100 European and 2,100 native troops and ten field-pieces. The nawab 
had drawn up 18,000 horse, 50,000 foot, and fifty-three pieces of heavy 
ordnance served by French artillerymen. When, after a heavy rain, 
thesun rose brightly on the 22d, the 3,200 men and the six guns crossed 
the river and took possession of the grove and its tanks of water, while 
Clive established his headquarters in a hunting lodge. On the 23d 
the engagement took place and lasted the whole day. Except the forty 
Frenchmen and the guns they worked, the enemy did little to reply 
to the British cannonade, which, with the Thirty-ninth Regiment, scat- 
tered the host, inflicting on it a loss of tive hundred men. 

In 1760, at 35 years of age, Clive returned to England with a fortune 
of at least £300,000, and the quit-rent of £27,000 a year, after caring 
for the comforts of his parents and sisters, and his old commander, 
Lawrence. The money had been honorably and publicly acquired with 
the approval of the company. The amount might have been four 
times what it was had Chive been either greedy alter wealth or ungen- 
erous to the colleaguesand troops whom he led tovictory. In five years 
the young man had crowded together a succession of exploits which led 
Lord Macaulay to compare him to Napoleon Bonaparte. Then it was 
that he set himself to reform the home system of the East India Com- 
pany, and commenced a bitter warfare with Mr. Sullivan, chairman of 
the court of directors, whom finally he defeated. In this he was aided 

by the news of reverses in Bengal. On the 3d of May, 1765, he landed 
at Calcutta. 

Kassim Ali had induced not only the viceroy of Oudh, but the Em- 
peror of Delhi himself, to invade Behar. 
first mutiny in the Bengal army Major Momo, ‘‘the Napier of those 
times,’’ scattered the united armies on the hard-fought field of Bexar. 
The Emperor Shah Aalum detached himself from the league, while 
the Oudh viceroy threw himself on the mercy of the English. He re- 
turned to the Oudh viceroy all his territory save the provinces of Alla- 
habad and Corah, which he made over to the weak emperor. But from 
that emperor he secured a most important document in the “ firman 
from the King Shah Aalum, granting the dewany of Bengal, Behar, and 
Orissa to the company 1765.”’ 

The date was the 12th August, the place Benares, the throne an En- 
glish dining-table covered with embroidered cloth and surmounted bya 
chair in Clive’s tent. Clive’s final return to England was the signal 
for an attack of his personal enemies. Every civilian whose illicit gains 
he had cut off, every officer whose conspiracy he had foiled, every pro- 
prietor er director whose selfish schemes he had thwarted, now sought 
their opportunity. Burgoyne, of Saratoga memory, did his best to in- 
duce the House of Commons, in which Lord Clive was now member for 
Shrewsbury, to impeach the man who gave his country an empire, and 
the people of that empire peace and justice. The result after the brill- 
iant and honorable detense of his career, which will be found in Alman’s 
debates for 1773, was a compromise. 

On a division, the house, bya vote 155 to 95, carried the motion that 
**Lord Clive did obtain and possess himself of £234,000 during his first 
administration of Bengal,’’ but refusing to express an opinion on the 
fact, it passed unanimously the second motion at 5 in the morning that 
**Robert, Lord Clive, did at the same time render great and meritori- 
ous service to his country.’’ 

The first motion satisfied the animosity of those whose ambition 
Clive had thwarted, and the second satisfied the consciences of those 
who knew the first motion was a base slander upona great and brave man. 

He died 1774, in his fiftieth year. 
THOMAS ARTHUR LALLY. 

Count Lally, son of Sir Gerald Lally, an Irish loyalist who accom- 
panied James II in his exile in France, when scarcely 12 years of age 
performed his first military service at the siege of Barcelona. 

In 1745 he distinguished himself at the battle of Fontenoy, where he 
led the Irish brigade whose gallantry secured victory to the French. 
Louis XV made him a brigadier-general on the field. Several years 
later he received the appointmentof governor-general of the French es- 
tablishments in the East, but the means placed at his disposal were 
wholly inadequate. He landed at Pondicherry April 28, 1758, and 
found that the agents of the French East India Company were secretly 

After the suppression of the | 

against him. Nevertheless the Coromandel coast was conquered in a 
few weeks. He laid siege to Madras in December, carried the Black 
Town, and had some prospect of success; but being unsupported by 
D’Aché, the commander of the French fleet, and having no money to 
pay his mutinous soldiers, he was obliged to retire on the arrival of an 
English fleet. 

Besieged in Pondicherry, he held out for ten months; but he was 
finally compelled to surrender his garrison of seven hundred men, Janu- 
ary 14, 1761, to General Coote, who had 22,000 troops and was sup- 
ported by fourteen ships. He was carried as a prisoner to London: 
but having heard that he was charged by his personal enemies with 
various crimes, he obtained his release on parole, went to Paris, entered 
the Bastile in order to hasten his trial, and remained there for nine 
teen months. Accused by the very men who had caused his ruin asa 
traitor and defaulter, a mock trial took place; witnesses of the worst 
character were allowed to testify against him; he was refused counsel, 
and was not even allowed to present hisdefense. At last, after a long, 
secret deliberation, he was sentenced to deet’ and executed. Several 
years afterward the whole of these procee. .gs were revised, and the 
sentence was finally reversed in 1778. 

THOMAS COCHRANE, EARL OF DUNDONALD. 

As commander of the sloop Speedy, to which Lord Cochrane was ap- 
peinted in 1800 (he was then 25 years of age), he performed a series of 
exploits in capturing vessels of immensely larger size than his own, 
which are almost without parallel in the annals of naval warfare. 

The Speedy’s cruise of thirteen months, during which she took up- 
ward of fifty vessels, with one hundred and twenty-two guns and five 
hundred and thirty-four prisoners, ended in her own capture by three 
French line-of-battle ships, after making so gallant a resistance that the 
French captain to whom Cochrane delivered up his sword at once re- 
turned it. After a brief imprisonment Lord Cochrane was exchanged. 
The promotion to post rank to which he was fully entitled came somewhat 
tardily in August, 1801, and the persistence with which his claims had 
to be urged laid the foundation of the bad undefstanding with the au 
thorities at the admiralty that caused him to be lost to the British 
service a few years later, while he was still in his prime. 

In August, 1806, Lord Cochrane was transferred to the command 
of the Imperieuse (44), in which during the succeeding two years he did 
immense damage to the enemy’s fleet in the Bay of Biscay and the 
Mediterranean. One of his most gallant exploits during this period 
was his defense of Fort Trinidad, near Rosas, which he held for twelve 
days (November, 1808) against overwhelming odds. When he found 
further resistance impossible he blew up the magazines and returned 
to his ship. 

Meanwhile, though his services were so distinguished, his relations 
with the admiralty had not become more friendly. Atthe general eleo 
tion in May, 1807, he had been returned triumphantly for Westminster 
in the Radical interest, along with Sir Francis Burdett; and during the 
brief interval spent at home, while he Swas in command of the Im 
perieuse, he had rendered himself still further obnoxious as a critic in 
Parliament of naval abuses. In 1809, however, the authorities had 
occasion for a daring service which he alone was found competent and 
willing to undertake. It had been suggested to them that the French 
fleet blockaded in Basque Roads might be destroyed by means of fire- 
ships, and the hazardous duty was intrusted to Cochrane. On the 
night of the 11th of April he personally piloted the vessels loaded with 
explosives to the entrance of the harbor, where they spread such terror 
that seven French frigates slipped their cables and ran on shore, five of 
them being afterward destroyed. 

Unfortunately this first success was not followed up as it ought to 
have been. Lord Gambier, the commander of the blockading fleet, 
ignoring the repeated and urgent request of Cochrane, refused to order 
a general attack, and thus the opportunity of destroying the whole of 
the enemy’s ships was lost.* Lord Cochrane was bitterly disappointed, 
and made no attempt to conceal his opinion of the incompetency of his 
superior, who found himself compelled to demand a court-martial. The 
trial was worse than a mockery; the court was packed, witnesses were 
manipulated, and charts fabricated, with the scandalous result that 
Gambier was acquitted and Cochrane by implication disgraced. There 
was of course no further professional employment for one who had been 
stigmatized as a false accuser. For four critical years Lord Cochrane 
held no command, and his country lost the services of one of the few 
naval heroes she has had worthy to be named along with Nelson. 

In his place in Parliament he did what he could to secure a reform 
of the many abuses connected with the administration of the navy, 
and his unsparing criticisms greatly embittered his already unfriendly 
relations with the admiralty and the government. In 1814 an unfor- 
tunate concurrence of circumstances, suspicious in themselves, though 
capable of a satisfactory explanation, led to his being accused, along 
with several others, of a conspiracy to defraud the Stock Exchange by 
circulating a false report of the success of the allies and the death of 
Napoleon. He had only a week or two before so far overcome the dis- 
favor with which he was regarded by the admiralty as to secure his 
appointment to the command of the Tonnant, the flag-ship of his un- 
cle, Sir Alexander Cochrane, but he had to resign the position in order 
to meet the prosecution which the government was not slow to institute. 



The trial was conducted before Lord Ellenborough, a noted partisan, 
who, if he did not, as Cochrane’s friends have insinuated, exceed the 
limits of his office in order to secure a conviction, certainly showed no 
favor to the accused, who were all found guilty. Lord Cochrane was 
sentenced toa fine of £1,000, twelve months’ imprisonment, and an hour 
in the pillory. His ruin and disgrace were completed by his being ex- 
pelled from the House of Commons and deprived withthe usual humil- 
jating ceremonies of the Knighthood of Bath, which had been bestowed 
on him after his heroic service at Basque Roads. Popular sympathy, 
however, was strongly with him. An influential minority of forty-four 
yoted against his expulsion from the House of Commons, and when a 
new writ was issued for Westminster he was unanimously returned, 
no one having ventured to stand against him. A public subscription 
was raised by his constituents for the payment of his fine 

His colleague, Sir Francis Burdett, pledged himself to stand along 
with him in the pillory if that part of the sentence was carried out, 
and the government judged it prudent to remit it. Lord Cochrane’s 
conduct was throughout that of an innocent if somewhat imprudent 
man. 

At his trial he volunteered a full explanation of the suspicious cir- 
cumstances that were urged against him, and after his conviction he 
took every opportunity of protesting against the injustice that had been 
done him and was urgent in lis demand for a new inquiry. 

At the close of his imprisonment Lord Cochrane, finding little hope 
of active service in his native country, took command of the fleet of 
Chili, offered him in 1818, and he subsequently served the Brazilian 
Government most brilliantly and successfully. 

Finding inaction impossible, Lord Cochrane gave his services to the 
cause of Greek independence, being appointed admiral of the Greek 
fleet, in which for the first time his heroism and exalted military genius 
were of no avail. On his return to England Lord Cochrane found him- 
self the object of a popularity that had grown rather than abated dur- 
ing his absence. His great achievements had been spoken of in the 
warmest terms in the House of Commons by Sir James Mackintosh, 
who urged the government to restore him to his place in the service of 
his native land. 

With the accession of King William and the formation of a liberal 
ministry there came at last a tardy and imperfect reparation te Lord 
Cochrane for the injustice he had suffered. He was restored to his rank 
in the navy, but with this he had to remain content. It was with bit- 
ter and indignant feelings that he found himself compelled to accept a 
pardon under the great seal instead of the new trial he had iong and 
vehemently demanded. 
much of its grace by the fact that the honor of the knighthood of the 
Bath, of which he had also been deprived, was not restored at the same 
time, and that the arrears of his pay were withheld. ‘In 1831 he suc- 
ceeded his father in the earldom of Dundonald. 

On the 23d November, 1841, be betame vice-admiral of t 
Another installment of the 

LINGERING 

he blue, 

ATONEMENT 

that was due to him was paid in 1847, when the honor of knighthood of 

And the restoration to his rank was robbed of | 
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} at the earnest request of Major-Gener 

the Bath was restored, though, by that strange fatality which seemed | 
to have decreed that no reparation made to him should be complete, his 
banner was not replaced in the chapel of the order until the day before | 
hisburial. No one will now deny that this ‘‘ heroic soul branded with 
felon’s doom’”’ suffered more cruel and undeserved wrongs than ever 
fell to the lot of any warrior of his genius and achievements. 

Lord Dundonald died at Kensington on the 30th October, 1860, and 
was buried in Westminster Abbey. 

COMMODORE JAMES BARRON 

On June 1807, the frigate Chesapeake, thirty-eight guns, Captain 
Gordon, bearing the broad pennant of Commodore Barron, was boarded 
by a boat from the British ship Leopard, of fifty guns, Captain Humphreys, 
to search her for certain deserters from the British navy. Commodore 

99 
wy 

| 

Barron refused to submit to this extraordinary demand, and in a very | 
few moments afterward the Leopard fired a broadside into the Chesa- 

ke. The American ship was in no condition to return it; besides 
- inferior force, she was in utter confusion on first coming out of 
port, and although the guns had been loaded, rammers, wads, matches, 
gun-locks, and powder-horns were all wanting. The Leopard contin- 
ued to fire until Barron, finding that no resistance could be made, or- 
dered the colors struck. 

A single gun was fired by the Chesapeake just as her colors were 
hauled down. There being no matches at hand, it was discharged by 
means of a coal brought from the galley. The ship received twenty- 
one shot in her hull, and three were killed and eighteen wounded; 
among the latter were Commodore Barron and his aid, Mr. Broom. 
Four men claimed as English were taken out of her, and she returned 
to Hampton Roads the same evening. Intense excitement was created 
throughout the country by this outrage. 

Barron was court-martialed and sentenced to be suspended for five 
years without pay or emoluments. Barron remained abroad till 1818, 
when an attempt was made to restore him to duty. This was resisted 
by many officers, including Decatur, who had been a member of the | 
court-martial, and after a long and bitter correspondence 
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Jarron sent 
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Decatur a challenge. The duel was fought at th, March 22 
1820. Both fell at the first fire Decatur died the same night, and 
Barron recovered after months of great sufferin 

Facts deve loped soon after Barron's tr quite ce SiVé showed 

that he was in no wise responsible for the condition ¢ 1e Vessel upon 

which he was ordered to sail, but the deep sy mpathy d indignation 

of the people at the cruel injustice meted to | was the only repara 
m that was made to him 

Chis case of Commodore Barron is sti iresh upon the m nds of all 

readers of history, while the late action of the Government in restoring 
» the Army Surgeon-General Hammond end Colonel Granville O’ Halles 

shows that their previous dismissal was without warrant of law or ju 

tice But the recent centennial anniversaries of the capture of Stony 
Point and the surrender of Lord Cornwallis at Yorktown have called 

our attention to one of the bravest act 

makes a 

annals of 

rs in those battles, 

record of the most atrocious outrage which ever d 

military jurisprudence 

whose tite 

isgraced the 

GENERA HULL S&S A» 

General William Hull, a gentleman of the highest culture and at 

tainments, was among the first of the Revolutionary patriots who rushed 
to the defense of our country lie served with distinction as an 
otlicer of the line 

Db} 4 

at the siege of Boston, ane 1 tle wattle \ ( ( 7) ne 

Monmouth 

General Washington, in his published letter to Ma General Heath, 

dated December 13, 1779, says 

Colone! Hull isan officer of great merit, and whose service ‘ ble 
to himself and honorable to his country 

In the summer of 1780 General Washington solicited him to accept a 
position upon his staff as aid-de-camp, which appointment he declined 

Baron Steuben, inspector of the 
Army, under whom Hull was then serving as inspector-general ot 
division of Major-General Hows 

the 

Baron Steuben visited General Wash 

ington especially on this subject, and stated to both General Washing 
ton and Colonel Hull thathe, ‘‘ Hull, would be more usetul in the office 

of inspector than in any other situation, and hoped such considerations 
would influence their decision for him to remain.’ 

Colonel Hull also fought under General Lee at White Plains, under 
General St. Clair at Ticonderoga, and under General Gates in the bat 

| tles of the 19th of September and the Ist and 3d of October, and in the 
| capture of Burgoyne’s army at Saratoga 

Hull also commanded and led his regiment hundred strong, in 

the assault and capture of Stony Point, and tor his great gallantry in 
that battle he received the 

PARTICULAR THANK= 

of General Wayne and General Washington and Congress 
By General Washington’s special permission, given in his published 

letter of January 7, 1881, Colonel Hull attacked and defeated the 

enemy at Morrisania 
Major-General Heath, in a letter dated December 30, says¢ 
rhe success of this Morrisania enterprise was doubtful in the opinion of Gen 

eral Washington, but Colonel Hull, with the troops under his command, was 
successful, With great address and gallantry they forced a narrow passage to 
the enemy, and with the loss of one subaltern, one drummer, and ten privates 
killed, one captain, one sergeant, and eleven rank and file wounded, completely 
defeated the enemy, and, besides the killed and wounded, took upward of fifty 
prisoners, cut away the ponton bridges, took a considerable quantity of forage, 
a number of cattle, &c., for which they were thanked in public orders 

General Heath also states twice in this letter that 

Colonel Hull sustained a conspicuous character of a brave and good office: 
and possessed the particular esteem and confidence of General Washington 

Colonel Hull continued in active serviee during the entire war of 

the Revolution. ‘ 

For gallantry at Dorchester Heigh White Plains, and Trenton 
General Washington promoted him to the rank of major 

His heroic conduct at Prineeton, Ticonderoga, Bemis Heights, Still 

water, Saratoga, Monmouth, and Stony Point won him promotion to lieu 
tenant-colonel, and he was acting under the orders of Washington with 

the rank of colonel when Cornwallis surrendered in 1781 
When the Army was disbanded at the close ofthe war Hull was ten 

dered by Washington the appointment as 

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL OF TILE ONLY REGIMI I 

which was retained in the service, and when the 
in 1799 for the anticipated war with Fra: 
ington as one of the major-generals 

General Hull was appointed commissioner to make treaties with th 
Indians 1798; appointed judge of the court of common pleas 1798; was 

Army was organized 

we he Wiis S¢ le ‘ ted by Wash 

> 

State senator 1798 to 1805, and governor of Michigan 1805 to 1812 

Appointed brigadier-general regular Army 1812, and declined (see 
evidence of Secretary of War Eustis, page 4, Appendix Hull’s Trial) 
Again appointed brigadier-general regular Army to command troops at 
Detroit, which appointment was conferred and accepted for the distinct 
purpose of enabling him to better protect settlers in Michigan from 
Indian depredations. This appointment was coupled with the assur 
ance on the part of the Government that in the event of a war with 



England a naval force would be placed upon Lake Erie, as General Hull 
had previously suggested in a paper laid before the Secretary of War, 
showing that in that contingency Detroit could not be held unless the 
lake was thus kept under our control : 

Before reaching Detroit, and before he had any intimation of the dec- 
laration of war with England, the entire baggage of his troops with | 
the hospital stores and implements, was captured on Lake Erie by the | 
British, and Fort Mackinaw, a post north of Detroit, had also fallen | 
into their hands 

General John Armstrong, who afterward became Secretary of War | 
and an opponent of Hull, in his notice of the war of 1812 (page 47), 
thus censures Secretary of War Eustis for this disaster: 

We have seen that General Hull lost his own baggage and that of the army, | 
the whole of his hospital stores and intrenching tools, and sixty men in conse- | 
quence of the ill-judged and tardy manner employed in transmitting to him the 
declaration of war. A fact so extraordinary in itself and so productive of injury 
tothe public calls for more development than has yet been given to it, 

Still more extraordinary was the fact that the news of the declaration of war 
reached the Canadian authorities some days before it reached General Hull, and 
this under the frank of a Washington official, this error or treason being the di- 
rect cause of the disaster 

With Lake Erie under the undisputed control of the British and the 
entire line of march to Detroit being filled with hostile Indians, all 
military men of experience considered the few hundred men under 
Hull, detached as they were two hundred and fifty miles from re-en- 

lorcements or supplic Ss, as 

VIRTUALLY SACRIFICED 

by the declaration of war with England. 
General William Henry Harrison, afterward President, writes to the 

Secretary of War, August 6, 1812: 

rhe information received a day or two ago from Detroit is of the most un- 
pleasant nature. The loss of Mackinaw will probably be followed by the capture 
of Fort Dearborn. It is my opinion that it will be the object of the British to 
draw as many of the Indians as possible toward Malden to cut off the supplies 
from and ultimately to capture General Hull's army.—Clarke’s History of Cam- 
paign of 1812, page 396. 

» The Government appreciated this, and suggested that Colonel Wells 
should re-enforce Detroit with a large detachment and convey rations 
and supplies to Hull. 

General Harrison deemed this hardly practicable, thinking it would 
only add to the force sacrificed. Harrison, in replying to this sugges- 
tion in his letter of August 10, 1812 (Dawson’s Life of Harrison, page 
27 says ~ivd , 

I greatly fear the capture of Mackinaw will give such éclat to the British and 
Indians that the northern tribes will pour down in swarms upon Detroit, oblige 
General Hull to act on the defensive, and meet and perhaps overpower the con- 
voys and re-enforcements which may be sent him. It appears to me, indeed, 
highly probable that the large detachment which is now destined for his relief 
under Colonel Wells will have to fight its way. I rely greatly on the valor of 
these troops, but it is possible that the event may be adverse to us, and if it is 
Detroit must fall. 

(See Clarke’s Campaign of 1812, page 397.) 
Che Government appreciated these views and was deeply impressed 

with the jeopardy in which Hull’s force was placed, and directions were 
given to create a diversion at the east end of Lake Erie to induce a with- 
drawal of a portion of the enemy which was in front of Hull, and thus 
release the pressure upon the beleagured forces at Detroit. General 
Hull had frequently in his letters shown the necessity of such a diver- 
sion Appendix to Hull’s Trial, 38.) 

During July the often-repeated orders of the Secretary of War to Gen- 
eral Dearborn, who commanded the entire northern army, was similar 
to the following paragraph in the orders to General Dearborn dated 

August 1, cited in Appendix No, 10 to Armstrong’s Notices of the War 
of 1812; also Appendix to Hull’s Trial, page 38: 

You will make a diversion in favor of him (General Hull) at Niagara and 
Kingston as soon as it may be practicable 

Major-General Dearborn neglected to make the slightest movement 
to comply with these instructions, but in direct violation of these orders 
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made an armistice with the enemy, 

EXCLUDING HULL'S FORCI 

from its benefits, which enabled the British Major-General Brock and | 
Sir George Prevost (whohaed full control of Lake Erie) to throw their en- 
tire army and thousands of Indians upon Hull and compel the surren- 
der of his little undisciplined and unprovisioned force of seven hundred 
men. 

In the life of Sir George Prevost this armistice is thus spoken of: 
A ruse de guerre as creditable to the shrewdness and sagacity of Sir George 

hee ost as it was disreputable for the obtuseness or treachery of General Dear- 
orn 

No, 11 of Armstrong’s Notices of the War of 1812, in the appendix, 
is the following extract of a letter from Sir George Prevost to General 
Brock: 

I consider it most fortunate that I have been able to prosecute this object of 
the government [the armistice] without interfering with your operations on the 
Detroit. 

(See Clarke’s History, page 355. ) 
General Armstrong, afterward Secretary of War (volume 1, page 97 

in his Notices of the War of 1812), says: 
* We have already stated that to lessen the pressure on General Hull, Major- 
General Dearborn was directed te make such movements against the British 

posts in his front as would have the effect of preventing them from re 
the garrison at Malden, or otherwise altering the relz 
had hitherto existed between Hull and Proctor. 

But for this service the major-general had made no preparation and appeared 
to have little relish, as on the very day on which he was thus instructed by the 
Government (though sufficiently apprised that detachments had been sent te 
Malden and that tbe situation of Hull was becoming more critical every m ’ 
ment) he did not hesitate to enter into an armistice by which he completely dis 
abled himself from giving any aid to that officer either by vigorously assailing 
the British posts in his front (now rendered comparatively weak by the absence 
of Brock and the troops carried with him) or by extending to him and hisarmy 
the benefits of the temporary suspension of hostilities into which he had entered 

enforcing 
‘tion as to strength which 

(See Clarke’s Campaign of 1812, page 354. ) 
On August 12, 1812, General Hull’s situation was as follows: His last 

| letter from the War Department (July 9) informed him that he must 

NOT RELY UPON RE-ENFORCEMENTS. 

On the north, Michilimackinac had fallen, and 3,200 Indian warrioys 

were marching upon Detroit from that quarter. The lake which lay to 
the south of Detroit and east was under the undisputed control of the 
British. On the south or southwest a dense forest for over two hun- 
dred miles, filled with hostile Indians, separated him from the nearest 
settlements. Thedetachments under Major Van Horn, Colonel Miller, 
and Colonels Cass and McArthur, which had attempted to penetrate 
this forest and succor a much needed and hoped-for convoy with provis- 
ions, had been checked or driven back by the hordes of Indians who. 
aided and directed by British officers, had established strong fortifica 
tions within fourteen miles of Detroit. To the west was an unexplored 
wilderness. 

Letters just received from Generals Hall and Porter, whocommanded 
small posts to the east on Lake Erie, informed him that— 

A large number of boats filled with British troops had passed over to Fort Ma} 
den, and that the British forces with the Canadian militia and savages on th« 
opposite side of Niagara River were moving by water to the same point; and 
at the same time General Hull was informed that nothing could be done to 
check their movements, and that no assistance or co-operation could be afforded 
to him. 

General Hull’s troops, estimated by his brigade-major, Jessup, and 
Colonel Cass at from 750 to 1,060 officers and men, which included team- 
sters, laborers, and other non-combatants, were ignorant, undisciplined, 
and many of them imbued with aspirit of insubordination and mutiny, 
fostered and encouraged, and in some cases even initiated, by mili 
tia officers of all grades, including colonels of regiments. They were 
without efficient arms, with but little ammunition, and were deficient 
in supplies of all kinds. (See Colonel Miller’s evidence, Hull’s Trial, 
pages 116 and 117; also, Appendix No. 2, Hull’s Trial, page 14; also, 
Memoirs of Campaign of 1812, page 61.) 

In his front was Major-General Brock with a thoroughly equipped 
and disciplined army, with no limit to the vast hordes of Indians which 
were anxious to obey his orders, and the armistice which Sir George 
Prevost had effected with 

MAJOR-GENERAL DEARBORN 

placed at General Brock’s disposal as many thousand British troops as 
he could possibly desire. 

In addition to the above, General Brock had subject to his command 
the entire Canadian militia, which numbered more than 18,000 men 
(See Memoirs of 1812, pages 19 and 20.) 

This was the condition of affairs when Major-General Brock wrote as 
follows: 

August, 15, 1812. 
General WILLIAM HULL: 

The force at my disposal authorizes me to require of you the immediate sur- 
render of Fort Detroit. It is farfrom my intention to join ina war of extermina 
tion; but you must be aware that the numerous bodies of Indians who have 
attached themselves to my troops will be beyond my control the moment the 
contest commences. 
You will find me disposed to enter into such conditions as will satisfy the most 

scrupulous sense of honor. Lieutenant-Colonel McDowell and Major Glegg are 
fully authorized to conclude any arrangement that may lead to prevent the un- 
necessary effusion of blood. 

ISAAC BROCK, Major-General 

General Hull was 

GOVERNOR OF A DEFENSELESS PEOPLE 

as well as commander of the troops at Detroit. His pride as a soldier 
induced him to reply that he was prepared to meet any force at his dis- 
posal and any consequence which might result from it. (Hull’s Trial, 
Appendix 2, page 23.) 

General Brock opened a severe fire from his batteries and advanced 
his troops to the attack. 

Hull left the inclosed fort in person, rode to his advanced battery 
under a heavy fire and superintended the dispositions for defense. 

The evidence of Major Munson and Captains Dyson and Maxwell 
says: ‘‘General Hull’s bearing was cool and collected.’’ (See Hull’s 
Trial, pages 128-131, 133.) 

Notwithstanding the hopelessness of the situation General Hull con- 
tinued to make 

ALL POSSIBLE PREPARATION FOR DEFENSE; 

but during the night one hundred of his men deserted with their arms 
to the British standard, confirming the previous statements of the militia 
colonels that these men could not be relied upon. The Michigan militia 
had been for years separated by vast forests from American settlements. 
Social and business relations and frequent marriage connections with the 



Canadians had cauged a growth of identity of feeling and interest. (Me- 
moirs of 1812, page 60. ) 

Most of the remainder of Hu!!’s :cices were Ohio militia; the same 
troops who had refused to march at Urbana; the same troops which 
Colonel Miller referred to in his evidence when he stated that Colonel 
Brush said on the morning of the capitals ation, ‘“‘his men would run 
away toa man.’’ (Hull’s Trial, page 125. ) 

The same troops whose mutiny Colonel Miller’s regiment suppressed 
while en route to Detroit. (Hull’s Trial, page 125; 
Campaign 1812, page 35.) 

The same troops 

and Memoirs of 

WHO REFUSED TO OBEY ORDERS 

to cross the river into Canada. The same troops which Colonel Cass 

said would desert to a man if ordered to take postat the Miami. (Hull’s 
Trial, page 33; Memoirs, page 65.) 
Thesame troops which Lieutenant Bacon testified were without subor- 

dination or discipline, and who were frequently disorderly, and who rode 
their officers upon a rail. 

The same troops, Lieutenant Bacon saw refuse to obey orders, the same 
troops referred to when he heard Colonel Miller informed that there was 
another mutiny among the Ohio militia, and the same troops to whom 
he alluded when as a staff officer he gave to Colonel Miller an order to 
suppress the mutiny. 

The same troops which were referred to when the commander said to 
Colonel Miller: *‘ Your regiment is a powerful argument; without it 
I could not march these volunteers to Detroit.’’ (See Hull’s Trial, 
pages 124 and 125.) 

The senior officer of these troops was 
COLONEL CASS, 

who admitted that he encouraged his troops to refuse to obey orders | 
which they did not approve, notwithstanding the fact that they had never 
heard a hostile gun, and notwithstanding the further fact that their 
commander was a veteran of thirty battles and enjoyed the implicit con- 
fidence of General Washington, and for twenty years had been his tried 
and trusted friend. (See Cass’s letter, Memoirs, page 65.) 

Cass alsoopenly admitted (see Hull’s Trial, Appendix No. 2, page 26) 
that two days previous to the attack these oflicers were engaged in a 
mutinous conspiracy which he says Hull prevented by sending two col- 
onels off on detachments. 

In Memoirs of Campaign of 1812, page 60, we find the following: 
In addition to all this combination of force which was proceeding against me 

symptoms appeared in the interior of my camp not less alarming; the spirit of 
ating which before had manifested itselfin whispers increased and became more 
open. It was evident it was now fostered and encouraged by the principal ofti- 
cers of the militia and was fast rising into an avowed conspiracy. 

This was thecondition of the garrison of Detroit when its commander 
found himself confronted by the forces of Sir George Prevost and Major- 
General Brock with 

ALL THE MILITARY RESOURCES OF 

then in Canada at their disposal. General Dearborn, the commander- 
in-chief of the American army, having stipulated and agreed that the 
American army would remain quiet during an indefinite period, during 
which the entire resources of England then in Canada were left free to 
overpower and capture the troops under General Hull, at daylight on 
the 16th 

ENGLAND 

GENERAL HULL WAS WITH HIS 

outside the fort engaging the enemy. 
He had learned that Dearborn’s armistice had thrown upon him all 

the British troops, Canadian militia, and Indians on the 
frontier. 

He also learned that in addition to this combination and increase of 
the enemy’s force, contrary toall expectation, the Wyandots, Chippewas, 

TROOPS 

northern 

Ottawas, Pottawatomies, Munsees, and Delawares, all tribes of Indians 
who had been counted upon as friendly with Americans, had gone over 
and joined the British standard. (Hull’s Trial, Appendix No. 2, page 
14.) 

A report dated after the loss of Detroit, published in a French Cana- 
dian paper, gives the following as the British force in Catlada: 
Royal Artillery She cnancepoesencesconconssovescsocesasnese 500 

First Royal Scots Infantry, first battalion 1, 200 
Eighth Regiment, King’s Own. ; : 1,000 
Forty-first Regiment, first battalion ...... 900 
Forty-first Regiment, second battalion . 350 
Forty-ninth Regiment............................ 700 | 
One Hundredth Regiment 900 
One Hundred and Third Regiment....................... 800 | 
One Hundred and Fourth Regiment. daeibetanncheiensidbesaa 750 
First Veteran Battalion ................. 500 
Canadian Fencibles ........ 800 
BUUMStSONth DIAGOONS .......000.60000000sesessceceesees Sloan ee 500 
Glengary Fencibles ... siallaltnandhieniciee olnaued 800 
EES Saas 800 

Embodied militia, about .............................. Se ; = 6,000 | 
Two troops volunteer cavalry ......... 150 
Three companies chasseurs .. 150 
Eighty-ninth Regiment ...................... 2 EE piece 500 
German Legion, called De Walteville’s...... ; aE 1,600 

SATs dacchicamciteastididadiabiiehbininbtptiiaianicianinted senoteeoesneoneceneeengs 18, 900 

One of the detachments General Hull had sent with onde srs for Colo- 
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nels Cass and McArthur to join him now came in, having been driven | 

back by the enemy, and reported their inability to continue upon their 
mission Hull's Trial, Appendix No. 2, page 15 

The fort, or rather inclosure, which was a fort only in name, had be 
come filled with women, children, and old and decrepit people of the 
town and country Che enemy’s fire had already kil 
helpless people, and they could not retire back 
being killed by the Indians 

The whole effective 

led some of those 

of the town without 

force under General Hull were new troops 

accustomed to camp life { laborious march, a number of combats 
and skirmishes, in which a portion of these troops had engaged 
amount of sickness, and a want of medicines and comtorts had still 
further reduced his strength of effective troops Hull’s Triai, Ap 

pendix No. 2, page 15-16 
While in this defenseless condition Major Anderson brought the 

telligence that two companies, the advanced pest under Captains K 

and Shover, had gone over to the enemy, while at the same time Co] 

onel Brush exclaimed to his general, ‘‘ By God, every enn of his reg 

| ment had or would desert to the British’’ (Hull’s Tri page 125; also 

Appendix, pages 91-93), events adverse to General Ht . and over which 

he had no control had transpired in rapid succession 
First. The fall of Mackinaw and Chicago, and the destruction of the 

garrison of the latter place 
Second. The absolute impossibility of procuring ammunition L pre 

visions 
Third. The failures of convoys with supplies to make their way t 

him from the settlements. 
Fourth. The general uprising of the Canadian militia and the fiet 

that all the savages, including many tribes heretofore friendly, had 
joined the British standard 

Fitth. The ignorance, disaffection, conspiracy, and mutiny which 
| pervaded his troops, culminating in desertion to the enemy 

Sixth. The action of General Dearborn in failing to comply with or 
| ders from the Secretary of War to make a diversion in General Hull 
| favor. 

| Seventh. The astounding conduct of Dearborn in agreeing to an 

armistice which turned all the British forces upon General Hull's small 
| detachment. This was the situation when, on the 16th day of August, 
| Genetal Hull found his most advanced post had deserted and joined 
the British troops. 

The information regarding the extent and character of General Dear 
| born’s armistice was contirmed by official papers in the possession of 
| General Brock, which were sufficient to justify Hull in the belief that 
General Dearborn entered’ into the with the the 

OF FORCE AT DETROIT 

armistice view that 

| SACRIFICH THI 

which would inevitably result would be compensated for by advantages 
which he expected to gain in other localities 

The hundred or more of his men who |} 
were now with Major-General Brock, and that office: 

oughly informed regarding the deplorable condition of Hull’s 
their limited supplies and ammunition, and the disaffection and mu 
tinous spirit which prevailed. It clear a further effort at battl 
would accomplish nothing, and it was equally clear that 

rad deserted during the night 

was now thor 

force, 

Was 

A BUTCHERY OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN 

| would follow should further progress of the conflict be permitted 

No alternative was leit but to capitulate to General Brock while it 

| was still in the power of that officer to protect tl 

the knife of the savages It was 

to avert defeat, and it was <« 

| General Brock would avail 

1e non-combatants trom 

under the circumstances 

a temporary 

rapidly 

impossible 

lear that even 

nothing, the 

success over 

as approaching fores 

both of British and Indians would in afew hours number twenty armed 

men to every fighting soldier under his command 
The terms exacted by General Hull secured an immediate parole and 

| return to their homes of most of the garrison, making, however, no 

| stipulations favorable to himself 
NOT A WORD OF CENSURE WAS HEARD I rHeE! RY rut LRMY OR PROPLI 

General Armstrong, in his notices of the war of 1812, No. 10, says 

The inaction by General Dearborn, whi h enabled Brock to leave his posts on 
| the Niagara undisturbed and unmenaced, and even to carry with him a part of 
his force to Detroit and there to capture Hull, his army, and territory, was not 
noticed by any kind of disapprobation on the part of the Go iment Phe it 
ference is fair that it (the Government to take the responsibility or 
itself. 

veri 

was willing 

The edition September fifth of Th 
been published, at least in a measure 
ernment, contains the the 
these words: 

said to have 

ot t he ( 

War, a newspaper! 

, under the aus] 
loss of Detroit, in 

Ces rOV 

account of whic it use 

General Hull's army is represented as having 
They were almost destitute of provisions 
said that eight hundred only were 

been in the greatest dist: 

and many of ther 
to do duty 

ere sich it 

able 

The same article also said: 

To whom to attribute this great national disaster we do not kt but cor 
jecture that the blame will fall upon the Secretary of War 

The Administration did not attempt to deny that all the blame at 
tending the loss of these troops rested entire 

| eral Dearborn, whose situation was such 
of the Administration. 

y upon the 
+ 

m or upon Gen- 

» really make him a part is 



=~ rn! 
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This is supported by the following letter taken from Records of the 

War Office, volume 6, page Ded 

Wank Di 

ived. Fortunately for you, the want of suc- 
ampaign will be attributed to the Secretary of War. 

»y the confidence of the Government the clamor of the discon- 

PARTMENT, Decemoéer 18, 1812. 

Sir: Your letter of the 11th is rec« 

veas Which has attended the « 

So long as you en} 

tented should not be regarded 

You are requested to make an exchange of General Hull as soon as possible. 

WILLIAM EUSTIS, 
Secretary of War. 

Major-General DEARBORN 

Colonel Cass had left Detroit on the l4th of August with most ofthe 

able bodied and best equipped soldiers of the command. 

On the 15th, when Detroit was attacked by General Brock, Hull sent 
orders for Colonel Cass to return, which order he made no preparation 
to obey 

At the capitulation on the 16th Colonel Cass was left to choose whether 
he would take the risk of cutting his way through to the settlement or 
returning under General Brock’s pledge of British protection from the 
savages 

Though two days’ march from Detroit, he returned, and Colonels Cass 
and McArthur and the men under their command were paroled and 
returned to their homes 

The most pronounced division in political opinion at this time was 
between the war party and those who believed it was unnecessary and 
ought to have been averted 

Che Administration and war party were severely censured for their 
management, which resulted in the disaster at Detroit. 

The Presidential election was now about to take place, and the effort 
of any one tending 

ro TURN THE TIDE OF DISAPPROBATION 

from the door of the administration was most earnestly desired. 
Colonel Cass arrived in Washington in this crisis. 

enough to see a road to promotion and preferment, and with a British 
parole in his pocket he commenced a series of letters, which abounded 

in misrepresentation, and sought to shield the Secretary of War and 
General Dearborn and cast the blame resulting from their errors upon 
General Hull, who was a prisoner at Montreal. 

The leading papers were supporters of the Administration and largely 
elaborated the opinions and 

MISSTATEMENTS OF COLONEL ¢ 

all of which had a very appreciable effect upon the public mind. 
The force surrendered by Hull was falsely stated to have been 2,500, 

when in fact after the desertions on the night of the 15th he had less 
than 600. 

Cass, a militia colonel, without even having been in battle, was ap- 
pointed to the rank of brigadier-general in the regular Army, and 
others who were at Detroit and who aided the statement of and sus- 
tained Cass were also liberally promoted. 

Cass and his coadjutors insisted that if Huil had held out, supplies 
and re-enforcements would have been brought to succor him. 

Subsequent experience showed that 

ASS, 

HULL 

in not relying upon such a contingency. After the loss of this meager 
force General Harrison was placed in command of the Northwest with 
over 10,000 men and ordered to penetrate to Detroit. By October 22, 
1812, he had made no progress, and writes to the Government as fol- 
lows 

WAS RIGHT 

To get supplies forward through a swampy wilderness of near two hundred 
miles in wagons or on pack-horses which are to carry them provisions is abso- 
lutely impossible. (See Armstrong's Notes of the War, volume I, page 59; also 
Clarke's Northern Campaign, page 373.) 

And it was not until after Perry’s victory, in September, 1813, had 
opened Lake Erie that Harrison was able to act against Detroit, which 
he then captured without resistance. 

Again, General Cass stated in his letter of September 10, 1812, which 
he reiterated as his opinion in his evidence upon General Hull’s trial, 
that. provisions could have been procured in the country around Detroit. 

This was not true, and it was afterward proven that little more than 
a month previous to September 10, when General Cass had no purpose 
to subserve, he was writing letters asserting precisely a contrary opin- 
ion of the condition of the country. (Clarke’s Campaign of 1812, page 
369; Memoirs of 1812, page 60.) 

HOW CRIMINALLY UNJUST 

to censure Hull for not holding Detroit under such circumstances, and 
how equally unjust to censure him for not cutting his way through to 
the American settlement. His effective force, as before stated, was 
hardly six hundred strong. His road required adétour for sixty miles to 
the southwest along the bank of the lake, making it necessary for him 
to cross all rivers and streams at their mouth, all of which, together 
with the lake, were under the undisputed control of the British, with 
their army and Indian allies and a naval force consisting of five vessels 
of war and a number of gunboats, some of the British vessels carrying 
twenty cannon, (see Memoirs of 1812, page 27), while at the same time 

DEARBORN'S ARMISTICE 

turned the entire force of the English and Indians to attack him by 

‘ 

He was politician | 

| 
| 

march. 

| 

justifies him in évery particular. 
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both land and water, and impede his march at every step. Twe 
months later Major-General Harrison, with 10,000 men, found and re- 
ported it impossible to penetrate the forest from the settlement to De- 
troit, and this, too, after the armistice had terminated and only a 
small portion of the British and Indians were opposing him, and when 
no portion of the British navy was in position to menace his line of 

(See Memoirs of 1812, page 73. ) 
Again, Colonel Cass by his conduct also showed Hull was right. 
When Hull was attacked Colonel Cass was two days’ march en route 

for the States, with three hundred picked men, all of the healthy and 
effectives of his own and McArthur’s regiments. I 
nitioned and unincumbered with luggage. 

Major-General Brock and Sir George Prevost were engaged against 
Hull; yet Colonel Cass, with all these advantages, dared not attempt 
to reach the settlement, and gladly 

He was well ammnu 

MARCHED TO DETROIT AND SURRENDERED 

himself and command to the British forces. 
With what propriety could Hu!l have attempted the same march, 

with the women and the sick and feeble and attacked at every step by 
the armies of Sir George Prevost and Major-General Brock, aided by 
the vast hordes of Indianswhich these officers controlled. That General 
Hull did right is now the verdict of every honest and intelligent man 
in America, and every informed and honest historian of the present day 

So clearly was General Huil justified 
by the Administration that any thought of censuring him was not in any 

| way suggested. 
On thecontrary, the Seeretary of War, after four months’ deliberation, 

writes, under date of December 18, 1812: 

The want of success which has attended thiscampaign will be attributed to the 
Secretary of War.—Clarke’s Campaign of 1812, page 421. 

It wasclear that General Dearborn and the Administration had brought 
about the disaster, and it was difficult to see how any one could so per- 
vert facts as to relieve them from the responsibility. At first no attempt 
was made, but the Administration soon found, or rather had forced upon 

| them, a man ready and willing to do anything which would give him 
preferment with those in power. That man was Colone! Cass, who, as 
before stated, soon appeared in Washington, and, with a British parole 
in his pocket, commenced by 

BASE FALSEHOODS 

to decry his old commander, then in a British prison, at the same time 
lauding himself, General Dearborn, and the Administration. Colonel 
Cass was a man of talent and plausibility, but he showed in this that 
in a matter of personal interest scruples had to be subordinated to am- 
bition. Hesought by his letters to protect the Administration and Gen- 
eral Dearborn and to place the entire blame upon General Hull. He 
asserted that Hull wanted neither men nor supplies of any kind, that 
the Army was in all respects in good condition, and that the British 
might easily have been defeated. 

These letters soon had the effect which Cass and his supporters sought 
to produce upon the public, who did not know that this same Colonel 
Cass had written to Governor Meigs and to his own brother-in-law a 
few days before the surrender— 

ae the Army was in want of everything and must perish unless soon as 
sisted. 

Also using expressions in his letters to them of which the following 
is a sample: 
Our situation is become critical. ) Bad as you may think our situation, it is stil! 

worse than you can believe. 

Cass also knew, but kept it a secret, that his friends, whom he relied 
upon to join in accusation against Hull, and who did join in those ac- 
cusations, were deserting so rapidly that regiments were becoming de- 
pleted, and that a hundred ef them did desert to the enemy on the 
night after the action of August 15. 

Cass also knew, but did not make it public, that Colonel Brush, one of 
Hull’s accusers, on the morning of the capitulation, upon hearing that 
the most advanced post had deserted to the British, rushed up to Gen 
eral Hull, exclaiming ‘‘ By God!”’ or “‘ he believed, by God, that his men 
would desert toa man.’’ (See pages 91 and 93, Appendix to Hull’s 
Trial. 

Cass also knew that Lieutenant-Colonel Miller had positively refused 
to be commanded by either Colonels Cass or McArthur or Findley, and 
that the entire force wasin a state of insubordination. Cassalso knew, 
but withheld the fact, that bn anothcr occasion Colonel Brush publicly 
announced and told General Hull “‘ he believed that his men wouldrun 
away toaman.’’ (See Hull’s Trial, page 125.) 

There was no one to rectify these falsehoods by publishing General 
Harrison’s letter of August 6, 1812, which states that, even under con- 
ditions much more favorable than those which surrounded Hull on 
August 16, ‘‘ Detroit must fall.’ Nor did any one show that, while 
Cass and the Administration and General Harrison regarded Hull’s 
position as critical, he was cruelly sacrificed by the failure of General 
Dearborn to obey orders and make a diversion in favor of General Hull, 
but who on the contrary made an armistice and threw the whole British 
force in Canada upon him. 
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Hall was a dignified gentleman, who, to refute all accusations, asked | these young members to regard their oaths and do justice to General 

for an immediate trial. Hull 

A court was ordered, consisting of the following officers: Brigadier- DEARBORN WAS COMMANDER-IN-CHII 

Generals Wade Hampton, James Bloomfield, and H. Burbeck; Colonels | of the American Army \ war was being waged and then at its height 
E. Izard and A. McComb, artillery; J. Burn, cavalry; J. Simonds, J. | which jeopardized the existence of our country as a separate national 
Kingsbury, J. Parker, H. Brady, W. H. Winder, and P. P. Schuyler, | ity. Certainly his duty demznded that he should remain in the field 
infantry. Supernumeraries: Lieutenant-Colonels W. Scott, artillery; | where his soldiers were standing in line of battl I} 
J. Chrystie and R. Dennis, imfantry; and A. J. Dallas, judge-advocate. | true, but it wasalso true that General Dearborn 

General Hull hastened before this tribunal confident of prompt vin- 

3 was eminently 

di ti PERSONAL INTEREST CALLED HIM 1 SEWHt 

ication. He : : 
: s ; on ill’s acquittal was his condemnatior 

General Dearborn felt certain that this court, consisting as it did of ms ae _ eae ; 
: oa . : } Chis must be averted at the expense of country, and, if need be, of 

honorable and with a fair average of experienced soldiers, would neces- 
° ronor 

sarily : a 
sarily ve 7" TTL If he were on the court his vote at all hazards was sure to be for Dear 

EXONERATE GENERAL HULI 

born and against Flull, and his intluence with the young men, most of 
and at least incidentally place censure upon himself, and an order was | whom owed their positions to him. and all of whom. it might | pre 
issued dissolving the court and preventing the investigation so much | 7 sumed, looked to him for future preferment, would no doubt, the 
desired by General Hull. schemers hoped, attain the wicked end they desired 

Immediately a most discreditable plot was planned which is with- Co the astonishment of every one, Major-General Dearborn, the co 
out an equal in the annals of judicial proceeding. mander-in-chief of the American armies, was ordered to act as presi 

A portion of the press under the patronage of the Administration, | gent of this court. and to the ereat nd of 4) 1; F a i an ap dent of this « rt, and to the greater eng of those who did 

Dearborn, as commander-in-chief, being as it were, a part of it, kept up | not know . he 
@ series of articles to influence the public mind favorable to the Admin- LEFT HIS ARMY 

istration and General Dearborn and unfavorable to General Hull, and | and went to Albany to sit in trial and render a verdict in a esas whiel 

at the end of the year was essentially, paramountly, and virtually his ow 
: ANOTHER COURT Co do this took him from the field from carly in December. 1813. to 

was directed to convene. 
: : : : ; some time in April, 1814, which shows what w acrificed in or 

Of the fourteen officers appointed upon this court, thirteen of whom | |; raging sagtie pri Ad, W 1 sho ha ( hat 
7 é . : this man might determine his own caus 

were to try General Hull, and determine matters which ought by right | nay apts titution of t] 
~; ° . . eo mut 0 e const ution ¢ HIS 1nquisition 

to be submitted only to officers of the highest honor and military ex- It would be inter sion if v uld get ° a= . a -“ Voula « 1LeTCS uy I Ve onuk “re i ol cL VIEW ¢ ti pro 

perience and learning, twelve were men from civil life, whose occupa- eS — I 
cs 7 ceedings of this remarkable tribunal, but that we are denice We see 

tions and calling had been 
that General Hull in his defense often alludes to the ulure of th 

CIVIL AND POLITICAI a cording otheer to write down rulings and even evidence which would 
rather than military. hones the accessed. and he thereiee 4 Ctl 

x: > : *}: nen > accus , an 1@ thereiore wp oO the InemDers ol rhe 
Eight of them were not in the military service at all during the | ; F ppee 

ot 4 : eo ae : court to recall the omitted paragraphs 
campaign of 1812, and the average length of time they all had held ae : 

os ‘ . . There were some things, however, which thev allowed to be sy 
commissions was less than a year. . 

; . ”. upon the record to which we shall make some allusio 
These men owed their positions as generals, colonels, and lieutenant- |“! court met January 2 181 ‘ . ™ 

> ; e co é Januar os ss 

colonels, not because of any service whatever, but because they were any netnetnal a tness the ¢ ime! tl 
° ee . 7 . . . } ou ) clip itnesses of the rover! wnt were resent. put i 

violent political partisans and supporters of the Administration (see 7 I : rv gresiaiabbiveng= Ly ie 
2 la . 10 °° court declined to proceed, says the record, for want of witnesses 

Clarke’s Campaign, 1812, page 423). They adjourned from time-to tin intil January 19 { tl fi . ae re ey adj \ e-to time until Janu: 0, and thus for 
They did not enter the Army as a profession, and it would seem had : feb ees Serie eer, ae 
Carel oe oo , 7 : -¢ oor ; sixteen days the commander of the American Army, in the height of 

no idea of remaining in the Army, and in point of fact they returned | | iol Elia anal Giidiniidah altnas 
e 6 . eae ° . j ar, Kep 1mMS¢ an lirteen oth 

to civil and most of them to political life upon the close of the war. 
Not one of them ever received a brevet or any kind of promotion for OFFICERS IDLE AT ALBANY 
service, and as far as can be learned not one of the twelve was ever in | when they were so much needed to confront the enemies of our countre 
battle. 

; 
The purpose to be subserved by this delay was soon developed 

On the 19th the array of Government witnesses were assembled. with 

| many indications that they had been drilled to do the work needed by 

| their masters. 

Colonel Gardner’s excellent work, which gives the record andasketch 
of all Army officers and carefully mentions all service in battles, recites 
the records of all these twelve officers, giving a sketch of their service 
in and out of the Army, and these records do not show that any one of The whole concourse were brought into court and General Cass. th 
the eight was ever in or near any battle or skirmish or action of any | most talented, led off with his evidence, to which the othe 
kind whatever, and investigations indicate that this is equally true ae ae 
regarding eleven of these officers. If all else had been fair and just : , : ; 

‘ . as it was thought at the time would prevent the po ) ot embar the appointment of a aes 
SUCH A BODY OF MEN Trassing ¢ A wiictions 

. a ‘ ' General Hull had made so many objections to the variou iwfal 
to try a veteran of twenty battles and a trusted friend of Washington proceedings of t] yg WF oye 1 1. thes 

* a. . ie roce ines oO ne cou Villci wad 1 every cast een Ove Ll¢ LOWES 
was sufficient to put the stamp of dishonor upon the entire proceeding 

he finally determined not to go t] uch the usel > . . ‘ 2 ugn tl ( i 101 further pre 
But to make matters worse, one of these members, Colonel Conner, tontationa — 

was at the time upon the staff and a member of the military family ef a , 0 h orable « ¢ ( the ou howe 1 motion 
General Dearborn, and owed to his influence a promotion to lieutenant- yrery ‘ 

. " . SIS vu til 
colonel just before the court convened as well as all previous appoint- 
ments and promotions. Two other members of this court had been | gnoyld not be allowed: but is p ebuked by General Dea 

recently promoted, and three others were or had been members of Gen- | joy o stated it was not necessa ent, to examine 
eral Dearborn’s military family, and were generally regarded as thor- | these witnesses s« parate Hull’s T: banal a 
oughly under his influence. Ciamened Siutl track frou the Gand teen rr ie 

Certainly such a court could be relied upon to protect General Dear- aatidita abet ines 
born and the Administration, no matter what evidence was produced; ui : ; 

. : 1 . toaddress the court, although the Government emploved Hon. A. J. Dal 
they were mere parasites, without character to lose, unknown to fame, nd H M . iB a +3 

: S and on artin Van buren, then recarded as the ablest advocates 
and a e a n Van ‘ en irded a ( advocate 

MEN WHO REMAINED UNKNOWN in America, 10 conduct the prosecution 
Z 3 ; : s : If Hull was guilty of anything it was improperly surrendering the 

to the end of their days; a pack of subservient tools to e« ho the wishes | sarrison at Detroit, which charge could have been e3 pressed in a dozen 
‘ ‘ la Tr or - a Y y 7 e y “ 1 t and mandate of General Dearborn, the commander of the American | }jpes. but these astute lawyers drew up a series of intricate charges 

Army. : ? ; , covering over one hundred pages of ordinary paper 
That mandate was, so far as in them lay, to strike at the honor of a In this mass of verbiage were concealed expressions admitting of vari 

ia om - y, rs r, : ve = W ae al \ SSLOTLS l I Ol Var 

bray > and trusted offic er of General W ashington. ous meanings, the real use to which they were to be applied never be 
The law gives a majority of a military court the power to make a | ine deve loped until during the closing argument of the Government. 

verdict. ; 
, . y * . ie 108T FLAGRANT VIOLATIONS OF LAW 

These young unknown tools of the Administration could certainly out- : 
ne o. 7 ; . : were permitted by this remarkable tribunal. Officers were permitted 

vote Colonels Fenwick and House, who were regular officers and who | dn tentifie to their recollection of tten do | ‘aki ; a : : . . “pet o testify to their recollection of written documents wl the tnesses 
mizht be supposed to be men of integrity. Certainly with that majority th i mitt th mn of written documents when 
a . . . : » ° . lemselves admitte ese documents \ e under th ‘ontrol olf the in his favor General Dearborn ought to have felt certain of being pro- | ge Pape Paige ere under te | . Ok Le 
tected, and all these men knew that ear ergeae and easily attainable and this, too, even when t! » d fe nse 

| denied that the documents alluded to were such as described by the 
verbal testimony. (Hull’s Trial.) 

But with al) this Dearborn was not satisfied. His vindication appeared | The prosecuting witnesses are here worth a passing notice. Their 
te be his uppermost thought. Fenwick and House might influence | military experience, with few exceptions, had been confined to the tw: 

HULL’8S CONVICTION WAS DEARBORN’S VINDICATION 
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months’ service under General Hull just preceding their capture by 
General Brocl During these two months their conduct had been in- 

ibordinate, mutinous, and almost treasonable. So ignorant were these 

men of military usage and propriety that they did not conceal the fact of | 
their disobeying General Hull’s orders, issued by him in June, for the | 
army to march from Urbana to Detroit (see Memoirs, page 35), ner his 
orders to cross into Canada; nor did they deny their refusing to march 
to the Miami, stating they would desert rather than obey; nor did they 

deny that two days before the capture of the troops they were in open 
mutiny against their commander. On the contrary, they boasted of 
these acts, vindicating themselves with the statement that they had 
lost confidence in the military capacity of their commander. 

Che majority of the court seemed to concur with their witnesses in 
these views, and apparently commended such disgraceful and unmili- 
tary conduct, all of them failing to observe that the first mutiny and 
disobedience of these officers was at Urbana, when General Hull first 
assumed command, with a reputation indorsed by Washington as one 
of the bravest and most skillful officers of the Revolution. 

so little did the officers who conducted this prosecution know of mili- 
tary duty and propriety, that they even embodied in the charges (see 
rial, Appendix, pages 7 and 14 

Chat the officers and soldiers were induced to lose and did lose confidence in 
the courage and military capacity of their said commander 

Now, mark that this opinion of these men was reached before they 
saw General Hull in the presence of an enemy, and mark also that it 
was precisely the reverse of the opinion reached by Washington and 
Generals Wayne, Steuben, Saint Clair,Gates, Heath, Commodore Charles 
Stewart, Majors Bannister and McCracken, and Governor Brooks and 

Captain Tufts. These illustrious men, as shown by history, witnessed 
and testified to General Hull’s intrepidity, courage, skill at Dorchester 
Heights, White Plains, Trenton, Morrisania, Princeton, Ticonderoga, 

Bemis Heights, Stillwater, Saratoga, Monmouth, and Stony Point. 
Some witnessed what they termed Hull’s heroic conduct at some bat- | 

tles and others witnessed and admired the courage he displayed upon 
other fields in which they participated 

Also, continue Hull’s accusers of 1812 who had never seen him in 

battle 

Che officers and soldiers naturally became dissatisfied and disgusted 

These men, without military knowledge or experience, were selected 

by General Dearborn and the Government to give their opinions regard- 
ing General Hull’s conduct and to testify against him 

Some of them had been promoted from the rank of lieutenant-colo- 
nel of militia to the rank of general in the regular Army and others 
of lesser rank had received promotion on a similar scale. 

Of the fourteen witnesses relied upon by the Government, all came 
with commissions as officers of the regular Army 

Twelve of the fourteen had been recently appointed from civil life or 
the militia service, and all had very recent commissions, some dated 

three months before the sitting of the court, some dated eight months 
previously, and some received promotion and commissions while wait- 
ing an witnesses at the trial 

All of these promotions must have been given to 

PAY FOR THEIR EVIDENCI 

as neither Gardner’s Dictionary of the Army nor any other work re- 
cords that they ever did any creditable service, and so far as most of 
them are concerned they did no service at all before the promotion, and 
it can hardly be supposed that it was intended for these witnesses to do 
service afterward, as the same records show they did nothing after they 
left the court 

Even without this bribery of rank they had 
STRONG LINDUCEMENTS 

toswear tosuit the prosecution, because if Hull should be vindicated how 
could they justify their disobedience of orders and their mutiny and 
conspiracy, or, as these mutineers expressed it, ‘‘to incur the responsi- 
bility of divesting the general of his command.”’ 

They were the men who were to go into court and give evidence as 
to their opinions regarding the propriety of orders which two years be- 
fore they had refused to obey Chey were also to give in evidence their 
opinion as to the capacity of the commander they had ‘‘conspired to 
divest of his command,’’ a conspiracy which they were only prevented 
from carrying out by Colonels Cass and McArthur being detached with 
their regiments. Could any doubt arise in the mind of General Dear- 
born what would be the evidence of such witnesses? 

It was true that a cross-examination developed a great deal to break 
the force of their opinions and to materially embarrass the witnesses, 
but this had probably been anticipated, and Hull was unlawfully 

REFUSED THE RIGHT TO HAVE COUNSEI 

to assist him in the cross-examination of witnesses, and the bad effect 

arising therefrom was also in some degree prevented by vigorous ap- 

plause from the Administration organs, which were lavishly distributed | 
and, together with pamphlets containing most scandalous falsehoods, 
hawked forsale at every doorof the Capitol while the trial was progress- 
ing. (Memoirs of 1812, page 13.) 

One point in evidence is also worthy of notice. 
Militia officers who had never been in battle, and who only saw Gen- | 

APPENDIX TO THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 

eral Hull while he was inside the fort or inclosure, gave their opinion 
that he was influenced by fear, because they saw him in a safe piace 
and marks of tobacco-juice were about his mouth. 

Now, it must be observed that seven militia officers who gave that 
character of evidence all testify that they saw General Hull inside the 
fort and out of danger, while regular officers like Colonels Miller and 
Kingsbury and Captain Maxwell, who had been in over twenty battles 
testify that they saw : F 

GENERAL HULL EXPOSED TO THE ENEMY'S FIRE 

on the advanced line while balls were passing and repassing, and that he 
General Hull, appeared firm, cool, and collected. (Hull’s Trial, pages 128 
and 129; Appendix, page 103, and Appendix No. 2, page 7.) 

It must be observed that General Hull was with his advanced line 

under fire during the 15th; was on the line during the night of the 15th 
and on the morning of the 16th. 

Lieutenant Bacon swore that he saw General Hull once on the 15th on 
the parapet, and once on the 16th. He saw him also in different parts 
of the fort during the cannonade, and that General Hull appeared en- 
gaged as usual. (Hull’s Trial, page 124.) 

Colonel Richard Platt also swore that General Hull’s character stood 
in cardinal points, intelligent, brave, active and enterprising. (Hull’s 
Trial, page 145.) 

Is it not remarkable that brave veterans should see General Hull 
firm, collected, and 

COOL WHILE UNDER FIRE, 

and that men who had never seen a battle and who testify they were 
| ina place of safety when their observations were made, should when 
they saw General Hull in a place of safety be of opinion he was deficient 
in courage? (Hull’s Trial, page 128; Appendix, 103.) 

Major-General Heath, Major Bannister, Captain Francis Tufts, Gov- 
ernor Brooks, Major McCracken, and Admiral Charles Stewart, all war- 

| worn veterans, testified to General Hull’s distinguished gallantry. 
| How disgraceful in the face of all this credible evidence for the court 
to give weight to the evidence of militia officers who had never been 
in battle, and whose interest induced them to swear falsely against their 
commander to as far as possible justify their ‘disobedience of orders,”’ 
‘‘insubordination,’’ ‘‘ threatened desertion,’’ ‘‘ mutiny,’’ and ‘‘ conspir- 
acy ’’ during the two months they were under the command of General 
Hull. (Hull’s Trial, page 66, Appendix. ) 

Such were the men who, as experts in military experience, science, and 
art, were called before the tribunal to give opinions regarding the mili- 
tary character and the propriety of military measures adopted by Gen- 
eral Hull. 

The Administration sent them there with high-sounding titles of mil- 
itary rank—generals and colonels who had never seen a battle or had 
any military experience. (Hull’s Trial, Appendix, page 64.) 

A number of official documents which 

EXONERATED GENERAL HULL 

and placed blame upon General Dearborn and the Administration were 
known to be upon file in the War Department. 

They were applied for by General Hull to use as evidence, but under 
the false plea that the documents could not be found the officials in 
Washington allowed the court to adjourn without giving the accused 
their benefit. That these papers were at this time available to the Gov- 
ernment and to Dearborn, the president of the court, is evident from 
the fact that twelve years afterward, when John C. Calhoun became 
Secretary of War, he found them regularly filed in the Department, and 
promptly furnished them upon General Hull’s application. 

Bad as was all this, a crowning infamy was found to be necessary and 
was therefore enacted. ; 

So exemplary had General Hull’s conduct been that with all the 
efforts of Dearborn and the Administration no evidence had been pro- 
duced which would justify an honorable man in doimg otherwise than 
declaring that General Hull deserved commendation rather than the 
slightest censure, and some of the members of the court 

REVOLTED AT THE TERRIBLE INDIGNITY 

which was sought to be enacted. 
On a military court the members are all jurors as well as judges. To 

sustain the charges against Hull the vote of two-thirds of the court was 
necessary. Some of the members had been absent from time to time 
during the three months occupied in taking testimony. It is evident 
that General Dearborn became apprehensive the vote of these absent 
members would be necessary to sustain him and the Administration by 
General Hull’s conviction. It is a rule of both military and civil law, 
as old as law itself, that each juror must see the witnesses for the prose- 
cution give in their evidence, sothat hecan judgeof itscredibility. This 
rule is unvarying in all civilized countries, and is regarded as one of 
the most important safeguards of liberty. The honorable members of 
the court felt that their oaths compelled them to exclude these mem- 

| bers and not permit them to vote upon the findings of the court. 
On March 7 the Government completed its evidence and had proven 

nothing to Hull’s detriment. Therefore we see (Hull’s Trial, page 155) 
that ‘‘ General Hull stated he had no evidence to adduce but what was 

| by way of depositions.”’ 
Many days were then occupied in speeches by Hon. Martin Van Bu- 
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LETTER-PRESS DESCRIPTIVE OF ILLUSTRATIVE MAP No. 1 OF COUNSEL FOR THE GOVERN} 

he contours on this map correctly represent the directions and positions of the ridges and valleys and their approximate relative elevations. They may be in eri 
arbitrary. National forces are delineated in blue, and the Confederate forces in red. 

(This map has been prepared at request of the president of the board, after argument, to represent the views of the counsel for Government, who attempted to locate positions with a poi 

NATIONAL FORCES COMMANDED BY MAJOR-GENERAL JOHN POPE, UNITED STATES VOLUNTEERS. 

f ( b, Butterfield’s brigade. D, Duryée’s brigade, 1st. Leppein’s Mai 
| M, Morell’s division. < B*, Martindale’s brigade under Barnes, . a a Tower’s brigade, 2d. Hall’s Maine ] 

i (G, Griffin’s brigade R, Ricketts's division ---- H, Hartsuff’s brigade, 3d. Mathew’s Per 
{ W, Warren’s brigade. C', Carroll’s brigade, 4th. Thompson’ In 

| 5, Sykes’s division... < B*, Buchanan’s brigade. K, King’s division (Hatch { H', Hateh’s brigade. 
Lc, Chapman’s brigade. conunanding | D', Doubleday’s brigade. Gerrish’s batt: 

Fitba nena | Sturgis’s division _. P', Piatt’s brigade. 
> es K', King’s division (Hatch } G', Gibbon’s brigade 
I’, Taylor’s squadron of Ist Pa. Cavalry. commanding), at 12m. | P*, Patrick’s brigade. 

Smead’s Battery K, 5th U. 8. Artillery. are McDowell’s Corps_ + S', Seymour’s brigade. ( R', Ransom’s Ba’ 

| We ed’ s Battery I, 5th U S. Artillery. Sieteeshn dicheten, Reynolds’s division......4J, Jackson’s brigade. j A, Battery A, 1: 
Davis’s B ittery I Ist U.S. A rtillery, under Randol. j “e P SI0n. M?, Mead’s brigade. B', Battery G, Is 

| Griffin’s Battery D, 5th U.S. Artillery, under Hazlett. { 4th N. Y. cavalry. C, Battery B, 1s 
| Martin’s Battery C, 3d Mass. Independent Artillery. Attached to | 9th N. Y. cavalry. 
Waterman’s Battery C, lst Rhode Island Artillery. j Morell's division. Buford’s cavairy -..------ | 6th Ohio cavalry. 

( M P—MeDowell and Petitioner at 12 m. Ist Conn. cavalry. 
Ist R. L. cavalry, of Bayard’s cavalry. 

fc Seeteitininten 2 Ss" Schimmelfenning s (Ist brigade). Hampton’s Ind. Pa. Battery. | These batteries belong to Banks Ss corps, tem- ( K?,Kearney’s | PS, Poe’: 
| _” UK*, Krzyzanowski’s (2d brigade). Romer’s Battery. ) porarily attached to Schurz’s division. goers. B*, Birn 
' Shenck’s division { M', McLean’s (2d brigade). De Beck’s Battery, lst Ohio Artiliery. Heintzelman’s | ; : tt, Robi 

(1st). ( S*, Stahl’s (1st brigade). corps. ) H. Hooker’s { &> Gro% 
| S*, Steinwehr’s (1st brigade). | ’ livia ers 2 Cl Carr’ 

gel’s corps...... M*, Milroy’s Independent brigade. oe oe ae 
| 8°, Sigel’s reserve. S', Steve 
{ 8°, Sigel’s artillery. Burnside’s corps, R?, Reno’s 4 F', Ferr 

. — » a rl Tig B. Bavesd’s cavalry, ( Ist Pa. Cavalry, Colonel Jones. division. N', Nich 
ander Dessdaley. } Ist N. Y. Cavalry, Colonel Windom. 

{ ~* (lst Maine Cavalry, Colonel Allen. All the batteries of artillery with the several divisions are not noted and only those which are consi« Ty y 

CONFEDERATE FORCES, COMMANDED BY GENERAL R. E. LEE. 

ey ae a {  Wilcox’s brignde ( Gregg’s brig 
f W*, Wilcox’s division .. leatherstone’s brigade, | Branch’s br 

\ Pryor’s brigad ° : iP ’s br ‘a H, AP. Hill’s division _......... an ep 
a Texas brigade, Archer’s bri 

Hood's « yn I Law's brigade Thomas’s b: 
i] Evans's brigade Field’s brig 
{ Kemper’s brigade, under Colonel Corse Early’s brig 

y 4? . hk Kemper’s division ‘ Pickett’s brigad under Colonel | otk . . as s n’s 

ens { Ten) s bri , scene Simnten. E, Ewell’s division, under Lawton Law a 5 o Je rrignde Hay’s briga 

{ G nderson’s br l rrimball’s | 
Drayton’s bri . a ne 6 { Jackson’s t 

eon tnaten Tie : S Sesteen's Ones J’, Jackson’s division, under Starke Starke’a br 

Ww? | 8 i Miller's batteries Washington Artillery, at1 o'clock p. m. R', Rosser’s 

R, Roberts 

W res’s and Miller’s batteries, with others from Jackson’s command, in all 20 L’, Fitz Hu ; . A , Stuart’ 7’ ji, ; 26 g it 2o’clock p. m tuart’s division ) Pr’ Patrick’ 

| B', Bachma 
P, Pelham’ 

| S', Five batteries in reserve under Major Shumaker. 
B, Batteries of Braxton, Pegram, and Crenshaw. 

Portion of the confederate army of Northern Virginia which did not arrive on the field until after the battle of the 29thvof A ~s* 

Colonel Stephen D. Lee’s reserve artillery, stationed at Thoroughfare Gap on the 29th. Arrived on the field at 3 a. m. August 30. 
} Ge .. A 1's n (four brigades) on the march to join. Arrived on the field at 3a. m. August 30. 

{. Hill’s divisio e brigades with artillery) on the march to join. Arrived on the field in the afternoon of the 30th. 
Major-General L. McLaw’s division (four brigades) on the march to join. Arrived on the field in the afternoon of the 30th. 

Rote by counsel for the Government.—While the enemy's forces are given a position in line of battle west of Pageland Lane, at 2 p. m., it ig considered very doubtful if they had a¢ need from a point just east of Ga 
1d extend below the pike, as early as this time. When Jackson’s right was threatened and attacked by Reynolds's division of Pennsylvania Reserves attached to McDowell's corp., and Schenck’s division of Sigel’s « 
.ckson’s right, to move up to near Pageland Lane from the “defensive” position taken at Gainesville (part of Hood's division in advance), That “defensive” position, it is believed, was taken because the enemy did 
‘the Potomac,would come up from the Rappahannock,via Warrenton, on the Warrenton, Gainesville, and Groveton pike, instead of landing at Alexandria, and thus strike in the rear of so much of Lee’s army as was ¢ 
verwhelm it before the third of his army, then absent, could arrive, Jackson's cavalry, under Stuart, were down in the indicated direction in order to watch the Manasses and Gainesville road, and were subsequently 
eneral Banks's corps could have advanced and interposed at Gainesville between the portion of Lee’s army under Major-General Longstreet and his re-enforcements then on the march via Thoroughfare Gap. (Vide a 

AUTHORITIES FOUND IN THE GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL AND ARMY BOARD’S RECORDS USED IN PREPARATION OF THE TWO ILLUSTRATIVE MAPS OF 

National officers. 

Major-General John Pope Brevet Major-General N. C, McLean.* Brevet Brigadier-General E. D. Fowler. Major S. N. Benjamin. Lieutenant J.S. Hollings 
Major-General Irwin McDowell Brigadier-General John F. Reynolds.* Brevet Brigadier-General Charles Barnes.* Major W. H. Hope.* Lieutenant B. T. Bowers 
Major-General 8S, P. Heintzelman, Brigadier-General John Buford. Brevet Brigadier-General J. P. Taylor. Major George Hyland, jr. Private William Ready, 
Major-General Abner Doubleday, Brigadier-General Charles Griffin. Brevet Brigadier-General T. F. McCoy. Captain J. J. Coppinger. Private Charles Duffee, 1 
Major-General 8. D. Sturgis. Brigadier-General M. R. Patrick. Brevet Brigadier-General W. P. Richardson.* Captain Henry Geck. Private Archelaus Dyer, 
Major-General Franz Sigel.* Brigadier-General A. 8. Piatt. Colonel B, F. Smith. Captain E, P. Brooks. Private William Bayard, 
Major-General Z. B. Tower. Brigadier-General Thomas C. H. Smith.* Colonel E. G. Marshall. Captain R,. J. MeNitt. Private John Hoffman, 1 
Major-General R. C, Schenck.* Brevet Brigadier-General R. R. Dawes. Major G, B. Fox.* Captain Douglas Pope. Private William H. Ram 
Brevet Major-General H. G. Sickles, Brevet Brigadier-General J. M. Deems. 

Official reports of Generals 8S. P. Heintzelman, J. F. Reynolds,* J. ©, Robinson, ©. Grover, Philip Kearney, Franz Sigel, R. H. Milroy, J. Stahel, N. C. McLean, Carl Schurz, R. C. Schenck (by Colonel William H. Ch 
ick and Dilger. 

Confederate official reports of Generals R. E. Lee, James Longstreet, T. J. Jackson, J. B. Hood, A. P. Hill, J. E. B. Stuart, and subordinate reports. 

*These witnesses more particularly as to position of Reynolds's and Schenck’s divisions. 
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YVERNMENT. 

be in error from five to twenty feet. The datum plane is 

with a pointer on the large official map.— Vide argument. | > 

RS. 

pein’s Maine Battery. 
i's Maine Battery (en route from Bristoe to Manassas). 
shew’s Pennsylvania Battery F, Ist Penn. Light Artillery. 
mpson’ Independent Pennsylvania Battery C. 

rish’s battery of howitzers. 

nsom’s Battery C, 5th United States Artillery. 
ttery A, Ist Pennsylvania Light Artillery (Simpson’s). 
tery G, Ist Pennsylvania Light Artillery (Kearn’s). 
tery B, lst Pennsylvania Light Artillery (Cooper’s). 

(PS. al s brigade. 
B*, Birney’s brigade. 
R', Robinson’s brigade. 
o. —, s brigade. M*, Ist Mass. Volunteer Infantry. 
>. Carr’ s brigade. 
ml 
xy sapere Urigets. BY, Battery E, 2d U. 8. Artillery, Lt. 8. 
S', Stevens’s brigade. ir Renlonain a an ith Wei 
F!, Ferrero’s brigade. N. Benjamin commanding, with Wei- 
N" Nichol’s bri: gade. drick’s Battery of Sigel’s corps and 

part of Stevens’s brigade. 

are considered necessary to describe the map. 

rege’s brigade. 
ranch’s brigade, 
snder’s brigade, 
rcher’s brigade. 

homas’s brigade, 
eld’s brigade 
arly’s brigade 
awton’s brigade, 
ay’s brigade 
rimball’s brigade, 

wkson’s brigade. 
arke’s brigad | 

| Rosser’s cavalry, videttea. 

, Robertson’s cavalry, videttes. , 
', Fitz Hugh Lee’s cavalry 
\ Patrick’s squadron of cavalry. fto Stuart 
', Bachman’s battery of artillery (of Hood’s division ordered to report 

Pelham’s battery of artillery. 
umaker. 
shaw. 

9thof August, 1862. 

east of Gainesville, in force, to the indicated goatee, so as to form complete line 
of Sigel’s corps, the confederate force under reet had, in order to relieve 
enemy did not then know but that Sumner’s and Franklin’s corps, of the Army 
ny as was on the field, and in conjunction with the national forces on the ground 
mnquaaey moved further down to watch the road from Bristoe, from whence 

(Vide argument, board’s record, page 1439.) 

MAPS OF GOVERNMENT COUNSEL. 

Confederate officers. 
hictiicenbideiecninmemerniapntiiiots ceed ieiieiietimee tiated iaaariateininkinincnaprittcn 
3. Hollingshead,* Major-General C. M. Wilcox. 
T. Bowers. Brigadier-General T. L. Rosser. 
m Ready, Ist Pa. Cavalry. Major B. 8S. White. 

 Duffee, Ist Ohio Cavalry. Major Henry Kyd Douglas. 
laus Dyer, lst Ohio Cavalry. Captain R. McEldowney. 
m Bayard, Ist Pa. Cavalry. Captain James Mitchell. 
Hoffman, Ist Pa. Cavalry. Rev. John Landstreet. 
m H. Ramsey, Ist Pa. Cavalry. Citizen W. B. Monroe. % 

Citizen L. B. Carrico. a 
Citizen W. B. Wheeler. e 

liam H. Cheeseborough*), Colonels J. B. Carr, W. Kryzanowski, Captains Wied 
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ren and Hon. A. J. Dallas, the counsel employed to prosecute for the 
Government. ‘ 

Colonel Forbes, the reporter, says (page 2, Hull’s Trial): 
I have to moreover, that I did nottake down verbatim the summing up 

by Hon. n Van Buren, the special judge-advocate ; the ability and perspi- 
cuity displayed by him extemporaneously on an occasion so novel to him ex- 
sited, I can venture to say, the admiration of one of the most numerous and 
respectable audiences that ever attended a court-martial in the United States. 

General Hull was refused by the court the privilege of introducing 
counsel to reply to these able jurists, but above and beyond that Gen- 
eral Dearborn found 

ANOTHER ATROCITY NECESSARY. 

More than four months had elapsed since the court was ordered and | 
nearly three since it commenced its sittings. Members, as before stated, 
had been absent much of the time, and it is convincing that now Gen- 
eral Dearborn found that the votes of these absent members were neces- 
sary to his purposes, and an order is produced which contained the fol- 
lowing directions: 
A member of the court who has been absent may take his seat after such ab- | 

sence, and in case an absent member returns and resumes his seat the proceed- 
ings which have been had in his absence must be read to him. 

Pursuant to this nefarious and unlawful ruling absent members were 
brought back and voted upon the finding of the court, and this, too, 

inst the protest of honorable members of this tribunal, and thus 
ended the most atrocious outrage which was ever perpetrated under the 
form and guise of justice. 

I will read a paragraph from page 92 of Captain De Hart’s excellent 
work on court-martial: 

If a member of a court-martial should for any cause be absent from his seat 
during the course of the trial, he can not resume it. It would have been con- 
sidered vacated, and thus he is excluded from any further participation in the 
trial. All the members of a court-martial must be present Soatnes the proceed- 
ings on the reception of testimony, and resumption of his place by a member 
who has been absent for any period while proceedings were going on would 
vitiate the judgment of the court. It is essentially necessary that witnesses be 
examined in the presence of all the members of the court, for no act performed 
by a part of the court can be legal. The mere reading the recorded testimony 
in the presence of the deponent is not sufficient. 
A case of this description is quoted by Captain Simmons, page 176, in which 

the reviewing authority said, ‘‘ This proceeding is so directly at variance with 
the practice of courts-martial and the principles of justice that it may be held to 
affect the legakity of the judgment of the court,”’ and concluded his remarks by 
stating that ‘“‘the irregularity before observed has rendered nugatory the sen- 
tence of the court-martial.” 

In addition to the many other illegalities and wrongs committed in 
this prosecution, six distinct provisions of the Constitution of the United | 
States were trampled under foot. [read these words of the Constitution: 

In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and 
public trial by an impartial jury, * to be informed of the nature and 
cause of the accusation; to be confronted with the witnesses against him; to 
have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the 
assistance of counsel for his defense. 

All these guarantees were denied General Hull: 
First. He was refused a speedy trial. 

j Second. He was brought before an interested instead of an impartial 
ury. 
Third. He was not informed of the nature and cause of the accusa- 

tion. 
Fourth. Hedid not have process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, 

and was refused evidence of a documentary character. 
Fifth. He was positively refused the right to introduce counsel to 

assist him in his defense. 
Sixth. He was not confronted by the witnesses against him. The 

object of this provision is to have the witnesses confront the court, who 
are to thus determine their credibility, and hence the gross illegality 
of the order which it is charged was procured by General Dearborn, 
and which placed officers on the court to vote on the findings who had 
not been present, and who had therefore not been confronted by the 
witnesses who had testified against Hull. This was a flagrant violation 
of the spirit and meaning of the Constitution. The Constitution does 
not limit these provisions to civil trials, and even if it did so, the prin- 
ciples are so just and necessary to all tribunals which seek to dispense 
justice that to disregard them would vitiate and make void any legal 
procedure. 
As additional proof that no sentence of the court was intended to be 

carried out and that the whole matter was prearranged, I will call at- 
tention to the fact that when the proceedings, amounting to thousands 
of pages, reached Washington and before time had elapsed to give the 
record of a five months’ court any proper examination, the President 
terminated the half-year’s operation of the commander-in-chief of the 
armies by issuing the following order: 

APRIL 25, 1814. 

The sentence of the court is approved and the execution of it remitted. 
JAMES MADISON. 

General Hull returned to his home at Newton, Massachusetts, and at 
that place and Boston and other cities he was received with the most 
distinguished attention. Dinners were tendered to him by the most em- 
inent citizens, and unqualified indignation was expressed at the dishon- 
orable course pursued by those who were responsible for the atrocious 
proceedings of which he was the sufferer. 

APPENDIX TO THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.” o -_~_—_> 

wid 

| _ Some historians, actuated by prejudice, some actuated by a desire to 
| defend General Dearborn, and some through a want of correct informa- 
tion, have made very untruthful statements which did General Hull 
great injustice, but many have sought to give a correct narration of these 
operations. 

Since I began these comments my attention has been called to Los- 
sing’s Pictorial Field Book of the War of 1812. Mr. Lossing says 

I have given in this and the preceding chapter as faithful a general history 
of Hull’s campaign asa carefu! and dispassionate study of documentary and 
other contemporaneous narratives, written and verbal, have enabled me to do 

Ihave recorded what I believe to be undoubted facts. As they stand in the 
narrative, unattended by analysis, comparison, or argument, they present Gen 
eral Hull in his conduct of the campaign in some instances in an unfavorable 

| light. 
But after weighing and estimating the value of these facts in connection with 

| current circumstances to which they bore a positive relationship—after obsery ing 
the composition of the court-martial, the peculiar relations of the court and the 
witnesses to the accused, and the testimony in detail, the writer is constrained 
to believe that General Hull was actuated throt 
impulses of patriotism and humanity. * 
When he could perceive no alternative but surrender or destruction, he bravely 

determined to choose the most courageous and humane course, so he faced the 
taunts of his soldiers and the expected scorn of his countrymen, rather than fill 
the beautiful land of the Ohio and the settlements of Michigan with mourning 

Hull had warned the Government of the folly of attempting the conquest of 
Canada without better preparation; but the young hot-bloods of the Adminis 
tration—Clay and others—could not wait; and the President and his Cabinet 
lacking all the essential knowledge of planning a campaign, had sent him on 
an errand of vast importance and difficulty without seeming to comprehend its 
vastness or estimating the means necessary for its accomplishment 
The conception of the campaign was a huge blunder, and Hull saw it, and 

the failure to put in vigorous motion for his support auxiliary 
forces was criminal neglect. 
When the result was found to be a failure and humiliation the Administration 

perceived it and sought a refuge. Public indignation must be appeased; the 
| lightning of the public wrath must be averted 

General Hull was made the chosen victim for the peace-offering, the sin-bear 
ing scape-goat; and on his head the fiery thunderbolts were hurled. The grass 
has grown greenly upon his grave for more than forty years. Let his faults (for 
like all men he was not immaculate) also be covered with the verdure of blind 
charity. Two generations have passed away since the dark cloud first brooded 
over his fair fame. We may all see if we will, with eyes untilmed by prejudice 
the silver edging which tells of the brightness of good intentions behind it, and 
prophecies of evanishment and a clear sky. Let history be 

| clamors of a hoary error. 

iwhout the campaign by the purest 

tnd co-operative 

just, in spite of the 

If I had time I would also read from J. Hl. Patton, in his History of 
the United States, and Colonel T. W. Higginson in his Youth's History 

| of America. 
| From Harper’s Cyclopedia, which has just been handed me, I read 
| the close of a sketch of General Hull: 

His name and fame now appear in history untarnished 

| From the same work these words close the account of the trial 

To-day the character of General William Hull, purified of unwarranted stains 
appears in bistory without a blemish in the eye of just appreciation 

After many delays General Hull succeeded in procuring trom the 
War Department a number of public documents which were denied 
him during the trial ten years previous. These, together with other 
documents, were published in the American Statesman, a Boston paper, 

| and they were copied in other papers and exercised a great influence on 

the public mind. 
Mr. Jared Sparks, in a notice of these documents in the North Amer 

ican Review, said ‘‘ that from the public documents collected and pub- 
lished the conclusion must unequivocally be drawn that General Hull 
was required by the Government to do what was morally and physi 
cally impossible that he should do.’’ Many other periodicals through 

| out the Union expressed the same opinion 
Just before General Hull’s death the Marquis de Lafayette, a younger 

man than himself, came to this country and made him a special visit 
His declining years were made happy by the reception of very many 
letters from various distinguished persons, particularly from old com 
panions of the Revolution, expressing their pleasure that he had so 
completely vindicated his conduct and character. Surrounded by his 
family he passed quietly and sweetly from this life, declaring on his 
death-bed in the most solemn manner his conviction that he had done 
right in surrendering Detroit, and expressing his happiness that he had 
saved the lives of the peaceful citizens of Michigan, who for seven 
years he had protected as their governor, from being needlessly sac ri 

| ticed. 
CONCLUSION 

In all the cases that I have appended it will be cbserved there is a 
marked similarity. This is natural, because the evil inclinations and 
passions of men are the same in all ages. L’articularly do we sce a re 
semblance between the Hull case and that of Fitz-John Porter. Both 
were men whose services and gallant conduct had been the admiration 
of the nation. Both were arraigned pursuant to an afterthought—Vor 
ter after a lapse of three, Hull after the lapse of sixteen months. Both 

| applied for arrinvestigation the moment they heard whispers of com 

plaint. Both were refused official documents necessary to their de 

fense. The conviction in both cases was necessary to at for blun 
ders of their commanders 

Both were assailed by vindictive and ambitious subordinates; pat 
ticularly is thisa prominent feature in the case of General Hull. Both 
were tried by a court some of the members of which were directly 

| interested in their conviction, and the records of both courts show that 
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shameful illegalities were necessary to carry out the purposes of their 
accusers, and much of the evidence of the witnesses for the prosecu- | 
tion in both cases was an ez parte defense of themselves; and finally 
the printed records of both cases is their emphatic and complete vindi 
cation. 

Both are similar in this: The first printed record in the Porter case 
was an imposition and a falsehood, because it omitted all the points of 
Porter’s defense, and the record 
was manipulated and contorted to make the best case possible for the | 
Government. Evidence favorable to Ilull is shown to be omitted, and 
illegal rulings detrimental to him were not recorded. 

I have this moment received a 

in Hull’s case shows for itself that it | 

inent citizens of Minnesota, addressed to General Grant, and commend- 
ing his noble effort to do justice to General Porter. I will ask to have 
it printed 

SAINT PAUL, MINN,, February 13, 1883, 

rhe undersigned citizens of Minnesota, without distinction of party, 
take this method of expressing to you our high appreciation of your efforts in 
securing for General Fitz-John Porter that simple measure of justice which a 
misapprehension of the facts bearing on his case has been so long and largely 
instrumental in withholding from him. Whatever may have been publicsenti- 
ment touching the merits of General Porter's case, as presented to the country 
from time to time by the several tribunals that have been changed with its de- 
termination, there is, in the opinion of the undersigned, no denying the fact that 
at the present time the American people demand his restoration to the position 
in the Army of which he has been, in the light of more recent disclosures, for 
twenty years unjustly deprived. Not unmindful of thé fact that the representa- 
tives in both Houses of Congress from New Jersey, the home of General Porter, 
have ignored party considerations and united in vain in an appeal to Congress 
to do a simple 
the undersigned ex-soldiers and citizens, generally of Minnesota, having full faith 

GENERAI 

efforts in his behalf, express the hope that the example and co-operation in this | 
ease of one so illustrious as yourself may lead to the prompt and full vindication 
of Genera) Porter at the hands of the present Congress. 

L. F. Hubbard, governor; Fred. Von Baumbah, secretary of state; Charles 
Kittleson, treasurer; D. M. Sabin, United States Senator elect; Albert Scheffer, 
banker; J. C. Devereux, late Third Minnesota Volunteers; J. A. Wheelock, 
Pioneer Press; J. N. Cardoza, United States commissioner; R. W. Johnson, 
United States Army, retired; E. C. Bowen, United States Army, retired; Charles 
A. Moore, capitalist; Nathan Ford, merchant; F. Williams, banker; William 
Louis Kelly, lawyer; R. B. Galusha, lawyer; P. H. Kelly, merchant; William 
J.Sleppy, merchant; True S, White, merchant; W.J. Martin, Globe; J, H. Baker, 
railroad commissioner; David Day, postmaster; H. R. Denny, United States 
marshal; Edward Richards, United States collector; William Bickel, United 
States collector; J. M. Gilman, lawyer; William G, Comb, merchant; C. Liv- 
ingston, banker; Henry H., Sibley, ex-governor and ex-brigadier-general ; James 
D. Wood, Globe (late assistant adjutant-general Old Iron Brigade); John W. 
Willis; I. J. Mead. 

State senators.—Chas, A, Pillsbury, H. J, Peck, Michael Doran, 
H.C. Waite, R. O. Craig, H. C. Rice, 8. D Peterson, 
PD. A. Morrison, James O’Brien, George Bundsen, 
Wim. P. Christensen, D. F. Goodrech, Jas.G 
Griggs, Thomas Wilson, C. F. Buck, 

Members of the house of representatives.—R. 

T. B. Clement, 
li, Steenerson, Z. B. Clark, 
A. L. Sackett, F. Vollmer, 

Lawrence, Jas. McLaughlin, C. W. 
James N. Castle. 

E. Thompson, 

V. Dean, Orin Snow, James H. Cassan, T, Paulson, Joseph Bobleter, F, L. Bach- 
elder, Charles M. Morse, M. DoyJe, G, C. Hanttry, John Swanson, Thomas A. 
Welch, R. H,. Camme, Henry Anderson, M.S, Seymour, Marcus Johnson, Alex- 
ander Moore, Robert Patterson, John 8S. Way, August Ende, H. Baumgarten, 
Casper Capser, G. Sidney Smith, M. M. G, Dana (chaplain of house), Ever 
Sampson, A. Chisholm, Chr. Stahlmany, John Proetsels, O. Peterson, O. O. Lem- 
gen, 6b. H. Randall, R. W. Jacklin (late major Sixteenth Michigan Mounted Vol- 
unteer Infantry), J.C, White, J. L. Farrar, A. Borak, William Anderson, Henry 
Beeker, John J, Lenz, August Mortenson, W. H, Johnson, 8. Blackmore, P. H 
Rahilly, F.H. Dutson, J. T. BP. Sadley, Gordon E. Cole, Robert Deakin, J. R. 
Howard, 8. G. Anderson, C, P. Gregory, E. A. Child, G, W. Ditty, James E. 
Child, August Stegman, H. Paulson, G, P, Sidenes, 8S. M. Emery, W. Ropp, J. 
Allen Burm, J. M. Linnell, E. D. Dyar, H. H. Wells, Charles A, Smith, H. D 
Cernich, James Smith, jr., J. A. Peterson, John Frank. 

General U. 8, GRANT, Washington, D.C 

Internal Revenue and Tariff. 

SPEECH 
OF 

WILLIAM RK. MORRISON, 
OF ILLINOIS, 

THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

March 3, 

HON. 

IN 

Saturday, 1883, 

The House having under consideration the report of the committee of confer- 
ence on the bill (MH. R.55388) to reduce internal-revenue taxation, and for other 
purposes 

Mr. MORRISON said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: It is too late to debate this conference bill or to des- 

ignate the discreditable methods and agencies which brought it here. | 
When passed, as it will be, duties on imports or tariff taxes may be 
lowered at most one-eighth, or 12) per cent. of the present rates; but | i 
they will still be 40 per cent. higher than they were before the war 
rates were added. To-lay they are higher by 60 per cent. than they 
were before the addition of war rates. Some have been increased more, | 
others less, but I state the average increase at less than it is when I fix 
it at GO per cent. 

And yet before these duties were so increased the tariff—the Morrill 
tariff of March 2, 1861—was fully up to that protective standard of equal- 

copy of a letter from the most prom- | 

act of justice to this wronged soldier and citizen of the Republic, | | on all the people to enable part to acquire property or 
in the patriotism and integrity of General Porter, while thanking you for your | 

| the interests it is intended to benefit. 
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ization between us and our foreign competitors beyond which the Tariff 
Commission tells us protection may not go without positive injury to 

Its author, Mr. MORRILL, advo- 
sated it here as a measure which would place our people and their varied 
industries upon a level of fair competition with the rest of the world. 
As such a measure it had in the Senate the support of Mr. Simmons, of 

| Rhode Island, the elder Cameron, and other advocates of the protective 
| policy. 

I am not disappointed in finding no modification of that policy in 
| this conference measure, based as it is on the Tariff Commission report 
Neither did the commission in its proposed rates of duty make any sub- 
stantial or equitable reduction in the burdens of taxation, although it 
was professedly appointed to revise the tariff upon a scale of justice to 
all interests. It credits itself in its report with a substantial reduction 

| of more than 20 per cent., not one-fourth of which it made, unless di- 
minished revenue from increased and prohibitory rates of duty be ac- 
cepted as a reduction of taxes. A more shameless piece of trickery than 
that attempted in its revision and assumed reductions never received 
the respectful attention of the National Legislature. The pending bill 

| will not reduce taxes to the extent it will reduce revenue—it has no 
| such purpose, As a bill to reduce tariff taxation it is aptly described 
by a German, saying, ‘‘ Wash me the fur, but don’t wetit.’’ Thesame 
is true of the commission scheme and the bills fashioned after and from 

| it at both ends of the Capitol. 
I put aside from the beginning, as impracticable in this Congress, al} 

question of rightful authority to impose or the justice of imposing taxes 
get money in 

business, profitable or unprofitable. But might we not reasonably ex- 
pectand rightfully demand even of this Congress the removal of so much 
of the 60 per cent. increase or war-tariff taxes as is now no longer neces- 
sary for revenue? 

The commission, packed to perpetuate the present system, admits 
and reports that except for the establishment of new industries no duties 
can be justified which more than equalize the conditions of labor and 
capital with those of foreign competitors; that duties above such stan- 
dard of equalization are excessive and positively injurious to the inter- 
ests they are supposed to benefit; that a substantial reduction of the 
tariff is demanded by the best conservative opinion of the country, is a 
due recognition of public sentiment, a measure of justice to consumers, 
and that it will add to the general industrial prosperity. From 20 to 

| 25 per’ cent. is stated by the commission as the substantial reduction 

C. T. Baarnaas, M. | 

| ADDITIONAL 

demanded. Does the majority of the House who would professedly 
quiet the apprehension resulting from the agitation of this question ex- 
pect to accomplish it with less? Does the majority here expect the 
next House of Representatives to accept less than the commission con- 
cedes to be demanded by the best conservative sentiment of the coun- 
try? Gentlemen may continue to protest here their anxiety to quiet 
the unrest on this subject, but their refusal to double the proposed re- 
ductions will be correctly interpreted to contradict all such protests. 

Early in this discussion I said, in reply to the honorable chairman [ Mr. 
KELLEY ], thatit was the duty of this Congress notonly to revise the tariff, 

| but toso revise itas to make a real and equitable reduction of tariff taxes, 
and not to so revise it as to reduce the revenue by increasing rates of 
duty and taxation, which is the effect of this bill. I said then, and re- 

peat now, its purpose is to forestall action in and by the next Congress, 
and thus prevent any fair and reasonable reduction. I said then, and 
now again repeat, that when this bill is passed all those who would 
maintain war duties or increase them will insist that this is a revision 
of the tariff, and therefore a settlement of the question which must not 
again be disturbed or agitated lest a demand for further revision or re- 
duction will unsettle the industrial interests of the country. Sir, the 
advocates of protective and selfish greed here and everywhere but de- 
ceive themselves if they expect from this measure so much as a tem- 
porary settlement of the questions for which they seek oblivion. 

TARIFF REDUCTION OF $30,000,000 CONSISTENT WITH PROTECTIVE 
POLICY. 

With good harvests, without which we can not have commercial and 
industrial prosperity, we may expect under this bill an income of 
$10,000,000 from the sale of public lands and other miscellaneous 

| sources; $120,000,000 from internal taxes on spirits, malt liquors, and 
tobacco, and unless the bill contains artfully concealed prohibitory 
clauses not yet discovered, $200,000,000 from imports, making an es- 

| timated annual revenue of $330,000,000. 
For expenses of administration we may estimate $135 ,000,000—the 

| cost of administration may soon grow to $150,000,000, but it is not 

| likely to outgrow the revenue. 

| ($88,832,547; see Appendix). 

The annual average cost of the pen- 
sion-list for several years can hardly be less than $75,000,000. To pay 
off the public debt when it is payable in the year 1907 will require for 
interest and principal an average annual payment of $90,000,000 

Together these give us a total estimated 
annual expenditure of $300,000,000, leaving a surplus of $30,000,000. 
It will thus appear that a reduction of 25 per cent., or twice the tariff 

| reductions proposed by the bill, can besafely made, stil) leaving a small 
annual surplus in the Treasury and the tariff 20 per cent. above the 
protective standard because of the still remaining war rates. Such 
increased reduction, equitably made and fairly distributed, will lessen 
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by $25,000,000 the temptation fund of the Treasury, and leave to the | thantheexistingrate. Blacksmiths’ hammers, sledges, and tools of trade 
people in largely increased proportion the means of comfortable living. | must still pay 81 per cent., pocket cutlery 50 per cent., and, while some 

reduction is proposed in the tax on iron and steel from which these and 
The necessity. for a revision and substantial modification of our com- | Various other articles, tools, and machinery are made, the tax on the 

mercial and industrial policy rests not alone upon the demand for re- articles themselves remains the same—the maker gets the benetit of the 

lief from needless taxation. Legislators and manufacturers contriving | Teduction. 

WE TAX OURSELVES OUT OF THE WORLD'S MARKETS. 

law to keep the markets of our own country exclude us from the 
markets of all other countries. stantial reductions have been made on all low-priced cdtton cloths; but 

The gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. KELLEY] tells us that labor- 
ing people out of employment can not pay taxes, and that they have | 
always found themselves out of employment, idle, and impoverished 
when we have had great reductions of tariff duties. This latter state- 
ment I have no doubt the gentleman will believe requires some modi- | 
fication. But whatever the fact may be as to the effect of great reduc- 
tions of tariff taxes, no one has so frequently borne testimony to the 
lack of employment and the idle and impoverished condition of work- | 
ing people as has the gentleman himself in the last ten years under his | 
favorite system. And now, while we are but continuing that system 
in aggravated form by this bill, the public journals each recurring day | 
tell of mills unemployed and of workmen with no work to do; no} 
work to do, because men will not pay other men to make goods for | 
which there is no market. Already our manufacturers can make more | 
than our people can use, but this does not deter capital from manv- | 
facturing investment under our system of bounteous protection. Our 
annual growing immigration adds largely to our surplus-producing | 
power and to our necessity for other markets. Of this necessity some 
weeks ago I said: 
To get foreign markets we must be able to sell in them without protection and 

on equal terms. We must therefore lessen the cost of production of manufact- 
ured so that we may find amarket elsewhere than among our own people. 
This, Mr. Chairman, can be done in but one of two ways—reduce the rates of 

or reduce the cost of producing manufactures by reducing the cost of ma- 
corinioout of which they aremade. Here, Mr. Chairman, isthe place to begin by 
leaving untaxed theore for makingiron. Evenon the protection theory this raw 
material needs no protection. The workers in it have natural protection double | 
the amount of wages paid them. But it is not the workers in iron mines in 
whose behalf this tax is invoked; they are not the beneficiaries; the mine- 
owners and receivers of royalty receive whatever advantage comes of this tax, 
which is an increase on the present rate and explains the character of this bill. 

If we would avoid industrial disaster, resulting in reduction of wages 
and lack of employment with their attendant evils, we can not too 
speedily remove taxes on the means of production. We must have 
other markets for our ever-increasing products, to which, if we are not 
led by prudent statesmanship, we are likely to be driven in adversity 
for want of it. 

REVISION AND REDUCTIONS MADE, 

The taxes to be repealed or reduced by the pending bill are chiefly 
internal taxes. This will relieve bankers, tobacco-chewers, perfumers, 
snuff-takers, and is ‘‘ not to be sneezed at’’ because of the odor of special 
relief to capital. Itis not so much intended to benefit the banking and 
tobacco interest as the manufacturing capital by furnishing a pretext 
for maintaining protective war duties. Since that part of the bill re- 
pealing internal] taxes passed the House the terms of the clause repeal- 
ing bank taxes have been amended, and if they have not been so altered 
as to include and cover up such advantage to banks and bankers as in 
the ordinary transactions of life would be calleda cheat, I mistake the 
effect if not the purpose of the alterations made. 

After three months of consideration it has not been ascertained, ex- 
cept perhaps by those skilled in the concealed purposes of the bill, what | 
tax is laid by it on very many articles, or whether the tax on many | 
articles is to be more or less than under existing law. From the day | 
the first tax was laid by the Government under which we live cloves, 
cassia, and other spices have been taxed and made to contribute a con- | 
siderable revenue to the Government. Now they are to be made tree, | 
and the million dollars heretofore collected on these articles will come 
from salt, coal, plank, and boards, that somebody may share with the | 
Government the benefits of the increased cost of lumber and salt. The 
increased cost on spices not produced here would go as heretofore to the | 
Treasury. If, however, we may believe in the protective doctrine of | 
the gentleman from Iowa [Mr. Kasson], and in which he is probably | 
the only believer, that the importer pays and loses half the duty, then 
this bill remits to the importers of spices a continuing bounty of a half’ | 
million dollars annually. 

Silks go doavn to 50 per cent.; earthen-ware up to 60, because to the 
beneficiaries of this bill it may be silks are necessaries and common 
earthen-Ware a luxury not used. 

The schedule of duties on iron and steel contains perhaps more hidden 
and misleading provisions than any other. Such changes of classifica- 
tion have been made in rods, wires, sheets, weights, sizes, and values as 
are not explainable tothe honest mind. Bar-iron, ingot (or bar) steel, | 
and other iron and steel which lie at the foundation of the iron and steel | 
indastries are left 40 per cent. above the protective Morrill tariff. Some | 
reductions have been made in most of these less finished forms of iron | 
and steel which are used in the manufacture of still other forms, but the 
reductions are so artfully made that the resulting benefits do not reach 
the ultimate consumer and tax-payer. Lower priced qualities of steel, 
much used by blacksmiths and for use in making agricultural implements 
and machinery, are to be increased to 45 per cent.—half as much more 
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rate is the duty on raw wool; but care has been taken to reduce wool 7 

In the list of cottons, compared with present rates apparent sub- 

the reduction is more apparent than real—the rate is still prohibitory 
on the cheaper goods. 

The classification of cottgn yarns has been so changed that some are 
made to pay more under an apparently reduced rate, and are taxed 
higher than goods to be made of the yarns. No doubt in this as in 
many other cases the sharers of Congressional bounty have overreached 
each other. 
We collect about $13,000,000 on cottons, equal to about 4 per cent. 

on all the cottons consumed by our people. The duties from which we 
collect three of the thirteen millions are reduced, while those from which 
we collect ten millions are unchanged or are increased, and cotton is to 
be taxed substantially as now at the average rate of nearly 40 per cent. 

Taking no account of any increase which may be hidden away in 
new classifications, in double or compound duties still maintained, or 
in raising one duty while lowering the other on the same article, woolen 
goods are to be reduced from 68 to 62 per cent., or 9 per cent. of the 

present rate. ‘The pretext for retaining this enormous and compound 

18 per cent. while reducing woolen goods 9. 
In theory the two duties on woolen goods are laid, one specific, by 

the pound or yard, to compensate for the duty on the raw wool, the 
other on the value for protection. Someof the specitic rates have been 
reduced 14 cents and 5 per cent. added to the duty on value which 
would seem to bea reduction. On inquiry it will be found that in such 
eases more is laid on than taken off. 
When the existing tariff on woolens was made the manufacturers 

asked and were given10 per cent. increase to compensate them for 6 per 
cent. internal taxes paid on all manufactures. ‘The 6 per cent. internal 
tax was repealed more than ten years ago, but the beneficiaries of the 
10 per cent. compensation cling to it with a tenacity which could 
searcely be excelled by honest men making an honest demand 

Besides the three and a half millions to be taken off of the annual 
income from the tax on imported silks, the only considerable reduction 
proposed is that on sugar, estimated at ten millions, for which the op- 
ponents of this bill voted. Why the majority here was willing to con 
cede greater reductions on this than upon other necessaries I can not 
better explain than by repeating from my remarks when the question 
of the tax on sugar was considered here. I then said: 
Gentlemen have been pleased to say that they were in favor of this reduction 

on sugar so much below the reduction on other necessaries because it was an 
article of ‘‘ prime necessity common to all classesof people.’’ Let it be so—it is 
so, Mr. Chairman. It is alsoconceded we must have revenue—quite three hun 
dred millions of dollars. Our friends over the way, some of them, and som« 
too many, I fear—on this side, insist on repealing the internal-revenue tax, or 
most of it, so we are not to have much help to the Treasury from that source in 
the future should the policy of internal-revenue repeal prevail 
The gentleman from Indiana [Governor BROWNE] says we are paying about 

$6 to protect $10 worth of sugar—I forget the exact quantity and the exact sum. 
Sut, having stated this, substantially in principle atleast, he wanted to know if 

that was right. It is right for mein laying taxes for revenue to impose them in 
that mode which will do the people the least harm and be least burdensome to 
them. If in paying $6 on $10 worth of sugar I get —all butone dollar of the 
six—into the Treasury, and I can notdo so well on any other article, itis entirely 
consistent with my notionsof public duty to pay Sto protect $10 worth of suga 
Hence it is that while I favor a large reduction on sugar—much larger than is 
proposed on any other article—I will not vote for the lowest rate proposed until 
gentlemen are willing to give us fairer reductions on other highly protected ar 
ticles alike essential to the comfort of our peopl If the honorable gentleman 
from Indiana [Governor BRowNE] pays, as he does pay, $6 to protect $10 wort! 
of woolen goods suitable to clothe his wife and children, and only one dollar of 
the six shal! reach the Treasury—the other tive going for bounty or protection 
I confess I do not believe his investment in protecting women’s and children’s 
dress goodsany the wiser or more patriotic than if he had invested his protective 
capital in sugar. 

Looking only to this conference revision as it appears and overlook 
ing the craftily placed protective advantages it contains, who can doubt 
that its purpose is not to substantially modify and reduce the existing 
tariff, but to hide its enormities that it may be perpetuated ? 

THE AGENCIES OF PROTECTION 

When the bill providing for the Tariff Commission was under con 
sideration I called attention to the fact that before the scheme made its 
appearance in Congress it was urged by the American Iron and Steel 
Association as a means of perpetuating the present tariff. Its adoption 
was urged by some and supported by others here upon the assurance that 
the commission would be so fairly made up as to represent and do justice 
to all interests. 

Some amiable old gentlemen were placed on the commission to give 
it the semblance of decency. But it is known to us all that the com- 
mission was packed and made up of men to be judges in their own cases; 
that upon their determinations depended how much money several of 
them might pocket from profits on iron or wool or sugar, industries in 
which they were engaged; that their conclusions were the result of 
dicker and a system of give and take—mostly take—among themselves; 
and that they made a falsely favorable report to Congress 
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While makinga statement before the Committee on Ways and Means 
the president of the commission, Mr. Hayes, was asked why a duty 
had been changed from a single toa double duty and a little increased. 
His answer was that it had been done on the recommendation and tes- 
timony of a gentleman in whom he had confidence. He was then asked 
if the gentleman upon whose recommendation he had acted was so in- 
terested that his profits depended on the rate of duty. Mr. Hayes 
answered, yes; that the gentleman was a manufacturer of the article on 
which the duty was so changed, and that no one else than the manu- 
facturers understood the subject or knew what the duties ought to be. 
It is not unreasonable, therefore, to assume dhat what the Tariff Com- 
mission did not know when made up it afterward learned from those 
whose gains depended on the information revealed. 

The Ways and Means Committee was regularly organized. Of its 
thirteen members the minority was given three and charged with five. 
And so organized, it readily granted to cotton manufacturers the rates 
of duty fixed by themselves, since for some reason their demands were 
not made known to the commission. Of the five members of this ex- 
traordinary conference the minority was given one and charged with two. 
The majority has added to this conference bill new puzzles and tangles 
containing increased duties and additional burdens, and has in disregard 
alike of the instructions and declared will of the House assumed dis- 
agreements which did not exist as a pretext for raising duties higher 
than those fixed by the House or Senate. 

The Senate had fixed the duty on steel rails at $15.68 per ton, and 
the House had fixed it at $15 0n my own motion. The conference rec- 
onciled this disagreement with the Senate by going above both House 
and Senate and placing the duty at $17 per ton, thereby adding a mill- 
ion dollars yearly to the profits of the rail-makers. In view of such 
facts, was I not justified in declaring, as I did when speaking upon 
another question but two days ago, that next to conference committees 
Congressional commissions as a rule are more prolific of personal and 
private jobbery and public plunder than any other legislative methods 
or instrumentalities yet discovered. 

REDUCED PRICES NOT THE RESULT OF PROTECTION, 

One of the many fallacies practiced in support of the present tariff is 
the assumption that it has reduced the price of goods to the consumer 
since its adoption. Prices of manufactured goods have lessened in all 
European countries in greater proportion than with us, and especially 
in England, where manufactures are unprotected. If this were not 
true the advocates of this bill would not be here demanding and de- 
fending prohibitory duties that we may take and keep our own market by 
law. ‘To-day you reject 50 per cent. as insufficient and retain 60, 70, and 
80 per cent. to protect iron, earthen, and glass ware and woolen goods in 
our own market. When this tariff was adopted you asked but 35 per 
cent, as all-sufficient. Under our system of bounties for manufacturing 
we have bribed capital to leave the sea, abandoned the foreign trade, 
and given it over to our chief commercial rival. Carrying across the 
sea is unprotected and free to all nations, and England, competing with 
herself, bears the surplus of our harvests to foreign markets at less than 
half the former cost. Railroads, unprotected except as they protect 
themselves, have made greater reductions in prices than any protected 
industry in the country. 

There are members of this House not older than myself with scars 
in their hands made by shelling corn a third of a century ago. Then 
it required a whole day’s work to shell five bushels of corn, and if 
wages were but 50 cents per day then it cost 10 cents per bushel, while 
now, with the use of machinery of little value, corn is shelled for 2 
cents per bushel. What is true of the diminished cost of shelling corn 
is true of the cost of making cotton and woolen goods, manufactures 
of iron and steel, and all other fabrics in the production of which im- 
proved machinery is extensively used. A better knowledge of science 
and the arts and of mechanical appliances help us todoour work. The 
work being more efficient, the cost and the price is less, not because of 
protection, but in spite of it 

PRICES IN OTHER COUNTRIES REDUCED AND WAGES INCREASED. 

Neither is it true, as is sometimes asserted, that prices have been re- 
duced abroad b+ reducing wages and thereby lowering the cost of pro- 
duction. In Me. Webster’s time he advocated a duty on iron to com- 
pensate for the difference between wages here and in Sweden. He said 
that wages in Sweden were but 7 cents per day, and in this country five 
or six times as much, or about 40 cents per day. To-day there is no 
manufacturing country in Europe where wages are five or six times less 
than in the United States. Wages are higher in England than else- 
where in Europe, and poorly paid as laborers still are they receive there 
double the wages of forty years ago and more than ever received before. 
Have we more than doubled wages in the last forty years? I think 
not. lam not well advised of what has been the growth of wages for 
the past half century in France, Geymany, and other nations of Europe, 
but we all do know that, like England as they are in all their con- 
ditions except that they have the protective system, laborers receive 
much lower wages there than are paid by their English neighbors. 
And since England has kept her own markets and maintained her com- 
mercial supremacy at home and abroad as against her German and 
French neighbors who have both protection and cheaper labor, it is fair 
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to infer that whatever may be claimed for protection here it neither in- 
creases the wages of labor nor decreases the cost and price of manufact- 
ures on the other side of the Atlantic. 

PROFESSIONS AND PRACTICES OF PROTECTION. 

Not quite a century ago in the First Congress Mr. Hartley, of Penn- 
sylvania, said: 
We have been forced by necessity and various causes to increase our domes- 

tic manufactures to such a degree as to be able to furnish some in sufficient 
quantity to answer the consumption of the whole Union, while others are daily 
growing into importance. Our stock of materials is in many instances equal 
to the greatest demand and our artisans sufiicient to work them upeven for ex- 
portation. In these cases I take it to be the policy of every enlightened nation 
to give their manufactures that degree of encouragement necessary to perfect 
them without oppressing other parts of the country. 

The degree of encouragement then deemed necessary to ‘‘ perfect’’ 
manufactures was fixed by the First Congress on clothing and iron and 
other like articles at 7} per cent.; and this conference committee pro- 
poses nearly a century later to go on perfecting manufactures with a 
duty six or seven times higher. 

Mr. Clymer, of Pennsylvania, said that the manufacture of steel was 
‘‘rather in its infancy,’’ but ‘‘was already established and attended 
with considerable success,’’ ‘‘and with a little further encouragement 
would supply enough for the consumption of the Union.’’ 

The Congress in 1789 laid a duty of half cent a pound on, and gave 
a little further encouragement to, steel ‘‘rather in its infancy,’’ and 
now in 1883 Pennsylvania asks and is given five or six times as much 
as a little further encouragement to steel. 

And Mr. Goodhue said that Pennsylvania and Massachusetts made 
more nails than they could use, and in a little time with, of course, a 
little encouragement enough might be made by them to supply the 
whole Union. Mr. Fitzsimmons said the people of Pennsylvania no 
longer imported beer, ale, and porter, and in two or three years, with 
the fostering aid of Government, would be able to furnish enough for 
the whole consumption of the United States. The First Congress gave 
the little encouragement and fostering aid asked for, and the Forty- 
seventh Congress continues the little encouragement and fostering care 
with several hundred per cent. increase. 

Nearly fifty years later, now fifty years ago, Mr. Clay, the foremost 
advocate of his time, if not the first mover of the protective policy as 
then interpreted, urged his compromise tariff fixing rates of duty after 
nine years at 20 per cent., considered by him sufficient encouragement 
and fostering aid to maintain the system of which he was at the time the 
reputed father. 

It thus appears that the advocates of this system in the earlier history 
of the country defended it on the alleged necessity for encouragement 
to new industries. They believed and conceded that as our establish- 
ments grew older and stronger the necessity for their encouragement 
would become less asto some and entirely cease as to others. 

I think I do them no injustice in saying that the protectionists of to- 
day, as represented here, insist that the encouragement and fostering aid 
which the Government owes to manufacturers is the absolute control of 
the home market to be given by law. It is true that we have in theory 
advocates of protection, of incidental protection, of a tariff for revenue 
with discrimination that will give our own people the advantage, and 
of a tariff high enough to cover the “‘gap’’ or difference in rates of 
wages between us and our foreign competitors. But noone has under- 
taken to give us the incidental amount, the measure of the advantage 
or the length of the gap, and in practice these have proven to be un- 
meaning or avoiding phrases. Protectionists of whatever degree (if 
protection has degrees) have supported the commission scheme from the 
first, and did not scruple to do so after the flagrant manner of making 
up the commission. They have voted and will continue voting for du- 
ties of 60, 70, and 80 per cent. on goods for women and children’s cloth- 
ing, window-glass, articles of iron, and other grticles of common use 
among our people. This can not be justified by an assumed apprehen- 
sion that harm may come to any industry as the result of the reduction 
or removal of war taxes. 

In the past half century, with a tariff sometimes for revenue, at 
others for protection, our people have made the great mass of the wares 
they used. They will continue to do so in the future with the advan- 
tages afforded by an equitable revenue system or with the disadvantages 
this bill will for a time continue. Sooner than gentlerhen expect, jus- 
tice will be done even here; when it is, we shall have a system of more 
equal taxation, and agitation of this question will then cease. 

APPENDIX. 

Memorandum.—Required the constant annual sum by payment of which the 
interest on the public debt of the United States will be met as it accrues and 
the principal extinguished during the period of twenty-four and one-half years, 
beginning January 1, 1883,and ending July 1, 1907; it being understood that the 
3) per cent. securities shall be first called in and paid; then so much of the debt 
bearing interest at 3 per cent. as can be called in and paid prior to September 1, 
1891, when the 4} per cent. securities become by law redeemable; then the securi- 
ties last mentioned (namely, those bearing interest at 4} per cent.), and then the 
portion of the 3 per cent. securities still outstanding ; after which the 4 per cent. 
securities, which it is assumed can then be obtained at par, shall be purchased 
and canceled. 
The interest-bearing indebtedness of the United States, not including the so- 

called Navy pension fund—a nominal debt of $14,000,000 bearing interest at the 
rate of 3 per cent. per annum—was on the Ist day of January, 1583, $1,378,245,450. 
The interest payable annually on this amount is $52,987 ,47.50, showing an aver- 
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age annual rate of interest of 3.54 per cent. Of theaggregate indebtedness just | 
stated $99,326,200 bear interest at the rate of 3) per cent. per annum, the annual 

pay 

The SPEAKER. The regular order is the bill to aid in the support 

“ment for interest on this part of the debt being $3,476,417 ; $289,563,950 bear | of common schools, on which the gentleman from Alabama [ Mr. 

interest at the rate of 3 per cent. per annum, the annual payment for interest | WHEELER] is entitled to the floor. 
on this part of the debt being $8,686,918. 50 ; $250,000,000 bear interest at the rate 
of 4} per cent. per annum, the annual payment for interest on this part of the 

Mr. WHEELER. Mr. Speaker, I feel that it requires no argument 

Gebt being $11,250,000; $739,355,300 bear interest at the rate of 4 per cent. per an- | to impress upon this intelligent body the duty of ingrafting the human 
num, the annual payment for interest on this part of the debt being $29,574,212 ; | mind with knowledge. In the first chapter of Genesis, in the third and 
total interest-bearing debt, as stated above, $1,378,245,450, and the total annual 
interest $52,987,547.50. The constant annual sum required by the conditions of 
the problem for the payment, in the twenty-four and one-half years from Janu- 
ary 1, 1883, to July 1, 1907, of the principal and interest, as above given, of the 
interest-bearing debt of the United States is found to be $88,832,547.50. | 
The $99,326,200 of debt bearing interest at 3} per cent. will be extinguished in 

two and two-thirds years (more accurately 2.691 years) from January 1, 1883. 
Of the debt bearing interest at 3 per cent. $253,233,680 will be extinguished in a | 
further period of about six years (more exactly 5.976 years), which added to the 
previous period of two and bye years makes eight and two-thirds years 
(8.667) ending with the Ist day of September, 1891, when the securities bearing in- 
terest at 4) per cent. become by law redeemable. The securities last mentioned, 
namely, those bearing interest at 4} per cent., amounting to $250,000,000, will 
be extinguished in four and seven-eighths years (more exactly 4.883 years) from 
the date last named. The remainder of the debt bearing interest at 3 percent., | 
amounting to $36,330,270, will be extinguished in a further period of two-thirds | 
of ayear (more exactly 0.628 year), leaving ten and one-third years (more ex- 
actly 10.322 years) for the extinguishment by purchase (which purchase is as- 
sumed to be effected at par) of the $739,355,300 bearing interest at 4 per cent. The 
sum of these several periods is twenty-four and one-half years, embracing the 
interval from January 1, 1883, to July 1, 1907, the date at which the 4 per cent. 
securities become redeemable and by which, according to the conditions of the 
problem, the entire interest-bearing debt of the United States was to be extin- 
guished. 
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3 per cent... 253, 233, 680 7,597,010 40 | 5.976 8. 667 
4} percent. 250,000,000 11,250,000 00 | 4.883 13. 550 
3 per cent... 5 36, 330, 270 1,089,908 10 0.628 14.178 
-4 per CONE ...........00sccceree penta taeaipteia 739,355,300 29,574,212 00 | 10.322 , 24.500 

Average, #84 per cent........... 1, 378, 245,450 | 52,987,547 50 | 24.500 
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E. B. ELLIOTT, Government Actuary. 

UNITED STATES TREASURY DEPARTMENT, March 3, 1883. 

Education. 

I trust more to the schoolmaster armed with his primer than I do to the sol- 
dlier in full military array for upholding and extending the liberties of his 
country.—Lord Brougham. 

SPEECH 

OF 

HON. JOSEPH WHEELER, 
OF ALABAMA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, February 24, 1883. 

The House having under consideration the bill (H. R. 6158) to aid in the sup- 
port of common schools— 

The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Alabama [Mr. WHEELER] is 
ized. 

Mr. PAGE. Will not the gentleman yield for a motion to adjourn ? 
Mr. WHEELER. I will yield for that motion provided I have the 

floor when this bill is taken up next Monday. 
Mr. PAGE. I move that the House adjourn. 
Mr. WHEELER. Mr. Speaker 

fourth verses, in the Bible, I read these words: 

And God said, Let there be light: and there was light 
And God saw the light, that it was good. 

Is it not possible that in these sublime words, the first recorded utter- 
| ance of the Great First Cause, there is contained an indication to the be 
ings for whose use He called a world from chaos, to enlighten the minds 

| which He should implant in the human frame? 
The Almighty is here represented as feeling a certain degree of pleas 

ure as He contemplates the charming results of His high command, for 
**He saw the light’’ He had called out of darkness ‘‘ that it was good."’ 
Though it is not in the power of any human tribunal by the mere 
force of words to spread the light of learning throughout the human 
family, yet God has graciously given us the capacity to enjoy the high- 
est degree of gratification at the consummation of any good or beauti- 
ful werk which we may perform. And though we have not the power 
to command the instantaneous spread of education, nevertheless we 

| have the legislative power to put this good work in motion; and it may 
be our pleasing privilege in aftertimes, when we contemplate the re- 

| sults of this day’s labors, as we see the light of learning spreading abroad 
in the human mind, to know and rejoice ‘that it is good.’’ 

That inimitable French writer, Mgr. Dupanloup, beautifully says: 
The work of the educator bears a likeness to the work of the Creator. If he 

does not create from nothingness, he draws from slumber and lethargy the be 
numbed faculties; he gives life and movementand action to an existence yet im 

| perfect. 
In this light an intellectual, moral, and religious education is the highest pos- 

sible human work. It is the continuation of the highest and noblest work of 
divinity: the creation of souls, 

It is impossible for us to eseape the responsibility which rests upon 
| us individually and as a people. 

With the present existing facilities placing education within the reach 
of every one, is it not a reflection upon us as a nation to see the appalling 

| amount of ignorance with which we are surrounded ? 
Does not our conscience every day, yes, every hour, reproach us? Is 

| there not something that asks: 
Can ye, whose souls are lighted, the lamp of life deny”? 

A few moments ago my eye fell upon the date of the invention of 
printing, and » thought of the condition of the world prior to that time 

| forced itself upon me. There were in those days few books, compara- 
tively, and those mostly in the classic languages, known only to the 

| small number of the educated; for to read necessitated an acquaintance 
with those languages, so that the 

| 

} MASS OF THE PEOPLI 

| were debarred from this medium of learning. 
In thosedays men with minds equal to or greater than Napoleon's, Cu- 

vier’s, Morse’s, or Webster’s, may have lived, contemplating great ideas, 
evolving wonderful inventions penetrating into the arcana of hidden 
science, and have died unknown, the grandeur of their conceptions 
buried in the grave with them. How frequently in the fragmentary 

| manuscripts of the men who lived in those days do we find the first 
dawning of the ideas, the inchoate thoughts, the inception of inven- 
tions of which we now boast as the result of modern investigation, the 
development of progressive civilization. 

Surrounding us to-day there may be just such minds of natural grand- 
| eur which cultured would equal any of the brilliant intellects that his 
| tory has ever known, but which like the priceless gem hidden beneath 
the surface of the earth, while there remaining, performs no function 
more important than does the common pebble by its side. 

I consider— 

Said Addison 
a human soul without education like marble inthe quarry, which shows none of 
its inherent beauties until the skill of the polisher fetches out the colors, makes the 
surface shine, and discovers every ornamental cloud, spot, and vein that runs 
through the bodyofit. * * * Whatsculpture is toa block of marble educa 
tion is to a human soul. The philosopher, the saint, the hero, the wise, the 
good, or the great man very often lie hid and concealed in a plebeian, which a 
proper education might have disinterred and brought to light 

Leibnitz says: 
The way to reform the human race is to reform the education of the young 

| 

| 

| 

The SPEAKER. The Chair understood the gentleman to y ield fora | The good education of youth is the first foundation of human happines 

motion that the House adjourn. 
Mr. WHEELER. I did not yield for that purpose. 

It is the 
CHILDREN OF THE PRESENT DAY 

The SPEAKER. The Chair understood the gentleman to say dis- | who will be the legislators, the judges, the manufacturers, the agri- 
tinctly that he yielded for a motion to adjourn. culturists, and the busy working population of the country ere two de 

Mr. WHEELER. I was willing to yield to the gentleman from Cal- | cades of years have passed away. As we educate them, so will they be 
ifornia for that motion, provided I could have unanimous consent to | the counselors and patriots to save and defend the country and the Con 
occupy the floor on Monday when this bill is again taken up. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair can only say that under the practice the | 
gentleman would be entitled to the floor when the bill comes up again. 

Mr. WILLIS. I hope the gentleman will go on now. 

| stitation, or a raging rabble ready and willing to overthrow the temple 
of liberty and to destroy forever the fair fabricof freedom. ‘* Educate 
the people,’’ were the warning words of Washington; ‘‘ Educate the 
people,’’ echoed Jefferson; and let us join in the retrain, *‘ Educate the 

Mr. WHEELER. I decline to yield unless it is understood that I | people,’’ until the means of education are in the reach of every child in 
the Republic. shall have the floor on Monday. [Cries of ‘* Regular order!’’ } 
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It will be observed that there is no provision in the bill of a sectarian 
character. 

Schools will all be opened as is now the custom by religious exer- 
cises, which important feature would thus in a measure be incorporated 
into the system of instruction. 

In this age of enlightenment we are daily more and more convinced 
that no education is worth having which does not crystallize around 
the principles of Christian virtue, and that the 

HNEART MUST NOT LIE FALLOW 

while tiie mind is subjected to cultivation. And this was recognized 
by the men composing the Congress of the Confederation in these words: 

Religion, morality, and knowledge being necessary to good government and 
the happiness of mankind, schools and the means of education shall forever be 
encouraged 

We must not forget that learning did notavert the fall of the old nations, 
for it was when Rome had attained her highest point of intellectual 
grandeur that her scholars were among the most depraved and corrupt 
of men; 80, too, if we believe the writings of Plato, the fall of the Persian 
nation was precipitated by the princes, who, though instructed highly 
in the arts andsciences, their hearts uninfluenced by any religious train- 
ing, were monsters of vice, obeying only the brutal instincts of nature. 

When the colonists landed on the shores of the American continent, 
seeking new homes wherein to rear their children far from the oppressions 
of the old governments, their first care was for the education of their 
children. In all the colonies 

SCHOOLS WERKE ESTABLISHED, 

and the culture of mind kept pace with the cultivation of the soil and 
the opening of the country. With the development of the principles 
of popular government grew the idea of the necessity for popular edu- 
cation. If thepeople are torule the people must not remain in ignorance. 
Knowledge is power; knowledge is freedom. 

Ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.—John, viii, 32. 

It is not surprising that our colonial fathers gave early attention to 
the education of their children. 
the laws and customs of England, and were not unmindful of the great 
value of a little learning, for in the old country not many ages ago a 
man’s life sometimes depended on his ability to read. Let 
ourselves a little by referring to these curious laws: 

In Dyer’'s time, a man being convicted of a simple felony, as stealing any chat- 
tel of the value of twelve pence, if, when asked why heshould not be sentenced, 
he prayed the benefit of clergy, the book containing the “‘ neck verse’’ was put 
into his band, and if he could read he was discharged, but if he could not he 
was hanged 

A question arose “ whether if a man who may have his clergy granted in case 
of felony prays his book and, in fact, can not read, and it is recorded non legit 
ut clericus, and being respited for a time he learns to read before he is executed, 
he shall have his clergy, notwithstanding the record?'’ The matter was re- 
ferred to all the justices of assize assembled at Sergeants’ Inn, and it was resolved, 
in favorem vite, that he should have his clergy; ‘for,’ said Dyer, * he should 
have had it allowed under the gallows by the Year-Book, 34 HL, 6. 49 a, b, pl. 
16, if the judge passed by there, and much more here And although he had 
been taught and schooled in the jail to know letters and read, that shall help 
him for his life, but the jailer shall be punished for it 
Chicf-J ustices, Volume 1, page 191 

Recognizing this necessity, it is not surprising that the earliest ad- 
monition of the patriots of those days was: ‘* Educate the people.’’ Early 
in the history of Massachusetts laws were made that each town of fifty 
families should maintain a primary school, and a grammar school should 
be opened in each town of a hundred families. 

Penn’s constant efforts in his colony of Pennsylvania tended toward 
the establishment of schools. And so, following out this idea of the 
necessity for popular education, and recognizing that one of the ends of 
gevernment is to provide for a perpetuation of the principles of that 
government, the wise founders of the Republic, assembled in the Con- 
gress of the Confederation May 20, 1785, when considering the ques- 
tion of governmental aid for education, out of the means at their dis- 
posal made provision for that purpose. 

There was then no revenue. There was an enormous public debt. 

THERE WAS NO MONEY 

to devote to school purposes; but there was land, billions of acres, and 
of this, their only abundance, they made-a provision in the western 

territory (which included all west of the original thirteen States), of 

SECTION NUMBER 16 

‘in every township for the maintenance of public schools within said 
township.’’ Neither the manner of establishing these schools nor where 
the jurisdiction over them should reside was considered. 

In the Continental Congress, July 23, 1787, it was enacted: 

That the lot (section) 16 in each township or fractional part of a township be 
given perpetually for the purpose contained in such ordinance (the ordinance 
of May 20, 1785). . 

Also, 

That not more than two complete townships be given perpetually for the pur- 
pose of an university, to be laid off by the purchaser or purchasers as near the 
ecnter as may be,so that the same shall be of good land, to be applied tothe in- 
tended object by the Legislature of the State. 

They were acquainted with some of 

us refresh | 

Campbell's Lives of 
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| April 30, 1802, Congress, in authorizing the formation of the State 
government of Ohio, ordered: 

been sold, granted, or disposed of, other lands equivalent thereto and most 
contiguous to the same) shall be granted to the inhabitants of such tovrnships 
for the use of schools, I 

i 

That the section number 16 in every township (and where such section has 

| 
| 
i 

| In addition to this, March 3, 1803, Congress provided: 

That the following several tracts of land in the State of Ohio be, and the same 
| are hereby, appropriated for the use of schools in that State, and shall, together 
with all the tracts of land heretofore appropriated for that purpose, be vest, 
in the Legislature of that State in trust forthe use aforesaid, and for no oth: 
use, intent, or purpose whatever. 

Until this date there had been discussion whether the United States 
should .control the schools benefited by these donations, or whether 
they should be under State management, and there was much legisla- 
tion upon the matter, the ablest and most learned men of those times 
always contending that the control and management of public educa? 
tion should be confined to the States. 

This grant of the sixteenth section was made to all the States ad- 
mitted into the Union, previous to the passage of the act for the organi- 
zatioa of the Territory of Oregon, August 14, 1848, when, in addition 
to the sixteenth, the 

THIRTY-SIXATH SECTION 

in each township was also reserved and confirmed by grantin the act of 
admission of each State or Territory into the Union since that date. 

It will be perceived that the States of Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, 
| Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, 
| Ohio, and Wisconsin have each received one section less in each town- 
ship than their younger sisters in the Union. 

Subsequent legislation in reference to the lands donated for public 
schools was confined chiefly to enactments regarding the location of such 
lands, until July 2, 1862, when a donation was made to each State, for 
the support of colleges for the cultivation of 

AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL SCIENCE AND ART, 

of 30,000 acres for each Representative and Senator in Congress to which 
| the State wasentitled, of land ‘‘in place,’’ where the State contained a 
| sufficient quantity of public land, and of scrip when the State did not 
contain such land. ’ 

The land *‘in place’’ amounted to 1,770,000 acres; land scrip, 7,830, 
000; total, 9,600,000; the land grant to universities, under the law of 
1787, amounted to 1,165,520; the sixteen sections and also the thirty- 
six sections amounted to 67,893,219; total lands granted for educational 
purposes, 78,659,439. In addition to these, large amounts of swamp 
lands have been appropriated, which would swell the amount to 130,- 
000,000. 

In order to comprehend the extent of this domain we must remember 
| that all of New England, together with the States of New Jersey, Mary- 
| land, and Delaware, have an area of 56,665,600 acres of land, which is 
less than half the area already given to States for the purposes of edu- 
cation. All the distinguished founders of our Government were earnest 
| advocates of a system of public education. Franklin urged the impor- 
| tance of such measures, and after the Constitution was formed, Washing- 
ton and Hamilton, Adams and Jefferson, Madison and Clinton were 
particularly noted as supporters of the theory that government should 
see to it that education is placed within the reach of all its people. 

We have seen that one of the first acts of the Congress of the Confeder- 
ation was to provide liberal donations of land for educational purposes; 
and yet the articles of confederation do not give any direct authority for 
such an appropriation. 
Two years afterward, with this law fresh upon their minds, the fathers 

met to frame the present Constitution, in the preamble of which we 
find these words: 

. 

We ordain and establish the Constitution to promote the general welfare and 
secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and posterity. 

I do not wish to be understood as asserting that the above words from 
the preamble is 

AUTHORITY FOR GOVERNMENT APPROPRIATIONS 

for education, but I will assert that the Constitution gives more author- 
ity to provide means for education than it gives for the support of an 
army in time of peace. I will read the provisions for that purpose : 

Sec. 8. That Congress shall have power * * * todeclare war; * * * 
To raise and supportarmies, but no appropriatioh of money for that use shall 

be for a longer term than two years; * * * 
To provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining the militia. 

A strong argument might be made that this provision only contem- 
plated supporting armies in time of war. Yet no one now contends 
that the maintenance of a regular army in time of peace is in violation 
of the Constitution. 

The proceedings of our last session, page 417, January 16, 1882, con- 
tains the record which I will read: 

COMMON SCHOOLS, 
Mr. WHEELER also introduced a bill (H. R. 2817) to aid in the establishment 

and temporary apes of common schools; which was read a first and second 
a = erred to the Committee on Education and Labor, and ordered to be 
printed. 



I prepared the biil referred to with much care, incorporating what I 
ed as an essential provision, and which would enable the States 

and Territories having school organizations to control the fund and not 
be subjected to the embarrassments of 

TWO SEPARATE BUREAUs, 

State and Federal, which, besides incurring the danger of contlict, had 
other more objectionable features. 
My bill was the first measure introduced by a Democrat for such ap- 

propriation and certainly the first advocacy of this character from a 
Southern Democrat. 

It was also the first bill prepared, placing the management of the sys- 
tem under State control. 
The eommittee to whom the bill was referred, concurring with me 

in these views, reported a bill which contains most of the features 
which were incorporated in the bill that I had prepared. 

In order that the House may better understand the character of this 
measure, I ask that the bill be read. 

The bill was read, as follows: 

Whereas it appears from the Tenth Census that one-eighth of the people of the 
United States are totally illiterate, and it seems that those States in which illit- 
eracy exists to the greatest extent are not at presentable to provide by localand 
State taxation for the adequate support of common schools to meet the emer- 
gency; and 
Whereas the general welfare and perpetuity of our whole country depend 

upon the intelligence of all its citizens, and it is deemed to be the duty of the 
General Government to aid temporarily in the support of common schools: 
Therefore, 

Be it enacted, &c., That for five years next after the passage of this act there 
shall be annually, appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise 
appropriated, the sum of $10,000,000 to aid in the supportof free common schools, 
which amount shall be known as the common-school fund. 
Sec, 2. That the Secretary of the Treasury shall annually apportion to the sev- 

eral States and Territories the said sum of $10,000,000, according to the number 
of their respective popeanete of ten years old and upward who can not read 
and write, asshown by the Tenth Census of the United States, which report 
shall be submitted to the Commissioner of Education. 

Sec. 3. That before any State or Territory shall be entitled to receive its share 
of said fund it shall have provided by law for the free common-school education 
of all its children of school age, without distinction of color, for at least three 
monthsin each year, from the funds provided for schools under the laws of said 
State or Territory; and in no case shall any State or Territory be allowed out of 
said fund a greater sum than such State or Territory shall have expended during 
the previous year for the common-school education of the children of such State 
or Territory, exclusive of the amount received from the United States, and ex- 
clusive of the sums paid for grounds, school buildings, or repairs on thesame: 
Provided, That separate schools for white and colored children shall not be con- 
sidered a distinction of color. 

Sec. 4. That an amount not exceeding 5 per cent. of the sum apportioned to 
each State and Territory, may be used by them for the education of teachers im 
normal schools, teachers’ institutes, or otherwise, 

Sere. 5. Thatit is hereby further provided that before ang State or Territory 
shall be entitled to receive its share of said fund it shall have complied with the 
following conditions: 

First. That it shall have applied all moneys by it previously received under 
the provisions of this act in accordance therewith. 

Second. That it shall have caused to be made such reports to the Commis- 
sioner of Education concerning the condition of the schools in the same, on or 
before the Ist day of August of each year, as said Commissioner of Education, 
under the direction of the Secretary of te Interior, shall deem desirable; and 
shall especially report for each county as follows: The number of public schools 
of every grade; the whole number of daysactually taught in each during the year 
preceding; the total amount received from State taxesand from local taxes and 
the total amount expended for educational purposes in the preceding year; the 
total amount expended for white and colored schools separately ; the number of 
public-school buildings owned and hired, and the character, condition, and value 
of the same; the number of children, white and colored, male and female, in at- 
tendance on the public schools, and the length o7 attendance; the number of 
male and female teachers, white and colored, employed at the same time and at 
different times in the same year, with particulars as to qualifications of same ; 
the number of school libraries and the number of » olumes therein ; the branches 
taught and the text-books used; the total wages paid teach rs, male and female, 
white and colored. 

Sec. 6, Thatthe Commissioner of Education shall prepare forms of such blanks 
as shall facilitate the making of the reports herein provided for, and transmit 
the same to the State and Territorial authorities. 

Sec. 7. That in such States and Territories as shall maintain separate schools 
for white and colored children the money so apportioned shall be divided ac- 
cording to the respective number of such white and colored children in such 
State or Territory. 

Sec. 8. That no part of the money so received from the United States shall be 
expended in the purchase of real estate, the construction or repair of school 
buildings, or in paying the salary ofany public oflicer not engaged in teaching. 

Sec9,. Thatincase any State or Territory shall misapply or misappropriate the 
money, or any part thereof received under this act, or shall fail to comply with 
the conditions thereof, or to report as herein prescribed, such State or Territory 
shall forfeit its right to any subsequent apportionment by virtue hereof until 
the amount so misapplied or misappropriated shall have been replaced by such 
State or Territory and applied as herein required; and until such report shall 
have been made, all money so retained and not paid to such State or Territory 
shall be kept separate in the Treasury until disposed of by Congress, 

Sec. 10, That on or before the Ist day of September of each year the Commis- 
sioner of Education, under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, shall 
certify to the governor of each State and Territory whether it is entitled to re- 
ceive its apportionment under this act, and if so entitled, the amount of such 
apportionment; and it thereupon shall be entitled to receive the same; but such 
certificate shall not be issued until all the requirements of this act referring to 
Se canes of the oflicers of such State or Territory shall have been complied 
with. 

Sec. 11, That the amount apportioned to any State or Territory, and certified 
as herein provided, shall be paid on or before October 1 of each year, upon the 
warrant of the Commissioner of Education, countersigned by the Secretary of 
the Interior, out of the Treasury of the United States, to such officer as shall be, 
by the laws of such State or Territory, entitled to receive the same. 

Sec. 12, That the Commissioner of Education shall annually report to Con- 
the information received by him from the reports of the school officers of 

© several States and Territories provided for herein, together with such rec- 
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ommendations as willin the judgment of the Commissioner subserve the pur 
poses of this act. 7 

Sec. 13. 7 hat there is hereby appropriated the sum of $10,000,000 for the year 
commencing September 1, 1882, which shall be apportioned as directed herein 
and those States and Territories which have provided by law for the free com: 
mon-school education of their children of school age, without distinction of 
color, shall be entitled to their apportionment of said sum, al} other require 
ments precedent to the right to receive such apportionment being hereby w aived 
for the year 1882. 

Src, 14, That any State signifying its desire that the amount allotted to it under 
the provisions of this act shall be appropriated in any other way for the promo 
tion of common-school education, in its own borders or elsewhere, its allotment 
shall be paid to such State to be thus appropriated; Provided, That its Legislature 
shall have first considered the question of its appropriation to the general fund 
for use under the provisions of this act in States and Territories where the pro 
portion of illiterate persons is more than 5 per cent. of the whole population 

Mr. WHEELER. It is true that at first there were persons who se- 
verely criticised and condemned the measure, but in a tew weeks I was 
overwhelmed with petitions urging me to press the bill to a passage 
Most of the petitions came from my ewn State, and some of them from 
the district I have the honor to represent. 

his question was to some degree considered in our State canvass pre 
ceding the election for State legislators in August, 1882; and on ‘he 
11th day of December, 1882, this measure was unanimously indersed 
by the Legislature of Alabama, which was an almost solid Democratic 
body. 

The joint memorial,of that baly, transmitted to our Senators and 
Representatives, I will read: 

Jomt memorial 

That the Senators and Representatives in Congress from this State be re 
quested to secure the passage of a bill granting aid to education in the several 
States on the basis of illiteracy, the amounts so appropriated to be applied by 
the several States through their superintendents of education 

WILBUR F. FOSTER 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

(FEO. P. HARRISON, Jr., 
President of the Senate, 

Approved December 11, 1882 
I \. O'NEAL. Governor 

TPon. Josern WHEELER, House of Representatives 

I now wish, Mr. Speaker, to call attention to the action of this ses 
sion regarding apppropriations, to which I will add the sums appropri 
ated during the last three years for the ordinary expenses of the Go 
ernment, which of course does not include interest or any other expen 
diture pertaining to the public debt: 

Title Date As reported Date As passed Tlouse. 

Pension .......... ; | Jan.6...| $81,575,000 00 | Jan. 13 $86, 575, 000 00 
Military Academy Dec. 12 305, 657 50 305, 657 50 
Fortifications vinatal eee} Jan. 6 5, 000 00 325, 000 00 
Consular and diplomatic... Dec. 8 8,255 00 | Dee. 9 1,258, 255 00 
at ee “ : Jan. 16 5, 209, 100 23 | Jan. 25 15, 208, 800 23 
Post-Office ; Dec. 11 43,948,520 00 | Dec. 20 44,229,520 00 
Indian ...... Dec. 4 5, 208,955 91 | Dee.7 5, 208,955 91 
PRPs vacceve Dec, 19 24,681,500 00 | Jan. U4 24,696, 500 00 
Legislative, &c Feb. 2 3 463 05 | Feb. 16 20, 383,730 05 
Sundry civil Feb. 19 2, 720 67 | Feb, 24 23, 119,232 50 
District of Columbia. Jan.4 1,682,772 23 | Jan.5 1,667,402 23 
River and harbor aid Feb. 20 7,987,000 00 | Mar. 2 8,047,000 00 
Deficiency ... ; ‘ .| Feb. 26 2.037,989 09 | Mar. 1. 2, 285, 334 al 
Agricultural Dec. 12 106,820 00 | Dee. 13 406, 820 00 
Miscellaneous. 750, 000 00 70, 000 00 

Total 228, 069,753 68 234, 467, 207 53 

= wa 
Title Date. I — Sen Law, ISS84 Law, 1883. Law, 1582 

Pension ........... Feb. 10.. $86,575, 000 00 $86,575, 000 00 $100, 000, 000 00 $66,000,000 00 

Military Acad- 
CSBP ov cceccsess<.e] JOM. 4 819,507 50 318, 657 50 335, 557 O04 322,435 37 

Fortifications ..| Feb. 21 740, 000 00 670,000 00 375, 000 00 575,000 00 
Consular and 
diplomatic. Dec. 20. 1,321,755 00' 1,296,755 00 1, 256, 655 00; 1,229,435 00 

Navy...... . ate 15, 891, 434 23} 15, 894,434 23, 14,819,976 80 14,991,444 59 

Post-Office Jan. 20.) 44,514,520 00) 44,489,520 00) 44,643,900 00) 43,350,783 23 
Indian ‘ Dec. 19 5,376,255 91) 5,362,655 91] 5,229,374 O01! 5,628,648 47 
Army......... s | 24,949, 900 00) 24,681,350 00! 27,258,000 00) 27 00 
Legislative, &c| Feb. 24..| 20,639,329 55, 20,464,296 22) 20,038,000 65 16 
Sundry civil....| Mar. 24,565, 347 47) 23,906,147 47) 25,589,258 06 2 , 75 
District of Co- | 

lum bia.......... 1,666,514 73) 1,699,867 23 1,695, 098 O04 22 
River and har- 
Ti vecsnccce ide ‘ seiavatiie 18, 738, 875 00) 11, 441,300 00 

Defficiency....... Mar. 3. 2, 944, 336 50) 2,813,187 80! 25,689,951 10 
Agricultural..... Dec, 21 404, 640 00 405, 640 00, 427, 280 00} 335, 500 00 
Miscellaneous 750, 000 00 750,000 00) 9,413,614 16 3,280,426 59 

Total poe 230, 662,540 89/229, 327,511 36) 295,510,639 86 219, 367, 983 38 , 

Nore.—Since the delivery of this speech I have added the exact figures appro 
priated in the sundry civil and the deficiency bills as they finally passed, and 
have also added the figures of the river and harbor bill as it passed the House. 

Does it not seem that a Government which is spending money at the 
rate above indicated could give something to the important cause of 
education? Suppose we deduct 4 per cent. of the appropriations and 
apply the sum to education. This would give all we ask; and would 
any department of the Government feel the 4 per cent. deducted ? 

I will now read a table showing the amount expended in 1880 for 
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school purposes as reported by the Commissioner of Education; also the 
portion each State would receive of the proposed consideration: 

mn Expenditure Share of each 
States and Territories. . in 1880. in $10,000,000, 

Alabama $375, 465 $694, 631 40 
Arkansas 238, 056 323,744 14 
California 2, 864, 571 85, 625 56 
Colorado 395, 527 16,785 37 
COMMS CUE, 2..0050000cccrcccee seccscerercceceseseves- -sevccnesoneneeceses 1, 408, 375 | 45,551 59 
Delaware 207, 281 $1,112 39 
Florida ... 114, 885 128, 499 27 
Georgia * 471,029 834,005 54 
Illinois 7,531, 942 233,009 57 
Indiana 4,491, 850 177,502 76 
lowa 4,921, 248 74,694 42 
Kansas 1, 818, 387 63, 263 23 
Kentucky 803, 490 558, 324 28 
RE, .n. scunsausvuenen qunanseansbebtdpesesenssneneugesehenninl 480, 320 510, 227 73 
Maine 1, 047, 681 35,529 08 
Maryland 1, 544, 367 215.527 09 
Massachusetts 5, 156, 731 149, 007 40 
Michigan 3, 109, 915 102,120 87 
Minnesota 1,706,114 55, 362 55 
Mississippi 830, 704 598,082 58 
Missourt peeve 3, 152,178 334,543 89 

Nebraska — 1, 137, 995 18,474 49 
Nevada . , * 144,245 6,520 88 
New Hampshire ; 565, 339 22, 920 03 
New Jersey . : 1, 928, 374 85, 335 50 
New York 412, 378 351,925 45 
BOGE COIR coc ccccscncdoncoosmcovccescntcovceconccoceseesssscccesenss 352, 882 743,554 70 

oe 7, 166, 963 211,204 71 
Oregon 314,017 11,895 91 
PORE PECREA, 22. .ccccrcevvecseeseccrs svsceserccvcenssovscesonescceeces 7,449,013 365, 409 53 
Rhode Island 144, 200 39,732 64 

South Carolina .. 324, 629 592,709 00 
Tennessee .. 724A, 862 668, 212 81 
Texas 753, 346 at 
Vermont 14, 285 
Virginia 16, LOO 
Weat Virginia 716, 864 
Wisconsin : “ 2, 230, 772 
Arizona 61,172 
Dakota 124, 483 
District of Columbia 438, 567 
Idaho 38, 812 
Montana 59, 463 
New Mexico, 18, 890 
Utah 132, 194 
Washington 114,379 
Wyoming 22, 120 891 03 

This report does not give the full amounts appropriated for school 
purposes in 1880 in some of the Southern States. They are continually 
increasing their donations of money for this purpose. This year, lam 
informed, Florida has at least two hundred thousand made available 
for educational purposes. And Alabama, besides largely increasing 
the general appropriation, has taken measures more effectually to col- 
lect the poll-tax, all of which the law provides shall be used for public 
education. If the present effort succeeds in collecting the poll-tax of 
one dollar anda half per head, from only two-thirds of those who should 
pay it, the fund this year for school purposes will exceed the $694,000, the 
pro rata of Alabama under the bill now being considered, 

To illustrate what has been done by the States themselves, and also 
to give an idea of their relative ability to cope with this question, I 
have prepared a table showing the expenditure for educational purposes 
in each State and Territory as reported by the Commissioner of Educa- 
tion; also the assessed value of property as shown by the census of 1830: 

Expenditure for educational purposes. 

ii xpenditure 
1880, 

Assessed valu- 
ation. 

States and Territories. = 

Alabama $122, 867, 228 
Arkansas. 86, 409, 364 

California... 584, 578,036 
Colorado.......... 74, 471, 693 
Connecticut. 327, 177, 385 
Delaware 207, 281 59, 051, 643 
Florida 114, 895 30, 988, 309 
Georgia. 471,029 239, 472, 599 
Illinois.......... 7,531, M42 h, 616, 394 
Indiana.., 4,491, 850 727, 815, 131 
lowa...... 4,921, 248 398, 671, 251 
Kansas. 1, 818, 387 160, 891, 689 
Kentucky. 803, 490 350, 563, 971 
Louisiana. 480, 320 160, 162, 439 
TIT sda cen tunadianmmonnanens vchersseonnuneeqeateanetensts 1,047,681 235, 978,716 
Maryland 1, 544, 367 497, 307, 675 
Massachusetts 5, 156, 731 1, 584, 756, 802 
PEMOIAD csccevescrscccsesecccese coscconsscnscensvesnsenceeccscscoes 3, 109, 915 517, 884, 359 
Minnesota 1,706,114 258, 028, 687 
Missigsippi. S30, 704 110, 628, 129 
I eo a ae neSeeneeanen 3, 152,178 532, 705. 801 

POO RBieccnccceesvecccccecceseeses 1,137,995 90, 585, 782 
Nevada - 144, 245 29, 291, 459 
SE SR icnkasquncrsrsncnnvuepipbenevececcacennvenncssoumnnss 565, 339 164, 299, 531 
New Jersey.... 1, 928, 374 | 572,518, 361 

|. a 10, 412, 378 2, 651, 940, 006 
North Carolina...... 352, 882 | 156, 100, 202 
Re 7, 166, 963 1,534, 360, 508 
OO Ricscevssoreenretanbenctsateennnnninni nsoreesennesnsosssnell 314, 017 52,522, 084 

Expenditure for educational purposes, &c.—Continued. | 
| 

States and Territories. Expenditure! Assessed 
in 1880. valuation. 

Pennsylvania................ $7,449,013 | $1,683, 459. 016 
SII III .05..scaniicsvhimsrscctenapntelinecnin'os 544, 200 252, 536,673 
South Carolina ...... F 324, 629 x 133, 560, 135 
IED c.compeiecincocsabinininut 724, 862 | 211,778, 538 
I ce iunienticieg 753, 346 320, 364, 515 
Vermont......... 454, 285 | 86, 806, 7: 
Virginia ............ 946, 109 308, 455, 135 
West Virginia . 716, 864 | 139, 622,705 
Wisconsin 2, 230, 772 438, 971,751 
Arizona.. 61,172 9, 270, 214 
ee 124, 483 20, 321, 530 
District of Columbia... puenencecsuseepdeieuuscnes sancunens 438, 567 | 99, 401, 787 
SEI n<scaiconpscnpeutnsgunashustenbieniauiiianeaianapipuatctideiseaniinhins ' 38, 812 | 6, 440, 876 

ESE ES STEM I RE a ee 59, 463 18, 609, 802 
New Mexico ...... 18, 890 | 11, 363, 406 
Utah . eel an ee 132,194 | 24,775,279 
Washington ............... 114,379 23, 810, 693 

IE re vismictsasoccnncc tamieertoenns 22, 120 13, 621, 829 

242 400, 893 16, 902, 

We therefore see by this table that Florida, Mississippi, and Mis- 
souri spend largely more than four-tenths of 1 per cent. on the valua- 
tion of property for school purposes; that Alabama, Delaware, Louisi- 
ana, Maryland, and Virginia, spend more than three-tenths of 1 per cent. 
of the valuation of their property, for the same purpose; that Arkansas, 
Georgia, Kentucky, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, 
and West Virginia spend nearly three-tenths of 1 per cent. 

To show how favorably this compares with the States of the North, 
call attention to the fact that Massachusetts and New Jersey and New 
Hampshire only spend about three-tenths of 1 per cent. on the value of 
their property, Rhode Island but about two-tenths of 1 per cent., and 
New York less than four-tenths of 1 per cent. 

This statement of figures refutes the charge made against the South- 
ern States of being neglectful of the educational interests of their peo- 
ple, and shows that in proportion to the assessed value of their property 
their expenditures equal those of the most cultured of the Northern 
States; while it further reveals that in proportion to wealth the gener- 
osity of expenditure of Florida, Mississippi, and Missouri exceeds that 
of the State of Massachusetts, famed as is that State for the learning 
of her people. 

I insist, Mr. Speaker, that there is no investment of money that can 
be made by any sovereignty that brings so large a percentage of profit 
as money invested in education. 

I have used the word investment not in the sense alone of money at 
interest, yielding a per centum in cash, to be added year by year 
the original amount, in the production of dividends, and so to inspire 
speculations in stocks and ventures, as the capital swells in dollars and 
cents into fortunes. On the contrary, I mean here by investment, the 
food furnished by an enlightened government to nourish and develop 
the mind of an earnest and thriving generation of mortals who, outside 
of the use of money, are making themselves ready to produce it, and 
to use money in the most practical way. 

In what way can we better develop the wealth of our country than by 
educating our people? Alabama to-day hasan area of coal and mineral 
lands nearly equal in extent to those of England. With the opening 
up of this wealth is there any possible estimate we can put upon our 
prosperity? In reply to those who insist that this bill is an innovation 
of the principles of our Government, let me say that the system pro- 
posed, with proper restrictions and limitations, is no departure from the 
policy of the Government. Every State in the Union has its college 
and academies built out of the public domain munificently donated for 
that purpose. Unfortunately, however, thotigh the acres of donation 
were originally equal, the States admitted into the Union at later dates 
have the advantage of the earlier States, both as to acreage of grant and 
the greater value of the lands resulting from the more rapidly filling 
up of the population. 

This bill to a certain extent is intended to equalize the donation. If 
I had time I could illustrate this proposition satisfactorily, but I here 
merely throw it out as a thought for members. That country that 
has the best school facilities will attract to it the greatest number o/ 
the best class of emigrants. People who are willing to go to a country 
where they can not educate their children are not of the class who will 
make good citizens. 

Can we invite the best of European labor to come and dwell among 
us unless we offer to them educational facilities superior to those they 
enjoyed in their European homes? 

Last year France spent $22,717,880 for the purposes of education. 
England last year spent £2,749,863; Scotland, £468,512; poor Ire- 

land, £729,868; Belgium, with a population of 5,000,000, spent last 
year over $5,000,000 on ed:ication; Prussia, with 27,251,067 population, 
expended $11,458,856. 

I will now ask leave to read a table, showing the number of persons 
who have the right to vote, who are reported by the Census Bureau as 

' not being able to write. Those residing in the Northern States who 

to 
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have had advantages denied to the Southern people I will classify in 
the tirst table: 

i 
| 

e— ©.» 

S222 | Number of males 21 years 
= Feat s of age and upward who 

. Seog can not write. 
States, &"3 22 

Beez 
es rs White. Colored., Total. 

California.... 329, 392 12,615 16, 857 29, 472 
Colorado .... 93, 608 }, 627 289 3,916 
Connecticut. _ 177, 291 9, 501 696 10, 197 
ST ss cinschiseuubeagesasaspanenseroesceets sii 796, S47 44,536 5, 271 49, 807 
I its ccaeaicmedetiiaunennadennbeses 498, 437 33, 757 4,345 38, 102 
Iowa..... - 416, 658 16, 202 1,009 17, 211 
Kansas ai 265,714 7,998 5, 623 13, 621 | 
PROTO 200 sccesrcsccees 187, 323 8, 420 144 8, 564 
MIT on ssnhsvceverereeccccnssvecesecssoes 502, 648 30, 951 O41 31, 892 
Michigan ....... « 167, 687 x 1, 852 28, 182 
Minnesota 213, 485 12, 372 364 12, 736 
Nebraska .. 129, 042 3, 836 256 4,092 
Nevada ............ 31,255 1,173 1,194 2, 367 
New Hampshire. sitesi s 105, 138 5, 264 42 5, 306 
New Jersey...... oa 300, 635 15, 902 3,560 19, 462 
New York ..| 1,408,751 76, 745 4,521 81, 266 
EY nstdaiuns nn 826, 577 40, 373 7,041 {7,414 
Oregon .. ’ 59, 629 1, 669 2,005 3, 674 
SII, soxcaninssdenncseepeeesoreiectoseone 1, 04, 284 65, 985 6, 845 72, 830 

TT ons celia des duiviigtibpsneonneuabesiobabinn 76, 898 7,157 167 7,624 
Vermont....... a %, 621 6, 731 R2 6, 813 
. ‘ 340, 482 21, 221 474 21,695 

i nditnteennecedatensuattiabhanneniate 8, 417, 402 452, 365 63, 878 516. 243 

I will now ask leave to read a similar table regarding the sixtcen 
States of the South, in which I particularly call attention to the great 
amount of illiteracy among the colored people. It is true that lack of 
education exists altogether too much among the whites, and I hope 
that this House will be impressed with the fact that a government, de- 
riving all its power from the sovereign will of the people, has no right 
to leave so large a proportion of its voting population without ad- 
vantages of education: 
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And now, Mr. Speaker, I desire to say that the Southern States, par- 
| ticularly thoe under Democratic ruie, and more especially these which 
have been longest under Democratic rule, have done full justice to 
the colored people. They have given them advantages equal to those 
which have been accorded to their white population. In my State 
every dollar collected from colored people as poll-tax is donated to 
schools for the colored race, and in addition they are accorded a full 
share of the general appropriation for school purposes. We have given 
them normal schools for the purpose of educating colored teachers, to 
maintain which involves very large expenditures. Notwithstanding 
what has been done, the table which I will now read, which refers to 
schools exclusively for colored children, shows that the enrollment is 
not by any means what it would be if Congress should pass this bill 

Class of institutions Schools. | =" 
ment 

Public schools 16. 669 784. 709 

Normal schools ‘4 108 
Institutions for secondary instruction 6 », 237 
Universities and college 1S I 
Schools of theology 
Schools of law 
Schools of medicine S7 
Schools for the deaf, dumb, and blind ow 

Total lt SOO, TOO 

I will now, Mr. Speaker, present a valuable table prepared by Hon 
Mr. Waite, agent statistics of education. The table is taken from the 
report of the census of 1880. 

Population and percentage of illitera 

= States and Territories = c = 

s Number of voters who are = eS 
= we _ - Se reported as not able to : 5 

== write. } oe 

ae | : $3% 
s«= | 2 o=” 
& ” White. Colored. Total, Re 

: Alabama 1, 262, 505 70. 979 | 99.233 13 

Alabama ... a , ere 259, 834 24, 450 96, 408 120.858 | Arizona 40, 440 5.496 | 13.59 14.45 
Arkansas ... itnolinetteadenasiees. daub 21,349 +4, S00 5, 649 | Arkansas 802,535 153,229 | 19.09 25.17 
Delaware......... aaabie ; 2,055 3, 787 6,742 | California SO4, 694 {8,583 5. 62 6.18 
Florida ......... hadiiniiinaied 61, 699 4,706 19,110 23,816 | Colorado 194, 327 9, 321 4.80 0 
Georgia.. ‘sion i careanenaibeensiatii 321, 438 28, 571 116, 516 145,087 | Connecticut 622, 700 1), O86 3. 37 LMG 
| . - 376, 221 M4, 056 43,177 98,133 | Dakota. 135, 177 Ont 2.29 5. 57 
DINED, ... ccccscocceveces ipubinaieeeenatinn 216, 787 16, 377 86, 555 102,932 | Delaware 146, 608 16,912 | 11.54 13. 24 

Maryland..... aa SS 232, 106 15, 152 30, 873 16, 025 | District of Columbia 177, 624 11 | 12.13 14.51 

Mississippi ....... a anata dean 238,532 | 12,473 99, 068 41 | Florida 269, 493 70,219 | 26,06 9. 75 
CO re ‘ DAl, 207 40, 655 19, 028 683 Georgia 1, 542, 180 146,683 | 28.96 7 
North Carolina....... sciatic 204, 740 44, 420 80, 282 702 | Idaho 52, 610 1, 384 4.24 17 iS 
South Carolina............... 206, 789 13, 924 93, 010 934 | Illinois 077, 871 96, 809 15 145. 39 4.72 

Tennessee ...... Peace 330, 305 46, 48 58, 601 M9 | Indiana 1, 978, 301 0, 008 4 0. 761 oo 

I sale i ecccaatees 230, 476 33, 085 59, 669 92,754 | Iowa..... 1, 624,615 28,117 1.73 16, 609 2.87 
Virginia............ plaid 334, 505 31,474 100,210 131,684 | Kansas 996, 096 25,503 | 2.5 10, 476 1. 
ES iI inadeussans sosmcvouesennecs ; 139, 161 19, 055 3, 830 22,885 | Kentucky 1, 648, 690 258, 186 , 15. 66 48,392 | 21.13 

———_—_—-- ———_-— - aj | |Ouisiana 939, O46 207,312 | 31.63 S18, S80 3. 87 

Se dvs iteaideaiticcimmacienennnntintads ; 4,154,125 | 410,550 944,424 | 1,344,974 | Maine GAS, 936 18, 181 2.80 22,170 i2 
Maryland 934, 945 11,387 | 11.91 134,488 14.48 
Massachusetts 1, 783, O85 75. 635 1.24 Y? 980 5.21 

It is true that these tables present a very unsatisfactory exhibit, but | Michigan 1, 636, 937 17,112 | 2.88 63.723 | 3.89 
: Dawe ool " . neso 730,773 i > 63 4 46 1.42 in order to show what a large proportion of the money which would Misslasipoi : on — ae |) 2 a ‘ “+ ~ 
fall to the share of the Southern States would be used for the educa- | \Jissouri ® 168.38) 138818 | 6.40 208754 9.63 
tion of the colored people, I beg leave to present a table which shows | Montana 39, 159 1,530 | 3.91 1,707 | 4.3 
the relative proportion of whites and blacks in sixteen Southern States a = 4 Ht eae : os r hl Bee 
and in the District of Columbia. New Hampshire 346, 991 11) 982 15 14.302 | 4.15 

Jatine , P on . 7 . New Jersey 1,131,116 39, 156 3. 46 3, 249 1.71 
Relative proportion of whites and blacks. oo eaken eee 119° 565 52’ 904 | 44.32 > ane | 47. 9D 

New York 5, O82, S71 166, 625 28 219, 600 4.32 

7 Colored North Carolina 1, 399. 750 367,800 | 26.28 163, 977 8. 15 

States. White pop-' ~ popu la- | Ohio. 3 198, 062 86,754} 2.71 131,847 | 4.12 
ulation, tion | Oregon 174, 768 5, 376 3. OR 7,423 i 

| Pennsylvania 4, 282, 891 146, 138 il x 014 
Rhode Island 276, 531 17, 456 6. 31 24,793 $07 

662. 185 600.103 | South Carolina . 995, 577 321, 780 | 32.32 160, S48 7.15 
ee - 591.531 10. 666 | Tennessee ‘ 1,542, 359 194,385 | 19.09 410,722 ( 

120. 160 “og, 442 | Texas 1,591,749 256, 223 | 16.10 316,432 | 19.88 

142) 605 126,699 | Utah......... 143, 963 1,851 | 3.37 8,826 | 6.1 

816, 906 795 133 | Vermont ssid 332,286 | 12,993 | 3.91 15,887 | 4.77 

Kentucky 1, 377,179 271,451 | Virginia 1,512, 565 360, 495 | 25.8 150, B52 | 25. 40 
: E ” ana OR: 420 ex | Washington 75, 116 191 4.25 3, REO 18 

44, & 85, . - ss 7 
Louisiane... ee py a pond | West Virginia ‘ ss 618, 457 2,011 8.41 85, 376 | 13.80 

ae a , 479, 398 650 291 Wisconsin.. s : 1,315, 497 | 38,693 | 2.94 5,558 | 4.22 

ee eee ee 2 022’ 896 145. 350 WH FORMING «..... ccoccesesesssccccscseesercorers 20,789 427 2.05 6 | 2.67 

867,242 531,277 va ‘ 7 grape yan oan A ‘ > mn one | 19 AA 

SINNED, CORIEIIRGS «01 cccnsescsevecssecacccsves 391, 105 604, 332 The United States 50, 155, 783 | 4,925, 451 1. 82 | 6,239,958 | 12. 44 
Tennessee ...... 1,138, 831 403,151 | 
Texas....... peantncooeoras 1, 197, 237 393, 384 ; ; 
I At dnan ch octasibnupsscbtielibinitbessiauieanqrerccceh es ae 631,616 | I will now present a table stating substantially the same facts, but 

wom Virginia .....; Reto eee oe oe aon | showing the relative illiteracy of the white and black. It will be seen 

Se ano eenteneseecnnrrncrrenner serecentanee | | that, while less than 7 per cent. of the white population are unable to 

NE aiitadartiveurseteietsominonsiin Seeedabaaadpbrivencvcentsancel 12,578,253 | 6,099,253 | read and write, 48 per cent., nearly one-half, of the colored people ar 

reported as illiterate and unable to read and write. 

a) 
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Relative literacy of 

States and Ter- | 
ritories 

white population. 

Alabama 662, 185 
Arizona 35, 160 
Arkansas 591, Sol 

California. 767, 181 
Colorado . 191, 126 

Connecticut 610, 769 

Dakota 53,147 

Delaware 120, 160 

District of Co 
lumbia 118, 006 

Florida 142, 605 

CGieorgia 816, 906 

Idaho 29, 013 

lilinois 3, 081, 151 
Indiana. 1, 938, 705 
lowa 1,614, 600 
Kansas 952, 155 
Kentucky 1, 377,179 
Louisiana... 4, 4 
I inehiineenns 646, 852 
Marylaad _ 724, 693 
Massachusetts , 1, 763, 782 
Michigan .. 1, 614, 560 
Minnesota 776, 834 
Mississippi . 479, 398 
Missouri 2, 022, 826 
Montana .. 35, 385 
Nebraska ‘ 449, 764 
Nevada. 52,556 
New Hampshire 346, 229 
New Jersey. 1, 092, 017 
New Mexico 108, 72 
New York.........; 5,016,022 
North Carolina 867, 242 
| en me SA 
Oregon .... ; 163, 075 
Pennsylvi ania... 4,197,016 | 
Rhode Island 269, 939 
South Carolina, 391, 105 
Tennessee 1, 158, 831 
_ | |), M7, 237 
Soe iciunatintiabescnes 142, 423 
Vermont... 331,218 
Virginia ......... 880, 858 
Washington ..... 67, 199 
West Virginia. 592, 537 
Wisconsin ......... 1, 309, 618 
Wyoming..........! 19, 437 

Total 

I will now, 

43, 402, 970 

= 
oe 

not write, 10 ge and over. 

yearsot a 
Total white popula 
who 

111,7 107 
4,524 | 

8, 542 
26, 090 
9, 906 

26, 763 | 
4, 157 
5,346 

3, 988 

19, 763 

128, 054 

7s 

132, 426 

100. sas | 
44, 337 
24, 888 

214, 497 
58, 05! 

21, 758 
44, 316 
90, 658 

58, 932 

83, 506 
53, 448 
152,510 | 

631 } 

10, 926 
1,915 

14, 208 
44,049 
49, 

192, 032 
115, 491 
4,343 

209, 981 
23, 544 
59,777 | 

216, 227 
123, 912 

8, 137 
15, 681 

3,019, 080 

597 | 

208, 175 | 

: - 

Total colored popula- 

tion. 

whites and blacks. 

16, 88 600, 320 
13.72 5, 280 
16, 66 210, 994 

3. 40 97,513 | 

5.18 3, 201 
| 4.38 11, 931 

3.13 2,030 
6,95 26, 448 

3.38 59, 618 
13, 86 126, 888 
15.78 725, 27 
2.70 3,597 

4,37 46, 720 
5.18 39, 503 

2.75 10, 015 
2.61 43,941 

| 15.58 271,511 | 
| 12.96 484, 992 } 
| 3.36 | 2,084 | 
| 6.12) 210,250} 

5.14 19, 303 
3.65 22.377 

4.31 3, 889 
11.15 652, 199 | 
7.54 145, 55 
1,78 3,774 | 

2. 43 | 2,638 | 
, 3.58 8,710 

4.10 762 

4.03 39, 099 
| 45, 62 10, 844 
| 4,15 66, 849 | 
| 22.14 532, 508 
| 3.70] 80, 142 

2. 66 | 11, 693 | 
5.00 | 85, 875 | 
8,72 | 6,592 | 

15. 28 604, 472 
18. 99 403, 528 | 
10. 35 394, 512 | 

| &.7 1,540 
| 4.73 | 1,068 
| 13.02 631, 707 | 
| 213} 7,917 | 
| 12.70 | 25, 920 | 
| 4.14) 5, 879 | 

1.92 1,352 | 

6.96 | 6,752,813 

not 
of 

years can 

10 

age and over 

s 

write, 
Total colored popula- 

tion , 

321, 680 
1,018 

103, 473 
27,340 

568 
1, 661 

664 
11, 068 

21,790 
60, 420 

391, 482 
O94 

12, 971 
10, 363 | 
2' 271 

14, 588 
133, 895 
259, 429 

412 
90,172 

8, 220, 878 

| 
| 

| 

| 

Percentage of total col- 
ored population who can not write. 

53.58 
19, 28 
49.04 

28. 04 

17. 7: 
13. 92 
oo * 
Oem 4d 

41.85 

26. 5S 
47.62 
53. 98 
27.63 
27.76 
26, 23 
22. 69 
33. 20 
49. 31 
53.49 
19.77 
42. 89 
12.08 
81.41 
26.74 
49, 02 

38. 64 

28. 51 
22. 8&2 
2.73 
12. 34 
23.53 | 
69.71 | 
17,09 
51.07 
20, 41 
26. 34 
21,00 
18. % 
51.30 
48, 20 
48. 80 
44.74 
14. 61 
49. 97 
31.07 
39, 12 
22. 54 
13, 46 

Mr. Speaker, add a tabular statement, w hich I take from 
the report of the Commissioner of Education, which shows the grants 
of land by Congress for school and university purposes from 1792 to the 
present time. 
ber of acres donated by said aet. 

The table also gives the date of each act and the num- 

Statement of grants to States and reservationsto Territories for school purposes. 

States and Territories. 

SEcTION 16. 

alice elaine 

III cceicnctinusctie 
Illinois .......... 
Missouri ..... 
DIBATAD, 020cccrcerecesessecvecsscnees 
Mississippi 

Louisiana............ 
Michigan.......... RAE RNa T 
Arkanaas.............. 

lowa, 
Wisconsin 

SEcTIONS 16 AND 36. 

California 
Minnesota 

Colorado .. 
Washington Territory ; 
New Mexico Territory 
Utah Territory 
Dakota Territory..... 
Montana Territory 
Arizona Territory 

ORD 10. canetmnmerinvind 

No grants to Indian 

Idabo Territory.................+| 
Wyoming Territory............. 

} 67, 893, 919 

| Total area, | 

Acres. 
704, 488 
650, 317 
985, 066 

1, 199, 139 
902,744 
837,584 

786, 044 
1, 067, 397 

886, 460 

905, 144 | 
958, 649 | 

6,719, 324 | 
2, 969, 990 
8, 329, 706 
2, 801, 306 
3, 985, 428 
2, 702, 044 
3,715, 555 
2, 488, 675 
4, 309, 368 | 
3,008, 613 
5, 366, 451 
5, 112, 085 
4, 050, 347 
3,068, 231 | 
3, 480, 281 | 

and A laska’ Territories. 

| March 3, 1808, 
| April 19, 1816. 
April 18, 1818. 
March 6, 1820. 
March 2, 1819. 
March 3, 1803; 

1857. 

June 23, 1836. 
Do. 

Do. 

Dates of grants. 

May 19, 1852; March 3, 

April 21, 1806; February 15, 1843. 

August 6, 1846. 

March 3, 1853. 
| February 26, 1857. 
February 1, 1859, 
January 29, 1861. 
March 21, 1864. 
April 19, 1864. 
March 3, 1875. 

| March 2, 1853, 
| September 9, 1850; July 2, 184 
| September 9, 1850. 

861. 
March 2, 1861. 
February 28, 1 

| May 26, 1864. 
| March 3, 1863. 
July 25, ‘1968. 

Lands in sixteenth and thirty- 
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sixth sections in Territories not granted, but reserved. Lands in place and in- 
demnity for deficiencies in sectionsand townsb.ips, under acts of May 20, 1826, and 

| February 26, 1859, included in above statemer.t. 

UNIVERSITY GI.ANTS. 

I will now read a table which states the number of acres granted te 
the States and reserved in the Territories of Washington, New Mexico, 
and Utah for university purposes by acts of Congress, the dates of 
which are given in proper column: 

| 

States and Territories. 

I seiccvenntnnbennteeintinitaianiontl | 
Indiana ......... : 
Illinois .... 
Missouri... 
Alabama .... 
Mississippi .... 
Louisiana 

aaa 
Arkansas......... 
Florida....... 
Iowa ...... 
Wisconsin... 
California ... “ 
BI voviuctinbiiaitimenad 

STOOD cievin cceursencctininaneswonnsion 
Kansas....... mel | 
Nevada...... on 
Nebraska 
Colorado . 
Ww ashington Territory. 
New Mexico Territory.......... 
Utah Territory. ...........0.:s:00 | 

Total area. Under what acts. 

cr 
69,120 | April 21, 1792; March 3, 1803. 
46,080 | April 19, 1816; March 26, 1804. 
46,080 | March 26, 1804; April 18, 1818. 
46,080 | February 17, 1818; March 6, 1820, 
46,080 | April 20, 1818; March 2, 1819. 
46,080 | March 3, 1803; February 20, 1819, 
46, 080 — 21, 1806; March 3, 1811; March 8, 

827. 
46, 080 | June 23, 1856. 
46,080 | Do. 
92,160 | March 3, 1845. 
46, 080 Do. 
92,160 | August 6, 1846; December 15, 184. 
46,080 | March 3, 1853. 
82, March 2, 1861; February 26, 1857; July 

8, 1870. 
February 14, 1859; March 2, 1861. 
January 29, 1861. . 
July 4, 1866. 
April 19, 1864. 
March 3, 1875, 
July 17, 1854; March 14, 1864. 
July 22, 1854, 
February 21, 1855. 

SSERES ZZZ2222 € s 
46, 080 

Lands in the Territories not granted, but shal 

I will now present a table of statistics which explains itself. The 
data is taken from the census reports and from Mr. Spofford’s alma- 
nac. Where the figures differ from statements in other tables it is ae- 
counted for by the fact that the tables refer to different years: 

| 

s 

| @ 
States. } Pe 

Ss 
6 

| = 
; @ 

388, 003 
en 247,547 

California..... 215, 978 
Colorado .. 35, 566 
Connecticut. 140, 235 
Delaware. 35, 459 
Florida .. 83, 677 

Georgia.. 433, 444 
Illinois. 1,010, 851 
Indiana | 7038, 558 
owa...... 586, 556 

Kansas... | $40,647 
Kentucky... | 545,161 
Louisiana... 273, 845 
Maine.......... | 214,656 
Maryland.............. | 276,120 
Massachusetts ...... 307, 321 
Michigan........... 506,221 
Minnesota -| 271,428 
Mississippi... | 426, 689 
Missouri......... ..+++. | 723,484 
Nebraska | 14a gas 
Nevada .. anal 10, 592 
New Hampshire. 5 71, 132 
New Jersey........... 330, 685 
WOW WGK ..0000 cose 1,641, 173 
North nr 459, 324 
Ohio.. i 

Oregon. 
Pennsylvania....... 1, 200, 000 
Rhode Island........ £52,273 
South Carolina..... 
Tennessee 
DOGED crccrene 
Vermont.. 
Virginia.... 
West Virginia . 
Wisconsin ... 

RE 
District of pennsannl 

DD... soe aeeenenenns| 

Territories Bre 

Estimated popula- | 

| | | i | i 

F 

oS A | 3 as | As b .. , | 8 bs 
gy aS | Eg | ve 3 
os on ° — =a 

BY oa 27 | ae Sa 
3755 es |sgsi 7c ij £8 
£05 £6 ns | 2¢ os 

on £5 ; ve ee g-e 

dug | ge | 43152) OE ° | - ° $32 Eg | Be | 28) 32 
is} Zw aH a 

rte’ pienbabionentiee 
| ; 

269,320 179,490 x | 27 $13, 500 
157.734 70,972 139 473 12, 000 
180,337 | 158,765 577| 337 33, 300 

19, 825 | 22, 119 | SE scnsen 
115,000} 119,694 132 177 12, 000 
22, 280 | sessed 
42, 932 | 

381, 203 | 533 ee es as 
667, 130 | , 

369, 447 
197, 342 
385, 602 

126) 826 
184, 080 | 
303; 836 | 
324) 662 
182,080 

226, 481 
501,538 
77, 126 

8,549 
45, 064 
278, 646 
1, 019, 204 
284, 126 
770, 070 
35, 290 
800, 000 
49, 562 

228, 128 
343, 095 
347, 206 
61, 887 

307, 742 
137, 415 

158 

382 

I also append the following table showing school income and school 
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expenditure of 1880; also the amount of taxable property as assessed, 
| | | 

. & © a Es From Spofford’s American 
and the State tax collected during the same year: 5 ig & 3s Almanac, 1881. 

aes icieinrieiitiiinnaiatendeaitaiate - “> oo 
— = ; © o¢gn 

2 S ok | From Spofford'’s American States. | £& o ® £". |Amount of tax- 
| 8 kg | es - | Almanac, 1881. on 35 E 5 S able property Amount of 

E . 3m | S2 Do sane = Za Ss 2 e as sssessed, a mE 
§ a i a 5 2 ~ 7" 1830, : 

States. =§ al 2 é g |Amountoftax- 4 unt of tial a o> 2 
| g gs Bee Soper State tax 

3 == Sse | as assessed, 1880 ’ | Pennsylvania....... $8,046,116 | $7,449,013 |........... ee $5, 392, 863 
z = a7 | 1088 ° Rhode Island........ | 8, 451 fe $828, 530, 559 328. B52 
a cepa aeons | South Carolina..... 440, 1G $24, 629 |... aa 120, 851, 124 715. 982 

| j = moa yy | a) ney ~ ee oe " ¢ -e’ ® 

Alabama... | $388,013 | $875,405 | $22,900 | $120, 000,000 | $763,738 | —— a} ates! ieel cee) | ale 
Arkansas 256,190 | | 238,006 | 17,500) aaeon,44h | © S1R.907 | Vermont | Aa | ORS | etertan | hE 
California.. -| 3,573,108 | 2,864,571 |......... overs 469,645,058 | 3,153,022 Virginia "| 1 ogo'osg | ace’ tog [ ne 819 393° 559 oa 
Colorado.... | °522,580| '395,527| 12,500 43,072, 648 155,506 | wes, Virginis..| "791/083 waeea | Ge GoD ian S50 927 | 51s’ oan 
Connecticut.. -| 1,481,701 | 1,408,375 44. 007 324, 388, 923 1, 466, 263 | yj oe » 697 905 { 9 230° 772 |  §0'000 29° 07)’ ani S15, 241 Delaware... | 183, 313 | 207, 281 | OR goatee 134, 400 SCONSIN........ | 2,607,5% 2, rr , 0 438, 971, 801 557, 003 

“lori a : 139,710 BEA Leccvusencsoese 29, 471, 227 2 7 4 | om ¢ an eee | oe > - - meee. ‘| gmtoea | azitone eaves 1. ~~ po Total............ 82, 684, 489 | 79,436,399 | 622,068 | 15, 101,534,830 | 56,379,679 
Illinois... | i, one | vo 28, 298 786, 616, 394 8, 300, 000 . re = : a — 
Indiana .. | 491,850 | 24,790 717,796,102 | 1,670,292 To. am tables then t ci i a . 
LOWS «000 | 5,254,268 | 5,621,248, 41° 000 405.541. 397 843° 964 ; be rag from these tables the following condensed statistics, which 

Kansas... -| 2,160,507 | 1,818,387) 18,000) 160,570,761 gaz, 139 | 1 will read: 
Kentucky.. | 1,081,565 803,490 28, 400 345,087,875 | 1,430,957 | g-nool population —T er - pe School population........... Sa aa Claes 5, 170, 96: 
Louisiana . 14 owas 1 480, 320 ......... eoese 149, 635, 805 2, 432, 188 | Estimated population between 6 and 16 years...... 10, 540, 330 
Maine........ | 1,087,7 » O47, O81 8, 224 224, 579, 569 900,000 | Enrollment in public schools in 1880 9. 706, 
Maryland.............../ 1,483, 862 1, 544, 367 7,950 459, 187, 408 938, 463 Wanaher fumes... A 7 
Massachusetts........| 4,622,609 | 5,156,731 | 16,200 | 1,584,356,802 | 4, 950,000 | ciiGents in agricultural colleges. . 
Michigan .-, 9,002,082 | 3,109,915 33,080 630,000,000 1, 153,096 | Gelte normal suneupeladions tn i880 enna 
Minnesota. 1 258, 055, 543 380, 906 | School income. 1880 <i oat 161 4 
Mississippi. : 106,198,670 | 444,327 | School expenditure, i880... Sool ert 
Nebraska... 1 90,499; 618 i 907, 468 Income of agricultural colleges........................ $622, 

N a 29, 564, 673 252, or : ; 
rr ans’ 900 O14 100 O00 As members of this House have suggested that the Peabody fund 

New Jersey ........-.. Saee DRI Ivcscsere essen: 606, 415, 561 820,000 | makes it unnecessary to enact this law, I desire to say that while the 
New York...........6 0, 412, 363 | 10, 412, 378 |............... 2, 636,139,133 | 7,690,416 | donation of Mr. Peabody was a most gene rift to come fi . 
North Carolina...... "399,290 | _' 352,882 |" 17,000 "142,918,186 | "533, 635 cee Se safohenone a gear “edi 7 age rire roe ee een eee 
EE scree a 7,185,420 | 7,166,963 | 52,224 1,558,185,965 | 4,411,725 | Man, yet It Is scarcely anything when distributed through several 
OTOZON oo. cececeeeeeeeeee 303, 162 314, 017 5, 500 46, 422, 817 324,959 | States. I beg to exhibit, Mr. Speaker, a 

Table showing the amount and disposition of the sums disbursed from the Peabody fund from 1868 to 1880, inclusive. 

1868. 1869. | 1870. 1871. 1872. 1873. 1874. 1875. 1876, 1877. 1878. 1879. 1880, Total. 

I bai aieeenivtece cesses cencucveessscecsscnsers $4,750 | $12,700 | $10,300 | $15,950 | $29,700  $36,7 $31,750 | $23,350 | $17,800 | $18,250 | $15,350 | $9,850 | $6,800 | $233, 250 
ios sons niseamtabesebebibaunin ,700 | 6,350 7,650 8,750 8, 250 9,750 | 14,300 | 16,900 8, 050 4, 900 4,500 | 6,700 3,050 101, 850 

ro. cnscanphnanebaniinan 3,550 =7, 800 3,050 2,500 | 500 1,500 200 100 4,150 4, 300 3,600 | 4,250 2.700 38, 200 
ETE Ritnirntesdemibareresseiescveeshbereseuees 8, 562 9, 000 6, 000 3, 800 6, 000 13, 7 6, 500 9,7 3,700 4, 000 6,000 6,500 5. 800 89, 362 

ITE Ailing lis vethcinvacosterseisenbdesieuiiueeanvese: 1,850, 6,950 6,550 6, 200 7,700 9, 900 1, 800 1,000 6,500 8,900 | 3,000 2,600 57, 950 
Alabama... .| 1,000 5,700 | 5,950 5, 800 9, 900 6,000 9,700 2, 200 5,500 3,700 1,100 | 3,600 1,200 61, 350 
Mississippi.. 338 9,000 | 5,600 3, 250 4,550 6, 800 6,700 5, 400 9,950 5,990 600 | 4,000 4,200 67,378 
Louisiana... = 10, 500 5,000 | 12,400; 11,500 | ........... 2,750 1,000 2,000 2, 000 8,000 | 7,650) 4,200 75, 700 
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In addition to all that has been said upon this subject there are other | 

reasons, Mr. Speaker, which impel me to advocate this measure with 
all the earnestness in my power. Circumstances have thrown me in 
very intimate relations with the people from many parts of the South, 
and particularly close for several years has been my intimacy with the 
people of that section known as North Alabama. 

There is something in the character of these people which, in spite of 
one’s self, will draw forth feelings of love and admiration. They were 
brave soldiers in war, are exemplary citizens in peace, and faithful and 
true to all the social relations of life. In the language of Edmund 
Burke, ‘‘ They were a people proud and jealousof their freedom.’’ Free- 
dom to them is not only an enjoyment, but a kind of rank and privilege. 
They resemble the people of our ancient commonwealths. Such were 
our Gothic ancestors; such in our days were the Poles, and such will be 
all men and all nationalities who in their youth have imbibed the sub- 
lime principles of justice, virtue, and liberty. In such a people the 
consciousness of domination combines with the spirit of freedom, for- 
tifies it, and renders it invincible. 

A vast number of these people were never slavehelders; they were 
people of moderate means and shunned the rich, alluvial lands of the 
valleys. They or their fathers selected more humble abodes on the 
lofty plateaus, sometimes called the mountains of North Alabama 

It is the jealousy with which these people cherished the spirit of lib- 
erty and local independence which causes them to so tenaciously claim 
the rights accorded them by the Constitution of their country. The 
native energy of the minds of these people is shown from the fact that 
from them arose mostof the great leaders among the Southern people. 

From this class of men came such leaders as Andrew Jackson, of 
Tennessee, and Stonewall Jackson, of Virginia. They furnished the 
greater part of the rank and file of the armies of the confederacy, and 
concluded with glorivuus honor a contest which they entered into 
with unanimity, prosecuted with unparalleled devotion, exhibiting in 
all times an endurance and gallantry which commanded for them 
universal admiration. The ancestors of these men fought in the war 
of 1812, the war with Mexico, and the war of the Revolution. From 
this class of the people came such men as Patrick Henry, Calhoun, 
Clay, Andrew Johnson, Jefferson Davis, Alexander H. Stephens, and 
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we might add most of the prominent political leaders of the last half 
century. Their attachment to home influences disinclined them to emi- 
gration, and as a consequence the best energy and talent of that section 
of country has not been drained, as is the case in New England, which 
has furnished so many distinguished men to every State of the Union. 

It is this class of people for whom I appeal when I ask that they may 
have the same opportunities which have been accorded to the other 
sections of our land. You can not travel in the mountains of North 
Alabama without being impressed with the honest principle and in 
tensity of religious feeling which prevails. You will receive in their 
humble homes the most cordial hospitality. You are invited to par 
take of the best their means afford; you are welcomed to the family 
cirele, and before you retire the family is assembled in religious devo- 
tions. These people yearn for the advantages of education. They ap- 
preciate its blessings, and they lavish honors upon persons of culture and 
education from whatever section they come. 

The most distinguished men of Georgia, Mississippi, Louisiana, and 
Texas are from the far North. I recall at this moment Goldthwaite 
and Manning of oursupreme court bench. Quitman, the gallant soldier, 
the distinguished governor, and a chancellor of the supreme court, who 
received all his honors from the people of Mississippi, came from the 
Knickerbocker country of New York. Prentiss, who was idolized by 
the entire Southern people, came from Maine. He commenced hiscareer 
in the South as an humble school teacher. Robert J. Walker, John D. 
Freeman, Montgomery, Boyd, and many others came from the cold re- 
gions of the North and settled among us of the South, and won by their 
talents and culture the respect and esteem of all our people. 

There is much more, Mr. Speaker, that I would like to say. There 
is much more that I feel I ought to say upon a subject which in im- 
portance is not surpassed by any question which has claimed the con- 
sideration of this American Congress, but having already trespassed 
upon the indulgence of this House, I will close my remarks with these 
eloquent words of Daniel Webster: 

If we work upon marble it will perish; if we work upon brass time will efface 
it; if we rear temples they will crumble into dust; but if we work upon immor- 
tal minds, if we imbue them with principles, with the just fear of God and love 
of our fellow-men, we engrave on those tablets something that will brighten to 
all eternity. 

bar 
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Rivers and Harbors. 

SPEECH 
or 

HON. ADDISON 8. McCLU RE, 
OF OHIO, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Thursday, March 1, 1883, 

On the bil! (H. R. 7631) making appropriations for the construction, repair, and 
preservation of certain works on rivers and harbors, and for other purposes. 

Mr. McCLURE said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: To vote for a river and harbor appropriation bill, 

however just its provisions, however impartial its allotments, however 
obvious its benefits, after the storm of misrepresentation that recently 
swept over the country, will require the serene courage of honest con- 
victions of public duty. The reproach heaped on the river and harbor 
measure of last session in some of the seaboard cities of the Atlantic, es- 
pecially in New York, was so coarse, so wanting in every element of just 
and sober criticism, as to almost warrant the conclusion that there were 
unfair motives behind it. That measure was stigmatized, not simply 
as a lavish expenditure, notsimply as wasteful profusion, but asa naked 
steal, as a bold robbery of the national Treasury, more flagrant and 
odious than the salary-grab of 1873. Nor did the denunciation and 
uproar stop here. 

The motives of the members who voted for it were openly challenged, 
theiroflicial probity impugned, and their names covered with undeserved 
obloguy. And now when the storm signals are down, when the public 
passions have subsided, what fair-minded man in the United States will 
aflirm that any member who voted for that measure was instigated by 
corrupt designs on the public moneys, or was enriched by asingle dollar 
of illicit emolument? 

This scheme of indecent villification had its origin on Manhattan 
Island. It was bottomed on commercial jealousies and fomented by the 
extortion of railway monopolies. It was organized to throttle, in its 
beginning, the beneficent national policy of improving the Mississippi 
River, with its navigable tributaries, as the great national avenue of com- 
merce. It was contrived to protect the transportation interests of the 
mammoth trunk lines of railways thatstretch from the North Atlantic, 
across the Mississippi Valley, almost to the Pacific Ocean. It was cul- 
tivated with hot energy by the railway organs in the name of public econ- 
omy and good government. By artful misrepresentation they succeeded 
in provoking the popular displeasure against the men who supported the 
measure of last session, but their success will prove to be ephemeral. 
Thata commanding interest, an interest treated by the National Gov- 

ernment with princely liberality, an interest endowed with millions of 
acres of the public domain, subsidized with $64,000,000 of Government 
bonds and $40,000,000 of unreimbursed interest,equipped with franchises 
of incalculable value, should, through its open and secret organs, make 
war on two-thirds of the members of Congress, because, in the interest 
of cheap transportation in all sections of the Union, they had aimed to 
establish, enlarge, and develop competing water routes, is somewhat 
singular. In citing these facts I do not propose to impeach the original 
policy of land grants and subsidies to railway corporations, but to em- 
phasize the old story, that avarice, ingratitude, and injustice will, in the 
end, always overreach themselves. 

Another circumstance attending the roar of abuse that pursued the 
men who voted for the river and harbor bill of the last session of this 
House deserves to be noticed. At the same time the New York press 
scourged with virulence the members who voted four millions of dol- 
lars to improve the navigation of the Mississippi, from Cairo to New Or- 
leans, it espoused with vehemence the dedication of the Erie Canal to 
free commerce. To construct, enlarge, and repair this canal cost the 
people of New York State sixty millions of dollars, and its aggregate 
tolls, since its inauguration in 1825, dized the revenues of the 
State to the extent of eighty millions of dollars. By a majority of over 
200,000 votes the people of the Stute yielded it up to free commerce. 
That splendid gift to the transportation facilities of the country justly 
evokes applause and should be, as it doubtless is, highly appreciated 
by the beneficiaries, especially the people of the West. 

But why should this burden be put on the shoulders of the people of 
New York? There is unquestionably a motive behind it other than 

re benevolence. That motive is founded on commercial rivalry and 
for its chief purpose the retention of dominion over the commerce 

of the great West. It is an oily scheme to seduce the commerce of the 
Northwest from its nuptial contract with the Mississippi River and to 
cause it to elope to the seaboard through the Erie Canal. 

Sandy Hook against the South Pass, New York against Saint Louis 
and New Orleans is the true solution of this transactign. 

Since the success of the jetties, since the evident purpose of Congress 
to take care of the Mississippi as an ‘‘arm of the sea,’’ as the great 
central tonnage artery of the continent, commercial jealousy has been 
excited in some of the seaboard cities of the North Atlantic, likely to be 

2 

affected by these measures of internal improvement. Hence any mem- 
ber who votes for the improvement of the Mississippi River, or its nay- 
igable tributaries, incurs the disadvantage, if not the odium, of being 
proscribed as the sworn enemy of the commercial metropolis of the 
country. 

This is a capital mistake. What member on the floor of this House 
who hails from the Mississippi Basin, where the unselfish spirit of ex- 
alted nationality has attained its most vigorous growth, would hesitate 
for a moment to vote every dollar needful to make the harbor of New 
York easy of access to the deepest keel that ploughs the ocean? What 
man who hails from the Mississippi Valley could see the shadow of a 
single cloud fall on the prosperity of New York city without feeling 
that it affected the whole country? I profess, for myself, to cherish 
patriotic pride in that hive of human industry that fills Manhattan 
Island and overfluws into the adjacent municipalities. I hope it may 
grow from year to year in arts, commerce, civilization; in law, local 
modesty, and orthodox theology; that its merchant princes may glory 
in affluence of fortune, may pile up the wealth of quarried marble jn 
palatial residences, and be renowned throughout the world for commer- 
cial probity. 

I would rejoice to see Broadway, from the Battery to Spuyten Duyvel 
Creek, paved with solid silver and Fifth avenue blaze with the diamonds 
and rich attire of fair women. I would like to see the city overspread 
Long Island; fill up the gap between Amboy and Dobbs Ferry; rival 
London in populousness; Paris in splendor; combine the culture of 
Athens with the dominion of Rome; be crowned queen of commerce, 
embellished with the transplanted monuments of antiquity and en 
riched with the pacific spoils of all profitable latitudes. 

The transportation problem in the country is a weighty problem 
The restoration of our mercantile marine, the stable readjustment of 
the tariff, the reduction of the burdens of internal taxation, are justly 
regarded as matters of vital national concern, but not more so than 
that of cheap transportation. 

Our agricultural products for 1880 reached the enormous aggregate of 
$7,000,000,000; our exports and imports, $1,600,000,000; and the prod- 
ucts of our manufacturing industries, $5,369,000,000. We paid for rail- 
way transportation in 1881 over $700,000,000. Add to this sum the 
amount paid for transportation in the coastwise and ocean trade, on 
lakes, rivers, canals, and for inland transportation other than by rail- 
way, and it is safe to affirm that the American people in the year named 
paid for transportation alone a sum equal to the public debt at the 
present time. Much of our raw material and manufactured products 
are transported over vast distances, and to cheapen transportation by 
rail, steam, or sail is a matter of incalculable importance to the public. 

The giant growth of the railway interest of this country is one ot 
the marvels of modern times. It leaped from 2,818 miles in 1840 to 
104,000 in 1881, almost equaling the total mileage in all other coun- 
tries inthe world. These roads cost in their construction and equipment 
$5,557,996,991; their gross earnings were $725,325,000; their employ¢s 
numbered 1,200,000; and the value of the tonnage moved, $12,000,000, - 
000. Mathematics istoo cold to compute this prodigious growth or to 
measure these gigantic operations. 

One of the most significant features in the history of this country 
perhaps since the close of the civil war is the rapid accumulation of 
great masses of property in the hands of a few men who control the 
principal trank lines of our railway system. Thecurrent tendency to 
consolidation is almost portentous. 

Road after road has been absorbed by the principal lines until pow- 
erful corporations dominate the continent from ocean to ocean, and 
aspire, not only to control public opinion, but to dictate the legislation 
of thecountry. They have strangled in many instances beneficial com- 
petition, and in many other instancesrendered all competition imprac- 
ticable. These great trunk lines in their interstate traffic are wholly 
uncontrolled by law. By their pooling of issues, by their wars, by 
their discriminations against localities, by their rebates and drawbacks, 
a pernicious system which enables them to take the strong shipper by 
the hand and the weak by the throat, they have perplexed business, 
robbed communities, inflicted incalculable injury on localities, and ut- 
terly destroyed every clement of stability in freight tariffs. 

In the matter of winter tariffs alone their action descends to the turpi- 
tude of rapacity. They coin into gold the first breath of winter that 
seals navigation, husband the vicissitudes of climate, harvest opulence 
from the rigors of the Northern latitudes, by pooling issues with the 
thermometer. That they take an unfair advantage of the interruption 
of the water transportation in the North and Northwest by the domin- 
ion of winter will hardly be denied. Now, I do not propose to engage 
in a mere agrarian clamor against the railway enterprises of the coun- 
try or to advocate dangerous aggressions on corporate franchises or 
vested rights. The interests of railways are bound up with the public 
prosperity, and they should be brought into more harmonious relations 
with the public. They are auxiliaries of civilization, and have marched 
step by step and hand in hand with the growing tide of immigration 
that has poured into the West crecting mighty States in the wilderness. 
But that there are wrongs connected with their management to be 
righted, grievances to be redressed, glaring evils to be eradicated ie 
indisputable. 
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Congress, by a judicious system of internal improvements, by foster- 
ing competing water routes, holds in its hand the power to mitigate in 
a degree the evil complained of. There is an exuberance of ma- 
terial. Nature has been lavish in her gifts of water transportation to 
the United States of America. The Atlantic seacoast, from the Bay of 
Fundy to the Florida reefs, rejoices in the affluence of its rivers, bays, 
and harbors, which constitute a paradise of commercial energy, thrift, 
and adventure. On the south, the Gulf of Mexico speads out its ample 
bosom to the navigator. The Pacific, on the west, is full of soft attrac- 
tions to commerce. On the north, the great mediterranean lakes ex- 
tend over seventeen degrees of longitude, spacious avenues of commerce, 
filled with a floating forest of masts; the home of marine freedom, the 
nurseries of sailors as handy as ever contended with storm and wave, 
forever dedicated to the unfettered democracy of free navigation. No 
sceptered monopoly fixes its yoke on their boundless waves, nor does | 
any aggregation of capital bridle their wild liberty. They obey no syn- | 
dicate except that of the Almighty. Any member on this floor who has 
traversed those inland seas, from Buffalo to Duluth, a city commemo- | 
rated by the forensic gayety of the distinguished gentleman from Ken- 
tucky, will readily understand the signal advantages that have accrued 
to their commerce and navigation by reason of the wise superintendence 
and liberal policy of the National Government. 

Take the basin of the Mississippi, the noblest valley in the world, 
nobler far than the Amazon, the Nile, the Ganges, the Danube, or the 
Rhine. It stretches in unmatched amplitude from mountain to mount- 
ain, from the lakes to the Gulf. It contains 20,000 miles of navigable 
waters, unrivaled resources of cheap transportation. The fertility ofits 
soil coaxes man to industry, and the exhilaration of its climate fills his 
veins with constitutional vigor. An omnipotent power fashioned it to 
be the home of a great people, and it is destined to become before many 
generations the center of civilization as well asthe proudest monument 
of the blessings of free government. 
When the nation was young and poor and weak we acquired Lou- 

isiana, and with it the immense expanse of territory extending from 
the mouth of the Mississippi to Vanconver’s Island, and even beyond, 
for, in the Oregon boundary question the muniments of title acquired 
by the purchase of Louisiana were the foundation of our claim to all 
the region up to ‘‘fifty-four forty.’’ We acquired it when the consti- 
tutional power of the National Government to acquire territory by pur- 
chase was hotly disputed. We acquired it when its acquisition meant, 
perhaps, the expenditure of the national blood as well as the national 
treasure. Weacquired it notsimply to enlarge our territorial area, but 
to hold forever the Mississippi River and its outlets as an unblockaded 
highway of commerce to the sea. 

Eighty years of experience ratifies and applauds that acquisition as 
one of the noblest efforts of American statesmanship. 
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of nature and to appropriate its forces to the economy of human hap 
iness. Substantially the same predictions were ventured as to the 
uez Canal. 
The First Napoleon, measuring the magnitude, grasping the utility of 

such a commercial highway, caused a route to be surveyed. The en- 
gineers by a gross miscalculation elevated the level of the Red Sea thirty 
feet above the level of the Mediterranean. For fifty years that de- 
lusion imposed on the world. When it was finally dissipated other ob 
stacles were conjured up by the wise men. They said that the siroccos 
of the deserts, hot hurricanes of whirling sands, the blizzards of the 

| Sahara, would fill up the channel as fast as it was excavated; that the 
Nile, pouring down its oozy sediment along the Mediterranean shore, 
would choke up the canal at its mouth, and that the sandy bed of the 
desert would let the water through like a sieve. All these forecasts of 
complex difficulties were signally disappointed. The canal was built, 
one hundred miles long, three hundred feet wide, twenty-six feet deep 
a monument of civilization that degrades the Pyramids. 

The Mediterranean kissed the Red Sea, the oceans embraced after 
centuries of alienation, everybody applauded except the apostles of the 
Cape of Good Hope, who still hug their old delusions in spite of the 
fact that the stock of the canal is worth five times its par value. So 

| when the jetties of the Mississippi were projected, the wise men aflirmed 
with sad emphasis that they would prove a failure and a blunder; that 
the 3,000,000,000 tons of sedimentary matter transported in a state ot 
suspension each year to the Gulf by the enormous energies of the river 
would mock at and bafile the efforts of the engincers by depositing a 
new bar at the mouth of the jetties. This forecast of insuperable dif 
ficulties proved to be groundless. Gibbon, in commenting upon the 
devastating floods of the Tiber, was led to observe that the *‘ servitude 
of rivers is the noblest and most important victory which man has 
obtained over the licentiousness of nature.”’ 

The South Pass is a happy illustration of the wisdom of this observa 
tion. Engineering skill achieved a marvelous triumph there by liter 
ally enslaving the energies of the river and compelling them to do its 

| bidding. Where commerce was obstructed by eight or nine feet of water, 
it is now facilitated by twenty-six feet of water. TheSouth Pass rivals 
the Narrows. The jetties have augmented the ocean commerce of the 

| Mississippi Rivera hundred-fold. Captain Eads fulfilled his contract 
literally as it was nominated in the bond or the engineer officers of the 
Government, the whole city of New Orleans, the entire population dwell 
ing on the Lower Mississippi are engaged in a conspiracy to perpetrate 
a fraud on the American people. 
When the bill to provide for the appointment of the Mississippi River 

Commission was under consideration in the House General Gartield, in 
referring tothe work in the South Pass, said in substance “‘that if the 
jetty system proved a permanent success, all our calculations and in 

When the English veterans, trained in the Peninsula under the great- 
est of English soldiers, unfurled a foreign flag on the banks of the Mis- 
sissippi, they met a valor as resolute, if not as disciplined, as that of the 
soldiers of Marengo and Austerlitz. When in the civil wara flag repre- 
senting the principles of rebellious violeice to the Union was displayed 
trom New Orleans to Cairo, the nation marshaled 500,000 soldiers, as 
brave as ever pulled a trigger, totear it down. In that valley was first 
unfolded the solid genius of the greatest captain now living on earth, 
Ulysses 8. Grant. There the inimitable strategy of Sherman found an 
ample theater ofoperation. There the brilliant qualities of Phil Sheri- 
dan flashed in the smoke of the struggle. There the heroic Thomas | 
stood like the throned hills against the red, surging fury of a desperate 
enemy. There Rosecrans put forth patriotic efforts in behalf of the 
national cause. There, too, the young and ambitious Garfield moved 
untouched amidst the volleyed missiles of war, to fall in the end under | 
the more cruel missile of the assassin. 
When, after Fort Donaldson, and Shiloh, and Stone River, Chicka- 

mauga, Lookout Mountain, Vicksburgh, and Port Hudson, the Missis- 
sippi River was recovered to the nation, the doom of the confederacy 
was sealed. He who lays the hand of intestine violence on the Missis- | 
sippi River combats the ordinance of nature and incenses Omnipotence 
by rebelling against His wise provision. Every drop in its mighty vol- 
ume of water from its source to its mouth is chivalric in loyalty to the 
Union. Its floods are terrible engines of war and its uncut levees per- 
petual pledges of domestic peace. Diked, circumscribed, harnessed, 
deepened, improved, it becomes an indissoluble bond of union more 
valuable than standing armies or steel-clad navies. 

I believe that it is entirely practicable to so wed Wisconsin and Min- | 
nesota to Louisiana and Mississippi, to so yoke Saint Paul to New Or- 
leans by national civility to the Mississippi Riverthat no human power, 
nothing but the convulsions of nature, can tear them asunder. Con- 
gress has the constitutional power to solemnize this marriage of the 
centuries by appropriate legislation. I would like to have a hand init. 
I would like to be the officiating clergyman. But there are gentlemen 
here, as well as elsewhere, who believe that the mastery of the Missis- 
sippi River offers a problem incapable of solution; that our engineering 
skill, splendid as are the monuments of its achievments, will be futile 
to control it and that we will be obliged, out of sheer powerlessness, 
to commit the river to the uncontrollable caprice of nature. That is 
an old story, old as the first human endeavors to surmount the obstacles 

deed all our theories concerning the improvement and management ot 
other portions of the river need to be reconsidered in view of the new 
light the jetty system will throw upon the question.’’ In speaking ot 
the Mississippi itself, he said: 

This great river which our fathers made such sacrifices to acquire, and which 
the present generation made such costlier sacrifices to redeem from disunion 
and to hold in the grasp of the nation, we have held, noi in obedience to senti 
ment alone, not witha view of keeping it asa vast and worthless waste of waters, 
but to utilize it by making it the servant of all the people of the country. How 
shall we utilize it, unless at some timeand in some wise way we bridle it by the 
skill of man and make it subservient to the interests of commerce” 

The Mississippi River Commission was appointed in 1879. The en 
| gineering genius, skill, and experience of the country is grouped in its 
composition. It has bestowed elaborate investigation on the river prob 
lems. Why discard its plans? The outlet system would only force 
the river to retrograde in geology. Do you want to go back tothe gla 
cial period? The engineer who would invite the river out of its bed 
would only confirm its intemperate habits. For uncounted years the 
Mississippi has been damming up outlets, fighting to perfect its bed, to 
curb its own lawlessness, to establish a system of civil-service reform, 
to do precisely what the jetties propose to help it to do—finish itself 
It will do this itself in time. But it will take ten centuries of floods, 
of shifting bars, of interrupted navigation, of the wasted fruits of hu 
man industry, aggravated by human woe. 

There is no study, Mr. Speaker, so full of interest and grandeur as 
the study of the efforts of man to overcome the obstacles and to utilize 
the forces of nature. 

| If I were called on to name a special glory of Roman civilization, I 
would not name the baths of Caracalla, or the stupendous aqueducts 

| that supplied them. I would not name the amphitheater of ‘Titus, co 
lossal as itisin itsruins. I would not name the Forum, with its wealth 
of historic associations, bat I would name those solid and massive pub 
lic highways, which, issuing from Rome, traversed the empire in all 
directions; works so solid in construction that ‘‘ their firmness has not 
entirely yielded to the efforts of fifteen centuries.’’ Little Holland 
choked back the ocean, expelled him, expatriated him, dismembered 
and occupied his bed. For a hundred miles along the North Sea she 
barricaded the dispossessed waters, and for centuries has collected the 

landlord rent from a part, at least, of the ocean’s ancient homestead 
reclaimed by the herculean toil of her laborious people 

The Danube has been conducted into a new channel at Vienna, and 
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its flood-fangs drawn at a cost of $12,000,000. The bar at its Silurian Justice to Mexican-War Heroes. 
mouth has been reduced from eight to fifteen feet by two enormous wing- | 
dams, and its commerce thereby vastly enhanced. The project is on 
foot to extirpate the Zuyder-Zee, and to reclaim its immense area, at a 
cost of $45,000,000, an hydraulic ente rprise bold and audacious beyond 
example, for it means the lifting of a sea from its foundation. Ger- 
many is now expending 30,000,000 marks in the improvement of the 
Weiser River from Bremerhaven to Bremen. Most costly works have 
recently been commenced on the harbor of Genoa. 

We live in an epoch of engineering skill and glory. 
structure that spans the East River, 
sky ’ 

tral Park, though populous with Egyptian obelisks. 
In the beginning of this century Alexander von Humboldt visited 

South America to study the secrets of nature in her wildest solitudes. 
rom his investigation of both commercial and scientific subjects he 
was enabled to point out five practicable routes for an interoceanic ship- 
canal across the American Isthmus, at points where the hand of nature 
dissociated the Cordilleras range, estranged the hoary mountains, to 

man to energy by half doing the job. 
ind vigorous language on the 
merce of the United States and of the world by the construction of an 
interoceanic highway on some one of the routes he described. For: uges 
the Gulf of Mexico and Carribean Sea have courted the Pacific Ocean 
through the gaps in the Cordilleras range, burning to leap into its arms, 
but needing the active co-operation of man to smooth away some minor 
obstacles to the gigantic junction of the seas. 

If it could be demonstrated to a mathematical certainty that an in- 
teroceanic ship-canal could be constructed by private capital on the 

The enormous 
a thing of massive beauty in the 

Incite 

Nicaragua route at a cost of $70,000,000, that it would pay for itself in | 
ten years; that it would produce a revolution in commerce; that it 
would contribute largely to resuscitate our commercial marine; that it 
would bring New York and Hong Kong in juxtaposition, or at least 
abridge the distance between them 8,000 miles; that it would give us 
a decisive advantage in the struggle for the trade of China, Japan, and 
the East India Islands; that it would obviate the necessity of circum- 
navigating the South American continent, 

be demonstrated to a mathematical certainty, how many votes could be 
secured in this House, in the present condition of public opinion, to lend 
the countenance of the National Government to such an enterprise, if 
it involved a pecuniary liability however slight? England would fight 
at the rustle of a leaf to maintain her empire over the Suez Canal, but 
if the American Isthmus is to be pierced by an interoceanic highway 
it will be done by foreign engineers, with foreign capital, under foreign | 
auspices, 

It the acquisition of Louisiana as now bounded, embracing within 
her jurisdiction, as she does, the outlets of the Mississippi, was an orig- 
inal question and we were called upon to appropriate $150,000,000, as 
purchase-money, which would be relatively about what we paid for it 
in 1804, I doubt very much whether a measure of that kind would go 
through, because it would interfere with the profits of the pools of the 
railway kings. 

I believe in the practicability of solving the problem of cheap trans- 
portation in this country by a wise and liberal policy of internal im- 
provement. I know it is claimed that, since 1872, the railways have 
enormously reduced the cost of transportation on through freights, in 
some instances to the extent of 300 per cent. If this be true, it fur- 
nishes a most unanswerable vindication of the policy I advocate, for, 
since 1872, the appropriations for river and harbor improvements nearly 
equal in the aggregate all other appropriations for that purpose since 
the foundation of the Government in 1789. 

If it be true, and the statistics seem to warrant the allegation, that 
the tariff on through freights from the Mississippi Valley to the Atlan- 
tic seaboard have been reduced over 300 per cent. in eleven years through 
the operation of competition in water routes, then what man need cower 
before the journalistic thunderbolts for having voted for the river and 
harbor bill of 1882? 

One of the principal arguments adduced by the mailway corporations 
against the passage of an interstate commerce bill is the fact that they 
are now brought into competition with the “‘ great and growing tonnage 
upon the long mileage of the combined Western rivers as, notably, the 
great growth of the grain movement from Saint Louis and the Northwest 
via the Mississippi River and New Orleans.”’ 

The Republican party when it commenced its proud career in 1856, 
a career of which I, as a Republican, am justly proud, a career of which 
every Republican has just cause to be proud, announced its belief in 
the constitutional duty of the National Government to make appropria- 
tions for river and harbor improvements as one of its cardinal creeds. 
We should stand by thatoriginal creed. It is true the hurricane swept 
over the party last fall, but the fury of the storm is spent. Courageous 
devotion to a great and beneficent system of public policy will win in 
the end. When gentlemen on the other side of this Chamber taunt us 
with being the representatives of a dying party, they misinterpret the 
signs of the times. 
the American people, and command their intelligent support as long as 
petriotism, public honesty, obedience to law, and the protection of home 
industry are national virtues. 

is infinitely more creditable to the people of New York than Cen- | 

He discoursed in noble | 
«ivantages that would flow to the com- | 

I say that if all these could | 

The Republican party will live in the good-will of 

Tarde beneficere nolle est; vel tarde velle nolentis est.—Sencca, 

SPEECH 
oF 

HON. JOSEPH WHEELER, 
OF ALABAMA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Monday, January 15, 1883. 

The House havi ing under consideration the resolution to make a special order 
of the bill CH. R. 7135) granting pensions to the survivors of the Mexican and 

| Indian wars— 

Mr. WHEELER said : 
Mr. SPEAKER: Although I was avery little boy atthe time, I remem- 

her, as though it were but yesterday, hearing the first dispatches read 
which announced that Taylor had crossed the Rio Grande and fought the 
battles of Palo Alto and Resaca dela Palma. You, Mv. Speaker, and all 
but the very young members in this Hall recollect the enthusiastic pride 
felt by our country at these victories. 
We all recall how from week to week and month to month we read 

of Taylor’s steady advance into the heart of Mexico—of the battle and 
| capture of Monterey and General Taylor’s final battle and victory over 
Santa Anna at Buena Vista. Is there any one here who has forgotten 
the landing of General Scott at Vera Cruz and his triumphant and 

VICTORIOUS MARCH TO THE CITY OF MEXICO, 

the siege and capture of Vera Cruz, the victories of Cerro Gordo, Chu- 
rubusco, and other less severe engagements, the terrible onslaught at 
Molina del Rey, the storming ot Chapultepec, and the final capture and 
entrance into the city of the Montezumas? Would any one at this time, 
Mr. Speaker, have believed that after the lapse of thirty-six years the 

| American Congress would stand here hesitating, yes, even refusing, to 
give the 

MOST MEAGER RECOGNITION 

of the services of the few remaining of that band of heroes? 
It is true that the people by their suffrages have honored and re- 

warded the generals and leaders of these armies. 
The campaign in Northern Mexico has made 

TWO AMERICAN PRESIDENTS, 

a father and son, one of whom died in the first blush of richly earned 
honor, and the other, by the fifth section of this bill, is proscribed from 
its benefits. 

The campaign in the valley elevated another of these leaders to the 
high dignity of Chief Magistrate, and the commander of all the forces, 
General Scott,,only failed in becoming our President because he was op- 
posed in the election by a general who claimed equally with himself 
that he too fought under our banner in the victorious march which gave 
such luster and renown to the American people. 

| The men whom we now ask you to place upon the pension-roll are 

THE ONLY AMERICAN SOLDIERS 

who under the Stars and Stripes fought a successful campaign on a for- 
eign soil; they are the only soldiers who bore the flag which floats over 
this Dome in the conquest of a foreign enemy, living upon its territory 
and dictating terms of peace in the capital of its country. 

These men, Mr. Speaker, are the victors whose intrepidity and cour- 
age won for us a territory larger in extent than the original thirteen 
States. Yes, Mr. Speaker, mOre than equal to the area of all the land 
east of the Mississippi River, a including the untold wealth of the sil- 
ver mountains of Colorado and Nevada and the golden sands washed by 
the placid waters of the Pacific Ocean. And equally cherished and 
valued by us is that glory and honor given by them to American arms 
which has made this people 

RESPECTED AND FEARED BY ALL NATIONS, 

The few whom God spared from the carnage of battle, the few left 
after encountering, unacclimated and unprepared, the poisoned valleys 
and swamps of an unknown land, the few who, after waiting thirty-six 
years, old, grey, and decrepit, ask in the name of their dead comrades 
the same consideration which you have promptly awarded to all 

OTHER SOLDIERS OF OTHER CONFLICTS. 

| It is true many of the soldiers in that war were from the southern 
| half of our country, but in all other wars that section of our land has 

| 

been most prompt and liberal in her quota of men to battle for their 
country. 

One hundred and thirty years ago, when the settlers beyond the Alle- 
| ghanies were attacked by Indians, 

FOUR HUNDRED BRAVE MEN FROM VIRGINIA, 

led by a very brave young man named George Washington, were the 
first to fly to the rescue. 
When the sound of battle was heard at Lexington and Concord, 
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Captain Morgan with a hardy Southern band was the first to march for | 
the defense of the people of Massachusetts. When the second war with 
England came upon us, the entire South rushed to the flag of our 
country and fought and won an honorable, lasting peace. The last | 
battle of that war was fought by a Southern general, by Southern sol- 
diers, upon Southern soil. 

In the Indian wars 
THE SOUTH FURNISHED HER ABUNDANT SHARE; 

and naturally when the call to arms was heard in 1846 she sent her | 
best blood to fight under the folds of the Stars and Stripes. 

Even in the war of 1861-65 the South furnished to the Union | 
358,729 white and 186,017 colored troops, a total of 544,746, more than 
double the number which in 1863 were enrolled under the banner of | 
the confederacy. That 

YOU MAY EXPECT MUCH 

from her in case of need her record is abundant proof. 

THE COST. 

The estimate made by the gentleman from Indiana as to the amount 
this bill would take from the Treasury is, I think, clearly erroneous. 

Of the soldiers who served in the campaigns in Mexico fully 15,000 
fell victims to the climate and other casualties of war, and very many | 
contracted diseases which materially shortened theirlives. These con- | 
siderations seem not to have been regarded by those who calculated the 
probable increase of the pension-roll. 

I fear, Mr. Speaker, the list will be much shorter than we should | 
hope. I fear 

TOO FEW OF THESE HEROES 

remain to enjoy this testimonial from their country. It is true the 
battles in Mexico were not as bloody as some with which we are fa- 
miliar, but for years they were the pride and glory of all our people. 

These battles were almost instantaneous flashes of victory, and to 
point to the disparity in casualties between their battles and the struggle 
from 1861 to 1865 for many reasons is anunfair comparison. We must 
bear in mind that in these battles it was Americans contending with 
each other. 

Table showing losses in 

Date. Name of battle. 

—\—— iaake 7 

1775. 

RID cccsteininiienin a aii nasa ileal enimaaaiantseivesunbe j 
April 19.. .--| Concord......... 
I This eschmesihiegheen Bunker Hill .. 
Nov. 13 to Dec. 31..! Quebec................... 

1776. 

August 27............... NE ais cctsinsusngdtoons iia dicediatas 
Tis nis hi das cahnmaanaintedanebidlnneasmtipabeetessnarees 

October 28............. | White Plains........ 
November 16......... Fort Washington 

*British.......... 

December 26.......... Trenton waa aadios 
| IN cc csncbnbtbebastions hoiestipmentanhbierbeadnncet 

1777. 

FOMUAL 8 ...200<0ce00s: RN tc anncdusisiiaddinnsbenenanesistcsecnees 
Ry Verseaee ...| Hubbardtown. 

August 6..... ..-| Oriskarry........ 
August 16...............| Bennington... 

September 11.........| Brandywine............. 
September 19......... Bemis Heights.......... 

*British 

Germantown... . etes 
Ce Ee ii cciauesieubeiinaniel 

Fort Clinton, 
a | Fort Montgomery } *’"""""""""""""""""""""" 

paemebetnuantnd EES a 
Pd ies tenicnsneosronntnicase 

seeephehcunann Burgoyne’s surrender......... 
PEER censsecnsteszeesees 

i ceeesicaiintion Fort Mercer... 
| *British...... 

November 16......... | Fort Mifflin. 
*British 

1778. 

aioe IE cissini vs cn cbpeonchvnvensenibenenemedenennsiangentectes ; 
*British 

liebe Pon bea incdscntnmnensencnsbseubutininnagincmenr veesces 
August 29..... - Quaker Hill ... 

Nee ceptaeese ; 

The battles of Mexico in extent and severity may well be compared 
with all those in America which preceded them. 

DURING THE REVOLUTION 

the largest enrollment was during a short period of 1776, reaching 89,- 
761, and the entire loss during the seven years’ war-was about 2,200 
killed and about 6,500 wounded. After 1776 the average enrolled force 
of Continental troops was 38,263, while the returns of the British war 
office show the number of regulars with whom we had to contend were, 
as I will read: 
August, 1776 ......... 24, 000 
November, 1776.... 26, 600 
December, 1776.... ; . ; 27, 700 

BRL EE Eh tcuscsreceseee . 2 27,000 
June, 1777... . 30,000 
March 26, 1778......... 33. 556 
December 1, 1779... 8 569 

i: SI ie TE binéa svenweoien 38, O02 
| August 1, 1780 33, 020 
| December 1, 1780........ 33, 766 
| September 1, 1781..... ; {2,075 

| This did not include their American adherents by them called Tories, 
| but by us designated as traitors. , 

Troops of this character, I see in one report, numbered 8,954 
IN THE WAR OF IS12 

| the largest force was 38,186, while the available militia was reported 
at 471,622. 

The entire loss in all the battles from July, 1812, to January, 1815, 
was 1,877 killed and died of wounds, and 

and recovered. 
In the war with Mexico 1,049 were killed or died from wou 

3,928 were wounded and recovered. 

It will not do to make any comparisons with the war of 1861-'65, 

3.737 who were wounded 

nds, and 

where the reported killed of the Federal armies were 61,362, and the 
wounded estimated at nearly 300,000; but to show how favorably the 
battles of the Mexican war compared with those which preceded, | will 

| read the list of engagements from Lexington, in 1775, to the triumphant 

| entry in the city of the Montezumas by the soldiers whose service th 
| law recognizes and honors 

battle from 1775 to 1847. 

be 

3 m 0 
v & Ss 

Commander. s e oS ar 

c = 3 28 
° rv > i 
~~ = a - 

Parker....... ‘ 70 6 11 
Barrett 1, 000 2%) 66 
Prescott 1.500 KS 362 
Montgomery 1, 200 40 | 200 

Sullivan. ; 5, 500 100 
Clinton : 17, 500 63 

Washington 10.000 ) Ino 

‘ ‘ 2 HOw os 1S 2 OOO 

eeesous 6, 000 xO) 78 

Washington Ae 4.000 2 

| a , 1.500 10 1) O |S 

Washington ; 5, 000 i2 7) 
Warner.... - 1, 200 20 100 
Herkimer. ; ~) 
Stark ; 10 0 

Washington 11.000 90 170 600 

Gates . ) a | 

Burgoyne . 
100 | 500 

Wayne . 1.500 5 100 

Washington 73 600 100) 

Howe 100 j 

10 | 150 

Gates. 9.000 7] 

. Ri) x 

Gates - - 13,2 
Burgoyne 6, 000 

ee 100 14 

snide) GOP icccssensscnven 1, 200 

aoe > 

Washington ibiiceliaa ‘ 69 I 
> i,U 

‘ Butler : ‘ _ 400 rates) 
cvncee Sullivan. vs puentionnninns ‘ 6, 000 | 100 

ee riinisiescsimeneos ‘ 600 23 au 
Campbell ........ 5a 2, 000 i ly 

* Forces opposing the American armies. 



1779. 

February 14 
March 3 
June 20... 
July 15 
Auguat 19 

October 9 

1780 

Aprill4 
May 12 

June 3 

July 30 
Anguat 6 

Auguat 16 
August 18 
October 7 

1781 

January 17 

January 21 

March 15 

April 25 

September 6 
September 8 

October 19 

1790 

Vctober 19 and 22 

1791 

November 4 

1792 

November 6. 

1793. 

October 17 

174 

June 30 

August 20 

1811 

November 7 

1812 

August 4 

Auguat 9 

August 15 

August 16 

September 4dand5 

September 5-8. 

September 11 

September 21 

Sept. 27, Oct. 5, 

October 10. 

Oeteber 18 
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Table towing te losses in battle pom 1775 to 1847—Continued. 

Name of battle. 

Kettle Creek 

Brier Creek 
Stone Ferry 
Stony Point 
Paulus Hook 

*British 

Savannah 

Monk's Corner 
I ccnccencevccnpusennnsnemneupncesmnenennsenens 

*British.. mune 

Springfield, New Jersey 
*British... 

Rocky Mount 
Hanging Rock 

*Britssh 

Saunders’ Creek..... 
Fishing Creek 
King's Mountain 

Cowpens 
*British 

Morrissania . 
*British 

Guilford Court House. 
*British . 

Hobkink's Hill 
*British 

Fort Griswold 
Eutaw Springs 

*British 

Yorktown... 
*British 

Miami River 

Maumee 
*Indians 

Fort Saint Clair 
*Indians 

Fort Saint Clair 
*Indians 

Fort Recovery 
*Indians. 

Maumee Rapids 

Tip pe CANOE...... ; 
rhe P rophe 4” Indians 

Brownstone, Michigan. 
*Indians 

Maguago eetecemecennien 
*British and Indians... - 

Chicago 
*Indians 

Detroit 

*British and Indians 

Fort Harrison 
*Indians. 

Fort Madison 
*Indians... 

Davis Creek 
*Indians. 

Gananoque. 
*British 

Lotchaway and Alligator 
*Indians., 

Detroit and Caledonia 
* British 

Queenstown mighte.. 
*British.. . 

--| Huger.......... 

-| Sumter 

IT, ccucennisventinninigsnstnanaiinakaminitnin 
Sumter 

. Hull sababesennes perevnanseunienansnanen 

Greene ... ‘ 
Cornwallis .. 

| Greene. 

... Greene . 
Stewart......... 

Washington 
Cornwallis... 

General Harmar..... 

-| General Bt. Clair........ccccoccscssccsscses 

: tee . Towson and Sieageanea - Eliott. 

* Forces <anaad the American armies. 

sreennconenreneeneennscoee || Major-General Van easton. iieidipimeseandied one | 

Wounded l’risoners or 

missing 
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Table showing losses in battle from 1775 to 1847—Continued. 

November 21........ 

Nov. 21 and 22....... 

November 238......... 

December 17 and 18) 

1813. 

January 18........... 

January 22.... o 

February 7 ........... 

x a 8 

BMAD 8... 0ccecesceee: 

August 9, 10, and 11.) 

August 24.............. 

August 30...............! 

October 4 

November 1 and 2. ' 

November 3........... 

November 9.......... 

November 11......... 

November 14......... | 

November 29.........' 

December ae 

} 

December 10, 20.....) Schlosser, New York 

| Craney Island 

| Black Rock 

.| Talladega..... 

Name of battle. 

sun astienticenmeeuaiiobecs ; 
TG diciniineivntietinteriaeesnat 

ised 
*British ..... 

Fort Niagara 
a 

Affair at Ponce Passu 
PR ncinchikepaceunesemesies 

Black Rock........... 

REIIEIIINith inintiahintiehshiabusicinmenbebesbeotrenueabaseoees 

Mississinewa River 
*Indians.. 

Frenchtown 
*British and Indians .. 

River Raisin 
*British 

Elizabethtown 
*British ...... 

| Ogde nsburgh, New York 
*British 

York, Upper Canada.................. 
*British and Indians 

PE Be  invnitvcrsncceins ; 
PRRs ccccco sees 

iia inetitenidiminceit 
*British and Indians ......... 

Fort George . 
*British . 

Sackett’s Harbor, New York —_ 
*British. 

Stony Creek, Upper € iain, 
*ritish. 

SBritiab.......20000+ 7 

Beaver Dams............. 
*Indians........ 

Hampton, Virginia ............... 
*British 

oBritiel and Indians .. 

_ cae 

I o iidinnninnnenenesecces anninining 
*British and Indians ................. 

Fort Stephenson.. cunaniéwwna sibumaieeneinil 
*British and Indians ............s0-.....:0«.. 

ae 
*British ......... 

ie. bin ctecebedineee 
*British.... 

Fort Mimms, Alabama........... 
a 

Chatham, U pper Canada.. 
*Indians .. 

The Thames, Upper Cine R.. 
*British and Indians. 

Fort Sasee. 
*British.. 

Chateaugay Riv er, Li ower Canada.... 
a cchiadhisinidhabebinkoesineves 

French Creek 
*British 

Tallusahate an ‘Bitieeen. 
*Indians .. : ai 

Tg che aca iicenal 

Chrystler’s Fields, Upper Canada................ 
*British ; 

Hillabee Towns, Alabama... 
*Indians ......... 

Autossee Towns....... 
*Indians ...... 

Fort Niag@ara.............0..0+00 
*British ..... Wintsocspencce 

*British Indians 

Commander. 

o 

Colonel William Russell . 360 

Colonel G. D. Young 

Lieutenant-Colonel George McFeeley 

Lieutenant-Colonels Miller and Wilcox 60 

Colonel Winder, Lieutenant-Colonel Boerstler 

and Captain W. King 

Lieutenant-Colonel J. B. Campbell 90) 

Lieutenant-Colonel William Lewis 600 
0 

Brigadier-General Winchester RC) 
1 (xx 

Captain Benjamin Forsyt! 200 

Captain Forsyth 0) 
; ; 04 

Brigadier-General Pike fy 
R50 

Major-General Harrison 

Colonel William Dudley and Captain 8S. Price 

Major-General Dearborn 1, 000 
. aad 

Brigadier-General Brown 1, 

Brigadier-General John Chandler l 

Lieutenant-Colonel Beatty 7 
2 0) 

Lieutenant Charles G. Boerstle: 540 
“a 4 

Major 8S. Crutchfield 436 
peacecooscoence «, HU 

Adjutant Joseph Eldridge 30 

General P. B. Porter 26 
. 10 

Colonel Winfield Scott 
” 

Major George Crogan 0 
l ) 

General Isham and Colonel Randall 

Captain William Davenport 

Major Daniel Beasley 160 
° 1. 5u0 

Lieutenant-Colonel Wood 

General Harrison 2,500 
AW) 

Lieutenant Cynenius Chapin 650 

Major-General aenten ‘ 4, 090 
. ee oe eee “ UU0 

EE I SOIR a sosiiccccnecswiinscenstisvorenecncenes 

Brigadier-General Coffee ; 900 

Major-General Jackson : 2, 200 
ht - ; s 3 1, 000 

Brigadier-Genera] J. P. Boyd 1,600 
oe 7 1,500 

Brigadier-General James White 260 
6) 

Brigadier-General John Floyd..... 950 

Captain Nathaniel Leonard 

nanan F. L. Claiborne 

“Major Ben. Mallory sana 

issing 

Prisoners or 

m 

Kill Wound 

* Forces opposing the American armies. 

seeeerererereseoers Odeceeters . seteenbes 

4 

6 



1813. 

December 30 

1814 

January 22 

January 27 

March 4 

March 27 

March 30 

May 5,6 

May 30. 

June 28 

July 3... 

July 5 

July 16 

July 18 and 1y 

July 19 

July 25 

August 3 

August 4 

August 13 to 15 

August 15 

August 24 

August 30, 

September 1 to 6 

September 11 

September 12 

September 13......... 

September 15... 

September 17 

October 15 

October 19 

November 7 

December 23 

December 28 .. 

1815 

January 1 

January 8. 

January ? to 

January 13 

1817. 

November 23 

November 30 
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Black Rock, New York 
*British and Indians 

Table showing losses in battle from 1775 to 1847—-Continued. 

Emuckfa and Enotochopco Creek, Alabama 
*Indians, . 

Camp Defiance, Alabama 
*Indians 

Longwood, Upper Canada 
*British 

Horse Shoe, Alabama.. 
*Indians 

La Cole Mill, Lower Canada 
*British . 

Fort Oswego 
*British .. 

Sandy Creek 
*British 

Odelltown, Lower Canada. 
*British’ —— ‘ 

Fort Erie, Upper ¢ namie 
*British 

Chippewa Plains, Upper Canada.. 
*British 

Point au Play, Upper Canada 
*Canadians ......... 

Champlain, New York .............ccccessse00+ 
*British 

Mouth of Rock River.... 
*Indians 

Niagara Falls, cmap" 8 Lane, Upper Canada 
*British ......... 

.| Seajocada Creek 
*British ....... 

Fort Mackinac 
*British . 

| Fort Erie 
MEG checineronicedesne 

PD BR ndenascenscsene 
*British.. ...... ‘ 

Bladensburgh, Maryland... 
*British 

| Moore's Fields, Maryland 
*British .......... 

White House ...... 
*British . 

Plattsburgh, New York. 
*British.. 

North Point, Maryland 
*British ......... 

Fort McHenry, Maisted.. 
*British 

Fort Bowyer 
* Britis 

Fort Erie 
*British .. 

Chippewa 
a 

Lyon's Creek........00.:.c000» 
*British 

New Orleans... 
*British 

New Orleans 
*British . 

New Orleans 
Rt icacecceinsnnsheteneekenniins 

New Orleans 
*British . 

Fort St, Philip, keskdene 
*British 

Point Peter, ponent 
*British .. oe 

Fowlstown, een 
*Indians .. 

apsiathieds Riven. lsoennsnsuesvsseveseucccwiniae ° seeeeeeeeees oe eeeee 

*Indians .. 

| Melee-General J ae 

| Major-General Shea. 

| Major-General rameeuns 
see ceeeeeeee 

| Major-General Jackson. 

Major W. i. Overton. 

.! Captain A. A. Massias. 

anebtacsinnetnnennone Matthew Arbuckle ........ settee 

s oeets anions the American armies, 

ee eeee ee eeeeeseeeen seen reese eeeeseeeeee| eeeeeeeseees 

eee eeeeeeees pital | First Renutenens Richard W. Scott... 
Se neee Oe ee eeee scenes eeeeeee PPP IOPCOterrrrirr ii tt teet reer rt tits O80 ee eeeeeees 

Wounded. Prisoners or 

missing 

seen ereeeeeerereereteeses Senet ee eee eee eeeeeeeeeene TeTeTITiTiti titties 
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Table nang losses in battle ie from 1775 to 1847—Continued. 

' 

Date. Name of battle. | Commander. “ g & 
| : : 

At - ; - 4 = A, 

1817. 

December 15-16...... Apalachicola River............... Siicaaitieinaumnineaeied ssssseseeeeereees| Major Peter Muhlenberg 120 2 
(ATT serbia rice iee a bimueidbiiddiemeanaicies a ie : 1. 200 

1818. 

Bn Bic cees crces gcse | King Hajo’s Town, Florida......... .......c0...c0000 ceseseceessecereeesseeseees] Major-General Jackson l 4 
TINS x sanceruntcatateiasianesiabetineunents ee sdnernatRieniseneucsnice l4 4 

1823. 

August 911............ Arickaree aE Sa ee oe Ee cuseseeceeseeeeeeeeeee| Colonel Leavenworth 900 2 
I aii ncretencgtcannes cial enable tae tne celta einen 700 5) 

1832. 
} 

EE ii csnaresessersee Odd Battalion of aplen.. ls a cee ee eae Major I. Stillman 200) 12 : 
*Indians. . i enaisa suse Aeaunashiags laa ssibhh a ciadiiabinthalendisabhiaaines 3 

PRD Tic ccccescenccccccel Pickatolica aise. i iaeliaiinigiiaelaniie a alain iat naira dali Colonel Henry Dodge 29 
| *Indians.. ea laa ee 13 13 

ee Kellogg’s Grove dine soaapaninipestisees ; cmyinte A. M. Snyder 13 } 
casi a eee aac gree 5 

I i ircsckcccenisncees | Galena, Illinois..................... " Captain J. W. Stephenson 19 { ' 
MT icisintis Denenien sanevseunetnevassiewdeiebe 2 

ND Bi in cncccecssecerees Kellogg’s Grove, Ilinois....................... calpain we Major John Dement 142 

BURT Fh. cc ccsees cressceed a hia ces acticanpehionnon <saeusntaswcsedsorseceynesn ‘ Brigadier-General J. D. Henry 800 1 x 
| III caecubddinnesieuestesenensvers ae 8 

ITE Ba cc nensncecevers | Steamer Warrior............... angles First Lieutenant J. W. Kingsbury {1 
EES ata . s 

August 2 ...... .....00. BBE eR cnctcndoteseossvene a aitioe Brigadier-General Atkinson 1, 300 
*Indians, ......... ‘ . 10 

1835. 

December 19.......... Bde, PIP Riss «..cccesccceccsceesese Colonel John Warren ) ( 
| ET do ; 

December 20.......... | Micanopy, Florida ...... , alee acne Colonel Leah Reed { 
Pic cntdtnrernhneniets i a ; i 

December 28..........) Dade’s Battle Ground..............c....cc0:000000e00e : Major Francis L. Dade Lo4 
RR os ; - : ; 80 

December 31.......... | Withlacoochee River.................... Gedacacberenenniensn -ssseeeeeee| Brigadier-General D. L. Clinch 227 i 6 
PN nica cparhdntatsdemiinienciens ; sensincigant sas a a 250) 10 60 

1836. 

January 18 ............ Dunlawton, Florida......... buaeneds oie hanes Major Benjamin A. Putnam 17 
| ee aicaaanietes 9 

February 27, 28, | Withlacoochee............... ‘ i eaaeinas leinedinciiadasucebhings Major-General Gaines 1, 025 i 
29, and March 8. | | *Indians ......... A can canta ala ss ae 0 

| Oloklikaha ......... Guencidentansien secthitanioamees , apnea Lieutenant-Colonel W. S. Foster O50) 1 0 

*Indians ...... Soliant didn casa eit aa 

April 5 to 17........... IN iii cencnedeidiaaesouhensencodescanes Major Mark A. Cooper > 
ee, estate conden ra 250) 

Bell $7 ....0.<0.002: Thionoto-sassa Creek......... Colonel William Chisholm 600 ) 24 
RN io iin caatenened oe 700 

BID oncisinvesnnstnnte Micanopy, Florida....... Major J. F. Heilman 69 
*Indians .. iees 17 

I crncsxseonnsnsiaeil Welika Pond, Florida, Captain James A. Ashby 62 11 
*Indians .. ; ndpedeidiabisl aoa on) 

MEET TEE weedencesrcvsccnns | Ridgely’s Mill, Florida Nalbandian deensanaitinen Second Lieutenant Alfred Herbert 6 
*Indians ....... jicennipeanee calbaeased . 10 2 i 

August 21............. .| Fort i i 6 Snsanccersnssooetaes : Major Benjamin K. Pierce 110 l 16 
I nd oti cnehietaks bay 0) ) 

September nse ee a cscianceee Colonel John Warren 125 
*Indians.......... OO 

November 17......... PIED seit cnesdetnwcntsconerscetocouere General Robert Armstrong 1 
I ndsskatehnaveses sodienicniiehs ; ; ) 

November 18......... on cainccttiegdenonaneeesicee ‘ Governor R. K. Call 12 
*Indians ......... : : 800 

November 21......... Wahoo Swamp... a : Governor R. K. Call 1, 830 . 19 
SU coavisessawansubiieanevinae yh ee ee : 4) 

1837. 
| _ 

January 27 ............ | Hatcheeluskie Creekk..................sss000 Colonel Archibald Henderson ‘ 
EN cninstaticcevsegensncs Tami aia shicaihaiiel ant teunesininvesiiaaknleadedbebiad teinenenpenios ¥) 

February 8............ I, SUA cs inindnsnnsuctstbsnscsnsctecsnsnecose : ; -eeeeee) Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. W. Fanning l 
*Indians.. ‘ eae as bea aoe 100 ’ 

February 9............ | Clear River, Florida... Captain George W. Allen 1 
*Indians.. Sith sieaa tiated ial el inachnatinkbastedtnnatcnantnainties : ; W) 

September 10.........| Mosquito Inlet, Florida pdhcaipiedeirtnnntianeliibsibitaghinniedhiniinceses ; seas Brigadie r-General J. M. Hernandez 
FD eccncesens ; widigietanplenaiaiin danaidibaens ; : 2 l 

December 25.......... I sincera ainsi adigsattiinensees eis Colonel Zachary Taylor SAS 
oT lasinss cuiiesaplascetersensonenablaiamintiobessertonssenstoceseeneonses diveliipioebinci ss i 

December 26.......... I os Sicscccise dec eneaENENnNNiNE deo teecoeteees Sidesieene Brigadier r-General Charles H. Nelson l 2 
SII bn bdcdios soccctsnacsinas 4ascautnugabdaubibioiesd deuce: eoiscesataieeiiabaltaias venaeinaie i 

1838. 

January 15............ | eee SEs leiAliivusnctscinctedebeDibah Miineitnenberenkessevineereconventevtiontl Lieutenant L. M. Powell. in 50 22 
TTT cu cctinlia RI inainainakendouiiebacedeseus opebiindi bidenehdeédebonspecounenensenssqubornaeesuece , LOU i 

January 24...... q | Jupttes TI ceiahsincisc pn duisidiuadgnebeinebidbisiaiatideunyendsecesenentnennbiol Major-General Thomas S. Jesup.............. 1, 200 7 | 
*Indians........ Sildits sidiataenenaneicalellaminmmasetbanenbinaseastinddeditndetionset eepiaes soenetebessownnneeses ; — SUO 

’ Forces opposing the American armies. 
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Zable showing losses in battle from 1775 to 1847—Continued. 

Date. Name of battle. 

Newnansville, 
‘Indians 

Caloosahatchie 
*Indians 

Fort King 
Indians. 

Levy's Prairie 
*Indians 

Wacenhoota, Florida 
*lndians 

tember 6 

December Everglades 

*Indians. 

December 28 Micanopy. 

*Indians. 
iS4l 

March 2 Ee 
*Indians.... 

1842 

January 25 Hawe Creek, Florida. 
*Indians 

likikaha, Florida ... 
"Indians 

April 19 Ri 

1346 

May 8 
May 9 

September 21, 22, 23 

Palo Alto 

Resaca de la Palma 
Mouterey 

1847 

February 22, 23 Buena Vista .. 
February 25 Brazito > 
February 28 Sacramento .... 
March 9-29 Vera Cruz 
April 17-18 Cerro Gordo 
August 10 Paso de Ovejas 
August 12 National Bridge 
August 13 Mira Flores... 
August 15 Cerro Gordo 

August 16 Oka Lake 
\ugrust 10 Los Animas 
August 19 Contreras 
August 20 Churubusco 
August 20 San Antonto 
September S Molino del Rey 

September 15 Chapultepec 
September 15, 14 City of Mexico 
Sept. 13, and Oct.12 Puebla 

October 9 Hivamantia .... 

ee 

| Wounded. 
Force. 

| Killed, 
Prisoners or 

missing. 

® F orces opposing the Ame rican armies. 

There were sentiments expressed on this floor which I regretted to 
hear, and which I still hope and trust may 

GIVE WAY TO THE BETTER FEELINGS 
of the gentlemen from whom they came. 

When this bill was called up this morning, the gentleman from Ver- 
mont, Mr. Joycer, held the Revised Statutes of the United States high 
in air, and asked if the bill repeals section 4716 o0f the Revised Statutes. 
He then, in loud and emphatic tone, read to the House these words: 

See, 4716. No money on account of pension shall be paid to any person, or to 
the widow, children, or heirs of any deceased person, who in any manner vol- 
untarily engaged in, or aided or abetted, the late rebe llion against the authority 
of the United Stes 

The gentleman was promptly informed that section 4 did repeal that 
section, so far as it related to pensions under this act. 

Mr. Joyce then said with great emphasis: 
Then I can not vote for it, 

I think Mr. Joycr knew before he asked the question that this lim- 
ited repeal of section 4716 was a prominent feature of the bill we are 
considering. 

I think his ohject was to recall to the minds of the Representatives of 
this House that many of the beneficiaries of this act will be 

FROM THE SOUTHERN STATES. 

His object, I think, was, Mr. Speaker, to remind the House that this bill 
would give $8 a month to a few men who, after fighting bravely a score 
of battles on the plains of Mexico, drew their swords to fight for their 
own homes and firesides. Rather than give these men $8 a month the 
gentleman from Vermont appears to be willing to deprive of their just 
rights the brave men from Massachusetts, Indi Iowa, Ilinois, Michi- 
po, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, New Jersey, Ohio, New York, and Cali- 

rnia; not only those but also 

BRAVE SOLDIERS OF EVERY NORTHERN STATE 

who fought in the various regiments of regulars under Generals Scott 
and Taylor. 

It would also give $8 a month to a score or more who resigned from 
the Army in 1861 in obedience to the calls from the States of their 
nativity. 

As the speech of the gentleman showed that the . 

ONLY OPPOSITION TO THE BILL 

arose from the fact that Southern people would be recipients of its 
bounty, and as the remarks heretofore made in this House, as well as 
elsewhere, reveal that this is the sole ground of opposition to the 
measure, I will beg permission to ask a calm consideration of this view 
by all the people without regard to prejudice of locality, prejudice of 
party, or prejudice of sentiment, and in doing this, Mr. Speaker, my 
purpose will be, in the most respectful and kind manner, to remind the 
gentlemen who make this the basis of their opposition, of facts which 
for the moment may have escaped their memories. 

Does the gentleman from Vermont remember 

ALL THE CIRCUMSTANCES 

which influenced men in their actions at that time—the period from 
the election of Mr. Lincoln to the establishment of the confederate 
government? Does he recall all the causes which brought about the 
sad condition of our country at that period? 

I am not, Mr. Speaker, a ciary under this bill. I am glad that 
I am not, because it gives me an opportunity to speak in the interest of 
brave men to whom the Government owes a debt of gratitude they can 
never pay. 

apne from Vermont and to others who And let me say to the 
entertain the sentiments he has expressed that he must not forget the 
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circumstances which surrounded and the sentiments which actuated 
the men who marched to battle in 1861. 

It was a period in the history of our country which to be understood 
ust be 

- VIEWED FROM THE PINNACLE OF THAT TIME. 

If we look back from the standpoint of to-day we see nothing of 
the picture which was presented to the American people twenty-two 

Years AGO. 
The sentiments which actuated myself and others with whom I was 

associated were probably similar to the sentiments of all the beneficiaries 
of this bill whom you seek to proscribe. 

I ask the gentlemen to look back and 
EXAMINE THE INFLUENCES 

that determined the action of the brave veterans of the war with Mexico, 
when they were called upon after the election of Mr. Lincoln to take 
their stand either for or against the country to which they owed their 
birth. 

I ask them to recall the advice these heroes of the country’s battles 
received from 

TRUSTED LEADERS OF YOUR PARTY; 

and I ask you to study the character and sentiments of these men who 
will receive pensions under this bill. It was their love for country 
which carried them to hardships and privation and dangers of thecon- 
flict which thirty-five years ago made so glorious a chapter in the his- 
tory of their country. 

Yes, Mr. Speaker, they 
LOVED THEIR COUNTRY AS MUCH AS ANY 

of the thirty millions who enjoyed and took pride in American progress 
and liberty, Christianity and civilization. 
When the clouds began to lower, and gathering storms seemed threat- 

ening, they did not look alone for counsel to the utterances of our great 
Southern statesmen, for it was possible that they, stung by the wrongs 
our section had suffered, might in the moment of passion give vent to 

| 
| 

2907 
——=-* 4 

prehend that secession isan extreme, an ultimate resort—not a constitutional 
but a revolutionary remedy. But we insist that this Union shall not be held to- 
gether by force whenever it shall have ceased to cohere by the mutual attrac- 
tion of ita parts; and whenever the slave States or the cottor 
unitedly and coolly say to the rest, ** We want to get 
urge that their request be acceded ‘to. 

The New York Herald of Friday, November 23, 1860, said 
THE DISUNION QUESTION—A CONSERVATIVE REACTION IN THE SOUTH 

We publish this morning a significant letter from Governor Let f Vir 
ginia, on the subject of the present disunion excitement in the South, Southern 
constitutional rights, Northern State acts of nullification, and the position ef 
Virginia in this crisis. * * * To this end would it not be well for the con- 

} 
States shall 

out of the Union 
ony 

weshall 

her, « 

servative Union men of the city of New York tomake a demonstration—a North- 
ern movement of conciliation, concession, and harmony? 
Coercion in any event is out of the question. A union held together by the 

bayonet would be nothing better than a military despotism. Conciliation and 
harmony, through mutual concessions, in a reconstruction of the fundamental 
law, between the North and South, will restore and perpetuate the Union con 
templated by the fathers. So now that the conservative men of the South are 
moving let the Union men of the North second their endeavors, and let New 
York, as in the matter of the compromises of 1850, lead the way 

And on the following day, November 24, the Tribune says 
FEDERAL 

Some of the Washington correspondents telegraph that Mr. Buchanan is at 
tempting to map outa middle course in which to steer his bark during 

COERCION 

the tem- 
pest which now howls about him. He is to condemn the asserted right of seces 
sion, but to assert in the same breath that he is opposed to keeping a State in 
the Union by what he calls Federal coercion. Now, we have no desire to pre 
vent secession by coercion, but we hold this position to be 
by law or reason. 

utterly unsupported 

They very probably read the article from the New York Daily Trib 
| une, Friday, November 30, 1860: 

ARE WE GOING TO FIGHT? 

But if the cotton States generally unite with herin seceding, we insist that they 
can not be prevented and that the attempt must not be made ive s of 
people, more than half of them of the ninant race of whom at least half a 
million are able and willing to shouldes sauskets, can never be subdued wh 
fighting around and over their own hearthstones. If they could be, they would 
no longer be equal members of the Union, but conquered dep« * * 

| We propose to wrest this potent engine from the disunionists by frankly 

hastily formed and ill-considered expressions, but they looked to New | 
England, the land of our Puritan fathers, to learn their path of duty, 
and for wisdom to guide their footsteps, for they thought ‘‘ certainly 
there they would find good reasons to justify them in adhering to the 
Union they so much loved.’’ They looked not alone to the press of the 
Southern States, for with all its ability and conservative grandeur they 
feared it might be swayed by the mighty interests involved, but they 
sought counsel from the most extreme anti-slavery, anti-Southern, and 
sectional of 

THE NORTHERN PAPERS, 

and in every issue they saw emblazoned on their columns, 
Erring sisters, go in peace! 

The New York Herald, Harper’s Weekly, and other 
REPUBLICAN PAPERS WERE FILLED WITH ARTICLES 

which expressed and reiterated substantially the words, ‘* Let the South 
” 

They read such leaders and articles as these from the great Republican 
papers and revolved them in their minds while pursuing their various 
avocations. 

In Mr. Greeley’s New York Tribune of November , 1860, he said: 
GOING TO GO, 

If the cotton States shall become satisfied that they can do better out of the | 
Union than in it, we insist on letting them go in peace. The right to secede may 
be a revolutionary one, but it exists nevertheless, 

And again in the same issue of his widely circulated and influential | 
paper, Mr. Greeley said: 
We must ever resist the asserted right of any State to remain in the Unionand 

nullify or defy the laws thereof. To withdraw fromthe Union is quite another 
matter; and whenever a considerable section of our Union shal! deliberately 
resolve to go out, we shall resist all coercive measures designed to keep it in. 
We hopenever to live in a Republic whereof one section is pinned tothe residue 
by bayonets. Letthem have both sides of the question fully presented; let them 
reflect, deliberate, then vote; and let the action of secession be the echo of an 
unmistakable popular fiat. A judgment thus rendered, a demand forseparation 
so backed would either be acquiesced in without the effusion of blood, or those 
who rushed upon carnage to defy and defeat it would place themselves clearly 
in the wrong. 

The New York Tribune of November 16, 1860, again announced their 
views to the Southern people in an article headed 

SECESSION IN PRACTICE, 

in which the paper used the following words: 
Still we say in all earnestness and good faith, whenever a whole section of 

this Republic, whether a half, a third. or only a fourth, shall truly desire and 
demend @ separation from the residue, we shall earnestly favor such separation. 
If the fifteen slave States, or even the eight cotton States alone, shall quietly, de- 
cisively say to the rest, “‘ We prefer to \.¢ henceforth separated from you,’ we 
shall insist that they be permitted to goin peace. War is a hideous necessity at 
best, and a civil conflict, a war of estranged and embittered fellow-countrymen, 
is the most hideous of all wars. Whenever the people of the cotton States shall 
have definitively:and decisively made up their minds to separate from the rest 
hn we shall urge that the proper steps be taken to give full effect to their de- | 

on. 
Three days afterward, on the 19th, the same paper uses these words: 
Now, we believe and maintain that the Union is to be preserved only so long 

as it is beneficial and satisfactory to all parties concerned. 
We do not believe that any man, any neighborhood, town, county, 

@tate may break up the Union in any transient gust of passion ; we fully com- 

to the slave States: 
“If you choose to leave the Union, leave it, but let us have no quarre! about it 

If you think it a curse to you and an unfair advantage to us, repudiate it and 
see if you are not mistaken. If youare better by yourselves, 5 1 God speec 
you. For our part we have done very well with you and are quite willing to 
keep along with you, but if the association is irksome to you, we have too much 
self-respect to insist onitscontinuance. We have lived by our industry thus far 
and hope to do so still, even though you leave us.”’ , 
We repeat, that only the sheen of Northern bayonets can bind the Sout 

wholly to the evils of secession, but that may doit. Let us be patient 
speaking daggers nor using them, standing toour principles but not to our ai 
and all will yet be well. 

I will read an extract from an editorial in the New York Times ot 
December 3, 1860: 
By common consent, moreover, the most prominent and tangible point of of 

fense seems to be the legislation growing out of the fugitive-slave law. Several 
of the Northern States have passed personal-liberty bills, with the alleged in 
tent to prevent the return of fugitive slaves to their masters 
From Union men in every quarter of the South come up the most earnest ap 

peals to the Northern States to repeal these laws. Such an act, we are as 
would havea powerful effect in disarming the disunion clamor in nearly all 
Southern States and in promoting the prospects of a peaceful 
pending differences. 

The next day, December 4, the New York Times publishes a1 
article, in which it says: 

Mr. Weed has stated his opinion of the crisis thus 
1. There is imminent danger of a dissolution of the Union 
(2.) The danger originated in the ambition and cupidity of men who 

Southern despotism, and in the fanatic zeal of the Northern Abolitioni 
seek the emancipation of slaves regardless of consequences 

3.) The danger can only be averted by such moderation and 
will draw out, strengthen, and combine the Union sentiment of the whok 
try 

Each of these statements will command general assent 
The only question likely to arise relates to the practical measu 

the ‘moderation and forbearance’’ can be displayed 

adjustment « 

And while the South Carolina convention was in session, as if { 
it might not carry that State from the Union, and as it appeared to the 
Southern people to encourage a prompt passage of the ordinance ot 
cession, Mr. Greeley again says : 

CSR IC If it [the Declaration of Independence] justifies the se« mn from the Brit 
Empire of three millions of colonists in 1776, we do not see why 
justify the secession of five millions of Southrons from the Federal Uni 
i861. If we are mistaken on this point, why does not some one attempt tos 
wherein and why? For our own part, while we deny the right of slaveholde 
to hold slaves against the will of the latter, we can not s« 
of people can rightfully hold ten, or even five, in a d 
by military force 

it would 

e how twenty 
tested Union with 

In the same issue of Mr. Greeley’s paper we read the followin; 
If seven or eight contiguous States shall present themselves authentically at 

Washington, saying: ‘‘We hate the Federal Union; we have withdrawn fron 
it; we give you the choice between acquiescing in our secession and arranging 

| amicably all incidental questions on the one hand and attempting t due us 
| on the other,”’ we could not stand up for coercion, for sul for we do not 
think it would he just. Weholdthe right of self-government even when invoked 
in behalf of those who deny it to others. So much for the question of principle 

This pledge, given by Mr. Greeley with such emphasis, was reiterates 
for months with the characteristic persistence of that able lead \mon 

or even ciples enunciated in the immortal Declaration of Independence 

other articles occurs the following: 
Any attempt to compel them by force to remain would be 

¥ 

mitrary to the prir 
contrary to th 

fundamental ideas on which human liberty is based. 
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After the people of the South had adopted a constitution and organ- 
ized their new confederate government; after they had raised and 
equipped an army, appointed embassadors to foreign courts and con- 
vened a congress; after they had taken possession of three-fourths of 
the arsenals and forts within her territory, and enrolled her as one of 
the nations of the earth, Mr. Greeley’s paper indorsed the action of the 
Southern people as fully as it was possible for language to enable it to 
do so. Mr. Greeley said: 
We have repeatedly said, and we once more insist, that the great principle em- 

bodied by Jefferson in the Declaration of American Independence, that govern- 
ments derive their just powers from consent of the governed is sound and just; 
and that if the slave States, the cotton States, or the Gulf States only, choose to 
form an independent nation they have a clear, moral right todoso. Whenever 
it shall be clear that the great body of Southern people have become conclu- 
sively alienated from the Union and anxious to escape from it, we will do our 
best to forward their views. 

Mr. Greeley was earnestly and ably supported in his views by the 
most prominent men and able editors of Republican papers all over the 
North. 

I cite the following from The Commercial, which was certainly the 
leading Republican paper of Ohio. After Mr. Lincoln was inaugu- 
rated ‘The Commercial said: 
Weare not in favor of blockading the Southern coast. We are not in favor of 

retaking by force the property of the United States now in possession of the se- 
ceders, We would recognize the existence of a government formed of all the 
slaveholding States and attempt to cultivate amicable relations with it. 

Having, with the aid of his own and other papers, proven that 
SECESSION WAS A LEGAL AND PROPER REMEDY, 

Mr. Greeley now proceeded to show the South that no concession would 
be made by the dominant party which was about to assume control of 
the Government, and also that the rights of the South in the Union 
would not be regarded and that secession was the only remedy. Todo 
this effectively Mr. Lincoln is called to his aid. In the issue of his 
paper of January 30, 1861, he says: 

We do not hesitate to say that these statements are false and calumnious. We 
have the best authority for saying that Mr. Lincoln is opposed to all concessions 
of the sort. We know that his views are fully expressed in his own language, 
as follows: “I will suffer death before I will consent or advise my friends to con- 
sent to any concession or compromise which looks like buying the privilege of 
taking possession of the Government to which we have a constitutional right.” 

Mr. Lincoln does not say that the 
CONCESSIONS ASKED FOR WERE NOT RIGHT, 

He does not say that they were concessions which as a matter of right 
ought not to be granted. He speaks of the matters then pending be- 
fore Congress, all of which were efforts to uphold the Constitution, as a 
concession or compromise. His language virtually admits that the de- 
mand for the concessions referred to were right, but he puts his refusal 
to grant them on entirely different grounds. In giving his reasons for 
not being willing to entertain the asked-for concessions, he uses these 
words: 

Because whatever I might think of the merit of the various propositions be- 
fore Congress, I should regard any concession in the face of menace as the de- 
struction of the Government itself and a consent on all hands that our system 
shall be brought down to a level with the existing disorganized state of affairs 
in Mexico. 

On the 6th of February, 1861, Judge Chase made a speech before the 
peace congress, in which he, with great emphasis, said that the North- 
ern States would not and ought not to comply with the obligation of 
the Constitution. Mr. Chase said: 
The result of the national canvass which recently terminated in the election 

of Mr. Lincoln has been spoken of by some as the effect of a sudden impulse or 
of some irregular excitement of the popular mind; and it has been somewhat 
confidently asserted that, upon reflection and consideration, the hastily-formed 
opinions which brought about that election will be changed. 

. . * * * * * 

I can not take this view of the result of the Presidential election. I believe, 
and the belief amounts to absolute conviction, that the election must be regarded 
as a triumph of principles cherished in the hearts of the people of the free States. 

. * > * * * * 

We have elected him (Mr. Lincoln), After many years of earnest advocacy 
and of severe trial we have achieved the triumph of that principle. By a fair 
and unquestioned majority we have secured that triumph. Do you think we, 
who represent this majority, will throw it away? Do you think the people will 
sustain us if we undertake to throw it away’? I must speak to you plainly, 
gentlemen of the South, It is not in my heart to deceive you. I therefore tell 
you explicitly that if we of the North and West would consent to throw away 
all that has been gained in the recent triumph of our principles the people would 
not sustain us, and so the consent would avail you nothing. 

Mr. Chase in that speech, with great force, gave the South to under- 
stand that the Northern States would not and ought not to comply with 
the obligations of the Federal Constitution. The people of the South 
did not look alone to the utterances of our great 

MILITARY CHIEFTAINS OF THE SOUTH, 

who, it is possible, feared they might allow their great love for our land 
of sun and flowers, and their admiration for so grand and brave a people 
to bias their views upon this question; but they listened to the voice of 
that chief who led them to victory on the plains of Mexico, and who for 
forty-seven years had been a distinguished general in our Army, and for 
twenty of those years had béen its commander, and for whom 1,386,578 
American citizens cast their votes for the highest office of honor and 
power within the gift of the people, a greater vote than had ever before 

been given to any of our greatest and most admired leaders and states- 
men; and the only sound that came from his trusted lips was— 

Wayward sisters, depart in peace! 

While these statements were so general as to fill the air, they learned 
that the recognized leader of all, Mr. Chase, said: 
The South is not worth fighting for; let them alone. 

In Mr. Seward’s speech of December 22, 1860, he substantially said 
that ‘‘ succession was a mere political threat, unworthy of notice.”’ 

Mr. Chase in a letter to the peace congress said the party ought ‘to 
use the power while they had it and prevent a settlement.’’ He also 
said ‘‘ don’t yield an inch.’’ And when the 

SOUTH AND THOSE WHO LOVED THE UNION 

in that great congress plead on bended knee for the preservation of the 
Constitution, there fell from the lips of this man an utterance which, 
though not so intended, was the first installment of those expressions 
which finally denounced the Constitution of Washington, Franklin, and 
Hamilton as— 
A league with hell and a covenant with the devil. 

The people of the South read over and over the great speech of Mr, 
Webster at Buffalo, delivered on May 22, 1851, when he said: 
Then there was the other matter, and that was the fugitive slave law. Letme 

say a word about that, Under the provisions of the Constitution, during Wash- 
ington’s administration, in the year 1793, there was by general consent a 
law for the restoration of fugitive slaves. Hardly any one opposed it at that 
period ; itwas thought to be necessary in order to carry the Constitution into 
effect, the great men of New Sastend ond New York all concurred in it. It 
passed and answered all the purposes expected from it till about the year 184] 
or 1842, when the State interfe to make enactments in opposition to it. * * 
* Now I undertake as a lawyer and on my professional character to say to 
you and to all, that the law of 1850 is decidedly more favorable to the fugitive 
than General Washington's law of 1793. * * * Such is the present law, and, 
much op d and maligned as it is, it is more favorable to the fugitive slave 
than the law enacted during Washington's administration in 1793, which was 
sanctioned by the North as well as by the South. The present violent opposi- 
tion has sprung up in modern times. From whom does this clamor come” 
Why, look at the proceedings of the anti-slavery conventions; look at their res- 
olutions. Do you find among those persons who oppose this fugitive-slave law 
any admission whatever that any law ought to be passed to carry into effect the 
solemn stipulations of the Constitution? Tell me any such case; tell me if any 
resolution was adopted by the convention at Syracuse favorable to carrying out 
of the Constitution. Notone. The fact is, gentlemen, they See the consti- 
tutional provision; they oppose the whole. Not a man of them admits that 
there ought to be any law on the subject. They deny altogether that the pro- 
visions of the Constitution ought to be carried into effect. Look at the proceed- 
ings of theanti-slavery conventions in Ohio, Massachusetts, and at Syracuse in 
the State of New York. Whatdo the ~ That so help them God no colored 
man shall be sent from the State of New York back to his master in Virginia 
Do not they say that? And tothe fulfillmentof that they pledge their lives, their 
fortunes, and their sacred honor. Their sacred honor! They pledge their sa- 
cred honor to violate the Constitution ; they pledge their sacred honor to commit 
treason against the laws of their country. 

Mr. Webster, in his speech at Capon Springs, also said: 
The leading sentiment in the toast from the chair is the Union of the States. 

The Union of the States. What mind can comprehend the consequences of that 
union, past, present, and tocome? The Union of these States is the all-absorb- 
ing topic of the day; on it all men write, speak, think, and dilate from the rising 
of the sun tothe going down thereof. And yet, gentlemen, I fear its importance 
has been but insufficiently appreciated. 

Again Mr. Webster says: 
How absurd it is to suppose that when different parties enter into a compact 

for certain pu either can disregard any one provision, and expect, never- 
theless, the other to observe the rest! I intend for one to regard and maintain 
and carry out to the fullest extent the Constitution of the United States, which 
I have sworn to support in all its partsand all its provisions, Itis written in the 
Constitution— 

‘**No person held to service or labor in one State under the laws thereof, escap- 
ing into another, shall, in co: uence of any law or regulation therein, be dis- 
charged from such service or labor, but shall be delivered up on claim of the 
party to whom such service or labor may be due.” 
That is as much a part of the Constitution as any other, and as equally bind- 

ing and obligatory as any other on all men, public or private. And who denies 
this? None but the abolitionists of the North. And pray what is it they will 
not deny? They have but the one idea; and it would seem that these fanatics 
at the North and the secessionists at the South are putting their heads together 
to devise means to defeat the good designs of honest, patriotic men. They act 
to the same end and the same object, and the Constitution has to take the fire 
from both sides. 

I have not hesitated to say, and I repeat, that if the Northern States refuse 
willfully and deliberately to carry into effect that part of the Constitution which 
respects the restoration of fugitive slaves, and Congress provide no remedy, 
the South would no longer be bound to observe the compact. A bargain can 
not be broken on one side and still bind the other side. I say to you gentlemen 
in Virginia as I said on the shores of Lake Erie and in the city of Boston, as I 
may - again in that city or elsewhere in the North, that you of the South have 
as much right to receive your fugitive slaves asthe North has to any of its rights 
and privileges of navigation and commerce. 

Mr. Webster also said : 
Iam as ready to fight and to fall for the constitutional rights of Virginia as I 

am for those of Massachusetts. 

Mr. Webster was a constitutional lawyer, and he had read the pro- 
ceedings of the convention which had adopted this Constitution. He 
knew that the provision of the Constitution which he was discussing 
was unanimously adopted by the New England States. And the funda- 
mental law which they created in 1787 Mr. Webster felt they 

HAD NO RIGHT TO TRAMPLE UNDER FOOT 

in 1861. I will read the proceedings of August 29, page 306, of the 
constitutional convention of the United States: 

It was moved and seconded to agree to the following proposition, to be in- 
serted after the fifteenth article: propos 
“If any person bound to service or labor in any of the United States shall es- 



cape into another State, he or she shall not be discharged from such service or 
labor in consequence of any regulations subsisting in the State to which they 
escape, but shall be delivered up to the person justly claiming their service or 

bor.” 
Which passed unanimously in the affirmative. 

I will read from page \ ; 
formed the Constitution. The fourth section of the seventh article, as 
reported by the committee of five on August 6, 1787, is in these words: 

Src. 4. No tax or duty shall be laid by the Legislature on articles exported 
from any State, nor on the migration or importation of such persons as the sev- 
eral States shall think properto admit; norshall such migration or importation 
be prohibited. 

999 
~~ 

On page 276 I find that on August 21, 1787, 
amend this section, which I will read: 

It was moved and seconded to insert the word ‘free’? before the word “ per- 
sons”’ in the fourth section of the seventh article. 

a motion was made to 

The journal also states that— 
Before the question was taken on the last motion the House adjourned 

I read from the journal, page 276, these words: 
AUGUST 22 

The motion made yesterday, to insert the word ‘free before the word * per- 
sons”’ in the fourth section of the seventh article, being withdrawn, it is moved 
and seconded to commit the two remaining clauses of the fourth section and 
the fifth section of the seventh article ; 
Which passed in the affirmative, 
Ye Jonnecticut, New Jersey, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina 

Carolina, Georgia—7. 
Nays—New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Delaware—3. 

I read this to call the attention to the fact that New Hampshire and 
Pennsylvania were so anxious to have slaves imported free of tax that | 
they voted against recommitting the section. 

From page 285 of the journal of the convention I read these words 

AUGUST 24. 

The honorable Mr. Livingston, from the committee of eleven, to whom were | 
referred the two remaining clauses of the fourth section, andthe fifth and sixth 
sections of the seventh article, informed the house that the committee were pre- 
pared to report. 
The report was then delivered in at the secretary's table, was once read, and | 

is as follows: 
Strike out so much of the fourth section of the seventh article as was referred 

to the committee, and insert ‘*‘the migration or importation of such persons as 
the several States now existing shall think proper to admit, shall not be pro- 
hibited by the Legislature prior to the year 1800; but a tax or duty may be im- 
posed on such migration or importation at a rate not exceeding the average of 
the duties laid on imposts.”’ 

When the motion was made to recommit the two last clauses of sec- 
tion 4 the purpose was to change this section so as to restrict the im- 
portation of slaves. The vote on this question may be regarded as a 
test vote, and I call attention to the fact that while New Hampshire 
and Pennsylvania voted against recommitting, Georgia, South Caro- 

of the journal of the convention which | 

South | 
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be for the people of the disunited States to part in friendship from each other 
than to be held together by constraint. Then will be the time for reverting to 
the precedents which occurred at the formation and adoption of the Constitu 
tion to form again a more perfect Union by clissolving that which could no longer 
bind, and to leave the separated parts to be reunited by the law of political gravi 
tation to the center. 

And they remembered also that the distinguished son of this illus 
trious gentleman nine years later received 291,267 votes as candidate for 

VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE FREE SOIL PARTY 

Chey remembered the Hartford convention in Connectécut, the Dorr 
rebellion in Rhode Island, the whisky rebellion in Pennsylvania; and 

| they also remembered that only so far back as 1844 Massachusetts pro 
| claimed the right of secession not only by unanimously enacting seces 
| sion resolutions, but in addition thereto by « 
resolutions throughout the land 

I will read from page 319, ‘‘ Acts and resolutions passed by the Leg 
islature of Massachusetts in the year 1844:" 

1. Resolved, That the power to unite an independ 
United States is not among the powers delegated tothe Gene 
the Constitution of the United States 

2. Resolved, * rhat the pre t of the 

may drive these States! t n the Union 

Resoived, That his excellency the quested to transmit a copy 

eacl and m he House of 

monwealth in the Congr nited States 

stributing copies of these 

with the 
nment by 

nt foreign stat« 

ral Gove 

x rjex innexation of is, ™nless ut 

nto a cdiss¢ no 

3 governor be re 
of the foregoing resolves to 1 of the Senators 

Representatives of this Com 
embers of 

( ess of the 
1. Resolved, That his excellency the governor be requested to transmit a copy 

of the same resolves to the Executive of the United Stat« id of the several 
States. 

Approved by the governor March 15, 1844 

Our people also recalled that the Legislature of M s if 

apparently to 
EMPHASIZE THEIR VIEWS 

selected the one hundred and thirteenth anniversary of the birth of the 
father of our country to pass another secession resolution wl h I read 

from pages 598 and 599 of the same volume call espe latterntion to 

the second resolution 

Resolved ‘hat Massachuset ais rack ited tl } ver t t int 

Union States or Territories w out beyond the or I errit f the States 

and Territories belonging tothe Union at idopt the Con of the 
United States 

Resolved, * and a powers of | atic I ted inthe ¢ istitut 
of the United States to Congress do not « e tl of t Imis n « ‘ 

foreign state or foreign territory by rh I 1 i ich an act of 

| admission would have no bir i e! eople of Massacl 

setts 

Resolved, That his excelleney the governor be 1 uested to trar copies « 

the preceding report and res« es to the President of the | ted States, the sev 

| eral Senators and Representatives in Congress fr this Commonwealth, and 

the governors of the several States 
Approved by the governor February 22, 1845 

And while I can not point tothe record I have often heard it asserted 

lina, North Carolina, Virginia, Maryland, and New Jersey voted in | 
favor of recommitting the clauses, so as to restrict by constitutional | 
provision the importation of human beings for slavery. It will be seen 
that as the committee reported the clause, slave traffic was prohibited | 
after the year 1800. I have looked carefully through the Journal and | 
I can find no record of these clauses being changed so as to contain the | 
words ‘‘ finally adopted.’’ The Constitution, as it now stands, varies 
but little from the clauses as reported by Mr. Livingston. Some influ- 
ence, possibly from New England, induced the change so as to con- 
tinue the slave trade until 1808, and decreased the duty from what 
would have been about 15 per cent. ad valorem to a specific duty of $10 
per head. 

I want specially to call attention to the fact that the vote of the slave 
States you will find on this subject was to restrict the importation of 
slaves, so as to prohibit it altogether after the year 1800, and also that the 
Southern States by their votes expressed a further desire to limit the im- 
portation of slaves during this period by their advocacy of an import 
duty equal to 15 per cent. ad valorem upon such importations. Mr. 
Webster was familiar with all these facts, and no doubt they were on 
his mind when he made his Capon Springs and Buffalo speeches. 

In passing, may I not ask if there are not gentlemen still in New 
England who by way of diversity might cease for a while to pick motes 
from the eyes of their Southern brethren and devote a little time in ex- 
tracting some of the huge beams which for more than twenty years have 
incumbered their orbits and so seriously affected their political vision? 

It would seem that the facts I have recited were enough to teach the 
people of the South what they ought to do; but to strengthen their 
convictions of duty they recalled 

THE GREAT SPEECH OF JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, 

delivered, I believe, April 30, 1839, half a century after Washington 
was inaugurated, the occasion being the celebration of the fiftieth an- 
niversary of the commencement of our Government under the Constitu- | 

Mr. Adams said: 

But the indissoluble union between the several States of this confederated na- 
tion is, afterall, not in the right but in the heart. Ifthe day should ever come 
(may Heaven avert it!) when the affections of the people of these States shall 
be alienated from each other; when the fraternal —- shall give way to cold 
indifference, or collision of interest shall fester into hatred, the bands of politi- 
cai asseveration will not long hold t ther parties no longer attracted by the 
magnetism of conciliated interests and kindly sympathies; and far better will it 

tion. 

and have never heard the assertion questioned that eighty years ago the 
same Legislature passed a resolution containing the following words 

That the annexation of Louisiana to the Union transcends the constituti 
power of the Government of the United States It formed a ne confed 

| to which the States united by the former compact are not bound to adhere 

Il admit, Mr. Speaker, that, judging from what I have read, it did 

seem that the prominent Republican leaders desired much to drive 

us from the Union. 
I have read extracts from the most influential and extreme Repub 

lican papers, commencing from the moment Mr. Lincoln’s election was 
announced up to the period when the southern confederacy was an es 
tablished nation of the earth; I have read speeches from your greatest 

| statesmen and sentiments {from the trusted commanderof your Army, and 

utterances from the man whom you had chosen as your Chief Magistraté 
I admit there was but little encouragement extended to the great ma 

of the Union people of the South, but, notwithstanding this, had it not 

been that I was afar off among the mountains and cafionsof New Mexico 
| engaged against the hostile Indiar I should have urged my people to 

proceed with deliberation and caution; had I been where I could have 

expressed my views I should have combated the arguments and advice 
given by these men; I should have opposed the secession theory of M1 
Greeley and of the Legislature of Massachusetts; I would have spoken 
with all my power against not only the expediency but the propriety 
of secession; I should have reminded the people th 

FATHERS OF 

t the 

THE NEW ENGLAND MEN WHO SEN THE SECESSK Ri I 

to us were the same who, two-thirds of a century before, contended with 

equal force in favor of maintaining the African slave trade, and that 

they voted in the constitutional convention for the clause of the Con 
stitution which secured the slave trade to New England slave-traders 

| for a period of twenty years 
I would also have informed them that New England ously 

voted for the clause of the Constitution known as the fugitive-slave 
law clause, which Mr. Webster quoted in his spece h ( h I have 

read. It was to their interest to vote for that c] knew it 
would increase the value of the slaves broug!] ( m Af 

and sold to the planters of the South 
I should have told the nle of Georg \labama 1M Dp 

how, when that entire t cy was governed by Oglethorpe, for twents 
years there 

EXISTED A LAW AGAINST \ 

and that the law would no doubt have continued had ot 
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been for New England slave-traders, who sought its repeal for the pur- 
pose of creating a new market for the slaves they imported. I should 
have warned the Southern people against the secession teachings of Mr. | 
Greeley, Mr. Chase, and Mr. Seward. I would have told our people 
that, though the Republican party had trampled the law of Congress 
and the Sonstitution of our country under foot, as the House will ob- 
serve was admitted by the New York Times in thearticle which I have 
read, and although Mr. Chase stated that the Republican party not 
only would not obey but would sustain the Northern States in nulli- | 
fying the Constitution, yet with all that I would have said, let us seek 
our remedy 

UNDER THE S8TARS AND STRIPES, 

und through the decrees of our courts. 
Mr. Speaker, are not the facts I have placed before you sufficient to 

have convinced the Southern people of 1561 that if they would give up 
all the Federal offices and Federal official positions which their Northern 
brethren had so long coveted, and if in addition they surrendered all 
claim to the rights and privileges which were guaranteed by the Fed- 
eral compact, and thus obeyed the orders of Scott and Chase and Greeley 
to ** Depart in peace,”’ 

tion in the execution of this purpose, but that it would have the co- 
operation and sympathy of these aggrandizers? After they had given 
up everything, was it not reasonable they should indulge the hope that 
they would not be further molested, and that after a little reflection the 
North would see its error, and that finally an 

ASSURANCE OF JUSTICE 

would be given such as would bring us back together on good and am- 
icable terms? 

And after reading Mr. Webster’s speeches, were not the Southern 
people justified in their determination that, if the worst came to the 
worst, their duty was plain—that at every cost the constitutional rights 
of the States should be maintained? 

if Mr. Webster, a native of Massachusetts, who owed to the people 
of that State every honor he had received, was right in battling for the 
preservation of the constitutional rights of Virginia, and in so doing 
performed what he regarded as a solemn duty, was it not equally just 
and right that the gallant men \vyho fought in Mexico should draw 
their swords for the preservation of the constitutional rights of their 
own dear native States—Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, and other sover- 
cign States of the Union? 

l ask the gentleman from Vermont if, with all this, he will adhere to 
his determination to deny these brave soldiers this meager pension be- 
cause they acted pursuant to views so earnestly urged upon them by the 
ablest leaders of your party ? 

I have suggested these facts in reply to the emphatic declaration of 
the gentleman from Vermont [Mr. Joyce] in the hope that he will 
withdraw his hastily uttered expression. 

Remove this objection, and the bill will certainly become a law; and 
let me ask you, gentlemen of the opposition, if this objection is worthy 
of you or your party? 

I know, gentlemen, it is hard to overcome prejudice, but to subdue 
that subtle enemy is the 

NOBLEST CONQUEST 

of the human heart; prejudice, that invisible foe, invades and poisons 
the reason as the malaria from the deadly swamp invades and destroys 
the physical system. You struggle against it, but still it abides with 
you every hour of your lives. This prejudice for and against locality, 
clings to and controls your actions, like an irresistible temptation with 
which it requires all the strength of your manhood to contend. 

You can master this spirit; great men can master every inclination, 
and every rooted error however deeply seated, though it sometimes re- | 
quires a supreme effort to effect the victory. 

Ulysses, the warrior of old, conquered prejudice for the sake of self; 
Ulysses, the warrior of to-day, achieves the same conquest for the sake 
of another. 

Let me recall to your minds the story of how Ulysses of old escaped 
the sirens’ toils, and how the gentle Orpheus evaded the snares of the 
tempter: 

When Ulysses sailed past the isle of the sirens, who had the power of charm- 
ing by their songs al! who listened tothem, he heard the sorcerous music on the 
shore, and to prevent himself and his crew from landing he filled their ears with 
wax and bound himself to the mast with knotted thongs. Thus, according to 
the subtle Grecian story, he passed safely the fatal strand. But when Orpheus, 
in search of the golden fleece, went by this island, he—being, as you remember, 
a great musician—set up better music than that of the sirens, enchanted his crew 
with a melody superior to the alluring song of the sea-nymphs, and so, without 
needing to fill the Argonauts’ ears with wax, or to bind himself to the mast with 
knotted thongs, he passed the sorcerous shore not only safely but with disdain. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, were our people of the North and South to use 
the same effort in promoting harmony as is often used in kindling strife, 
would not the sweet influences thus aroused, like the music of Orpheus 
near the sirens’ coast, close our ears to the clamors of sectional strife, 
and direct us safely in our search for the golden fleece, a prize to be 
realized only in a newly regenerated Union, happier and grander than 
before, more prosperous and more united, more Christian and more en- 
lightened ? 
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Tariff on Sugar. 

SPEECH 

HON. OSSIAN RAY, 
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Thursday, February 15, 1883. 

The House in Committee of the Whole on the state of the Union having under 
consideration the bill (H. R. 7313) to impose duties upon foreign imports, and 
for other purposes— 

Mr. RAY said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: I rise to make a parliamentary inquiry. 
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will state it. 
Mr. RAY. I would like to inquire whetheran amendment striking 

out lines 1042 to 1052, inclusive, of the original bill, and proposing a 
substitute for the amendment offered by the gentleman from Louisiana 
[Mr. Grsson], is in order at this time? At the proper time I want to 
offer a substitute both forthe pending paragraph and the amendment, 
in substance making all unrefined sugars free and at the same time 

| affording proper protection toour friends from Louisianaand elsewhere 
who are interested in this industry, by providing for the payment of a 
bounty of 2 cents per pound on all raw or unrefined sugars produced in 
the United States. 

The CHAIRMAN. The pending proposition is the motion of the 
gentleman from Louisiana [Mr. Gipson] to strike out from line 1042 
to 1052, both inclusive, as follows : 

SCHEDULE E.—Sugar. 

All sugars not above No. 43 Dutch standard in color shall pay duty on their 
polariscopic test as follows, namely : 

All sugars not above No. 13 Dutch standard in color, all tank-bottoms, sirups 
of cane-juice or of beet-juice, melada, concentrated melada, concrete, and con 
centrated molasses, testing by the polariscope not above 75°, shall pay a duty 
of 1.25 cents per — and for every additional degree or fraction of a degree 
shown by the polar iscope test they shall pay four-hundredths of a cent per pound 
additional. 

And insert the following : 
All sugars not above 13 Dutch standard in color shall pay duty on their polar- 

iscope test as follows, namely: 
All sugars not above No. 13 Dutch standard in color, all tank-bottoms, sirups 

of cane-juice or of beet-juice, melada, concentrated melada, concrete, and con- 
centrated molasses, testing by the polariscope not above 75°, shall pay a duty of 
1.50 cents per pound; and for every additional degree or fraction of a degree 
shown by the polariscope test they shall pay five-hundredths of acent per pound 
additional. 

Mr. RAY. If it is in order for me to do so now, I desire to offer my 
amendment as a substitute for the proposition of the gentleman from 
Louisiana, as well as for the pending clause. 

The CHAIRMAN. A substitute for what the gentleman from Lou- 
isiana proposes to insert? 

Mr. RAY. Yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will read it. 
The Clerk read as follows: 
Strike out the pending clause of the bill and insert the following: 
Any person who shall produce and make within the United States any raw 

or unrefined sugar to the amount of two hundred pounds or upward, and who 
shall sell the same in good faith for actual use or consumption within the United 
States, shall be entitled to and may receive from the ury a bounty of 2 
cents per pound for all such sugar so produced, made, and sold as aforesaid ; 
and the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and required to make such suit- 
able regulations in regard to proof of production and sale, and payment of 

| bounty aforesaid, as will best accomplish the purpose hereof and prevent fraud. 

Mr. KELLEY. I make the point of order on that proposition that 
| it is not germane to the question before the committee—not a tariff 
proposition. 

Mr. RAY. I want to be heard on the point of order. 
TheCHAIRMAN,. The Chair will hear the gentleman on the point 

of order. 
Mr. RAY. Mr. Chairman, I submit that the amendment offered by 

me is not out of order, and that when carefully considered it will be 
found to be quite germane to the pending bill. This is a tariff act 
None will dispute the parliamentary propriety of transferring sugar 
from the dutiable to the free list. Hence the only inquiry which re- 
mains is, does the proposition to pay a bounty from the Treasury of 2 
cents per pound on domestic sugars contained in my amendment make 
the amendment foreign to the scope and purpose of the bill? 

In several sections, having no relation to the schedules and duties 
levied, changes are made in existing laws, notably in sections 5 to 16, 
inclusive. In sections 11 and 12 money is appropriated out of the 
Treasury for purposes not so germane to the design of this act, it seems 
to me, as the bounty proposed in my amendment. The sections re- 
ferred to authorize importers in case of controversy with the Govern 
ment touching goods imported under the provisions of this act to go to 
the Court of Claims by appeal, and that court is given jurisdiction to 
hear and determine all questions arising therefrom. 

This act appropriates money to pay stenographers, assessors, for court- 

| 



rooms, &c., and at the option of the importer changes the entire course 
of legal procedure in cases growing out of the importation of goods. 
Therefore I maintain this amendment ought not to be rejected on the 
point made by the chairman of the Committee on Ways and Means [ Mr. 
KELLEY] that it is not germane to the bill because money is appro- | 
priated to pay the bounty, for I fail to see wherein the difference lies | 
between an appropriation of money under this act for a purpose or ob- 
ject not recognized by existing law, such as is proposed in the sections 
referred to, and the appropriation of money provided for by my amend- 
ment. 

Mr. Chairman, the majority of this House, and the majority of the 
Ways and Means Committee, in the establishment of a system of import 
duties religiously believe in the doctrine of protecting American indus- 
tries in all cases when required to prevent ruinous foreign competition. 
The bounty of 2 cents per pound offered by my amendment is proposed 
for the express purpose of protecting the sugar industry of Louisiana 
and other sections of the United States where sugar is produced. Our 

- friends upon the other side of the Chamber agree that we may legiti- 
mately in our tariff laws incidentally protect our own laborers, pro- 
ducers, and manufacturers. 

tution and the settled policy of the country for a hundred years to im- 
pose duties for protection alone or for revenue alone, or for both objects. 
In other words, that both the doctrine of protection and the purpose to 
obtain revenue from import duties are within the proper constitutional 
powers of Congress. Now, when sugar is put upon the free-list and 
our people engaged in its production are thrown into competition with 
the cheap labor of the West India Islands and other sugar-producing | reyenue system of taxation, the effect of which would proba 

|} and Texas, and in those sect 

| them to withdraw salt free of duty and of requiri 

countries, the payment of a bounty to encourage them, to stimulate | pel the Government to maintain a high rate of duty on imported suga 
the production of an article of food at home, required by every family in 
the land, is the most direct and legitimate form of protection we can | hination of parties in this country which succeeds in el 

| abolition of the taxes on liquors and tobacco, and adopt. Therefore, taking a broad and general view of the subject, I 
believe the gentleman’s point of order is not well founded, and that 
the amendment is strictly germane to the bill. 

Now, sir, I desire to say a few words generally upon this subject. It 
is an axiom in political economy that no nation ought to levy a tax on 
the necessaries of life, on an article of food universally consumed by its 
people, unless required to do so by the publie good, or without an im- 
perative and controlling necessity exists to raise revenue thereby. 
Sugar is everywhere a necessity of life among our people. I hope none 
within our borders are so poor and destitute that they can not obtain 
sugar, as well as other articles of food, sufficient comfortably to main- 
tain life, health, and strength. According to the last report of the Com- 
missioner of Internal Revenue about 2,200,000,000 pounds of sugar are 
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| early as 1813, and was continued for more than fifty years 

The Republican doctrine is that we are authorized under the Consti- | 

now annually consumed in the United States, of which only about one- | 
tenth, or 200,000,000 pounds, are produced by ourselves. Upon the 
2,000,000,000 pounds imported yearly the Government collects from the 
people duties amounting to more than $49,000,000. 

Everybody admits there is no necessity for levying this enormous 
burden upon our inhabitants at the present time, and that the problem 
for us to solve by prudent legislation happily is, not how we shall pro- 

the amount now being collected. 
duction of seventy-five or a hundred million dollars can and ought to 
be made at once in our tariff and internal-revenue taxation. Should my 
amendment become a law it would insure an immediate reduction of 
forty millions of dollars and upward, and the best refined sugars, which 

| If the present bill should become a | 
| sugars will be more than 40 per cent 

| Statutes, page 472), and then an additional 25 per 
ey , | the act of March 3 

vide for more revenue but how we may most wisely and largely reduce | 
It is agreed on all hands that a re- | 

|} lam advised that 

are now sold at retail throughout the country at about 10 cents a | 
pound could and would be sold as cheap as in England, at 6 or 7 centsa | 

und. This reduction would be sensibly felt by the head of every | 
mily in the country. The tota’ reduction would be nearly one dollar 

for each man, woman, and child of our population. 
The benefits resulting from the abolition of the sugar duty would be | 

shared by everybody, and be more helpful to our people generally than 
any other reduction that could be made in our tariff laws. - I have but 
little patience, Mr. Chairman, with gentlemen who clamor here and 
elsewhere for the abolition of the whisky and tobacco taxes, but are | 
silent when we touch the duties on sugar. 
than use either whisky or tobacco, and I believe the tax on sugar should 

Many more people use sugar | 
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erringly show a gradual diminution of the domestic sugar product since 
the war. Indeed, the largest sugar crop ever produced was just before 
the rebellion begun in 1861-—'62, when that of Louisiana amounted to 
528,321,500 pounds, and when the rate of duty was on! 
valorem. 

The truth is we have within the United States only a small 
laud suitable for the production of sugar. Sugar-cane is a tropical 
plant, and its growth is mainly confined to portionsof Louisiana 

lv. 

» r ‘ 24 percent ad 

area ol 

Florida, 

ions the crop is subject to the hazards of 
frosts and floods, so that a full crop cannot be relied upon more than 
half the time. 

In this connection I desire to quote from the annual 
General Raum, the able Commissioner of Internal Revenue, who says 

I apprehend if sugar were not produced in this cour 
hesitate to remove the duty from imported sugar a 

last report ot 

itry Congress would not 
1} { f est means of reducing 

taxation. The present law gives to the sugar pla of this country, indirectly 
about $4,000,000 or $5,000,000 per annum. My proposition would be to give them 
this amount directly and let the whole people have the benefit of the reductic 
of taxation of, say, $49,000,000, which would in this way be effected 

The principle of paying a bounty for the encouragement nd development 

of American industry is not new; it was adopted in the use f our fishe 

Mill 
have been paid out during this period to American fishermen 
and exported, and we are still giving to this industry the 

ies as 

ns of dollars 

for fish caught 

bont 

ym t) ber irc em neo to 

As a matter of principle, a bounty to our sug I ild 
be no more objectionable than similar encouragement to our fis 

lam utterly opposed to the project which seems to 
some of our Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Ohio friends, and thet Am, clit 

of the Democratic party South and West, to abolish our whole inte 

ored by 

Lyority 

i i rhai 

bly be tocom 

for a long time to come. sir, that yh lt is my opinion any party, or ¢ 
cting thi 

at the sar time 

holds the principle of levying a high duty upon sugar 
little and consume so much, will go to the wall 
or combination of political parties in my jad; 
deserve a crushing defeat at the polls 

I think this new tariff is in many r spects an 

old one, but the trouble 

it Dp l uy 

when we produce so 

Sach a ul party 
wit} nal with and 

pol ti 

ment will meet 

mprovement on the 

with it is, it makes no such substantial reduc 

tion of our revenues as ought to be made, and which the settled judg 
ment of the country demands The place to make the chief reductio1 

in this bill is clearly the sugar schedule he gentlemen of the Com 

mittee on Ways and Means seem to think its a 1iopt 1 will effect 

reduction on sugar of a little more than eleven lions of dollar 

($11,249,625.62), according to the estimates prepared for the committee 
by the Bureau of Statistics. This is not halfenough. In any « wet 

thirty millions in round numbers ought to come off the tariff on s 
iw the average rate ot 

10.15 Che sugar 

in force was adopted in 1864, and in July and December, 1870 

aut on 

4 scnecdu 

cent. Was 1mpos 

, 1875. This bill hardly takes off the last 
I trust I shall be pardoned for suggesting that the 

Tariff Commission, so far as their sugar schedule is concer 
titled to the utmost confidence of Congress or the cour 

mission rates are even higher than those in the bil 
Mr. Duncan F. Kenner, the 

the Commission, was and is a sugar planter—an off 
ana Sugar Planters’ Association. The following letter written by hit 
to Mr. D. A. Given, president of the same association, indicates quite 

clearly what a forlorn hope the advocates of {ree sugar had before hi 
or before the commission whereof he was a leading and influential n 

LHiCcreast 

report 

con 

» House 

ina member of 

cer of the Louisi 

In 

em 

| ber. This letter has been widely cireulated in the newspapers without 
denial, so far as I can learn, and must be regarded as genuiné and 
thentic 

LonG BRANCH, N. J., August 10, 188 

DEAR Str: Our friend has arrived and is busily engaged, under my directic 
| in seeing certain parties in New York and preparing for certain ¢ 
in case of necessity. He will be of the greatest poss'ble service to us cae 
matters. I regret very much that you have succeeded so s] y | 
the sinews of war. I beg you will sce all the parties and say to them that 

first be abolished or heavily reduced. Sugar is no longer a luxury but | 
is a necessity in every home. 

On every dollar’s worth of imported sugar in the year ending June 
30, 1882, the purchaser was compellea to pay an average duty to the 
Government of more than 50 per cent. aa valorem (52.05), while the 
average rate on all dutiable goods for the same year was only about 30 
per cent. ad valorem (30.11). Why longer maintain the burden of this 
unjust and discriminating duty upon sugar? Itis a conceded fact that 
in a family numbering four or five persons or upwards living no more 
generously than our ers, mechanics, and other plain people com- 
monly do, the cost of their sugar per annum considerably exceeds the 
cost of their flour or bread. 

If we had any well-grounded hope or assurance that the average 
quantity of sugar annually produced in the United States would soon 
be subtantially increased, by reason of the continuance of the present 
high rate of duty on that article, we might have some reason for contin- 
uing the duty for the sake of protection and encouragement to that in- 
dustry; but, sir, the statistics furnished by gentlemen in this debate un- 

stay here terminates before the object is accomplished it « i. 
tousall. Therearecertainthings which I can't lookafter. Cireur 
me ostensibly appearing in the matter atall. Consequently, without s 
assistance, I lose half my efficiency and chance of success. I[ beg you w e 
of them again and urgently insist on the amount appropriated so i 
eveased, Use this letter with discretion, but do not hesitate to yw it toany one 
vho is equally interested in our success 

Yours, truly, 
DUNCAN F. KENNEI 

The ‘‘friend’’ above referred to is understood to by 
mond, vice-president of the Louisiana Sugar Planters’ Asso 

sut, Mr. Chairman, some people object to pay 
Treasury as a bounty for any purpose whatever, a! 
are urged in support of the objection. Some say it is ce y to 
public policy, others suggest that it is unconstitutional to appropriate 
the public money for bounties, gratuities, o1 

( cumstances. I do not care to enter upon the d ion ¢ her « 
of these objections. That the United States and the several States, 1 

the absence of constitutional inhibition, have the power to pi © fos 

the payment of bounties whenever the public exigencies require it « an 
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not now, in my opinion, be successfully controverted. ‘The Govern- 
ment has heretofore paid, as suggested by the Commissioner of Internal 
Revenue, large sums of money for the encouragement of our fisheries. 

\lmost every State in the Union from time immemorial has main- 
tained laws providing for the payment of money bonnties for the de- 
struction of certain kinds of wild animals and birds, and nobody, to | 
my belief or knowledge, has ever yet suggested that the States might 
not lawfully pay such bounties. If this may be done to get rid of nox- 
ious animals and birds on the ground that it is for the public benefit 
why not paya bounty to promote the growth of a very necessary article 
ot food? 

During this session a provision for bounty, miscalled a ‘‘ drawback’ 
in the bill, to encourage American shipping, received streng support in 
this body and came near passing the House when the final vote was 
taken. The Government has granted millions ofdollars, and millions of 
acres, in bounties to reward its brave defendersin time of war. Immense 
tracts of the public domain have been granted as subsidies to individ- 
uals and corporations for the purpose of aiding the construction of rail- 
ways in our Western Statesand Territories. Indeed, duties levied upon 
imported merchandise, when similar articles are produced at home, 
may and often do, to the full extent of the duties paid, indirectly operate 
as a bounty or protection to the home producer or manufacturer. Of 
course, such is not the effect in all cases. 

In regard to sugar, however, I think it isdemonstrable that the mar- 
ket price, both of domestic and foreign sugars, in the United States is | 
increased by the tariff to nearly or quite the amount of duty imposed 
on that article. So that the effect of our tariff legislation on sugar is, 
to enable the sugar planters to obtain 2, 3, or 4 cents a pound more 
for their sugar from consumers than they otherwise would, and so much 
more than their sugar is really worth. Hence I claim that the opera- 
tion of our tariff laws on this article amounts practically to the same 
thing as giving the sugar planters of the South a bounty from the | 
Treasury to nearly the amount of the duty. Now they exact the extra 
price for sugar, which the tariff adds, from purchasers and consumers. 
By adopting my substitute the sugar planters would still get 2 cents per 
pound over and above the market price throughout the country from 
the Treasury. In both cases the money will come from the people’s 
pockets. 

Why, sir, the value of the whole sugar cropof Louisiana last year— 
which was larger than any other since the rebellion—was only $20,000, - 
000, giving it a liberal appraisal. Now, when the people of the United 
States are compelled to pay about $50,000,000 in duties on this article 
for a single year, or about two and a half times the worth of the whole 
quantity produced in the country, is it not the time for a change in 
our tariff legislation? The country had better buy out every sugar 
planter as a matter of business economy rather than continue to pay | 

The | this enormous tax on such an article of universal consumption. 
abolition of the sugar duty would be the most popular act this Congress 
can adopt. 1 trust we shall not disappoint the public expectation. 

The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman from New Hampshire [ Mr. 
RAY] insist upon his amendment? 

Mr. RAY. Ido. 
The CHAIRMAN. As against the point of order? 
Mr. RAY. Ido; and I would like a vote on my proposition. 
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. 

KELLEY ] insist upon his point of order? 
Mr. KELLEY. I do. 
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair thinks the amendment proposed by 

the gentleman from New Hampshire [Mr. Ray] is subject to the point 
of order. It does not propose a duty on any imported article, but it is 
a proposition that the Government of the United States shall pay a 
bounty on an article of domestic production, and therefore the Chair 
rules it out of order. 

Rivers and Harbors. 

SPEEOH 
or 

HENRY 8S HARRIS. 
OF NEW JERSEY, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Wednesday, February 28, 1883. 

HON. 

The House having under consideration the bill (H. R. 7631) making appropria- 
tions for the construction, repair, and preservation of certain works on rivers 
and harbors, and for other purposes— 

Mr. HARRIS, of New Jersey, said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: I move to strike out the last word for the purpose 

of adding something to what has just been so well said by the chairman 
of the Committee on Commerce in reference to the commerce of Cheese- 
quake’s Creek. J wish the House to know that three-fourths of the 
paper-clay used by the manufacturers of wall-paper in this country 
are mined from the beds on that creek, and go down the creek, and not 

| propriation of $15,000. 

| before he sits down. 
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| only to the large cities of this country, but to Montreal and Quebec: 
so that its commerce is not only national but international in its 

| character. 
I wish to say further that prior to the formation of the bar across the 

mouth of the creek, which it is designed by this appropriation to re- 
move, this creek was navigable to Jacksonville, and steamboats ran 
regularly to and from New York. The chairman of the Committee on 
Commerce has told you that five hundred and fifty vessels passed through 
the draw in one year. Thatis true, and they carried a variety of prod- 
ucts, not only the unique fine white clay before mentioned, but other 
products of this region. There are situated on the creek three brick- 
yards, five clay-pits, ten docks, and one railway. 

The gentleman has also moved to strike out the appropriation for 
| Mattawan Creek, but I did not hear him stateany reason for that motion. 
I desire to call his attention to the fact that while the Secretary of War 
in a letter to the House stated that he had caused a re-examination 
of the items of appropriation in the river and harbor bill, he makes no 
objection whatever to the appropriations for Elizabeth River and Mat- 
tawan Creek. The volume of exports from Keyport is $4,070,000 an- 
nually, and of imports $1,851,000, and the tonnage is 785,000 tons. 

I can not understand why a representative from the State of New 
Jersey should ask to have the appropriations for these creeks stricken 
from this bill when the work of improvement is already more than half 
completed. I remember that the last river and harbor appropriation 
bill carried an appropriation of $50,000 for the Passaic River, in the 
gentleman’s district, and the present bill carries for the same an ap- 

I remember that he then wanted to navigate 
through solid ground between Jersey City and Newark, to have a ship- 
canal built at the cost of a million. [Laughter.] Evidently a change 
has come o’er the spirit of his dream. 

Elizabeth River has a commerce of national importance. There are 
a number of works of importance along it; and the engineer in his 
report, page 698, says: 

This improvement is of special interest to the city of Elizabeth, through which 
the stream flows. The shipping is carried principally by canal-boats and the 
smaller class of sailing vessels, en in carrying coal to the city gas-works 
and building materiai to the several lumber-yards situated on the banks of the 
stream. A pottery and an oil-cloth works are also located on the stream, and 
are dependent on the navigation of the river for the transportation of their 
heavy and bulky freights. 

Half of that work has been done. All that is needed to complete 
it is $16,160. Mr. Chairman, we do not want to spend money where 
commercial facilities are perfect and abundant; we want to spend it 
where they are imperfect, where improvement is required. This is one 
of those cases, and so is Cheesequake’s Creek, which is a navigable 
tide-water stream and not a ‘“‘creek’’ in the upland meaning of the 
word, any more than Hampton Roads is a turnpike. 

Mr. BUTTERWORTH. I would like to ask the gentleman a question 
It has been stated in the presence of the House 

and before the country that Elizabeth Creek or Elizabeth River, if you 
please to call it so, has nocommerce; thata boat can not get more than 
fifteen rods up that stream; that it is worse than a farce, a fraud, to 
appropriate any money there. I want the gentleman from New Jersey 
to state what he knows about this matter, in order that the House 
may not be misled. 

Mr. HARRIS, of New Jersey. The tonnage of Elizabeth River be- 
tween July 1, 1881, and July 1, 1882, was 20,967 tons. It consisted of 
lumber, lime, coal, fire-brick, hides and leather, sand, brick, hemp, gen- 
eral merchandise, barytes, and potter’sclay. Thestatement from which 
I read these figures will be found on page 698 of the engineer’s report. 

Mr. BUTTERWORTH. But I understand that this tonnage is all 
within fifteen rods of the mouth of the river. How is the fact? 

Mr. HARRIS, of New Jersey. My information is that that is not so; 
that it is all the way up the river. 

Mr. VAN VOORHIS. Do you know it personally? 
Mr. HARRIS, of New Jersey. I do not, but I am so informed by 

my colleague [Mr. Ross], in whose district the river in question is sit- 
uated, and by other reputable gentlemen, as well as by the report which 
contains the names of the firms and the amount of business of each of 
them in tons, furnished, as I understand, by themselves. 

Mr. Chairman, at the present session the House adopted a resolution 
requesting the Secretary of War to inform it whether any money ap- 
propriated by the act of August 2, 1882, ‘‘making appropriations for 
the construction, repair, and preservation of certain works on rivers 
and harbors, and for other purposes,’’ was appropriated for works or 
objects that were not in the interest or for the benefit of commerce and 
navigation, and if so to name such works and objects and the respect- 
ive amounts so appropriated, and whether any moneys appropriated by 
said act have been or are being used upon works or objects not in the 
interest or for the benefit of commerce or navigation, and if so to name 
such works or objects and the respective amounts so used or expended. 
In his reply to said resolution the Secretary says that he has made a 
‘new and extended examination’ of the subjects covered by the act, 
and he submits a list of works erected in accordance with that act, 
which he states are seemingly of this character, with such details of 
information concerning them as seem to him substantially to furnish 
the information called for by the resolution. In his list so submitted 
ave three improvements in the State of New Jersey, namely, Sonth 
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River, Woodbridge Creek, and Cheesequake’s Creek. To his objections 
tothese improvements and to the facts in answer to his objections I desire, 
as wu Representative from that State, to ask the attention of the House. 
Having already discussed the proposed appropriation of $7,000 for the 
completion of the Cheesequake’s improvement, I pass it, quoting merely 
that portion of the report of the Committee on Commerce which re- 
lates thereto: 
IMPROVING CHEESEQUAKE’S CREEK, NEW JERSEY--OBJECTION OF 

TARY OF WAR. 

“Continuing improvement, $15,000. 
“ The purpose of this appropriation is to improve about three miles of creek by 

such dredging operations as will secure a navigable channel four feet deep and 
one hundred feet wide as far back as Whitehead. 
“The report of the Chief of Engineers shows that the original condition of the 
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; nearest portof 
; nearest light-house, Princess Bay 

“Amount of revenue collected during the past fiseal year, $183,973.54; ame unt 

“This work isin the collection district of Amboy, New Jersey 

entry, Perth Amboy, New Jersey 

of commerce to be benefited by this improvement is about $110,000 

channel from the bar or jetty at the mouth gives a depth of one foot at mean low | 
water for about three-fourths of the length to be improved, and for the remain- 
ing portion a depth of from four feet to one and one-half feet at low water. The | 
course of the creek is very crooked and requires to be straightened. 
“The project is a change of the outlet into a direction at right angles to the 

beach, to sustain this direction by jetties of stone, and to straighten the course of 
the creek and increase its depth in the upper portions. 

“ The official _ furnish no definite information as to the amount of com- 
merce to be benefited. 
Balance in Treasury July 1, 1882.........................0006 aneouline . $24,000 

Appropriated act August 2, 1882 saeuedacdivecibseniias 15, 000 
Drawn on requisition, July 1 to December 31, 1882..........0....cc cc ccceeeeececeeeee 15, 000 

THE FACTS. 
The statement that “the official reports furnish no definite information as to 

the amount of commerce to be benetited”’ is not true. 
reports for 1881, gives the following dita: 

Statistics of commerce for year ending June 30, 1881. 

The local engineer, in 

Class. Number. Tonnage. Draught. 

NID cteptacbensncesere vescecsovse siduneviinpetsinbiniteee 152 | Sto 80 each ito 6 feet 

I loa dah adiessnecconsingih aan iuigpal 30 | 80 to 20 ench... 4to7 feet. 
Barges ........ : 146 | 100 to 300 each... 5 to7 feet. 

ERE LE eT 232 | Not known 

“ These vessels carry manure, gas-house lime, poudrette, &c., up the creek, and 
bring down fire and potter’s clay, molding sand, cordwood, brick, and iron ore.” 
And in the reports of 1882 the local engineer, after giving an estimate of an- 

other as to the amount of commerce of Cheesequake’s Creek and certain other 
commercial data, states that the “amount of commerce to be benefited by this 
improvement is about $110,000."". He olso intimates that when the navigation is 
improved the trade by water will be much increased. An additional appropri- 
ation of $7,000 has therefore been made in the present bill, and is justified by the 
commercial data given below : 

APPROPRIATIONS HERETOFORE MADE, 

i eeesil lar hale Cianinietn snalebiebatieattia brian desteesebepbeaneevepybebbacetventateretnesees . $20,000 
5,000 

15, 000 

40, 000 Total 

“(From Report of Chief of Engineers, U. 8S. A., through the Secretary of War, 
second session, Forty-seventh Congress. | 

“18. Cheesequake’s Creek, New Jersey.—The original condition of the channel 
over the bar or shoal at the mouth gives a depth of 1 foot at mean low-water for 
about three-feurths of the length to be improved, and for the remaining portion 
= from 4 feet to 1} feet at low water. 
crooked and requires to be straightened. 

* The originally adopted project for the improvement wasthe change of the 
outlet into a direction at right angles to the beach; to sustain this direction by 
parallel jetties of stone and to straighten the course of the creek and increase 
the depth in the upper portions thereof. 
“The amount expended to the close of the fiseal year ending June 30, 1881, was 

$129.82. 
“ The condition of the creek and outlet at that date was unaltered. 
* The amount expended during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1882, was $568.07, 

and no alteration was made in the original condition of the outlet and creek. 
* The available funds can be profitably expended during the fiscal year ending 

June 30, 1883, in the prosecution of the work. 
“ The estimated amount required forthe entire and permanent completion of 

the work of improvement, in accordance with the approved and adopted project, 
is $35,279." 
Amount that can be profitably expended in fiscal year ending June 50, 1854, 

$20,000. 

The course of the creek is very 

“(From accompanying report of local engineer. ] 

“IMPROVEMENT OF CHEESEQUAKE’S CREEK, NEW JERSEY. 

“COMMUNICATED MARCH 11, 

** Present commercial sti 

Sand, 40,000 tons, at 22 

ISSO, BY ASSISTANT ENG 

he’s ( 

INEER 

cek ; . ” 
uistics of Cheesequ 

$80, 000 
Pottery clay, 18,000 tons, 33 4, 000 
Hay, 4,000 tons, $12 : 48, 000 

| Sage for the manufacture of paper, 1,500 tons, $8 4,500 
Fertilizers, 37,500 tons, $2. 75, 000 
Wood, 1,000 cords, $4 kee 4, 000 
Ashes, 10,000 bushels, 12 cents 1, 200 

| Lime, 5,000 bushels, 20 cents 1,000 
| Oysters, 2,300 bushels, $1 2, 300 

Farm products 300, 000 
General merchandise 100, 000 

670, 000 

*“ There are on the creek 3 brick-yards, 5 clay-pits, 10 docks, and 1 railway. 
* Five hundred and fifty-one sloops, schooners, &c., 44,000 tons, passed through 

the railroad draw at high tide during the past season. 

‘ ACCOMPANYING STATEMENT 

“ Three-quarters of the pottery clay used in the United States and Canada is 
taken from this creck, although it is now necessary to lighter a large portion of 
it at great expense. 

‘Not over one-quarter the beds are yet developed 
‘* Before the bar obstructed the navigation steamboats ran upto Jacksonville 

and the head of the creek, bringing out regularly full freights of produce, fruita, 
&e. 
‘Long lines of farm-wagons waited their turn to discharge at the docks, 
“There are now five times as many treck-farms as then, the products of which 

are driven from six totwenty miles to Keyport, over often very bad roads, which 
| very much reduces the profits 

“ The survey of this work was directed by the act approved March 3, 1879, and | 
the results of the survey, with a project of improvement, and estimate of cost, 
were reported December 23, 1879. 

“ On 

let, the closing of the present outlet, and the partial construction of the jet- 
ties, but the bids were too high, the price of the dredging alone being almost as 
much as the available amount for the work. A subsequent offer at lower and 
reasonable rates was afterward made, which I was authorized to accept, but 
unfortunately too close upon the approach of cold weather to safely undertake 
a series of operations, all of which should have been simultaneously finished to 
produce effect, or even preserve the work completed. 

“It was decided then to await further appropriations, until a sum sufficient to 
commence work was available. 
“The original condition of the channel over the bar or shoal at the mouth gives 

a depth of one foot at mean low water; the channel in the creek has a depth of 
four feet at mean low water for about three-fourths of the length to be improved, 
and for the remaining portion a depth from four feet to one and one-half feet at 
ae aes the course of the creek is very crooked, and requires to be straight- 
ened. 
“The balance, $24,302.11, is probably too little to undertake works a certain 

amount of which should be completed for their own preservation. 
“A larger amount, $40,000, all be profitably expended during the fiscal year 

ending June 30, 1883. 
“The amount of commerce of Cheesequake’s Creek is estimated by one of the 

parties interested at $110,000 per annum. Among the exports are clay and 
molding sand, of the former 15,000 or 20,000 tons annually; and it is supposed 
by residents that the trade by water will be much increased afterthe neviantien 
has been improved, 
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uly, 13, 1881, proposals were received for the dredging of the new out- | 

| ing dikes and dredging at the entrance 

. * 

“J. K. SCHERMERHORN, NOAH FAUMAN 
“ALEX. GASTON, t B. MORGAN 
“ THEO, BROWN, Db. NOBLE ROWAN 
*‘ABIN JOHNSON, r. W. MOORI 
“WM, MENZHEIMER W. STELWAGGONER 
“ISAAC BYRNI OLIVER MENOKA 
JOSEPH JOHNSON 

As to South River and Woodbridge Creek an examination of the offi 

cial statement of the Engineer Corps, the evidence of the local engineers, 

and the testimony of the inhabitantsand business men engaged in using 
these water ways for commercial purposes will answer the objections of 
the Secretary conclusively 

The local engineer states the commerce of South River to be 193,177 
tons, valued at $3,415,300 Situated upon this river and its tributaries 

are two ship-yards, eight bric] k-works, eleven flour-mills, one licorice 

mill, four snuff and tobacco manutactories, two shirt factories, and six 
saw-mills. Engaged in the commerce of the river 
sixty sailing vessels, and forty barges, in addition to forty-eight sailing 
vessels owned there. I quote from the report of the Chief of Engineers, 

United States Army, to the Secretary of War, Executive Document No. 1 
Forty-seventh Congress, second session, and the accompanying report 

ure two steamers, 

of the local engineers, and ask leave to insert their statements as a part 
of my remarks: 
[From report of Chief of Engineers, United States Army through the Secretary 

of War, second session Forty-seventh Congress 

17. South River, New Jersey rhe original condition of the navigable chan 

nel is: 
2h 1. A false direction of the canal mouth, a depth there at mean low water of 3} 

feet; thence up to Little Washington, depths varying from 3.1 to 11.6 feet at 
mean low water; thence to Bissett’s brick-yard, depths varying from 2.8 to 10.) 
feet at mean low water; and thence to Old Bridge, depths varying from 2.1 to 
12.5 feet at mean low water, There are also several sharp bends above Little 
Washington where it will be expedient to strengthen the 
by cuts. 

2. The originally adopted project, which has not been modified, was: To 
change the outlet of the canal; to close the natural course of the river below 
Tetit’s; to dike and to dredge in order to obtain eight feet at mean low water 
up to Little Washington; thence to straighten the course, dike and dredge up to 
Bissett’s brick-yard in order to obtain six feet at mean low water; and, finally, 
to straighten the course, dike and dredge to Old Bridge 
feet at mean low water. 

3. The amount expended to the close of the fiscal 
was $382.20. 
No change in the work at that time 

year ending June 30, 1882 

course occ asionally 

in order to obtain four 

year en 0, ISS] ding June 

The amount expended during the fisee] 
2, was $396.43, without change in the condition of the 

river. 
The available funds, $5,261 ean be profitably expended during the fiscal 

year ending June 30, 1583, upon diking and dredging in the canal and at its 

mouth, 
The estimated amount for the entiré and permanent completion of the work 

of improvement, in accordance with the approved and accepted project, is $138, 
695. 
Amount that can be profitably expended in fiscal year ending June 30, 1884, 

$40,000. , 

[From accompanying report of local engineer 

The survey of this river was directed by the act approved March 3, 1879, and 
the results, with a project of improvement and estimate of cost, were reported 
January 23, 1880, 

South River is a tributary of the Raritan, which it enters by two courses, the 
one natural, the other artificial, one and one-fourth miles below the former 

After considerable delay the necessary papers for acquiring the title to the land 
needed to change the direction of the mouth of the cana were ¢ ompleted, and 

on June 29, 1882, proposals were advertised to be opened on July 20 for construct 
Raritan River. 

* 

The amount of commerce to be benefited annually is represented to be 193,17 
tons, of the value of $3,415,300, the principal articles 
molding sand, and wood, fruit, and vegetables 
On South River and tributaries there are represented to be 
Eight brick-works. 
Eleven flour-mills, 

of the canal 
* - * * 

ot export being bricks, 
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One licorice-miil. 
Four snuff and tobacco manufactorics. 
Two shirt-works. 
Six saw-mills. 
Two ship-yards. 
All of the above in active operation. 
This work is in the collection district of Amboy. 

Amboy. Nearest light-house, Raritan Bay. 
Amount of revenue collected during: the year ending June 30, 1882, $83,973.84. 
Amount of commerce to be benefited by the completion of this work, $3,000,000, 

SAILING VESSELS, BARGES, AND STEAMBOATS, 
Side-wheel steamboat..................... ; 
Propeller on 
Number of vesse is owned (sailing) 
Number of vessels transient (sailing) 
Number of barges (transient) 

Nearest port of entry, Perth 

Of Woodbridge Creek, the local engineer says: 
This stream, although classified as a creek, has really a more important and 

extended bearing on commerce and industry than many smaller streams called 
rivers. Traversing as it does the richest fire-clay region of the State of New 
Jersey, it affords a direct outlet forthe product of the numerous and valuable clay- 
pits of the adjacent country, The clay on being mined is drawn tothe docks on 
the stre , and is shipped ‘thence to all parts of the country. Numerous fire- 
brick and drain-pipe works, some of which are the oldest and most extensive 
works of this kind, are also located on the banks of the stream, and ship their 
constantly increasing products directly from their docks to various ports, 
Woodbridge Creek is in the collection district of Perth Amboy, New Jersey. 

Nearest light-house, Prince’s Bay, and nearest fort, fort at Sandy Hook. 

Statement of the shipments of fire-brick, clay, &c., and venmipts of coal, merchandise, 
é&c., from July 1, 1881, to July 1, 1882, through Woodbridge Creek, New Jersey. 

i 

Names of firms, | Shipped. Received, 

Tons, 
Birkett & Paterson.. : 
H. N. Demarest sieipnahnioane 
Watson Fire-brick C ‘ompany 
Hampton Cutter & Son.. 
William H. Cutter....... ‘ 
William A. Osborn, ‘for ©. T. 
Samuel Dally. : 714 }... 
Lewis ©. Pottera..........scscesces-0: "i 910 }... 
Warren Drummond . 3,27 
Salamander Works 
David A. Flood 
©. W. Boynton 
Charlies Anness & Sons.. 
Augustine Flood 
Henry Maurer...... 
M.D Valentine & Brother. 
F.W. 
William iL. Berry & Co 
Charles Forbes, for R, C. Remmy... 
Peter B. Melick. 
John Powers & Co............ 
Albert Martin 
Henry Koch.... qunnees 
J. Mattison Melick .. 
Edward Valentine 
James Valentine 
B. Kreischer & Sons 
Wilson Loughridge ....................... 
George W. Ruddy.......... 
Isaac Flood deeintumitenbaen 
William P. Edgar........ 
Lumber 
Red brick 

1,963 
ons a 

, 119 }... 

Inslee.. 2, 906 }--- 

Total received and shipped, 116,154 gross tons, 

These figures speak for themselves. 
An attack has recently heen made upon the appropriation for the im- 

provement of the channel between Staten Island and New Jersey by a 
certain New York newspaper, whose editor evidently assuming to know 
more about everything than any one else knows about anything, has 
outstripped all others in the inconsiderate venom of his assaults upon 
New Jersey improvements. 
How much truth and foree there is in his abuse in this instance may 

be estimated by an examination of the report of Major Gillespie, the 
engineer officer in charge. He says of this improvement: 
The channel forms an important link between the great ar of the West 

and the upper part of New York Harbor, connecting further the channel of the 
Kill von Kull with that of Arthur Kill, and extending thence by the Raritan 
Bay and River through the Delaware and Raritan Canal, forming an unbroken 
watcr communication with the Delaware River. The channel also has an im- 
oe bearing on the trade and commerce of Elizabethport, which is one of 
he most important shipping points for coal and iron brought by rail from the 

rich fields of PennsyWania to the extensive docks located adjacent to the chan- 
nel, whence shipments are made direct to foreign as well as to home ports. 
The appropriation for this improvement should be on the most liberal scale. 

Compare this with the following statement taken from the paper re- 
ferred to, the New York Sun of the 2lst instant: 
A correspondent is puzzled by the appropriation of $25,000 for the so-called 

Staten Island channel! in the present river and barbor bill : 
“What is this channel? It seems suspiciously near New Jersey. Is it one of 

Hon. Mr. Ross's ‘tributaries?’ It is something new, anyhow.” 
Oh, no; itis nothing new. By referring to The Sun of Friday last, our cor- 

res pondent will find itduly credited to Hon. MriLes Ross, By referring’ to a map 
of New Jersey he will find that Staten Island is separated from Hon. MILEs 
Ross's district by a narrow sound, The improvements in question are at Eliza- 
dethport, which lies within the limits of Hon. Mrues Ross's district, Last sum- 
mer $40,000 were agurepumes for this work ; at the end of the year the Secretary 
of War reported an unexpended balance of "$30,000. According to that eminent 
authority on riv ersand harbors, Colonel oy hy Bliss, the work at Elizabethport 
was classed as “ of local importance mainly" by certain engineers of the Army 

| coal, and the Philadel _— and Reading Railroad 725,000 tons. 
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of high standing and entire familiarity with the subject, when they were * 
sulted by the Administration just before the veto. ’ ’ “og 

Consider, also, the statement of Hon. Henry 8. Little, receiver and 
president of the Central Railroad of New Jersey, in his letter to Lieu- 
tenant-Colonel Gillespie on the commerce of Elizabethport, all of which 
goes through this so-called channel: 

OFFICE OF THE RECEIVER, 
CENTRAL RAILROAD ComPANY OF NEW JERSE y, 

New York, July 5, 1882. 

Pear Sir: I send you the following memoranda showing the commercial 
business transacted at Elizabethport during the past year by the Central Rail- 
road of New Jersey, and also the amount of business done / the commercial 
and manufacturing establishments of that place. 
The Central Railroad of New Jersey shipped during the year 2,500,000 tons of 

The miscella- 
neous freight amounted to 45,000 tons; native ores, 40,000 tons. 
The amount of pig-iron received was 40,000 tons, and cast-iron pipes 16,000 tons, 

Py Railroad and scrap iron amounted to 18,500 tons, and the shipments of slate to 
000 tons. 

The following are the principal manufacturing and commercial establishments 
and the number of operatives employed by each: 

Operatives. 
Singer eeaening Congeny. 
Five founderies... 
One ropewalk 
One car-wheel foundery 

| One rolling-mill 
Ten other factories . 
Repair shops Central E 

Elizabethport is, next to Jersey City, the chief commercial port in the eastern 
part of New Jersey ; access, however, to its wharves and docks is only possible 
for vessels of light draught ; with the impediments in the way of navigation re- 
moved, a very great degree of commercial prosperity will result to Elizabeth 
port and its vicinity. 

Yours, tuly, H. 8. LITTLE, 
Receiver and President Central Railroad of New Jersey. 

Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel G. L. GrLLEesPIr, 
United States Engineer. 

In addition to this the vast commerce of the Delaware and Raritan 
Canal goes through this ‘‘narrow sound.’’ The freight moved on it in 
1881 was 1,710, 888 tons. (See Poor’s Manual for 1882, page 208. ) 

Still further swelling this total, one-half of the commerce of the city 
of Newark seeking water routes "goes also through this very channel. 
If this is a specimen of the information received by the President re- 
lative to so important a water route as this is demonstrated to be by the 

| foregoing figures, within twenty miles of the city of New York, what 
| can we say as to the re liability of such ‘‘eminent authority,’’ of such 
‘entire familiarity ’’ as to works in progress alloverthecountry. The 
consideration of the nature of this attack in this newspaper ought to 
be sufficient to show the people of the whole country how much re- 
liance is to be placed in the malicious statements which for six months 
have been dinned into their ears by this very journal and how just and 
how fair it has been in its personal attacks upon representatives in Con- 
gress who were seeking only to legislate for the best interests of the 
country. 

The impression produced to a very great extent in New Jersey by this 
publication and by other cheap imitators who followed barking in its 
train was that the Representatives in Congress who supported the last 
river and harbor bill had been personally corrupted and had received 
pecuniary rewards for their votes for it, an impression which every gen- 
tleman on this floor knows to be erroneous and cruelly unjust. It also 
sought to produce the impression among the Democrats of New Jersey 
that the policy of internal improvement was undemocratic, and that 
those Democrats who supported the last river and harbor bill had been 
false to their party and its principles, ignoring the fact that the repre- 
sentatives of ten Democratic States voted solidly in favor of that bill, 
and that but four Democratic Senators were found voting to sustain the 
veto of the President in the Senate. I desire also to place upon record 
the fact that the Representatives from New Jersey who supported that 
measure did so in obedience to the request of the Legislature of that 
State. The following resolutions were unanimously adopted by the sen- 
ate and house of assembly of New Jersey and approved by its governor: 

Whereas there are necessary improvements required in the Delaware River 
between the city of Trenton and the sea, to improve the navigation of said river, 
and the citizens of New Jersey and Pennsylvania are petitioning Congress te 
make an appropriation for the same: Therefore, 

1. Be it resolved by the senate and general ees State of New Jersey, That 
the Senators and presentatives in Congress from this State be requested to 
use all honorable means to secure such appropriation as shall be necessary for 
the above purpose. 

2. And beitresolved, Thatafter thisjoint resolution shal] have been approved by 
the governor, copies of the same shall be sent to our Senators and Representa- 
tives in Congress. 
Approved March 3, 1882. 

The only way, as every member of the House knows, in which we 
could obey that request was by voting for the river and harbor bill. It 
was impossible to obtain an appropriation for the Delaware River be- 
tween the city of Trenton and the sea except by supporting the river 
and harbor bill. Now, in obedience to that resolution, $474,000 was 
carried in the bill of last session for the Delaware between Trenton and 
the sea. In addition to that amount, which was for the joint benefit 
of New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware, New Jersey received for 
works distinct from the Delaware in round figures $361,000, making 
in all for her benefit, singly and jointly, $787,000. Yet notwithstand- 
ing all this, and notwithstanding those resolutions of instruction, we 



have been held up to scorn by a portion of the press of New York as 
criminals and dishonorable men. 

The distinguished gentleman from Maryland [Mr. McLANE] early 
this session had occasion to say that a most provincial opinion prevailed 
in that city. 

Great as she is in wealth, commerce, and culture, some of her citi- 
zens seem to forget that the Union is not her appurtenance and that she 
is great because of the country whose metropolis she is, and that the 
country is not great merely because she makes it so. 
A significant sentence was that contained in the notable letter of Gov- 

ernor Seymour in favor of free canals which appeared last autumn. 
Commenting on the opposition thereto he said it came chiefly from the 
counties of Cattaraugus, Franklin, and Saint Lawrence, the representa- 
tives from which in Congress voted for the last river and harbor bill, 
“the most important expenditure of which is designed to turn com- 
merce from our State, to harm the prosperity of the city of New York, 
and to check the increase of its share of the State assessments, thus 
tending to increase the charges upon the counties I have named.’’ 

Instead of the lofty position of national opposition to local improve- 
ment which a portion of the press of New York assumes, this expres- 
sion of New York sentiment from so distinguished a source indicates 
the existence of local opposition to national improvement. 

eR , : es . . | 
If New York thought it unfair to her as a railroad center to improve | ee ee 

| the conviction that there was no lamp by which a peo 
| surely guided as the 

the Mississippi, her opposition should have been put boldly on that 
ground, and not have assumed the form of vituperation and outcry 
against individual members as ‘‘ jobbers’’ and participants in a ‘‘steal.’’ 

However, while we who supported the last bill suffered the injustice 
of having very many honest people misled not only as to our acts but 
as to our motives, nevertheless that bill, in my view, served a useful 
social purpose. It was a safety-valve whereby the cranks of the coun- 
try let off their surplus of energy; and it also permitted many persons 
of damaged reputations to masquerade as reformers—to rehabilitate 
themselves in seeming pure political virtue. 

In my own district there was scarce a political broker who had sold 
himself and everybody else over and over again to all sides of every- 
thing but was horror-struck at such a ‘‘steal.’’ 

a 
There was scarce a 
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do not propose to examine the bill minutely, but have some few ob- 
servations to submit on the formation, construction, the use of courts 
of the United States, and the abuse of courts and judges, and their ten- 
dency to usurpation. Another reason why I desire to avail myself of 
this opportunity to express these views is the pendency of a bill to 

| largely 

| 

| and liberal the laws and institutions ot 
| are to be construed and executed by a judiciary who ar 

man who had paid the penalty of imprisonment in the State’s prison 
for theft of public funds but stood around the colors in the front rank 
of reform as an opponent of that ‘‘steal.’’ And as hypocrisy is always 
most zealous, those most deficient in character and most unsavory in 
their histories were the loudest in denunciation. 

3ut, Mr. Chairman, I shall withhold my vote from this bill because | 
there is much honest difference of opinion among the people of my dis- 
trict as to its wisdom, and I purpose to respect the sentiment of those 
who sent me here whenever I canascertainit. Notwithstanding, how- 
ever, that I shall adopt that course I have taken this opportunity to 
defend some of the appropriations for my State because they were I 
thought unjustly assailed, and havealso availed myself of my privilege 
of placing on record my protest against the unjust, ignorant, and in | 
many cases malicious abuse lately heaped upon those who could not 
reach with reply the firesides and homes into which these cowardly 
attacks, hissing with personalities, penetrated. My conscience is clear, 
and I trust and believe that those who now honestly attach to me and 
to others blame for voting for the river and harbor bill passed at the 
first session of the Forty-seventh Congress will not continue to do so 
when the fires of prejudice, kindled and fanned for the most part by 
persons with sinister motives, shall have consumed themselves, and 
information and reflection shall have led to the formation of a just 
opinion. 

The Judiciary—Federal Courts. 

“ Law is the fruit of no human invention, is the decree of no judge, no nation, 
no country, but is that eternal something to whose unerring dictates of com- 
mand or prohibition the whole world should bend.” 

“ Virtue is the doing good to mankind in obedience to the will of God, and 
for the sake of everlasting happiness.”’ 

SPEECH 
or 

HON. JOSEPH WHEELER, 
OF ALABAMA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Tuesday, January 16, 1883, 

On the bill (H. R. 3123) to amend sections 1, 2, 3, and 10 of an act to determine 
the jurisdiction of the circuit courts of the United States, and to regulate the | 
removal of causes from State courts, and for other purposes, approved March 
8, 1875. 

Mr. WHEELER said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: The features of this bill that commend it to my ap- 

roval are those which tend to facilitate the removal of cases from the 
te to the Federal courts by regulations that will establish the prac- 

tice and so define the jurisdiction as to leave no room for caviling. I 

| the maxim Boni judicis « 

| abuses of courts and to the crimes, corruptions, and cruelties of j 

INCREAS THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY 

the consideration of which, in its present condition, I shall feel it my 
duty to oppose. 

The attention of mankind can not be too frequently called to the 
} udges. 

The history of past ages shows that courts grow up te overshadow 
and subordinate all other authorities, and that this tendency is observ 
able in the judicial tribunals even of this, our free country 

Whoever is afraid of centralization should be jealous of the Suprer hit 
Court of the United State for in that institution above all others in 
this country is lodged 

‘Ss 

THE POWER TO CENTRALIZE THE GOVERNMENT 

Mr. Jefferson gave this subject the profound consideration of his great 
mind, as is clear in the extracts from letters of his which I here pro- 
duce, and is clearly illustrated in his writings. 

Mr. Jefferson, like all greatmen, became more and more imbued with 

I 

LAMP OF EXPERIENCI AND THE TEACHINGS OF HISTORY 

recounting the experiences of those who have gone before us, bl 
out the ways traveled by men, warning against the pitfalls to wl 
they were led by error, and prominently portraying the paths 
by which peoples and nationalities alone attain the zenith of glory, pro 
perity, and happiness. 

The judiciary hold in their hands the 
property of all the people of all nations 
judges any people will be free and happy 

lives, the liberties, and the 

With just, learned, a 

, but it matters not how fre 

a country may 

of these three requisites 
A country with bad judges will feel the 

surely than it is felt by the people of the 
iron heel 

WORST IMPERIAL DESPOTISMS 

and more incisively will these wrongs be felt because they are too apt 

to strike where they are least deserved and least ex 
A judge, no matter how learned, if corrupt; no matter how wise 

unjust; is a disgrace to the ermine which he wears 
bench on which he sits, 

> cted 

il 

insult to the 

and an oppression to the people of the country 
an 

| which he serves. 

To save posterity from such evils seemed to be thes 
part of Mr. Jefferson’s life 

I will detain the House a few moments while I read some em 
upon this subject from his pen. I will first read an extract from his 
letter dated December 25, 1820, to Mr. Thomas Ritchie, in which M1 
Jefferson says: 

tudy of the 1: itter 

nations 

The judiciary of the United States is the subtle cor] uppers and miners 
constantly working under ground to undermine the foundations of I ! 
erated fabric. They are construing our Constitution from «a co-o1 
general and special government to a general and supreme one alot 
lay all things at their feet, and they are too well versed in Engi 

ys of 

dinatto 

Phi 

h law to for 

ve 

st ampliare jurisdictionem, 

A judiciary independent of a kinvg orexecutive alone is a good thing; but i 
dependence of the will of the natio.: is a solecism, at least in a republican gov 
ernment, 

The expressions in this letter from Mr. Jefferson are prophecies which 
could only come from a man of his great penetration. In less than filty 
years all that he here says 

IS FULLY REALIZED, 

and had he lived until to-day he would have seen American people sub 
jected by corrupt judges to wrongs and indignities greater th 
ever entered into his contemplations. I will 

} 
wh had 

now read what a month 

| later was said by Mr. Jefferson in his letter of January 19, 1521, to 
| Hon. Archibald Thweat: 

jurisdiction I am sensible of the inroads daily making by the Federal into the 
of its co-ordinate associates, the State governments. The legislative and exe 
tive branches may sometimes err, but elections and dependence will bring thé 
to rights. ° 

The judiciary branch is the instrument which, working like gravity without 

intermission, is to press us at last into one consolidated mass, 
Against this I know no one who, equally with Judge Roane himself, pos 

sesses the power and the courage to make resistance; and to him | look nd 
have long looked, as our strongest bulwark. If Congress fails to shicld the States 
from dangers so palpable and so imminent the States must shield thems¢ 
meet the invader foot to foot 

ive 

I call special attention to the warning here contained against consoli 

dated governmenty and his intimation of the evils arising from a life 
tenure of officials whose positions enable them to wield unrestrained 

power. I will now call attention to what is said by Mr. Jefferson in 
his letter dated August 18, 1821, to Mr. C. Hammond, in which he 

says: 
Ithas long, however, been my opinion ind have never shrunk from its ex- 

pression (although I do not choose to put it into a newspaper, nor | ke a Priam 
in armor offer myself its champion), that the germ of dissolution of our Federal 
Government isin the constitution of the Federal judiciary ; an irresponsible body 
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(for impeachment is scarcely a scarecrow), working like gravity by night and by 
day, gaining a little to-day and a little to-morrow, and advancing its noiseless 
step like a thief over the field of jurisdiction, until all shall be usurped from the 
States, and the government of all be consolidated into one. 
posed, because when ail government, domestic and foreign, in little as in great 
things, shall be drawn to Washington as the center of all power, it will render 
powerless the checks provided of one government on another, and will become 
as venal and oppressive as the government from which we separated. It will 
be as in Europe, where every man must be either pike or gudgeon, hammer or 
anvil 

If the States look with apathy on this silent descent of their government into 
the gulf which is to swallow all, we have only to weepoverthe human character 
formed uncontrollable but by a rod of iron and the blasphemers of man as in- 
capable of self-government become his true historians. 

This letter to Mr. Hammond reiterates the sentiments before ex- 
pressed, and in addition thereto he uses utterances which it would be 
well for us to consider. I will now read what is said by Mr. Jefferson 
in his letter dated July 2, 1822, to Hon. William T. Barry: 

We already see the power installed for life, responsible to no authority (for 
impeachment is not even a scarecrow), advancing with a noiseless and steady 
pace to the great object of consolidation. The foundations are already deeply 
laid by their decisions forthe annihilation of constitutional State rights, and the 
removal of every check, every counterpoise to the ingulfing power of which 
themselves are to make a sovereign part, 

if ever this vast country is brought under a single government it will be one 
of the most extensive corruption, indifferent and incapable of a wholesome care 
over so wide a spread of surface. This will not be borne, and you will have to 
choose between reformation and revolution 

If | know the spirit of this country, the one or the other is inevitable. Before 
the canker is become inveterate, before its venom has reached so much of the 
body politic as to get beyond control, remedy should be applied. 

Let the future appointments of judges be of four or six years and renewable 
by the President and Senate This will bring their conduct at regular periods 
under revision and probation and may keep them in equipoise between the 
general and special governments. We have erred in this point by copying 
England, where certainly it is a good thing to have the judges independent of 
the king. But we have omitted to copy their caution also, which makes a judge 
removable on the address of both legislative houses, That there should be public 
functionaries independent of the nation, whatever may be their demerit, is a 
solecism in a republic of the first order of absurdity and inconsistency. 

I will now give a single extract from the pen of Mr. Jefferson, in his 
; letter dated March 4, 1823, to Judge Johnson: 

{can not lay down my pen without recurring to one of the subjects of my 
former letter, for in truth there is no danger I apprehend so much as the consoli- 
dation of our Government by the noiseless, oan therefore unalarming, instru: 
mentality of the Supreme Court, This is the form in which Federaiism now 
arrays itself, and consolidation is the present principle of distinction between 
Republicans and the pseudo-Republicans, but real Federalists, 

We see that, so far from receding from the positions previously taken, 
this great man is more strongly impressed with the propriety of his ap- 
prehensions; and three months after this date, namely, June 12, 1823, 
we again find him writing to Jadge Johnson, in which letter he says: 

I have stated above that the original objects of the Federalists were, first, to 
warp our Government more to the form and principles of monarchy, and, sec- 
ond, to weaken the barriers of the State governments as co-ordinate powers. 
In the first they have been so completely foiled by the universal spirit of the 
netion that they have abandoned the enterprise, shrunk from the odium of 
their old appellation, taken to themselves a participation of ours, and.under 
the pseudo-Republican mask are now aiming at their second object, and strength- 
ened by unsuspecting or apostate recruits from our ranks are advancing fast 
toward an aseendency. I have been blamed for saying thata prevalence of the 
doctrines of consolidation would one day call for reformation or revolution, I 
answer by asking if a single State of the Union would have agreed to the Con- 
stitution had it given all powers to the General Government; if the whole op- 
position to it did not proceed from the jealousy and fear of every State of being 
subjected to the other States in matters merely its own; and if there is any 
reason to believe the States more disposed now than then to acquiesce in this 
general surrender of ail their rights and powers to a consolidated government, 
one and undivided? 

It seems almost an assumption for me to descant upon these words 
of wisdom so tersely and ably expressed. I will therefore, without 
comment, proceed to read what was said by Mr. Jefferson in his letter 
dated October 31, 1823, to Hon. M. Coray: 

At the establishment of our Constitution the judiciary bodies were supposed 
to be the most helpless and harmless members of the Government. 

Experience, however, soon showed in which way they were to become the 
most dangerous; that the insufficiency of the means provided for their removal 
gave them a freehold and irresponsibility in office; that their decisions, seeming 
to concern individual suitors only, passsilent and unheeded by the publicat large ; 
that these decisions, nevertheless, become law by precedent, sapping, by littleand 
little, the foundations of the Constitution and working its change by construc- 
tion before any one has perceived that that invisible and helpless worm has been 
busily employed in consuming its substance. 

In truth, man is not made to be trusted for life, if secured against all liability 
to account, 

It must be observed that during all the period occupied by these let- 
ters the prevailing thought in Jefferson’s mind seemed to, be 

APPREHENSION OF THE LIFE-TIME TENURE 

of the judiciary, and the feeling seemed to grow more intense as he gave 
it additional consideration. I will now read an extract from one of the 
last letters written by him. May we not call it the utterance of the 
greatest of statesmen, standing on the brink of the grave? 

It was dated March 25, 1825, aad was addressed to Edward Living- 
ston, esq. It says: 

> 

One single object, if your provision attains it, will entitle you to the endless 
gratitude of society; that of restraining judges from usurping legislation. And 
with no body of men is this restraint more wanting than with the judges of what 
is commonly called our General Government, but what I call our foreign de- 
partment. They are practicing on the Constitution by inferences, analogies, and 
sophisins, as they would on an ordinary law. 

* * ~ * + 7 * 

They imagine they can lead us into a consolidated government, while their 
road leads directly to its dissolution. This member of the Government was at 

To this Il am op- | 
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first considered as the most harmless and helpless of all its organs. But it has 
proved that the power of declaring what the law is, ad libitum, by sapping and 
mining slyly and without alarm the foundations of the Constitution, can do 
what open force would not dare to attempt. I have not observed whether, in 
your code, you have provided against caucusing judicial decisions, and for re- 
quiring judges to give their opinions seriatim, every man for himself, with his 
reasons and euthorities at large, to be entered of record in his own words. 

The acuteness of Jefferson’s mind appears in all his writings. His 
patriotic devotion to the 

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF FREEDOM 

is universally acknowledged. His intellect was grasping; his reading 
extensive, and his learning was vast, especially in the history of the 
rise, progress, and fall of empires. 

His jeaiousy of the powers of the judiciary, as emphatically and re- 
peatedly expressed by him, was built upon his knowledge of the usurp- 
ing inclinations of the human mind, for he had observed how inces- 
santly power accumulated power to itself, and how prone was author- 
ity to add to its own potency. And he had before his great mind de- 
veloped as if by an open and widespread panorama the 

ABSOLUTELY AUTOCRATIC POWER 

of the English judiciary, which from its foundation by William the 
Conqueror grew up side by side with the kings, and how it finally be- 
came more potent in the affairs of state than the king himself. The 
royal authority of the King of England was so hedged and restricted 
by the rulings of the judges that the majesty of imperialism dwindled 
almost into governmental imbecility, and the royal head of the gov- 
ernment was an autocrat only in name. When King John heard of 
the death of his chief-justice, Fittzpeter, he laughed aloud and ex- 
claimed with a profane oath: ‘‘ Now, I am again king, and am a lord 
in England.”’ 

Henry 1V on one occasion had to submit to the judicial authority of 
one of his judges, who, for contempt of court, absolutely imprisoned 
the Prince of Wales, that rollicking youth popularly known in litera- 
ture as ‘‘ Prince Hal.’’ On that memorable occasion the judge was 
greater than the king, and this liberty-loving world of ours has never 
ceased and will never cease to applaud that iron-hearted old judge for 
this act as indicating an independence of character in his high office 
that made him the most illustrious of the judges that in any age 
adorned the English bench.* 

This grand display of judicial authority was perfectly legitimate; it 
taught mankind a lesson which was to them then unknown—simply 
that a king and his children must be subject to the same laws and rules 
which are made for the people. Nevertheless, the act was one of au- 
dacity, an audacity which grew bold in the gradual gathering of power 
to power and of authority to authority; and it presents a prime case 
by which I seek to illustrate the inevitable 

TENDENCY OF THE JUDICIARY TOWARD ABSOLUTE AUTOCRACY. 

And here I may safely assert that in England to-day the modern ju- 
dicial ermine is more regarded and sanctified than the purple robes of 
royalty. And now, further to justify Jefferson in his jealousy of the 
judicial power, let us take a brief view of the rise of the judicial power 
of England to its present eminence. 

THE BRIGAND JUDGES. 

The first and most notable feature of the English judiciary is its early 
brigandism. Do not be startled by the phrase. William the Norman 

*Sir William Gascoigne is the judge referred to. 
English book, and preserved by Lord Campbell : 

* The most renowned prince King Henry the Fifth, late King of England, dur- 
ing the life of his father was noted to be of fierce and wanton courage. It hap- 
pened that one of his servants, whom he favored well, was, for felony by him 
committed, arraigned atthe King’s Bench; whereof the prince being advertised 
and incensed by light persons about him, in furious rage came hastily to the 
bar where his servant strode as a prisoner and commanded him to be ungyved 
and set at liberty; whereat all men were abashed, reserved the chief-justice, who 
humbly exorted the prince to be contented, that his servant might be ordered 
according to the ancient laws of thisrealm, or if he would have him saved from 
the rigor of the laws, that he should obtain, if he might, of the king, his father, 
his gracious pardon whereby no law or justice should be derogated. With which 
answer the prince, nothing appeased, but rather more inflamed, endeavored him- 
self to take away hisservant. The judge, considering the perilous example and 
inconvenience that might thereby ensue, with a valiant spirit and courage com- 
manded the prince, upon his allegiance, to leave the prisoner and depart his 
way. With which commandment the prince being set all in a fury, all chafed, 
and in a terrible manner came up to the place of judgment, men thinking that 
he would have slain the judge, or have done to him some damage; but the judge, 
sitting still without moving, declaring the majesty of the king’s place of judg- 
ment, and withan assured and bold countenance, had to the prince these words 
following : 

‘***Sir, remember yourself. I keep here the place ofthe king, your sovereign lord 
and father, to whom ye owe double obedience, wherefore eftsoon in his name I 
charge you desist of your wilfulness and unlawful enterprise, and from hence- 
forth give good example to those which hereafter shall be your proper subjects. 
And now, for your contempt and disobedience, go you to the prison of the King’s 
Bench, whereunto I commit you, and remain ye there prisoner until the pleasure 
of the king, your father, be further known.’ 
“With which words being abashed, and also wondering at the marvelous 

gravity of that worshipful justice, the noble prince laying his weapon apart, do- 
ing reverence, departed and went to the King’s Bench as he was commanded. 
Whereat his servants, disdaining, came and showed to the king all the whole af- 
fair. Whereat he awhile studying, after as a man all ravished with gladness, 
holding his eyes and hands up towards heaven, abraided, saying, with a loud 
voice: ‘O, merciful God, how much am I, above all other men, bound to your 
infinite goodness, specially for that you have give:f me a judge who feareth not 
to minister justice, and also a son, who can suffer semblably, and obey justice!’”’ 

The story is stated in an old 
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appointed his judges from the army. Some of his commanders were 
what were called 

FIGHTING PRELATES. 

The greatest fighter, the most successful knight, was made the chief | 
justiciar, and the judge even at that early day was next in power to 
the king. 

The same beastly brutality that distinguished some of the English 
monarchs as well distinguished some of the earlier English judges. 
Henry VIII found his counterpart in some of his judges; not only his 
counterpart, but his willing and subservient parasites—these latter the 
everlasting disgrace of the bench. It is natural to suppose that a man 
stepping from the gory field of Hastings into the inner chamber of the 
judicial temple carried with him his military idea of obedience. In 
war he had one most effectual way of enforcing it—to command was to 
be implicitly obeyed. 

It was a hard thing for thoseold knights of war to lay aside the cum- 
bersome load of mail and brazen armor and put on the lighter and more 
graceful habiliments of a judge. But in disencumbering the body of 
its savage accouterments he took care to hold on to all the harder 
qualities of his head; and the lightening of the body only left the heart 
more free to follow its savage instincts; so that we see through many 
ages the chief justiciars of England composed of men of most brutal 
instincts. 

THE JUDICIARY AS AN AID TO GOVERNMENT. 

It was one of the ideas of Mr. Jefferson that at times the judiciary 
would become subservient to the Government, and so aid the Govern- 
ment in crushing out the public liberty. There never was a more sa- 
gacious apprehension. 

Although the rulings, as I have before said, so hedged and restricted 
the authority of the king as to make him in many respects a mere autom- 
aton, nevertheless when the king could draw his judges to his side of 
any question, whether of mercy or tyranny, he could always carry his 
point.- For when the regal prerogative was propped and supported by 
the presence of the judicial sanction it was all-powerful; and many 
prominent examples appear in English history where the king needed 
and found a suppliant and unscrupulous judge to support him on some 
imminent occasion; and we see in many cases that, when a new appoint- 
ment of a judge became necessary, the question of succession was, not 
who is most learned in the law and most upright in integrity, but— 

WHO IS THE M@ST LIKELY TO SUPPORT THE GOVERNMENT, 

in some great pending or prospective question such as this—a certain 
nobleman must be tried for treason—now, where shall we find a judge 
who in this anticipated prosecution will stand most stolidly by the 
king? Such was the guestion on which often hung the selection of a 
judge to fill a vacancy; nay, it has often happened that an upright 
judge of unflinching integrity has been removed upon some plausible 
pretext, in order to make way for some truculent parasite. Some 
satirist has said in his advice to monarchs as to their choice in the 
selection of judges: 

Take Jeffreys—if you want a pliant tool; 
Take Murray, if you want the law to rule; 

| canon law, with undaunted courage; 
| different auspices might have been an ornament to the bench. 
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and in gentler times and under 

William De Warrenne and Richard De Benetacta were jointly ap- 
pointed to the office of chief justiciar 

These two grand justiciars, during their joint administravion, invented a new 
pun‘ shment to be inflicted on disturbers of the public peace. Having encoun 
tered and defeated a powerful band of insurgents at a place called Fagadun, 

they cut off the right foot of all they took alive including the ringleaders, the 
Earls of Norfolk and Hereford. It seems then to have been considered that in 
times of rebellion the judges were to exercise martial law, or tod 
according to their own arbitrary will 

sr gard all law, 

Ralph Flambard, the ‘‘ devouring torch,’’ held the great seal. He 
was distinguished alike for his revolting atrocities and his edifying peni 
tence. His name is significant of his character 

RALPH BASSET, 

during the king’s absence in Normandy, convicted capitally and exe 
cuted no fewer than fourscore and four thieves, and deprived six others 
of their eyes and their virility. 

King Richard the First put up 
THE OFFICE OF CHIEF-JUSTICIAR 

and the highest bidder was Hugh Pusar, Bishopof Durham. His morals 
were depraved even beyond the common licentious standard prevailing 
there. He was guilty of rapine and extortion exceeding anything prac- 
ticed by any of his predecessors. 

ro SALI 

DE WEYLAND 

was esteemed a great lawyer, was zealous in detecting and punishing 

criminals. But unfortunately his salary— 
Being only sixty marks a year, he seems without scruple to have resorted to 

very irregular courses for the purpose of increasing his riches. He was pun 
ished for bribery. Having walked barefoot and bareheaded with a crucifix in 
his hand to the seaside at Dover, he was put on board a ship and departed to 
foreign parts. He is said to have died in exile, and he left a name often quoted 
as a reproach to the bench till he was eclipsed by Jeffreys and Scroggs 

SIR WILLIAM THORPE, 

chief-justice of the King’s Bench in Edward the Third’s time, having of 
five persons received five several bribes which in all amounted to £100, 

was for this alone adjudged to be hanged and his lands and goods for- 
feited. 

POPHAM 

Lord Campbell says: 
The career of our next hero is capable of being made amusing as well as in 

structive. Although at one time in the habit of taking purses on the highway 
instead of expiating his offenses at Tyburn he lived to pass sentence of death 
upon highwaymen and to be a terror to evil-doers 
While yet a child he was stolen by a band of gypsies 

| months in their society We have noaccount of his schooling before he was sent 
to Balioi College, Oxford. Here he was very studious and well behaved, and he 
laid in a good stock of classical learning and of dogmatic divinity But when 
he removed to the Middle Temple, that he might qualify himself for the profes 
sion of law, he got into bad company and utterly neglected his judicial studies 
He preferred theaters, gaming-houses, and other haunts of dissipation to * 
ings” and “ moots.”’ 

It seems to stand on undoubted testimony that at this period of his life, be 

sides being given to drinkingand gaming, citherto supply his profligate expend 
iture or to show his spirit, he frequently sallied forth at night from a hotel in 

ind remained some 

read 

Take Bacon, if you want the “itching palm ;"’ 
Take Coke, if you prefer the healing balm. 
Take Holt, if you would teach how erring youth 
May come back to the beauteous ways of truth, 
After the manner.of Prince Hal. of Wales— 
(When Harry robs, ‘tis frolic that prevails) 
Holt greatly err’d: how nobly he retrieves! 
He steals one purse, but hangs a thousand thieves! 

THE BRIGAND JUDGES OF ENGLAND. 

These sketches are historical and are taken mainly from Campbell’s 
Lives. When the Duke of Normandy claimed the crown of England 
and prepared to wrest it from the perjured Harold, Odo preached the 
crusade in the pulpit.and zealously exerted himself in levying and train- 
ing the troops. 

ODO, THE FIGHTING PRELATE. 

He was one of the first to jump ashore at Pevensey; and he continued to ply 
his double trade of a priest and a soldier. At daybreak of the ever-memorable 
lth of October, 1066, he celebrated mass in the Norman camp, wearing a coat 
of mail under his rochet. He then mounted a gallant white charger, carried a 
marshal’s baton in his hand, and drew up the cavalry with the command of 
which he was intrusted. 

In the fight he performed prodigies of valor and he mainly contributed to the | 
victory. 
As a reward for his services Odo was appointed grand justiciar. 
He a and insulted the natives so far as to drive them into rebellion. 

The result was a general insurrection all over England; and William was obliged | 
to return and to reconquer the kingdom. 
Only one cause is reported as tried before him, which resulted in a verdict for 

the Crown. 
When intrusted with a military command he thought it unnecessary to dis- 

criminate between guilt and innocence; he executed without investigation all 
natives who fell into his hands, and he ravaged the whole country. 

Instead of attending to the duties of his station he made riches and power the 
principal objects of his pursuit. 

Such is the character of the first justiciar of England. He was a 
man of unbounded ambition, both as to preferment in church and state. 
He sought to be king, and even had an aspiration (founded upon a 
superstitious dream) to be Pope of the Roman Church. To the natural 
qualities that made up in the rough the genuine old English baron of | 
later day, she had as much culture as the educational facilities of the 
times afforded. He had considerable Jearning in civil, feudal, and 

Southwark with a band of desperate characters and that planting themselves in 
ambush on Shooter's Hill, or taking other positions favorable forattack or es 
cape, they stopped travelers and took from them not oniy their money 
valuable commodities which they carried with them, ing 
always civil and generous, and that to avoid serious consequen 
such numbers as to render resistance impossible 
We must remember that this calling was not then by any means so discredit 

able as it became afterward rhe traditions were still fresh of robberies having 
been committed on Gad’s Hill under the sanction of a Prince of Wales. The 
extraordinary and almost incredible circumstance is that Popham is supposed 
to have‘continued in these courses after he had been called to the bar 

When Sir Thomas Bromley, who had been long solicitor-general, was pro 
moted to be lord chancellor, Popham succeeded him as solicitor-general He 
succeeded Sir Gilbert Gerrard as attorney-general 

| Popham conducted the trials of all those charged as being implicated in Bab 
bington’s conspiracy, which were meant to prepare the public mind for the 

| trial of the unhappy Mary herself. I will give a little specimen of these pro 
| ceedings from Tinley’s case rhe charge against him was that he had planned 
the murder of Queen Elizabeth in her coach. The chief evidence consisted of 

| a confession of Abbington, an avowed accomplice, in which he said that * Tin 
ley was disposed to kill the queen,” and that Babbington on his own trial said 

i 

| 
| 
| 
| 
i 
| 

| 
| 

but any 

that they were 
es they went in 

boast 

the day before: **‘ Tinley would have had Her Majesty set upon in her coach 
“TINLEY. No! [ said not so; only at the Three Tuns, in Newgate Market, I 

said ‘it might be Her Majesty might be set upon in her coach,’ and I said no 
more. But that proves not I did consent 
**Popuam, A. G. You have said enough, if we had no other evider iuzainst 

you, 

“ TINLEY. How so” 
**PopHam, A.G. Because you have confessed high treason ir words prove 

that vou were devising on the manner of her death 
“TINLEY. I tell you there is nosuch matterintended in my words. If aservant 

which is faithful, knowing where his master’s money is, do say, ‘If I ild be 
a thief I could rob my master, for in such a place as his money is,’ this proves 

not that he would rob his master, albeit he used such words And so, though I 
said ‘she might be set upon in her coach, it proveth not that I ass dl to the 
same ;’ for I protest before God I never intended any treason in my | 

Upon the death of Sir Christopher Wray there ome hesitation 
about the nomination of his successor. Popham \ in able man and 
had done good service as attorney-general; but there was kward 

ness, after the stories that were circulated about his early exploits, in 
placing him at the head of the administration of criminal justice; never 
theless the choice fell upon Popham who, on the Sth day of June, 1592, 

received his writ as chief-justice of England and was knighted by the 

queen at Greenwich. 
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He held the office fifteen years. The reproach urged against him was extreme | 
severity to prisoners. He was notorious as a “ hanging judge.” 
he keen to convict in cases 

cenies, and above all in higt 
before him. 

Not only was | 
»rosecuted by the government, but in ordinary lar- 
iway robberies there was little chance of acquittal 

Among the many important trials over which he presided, probably | 
the one most prominently connected with the history of England and | 
this country was that of Sir Walter Raleigh. 
Guy Fawkes and his associates, implicated in the Gunpowder Plot, | 

were tried before Popham. 
GARNET'S CASE, 

Popham's last appearance in a case of public interest was upon the trial of 
Garnet, the Superior of the Jesuits. Against him the evidence was very slender, 
and the chief-justice was obliged to eke it out by unwary answers to dexter- 
ously framed interrogatories. He succeeded so far as to make the prisoner con- 
fess that he was aware of the plot from communications made to him in the 
confessional; so that in point of law he was guilty of misprision of treason by 
not giving information of what he had so learned; but Garnetstill firmly denied 
ever having taken any part in the devising of the plot or having in any manner 
encouraged it. At last he said very passionately : 

**My lord, I would to God I had never known of the powder treason; but, 
as He is my judge, I would have stopped it if I could.” 

‘Pornam, C; J, Garnet, you are Superior of the Jesuits; and if you forbid, 
must not the rest obey? Was not Greenwell with you half an hour at Sir Ever- 
ard Digby's house when you heard of the discovery of your treason? And did 
you not there confer and debate the matter together? Did you not stir him up 
to go to the rebels andencourage them? Yet youseek tocolor all this; but that 
isa mere shift in you. Catesby was never far from you, and, by many apparent 
proofs and evident presumptions, you were in every particular of this action, 
and directed and commanded the actors; nay, I think, verily, you were the 
chief that moved it 

*“GARNET. No, my lord; I did not.” 
The report adds: ‘Then it was exceedingly well urged by my lord chief- 

justice, how he writ his letters for Winter, Fawkes, and Catesby, principal act- 
ors in this matchless treason, and how he kept the two bulls to prejudice the 
king, and to do other mischief in the realm; and how he afterwards burnt them 
when he saw the king peaceably come in, there being no hope to do any good 
at that time.” 

His summing up to the jury is not reported, and we are only told that the ver- 
dict of guilty being found, “then the lord chief-justice,making a pithy pre- 
amble of all the apparent proofs and presumptions of his guiltiness, gave judg- 
ment that he should be drawn, hanged, and quartered.” 

a 

With all his heavy sins upon him he lived to a goodold age. Onthe 
Ist of June, 1607, he expired in his seventy-second year. His virtues are 
not enumerated, but he was much commended in his own time for the 
number of thieves and robbers he convicted and executed. In his long 
career he had a keen eye to the goods of this life, for we are told that— 

He left behind him the greatest estate that ever had been amassed by any 
lawyer, 

LORD HOLT. 

In connection with this story of Popham we should place that of Lord 
Holt. There are some characteristics so peculiar to each that they may 
be profitably considered together. They had both in their youth been 
public robbers, highwaymen; they both became great and famous law- 
yers; they both occupied the exalted position of chief-justice of the King’s 
Bench, and they were both especially notorious in their judicial careers for 
the unrelenting severity with which they punished thieves and robbers, 
asif they were thus attempting to convince the world that they had never 
been guilty of the same crime, or, more charitably perhaps, as if they 
thus intended to atone for their own offenses. I shall not pause to give 
an extended account of Lord Holt’s career. He comes down to us as 
one of the greatest, most learned, profound, and renowned of the En- 
glish judges and one of the most upright in his memorable judicial 
career, 

Lord Campbell, in his Lives, admits the historic truth of Holt’s high- | 
way robberies: 

His biographers represent him as copying Henry V, when the asstciate of 
Falstaff, as not only indulging in all sorts of licentious gratifications, but actu- 
ally being in the habit of taking purses on the highway. They even relate that 
many years after he secegaieed 6 man, convicted capitally before him, as one of 
his own accomplices in a robbery, and that, having visited him in jail and in- 
quired after the rest of the gang, he received this answer: “Ah, my lord, they 
are all hanged but myself and your lordship.""—Campbell’s Lives. 

The grand scheme of ship-money which had been long in preparation was 
ready to be brought forward, when, to the astonishment of the world, Heath was 
removed from his office. It has been said that the government was afraid of his 
opinion of ship-money and wished to prefer Frenca, the most profligate of men, 
on whom they could entirely rely. 

Afterward Heath was made chief-justice of England in order that 
he might attaint the slaughtered rebels. Thus it appears that it was 
his fate to be removed for one purpose and elevated for another. 

CHIEF-JUSTICE 

CHIEF-JUSTICE HEATH. 

FOSTER—RELIGIOUS PERSECUTION, 

The arbitrary disposition of this chief-justice was strongly manifested 
soon after, when John Crook and several other very loyal Quakers were 
brought before him at the Old Bailey for refusing to take the oath of 
allegiance: 

Foster, C. J. John Crook, when did you take the oath of allegiance? 
Crook. Answering this question inthe negative is toaccuse myself, which you 

ought not to put me upon, nemo debet seipsum prodire, Laman Englishman, and 
I ought not tobe taken, nor imprisoned, nor called in question, nor put to answer 
but according to the law of the land. ‘ 

Foster, C. J. You are bere required to take the oath of allegiance, and when 
you have done that you shall be heard. 
CroeK, You that are judges on the bench ought to be my counsel, not my ac- 

cusers, 

Fosrrer, C. J. We are here to do justice, and are upon our oaths, and we are to 
te)| you what is law, not you us. herefore, sirrah, you are too bold. ee 

| of the truth, and for the name of the Lord. 

| discovering the author of this villainous book, 
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Crook. Sirrah is not a word becoming a judge. IfI speak loud it is my zeal 
Mine innocency makes me bold. 

Foster, C. J. It is an evil zeal. 
Crook. No; Iam bold in the name of the Lord God Almighty, the everlast- 

ing Jehovah, to assert the truth and stand as a witness for it. i my accuser be 
brought forth. 
Foster, C, J. Sirrah, you are to take the oath, and here we tender it to you. 
Crook, Let me be cleared of my imprisonment, and then I will answer to 

what is charged against me. I keep a conscience void of offense both toward 
God and toward man. 
Foster, C. J. Sirrah, leave your canting. 
Crook. Is this canting to speak the words of the Scripture? 
Foster, C.J. It is canting in your mouth, though they are Saint Paul’s words. 

Your first denial to take the oath shall be recorded; and on a second denial you 
incur the penalties of a premunire, which is the forfeiture of all your estates, if 
you have any, and imprisonment for life. 
Crook. l owe dutiful allegiance to the King of kings. We dare not break 

Christ's commandments, who hath said, “Swear not at all;" and the apostle 
James says, ‘‘ Above all things, my brethren, swear not." 

ROBERT HYDE. 

A printer named John Troyn having printed a book entitled Pha- 
nix; or, The Solemn League and Covenant, containing passages which 
were said to reflect upon the king, was arraigned before him at the Old 
Bailey on an indictment for high treason. The prisoner being asked 
how he would be tried, said: I desire to be tried in the presence of that 
God who is the searcher of all hearts and the disposer of all things. 
“Hype, L. C. J. God Almighty is present here, but you must be tried by Him 

and your peers; that is, your country, or twelve honest men. 
** PRISONER. I desire to be tried by God alone. 
“Hyper, L.C. J. God Almighty looksdown and beholds what we do here, and 

we shall answer severely if we do you any wrong. We are careful of our souls 
as you can be of yours. You must answer in the words of the law. 

* Prisoner. By God and my country.” 
It was proved clearly enough that he had printed the book, and some pas- 

sages of it might have been considered libelous; but there was no other evi- 
dence against him, and he averred that he had unconsciously printed the book 
in the way of his trade. 
“Hype, L.C. J. There is here as much villainy and slander as it is possible for 

devils or man to invent. Torob the king of the love of his subjects is to destroy 
him in his person. You are here in the presence of Almighty God, as you de- 
sired; and the best you can now do towards amends for your wickedness is by 

If not, you must not expect, and, 
indeed, God forbid there should be, any mercy shown you. 

* Prisoner. I never knew the author of it. 
“Hype, L. C: J. Then we must not trouble ourselves. You of the jury, there 

can be no doubt that publishing such a book as this is as high treason as can he 
committed, and my brothers will declare the same if you doubt.” 
The jury having found a verdict ef guilty, the usual sentence was pronounced 

by Lord Chief-Justice Hyde, and the printer was drawn, hanged, and quartered 
accordingly. 

HYDE'S REMARKABLE DEATH. 

On the Ist day of May, 1631, as he was placing himself on the bench 
to try a dissenter who had published a book recommending the com- 
promise that had been promised by the king’s declaration from Breda, 
while apparently in the enjoyment of perfect health, he dropped down 
dead. 

CHIEF-JUSTICE KELYNGE. 
He made up by loyal zeal and subserviency for his want of learning 

and sound sense. 
The new chief-justice even exceeded public expectations by the violent, fan- 

tastical, and ludicrous manner in which he comported himself. His vicious and 
foolish propensities broke out without any restraint, and at a time when there 
was little disposition to question any who were clothed with authority, he drew 
upon himself the contempt of the public and the censure of Parliament. He 
was unspeakably proud of the collar he wore as chief-justice; this alone dis- 
tinguished him externally from the puisnies, a class on whom he now looked 
down very haughtily. In his own report of the resolutions of the judges prior 

| to the trial of Lord Morley for murder before the House of Lords, he considers 
the following as most important: 

** We did all wna voce resolve that we were to attend at the trial in our scarlet 
| robes and the chief judges in their collars of 8. 8., which I did accordingly.” 

When Chief-Justice Kelynge was upon the circuit, being without any 
check or restraint, he threw aside all regard to moderation and to de- 
cency. He compelled the grand jury of Somersetshire to find a true 
bill contrary to their consciences, reproaching Sir Hugh Windham, the 
foreman, as the head of a faction, and telling them that they were all 
his servants, and that he would make the best in England stoop. 
Some persons were indicted before him for attending a conventicle, and al- 

though it was proved that they had assembled on the Lord’s Day with Bibles 
in their hands, without prayer-books, they were acquitted. He thereupon fined 
re one hundred marks apiece and imprisoned them until the fines were 

id. Again, on the trial of a man for murder, who was suspected of being a 
Jissenter and whom he had a great desire to hang, he fined and imprisoned all 

the jury because, contrary to his direction, they brought a verdict of man- 
slaughter. 

CHIEF-JUSTICE SCROGGS 

was the son of a butcher, and it is said that he was cruel as a judge 
because he had been himself accustomed to kill calves and lambs when 
he was a boy. 
He contrived to be called to the bar, and some of his pep canna being at- 

torneys, they occasionally employed him in canses likely to be won by a loud 
voice and an eee to the prejudices of the jury. 
He was, says Robert North, a great voluptuary, his debaucheries egregious, 

and his life loose. 
He kept company with King Guy and the high-court rakes, and his clients could 

not depend upon him. 
He was knighted and sworn in a justice of the court of common pleas. 
In addressing grand juries on the circuit he was loud and eloquent against the 

proceedings of the country party. 

WHY RAYNSFORD WAS REMOVED. 

The immediate cause of Raynsford’s removal was the desire of the 
government to have a chief-justice of the King’s Bench on whose vigor 
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and subserviency reliance could be placed to counteract the apprehended 
machinations of Shaftesbury. 
The first of popish plot judicial murders, which are more disgraceful to En- 
Jand than the massacre of Saint Bartholomew is to France, was that of Stayly, 

the Roman Catholic banker. Being tried at the bar of the court of King’s Bench, 
Scroggs, according to the old fashion, which had gone out during the common- 
wealth, repeatedly put questions to the prisoner, attempting to intimidate him, 

| 
| 
| 

or to involve him in contradictions or to elicit from him some indiscreet admis- | 
sion of facts. A witness having stated that “ he had often heard the prisoner say 
he would lose his blood for the king, andspeak as loyally as man could speak,’ 
Scroggs exclaimed, * That is, when he spoke to a Protestant."". Insumming up, 
having ran himself out of breath by the violence with which he declaimed against 
the Pope andthe Jesuits, he thus apologized to the jury: 

“ Excuse me, gentlemen, if lam a little warm when perilsare so many, murders 
so secret that we can not discover the murderer of the gentleman whom we all | 
know so well. When things are transacted so closely and our king is in great 
danger and religion is at stake I may be excused for being a little warm. You 
may think it, gentlemen, to be warmer here than in Smithfield. Discharge 
your consciences as you ought to do. If guilty, let the prisonertakethe reward 
of his crime, for perchance it may be a terror to the rest. I hope that I shall 
never go to that Heaven where men are made saints for killing kings." 

HOW SCROGGS TRIED A PRIEST. 
Andrew Bromwich, being tried before him capitally for having ad- 

ministered the Lord’s Supper according to the rites of the Church of 
Rome, thus the dialogue between them proceeded: 
Prisover, I desire your lordship will take notice of one thing, that I have 

taken the oath of allegiance and supremacy and have not refused anything which 
might testify my loyalty. 

Scrocas, C. J. That will not serve your term; you priests have many tricks. 
What is that to giving a woman a sacrament several times? 
Prisoner. My lord, it was not a sacrament unless I bea priest, of which there 

is no proof. 
Scroees. What, you expect we should prove you a priest by witnesses who 

saw you ordained? We know too much of your religion; no one givesthe sac- 
rament in a wafer except he be a popish priest; you gave that woman the sacra- 
ment in a wafer; ergo, you are a popish priest. 

Thus he summed up: 
Gentlemen of the jury, I leave it upen your conscience whether you will let | 

priests escape, who are the very pestsof church and state; you had better be rid 
of one priest than three felons; so, gentlemen, I leave it to you. 

SCROGGS IS IMPEACHED. 

A committee was appointed which presented a report recommending 
that he should be impeached. 

The report was adopted by a large majority, and articles of impeach- 
ment were voted against him. These wereeightinnumber. The last 
was in these words: 
Whereas the said Sir William Scroggs, being advanced to be chief-justice of 

the Court of King’s Bench, ought by asober, grave, virtuous conversation to have | 
given a good example to the king’s liege people, and to demean himself answer- 
able to the dignity of soeminenta station; yet onthe contrary thereof, he doeth 
by his frequent and notorious excesses and debaucheries, and his profane and 
atheistical discourses, daily affront Almighty God, dishonor his majesty, give 
countenance and encouragement to all manner of viee and wickedness, and bring 
the highest scandal on the public justice of the kingdom. 

He was then called in and ordered to find his bail in £10,000 to an- | 
swer the articles of impeachment, and to prepare for his trial. 
for him, at three days the parliament. was abruptly dissolved. 

Scroggs may be considered as having been of some use to his country, 

Luckily 

by making the character of a wicked judge so frightfully repulsive that | 
he may have deterred many from giving away to his propensities. 

SIR ROBERT WRIGHT, 

if exceeded by some of his predecessors in bold crimes, yields to none 
in ignorance of his profession, and beats them all in the fraudulent and 
sordid vices. 

HOW JEFFREYS MADE A JUDGE OUT OF A CRIMINAL. 

Wright had been introduced into the circle of parasites and buffoons who sur- 

judges, as well as the most eminent counsel. 
One day, being asked why he seemed to be melancholy, he took the opportu- 

nity of eying cnen his destitute condition to his patron, who said to him, ** As 
ey seem to unfit for the bar or any other honest calling I see nothing for it 
ut that you should becomea judge yourself... Wright naturally supposed that 

this was a piece of wicked pleasantry, and when Jeffreys had declared that he 
‘was never more serious in his life, asked how it could be brought about, for he 
not only felt himself incompetent for such an office, but he had no interest, and 
still more, it so happened, unfortunately, that the Lord Keeper Guilford, who 
ae _ judges, was fully aware of the unaccountable lapse of memory into 
which he 
his estate was free from incumbrances, the lord keeper himself being the first 
mortgagee. 

Jetfreys, C. J.: Never despair, my boy; leave all that to me. 
Jeffreys, who was then much cherished at court and was impatient to super- 

sede Guilford entirely, had urgently pressed the king that Wright might be cle- 
vated to the bench as a devoted friend of the prerogative and that, as the lord 
keeper hada prejudice against him, his majesty ought to take the appointment 
into his own hands. 
The nexttime that the lord keeper was in the royal presence, the king, opening | those dark records human 

the subject on his own accord, observed, ‘* Good, my lord, why may not Wright 
bea judge? Heisstrongly recommended to me, but I would have a due respect 
paid to you and I would not make him without your concurrence. 
sible, my lord?” 
Lorp Keeper, Sir, the making of a judge is your majesty’s choice, and not 

my pleasure. Iam bound to put the seal as lam commanded, whatever the 
person may be. Itis for your majesty to determine and me, your servant, to 
obey. But I must do my duty by informing your majesty of the truth respect- 
ing this man whom I personally know to be adunce,and nolawyer; who is not 
worth a groat, having spent his estate by debauched living; who is without 
honesty, having been guilty of willfui perjury to gain the borrowing of asum of 
money. And now, sir, I have done my duty to your majesty and am ready to 
obey your majesty’s commands in case if it be your pleasure that this man bea 

Is it impos- 

udge. 
The king thanked the lord keeper without saying more, but next day came 

aad fallen when he swore the affidavit for Sir Walter Plummer that | 

| appear from time to time and 

| wink the king. 

rounded Jeffreys, at this time chief-justice of the King’s Bench,and used to make | 
sport of him and his companions in their drunken orgies by taking off other | 

| Carry out the views of the party to w hich he owes 
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& warrant under the sign manual for creating the king's “trusty and well- 
beloved Robert Wright” a baron of his exchequer, and orders were given for 
making out the patent in due form 

And the detected swindler, knighted and clothed in ermine, took his 
place among the twelve judges of England. 

HIS DISGRACE AND DEATH 

When William of Orange landed at Torbay Wright still filled the 
office of chief-justice of the King’s Bench. He continued to sit daily 
in court till the flight of King James, when an interregnum ensued, 
during which all judicial business was suspended, although the publie 
tranquillity was preserved and the settlement of the nation was con- 
ducted by a provisional government. After Jeffreys had tried to escape 
disguised as a sailor, and was nearly torn to pieces by the mob, Wright 
concealed himself in the house of a friend, And being less formidable’ 
and less obnoxious (for he was called the jackall to the lion) he re- 
mained some time unmolested, but upon information, probably ill- 
founded, that he was conspiring with Papists who wished to bring back 
the king, a warrant was granted against him by the Privy Council on 
the vague charge of ‘‘ endeavoring tosubvert the government.’’ Under 
this he was apprehended ap carried to the Tower of London; but 
after he had been examined there by the committee of the House of 
Commons it was thought this custody was too honorable for him. He 
was transferred to Newgate. 
When he died his body was thrown intoa pit with common malefactors; bis 

sufferings wien related excited no compassion and his name 
as long as it was recollected 

was execrated 

Mr. Speaker, this is a 

FRIGHTFUL ARRAY OF JUDICIAL MONSTERS, 

but the facts are historical and the numbers might be duplicated. 
These odious names have been well-nigh forgotten, having been lost 

in a great eclipse which obscured their bloody disks when Jeffreys 
rose supreme. Up to that day, when one desired a name to personify 
the most depraved of judges, he would say ‘‘Scroggs.’’ The very sound 
of the word was significant of some impending horror. Yet, when we 
consider the improved civilization of the present day and consequently 
the less excuse for such atrocities, we are pained to admit that, com- 
pared with the changed condition caused by the advancement of know! 
edge, some of the rulings ge, gs, decisions, and orders of 

FEDERAL JUDGES DURING THE LAST TWENTY YEARS 

to which I have made allusion 
A brief review of the leading traits of these infamous English judges 

will show— 
1. They were appointed with a full knowledge on the part of the 

government of their publicly known records; 
man the more trusted the judge. 

» 

and the more vicious the 

. They were selected with a view to carry out some scheme of gov- 
ernment to meet the exigencies of some anticipated or projected prose- 
cution. 

3. They were appointed on account of the entire absence of personal 
integrity, simply because they could and would be subservient to the 
appointing powers. 

4. That learning in the law was of minor consideration, and when 
coupled with personal integrity was a bar to promotion 

5. That the intrigues of such a man as Jeffreys, forecasting his own 
fortunes, could circumvent the keeper of the great seal and hood- 

6. That a government itself corrupt is driven to the use of corrupt 
officials. 

7. That a government judge is a tyrant to the people. 
8. That a judge selected by a dominant party being a partisan will 

s his place. 
9. That the party will protect him until the people, disgusted, clamor 

| for his removal. 
10. That the end of official corruption is riches in 

in the hearts of a betrayed people. 
Another thing appears, gratifying to the reflection, that the gowned 

tryant of to-day may die in dungeons or ditches to-morrow; and that 
the wines that bribe the easy conscience serve as well to swell and 

roods, and curses 

| bloat the despicable body of the oppressor 
But there is 

ANOTHER SIDE TO THIS GLOOMY PICTUI 

In those dark records the great British nation finds its sham 

finds abundant cause 

frailties too glaringly displayed. 

In 
to lament over her 

But intermingled with these beastly 
portraits of the lowering brows of a long line of judicial monsters there 

from age to age on the walls of the Brit- 
ish pantheon the features of men of the human face divine which reveal 
all that is grand and noble in our nature 

In Glanville, in Bracton, in Dyer, in Bradshaw, in Coke, in Mansfield, 
and in a hostof other distinguished English judges, Great Britain finds 
ample consolation and abounding glory growing out of her judicial bis 
tory. 

To these great minds she is indebted for the fundamental principles 
of her constitational freedom; and from these great men have sprung 

++ 
liby 
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the prevailing tendencies of the human mind to keep up steadily its on- 
ward march toward the consummation of the 

GRAND IDEA OF HUMAN LIBERTY 

in its perfection; and to the honor of the English people be it said that 
she has employed her best energies for the last two centuries in wiping 
from the walls of her historic temples the hideous portraits of the mon- 
sters to which I have referred, and in their places substituting nobler 
pictures that disclose the diviner lineaments of justice and Christian 
civilization. 

The bill now under discussion does not propose to make any change 
in the law governing the appointment of judges. But my observations 
are intended to bring the appointing power up to the consideration of 
the caution, the deliberation, with which every judge should be se- 
lected. 

If 18 A LIFE OFFICE, 

and virtue, integrity, honesty of purpose, and learning should all enter 
into the qualifications of a judge. If he be deficient in any of these, 
he is not fit for the place. No learning can supply the absence of in- 
tegrity, and no integrity can fill up the gaps of learning. 

If wrong prevail, say, what's the odds to me 
Whether a knave or fool despoil my fee? 

If L lose my estate, it is of no consequence to me or my children 
whether it was lost by the lack of learning or a misapplication of the 
rules of law or the knavery of a corrupt judgment, and the fraud-made 
prince may revel in the halls of the prince-made beggar. 

Let an honest and enlightened President, when he comes to appoint 4 
judge, recall the scene which I have depicted, in which the profligate 
Jeffreys is represented as circumventing an honest chancellor and in de- 
ceiving a confiding king, and so to secure the appointment of a recog- 
nized scoundrel. Let him refresh his mind now and then by a recur- 
rence to the history of the 

BRIGAND JUDGES OF ENGLAND, 

and so see the dangers and villanies that surround the most conscien- 
tious princes. Lethim thus keep his mind familiar with the practicesof 
knaves and court retainers, who plot to control the king, and so rule 
the state by deep-laid schemes of corruption. Let him see to it that 
mo man goes upon the bench or into any place of power who does not 
possess 

ALL THE REQUISITE QUALITIES 

for his place. The ruler that will do this in any country under any 
form of government will enjoy the confidence of his people. 

{ will now, Mr. Speaker, say a word regarding the tyrannies and op- 
pressions suffered by the people of Alabama from the Federal courts, 
confirmed by facts which have come under my observation. I will not 
dwell upon the administration of 

JUDGE RICHARD BUSTEED. 

His boasting of having discharged a jury and entered a verdict of 
guilty to which they did not give their assent is one of the least of his 
crimes. 

I will briefly, however, allude to a few of his proceedings. It will 
be remembered that President Johnson required all citizens of the 
Southern States whose property exceeded $20,000 to apply for pardon. | 
Busteed and his district attorney, Smith (formerly a contestant for a 
seat in this House), caused indictments for treason to be presented against 
hundreds of the best citizens of Alabama, all of whom had been par- 
doned, and in each and every case the parties were informed that a 
nolle pros or a verdict for the defendant would be entered upon pay- 
ment of the cost bill, which varied in the several cases from one to 
three hundred dollars. In this way hundreds of thousands of dollars 
went into’ the pockets of the court officials, as none of the gentlemen 
could afford the greater expense and the inevitable vexation which a 
trial would be certain to cause them to incur. Butas Busteed’s conduct 
has been the subject of investigation by Congress, which resulted in 
our being relieved from his tyranny, I will refer the House to the pub- 
lished evidence which shows a few of the offenses he committed, and I 
will pass on to tell you something of his successor, 

HON. JOHN BRUCE, 

at present the judge of the district court, in which my duty has required 
me to appear in defense of the citizens of my section of the country. | 

I do not wish to say and will not say one word reflecting upon the char- 
acter of Judge Bruce outside of his judicial conduct. He is a genial, 
pleasant gentleman, and, apart from his judicial actions, is a good and 
exemplary citizen; but notwithstanding this I shall be able to show that | 
in judicial effrontery the worst and most ignorant of English judges | 
never exceeded Judge Bruce. 

| 

My information is that he came to this country from Great Britain, 
stadied law in Iowa, served in the Army, and then settled in Wilcox | 
County, Alabama, where, until his appointment as a Federal judge in 
1875, he 

DEVOTED HIMSELF TO POLITICS AND COTTON PLANTING. ® 

Having taken his seat on the bench without even having been a prac- | 
ticing lawyer, we were all disposed to excuse his want of information re- 
garding thesubjects treated of by Littleton, Coke, Blackstone, and Judge 
Story. This deficiency, time and application we hoped would in some 

measure correct; but the gentleman seemed so imbued with the idea 
that the purpose of 

HIS APPOINTMENT WAS TO MANIPULATE REPUBLICAN 

and Greenback politics that he had but little time to devote to the un- 
genial task of reading books. 

His decisions and rulings by which he cast into prison three judges 
who presided over our State courts, because they failed to violate their 
oaths as judges and make decrees which were not authorized by law, 
are now matters which are of record in the Supreme Court of the United 
States. 

The prompt rebuke given him by the unanimous bench was com- 
mented upon by the benct. and bar. 

The Chicago American Law Journal likewise rebukes Judge Bruce 
in the following conclusion of its comments on the case: 

In ordering the arrest and punishment of the commissioners for not doing 
what the law did not require them to do, the United States circuit court ex- 
ceeded its jurisdiction, and its order was void. It is diflicult to conceive how 
the court below could have erred so egregiously as it is seen to have done from 
the most cursory inspection of the proceedings above set forth; the excess of 
jurisdiction seems plain and palpable, and it resulted not only in great hard- 
ship to the petitioners (Rowland, Shultze, and Germany), but also in detriment 
to the public, the courts of probate and county commissioners (which were 
necessarily suspended during the incarceration of the petitioners) being the two 
most important courts under the system of laws in force in Alabama. 

From the opinion of the Supreme Court and the opinion of the Law 
Journal, the public can form a judgment of Judge Bruce’s legal capac- 
ity and soundness of judgment. 

This decision leaves him and his apologists to choose one of the two 
horns of the dilemma. Either he was ignorant of his duty, or else he 
hoped the people of Alabama would subscribe and pay the amount of 
his illegal decree, rather than see the health and life of their State 
judges jeopardized by incarceration in damp jails, while awaiting the 
action of the Supreme Court of our country. 

In support of this view I will state that this course was strongly 
urged by many of the best and wisest people of our State, and no doubt 
would have been adopted but for the fear that it would only have in- 
vited a repetition of asimilaratrocity. Not having time to go into the 
matter in extenso, I will now inform the House of the modes adopted by 

JUDGE BRUCE 
to protect his own official and political friends in the worst violation of 
the State laws of Alabama, and in treating of this matter my state- 
ments will be based upon my personal knowledge and supported by 
copies of the records of the cases to which I refer, certified to be correct 
by A. W. McCullough, esq., the clerk of the Federal court, who is also 
the chairman of the Republican execative committee of the district. 

The record shows that Deputy-Marshal James H. Bone and Leroy M. 
Peevey shot and killed a citizen by the name of James Treece, and that 
both were regularly and legally indicted by our State courts for mur- 
der in the first degree. The record also shows that Judge Bruce issued 
a decree ordering them to be brought before him, which he had exe- 
cuted by his marshal, both of tlfe indicted men being thus taken from 
the State authorities, and when they entered the Federal court, the case 
having been previously entered on its docket, the Federal judge, 
namely, 

KON. JOHN BRUCE, 

entered a verdict of 
NOT GUILTY. 

The order by which the defendants were taken from the State courts 
was in these words: 
The President of the United States of America to the marshal of the northern district 

of Alabama, greeting : 

You are hereby commanded to take the bodies of James H. Bone, Theodore 
A. Thurston, George M. Ware, Jonathan Latham, and Leroy M. Peevey into 
your custody, alleged to be detained by Robert E. Murphy, sheriff and jailer 
of Madison County, in the State of Alabama, by whatsoever name they may be 
charged with, the cause of their detention, and a certified record of the proceed- 
ings which caused such detention before the honorable gudge of the United 
States circuit court at the city of Huntsville, in the northern district of Alabama, 
forthwith to be dealt with in said circuit court according to law and the order 
of said circuit court. 
Witness the Hon. Morrison R. Waite, Chief-Justice of the Supreme Court of 

the United States, this the first Monday of April, A. D. 1876. 
A. W. McCULLOUGH, 

Clerk U. 8. Cir. Court, Nor. Dist., Ala. 
Issued this the 20th day of May, A. D. 1876. 

The indorsement of the United States marshal, showing how he exe- 
cuted the order, is in these words: 

Executed by reading the within writ and delivering a copy to Robert E. Mur- 
hy, sheriff of Madison County, Alabama, and by taking the bodies of James H. 
ye, Theodore A. Thurston, George M. Wareand Leroy M. Peevey, and Jona- 

than Latham into my custody. 
R. P. BAKER, U. 8. M. 

May 20, 1876. 

Executed May 26, 1876, by serving a copy of notice and petition on the clerk of 
Saint Clair County at Ashville. 

R. P. BAKER, U. 8. M. 

The verdict entered on the records of the court is in these words: 
Be it remembered that on the Ist day of November, 1876, it being a day of the 

regular term of the circuit court of the United States for the northern district of 
Alabama, the following proceedings were had and entered of record on the 
minutes of the said circuit court, to wit: 
The State of Alabama vs. Leroy M. Peevy, Jonathan Latham, James H. Bone, 

Theodore A, Thurston, George M. Ware.—Murder. 

This cause being called for trial came the defendants, Leroy M. Peevy, Jona- 
than Latham, James H. Bone, George M. Ware, and Theodore A. Thurston, and 
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defendants Thomas Moody and McClain come not, and it appearing to the court 
that the said Thomas Moody and McClain have not been arrested and do not 

pear, it is therefore ordered by the court that defendants Thomas Moody and 
eClain be severed from the said Leroy M. Peevy, Jonathan Latham, James H. 

Bone, Theodore A. Thurston, and George Mf. Ware, and that the trial of said 
cause as to said Leroy M. Peevy, Jonathan Latham, and James H. Bone, George 
M. Ware, and Theodore A. Thurston do now proceed: and thereupon comes a 
iury of good and lawful men, to wit, Joel T. Parish and cleven others, who 
were duly elected, empaneled, and sworn according to the statute, and truly to 
try said cause and true deliverance to make between the State of Alabama and 
Leroy M. Peevy, Jonathan Latham, James H. Bone, Theodore A. Thurston, and 
George M. Ware, the defendants at the bar, and atrue vercict to render accord- 
ing to the evidence; and thereupon thesaid Leroy M. Peevy, Jonathan Latham, 
James H. Bone, Theodore A. Thurston, and George M. Ware, being duly charged 
and arraigned on the indictment in this case, each in his own proper person 
plead * notguilty ;” and thereupon the trial of said cause proceeding, and the 
ury being duly charged by the court to find their, verdict as follows, to wit: | 
We the jury, find the defendants Leroy M. Peevy, Jonathan Latham, James 
H. ne, Theodore A. Thurston, and George “{. Ware not guilty; Joel T. Par- | 
ish, foreman. And thereupon it is ordered he court that Leroy M. Peevy, 
Jonathan Latham, James H. Bone, Theodor. ... Thurston, and George M. Ware 
go hence without day. 

A true copy. 
A, W. McCULLOUGH, Clerk. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, I was present and witnessed the proceedings in 
a part of these cases, and I assert that the record I have read is nota true 
statement of what occurred. 

The trial did not proceed. 
There was no trial. 
There was no jury. 
There was no charge or indictment read. 
There was no arraignment. 
There were very few persons in the court-room when the farce was 

enacted. 
Lalso, Mr. Speaker, will publish in the RecorD the proceedings in the 

case of a colored woman named 
LUCY GILGHRIST. 

I am familiar with the facts of the case. The defendant went toa bed 
in which another colored woman was lying, and possibly sleeping, and 
with an ax chopped her so as to cause her death. I will print a certi- 
fied record of her case, which shows that she was indicted for murder in 
the first degree by the circuitcourt of Lawrence County, Alabama. She 
applied to have her case removed to that haven of securest rest for Re- | 
publicans, the portals of the court of Judge Bruce. There being no | 
warrant of law for such proceedings, of course the State judge refused to | 
grant the application. But where law was lacking, with the example 
of Jeffreys and other English judicial tyrants before him, Federal force 
and power was ready at hand to take its place. A decree is prepared, 
a marshal sent to Lawrence County, who immediately returned with the | 
defendant. : 

The order of the court and indorsement on the same is in these 
words: 

In the circuit court of the United States for the northern district of Alabama. 

The President of the United States of America to the marshal of said northern district 
of Alabama, greeting : 

You are hereby commanded that you take the body of Luey Gilchrist into 
our custody, alleged to be detained by William T. Canch, sheriff and jailer of 
wrence County, in the State of iiaemn. whatsoever name she may be 

charged, with the cause of her detention before the honorable B. Woods, judge 
of the United States circuit court, at the city of Huntsville, in the northern dis- 
trict of Alabama, forthwith to be dealt with in said circuit court according to | 
law and the order of said circuit court. 
Witness the Hon. Morrison R. Waite, Chief-Justice of the Supreme Court of 

the United States, this second Monday of October, A. D. 1876. 
Teste : 

A. W. McCULLOUGH, 
Clerk U. 8. Circuit Court, Northern District of Alabama. 

Issued April 14, 1877. 
Received April 14, 1577. 

R. P. BAKER, U. 8. Jarshal. 

Executed April 16, 1877, by taking the body of Lucy Gilchrist into my posses- 
sion as herein commanded and now have her in my custody. j 

R. P. BAKER, U.S. M., 
By D. N. COOPER, Deputy. 

I was at my State court in Lawrence County and saw the United 
States official come after the woman. I was called to the Federal | 
court at Huntsville the next day, and was present when Lucy Gilchrist 
came into the court. I saw the farce enacted. The court seemed to 
be about to adjourn. There were but few persons present, and a 

FALSE VERDICT OF ACQUITTAL WAS ENTERED. 

It is in these words: 
The United States of America, northern district of Alabama. 

Be it remembered, that heretofore, to wit, on the 2Ist day of April, A. D. 1877, 
it being a day of a regular term of the circuit court of the United States for the 
northern district of Alabama, begun and held at the United States court-rooms 
in the city of Huntsville, in the said district, on the first Monday of April, A. D. 
1877, and of the independence of the United States of America the one hundred 
and second year, present the Hon. John Bruce, judge of district court presid- 
ing, the following proceedings were had and entered of record on the minutes 
of said circuit court, to wit: 

The State of Alabama ts. Lucy Gilchrist, 1097. 

Comes the defendant in her own proper person and by counsel, and no prosecu- | 
tor appearing for the State of Alabama, end it appearing that due notice had been | 
given,come ajury of good and lawful men, to wit, C. C. Swoop, and eleven 
others who are duly elected, empanneled, and sworn, who return their verdict : 
“We, the jury, find the defendant not guilty.” 

It is therefore considered by the court that said defendant, Lucy Gilchrist, go | 
hence without day. 

| of the papers. 

| der, it might be assumed. was a Southern man and 

These recitals may be tedious but I have only one more to which I 
will allude, and then I will recur to a new feature in the action of this 
tribunal. 

WILLIAM RICHARDSON 

was a colored brakeman on the Memphis and Charleston Railroad 
Shooting from the train. with a pistol he inflicted a severe wound in 
the head of a citizen named Schuyler Parshall, for which he was in- 
dicted in the State court lo be brief, William availed himselt of his 
color, and therefore supposed polities, and had his case removed to the 
Federal court; and, asa matter of course, Judge Bruce immediately 
proves his innocence, and he was promptly set at liberty upon the face 

The course pursued in this case was consistent with his 
former actions. 

The defendant was a colored man and the presumption followed that 

he was an unquestioned Republican. The man he attempted to mur 
a Democrat In 

| some people’s eyes there might be great propriety in the shooting ot 
a Southern white Democrat by « colored Republican. I do not mean 
to say that Judge Bruce entertained such views, but I do say he en 
tered a verdict of , 

NOT GUILTY 

for William Richardson. And now, Mr. Speaker, you will observe that 
when judges go too fast they sometimes make mistakes, and untort 
unately for Judge Bruce he appears to have traveled a little too fast 
in this case. 

I append a certified copy of the record of his court, which explains the 
error that he admits was in this case committed. It will be seen that 
Mr. Parshall, hearing of the acquittal of his assailant and, as he felt, 
would-be murderer, ventured to remonstrate. He hastened before 
the judge and made an affidavit, which I will print with the balance 
of the record in this case. The defendant, William Richardson, had 
been acquitted and discharged and had gone; but what did that matter 
with a judge who in the place of law and right had learned to substi- 
tute expedients and Federal force? Although William was in another 
State Judge Bruce entered a decree which | will read 

And afterward, to wit, on the 29th day of April, 1876, the following proceeding 
was had and entered onthe minutes of said circuit court, to wit 

The State of Alabama vs. William Richardson 

In this cause a motion having been entered on the motion docket of this court 
| onthe lth day of April, 1876, to set aside the action of the court in this cause on 
the llth day of April, 1876, as shown by the entry thereof, and reinstated said 
cause on the trial docket of said court, and itappearing to the satisfaction of the 
court that notice of said motion was served on the day said motion was filed on 
one of the attorneys who represented said defendant on this cause, and the said 
motion being read tothe court, and on argument of counsel, it is therefore con 
sidered by the court that said entry of jury and verdict made in this cause hav- 
ing been made in the absence of any attorney having authority to represent the 
State of Alabama, and the same was made without the empanneling of any 
jury for the trial of said William Richardson, without the arraignment of said 
William Richardson, and without the reading of the indictment or any paper in 
said cause,and without the introduction of any evidence either for the State of 

| Alabama or for the defendant; and itfurther appearing that the attorney forthe 
State of Alabama, who had represented the State in the commencement of said 
prosecution and while pending in the circuit court of Lawrence County, departed 
this life on the l4th day of March, 1876, and the court being satisfied that the said 
entry of jury and verdict was unadvised and without a knowledge of the facts of 
the case, as shown by said motion and the affidavit accompanying and verifying 
the same, it is therefore ordered, adjudged, and decreed that the said act of jury 
and verdict heretofore entered in this cause be, and the same is hereby, annulled, 
set aside, revoked, and held for naught; and that the said cause be, and the same 
is hereby, reinstated on the trial docket of this court as though the said entry of 
jury and verdict had never been made 

Now, one thing is certain. If Jeffreys, or the elder Chase, or Bus- 

teed, had ever made a decree like the one I have read, they would have 
had legal knowledge enough to deter them from having it spread on the 

| records; but I challenge the entire judicial system of Europe or America 
to produce a more remarkable record, 

But our judge does not stop here. Mr. Parshall wanted. William 

where he could give the law to him good and heavy, and he theretore, 
having appointed himself guardian ad litem for the State of Alabama, 
applied for and procured an order remanding the case back to the State 
court. 

I will read the order of the Federal court by which the case was re- 
manded to the circuit court of Lawrence County: 
Remanded, 
On the 19th day ef October, 1880, the following order was made and entered 

on the minutes, to wit: 

The State of Alabama vs. William Richardson 

Came the parties by their attorneys, and on motion of plaintiff's counsel, and 
for good causé shown, it is ordered by the court that this cause be remanded to 
the State court. 

I was attending the State court engaged insome railroad litigation, 
when the defendant, who had been rearrested, arrived in company with 
the remarkable record, and as William was a railroader, it made us for 
the time brother professionals, and actuated by the feelings which per- 
vade fellow-tradesmen, I, in compliance with his request, assisted in 
his defense. Of course we entered a plea of autrefois acquit, and the 
judge, seeing no other exit from the tangled web of error which the 

| record disclosed, sustained the plea, and William was again set at lib- 

erty. 
In reply to inquiries as to what influenced Judge Bruce in setting 

aside the solemn verdict of acquittal, rendered, as the record said, by a 
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jury, and his further action in remanding William to the tender mercies 
of a State court, I can only reply that I have never heard Judge Bruce 
explain the matter, and therefore I do not know. But there is no im- 
propriety in my stating that some people have been so unkind as to in- 
timate that he was in a measure influenced by certain facts which were 
finally developed. It appeared that 

WILLIAM'S ADHERENCE TO THE REPUBLICAN PARTY 

was by no means established, and it was broadly charged that the cult- 
ure of railroad travel had caused him to become largely imbued with 
the principles of government which were so ably advocated by Thomas 
Jefferson and Andrew Jackson, while at the same time it was proved 
that Parshall, so far from ever having been a Southern rebel, was raised 
in the bosom of free-soil politics in Central New York, had adhered to, 
and served the cause of the Union during its trials from 1861 to 1865, 
and since that time had come to Alabama, where for a long time he was 
a supporter of the same party of which the judge is so prominent a 
member. 

I wish to be disfinctly understood that I do not indorse the views of 
others on this subject, but simply state the rumors to show how some 
people will draw extensive inferences from a very small investment of 
tact. 

The judge says in his decree that the verdict of acquittal was ren- 
dered withouta knowledge of the facts, &c. 

Of what facts was he ignorant? The papers showed that William 
had shot Parshall. The judge with his Own eyes saw William’sebony 
face; it is true the papers did not disclose the politics and antecedents 
of the parties. What other facts existed which influenced him ? 

I have now, Mr. Speaker, shown the tender care taken by Judge 
Bruce of the lambs of his flock, and how with judicial discrimination 
he expelled William from his fold when he discovered that Billy was 
not a Republican lantb, but rather a Democratic goat. 

I will now proceed to show how he endeavored to neutralize his errors 
by exercising his judicial force upon men who belonged to the party 
whose representatives sit upon your right in the Hall of Congress. 

At the election held in the fourth district in 1878 some colored 
brethren flew the track and committed the crime of casting their votes 
for General Charles M. Shelley, and the Republican candidate was de- 
feated. 

dictments to which I am about to refer, was also active in taking evi- 
dence. Still another lawyer in the case was president of the Huntsville 
Advocate Company, which published a paper mostly owned and con- 
trolled by the Federal officials connected with the court. Much of the 
evidence was published in this paper, and the evidence was kept open 
for many weeks in the office of the clerk of the court, and all these offi- 
cials seemed to have unrestricted access toit. This shows that the Fed- 
eral court officials knew what it contained. 

I will now endeavor to show that the court did not make any effort 
to do justice, but confined the exercise of its powers to the 

PERSECUTION OF INNOCENT PARTIES 

for the purpose of obtaining political advantage. I will here call at- 
tention to the evidence on pages 1 to 12 of my brief in the election case, 
which shows that the Democratic party acted with perfect fairness in 
the election. The conclusion arrived at by said evidence is collated in 
these words: 
The proof shows that the election was conducted with perfect fairness so far 

as the contestee (Wheeler) and his party friends were concerned, 
We insist that there never has been in the history of contested elections so de- 

termined, energetic, and powerful an effort to prove fraud as the effort in this 
case, on the part of Colonel Lowe and his party friends. 

If the slightest fraud or unfairness of any kind had been done by Wheeler or 
his friends, it would have been unearthed. 
Colonel Lowe had the service of eighteen lawyers (many of them eminent), 

including three persons who acted as lawyers. 
His notices to Wheeler that he would take evidence of witnesses were showered 

upon him, all of them containing lists of names of witnesses numbering about 
a thousand. 
With all these herculean and unprecedented efforts on the part of Colonel 

Lowe and his friends, we insist that he failed to prove one single fraudulent or 
unfair act on the part of any of contestee’s friends; nor did he prove a single 
act of violence; nor did he prove asingle illegal act by which a single legal vote 
was lost to William M. Lowe, and he was unable eee that any one of the 
12,800 votes which were counted for Wheeler lacked the slightest element of 
perfect legality. 

The unanimous report of all the Democrats of the Committee on Elec- 
tions, which report is now a record of the Forty-seventh Congress, refers 
to this question in these words: 
The evidence shows that the election was conducted with perfect fairness on 

the part of Wheeler and his supporters. Indeed, there is no pretense that there 
was unfairness anywhere except at Meridianville and Lanier’s precinct, and the 
most extraordinary efforts on the partof Mr. Lowe and his attorneys utterly fail 
to prove any fraud or unfairness at these boxes. 

As the questions involved in the prosecution, or rather persecution 
to which I am about to refer, all entered into the contest and have been 

VENGEANCE WAS DEMANDED, 

and Judge Bruce’s court was selected as the avenging instrument. Up- 
ward of a hundred Democratic inspectors were indicted and dragged | carefully considered by Congress, I can not explain the matter better 
before his court at Montgomery. : than by reading from the report on said case signed by all the Democrats 

The inspectors of election at a box in Lawrence County were also ar- | belonging to the committee and indorsed by all the Democrats in Con- 
rested and indicted, all of which was caused by some colored men ex- | gress: . 

ercising the right given them to vote under the mistaken idea which 1. The contestee insists that ballots of the form described were illegal and ought 
in some way had been impressed on them, that the right to vote also | to have been on by the inspectors, aspen they ootie’ “ designa- 

“= rri rioh, ¢ »nio — 5 hanes : , : tions of eight offices unknown to thelaws of Alabama, and for the further reason 
carried with . it the right to exer -_ their 7 ishes and judgme nt in the that they were so printed that their contents were distinctly visible on the out- 
matter. I was counsel in many of the cases, and to be brief regarding | side to the inspectors and bystanders when the ballots were folded. _ 
this subject, I will state that none of these inspectors were convicted, | 1. In support of his position that the ballots in controversy were illegal and 
and that demurrers were sustained to many of the indictments on the | °Ught to have been rejected, the contestee urges the following considerations : 

>a 7 > . The ballots were in this form: 
ground that a board of inspectors under the laws of Alabama consists 
f three een 1 For ELeEctors ror PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT: 

of three members, anc a ) | ; seeniatatend cecilia 
— INDICTMENTS ONLY INCLI - > THE TWO WHO WERE DEMOC awe, JAMES M. PICKENS. 

describing them as the board of inspectors. Judge Bruce, in these OLIVER 8. BEERS. 
sases, seemed to be controlled by the decision of Mr. Justice Miller, DISTRICT ELECTORS, 
of the Supreme Court, in Peay vs. Schenck and Bliss (1st Woolw. Cin. Ist District—C. C. McCALL. | 
Ct. Rep.. pp. 176. 187) 2d District—J. B. TOWNSEND. 

Rage |g Regge he al ‘ c 8d District—A. B. GRIFFIN. 
In 1880 the election for the Forty-seventh Congress was held, in 4th District—HILLIARD M. JUDGE. 

which the most determined efforts were made by the ktepublicans aided 5th Disteict~ THEODORE NUNN. 
by the Greenback party to elect Colonel William M. Lowe. The main — ant wee A . a 
concentration of all the force of the opposition in Alabama centered in 8th District—JAMES H, COWAN. 

this district, and when the result was announced showing the defeat FOR CONGRESS—EIGHTH DISTRICT., 
of Colonel Lowe, plans of vengeance were immediately inaugurated and einie will cd cnatan of sled {ot un WILLIAM M. LOWE. 

iis willing and powerful engine of oppression was called into requisi- . ; lat 
tion. The election was held on November 2, 1880, and the court did similar in formito 12,006 ballots cents incumegest” ir a 
not meet until April, 1881. For Electors for President 

and Vice President of 
the United States. 

In the mean time a contest for the seat had been begun and means 
were adopted to 

AID THE CONTESTANT GEORGE TURNER. 
‘a a, ; : WILLARD WARNER. 

with all the force, power, and terror of the Federal court. LUTHER R. SMITH. 
During the five months which intervened between the election and CHARLES W. BUCKLEY. 

the meeting of the court all the evidence in the contested election case mapa nein eet etoe 
had been taken. — Most of that for the contestant was taken and writ- DANIEL P. BOOTH. — 
ten out in the office of the clerk and deputy clerk of the United States WINFIELD 8. BIRD. | 
circuit and district courts. The clerk, Mr. A. W. McCullough, was a ee 
the chairman of the Republican district committee. The assistant dis- Sp etan ital 

: : . . : > . Representative in 
trict attorney was chairman of the Greenback district executive com- Congress from thé Eighth 

Congressional District : 

WILLIAM M, LOWE, 

Two of the offices designated on the illegal waie® are oie of Pusshieetan 
a aaciats ietrict ¢ ay Wi > > anntestent’s lawvwe electors for the State at large, and two of the candidates named are candidates 

and the assistant district at norm [om of the contestant’s lawyers for those offices. Eight of the offices designated are offices of district eleetors of 
and assisted in the work of taking the evidence, and the clerk and i wor , President and Vice-President, for eight different districts in the State; and eight 
marshal and some of his deputies were often present, while the wit- | of the candidates named are candidates for those offices, 
nesses were giving their testimony. Another lawyer of the contestant | Tbe Alabama statute declares that— 

" S “The ballot must be a plain piece of white paper, without any figures, marks, 
who was afterward employed by the Government to prosecute the in- | rulings, characters, or embellishments thereon, not less than two nor more than 

mittee. The United States marshal was an active supporter of the 
contestant. Most of his evidence was 

WRITTEN BY THE DEPUTY CLERK OF THE FEDERAL COURT, 



two and one-half inches wide, and not less than five nor more than seven inches 
long, on which must be written or printed, or partly written and partly printed, 
only the names of the persors for whom the elector intends to vote, and must 
Sesignate the office for which each person so named is intended by him to be 
chosen, and any ballot otherwise than described is illegal and must be rejected." 
This law prescribes four distinct requirements for the ballot: - 
1. It must be a plain piece of white paper, without any figures, marks, rulings, 

characters, or em lishments thereon. 
2. It must be not less than two nor more than two and a half inches wide, and 

not less than five nor more than seven inches long. 
3. It must contain only the names of the persons voted for and the designa- 

tions of the offices for which they are “ intended to be chosen." 
4. The names of the candidates and the designations of the offices are to be 

written or printed, or partly written and partly printed. 
If the Legislature had merely prescribed the form of the ballot, without de- 

geaing eee cast in any other form to be illegal, or commanding their rejec- 
tion, then, of course, it would be a question whether the requirement of the 
statute, that the ballot must contain only the names of the candidates and the 
designations of the offices, is directory or mandatory. And to the decision of 
that question such authorities as McKenzie vs. Braxton, Smith, 19, would be 
aiaea ty But when the law makes a ballot not cast in a prescribed form ille- | 

and requires its rejection, there is no place for the question whether the 
statute is mandatory or directory. The ballot which is not in the prescribed 
form is illegal, and must be rejected, because the law in terms declares it to be 
illegal and commands its rejection. 
The Legislature of Alabama, exercising a power expressly conferred by the 
— Constitution, had prescribed the mode of choosing Presidential electors 
as follows: 
“On the day prescribed by this code there are to be elected, by general ticket, 

a number of electors for President and Vice-President of the United States equal 
to the number of Senators and Representatives in Congress to which this State 
is entitled at the time of such election.” 
Under this statutory provision there could be no choice of “‘ district elector” 

for the “first district,” or “‘seeond district,” or for either of the other eight 
districts designated. The ballots in question each contained the designations of 
eight differept offices unknown to the law; that is to say, the offices of district 
electors for the eight districts of the State. They were deposited in the ballot- 
boxes in violation of the requirement of the statute that the ballot shall contain 
only the names of the candidates and the designations of the offices. 

It issubmitted, as an incontrovertible proposition, that thisstatutory provision 
for the choice of Presidential electors makes the office of each and every Presi- 
dential elector an office for the State at large, and that the office of districteleetor | 
is unknown to thelaw of Alabama. Itis submitted, asa second incontrovertible 
a. that the ballots in question were ballots for two electors from the 

tate at large, and for eight district electors, one for each of eight districts. If 
these two propositions are correct, s0 also must be the conclusion that eight of 
the offices designated on these ballotsare unknown to the lawsof the State, and 
that the designation of these eight offices was a violation of that requirement 
which excludes from the face of the ballot everything except the names of the 
candidates and the designation of the offices voted for, and that, therefore, under 
the law, it was the duty of the inspectors to reject these ballots. 

This would be all ditferent in the State of Massachusetts. For the law of Mas- 
sachusetts contains a provision unknown to the law of Alabama. It is that— 
“The names of all the electors to be chosen shall be written on each ballot; and 

each ballot shall contain the name of at least one inhabitant of each Congres- 
sional district into which the Commonwealth shall be then divided, and shall 
designate the Congressional district to which he belongs.’’ (Pub. Stat. Mass., 

Mi Pefe he effect of this statutory enactment is that two of the Massachusetts electors 
are chosen from the State at large, and the others, although chosen by the peo- 
le of the whole State, are district electors, chosen not from the State at large, 
ut from the several districts. In Massachusetts the ballots now under consid- 

eration would be in exact conformity with the requirements of the law; anda 
Massachusetts statute, commanding the rejection of ballots containing designa- 
tions of offices unknown to the law, would pot affect ballots like those alleged 
to have been rejected in this case. 

For precisely the same reasons, ballots like these would be legal in the States 
of Iowa, Tennessee, Missouri, Virginia, and North Carolina. 

If, then, the statutes of Massachusetts, lowa, Tennessee, Missouri, Virginia, 
and North Carolina commanded the rejection of all ballots not fashioned in con- 
formity with the requirements of law, they would not affect ballots like those 
alleged to have been rejected in the late election in Alabama, because such bal- 
lots would conform to the statutory requirements of those States. 
The laws of Illinois, New York, South Carolina, Michigan, and Wisconsin, 

like that of Alabama, provide that the Presidential electors shall be chosen by 
“ general ticket.” The statutes of Mississippi and Nebraska provide that they 
shall .be chosen from the “State at large.” If the laws of these seven States 
provided, as do the laws of Alabama, that all ballots containing anything be- 
yond the names of the candidates and the designations of the offices should be 
rejected, then ballots like those alleged to have been rejected, in the case now 
under consideration, would necessarily be rejected in those States. Butno law, 
in either of those seven States, requires the rejection of ballots for the reason 
that they contain more than the names of the candidates and the designations 
of the offices. It follows, therefore, that in these seven States, as well as in the 
States of Massachusetts, lowa, Tennessee, Missouri, and Virginia, these rejected | 
Alabama ballots would have been good. 
They would also have been good in all the other States of the Union except Ala- 

bama. For in none of the other States is there any statute requiring the Presi- 
dential electors to be chosen by general ticket or from the State atlarge. In all 
the other States the statutes provide that Presidential electors shall be chosen, 
but fail to determine whether they are to be chosen whoMy from the State at 
large or partly from electoral districts. They do not make illegal the offices of 
district electors as does the law of Alabama. The case of Alabama therefore 
stands upon statutes uliar to that State. 

It is said that the objectionable matter on these ballots does not constitute fig- 
ures, marks, rulings, characters, or embellishments in the sense of the statute. 
Even if this be admitted for the sake of the argument, it does not meet the ob- 
ection now under consideration, which is not that they were fashioned in vio- 
tion of the clause of the statute prohibiting figures, marks, rulings, characters, 

and embellishments, but that they presented a violation of that clause which 
aneseees that the ballot shall contain only the names of the candidates and the 
esignations of the offices. 
But to ascertain whether these ballots did have distinguishing marks, let us 

refer to the evidence of the witnesses whom the contestant introduced, and by 
whom he claims to have proven the rejection of these ballots. 

Mr. Hopkins, a witness for the contestant, testifies (see bottom of page 131 and 
top of page 132) that the ballots which he says were rejected could be identified 
from the outside when folded four times. 

His evidence is as follows: 
“Question. When folded in four thicknesses, could you see at a distance of 

three feet that that ticket had something on it besides the names of the persons 
voted for and the offices for which they were to be chosen? 
“Answer. Yes, sir; I could. 
“Q. Please examine the ticket and see if it is the ticket that you made an ex- 

hibit to your deposition. 
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“A. Yes, sir; it is. 
“Q. Please examine those three tickets folded, and say if they are not the kind 

of tickets that were rejected, and say if you can not identify them from the out- 
side when folded four times? , 

“A. These tickets are similar o the tickets that were rejected for being num- 
bered, and I can designate them when the printing is folded inside and the 
ticket folded in four thicknesses.” 
These ballots are in evidence, and it will be observed that they are of the least 

objectionable class of Greenback ballots found in the record, ~ 
Ira G, Wood, a witness and supporter of Mr. Lowe, and an officer of the elec 

tion, testifies as follows regarding the ballots which he says were rejected (see 
record, page 304, near bottom) : 
“Question. Your eyesight isa little defective and infirm without your glasses? 
“Answer. Yes,sir; I can read large print; I do not doit, however, without my 

spectacles, but I can. 
“Q. Can you see the words first district on that ticket [handing witnessa 

ticket]? 
“A, Yes, sir. 
“QQ, Can you see the words first district on it” 
“A. Yes, sir. 
“Q. Can yousee the words first district on the back when folded with the print 

ing inside? 
“A. Well, I wouldn't know that unless my attention was called to it 
“Q. Could you read it if your attention was called to it? 
“A, I suppose I could if my attention was called to it 
“Q. Can you, when the ticket is open, read the words first district without your 

glasses? 
“A. Yes, sir. 
*“Q. When the ticket is closed now, with the printing inside, can you see by 

reading backwards, when your attention is called to it, the words first district; 
wouldn't you be willing to swear there was a D? 
“A. You, sir.” 
If feeble old men could identify the ballots, when folded, which Mr. Lowe 

claims were rejected in the railroad towns, it is evident that it would have been 
impossible for such ballots as Mr. Lowe’s witnesses put in evidence, and swear 
were used in Franklin County, to have escaped the scrutiny of the party man- 
agers. 

It is claimed that these ballots ought to be counted for Representative in Con 
gress, if for no other candidate. This would be true, if the statutory provision 
had been merely that such names of candidates and designations of offices as 
should be placed on the ballots in violation of the law should be rejected in the 
canvass. But suchis not the provision of the statute. The statutory provision 
is that ifthe ballots are not in the form prescribed, the ballots themselves shall 
be rejected. 

It seems to usclearthat these 1,24 ballots, which not only contained the desig 
nations of eight offices unknown to the law of Alabama, but were also marked 
ballots, and, for that reason, peremptorily excluded by a mandatory law of that 
State, were illegally counted for Mr. Lowe, and are to be deducted from his vote 
The question here presented is a new question. It was not considered by the 

Committee on Electionsin the Mississippi case of Lynch vs. Chalmers. The dif- 
ferences between the statutory provisions of Mississippi and Alabama, and be- 
tween the ballots in the two cases, are such that a decision in one of the cases 
will not, necessarily, furnish a precedent for the other 
is in the following words: 

“ All ballots shall be written or printed in black ink, with a space not less than 
one-fifth of an inch between each name, on plain, white printing news paper, 
not more than two and orf€-half nor less than two and one-fourth inches wide, 
without any device or mark by which one ticket may be known or designated 
from another, except the words at the head of the ticket; but this shall not pro 
hibit the erasure, correction, or insertion of any name by pencil-mark or ink 
upon the face of the ballot; and a ticket different from that herein prescribed 
shall not be received or counted.” 

As we have seen, the Alabama provision is that 
“The ballot must be a plain piece of white paper, without any figures, marks, 

rulings, characters, or embellishments thereon, not less than two nor more than 
two and one-half inches wide, and not less than five nor more than seven inches 
long, on which must be written or printed, or partly written and partly printed, 
only the names of the persons for whom the elector intends to vote, and must 
designate the office for which each person so named is intended by him to be 
chosen; and any ballot otherwise than described is illegal and must be rejected.” 
The provisions of the Mississippi law applicable to the case of Lynch vs. Chal 

mers are: (1) That the ballot shall be without any device or mark by which one 
ticket may be known or distinguished from another, except the words at the 
head of the ticket, and (2) that a ticket different from that prescribed shall not 
be received or counted. The provisions of the Alabama statute applicable to 
the case now on trial are: (1) That the ballot must be without marks, and must 
contain only the names of the persons for whom the elector intends to vote, and 
the designations of the oflices, and (2) that any ballot otherwise than as de 
scribed is illegal and must be rejected. In the Mississippi case the grounds of 
objection to the ballots were that certain printer's dashes separated different 
headings of the ticket. In this case the grounds of objection are that the bal- 
lots contained the designations of eight offices unknown to the law, and that 
they were so marked, by the use of peculiar paper, ink, and type, as to be read- 
ily distinguished from other ballots, even when folded The differences be- 

tween the two cases are too palpable to require or justify any comment, 
What we have said is sufficient to show that these ballots are illegal; but 

there is other evidence in this case which makes their rejection still more im- 
perative. 
The evidence shows that Mr. Lowe's supporters used the marked ballots, 

together with violence and terrorism, to destroy secret voting 
The evidence shows clearly that the using of these ballots in the precincts 

where it is claimed they were rejected was for the unlawful purpose of prevent 
ing a secret ballot. 

It is evident that with these ballots secrecy was impossible and that such bal 
lots could be identified in the hands of the voters. 

It is certain that when voters are abused, terrorized, and ostracized for not 
voting as their leaders dictate, the weaker classes will hesitate before going to 
the polls with ballotsdifferent from those ordered by their leaders 

It was distinctly charged in the answer, and proved by over fifty witnesses, 
that the supporters of Mr. Lowe had unlawfully maintained a state of terrorism 
and alarm among the colored persons by threats « f harm to their persons and 
property. (See rec ord, pages 506, 893, 894, 895, 896, 808, 900 902, 904, 959, 960. 961, 962, 

963, 964, 966, 967, 969, 970, 999, 1000, 1001, 1002, 1020, 1021, 1022, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1066, 1068 
1070, 1072, 1075, 1076, 1079, 1081, 1082, 1085, 1089, 10901, 1093, 1095, 1098, 1102, 1109, LLL.) 

This uncontradicted testimony of more than fifty witnesses, including men of 
all parties and of both colors, shows that by threats of bodily harm, by ostra 
cism, and by fearand intimidation, Greenback leaders have absolutely destroyed 
freedom of election among the weaker class of colored personsin the eighth dis- 
trict of Alabama : f 
A colored man, page 1079, swears that if colored men had been left to their 

own choice nearly all would have voted the Wheeler ticket. They would bave 
so voted had it not been for thethreats of the Greenback leaders, and this same 
character of evidence is found on pages 1067, 1068, 1071, 1073, 1075, 1081, 1083, 1085, 

1089, 1092, 1096, 1098, 1102, 1110, 1112. : 
It is also in proof (see bottom of page 1095) that two colored men, Peter Walker 

The Mississippi statute 

t 
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and John Bell, attempted to become candidates for the Legislature upon the 
Republican ticket, and these Greenback leaders drove them from the town and 
threatened to kill them 

Also, on thissubject, see pages 1066, 1070, 1073, 1075, 1079, 1085, 1087, 1089, 1091, 1092, 
1006, 1008, 1102, Lio 

We might stop with the above, but in passing we will call the attention to the 
evidence of two of Mr. Lowe's witnesses, Wade Blankenship and William Wal- 
lace 

These men were party managers for Mr. Lowe. They testified that they re- 
quired every man to carry his 
(See bottom page 224.) 
Wallace says, page Joi 

ticket so I can see it 
Wallace also testified, page 
“Question. You thought it important to examine their wrists and see that there 

was nothing up their sleeve 
“Answer Yes, sir; I did 

And you examined each one in this way? 

Yes Il examined every one that voted the ticket. 
You examined each one of the one hundred and fifty-six colored men? 
Yes, sir; I did 
You examined their hands and sleeves to see that there could be no foul 

[told it to every man, Now, I said, you hold your 

}, as follows 

sir 

Well, I did not feel of their arms and sleeves, but I examined their wrists | 
close before I gave them their ticket.” 

We think the evidence shows beyond question that the policy of the Green- 
back party was to prevent a secret ballot. Mr. Lowe's witnesses, supporters, 
and managers swear they examined the wrists of voters, and made them hold 
the ballot at least a foot and a half from the body to prevent the possibility of 
their escaping the surveillance of party managers 9 

This was the plan adopted with colored men, but in localities where possibly 
objections might be urged to so close inspection of underclothing, Mr. Lowe's 
managers adopted the plan of having the ballots marked so that they could with- 
out question identify the ballot in the hands of the voter. 
We have examined the ballots, and can not resist the conclusion that these 

ballota were issued to enable party managers to destroy the freedom and purity 
of the election, and to prevent secrecy of the ballot, and to place the voter under | 
improper restraint or influence in casting his ballot. : . >. : | 
More than a year prior to November 2, 1880, this law had been construed by an 

eminent judge of the State of Alabama. His decision was as follows: 

Transcript. 

Tur Strate or ALABAMA, Cullman County: 

Before Hon. Louis Wyeth, judge of the fifth judicial circuit, 

Charles Plato vs. Julius Damus.—Contest of election. 

In this case Charles Plato contests the election of Julius Damus to the office of 
mayor of the town of Cullman, in the county of Cullman, claiming to have been 
elected to that office himself by a majority of the votes cast at the election held 
on the first Monday in April, 1879. 
The respondent claims to hold the office under the certificate of election issued 

by the proper officers under the provisions of the ‘act of assembly to establish 
a new charter for the town of Cullman.” 
tion 9.) 

On examining and counting the votes it appears that fifty-four of them were 
cast for the contestant, and twenty-seven for the respondent; of these fifty-four 
votes given for the contestant, fifty-two had printed on them at the top of the 
ballot the words ‘Corporation Ticket,’ and of the twenty-seven votes cast for 
respondent three had in like manner printed thereon the same words, and the 
question for me to decide is whether or not those words rendered the ticket on 
which they were printed illegal ballots, and such as must be rejected. 
The act approved February 12, 1879, Pamphlet Laws, pages 72,73, requires that 

the ballot must be a plain piece of white paper, without any figures, marks, rul- 
ings, characters, orembellishmentsthereon, * * * 
or printed * * * 
to vote, and must designate the office for which each person so named is intended 
by him to be chosen, and any ballot otherwise than described is illegaland must | 
be rejected. 
The law under which the election now being considered was held, in section 

4, Pamphlet Laws, 1879, page 305, declares ** that the election provided for in this 
charter shall be regulated by the general State election law.”’ 
The judicial officer of the State has nothing to do with the propriety of a stat- 

ute. If not void by reason of a constitutional inhibition, the judicial duty is 
limited to their construction and enforcement. 
These ballots had more than only the names of the persons for whom the 

elector intends to vote, or the designation of the office, and must be rejected be- 
cause illegal, Such is the mandate of law and so I must declare it. 

It ie considered, adjudged, and ordered that the election of Julius Damus as | 
mayor of the town of Cullman, in the county of Cullman, be confirmed, and 
that the contestant pay the costs of this court. 

LOUIS WYETH, Judge, &c. 
Jone 9, 1879. 

The numerous authorities which the contestee cites in pages 14 to 85 of his 
brief conclusively show that Congress and the courts and all law-writers have 
uniformly held that, undersuch a law as that of Alabama, ballots like those now 
under consideration are illegal. 

First. The law of Mississijypi provides that all ballots shall be “ without any | 
device or mark by which one ticket may be known or distinguished from 
another.” 

This leaves room for debate as to whether the marks on the ballots were 
marks by which one ticket may be known or distinguished from another. 
The Alabama law provides that the baliot shall have “ only the names of the 

persons for whom the elector intends to vote and the designations of the of- 
fice; "’ therefore this law does not give latitude for debate on this question. 
The Alabama law and Pennsylvania law (see page 21 of contestee’s brief) 

stand alone in this, that they alone prohibit anything being on the ballots but 
the names of candidates and designations of the offices. 

In the report of the case of Lynch vs, Chalmers the committee say, on page 11: 
‘It need, however, hardly be added that a line of carefully considered cases 

in the States, in which such courts have undoubted jurisdiction, so far as they 
would apply in principle, would goa long way toward settlinga disputed point 
of construction in any State election law. In fact it may be said that it would 
probably be the duty of Congress to follow the settled doctrine thus established.” 
On page 10: 
*““Where decisions have been made for a sufficient length of time by State (ri- 

bunals, construing electiog laws, so that it may be presumed that the people of 
the State knew what such interpretations were, would furnish another good 
reason why Congress should adopt them in Congressional election cases.”’ 
And on page 12: 
“Had the opinion been rendered before the clection of 1880, or become one of 

settied law of Missiaaippi, we do not say but that it would havesuch weight with 
pee though we might disagree with it in logic, we might feel compelled to 
‘ollow it." 
Now, certainly, the facts in this case bring it within the principles here ex- 

pressed. 

ballot at least a foot and a half from his body. | 

(Pamphlet Laws of 1879, page 304, sec- | 

on which must be written | 
only the names of the persons for whom the elector intends | 
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| The decision of Judge Wyeth was rendered June 9, 1879, seventeen months be- 
| fore the election of November 2, 1880. 
| First. It was carefully considered. 
| Second. The court had undoubted jurisdiction. 
| Third, It had been made for a sufficient length of time ; and aboveand beyond 
this, to use the language of Mr. Justice Curtis, 16 How., 279-87, quoted page I! of 
Lynch report, it was ‘‘ needful to the ascertainment of the right or title in ques- 
tion between the parties.” 
The committee in Lynch vs. Chalmers say : 
‘*What we have here remarked does not, of course, apply to the marks or de- 

| vices ordinarily used on tickets, such as spread eagles, portraits, and the like - 
those would be considered marks and devices of themselves, and not necessary 

| in the ordinary mechanical art of printing. The use of the latter would be con- 
sidered a violation of the statute in any aspect of the case, while the use of the 

| former seems to us, in any view of the law, ought to be restricted to an inten- 
| tional or manifest anisuse.” 

We submit that this reasoning makes the Greenback ballots clearly obnoxious 
| to the statute of Alabama. 

The act amending section 274 is a remedial act. Sedgwick, page 309, says : 
“The words of a remedial statute are to be construed largely and beneficially, 

so as to suppress the mischief and advance the remedy. It is by no means un- 
| usual in construing a remedial statute, it has been said, to extend the enacting 
| words beyond their natural import and effect, in order to include cases within 
the same mischiefs. 

** Remedial statutes are liberally expounded in advancement of the object of 
the Legislature.’’— Blakeney vs. Blakeney, 6 Port., 109. 
“A remedial statute must be construed largely and beneficially, so as to sup- 

press the mischief and advance the remedy.’’—Sprowl vs, Lawrence, 33 Ala., 674. 
Let us now see what was sought to be remedied by the amendment to section 

274 of the code, appreved February 12, 1879. 
It is shown by the evidence, page 1237 of the record, that at elections prior to 

November 2, 1880, the Democrats used ballots substantially in form to the ex- 
hibits above, that is, the exhibits on pages 1229, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1233, 1234, 1235, 
236, which have the words: 

STATE AT LARGE. 

District electors. 
Ist District— 

2d District— 
3d District— 
4th District— 
Sth District— 
6th District— 
7th District— 
Sth District— 

And one of which, page 1234, is almost 
cide should be rejected. 
The evidence shows that at previous elections ballots were used substantially 

like the Weaver and Lowe and Hancock and Lowe ballots, and that the remedy 
sought was to prevent the use of the very ballots which the Greenback party 
insisted upon using. 
The report of the majority even admits the correctness of our position on this 

subject. 
We are to bear in mind these facts : 
First. The election preceding and nearest to November 2, 1880, when such bal- 

lots were used, or could by any possibility have been used, was the election of 
November, 1876. 
Second. The first Legislature of Alabama which was elected afterthe Novem- 

ber Presidential election of 1876 proceeded to and did amend section 274 of the 
code, and did prohibit by the law they enacted the use of the very ballots which 
the contestant swears were used in November, 1876, and preceding elections. 

This shows what was to be remedied. 
We are also to remember— 
Third. That Judge Wyeth construed the law on June 9, 1879, just as we con- 

strue it. . 
Fourth. That the contestant swears that the August, 1880, canvass was made 

| mainly by attacking this law. 
Fifth. That with all this before them, he and his party managers defied the 

law they had denounced, and printed ballots and placed in voters’ hands ballots 
which were prohibited by the law of the State. 

Sixth. That nearly one hundred witnesses in this case testify that the Green- 
back party compelled men to vote their ticket by threats and terrorism, and 
that forty witnesses (including men of both colors and all parties) swear that 
but for this system of terrorism exercised by the Greenback leaders at least half 
of the people who voted for contestant would have voted with the party which 
supported the contestee. 
Considering all these things together, we see how necessary it was for con- 

testant to have a ballot which could be distinguished by his party leaders, in 
| order to keep the weaker classes in line and prevent them from secretly voting 
| as they desired. 

precisely like the ballots which we de- 

It must. be observed that the unanimous report of the Democratic 
| members of the Elections Committee in considering the illegality ot 
the ballots says: r 

The numerous authorities which the contestee cites in pages 14 to 85 of his brief 
conclusively show that Congress and the courts and all law writers have uni- 
formly held that, under such a law as that of Alabama, ballots like those now 
under consideration are illegal. 

First, The law of, Mississippi provides that all ballots shall be “ without any 
— or mark by which one ticket may be known or distinguished from 
another.”’ 

This leaves room for debate as to whether the marks on the ballots were marks 
by which one ticket may be known or distinguished from another. 
The Alabama law provides that the ballot shall have “ only the names of the 

persons for whom the elector intends to vote and the designations of the office ;"’ 
therefore this law does not give latitude for debate on this question. 
The Alabama law and Pennsylvania law (see page 21 of contestee’s brief) stand 

alone in this—that they alone prohibit anything being on the ballots but the 
names of candidates and designations of the offices. 

It is not improper for me to here remark that the records of this elec- 
tion case from the eighth district of Alabama, now a part of the records 
of the Forty-seventh Congress, show that the question upon which Judge 
Bruce laid such stress did not in any way aflect the result of the clec- 
tion of November, 1880, because uncontradicted proof, all of such proof 
being primary, and unquestioned evidence, clearly demonstrated that 
even according to the contestant’s most extreme demands on this sub- 
ject, and counting every illegal ballot which he and his friends claimed 
were cast for him, and refusing to count any of the rejected ballots 
which it is admitted were cast for the contestee, still the contestee’s 
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majority of votes cast by legal voters would be 1,547. I will now pro- 
ceed to state some of the 

ILLEGAL RULINGS, 

The board of inspectors at Huntsville box were: 
First: Mr. Davis, who for years prior to 1880 had been an earnest 

and persistent opponent of the Democratic party and in the election of 
1882 he was a most active worker and canvasser against said party. 

Second. Mr. Clark, who was a Federal soldier who fought gallantly 
and received wounds from which he is still suffering, was an earnest 
Republican for a long time, but had voted the Democratic ticket for 
several elections. 

Third. Mr. McGehee, who was a Democrat. 
When the polls closed they found in the box ballots for both Wheeler 

and Lowe of the character referred to in the Congressional report which 
I have read, said ballots being in direct violation of the law of Ala- 
bama. The board of election officers after mature investigation, unan- 
imously decided that they were illegal, and they reported them to the 
county board precisely as directed by the laws of Alabama. The re- 
port signed by the inspectors specifically stated the number of ballots 
rejected for each party, and inclosed them with the report of the elec- 
tion which was sent to the county officials. It was for this that Mr. 
Clark and Mr. McGehee were indicted. 

Mr. Davis, as is shown by his action in the elections which have 
taken place since November, 1880, no doubt satisfied these people of 
his adhesion to the party in opposition to the Democracy, and he was 
not indicted, although his position and action was the same as that of 
Clark or Mr. McGehee. 

These two gentlemen were, however, brought to trial and the 

UNCONTRADICTED EVIDENCE 

showed that they acted conscientiously and judicially; thatthey counted 
all the legal ballots fairly and made a correct report, and also reported 
the number of illegal ballots which were cast for each party. 

Mr, Goodwin, a deputy marshal and a Republican, was present as a 
Federal supervisor, and he corroborated these facts in his printed evi- 
dence, but with all this and notwithstanding the fact that authorities 
were read to the court showing that inspectors of elections are judicial 
officers and, that under such a state of facts, no crime could attach to 
them even if they had erred (which was not the case), even with all 
that this, Judge John Bruce, either from ignorance or corrupt intention, 
charged the jury, in effect, to find a verdict of 

GUILTY. 

A prominent lawyer who was present informed me that his charge 
was substantially as I will read: 

That although the defendants McGehee and Clark had no criminal intent in 
rejecting ballots cast for William M. Lowe and notwithstanding the fact that the 
laws of Alabama directed that oF should reject said ballots, yetif they did re- 
ject any said ballots they were guilty under the United States law, and the jury 
must bring in a verdict against them, and he further charged that although the 
proof showed McGehee and Clark never heard of a United States statute this 
-did not alter the case, and that if the jury believed the evidence they must find a 
verdict of guilty against the defendants. 

The jury consisted of six Democrats and six of opposing politics, 
mostly Republicans. The 

CHARGE 80 SHOCKED THE JURY 

that they could not but feel thatthe judge was either insane or corrupt, 
and after mature deliberation they returned a verdict of acquittal. 

JUDGE BRUCE RECEIVED IT WITH ANGER 

and indignation and while he was compelled to discharge the defend- 
ants he attempted to insult the jury by immediately ordering them to 
be discharged from further service. 
Toshow that I am right in my information regarding these statements, 

I will read some editorials from the press of Huntsville giving an account 
of these atrocities. I read first fromthe issue dated April 26, 1882, of 
a newspaper published by Hon. J. Withers Clay, a brother of Senator 
C. C. Clay, for many years an honored Senator in this Capitol: 
The Government’s counsel and the judge both urged that defendants violated 

the law of Congress in rejecting the Lowe ballots,and made no complaint of the 
rejection of Wheeler ballots, and the judge charged the jury, if they believed the 
evidence, to wit, the rejection of the Lowe ballots, they must return a verdict of 
ouky. 
Defendants’ counsel maintained that the rejection of ballots was required by 

the Alabama statute and not violative of the law of Congress. The indictment 
charged defendants with violating the law knowingly, willfully, and fraudu- 
lently. Government's counsel and the judge ignored the allegations of the in- 
dictment, acquitted defendants of knowing, willful, and fraudulent violation of 
the law, but asserted that the law was, nevertheless, violated, and subjected de- 
fendants to its penalties. Defendants’ counsel contended that the allegata and 
the _——- must agree, and, if the allegations were not proved, the jury could 
not lawfully convict. The jurors agreed with defendants’ counsel}, believed the 
evidence, but did not believe the charges proved, and, therefore, returned a ver- 
dict of “not guilty.” The judge, however, instructed them, if they believed the 
evidence, they must find defendants guilty. For the violation of this palpably 
wrong instruction the judge discharged the jury for the rest of the term. 

~ * * 

She er: from the time it was empaneled to the rendition of the verdict, was 
classi here as six Democratsand six opposition, Republicans or Greenbackers, 
and the jury was in c of a United States bailiff. 
The fact was (we learn from other jurors) that the negro (a Republican) was one 

of the first to say “not guilty,” remarking, in substance, that Government's 
counsel seemed to want to punish defendants for the acts of the Legislature. 

I now read from the Huntsville Independent, edited by a son of Judge 
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Its date is April Coleman, formerly of the supreme court of Alabama. 
27, 1882: 

In the trial of Captain J.T. McGehee and Mr. Dan C. Clarke (two gentlemen 
of most excellent character), charged with violation of election laws, there was 
not a particle of proof that they were guilty of any official misconduct whatever. 
Nicholas Davis, esq., who, together with the above-named, was an inspector of 
the election, was the only witness examined. He testified that there was no 
concealment in ——s that was done and that the election was fair in all re- 
spects. The sole charge against the other inspectors was that they had rejected 
acertain number of ballots, a number for Lowe and a number for Wheeler, which 
ballots had heen rejected because they had on them numerals and something 
else than the designation of the office and the name of the person voted for. The 
sole question was whether these gentlemen were criminally responsible for their 
act in rejecting these ballots. Judge Bruce held that under section 5515 of the 
Revised Statutes of the United States they were in criminal violation of the law 
This decision was contrary to all authority, precedent, reason, and principle 
There is an unbroken line of legal authorities, both English and American, hold 
ing that inspectors of election are judicial officers. Admitting that in this in- 
stance they might have been wrong in their judgment (there is no legal decision 
to such effect), no criminality attaches to the error of judgment. 
To enforce the other, most absurd view, would make it impossible to get men 

to accept the office of inspector. (It is likely that the hope of the prosecutors is 
to so intimidate Democrats as to prevent them from serving as inspectors, This, 
however, will utterly fail of its object.) 

The Mobile Register, which for a long time, and I think still is, 
principally owned by a gallant Federal general, said : 

The singular performances of District Judge Bruce, of the Alabama district, 
have induced many of his friends to believe that his mind is seriously affected 
A dispatch of the 12th instant from Huntsville, reads: 

** Judge Bruce, of the Federal court, to-day discharged the twelve jurors reg 
ularly summoned for the term because they rendered a verdict of not guilty in 
the Clark and McGehee case, which the minutes of the court state was in diso 
bedience of the mandate of the court. General L. P. Walker and other members 
of the bar protested against this action of the court, and one of the jurors arose 
and said that he asked the court on yesterday if they must decide the case ac 
cording to the law and evidence presented before them, and the court said they 
must; that they had been guided in rendering their verdict by their responsi 
bility under their oaths, and not by the mere ipse dirit of the court. The new 
jury was ordered to be drawn, and the court suspended until jurors can be sum 
moned,”’ 
The action of Judge Bruce is in keeping with his imprisonment of the county 

officers of Chambers County, a shorttime ago. It will be remembered that thes« 
gentlemen were incarcerated, without a shadow of justification, until the Su 
preme Court of the United States granted a writ of habeas corpus and virtually 
released them. 
These eccentricities of Judge Bruce and his disregard of law have been of lat« 

so very pronounced that it would be proper for our Representatives in Congres: 
to propose articles of impeachment, 

No judge in his senses could act as Judge Bruce does, and no judge who is 

learned in the law could so often and so flagrantly disregard the law. There is 
no explanation of his vagaries except that his mind is seriously affected. Those 
who have watched him closely during the past few years are alarmed at his 
aberrations of intellect. Itis the duty of Congress to give us relief at once 

There is no limit to the judicial decisions which show the error of 
Judge Bruce inhischarge. Ihave one before me from thesupreme court 
of Pennsylvania. - During the war a great number of foreigners, who 
had settled in Pennsylvania, in order to avoid conscription, did not nat- 
uralize. Therefore, in 1868, a large number naturalized for the first 
time. A great many such citizens presented themselves on election day 
to Republican inspectors, who decided that citizenship had been granted 
wrongly by the nisi prius court in which they had taken out their nat 
uralization papers. The practical result of this wholesale rejection of 
votes went materially toward affecting the result. As many as 24,000 
votes are said to have been thus rejected. Many of the inspectors ot 
election were indicted, and in the first case, styled Lee et al. vs. the Com- 
monwealth, the supreme court decided that he, among other inspect- 
ors, had done wrong in rejecting these votes, as the voters offering their 
ballots had been naturalized by the proper court and in the proper 
way. But the supreme court, at the same time, decided that the in- 
spectors had merely committed an error of judgment and no crime 
There are no conflicting decisions. The British parliament actually 
has a statute to this effect. 

The Lee case will be found in 1 Brewster, 275. It is cited approv- 
ingly by Judge McCrary, section 466, and this writer also with great 
emphasis lays down the same rule in chapter 10 of his work on Elec- 
tions and cites numerous authorities to the same effect. I call atten 
tion to the cases referred to in his second edition, paragraphs 459 to 
494. 

Atrocious as these matters may appear, there were other equally dis- 
creditable features in the rulings of Judge Bruce in this case. As be- 
fore stated, the indictment included but two of the inspectors, namely, 
Clark and McGehee. Judge Bruce had sustained demurrers to indict 
ments in other cases which were precisely similar. 

In order to carry out his cruel and illegal purposes it was necessary 
for Judge Bruce to overrule his former decisions, but this did not seem 
to cost him one pang of regret. The principle of law which Judge Bruce 
trampled under foot so that he might confine his persecutions to Demo- 
crats is as old as law itself. We find it in old decisions and in the 
works of text-writers. It was recently reasserted by Justice Miller, of 
the Supreme Court, in Peay vs. Schenck and Bliss, 1 Woolw. Circuit 
Court Reports, pages 176, 187, who used these words: 
We understand it to be well settled that when authority of this kind is con 

ferred upon three or more persons, in order to make its exercise vajid, all must 
be present, and participate or have an opportunity to participate in the pro 
ceedings, although some may dissent from the action determined on , 
The action of two out of three commissioners to all of whom was confided a 

power to be exercised can not be upheld when the third took no part in the 
transaction. 

a eempeaenee 
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Bear in mind that the indictment charged that McGehee and Clark 
held the election. 

If that were true the election was illegal and void, and for that rea- 
son the indictment was bad. 

In that connection I will read from Howard vs. Cooper, 1 Bartlett, 
page 282: 

Fourth. Yourcommittee have rejected the vote of the township of Van Buren. 
The law requires that the board of inspectors shall be constituted of three per- 
sonsin number, The proof is clear that there were but two. And as there was 
no board of inspectors known to the law, your committee see no way by which 
any legal effect can be given to the returned vote; they have therefore de- 
ducted it, although it can in no way affect the decision of this case, whether it 
be deducted or retained. 

Before leaving this case let me explain the sophistry by which Judge 
Bruce and the prosecuting attorneys arrived at their conclusions; and 
in passing I must not forget te mention that the Department of Justice 
(should not I say the Department from Justice ?) had three lawyers em- 
ployed, all inthe pay of the Government, to prosecute this case, namely, 
E-x-Governor Smith, district attorney; L. W. Day, assistant district at- 
torney and chairman Greenback executive committee, and P. L. Jones 
(specially employed), who at that time and now heads the list of mem- 
bers of the national committee of the Greenback party. From what 
could be gathered Judge Bruce and these prosecutors based their pro- 
ceedings upon section 27 and section 5515 of the Revised Statutes. 
Section 27 is a part of the act of February 28, 1871, which provides 
that 

All votes for Representatives in Congress must be by written or printed ballot, 

This meant nothing more than to prohibit voting viva voce and to in- 
sure secrecy to the voter. 

Section 5515 is a part of the act of February 28, 1875, which provides 
that an election officer, at an election wherea Representative for Congress 
is voted for, who fraudulently does certain things or violates any duty 
‘required of him by any law of the United States, or any State,’’ 
**shall be punished,’’ &c. 

Now, unless these inspectors had violated a law of the United States 
or of Alabama it was criminal for Judge Bruce to tell a jury to render 
a verdict against them. Let us examine this matter. 

Article 1, section 4, of the Constitution of the United States says: 
The times, places, and manner of holding elections for Senators or Represent- 

atives shall be prescribed in cach State by the Legislature thereof; but the Con- 
gress may at any time by law make or alter such regulations, except as to the 
places of choosing Senators. 

Judge McCrary, in his work on Elections, says (paragraph 6): 
While the Legislature can notadd to, abridge, or alter the constitutional quali- 

fications of voters, it may and should prescribe pees and necessary rules for 
the orderly exercise of the right resulting from these qualifications. The Legis- 
lature must prescribe the necessary regulations as to place, mode, manner, &c. 

Again, Mr. McCrary says: 
All devices by which the secrecy of the ballot is destroyed by means of col- 

ored paper used for ballots, or by other similar means, are exceedingly repre- 
hensible, and, whether expressly prohibited by statute or not, should be dis- 
countenanced by all good citizens.—American Law of Elections, page 195; People 
vs. Cicott, 16 Michigan, 283. 

Judge Cooley, in his work upon Constitutional Limitations, says, page 
599, under the head of ‘‘ The right to participate in elections: ”’ 

Each State establishes its own regulations on this subject; subject only to the 
fifteenth amendment to the National Constitution, which forbids that the right 
of citizens to vote shall be denied or abridged on account of race, color, or pre- 
viouscondition of servitude, Participation in the election franchise isa privilege 
rather than a right, and it is granted or denied on grounds of general policy. 

After speaking of the various restrictions, Judge Cooley says (page 
602): 

All such reasonable regulations of the constitutional right which seem to the 
Legislature important to the preservation of order in elections, to guard against 
fraud under influence and oppression, and to preserve the purity of the ballot- 
box, are not only within the constitutional power of the Legislature, but are 
commendable, and at least some of them abselutely essential. 

Judge Cooley continues (page 604): 
The mode of voting in this country at all general elections is almost univer- 

sally by ballot. The distinguishing feature of this mode of voting is that every 
voter is thus enabled to secure and preserve the most complete and inviolable 
secrecy in regard to the persons for whom he votes, and thus cscape the influ- 
enees which, under the system of oral suffrage, may be brought to bear upon 
him, with a view to overbear and intimidate, and thus prevent the real expres- 
sion of public sentiment. In order to secure as perfectly as possible the benefits 
anticipated from this system, statutes have been passed in some of the Stetes 
which prohibit ballots being received or counted unless the same are written or 
printed upon white paper, without any mark or figures thereon intended to dis- 
tinguish one ballot from another. 

After giving this statement of the system, Judge Cooley proceeds to 
use this emphatic language: 
These statutes are simply de laratory of a constitutional principle that inheres 

in the sys*ca of voting by ba! ict, and which ought to be inviolavle, whether de- 
clered or uot. In the absen: « /f such a statute all devices by which party man- 
agers are ensbied to distiig: .) ballots in the hands of the voter and thus deter- 
mine whether he is vot’)... fy. or against them are opposed to the spirit of the 
Constitution, inasmur)) as *y tend to defeat the design for which voting by 
ballot is established, 

“hese paragraphs show the views of able writers upon constitutional 
law regarding the clause of the Constitution which I have read, and 
pursuant to which the Legislature of Alabama enacted the law which 
Judge Bruce nullified or tried to nullify, at the same time overruling 
and nullifying the Constitution, and also overturning the principles of 
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law soably expounded by Judges Cooley and McCrary. This clause of 
the Constitution is the only one which directly delegates legislative 
powers to States. 
We see that the decision of Judge Bruce in this case is in harmony 

with his decree by which he imprisoned three Alabama judges, solely 
for the reason that they refused to violate law and perform acts not 
permitted by their jurisdiction. 

In the McGehee and Clark case he exercised all his power in the en- 
deaver to incarcerate two excellent citizens because they would not 
violate their oaths and trample under foot the laws of Alabama and the 
Constitution of the United States. 

He could not have vengeance on the defendants; he therefore satis- 
fied it as far as possible on the jury by not permitting them to serve 
for the period for which they were empanneled. 

And this judge is allowed to preside over a court and decide cases 
from which there is practically no appeal. 

He could imprison the best citizens of Alabama, and only in very 
exceptional cases could an appeal be had to the Supreme Court. 

The most charitable explanation suggested is, that the judge, having 
been born and reared in Scotland, can not conceive but that the re- 
lation of a sovereign State in America to the Federal Government, is 
the same as that of a borough of Scotland or Ireland to the Crown of 
England; and he seemed to regard Legislatures of States as social gath- 
erings of ambitious gentlemen, and the laws they enact as of about the 
same force and dignity, as resolutions of a town-meeting or the rules 
adopted by the vestry of a country church. Hiscontempt for the man- 
dates of the*Constitution can be understood when we recall that prob- 
ably his first knowledge of that instrament was its denunciation as a 
‘*league with hell and a covenant with the devil,’’ by Garrison, Seward, 
Chase, and other people from whom he imbibed his idea of constitu- 
tional construction. 

The decisions which have been quoted by able lawyers in their ef- 
forts to extricate Judge Bruce from his embarrassing position have no 
application to laws enacted by States in obedience to the mandates of 
the Constitution and pursuant to power delegated to States by that 
instrument. 

The following list of cases, which I believe have been cited, all refer 
to regulations regarding commerce: 

Wilson vs. Blackbird Creek Marsh Co., 2 Peters, 225, opinion by 
Marshall, J.; Cooley vs. Board of Wardens, 12 Howard, 318, opinion by 
Curtis, J.; Linnott vs. Commissioners of Pilotage, 22 Howard, 241; Gil- 
man vs. Philadelphia, 3 Wallace, 727-729, opinion by Swayne, J.; Shir- 
lock vs. Allen, 3 Otto, 104, opinion by Field, J.; Hall vs. De Cuir, 5 
Otto, 488, opinion by Waite, C. J.; Mobile vs. Kimball, 12 Otto, 700, 
opinion by Field, J.; Webber vs. Virginia, 13 Otto, 351, opinion by 
Field, J. 

Phrases from these decisions have no applicability to this case, for 
many reasons, and particularly because the Constitution does not di- 
rect States to enact laws regarding commerce, and for the same reason 
the decisions of Ex parte Eames, 2 Story, 322, and Sturgess vs. Crownin- 
shield, 5 Wheaton, 122, are inapplicable to State laws on the subject of 
elections. 

Article 1, sec{ion 1 of the Constitution reads: 
Alllegislative power herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of the United 

States, which shall consist of a Senate and House of Representatives. 

Among the powers which are enumerated are: 
To regulate commerce— 

And— 
To establish uniform laws on the subject of bankruptcies. 

Observe that the Constitution does not direct States to legislate on 
these subjects, but, quite the contrary, provides that they shall be reg- 
ulated or established by Congress. 

The part of section 27, Revised Statutes, which p... ides that ‘‘all 
votes for Representatives in Congress must be by written or printed 
ballot’’ was first enacted February 28, 1871 (16 Stat., page 440, sec. 
19). It is the last section of what is known as the ‘enforcement 
act,’’ amendatory of the act of May 31, 1870. This law was construed 
in the circuit court of the United States, in the case of Ex parte Mc- 
Illwee. I read from Brightley’s Leading Cases on Elections, page 65. 
The court says: 
The act of Congress of 3ist of May, 1870 (16 Stat., 440), does not interfero with 

the laws of the several! States, 

The decision also says: 
Tt was not the intention of Congress to abolish the laws of the several States 

which prescribe the qualifications of voters, or even alter them, except so far as 
ogee founded upon the distinction of race, color, or previous condition of 
servitude, 

T will now give an account of a still 
GREATER ENORMITY, 

The next case set for trial was an indictment against two gentlemen 
of high standing, together with a colored man. 

They were the inspectors at Lanier’s precinct. 
The evidence shows that the election at Lanier’s was conducted with 

perfect fairness so far as the rights of Colonel Lowe were concerned. 
The proof shows that it was conducted =nder the supervision of Mr. 



Hertzler, a Federal supervisor, who was a friend and advocate of Col- 
onel Lowe, and John F. Lanier, a deputy United States marshal, who 
= the August election just preceding, been an active supporter of 

the blican candidate for probate judge. (Record, page 180.) 
Mr. ier was appointed marshal by United States Marshal Sloss 

to take charge of the election at this box. 
Marshal Sloss is shown by the evidence to be a violent supporter of 

William M. Lowe. 
Even Mr. Hertzler (page 183) says, under oath : 
Everything was fairly done in counting the ballots as possibly could be. 

The report of the Democratic members of the Committee on Elections, 
in referring to the evidence regarding this box, uses these words: 
At Lanier’s box the evidence shows that it was im ible for any fraud to have 

been practiced by any one in the interest of Mr. Wheeler. 
Mr. Lowe’s friend swears they could not have counted the ballots in the shop 

where the election was held, and he swears that he * took charge of the box,” 
and carried it to the store of Deputy United States Marshal Lanier, who was ap- 
pointed to take charge of the election by Mr. Lowe’s friend, Marshal Sloss. 
The box remained locked up in the side room of Mr. Lanier’s store for about 

an hour, and Mr. Lanier, who was a Republican, swears that no pne could pos- 
sibly have had access to it while it was there. 

All these facts were known to Judge Bruce and the prosecuting coun- 
sel, and they apparently foresaw thatsome extraordinary effort would 
be necessary to carry out the nefarious purposes which they contem- 
plated. 

THE USES AND ABUSES OF JURIES. 

The word jury, as used in the Constitution, is qualified; it means 
jury as then constructed and governed by the rules then ascertained to 
be applicable toit. Any tribunal, though calleda ‘‘jury,’’ is no longer 
a constitutional jury when it ceases to embrace any material old ele- 
ment, or if it be burdened with any material additions to its original 
signification. A word in the course of time may be frittered away or 
whittled out of its original meaningand be brought into new and baser 
uses. 

The fact that the framers of our Constitution used the word impartial 
as a qualification to the word jury is significant that even at that day 
the word jury had been to a certain extent corrupted. It had been 
hammered on the judicial anvil for several centuries, and had thereby 
been beaten somewhat out of shape, and had lost some of its original 
meaning, so that our fathers evidently concluded that it was not safe 
to let the word stand alone. They cast the word anew and gave it to 
us as a coin with an unmistakable face upon it. The crucible through 
which they passed it cleansed it of all alloy, and it now stands in our 
Constitution 

IMPARTIAL JURY. 

It is thus placed beyond the reach of all conventionalities, stripped of 
its dross, and glittering with all its original purity, 

A packed jury is 
NOT A CONSTITSTIONAL JURY, 

for if the framers of the Constitution had intended such a jury they 
would have used the word. The words are ‘‘a speedy public trial before 
an impartial jury,’’ not a packed jury. There are more ways than one 
of packing a jury; the usual modus operandi is secret, vicious, sinister, 
and is consummated generally in the dark, either by bribery, persua- 
sion, partiality, rewards, or the hope of rewards. Selfishness some- 
times enters into its machinations when men guilty of similar offenses 
sit quietly on the jury to prepare and smooth the way for an easy ac- 
quittal of themselves upon anemergency. The modes of packing juries 
are as various as the suggestions of iniquity are numerous. But this 
packing of juries has ever been abhorrent in the eyes of the judiciary. 

It is a new phase in the mode of packing a jury to see the judge him- 
self 

AIDING AND CONTRIBUTING TO IT BY HIS RULINGS AND HIS ADVICE, 

I respectfully submit that in this case, the jury was packed by the 
instrumentality of the judge. Now, let ussee. Here are these newly 
invented interrogatories to the juror upon his voire dire: 
Each juror, before the case was opened, qualified by accepting the test em 

bodied in the appended questions»propounded by the Government, as a chal- 
lenge for cause. The defense resisted the right of the prosecution to try the 
jury in this manner, but the court refused to sustain the objection. 

3. Do you hold any opinion upon the subject of the Federal election laws, so 
called, or upon the subject of prosecutions thereunder, which wouldinduce you 
to refuse to convict a person indicted under said laws, if the facts set forth in the 
indictment are proven against him, or if the court directs that upon the facts 
proven it is your duty to convict? 

4. Do you hold any opinion upon the constitutional power of Congress to 
punish election o rs for acts of omission or commission at elections for 
members of Congress, which would induce you to refuse to convict such officers 
when indicted under the laws of the United States for such acis of omission or 
commission, if the facts set forth i. .he indictment are proven against them, or 
if the court directs you that upon the facts proven it is your duty to convict? 

5. Are you sensible of any bias or prejudice of any character which will pre- 
vent you from rendering a verdict of guilty against the defendants, if the court 
—_ charge you that upon the facts proven it is your duty to render such ver- 

As doubts might arise that a judge could be guilty of such an enor- 
mity I state that I take these interrogatories from the issue of April 19, 
1882, of the Huntsville Advocate, which paper as I have before stated was 
mostly owned and controlled by the Federal court officials and the Con- 

whom they supported. It was in fact the organ of the Fed- 
eral court officials, and it might with propriety be termed the court 
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journal of these autocrats. This paper in the same edition says edito- 
rially: 

CHALLENGE FOR CAUSE. 

The organization, Monday, of the present jury for the trial of the election cases 
led to protracted argument as to the right to challenge for cause. His honor 
taage Bruce permitted the jury to be examined as to bias, opinion, and preju- 

I do not believe that the judicial history of this or any other countrv 
shows any case which would authorize such questions. They do not 
belong to the category of questions heretofore recognized as proper to be 
propounded to a juror, in testing his qualifications to sit on the trial in 
# criminal case. The old, well-recognized questions have, I admit, 
been enlarged and expanded from: time to time, as certain exigencies 
and the remodeling of old and the adoption of new laws, have dictated 
the change, but these expansions upon examination will appear to the 
judicial mind to be on the line of sound logic and legal legitimacy, and 
they well illustrate the enlightened judgment of the present age. I 
know of no one of these questions authorized or sanctioned in the books, 
that wears upon its face either unreasonableness or absurdity, certainly 
not one of them could be considered as a monstrosity. ; 

But we have here : 
BRAND-NEW INTERROGATORIES, 

invented and sanctioned not by a Coke, a Manstield, or a Denman, a 
Kent or a Story—judges grown gray in the precincts of the temples of 
learning, and who might be permitted to have a right to plant amid the 
rules of law some sound and matured maxim, the suggestion of tedious 
toil and learned sagacity—but questions invented, sanctioned, and sus- 
tained by a Wilcox farmer, who had been made a judge from political 
considerations alone, to 

SUBSERVE THE ENDS OF A DOMINANT PARTY 

without ever perhaps having filed a declaration in an important case or 
have written an indictment for petit larceny. 

And what are these questions? The practicing lawyers and the pre- 
siding judges of this day will be amazed when these questions are re- 
peated: 

Do you hold any opinion upon the subject of the Federal election laws, so called, 
or upon the subject of prosecutions thereunder, which would induce you to re- 
fuse to convict a person indicted under said laws if the facts set forth in the 
indictment are proven against him, or if the court directs that upon the facts 
proven it is your duty to convict? 

This question being gravely propounded, the juror says, ‘‘ Yes.’’ 
This is declared by the judge cause for challenge, and the juror is 
promptly set aside. Why? Because his opinion, thus dragged out by 
the judicial nippers, is not the opinion of the prosecuting attorney nor 
of the court, who is snutting for the odors of conviction. 

If he answers ‘‘ No,’’ he is competent, and sworn and seated. Ile is 
thus packed in because his opinion is thus asserted 

NOT TO BE AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT, 

and be it remembered that in packing a jury the opinion of the juror 
is a paramount consideration. But the further absurdity of this pro- 
ceeding appears in this: it will be observed that this conglomerate in- 
terrogatory which calls for one categorical answer, ‘‘ yes’’ or ‘‘no,’ 
contains three distinct questions, each requiring ratiocination, and each 
to a certain extent intricate. The part first of the interrogatory calls 
attention to the Federal election laws and prosecutions under them, 
and for the jurer’s opinion as to a conviction; part second calls atten- 
tion to the indictment, using this idiotic phrase, ‘‘if the facts set forth 
in the indictment are proved against him.’’ 
able words place 

’ 

Now, these very remark- 

THE JUROR IN A STATE OF ANXIETY 

as to what these facts may be, and he is called on tosay ‘‘yes”’ or ‘‘no,’’ 
without being informed what the facts are or even time being given 
him to inquire, but he is 

ABSOLU! LY FORCED TO PRESUME 

that the facts are both indictable and are sufficiently and legally set 
out in the indictment to authorize a conviction! The part third of 
this interrogatory is a distinct question, ‘‘or if the court directs that 
upon the facts proven it is your duty to convict.’’ 

This conglomerate interrogatory, as I have called it, was framed, it 
would seem, on the strict rules of rhetoric, which looks as well to 
phraseological adornments as to logical climaxes—and this third part 
presents what we may call the logical climax—and the whole should 
pass into the text-books of belles-letters as an example, and be placed 
side by side with the efforts of the great writers as illustrative of the 
beauty of the construction of sentences, so as to be both sonorous in 
tone, grand in the conceptieu, and conclusive in the argumentative 
arrangement. 

Now, if we cut off this climax and put part third on a line to itself, 
what does it amount to? Simply, will you refuse to convict if the 
court directs that upon the facts proven it is your duty to convict? 

It must not be forgotten that this question was put to the juror upon 
his voire dire, and that the answer was to disclose his competency to sit 
upon that jury. Thatis to say, the United States would not allow him 
to sit without a pledge in advance that he would convict ‘if the court 
directed that upon the facts proven it was his duty to convict.”’ 
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Scroggs, Wright, and Jeffreys, those great jury-bullies of England of 
whom I have spoken, amid all their enormities never 

REQUIRED A JUROR, IN ADVANCE, 

to thus basely pledge himself to follow the directions of the court in a 
criminal case. It remained for Judge Bruce, a Federal judge in the 
State of Alabama, to be the first judge in Christendom who ever re- 
quired a juror in advance to pledge himself to 

CONVICT IF THE COURT DIRECT IT. 

Scroggs, Wright, and Jeffreys did their bullying on the bench, after 
the jury was sworn and impaneled. But Brace 

PACKS THE JURY IN ADVANCE, 

by requiring the pledge of base subsetviency to the ‘‘ direction of the 
court,”’ 

The fourth interrogatory allowed by Judge Bruce in this case reads 
thus: 

Do you hold any opinion upon the constitutional power of Congress to punish 
State election officers for acts of omission or commission atelections for members 
of Congress which would induce you to refuse to convict such officers when in- 
dicted under the laws of the United States for such acts of omission or commis- 
sion, if the facts set forth in the indictment are proven against them, or if the 
court directs you that upon the facts proven it is your duty to convict? 

In this conglomerate interrogatory will be seen also this same anom- 
aly: Three distinct questions calling for one categorical answer. 

The first phase issignally remarkable in this: it inquiresofthejuror’s 
opinion upon the 
CONSTITUTIONAL POWER OF CONGRESS TO PUNISH STATE ELECTION OFFICERS 

for acts of commission or omission at elections for members of Congress; 
a question involving an enlightened capacity on the part of a juror on 
a subject sufficiently intricate to demand the laborious investigation of 
a good legal mind, a question upon which the best judges of the Su- 
preme Court of the United States might entertain positively opposite 
views! It presumes the existence of an amount of intelligence on the 
part of the juror utterly inconsistent with the well-known fact that the 
mass of jurors summoned for the Federal courts in the Southern States 
ure illiterate persons, very many of them freedmen, without a particle 
of education or legal acumen! A man that is not acquainted with alet- 
ter in the alphabet is staggered with a question of the greatest magni- 
tude, a question that a Coke might decide one way and a Mansfield 
another. 

It is hardly possible for the imagination to take in the grotesque 
situation, the ludicrous absurdity of asking a negro his ‘‘ opinion of the 
constitutional powers of Congress to punish State election officers for 
acts of omission or commission at the election of members of Congress.”’ 

I know nothing equal to this in history or fable, excepting the story 
ct Cambyses, the Persian monarch, who, taunting the calf-god of the 
Egyptians, gravely inquired of that deity concerning some of the mys- 
teri:s of Egyptian worship. The calf-god of course had no opinion on 
that occult subject. The calf-god had not fathomed the profound deeps 
of Egyptian theology; and in answer only glared with upraised and 
dilated eyes at the imperial interrogator; thus mutely signifying that 
he had no opinion. 

The haughty monarch, receiving such an answer, in his fury stabbed 
and slew the unoffending deity for its mute ignorance. Not so with 
Bruce. He was not quite that savage, but on the contrary, upen being 
assured by the juror that he had no opinion on the subject, he rewards 
him by giving him a high place in the governmental inquisition. 

As further proof that Judge Bruce, after allowing his court to exer- 
cise its power to aid in the election of the Greenback candidate for Con- 
gress, now sought to devote its powers to aiding him in the contest to 
secure the position for which the people had defeated him, I will call 
attention to a few facts. 

At boxes where I got majorities, indictments were presented against 
the Democratic iuspectors, although the proof showed the utmost fair- 
ness and good faith on their part. For instance, at Laniers Colonel 
Lowe's friend, the supervisor, swears he took charge of the box and went 
to find a place where they could count the ballots, and the ballots were 
all counted in a very short time, but on account of the unavoidable de- 
lay of an hour the Democratic iuspector was indicted. 
The same officials had before them the evidence of Colonel Lowe’s 

witnesses regarding Courtland box No.2. I will read from the report of 
the Elections Committee, signed by all the Democrats of that committee: 

At Courtland precinct (the same place where the proof shows that there was 
no légal registration, and that one hundred and eighty unregistered persons cast 
illegal votes for William M. Lowe) the preponderance of evidence decidedly 
shows that none of the inspectors were supporters of the party which sustained 
Mr. Wheeler, and Mr. Lowe's witnesses are compelled reluctantly to admit 
that they violated the law which required them to count the ballots immedi- 
ately on the closing of the polls, and that they pretended to be occupied for nine 
hours in counting about 500 ballots, and then put the counted and uncounted 
ballots together in a rough box, and that one of their number took the box off 
and kept it until the next day, when a box was returned which contained some 
ballots which they counted in an illegal manner, and made a report that Mr. 
Lowe had received 419 votes and that Mr. Wheeler had received 111 votes. 
The proof also shows that this report was false, as the witnesses admit that 

Mr. Wheeler was polling a large vote—quite as large as that polled by Mr, 
Lowe—and some of the witnesses testified that he (Wheeler) polled two or three 
times as many votes as were counted for him. 

Mr. Wheeler has proven, by uncontradicted and uncontroverted evidence of 
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Republicans as wellas Democrats, that over two hundred persons voted for him 
at that box. 
We respectfully submit that we have never seen a case where the integrity of 

a ballot-box was more emphatically and essentially impeached, and where 
justice called louder for action. 

The proof that all the inspectors were opposed to the Democratic 
party has been since overwhelmingly confirmed. The inspector who 
was claimed to have had a spark of Democracy in him was one of the 
most active opponents of the party at three elections held since Novem- 
ber, 1880. No thought of indicting these inspectors was entertained 
by these court officials. 

At the other Courtland box two of the inspectors were Republicans 
or Greenbackers. The first ballots taken from the box which were 
illegal in form were Wheeler ballots. 

‘These inspectors read the law and decided them to be illegal and 
they rejected them. This was all right with Judge Bruce’s court, and 
no complaint was ever made about it. 

No doubt one object of Judge Bruce was to prevent Democrats hav- 
ing anything to do with elections, so that the Greenback party could 
carry on their election frauds without danger of detection. 

In reply to a very proper inquiry as to how it was possible for such 
indictments as I have described to be presented by a grand jury, I will 
thank the gentleman for the inquiry and will say this is another illus- 
tration of the judicial tyranny practiced by Judge Bruce. 

Another instance where Judge Bruce subordinated justice and law to 
political chicanery is when he dragged the ermine of a judge into the 
slush of political 

DEBAUCHERY. 

On June 30, 1879, the President approved a law enacted by Con- 
gress, a portion of which I read from pages 43 and 44, acts of first 
session Forty-sixth Congress: 

Src. 2. That the per diem pay of each juror, grand and petit, m any court of 
the United States, shall be $2; and that the lest clause of section 800 of the Re- 
vised Statutes of the United States, which refers to the State of Pennsylvania, 
and sections 801, 820, and 821 of the Revised Statutes of the United States are 
hereby repealed; and that all such jurors, grand and petit, including those sum- 
moned during the session of the court, shall be publicly drawn from a box con- 
taining at the time of each drawing the names of not less than three hundred 
persons possessing the qualifications prescribed in section 800 of the Revised 
Statutes, which names shall have been placed therein by the clerk of such court 
and acommissioner, to be appointed by the judge thereof, which commissioner 
shall be a citizen of good standing, residing in the district in which such court is 
held, and a well-known member of the a political party in the district in 
which the courtis held opposing that to which the clerk may belong, the clerk and 
said commissioner each to place one name in said box alternately, without ref- 
erence to party affiliations, until the whole number required shall be placed 
therein. ut nothing herein contained shall be construed to preventany judge 
from ordering the names of jurors to be drawn from the boxes used by the State 
authorities in selecting jurors in the highest courts of the State; and no person 
shall serve as a petit juror more than one term in any one year, and all juries to 
serve in courts after the passage of this act shall be drawn in conformity here- 
with. 

There was but one purpose to be attained by this law and that pur~ 
pose was to prevent packing juries in the interest of political parties. 
To such an extent had this been done in the South that trials by jury 
in the Federal courts had become mockeries in conception, farces in 
execution, and tragedies in their termination. 

This was made possible by the existence of a law which was enacted 
during the times when party feeling was supreme. The law provided 
that any person could be excluded from serving as either grand or petit 
jurors in the Federal courts who declined to take the following oath, 
namely—I call attention to sections 801, 820, 821, and 822 of the Re- 
vised Statutes, and I will read the oath for jurors which formed a part 
of section 821: 

That you have not adhered to any insurrection or rebellion, giving it aidand 
comfort; that you have not directly or indirectly given any assistance in money 
or other thing to any person or persons whom you knew or had good ground to 
believe to have joined, or to be about to join, said insurrection or rebellion, or 
to have resisted, or to be about to resist, with force of agms the execution of the 
laws of the United States, and that you have not counseled or advised any per- 
son to join any insurrection or rebellion against or to resist with force of arms 
the laws of the United States. 

An examination of section 822 shows that another Jaw went so far as 
to provide that on trials under the civil-rights bill the judge could, on 
his own motion, exclude from the jury any person whom he thought 
was in complicity with any combination or conspiracy in said law set 
forth. Here was a case where humanity demanded immediate action. 

Honorable Republicans from the North were shocked when informed 
of the injustice and base wrongs suffered by Southern people resulting 
from such laws. I had myself seen our best citizens dragged from their 
homes and lodged in jail because some trivial regulation of which they 
had never heard had not been complied with. 

An honest farmer had perhaps made a tub for his neighbor, had hauled 
him a load of wood, or sold him a peck of peaches, and because an in- 
vestigation showed that his neighbor afterward made a quart of peach 
brandy all parties were arrested, dragged one and even two hundred 
miles from home, thrown into jail, and then brought out and tried by a 
jury who could take the oath we have above recited. 

I have seen in Huntsville and Montgomery hundreds of honest and 
hard-working men sleeping upon the cold ground, without means to 
buy bread or procure shelter. There they would wait, their families 



miles away, suffering the agonies of anxiety and deprivation. 
seen honest, free men dragged beforea jury of twelve men, seven of whom 
were deserters from the confederate and afterward soldiers in the Fed- 
eral army, men filled with hate, prejudice, and partisanship; men who, 
in the supreme hour of battle, had (eserted their colors, their comrades, 
their country, their honor, and th :r “od. 

To do some justice to our people, Congress proposed to change the law 
so that a portion of the jurors who were to try our citizens should come 
from the honorable class of society, and who could be relied upon to do 
justice between the citizens and Government. 

The law wasall that Democrats asked, and we all felt that it would 
secure fair trials in the Federal courts—a constitutional right which | 
Matt Carpenter, a Republican Senator, said the South had not had since | 
the war. Certainly it would have been thought that not one could be 
found to oppose this just measure, but remarkable as it may appear, it 
was opposed, notwithstanding that it was absolutely essential to the 
preservation of the lives, liberty, and property of the Southern people. | 

The object of the law enacted was to repeal the laws by which juries | 
had been packed, yes, shamefully packed, for the purpose of tyranny 
and for the purpose of using Federal courts in the South as engines of 
oppression. 

There was a man in Congress who it appears was a beneficiary of this | 
jury-packing. The more terrible the Federal court to honest citizens 
the more license and force to those who profited by its exercise of 
power. That man raised his voice against the law which sought to 
give fair juries to the South, and the affidavit of a Republican, Mr. 
Hewlett, which I will print, shows that two distinguished citizens of 
Alabama, whom he wished indicted, escaped his vengeance. 
few of his words in Congress: 
Now for the first time in the history of this country partisan polities is intro- 

duced by law into the jury-box. Juries,no doubt, have been sometimes packed, 
but contrary to law, never before by statute. This section does it. lam op- 
posed to the whole thing in principle and practice. 

It isa recognized principle adhered to by just and virtuous rulers 
that laws should be executed in thespirit of their enactment, i. ¢., that 
the intention of the law-making power should govern; and with that 
view it is regarded proper and judicious to consult the originators and ad- 
vocates of measures in the selection of persons to carry these measures 
into execution, because it is presumed that their judgment will be cor- 
rect as to what manner of person will execute the law in accordance 
with the mandate of those who made it. 

The records of Judge Bruce’s court, however, show that he adopted 

I givea 

precisely the opposite rule, and that the appointment of the commis- | 
sioner to select juries was dictated by the only man who raised his voice 
against the law when it was enacted. This proves that Judge Bruce 
sought to violate his duty by not executing the law of Congress, but, 
just the contrary, to prevent its execution. That he succeeded in this 
effort is not surprising. 

The record shows that in direct violation of the law not only did he 
not appoint as commissioner a ‘‘ well-known member of the principal 
political party in the district in which the court was held, opposing that 
to which the clerk may belong,’’ but directly the reverse; he appointed 
one James M. Hutchens, who was a well-known member of the party 
which affiliated with the party to which the clerk of said court be- 
longed; and worse than that, the testimony recorded in the court shows 
that said Hutchens himself said at the time he received his commis- 
sion as commissioner to select jurors that it was through Colonel Lowe 
that he got the appointment; and as it might be presumed the records 
of the court show that he performed his duty, so as to make the law 
nugatory. 

I will present as an appendix to these remarks, certain records of 
Judge Bruce’s court, which show that Mr. Hutchens and the clerk of 
his court violated the law and selected as jurors men who were almost 
entirely members of the parties which coalesced against the Dem- 
ocratic party. 

In making these remarks I beg leave to say that not one word is in- 
tended as in the slightest degree reflecting upon the gentleman whose 
Congressional candidacy and contest was so especially made the busi- 
ness of these Federal officials, but it is necessary to my argument to 
allude to the matter to show that a person who opposed the jury law, 
and who is shown by the record and by the affidavits hereto appended 
to have, by himself and the aid of friends, taken charge of the grand 
jury and the court, was not the man whom Judge Bruce should have 
permitted to dictate the appointment of an officer who was to carry the 
law into operation. I will read a few lines: 

Your petitioners further state that the juries and grand juries drawn at the 
spring term, 1881, of this court were almost entirely composed of men who be- 
longed to the political organization which opposed the Democratic party as 
aforesaid, and at the fall term, 1881, the grand jury which was drawn was of the 
same political complexion. Your petitioners further state that the political 
status of the thirtyanen drawn for the petit juries at the present term, as re- 
ported by their neighbors, is as follows: Twenty-seven are men who have been 

are now members of the Greenback or Republican party, which have as 
aforesaid against the Democratic party. One of said jurors belonged 
to and acted with the Greenback party until recently, and the remaining two 
are members of the Democratic party. 

It will also be seen by the sworn paper of record in this case that 
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the defendants and the counsel were denied any knowledge of the 
number or character of the names in the box, by the action of the 
clerk and commissioner in not filing a list of said names in the court 
as required by the printed rules of said court. Now, remember that 
the prosecuting attorney had the right to four peremptory challenges, 
and we see how thoroughly packed were the juries for obeying the 
mandate of a cruel judge. It was such grand jurors 
the indictments which have claimed our attention 

Not satisfied with such packing, it seems from tke affidavit of a Re 
publican, which affidavit was taken before another Republican, that 
in violation of law the United States marshal had notified men of the 
same class to be on hand so that when persons on the grand or petit 
jury were excused he could still continue the packing. He tells McCul 
lough, the Republican clerk, that 

I notified men to be here so I could summon them none of them are here anJ 
itis agoing to play Hell with these election cases. McCullough replied well I 
cant help it Il have done my duty and it is not my fault 

who presented 

I will print the entire affidavit in the Recorp. I will explain how 
the jury commissioner was finally changed he cireuit judge, Hon. 
Don A. Pardee, attended on court at the October term, 1881, and the 
records which refer to this matter were placed before him 

As soon as lie discovered that the clerk of the court was a Repub 
lican and chairman of the Republican executive committeeand that the 
district attorney was chairman of the Greenback executive committee, 
and that these two parties were combined against the Democratic party, 
he immediately admitted that the object of the law was defeated in the 
appointment of a Greenbacker to the office of commissioner, and as the 
proof also developed that the appointment was by recommendation of 
William M. Lowe, in whose interest the chairman of the committee of 

| his party was prosecuting gentlemen charged with election frauds in the 
election of November, 1878, when Colonel Lowe was a candidate, he 
immediately announced that unless the attorney (Mr. Jones), who ap 
peared for Hutchens, could contradict these facts he would be com 
pelled to appoint another commissioner. Judge Pardee afterward ap 
pointed Mr. Rison and he was ‘hen called to Atlanta. After he left 
what was our surprise to learn that Judge Bruce declined to allow the 

newly appointed commissioner, together with the clerk, in compliance 
with thelaw and rules of the court, to place not less than three hundred 
names in a box and file the list in the office of the clerk; Judge Bruce 
intimating that he would let the marshal draw the names of the grand 
and petit jurors from the box which Hutchens and McCullough had 
previously arranged 

Shocked at this action we filed with the court a paper asking that 
the commissioner be permitted to perform the duties for which he had 
been appointed. In submitting the paper, counsel suggested many 
reasons why it would 

BE ILLEGAL TO DRAW JURORS FROM THE OLD BOX 

and among them the attention of the judge was called to the fact that 
as the rules of the court had been violated and no list of the names 
filed, it was impossible to know how many names there were in the 
box. There might be less than the three hundred required by the 
statute, andtheremight be many more. For as far asthe record showed 
there might have been 3,000 of these illegal names in the box, and to 

| exhaust that number would occupy ten or fourteen years. Judge 
sruce replied, with great asperity, that he did not care if it took 
forty-four years. In other words, he did not care if Democrats were 
tried for the next forty-four years by juries illegally impaneled and 
consisting almost entirely of their opponents. 

Fortunately the clerk’s better feeling prevailed, and he finally con 
sented that the newly appointed commissioner and himself should add 

| names selected by Mr. Rison. 
I understand that the Federal court gentlemen claim that their ree 

| ord shows that many convictions have taken place in their courts, and 
| this fact they insist upon as an evidence that Federal statutes have 
been violated. 

In reply I will state that it is 
shows convictions. 

I will now explain the 

quite true Judge Bruce's record 

DISGRACEFUL BARGAINS 

by which many of these records of convictions were obtained 
Many expedients had been exhausted to secure conviction. Com- 

| plaints had come ‘from Washington of the great expense of the courts, 
and the meager results attained had also been brought to the attention 
of these officials. A new plan was now devised. 

| Hundreds, nay, probably thousands of honest and good citizens who 
| had been arrested, charged with violating some tr’ ial rule or regula 
tion, were awaiting the slow process of judicial pro edure. 

Perjury of witnesses had been so thoroughly ex, sed by the defend 
ants’ attorneys that the prospects of satisfactory results in attaining con 
victions were not encouraging to the prosecution. A bargain was ar 
ranged by which defendants in a large class of cases were allowed to 
plead guilty upon the assurance that they would be released; that sen 
tence should not be pronounced, and that they should be allowed to 
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return to their homes, of course, with the condition precedent (so I am 
informed) that court costs should be paid or satisfaction secured. 

Under this plan the question resolved itself into one of endurance. 
The judge with $3,500 a year and the other court officials with boun- 

teous incomes, and all with sumptuous living, on the one side, and the 
poor defendant with nothing a year and often with nothing to eat on 
the other. 

I am credibly informed that in this way many convictions were made 
to appear on the record. 

I was present when one defendant came forward to enter his plea ot 
guilty under this bargain. 

When asked if guilty or not guilty, he replied: 
Tam not guilty; Iam entirely innocent of the charge, but I have concluded it 

is better to plead guilty than to be kept longer from my family. 

A colloquy then took place between the judge, the defendant, and his 
attorney as to whether a plea of guilty could be legally entered at the 
request of the defendant while he still asserted hisinnocence. The final 
determination was reached that the defendant had a right to enter such 
plea as he desired, and the records of Judge Bruce’s court in the case 
show «a confession of guilt. 

I will mention an incident which, I am informed, a former district 
mtorney repeated as a,good joke: After the acquittal of a defendant, 
against whom conclusive evidence had been adduced, the district attor- 
ney privately inquired of a colored juryman how it was that such a 
verdict was reached? His reply was, ‘* That man is a good Republi- 
ean. We (meaning the jury) agreed we would acquit him, but we will 
bring in all the rest of the verdicts for you.”’ 

Such oppressions of our people are justified by the charge that we are 
Bourbons. 
The people called Bourbons in the South are those who build the 

churches, maintain the schools and the industrial enterprises which 
once again, thank God, are feeling the mental and physical energies of 
the sons of those who made the South a great, chivalrous, and prosper- 
ous country. 

Who, Mr. Speaker, are those who oppose the Bourbons? They com- 
prise almost all the deluded colored men, to whom are added a very 
few conscientious and respectable Republicans, a very few conscientious 
and excellent men whose delusions cause them to follow the greenback 
phantom, all of whom are controlled by a few score of leaders who, 
crazed with a desire for office, worship at any shrine whose altar affords 
a glimpse of hope of an answer to their prayer for official power. These 
men were formerly confined to people who came from afar to seek office 
and fortune at our homes, but now the worst of these leaders are men 
who were raised in our midst. They seem to think that the god at 
whose feet they kneel is best pleased with sacrifice, and they seem to 
scruple at no wrong or oppression that they are able to inflict upon their 
former fellows and former friends. 

What ‘will history say of such greedy cormorants? What maledic- 
tion will time heap upon them? When passion has been appeased, 
when the clouds have vanished, when the storm shall have ceased and 
reason once more has its legimate sway; when posterity looks back 
and sees the blows these men struck at our prostrate land; when they 
real the utterances from malignant tongues, when told of their base 
invasion of quiet homes, and the trampling under foot of the rights and 
liberties of these chivalrous people, who, I am proud to say, are of 
my country, my State, and my neighboring States, will they not say, 
‘*Withered be the arm that struck, cursed be the tongue that maligned, 
and despised be those who wounded the honor of our good people and 
dragged off the father, the brother, and the son, leaving wives, mothers, 
sisters in the agony of apprehension and alarm; and when the wrongs 
were inflicted by a son of the land of the South, one to the manor 
born—cursed, thrice cursed, be his name, and withered, thrice withered, 
should be his arm, despised and hated be his memory to-day, to-mor- 
row, and forever?’’ 

In closing, let me to all these political judges say, that law is the 
fruit of no human invention, is the decree of no judge, no nation, and 
no country; but it is the eternal something to whose unerring dictates 
of command or prohibition, the whole world should bend, and to him 
and all his retainers let me pronounce the admonition that justice is the 
most sublime element of virtue, and that virtue is the doing good to 
mankind in obedience to the will of God and for the sake of everlast- 
ing happiness. 

anmmnieit 

APPENDIX. 

AFFIDAVIT. 

SratTe or ALABAMA, Madison County: 

Before me, James H. Bone, a commissioner of the U, 8S. circuit court for the 
northern district of Songs, pamenesy appeared Thomas G. Hewlett, who, 
being duly sworn, says: That during the October term, 1881, of the United States 
court at Huntsville, Alabama, and while the court was in session, affiant saw 
Joseph H. Sloss, the marshal, come out of the court-room and walk to the door 
of the back room of the clerk's office and heard him call the clerk of the court, 
A. W. McCollough, out of his back office, which is in the building in which said 
court, into the hall leading from said back office into the front office. Affiant 
further states that said McCollough went out of his office into said hall in re- 
sponse to said call, and while there with said Sloss affiant heard a conversation 
between them, of which the following is the substance : 

Sloss said they have excused several of the jurors and I have notified men to 
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be here so that I could summon them; none of them are here and it is going to 
play hel! with these election cases, 

ee replied, well I can’t help it; I have done my duty and it is not 
my fault. 

Sloss then left McCollough and went out and called some one else. 
When Sloss made the above remark to McCollough I remarked te Capt. F. M. 

Shouse, with whom I was sitting, “listen, the boss is stocking the jury on the 
boys.” 
When Sloss called McCollough out of his office, and when said conversation 

occurred between them, Shouse and I were sitting on the steps leading from said 
hall to the court-yard at the rear of the court building. We were in a position 
in which we could not be seen by McCollough and Sloss, and were engaged in 
reading some affidavits made by Capt. Jas. H. Savage, Wm. Stevenson, Mark 
L. Hatfield, and others. 

THOS. G. HEWLETT. 

Sworn and subscribed to before me this 10th day of February, A. D. 1882. 
(SEAL. } JAMES H. BONE, 

U. 8. Commissioner. 

PLEA TO THE VALIDITY OF INDICTMENT. 

Circuit court U. 8. for northern district of Alabama. 

United States vs. Jos. 8S. McGehee et ai. 

The defendant for answer to said indictment says that the indictment was pre- 
sented to this court by a body of men who were not a legal grand jury for the 
following reasons: 
The records of this court show that the said grand jury which presented this 

indictment was not a legal grand jury in this: That said persons who composed 
said grand jury, or thirteen members thereof, were summoned to attend said 
court when no order had ever been made by any of the judges of this court fora 
venire to issue therefor, and the records of this court affirmatively show that 
when in his own discretion or upon a notification by the district attorney the 
judge of this court has found that a grand jury was needed one of the judges of 
this court ordered a venire to issue therefor and that such has been the stand- 
ing rule and practice in this court, and the records of this court affirmatively 
show that grand jurors which were summoned anterior to the summoning of 
the grand jury which presented this indictment were summoned pursuant to a 
recorded order on the minutes of this court, and the same is true for all grand 
juries which have been summoned since the summoning of the grand jury which 
presented this indictment, and the records of this court affirmatively show that 
it has likewise been the standing rule and practice of this court that such orders 
for the summoning of grand jurors should be entered on the record of this court, 
and the records of this court affirmatively show that all of these rules were vio- 
lated in the creation and organization of the grand jury which presented the in- 
dictment in this cause. 
The records of this courtdo not show that the said persons who presented said 

indictment were ever sworn or charged or organized or empaneled as a grand 
jury, or that any person was appointed as foreman of said grand jury; and the 
records of this court affirmatively show that it is a standing rule of practice in 
this court for its records to show that all grand jurors which attend this court 
are sworn and charged and organized and empaneled, and that a member of said 
grand jury (whose name is given) was appointed foreman of said grand {ory 
and the records of the court affirmatively show that all grand juries which have 
attended this court up to this time expect the grand jury which presented this 
indictment were sworn and charged and organized and empaneled, and that a 
member of said grand jury (whose name is given) was appointed foreman 
thereof; andthe records of this court affirmatively show that this rule of practice 
was violated in the creation and organization of the grand jury which presented 
the indictment in this cause or else in truth and in fact the grand jury which pre- 
sented this indictment was neither sworn nor charged nor organized nor em- 
paneled as a grand jury, and that no person was appointed as foreman thereof. 
The records of this court show that when the court met and said body of men 

who acted as a grand jury met, eighteen members of said grand jury were pres- 
ent and answered to their names and constituted said grand jury, and thirteen 
of them acted as members of said grand jury; and the record shows that the 
judge of said court ordered without warrantof law that the clerk and marshal 
of said court draw from the box the namesof jurors, a sufficient number to com- 
plete the panel; thereupon the clerk and marshal drew from the box containing 
the names of jurors the names of the following persons to serve as grand jurors 
during the term of the court, to wit: Jacob Myers, David Day, Sandy Bynum, 
Fearn Erskine, Joseph F. Ellett, Robert McMahan, H. L. George, Orrick Rob- 
ertson, Wm. B. Allen, and 8S. W. Smith; and defendants aver that said ten per- 
sons acted as members of the grand jury which found the indictment aforesaid. 
The records of this courtaffirmatively show that in the course of the formation 

of thegrand jury that presented thisindictment the grand jurors who were origi- 
nally summoned and who appeared were reduced below the number of sixteen, 
and thereupon for the purpose of the completion of said nd jury the cierk 
and marshal drew from the box containing the names of jurors the names of 
the following persons to serve asgrand jurors: Jacob Myers, David Day, Sandy 
Bynum, Fearn Erskine, Joseph F. Elliott and Robert McMahan, H. L. George, 
Orie Robertson, Wm. B. Allen, and G. W. Smith. 
The records of this court show that the rules of this court were violated in 

drawing the grand jury which presented this indictment, ® this, thatthe names 
drawn were not noted in the list kept by the clerk of the names deposited in the 
box. 
The records of the court show that no one of the eo ae persons who ap- 

peared and acted asa member of said grand jury were challenged, and the record 
does not show that any challenge was allowed by the court to any one of said 
eighteen persons who appeared and answered tq their names and were ready to 
act as grand jurors, but the record shows that for good and sufficient reasons to 
the court shown: It is ordered that John Winstead, F. M. Reece, Gilbert Shel- 
ton, James Canal, and Wm. Driscoll be excused from service as grand jurors 
at this term of the court. 
The rules of this court require that ‘‘a list of the names deposited in the box 

shal] be made and kept on file in his office by the clerk.”’ And the clerk of this 
court violated the rules of this court in this, that when he and the jury commis- 
sioner placed the names in the box, from which the grand jury which presented 
the indictment in this cause was drawn, he, the said clerk, did not make and 
keep on file in his office a list of the names de ted in the box. 

Before me, A. W. McCullough, clerk of the United States circuit court, per- 
sonally appeared Jos. T. McGehee, who, being sworn, says that the above state- 
ment to true to the best of his know) , information, and belief, and as he 
verily believes. 

J.T. McGEHEE. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 29th day of October, 1881. 
A. W. McCULLOUGH, Clerk. 

Filed in open court Oct. 29th, A, D. 1881. 
A. W. McCOLLOUGH, Clerk. 

Crry or WASHINGTON, District of Columbia: 

Before James A. Tait, a public, personally a: the under- 
signed, ‘Thomas G, Hewlett, who, ng duly sworn says, ea after the 
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spring term of 1881 of the U. 8. court of Huntsville, Alabama, he heard Wm. M. 
we say that District Attorney Smith had pocketed the indictments found 

against Foster & Sykes in election cases. Lowe said Smith took these indict- 
ments and said he would write them ou. Lowe said Day wrot the other in- 
dictments out and that they were ready. 
He was general in abuse of Governor Smith for not writing out of these in- 

dictments, and said Gov. Smith ought to be removed and would be removed. 
Lowe said Day was the man for the place and ought to have it. 

T. G. HEWLETT. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 2lst day of March, 1882, at Washing- 
ton city, D. C. 

(SEAL. } JAS. A. TAIT, Notary Public. 
PETITION FOR LEGAL JURY COMMISSIONER. 

To the honorable Don A. Pardee, circuit judge, and the honorable John Bruce, 
district judge : 

Your tioners, humbly complaining, state unto your honors that on the 30th 
day of June, 1879, a law was enacted by the Congressof the United States which 
provided for the manner of drawing all jurors, nd and petit, for the circuit 
and district courts of the United States. Said law provided that said jurors 
should be selected by the clerk of the court and by a commissioner to be ap- 
pointed by the judge of said court, ‘which commissioner shall be a citizen of 

standing, residing in the district in which said court is held, and a well- 
wn member of the principal —- party in the district in which the court 

is held, opposing that to which the clerk may belong.” 
Your petitioners further state that before the term of the circuit court of Ala- 

bama and the district court of the northern district of Alabama, which was held 
soon after the peswen said act, to wit, on or about the lst day of August, 1879, a 
petition was filed ing that H. L. Se be appointed said commissioner; 
and your petitioners aver that said H, L. Scru s “a citizen of good standing 
siding (at said time and at this time) in the district in which said court is held 
and is a well-known member of the principal political party in the district in 
which the court is held, opposing that to which the clerk of the court belongs.”’ 

Petitioners allege that parties, who do not belong to the principal political 
party, opeeees to the party to which the clerk belongs, made such representa- 
tions to honor Judge B, Woodsas tosecure the appointment as said commis- 
sioner of James H. Hutchens, who is not a member of the principal political 

rty, in the district in which the court is held, opposing that to which the clerk 
Gilonns and certainly is not a well-known member of said principal political 
party. our petitioners further state that A. W. McCullough, esq., the clerk of 
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the court of the northern judicial district of Alabama, is a member of the Re- | 
publican party, and that for some time he has been a member and chairman of 
the Republican executive committee of the 8th Congressional district of the 
State of Alabama; that Mr. J. H. Hutchens, who holds the office of commis- 
sioner to select juries, is a member of the party called the Greenback or Inde- 
pendent party. 
Your petitioners further state that the political affiliation and political status 

of the legal voters who reside in that portion of Alabama which comprises the 
northern judicial district of Alabama, as shown by the election returns for the 
four elections which took place next preceding the date of the appointment of 
the present commissioner, was as follows: 

In Aug., 1876, Gov. Houston, the Democratic candidate for governor, received 
30,648 votes, and Mr. Woodruff, his opponent, sometime called the Independent 
and sometimes called the Republican candidate, received 13,198 votes. 

At the election for President in Nov., 1876, Mr. Tilden, the Democratic candi- 
date, received 30,337 votes, and Mr. Hayes, the a candidate, received 
3,408, and Mr. Cooper, the Greenback candidate, did not receive any votes, and 
no candidate for Congress received any votes as a Greenback candidate; the 
Democratic candidates receiving 28,984 votes and the opposing parties combined 
receiving but 8,910 votes. In August, 1878, Mr. Cobb, the Democratic candidate 
for governor, received 31,443 votes, and no votes were cast for any candidate for 

vernor or any other State office who ran on the Greenback ticket or the 
publican ticket. 
In Nov., 1878, the Democratic candidates for Congress received 12,935 votes, and 

the o —— Democratic candidates, who were designated in the Ameri- 
can Almanac (compiled by the Librarian of Congress) as Independent Demo- 
erats, received 11,970 votes. 

It will, therefore, be seen that the average Democratic vote at said four elec- 
tions was 26,338, and that the average opposition vote all combined together only 
amounted to 9,644, a little more than one-third the average Democratic vote; 
and if we omit the large Democratic majority of Aug., 1878, still the average 
a rca vote would be nearly double the vote of 911 opposing parties com- 

ned. 
Your petitioners further state that there have been three elections in this ju- 

dicial district since the appointment of Mr. J. H. Hutchens as commissioner. 
At the election for governor in August, 1880, Mr. Cobb, the Democratic candi- 

date, received 38,726 votes, and Mr. Pickens, the Greenback candidate, received 
18,514 votes. 

At the election for President in November, 1880, General Hancock, the Demo- 
cratic candidate, received 26,753 votes, and General Garfield, the Republican can- 
didate, received 13,660 votes, and General Weaver, the Greenback candidate, re- 
ceived 3,266 votes. 
The combined vote of Gen. Garfield & Gen]. Weaver being only 16,926, or less 

than two-thirds the vote received by Genl. Hancock. Atthe Congressional elec- 
tion in November, 1880, the Democratic candidates received 26,456 votes, and the 
entire vote polled by the opposing candidates was 15,153 (all of which is fully 
shown by the tables filed herewith, marked Exhibit A & B, and prayed to be 
taken as a part of this petition; said figures are copied from pages 350 & 351 of 
the American Almanac of 1879, and pages 197 & 198 of the American Almanac of 
1881, both compiled a4 Ainsworth RK. Spofford, the Librarian of Congress, which 
on also filed herewith and prayed to be taken as part of this petition). 

your titioners therefore assert that the Democratic party is the principal 
liti party which is opposed to the party to which the clerk of this court be- 

ongs and they pray that your honor will appoint a commissioner who belongs 
to said omameet political party. 
Your petitioners further state that the Greenback party, to which Mr. J. H. 

Hutchens, the present commissioner, belongs, is not op land has not been op- 
posed to the party to which the clerk of this court be ongs, but in the election 
for member of oy Nov., 1878, and in the election forall State and county 
officers in Au , 1880, and in the election for member of Congress in the 8th 
district, which comprises eight counties of this district, the said Greenback or 
Independent party andthe — to which the clerk of this court belongs worked 
together as one party and vo! for the same candidates; and your petitioners 
further state that the clerk of this court was the chairman of the Republican 
district executive committee, and the assistant district attorney of the court was 
the chairman of the Greenback district executive committee, and that they both 
worked together to elect the same candidate. 
Your petitioners further state that the juries and grand juries drawn at the 

spring term, 1881, of this court were almost entirely com of men who be- 
longed to the politica) organization which opposed the Democratic part 
aforesaid 

as 
and at the fall term, 1881, the grand jury which was drawn the 

aame political complexion. 
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Your petitioners further state that the political status of the 30 men drawn for 

the petit juries at the present term as reported by their neighbors is as follows: 
Twenty-seven are men who have been and are now members of the Greenback 
or Republican party, which have as aforesaid coalesced against the Democratic 
party. One of said jurors belonged to and acted with the Greenback party 
until recently, and the remaining two are members of the Democratic party. © 

L. P. WALKER, : 
HUMES, GORDON & SHEFFEY, 

By MILTON HUMES, 
BRANDON & COOPER, 

By JNO. D. BRANDON, 
R. C. HUNT, 
Attys. for parties litigant € court, 

AFFIDAVIT 

Petition for the appointment of a legal commissioner to select jurors.—Pending 
in the circuit court of the United States for northern district of Alabama 

Before me, A. W. McCullough, esq., clerk of the court aforesaid and the dis- 
trict court of the northern district of Alabama, personally appeared Daniel C 
Clark, who, being sworn, deposes and says that he is a neighbor and has been a 
neighbor of James H. Hutchens for ten years. That said James H. Hutchens 
was a warm supporter of Hon. Wm. M. Lowe in his contest against the Demo- 
cratic nominee, Hon. W. W. Garth, in November, 1878, and affiant further states 

that said James H. Hutchens told affiant that he voted for said Wm. M. Lowe 
for Congress at said election. He also told afliant that he would vote for Jaimes 
M. Pickens, who was the Greenback candidate for governor in August, S80. He 
also told affiant that he would vote for Hon. Perry L. Harrison, for probate 
judge, said Harrison's principal opponent being Hon. Wm. Richardson, the 
Jemocretic candidate. He also told afflant that he would vote for Gen. Weaver, 

for President, in November, 1880,and for Hon. Wm. M. Lowe, for Congress, in 
November, 1880. 

Affiant met said Hutchens at the time he received his commission to select 
jurors and affiantasked him how he got the appointment and said Hutchenstold 
affiant that it was through Col. Lowe that he got the appointment 

Affiant further says that in all conversations with said James H. Hutchens for 
the last three years on ‘he subject of politics the said Hutchens has been out 
spoken in opposition to the Demoer: ic party. 

DANIEL C 

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 24th day of October, 1881 
A. W. McCULLOUGH, Clerk 

CLARK 

MOTION OF JOHN L. RISON. 

Circuit Court United States for northern district of Alabama 

And now comes John L. Rison, in his own person, and states that he has been 
appointed the commissioner to select jurors, and that he has accepted said ap- 
pointment, and his acceptance is on file in this court, and he moves the court to 
allow him to perform his duties as said commissioner 
Your movent states that the former commissioner did not comply with the 

law in selecting the names of jurors to put in the box containing the names of 
jurors, in this, that said jurors were not selected without regard to party affilia- 
tion, that the clerk did not comply with the law, and the clerk did not comply 
with the rules of the court in this, that the clerk failed to keep on file in this 
court a list of the names placed in the box in which the names of jurors are kept. 
Your movent requests permission, in conjunction with the clerk of this court, 

to prepare a list of jurors, who are householders, and who, under the laws of 
Congress and the State of Alabama, are competent and qualified to serve as 
grand and petit jurors of this court, and place the names of said jurors in the 
jury box, according to the rules of this court, from which said names, so depos- 
ited in said box, the grand and petit jurors may be drawn in pursuance of law 
and the rules of this court. 

JOHN L. RISON 

CASE OF BONE, PEEVEY, ET Al 

To the honorable judge of the United States circuit court for the northern dis- 
trict of Alabama: 

Your petitioners, James H. Bone, Leroy M. Peevey, Jonathan Latham, G, M 
Ware, and T. A. Thurston, respectfully represent unto your honor that at the 
spring term of 1876 of the circuit court of St. Clair County, which is in the north- 
ern district of Alabama aforesaid, they were indicted by the grand jury of said 
circuit court, and now stand charged with the murder of one James Treese in 
said county of St. Clair, before the finding of said indictment and of which of- 
fense they are not guilty. 

Petitioners further allege that at the time of the alleged killing of the said James 
Treese your petitioner, the said James H. Bone, was a deputy United States 
marshal of the northern districtof Alabama aforesaid, and your petitioners, Jona- 
than Latham, G. M. Ware, and T. A. Thurston,were special deputies acting under 
him, and your petitioners further aver thatatthe time of the alleged killing afore- 
said, your petitioner, the said Le Roy M. Peevey, was a deputy collector of inter- 
nal revenue for the third collection district of Alabama. 
Your petitioners further aver that at the time of the alleged killing aforesaid 

the said James H. Bone, as such deputy U.S. marshal for the northern district 
aforesaid, had in his possession a capias against the said James Treese, issued 
from an indictment theretofore found against the said James Treese in the cir 
cuit court of the United States for the northern district of Alabama aforesaid ; 
and also a warrant of arrest against the said James Treese issued by A. W. Mc 
Cullough, clerk of the circuit court of the United States aforesaid, and that said 
James H. Bone, United States deputy marshal as aforesaid, with his special 
deputies aforesaid, the said Jonathan Latham,G.M. Ware, and T. A. Thurston, 
were then endeavoring lawfully to execute said processes, 
And your petitioners further aver that at the time of the alleged killing afore 

said the said Le Roy M. Peevey, assuch deputy collector of internal revenue as 
aforesaid, had authority to seize a certain still and stilling apparatus then and 
there being used by the aforesaid James Treese in the illicit distillation of spi 
itous liquor from grain and other material. Your petitioners further aver that 
the county of St. Clair, in said State of Alabama, is within and forms a part of 
the fifth judicial cireuit of the United States. The premises considered your pe- 
titioners pray your honor for a writ of habeas corpus cum caus directed to the 
United States marshal for the northern district of Alabama, that service and re- 
turn may be had thereon as required by law, so that the prosecution and the 
custody of the bodies of your petitioners may be removed from the said cireuit 
court of the State of Alabama for the county of St. Clair into the circuit court 
of the United States for the northern district of Alabama at Huntsville 

WALKER & SHELBY, for Petitioners. 

Before me, A. W. McCullough, clerk of the circuit court of the United States 
for the northern district of Alabama, this day personally came James H. Bone 
and Le Roy M. Peevey, two of the petitioners aforesaid, who, being duly sworn, 
deposes and say the statements contained in the foregoing petition are true 

JAMES H. BONE. 
THEO, A. THURSTON, 
GEO, M. WARE. 
LE ROY M. PEEVEY. 
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Sworn to and subscribed before me, this 20th of May, 1876 

A. W. McCULLOUGH, 
Clerk U. 8. Cir, Ct. 

ILUNTSVILLE, ALA., May 20, 1876. 

We hereby certify that as counse! for the petitioners, James H. Bone, Le Roy M. 
Peevey, Jonathan Latham, G. W. Ware, and T. A. Thurston, we have examined 
the proceedings against them and carefully inquired into all the matter set forth 
in their petition, and that we believe them to be true 

WALKER & SHELBY, Alt’ ys for Petitioners. 

sident of the United States of America to the clerk of the circuit court 
of the county of St. Clair, in the State of Alabama, greeting: 

_ ~— ee 

The Pre 

You are hereby commanded tot 
script of the proceedings had in 
which the State of Alabama is pl 
J. F. Latham, George Ware, 

fendant 

And in this you shall in no wise fail. 
Witness the Hon. Morrison R, Waite, Chief-Justice of the Supreme Court of 

the United States of America, at Huntsville, this the 20th day of October, in the 
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-six, and of the Inde- 
pendence of the United States the one hundred and first year. 

A. W. McCULLOUGH, Clerk Circuit Court. 

ransmit to this court forthwith a certified tran- 
the circuit court of said county of St. Clair, in 
intiffand James H. Bone, Le Rory M. Peevey, 

Lheodore A. Thurston, Andrew McLane are de- 

The President of the United States of America to the marshal of the northern 
district of Alabama, greeting: 

You are hereby commanded to take the bodies of James H. Bone, Theodore 
A. Thurston, George M. Ware, Jonathan Latham, and Le Roy M. Peevey into 
your custody, alleged to be detained by Robert E. Murphy, sheriff and jailor of 
Madison County, in the State of Alabama, by whatsoever name they may be 
charged, with the cause of their detention, and a certified record of the proceed- 
ings which caused such detention before the Hon. Judge of the United States 
circuit court, at the city of Huntsville, in the northern district of Alabama, forth- 
with to be dealt with in said cireuit court according to law and the order of said 
circuit court 

Witness the Hon. Morrison R. Waite, Chief-Justice of the Supreme Court of 
the United States, this the Ist Monday of April, A. D, 1876. 

A. W. McCULLOUGH, 
Clerk U. 8S. Cir. Court Nor. Dist. Ala. 

Issued this the 20th day of May, A. D. 1876. 

Executed by reading the within writ and delivering a copy to Robt, E. Mur- 
phy, sheriff of Madison County, Alabama, and by teking the bodies of James 
li, Bone, Theodore A. Thurston, George M. Ware, and Le Roy M. Peevey, and 
Jonathan Latham into my custody. 

R. P. BAKER, U.S. 31. 
May 20th, 1876 

Executed May 26, 1876, by serving a copy of notice and petition on the clerk 
of St. Clair County, at Ashville. 

R. P. BAKER, U. 8. M. 

Circuit court Saint Clair County, Alabama, spring term, 1876. 

Be it remembered that at a regular term of the honorable circuit court of the 
county of Saint Clair and State of Alabama, began and held at the town of Ash- 
ville, in the county of Saint Clair and State of Alabama, on Monday, the 24th day 
of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand and eight hundred and seventy- 
six, and of the Independence of the United States of America the one hun- 
dredth, to hearand determine all causes, as well as divers felonies, trespasses, and 
misdemeanors in the said county committed. On Monday, the 24th day of April, 
of the year aforesaid, at 10 o'clock of the forenoon, the same being the time ap- 
pointed by law for holding said circuit court, the honorable William L. Whit- 
lock, judge of the tenth judicial circuit of the State of Alabama, appeared and 
presided, and the said court was opened in due form of law. 
Hereupon the following proceedings were had and done, to wit: 
Abner Crow, sheriff of St. Clair County, returns into court a venire facias, 

heretofore issued, to wit, on the 6th day of January, in the year ofour Lord one 
thousand eight hundred and seventy-six, in words and figures as follows, that 
is to say: 

Tue STATE oF ALABAMA, St, Clair County 

To the sheriff of St. Clair County greeting 
You are hereby commanded to summon the following-named persons to ap- 

pear and serve as grand jurors at the term of the circuit court for St. Clair County, 
to be on Monday, the 24th of April next, they liaving been regularly drawn as 
grand jurors for said term said circuit court, to wit; 

No. 1, John C. Williams, farmer, prect, No. 
“ 92 John A. Harden, = ~ 

3. John M, Sims, , - 
. William Vowel, p 

5. John J. Abbott, 
3. Moses Pierce, 

. Samvel C. Vaughan, 
8 John M. Gulley, 
9. J. Li. Vandergrilff, 

10, James H. Ranking, 
ll. D. J. Clark, 
12, Robert M. Cook, 
13. James IH. Autrey, 
14, J. F. Fletcher, 
15. John A. Zell, 

* 16, A. P. Stain, 
“ 17. C. J. Teague, tn ” 
“* 18, J. S. Maddox, ” e ll, 
And have you then and there this writ with your endorsement thereon. 
Witness my hand this the 6th day of January, A. D, 1876. 

8. A. WYATT, 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of St. Clair County, Alabama, 

Which said venire facias was returned into open court by said sheriff with en- 
dorsements of the tenure following, that is to say: 

Received into office this 6th day of January, A. D. 1876. 

Wo Go eon So 1S Oo 
BBS 
So 

- 

BESS: 

——, Sheriff. 

Received by me February the 2éth, 1876, and executed on all the within-named 
jurors by personal service, 

April 24th, 1876. ABNER CROW, Sheriff. 

Upon the call of it, as in venire facias for said grand jurors by the sheriff of 
St. Clair County, all the persons therein named appeared in court, andanswered 
to their names, The court for good an’ sufficient reasons excused said John M. 
Gulley from serving. And the court being satisfied that the seventeen other per- 
sons therein named are qualified under the laws to serve as grand jurors forthe 
present term of this court, appoints James H. Vandegrift as foreman of the grand 
jury. And the said James H. Vandegrift so appointed assaid foreman, together 
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with the said John C. Williams, John A. Harden, John M. Sims, William Vowel 
John J. Abbott, Moses Pierce, Samuel C. Vaughan, James H. Ranking, D. J. 
Clark, Robert M. Cook, James H. Autry, John F. Fletcher, John A. Zeliner, A. 
P. Stain, C. J. Teague, and John 8S. Maddox, were duly empanneled, sworn and 
charged according to law, as the grand jury for the present term of this court, 
who retired in charge of James A. Walker as their duly sworn bailiff to conside; 
of their presentments. 

Circuit court, spring term, 1876. 

THE STATE OF ALABAMA, Saint Clair County : 

The grand jury of said county charge that before the finding of this indictment 
that James H. Bone, Jonathan Latham, Thos. J. Moody, LeRoy M. Peevey, A. 
T. McLane, whose Christian name is to the grand jury unknown, G. M. Ware, 
whose true Christian name is unknown to the grand jury, and A. T. Thurston, 
whose true Christian name is to the grand jury unknown, unlawfally and with 
malice aforethought killed James Treese by shooting him with a gun; and the 
grand jury of said county further charge that before the finding of this indict- 
ment James H, Bone, Jonathan Latham, Thomas J, Moody, LeRoy M. Peevey, 
A. T. McLane, whose true Christian name is to the grand jury unknown, G. M. 
Ware, whose true Christian name isto the grand jury unknown, and T. A. Thurs- 
ton, whose true Christian name is to the grand jury unknown, unlawfully and 
with malice aforethought killed James Treese by shooting him with a loaded 
fire arm, to wit, with a loaded fire arm known, assigned, and called a carbine, 
contrary to law and against the peace and dignity of the State of Alabama. 

WELLINGTON VANDIVER, 
Solicitor for St. Clair County. 

Filed in office in open court April the 27th, 1876. 
S. A. WYATT, Clerk. 

Capias issued May 10, 1876. 
S. A. WYATT, Clerk. 

Tue STATE OF ALABAMA, SI. Clair County: 

To any sheriff of the State: 
An indictment having been found at the spring term, A. D. 1876, of the circuit 

court of St. Clair County against James H. Bone for the offence of murder (of 
James Treese), against the peace and dignity of the State of Alabama, you are 
therefore commanded fourthwith to arrest the said defendant, James id Bone, 
and commit him to jail to answer suchindictment, and that you return this writ 
according. Dated this 10th day of May, 1876. 

SAMUEL A. WYATT, 
Clerk of the Circuit Court, St. Clair County. 

No. 25. State vs. James H. Bone.—Murder. 

May 20th, 1876, executed by the arrest of the defendant, James H. Bone, and 
committing him to jail to answer the within charge. The said James H. Bone 
has been taken from my custody by R. P. Baker, bs. marshal for the northern 
district of Alabama, by virtue of a writ of habeas corpus cum caus, issued by the 
honorable Wm. B. Wood, of the circuit court of the U. 8. for the northern district 
of Alabama, and who has been discharged by said court by the defendant enter- 
ing fnto bond with surety in the sum of five thousand dollars, conditioned for his 
appearance at the next term of the U.S. court, to which said courtthe defendant 
has made application for the removal of said cause from the circuit court of the 
county of St. Clair, State of Alabama. 

ROBERT E. MURPHY, Sheriff. 
THE STATE OF ALABAMA, St. Clair County ; 

To any sheriff of the State : 
An indictment having been found at the spring term, 1876, of the circuit court 

of St. Clair County against Jonathan Latham for the offence of murder (of 
James Treese), against the peace and dignity of the State of Alabama, you are 
therefore commanded forthwith to arrest said defendant, Jonathan Latham, and 
commit him to jail to answer such indictment, and that you return this writ ac- 

Dated this 10th day of May, 1876. 
SAMUEL A. WYATT, 

Clerk of the Circuit Court, St. Clair County. 

No, 25. The State vs. Jonathan Latham.—Writ of arrest.—Murder. 

May the 20th, 1876, executed by the arrest of the defendant, Jonathan La- 
tham, and committing him to jail to answer the within charge. The said Jona- 
than Latham has been taken from my custody by R. P. Baker, U.S. marshal for 
the northern district of Alabama, by writ of habeas corpus cum caus, issued by 
the honorable Wm. B. Woods, judge of the circuit court of the United States for 
the northern district of Alabama, and who has been discharged by said court by 
the defendant entering into a bond with seeuries in the sum of five thousand 
dollars, conditioned for his appearance at the next term of the U.S. circuit court, 
to which said court the defendant has made application for the removal of said 
cause from the circuit court of the county of St. Clair, State of Alabama. 

ROBERT E. MURPHY, Sheriff. 

cording +o law. 

THE STATE OF ALABAMA, St. Clair County : 

To any sheriff of the State: 
An indictment having been found at the spring term, 1876, of the circuit court 

of St. Clair County against G. M. Ware for the offense of murder (of James 
Treese), against the peace and dignity of the State of Alabama. 
You are, therefore, commanded forthwith to arrest the said defendant, G. M. 

Ware, and commit him to jail to answer such indictment. And that you return 
this writ according to law, dated this 10th day of May, 1876. 

SAMUEL A. WYATT, 
Clerk Circuit Court of St. Clair County. 

No, 25. The State vs. G. M. Ware.—Writ of arrest.—Murder. 

May the 20th, 1876, executed by the arrest of the defendant, G. M. Ware, and 
committed to jail to answer the within charge. The said G, M. Ware has been 
taken from my custody by R. R. Baker, U. 8S. marshal for the northern district 
of Alabama, by virtue of a writ of habeas corpus cum caus&, issued by the hon- 
orable William B, Woods, judge of the circuit court of the U. 8. for the north- 
ern district of Alabama, and who has been di by said court by the 
defendant entering into bond with securities in the sum of five thousand dollars, 
conditioned for his ap nee at the next term of the U.S. circuit court, to 
which court the defendant has made application for the removal of said cause 
from the circuit court of the county of Si. Clair, State of Alabama. 

ROBERT E. MURPHY, Sheriff. 
Tur STATE OF ALABAMA, St. Clair County: 

To any sheriff of the State: he 
An indictment having been found at the spring term, 1876, of the circuit court of 

St. Clair County against T. A. Thurston, for the offense of murder (of James 
Treese), against the peace and dignity of the State of Alabama, you are therefore 
commanded fourthwith to arrest the said defendant, T. A. Thurston, and com- 
mit him to jail to answer such indictment, and that you return this writ accord- 
ing to law, dated this 10th day of May, 1876. 

SAMUEL A. WYATT, 
Clerk Circuit Court, St. Clair County 

No. 25. The State vs. T. A. Thurston.—Writ of arrest.—Murder. 

May 10th, 1876, executed by the arrest of the defendant, T. A. Thurston, and 
committed to jailtoanswerthe withincharge. Thesaid T. A. Thurston has been 
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taken from my custody by R. R. Baker, U. S. marshal for the northern district | 
of Alabama, by virtue of a writ of habeas corpus cum causa, issued by the hon- | 
onorable Wm. B. Woods, judge of the circuit court of the U.S. for the northern 
district of Alabama, and who has been discharged by said court by defendant 
entering into bond with sureties in the sum of five thousand dollars, conditioned 
for his appearance at the next term of the U.S. circuit court, to which said 
court the defendant has made application for the remo 7al of said cause from the 
circuit court of the county of St. Clair, State of Alabama. 

ROBERT E. MURPHY, Sheriff 
Tux STATe or ALABAMA, St. Clair County: 

To any sheriff of the State : 
An indictment having been found at the spring term, 1876, of the circuit courtof 

St. Clair County against L. M. Peevey for the offense of murder (of James Treese), 
against the peace and dignity of the State of Alabama, you are therefore com- 
manded forthwith to arrest the said L. M. Peevey and commit him to jail toan- 
swer such indictment, and that you return this writ according to law. Dated | 
this 10th day of May, 1876. | 

8S. A. WYATT, | 
Circuit Court Clerk, St. Clair County. 

No. 2%. The State vs. L. M. Peevey.—Warrant of arrest.— Murder. 

May 20th, 1876, executed by the arrest of the defendant, L. M. Peevey, and 
committing him to jail to answer the within charge. The said L. M. Peevey has 
been taken from my custody by R. P. Baker, U.S. marshal, northern district 
of Alabama, by virtue of a writ of habeas corpus cum causa, issued by the hon- 
orable Wm. B. Woods, judge of the circuit court of the United States for the 
northern district of Alabama, and who has been discharged by said court by the 
defendant entering into bond with sureties in the sum of five thousand dollars, 
conditioned for his appearance at the next term of the U.S. circuit court, to 
which the defendant has made application for the removal of said cause from 
the circuit court ofthe county of St. Clair, Alabama. 

ROBERT E. MURPHY, Sheriff. 

To the honorable judge of the United States circuit court for the northern dis 
trict of Alabama: 

Your petitioners, James H. Bone, Le Roy M. Peevey, Jonathan Latham, G. 
M. Ware, and T. A. Thurston, respectfully represent unto your honor that atthe 
spring term of 1876 of the circuit court of St. Clair County, which is inthe north- 
ern district of Alabama, as aforesaid, they were indicted by the grand jury of 
said circuit court, and now stand charged withthe murder of qne James Treese, 
in said county of St. Clair, before the finding of said indictment and of which of- 
fense they are not guilty. 

Petitioners further allege that at the time of the alleged killing of the said 
James Treese, your petitioner, the said James H. Bone, was a deputy United 
States marshal of the northern district of Alabama, as aforesaid, and your peti- 
tioners, Jonathan Latham, G. M. Ware, and T. A. Thurston, was special depu- 
ties acting under him, and your petitioners further aver that at the time of the 
alleged killing, aforesaid, your petitioner, the said Le Roy M. Peevey, was a dep- 
uty collector of internal revenue for the third collecting district of Alabama. 

Your petitioners further aver that at the time of the alleged killing aforesaid 
the said James H. Bone, as such deputy United States marshal for the northern 
district aforesaid, had in his possession a capias against the said James Treese 
issued from an indictment theretofore found against the said James Treese in 
the circuit court of the United States for the northern district of Alabama afore- 
said. And also a warrant of arrest against the said James Treese issued by A. 
W. McCullough, clerk of the circuit court of the United States aforesaid, and that 
said James H, Bone, United States deputy marshalas aforesaid, with his special 
deputies, the said Jonathan Latham, G. M. Ware, and T. A. Thurston, were then 
endeavoring lawfully to execute said process, 
And your petitioners further aver that at the time of the alleged killing afore- 

said, the said LeRoy M. Peevey, as such deputy collector of internal revenue as 
aforesaid, had authority to seize a certain still and stilling apparatus then and 
there being used by the aforesaid James Treese in the illicit distilling of spiritous 
liquors from grain and other materials. 
Your petitioners further aver that the county of St. Clair, in said State of Ala- 

bama, is within and forms a part of the fifth judicial circuit court of the United 
States. The premises considered, your petitioners pray your honor for a writ 
of habeas corpus cum ciusd directed to the United States marshal for the northern 
district of Alabama that service and return may be had thereon as required by 
law, so that the prosecution and the bodies of your petitioners may be removed 
from the said circuit court of the State of Alabama for the county of St. Clair 
into the circuit court of the United States for the northern district of Alabama at 
Huntsville. 

WALKER & SHELBY, 
For Petitioners. 

Before me, A. W. McCollough, clerk of the cireuit court of the United States 
for the northern district of Alabama, this day personally came James H. Bone 
and LeRoy M. Peevey, twoof the petitioners aforesaid, who, being duly sworn, 
depose and say the statements contained in the foregoing petition are true. 

JAMES H. BONE. | 
THOS. A. THURSTON. | 
GEORGE M. WARE. 
LE ROY M. PEEVEY. 

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 20th day of May, 1876. 
A. W. McCOLLOUGH, 

Clerk U. 8. Cir, Court. 

HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA, May 20th, 1876. 

| 

| 
| 

| 
| 

We hereby certify that as counsel for the we Jas. H. Bone, LeRoy M. 
Peevey, Jonathan Latham, G. M. Ware, and T. A. Thurston, we have examined | 
the proceedings against them, and carefully inquired into all the matter set 
fourth in the petition, and that we bclieve them to be true. 

WALKER & SHELBY, | 
Alt’ ys for Petitioners. | 

The President of the U.S. of America to the marshal for the northern district of 
Alabama, greeting: 

You are hereby commanded to take the bodies of Jas. H. Bone, Theodore A. 
Thurston, George M. Ware, Jonathan Latham, and LeRoy M. Peevey into 
your custody, alleged to be detained by Robert E. Murphy, sheriff and jailor 
of Madison ey, in the State of Alabama, by what so ever names they may 
be charged with the cause of their detention, and a certified record of the pro- 
ceedings, which caused such detention, before the honorable judge of the U. S. 
circuit court, at the city of Huntsville, in the northern district of Alabama, forth- 
with to be dealt with in the circuit court according to law and the order of said 
circuit court. 
Witness the Hon. Morrison R. Waite, Chief-Justice of the Supreme Court of 

the United States, this the Ist Monday of April, 1376. 
A. W. McCOLLOUGH, 

Clerk U. 8. Circuit Court, Northern Dist. of Ala. 
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Issued this the 20th day of May, 1876. 

I, A. W. McCullough, clerk of the circuit court of the United States for the 
northern district of Alabama, hereby certify that the above and foregoing are 
full, true, and complete copies of the petition filed in the clerk's oftice and the writ 
of habeas corpus cum.causa, issued by me on the 20th day of May, A. D. 1876. 

In testimony whereof I hereunto subscribed my name and affix the official seal 
of my office, at Huntsville, the 20th day of May, in the year of our Lord one + 
thousand eight hundred and seventy-six, and of the Independence of the United 
States the one hundredth year 

A.W. McCOLLOUGH, 
Clerk U.S. Cir. C t. Northern Dist. « flu 

Filed in office 25th day of May, 1876 
S.A. WYATT, | 

Clerk of the Circuit Court of St. ¢ ir ¢ tla 

Circuit court, fall term, 1876 
OCTOBER the 12 IST 

| The State rs. James H. Bone, Jonathan Latham, L. M. Peevey, G. M. Ware 
r. A. Thurston.—Continued general 

THE STATE OF ALABAMA, St. Clair County | 
I, Samuel A. Wyatt, clerk of the circuit court in and for said St. Clair County 

and State, hereby certify that the within pages, numbering from one to twenty 
three, contains a full, true, and complete transcript of all the reeordand proceed 
ing in the above-stated cause as appears of records in my office, in witness 
whereof I hereunto set my hand and affix the officiel seal of my office, at office 
in the town of Ashville, on this 24 day of October, A. D. 1876 

S.A. WYATI 
f t é NY? ¢ rh t j 

Be it remembered, that on the Ist day of November, L876, it being a day of 
the regular term of the circuit court of the United States for the northern dis 
trict of Alabama, the following proceedings were had and entered of record on 
the minutes of the said circuit court, to wit 

The State of Alabama vs. Leroy M. Peevey, Jonathan Latham, James H. Bone 
Theodore A, Thurston, George M. Ware Murder 

This cause being called for trial, came the defendants, Leroy M. Peevey, Jor 
athan Latham, James H. Bone, George M. Ware, and Theodore A. Thurston, t 
and defendants Thomas Moody and McClain come not, and it appearing to the 
court that the said Thomas Moody and McClain have not been arrested and do 
not appear, it is therefore ordered by the court that defendants Thomas Moody 
and McClain be severed from the said Leroy M. Peevey, Jonathan Latham 
James H, Bone, Theodore A, Thurston, and George M. Ware, and that the trial 
of said cause as to said Leroy M. Peevey, Jonathan Latham, and James I. Bone, 
George M. Ware, and Theodore A. Thurston do now proceed, and thereupon 
comes a jury of good and lawful men, towit: Joel T. Parish and eleven others 
who were duly elected, empanelled, and sworn according to the statutes and 
truly to try said cause and true deliverance to make between the State of Ala 
bama and Leroy M. Peevey, Jonathan Latham, James H. Bone, Theodore A 
Thurston, and George M. Ware, the defendants at the bar, and a true verdict to 
render according to the evidence, and thereupon the said Leroy M. Peevey 
Jonathan Latham, James H. Bone, Theodore A. Thurston, and George M. Ware 
being duly charged and arraigned on the indictment in this case, each in his own 
proper person plead “not guilty,” and thereupon the trial of said cause proceed- 
ing, and the jury being duly charged by the court do find their verdict as fol 
lows, to wit: We, the jury, find the defendants Leroy M. Peevey, Jonathan 
Latham, James H. Bone, Theodore A. Thurston, and George M. Ware not guilty, 
Joel T. Parish, foreman, and thereupon it is ordered by the court that Leroy M 
Peevey, Jonathan Latham, James H. Bone, Theodore A. Thurston, and George 
M. Ware go hence without day 

A true copy test« 
’ A. W. McCULLOUGIHI, Cle 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Northern District of Alabama 

I, A. W. McCullough, clerk of the circuit court of the United States of America, 
in and for said district, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing is a true, 
full, and complete copy of the proceeding had in the case of James H. Bone, 
Leroy M. Peevey, et al.,as fully as the same does appear of record in my offic 

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto subscribed my name and affixed the 
seal of said court at office in the city of iLuntsville, in said district, this 19th day 
of February, A. D. 1888. 

[SEAL. ] A. W. MeCULLOUGIL, 
Clerk of U.S. Court 

CASE OF LUCY GILCHRIST ; 

STATE OF ALABAMA, Lawren County: 

Be it remembered, that on this the 3d day of July, 1874, we, J. H. McDonald 
judge of the probate court; W. T. Simmons, sheriff, aud R. Y. Goodlet, clerk of 
circuit court, all of said county and State, in pursuance of the statutes in such 
cases made and provided, assembled at the oflice of the clerk of the circuit for 
the purpose of drawing a grand jury to serve at the September term, 1874, of 
said court for the year 1874, of which said drawing the following is an exhibit 

Names I lence Occup n 

Robert Byan ..... ; Moulton Farmer 
| James A. Milam . ; Landersville ' 
Geo, V. Altwood Mt Hope 

John Urling....... Moulton 
James H. Livingstone Oakville 
Reason Young..... Landersville 
W. D. MeDaniel. Moulton.. 

Geo. W. MeNutt.... Oak ville. 
Es es BONED sivrevinectiosee Moulton ; 

| James L. Stephens...... Moulton : 
David B. Barret.......... Oakville 
Du Bie CRU icc csieccves Mt. Hope 
S. H. Radford ........... Mt. Hope 
A A Landersville Merchant. 
Be i as ccentocneuecente Moulton Farmer. 

John E. Stevenson.......... Mt. Hope - 
Mt. Hope 
Landersville Wm. H. Bowling............-.- 

STATE OF ALABAMA, Lawrence County: 

We, the undersigned, certify that the foregoing list of names drawn for grand 
jurors for the September term, 1874, for the circuit court of said county, is a true 
exemplification of said names drawn as aforesaid 

J. H. McDONALD, J. P. GC. 
W. T. SIMMONS, Sheriff. 
Rk. ¥. GOODLETT, Clerk. 
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STATI Or ALABAMA, Lawrence County 

To the sheriff of Lawrence County, Alabama 

We command you to summon the following good and lawful men, citizens of 
serve as grand jurors at the September term of 1874 of the cir- said county, to 

cuit court of said county 

Names Residence. Occupation. 

Robert Byan Moulton Farmer. 
Jas, A. Milan : Landersville ................. = 
Gieo. V. Altwood Mt. Hope . 2 
John Urling 
James IL, Livingstone 
Reason Young 

Moulton.. 
Oakville . 
Landersville .. 

i I a a ninncterncncenceeieeiall IIIIIEL sninenesoumeusii 
Geo. W. MeNut Oakville ........ ~~ 

W.8. Eyster Moulton - 
James L. Stepens Moulton............. - 
David B, Barret Oakville.......... a 
J. R. Craig : Landersville ....... - 
S. Il, Radtord Mt. Hope........... ia = 
Oe a ee Landersville .. ..| Merchant. 
A. J. Shelton Moulton......... ..| Farmer. 
John E, Stenson Mt. Hope........... a 
James D. Pickens 8 OO eee 
W. IL. Bowling Ee: 

Iierein fail not and have you this writ of venira facias at the office of the clerk 
of said court three days previous to the next term of said court, with your re- 
turn thereon 

Witness my hand this 3d day of July, 1874 
R. ¥. GOODLETT, Clerk. 

Venire facias returned September 10th, 1874. Endorsed: Executed September 
10, 1874 

W. T. SIMMONS, Sheriff. 

Upon a call of the venire facias of the grand jury the following-named per- 
sons appeared: W. H. Bowling, Robert Byan, A. J. Shilton, J, H. Livingstone, 
W.8. Eyster, J. E, Steenson, J, W.Sandlin, R. Young, J. P. Craig, J. D. Pickens, 
5S. H. Radford, D. B. Barret, J. D. Nidam, G. W. McNutt, and W. D. McDaniel, 
making fifteen in number, there the court appointed W. H. Bowling, foreman, 
who being duly sworn diligently to inquire and true presentment make of all 
indictable offenses committed or triable in this county, &c., the resi of said ju- 
rors being duly sworn well and truly the oath of their said foreman to observe 
and keep and receive the charge of the court, and retired with the bailiff, W. J. 
Gibson, who was duly sworn to consider of their findings. 

The State of Alabama, Lawrence County circuit court, September term 1874. 
The grand jury of said county charges that before the finding of this indict- 

ment, Lucy Gilchrist, alias Lucy Depriest, alias Lucy Arnold, unlawfully, and 
without malice aforethought, killed Phillis Gilchrist, alias Phillis Depriest, by 
striking her with an ax, cutting off her leg, whereby she was killed, against the 
peace and dignity of the State of Alabama 

JOS, C. BAKER, 
Solicitor of Lawrence County. 

Witnesses: Tom Caldwell, Jefferson McCullough, Anderson McCullough, 
Laura Nelson, Martha Harris, Edmond Blair 

A true bill. No prosecutor 
W. H. BOWLING, 
Foreman of Grand Jury. 

Filed in office 15th September, 1874 
R. Y. GOODLETT, Clerk. 

At fall term, 1874, defendant, Lucy Gilchrist, arraigned in open court and 
plead “ Not guilty.” 
Ordered by the court that said court be continued by defendant and admitted 

to bail in bond of one thousand dollars. 
At the spring term 1875 the following order was made 

The State of Alabama vs. Lucy Gilchrist 

Continued by defendant. 
At fall term 1875 the following order was made 

The State of Alabama vs. Lucy Gilchrist. 

Defendant in open court ordered that the sheriff summon fifty jurors, includ- 
ing the regular jurors, for next week of this term, and a list of jurors, with copy 
of indictment, be delivered to defendant at least one entire day before day of 
trial, and that Wednesday of next week be set for her trial. 

WEDNESDAY, October 20, 1875. 

This day set for trial, the following order was had: 
* Continued by State and attachment for witness for their appearance at next 

term of this court, and that they enter into bond of one hundred dollars each, 
with good securities, for their appearance to give evidence as aforesaid." 

Circuit court.—Fall term, 1876 

Tux STatTe OF ALABAMA, Lawrence County: 

To any sheriff of the State of Alabama, greeting: 
Whereas it appears to the satisfaction of the court that Thomas Caldwell, Jef- 

ferson McCullough, Laura Nelson, Martha Harris, Edmond Blair, Robert Fos- 
ter, Charles Looney, and Robert Parker have been duly summoned to appear 
at this term of this court and testify or give evidence in case of The State vs, Lucy 
Gilchrist, and they having been solemnly called came not, but made default. 
It is therefore ordered by the court that an attachment be issued for the said 
Witnesses, 
You are, therefore, hereby commanded to forthwith arrest the said Pom Cald- 

well, Jefferson McCullough, Anderson McCullough, Laura Nelson, Martha Har- 
ris, Edmon Blair, Rebert Foster, Charles Looney,and Robert Parker, and them 
safely keep until the next term of this court,to be beldin April, 1876, next, at 
Moulton, Alabama, when and where you must produce said witnesses until they 
give good bond, with good security, in the sum of one hundred dollars each for 
their appearance at said court to testify or give evidence in the case of the State 
es. Lucy Gilchrist, 

Witness my hand, this 28th day of March, 1876. 
Rk. Y. GOODLETT, Clerk. 

Executed by arresting the within parties and taking bond for one hundred 
dollars, except Chas. Looney and Robert Parker, not found. April 17, 1876. 

W. T. COUCH, Sherif’. 

} 
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APPENDIX TO THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 

re In the circuit court. 

Tue State OF ALABAMA, Lawrence County: 

We, Tom Caldwell and O. A. Vanhook, agree to pay the State of Alabamaone 
hundred dollars unless Tom Caldwell appears a‘ the next term ofthe circuit court, 
and from day to day thereof and from term to term thereof, until discharged by 
law, as awitness. The State vs. Lucy Gilchrist. 

THOM. CALDWELL. 
0. A. VANHOOK. 

Approved this 4th day of April, 1876. 
W. T. COUCH, 

Sheriff of Lawrence County. 

In the circuit court. 

THE STATE OF ALABAMA, Lawrence County: 

We, Jefferson McCullough and J. A. Edwards, agree to pay to the State of 
Alabama one hundred dollars unless Jefferson McCullough appear at the next 
term of the circuit court, and from day to day thereof and from term to term 
thereof, until discharged by law, togive evidence. The State vs. Lucy Gilchrist, 

his 
JEFF + McCULLOUGH. 

mark. 
. J.R. EDWARDS. 

Approved the 4th day of April, 1876. 
W. T. COUCH, 

Sheriff of Lawrence County. 

In the circuit court. 

Tue STATE OF ALABAMA, Lawrence County: 

We, 8. Parshall and Martha Harris, agree to pay to the State of Alabamaone 
hundred dollars unless Martha Harris a at the next term of the circuit 
court, and from day to day thereof and from term to term thereof, unless dis- 
charged by law, to give evidence. The States vs. Lucy =. 

er 
MARTHA + HARRIS. 

mark. 
S. PARSHALL. 

Approved this 4th day of April, 1876. 
W. T. COUCH, 

Sherif’ Lawrence County. 

In the circuit court. 

THE STATE OF ALABAMA, Lawrence County: 

We, Edmond Blair and D. B. Campbell, agree to pay the State of Alabama 
one hundred dollars, unless Edmond Blair appear atthe next term of the court, 
and from day to day thereof and from term to term thereof, until discharged by 
law, to give evidence. The States vs, Lucy Gilchrist. 

his 
EDMOND + BLAIR. 

mark. 
D. B. CAMPBELL. 

Approved this 5th day of April, 1876. 
W. T. COUCH, 

Sheriff of Lawrence Count y. 

In the circuit court. 

Tue STATE OF ALABAMA, Lawrence County: 

We, Laura Nelson and O. A. Vanhook, agree to pay the State of Alabama 
one hundred dollars, unless Laura Neilson appears at the next term of the circuit 
court, and from day to day thereof and from term to term thereof, unless dis- 
charged by law, to answer asa witness. The State vs. Lucy Gilchrist. 

her 
LAURA + NELSON. 

mark. 
0. A. VANHOOK., 

Approved this 4th day of April, 1876. 
W. T. COUCH, 

Sheriff of Lawrence County. 

In the circuit court. 

Tae STATE OF ALABAMA, Lawrence County: 

We, Kobert Foster and O. A. Vanhook, agree to pay to the State of Alabama 
one hundred dollars unless the said Robert Foster appears at the next regular 
term of the circuit court, and from day to day thereof and from term to term 
thereof until discharged by law, to answer, as a witness, The State vs. Lucy Gil- 
christ. 

RORERT FOSTER. 
O. A. VANHOOK. 

Approved this the 4th day of April, 1876. 
W. T, COUCH, 

Sheriff of Lawrence County. 

In the circuit court. 

Tus STATE OF ALABAMA, Lawrence County: 

We, Andrew McCullough and J, A. Edwards, agree to pay to the State of Ala- 
bama one hundred dollars uniess Andrew McCullough appears at the next term 
of the cireuit court, and from day to day thereof and from term to term thereof 
until discharged by law, to answer and give evidence, as a witness, The State 
vs. Lucy Gilchrist. 1 

is 
A. + McCULLOUGA. 
mark. 

J. P. EDWARDS. 
Approved this 4th day of April, 1876. 

W. T. COUCH, 
Sheriff of Lawrence County. 

At the April term, 1876, the following order : 

The State of Alabama vs. Lucy Gitchrist. 

Came H. C., Jones, solicitor for the State, and defendant in own proper person 
is brought into open court. It is ordered thereupon by the court that sheriff 
summon fifty persons, including the jurors summoned for the sweek of the trial 
of conenes Sas that a list of jurors and a copy of the indictment be delivered 
to the defen t at least one entire day before the trial, and that Wednesday of 
this week be set for her trial. 
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Po the Hon. Wo. B. Woops, judge of the fourth judicial circuit of the State of 
Alabama: 

Your petitioner, Lucy Gilchrist, would respectfully show unto your honor 
that a prosecution been comme need her and is now pending in the circuit 
court of Lawrence County, of said State of Alabama, in which she is charged 
with the murder of one Phillis Gilchrist; that she is a woman, and on account 
of her color and race is denied and cannot inforce in the judicial tribunals of 
that part of the State of Alabama in which such prosecution is pending, and 
particularly in the courts of said fourth judicial circuit of said county of Law- 
rence, the equal civil rights of citizens of the United States; that according to 
the rules an grees prevailing in the said circuit court of said 4 judicial, and 
particularly of said county of Lawrence, and according to the usages and cus- 
toms established by the officer thereof, to wit, the elerk of said circuit court, 
the sheriff, and ju of probate, who, according to the laws of said State of 
Alabama, select, draw, and summons jurors for the trial of the offenses that per- 
tain to the jurisdiction of said circuit court of said State of Alabama, and par- 
ticularly of the offense with which petitioner isdenied and cannot inforce in the 
judicial tribunals of said State of Alabama the rights of being tried by a jury 
—s in whole ora of her own race and color, as secured to her by the 
Constitution and laws of the United States. 

ee petitioner pray that the said cause be removed for trial into the 
next circuit court of the United States, to be held in the district wherein said 
cause pending, to wit: The circuit court of the U.S. for the northern district of 
‘the State of Alabama, at Huntsville, in said State. 

LUCY GILCHRIST. 

Sworn and subscribed before me this 20th day of April, 1876. 
R..Y. GOODLETT, Clerk. 

The State vs. Lucy Gilchrist. 

This being the day set for trial, came H. C. Jones, solicitor for the State, and 
defendant in her attorney and in her own proper person, and on petition of de- 
fendant, under act of Congress providing for the removal of causes from the 
State courts to the United States court, it is ordered that proceedings in this 
court be stayed, and that the clerk of this court certify the same to the U. 8. 
court, with a transcript of the indictment and all the orders and proceedings 
had in the case. 

Tue STATE OF ALABAMA, Lawrence County : 
I, R. Y. Goodlett, clerk of the circuit court in and for said county and State 

aforesaid, hereby certify that the foregoing is a correct transcript of the pro- 
ceedings had in case of The State vs. Lucy Gilchrist, including organization of 
grand jury and bond for appearances of witnesses, and all orders of court. 
Witness my hand this day of May, 1876. 

R. Y. GOODLETT, Clerk. 

In the circuit court of the United States for the northern district of Alabama. 

The President of the United States of America to the marshal of said northern 
district of Alabama, greeting : 

You are hereby commanded that you take the body of Lucy Gilchrist into your 
custody, alleged to be detained by William T. Couch, sheriff and jailer of Law- 
rence County, in the State of Alabama, by whatsoever name she may be charged, 
with the cause of her detention, before the honorable William B. Woods, judge 
of the United States circuit court, at the city of Huntsville, in the northern 
district of Alabama, forthwith to be dealt with in said circuit court according 
to law and the order of said circuit court. 
Witness the Hon. Morrison R. Waite, Chief-Justice of the Supreme Court of 

the United States, this the 2nd Monday of October, A. D. 1876. 
Teste: 

A. W. McCULLOUGH, 
Clerk U. 8. Circuit Court Northern District of Ala. 

Issued April ]4th, 1877. 
Received April 1th, 1877. 

R. P. BAKER, U. S. Marshal. 

Executed April 16th, 1877, by taking the body of Lucy Gilchrist into my pos- 
session as herein commanded, and now have her in my custody. 

R. P. BAKER, U.S. M., 
By D. N. COOPER, Deputy. 

THE Unitep STATES OF AMERICA, 
orthern District of Alabama : 

Be it remembered, that heretofore, to wit, on the 21st day of April. A. D. 1877, 
it being a day of a regular term of the circuit court of the United States for the 
northern district of Alabama, begun and held at the United States court-rooms 
iy city of Huntsville, in said district, on the first Monday of April, A. D. 

, and of the Independence of the United States of America the one hundred 
and second year, present, the Hon. John Bruce, judge of district court, presid- 
ing, the following proceedings was had and entered of record o:: the minutes 
of said circuit court, to wit: 

The State of Alabama vs. Lucy Gilchrist.—1097. 

Comes the defendant in her own proper person and by counsel, and no prose- 
cutor appearing for the State of Alabama, and it appearing that due notice had 
been given, come a jury of good and lawful men, to wit, C.C. Swoop and eleven 
others, who are 7 elected, empaneled, and sworn, who return their verdict: 
“We the jury find the defendant not guilty.” 

It is therefore considered by the court that said defendant, Lucy Gilchrist, go 
hence without day. 

United States of America, northern district of Alabama. 

I, A. W. McCullough, clerk of the circuit court of the United States of America, 
in and for said district, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing is a true, 
full, and complete copy of the proceedings had in the case of The State of Ala- 
bama vs. Lucy Gilchrist, as fully as the same does appear of record in my oflice. 

In testimony whereof I have hereunto subscribed my name and affixed the 
seal of said court at office in the city of Huntsville, in said district, this 19th day 
of February, A. D. 1883. 

{sEaL.] A. W. McCULLOUGH, 
Clerk of U.S. Circuit Court. 

CASE OF WILLIAM RICHARDSON. 

Tue SratTe of ALABAMA, Lawrence County: 

Be it remembered that heretofore the following proceedings have been had in 
the circuit court of Lawrence County, Alabama, to wit: 

Tue STATE OF ALABAMA, Lawrence County * 

Be it remembered on this the 3lst day of July, 1874, we, J. H. McDonald, judge 
of the probate cour’, W. T. Simmons, sheriff. and R. Y. Goodlett, clerk of the 
circuit court, al) .. said county and State, in pursuance of the statutes in said 
cause made a™..1 provided, assembled at the office of the clerk of the circuit court 
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for the pu of drawing a grand jury to serve at the September term, 1874, of 
said court for the year 1874, of which said drawing the following is an exhibit: 

Names. Residence Occupation. 

Robert Byars.. 
Jas. A. Milam............. 
Geo. V. Attwood..... , 
John Urling......:....... ‘ 
Jas. H. Livingston........ 
Reason Young......... 

Moulton Farmer 

Landersville “ 
Mt. Hope 
Moulton 
Oakville .. 
Landersville 

Wm. D. McDaniel.......... Moulton 
Geo. W. MeNutt........... Oakville . 
W.S. Eyster .......... one Moulton 
Jas. L. Stevens............. Moulton 
David B. Barrett 
J.P. Craig........ : 
8S. H. Radford... ; 
J.W.Sandlin............ : 
A. J. Shelton ............ : 
John E. Steenson ........... 
Jas. D, Pickens.............. 
W.H. Bowling........... 

Oakville 

Landersville 
Mt. Hope 
Landersville 
Moulton 
Mt. Hope 
Mt. Hope 
Landersville 

Merchant. 
Farmer 

STATE OF ALABAMA, Lawrence County: 

We, the undersigned, certify that the foregoing list of names, drawn for Grand 
Jurors for the September term, 1874, for the circuit court of said county, is atrue 
exemplification of names drawn as aforesaid 

J. H. McDONALD, J. P. Cc 
W. T. SIMMONS, Sheriff 

R. ¥. GOODLETT, Clerk 
THE STATE OF ALABAMA, Lawrence County 
To the sheriff of Lawrence County, Alabama 
We command you to summon the following good and lawful men, citizens of 

said county, to serve as grand jurors at the Sept. term, 1874, of the circuit court 
of said county: 

Names. Residence, Occupation. 

Robert Byars is 
Jas. A. Milam.......... Se chet ead ad 
Geo. V. Attwood........ 

ea ccetneaatincaunner 
Jas. H. Livingston .................... 
Reason Young ........ 

Moulton 

Landersville 
Mt. Hope 
Moulton 

Oakville 
Landersville 

Farmer 

ae Moulton 
Geo. W. McNutt .... Oakville 
Be I .nccenntnoesdeaniecoveniebend Moulton 
Jas. L. Stevens ... Moulton 
BPBVEEE TR. BOPOUS ......00cc0sc0000000 
J. P. Craig 
eI iia nctethntmnccuccstancéeeerses 
J. W. Sandlin......... 

Oakville ........... 
Landersville 
Mt. Hope 
Landersville Merchant 

A. J. Shelton.......... ..| Moulton....... Farmer 
John E. Steensom ... | Mt, Hope.... = 
Jas. D. Pickens .......... Mt. Hope 
W.H. Bowling... Landersville 

Herein fail not, and have you this writ of venire facias at the office of the clerk 
of said county three days previous to the next term of said court with your re- 
turn thereon. 

Witness my hand this 3lst day of July, 1874 
Rk. ¥. GOODLETT, Clerk 

Endorsed: Executed September 10th, 1874 
J.T. SIMMONS, Sheriff. 

Upon a call of the venire facias of the grand jury the following-named persons 
appeared: W. H. Bowling, J. H. Livingston, J. W.Sandlin, J. D. Pickens, J. A. 
Milam, Robert Byars, W.S. Eyster, R. Young, S. H. Radfood, G. W. McNutt, 
A. J. Shelton, J. E. Steensom, J. B. Craig, D. B. Barrett, and W. D. McDonald 
making fifteen in number. Thereupon the courtappointed W. H. Bowling fore- 
man, who being duly sworn diligently to inquire and true presentment make of 
all indictable offences committed or triable in this county, &c., the rest of said 
jurors being duly sworn well and truly the oath of their said foreman to observe 
and keep, &c., received the charge of the court and retired with their bailiff, W. 
J. Gibson, who was duly sworn to consider of their findings 

Circuit court, September term, 1874 

THE STATE OF ALABAMA, Lawrence County : 

The grand jury of said county charges that before the finding of this indict- 
ment William Richardson unlawfully and with malace afore throught did assault 
Schuyler Parshall with the intent to murder him by shooting at him with a pis- 
tol against the peace and dignity of the State of Alabama. 

JOSEPH C. BAKER, 
Soclicitor of Lawrence County, Ala. 

A true bill. 
No prosecuter 

W. H. BOWLING, 
Foreman Grand Jury 

| Witnesses : 
| &. Parshall, S. Gibson, Thos, Dannaviunt, Dr. A. J. Sykes 

Filed in office 15th day of Sept., 1874. 
R. ¥. GOODLETT, Clerk 

THE STATE oF ALABAMA, Lawrence County 
We, William Richardson (col.), and Ferdinand L. Hammond, Pery L. Har- 

rison, agree to pay the State of Alabama seven hundred and fifty dollars ($750) 
unless the said William Richardson (col.) appear at the next term of the cir- 
cuit court of Lawrence County, Alabama, and from day today thereof, and from 
term to term thereof, until discharged by law, to answer acherge pending ta 
said court against him foran assault intent tocommitt murder Schuyler Parshall, 

his 
WILLIAM + RICHARDSON, 

marr 

FP. L. HAMMONDS, 
Attest: P. L. HARRISON 

W. T. Sormmons 
October 3d, 1874. 

Bond approved October 3d, 1874 
W.T SIMMONS, Sheriff. 
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| attorney of this court, has also been employed in this cause to assist in repre- 
| senting the State of Alabama in said cause, and that he has been closely en- 

Cireuit court 

ALABAMA 

Woops, Judge, &c 

Tut STATE OF 

To Hon. W. B . 

The petition of William Richardson, a colored man, showeth to your honor 
that he is, as he understands the facts, to be indicted in this county & charged 
with having assaulted with intent to kill one Schuyler Parshall, who is a white 
man & a man of prominence & influence, residing in the said county, &c., the 
keeper of a hotel or tavern in Courtland, & has much close connection thereby 
withthe whitecomunity. Petitioner is advised and so charges the facts to be that 
said Parshall has made many times a statement of hisown version of thealleged 
facts of the case and greatly to the prejudice of the petitioner in the premises and 
tosuch an extent as causes to show that petitioner shot at said Parshall without 
any authority, excuse of palliation for the same; & petitioner insist that such 
was an statement & version of the facts of the case, and that thereby the cause 
of the petitioner has been greatly prejudiced & damaged in the eyes of the 
community to such an extent that petitioner, as he thinks, is advised, &c., so 
verily believes and is satisfied in his opinion and judgement that he can not 
certainly have a fair, impartial trial in said county. He is not guilty in manner 
or form as charged as he understands, believes, and is advised the law and facts 
to bn 

Your petitioner asks an order & judgement of this court granting and 
changing the venire for the trial of the said case to the next nearest county 
from these objections, and that the trial of the said case may be removed to 
some othercounty than Lawrence, when petitioner may, if possible, have a fair 
trial. He is satisfied that let his trial come off where it may under the present 
organization of the administration organs of justice in the State a fair trial is 
hereby possible. Heasks an order of this court to change the venire of the trial 
of his said cause to some other county 

Lawrence County 

his 

WILLIAM RICHARDSON 
mark. 

Tue STratTi ALABAMA, Lawrence County 
Came William Richardson, colored, into open court this eight day of April, 

1875, and made affidavit that the petition as above set out positiveley is true, 
and the other matter he believes to be true 
Sworn to in open court 

or 

Kk. ¥. GOODLETT, C, C. C. 
At April term, 1875, was ordered by the court that this cause be continucd. 
At October term, 1875, the following proceedings were had, to wit: 

Circuit court, Lawrence County, October term, 1875, and 18th day of Oct., 1875, 

The State or ALABAMA, Lawrence County : 

The State of Alabama, plaintiff, against William Richardson (a colored man), 
charged by indictment in said State court with having assaulted Schuyler Par- 
shall with intent to kill and murder one Schuyler Parshall, in said county and 
Btate of Alabama, 

In the above case which is not yet come, but is pending in the circuit court of 
Tawrence County, and State of Alabama, your petitioner, William Richardson 
fa colored man), petitioning, charges and states that by reason of his being a 
colored man, and thatthe great prejudices existing against him as such colored 
man, and existing in said county and State, he can not, as he verily believes, is 
advised, and so charge the truth to be, have a fair and impartial trial, and in 
anid State court where said prosecution is yet pending, his legal right of defense 
secured to him in his defense in the trial of said prosecution and intended by 
law to be secured to him by the laws of the State providing for the equal civil 
rights of all citizens of the United States, and to the ends of a fair and impartial 
trial of said cause and prosecutionand defense,a: d to be secured to him hiscivil 
rights in such trial, he asked that said cause and the trial thereof be removed to 
the circuit court of the United States, to be holden at the city of Huntsville, in 
said State, at the next regular termthereof. Said county of Lawrence is within 
the circuit of said United States court, and petitioner asks thata transcriptof the 
proceedings being had in the said circuit court of the county of Lawrence and 
State of Alabama shall be promptly made out by the clerk of said State court 
with all the proceedings in said cause, and furnish to petitioner that the same 
may be filed in the circuit court of the United States, according to the act of 
Oongress in such cases made and provided 

his 
WILLIAM + RICHARDSON 

mark. 
Attest 

k. Y. GOODLETT 
Tur STATE OF ALABAMA, Lawrence County : 

This day came William Richardson (colored), the above petitioner, who makes 
this oath that the above petitioner is true as set forth. 
Sworn to and subscribed by afflant in open court, this 18th day of October, 

1875. 
Rn. ¥. GOODLETT, Clerk. 

Whereupon the fellowing order was had, to wit: 

The State of Alabama vs, William Richardson. 

Transferred to the circuit court of the United States at Huntsville on petition 
of defendant underact of Congress, 

Tue STAT! ALABAMA, Lawrence County : 

1, R. Y. Goodett, clerk of the circuit court in and for said county and State 
aforesaid, hereby certify that the foregoing is a correct transcript of The State vs, 
William Richardson, as appears from the record on file here in office. 

Witness my hand this 20th day of November, 1875. 
Rk. ¥. GOODLETT, 

Clerk Circuit Court, Lawrence County Alabama 

Cireuit court United States, 
APRIL Litn, 1876 

The State of Alabama vs, William Richardson. 

cause be reinstated on the docket of this court for trial for the following reasons, 
viz: (1) Because in fact no jury was impanelled, the defendant was not ar- 
raigned, nor trial, no issue of law nor fact was made up nor submitted to the 
court nor jury; no nolle prosequi was asked of the court norassented to by any 
one who represented the said cause, nor who had nor claimed to have authority 
to represent the State of Alabama, nor the said cause, nor any one who was 
prosecuting, nor who ever had been prosecuting the said cause. (2) No counsel 
represented the said cause was or had been in court to take charge of the said 
cause, and the samé was wholly unrepresented. And the reasons for the same 
are the following: Joseph ©. Baker, esq., an attorney of this court, and who 
was at the time of the transfer of said cause to this court, departed this life 
about the 14th day of Marvh, 1876, That said Baker resided in Lawrence County, 
Alabama, from the cireuit court for which county this cause was transferred to 
this court, was the solicitor for said county of Lawrence, and the law officer of 
the State of Alabama for said county and was to attend this court to prosecute 
said cause in this court, as he had been prosecuting the same in the circuit court 
of Lawrence County, Alabama, and that his death prevented the necessary 
preparation of the cause after its transfer to this court, and also prevented said | 
taker from being present at this term of this courtand representing the State of 
Alabama in the prosecution of said cause, and that Thomas M. Peters, esq., an 
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gaged in this circuit court of Lawrence County. wherein he resides, in attend- 
ance to his professional engagementasa practicing attorney in saidcourt. That 
said accusation of The State of Alabama vs. William Richardson is a grave of- 
fense and should be investigated in and by this court, and that the same would 
of had been properly represented in this cause anc in a state of readiness for 
trial but for the death of the solicitor of the State of Alabama for the county 
of Lawrence 

DAVID P, LEWIS, 
Alt’ y for State of Alabama, 

In open court, personally, 8. Parshall, who, being sworn in due form of law, 
deposes and says that the facts stated in the above motion are true and that the 
death of Joseph C, Baker, his being solicitor for the State of Alabama, his rep- 

| resentation of said cause, his intention to attend this court for the prosecution 
of said cause, the employment of Thos. M. Peters, esq., the cause of his absence 
as stated in the above motion are true to his knowledge of this afllant. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 14th day of April, 1876. 

8. PARSHALL. 

Subscribed & sworn to before me this lth day of April, 1876. 
A. W. McCULLOUGH, 

Clerk Cir. Court. 
The State of Alabama rs. William Richardson. 

Comes the defendant and moves this the court set aside the continuance grant- 
ing the plaintiff on the 12th day of October, 1876, and for grounds of this motion 
states the following: Said continuance was granted in the absense of defendants, 
when defendant was not present in court, and without his knowledge and con 
sent or permission. 
The prosecution is without foundation in law and facts, and is malicious, be- 

ing instigated and carried on by one Schuyler Parshall to gratify malicious and 
malignant feelings he has towards the defendant. Defendant isa poor man, 
with a wife & children depending upon him for their daily bread. 
Defendant is, by the continuance this case in court, kept from his work, and in 

this way defendant's family are made to suffer. 
Defendant now has in attendance upon this court a witness, James J. Black- 

more, who resides in Memphis, Tennessee, by whom defendant can prove his 
entire innocence of the charge in this cause preferred against him. Wherefore 

| defendant moves the court to set aside said order of continuance that he may 
have a fair and speedy trial, as is guaranteed by the Constitution and laws of 
the United States 

‘ his 
WILLIAM +- RICHARDSON. 

mark. 

Sworn and subscribed before me this 2¢th day of October, 1876. 
A. W. McCULLOUGH, C. C. C. 

Be it remembered that heretofore, to wit, on the llth day of April, 1876, a day 
of the regular term of the circuit court of the United States for the northern dis- 
trict of Alabama, the Hon. John Bruce presiding as judge of said circuit court, 
the following proceedings were had and entered on the minutes of said court, 
to wit: 

The State of Alabama vs. William Richardson. 

Comes the defendant by counsel, and no prosecutor appearing, come a jury of 
good and lawful men, who return a verdict in favor of said defendant. It is 
therefore considered by the court that the said defendant go hence without delay. 
And afterward, to wit, on the 14th day of April, 1876, a motion was filed in said 

cause in words and figures as follows, to wit: 

Circuit court of the United States. 
APRIL 47, 1576. 

The State of Alabama vs. William Richardson. 

In this cause the State of Alabama, by counsel, moves the court that the entry 
of jury and verdict in this cause for the defendant be set aside, and t? .t the said 
cause be reinstated on the docket of this court for trial forthefollow «reasons, 
viz: 

ist. Because in fact no jury was empanelled, defendant was not arraigned nor 
tried; no issue of law or fact was made up nor submitted to the court or jury ; 
no nol prosequi was asked of the court nor assented to by any one who repre- 
sented the said cause or who had or claimed to have authority to represent the 
State of Alabama or the said cause; nor any one who was prosecuting nor who 
ever had been prosecuting the said cause. 

2nd. No counsel representing the said cause was or had been in court to take 
charge of said cause, and the same was wholly unrepresented, and the reasons 
fore the same are the following, viz: Joseph C, Baker, esqr., an attorney of this 
court, and who was at the time of the transfer of said cause to this court, de- 
parted this life about the 4th day of March, 1876. That the said Baker resided 
in Lawrence County, Alabama, from this circuit court from which county this 
cause was transferred to thiscourt, was the solicitor for said county of Lawrence 
and the law officer of the State of Alabama for said county, and was to attend 
this court to prosecute said cause in this court as he had been prosecuting the 
same inthe circuit courtof Lawrence County, Alabama, and his death prevented 
the necessary Pei of the cause after its transfer to this court, and also 
prevented said Baker from being present at this term of this court and represent- 
ing the State of Alabama in the prosecution of said cause) And that Thomas 
M. Peters, esqr., an attorney of this court, had also been employed in this cause 
to assist in this representing the State of Alabama in said cause, and that he has 

| been closely engaged in the circuit court of Lawrence County where he resided 
| attending to his professional engagements asa practicing attorney in said court. 
That the said accusation of The State of Alabama vs. William Richardson is a 
grave offense and should be investigated in an by this court, andthe same would 
have been properly represented in this cause and ina state of readiness for trial 
but for the death of the solicitor of the State of Alabama for the county of Law- 

| rence, 
In this cause the State of Alabama by counsel moves the court that the entry | 

of jury & verdict in the cause for the defendant to set aside, and that thesaid | 
DAVID P. LEWIS, 

For the State of Alabama. 
LEWIS E. PARSONS, 

For motion. 
In open court personally appears S. Parshall, who, upon being duly sworn in 

due form of law, deposes aaa says that the facts stated in the above mo‘ion are 
true, and that the death of Joseph C. Baker, esqr., his being solicitor for the State 
of Alabama, his representation of said cause, his intention to attend this court 
for the prosecution of said cause, the employment of Thomas M. Peters, esqr., 
and the cause of his absence as stated in the above motion are true to the knowl- 
edge of this affiant. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 14th day of April, 1876. 

A. W. McCULLOUGH, Clerk. 

A. W. McCULLOUGH, Clerk Cir. Court. 
And afterwards, to wit, on the 29th day of April, 1876, the following proceed- 

ing was had and entered on the minutes of said circuit court, to wit: 

The State of Alabama vs. William Richardson. 
In this cause a motion having been entered on the motion docket of this court 

on the I4th day of April, 1876, to set aside the action of the court in this cause on 
the 1lth day of April, 1876, as shown by the entry thereof, and reinstate said 

Filed.the Mth day of April, 1876. 
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cause on the trial docket of said court, and it appearing to the satisfaction of the | 
court that notice of said motion was served on the day said motion was filed on 
one of the attorneys who represent said defendant in this cause, and the said 
motion being read to the court, and on argument of counsel, it is therefore con- 
sidered by the court that said entry of jury and verdict made in this cause hav- 
ing been made in the absence of any attorney having authority to represent the 
State of Alabama, and thesame was made without the empannelling of aay jury 
for the trial of said William Richardson, and without the arraignment of said | 
William Richardson, and without the reading of the indictment or any paperin 
said cause and without the introduction of any evidence either for the State of 
Alabama or for the defendant; and it further appearing that the attorney for 
the State of Alabama who had represented the State in the commencement of 
said prosecution and while pending in the circuit court of Lawrence County, de- 
parted this life on the l4th day of March, 1876, and the court being satisfied that 
the said entry of jury and verdict was unadvised and without a knowledge of the 
facts of the case as shown by said motion, and the affidavit accompanying and 
verifying the same, it is therefore ordered, adjudged,and dereed that the said 
asof jury and verdict heretofore entered in this cause be, and the same is hereby, 
annulled, set aside, revoked, and held for naught, and that the said cause be and 
the same is hereby reinstated on the trial docket of this court asthough the said | 
entry of jury and verdict had never been made. 
And rwards, to wit, on the 12th day of October, 1876, an order was made as 

follows, to wit: 
The State of Alabama vs. William Richardson. 

Comes the parties, by their attorneys, and on motion of counsel for the de- | 
fendant this cause is continued until the next term of this court; and thereupon, 
on motion of the counsel for the defendant, leave is granted for the petition in 
this cause to be amended. 
And on the Mth day of April, 1877, the following order was made andentered 

on the minutes, to wit: 

The State of Alabama vs. William Richardson. 
Come the parties, by their attorneys, and on motion of the defendant and for 

good cause shown, it is ordered by the court that the cause be continued. 
And on the 18th day of October, 1877, the following order was made and en- 

tered on the minutes, to wit: 

The State of Alabama vs. William Richardson. 
Comes the parties by their attorneys; comes also the defendant in his own 

groper person, and on motion of defendant counsel leave is granted to take the 
position of a witness residing in the State of Texas, subject to all legal objec- 

tions, and this cause is continued on application of defendant’s counsel until the 
next term of this court. 
On the 26th day of April, 1878, the following order was made and entered on 

the minutes, to wit: 

The State of Alabama vs. William Richardson. 

Comes the defendant in his own proper person and by his counsel, and on his 
motion it is ordereg by the court that this cause be continued, 
On the llth day of October, 1880, the following was made and entered on the 

minutes, to wit: 

The State of Alabama vs. William Richardson. 
Comes the State of Alabama, by District Attorney William H. Smith, esqr., 

and on his motion it is ordered by the court that an alias capias be awarded for 
the defendant. 

[Conditional judge set aside. } 
On the 12th day of October, 1880, the following order was made and entered 

on the minutes, to wit: 

The State of Alabama vs. William Richardson. 
Come the parties by their attorneys, and on motion of defendants’ counsel, 

and upon a showing deemed satisfactory to the court, that the conditional judg- 
ment taken at the former day of this term of this court be,and the same is 
hereby set aside. 
Remanded. 
On the 19th day of October, 1890, the foHowing order was made and entered on 

the minutes, to wit: 
The State of Alabama vs, William Richardson. 

Come the parties by their attorneys, and on motion of plaintiffs’ counsel and 
for good cause shown, it is ordered by the court that this cause be remanded to 
the State court. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Northern District of Alabama: 

I, A. W. McCullough, clerk of the circuit court of the United States of Amer- 
ica, in and for said district, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing is a 
true, full and complete copy of the proceedings had in the case of the State of 
Alabama vs. William Richardson as fully as the same does appear of record in 
~~ Office. 

n testimony whereof, I have hereur?to subscribed my name and affixed the 
seal of said court, at office in the city of Huntsville, in said district, this 20th day 
of February, A. D. 1883. 

A, W. McCULLOUGH, 
Clerk of U. 8. Court 

Contested Election—Sessinghaus ys. Frost. 

SPEECH 
oF 

HON. JOSEPH WHEELER, 
OF ALABAMA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Friday, March 2, 1233. 

The House having under consideration the contested-election case of Sessing- | 
haus os. Frost— 

Mr. WHEELER said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: On the 17th of March, 1882, 1 had the honor to ad- 

dress the House upon a subject that was partially judicial in its character. 
I then expressed my views, the force of which has strengthened day by 
day, and what I now say will at least in part involve an endeavor to 
reiterate the principles I advocated nearly twelve months ago. I will 
repeat the words I then used: 
Fixed rules based upon legal principles should be established and adhered to 

so that decisions of Congress would become adjudications as binding and digni- 
fied as the opinions and decrees of the highest courts of our hand. 

SS SS eee 
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We are called upon to determine the 
} HIGHEST RIGHT KNOWN TO OUR SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT, 

| We are to determine a question of representation. It is a greater 
question than the elective franchise. It is to ascertain and to decree 

| under our oaths as judges and jurors which of ¢wo contending parties 
was elected a member from the third district of Missouri 7 

Article 1, section 4 of the Constitution of the United States says 
The times, places, and manner of holding elections for Senators or Repre sent 

atives shall be prescribed in each State by the Legislature thereof: but the 
Congress may at any time by law make or alter such regulations, exce pt 
the places of choosing Senators 

as to 

Under this provision of the Constitution, and under laws enacted 
pursuant thereto, 

THE SITTING MEMBER WAS DECLARED ELECTED, 

| and the sovereign power which he represents has certified such to b 
| the case, and for two years, with credit to himself and his constituency, 
| he has occupied a seat as the Representative from the third district of 
| Missouri. 

If Mr. Frost did not receive the greatest number of legal votes cast 
| he would be the last man in this House to wish for a moment to retain 
| aseat to whic « another had been elected. 
| The statutes of the United States provide the means of ascertaining 
| with unquestioned accuracy the number of votes cast for each party at 
each poll, and this evidence will be adopted by Congress in the place 
of the sworn returns of the election officers, and if said proof shows that 

| another than Mr. Frost received the greatest number of votes, then I 
| pledge myself to vote to seat that person in this Hall, without regard 
| to his political views or party afliliations 

THE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES PROVIDI 

that this proof shall be taken by written deposition, and that evidence 
thus presented to Congress by written depositions shall determine 

| which party has a right to the seat now being considered 
Section 105 of the Revised Statutes provides that the contestant shall 

give the contestee notice in writing and ‘‘shall specify particularly the 
grounds upon which he relies in the contest.’ 

Section 106 provides that the contestee shall 
answer such notice, admitting or denying the facts alleged therein, and stating 
specifically any other grounds upon which he rests the validity of his election. 

Sections 108 to 120 then provide that each party shall take testimony 
to sustain his allegations and to assail the allegations of his competitor, 
and section 121 provides that 
The testimony to be taken by either party to the contest shall be 

the proof or disproof of the facts alleged or denied in the notice 

I will now read sections 122 and 127: 
Sec, 122. The officer shall cause the testimony of the witnesses, together with 

the questions proposed by the parties or their agents, to be reduced to w1 
in his presence and in the presence of the parties or their agents, if 
and to be duly attested by the witnesses respectively. 

Sec. 127. All officers taking testimony to be used in a contested-election case 

whether by deposition or otherwise, shall when the taking of the same is com 
pleted and without unnecessary delay certify and carefully seal and immedi 
ately forward the same by mail addressed to the Clerk of the House of Repre 
sentatives of the United States, Washington, District of Columbia. 

confined to 
ind answet 

ting 

atlending, 

Evidence by deposition is in derogation of common law. It is only 
| by virtue of statute that such evidence can be used in any judicial tri 
| bunal. 

The supreme court of Pennsylvania, using the language which we 
find in every clementary work on evidence, said 
The taking of testimony by deposition is at best but a very imperfect way of 

arriving at the truth; e very precaution should, therefore, b« 
|} against abuses, 

taken to guard 

| I approve of this expression and think that evidence taken with 
disregard of the statutory requirements should not be received 

The provisions of the judiciary act of 1789, which correspond with 
the provisions of sections 122 and 127 of the Revised Statutes, are in these 
words: 
And every person deposing as aforesaid shall be carefully examined and cau 

tioned and sworn or aflirmed to testify the whole truth, and shall subscribe the 
testimony by him or her given after the same shall be reduced to \ 
shall be done only by the magistrate taking the deposition, or by the d rt 
in his presence, And the depositions so taken shall be retained by sucl 
trate until he deliver the same with his own hand into the court for wh ey 
are taken, or shall, together with a certificate of the reasonsas aforesaid of their 

' being taken, and of the notice, if any, given to the adverse party, be by him, th 
said magistrate, sealed up and directed to such court 

riting, which 

The provision that the deposition must be reduced to writing in the 
presence of the officer, and the provision regarding the sealing and trans- 
mission of depositions, are common to the contested-election law and the 

| judiciary act of 1789. Observe, however, that the law regarding con- 
tested elections makes it the duty of the commissioner to immediately 

| forward the evidence by mail. 
Observe, also, that the law regarding contested el lections tates that 

| the 
OFFICERS WHO TAKE TESTIMONY SHALL CERTIFY THE SAMI 

Our forefathers who framed the judiciary act in 1789 did not think 
it necessary to state that commissioners should add their certificate to 
depositions taken by them, as such a verification was admitted by every 
one to be an essential requisite to papers claiming validity, and there- 

| fore they seem to have omitted such a provision, but even without such 
a requirement the Federal courts have never allowed a deposition to be 
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read or used in evidence when the certificate of the commissioner was 
defective, much less if it was omitted 

It is obvious, therefore, that decisions of the Federal courts on the 
provision of the judiciary act for the writing out of the depositions and 
with regard to their being certified by the commissioners, and the 
transmission of evidence by said commissioners to the Clerk of the House 
of Representatives, will be authoritative in cases which may come before 
Congress under the corresponding provision of the statute relating to 
contested elections. I will read trom Bell vs. Morrison, 1 Peters, 351. 
Judge Story, delivering the opinion of the court, held— 

That, under section 30 of the judiciary act, a deposition is not admissible if it 
is not shown that the deposition was reduced to writing in presence of the 
magistrate 

In Edmonson vs. Barrett, 2 Cranch C, C., 228, the plaintiff's attorney 
offered in evidence on the trial the deposition of John Marshall, of 
Charleston, South Carolina, taken before Hon. John Drayton, district 
judge of the United States. 

I will read the certificate of the judge, which was in the following 

words, 

DisTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 8s 

On this 28th day of May, 1818, personally appeareth the under-named deponent, 
John Marshall, of Charleston, merchant, before me the subscriber, John Dray- 
ton, district judge of the district aforesaid, and being by me carefully examined, 
cautioned, and sworn in due form of law to testify the whole truth and nothing 
but the truth, relating to a certain civil cause, &c., &c., he maketh oath to the 
deposition above written, and subscribes the same in my presence, the said depo- 
sition being first reduced to writing by the deponent. 

Theattorney for the defendant objected to the deposition on the ground 
that the judge had not certified that it was reduced to writing in his 
presence, as required by section 30 of the judiciary act of 1789. 

The attorney for the plaintiff contended that it was to be presumed 
to have been so written because the law required it. 

But the court unanimously sustained the objection and rejected the 
deposition. 

I will now read from the case of Pettibone vs. Derringer, 4 Wasb., 
215, tried in the circuit court of the United States for the third circuit 
at Philadelphia, in 1818, before Justice Washington, of the Supreme 
Court of the United States, and District Judge Peters. 

It will be observed that objection was made on the trial to the intro- 
duction of a deposition on the ground that the officer who took that 
deposition had not certified that it was reduced to writing by the wit- | 
ness in his presence. The court sustained the objection. 

The words I read from the decision are: 
That a deposition taken under the thirtieth section of the judiciary act can not 

be used unless the judge certifies that it was reduced to writing either by him- 
self or by the witness in his presence 

| 
I next read from the case of Rayner vs. Haynes, Hempst., 689, de- 

cided by the United States circuit court for the ninth circuit, in 1854. 
it appears that defendant's attorneys offered certain depositions in 

evidence to which plaintiff objected on the ground that the magistrate 
failed to state that the depositions were reduced to writing in his pres- 
ence; and the objection was sustained by the court. 

I will now cite the House to the case of Cook vs. Burnley, 11 Wall., 
657. It appears that in the course ef the trial the defendants offered 
to read a deposition taken under section 30 of the judiciary act. There 
was no certificate by the magistrate that he reduced the testimony to 
writing himself, or that it was done by the witness in his presence. 
The deposition was excluded by the district court. Upon appeal to 
the Supreme Court of the United States, that tribunal said: 

There is no certificate by the magistrate that he reduced the testimony to 
writing himself, or that it was not done in his presence, which omission is fatal 
to the deposition. 

In Baylis vs. Cochrane, 2 Johnson (New York), 416, Chief-Justice 
Kent, delivering the opinion of the court, said: 
The manner of executing the commission ought not to be left to inference, but 

should be plainly and explicitly stated. It would be an inconvenient precedent 
and might lead to great abuse to establish the validity of such a loose and in- 
formal system; matters which are essential to the due execution of the commis- 
sion ought to be made to appear under the signature of the commissioners. 
Among these essential matters is the examination of the witness on oath by the 
commissioners, and the reducing of his examination to writing by them, or at 
their instance and undertheir care 

I will read a case to show the exacting character of the practice of the 
circuit court of the United States upon this subject of evidence by depo- 
sition. There was at the time nolaw in Pennsylvania requiring the depo- 
sition to be reduced to writing in the presence of the officer. There was 
no rule of court to that effect. The only regulation on the subject was a 
rule of court requiring the deposition to be taken before a justice. It 
is the case of Summers vs, McKim (12 8. & R.). Tread the opinion as 
delivered by Judge Tilghman, page 404: 
The third bill of exception contains two distinct points. The first point is on 

the admissibility of the deposition of George Leech; several exceptions were 
made to this evidence, but there was one which was decisive; and,as itinvolves 
a principle of great importance in practice, I am glad that an opportunity is of- 
fered to the court of settling it. This deposition was taken undera rule of court 
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The counsel of the party producing the witness is the last person who should 
be permitted to draw the deposition, because he will naturally be disposed to 

| favor his client, and it is very easy for an artful man to make use of such ex- 

| a complaint such as we find here. 

before a justice of the peace of Clearfield County, but it was drawn | in the city | 
of Lancaster from the mouth of the witness by Mr. Hopkins, counsel for the de- 
fendant, and then sent to Clearfield County and sworn to there. Now,although 
the character of the counsel in the present instance puts him abore all suspicion 
of unfairdealing, yet it would be a practice of most dangerous tendency if depo- 
#itions so taken were to be admitted as evidence 

pressions as may give a turn to the testimony very different from what the wit- 
ness intended. I know that depositions are sometimes taken in this manner by 
consent of parties; and when the counsel on both sides are present the danger 
is not so great; but in the present case there was no consent, nor was the coun- 
sel of the plaintiffs present. The rule of court is that the deposition shall be 
taken before a justice; it ought, therefore, to be reduced to writing from the 
mouth of the witness in the presence of the justice, though it need not be drawn 
by him; and in case of difference of opinien in taking down the words of the 
witness, the justice should decide. In chancery, if the counsel of one of the par- 
ties draws the deposition before the witness goes before the commissioners, it 
will not be permitted to be read in evidence. (1 How. Ch., 360.) This certainly 
is a good rule; the taking of testimony by deposition is, at best, but a very im- 
perfect way of arriving at the truth; every precaution should, therefore, be 
taken to guard against abuses. It is very clear to me that the mode in which 
the deposition of George Leech was taken is subject to great abuse, and should 
be pa down at once. Iam of opinion, therefore, that it was very properly re- 
jected. 

These decisions show that the law is scrupulously particular in de- 
manding that 

THE SPOTLESS INTEGRITY OF DEPOSITIONS 

shall be preserved. It is sensitive to the highest degree in considering 
Even in mere matters of form it de- 

mands the most exact compliance with such formalities as the various 
statutes may require. 

I will call attention to a few cases in which motions to suppress depo- 
sitions were sustained where mere formal rules were disobeyed : 

A commission which had been executed and returned was set aside because it 
had been opened by one of the officers of the Government before it came into 
the hands of the clerk. (United States vs. Price’s Administrator, 2 Washington 
Cireuit Court Report, page 356.) 
The law requires the deposition taken under act of Congress to be retained by 

the officer until he deliver the same into court, or shall, together with a certifi- 
cate of the reasons for taking it, &e. (Shankwiker vs. A. Reading, 4 McLean's 
Reports, page 240.) 
Independently of all other grounds, the court are of the opinion that the fact 

of the depositions not having been opened in court is a fatal objection. (Read vs. 
Thompson, 8 Cranch, 70, J. Story.) 
Though a deposition be taken under a stipulation, waiving all objections as to 

the form and manner of taking, it must still be returned to court in all respects 
as required by law. (1 Brown's Admiralty Reports, page 66.) 

In the case of Beverly vs. Burke (14 Georgia, 70) the court uses these 
words: 

In deciding as we do, we establish no new rule. We hold that the case pre- 
sented to us falls within a rule already well settled, and that rule simply is that 
there must be no circumstances of unfair advantage obtained by one party over 
the other in having testimony taken by depositions. * * * Many written 
cases may be found in which it been held that such depositions should always 
be taken in good faith. I content myself with referring to butone. In u vs. 
Quimby (5 New Hampshire, 98) the court says: “‘ The invariable rule by which 
this court is governed in the admission of depositions is not to receive any which 
have not been taken fairly and with the utmost good faith.” 

There is no limit to the cases that I find in the Supreme Court and 
the circuit courts of the United States, but the cases I have read illus- 
trate very fully the principle which I invoke. I will, however, cite a 
few cases which are quite as strong as those I have read: United States 
vs. Smith, 4 Day, 121; Railroad Company vs. Drew, 3 Woods C. Ct., 
692; Beale vs. Thompson, 8 Cranch, 70; Hunt vs. Larpin, 21 Iowa, 484; 
Williams vs. Chadbourne, 6 Cal., 559; Stone vs. Stillwell, 23 Ark., 444. 

The time during which I am permitted to occupy the floor for the 
purpose of presenting my views in this case is so short that I shall de- 
vote myself principally to calling the attention of the House to the 

CHARACTER OF THE EVIDENCE 

upon which the contestant relies. 
I have read the above authorities to the House as the basisof my angu- 

ment to show that under the rules of Congress it is impossible with pro- 
priety to proeeed with this cause. 

I find (pages 10-25 of the RECORD) a motion to suppress the evidence, 
supported by uncontradicted affidavits; at least 1 may say that no 
material point in said affidavits appears to be controverted. I find the 
most of these affidavits dated in December, 1881, and the greater part 
of the balance dated in January, 1882. The grounds upon which Mr. 
Frost bases his motion to suppress the depositions offered by the con- 
testant, are: 

I, That without his knowledge or consent, and without the know]l- 
edge or consent of his counsel, since the taking of the same by the no- 
tary, they have been,out of his care, custody, and possession, and were 
not safely kept and preserved as required by law. 

II. That since the taking of the same they have been in the posses- 
sion of strangers to the proceedings, who were in no wise under the con- 
trol of said notary. 

III. That they have been left open and exposed on tables in the office 
of the counsel for the contestant, and by him, and by his office boy, 
and by strangers to the case, read, handled, written upon, and altered. 

IV. That all of said depositions since the taking thereof have been 
withdrawn from the care of the notary by one of the counsel for con- 
testant, and were in his office, part for many days and in part for many 
weeks, and were by him mutilated, changed, and altered. 

V. That the alterations and changes made were material, in this, that 
a large portion of contestant’s case was concerning the accuracy of the 
registration lists, both with regard to the names and residences of voters, 
and the alterations in the spelling of a name or the number of a house, 
to make which full opportunity and license was given by the notary, 
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and which alterations might serve the purpose of contestant in estab- 
lishing the validity of votes for himself or impeaching votes for contestee. | 

VI. That for the reasons stated in the accompanying affidavits the 
integrity of said depositions has been destroyed. 

For the purpose of investigating the character of the changes alluded 

of Missouri and Mr. RITCHIE to examine the depositions and to ascer- 
tain if it was a fact that centestant’s 
and made changes, as charged. 

Each of these gentlemen took a portion of the very voluminous depo- 
sitions, and found the fact to be true that the counsel for the contestant 
had written upon them. 

Mr. DAvis, in a hurried examination, found’ over one hundred in- 
stances of Metcalfe’s marginal writings, and in each and every instance 
the body of 

THE TESTIMONY WAS ALTERED 

to conform to the marginal direction. 
Upen the report of Messrs. DAVIS and RITCHIE, both of whom were 

upon the Committee on Elections, an investigation was ordered and 
the notary who took the depositions was summoned to Washington as 
a witness for the purpose of comparing the evidence before the House 
with his original stenographic notes, but upon his arrival he stated that 
he could not make the comparison demanded. He had destroyed the 
original notes of testimony. It further appeared that he had destroyed 
these ‘‘original notes’’ after he knew, both from personal information 
-and from the newspapers of Saint Louis, that the integrity of his depo- 
sitions was attacked. 

The developments revealed thatall the voluminous depositions, which, 
according to law, should have been sealed and certified by the notary 
and by him sent to the Clerk of the House not later than March or 
April, were as late as and even after the 18th of August being 

MANIPULATED AND ALTERED BY THE CONTESTANT’S ATTORNEY. 

Let me ask this honorable body if they can allow a fellow-Represent- 
ative to be driven from this Hall by such evidence as this? Do not the 
authorities show that it would not be received in any court, even in a 
civil suit where a right of property of the smallest value was in contro- 
versy; and that being true, how can it be made the basis for determin- 
ing a right and a question of the greatest possible magnitude? 

If the facts I have recited and the laws i have read have no effect 
upon you, gentlemen of the opposition, where is the 

VIOLATION OF OFFICIAL INTEGRITY 

regarding the determination of election cases to end ? 
party, gentlemen, to cease its work of decapitation? Have you become 
crazed by excesses? Have you becomedrunk carousing with power 
Have you lost the reason with which God endows all men ? 

I will beg that you will allow me to carry you back to the scenes you 
enacted on this floor in May, June, and July of last year; and in doing 

When is your 

this I beg to assure you it is not in an unkind spirit or in a spirit of 
recrimination. 

This session of Congress is almost over. Weare all soon to part, many 
of us never to meet again; and in these last moments I do not desire, I 
am nt willing, to say one word which would leave unpleasant memo- 
ries. But I would not be doing my duty to you and to the country did 
I not, as a sentinel on the watch-tower, warn you of the dangers to our 
system of government if the will of the people, as expressed by their 
votes, is thus 

REVERSED BY THE ARBITRARY ACTION 

of a Republican majority. 
In reviewing and recalling to your mind some of the features in the 

cases decided by you last summer, I shall hope that you will be so 
shocked at the enormity of what occurred that you will hesitate be- 
fore proceeding with the case now being urged for consideration. Re- 
member, my friends, that— 

While the lamp holds out to burn, 
The vilest sinner may return. 

So, also, the most extreme Republican who has 

SUBORDINATED ALL RIGHT AND PRINCIPLE TO PARTY EXPEDIENCY 

can now, while the lamp of the Forty-seventh Congress still glimmers, 
return from the errors to which he has been led by party devotion, and 
close his career with an act of justice to a party opponent. Can youdo 
it, gentlemen? Can you rise to sucha height? It is well worth an 
effort to try. It would bea 

’ CROWN OF GLORY TO A DYING PARTY; 

you could all your lives point back to your action to-day and refute the 
charge that in a question of party it was impossible for a Republican 
to be just. 

In illustration of the course pursued by this Congress in regard to 
election cases I will make some allusion to the contest in the eighth 
district of Alabama, with which, being personally interested from hav- 
ing had forced upon me the réle of ‘‘ contestee,’’ Lam of course familiar. 
In so doing I shall confine myself to the unanimous conclusion arrived 
at by all the members of the committee except those belonging to the 
partisan majority. This conclusion was reached by them atter a care- 
ful and exhaustive study of the evidence. From my own familiarity | 

: | 3 1 thy | port that the evidence in said case shows that on Nevember'‘ 
to in this motion, a committee was appointed consisting of Mr. DAVIs 
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with the case I am convinced that their statements regarding the evi- 
dence and their enunciation of the principles contained therein are cor- 
rect. 

The tour Democrats of the Committee on Elections stat» in their re- 
, 1880, when 

the polls closed, 12,808 legal votes of legal voters had been polled for 
| the contestee. 

attorney had written upon them | 

} and not judicial. 

| 

Although fifteen lawyers assisted the contestant in taking evidence, 
and nearly a thousand witnesses were summoned to testify for the con 
testant, not one of said votes was proven to be in any way otherwise 
than legal in all respects. 

The report by these sworn Democratic Congressmen also shows that 
there were polled for the contestant less than 11,000 votes of legal voters, 
showing the contestee’s majority to have been fully 2,000. This re port 
was signed by these four Democrats, Mr. BELTZHOOVER of Pennsylvania, 
Mr. DAV Is of Misseuri, Mr. ATHERTON of Ohio, and Mr. MOULTON of 
Illinois; and this report is the only report which was signed by any one 
With such uncontroverted facts I felt it my duty to defend the cause 

before Congress and to use every possible effort to vindicate the assailed 
rights of the people. 
‘Tn July last, soon after the contestee was unseated, Mr. CALKINS, the 

Republican chairman of the Committee on Elections, in answer to the 
charge that the reports of his committee were partisan decisions in vio- 
lation of law, and not sustained by the evidence, and that they were 
the mere decrees of a Republican caucus, 

ADMITTED THAT HIS REPORTS WERE PARTISAN 

But he said his committee were not alone to blame, 
as his party both in and out of Congress had persistently demanded that 
they should admit the contestants, whom the party had decided to favor 
with their support. 

Mr. CALKINS also said he would favor a law removing contested-elee- 
tion cases from Congressional committees to a court as the only way to 
secure judicial decisions, and he further said that owing to the pressure 
made upon election committees to make partisan decisions without re 
gard to law and justice he would never again be 
tion committee. 
When the great Democratic party presented the issue to be deter 

mined by the American people at the election of November 7, they 
issued millions of copies of a campaign book in which they plainly set 
forth the action of the Republican party in the Forty-seventh Congress 
It was the 

a member of an ele¢ 

SHAMEFUL AND ARBITRARY ACTS OF THIS CONGRESS 

which were passed upon and condemned by the American people at the 
late election that resulted in an overwhelming and irretrievable defeat 
of the Republican party. 

In that book they state the facts regarding this case, 
they use these words: 
Lowe vs. Wheeler.—The decision of the House in unseating Wheeler and in 

stalling Lowe as Representative from the eighth Congressional district of Ala- 
bama is, without doubt, the most arbitrary and shameful act of the first session 
of the Forty-seventh Congress 

and on page 31 

It is not stated that this was only as shameful as the other shameful 
acts of the Forty-seventh Congress which were so severely condemned 
by the people from Massachusetts to California and from the lakes to 
the Gulf, but they say it was the mostshameful of all the shameful acts 
of this Congress. 

I respectfully submit, therefor 
tained and defended— 

First. By Demoeratic members ofthe Elections Committee who signed 

, that the Democracy has been sus- 

| a report saying that the contestee was elected by over 2,000 majority. 
Second. By Mr. CALKINS, the Republican chairman of the Commit- 

tee on Elections. 
Third. By all the Democrats in Congress who were so shocked at the 

course pursued by the Republicans that every measure in their power 
was employed to frustrate the consummation of these acts. 

Fourth. By the national Democratic party, who made this illegal 

| conduct an issue, yes, a 

MAIN ISSUE OF THE NATIONAL CAMPAIGN, 

and stated it to be the most shameful of all the shameful aets upon which 
they asked a decision of the people. 

Fifth. Finally the Democratic party was sustaine d by the American 
people at the polls on November 7, when in determining these issues 
they held aloft the: Democratic banner and like a cyclone swept the 
country from lake to gulf and from ocean to ocean, including in the 
defeated hosts the members of Congress who were most prominent in the 
enactment of this disgraceful proceeding, namely, M1 
Wisconsin, Mr. THOMPSON of Iowa, Mr. ROBESON of New 

JONEs of Texas, and Mr. Burrows of Michigan 
It is not improper for me to here assert that I never knew of the in- 

tention of the committee to allude to me until the fell into my 

hands after the campaign commenced 
I do not wish to be understood as insinuating that the country was 

in the slightest degree influenced in the elections last November by any 

knowledge of or interest in this particular case. On the contrary, | em- 

phatically state that it did not and could not have been at all conside red, 

Jersey, Mr 

book 
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but I insist that the violation of law and the infraction of parliamen- 
tary precedent and the trampling of right and justice under foot which 
characterized the Republican majority in this House caused a distrust 
in the minds of the people which determined this great change. The 
striking down of the constitutional and parliamentary 

RIGHTS OF MINORITIES 

by a change in the rules of the House of Representatives, which ap- | 
peared to be done solely to enable the Republican majority to unseat a | 
few Democrats upon forged testimony, was very properly denounced in 
the scathing protest which was signed and placed in the records of 
this House, May 29, I read from the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, 
page 4326 

Whereas the minority of this House have heretofore, under the rules of the 
House, successfully resisted the efforts of the majority to consider the case of 
Mackey vs, O'Connor, because a proper hearing has not been granted to the con- 
testee by the Committee on Elections as to the allegations of forgery and fraud 
in the evidence submitted by the contestant; and 
Whereas the minority have offered to proceed tothe consideration of the case 

as soon as said allegations have been duly investigated ; and 
Whereas the majority, in order to prevent and avoid such an investigation, 

have proceeded to change the rules, in a manner not provided for in the rules 
by which alone they can or ought to be changed; and 
Whereas the Speaker has made a ruling which justifies a proceeding unknown 

to the principles of constitutional and parliamentary law and subversive of the 
rights of the minority : Therefore, 
The undersigned, representatives of the people, hereby protest against the 

proceedings of the majority and the rulings of the Speaker as unjustifiable, 
arbitrary, and revolutionary, and expressly designed to deprive the minority of 
that protection which has been established as one of the great muniments of the 
representative system by the patient and patriotic labors of the advocates of 
parliamentary privilege and civil liberty 
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From the very commencementof parliamentary proceedings the right 
and power accorded to the minority in a legislative assembly to stay the 

_action of a bare majority upon any question was most jealously guarded. 
The principle upon which this power was founded was this: The 

minority in taking upon themselves so grave a responsibility as to 
STOP LEGISLATION 

upon any subject assume that the legislation is not such as will be 
sustained by the people. They therefore arrest proceedings until at 
the next succeeding election the people may express their will. 

In England this 
ABSOLUTE VETO POWER 

resides in the sovereign, who has the right at any time to dissolve Par- 
liament and thus prevent the enactment of any law that the sovereign 
regards to be adverse to the interest of the government. An election 
immediately follows, which determines whether the people sustain the 
Parliament or the sovereign. In our country the President has power 
to veto any act passed by Congress, and after such veto it can only be- 

| turned over in deponent’s own handwriting to Robert Chisolm, jr., esq. 

STATE 
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come a law by receiving the sanction of two-thirds of each House 
respectively. ! 

In accordance with this principle the rules of the House of Repre- 
| sentatives prescribe that a sufficiently 

LARGE MINORITY 

could by dilatory motions prevent any action on the part of the House 
and thus transfer the decision of the question to the people. 

The circumstances under which the Republican party 
DESTROYED THIS TIME-HONORED PRINCIPLE 

of parliamentary law was this: The question was raised regarding the 
consideration of the contested-election case of Mackey vs. Dibble. The 
entire Democratic party resisted any action in the case, on the ground 

| that Mr. Dibble had presented proof that every item of the testimony 
upon which the report of the committee was founded was false and 
forged. It is necessary to here state that the contest was originally 

| against Mr. O’Connor, but after the death of the latter Mr. Dibble was 
elected and became the contestee. I will read the affidavit of the ste- 
nographer who took the testimony alluded to. It shows you havea 
perfect precedent for your present proceedings. I read from the Con- 
GRESSIONAL RECORD, first session Forty-seventh Congress, pp. 4342 

| 4344: 

THE STATE OF GrorGiA, Richmond County: 

Personally appeared before me,a notary public in and forthe county of Rich- 
mond, E. H. Hogarth, who, being sworn, says that he was a resident of the city 
of Charleston, State of South Carolina, during the year 1881, up tothe 30th of Sep- 
tember ; that deponent held the office of notary public during said time, and wasa 

| stenographer by past that he wasemployed by E. W. M. Mackey, esq., as 
| stenographer anc notary public in the contest between E. W. M. Mackey and M. 

}’. O'Connor for a seat in the Forty-seventh Congress of the United States, and 
| that deponent acted as stenographer and sometimes notary — in Orange 
burgh County, in behalf of the Hon. M, P. O'Connor; that deponent took the 

| testimony on the part of E. W. M. Mackey, esq., in the counties of Charleston 
Orangeburgh,and Clarendon, with the exception of one or two depositions ; 
that all of the testimony so taken by deponent as stenographer was transcribed 

| from his stenographic notes in deponent’s own handwriting, and testimony 
taken on behalf of E. W.M. Mackey, esq., was turned over to him in deponent’s 
own handwriting, and such taken on behalf of the Hon. M. P. O'Connor was 

This 
ended his (deponent’s) connection with said testimony, except that afterward 
at various times he (deponent) signed certificates which were tendered to de- 
ponent by E. W. M. Mackey, esq., and also jurats at the foot of depositions; these 
deponent signed without comparison with his said stenographic notes, taking it 

| for granted that said testimony was the same as furnished by deponent to said 
Ek. W. M. Mackey, esq. ; that the said certificates were often presented to deponent 
for signature by said E. W.M. Mackey, esq., when deponent was otherwise em- 

| ployed, and that deponent did not have his stenographic notes at hand when he 
| so certified said testimony; that deponent also certified the testimony taken on 
| behalf of Hon. M. P. O’Connor in instances where deponent acted as notary 
public; that deponent did not forward any of said testimony to the Clerk of the 
House of Representatives, but turned same over tothe respective parties named 

|} above; and deponent knows nothing of his personal knowledge concerning the 
forwarding of the same. 

E. HW. HOGARTH. 

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 17th day of February, 1882. 
SEAI WM. W. MILLER, 

Notary Public, Richmond County, Georgia. 

L also read the affidavit of Mr. C. Smith, who it appears wrote the testi- 
mony by which Mr. Mackey sought to obtain a seat in Congress 
(RECORD, first session Forty-seventh Congress, p. 4544 

or Soutm CAROLINA, Charleston County : 

Before me personally came C, Smith, in response to a summons to testify as to 
certain matters in a contest entitled E. W. M. Mackey vs. M. P. O'Connor, and 
who, being duly sworn, says: “‘ I was employed by E. W. M. Mackey to write out 

| the testimony taken in his behalf in the contest between himself and Mr. O’Con- 
nor for a seat inthe Forty-seventh Congress; this writing was done at the house 
of Colonel Mackey, and at the United States court-house, and at my room. The 
body of testimony was in the handwriting of E. H. Hogarth, stenographer and 

|} notary public,and there were interlineations,erasures,gnd portions of the original 
sheets were cut out and other sheets substituted, and sometimes left out entirely ; 
that sometimes nearly a whole page was struck out by drawing a line across it ; 
that the interlineations were in the handwriting of EF. W. M, Mackey; that the 
copy made by me omitted the erasures and inserted the interlineations; that 
sometimes whole pages of this testimony in the handwritingof Colonel E. W. M. 
Mackey would be inserted, and of which there was no original in the handwriting 
of Mr. Hogarth, the notary public, that I saw; that sometimes when I returned 
the originals and my copy of the same, Colonel Mackey destroyed the originals by 
placing them ina stove, or destroying them by tearing them up; that in some in- 
stances the copy made by me was returned interlined, and I made fresh copy with 
such corrections; the interlineations last mentioned were also in the handwriting 
of Colonel E. W. M. Mackey; that the notary public, Mr. Hogarth, placed his 
seal and signature to the testimony as it was handed to him without making any 
comparison with the originals, as in many instances, as before stated, the orig- 
inals had been destroyed, and also without making any comparison with his 
short-hand notes; that is, in every case in which I was present, my impression 
is that I saw him sign nearly all of the testimony, certainly more than half of it ; 
that in the case of W. A. Zimmerman the testimony as copied by this deponent 
was submitted to him for his signature; that he declined to sign the same until 
certain corrections were made in it; that the testimony as submitted was not 
correct, and that unless the correct!ons were made he would not sign the same ; 
that this testimony of Zimmerman’s I returned to Mr. Mackey and I never re- 
copied it; and it was not signed by Mr. Zimmerman when I returned it to Mr. 
Mackey ; that in the case of Major T. A. Haguenin the testimony as copied by 
me was handed io him; he glanced over it and said, ‘I suppose it is all right,” 
and signed it; that I may have submitted other cntuneng Ss can not now recall 
the other cases where I submitted them for signatures; that Mr, Hogarth in cer- 
tifying these papers would certify a number of them at one time and without 
comparison as aforesaid ; that I took a number of packages of the testimony to the 
express office and shipped them in the name of Mr. Hogarth to the Clerk of the 
House of Representatives ; that the statements herein apply only to the testimony 
taken in Mr. Mackey's behalf. I know nothing about the testimony taken for 
Mr. O’Connor; that from the early part of January, 1881, and off and on during 
the summer months, and nearly up to the time that the last package of Mr. 



Mackey’s testimony was sent off, wascopying. Thatthe packages hereinbefore | 
mentioned asshipped by me were given to me by b. W. M. Mackey, and [handed | 
to him the receipt for the same, the said receipt being in the name of E. H. Ho- 
garth. 

Sworn to before me this 16th day of February, 1882. 
[SEAL. | 

Cc. SMITH 

Hi. L. P. BOLGER, 
Notary Publi 

As these affidavits prove beyond question that every particle of Mr. 
Mackey’s 

CVIDENCE WAS FALSE AND FORGED, 

the Democratic members of Congress announced that they would, if 
necessary, resort to dilatory motions to prevent the use of said testi- 
mony, unless the Republican members would either investigate the | 
truth of these statements in these aflidavits or produce testimony in 
refutation thereof. 

So determined, however, were the Republicans to drive Mr. Dibble, 
who was a Democrat, from this floor, and place in his stead Mr. Mackey, 
who was a Republican, that they changed the rules of the House, 
sweeping away every vestige of the rights of minorities in questions of 
this character, thus giving absolute power on these questions to a bare 

MAJORITY OF ONE, 

By this means they succeeded in slightly increasing their voting 
power in the House for this Congress, but, as they must now admit, at 
an expense that can only hereafter be estimated. And you, gentlemen 
of the majority, have certainly exemplified the truth of the saying, 
Quem Jupiter, vult perdere prius dementat. Promptly following your 
action in this case, you proceeded to unseat that grand old gentleman, | 
General Finley, of Florida. 

And this brings us again to the consideration of the case from the 
eighth district of Alabama, which was immediately taken up by this 
body. The circumstances under which this was done I read from the 
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of June 1, 1882, page 4445: 

ALABAMA ELECTION CONTEST—LOWE VS. WHEELER. 

Mr. Hlazevtron. I now call up the contested-election case of Lowe vs. Wheeler 
for present consideration. 
Mr. Kenna. On that I raise the question of consideration. 
The Speaker. The gentleman from West Virginia raises the question of con- 

sideration. The question is, Will the House now proceed to consider the con- 
tested-election case named by the gentleman from Wisconsin? 

Mr. BLackBuURN. Upon that question I call for the yeas and nays. 
Mr. WHEELER. I[ ask unanimous consent to make a statement which will 

occupy but a moment. 
The SPEAKER. Is there objection? [Cries of ‘‘ Regular order!”’} 

order is called for. The question is on ordering the yeas and nays. 
Mr. Springer. The gentleman from Alabama asks unanimous consent to 

make a statement. 
The Speaker. The Chair has submitted that question, but will again submit 

it. The gentleman from Alabama |Mr. WHEELER] asks unanimous consent to 
make a statement. Is there objection? 

Several MempBers. How long? 
Mr, WHEELER. Not more than two or three minutes, 
The SPEAKER, The Chair hears no objection. 

will proceed. 
Mr. WHEELER. Mr, Speaker, twenty-eight days after the record in this case 

The regular 

[Cries of ‘Go on!”’] 
The gentleman from Alabama 

was printed, I was forced, against good objections as I thought which were of- | 
fered, into the argument before the sub-committee. This case stands alone 
where such a hardship was inflicted upon the contestee in this House. 
This case stands alone in this: that it is the only case where the argument 

was had before the committee when the only Democrat on the committee was 
necessarily absent. 
This isthe only case, too, Mr. Speaker, where the contestee’s counsel was only 

allowed ninety minutes to argue a case involving more questions of law and fact 
than any other case before this House, and where the contestee himself was only 
allowed seven minutes to utter words in his own defense before that committee. 

It is the only case where the contestee was forced into argument before his 
counsel or himseifhad prepared or printed a brief, or prepared argument before 
the sub-committee. 

It is now proposed, Mr Speaker, to force this case before the House on the 
very day the majority report is printed and sent to the House. 

Again, sir, of the gentlemen who were selected by my friends to argue the case 
before the House, three are ab*ent and the other is sick and confined to his room. 
Finding that state of things, I yesterday selected other gentlemen to present 

this case to the House, and those gentlemen were unable until to-day to pro- 
cure the reports in the case in order toascertain what the facts were which they 
were to argue. 

I do not think, Mr. Speaker, this House is going to subject any contestee to 
such hardship as that, to have his case brought up at this time. There is no 
reason why invidious distinction should be made against me from the beginning 
to the final termination of the cause. 

I have a case which, if presented to this House, I know gentlemen, irrespect- 
ive of party, will on their consciences be compelled to vote and say that this con- 
testee was honorably and fairly elected to the position he now holds in this 
House. And I feel this House will not refuse a reasonable, moderate time for 
necessary preparation to be made to present this case to the House. 

I thank you, Mr. Speaker, and the ease for the unanimous consent to make 
this statement. [Cries of ‘‘ Regular order “i 

Mr. CaLKrns. May I be permitted to ask what time the gentleman wants? 
Mr. WHEELER, I am informed the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. Ran- 

NEY] states that no man can learn the facts and make a respectable argument in 
two weeks. [Criesof ‘‘ No!” and “ Regular order!” 
The Speaker. The pending question is, Will the House proceed to consider 

the case of Lowe vs. Wheeler? The yeas and nays have been demanded. 

I will now, by permission of the House, give some little account of | 
this case so summarily brought before this body. In doing so I desire 
to repeat that my purpose is not to assail the motives of the members | 

I feel it my duty to make a statement of fact, in the | of the majority. 
hope that it may impress this House with the importance of returning 
to the old system, when election cases were decided with the same ju- 
dicial fairness that is exercised in determining any other legal right, 
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and not as these cases have been disposed of 
advantage seemed to dictate. 

In order to attain a party end and to deprive 
| have found it necessary to 

SOICLY as apparent party 

Mr. F rost of his seat you 

NULLIFY THE ELECTION LAWS OF THE STATE OF MISSOURI 

and to declare that the registration in the third district of Missouri is 
not essential to a valid election. 

The amount of fraud and riot this decision will create 
determine. 

Let me remind you, gentlemen, of a 
| less than twelve months ago. 

Then for the purpose of unseating a Democrat you decided that 
registration in Alabama was not necessary to the validity of a vot 
and already you have caused bloodshed by that iniquitous decision 

Soon after the publication of your report, an election was held in the 
city of Opelika, Alabama. The opponents to the Democratic party 
availed themselves of this principle of law asannounced by you. They 
brought illegal voters to the polls, some having been imported from 
Georgia, and for six months the persons voted for under this illegal 
ruling of yours have been contending for the offices. You have all heard 
of the Opelika riots and the bloodshed which ensued. The members 
of the Republican party of this House are and will be held by God and 
the country accountable for all the suffering and death caused by the 
unfortunate events to which I have referred 

Let us look for a moment at your 

ime can alone 

similar decision made by you 

, 

DIAMETRICALLY OPPOSIT!I It IslONSs 

| upon the subject of registration. 
The committee state (see pages 3, 4, and 16 of the re port in the case 

of Bisbee vs. Finley) that the constitution of Florida commands 

That no person not duly registered, according to law, shall be allowed to vot¢ 

They then cite many decisions to sustain them in their position, and 
they decide very properly, with great emphasis, that under such a law 

A VOTE WITHOUT THE VOTER'S BEING REGISTI 

and void, and they also say that if the proof fails to show that the vote 

| was legal when cast, the omitted proof offered at the trial will not avail 
| to make it legal. 

The committee say 

RED IS ILLEGAI 

page 4 

The principle must likewise be maintained that the production of this evi 
dence at the trial will not change the legal status of the voter, and thus make 
these votes in question legal votes. Such a decision would be at variance with 
a well-established principle of law, which forbids the making of an act valid at 
a subsequent period which at the time of its commission was void because 
prohibited by law. 

The House will observe that the law of Florida uses the 
no person not duly registered according to law ‘shall 
vote.”’ 

words that 

be allowed to 

It would appear that the duty was thus imposed upon the inspector 
of allowing or of not allowing; and if a person endowed with all the 
other qualifications of a legal voter was by the inspector 

ALLOWED TO VOTE 

| it might be argued that this decision of the inspectors was final, and 

that the vote could not afterward be rejected; but the committee in 
sisted that such a view was wrong, and that the reception of the vote 
by the inspector did not aid its validity. 

The constitution of Alabama, however, is more emphatic. It says 
No one shall vote at any election unless he shall have registered as required 

by law. 

In Alabama all the duty and responsibility of registration is imposed 
upon the voter himself, and all the most rigid rules might be applied 
here with the greatest propriety. The words are: 
No one shall vote at any election uniess he shall have been registered as re 

quired by law. 

That is, no one shall vote in Alabama unless he has first appeared 
before,the registrar and sworn before God to ‘‘ support and maintain the 
Constitution and laws of the United States;’’ and in addition thereto 
has sworn to other facts, and has also registered and signed his name 
and given his residence and various other facts, all of which the law 
requires to be recorded. 

Mr. Speaker, you will obscrve that we were trying so hard to encour 
age loyalty in Alabama that we would not allow any one to enjoy the 
sacred privilege of franchise until he had sworn to ‘‘ 

| tain the Constitution of the United States.”’ 
Another somersault, Mr. Speaker. Party interests demanded it and 

the Republican members were ranged in a row, and the handsome 
chairman commanded ‘‘heels up—heads down,’’ and the committee 
makes another judicial somersault, deciding, without a precedent in the 
world to sustain them, that to vote in Alabama * 
prerequisite. It is not compulsory.’’ 

They mean, I suppose, that the 

support and main 

registration 1s not 4 

VOTER MAY REGISTER OR NOT 

as he pleases. The reasoning by which this conclusion was reached 
was, however, so untenable that the member of the committee from 
Massachusetts [Mr. RANNEY ] declined tosubscribe toit. He, however, 

| was true as steel to party interests. He in effect said; ‘‘Gentlemen, | 
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can not exactly somersault with you, but I will break the force of the 
fall by making several small somersaults, and will range myself side by 
side with you at the final determination of the case.”’ 

I will now attempt to show you that the Massachusetts Solon would 
have done himself more credit had he stood by his associates. 

In the Bisbee vs. Finley case the gentleman from Massachusetts [ Mr. 
RANNEY] and the committee decide that under the law of Florida 

POLL-LISTS CERTIFIED BY THE PROBATE JUDGE ARE GOOD EVIDENCE. 

In this case they were introduced by a Republican against a Demo- 
crat. 

In the Lowe vs. Wheeler case, the gentleman from Massachtisetts [Mr. 
RANNEY], without any request or suggestion on the part of the con- 
testant, decides that under the law of Alabama, which is substantially 
and almost precisely like the Florida law, a poll-list certified in pre- 
cisely the same way is no evidence at all. More than this, he decides 
that a simple certificate of the probate judge is good for Bisbee against 
General Finley, but that under a similar law 

POLL-LISTS ARE NOT GOOD EVIDENCE 

for Wheeler, when in addition to having them certified precisely the 
same as those presented by Mr. Bisbee, he (Wheeler) also legally made 
a witness of the probate judge, who testified that the poll-lists were 
copies of the poll-lists of the precincts referred to; and worse still for 
Mr. RANNEY, the lawyer for the contestant, made objeetion to specific 
parts of the questions to the probate judge, omitting to object to that 
part of the question which asked him to designate the.poll-lists, and 
therefore if there had been any valid objection (which there was not) 
the objection was waived; yet with all that Mr. RANNEy turned a full 
double somersault, thus proving himself much more of a judicial acro- 
bat than any of his political brethren. 

Now, a little later it became necessary in the Smith vs. Shelley case 
to slaughter General Shelley, whose sole offense was that he was a Dem- 
oerat. The committee had already 

SOMERSAULTED FROM THE DECISION 

for Mr. Bisbee, and now they found they must get back to the Bisbee 
standpoint to onst General Shelley. 

This, Mr. Speaker, required additional acrobatic skill, but party be- 
hests demanded the effort, and the gentlemen of the Elections Committee 
were equal to the emergency. 1 think I can now see the handsome 
captain of the committee arraying his forces and urging them to the 
effort. 

In my imagination I now behold his Napoleonic air as he addresses 
them: ‘‘Gentlemen and patriots, you have done much, but much re- 
mains for you todo. You were selected by the generals of your party 
for great and grand purposes; let not your country and the great party 
of mors! ideas be disappointed in their expectation. You were selected 
alter thvee weeks of toil and investigation as the most worthy knights 
to wield the battle-ax and to slay the enemies of the God-like princi- 
ples of Republicanism. You have charged and somersaulted forward. 
You have 

DECIDED ONE WAY 

nearly every principle of law; and then, my gallant soldiers, you have 
risen to the sublimity of greatness by deciding nearly all of these 
principles directly the other way, but a greater feat is necessary to be 
accomplished. The question now before us requires an acrobatic effort 
which appeals to every sentiment of greatness and grandeur. The eye 
of the general of the Congressional campaign committee is upon you. 
He has in his hands means which will determine your future promotion. 
With him rests the awful question whether you shall be among the 
chosen or among those cast into outer darkness. I therefore appeal to 
yourcourage. Thisquestion you have decided in one way forour brother 
from the land of flowers and oranges. You then turned a gallant somer- 
sault and 

DECIDED IT PRECISELY THE REVERSE 

for our brother from the beautiful valley of the Tennessee, but such 
things you have often done; somersaults and even double somersaults 
have ceased to elicit the highest applause, and now with one supreme 
effort of conscience and the physical system I call upon you to 

TURN A DOUBLE BACK-SOMERSAULT 

and forever restore to the party of moral excellence that country of 
sugar-cane and cotton where flow the murmuring waters of the Tom- 
bigbee, the Black Warrior and the silent current of the Alabama.’’ 

After this speech they all cried, ‘‘ Ready !’’ and, at the command of 
their leader, all turned a double back-somersault, and this great ques- 
tion of the admissibility of a poll-list as evidence was 

DECIDED THREE DIFFERENT WAYS 

by the same men in the same session of Congress. 
The same committee say in 

ONE CASE TO BENEFIT A REPUBLICAN 

that depositions are not good where the commissioner failed to stamp his 
seal upon them when he signed the certificate, notwithstanding that the 
depositions were taken in all other respects in the strictest compliance 
with the laws of Congress. In that case the depositions were taken 
pursuant to notice, duly served, the evidence written down in the pres- 
ence of the commissioner, the depositions signed by the witnesses, the 
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certificate of the commissioner properly attached and certified by him, 
and the depositions sealed up and transmitted by him to the Clerk of 
the House of Representatives. 

The Revised Statutes, section 127, say that the commissioner taking 
depositions ‘‘ shall certify and carefully seal and immediately forward 
the same,’’ &e. 

In Smith vs. Shelley the House committed itself to the principle that 
sealing the package that contained the deposition so that it would show 
that it had not been opened since it left the hands of the commissioner 
was not sufficient, but that under section 127 he should have stamped 
a seal on the deposition itself when he certified it. 

In Strohbrand vs. Aikin the House decided that all the evidence taken 
by one of the parties could not be considered because it was taken be- 
fore a United States commissioner, and such officers were not included 
among the enumerated oflicials that the statute said could take evidence. 

Now, when it became necessary to deprive a Representative of his seat 
who belongs to the party in the minority all this is reversed. 

In the case of Lowe vs. Wheeler to deprive a Democrat of his seat the 
same committee decide that 

DEPOSITIONS WITHOUT A SEAL 

are perfectly good. 
Worse than this, they accept and use as good legal evidence mere 

fugitive papers, devoid of nearly every legal requisition, and upon such 
papers they drive a legally elected member from the halls of Congress. 

Many of the papers referred to— 
First. Were not signed by the witnesses, as required by law. 
Second. They were not taken pursuant to notice, as required by law. 
Third. They were not sealed, as required by law. 
Fourth. The contestee was not allowed by the commissioner to cross- 

examine the witnesses, a right guaranteed to him by law. 
Fifth. The deposition not only did not bear a seal to the certificate, 

but had not a certificate at all to which a seal could be affixed. 
Sixth. Undisputed proof showed that the evidence was written by 

the attorney for the contestant, and written falsely by him. 
Seventh. They did not show that the witnesses were sworn. 
Among the 

MANY GROSSLY ILLEGAL ACTS 

and rulings that appeared in the report of the committee which was 
presented to this House by the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. Ha- 
ZELTON } was the admission as evidence of certain papers, some of them 
false and forged and none of them such as would be received in any 
court of law where the smallest possible right of a citizen was in con- 
troversy. The proof showed that the man before whom it was pre- 
tended that the depositions were taken was not present, as imperatively 
required by section 127 of the United States Statutes, when the papers 
which the contestant had presented to Congress were written, and there- 
fore that the commissioner could not from any personal knowledge be 
able to state that they contained what the witness stated when being 
examined; and uncontradicted evidence also showed that aiter the 
papers had been written out in long-hand they were materially changed ; 
even questions asked by the contestee during his cross-examination of 
the witnesses had been changed, and the proof also showed that false 
or at least incorrect records had been inserted. 

Under this state of things the commissioner (Mr. Figg) could not with 
propriety, and did not, put any certificate to any of the papers relied 
upon by the contestant, except to those taken by him on the last day, 
namely, March 16, 1881. He may have been, and probably was, pres- 
ent when that day’s evidence was taken, and he attached his certificate 
to the evidence taken on that day; but he either refused or failed to 
put any certificate to any of the other papers that appear in the record 
and that the committee adopted as good evidence. 

Without using these fugitive papers it would have been impossible 
to have made out a report such as the one presented; and as they had 
determined to 

PUT IN THE CONTESTANT AT ALL HAZARDS, 

they were compelled to make use of the best material that the facts of 
the case afforded, and to satisfy the conscience of the more scrupulous 
Republicans the less scrupulous or non-scrupulous ones were set up, or 
voluntarily set themselves up, to make untrue statements as to these 
important and to an honest man most decisive questions. 

‘The gentleman from Wisconsin [ Mr. H AZELTON}, in hisclosing speech, 
after the previous question thad been called, stated (CONGRESSIONAL 
RECORD, page 483): 
There was a certificate on every one of the depositions but one. 

It is astonishing that a man of intelligence should have made so 
RECKLESS A STATEMENT, } 

and it is more astonishing that he should have made a statement which 
is just the reverse of factand so detrimental to the case of the contestee 
in the closing speech when these incorrect statements of facts could not 
be refuted. Particularly is this extraordinary when it came from the 
same lips which uttered these words (see CONGRESSIONAL REcorp, 
page 479): 

In the exercise of that sovereign power we came here to-day to pass judicially 
upon this contested election case coming from the eighth Congressional district 
of the State of a decide honestly and fairly, and upon all the evidence 
and upon all the law, which of these two gentlemen, the contéstee, Mr. Wheeler, 



or the contestant, Mr. Lowe, is entitled to the seat in controversy. In other 
words, we came here to determine the honest will of the people of that Congres- 
sional district, and we come to its consideration in the light of justice and of 
fairness and under the obligation of our oaths as members of this great legisla- 
tive body. 

It is very fortunate that this statement was made by the gentleman 
from Wisconsin [Mr. HAZELTON], as the course pursued by him from 
the beginning to the end of the case indicated that he was willing to 
trample law under foot, pervert facts, misstate evidence, and give credence 
to perjury and forgery to attain the great party purpose of trading off 
this seat for.a few Greenback votes. 

I had defended the gentleman and his party from aspersion by stat- 
ing that I had credible evidence that before the Republicans knew the 
facts of my case their leaders had agreed to deliver my seat into the 
hands of the Greenback party, and as payment therefor the Greenback 
party had 

AGREED TO SUSTAIN THE REPUBLICAN PARTY 

in most of its important measures, and I endeavored to show that the 
enormities practiced by the Elections Committee were owing to this fact, 
and that the Republican party was in this difliculty.. To decide my 
case rightly would compel them to violate a solemn agreement with 
their Greenback allies, and I argued that it was this and not a prefer- 
ence to do wrong which induced their action. 

In emphatic denial of the statement of the gentleman from Wiscon- 
sin [Mr. HAZELTON] that ‘‘ there was a certificate on every one of the 
depositions but one,’’ I assert that the facts are and the record shows 
that every one of the seventeen pretended depositions which are found 
printed in the record of the case, from the beginning of the printed 
record up to page 197, have no certificate of any kind nor any preten- 
sion to a certificate. 

I also make the same assertion regarding every one of the six pre- 
tended depositions printed in the record from page 206 to 265. 

I also make the same assertion regarding an additional six pretended 
depositions printed in the record from page 302 to 330. 

I also make the same statement regarding the fifteen pretended depo- 
sitions printed in the record from page 328 to 398. 

I also make the same statement regarding the two pretended deposi- 
tions printed in the record from page 404 to 413. 

I also make the same statement regarding the three pretended deposi- 
tions printed in the record from page 443 to 456, and these are the 
forty-nine pretended depositions which were referred to in the motion 
to recommit found on pages 4501, 4502, 4503, and 4504 of the Con- 
GRESSIONAL RECORD, first session Forty-ninth Congress. 

Lassert that there was nothing in the record to show that the pre- 
tended evidence of said pretended witnesses was taken as required by 
the laws of Congress. 

Take one of these forty-nine illegal papers, called by the contestant 
depositions. Take that of William Wallace, page 215. The heading 
reads as fellows: 
William Wallace, being duly sworn to tell the truth, the whole truth, and 

nothing but the truth, by Robert W. Figg, esq., before whom this examination 
is being held, deposes and saysas follows: 

Then follows a series of questions and answers, and among them isa 
statement by the witness that he can not write, and finally at the end 
we see the words: 

his 
WILLIAM + WALLACE. 

mark, 

As to who put the words there the record is silent. 
Alabama says that— 
Signature or subscription includes mark when the person can not write, his 

name being written near it and witnessed bya person who writes his own name 
as a witness, 

And the supreme court of Alabama has decided that such an affix as 
appears to the paper above mentioned is not a signature at all. 

So far from having proof that these pretended depositions were taken 
as required by law, the proof is positive that they 

WERE NOT LEGALLY TAKEN. 

It shows that, in violation of the Federal statute (section 122) 
First. They were not written out in the presence of any person au- 

thorized by law to act as commissioner, and were not duly attested in 
his presence, as required by section 122. 

They were not certified and sealed and transmitted by mail to the 
Clerk of the House of Representatives as required by section 127. 

The proof shows that many changes were made in the depositions 
after they had been taken, and many other wrongs and errors were 
committed. These facts may have prevented the commissioner from 
attaching a certificate, as he certainly could not have truthfully at- 
tached a proper certificate to them. I also assert that the one hundred 
and ten papers called depositions had no certificate of any kind what- 
ever except as follows: 

Signed before me on the day and year above written. 
ROBERT W. FIGG, N. P. 

THE AFFIDAVIT. 

The committee in more than one case committed themselves to the 
em that parties to election cases must place their evidence be- 

the committee as required by law. 

The statute of 
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The chairman distinctly stated in his speech of July 20, 1882, that 
otherwise— 

You simply turn the committee into legal advisers of the parties litigant. 

After committing themselves to that principle they, so far as the 
record shows, without any application from the contestant, take the 
matter in their own hands, and without the knowledge of the con- 
testee they themselves send nearly a 

THOUSAND MILES TO GET AN EX PARTE AFFIDAVIT 

To use the language of the member of the committee from Wiscon 
sin [Mr. HAZELTON ]— 
We sent down there to the officer and got a certificate. 

The paper which the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. HAZELTON } 
calls a certificate was the main pillar upon which the case of the con- 
testant rested. Without that he had not a particle of legal evidence 
to maintain the material allegations of his notice of contest, and the 
committee did not have a particle of legal evidence to maintain the 
material allegations of their report. 

The same gentleman says: 
_It was sworn to there and it comes back here, and not only covers that depo- 

sition, but covers other depositions in the case. 

A few days before the case was called the contestee heard of this 
paper and called daily upon the clerk of the committee and asked for 
it. He was told by the clerk that he 

HAD NO SUCH CERTIFICATE; 

that it had not arrived; contestee’s last application to the clerk of the 
committee was the day the case was being argued before the House, and 
the clerk repeated that no such paper was in the hands of the committee. 
After the case had been argued, and after the previous question had been 
called and while the chairman of the sub-committee who made the re- 
port was closing his speech; after the mouth of every member of the 
House but his had been closed and to make that closing effectual and 
hermetical; after the gentleman who had ths floor had refused to be 
further interrupted, this remarkable paper was for the first time pro- 
duced. It contained several sheets of paper; contestee asked to see it, 
but before he had read ten lines it was called for; and all that the Dem- 
ocrats in the House were allowed to know concerning said paper were 
the statements regarding it made by the gentleman from Wisconsin 
{Mr. HAZELTON ], and it was not until thirty-four days after the con- 
testee was driven from the halls of Cangress that this side of the House 
was 

PERMITTED TO KNOW 

what that important paper contained. Suspecting that it was a piece 
of forgery or perjury the contestee asked, as the RECORD shows (see 
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, Appendix, page 483), three different times 
‘*to have it read,’’ and three different times gave as a reason for having 
it read that ‘‘the clerk of the committee said there was nothing of the 
sort here [or there].’’ 

Yet while the contestee was earnestly but respectfully appealing to 
the gentlema:>: from Wisconsin and the House for information as to 
what was contained in this paper, which was to deprive him of the seat 
to which he had been fairly and honorably elected, it was given to the 
reporter with the words: ‘‘Here, reporter, take this and print the 
whole of it.’’ [Laughter.] See Recorp, Appendix, page 453. 

The paper 
WAS WITHHELD UNTIL THIRTY-FOUR DAYS 

after the vontestee had been unseated, and then for the first time it came 
to light. He first saw it on July 10, and I here assert that said paper 
which the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. HAZELTON | says foreclosed 
the contestee, and which he referred to as *‘ covering all the cases,’’ and 

to which he alluded in these words: 
And not only covers that one deposition but every other deposition in the cas 

and ends the question— 

this clinching document, for which the same gentleman said his ‘‘ com- 
mittee sent down there [to Alabama] and got,’’ and which no Democrat 
was allowed to see—I assert, Mr. Speaker, that the essential and ma 
terial statements in said paper were the opposite to the truth; they 
were untrue, they were false; and therefore I assert that the paper was 
either a 

PIECE OF FORGERY OR A PIECE OF PERJURY. 

In other words, if the paper was sworn to by Robert W. Figg, 
alleged, it was perjury. 

If it was not subscribed and sworn to by said Robert W. Figg it was 
forgery. Therefore the incontrovertible fact exists that a paper was used 
which was either perjury or forgery to deprive a member of this House 
of his seat as a representative of the people. 

The record which it is claimed was made by Mr. Figg shows that the 
certificate made by him and printed on page 1263 of the record in the 
case of William M. Lowe vs. Joseph Wheeler. 

DID NOT RELATE TO ALL THE DEPOSITIONS 

taken before him as notary public in said case. It required no other 
proof to establish this fact, but I have sworn proof which | will read 
to further sustain this proposition. It is an affidavit of the clerk of 
the Committee on Elections, together with my own affidavit. The rec- 
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ord and the proof show beyond question that said certificate was only 
attached to four depositions, 

The certificate referred to, printed on page 1263 of the record, reads: 
Inthe eighth Congressional district of Alabama, Madison County, at Huntsville. 

I, Robert W. Figg, a notary public in and for said county and State, before 
whom the foregoing depositions have been taken, do hereby certify that the said 
witnesses are known to me to be the identical persons named in the notice to 
copntestee, and subpoenas thereunto attached, and said witnesses were first duly 
sworn by me to speak the truth, were examined as above stated, touching a cause 
pending before the House of Representatives of the Congress of the United States 
of America, wherein William M. Lowe is contestant and Joseph Wheeler iscon- 
testee fora seat therein; that their evidence was taken down in their own lan- 
guage by Charles A. Buell, stenographer, was fully approved and attested by 
said witnesses in my presence on the days, respectively, asshown above in said 
dlepositions, And that I am not of kin or counsel to either of the parties in said 

nor in any way interested in the result thereof. 
In witness whereot I hereunto set my hand and official seal of office, in the 

city of Huntsville, district, county, and State aforesaid, on this the 16th day of 
March, A. D. 1851 

[SILAI 

@iL1Use 

ROBT. W. FIGG, Notary Public. 

The notice referred to in the above certificate, which was the only 
notice pursuant to which the deposition was taken to which the said 
certificate was attached, reads: 

Pending in the Hiouse of Representatives of the United States. 

William, M, Lowe, contestant vs, General Joseph Wheeler, contestee 

lo General Joseph Wheeler, contestee : 
You are hereby notified that on the 16th day of March, 1881, I will begin, 

between 8 o'clock a, m. and 3 p. m., and continue from day to day, to take testi- 
mony in the above-named cause, before Robert W. Figg, at the United States 
court-rooms, in Huntsville, in the county of Madison, State of Alabama, and 
shall examine the following-named witnesses, and many others: James H. Bone, 
William M, Lowe, Richard H. Lowe, Joseph H, Sloss, Huntsville, Alabama. 

DAVID D. SHELBY, 
Attorney for Contestant. 

Notice. (R. H. L., Ex- (Indorsed;) William M,. Lowe 
hibit No, 1.) 
Executed by serving a copy of the within notice on Joseph Wheeler, con- 

testee, on this the 10th day of March, 1881. 

Joseph Wheeler. 

R. H. LOWE. 
No 

It will be observed that this certificate states that it refers only to 
the four depositions named in the notice; therefore it could not by any 
possibility legally or in any way whatever include any others. 

I will read the alleged affidavit of Robert W. Figg, which was used 
to deprive me of my seat, and will then read the attidavit of Mr. Paul, 
who was the clerk of the Committee on Elections, to which Ladd my own 
affidavit, and I request the Public Printer to print them side by side. 
The Figg aflidavit I take from the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, first ses- 
sion Forty-seventh Congress, Appendix, page 483. 

Here, Mr. Reporter, take thisand print the whole of it. 
The certificate is as follows 

Circuit court of the United States for the northern district of Alabama 

STATE OF ALABAMA, Madison County 

Personally appeared before me, A. W. McCullough, a United States commis- 
sioner of said court, Robert W. Figg, who, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 
‘That the certificate signed by him, and printed at page 1263 of the record in the 
case of William M. Lowers, Joseph Wheeler, was iar made by him and wasat- 
tached to and relates to all of the depositions taken before him as notary public 
in said cause, to wit: The depositions of Thomas W. White, record, page 37; 
William L. Goodwin, record, page 42; Nicholas Davis, record, page 47; Joseph 
H. Sloss, record, page 55; James A. Pickard, record, page 116; Robert Brandon, 
record, page 128; Thomas B, Hopkins, record, page 129; Lockhart Bibb, record, 
page 137; George W. Maples, record, page 140; William L. Christian, record, page 
143; Robert J. Wright, record, page 147; Edward ©, Lamb, record, page 149; Will- 
iam W. Hayden, record, page 151; Nathan Whittaker, record, page 153; Richard 
Hi. Lowe, record, page 156; John Hertzler, record, page 173; Lowe Davis, record, 
mage 190; George Rugland, record, page 197; James Jones, record, page 200; John 
‘ibble, record, page 202; Alex. Jamar, record, page 208; Pope McDaniel, record, 
page 206; William Wallace, record, page 215; Wade Blankenship, record, page 
231; John Wesley, record, page 243; John H. Battie, record, page 248; Felix 
Ferbes, record, page 252; William I. Matthews, record, page 204; Dr. John R. 
McDonald, record, page 297; Dickson Cobb, record, pa e 300; William M. Lowe, 
record, page 1226; Richard H. Lowe, record, page 1263; John Fennel, record, page 
1264; Robert Lanier, record, page 1266; Sumner Fennel, record, page 1268; Staf- 
ford Holmes, record, page 1269; Ed. Davis, record, page 1270; Jerry Horton, 
record, page 1271; Lige Erwin, record, page 1271; Jordan Wan, record, page 
1272; Braceus Eldridge, record, page 1272; Reuben Toney, record, page 1273; 
John Mason, record, page 1274; James Goovens, record, page 1274; Bill Owens, 
record, page 1275; Reuben Lankford, record, page 1276; Anthony Wilkins, 
record, page 1276; Charley Law, record, page 1277; Bill Holding, record, page 
1277; Dick Horton, record, page 1278; Wash. Johnson, record, page 1279; Lar- 
kin Holding, record, page 1279; Coleman Williams, record, page 1280; Nat. 
Donegan, record, page 1280; Edmund Wiggins, record, page 1281; Forvett Jones, 
record, page 1282; Richard Chapman, record, page 1282; Anthony Lipscombe, 
revord, page 1283; Anthony Echols, record, page 1284; Levy Holding, record, 
page 1286; William Mendum, record; page 1287; Charles Anderson, record, page 
287; Wesley Weeden, record, page 1288; Frank Lightfoot, record, page 1289; Bas- 
com Lightfoot, record, page 1289; Scip Shelby, record, page 1289; Albert Lanier, 
record, page, 1290; Cal. West, record, page 1290; Charles West, record, page 1291 ; 
Cagg Kelly, record, page 1292; Casey Baldridge,record, page 1292; Richard Farley, 
record, page 1293; John Landman, record, page 1298; John Brown, record, page 
1264 ; W illiam Grier, record, page 1294; Rufus Smith, record, page 12%; Davy 
James, record, page 12%; Henry MeVay, record, page 1296; N. Shelley Harris, 
record, page 1296; Tyson Moore, record, page 1297; Madison Holding, record, 
vage 1297; Charles Slaughter, record, page 1298; Joe Jamar, record, page 124; 
fom Smith, record, page 1299; Jim Lundy, record, page 1300; Randal Thomp- 
son, record, page 1300; George Chapman, record, page 1301; Edmond Patton, 
record, page 1301; Virgil McDaniel, record, page 1302; Daniel Taylor, record, 
nage 1302; Edward Johnson, record, page 1303; George Ragland, record, page 
308; Boney Toney, record, page 1304; Mat. Madkins, record, page 13065; Washing- 

ton Miller, record, page 1305; George Adama, record, 1306; Caleb 4 oney, rec- 

[Laughter. } 

ord, page 1306; Julius Ragland, record, page 1307; W andy, record, 1307 ; 
Charles Arnett, record, page 1308; Milton Lanier, reeord, 1309 ichmond 
‘Toney, record, page 1309; Frank Martin, record, 1310; Harrison Hunter, rec- 
ord, page 1510; Frank Madkins, record, page 1311; Thomas Cain, record, page 
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1312; Henry Williams, record, page 1312; John Lankford, record, page 1313; Nel- 
son Dandridge, record, page 1313; Jackson Rogers, record, page 1314; Harrison 
Madkins, record, page 1314; Peter Kelly, record, page 1315; Henry Robinson, 
record, page 1315; Jesse McDonald, record, page 1316; Mingo Lanier, record, page 
1317; Thomas Robertson, record, page 1317; Tom Abrams, record, page 1318; 
Richard Beadle, record, page 1318; Edmond Kelley, record, page 1319; Isham 
Fennell, record, page 1320; Calvin Jordan, record, page 1321; William Turner, 
record, page 1321; Abram Brown, record, page 1322; Add. Bond, record, page 1522; 
William Smith, record, page 1323; Ned Rice, record, page 1323; Riley Smith, rec- 
ord, page 1324; Jerry Lanier, record, page 1324; Andrew Tate, record, page 1325 ; 
Jeff. Kebble, record, page 1326; Jim Carmichael, record, page 1326; Tom Gladdis, 
record, page 1327; Ben Lewis, record, page 1327; Henry Sullivan, record, page 
1328; Jerry McDonald, record, page 1328; Preston Harbut, record, page 1529; 
James Clay, record, page 1330; Henry Kibble, record, page 1331; Chancy Mc- 
Crary, record, page 1331; Burt Scruggs, record, page 1332 ; Crochet Lanier, record, 
page 1332; Tinsley Taylor, record, page 1333; Robert Jordan, record, page 1333; 
Robert Graves, record, page 1334; Scipio Ragland, record, page 1335; Joe Wig- 
gins, record, page 1336; Frank Toney, record, page 1336; Major Toney, record, 
mage 1337; Sam Gaines, record, page 1338; Moses Love, record, page 1339; Tobe 
lorton, record, page 1340. 

ROBT. W. FIGG. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 24th day of March, 1882. 

A. W. McCULLOUGH, 
U. 8. Commissioner. 

Mr. WHEELER. That is the first time our side ever heard of that. 

I will also read the affidavit which flatly contradicts the material state- 
ments contained in the above paper. The House will please bear in 
mind that this paper I have just read purports to be an affidavit of R. 
W. Figg, the commissioner before whom it is alleged most of contest- 
ant’s depositions were taken. 

I will now read the affidavit of Mr. Paul, the clerk of the Committee 
on Elections, which shows that the material allegations in the Figg 
affidavit are false: 

Crry OF WASHINGTON, District of Columbia : 

Before me, Charles B. Beall, personally appeared Nathaniel S. Paul, who, be- 
ing duly sworn, says that during the latter part of December, 1881, and January, 
1852, and several succeeding months of 1882, he was the clerk of the Committee 
on Elections of the House of Representatives. That it wasa portion of his duty 
to open the packages of evidence in the various contested-election cases which 
were presented to the House. 
That on Saturday, December 3lst, 1881, he opened the packages containing 

evidence in the case of Lowe vs. Wheeler. That the evidence in behalf of con- 
testant, Hon. William M. Lowe, contained a great number of depositions, each of 
which depositions were separate by themselves and not in any way fastened to 
each other. His recollection is that there were some sixty or more packages or 
parcels of separate or single depositions of contestant. By examining the printed 
record he sees that the numbers he placed on the said packages or separate par- 
cels were in most instances printed in the record, and with tuese numbers to re- 
fresh his memory, he says: That the deposition of Thomas W. White, record 
Lowe vs. Wheeler case, page 37, was separate and was not attached toany other 
deposition; and that the deposition of William L. Goodwin, page 42, was se 
rate and was not attached to any other deposition; and that the deposition 
of Nicholas Davis, page 47, was separate and was not attached to any other 
deposition; and that the deposition of J. H. Sloss, page 55, was separate and 
was not attached to any other deposition; and he makes the same statement 
with regard to the deposition of James A. Pickard, page 116, and Robert 
Brandon, page 128; Thomas B. Hopkins, page 129; Lockhart Bibb, page 137; 
George W. Maples, page 140; William L. Christian, page 143; Robert J. Wright, 
page 147; Edward C. Lamb, page 149; William W. Hayden, page 151; Nathan 
Vhittaker, page 15°; Richard H. Lowe, page 156; John Hertzler, page 173; Lowe 
Davis, page 190; Pope McDaniel, page 206; William Wallace, page 215; Wade 
Blankenship, page 231; John Wesley, page 243; John H. Battle, page 248; Felix 

ee ae 252; William E. Matthews, page 204; Dr. John R. McDonald, page 
297; and Dickson Cobb, page 300. He also states that with regard to the deposi- 
tions — on pages from 1264 to 1340 of the record in the case of Lowe vs. 
Wheeler and which are marked as rebuttal testimony were most of them small 
depositions consisting of only one sheet each, and that several of such deposi- 
tions were fastened together so that all of said depositions (in all about one 
hundred and nineteen depositions) were made up into five packages, but none 
of said packages were in any way attached to the deposition which is printed in 
the record upon the pages from 1226 to 1262, inclusive, and including the first two- 
thirds of page 1268. This deposition of thirty-seven and two-thirds pages was 
a separate packege by itself and was by me marked No. %. 

NATHANIEL 8, PAUL. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 25th day of January, A. D. 1883. 
[SEAL.] CHAS. B, BEALL, 

Notary Public. 
Crty or Wasuineton, District of Columbia : : 

Before me, Charles B. Beall, personally apueeses Joseph Wheeler, who, being 
sworn, says that he was present on December 31, 1881, when the depositions re- 
ferred to in the above affidavit were opened and prepared to be sent to the printer 
by NathanielS. Paul. Affiant has carefully read the above affidavitand he states 
that he knows the facts therein stated to be true. Affiant further states that the 
pretended certificate on 1263 of the record was attached to the de tion 
of William M. Lowe, and it was not in any way attached to any oneof the other 
depositions referred to in the above affidavit of Nathaniel 8. Paul. Affiant 
further states that he was present at Lanier’s store on January 25, 1881, when the 
depositions of George Ragland, page 197, and James Jones, page 200, and John 
Kibble, page 202,and Alex. Jamar, page 203, were taken, and afliant states that 
Robert W. Figg, esq., was not present nor anywhere near the room when said 
depositions were taken.” Affiant further states that said depositions were not 
taken before said Robert W. Figg. 

JOSEPH WHEELER. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 25th day of January, A. D., 1883. 
[SAL] CHAS. B. BEALL, 

Notary Public. 

It is here proven that the Republican party must for all time bear 
the odium ot having deprived a regularly elected member of this body 
of his seat and a hundred thousand people of their representative 
rights upon papers which were never allowed to see the light until 
after the previous question had been called and after the mouth of 
every Democrat had been closed, and then in addition it must bear the 
terrible odium of the crushing exposure that every material point upon 
which they relied in these papers was basely false, and that every es- 
sential thing which they claimed was proven by them was in every 
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respect untrue, and that, therefore, the papers thus secretly held back om In other words, the remarkable principle of law is announced that 
were er at a box where a majority of the State officers and all of the Federal 

officers of election are Greenbackers, and where the duty is neglected 
of sending the poll-list to the probate judge, and therefore an obstacle is 
interposed which made it difficult to prove that 139 illegal votes were 
vast for the Greenback candidate, the failure of duty on the part of 
Greenback ofticials subjects the Democratic officer of election to such 

grave distrust that his evidence will not be regarded as worthy of credit 
Mr. WHEELER. The gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. Mu- | 4nd it is also laid down that as so great an amount of fraud has been 

LER] yielded me five minutes of his time. perpetrated in favor of the Greenback candidate, therefore the Demo 
The SPEAKER. The gentleman has not now the floor to yield | rat can not be trusted, and *‘the rejection of his evidence is fully war 

time to any one. ranted.’’ 
Mr. MOULTON. I yield to the gentleman two minutes. Here are two valuable principles of law established: 
Mr. MILLER. I will yield the gentleman five minutes of my time. First. The fact that a violation of law on the part of the Greenbackers 

iid ii aaa justified their Republican allies in refusing to consider any testimony 
from Democrats which would expose the fraud 

Mr. WHEELER. The record, page 816, in the Lowe vs. Wheeler Second. Whilethe court might consider a case where the proof shows 

case, shows that one of the State officers of election was a Democrat and | one or two illegal votes for a Greenback ally, yet where the uncontra 
the other two were Greenbackers or Republicans, and that all the Fed- | dicted proof shows so stupendous a fraud as the counting of 189 votes 
eral officials were Greenbackers or Republicans. This evidence is given | of illegal voters for the Greenbacker, the magnitude of the fraud is so 
by a witness who states the following as his reasons for knowing the | great that it elevates the case toa dignity whicl 
politics of these persons : 

PERJURIES OR FORGERIES. 

I will now say one word regarding the unwarranted and unjust de- 
cision of the Republicans of the committee regarding —— 
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman has expired. 
Mr. MOULTON. How much time have I remaining? 
The SPEAKER. Thegentleman has fifteen minutes. 

| 
| 

h the great party ot 
moral ideas regards as worthy of the most sublime admiration 

I have lived in that beat for the last thirty-three years; have been a justice of This second principle is simply an enunciation of the doctrine now 
the pence for thirty-one years; have Deen. ay a cores - the + ten 

or rota carga census enumerator lant Year and have vista every baune | poor, ragged, hungry devil steals a piece of Dread or cheese he shal 
time. I have also acted as deputy assessor and have been a merchant. imprisoned, but when a well-clothed and well-fed man steals from 

‘ ; E fitty thousand to a million dollars he shall be worthy of all honor 
And in reply to a question by Colonel Lowe’s attorney, says: This, Mr. Speaker, is one of the results arrived at by this eminent 

My facilities for knowing were that I knew all the people down there and judge of the modern Athens of modern Greece 
talked with them, and learned their political sentiments and what they were 
going to do, and it was no guess-work with me. 

fully established in some of our moral-idea courts, namely, when a 

I will now make some allusion to the report submitted to this House 
by this gentleman [ Mr. RANNEY] in the case of Jones vs. Shelley dui 

The law of Alabama says that the poll-lists shall be made in dupli- | img this session. The report appears to he based solely upon a memo 
cate, each being made at the same time by different clerks. Both poll- | Tial which purports to have been presented to the Committee on Ele« 
lists are originals, and each stands with equal dignity asevidence. The | tons by a colored man, calling himselt John W. Jones, who claims to 
law directs that one be sent with the returns to the probate judge, who have been a candidate for a St aut inthe Forty-seventh Congress from the 

becomes its custodian, and that the other be sealed up in a box with fourth Congressional district of Alabama at the elect ion held November 

the ballots and placed in the hands of one of the inspectors, who be- 7, 1882. The report based upon the memorial of said Jones claims tha 
comes its custodian, for the special and only purpose of its being called certain returns were rejected and not counted by the county commis 

for to be used as evidence in case that the election is contested. sioners, and the report says: 
The probate judge of Limestone County was placed on the stand as | Some of the returns were rejected by the county commissioners ; some becaus 

a witness, and testified that the inspectors of Mooresville box (two of | the poll-lists were not duly certified —— a ¢ war — serene nett 

them being opposed to the Democratic party) did not send any poll-list seeuenen. Sunes Galion or aortas * Ret wae ane oat h oe 

to hw with the returns. We then summoned the inspector of the = é 
election who was the custodian of the other poll-list. He appears be- | ,. The report now before the House apparently admits that the poll 
fore the commissioner, takes out the poll-list, and swears that it is the lists referred to Were not cert ified, and that the registration-lists were not 

original poll-list of Mooresville box for the election in question, and returned by the inspector as required by law, and the allegations of the 

that he is the custodian of said poll-list. We proved by that poll-list | Teport Show that the county canvasser had no proof that a fair « lection 

that 189 persons voted at that election who were not legal voters. This | bad taken place. It is most probwble they had been studying a decis 
includes minors, convicts, and other persons who had not registered. | 190 by a distinguished judge and a member of Congress. They proba 
We nroved by the probate judge that the list of registered voters we | ly had before them the report of Mr. RANNEY, of Massachusetts, in 
presented included all the registered voters of the box, including the the case of Low evs. W heeler. In that case Mi W heeler had introduced 

mer who were registered on November 2, 1880, and we proved by Mr. the probate judge of Jackson County as a witness. The judge, on his 

Mart.n that 75 more persons were on the poll-list than there were on | 0th, produced copies of a great number of poll-lists, each of which he 
the registration-list. The vote returned at that box was— Wheeler 90, certifies to be ‘‘a full, true, and complete exemplitication of the poll 

Lowe 619. list of said beat.”’ ; 
We prove positively the names of the 90 persons who voted for The judge then testifies that the poll-lists he presented in evidence 

Wheeler, all of whom were legal voters in every respect. We then | Were the poll-lists of the beats as stated and certified by him. The 

prove positively that 189 illegal voters cast their votes for Mr. Lowe, | OPposing lawyers enter an objection to @ part ot the que — and an 

leaving many more regarding whom nothing could be learned, showing | SW&™ thereto, but make no objection whatever to the poll-lists or the 

that they were fictitious names assumed by colored men who voted a evidence ot the judge regarding them. I here fore if any objection ex 

second or third time, or that they were the names of mer whe were | isted it was waived by the act of contestant sattorney. Che gentl man 

imported for the purpose of illegal voting. from Massachusetts [Mr. RANNEY] siys that poll-lists so thoroughly 

With this positive, overwhelming, and uncontradicted evidence of | Proven as these were *‘can not be regarded as proo! See twenty-first 

fraud, Mr. McCrary and all law writers say one of the following rules line, page 36. ) 
must be adopted: Now, there was no proof before the gentleman from Massachusetts 

First. Reject the poll, which would have made a change in my favor | (Mr. Ranney] that the poll-lists in the Lowe rs Wheeler case were 
of 529 votes. s not certified by the inspectors, and the presumption is that they were 

Second. Deduct all from him who has a majority at the poll, which Inspectors very frequently write the returns and poll-lists on the same 

would have changed the vote in my favor 189 votes paper, and when one sheet is too small several sheets are pasted together 

i ; ; S aking » larcve « 1 hev : e sim tir ct Vy as « the 
Third. Deduct the illegal votes pro rata, which would have changed | making one large paper, and they at the same tirae certify as to tl 

the vote in my favor 137 votes. poll-list and tally-sheet and the returns 8 

This last rule was adopted by the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. | It has always been the custom for probate judges or othe officials 

RANNEY] in the Bisbee case. who by law are made the custodians of returns to certity to the result 

It did seem that we had everything essential to prove « fraudulent of the election in their county by extracting the essential information 

election at this poll established beyond question, and the cross-exam- from the various returns which have lawfully come to the it penne, 

ination of the witnesses had only made their evidence, if possible, more | #24 from them compiling the results in one paper, which ts usually, 

conclusive. : : | when practicable, put in tabulated form ; 

The report submitted by the gentleman from Massachusetts [ Mr. For instance, when a probate judge presents to ONETESS a c ee 

RANNEY Sweeps away with one stroke of the pen all the evidence by statement of the returns from his county, he does ne ~ ae : oun oe 

which it proved 189 illegal votes for the contestant. * | copy of each return from the various precincts, each of which is certs 
: ° . . ; , >} Ce sof sue “] S leach ot ¥ ‘ “av ¢ 1 fre He says, because the inspectors of Mooresville box (two of them being fied by the inspec tors of uch precinct (an uel f which m v - | ' 

G back fail : : quently does contain the tally-sheet and poll-lists), but he takes al] these 
ene ms) at wm onnd Speli-tist to the probate judge. thet— ; turns isfies himself that they are correct, extracts from them what returns, satisfies himse! at they are correct, extracts from vale 

The ee xt ae ee Reea ete ateton So tee ott tity war is necessary, and then taking what he has extracted compiles a tabu 

ania. lated statement, and he certifies this to be a correct return of the votes 
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cast in the county, and no one has ventured to say that such a return 
is not evidence of what it purports to recite. 

Of course, if there were mistakes or errors of any kind this return 
would be assailed and impeached, but certainly the burden of proof is 
upon the other side to show that the return is not correct. If a copy 
ot the poll-list is required of the probate judge he copies the poll-list 
out and certifies it to be a copy of the poll-list. 

If a copy of the returns is required of him: he copies the returns out 
and certifies it to be a copy of the returns. 

In neither case is it necessary for him to include the certificates of 
the inspectors or anything else beyond what was required of him. In 
the case of Lowe vs. Wheeler we see this is the course pursued with re- 
gard to the certified papers put in evidence by Mr. Lowe. We see on 
pages 464 to 470 of the record just such compiled statements of the 
votes of the several counties, and in none do we see any return certi- | 
fied by any inspectors. 

In this case Judge Talley, adopting this plan, first certifies that each 
poll-list is the poll-list of the precinct referred to. 

This is all the proof which is required by law. It is all that the com- 
mittee has required of contestants. 

Mr. Wheeler might have stopped there, but it seems he did not stop; 
he takes the deposition of Judge Talley, and the judge testifies that the 
poll-lists he puts in evidence are the poll-lists of the precincts he certi- 
ties them to be; but, as before stated, what makes it stronger, the op- 
posing lawyers enter a long objection to the questions propounded to 
Judge Talley, but said objection does not in any way refer to the poll- 
lists or make any objection to them; therefore it is clear that even if | 
valid objections existed they were waived when objections were made 
to other parts of the question without making any objection to the part | 
of the question which asked for evidence regarding the poll-lists. 

The poll-list which the gentleman from Massachusetts [ Mr. RANNEY] | 
says the county commissioner declines to regard as proof had less than 
one-hundredth part of the evidence of validity which was possessed by 
the poll-lists which under a similar law the gentleman from Massachu- 
setts [Mr. RANNEY] says ‘‘can not be regarded as proof;’’ and for the 
purpose of argument on this point I will not make any insinuation that 
he was actuated by partisan motives in the Lowe vs. Wheeler case, but 
[ would say if he was right in that case then eminently one hundred 
fold more right were the county commissioners in the Jones vs. Shelley 
case, 

The minority of the committee, in their report in answer to Mr. RAN- 
NEY, say: 
The continuous ery of fraud egainst elections in the South is itself becoming 

a fraud, On this theory the Elections Committee, consisting of eleven Repub- 
licans and four Democrats—a majority of two-thirds-and one to spare—vindi- 
eated the fundamental! principles of republican government at the last session by 
unseating General Shelley, who had been elected by over 3,000 majority. They 
vindicated the same great and essential principles by ousting Mr. Finley, Mr. 
Dibble, Mr. Wheeler, Mr. Tilghman, and others, but their appeal to the country 
resulted in ousting the ousters, and returned to their places again most of the 
victims of this unholy crusade with an overwhelming Democratic majority at 
their back 

I will now refer to another inconsistency. 
In the case of Bisbee vs, Finley, the committee decided (RANNEY’S 

report, page 19) that a return of election ‘ 
election is illegal, and no votes stated therein can be counted.”’ 

In this case a Democrat received ten times as many votes as the Re- 
publican, and the committee deduct the votes from the official count; 
thus deducting ten Democratic votes to one Republican vote. 

In the case of Lowe vs. Wheeler, from Alabama, where the law was 
substantially and almost precisely the same as the Florida law, the 
committee turn a somersault and reverse this decision, and count a poll 
for a Greenback Republican, upon a paper purporting to be a return 
which showed that all the votes were for the Greenbacker and none 
for the Democrat; and this, too, when there was not a particle of proof 
that any election at all was held at that precinct. 

Now, I insist that the committee was 

WRONG IN ONE OR THE OTHER OF THESE DECISIONS; 

and I ask, how can the honorable gentleman whose interests are involved 
repose confidence in and expect fair play from a committee which pre- 
sents to this House two reports the same week, yes, the same day, one 
exactly the reverse of the other? I might go on and show that they 
turned other somersaults in like decisions in the cases of Lynch vs. 
Chalmers and Smith vs. Shelley. 

There is, in fact, but one thing in which we find the committee con- 
sistent; they were consistent in deciding nearly every essential ques- 
tion against the Democratic member. 

I would like to be able to acquit the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. 
HAZELTON ] of 

INTENTIONALLY DOING ME INJUSTICE, 

but the course he pursued makes it impossible for me to do so. 
Information as to when my case would be argued, and the nature of 

the decisicn of the sub-committee and many other facts first came to me 
through the headquarters of my opponent, and not directly from the 
committee. In nearly every case the full thirty days were allowed the 
contestee to prepare his brief. If in any case this was proper, my case 
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was eminently the one where it should have been granted, because the 
voluminous record was such that in less time the preparation of a brief 
was impossible. Yet with all these facts and the additional fact that 
it was impossible for the brief to be printed within the time, the sub- 
committee curtly refused an extension, and ordered that the argument 
should be commenced; and although the committee allowed contest- 

| ant’s attorney all the time of the first sitting and nearly two hours at 
the second sitting, they refused to allow contestee’s attorney a moment 
beyond ninety minutes, and cut the contestee off in his argument after 

| he had spoken less than seven minutes. 
Worse than that. During the argument on nearly every point the 

committee indicated that they fully agreed with several principles and 
conclusions of law and fact which the lawyers of the contestee an- 
nounced, which of course caused them to cease arguing points admitted 
by the court; and yet in their report they decided all these points con- 
trary to the intimation given during the progress of the argument. 

All that was said during tke hearing of the case by the committee 
was taken down by a stenogripher, and I therefore give the exact 
words. 

Mr. Shelby, one of the attorneys for Mr. Lowe, during his argument 
made this remarkable and unwarranted assertion: 

So far as regards the ballot and counting, Congress has made up its mind on 
it and taken the control of it from the State. 

Neither the chairman nor any one else could see any law to justify 
such an erroneous assertion, and the chairman [Mr. HAZELTON ] said, 
in an interrogative and sarcastic manner: 

Has absorbed that special branch of the question; that is your idea? 
Mr. SHELBY. Yes, sir. 

Mr. Shelby then went on trying to argue that decisions of the Su- 
preme Court upon State laws which had for their purpose the regula- 
tion of commerce were applicable to State laws which regulate elections, 
apparently thinking that the lawyers on the committee were ignorant 
that their utter inapplicability was evident from the fact that the Con- 
stitution of the United States specially gives Congress, not the States, 
the power ‘*toregulate commerce;’’ and that the same authority directs 
that the ‘‘ manner of holding elections for Representatives shall be pre- 
scribed in each State by the Legislature thereof.’’ 

While it is true that Congress is authorized to alter such regulations, 
yet it is also true it has not done so, except by stating that elections 
shall be by ballot, and that in certain cases certain persons shall not 
be proscribed from voting. 

To meet this view Mr. Shelby read as follows: 

The act of Congress relied on is that of the 17th February, 1793, providing for 
the enrollment and license of vessels engaged in the coasting trade. The force 
and effect of this act was examined in the case of Gibbons rs. Ogden (9 vol., pages 
210, 214), and it was there held that vessels enrolled and licensed in pursuance of 
it had conferred upon them as full and complete authority to carry on this trade 
as was in the power of Congress to confer. 

Mr. Haze_tTon. Nobody denies that that is the law. 

This was said in-an impatient manner, indicating that while no one 
denied it, yet it had no applicability to the election law. In hisargu- 
ment Mr. Shelby had read a part of the Siebold case, and unfortunately 
admitted the untenability of his position by stumbling on these words: 

The paramount character of these laws made by Congress has the effect to 
supersede those made by the State as far as the two are inconsistent and no 
further. 

This showed at once that the laws of Congress did not supersede the 
laws of a State unless there be a conflict. The committee adjourned 
after hearing Mr. Shelby and at the next meeting, after, as before stated, 
giving the contestee’s attorney ninety minutes, they listened with great 
attention to Mr. Jones, another of Mr. Lowe’s lawyers. This gentle- 
man, finding himself overwhelmed with the proof that more than a 
thousand illegal unregistered voters voted for Colonel Lowe, insisted 
that registration was not required of voters by the constitution and laws 
of Alabama, and in support of that view he asserted that it had been 
the practice of the people to vote in Alabama without registering. 

The contestee gave Colonel Lowe full and due notice of these ‘legal 
unregistered voters in his answer, which was served on Colonel Lowe, 
December 16, 1880. 

He charged that two thousand persons who voted for him were not 
registered, and that they did not have the right to vote for the reason 
they were not registered. 

Many of these illegal, unregistered voters were persons who were not 
residents of the State, or they were minors only 17 to 19 years of age, 
or they were convicts, and therefore not permitted to register, or they 
were persons who had registered under anothername, or they were per- 
sons who lived in other precincts and therefore could not register in the 
precincts where they voted; and some were persons who declined to 
register for the reason that they feared it would tend to call the tax- 
collector’s attention to their names and thus make it more difficult to 
avoid the poll-tax. Many of them were illegal voters for reasons other 
than because they were omitted from the registration-list. 

The contestee, during the forty days which the law gave him to take 
evidence, took the evidence of the probate judges, and he served notices 
on the contestant that he would place the registration-lists and poll-lists 



sek he 

in evidence, and he did so place them in evidence, and took proof re- 
garding said registration-lists and poll-lists. 

The witnesses gave the names of hundreds of persons who voted for 
Colonel Lowe, and who were not registered. 

The contestee then placed certified and sworn copies of the registra- | 
tion-lists and poll-lists in evidence, and the contestant did not prove 
that a single one of these unregistered voters had been deprived of the 
full opportunity to register. 
He did not do this, because he could not do it. 
Colonel Lowe’s lawyer knew that the charge of the contestee was true, 

and he therefore, as a last resort, having no other ground to stand upon, 
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Now, the minority report says that in making this statement Mr. 
RANNEY is mistaken. The following allegations are contained in the 
answer of contestee: 

Contestee alleges that at the following precincts of Lawrence County, name!y 
Courtland, Red Bank, Avoca, Wolf Spring, Mount Hope, Kinlock, I andersville. 
Hampton's, Oakville, and Hillsborough, 450 persons were allowed to vote, and 
did vote, for contestant, who did not havea right to vote, forthe reason that they 

| had never been registered as required by law 

urged that the constitutional provision was a nullity, and it was not the | 
practice to register. 

I give his exact words as taken down by the stenographer: 
Mr. Ranvey. Has it been the practice of the people there to vote without 

ring? 
r. Jones. Yes, it has been the practice. 

Mr. HAZELTON then said : 
Did they have to make an excuse for not registering’ 

This question was not answered. 
I had placed before the committee undisputed evidence that the 

illegal voters had voted for my opponent. I will refer to the pages of 
some of the evidence which proved 

HOW ILLEGAL VOTERS VOTED. 

Mr. McKernachan testified, page 969, that 25 of these illegal voters voted for 
Mr. Lowe, at Florence, November 2, 1880, and when a witness for Mr. Lowe, 
page 1391, he testified that he saw the name of William M. Lowe on the ballots 
when they were handed to the inspectors. 
Gilbert Johnson, page 967, testified that 50 of these illegal voters voted for Mr. 

Lowe for Congress. His testimony is positive and uncontradicied. He givesthe 
name of each person, and testifies that they voted for Mr. Lowe for Congress. 
Quintus Jones, page 1081, gives the names of 189 of these illegal voters, and 

testifies that each and all of them voted for William M. Lowe for Congress, No- 
vember 2, 1880. 

A. D. Lewis, pages 892 and 893, and W. K. Houston, page 895; H.C. Hyde, page | 
900; Benjamin Jones, pages 962, 963; George W. Miller, pages 500) and 510} 
Oliver H. Reid, page 1131; J. Milton Gray, page 1132; W. D. Burnett, page 1159, 
gave the names of more than 100 of these illegal voters, and they testified posi- 
tively that each and all of these persons voted for William M. Lowe. Twenty- 
two of Mr. Lowe’s witnesses each swears that they voted for Mr. Lowe at Merid- 
ianville box No, 2, and all of these persons are proven to be illegal voters. 
We might search further, but here we have cited the House to direct, positive, 
and uncontradicted evidence that over 1,000 of these illegal voters voted for Mr. 
Lowe. We insist that more positive, direct, unimpeached evidence regarding 
at least 1,000 of the persons could not be imagined. Itis primary evidence, and 
besides it is frequently corroborated by two and sometimes three witnesses, some 
of the witnesses being those of Mr. Lowe, and in no instance has Mr. Lowe's 
—~ of lawyers been able to contradict this direct and positive evidence in a 
single instance or with reference toa single voter. 

In his effort to reply to that evidence, Mr. Jones said (I take it from 
the stenographer’s notes): 

Now, what is the best thingto be done? Call the alleged illegal voter and ask 
him how he voted? If he declines to answer, then you can introduce your 
secondary evidence; but you must first lay the foundation. They have not done 
so in this case. 

Mr. Ranney. Is this evidence you speak of what you considey primary evi- 
dence ? 

Mr. Jonrs. Yes. 
Mr. RANNEY. That does not answer my designation of it. 

Mr. Jones attempted to evade the answer, and the chairman, Mr. 
HAZELTON, said: 

What a man knows and sees another man do, do you not call that primary 
evidence? 

Mr. Jones did not reply but turned the matter off and attacked some 
registration-lists because they were printed with type instead of being 
written with a pen. 

The question was then asked: 

Mr. RANNEY. Do the printed names correspond with the po!l-list? 
Mr. Jones, No, sir. 
Mr. Ranney. Are the names on the poll-list not in the registration-list? 
Mr. Jones. A good many of them are not, 
Mr. HAzevTon. Now, why is it when these witnesses are brought up and in- 

quiry made whether they are legal voters and their names are not on the regris- 
tration, why is it that their names are not on the registration-list ’ 

Mr. Jones. I can not say. 

Mr. HAZELTON also said in the course of the argument: 

When there is no legal registration there can be no legal voting. 

The proceedings before the committee which sat, or at least ought to 
have sat, as a court, and which were taken down by a stenographer as 
the words fell from the lips of the parties, show that the committee 
admitted the correctness of the principles of law which governed the 
contestee’s case, and in the report written by Mr. RANNEY after the 
argument was over he admitted that unregistered men were illegal 
voters and that their votes ought to have been deducted. 

But he says the pleading does not justify it because the contestee did 
not set up non-registration as a ground for attacking the polls. Now, 
I will read what the contestee does set up. Here are the exact words 
of Mr. RANNEY: 

Contestee does not set up a want of legal registration as vitiating the election 
in any precinct; but alleges that persons not registered had no right to vote, and 
that all votes cast by such were illegal and must now be rejected 

i 

The proof shows that there was no legal registration atany of these precincts 
and therefore all these should be rejected from the count, because where there 
is no legal registration there can not be legal voting. 

I say that there can not be a more explicit statement that there was 
no legal registration than what has been read with regard to the Court 
land precinct, and the same allegations are made with regard to othe 
precincts; and if that position is sustained it would elect the contestee 
by over 3,000 votes instead of 2,000, as is shown by not counting these 

men whose names do not appear at all upon any list of any kind what 
ever. 

This left the House but one of two positions totake. If the poll and 
registration lists were legal, then they were proof as to who registered 

and who voted, and as to who voted without being registered; and it 
they were illegal, if the registration was illegal, or was not as required 
by law, then, as the chairman of the sub-committee on elections that 

tried this cause asserted more than once during the argument, the eles 

tion at that poll was null and void, and the result ought not to be 
counted. The only answer to that proposition is the one made by Mr 
RANNEY, that we did not set up that point in the answer 

After that position was shown to be without foundation, and after it 
was shown that the point was clearly stated in the answer of the con 
testee, and that Mr. RANNEY was mistaken, it did seem as though there 
was no ground for maintaining the position taken by the committee 

The evidence presented by the contestee was in all respects legal and 
primary 

We also find that the probate judge of Lawrence County testifies in 
due and legal form that the registration-lists he attaches to his depo 
sition are the registration-lists of Courtland precinct 

We also find in the record duly certified copies of the original regis 
tration-lists of the persons registered on November 2, 1880, at the fol 

lowing precincts: 
Page 

Madison : 625 
Meridianville, No. 1 642 

NNW, DUD, Be cccusccvocccescescesisapgnntense 642 
Whitesburgh .. 655 
Colliers ......... 6s5 
Oakland ......... OW 
Florence......... O11 
Cherokee.................. 2 . 436 
South Florence.. ; 127 
Mount Hope.................. : N71 
Landersville ; 1177 
Hampton's .. ; ; eo 11k2 
Red Bank...... pee eunaaienis : ; L186 
Avoca. a ‘ . ‘ 1198 
Wolf Springs... 1198 
Maysville......... ‘ 609 
Cluttsville ......... <n 5s4 
Brickville . akkonicn : 1186 
Moulton ...... sano 1177 
Centre Star.... ‘ ‘ 938 
Cave Springs » G4 
Courtland ........ 5 1153 

All this positive evidence is not in any way contradicted by Mr 

Lowe. This positive and primary proof that these men to the extent 
we claim are not registered stands without an atom of proof to contro 

vert or contradict it. 

The certificate of the probate judge, under. his seal of office, is all that 
is necessary, and is all that is usual, but it will be seen that the con 
testee has in many cases gone beyond that and proved by evidence that 

the registration-lists were correct and complete. 
The correctness of the lists is not denied or questioned 
Mr. RANNEY, of the committee, says it is possible that these certified 

registration-lists do not contain the names of all the voters. He says 
men may have moved away, and their names may have been stricken 
from the rolls, and after that they may have returned. We insist that 
even if this were so, such parties would be compelled to register again 
and we insist that the certified and sworn reports of the probate judges 

imply absolute veracity, and without proof to impeach them they must 
be taken as absolutely true. 

The law did not require any further proof than this, but for our own 
satisfaction we procured certificates from the probate judges of the coun 
ties of Lauderdale, Madison, Jackson, Limestone, and Lawrence, whieh 

state as follows: 

The lists of registered voters which were furnished Josepli Weeeler to be use d 

as evidence in the contested-election case of Lowe rs. Wheeler were taken from 

the original registration-lists. The registration-lists had been increasing atevery 

election, or nearly every election, and have therefore been constantly accumu 

lating since the registry commenced in 1875. The persons who died and those 

who had removed and those who had become disqualified were included in the 

lists. and these lists having been accumulating for more than five yearsaccounts 

for the large number of names on the registration-lists, and it shows why the 

number of registered voters at the variot precinets « xceeded the number of 

| persons who vote at said precinets 

st 



The next point considered in the committee was Courtland box No. 2. 
I will read the unanimous decision of the Democrats of the committee 
and House regarding this poll: 

At Courtland precinct (the same place where the proof shows that there was 
no legal registration, and that one hundred and eighty unregistered persons cast 
illegal votes for William M. Lowe) the preponderance of evidence decidedly 
shows that none of the inspectors were supporters of the party which sustained 
Mr. Wheeler, and Mr. Lowe's witnesses are compelled reluctantly to admit 
that they violated the law which required them to count the ballots immedi- 
ately on the closing of the polls, and that they pretended to be occupied for nine 
hours in counting about 500 ballots, and then put the counted and uncounted 
ballots together in a rough box, and that one of their number took the box off 
and kept it until the next day, when a box was returned which contained some 
ballots which they counted in an illegal manner, and made a report that Mr. 
Lowe had received 419 votes, and that Mr. Wheeler had received 111 votes, 
The proof also shows that this report was false, as the witnesses admit that 

Mr. Wheeler was polling a large vote (quite as large as that polled by Mr. Lowe) 
and some of the witnesses testified that he (Wheeler) polled two or three 
times as many votes as were counted for him 

Mr. Wheeler has proven, by uncontradicted and uncontroverted evidence of 
Republicans as well as Democrats, that over 200 persons voted for him at that 
box. 

Mr. Wheeler's allegation with regard to this poll conforms to the proof, and 
we conclude that the box should not be counted, 
We respectfully submit that we have never seen a case where the integrity of 

a ballot-box was more emphatically and essentially impeached, and where jus- 
tice called louder for action. 

While on this subject I will mention that in 1880 the vote at both 
Courtland boxesas returned was: Lowe 611, Wheeler 235; and at Court- 
land box No. 2 it was: Lowe 419, Wheeler 111. Notwithstanding the 
difficulty of proving how persons voted, I beg to remind the House that 
I was enabled to lay before it positive proof that at my election in 
1880 at least 225 legal votes were cast for me at Courtland box No. 2, 
while only 111 were returned, and I further proved that 189 illegal voters 
voted for my opponent; but then this remarkable committee, without 
any reason to justify their action, did not give me the benefit of the proof. 
The evidence shows that the sheriff of the county was my bitter polit- 
ical opponent, and at the election which returned me to this body not 
one of the inspectors at the two Courtland boxes were Democrats, and 
yet the vote at both boxes was, Wheeler 350, and formy opponent 282. 

It should also be remembered that at Mooresville box the vote returned 
in 1880 was: Wheeler 90, Lowe 619. We proved that 215 of the 619 
votes were illegal, and that more votes were counted than were on the 
registry. 

There have been three elections since, and the opposition vote has been 
200 less than the illegal vote returned in 1880. 

So also with regard to the vote at Triana. We proved over 200 ille- 
yal votes for my opponent at that box, and also proved that at the elec- 
tion which preceded that of November, 1880, the vote of the opposition 
was 200 less than that reported in November, 1880. 

There have been three elections since; and at each of these elections 
the opposition vote has been at least 200 less than the illegal vote of 
1880 

When Courtland box No. 2 came up for discussion before the com- 
mittee, Mr. Jones’s only reply to the overwhelming proof against him 
was that the man who kept the box in his room, unlocked, during the 
night after the polls closed and before the votes were counted, was a 
Democrat; and therefore, says Mr. Jones, General Wheeler had no right 
to complain. 

To this assertion Mr. PAUL, a Readjuster on the committee, made the 
_ following characteristic reply. I will give his exact words: 

You are not sincere in saying that a man can not complain of a wrong done 
him by a man who has been a member of his party. 

Mr. PAUL was right in this opinion, but Mr. Jones was wrong in his 
statement that the man who had the box all night was a Democrat. 
The proof shows that at previous elections he had opposed the Demo- 
cratic party, and I assert that at elections since the one in question he 
has been a most earnest and active worker against Democratic candi- 
dates. 

With all this, the committee make a report in which they accord to 
the contesiant substantially everything he asks; yes, I believe every- 
thing which his brief claims, whether supported by allegations of his 
notice or not—even when proven by perjury, even when sustained by 
documents and exhibits which the evidence before the committee showed 
to be forged, even though based upon papers which were not deposi- 
tions, and even though based upon no evidence whatever. 

And after thus making out the contestant’s case, the committee 
sweep away the uncontradicted, primary, and overwhelming proof of 
the contestee, which showed his majority to be at least 2,841, with 
scarcely a comment. They say: 
The contestee has‘adduced a great mass of testimony and presented briefs of 

extraordinary length, but has, in our opinion, failed to sustain his case. His 
proofs fail to sustain his allegations. In regard tominorsand non-residents, the 
mere statement of a witness that an elector is one of this class seems to be the 
sole reliance of the contestee. This is not sufficient. 

For the benefit of this and future generations I will state the char- 
acter of evidence which this extraordinary tribunal refuses to consider. 
The facts proven by the samples of evidence I give were not in any way 
questioned, and no evidence was introduced to in any manner contra- 
dict them. I will read the exact words of witnesses: 
Jvhn Wilson was nota resident of Alabama; he lives in Tennessee, and he 

never pretended to claim this as his home 
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| lina and Georgia voted for the contestant. 

—_— 

Wesley Phillips was a non-resident of the State of Alabama ; he lives in Ten- 
nessee 
Squire Holsten was a non-resident of the State of Alabama; he lives in Geor- 

gia, and is an illegal voter. 
John O'Neal was a non-resident of the State of Alabama; claims his home 

in Georgia. 
Berry Blair was a non-resident of the State of Alabama; lives in Tennessee : 

was an illegal voter. 

The witnesses also testified that all the non-residents whose names 
they gave voted for William M. Lowe, and all these names are found 
on the poll-lists. 

We could go on with these details, but space forbids. 
It is evidence of this character which the majority of the committee 

say is ‘‘not sufficient.’’ They also say ‘‘ His (Wheeler’s) proofs do 
not sustain his allegations.”’ 

Could it be possible to give more positive proof than that? By this 
character of evidence we prove that eighty-one men who were working 
on the Shoals Canal and were residents of Tennessee and North Caro- 

Certainly no one will con- 
tend that such a person is a legal voter under the laws of Alabama. 
And this evidence is not in any way controverted by any other evidence 
in the cause. But the majority report does not deduct a single one of 
these votes from the vote of the contestant. 

Again, on the question of votesof minors. We allege in our answer 
that minors voted for Mr. Lowe at various precincts, and we put in 
proof of this character: 

Mr. Lewis swears that Jack L. Armestead voted for Mr. Lowe; that he had 
known him for ten years, and when he first knew him he was not more than 
6or7 years old. He also swears that Berry Coager voted for Lowe; that he 
had known him for twelve years, and when he first knew him he was not more 

| than 6 years old. 
On page 8% of the record I proved that James Chandler was only 18 years 

old, Also, page 899, that Robert Smith was only 20 years old, and that Ephraim 
Springer was only 20 years old. All of these persons the proof shows voted for 
Mr. Lowe. 
This is the character of the uncontradicted evidence which I produce to show 

that minors voted for William M. Lowe. 

By such evidence I proved that voters who were minors, their ages 
varying from 17 to 20 years, voted for Mr. Lowe; yet the majority re- 
port says that there is no evidence showing that these minors voted. 

Then again, with regard to convicts. We prove by the magistrates 
who convicted certain men that they were convicted; and we prove 
also that they voted for the contestant. 

Is it surprising that with all this overwhelming evidence in my favor 
1 should have felt that Congress could not array sufficient members to 
vote me out of this Hall? I admit I felt confident that when the facts 
were known it would be impossible to draw the party line upon me. 
I know there were very many Republicans who desired to act consci- 
entiously, but with all the pressure of party and the assertion of my 
opponent’s friends that he would Mahonise' Alabama, the execution 
of the caucus decree was inevitable. With all the party hope and 
desire for success in the South which would make up for losses they 
foresaw would befall them in the North, I now believe they would have 
voted my opponent in and myself out no matter what proof had been 
placed before them. It is hard to see how it could have been much 
more favorable to myself; but still, favorable as it was, a few words 
trom a Republican committee were all that was necessary to dispose of 
the entire question. 

It would be impossible, Mr. Speaker, at this time to enumerate all the 
wrong perpetrated in the preparation of and adoption of the report in 
that case, but to give some idea of them I will read the resolution to 
recommit which was supported by every Democrat in the House of Rep- 
resentatives. I will read from the RecorD, first session of the Forty- 
seventh Congress: 

The Speaker. The regular order will be followed. The gentleman from Wis- 
consin moves the previous question. Pending that the gentleman from Illinois 
moves to recommit this case to the Committee on Elections with instructions. 

Mr. SprinGer, I offer the resolution which I send to the desk and ask the 
Clerk to read it. 
The Clerk read as follows: 

“ LOWE V8. WHEELER. 

** Whereas forty-nine papers called depositions which are offered in evidence 
by the contestant in this case were never certified to be depositions by any com- 
missioner, nor certified in any way whatever; and 

“ Whereas fifty 
nized by law; an 
“Whereas one hundred and twenty depositions offered by contestant in this 

case have nothing on them or connected with them to show that oy hs of the 
pretended one hundred and twenty depositions have any certificate further than 
the following words : 

“* Signed before me on the day and year above written 
“ 

hes called depositions in this case have no signature recog- 

*R. W. FIGG, N. PY 
“And whereas in taking thirty of these pretended depositions the commis- 

sioner refused to allow the contestee to cross-examine the witnesses in any way 
whatever, or to propound any questions to them in any way whatever; and 
“Whereas fifty of said pretended depositions were taken pursuant to a false 

notice served upon contestee, said false notice stating that contestant would take 
evidence at or near Pleasant Hill, when the contestant intended toand did take 
said evidence at a place more than six miles from Pleasant Hill; and 

““ Whereas the record in this case shows that in taking said evidence the aman- 
uensis who wrote said evidence did not write it down as it was given by the wit- 
nesses, but that he wrote it down to convey a meaning different from the mean- 
ing expressed by the witnesses; and 

“ Whereas in taking one hundred and ten of said pretended depositions the 
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commissioner refused to allow important, pertinent, and legal questions to be 
asked the witnesses—— 

** Whereas all these matters appear affirmatively in the record in this case, are 
not denied or questioned; and 

* Whereas it is proven that some of these pretended depositions have been 
since the witnesses were examined; and 

** Whereas certain exhibits used in evidence by contestant have been changed ; 
¢ 

“Whereas the above papers are the evidence upon which contestant relies to 
secure a seat in Congress; and 

** Whereas the essential points in the report of the majority are based entirely 
upon the papers above mentioned; and 
“Whereas none of said so-called depositions were taken as required by the 

laws enacted by Congress for taking depositions; and 
“Whereas the House of Representatives of the United States should not de- 

prive a member of his prima facie — to a seat except pursuant to law; and 
“Whereas the contestee at as early a day as possible filed proper motions to 

retended testimony ; and 
ereas the committee has failed to pass upon said motions 

“And whereas, after contestee’s counsel had only taken ninety minutes to 
argue all facts and the law of the above cause, contestee himself, though re- 
questing more time, was allowed but seven minutes to argue his cause before 
said committee: Therefore, 

** Be it resolved by the House of Representatives, That this case be recommitted to 
the Committee on Elections, and that said committee be authorized to allow 
contestant to retake such of said illegal evidence as he desires to retake, and 
that upon the receipt of said evidence said committee again report said case to 
this House, and with further instructions to ascertain the number of tissue bal- 
lots, or ballots printed on tissue paper, cast for either party, as shown by the 
evidence, and to report a resolution giving the seat to the person who received 
the highest number of legal votes, after rejecting all such tissue bal!ots.”’ 

suppress this 

I desire to remark that in all I have said in this speech I do not wish 
to be understood as saying any word reflecting upon the contestant in 
this case. 
My criticism is confined to those who manipulated his case and the 

committee who rendered the unwarranted decision. There is one matter, 
however, t@ which I ought to refer. 

After the proof had revealed that certain papers filed in behalf of the 
contestant were devoid of integrity, and that they were false and forged, 
the reply was the publication ofa falsehood regarding myself and some of 
those who assisted me in taking evidence. And although the record 
showed and now shows the utter and absolute falsity of every statement 
made which in any way charged by intimation or otherwise my friends 
who assisted me or myself with any action which was not strictly proies- 
sional and honorable, yet certain newspapers—the National Republican, 
under its former management, the National View, and the New York 
Tribune—printed and published these falsehoods, and discreditable to 
them as it was, yet each and all of these papers declined to or at least 
did not correct the libels, although they were apprised of their abso- 
lute and utter falsity. 

In reply to efforts at exculpation and excuse which have been made 
to the effect that all political parties are partisan, I desire to say that my 
investigations, which have been pretty thorough, show that decisions 
from Democratic election committees have been always based upon law 
and facts, and that the Republican party stands alone in making a party 
question out of a matter which should be decided solely on judicial 
grounds. 

The Forty-sixth Congress was strongly Democratic. It decided a 
number of election cases, and all but one were decided in favor of men 
who were opposed in politics to the party in power. Bear in mind 
these cases I give were decided by a Democratic House of Representa- 
tives: 

In the case of Horatio Bisbee vs. Noble A. Hull the committee re- 
ported for a Republican. 

In the case of James McCabe vs. Godlove 8. Orth the committee re- 
ported for a Republican. 

In the case of J. C. Holmes vs. W. F. Sapp the committee reported 
for a Republican. 
In the case of John J. Wilson vs. Cyrus C. Carpenter the committee 

rted for a Republican. 
n the case of E. M. Boynton vs. George B. Loring the committee 

reported for a Republican. 
In the case of Ignatius Donnelly vs. William D. Washburn the com- 

mittee reported for a Republican. 
In the case of Sebastian Duffy vs. Joseph Mason the committee re- 

ported for a Republican. 
In the case of Anthony Eickhoff vs. Edward Einstein the committee 

reported for a Republican. 
In the case of Andrew G. Curtin vs. Seth H. Yocum the House de- 

cided in favor of a Greenbacker; and only in the case of Jesse J. Yeates 
vs. Joseph J. Martin, as I remember the facts, did the committee report 
for a Democrat. 

Just, Mr. Speaker, eminently just, have been the Democratic ma- 
jorities of this House in their treatment and decision of contested elec- 
tions; never were they actuated by blind party zeal in the adjudication 
of questions which by their very nature should be removed from the 
field of politics. Receiving its power from a free people, the efforts of 
the Democratic party have always been to guard their interests, their 
rights, and their honor. Conservative in all things, it has never felt 
itself prompted to set aside the right, and to practice the wrong, for 

advantage. Would to God that as muchcould be claimed for the 

re 

Repybtican party. But that party has for years gloried in the perpe- 

tration of frauds and injustice so stupendous that the political history 
of the most corrupt ages and nations furnishes only weak parallels to 
them; it is mired in the slough of party devicesand wrongdoing. True 
to its nature and habits, it will now once more annul the clear rights 
of a member of this House, and will seat a man here in his stead who 
was never elected as a Representative to Congress, and who rests his 
claim to a seat here upon the overthrow of the election laws of his State, 
and upon less than worthless, upon perjured testimony. 

No legal evidence has been adduced by the contestant in the case of 
Sessinghaus vs. Frost which could overcome the plurality of 197 votes 
with which Mr. Frost is credited; no part of that plurality was proven 

| tohavebeen fraudulent. Butwhatofthat? Itrequired but the dictum 
of the majority of a partisan committee that this plurality of 197 votes 
should be wiped out by the acceptance of ballots which it was claimed 
had been offered on election day by a few ignorant people who help to 
make up the rabble and sans-culoites of the great city of Saint Louis, 
that disdem-crowned Queen of the West, enthroned upon the banks of 
the Mississippi where the current of the equally great Missouri does 
homage at her feet ere yet it loses itself in the Father of Waters. 

I beg the House will not fail to observe that neither the contestant 
nor the committee pretend to overcome Mr. Frost’s plurality by in 
creasing the contestant’s votes by votes actually cast. The committee 
do not make any such claim, but they base their report upon allega 
tions that certain votes were refused. 

The committee does not say that these men voted. It says their votes 
had been refused—refused by the judges of election; yes, and promptly 
so, as having been offered in violation of law. : 

But this difficulty costs the majority of that committee no trouble to 
overcome, for are they not ‘‘a law unto themselves ?”’ 

It would almost seem incredible that they could have the hardihood 
to urge this House to the adoption and execution of their recommen 
dation to unseat Mr. Frost; a recommendation wholly arbitrary, 
wholly devoid of every fabric of legal evidence, whelly contrary to 
law, and it would seem that this House should spurn the incentive to 
unfairness and wrong which this recommendation so glaringly pre 
sents. But in the light of history, in the light of the experience which 
the minority has gained during the last two years upon this floor, no 
such thought will and can be entertained. True to its record and in 
stincts, the majority of this House will within a short space of time 
deprive Mr. Frost of his seat and a constituency of a great State of 
its lawful Representative. The place which has so ably been filled by 
a man of talent and culture, by the bearer of a name ever illustrious 
in a State which boasts of noble and illustrious names, by the son of 
an officer whose valor on the battlefields of Mexico is recorded in the 

pages of the nation’s history, the place heretofore filled by Mr. Frost 
is now to be given to an usurper, a fit representative of those persons 
by whose worthless testimony he claims admittance as a member of 
his House. His presence on this floor during the final hours of the 
Forty-seventh Congress will only be a reminder of the means by which 
his occupancy of the floor was acquired. And, Mr. Speaker, in closing 
I protest, in the name of our country, in the name of free government, 
in the name of the men who have stamped our institutions with the 
impress of their greatness, in the name of posterity, in the name of jus 
tice I protest, yes, most solemnly do I protest, against the perpetration 
of this great wrong, and I speak in this matter for the entire minority 
of the House. But in vain do < protest, in vain do I appeal to the con 
science of the majority. The decree for the unseating of Mr. Frost has 
been issued, and its execution will not now be stayed. 

Internal Revenue and Tariff. 
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Saturday, March 3, 1883, 

On the report of the committee of conference on the bill (H. R. 5538) to reduce 
intermal-revenue taxation, and for other purposes 

Mr. WHEELER said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: For five years the Republican party has promised the 

people of our country a reduction of internal-revenue taxation and ma- 
terial relief from the onerous system of tariff which for twenty years 
has oppressed them. More than forty years ago the speeches of Henry 
Clay and Sargent S. Prentiss abounded in assertions that the system of 
protective tariff which they then advocated was only a temporary ex- 

| pedient to sustain the infant industries of our country. The idea of a 
PROTECTIVE TARIFF AS A PERMANENT INSTITUTION 

in our country would at that time have caused arevolution. The ora- 
| tors and statesmen of those days assured the people that ten years was 
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the extreme limit during which the manufacturing interests of our 
country would require protection from foreign imports. 

As far back as 1830 we were assured that within ten years we could 
with certainty safely reduce the tariff to a revenue basis. It was upon 
this principle that Mr. Clay provided for the gradual reduction of 
tariffs, which continued until the Republican party came into power 
in 1861. I give below, Mr. Speaker, a table showing receipts from 
customs during the last sixty-one years, also the amount of imports 
free of duty, the amount of imports upon which duty was collected, 
the total amount of imports, the rate per cent. upon dutiable goods, 
and the aggregate rate per cent. on all imports: 

s ic 
Imports. ° é } § 

Receipt #3 \<é8 
» ea =o 

Year a = Total | S82 | SE 
—— Free, Dutiable. | amount we | oe z 

imported, | 2 oe 
— _ 

1821 . $18,475,704 | $10,082,313 | $52,508,411 | $62,585,724 | 35.6 29.5 
i822 24, 066, 066 7,298,708 | 75,942,833 | 83,241,541 | 31.7 | 28.9 
1823 22, 402, 024 0, 048, 288 77, 579, 267 | 32.7 28.8 
1824 25, 486, 817 12, 563, 77: 80, 549, 007 | 37.5 | 31.6 
1825 31, 653, 871 10, 947, 510 96, 340,075 | 37.1 | 32.8 
1826 26,083,862 | 12,567,769 | 84,974,477 | 34.6 | 30.7 
1827 27, 948, 957 11, 855, 104 79, 484,068 (41.3 | .1 
1828 29, 951, 252 12, 379, 176 88,509,824 | 39.3 33.8 
1829 27, 688, 701 11, 805, 501 74,492,527 | 44.3 | 37.1 
1830 28, 389, 505 12, 746, 245 70, 876,920 | 48.8 40 
1831 36,596,118 | 13, 525 : | 103,191,124 | 40.8 | 35.4 
1832 29,341,176 | 14 5 3 | 101,029,266 | 33.8 | 29 
133 24, 177,578 36 108,118,311 | 31.9 22.4 
1834 18, 960, 706 1 126, 521,332 | 32.6 5 

1835 25, 890, 727 , 248 149, 895,742 | 36.0 17.2 
1836 30, 818, 328 .f 189, 980,035 | 31.6 16.2 
1837 18, 134, 131 Bw , 186 | 140,989,217 | 25.3 2.4 
1838 19,702,825 60,860,005 | 52,857,399 | 113,717,404 | 37.8 i7.3 
1839 25,554,534 | 76,401,792 | 85,690,340 | 162,092,132 | 29.9 | 15.8 
1840 15,104,791 | 57,196,204 | 49,945,315 | 107,141,519 | 30.4 | 14.1 
1841 19,919,492 | 66,019,731 | 61,926,446 | 127,946,177 | 32.2 15.6 
i842 16, 662, 747 30,627,486 | 69,534,601 | 100,162,087 | 23.1 16.6 
1843 10, 208, 000 35, 574,584 29,179,215 | 64,753,799 35.7 15.7 
1844 nia 29, 236, 357 24, 766, 83, 668, 154 | 108, 435, 035 35.1 26.9 
1845 80, 952, 416 | 5,106,724 | 117,254,564 | 32.5 | 26.4 
1346 26, 712, 668 | } ,058 | 121, 691, 797 264 21.9 
1847 23, 747, 865 5 773,002 | 146,545, 688 | 22 16.2 
L848 81, 757, 071 | | 2,325 | 154, 998,928 | 24 | 20.4 
1849 28, ; | 79,774 | 147, 857,439 | 23 | 19.2 
1850 . | 89,66 | 27, 936 | 178,138,318 | 25.2 | 22.3 
1851 49, | , 345 | 216,224,982 | 26 22.6 
1852 .. 47, 3: 52,508 | 212,945,442 | 26 | 22.2 
1353 . 58, & , 113 | 267,978,647 | 25 22 
OR ct lidea batscetiall 6A, 2: | 271, 276, 560 804,562,381 | 23.5 | 21.1 
1855 53, | 78, 184 | 261, 468,520 | 23 20.3 
1856 | 257, 684, 236 | 314,439,042 | 25 20.3 
1857 | 294, 160,835 | 360,890,141 | 21.5 | 17.7 
1858 | 202, 293,875 | 282,613,150 | 20 14.8 
Isso 259, 047,014 | 338,768,130 | 19 | 14.6 
1860 279, 872,327 | 262, 166,254 | 19 14.7 
1861 0,062 | 218,180,191 | 335,650,153 | 18.14 | 11.79 
1862 « $ 69, 136,705 | 136,635,024 | 205,771,729 | 35.90 | 23.84 
1863 69,059,642 | 44,826,029 | 208,093, 891 | 252,919,920 | 33.19 | 27.30 
IN64 102,316,153 | 54: 75, 320,951 | 829,562,895 | ¢ 31.04 
1865 84, 928, 260 226,064 | 248,555,652 | 43.7 34.17 
1866 179, 046, 630 783,540 | 445,512,158 | 47.65 | 40.19 
1867 ,601 | 417,831,571 | 42. 22 
1868 5,659 | 371, 624, 808 44.2 
L869 305, 559,687 | 437,314,255 | 41.17 
1870 415,845,856 462,334, 651 41.71 
1871 483, 635, 947 | 541, 493, 708 88.11 
1872 2 640, 338, 766 | 37. 33.77 
SES seoreunis & 668,617,147 | 37 28.34 
1874 , 061 | : 595, 865, 74 | 27.54 
1875 167,255,005 | 379,795,113 547,050,118 28.73 
SD sinnaneies 156, 298,594 | 320,379,277 | 476,677, 871 | 31.06 

Pecos 181, 528,251 | 208, a89. 2° 480, 517, 489 27.25 
1878 171, 099, 579 | 295,773,267 | 466, 872, 846 27. 88 
1879 . 162, 977,505 | 303,006,270 | 466,073,775 | 45.28 | 29.44 
I nett 208, 301,863 | 459,652,883 | 667,954,746 | 40.57 | 27.92 
1881 .« 198, 159,676 | 202,491,547 | 440,173,081 | 642,664,628 | 45.01 | 30,83 
ED nceknows ., 220,410,730 210,579,007 | 514,060,567 724,639,574 2.87 | 30.41 

I ask special attention to this table, and shall refer to it in the course 
of my remarks. 

It was my earnest hope that the bill for the 
REDUCTION OF THE CUSTOMS DUES 

would be one for which I would be justified in casting my vote. In 
the discussion of this bill I repeatedly asserted, and I assert now, that 
I do not wish, and the people I represent do not wish, a law which will 
be destructive or even injurious to the interests and industries of any 
section of our land. I, however, endeavored to point out what I re- 
garded as some of the inconsistencies and hardships contained in the 
various sections of the bill which was presented to us for our considera- 
tion. I also tried to explain how 

INJURIOUS A HIGH PROTECTIVE TARIFF 

was to the agricultural classes of the South and West. I appealed to 
this House to consider this question as a matter affecting material in- 
terests of all the people of a great country, and I begged that they 
would divest it of party influences and let a matter so purely one of 

I business in its nature cease now and forever to be a party question. 
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endeavored to show that although you might succeed in building up 
interests which you sought to protect, yet in doing so you destroy other 
important industries which, if cherished, would be equally potent in 
enhancing the wealth of our country. 

I have not in any remarks I have made gone so far as, in the lan- 
guage of Justice Miller of the Supreme Court, to say it is— 
None the less a robbery because it is done under the form of law. 

I have not, in the language of Sir Robert Peel, alluded to the mo- 
nopolist as one— 

Who, from less honorable motives, clamors for protection because it conducos 
to his individual benefit, 

In all I have done I have sought to urge views which I felt were for 
the benefit of our whole people. 

To show the country the straits to which the high protection men are 
driven, let me look back to the Recorp of February 8. 

In reply to our argument that this iron tariff legislation was arranged 
in the interest of Pennsylvania, and that the South with her rich and 
abundant minerajs, industrious and thrifty people, generous soil and 
healthy climate, could compete with the world, and that the legislation 
needed by us was of a character to facilitate and not to block the 
wheels of commerce—in reply to this, the gentleman from Pennsyl- 
vania [Mr. KELLEY] said: 

I now ask the Clerk to read the marked passage of the slip I send up, which 
will serve to show how Alabama, if not Georgia, can produce iron lower than 
other States. Not only has she cheap land, abundant fuel, and all the elements 
of iron in extraordinarily close juxtaposition, but you will find she has practi- 
cally re-established slave labor. The Clerk will please read. 
The Clerk read as follows: 

= * + 7~ = ” ~ 

* The abolition of slavery has created a class of black convictsintke South. In 
the old days these men would have been soundly whipped and set to work in 
the cotton-fields. Now they are tried and sentenced to long terms of hard labor. 
The policy of the State isto make the prison system self-supporting. To do this 
the convicts, both white and black, in Alabama are leased to the highest bidder. 
The highest bidders are the workers of the Pratt and Elyton coal-mines, near 
Birmingham. The price paid for this convict labor is about $12 per month.” 

To show the perversion of truth in this article I will read from page 
9, report of the inspectors of the Alabama penitentiary from September 
30, 1880, to September 30, 1882: 

Tuble showing name of each contractor and number of convicts employed by each 
contractor. 

=_— 
st 
Sh 

Name of contractor. Occupation. ae 

3868 
ze 

Comer & McOurdy .............ss00-sssesee0 II sscvves siceampeiuianeeensesniiicacentenn 45 
i A eee | Mining 4 
Milner & Caldwell ... Eo es leaden taal 39 
R. J. Thornton ......... .| Mining and railroading ....... 44 
J. F. B. Jackson....... .| Getting lime rock ............. 3u 
H. Clay Armstrong........ .| Getting cross-ties .. 26 
Pratt Saw Mill Company .| Saw-milling........... l4 
Thomas Williams............ BE oan nnsevnemnescatbninatiipeaeitinenes 123 
Chas. T. Pollard, jr i ace alanainSndine 38 
Farriss & McCurdy . Farming .... 37 
Sy ils CM nicckccortbstes .. Farming ..... 4 
B. B. Comer............ | Farming .. 2s 
N. J. Stallworth... Farming .. 1 
Penitentiary (walls)... SPE siantissoventerecsccestnadbdlununsiunconteal 3 
PR: TERE Te SII Denn centidl cncenteuiacitiatip vssonesaceucecqutemaesenssesiateniidbwinaataoes 

IEE -aneideesiccnrecvennsiiepeminenisitinipiinbanallicinbiaittansaneitiaaliiit Suninsessdermnaneteneviveeiauline 522 

The report shows that of the convicts sentenced to the penitentiary, 
but one hundred and thirty-one are engaged in mining and forty-four 
are engaged in mining and railroading. 

A recent law gives authority to our courts to serftence persons to 
hard labor and some of such cases are not included in the table; but 
it is a great perversion of fact to hold out to the world the idea that 
convict labor has any appreciable effect upon the cost of mining or iron 
manufacturing in Alabama. 

The speeches made to us last winter when we were urged to cast our 
votes for the appointment of a tariff commission were fulsome in their 
assurances that the bill which would result from the investigations of 
such a commission would very materially lighten the burdens of the 
people, and from all that had been said on the subject we had a right 
to believe that after six months’ work of a commission and six weeks’ 
work of the Committee on Ways and Means the bill presented to the 
House would be one that would meet the approbation of the entire 
country. 

I am compelled to say, Mr. Speaker, that the bill No. 7313, which 
was reported to this House by Mr. KELLEY on January 16, 1883, is not 
such a measure as we had the right and the hope to expect. I gave 
this bill, which consists of one hundred and forty pages, a most careful 
investigation; and I regret to say that while it certainly does reduce 
the revenue which would be derived from imports, it very 

MATERIALLY INCREASES THE BURDENS OF THE PEOPLE. 
It is true that an elaborate table was prepared by the Committee on 
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——_ and Means, in which they state their estimates of the probable 
duties which they hope will be collected under the bill. I will read 

Merchandise imported during the fiscal 
year ended June 30, 1582. 

341 

the table, Mr. Speaker, and then will say one word to show the great 
error into which the gentlemen of the committee have fallen: 

House bill. Duty estimated. 

Schedules. 
| Averagead | Estimated | Averagead 

Values. | Duty received. valorem amount of valorem Decrease. Increase. 
| | rate, duty. rate. 

Per cent. Per cent. 
i a sissisaiipeniincncn esanmnesicns $21, 517, 169 08 $6,718,561 52 31.22 | $5,932,031 36 27.56 $786,530 16 |.. . 
B. Earthen-ware and glass-ware. 2 | 13, 822,043 29 6, 693, 257 96 48. 42 7, 852, 646 03 56, 81 ; $1, 159, 388 O07 

a Se 2 Ea ES 74, 427,988 69 30, 358, 986 00 40:79 | 28,533, 863 59 38. 34 1, 825, 072 41 
D. Wood and wooden-wares. 8, 654,327 42 1,589, 851 78 37 1,556, 971 33 17.99 $2, 880 45 
i i a as cnensenniabemnducdeauiennds 94,540, 269 47 49, 210,573 60 37, 960, M47 98 40.15 11, 249, 625 62 
F. To Tidal te aiiaialblish-weattiabeditisliphducinteiewendilmsneceosminatens 8, 216, 132 12 6, 000, 961 42 5, 982, 263 76 72. 81 18, 697 66 
G. Provisions. 47, 949,546 34 12, 148, 583 86 | 11,713,090 48 24. 43 435, 493 38 

isin himecenaennnshinii 10, 560, 401 08 7,416,301 54 7,415, 934 91 70. 22 366 63 
I, Cotton and cotton goods.. 34, 868, O44 49 13, 482, 167 94 13, 954,958 82 40. 02 3 ET 72, 790 88 
J. wap. Suto, and flax goods 33, 578, 076 59 9, 844, 652 69 9,773, 927 17 29.11 70, 725 52 ; 
K. Wool and woolens............. 47, 679, 502 73 29, 254, 234 12 26, 193, 009 33 54. 4 3,061, 224 79 
L. Silk andsilk goods... 88,535,475 25 22, 632,490 72 19,539,585 73 50. 71 3,092, 904 99 
M. Books, papers, &c.. ..| 4,923,620 38 1, 406, 787 50 1,212, 107 30 24. 62 194, 680 20 
IID sodideiuacabhndaiesindatesncsesssbucossascneneuioctepeineberscacheded | 62,410,690 64 17, 272, 269 24 16, 918,491 71 27.11 353,777 53 

Free-list— | | 

Sunde} agar ae 4, 962, 369 89 1,365,998 69 27.53 1, 365,998 69 

Sia ataiAiaitaistocniseengceienbdinnn eumtabbeniakdiabioniiiedinstuidanbeien “wil 506, 645, 657 41 215, 395, 628 58 42.51 | 194,539, 829 50 38.40 | 22,487,978 03 1, 632, 178 95 

Net decrease of revenue, $20,855,799.08. 

Nore.—In the estimate of duties under the House bill no account is taken of the abolition of duties upon packages, inland freights, charges, and commissions 
Itis not claimed that the column of estimated receipts, under the House bill, is an absolute exhibit of results as compared with the operations of the present law 
That column merely shows what the receipts would be under the bill with the proposed rates substituted for existing rates and without considering changes made 
in classifications, changes made in the law, and without regard to conditions other than the changes in the rates of duty. 

Let us look at one item in Schedule C. Our imports of articles con- 
tained in that schedule were last year $74,427,988.69 ; the duty col- 
lected was $30,358,936. The committee inform this House that they 
expect under the new rates proposed upon the articles in Schedule C | 
to collect $28,533,863.59, enly $1,825,072.41 less than was collected on | 
said articles for the fiscal year ending July 1, 1882. To show the utter | 
unreliability of these estimates I will first refer the House to lines 733, 
734, 735, which fix the proposed tariff upon 

IRON COTTON-TIES. 

Under the present law the duty is 35 per cent. We imported last 
year to the amount of $723,868.21 and collected a duty of $253,333.87. 
This bill proposes to increase the duty from 35 per cent. ad valorem to | 
a specific duty which the committee assumes to be 81.66 per cent. but 
which according to the present and average value of iron ties would be 
at ‘east 100 per cent. This would be an absolute prohibition. Noiron 
ties could be possibly imported with such a tariff tax as is proposed by 
the bill, and therefore no revenue whatever could be collected upon 
those articles by the Government. And yet the Waysand Means Com- 
mittee, in order, it may be presumed, to create the impression that the 
bill they propose will give sufficient revenue, state to this House in their 
report that under the proposed tariff on iron ties they estimate that the 
annual duty collected by the Government will be $608,037.81. 

Next, Mr. Speaker, take fire-arms, enumerated in lines 961 to 965, 
the duty by the present tariff is 35 per cent. ad valorem. 
the tariff proposed by the House bill, which is specific, and amounting 
in some cases to an 

INCREASE OF AS MUCH AS 900 PER CENT., 

this committee report to the House that they estimate, under the pro- 
posed law, that the revenue to the Government will be $360,478.66. 

Does it require any argument, Mr. Speaker, to show that a tax of 
from 300 to 900 per cent. is an absolute prohibition ? 
By what principle can this committee conceive of collecting such 

sum by a duty which is absolutely prohibitory? These are but two 
items, Mr. Speaker, and of these two items our total imports last year 
amounted to $2,178,782.84, which is but one two hundred and fiftieth 
part of the imports for the last fiscal year. If I had time to go through 
all the items of import for the last fiscal year, amounting as they do to 
$506,645,657.41, isitnotclear thatit would demonstrate that the estimate 
of the Committee on Ways and Means is very many millions above what 
would result from the practical operation of the bi)l which they propose? 

The tariff bill passed by the Senate after a mest elaborate discussion 
by that body, while it contained many objectionable features and was 
by no means the character of bill required by the condition of our coun- 
try, yet it was so far preferable to the bill proposed by the House that 
many members of this body were 

DISPOSED TO ACCEPT IT, 

so that the commercial relations of our country should not be longer 
held in 

Under | 

concurrence in the Senate biii. a ie ad from our Manual and Dig eat of 

Rules and Practice page 45: ’ Bo «“ . 

CONCURRENCI 

The question which first arises on a resolution, amendment, or conference re 
port, is on concurrence. Andssthe negative of concurrence amounts to the af 

firmative of non-concurrence, no question is afterward put on the latter motion 

Under this rule the Representatives of the people are enabled to vote 
for a bill which comes from the Senate or from a conference commit 
tee and thus make it the law of the land, subject only to the action of 
the President. The Senate bill was not a Democratic measure, nor 
was it a low-tariff measure, nor even was it a bill providing for a reve- 
nue tariff. It was a bill prepared by a Republican committee, which 
was universally recognized as a 

HIGH PROTECTIVE BODY 

ofSenators. Senator MORRILL, the father of the present onerous system, 
was the chairman of the Sendte committee, and as farascould be observed 
from the Senate debates, the bill had his hearty and unqualified ap 
proval. Certainly it seemed to us that no one could be so extreme in 
his demands for protection as to say to the Representatives of the 
people, ‘‘ You shall not even have an opportunity to cast your votes 
for this measure.’’ What was our surprise, Mr. Speaker, and what 
was the astonishment of the people throughout the land to see an effort 
made by the Republican majority in this House to 

DISFRANCHISE EVERY MEMBER 

of the Representatives of the people in the Forty-seventh Congress 
On February 26—but six days before, under the provisions of the 

Constitution, this House would cease to exist—a gentleman from the 
| Committee on Rules [Mr. REED] rose in his seat and said: 

I desire to call up at this time the proposed amendment to the rules reported 
by the Committee on Rules and laid over 

After a colloquy, in which several members participated, the Speaker 
directed the proposed rule to be read. It was in these words: 

During the remainder of this session it shall be in order at any time to move 
to suspend the rules, which motion shall be decided by a majority vote, to take 
from the Speaker’s table House bill No. 5538, with the Senate amendment thereto 
entitled * A bill to reduce interna!-revenue te xation,”’ and todeclare a disagree 
ment with the Senate amendment to the same, and to ask for a committee of 
conference thereon, to be composed of five members on the part of the House 
If such motion shall fail, the bill shall remain upon the Speaker's table unaf- 
fected by the decision of the House upon said motion. 

This proposed rule, Mr. Speaker, or rather proposed plan of procedure, 
for no proposition can be considered to be a rule of the House of Repre 
sentatives which by its terms can only be once applied and which 
would be functus officio twenty-four hours after its adoption—a rule 

by its very definition, given to us by all writers, means something 
| which is permanent, uniform, and universal—no proposition which 

The rulesof this House required that the Senate bill should be placed | 
before us in order that we might cast our votes, upon the question of | 

has for its object the carrying out of a single purpose can under the 
most strained construction be defined as a rule of action 

I insist, Mr. Speaker, that this proposed rule is the grossest infrac- 
tion of the rights of the Representatives of the people, and therefore of 
the people themselves, and one that has never before been presented to 
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liamentary law. 
Notwithstanding its gross transgression of right, the proposition, 

miscalled a rule, was adopted by a Republican majority, and we are | 
now called upon to consider the measure reported to this House by the | 
committee of conference. It is entitled 

a popular assembly which pretends to be guided by the rules of par- 

“AN ACT TO REDUCE INTERNAL-REVENUE TAXATION.” 

It consists of one hundred and sixteen pages of printed matter, not 
one line of which was ever oflicially within the Hall where we stand | 
until a few hours ago. And under this proposition from the Commit- | 
tee on Rules we are called to intelligently vote upon this measure within 
the next two hours, before it is possible for any member of this House 
to with the utmost rapidity glance over the pages. With the investi- 
gation I have been able to give the measure, I regret to say that the 
rates of duty fixed upon many items in the bill are 

MUCH HIGHER THAN THEY WERE 

when the bill originally passed the Senate. 
And very many important items which are used by the poorer people 

of our land are fixed at a rate far above what was proposed by the House 
bill, which has been so universally condemned by the advocates of the 
farming interests of the people of the South and West. Some of the 

RATES ARE HIGHER 

than the Morrill tariff of 1862, higher than any recommended by the 
Tariff Commission, and higher than anything previously suggested by 
the Committee on Ways and Means of this House. 

The chairman of the Ways and Means Committee, in the very be- 
ginning of his remarks, as if to prepare the country for 

A GREAT DISAPPOINTMENT 

in the amount of revenue which will be derived from this bill—because | 
L insist, Mr. Speaker, that the revenue from imports will be many mill- 
ions less than the estimates which the Committee on Ways and Means 
have submitted to this House—as if to prepare the country for this | 
result, the member from Pennsylvania [Mr. KELLEY] says: 

It is always difficult to estimate the effect of changes in import duties upon | 
the revenues of the Government. 

I do not agree with the distinguished chairman of the Committee on | 
Ways and Means. If we seek to make an estimate with an eye single to 

ARRIVING AT THE TRUTH, 

the accuracy of our calculations will be very satisfactory to us and to 
the country. But if we allow ourselves to be biased and influenced by 
a desire to attain certain objects and figure up estimates not based upon 
reason, but solely for the purpose of attaining a certain object, we will 
be very apt to find that the result will be as suggested by the gentle- 
man from Pennsylvania [| Mr. KELLEY]. 

I shall tell the people who are wronged by this bill, when, as I fear 
in a year from this time they will be in 

>| 

PECUNIARY DISTRESS, 

caused by the great error committed to-day by this House—I shall tell | 
them it is not because of any difliculty in making estimates, but it was | 
because the Republican majority of this House and the Committee on 
Ways and Means substituted 

SOPHISTRY FOR REASON, . 

and evinced a desire to benefit a few hundred proprietors of manufac- 
tories at the expense of 12,000,000 of the producing classes throughout 
our country. 

The first part of this bill, Mr. Speaker, is an internal-revenue bill, 
similar in many of its features to the one before this House during the | 
first session of this Congress. It is true that there is a reduction in in- 
ternal-revenue taxation, but the reduction is not upon articles which 
will give relief to the body of the people. More than one-fourth of the 
reduction is in the interest of the banks in our large cities; and while 
it relieves the people of greatest wealth to the extent of more than a 
million dollars, 

NOT ONE FARTHING OF BENEFIT 

accrues to the people who labor for their daily bread. Nota single official 
of the Internal-Kevenue Department will be dispensed with, and the 
expense of collecting this tax, which now amounts to nearfive millions 
a year, will not be subjected to the slightest diminution. The whole ma- | 
chinery of internal taxation will continue with all its evils, oppressions, | 
and impositions. The armies of informers and spies which have for 
twenty years perambulated our land, who have exercised their influ- 
ence and given their time for party purposes, are retained in full force 
and effect. 

I will here suggest, Mr. Speaker, that 

THERE IS A LEGAL OBJECTION 
to that portion of the bill which regulates the tariff. Any one who 
examines the source from which this portion of the bill emanates must 
admit that it is in clear violation of the Constitution. Section 7, article 
1 of the Constitution, reads: 

All bills for raising revenue shal! originate in the House of Representatives. 

| of the United States. 
| have similar provisions in their constitutions have repeatedly decided 

This is a bill for raising revenue by tariff taxation, and let me ask, 

WHERE DID THIS BILL ORIGINATE? 

Not one line of it, as before stated, was ever in the House of Rep- 
resentatives until to-day. It is the Senate bill, letter for letter, modi- 
fied, it is true, in a few words and phrases, by the committee of confer- 
ence. But it is a bill which in truth and fact originated in the Senate 

The highest courts of many of our States which 

that such a bill is clearly 
UNCONSTITUTIONAL. 

Let me, Mr. Speaker, briefly call attention to some clauses of the 
conference report where they have changed the bill so as to raise the 
tariff. 

On page 38 there is 

AN INCREASE OF 100 PER CENT. 

on one of the compound elements of all galvanized iron or steel wire 
except fence wire, and on iron and steel wire rope and wire strand the 
increase is still greater. 

On page 42 metallic pens are increased from 45 per cent. ad valorem, 
as proposed by the House bill, to 12 cents a gross, a specific duty equal 
to more than 100 percent. ad valorem on many classes of pens used by 
the common schools and by all people of moderate means. On line884, 
the same page, I find a verbal change, the word mineral being substi- 
tuted for the word ‘‘ metal.’’ The effect of this I can not at this time 
fully explain in detail, but it is very clear that the term ‘‘ mineral ”’ is 
far more comprehensive than the term ‘‘ metal,’’ and would include 
many substances notincluded in the term ‘‘ metallic substances.’’ On 
line 891 there is 

AN ENORMOUS INCREASE. 

It is a change from 35 to 45 per cent. ad valorem upon an immense 
| class of metal goods, which I will read: 

Manufactures, articles, or wares, not specially enumerated or provided for in 
this act, composed wholly or in part of iron, steel, copper, lead, nickel, pew- 
ter, tin, zine, gold, silver, platinum, or any other metal, and whether partly or 

| wholly manufactured, 45 per cent. ad valorem. 

I present a table arranged to show, first, some and probably most of 
the articles included in the paragraph just read; second, the value of 
importations of said articles last year; third, the duty collected on said 
importations; and fourth, the rate of duty under the present law. 

\Im ported merchandise 
entered for consumption | Present 
during the year ended tariff. 

Articles as classified in the impost June 30, 1882. 
schedule of the Bureau of Statistics. (| Saeki oe pacctianathaest 

| ee Duty col- i 
Values. lonted. Rate. 

—<$_|—— ——_ = ss 

Brass, manufactures of, not other- | $400,477 14 $140,266 99 35 per cent. 
wise provided for. 

Bronze or Dutch metal, manufact- 787,770 70 275,719 75 | 35 per cent. 
ures of, not otherwise providedfor. | j 

Eyelets of every description................. 1.483 00 216 66 | 6 cts. per M. 
German silver, manufactures of........... 18, 107 00 7,242 80 40 per cent. 
Gold and silver manufactures, not 74,572 87 29,829 15 | 40 per cent. 
otherwise provided for. j 

Iron squares— 
Marked on one side .... ..............0. 6 00 3 6 | 3 cts. per lb. 

| and 30per ct. 
All other, of iron or steel............... 71 00 63 30 | 6 cts. per lb. 

| and 30 perct. 
Iron, manufactures of, not otherwise 3,158,199 00 | 1, 105,369 99 | 35 per cent. 
provided for. | 

Lead, manufactures of, not otherwise 2,449 05 857 17 | 35 per cent. 
provided for. 

Music strings, of metal as the compo- 5,987 00 1,781 10 | 30 per cent. 
nent of chief value. 

Pewter, manufactures of....................0+ 2,923 00 | 1,023 05 | 35 per cent. 
Skates, costing over 20 cents per pair...| 34,904 00 | 12,216 40 | 35 per cent. 
Steel, manufactures of, or of which | 1,280,179 59 576,080 86 | 45 per cent. 

steel shall be a component part, not 
otherwise provided for. 

| 5,767,079 35 | 2,150,570 8&2 

It will be observed that the average duty on all this five and three- 
quarter millions of importation is 37} per cent.ad valorem. The exact 
figure is 37.26. 

The Senate bill fixed the rates at 35 per cent. ad valorem, but the 

CONFERENCE REPORT RAISES IT 10 PER CENT. 

and fixes the rate of duty to be collected on all those articles at 45 per 
cent. ad valorem. 

The Committee on Ways and Means of this House coolly inform us 
that they estimate that 45 per cent. will yield a revenue of $2,595, 185.71. 
In other words, just in rtion as the duty is increased the commit- 
tee seem to estimate that the revenue will be increased. 



This business managenient reminds me of the shop-keeper who 
marked up his goods to double prices and imagined he had doubled 
his fortune. 

He forgot that he might have difficulty in finding purchasers at the 
increased prices, and the committee seemed to forget that with a 45 
per cent. tariff importations would be less than they were at a 37} per | | Alabama 
cent. duty. 

Had I not seen 

THE INFLUENCES WHICH CONTROL THE REPUBLICAN PARTY 

in this House, and I might say the Republican party of the country, I | 
should have been astounded to see in this bill a 

REDUCTION OF THE TAX UPON SILKs, 

which are only for the wealthy, and a largely increased tariff tax put 
on 

LOW-PRICED COTTON GOODs 

and bunting, which are used to clothe people in moderate circumstances. 

mitted under a tax of 35 per cent, ad valorem, and the bill proposed 
by the conference committee, now before this House, increased the tax 
on many of these articles to 

40 PER CENT. 

I will read lines 1240-1244: 

AD VALOREM. 

On stockings, hose, half-hose, shirts, and drawers, fashioned, narrowed, or 
shaped wholly or in part by knitting machines or frames, or knit by hand, and 
composed wholly of cotton, 40 per cent. ad valorem. 

Also lines 1249-1252: 

I oN pe 

Table showing thu progi "e338 of 

fo 1880, inclus 

States and Territories 

Arizona 
Arkansas .. 
California.... 
Colorado 
Connecticut 
Dakota 
Delaware 
District of Columbia 

Florida 
Georgia 

Idaho 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 

| Kansas 

Under the present law a very large amount of cotton goods is ad- | 

Cotton laces, embroideries, insertings, trimmings, lace window-curtains, cot- | 
ton damask, hemmed handkerchiefs, and cotton velvet, 40 per cent. ad valorem, 

As near as I can ascertain more than $10,000,000 of the above enumer- 

Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maine.. 
Maryland 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Minnesota 

Mississippi 
Missouri 
Montana 
Nebraska 
Nevada.. 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 
New York 
North Carolina 

| Ohio 

ated articles were imported last year, upon which this increased tax is | 
imposed. The reduction in the tariff tax on silk will, I think, exceed 
$3,000,000, and in keeping with this provision the present bill 

REMOVES THE TAX UPON DIAMONDS ALTOGETHER 

For the year ending June 30, 1882, the value of imported diamonds 
as reported by the Bureau of Statistics was: Diamonds, rough oruncut, 
including glaziers’ diamonds, $449,513; diamond dust or bort, $92,853; | 
the total amount of importation of diamonds therefore being $542,366, 
and the duty collected on diamonds amounted to $54,236.60. 

I have just received a very tastefully arranged circular from a firm | 
largely engaged in the importation of diamonds, in which they say: 

The wearing of diamonds is every year becoming more and more general 
among those who can afford them. This is a sign of refinement and of advanc- 
ing high civilization. 

Now, I do not choose to quarrel with these importers of gems on ac- 
count of their conclusion that the ‘‘ wearing of diamonds is an advance 
of high civilization or asign of refinement.’’ That question does not 
concern the law-maker in his measurement of taxation. I take issue 
with our friends, the importers of gems, and deny or much doubt that 
the wearing of diamonds is a sign of ‘‘ refinement or of advancing high 
civilization.’’ 

I hold, and the entire Democratic party always have contended and 
always will contend, that, in a matter like this, it the $54,000 that is 
removed from the tax on diamonds was taken off 

ARTICLES OF PRIME NECESSITY 

that the poorest people in the country are compelled to buy, enabling 
them to spend that amount on the education of their children, it would 
do much more toward the advancement of refinement and high civili- 
zation than would result from brainless dandies having 10 per cent. 
more diamonds in their shirt-studs, rings, and other ornaments with 
which they are so glitteringly adorned. The country is assured, how- 
ever, that this reduction of revenue is compensated by 

AN INCREASE OF THE TAX UPON EARTHEN-WARE, 

which is used by the people who have no influence with the Repub- 
lican party of our country. There is another very serious objection to 
this bill. We have here a 

COMPOUND DUTY UPON WOOLEN GOODs, 

and an examination of the schedule shows that it will be a very large 
increase, and more particularly will this increase be severe upon all 
articles of wool wear of the cheaper class. 

| 
| 

All wool dresses for women’s | 
and children’s wear are increased from 6 to 8 cents per square yard. I | 
also call attention to a most unwarranted and unnecessary and, I may | 
say, oppressive change in the articles enumerated in lines 1464-1471. 
This includes ready-made clothing and wearing apparel for children and 
ladies; the tax on these articles is 

INCREASED FROM FORTY TO FORTY-FIVE CENTS 

a pound, and an ad valorem tax from 35 to 40 per cent. 

census reports for the years 1850, 1860, 1870, and 1880, which present ata 
glance the progress of manufacturing interests inour country since 1850. 

Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
South Carolina 
Tennessee 
Texas. 
Utah. 
Vermont 
Virginia 
Washington 
West Virginia 
Wisconsin 
Wyoming 

The United States 

Inw 
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manufactures for 
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the census years 
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i 

1,202 
5, S85 
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Progress of manufactures for the census years from 1850 to 1880, inclusive, 

showing amount of capital invested 

States and Territories 

Alabama. 
Arizona ......... 
Arkansas 
California .. 
Colorado .. 
Connecticut.......... 
Dakota ..... 
Delaware .. ia 
District of Columbia 
Florida..... 
Georgia 
Idaho .. 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Tow” ......... 
Kansas........ 
Kentucky.. 
Louisiana 
Maine ......... 
Maryland 
Massachusetts 

| Michigan ............ 
Minnesota ... 
Mississippi........ 
Missouri... 
Montana........ 
Nebraska ............. 
Nevada......... 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey...... 
New Mexico 
New York.... 
North Carolina. 
Ohio ..... 
Oregon.. ° 

Pennsylvania. 
Rhode Island 
South Chrolina 
Tennessee 
Texas ....... 
Utah .. 
Vermont. 
Virginia ... 
Washington 
West Virginia 

: ° »_s . | Wi “ONS 

‘I will now, Mr. Speaker, read a series of six tables prepared from the | Woeening Wyoming 

1850 

3, 450, 606 

1860 

$9, 098, 18] 

1,316, 610 
22, 045, 096 

~/, O48, of 
18, 451, 121 

7, 247, 130 

1, 084 
20, 25 ) 

23, 274, 094 
$0,521, 048 

2. OOS, 350 

1870 

5, 714, 082 
» TOK 

l 2,913 
) % 202 

5, 605 

2 278 

s ( 

l 930 

1 
942.300 

1, 368, 057 
52, 052, 425 

22, 420, 18 
4.319.060 

18 31 v4 
+ 7U6. 190 

138, 729 

71,712, 283 
11, 993, 729 
4,501,714 

8), 257, 244 
1, 704, 300 

2, 169, 963 
127.700 

023,743 
1 606,719 

1, 450, 6 
6. 904. 320 

8,140,475 
141, 925, 06-4 

4 6,549 

272, 600 

953, 130 
61, 243, 784 
4,311,714 

120, 480, 275 
7 5 

15, 655, 822 

The United States 

3, 382, 148 15, $31, 581 41,981, 872 3, 821, 802 
BRO" 40K 364, 673 

533, 245,351 | 1,009, 855,715 | 2,118, 208,769 | 2,790, 223,506 

RR) 
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Progress of manufactures for the census years from 1850 to 1880, showing | en of manufactures for the census years from 1850 to 1880, showing 
average number of hands employed, value of materials used in ‘manufactures. 

States and Territories 1850 1860 1870. 1880. * States and Territories. 1850. 1860. | 1870. 1880. 
pen seca pagename sennentadiee | 

Alabama j 4, 936 7,899 8, 248 10,019 | Alabama...................+. $2, 224, 960 $5, 489, 963 $7, 592, 837 $8, 470, 206 
Arizona : s4 220 | Arizona... shi cheapest Gnderamenaneer nes 110, 090 380: 023 
Arkansas , B42 1,877 8, 206 4,556 | Arkansas.. es 215, 789 1, 280, 508 | 2, 536, 998 4, 382’ 080 California CREA 3, 964 49, 226 25, 392 43,799 | California........ 1, 201, 154 27, 051, 674 35, 351, 193 | 72, 607,707 Colorado 876 | 5,074 | Colorado............ ot A sentacedeiticel 1,593, 280 | 8.777, 262 
Connecticut SO, 731 64, 469 89,525 112,915 | Connecticut.. 23, 608, 971 40, 909, 490 86, 419, 579 102, 769° 341 
Dakota eseine 91 868 I iecceee Si sectuhsnind anata acednii ee ceeaatod: 105, 997 1,523. 761 
Delaware 3, 888 9,710 12,638 | Delaware.......... ......... | 2, 864, 607 6, 028, 918 10, 206, 397 12) 828' 461 
District of Columbia 2,570 4, 685 7,146 | District of Columbia... 1, 405, 871 2, 884, 185 4, 754, 883 5,365, 400 
Florida y9l 2,749 5,504 | Florida. | 220,611 874, 506 2, 330, 873 3,040, 119 
Georgia 8, 368 17, 871 24,875 | Georgia... 3, 404, 917 9, 986, 532 18,583,731 | 24/010; 239 
Idaho 265 388 | Idaho... | 691,785 | 844) 874 
llinois 11,559 82, 979 144,727 | Ilinois........... .... 35, 558, 127,600,077 | 289, 826, 907 
Indiana 14, 440 58, 852 69,508 | Indiana.. 27, 142,597 63,135,492 | 100, 260; 892 
lowa 1,707 25, O32 28,372 | lowa....... 8,612,259 | 27, 682,006 48, 704, 311 
Kansas ° 6,144 12,064 | Kansas.... 1, 444, 975 6, 112, 163 21, 407, 941 
Kentucky 21,476 30, 636 37,391 | Kentucky.. 22, 295, 759 29, 497, 535 47,461, 890 
Louisiana 6,217 30, 071 12,167 | Louisiana.. 6, 738, 486 12, 412, 023 14, 442, 506 
Main« 28, 020 49, 180 ee © ec nscseoctenes 21, 553, 066 49, 379, 757 51, 119, 286 Maryland 30, 212 44, 860 74,942 | Maryland 25, 494, 007 46, 897, 032 66, 923, 630 Masanchusetts 177, 461 217,421 279, 380 352,255 | Massachusetts.. : 135, 053, 721 334, 413, 982 386, 952, 655 
Michigan ..... opnenbnn 9, 344 23, 190 63, 694 77,591 | Michigan .......... — 36, : 17, 635, 611 68, 142,515 92, 852, 969 
Minnesota 63 2,123 11, 290 21,212 | Minnesota.... 1, 904, 070 | 13, 842, 902 55, 660, 681 
Mississippi 3,14 4,775 5, 941 5,827 | Mississippi... 3, 146, 636 | 4, 364, 206 4, 669, 658 
Missouri 15, 808 19, 681 65, 34 63,995 | Missouri...... 23,849,941 | 115,533, 269 110, 698, 392 
Montana es pinata, 701 578 | Montana... 1, 316, 331 1, 006, 442 
Nebraska 2, 665 4,793 | Nebraska.. 2, 902, 074 8, 208, 478 
Nevada . 2, 859 | 577 | Nevada............. | 10, 315, 984 1,049, 794 
New Hampshire. 27, 092 40, 783 48,831 | New Hampshire | 20,539, 857 | 44, 577, 967 43, 552, 462 
New Jersey 37, 830 75, 552 126,038 | New Jersey....... o 22,011, 871 | 41, 429, — 108, 415, 245 165, 280, 179 
New Mexico 81 427 557 | New Mexico............... 110, 220 | 367, 892 | 880, 957 871, 2 
New York 199, 349 230, 112 351, 800 531,533 | New York... eoce 134, 655,674 | 214, 813, 061 452, 065, 452 679, 612, 545 
North Carolina 44, 601 14, 217 13, 622 18,109 | North C arolina ........... 4, 602, 501 | 10, 203; 228 12, 824, 693 13, 090, 937 
Ohio 51, 491 75, 602 137, 202 Se en cccenteenbans 34, 678, O19 | 69, 800, 270 157,131,697 | 215,098,026 Oregon 285 978 2, 884 3,424 | Oregon 809, 560 | 1, 431, 952 3,419, 756 | 6, 933, 336 Pennsylvania 146, 766 222, 132 319, 487 387,112 | Pennsylvania............. 87,206,377 | 153,477,698 421,197,673 | 462,977,258 
Rhode Island 20, 967 32, 400 49,417 62,878 | Rhode Island............. 13, 186, 703 | 19, 858,515 78, 154, 109 | 58, 103, 443 
South Carolina 7, 066 6, 994 8, 141 22,128 | South Carolina........... 2, 787, 534 | 5, 198, 881 | 5, 855, 736 | 9, 885, 538 
hennessee 12, 039 12,528 19, 412 22,445 | Tennessee .. ante 5, 166, 886 9, 416,514 | 19, 657,027 | 23, 710, 125 x 
Texas ces 1, 066 3,449 7,927 | SE a otede nanan 394, 642 | 3, 367, 372 6, 273, 198 12, 956, 269 
Utah ; 51 3389 1,534 MD Be CIN os iicinaectbiababnents 337, 381 439,512 1, 238. 252 2, 561, 737 > 
Vermont ‘ 8, 445 10, 497 18, 686 17,500 | Vermont .......0000.0000000- 4, 172, 552 7, GOR, 858 17, 007, 769 18, 330, 677 
Virginia 29, 110 36,174 26, 974 40,184 | Virginia... ait 18, 101, 131 30, 840, 531 23, 832, 384 | 32, 873, 933 
Washington ; 870 1, 026 1,147 | Washington .. 502,021 | 1, 435, 128 1, 967, 469 
West Virginia wun 11, 672 inne SD CIGD, 0. sna/snanutl enaicishaneuanihiadanstnelioaaeseiaenteiiandanal 14, 508, 701 | 13, 891, 444 
Wisconsin ‘ : 6, O89 15, 414 43, 910 57,109 | Wisconsin ........... ‘ : 17, 137, 334 45, 851, 266 | 85, 796, 178 
Wyoming . ; 502 A 0 ay NI ns wcotnhienenctncihiomatesiansitiantnpioks | ss oushanbantensebinteia 280, 156 | 601, 214 

The United States 957, 059 1, 311, 246 2, 053, 996 2, 738, 950 The United States..... 555, 123, 822 | 1,081, 605, 092 2, 488, 427, 242 | 3, 394, 340, 029 

Progress of manufactures for the census years from 1850 to 1880, inclusive, Progress of manufacture 8 for the census years r8 fire om 1850, to 1880, showing 
showing total amount paid in wages during the year. value of produc ts. 

States and Territories 1850 1860. 1870 1880 States and Territories 1850. 1860. | 1870. 1880. 

Alabama $1, 105, 824 $2, 132, 940 $2, 227, 968 $2,500,504 | Alabama ........ $4, 528, 876 $10, 588, 566 $13, 040, 644 $13, 565, 504 
Arizona SE 45, 580 111,180 | Arizona ........ i shea oKensiiiiaaincriieincdiehadeeiae dean 185, 410 615, 665 
Arkansas ‘ 159, 876 54, 240 673, 968 925,358 | Arkansas ; suns 5387, 908 2, 880,578 4, 629, 234 6, 756, 159 

California 3,717, 180 28, 402, 287 13, 136, 722 21,070,585 | California................ ‘ 12, 862, 522 68, 253, 228 66, 594, 556 116, 227, 973 
Colorado. ....... 528, 221 2,314, 427 | Colorado..... poanuienlenesonnsemeimiesbasien tenant iaisiietante ads 2, 852, 820 14, 260, 109 

Connecticut 12, 435, O84 19, 026, 196 38, G87, 187 43, 501, 518 | Connecticut. pioeeenn 47, 114,585 81, 924, 555 161, 065, 474 18, 680, 211 
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I want now, Mr. Speaker, to call special attention to some lessons | limit, but this is suflicient to show where these « 
taught us by these tables. From 1850 to 1860, with a gradually de- | 
creasing tariff upon all articles manufactured in this country, the 

INCREASE IN MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS 

was from one to almost two billions of dollars—an increase of 100 per 
cent. From 1870 to 1880, with a tariff tax from two to three times | 
larger than it was during the decade from 1850 to 1860, we have only 
increased the value of our products from four and one-fourth billions 
to five and one-third billions; and what is more instructive for us isthe 
fact that nearly all of this increase is found in the new States of the 
Union and in the States which have but recently commenced developing 
their industries and resources. 

The value of manufactured products in Rhode Island and Vermont, 
which almost 

DOUBLED UNDER A SMALL TARIFF DUTY 

from 1850 to 1860, has actually decreased in amount under the high 
rotective tariff during the period from 1870 to 1880; and I ask the 
ouse also to observe that the products of manufactures in Massachu- 

setts which increased 70 per cent. from 1850 to 1860, increased but 
about 10 per cent. from 1870 to 1880, and the States of New Hampshire, 
North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Vermont, Mississippi, and Louisiana, 
in which the value of manufacturing products increased in value 100 
per cent. from 1850 to 1860 scarcely made any appreciable increase from 
1870 to 1880. Are not these facts matters which have been overlooked 
by the people at large when they have listened to the false cry and the 

FALSE ASSERTION 

that just so as you increase the tariff tax you benefit and encourage the 
manufacturing industries of our country ? 

I hope and trust, Mr. Speaker, that the cloud which menaces the 
financial horizon of our country may passaway. I hope and trust that 
the great energy and perseverance of our people may overcome the evils 
which Republican legislation has inflicted upon our country, but I very 
much fear that the strain put upon our financial structure will be too 
great and that there will be a break, a fall, and a crash. Republican 
legislation is 

BUILDING UP A TREMENDOUS AUTOCRACY 

and plutocracy—a great body of people whom it is sought to have sup- 
ported by percentages levied upon the hard earnings of the people. 
The laboring masses are rapidly learning of this great wrong that has 
supported 

THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE IN IDLENESS 

for twenty years nuder the decrees and laws enacted by the Republican 
party. And now, when they ask for relief from the burdens of taxa- 
tion too onerous for them to bear, you see a Republican Congress enact 
a law increasing the tax upon nearly everything used by the laboring 
people—you see the same law remove the taxes trom silks worn by the 
wealthy, from perfumeries only used by the pleasure-seeking idler, 
from wine only purchased by people of the same class; and, to cap the 
climax of wrong, you see that, pursuant to demands from this same 
class of people, all tax is taken from diamonds which none but the 
most wealthy can enjoy. 

Mr. Speaker, I intentionally refrained from making any remarks upon 
the wood schedule, as I saw the gentleman from Michigan [ Mr. Horr] 
vnd the gentleman from Kansas [Mr. ANDERSON] were handling the 
lumber question with suflicient earnestness to develop its feature sufli- 
ciently for us all to understand the matter. 

I have not had time to give it a very careful study, but as lumber 
business is governed by the same rules which control other interests, 
the injectment of a little common sense will not be out of place in ex- 
posing the sophistical tendency toward which the argument finally 
traveled. 

The gentleman from Michigan [Mr. Horr], whose lectures are al- 
ways amusing, 

CONCEDED A STRONG POINT. 

He says: 
Another reason why lumbering is more cxpeqates in Michigan than in Canada 

is that the price of many articles used in this business is much higher than in 
Canada. For example, on horses alone we pay 
ber the exact rate, but I know that on teams I once bought it was about $40 to 
each horse—$80 to $100 on a team. This is what we have to pay in order to get 
a span of Canadian horses into the United States. 

Now, his argument is this: Horses haul lumber; horses are subject 
to a tariff tax of $80 to $100 a team. This makes lumber cost more in 

a large duty; Ido not remem- 

Michigan than in Canada. Then we must have a protection of $2 per | 
thousand on lumber. 

This same argument will apply to nearly everything. 
Because of a duty on iron ore we must have a high duty on pig-iron. 
Because of a duty on pig-iron we must have a higher duty on bar-iron. 
Because of a higher duty on bar-iron we must have increased duty 

on steel. 
Because of a duty on wood which is made into handles for tools used | 

to make machinery we must have an increased duty on machinery. 
Because of the duty on steel and the increased duty on machinery | 

we must have an increased duty on pens, knives, razors, screws, trace- 
chains, iron ties, and every other article. 

Because of a duty—but, Mr. Speaker, we need not carry this any 
further. I could keep on and on in this matter. The climax need not 
stop at manufactured articles. We could carry it on almost without 
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‘xtreme protection 
arguments lead. 

Mr. Speaker, there is very much to be admired in the earnest, per- 
sistent determination of the New England character. Notwithstanding 
their sterile soil, ungenial climate, and the absence of mineral wealth 
they by energy, 

SELF-RELIANCE, AND RESOURCES 

have, in spite of their natural disadvantages, made New England the 
most prosperous section of our country. They have made a garden on 
Plymouth Rock. They have commanded the very waters to do their 
biddingand runtheir machinery. They have invented everything, trom 
the cotton-gin to the telephone, and from war monitors which cost a 
million dollars to wooden nutmegs which are sold to confiding people 
two for 5 cents. 
When a boy I was told how both of two Yankee lads got rich trading 

jackets while locked alone in a room. 
The chance for a fair divide which the rest of mankind has even in 

an open trade with people trained in such a school of incisive acuteness 
can be imagined and is somewhat illustrated in the anecdotes as well 
as in the history of our country. 

You have all heard the story of the hunt between the Yankee and 
the Indian. 

They traveled together until coming to a hill they agreed to separate 
and meet on the other side, where they would divide the game. Upon 
reaching the spot the Indian had a fine wild turkey and the Yanke« 
had a crow; and with the same complacency which the chairman ot 
the Committee on Ways and Means presents this bill the Yankee offered 
the following equal (?) share to the Indian: ‘* You may take the crow 
and I will take the turkey, or [ will take the turkey and you may take 
the crow.’’ The Indian scratched his head, looked at the birds ear 
nestly for a moment, then, looking up, said: 
’t all.”’ 

Now, when I, like the Indian, looked earnestly into the matter and 
failed to see how protection on cotton-seed oil benetited us, the distin 
guished gentleman says: 

If gentlemen on the other side of the House generally say that they des 
have cotton-seed oil made free I will yield to their wishes 

Now, here is the proposition: You may have $1.50 worth of prote 
tion on cotton-seed oil and we will take $100,000,000 on iron; or we 
will take $100,000,000 protection on iron and you may take $1.50 pro 
tection on cotton-seed oil. 

Here is the whole question: Take a dollar and a half or take noth 
ing. All we require of you is that for this dollar and a half you of the 
South give up all your principles of tariff for revenue and give in your 
adhesion to our principles of tariff for protection. 

The chairman of the Committee on Ways and Means again says 
By some accident the duty on cotton-seed oil was reduced or dropped. 

heard from the cotton-growing country that a great wrong had been done 

Now, the idea advanced is this: We have made the trade 

tion on iron for us; protection on cotton-seed oil for you. It is a bar- 
gain with a consideration, and therefore valid. 1 will give exact words 
Now, if the gentlemen on the other side of the House generally say that they 

desire— 

to give up the consideration— 
I will yield to their wishes. 

I will here, Mr. Speaker, say one word in reply to the five separate 
speeches made by the chairman of the Committee on Ways and Means 
upon this question. When my investigations revealed that our greatest 
market for cotton-seed oil was in the ports of the Mediterranean, and 
that Trieste, which is but a few days’ travel from the cotton-fields ot 
Egypt and India, purchased largely from us, I admit that I could 
not see the logic of this 30 cents a gallon on an article which we never 
have imported. After a diligent search I found its origin in the law of 
July 14, 1870. I will read from page 265: 
On sesame oil or cenne oi! and cotton-seed oil, 30 cents a gallon. 

‘You no give me turkey 

Ire to 

We 

Protec- 

For twelve years this law has remained on the statute-books 
I could not possibly see any use for protection on crude cotton-seed 

oil, but I did think it might possibly be a good plan to encourage the 
inauguration of factories in this country for making an imitation of 
olive oil. I knew that Europe bought our crude oil and after sab 
jecting it to a process returned it to us in the form of salad or olive oil 

I thought that possibly we could make something of the same char 
acter in Memphis, New Orleans, Mobile, Savannah, and other cities 
near our cotton-fields. And as these articles made in Europe could be 
returned to us under the name of such oils and similar fluids as are 
almost exempt from duty it appeared to me that our legislation ought 
to be framed to meet this status. 

I wrote, therefore, to persons who were interested in cotton-seed 
mills, asking if they could not add to the enterprise of cotton-seed oil 

manufacture the more lucrative one of converting the oil into some- 
thing that would answer fora table oil, and if that were done, sug- 
gested the striking out line 230, which reads: 

Oil, cotton-seed, 30 cents per gallon— 

and amending line 379, which now reads: 
Oils, olive and nut, as salad oil, 60 cents per gallon— 

by adding after the word ‘‘oil’’ the words: 
And all preparations of which cotton-seed oil is an ingredient, 
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This I felt might be of benefit to the South, and might enable us to 
build ap a new industry. Every reply but one to my letters emphat- 
ically concurred with me, and were positive in expressing the opinion 
that a tax of 30 centsa gallon on raw cotton-seed oil was of not a particle 
of benefit to the South or to any interest in the South. 

The president of a large mill, a very intell‘gent gentleman, by merest 
accident throws a flood of light on this matter. He says: 

I, as a manufacturer of crude oil, am perfectly willing to see it on the free-list. 
Why other crude manufacturers hold different views from those entertained by 
me may be accounted for, possibly, by the fact that they are interested in the 
refineries of this country. 

Bear in mind that the refineries are in the North, I believe largely 
in Rhode Island, and when by our high tariff we have provoked retalia- 
tory laws on the part of foreign nations, thus destroying our market in 
those countries, our Rhode Island refiner has fewer competitors in his 
purchase of crude oil. Five other oil manufacturers wrote me that the 
cotton-seed-oil tax was of no benefit to them. 

The secretary of the Memphis company wrote that- 
After getting as full an expression from the oil-mills of this and other places 

as possible on the subject, I write to say that they agree fully with your views. 

All this goes to illustrate what the North calls a fair division of the 
benefits to be derived from tariff taxation. 

1 want tosay the South has had this sortof divide longenough. The 
North has taken the turkey and has given us the carrion for twenty 
years, and I for one don’t want the cotton-seed oil protection, and I 
believe all the best informed people are with me. 

Now comes another insult to our intelligence. 
make another even, fair divide. We will takea 

PROTECTION OF 100 PER CENT. ON TRACE-CHAINS 

and iron ties which you planters use, and about the same on cotton- 
tactory machinery which you have to buy; but in return therefor we 
give you protection on common cotton yarns and common cotton cloth. 

They say we will 

You manufacture common yarns and common domestic and we have | the moment such a reduction will be consistent with the necessary 
put a duty on such things to the amount of from 25 to 50 per cent. 

One word upon this tariff on common cotton goods and yarns. My 
letters from cotton manufacturers confirm my statements that we can 
and do find a market in England for our goods, side by side with the 
products of English factories. Could anything further be said to show 
the absurdity of this tariff duty? If we can make cotton goods and 
undersell the English spinners in their own country, then how could 
they compete with us in our own? 

That distinguished protectionist from Michigan [Mr. Horr] proba- 
bly arranged this quid pro quo. 

In reply to the assertion that ‘‘the only thing the South wants is to 
be let alone,’’ and that ‘‘she (the South) can take care of herself,”’ 
Mr. HorR said: 

It is not best for'you to be let alone. That is not what you want 
* o . . * * * 

You may not know yourselves what you want. A man outside can always 
tell what the people away off want better than they can themselves 

Now, Mr. Speaker, the spirit which animates the Northern people 
could not be better expressed nor could it come from more appropriate 
Lips 

For a century the Puritan and his descendants have insisted that 
they 

KNEW MORK ABOUT OTHER PEOPLE'S BUSINESS 

than they knew themselves. 
That distinguished gentleman, Oglethorpe, came and founded a colony 

in my dear native Georgia. He came with a spirit of liberty, and the 
first law he prescribed was that all people should be free; that slaves 
should not be landed on the shores of Georgia, and that servile labor 
should be unknown in this new land of freedom. 

lor twenty years this was the statute of the colony of Georgia, but 
the Puritan of Connecticut and Rhode Island said, ‘‘ You do not know 
what you want,”’ 

YOU NEED SLAVES, 

aud our ships and our New England slave-traders will furnish them to 
you, 

The persistent Yankee overcame our scruples and subdued our preju- 
dices, over-rode our judgment, and we yielded and allowed him to flood | 
us with slaves. 

When we made our constitution we sought to prohibit this unnatural 
and as we thought unchristian traffic; but again New England with 
fervor said, ‘‘ You do not know what you want,’’ and we again 

SUCCUMBED TO THEIR PERSISTENCY 

and reluctantly consented to provisions which gave them slave traffic 
until 1808, and in less than a quarter of a century from its limitation 
by constitutional provision these same persons, while enjoying the fruits | 
of this traffic, 

COMMENCED DENYING OUR RIGHT 

to the use of this class of property. 
I have heard much said, Mr. Speaker, since I have been a member of 

this House regarding filibustering.. If a Democrat offers an amend- 
ment the cry comes that he is 

FILIBUSTERING 

and delaying legislation. 

| 
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Who was it, Mr. Speaker, who filibustered and called ‘‘noquoram”’ 
and retarded important business during the tedious details of counting 
by tellers after an amendment had been defeated, had been defeated by 
only two votes, which sought to reduce the tariff on sugar? 

It was the gentleman from Pittsburgh, from the blazing furnaces of 
Allegheny County, where a cloud of smoke by day and a pillar of fire 
by night has for half a century illumined the horizon; where the 
sound of a thousand hammers night and day beats out untold wealth, 
every dollar of which is due to the tariff laws which the Allegheny 
gentleman denounced. oP. 

This amendment which the gentleman [Mr. BAYNE] fought for, and 
to prevent the defeat of which he inaugurated filibustering tactics, 
would have caused an enormous reduction in our tariff revenue. Mr. 
BAYNE’S amendment reduced the revenue of the Government to the 
amount of $27,653,365.25. The tariff law upon sugar is for revenue, 
and not to give bounty and protection to Southern planters. 

This amendment was upon a class of sugar of which we imported 
last year 1,925,586,170 pounds, and upon that class of sugar we last 
year collected a revenue of $46,909,176.95. The entire crop of cane 
sugar raised in the United States last year was not greater than 170,- 
000,000 pounds, and of the class of sugar under consideration it was 
but about 150,000,000 pounds. 

Therefore, for 

ONE POUND OF SUGAR WHICH RECEIVES PROTECTION, TWELVE AND THREE- 

QUARTER POUNDS 

pay duty to the Government; and for three and a half millions which 
it is claimed go to the sugar-planters and laborers in the way of pro- 
tection, forty-seven millions are paid into the Treasury on that class of 
imports. 

Now, I can simply say to the distinguished gentleman that this side 
of the House is anxious to 

REDUCE THE TARIFF ON SUGAR 

revenue to carry on the Government, and already we have reduced the 
tariff on sugar very materially; but I will with great respect submit 
that there is no member of the House that this filibustering mantle 
would fit with less grace than it would the distinguished gentleman 
from Pittsburgh. The course pursued by him could have been adopted 
with more propriety by any other of the two hundred and ninty-one 
members of this House. 

I will now say one word regarding the internal-revenue part of the 
bill. It commences with the words 

TO REDUCE INTERNAL TAXATION, 

And this attractive heading, I regret to say, covers a mass of hideous 
| wrongs and inconsistencies and oppressions. 

It will be with feelings of sorrow that I shall be compelled to return 
to my constituents and inform them that while there is but little in the 
proposed law which commends it favorably to them, there is a great 
deal that it contains which is very objectionable and to which I can not 
give my support. I will read the first ten lines, Mr. Speaker, which 
follow the enacting clause: 
That the taxes herein specified imposed by the laws now in force be, and the same 

are hereby, repealed, as hereinafter provided, namely : On capital and deposits 
of banks, bankers, and national banking associations, except such taxes as are 
now due and payable; and on and after the Ist day of Tuly, 1883, the stamp 
tax on bank-checks, drafts, orders, and vouchers, and the tax on matches, per- 
fumery, medicinal preparations, and other articles imposed by Schedule A fol- 
lowing section 3437 of the Revised Statutes. 

This sweeps away a revenue of millions, more than nine-tenths of 
which is a relief to banks, corporations, and wealthy manufacturers. 
In order to show who is benefited by the latter part of the clause I 
will read these figures, which I take from the census reports for 1880 re- 
garding chemical products. The figures I will read show the amount 
of capital employed in that industry in four States and the total in the 
United States. They also show the annual amount of wages paid and 
the total amount produced of such articles: 
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The figures I have tabulated need no explanation. They clearly 
show that the clause relating to medicinal preparations is in 

THE INTEREST OF THE ESTABLISHMENTS OF FOUR STATES 
where nearly two-thirds of them are located. 

It is very evident that so much of the bill as I have read will be of 
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no material benefit to that portion of the land whose property was de- 
stroyed and whose industries were crushed by the war. These provis- 
ions will make no appreciable change in the price of articles which no 
longer require a 1 or 2 or 4 cent stamp attached to them. A 25-cent 
bottle of medicine without a 1-cent stamp will still sell for 25 cents, 
and a bottle or package of medicine-which formerly sold for $1, and 
upon which we found a 4-cent stamp, will still be sold at the same 
figure. 

The gentlemen on the other side of the House, as an answer to all 
ohjections to this bill, have repeatedly called our attention to the word 
matches, and they seem to think taking a 1-cent tax from a box of 
matches is all the relief people from the rural districts ought to demand. | 

A prudent, economical family will make a box of matches last them 
a month, and ifall the reduction accrued to the consumer the extreme 
benefit he would derive would be 12 cents a year. 
it will not accrue to the consumer. The appeal for a removal of this 
tax did not come from the people. It came from the manufacturers. 
The census tells us that the capital invested in that industry now 
amounts to $2, 114,850, and the products last year amounted to $4,668, 446, 
nearly all of which isconfined to the Northern States, Ohio alone manu- 
facturing to the amount of $935,529. 

The consumer will find that this 1 cent deduction will mostly if not 
entirely add to the profits of those who urged the change which we are 
discussing. 

I trust my allusion to Ohio will not be construed as indicating that 
I have any jealousy or ill-feeling regarding that grand old State. On 
the contrary, I rather concur with those who think we owe her a debt 
of gratitude. She has given us three Presidents; has offered us a dozen 
more, and, as if never tiring of good deeds, she still generously tenders 
so bountiful a quota that we need have no apprehension of being with- 
out a President not only during our own lives, but including the full 
terms of the lives of the youngest of our children. 
Ohio has given us the most versatile and most talented member of this 

House, my valued and esteemed friend, Mr. Cox. 
Ohio has given us—but, Mr. Speaker, I will not tarry. 

of Ohio and what she has done is recorded. 
Removing the license tax of $5, now charged to farmers who sell 

tobacco to their laborers, is a mockery when we consider that for this 
$5 reduction, the tax the average planter pays now on other articles is 
increased at least $500. 

The great mass of thinking people will never tolerate a political or- 
ganization which forces upon the country a law removing or reducing 
taxes upon bankers, tobacco-chewers, and people who use perfumeries 
and other articles which are not essential to the ordinary purposes of 
life. 
What the people demand is substantial reduction upon the necessi- 

ties, not the luxuries, of life. 
There is very much more that ought to be said on this important 

subject, but as the question has been ably argued by other gentlemen 
on this side of the House I will close this imperfect analysis of this 
bill, the general effect of which upon the interests of the whole people 
is greater than that of any other measure considered by this Congress 
or any other Congress for many years. 

The history 

Lee vs. Richardson. 
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SPEECH 

HON. JOSEPH WHEELER, 
OF ALABAMA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, March 3, 1883, 

On the contested-election case from the first Congressional district of South 
Carolina. 

Mr. WHEELER said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: I regret in these closing hours of the Forty-seventh 

Co to see the purposes for which we came here neglected and to 
see the last night of the session consumed in an effort to consider a case 
where the seat of a member of this body is contested. The people 
have 

A RIGHT TO EXPECT THAT 

much shall be done during these last days of Congress. They expect 
us at least in these expiring hours to make efforts in their interest, and 
there are many measures that demand and ought to have our attention. 
We ought to consider the 

EDUCATION BILL. 

We have the startling fact presented to us that 6,239,958 of our fel- 

But, Mr. Speaker, the efforts which have absorbed the thoughts of the majority of this 
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low-citizens are unable to read or write, and yet the House refuses to 
take steps to correct so great an evil. 
We are reflecting upon the whole country when we allow the bill to 

lie dormant which would grant a meager pension to the 
BRAVE MEN WHO CARRIED THE FLAG 

that floats over this Dome from the Rio Grande to Buena Vista and 
from Vera Cruz to the City of Mexico. The valorof these men gave 
this country a wealth which has enabled it to pension 400,000 soldiers, 
all, or nearly all, of whom are younger than the ten or twelve thousand 

| men who would be benefited by this bill. 
Then, too, Mr. Speaker, the passage of the bill to do tardy justice in 

rectifying the wrongs done to Fitz-John Porter would be a very proper 
work for Sunday morning. But that measure is allowed to lie on the 
table while the call of the House and vote after vote is repeated, in 

House. The responsibility of these occurrences during the twelve 
hours which have elapsed since 6 o’clock last night rests entirely with 
you gentlemen of the left. Excuse me if I give expression to the 
thought suggested by this word ‘‘left,’’ that far as you were ‘‘left’’ in 
November, 1882, the signs of the times indicate that still farther be- 
hind will you be ‘‘left’’ in November, 1884. 

The Republican party, aided by Greenback and Readjuster allies, 
finds its majority still further increased by the men who, though can- 
didates for Congress, were repudiated by the people at the polls, but 
who, because they belong to the party which for two years has con- 
trolled the legislation of this House, have by gross violation of law and 
right been placed in the seats of the duly elected representatives of the 
people. ‘ 

Your majority, gentlemen of the opposition, is now so great that you 
have it in your power to 

CARRY THROUGH EVERY MEASURE, 

unless we resort to the only method which remains to the minority, 
and, by refraining from voting, thus place ; 

THE ENTIRE RESPONSIBILITY 

upon you, and require you to keep in this Hall a constitutional quo- 
rum of your own party 

Mr. Spoftford, in his almanac for 1883, classifies the parties of the 
House as one hundred and fifty-one Republicans, nine Greenbackers, 
two Virginia Readjusters, making « combination of one hundred and 
sixty-three votes against one hundred and thirty Democrats. 

We have now been here since 11 o’clock yesterday. We have re 

mained here during the entire night, and I see that the last day of this 
Congress is now dawning upon us. There are many other measures 
equal in importance to those I have mentioned which demand our con 
sideration, and yet, with all these imperative duties pressing upon us 

THE REPUBLICAN MAJORITY IS WASTING THE TIME 

of this body in an effort not to sustain but to overthrow a report of the 
Elections Committee, more than two-thirds of which are of their polit 
ical party. 

The general excuse we have heard given by Republicans for always 
voting to unseat Democrats is that they must sustain the reports of the 
committee. In this case they certainly have no such excuse, as the 
vote taken just before midnight developed the astounding fact that one 
hundred and twenty-four Republicans cast and recorded their votes to 

PUT OUT A DEMOCRAT 

even though the Elections Committee, with its overwhelming Republi 
can majority, had decided and reported that the Democrat, Mr. Richard 
son, was duly elected, and that Mr. Lee, the Republican, had been 
clearly and fairly defeated. It did seem to me that after the majority 
of this House had committed so many inconsistencies they would not, 
during the last hours of their occupancy of this Hall, seek a new field 
in which to exercise this propensity. 

This vote has been recorded. The record can not be erased, 
part of the history of our country. 
ceedings. 

It is true, as no adjournment has taken place, that in legislative par 
lance we designate all as one legislative day, and call these proceedings 
as a part of those of Saturday, but we know and the world knows that 

the sun of heaven has arisen on Sunday morning, March 4, 1883, and 
at noon to-day we will adjourn forever. 
The SPEAKER. The question is on agreeing to the resolution, which the Clerk 

will report, 
The Clerk read as follows: 
** Resolved, That Samuel Lee have leave to withdraw his papers, and this case is 

dismissed without prejudice.” 
Mr. Petrinone. I move to substitute the resolutions of the minority of the 

committee. 
* 

It isa 

I will read from yesterday’s pro- 

7 ° * * s 7 

Mr. CALKINS. The minority resolutions were presented at the time the case 
was called up, but I believe were not read. 

- 7 . > * . 

Mr. CaLKrys. I ask unanimous consent that the resolutions of the minority 
may be offered now. 
There was no objection. 
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will read the resolutions which are proposed asa 

substitute for the report of the majority. 
The Clerk read as follows: 
“TI. Resolved, That John 8. Richardson was not elected as a Representative to 

* 
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the Forty-seventh Congress of the United States from the first Congressional dis- 
trict of South Carolina, and is notentitled to occupy a seat in this House as such. 

“II. Resolved, That Samuel Lee was duly elected as a Representative from the 
first Congressional district of South Carolina to the Forty-seventh Congress of 
the United States, and is entitled to his seat as such 

The Srraker, The question is on agreeing to the resolutions offered as a 
substitute for the resolutions reported by the majority of the «« 

Mr. Ranney and Mr. Horr called for the yeas and nays 
The yeas and nays were ordered 
Mr. Ham™monpD, of Georgia. I desire to make a parliamentary inquiry 
The Seeakxer. The gentleman will state it 
Mr. HAMMOND, of Georgia. Are we to vote on both resolutions at once, or can 

they be divided”? 

The Speaker. The yeas and nays have been ordered on both 
have been divided; but the division was not called for in time 

pera pittes 

They might 
The Clerk will 

call the roll 
The question was taken ; 

follows 

Aldrich 
Anderson 

Barr, 
Bayne, 

Belford 

Bingham 
Hisbee, 

Bowman 
Brewer 

Briggs 
Browne 

Brumm, 
Buck, 
Burrows 
Campbell 
‘ Candler 

Julius C 

Cannon 

Carpenter 

Caswell 

Chace, 

Crapo 

Cullen 

Dawes, 
Deering, 
De Motte 

Dezendortf 
Doxey, 

Dunnell, 

Dwight, 
Lrrett 
Farwell, Chas. B 

Aiken 

Armiield 

Atherton 

Atkins 
Barbour 

Beach 
Belmont 

Belizhoover 
Berry 
Black burn 
Blanchard 
Blount 
Brage 
Buchanan 
Caldwell 
Calkins, 
Carlisle 

Cassidy, 

Chapman 
Clark, 
Clements 
| 

4 

sf 

‘ 

( 

obb 

olerick 
onverse 

ook, Philip 
ovingeton, 

Cox, Samuel S 

Cox, William R 

Cravens, 

Black 
Bland, 

Bliss, 
Buckner 
Burrows, Jos. H. 
Butterworth, 
Cabell, 

Camp, 
Clardy, 
Cook, John C 
Oornell, 

Crowley, 
Darrall, 
Davis, Goorge R. 

YEAS—124 

Farwell, Sewell 8. Lynch, 
Fisher, Mackey, 
George, Marsh, 
Godshalk, Mason, 
Grout, McCoid, 
Guenther McCook, 
Hall, McKinley 
Hammond, John McLean, Jas. H 
Harmer, Miles, 
Harris, Benj. W Morey, 
Ilaseltine, O'Neill, 
liaskell, Pacheco, 
Hazelton, Page, 
Heilman, Parker, 
Henderson Payson, 

Hepburn, Peelle, 
Hill Peirce, 
Hitt Pettibone © 

Horr, Pound, 

Houk Prescott, 
Hubbell Ranney, 
Hubbs, Ray, 
Humphrey Reed, 
Jadwin, Rice, John B 
Jones, Phineas Rich, 

Jorgensen Ritchie, 
Joyce, Robinson, Geo, D 
Lacey Robinson, Jas. S 
Lewis Kyan, 

Lindsey Scranton 
Lord Sessinghaus 

NAYS—114 

Hutchins, 
Jones, Geo, W 

Kenna, 

Culberson 

Curtin, 

Davidson 
Davis, Lowndes H. King, 
Deuster, K lotz, 
Dibrell Knott, 

Dowd, Ladd, 

Dugro, Latham 
Dunn Leedom 
Ellis Le Fevre 
Ermentrout Manning 
iEevines Martin, 
Flower Mckenzie 
Forney, McLane, Robt. M 
Fulkersoi 
Crarrison 

Geddes, 

Gibson 

Gunter, 

MeMillin, 
Miller, 

Mills, 

Money, 
Morrison, 

Hammond, N. J Morse, 
Hardenbergh, Moulton, 
Hardy, Muldrow, 
Harris, Henry 8 Murch, 
Ilatch, Mutchler, 
Herbert, Randall, 
liewitt, G. W Reese, 
Hoge, Rice, Theron M. 
Holman, Richardson, D. P. 
House, Robertson, 

NOT VOTING—S. 

Dingley, Moore, 
Ford, Mosgrove, 
Herndon, Neal, 
Hewitt, Abram S. Nolan, 
Hiscock, Norcross, 
Hoblitzell, Oates, 

Hooker, Paul, 
Jacobs, Phelps, 
Jones, James K Phister, 
Kasson, Reagan, 
Kelley, Rice, Wm. W. 
Ketcham, Richardson, J. 8 
Matson, Robeson, 
McClure, Russell, 

So the substitute was agreed to. 
It will be seen by the record that but one Republican raised his voice, 

and but two recorded their votes against this great wrong, against this 
effort to overthrow and 

REVERSE THE SWORN DECISION 

and there were—yeas 124, nays 114, not voting 58; as 

Shallenberger, 
Sherwin, 
Shultz, 
Skinner, 

Smalls, 
Smith, A. Herr, 
Smith, Dietrich C 
Smith, J. Hyatt, 
Spooner, 
Steele, 
Stone, 

Strait, 

Taylor, Joseph D 
Thomas, 
Townsend, Amos 
Tyler, 
Updegraff, 
Valentine 
Van Horn, 
Van Voorhis 
Wait, 
Walker 
Ward, 
Washburn, 
Watson, 

West, 

White, 
Williams, Chas. G 
Willits, 
Wood, Walter A 

Young 

Robinson, Wm. E 
Rosecrans 
Ross, 
Scales, 
Scoville 
Shelley, 
Singleton, Jas, W 

Singleton, Otho R 
Sparks, 
Springer 

Stockslager 
halbott, 

Thompson, P. B 
rownshend, R. W. 

Pucke r, 

Turner, Henry G 
Turner, Oscar 
Upson, 

Vance, 
Warner, 
Wellborn, 
Wheeler, 
Whitthorne, 
Willis, 
Wilson, 
Wise, George D. 
Wise, Morgan R. 

Simonton, 
Spaulding, 
Speer, 
Taylor, Ezra B. 
Thompson, Wm. G. 
Urner, 
Van Aernam, 
Wadsworth, 
Webber, 
Williams, Thomas 
Wood, Benjamin. 

reported by Mr. MILLER, a Republican, and adopted by a committee 
of fifteen members, only four of which are of the Democratic party. 

This vote is the last link in a long chain of events, which illustrates 
the dominant passion which has actuated a dying party during its 
control of the popular branch of the Congress of the United States. 
it may seem eminently reasonable that a party should desire to close 
this Congress in the same way they inaugurated its proceedings. The 

last pages of its record reveal an effort to destroy representative gov- 
ernment, and a reference to its first pages shows that its first actions 
were directed toward the same purpose. 

Its last hours are consumed in an effort to drive from his seat the 
duly elected member from the first district of South Carolina, and the 
first act even before administering the oath to a single member except 
the Speaker was an 

EFFORT TO DISFRANCHISE 

the noble and chivalrous people who live in the eighth district of Ala- 
bama. ; 

Let us look back from the record of the last to the record of the first 
hours of this body, which has done so much toreflect discredit upon the 

| Government, which at the cost of blood and battle, suffering and _pri- 
vation, was implanted upon the soil of America by a Franklin, a Wash- 
ington, and a Jefferson. 

I read from the CONGRESSIONAL REcoRD, No. 1, December 6, 1881, 
page 9, these words: 
When the State of Alabama was called Mr. Jongs, of Texas, said 

administering the oath to Mr. WHEELER.” 

On page 11 we find these words: 
Mr. Jones, of Texas, The ground of objection isthat Mr. WHEELER has not been 

duly returned or elected a member of the Forty-seventh Congress. I send to the 
Clerk's desk the following resolution, which sets forth very clearly the ground 
of objection, and I ask it be read 

*T object to 

I will now read from page 12. It is the solemn assertion of a mem- 
ber of this House by which he seeks to prevent the swearing in of a 
fellow-member. I will read his exact words: 

Mr. Jones. The case now before us presents itself to the House—if the ob 
jection be fully expressed to the House—as a very simple proposition. Mr. 
WHEELER presents the certificate of the governor of the State of Alabama. The 
contestant, Mr. Lowe, presents the official returns made by the supervisors of 
election, from which returns, being the original record of the election, it appears 
that ‘Mr. Lowe received upward of 400 majority. 

Now, the position is this: That it is thus officially shown that the certifi- 
cate of election offered here by the gentleman from Alabama is not what it 
purports to be, a prima facie certificate. I ask, in support of the objection I 
make to the swearing in of the gentleman from Alabama, that the return or re 
port of the chief supervisors touching this election be read, so that the House 
may be fully advised of the real merits of the point involved ; in other words, as 
to the prima facie case. 
The objection assumes that the prima facie case is against or at variance with 

| the certificate of the governor, in that the certificate or certified report of the 

| 
| 

| 

' 

chief supervisor shows that his competitor, the contestant in this case, received 
an actual majority of the legal votes cast. 

I send the paper to the desk to be read. 

The brief presented in the cause by the contestant and his attorneys 
states, on page 61, that WHEELER’S returned vote was 12,808, and it ad- 
mits (page 62) that Wheeler has an unquestioned vote of 12,668. Now, 
if it was true that this paper which the honorable gentleman from Texas 
presented to the House was the return or report of the chief supervisor 
of election, and if it is true that said paper showed that contestant re- 

| ceived upward of 400 majority, then the report or return of the chief 
supervisor must have shown that the contestant received more than 
13,000 votes. 
Singular as it may appear, this important report or return which was 

thus used to attack the certificate of the governor of Alabama was not 
placed in evidence, and has never been presented to the Committee of 
Elections. 
This suspicious circumstance induced the contestee to procure a cer- 

tified return or report from the same officer, namely, the chief super- 
visor of elections, with regard to the matter referred to, and he has 
placed it before the committee. The following is a copy of the report: 

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SUPERVISOR OF ELECTIONS, 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ALABAMA, 

Huntsville, Ala., March 30, 1882. 

Statement of the number of votes received by William M. Lowe for Repre- 
sentative in Congress from the eighth Congressional district of Alabama, elec- 
tion 2d day of November, A. D. 1880, as shown by the face of the United States 
supervisors’ returns, as follows, to wit: 

Madison County bdimilarittinvesstnemneistineentienteniunnied 3,517 
Jackson County.. . 1, 656 
Limestone County..... . 176 
Lauderdale County. ROS 
Colbert County...... . zee e eee me ee, Z 1, 180 
Franklin County. “ eherinla nnteesctiaials ehtalineniacdiadiigibaasiedidibadeientabitiaecalh<onsbdgactihenhion 354 
Lawrence County.. . 1,862 
GI vawtenentsreciccsecnevciteccninbicgsaaidinneniaigabtianiadtients ‘ 1,139 

I cabiienrnnevanntegs niesns puupsnsndquspteeuntighiongalipenseenecdenpebunettansgnidedtnawensintibesess tei 12, 311 

I hereby certify that the above and foregoing is a correct and true statement 
of number of votes cast for William M. Lowe for Representative in Congress 
from the eighth district of Alabama, at an election held on the 2d day of Novem- 
ber, 1880, as shown by the face of the original returns made by the various United 
States yo pe of said election in the eighth Congressional district of Alabama, 
now on file in my office. 

JAMES H. BONE, 
Chief Supervisor of Elections. 

To be certain, and do noone any injustice, we procured from the chief 
supervisor certified copies of all the original returns of supervisors of 
election, including all the remarks and indorsements of these officers, 
at least most of whom were friends and supporters of the contestant. 

These returns, I respectfully submit, prove that there do not exist 
any returns made by supervisors of election which show that William 
M. Lowe received 400 more votes, or even a single vote more than he 
admits was received by Joseph Wheeler, page 62 of his brief. 
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I insist that nothing on these returns, whether on the back or face, 
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When we see the duly and legally elected representatives of the peo 
shows that any claim was made that William M. Lowe received as many | ple driven from this Hall, and when we look back only for the last de 
as 12,400 votes, and I insist that, to establish the integrity of the state- 
ment which is recited on pages 11 and 12 of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, 
first session, it is incumbent upon the parties who are responsible for | 
the statements, to present to this House a certified report of the chief 
supervisor, or official returns made by supervisors of election, by which | 
it will appear that my opponent, Mr. Lowe, received at least 13,000 votes | 
on November 2, 1880. (See middle of first column, page 12, CONGREs- 
SIONAL REcORD, December 6, 1881.) 

If those: parties who are responsible for the statements referred to, by] 
which it was sought to prevent the seating of a duly elected member of | 
this House, can not present a certificate or certiiied report of the chief 
supervisor, or can not present ‘‘ the official returns made by the super- | 

> 
visors of election,’? which show that he (Colonel Lowe) received more 
than 12,400 votes, then they must admit that the papers by which they 
sought to attack the certificate of the governor of a sovereign State were 
false or forged. 

It will certainly be admitted that in attaeking the certificate of a 

tempting to prevent, a member from taking his seat, the person or mem- 
ber who assumes so grave a responsibility should be literally accurate 
in all his statements to the House on the subject, and I trust that this 
is the last time’that such a gross impropriety will be committed. It is 
now nearly a year since I filed with the Committee on Elections printed 
copies of these statements and up to this time the responsible parties 
have failed to in any way extricate themselves from the unenviable 
position in which they are placed by these records. 

To prevent the perpetration of the wrong you seek to commit, I, 
together with a band of true representatives of the people, sat in our 
seats during the entire night, and by refusing to vote have for a few 
hours 

HELD YOU POWERLESS AT OUR FEET. 

You were twenty short of aquorum and your efforts have been thwarted. 
I regretted to let the record show that I did not vote, because at every 
call of my name in this entire session of Congress I have been present 

cennium and see the corruptions which have impregnated every depart 
ment of our Government— 
When we see sovereign Legislatures disbanded by brutal soldiery 
When we see the voice of the people stifled by the bayonet— 
When we see armies with bristling steel arrayed to hold a sovereign 

people in subjection— 
When we see a Minister of the Interior openly announce that in vio 

lation of his oath he was sending soldiers and mouey to protect per 
ured returning boards in proclaiming false and fraudulent returns of 
sovereign States— 
When we see scores of men holding the highest trust, exposed as 

culprits, guilty of the base crimes of bribery and subornation of pet 
jury, by which they enabled a de facto President to sit in the chair 
of Washington and Jefferson 

‘* When the annals of this Republic proclaim the disgrace and censur 
of a Vice-President, a late Speaker of the House of Representatives 

| marketing his rulings as a presiding officer; three Senators profiting 

governor of a State on the floor of Congress, and thus preventing, or at- | secretly by their votes as law-makers; five chairmen of the leading 
committees of the late House of Representatives exposed in jobbery ; 

| a late Secretary forcing balances in the public accounts; alate Attorney 
General misappropriating public funds; a Secretary of the Navy en 
riched or enriching friends by pere entages levied off the profits ol con 

tractors with his Department; an embassador to England concerned 
a dishonorable speculation; the President’s private secretary barely es 
caping conviction, upon trial, for guilty complicity in frauds upon the 
revenue; a Secretary of War impeached tor high crimes and confessed 
misdemeanors ”’ 

When we see all this we admit that we are dumb; we admit we are 
staggered in our hopes, and we pause in our reply 

But when we look again and reflect upon the glorious struggles ot 

| our forefathers of 1776; of their virtues, their courage, their exalted 

and my vote has been recorded except when my withholding it was | 
necessary to the preservation of right. For the same reason | with- 
held my vote when the effort was made to change the rule to enforce 
the tariff measure upon the country, without debate or consideration. 
On all other occasions the record shows that I cast my vote; not only 
that, but that it was cast on the side of the great people and 

AGAINST THE AUTOCRACY AND PLUTOCRACY 

which haveseized upon and controlled the dominant party of this House. 
[ admit, Mr. Speaker, that the course pursued by our Government 

and nobility and adherence to principle displayed by the 

patriotism; when we think of their godlike example to all future gen 
erations; their Christian devotion to liberty; and when we reflect and 
look again and see the same devoted courage and endurance and patriot 

ism displayed by their sons in the struggle which so recently drenched 
this fair land in blood, and now commemorated by a million green graves 
of our dearest and bravest and our best: and when we see the virtue 

people in the 

southern half of our country, when I look upon the great ab Mass oO 

Americans throughout our land; when I behold their living faces 

and see courage and determination and love of liberty and virtue beam 

ing from their noble brows, I think I see in all this a sometl © that nin 

| can not wholly perish, and that will not let liberty wholly perish, and my 

has caused brave men and earnest patriots to fear for its safety; and | 
were it not for the great virtue of the people in whom all power resides 
I too would despair. 

But hope and courage are aroused as I recall, from the tonching 
tragedy of Talfourd’s, the words of Ion, when, in his last interview with 
his beautiful Clemanthe, she asks: 

And shall we never see each other again ? 

Looking in her face he replied: 
I have asked that dreadful question of the hills which look eternal; of the | 

clear streams which flow forever ; of the stars, amid whose azure fields my raised 
spirit hath trod in glory. All were dumb! But when I look upon thy living 
face, I feel there is a something in the love which kindles through its beauty 
that can not wholly perish. We shall meet again, Clemanthe. 

When asked: shall the glorious dream of virtue and liberty planted 
and sanctified by the blood of our forefathers of ’76 live or perish ? 

When we see the action of the majority of this House upon the vital 
question of elective franchise— 
When we see principles of popular government trampled under 

toot— 

| godlike principle of self-government shall be eternal 
iti heart tells me that this effort of the American people to establish the peo} 

Let us, Mr. Speaker, to-day start with a new determination Wi 

about to part. Weare to have time for reflectioi Let those fl relies 

tions dwell upon this great and free country of ours. Let us remember 
| the principle for which our fathers bled one hundred years ago. Let us 

determine to stretch forth our hands for action and rescue our country 
from the dangers which lower over it. Let us rescue the country of 
which a great free and virtuous people are the ornaments 

Let us save it that they may continue to adorn it I ask all to aid 

in this work who love the principles of free and independent govern 
ment. I ask all to assist in the perpetuation of liberty and freedom 

| an effort for ourselves and posterity 

With such a purpose, amid such surroundings, I ask all to view the 
past in the light of Christian philosophy. 

And from the sunny memories of joys common to us all, and from the 
grave of all painful recollections never to be disturbed here or elsewhere 
by thought, word, or deed, will spring up among us a closer brotherhood, 
a purer patriotism, and a more abiding love of country. 


